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ORDER
HOUSE

Resolved,-That

OF REFERENCE
OF

COMMONS

OTTAWA,Thursday, February 22, 1923.
in the opinion of this House, it is advisable to appoint a

Special Committee for the purpose of inquiring into the operation of chapter
12, 8-9 George V, An Act respecting the Civil Service of Canada.
Attest.

W. B. NORTHRUP,
Clerk of the House of Commons.
FRIDAY, March

Ordered,-That

9, 1923.

the following Members do compose the said Committee:-

Messrs. Brown, Carmichael, Chevrier, Copp, Drummond, Hughes, Garland
(Carleton), McBride, McKillop, McMurray, Malcolm, Marcil (Bonaventure),
Martell, Parent. Rinfret, Shaw, and Simpson, with power to send for persons,
papers and records, to print from day to day its proceedings and the evidence
taken, for the use of the Committee, and to report from time to time; and that
Rules 11 and 74 be suspended in relation thereto.
Attest.
W. B. NORTHRUP,
Clerk of the House of Commons.
MONDAY, March 19, 1923.
Ordered,-That
in accordance with the recommendations contained in the
First Report of the Special Committee appointed for the purpose of inquiring
into the operation of chapter 12, 8-9 George V, An Act respecting the Civil
Service of Canada, the said Committee be empowered to make recommendations

looking towards the betterment of aforesaid Act and the Civil Service in general;
and that the said Committee be empowered to sit while the House is in session.
Attest.
W. B. NORTHRUP,
Clerk of the House of Commons.

Ordered,-That
mittee

THURSDAY,May 3, 1923.
the name of Mr. Carmichael be taken off the said Com-

and the name of Mr. Lewis substituted

Attest.

in lieu thereof.

W. B. NORTHRUP,
Clerk of the House of Commons.
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FIRST

A. 1923

COMMITTEE

REPORT

HOVSE OF COMMONS OF CANADA,

COMMITTEE ROOM 424,
WEDNESDAY,March 14, 1923.

The Special Committee, appointed for the purpose of inquiring into the
operation of chapter 12, 8-9 George V, An Act respecting the Civil Service of
Canada, beg leave to present their First Report, which is as follows: Your Committee recommends that its Order of Reference be so enlarged as

to empower it to make recommendationslooking towards the betterment of the
aforesaid Act and the Civil Service in general; and also, that the Committee
be empowered to sit while the House is in session.
All which is respectfully submitted.
JAMES MALCOLM,
Chairman.

First Report concurred in on March 19.
(See Journals at page 208).

SECOND AND FINAL

REPORT

HOUSE OF COMMONS OF CANADA,
COMMITTEE ROOM No. 424,

FRIDAY, JUNE 22, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada presented its
Second and Final Report, which is as follows: -

Your Committee appointed to inquire into the operation of chap. 12, 8-9
GeorgeV, an Act respectingthe Civil Service of Canada, pursuant to the resolution adopted by the House on the 22nd of February last, begs leave to submit
its secondand final report, and to lay on the Table of the House a complete
copy of the evidence adduced during its hearings.
The Committee held fifty-seven sittings, and heard fifty-seven witnesses.
These latter included representatives from the various Civil Service organizations
throughout Canada, Officers of the Civil Service Commission Deputy Ministers
and the Civil

Service

Commissioners.

The present Civil Service law comprises a series of modifications of the
various Civil Sendee Acts, passed since 1867, and particularly a modification of
the 1908 Act. The present Act, known as that of 1918, compared with Civil
Service laws of other countries is of a very much more comprehensive nature.
The Act of 1908 was based upon the British Civil Service Act. It recognized
the merit system, the system o; promotion by competition, but- left with the
deputy ministers the rights of selection and promotion.
The Act of 1918,
designed to abolish any opportunity for departmental favouritism, is a furtherance of the merit system in appointments and promotions by competitive

examination.* This Act removes the right of selection from the deputy min-

isters and placesit in the handsof the Civil ServiceCommissionappointedby
the

Crown.

The evidence given by a number of witnesses is to the effect that the Act

of 1908 gave satisfaction but that it applied only to the inside service. The

only objectionablefeature in the Act of 1908was,as disclosedby the evidence,
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certainstipulationsin section21 which did not safeguard,
as completelyas

was desired,the interestsof the civil servants,in matters of promotion.
Act of 1918,while insuring the continuanceof the merit system,and appoi

mentby competition,
hasbeenfoundby your Committeeto be subjectto so
modificationtowardsmakingit moreworkable. A previousCommitteefou
this Act too comprehensive
andmadeto extendto a classof position vhicn,

in the opinion of the Commissioners, neither the merit system or sys

competiteexamination
wereapplicable.The defecthas alreadybeenremedied
by amendments to the Act.

.

As a result of the evidence
heard,your Committeebegsleaveto submit
representations
whichmay be dividedinto two classes:
thosepertainingdirectly
to the operationof the Civil Servicelaw itself, and whichmay be termedas
affectingthe internalmanagement
of the Civil ServiceCommission,
anda second
classwhich refers more particularly to the service itself, rather than to the

operation of the Civil Service law.
After hearing the evidence of the Commissionersparticularly, your Committee begs leave to submit the following amendmentsto the Civil Service Act.
These amendments,it is felt, will correct certain shortcomings and broaden the
scope of the Act in matters where the Commissioners and officials of various
Civil Service organization feel that the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission should be made to extend, for the benefit of the Civil Service. They are
the following:PART ONE
AMENDMENTS

TO

THE

ACT

1. Under the present law, it has been held that the Commission has no
power to cancel a certiiicate once it has been issued, and though the department
has power to reject an employee during the probationary period, cases some-

times arise in which, through irregularities or failures to comply with the provisions of the law, it would be preferable to have the Commission cancel the
certificate.

Your Committee therefore recommendsthat section 13 be amendedto give
to the Commissionpower to cancel the certificate within the probationary period
in the same manner as the deputy head can reject an employee within that
time.

2. If often happens that radiotelegraph employees and others are unable

to take leave exceptoncein four or five years, and it frequently happensalso
that through stressof work, employeeseven at Ottawa are preventedfrom
taking the annualleaveto which they are entitled. Under presentconditions,in
order to get over this disadvantagespecial leave must be granted in lieu of

annualleave,but it wouldseemthat a point of this kind shouldbe coveredby

the Act.

Your Committee
thereforerecommends
that section25 be amended
to pro-

vide, that, if from location of work in isolatedpositions,or, if stressof work

in the department prevents the granting of leave in any year, the said leave

may be, at the discretionof the deputy head,cumulativeuntil such time as it
may be convenient for the Department to grant it.

3. TheOrderin Council,recommended
to bepassed
in May,1919,affecting

leaveof absencein the Civil Service,shouldin the opinion of your Committee
be incorporated into the Act for the purpose of consolidation.

Your Committeethereforerecommends
that section25 be amended,so as
to provide for leaveof absenceat the rate of one and one-half days for each
completedmonth of service,prior to the commencement
of the fiscal year for

amployees
whohavebeenlessthan twelvemonthsin the service.
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4. Considerable evidence has been adduced with reference to the disposition

to be made with supernumerary clerks; one proposal being the retention of
supernumerarieswith pay until they can be absorbed into other positions; the
other alternative proposal being to place them on leave of absencewithout pay,
subject to recall whenever their services might be required, and eligible for
transfer to any other positions in the service with the same maximum compensation or lower compensation for which they are considered by the Commission to be qualified. This would give the employees some chance of employment during the time when they were waiting for transfer. It would also
operate to prevent the department abolishing a position for the sole purpose of
laying off the incumbent of this position, as they would in all cases be obliged
to recall their old employees provided they had not been yet transferred to
another department.
Your Committee therefore recommends the repeal of subsection 3 of section
28, and recommends the use of the provisions of subsection 4 of section 9 in lieu
thereof.

5. It has been the practice of the Commission in the past, when a list of
eligibles has been established for positions in the public service, to make
assignments from that list until it is completely exhausted. When the original
list contains a large number of names, it frequently happens that those at the
bottom of the list have changed their residence, or are no longer available for
employment when their turns on the list have been reached, and it is considered
desirable that the Commission should have power to limit the life of eligible
lists, when such action is considered desirable and in the public interest.
Your

Committee

therefore

recommends

amended so as to provide for the limitation
more than one year.

that

subsection

4 of section

32 be

of the life of eligible lists to not

6. Under the present law, the Commission is required to appoint the person
whose name stands highest upon the eligible list in question. It frequently
happens that special qualifications are required for a particular position, and
that the person standing highest on the eligible list doesnot possessthese qualifications, while a person further down on the eligible list may possessthem. It
is accordingly considereddesirable that the Commission should have power to
make a selection in this way without going through the formality of assigning
every person who stands higher on the list, and having these rejected until a
person with the desired qualifications is found.
Your Committee therefore recommends that subsection 1 of section 43

be amendedso as to provide that selectionsfor appointment shall be, as far as
practicable, in the order of the names on the eligible list, but the Commission
may, at the request of the deputy minister select any personwho, in the opinion
of the deputy minister, shows exceptional qualifications for any particular
position or work.

7. In order that eligible lists will include only the names of such persons
who have been examined by the Commission and found qualified, and without
prejudice to the preference which the law allows to supernumerary employees

mentioned in section 5,Your Committee recommends that subsection 2 of section 43 be amended
accordingly.
8. The Act contains no definition of the word "Residence" and this has led
to considerable difficulty in making appointments.
Your

Committee

recommends

that

subsection

3 of section 43 be amended

so as to define the length of residence required before a candidate can be

regarded as a bona-fide resident of the said locality and your Committee recommends that the length of residencebe fixed at one year.
5-R
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9. In questionsof transfersand promotions,difficulty has often arisen asto
what the rangeof compensation
shall be, and for the purposeof more certainty
in the interpretationof the law in that behalf,your Committeerecommends
that
subsection 2 of section 45s be amendedso as to provide that in the case of a
transfer or promotion of a person in the Service to another position, the next

higher rate in the range (if his presentsalary is not a rate in the new range)

shall be granted only in the caseof promotion. If the said transfer is made in
the public interest the employee'sremoval expensesincurred by him as a result
of said transfer

shall be reimbursed to him.

10. It has been representedthat in certain sections of the Dominion it is
found impossibleto secureemployeesat the minimum rates provided by classification. For example in remote points where the supply of the kind of help
required is extremely limited, it is found that the prevaling rates of pay must
be met. It is accordingly considereddesirable to provide that the salary paid
need not be restricted to the minimum rate of the salary provided by classification.
Your

Committee

therefore

recommends

that

subsection

2 of section

45e be

amended so as to enable permanent appointments at other than the minimum
rate of salary in localities where the Commission finds the prevailing rate will
not permit of appointments at the minimum.
11. As the law now stands at present, it provides that annual increases
may be granted permanent employees upon the recommendation of the deputy
head approved by the Commission. It is, however, considered that the amount
of checking and clerical work necessitated by the submission of such recommendations to the Commission is exorbitant, and it is accordingly recommended
that an amendment be made as stated in the preceding paragraph.
Your

Committee

therefore

recommends

that subsection 3 of section 45s be

amendedso as to provide that annual increasesmay be granted by the deputy
head instead of by the Commission.
12. It has also been shown that there are certain classes of employees whose

services are required for temporary work sometimes extending over one year,
and in certain cases as far as two and three years, as for instance seasonal

employees,audit clerks, and those employeestaken on for the purposes of the
Census. At present the regulations do not provide for statutory increase for
these employeesand your Committee is of the opinion that there is no reason
for depriving these employeesfrom statutory increase.
Your Committee

therefore

recommends that subsection

6 of section 45e be

amendedfor that purpose by adding thereto the following words:
"except in the case of censusemployees,seasonal employees, and audit
election employeeswho shall be eligible during their three or two years'
employment as the case may be, for increase in salary as provided in
section 45B (3)."

13. Section49 of the Act providesthat any personmay be appointedby

a Minister of the Crown or other member of the Government to be his private
secretary, and if such a person doesnot hold a permanent position in the Civil
Service he may be paid such salary as the Governor in Council may prescribe.
If he holds a permanent position in the Civil Service he may be paid an addi-

tional salary not exceeding$600 a year while so acting. The result of this

section is that there is frequently an exceedinglywide margin betweenthe

salaryreceivedby a privatesecretaryappointedfrom without the service,and
that of apermanent
member
of the serviceselected
for sucha post. This margin
is not coveredby the $600providedby the law, and it is considered
desirable
that an amendment
shouldbemadeto providefor this condition.
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Committee

therefore

recommends

that

subsection

1 of section 49 be

amended by striking out all the words after the word "paid" in the seventh line
thereof and adding immediately after said word "paid" the following words,
"such additional salary whilst so acting as may be fixed by the Governor in
Council."

15. Your Committee is of the opinion that in cases where revenue post

officesare placed on a city basis, that the staffs of such officesshould be granted
Civil Service status on qualifying examinations. These employeeshave under
the present law no right to be retained in their positions. In view of their
experiencein the work, it is consideredthat the usual age limits and the principle of competition should not apply, but that, if they are qualified for retention on the Post Office staff, they should be so retained subject to the certificate
of the Civil Service Commission. Provided, however, that this shall apply only
to employees who shall have been two years in the service or one year in the

position held at the time the changeis made.
Your

Committee

therefore

recommends

that

the

Civil

Service

Commission

be given power to provide for regulations accordingly.
16. In considering the qualifications of applicants for positions in what is
known best as the outside service, it was pointed out that the examination for

light keepersdoes not cover a knowledge of signals nor the n<
y ability to
handle a boat in rough weather, which would make the appointee of value in
lending assistance to ships in distress.
Your

Committee

therefore

recommends

to the Commissioners

the

advis-

ability of amending the standard of qualifications for light keepers as set forth
in the book of classification by adding thereto clausesto cover the applicant's
knowledge of transmitting and interpreting signals to and from passing vessels,
and the ability in seamanship necessary to assist vessels or sailors in distress.
PART Two

Former Committees restricted the hearing of evidence to departmental
and Civil Service Commission representatives. Your Committee enlarged the
scope of its evidence to hear representations on the operation of the Act from
representativesof accredited Civil Service organizations.
As a result of this additional evidence, your Committee is of the opinion
that in order to attract the proper class of citizens to the Civil Service, in order
to create a feeling of contentment and loyalty to the Service, and in order to
deal honestly and fairly with those who have given life service to the Govern-

ment of the country, the recommendationscontained in Part Two of the report
should be given effect to.

It is admitted by all who have investigated Civil Service conditions, not
only in Canada, but in other countries as well, that a superannuation schemeis
an essential part of the regulative machinery.

This conclusion is in accord

with the experienceof private corporations in dealing with large groups of
employees.

The SuperannuationAct which was in force up to the year 1898, and which
remains in force so far as employeesentering the service before that year are
concerned,provides for retiring allowances to civil servants retiring by reason
of disability or an attainment of agesixty and who have served in an established
capacity in the Civil Service for ten years or upwards. Contributions to the
fund are made by employeesat the rate of 3^ per cent of salary in the case of
contributors entering the service after April 1, 1893, and 2 per cent in the case
of those entering the service before the said date. The superannuation allow-

anceunder the Act is one-fiftieth of the averagesalary for the last three years'
service multiplied by the number of years' service not exceedingthirty-five
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years. The maximumallowanceis therefore70 per cent of the averagesalary
for the last three years of service.

This Act is defectivein failing to providefor the continuanceof a percentage

of the retiredemployee's
allowance
to his widowor minor childrenafter his

death, or an allowance to his widow and children in the event of his death in

serviceprior to retirement;and in failing to providefor the return of any por-

tion of the employee'scontributionson his voluntary retirementfrom the service.

It is alsodefectivein permittingin somecasesan arbitrary additionto the
actualperiod of servicefor the purposeof computingthe allowanceof a retiring
employee.This provisionappearsto havebeenabusedand a Bill repealingthis

provision has beenpresentedat the present session.
In 1898,the SuperannuationAct was replaced, so far as new entrants were
concerned, by the so-called Retirement Act under which contributions of 5
per cent of the salary are required to be made by employeesentering the service
after April 1, 1898, which contributions have been accumulated at 4 per cent
interest up to January 1, 1920, and at 5 per cent since that date. Under this
Act, the accumulated contributions are payable to the employee on his retirement, or to his estate or to such persons as the Treasury Board determines in
the event of his death while in the Civil Service. This Act is defective in providing for no contribution by the Government to the employee's retiring allowance, and in providing for a lump sum payment instead of annual allowance.

The general principles on which modern superannuation schemesare based
appear to be fairly definitely agreed upon. The basis most favoured is that
under which both the employees and the employer contribute to the support
of the scheme, the entire cost as a rule being borne approximately equally by
both. The benefits provided for include allowances on retirement after attainment of a stipulated age; allowances to widows and minor children in the event

of the death of the employee during service or after retirement, the widow's
allowance being usually one-half of the employee's allowance; and allowances

to the employeeson retirement from disability regardless of age. There is
also usually provision made for the return of the employee'scontributions without interest in the event of his voluntary retirement after a minimum period of
service

has been rendered.

Your Committee is of the opinion that the adoption of a superannuation
scheme substantially

on the lines of that above described would remove one of

the greatest deterrents to efficiency and curtailment of staffs in many of the
departments of the public service and it therefore recommends that such a
scheme be adopted by Parliament at the earliest possible date.
Evidence submitted to your Committee by representatives of the various
Civil Service organizations brought out the fact that considerable dissatisfac-

tion existed among the civil servants with decisions on classification, promotion,
salary adjustment, and other matters generally affecting the service. One of
the principal causesfor this dissatisfaction seemsto be due to the lack of the
existence of a permanent board to which the civil servant can appeal.

In the rapid growth of industry, great efficiency has developed,but those
charged with the problems of organization and management have found that
this could only be accomplished by securing the greatest co-operation of their

employees. The war emphasizedthis essentialfactor. As a result there have
been establishedin private enterprises many forms of industrial councils which

give representationto the employeeon questionsaffecting his welfare. The
need in private enterprisefor someplan of employeerepresentationfinds its
counterpartin a similar demandfrom thoseengaged
in the public service.
Your Committeehas heard much valuable evidenceon this subject; such

plansasthe WhitleyCouncilshavebeenpresented
asgivingto the civil servant
a voicein the settlementof problemsaffectinghis welfare. Your Committee
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however, is unable, by reason of the diversity of evidencesubmitted, to recommend the acceptanceof any definite plan now in existence as being adaptable
to the conditions existing in this country under the present Civil Service Act.
After reviewing the evidence and considering the problem from its various

angles, your Committee is impressed, however, with the necessity for the
creation of some type of board on which the civil servant shall be represented
so that the causes of complaint may be given fair consideration by those
familiar

with

conditions

Your Committee

in the service.

therefore

recommends that

ers be given power to establish without

the Civil

Service Commission-

delay departmental

personnel boards

to be made up of an equal representation of the Civil Service Commission, the
department, and departmental employees. These boards are to act in an advisory

capacity in matters of classification, promotion, dismissal, salary revision,
leave of absence,and other kindred problems affecting the welfare and efficiency
of the departmental service.

The evidence submitted to your Committee disclosesthe urgent need of a
general readjustment of salary. It has been pointed out in the evidence that
complete reorganization should take place first, to be followed by reclassification of the personnel of the various departments and finally that a readjustment
of the ranges of salary should be made, based upon the value and worth of the
services

rendered.

At the time of reclassification, it was felt that the salaries could not then
be finally dealt with, and that a bonus should be added to meet the increased
cost of living conditions; this did not constitute a permanent or satisfactory

method of revising salaries, and it is felt that the salaries should be fixed on a
permanent basis and the bonus eliminated.
Your Committee therefore recommends that, immediately after reorganization and reclassification has taken place, salary revision and adjustment be

proceededwith without delay. Pending this revision the bonus is to be continued.
Considerable

evidence

has

been

taken

on

matters

of

classification

and

reorganization. The evidence discloses that the classification under the present
system has caused considerable disturbance in the Civil Service, due to the

lack of flexibility in the administration of the Act.
Your Committee feels that the creation of personnel boards, hereinbefore
recommended, would furnish excellent means for the solution of some of the

difficulties now experiencedby civil servants in regard to the classification and
other problems incidental to their work.

It is essential,in the opinion of this Committee, that the reorganization of
those departments of the public service which have not thus far been reorganized, should be undertaken by the Civil Service Commission as early as possible,
with a view to setting up an establishment suited to the requirements of each
department. " In order to make such action effective, the willing and hearty
co-operation of the departments is regarded as absolutely essential.
The Commission, with the co-operation of the respective departments,
should determine the nature of the establishment and the number of employees

required to efficiently conduct the public business. Overlapping of activities in
different branches of the same department or different departments should be
eliminated and efforts along similar lines co-ordinated, resulting in increased
efficiency and decreased cost.
Your Committee desires to call attention to the following extracts of Commissioner

Jameson's

evidence:-

" In order to make such action effective (i.e., reorganization) the co-operation of the departments would be an absolute necessity. It would have to be
understood at the outset that all members of the service would be treated
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fairly, and not thrownruthlesslyout on the street. The employees
would fall
into three categories:(1) Thosewho were efficient and whosetime was fully
occupied with their duties; (2i Those who were efficient, and yet were -uper-

numerary to the requirementsof the department; (3) Those who were ready
for retirement under the SuperannuationAct. I may say that there are many
who believe that the sen-ice to-day is considerably overmanned in certain

departments,and that a proper reorganizationwould disclosea large number
of supernumeraries. To attempt such reorganization, however, without a superannuation Act and ample assurancethat the employeeswho were found supernumerary would not be hurt, would in my opinion be an absolute failure. Not
unnaturally the various chiefs of branches and heads of divisions would do
their utmost to protect people who had rendered faithful service in the past,
and nothing short of absolute co-operation between the Civil Service Commission and the department could attain the object in view or effect a substantial saving of public money
By following the course outlined it can be
seen that overmanning the departments would in a few years become a thing of
the past. Incidentally, I am of the opinion that many millions of dollars would
thereby be saved yearly and the efficiency of the service increased."

Your Committee ihuviore recommendsthat reorganization of those departments of the public service, which have not thus far been reorganized, should

be undertaken by the Civil Sen-ice Commission without delay to facilitate the
early application of a measure of superannuation, in co-operation with the
deputy 1eads of the departments, with a view of setting up an establishment
suitable to the requirements of each department.
RETURNED

SOLDIERS

PREFERENCE

Your Committee after hearing evidence from the representatives of the
various soldier organizations, have given very careful consideration to the
representations made for maintaining the preference to returned soldiers contained in the present Act, and feel that this preference should be maintained.
DEPUTY MINISTER'S

REPORT

During the year 1922, a committee of deputy ministers was formed at the
instance of the Government to consider matters affecting the Civil Service of
Canada. During the course of the hearing, the report of this committee of
deputy ministers was produced and is printed on page 785 of this evidence.
The Commissionersdo not concur in the suggestedmodifications contained in
this report.

Your Committee
feelthat this reportwasconceived
for the solepurpose

of promoting efficiency in the Civil Service,yet it cannot but feel that the Commissionersare bona fide in their objections to this report.
Your Committee recommendsthat at the earliest possible date a conference
towards greater efficiency in the service be held betweenthe Commissionersand

the deputy ministersfor the purposeof arriving at an understandingover the
matters

therein

set out.

SUBMISSION

Act.

TO TREASURY

BOARD OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

Your Committeebegsleaveto call attentionto section37 of the present

" The Commissionmay makesuchregulationsas it deemsnecessaryfor the
carrying out of this Act. Suchregulationsand all other regulationsmadeunder
this Act shall be subjectto the approval of the Governorin Council, and shall
be publishedin the CanadaGazette (1919,2 Sess.,c. 10)."
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Your Committee begs leave to recommendthat before the recommendations
of the Civil Service Commissioners making changes or modifications in the
regulations of the present Act are approved by Council, that these recommendations be submitted to the Treasury Board, so that the various heads of the
departments may have opportunity to consider the proposed amendments.
During the courseof the present inquiry, Mr. Clarence Jameson,one of the
Civil Service Commissioners,called your Committee's attention to the granting
of rewards for meritorious service. Your Committee heartily approves of this
suggestion, and begs leave to quote the following extract from the evidence submitted by Mr. Jameson.
" The principle of giving national recognition to those who render some

signal service to humanity through scientific research and discovery, which
unhappily

seems to be more honoured in the breach than in the observance,

should, I think, be quickened, and extended to those in the public service. The
case of Dr. Saunders of Marquis Wheat fame may be cited as an illustration.
The Civil Service Act might very properly make provision for such distinguished public employees, and some substantial financial reward by way of
annuity for life, would, I believe, in such circumstances, meet the hearty

approval of the people of Canada. The danger, of course,would be that if the
door were opened to suitable recognition of the deserving person, the charlatan
and wire-puller would also appear upon the scene. To guard against abuse of

the system therefore, some ample and effective check would doubtless be essential.

There would probably require to be some open method above taint or sus-

picion of favouritism for determining what personsshould from time to time be
so recognized."
Your Committee recommends that the Governor in Council give special
consideration to this recommendation for the purpose of making such changes

to the Civil Service Act as may be required to at once give effect to this recommendation.
MEMBERS

OF ADVISORY BOARD, ETC., TO TAKE

OATH

It appears by the evidence that members of the advisory board, when
called upon by the Commission to make recommendations for appointments or

promotions are not called upon to take an oath. It appears also that for the
purpose of making certain appointments, the Civil Service Commission may
enlist the services of certain government employeesfor the purpose of making
recommendations in matters of appointments and promotions, and that these
employees also are not sworn.

Your Committee is of the opinion, that a new section should be added to
the present Act providing that the members of the advisory board and such
employeesas are hereinbefore referred to should be sworn to the faithful performance of their duty.
SUGGESTIONS

AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

REGAEDING

CO-ORDINATION

Your Committee is impressed with the necessity of co-ordinating and
harmonizing the various departments of the public service into one efficient
administrative unit in order to prevent duplication and overlapping and to
eliminate over-staffing.
Some progress has been made, but your Committee is convinced that the

fullest efficiency can only be securedby definitely charging somecentral author-

ity with this important task. The Prime Minister, it is suggested,
is the proper
authority to act as the co-ordinating head and businessmanager of all Govern-

ment services,but the seriousand grave responsibilitiesattachedto his office,
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particularlywith referenceto governmentpolicies,would probably.make

.necessary
that this duty shouldbe delegatedto an expert,in the samemanner

that the Government
has delegated
its responsibility
in connection
with the
management
of government
railways.Suchan expertcouldbe alsoentrusted
with the duty of supervising
publicpurchasing
andcontract?,
with a viewof
securing businessefficiency.

In this connection,
your Committee'sattentionhas beendirectedto the
recommendation
of the fourth report publishedin 1914of the last Royal
Commissionappointedto investigate the British Civil Service. In drder to

establisha controllingauthority,the Commission
recommended
" the_creation

within the Treasury Board of a specialsectionfor the generalsupervisionand
control of the Civil Service (1) To carry out inquiries and investigationsinto
any matters connectedwith departmentaladministrationand method ot working, and. (2) To bring to the notice of beadsof departmentsconcernedany
matter of importance for them to know, with its recommendations."

Another proposal which merits exploration, is an appropriate adaptation
of the so-called " Business Manager Plans " which has evoked universal commendation in its application to municipal government.
Your Cnmmittee has not had sufficient opportunity or time at its disposal

to give this matter the serious consideration it deserves,and therefore recommend- that the Civil Service Commission do forthwith, under the powers set
out in subsection 4 of section 4 of the Civil Service Act, analyze and investigate
the best methods of co-ordinating and harmonizing the various government

departments into one organized administrative body, with a view to the elimination of duplication and overlapping in services and in order to eliminate and
prevent any overmanning and to report thereon to the Governor in Council.
EXEMPTIONS

Your Committee is impressed with the necessity of having most careful
consideration given to recommendations from the Commission requesting exemptions of position* from the operation of the Act. It is noted that in the case
of former exemptions the Commissioners were not always unanimous in their
requests for exemptions.
Your

Committee

therefore

recommends

that

hereafter

should

the

Com-

missioners find it advisable to exclude any further position from the operation
of the Act. and should the Commissioners not be unanimous in their request,
that the dissenting Commissioner shall carefully set out his objections to the

requested exemption and that such objections as set out shall form part of the
record

to be submitted

to the Governor

in Council.

Your Committee further recommends that any recommendation to exclude
a« stated above shall be forwarded

to the Prime

Minister

with

the statement

of objections attached, and that both the recommendation to exclude and the

objections be fully consideredby the Governor in Council, before any Order
in Council be passed confirming the exemptions.

Your Committee is of the opinion that the two fundamental principles of
the Civil Service Act are the merit system and the system of appointment
by competitive examination, and that both these principles must be preserved.

"Under
theexistingCivil ServiceAct,theresponsibilityfor economy
andefficiency
in the public service rests jointly on the Civil Service Commissionand the
heads of departments,and an improvementin the efficient and economical

operationof the servicecanonlybe effectiveby the joint actionof both. There-

fore, in this report, your Committeehave emphasized
the needof co-operation

andhaveprovidedamendments
whichin theopinionof thewitnesses
will improve
the Act towards greater flexibility.
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Your Committee has further suggestedproposals for improving the status
of the civil servants, in the hope that this improved status will make for a
greater efficiency in the service.

Your Committee wish to expresstheir belief that with the earnest co-operation of all parties interested, the Civil Service Act will function more success1fully as time goes on, and that eventually the service will be brought to such
a high state of efficiency that it will be a credit to both the departments and
the Civil Service Commission and satisfactory to the employees.
Your Committee recommends that the Order of Reference, Proceedings and

evidence given before the Committee, together with a suitable synoptic index
to be prepared by the Clerk of the Committee, he printed as an appendix to the

Journals of the House of the present session, and be printed in blue-book
form for distribution

and that rule 74 be suspended in reference thereto.

All which is respectfully submitted.
JAMES

MALCOLM,
Chairman.

For motion to concur in the adoption of the Second and Final Report, see
Journals at page 608; also Debates (unrevised edition) at page 4749.
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HOUSE OF COMMONS, CANADA,
COMMITTEE ROOM 424,

WEDNESDAY,March

14, 1923.

The Special Committee appointed to inquire into the operation of Chapter
12, 8-9 GeorgeV, an Act respecting the Civil Service of Canada, met this day
for organization at 11 o'clock, a.m., when the following members were present:-

Messrs. Brown, Carmichael, Chevrier, Copp, Drummond, Hughes, Garland
(Carleton), McBride, McKillop, McMurray, Malcolm, Martell, Rinfret, Shaw,
Simpson.

On motion of Mr. Martell, secondedby Mr. Rinfret, Mr. Malcolm was
chosenChairman, and, on taking the chair, lie, after returning thanks for the
honour so conferred, outlined what he conceived to be the duties of the Committee.
Debate

followed.

On motion of Mr. Brown, it was resolved that Mr. Foran, Secretary Civil
Service Commission, be summoned to appear as a witness at the next meeting of
the Committee.

On motion of Mr. Shaw, it was resolved that a report be made to the House,
recommending that the powers of the Committee be so extended as to warrant
it in making recommendations looking toward an improved Act and a more
efficient

Civil

Service.

On motion of Mr. Chevrier,-Ordered that each member of the Committee be
supplied with undermentioned reports, acts, etc.: Civil Service Amendment Act,
1908; Civil Service Act of 1918 and amendments; Rules and regulations of Civil
Service Commission and amendments to date; Report of Civil Service Commis-

sion for last year; Report on workings of Inside Service, 1919; Report by Deputy
Minister and Report and Evidence Spinney Bill.

By general consent, the clerk was instructed to procure portfolios that the
correspondenceand papers of the members, due to Committee, might be kept
separate.

On motion of Mr. Chevrier,-Ordered that a report be made to the House
recommending that Committee be empowered to sit while House is in session.

The Committee adjourned to meet Monday next at 11 o'clock, a.m., when
Mr. Foran, Secretary of Civil Service Commission, will give evidence.
MONDAY, March 19, 1923.

The SpecialCommitteeon the Civil ServiceAct of Canadamet this day
at 11 o'clock, a.m.,Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman,presiding,when the following

members were present:-

Messrs.CarmichaelChevrier,Copp,Hughes,Garland (Carleton),McBride,

Malcolm, Martell, Marcil (Bonaventure), Parent, Shaw.

In accordancewith an order of last meeting,Mr. Foran. Secretaryof the

Civil ServiceCommission,
appeared,
wassworn,andmadea statementrespecting

xviii
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the procedure
employed
by the Commission.Mr. Foranreadthe followinginto
his evidence:-

A circularletterrespecting
theappointment
of RuralPostmasters,
and

An Orderin Council,datedFebruary13, 1918," extendingthe principles

of the present Civil ServiceAct to the'Outside Service and thus to abolish

patronageand to make appointmentsto the Public Serviceupon the sole
standard of merit," etc.

Mr. Foran was cross-examined
by membersof the Committeewhile making

his statement.

It being one o'clock the Committee adjourned to meet at ten a.m., tomorrow, when Mr. Foran will make further explanations.
TUESDAY, March

20. 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met this day at
10 o'clock, a.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding, when the following
members were present:Messrs. Brown, Carmichad. ('licvrier, Copp, Drummond. Hughes. Garland
(Carleton), McBride. McKillop, McMurray, Malcolm, Marcil (Bonaventure),
Martrll, Parent, Rinfret, Shaw. Simpson.
Mr. Foran continued making statement and during the progress of which
the following papers were filed:
Memorandum respecting population and revenue of city post offices.
Memorandum showing classes of positions for which the competitive examination feature consists mainly of an oral examination of the candidates conducted
for the Commission by departmental officials, Rural Postmasters. Lightkeepers
in the lower grades, Lockmen and Bridgemen in the Canal Service, Forest
Rangers and Fire Guardians, Caretakers and Watchmen, Minor Fishery
Officials, such as Fishery Guardians, Hatchery Helpers, etc. Minor Officials in
the Signal and Meteorological Services.
Papers showing,
1. List of positions excluded, in whole or in part, under the provisions of
Section 38 (b) from the operation of The Civil Service Act, 1918, as amended
by Chapter 22, 11-12 Geo. V.

2. List showing the distribution of departments among the three Civil Service Commissioners.

3. Copy of Resolution of the Civil Service Commission approving the
present procedure in connection with the appointment of rural postmasters.
4. Chart showing the present procedure in connectionwith the appointment
of rural

postmasters.

5. Copy of Order in Council, dated February 28, 1918, defining the extent
of the jurisdiction of Order in Council. P.C. 358. of the 13th February. 1918.

6. Statementshowingthe approximate
numberof positionsin the Depart-

ment of Marine and Fisheries with salaries at less than S200 per annum.

Mr. Foran agreedto provide Committee with copy of eligible list.

The Committeetook recesstill 3.30 p.m.. when it reassembledwith the

following members presents-

Messrs.Brown, Carmichael,Chevrier.Copp,Drummond,Hughes.Garland

(Carleton),McBride,McKillop,McMurray,Malcolm,Marcil (Bonaventure)

Kartell, Parent, Rinfret., Shaw, Simpson.
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Examination

of Mr.

Foran

resumed.

Mr. R. Patching, Chief of Correspondence and Statistics Branch of Civil Service Commission, called and sworn, and examined by Mr. Chevrier and others.
Mr. Clarence V. Putman, Chief of Or-ganization Branch of Civil
Commission, sworn, and examined by Mr. Chevrier and others.
Examination

of Mr.

Foran

Service

resumed.

The Committee adjourned to 3.30 p.m., to-morrow, Mr. Bland, Asst. Secretary and Chief Examiner, then to be witness.

The Special Committee on the Civil

WEDNESDAY,
March 21, 1923.
Service Act of Canada met this

day at 3.30 p.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding, when the following
members were present:Messrs. Brown, Carmichael, Chevrier, Copp, Drummond, Hughes, Garland
(Carleton), McBride, McKillop, Marcil (Bonaventure), Martell, Parent, Rinfret,
Shaw, Simpson.
The Committee being called to order, Mr. Foran, in accordance with
previous promise, took the stand and handed in the following papers:
" List of Classes of Positions recommended for exemption from the operation
of The Civil Service Act by the various departments" (See Appendix-Exhibit
"A".)
Also
a " Statement of operations under the Order in Council of the 16th
December, 1920 (P.C. 2958), as amended by Order in Council of the 22nd
October, 1921 (P.C. 3895), up to the 31st December, 1922." (See AppendixExhibit "B".)

Mr. C. H. Bland, Assistant Secretary and Chief Examiner, Civil Service

Commission, was called and sworn, and examinedby Mr. Martell, Mr. Chevrier
and others.
Witness

stood aside.

Mr. J. R. A. Baril, Head French Examiner, Civil Service Commission, sworn
and examined by Mr. Martell.

Mr. Arthur Thiverge, Head of Assignment Branch, Civil Service Commission, sworn and examinedby Mr. Chevrier.
Witness

stood

aside.

The Committee adjourned till 10 a.m. to-morrow.
THURSDAY,March 22, 1923.

The SpecialCommitteeon the Civil ServiceAct of Canadamet this day at
11 a.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman,presiding,when the following members
were present:-

Messrs. Brown, Carmichael, Chevrier, Copp, Drummond, Hughes, McBride,
McKillop, Marcil (Bonaventure), Martell, Parent, Rinfret, Shaw, Simpson.
The Committee being called to order, Mr. Foran, in accordance with

previouspromise,took the standandhandedin the followingpapers:
5-24
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A memorandum
showing
the numberof persons
employed
(alsosalaries

by the Soldier SettlementBoard, Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment,Board
Pensions Commissioners and Income Tax Branch.

The following senior examiners were jointly and severally sworn:

MissR. M. Walker,MissJ. G. Reid,MissM. C. GuthrieandMessrs.J.
Bouchard,A. C. Kemmis,C. E. Garrett,J. W. Bourbonnais,
R. Morgan,H. R.
McNaughton, S. G. Nelson and W. S. Watson

.

The first five mentionedwere examinedby Mr. Chevrier and others; the
remaining six to be examined to-morrow forenoon.

On motion of Mr. Marcil (Bonaventure) it was resolved that Messrs.
Chevrier, Rinfret, Copp, Simpson,Brown and Shaw be a Special sub-Committee
to assist the Chairman of the Committee in disposing of the correspondence
returns and other papers submitted, and also to assist in the matter of selecting
witnesses as well as the general management of the Committee.
The Committee adjourned to meet at 10 a.m. to-morrow.

FRIDAY, March

23, 1923.

The Special Committee on tbe Civil Service Act of Canada met this day

at 10 a.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding, when the following members
were present:-

Messrs. Brown, Carmichael, Chevrier, Copp, Drummond, Hughes, Garland
(Carleton), McBride. McKillop, McMurray. Malcolm, Marcil (Bonaventure),
Martell, Parent, Rinfret, Shaw, Simpson.

The sub-committee reported that Mr. Rinfret had been chosenchairman;
that duly appointed representativesof the different Civil Service organizations
are to be first called as witnesses, local representative to be called first; that

all correspondencefrom individuals, re working of Civil Service Act, to be

disposed of by chairman of sub-committee; a complete programme respecting
calling of witnesses to be submitted at future date.
At this point, the Chairman withdrew, Mr. Marcil taking the chair.
The following senior examiners were examined by Mr. Chevrier:

Messrs.

R. Morgan, W. S. Watson, S. G. Nelson and X. R. McNaughton.
At this juncture, Mr. Chevrier moved that the Committee be furnished with

a complete set of papers and documents relating to the appointment of Seed
Grain Analysts in caseswhere there is an advisory board or the advisory board

advising; in the case where the departmental official deals with it alone and

what he does; if he sets any paper, the nature of the paper he has set in the
past examination and the rating sheets showing how it is rated.

Mr. Foran was recalled and examinedby Mr. Hughes respecting departments

not under the jurisdiction

of the Civil Service Commission.

Mr. Martell askedwhetherthe Committeehad power to excludeperson

during examination of a witness. The Chairman expressedthe belief that the
Committee had power to exclude in such a case.
Mr. Chevrier filed papers marked "Number 1."
The Committee adjourned until 10 a.m., Monday, March 26.
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MONDAY, March 26, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met this day at
10 o'clock, a.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding, when the following
members were present:Messrs. Brown,

Chevrier,

Drummond,

Garland

(Carleton),

McBride,

McKillop, Malcolm, Marcil (Bonaventure), Parent, Shaw, Simpson.
On motion of Mr. Parent,-it
was ordered that the following papers be
printed as part of evidence:1. List of positions excluded, in whole or in part, under the provisions of
Section 38 (b) from the operations of The Civil Service Act, 1918. as amended
by Chapter 22, 11-12 Geo. V.

2. List showing the distribution of departments amopg the three Civil Service Commissioners.

3. Copy of Resolution of the Civil Service Commission approving the
present procedure in connection with the appointment of rural postmasters.
4. Chart showing the present procedure in connection with the appointment
of rural postmasters.
5. Copy of Order in Council dated February 28, 1918, denning the extent

of the jurisdictionof Orderin Council,P.C.358,'of the 13thFebruary,1918.

6. Statement showing the approximate number of positions in the Department of Marine and Fisheries ^"ith salaries at less than $200 per annum. (See
Appendix-Exhibits
"C-) to "C4".)
On motion of Mr. Shaw,-it was ordered that a return be produced showing :1. Number of returned soldiers, including disability cases, appointed to
permanent and temporary positions by the Civil Service Commission during
each of the last three years.
2. Percentage of returned soldiers, including disability cases, appointed
by Civil Service Commission during each of the last three years.
3. Percentage of returned soldiers, including disability cases, appointed
in 1922 by departments to positions exempted from the operation of the Civil
Service

Act.

On motion of Mr. Brown,-it
was ordered that a return be produced showing the number of male and female employees during each of the years 1919 to
1922 employed in the Income Tax Department, and for a return showing the percentage of returned soldiers, including disability cases, appointed during said
period to the Income Tax Department.
Mr. A. C. Campbell, President of the Civil Service Association, sworn and
examined by Mr. Chevrier and others.
Mr. J. H. Ryan. Vice-President of the Civil Service Association, sworn and
examined by Mr. Chevrier and others.
On motion of Mr. Chevrier, the Chairman was empowered to ascertain
whether a new Superannuation Act had passed Council and report finding to
Committee.
"

On motion of Mr. Parent,-it

was ordered that the clerk provide each

member of Committee with a copy of the Civil Service Act, 1918,as amendedby
Chapter 10 of Statues of 1919, 2nd Session with an index.
The Committee adjourned to 10 a.m., to-morrow.
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TUESDAY,March 27, 1923.

TheSpecialCommittee
onthe Civil Service
Act of Canada
metthis day

at 10a.m.,Mr. Malcolm,the Chairman,presiding,whenthe followingmembers
were present:-

Messrs.
Brown,Carmichael,
Chevrier,
Drummond,
Hughes,
Garland(Carle-

ton), McBride,McKillop, Malcolm,Marcil (Bonaventure),Martell,
Shaw, Simpson.

Major McKeand, Presidentof the Civil ServiceFederation of Canada,
sworn. The witnessread a lengthy statement,expressiveof the views held by

the executive of the said Federation.

He was thereon examined by members

of the Committee.

It being one o'clock, the Committee adjourned to meet at 8 p.m., this
evening.
Evening Sitting

The Committee re-assembledat 8 p.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding and the following memberspresent:Messrs. Brown, Carmichael, Chevrier, Copp, Drummond, Hughes, Garland
(Carleton), McBride, McKillop, McMurray, Malcolm, Marcil (Bonaventure),
Martell, Parent, Rinfret, Shaw, Simpson.

The examination of Major McKeand was resumed, Mr. Shaw examining.
The

witness

retired.

Miss E. L. Inglis, SecondVice-President of Federation, sworn, and examined
by the Chairman and others respecting superannuation, etc.
The witness

re tirod.

Mr. Chas. Blue, Chief of CommitteeReporters,was called. The hearing

of Mr. Blue was postponedon the ground that he would have fuller information
at a later

date.

The Committeeadjournedto meet at 10 a.m.,Tuesday,April 10.
TUESDAY, April

10, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met this day

at 10 a.m., Mr. Marcil (Bonaventure), presiding, when the following members
were present:-

Messrs. Chevrier, McBride, Marcil
Shaw and Simpson.

(Bonaventure), Martell, Parent, Rinfret,

Mr. George A. Mountain, Chief Engineer of the Board of Railway Commissioners of Canada, and President of the Professional Institute of the Civil

Serviceof Canada,was called and sworn. After he had read a statement,he

was examined by Messrs. Chevrier, Rinfret and Shaw.
Witness

retired.

Dr. J. M. Swain,AssociateEntomologistof the Departmentof Agriculture.

was called and sworn. He read a statement respecting reclassification and
examined by Mr. Chevrier.
Witness

retired.
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Mr. H. C. House, Statistical Clerk, Department of Labour, was called and
sworn. He laid on the table a file of newspaper clippings respecting alleged
propaganda.
Witness

retired.

Mr. F. W. Patterson, Assistant Director of Experimental Farms, was called
and sworn. He read a lengthy statement entitled " Statement as to Steps
Required to increase efficiency in the Federal Civil

Service."

While he was

on the stand, the following unread papers were ordered printed into the record,
namely:-"
Supplementary Statement on joint Councils and Office Management" and "Draft Constitutions for Joint Councils."
(See Appendix-Exhibits
"J"

and "Jl".)

On motion of Mr. Parent,-it was ordered that papersrelating to the classification of Miss Corinne Dorion, Clerk-Stenographer, Public Works Department, Quebec, and Mr. J. E. Gagnon, Civil Engineer, Department of Public
Works, Quebec, be produced for the use of the Committee.

On motion of Mr. Shaw,--it was ordered that the Report of the Deputy
Ministers made to the Cabinet regarding the Civil Service and referred to by the
Prime Minister in his Address before the House, be produced for the use of the
Committee.

The Committee adjourned, to meet at ten o'clock, a.m., April 11.
WEDNESDAY,April 11, 1923.
The Special Committee on The Civil Service Act of Canada met this day

at 10 a.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding, when the following members
were present:-

Messrs. Chevrier, Drummond, Hughes, Garland (Carleton), McBride,
McKillop, Marcil (Bonaventure), Martell, Parent, Rinfret, Shaw, and Simpson.
Mr. F. W. Patterson again appeared and, in detail, construed his statement
of yesterday.
The Committee adjourned at one o'clock, to meet at three.
Afternoon Sitting

The Committee re-assembledat 3.15, Mr. Malcolm presiding, and the following members present:-

Messrs.Chevrier, Hughes,Garland (Carleton), McBride, McKillop, Martell,
Parent, Rinfret, Shaw, and Simpson.
Mr. F. W. Patterson further explained.
The Committee adjourned to meet at eight o'clock p.m., Thursday, April 12.
THURSDAY,April

12, 1923.

The Special Committee on The Civil Service Act of Canada met at eight
o'clock, p.m., Mr. Marcil, presiding, when the following members were present:-

Messrs. Brown, Carmichael, Chevrier, Garland (Carleton), McBride,
McKillop, Marcil (Bonaventure), Martell, Parent, Rinfret, Shaw, and Simpson.
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Mr. Rinfret presentedthe SecondReportof the sub-Committee,
asfollows:" Any organizationof Civil Servantswill be heard,their brief consideredor Ottawa representativesof their organizationheard, without
expense.

" Whereasthis Committeewas appointedfor the purposeof inquiring into the operationof the Civil ServiceAct, that the said Committee
shouldentertainall individual complaintsin connectionwith the workings
of the Civil ServiceAct, providedthe said complaintsbe madein writing
and signed by complainants."

Mr. F. W. Patterson again on the stand.
Witness

retired.

The Committee adjourned to meet at 10 a.m., to-morrow, Friday, April 13.

FRIDAY, April 13, 1923.
The Special Committee on The Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10
o'clock a.m., Mr. Marcil, presiding, when the following members were present:Messrs. Brown, Carmiohael. Chevrier, Drummond, Hughes, McBride,
McKillop, Malcolm, Marcil (Bonaventure), Martell, Parent, Shaw, and Simpson.
Mr. H. C. House was re-called.

He explained the working of joint councils.

retired.

On motion

of Mr. Martell, - it was ordered that the Civil

Service Commis-

sion be requested to produce a return showing the total number of Advisory
Boards appointed in Canada since the inception of the principle of Advisory

Boards, and also the number of Advisory Boards since their inception, that have
dealt with appointments of a similar nature; that is, showing for instance the
number of Boards that have dealt with the appointments of lawyers, doctors,

chemists,engineers,with the personnelof said Boards in each case.
On motion of Mr. Chevrier, - it was ordered that the following papers be
produced for the use of the Committee:First, the personnel of every Advisory Board that sat in Ottawa since the
formation of Advisory Boards, giving,-

1. The names on each and every occasion composing the Board;
2. The object for which they sat, and
3. The result showing,(1) the name of the party recommended;
(2) the approval or rejection by the Civil Service Commission.

The Committeethen adjournedto meetagainat 8 o'clockp.m.,this evening.
Evening Sitting

The Committee met at 8 o'clock, Mr. Brown, presiding, and the following
members present:-

Messrs.Brown,Carmichael,
Chevrier,
Drummond,
McBride,McMurray

Malcolm, Shaw, and Simpson.

t
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J. A. Elrick, Letter Carrier, Winnipeg, called and sworn and examined by

Messrs. Chevrier, Shaw, and others, relating to the matter of "patronage" and
the question of "Whitley"
Witness discharged.

Councils.

The Committee adjourned until Monday, April 16, at 10 o'clock a.m.
MONDAY, April
The Special Committee on The Civil

16, 1923.

Service Act of Canada met at 10

o'clock a.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding, and the following members
present:-

Mesrs. Brown, Carmichael, Chevrier, Drummond, Garland (Carleton),
McBride, McKillop,

Marcil

(Bonaventure),

Malcolm,

Martell,

Rinfret,

Shaw,

and Simpson.

Mr. J. A. Elrick was re-called, and submitted a copy of a letter addressed

to the Prime Minister, dated Winnipeg, March 2, 1923, in respect to the "Cost
of Living"

bonus.

Mr. Ralph Hodgson, President of the Ottawa Branch Amputation Society,
was called

and sworn.

Examined by Mr. Chevrier and others, re preference given to disabled
returned

men

in the

Service.

Mr. H. L* Burmester, Secretary-Treasurer of the Ottawa Branch Amputation Society, was called and sworn.
Examined by Mr. Chevrier and others, re grievance in his case; also as to
positions held by women in the Service.
On motion of Mr. Brown,-it

was ordered that the Civil Service Commis-

sion be requestedto produce all Papers relating to the application and appointment at Vancouver of Mr. Burmester as Assistant Gauger.
Mr. J. C. O'Connor, Member of the Executive of the Civil Service Federation of Canada, was called and sworn.

Examined by Messrs. Chevrier, and Shaw, re the " Merit"

system and the

question of superannuation.
The Committee then adjourned until 8 o'clock p.m.
Evening Sitting

The Committee met at 8 p.m., Mr. Malcolm .presiding, and the following
members present:Messrs. Brown, Chevrier, Drummond, McBride, McKillop,
(Bonaventure), Rinfret, and Shaw.

Malcolm, Marcil

Miss Grace Reynolds, Audit Clerk in the Auditor General's Department,
and President of the Halcyon Club for WTomen,was called, sworn, and examined
in regard to classification and salaries of women in the Service.

Miss F. M. Burt, Sugar Tester in the Customs Department, and a member

of the LegislationCommitteewas called, sworn,and examinedin regard to the
provisionscontainedor to be containedin the proposedSuperannuationBill for
the dependents of women who are members of the Civil Service.

.
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Mr. CharlesS. Blue, Chief of the CommitteeReporters,was called,sworn,
and examinedrelating to the presentclassificationof the CommitteeReporters.

Mr. Blue also read a statement.

The Committee then adjourned until 8 p.m., to-morrow.
TUESDAY,
April 17, 1923.
The Special Committee on The Civil Service Act of Canada met at 8 p.m.,

the Chairman,Mr. Malcolm, presiding,and the following memberspresent:Messrs. Brown, Carmichael, Chevrier, Drummond, Garland (Carleton),
McBride, McKillop, Malcolm, Marcil (Bonaventure), Parent, and Rinfret.
Mr. T. G. Matheson, president of the Dominion Public Works Federation,
called and sworn, was examined in respect to classification of positions. Mr.
Matheson also read a statement regarding his own position and communications which he had received from the Commission.

Mr. S. McGarry, secretary of the Dominion Public Works Federation,
(-."tiledand .-worn, was examined in regard to salaries and conditions of certain
-es of civil servant- as a result of the present classification.

Mr. Robert Colvin, president of the Dominion Customs and Excise Officers
Association, called and sworn, was examined in respect to some of the features
of the "Merit" system. Mr. Colvin also read a statement presenting the views
of the Association

of which

he is a member.

Mr. T. H. Burns, secretary-treasurer of the Dominion Customs and Excise
Officers Association, called and sworn, was examined upon the subject of competitive

examinations.

Mr. James Foley. a member of the Dominion Customs and Excise Officers
Association, called and sworn, was examined in respect to the prevailing rates
of pay.
The Committee then adjourned until Thursday, April 19, at 10 o'clock a.m.
THURSDAY,April 19, 1923.
The Special Committee on The Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10
o'clock a.m., the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm, presiding, and the following members
present:-

Messrs. Brown. Carmichael,

Chevrier, Drummond,

Garland

(Carleton),

McBride, Malcolm, Marcil (Bonaventure), Martell, Parent, Rinfret, Shaw, and
Simpson.
Mr. C. G. MacXeil, representing the Great War Veterans Association and

the Dominion Veterans Alliance, called and sworn, was examined in respect
to the procedure adopted by which ex-servicemen may securepositions in the
Civil Service. Mr. MacXeil. in the course of his examination, produced statistics

relating to the numberof "handicapped"casesand amountof disability ratings
received by them.
Mr.

MacNeil

stood

aside.

Mr. GeorgeW. Dix, a memberof the Great War VeteransAssociation,

called and sworn, was examined in regard to applications of ex-service men to
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competeat examinations for positions in the Civil Service. In the course of his
examination, Mr. Dix also referred to the cases of Mr. Shearer and Mr. Carriere.

Mr. Dix stood aside,and Mr. MacNeil's examination was resumedin respect
to a certain "patronage committee."

Mr. MacNeil, in the course of his exam-

ination, referred particularly to the casesof Henry Armstrong, Ernest Roberts,
C. A. Bennett -and others.

He also read a letter received from the secretary of

the Commission relating to the services given the Commission by the Government Employment

Offices.

The Committee then adjourned until 8 p.m. this day.
Evening Sitting.
THURSDAY,April

19, 1923.

The Committee met at 8 p.m., Mr. Malcolm presiding and the following
members present:-

Messrs. Brown, Carmichael, Chevru-r, Drummond, Garland (Carleton),
McBride, Malcolm,
and Simpson.

Marcil

(Bonaventure),

On motion of Mr. Shaw,-it

Martell,

Parent, Rinfret,

was ordered that the Civil

Shaw,

Service Commis-

sion produce for the use of the Committee, their file showing "exemption order"
contained in Privy Council Order No. 1053.

The examination of Mr. MacNeil resumedin'regard to the question of procedure in the matter of temporary appointments.
Mr.

MacNeil

retired.

Major D. L. McKeand was re-called for further examination. In the course

of his examination.Major McKeand producedand read certain minutes of the
Civil Service Federation of Canada relating to a statement previously submitted

in respectto the "Board of Hearing;." Major McKeandalsoproduceda financial
statement of the Federation of which he is president.

The Committee then adjourned until call by the Chair.
TUESDAY, May

1, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 8 p.m.,
the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm presiding, and the following members present: -

Messrs. Chevrier, Carmichael, Drummond, Garland (Carleton), McBride,
Malcolm, Marcil (Bonaventure), Parent, Rinfret, and Shaw.
Mr. W. S. Dobbs, a member of the Dominion Executive of the Amputations Association and president of the Toronto Branch, called and sworn, was
examined in respect to the support which he gave relating to the seven recommendations which had been presented by Mr. C. G. MacNeil to the Committee.
Mr. Dobbs also referred to the Orders in Council, Nos. 2958, 3895, 2944, and
4432.

Sir Joseph Pope, Under-Secretary of External Affairs, called and sworn,
was examined in respect to the present Civil Service Law.

In the course of his

examination, Sir Joseph read a memorandum covering a letter which he had
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addressed
to Mr. W. W. Cory, the Chairmanof a meetingof the Deputy Ministers, setting forth his views in regard to the systemunder which the Civil
Service Commission operated.
Sir Joseph retired.
Mr. Thomas Mulvey, Under-Secretary of State, called and sworn, was

examinedin respectto the presentorganizationof the Civil ServiceCommission, and the difficulties met with under the presentsystem in departmental
administration.

Mr. Mulvey retired.
On motion of Mr. Shaw,-it was ordered that the Civil Service Commission
produce a list of the promotions made in the Department of the Secretary of
State.

The Committee then adjourned until 10 o'clock a.m., to-morrow.
WEDNESDAY,May 2, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10 a.m.,

the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm presiding, and the following members present:Messrs. Brown,

Chevrier,

Drummond,

Garland

(Carleton),

McBride,

Malcolm, Mnrcil (Bonaventure), Martell, Parent, Rinfret, Shaw, and Simpson.
Mr. J. B. Hunter, Deputy Minister of Public Works, called and sworn,
was examined regarding the operation of the Civil Service Act in its relation

to classification, appointments and the many classes of employment in the
Department of Public Works.
Mr.

Hunter

retired.

Mr. Joseph Grisdale, Deputy Minister of Agriculture, called and sworn,
was examined relative to appointments, promotions, transfers, retirements and
discipline under the Civil Service Act.

The Committee then adjourned until Friday, May 4, at 10 o'clock a.m.

The Special Committee on the Civil

FRIDAY, May 4, 1923.
Service Act of Canada met at 10

o'clock a.m., Mr. Marcil presiding, and the following members present:Messrs. Brown, Chevrier, Drummond, Lewis (substituting Mr.
michael). McBride, McKillop,
and Simpson.

Marcil

(Bonaventure), Martell,

Car-

Parent. Rinfret,

Mr. Rinfret for the special sub-Committee reported that they had agreed
to recommend that individual complaint? should hereafter be presented in
writing, that same be classified and filed with the clerk of the Committee.
Mr. E. L. Newcombe, Deputy Minister

of Justice, called and sworn, was

examinedrelative to the present Civil Service law, its provisions governing competitive examinationswith special referenceto Sections38 and 43 thereof.
Mr.

Newcombe

retired.

Mr. Alex. Johnston, Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries, called and
sworn, was examined relative to the appointments made to the staff of the
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Department of Marine and Fisheries, the " Merit " system in respect to promotions, and the exemption lists.
It being one o'clock, Mr. Rinfret

moved that the Committee rise to sit

again at 3.30 p.m., this day. Motion carried.
Afternoon Sitting
FRIDAY, May

4, 1923.

The Committee re-assembled at 3.30, but owing to the illness of the proposed witness (Mr. Coolican), of the Post Office Department, and as no other

witnesseswere available to enable the Committee to proceed,Mr. Marcil, the
Acting Chairman, suggestedthat the Committee adjourn.
The Committee adjourned until Tuesday, May 8, at 10 o'clock a.m.
TUESDAY, May

8, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10
a.m., the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm presiding, and the following members
present:-

Messrs. Copp, Drummond, Lewis, McBride,

Malcolm,

Marcil

(Bonaven-

ture), Parent, Rinfret, Shaw, and Simpson.
Mr. P. T. Coolican, Acting General Superintendent of the Post Office Department, called and sworn, was examined relative to the operation of the Civil Service Act, its benefits in regard to appointments, promotions and the activities

of the Commission, generally, so far as the Post Office Department was cqncerned.
Mr.

Coolican

retired.

Mr. George J. Desbarats, Acting Deputy Minister of the Department of
Defence, called and sworn, was examined relative to dismissals in his department, the question of a SuperannuationAct, the Calder Act, and classification.
Mr.

Desbarats

retired.

It beingoneo'clock,the Committeeadjourneduntil 8 o'clockp.m.,this day.
Evening Sitting
TUESDAY,May

8, 1923.

The Committee re-assembledat 8 p.m., the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm presiding, and the following members present:-

Messrs. Chevrier, Drummond, McBride, McKillop,

Malcolm, Martell,

Parent, Rinfret, Shaw, and Simpson.

Mr. F. A. Aclamd, Deputy Minister of Labour and King's Printer, called
and sworn, was examined relative to the duties of the Officers and employees
in the Departments of which he was the Deputy Head. Mr. Acland also referred
to the questions of promotions, appointments, and the exemption of certain
positions from the operation of the Civil ServiceAct.
Mr.

Acland

retired.

Mr. John C. Saunders, Deputy Minister of Finance, called and sworn. In
the course of his examination, Mr. Saunders read a statement relative to the

principle laid down in the Act in the matter of appointments, also a synopsis of
a memorandum prepared for the Hon. Mr. Fielding.
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On motion of Mr. Chevrier,-it was ordered that the Memorandum of Mr.
Edward E. Bridges of the Treasury Branch in Great Britain to which Mr.

Saundersreferredin the courseof his examination,relative to "Whitley Council"
and the staff regulationsof the British Civil Service,be printed in the report.
(See Appendix-Exhibit

"K", submitted by Mr. Saunders).

The Committee then adjourned until Wednesday,May 9, at 3 o'clock, p.m.
WEDNESDAY,May 9, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 3 p.m.,

the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm, presiding, and the following members present:Messrs. Chevrier, Drummond,
Garland
McBride, McKillop, Rinfret, and Shaw.
Mr. J. C. Saunders was re-called

and further

(Carleton),

Lewis,

Malcolm,

examined

relative

to a diffi-

culty in securing proper help during the conversion loan period at the Finance
Department.

On motion of Mr. Rinfret,-it was ordered that the "Report of the Deputy
Minister* " dated the 4th of December, 1922,bo printed as an appendix to the
evidence given this day.

(Sec Appendix-Exhibit

"L".)

Mr. George Bull, ex-memberof the staff in the Accounting Branch of the
Department of Militia and Defence, called and sworn, was examined relative
to an alleged over-manning in the various departments.

In the course of his

evidence, Mr. Bull asked leave to file two documents in support of his statement.

Mr.

Bull

retired.

Mr. C. W. Saral, Special Investigator

in the Records Branch, called and

sworn, was examined in respect to the position of the temporary employeesin
the Civil Service. Mr. Saral also read a statement which he had prepared on
behalf of temporary employees.
The witness then retired.

The Committee adjourned until Monday, May 14, at 8 o'clock p.m.

MONDAY, May

14, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 8 p.m.,
Mr. Marcil presiding, and the following memberspresent:Messrs. Chevrier, Garland (Carleton),

Lewis, McBride, Marcil

(Bonaven-

ture), Rinfret, Shaw, and Simpson.
Mr. Rinfret, for the special sub-Committee, read a letter received from

Mr. John Barnett, Chairman of the Soldier SettlementBoard, criticising the

evidencegiven by Mr. GeorgeBull, and on motionof Mr. Rinfret,-it was

orderedthat the said letter be printed as part of the evidenceof this day. (See
evidence of May 14.)

Mr. W. W. Cory, Deputy Minister of the Departmentof the Interior,
calledand sworn,was examinedrelativeto matterscontainedin the Deputy
Ministers'Report,datedthe 30thof June,1922,alsoin respectto the Civil Ser-
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vice Act as at present in operation. Mr. Cory, in the courseof his examination,
read a statement summing up the number of communicationswhich his Department had received from the Civil Service Commission, during ten months.
Mr. Cory retired.

Ordered,-Thai Mr. N. F. Parkinson, Deputy Minister of the Department
of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, be summoned to appear at next meeting.
The Committee then adjourned until Tuesday, May 15, at 8 o'clock p.m.
TUESDAY, May

15, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 8 p.m.,
the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm presiding, and the following members present:-

Messrs. Chevrier, Copp, Lewis, McBride, MoKillop,

Malcolm, Marcil

(Bonaventure), Parent, Rinfret, Shaw, and Simpson.
Mr. N. F. Parkinson. Deputy Minister, Department of Soldiers' Civil Reestablishment, called and sworn, was examined "20" "21" relative to the evidence given by Mr. Hodgson, and Major McKeand, tabled; also in respect to
appointments made in the Department. Mr. Parkinson, in the course of his
evidence, read part of a statement indicating the certificate which has to be
signed when recommending an appointment.
Mr.

Parkinson

retired.

The Committee then adjourned until Wednesday,May 16, at 8 o'clock p.m.
WEDNESDAY,May 16, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 8 p.m.,
the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm presiding, and the following members present:Messrs. Chevrier, Copp, Lewis, McBride, McKillop, McMurray, Malcolm,
Marcil (Bonaventure), Rinfret, and Simpson.
The Honourable W. J. Roche, M.D., Chairman of the Civil Service Commis-

sion, calledandsworn,wasexaminedrelativeto the activities of the Civil Service
Commission in the matter of appointments, promotions, examinations, ratings,
the inside, and outside service, exemptions from the application of the Civil Service Act, the various classesof positions in the Service, Appeal, and Advisory
Boards.
Dr.

Roche

retired.

The Committee adjourned until Thursday, May 17, at 3.30 o'clock p.m.
THURSDAY,
May 17, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil ServiceAct of Canada met at 3.30 p.m.,
the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm, president, and the following members present:-

Messrs.Chevrier,Garland (Carleton),Lewis,McBride, McKillop, Malcolm,

Marcil

(Bonaventure), Rinfret,

and Shaw.

Col. M. G. LaRochelle, Civil Service Commissioner,called and sworn, was
examined relative to the work of the Commission under the Acts of 1908 and

1918, also in referenceto the Report of the Deputy Ministers, dated the 30th
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of June, 1922, in the matter of appointments to higher positions, competitive

examinations,promotions,list of exemptionsfrom the application of tl e Civil
Service Act and the classification of positions in the Service.
Col. LaRochelle

retired.

The Committee took recess until 8 o'clock p.m.
Evening Sitting
THURSDAY,May 17, 1923.
The Committee re-assembled at 8 p.m., Mr. Marcil presiding, and the
following members present:Messrs. Chevrier, Drummond, Garland (Carleton), Lewis, McBride, McKillop, Marcil i Ronaventure), Rint'rct, and Shaw.
Mr. Clarence Jameson, Civil Service Commissioner, called and sworn, was
examined relative to certain evidence given before the Committee, also appeal
cases, classification and re-organization.
In the course of his examination, Mr.
Jameson read two letters be had received from Captain Adams and Major
McKeand in reference to the evidence given before the Committee by Miss F. M.
1iurt; also produced a statement re " Steps followed in preparing the Classification of the Federal Civil Service." (Read in the Record.)
Mr.

Jameson

retired.

The Committee, on motion of Mr. McBride. adjourned until Friday. May 18,
at 10 o'clock

a.m.

FRIDAY, May 18, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10 a.m.,

Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding, and the following memberspresent:Messrs. Brown, Chevrier, Garland (Carleton), Lewis, McBride, McKillop,
Malcolm, Marcil (Bonaventure), Martell, Parent, Rinfret, and Shaw.
On motion of Mr. Shaw,-it was ordered that Colonel M. G. LaRochelle and

the Hon. W. J. Roche be requested to reappear this evening at eight o'clock
and then produce the statements not received when Colonel LaRochelle was on the
stand yesterday.

Mr. ClarenceJamesonwas re-called, and further examined. Mr. Jameson,
in the course of his examination, produced a statement showing the numerical
strength and salary payments of the Civil Service for the years 1913 to 1921

inclusive; alsoread letters in referenceto rewardsfor specialmerit in the public
service. (See Appendix:-Exhibit "M".)

It being 6 o'clock, the Committee took recess until 8 p.m.
Evening Sitting

FRIDAY,May 18, 1923.

The Committeemet at 8 p.m.,the Chairman,Mr. Malcolm, presiding,and

the following members present: -

Messrs.Brown, Chevrier, Garland (Carleton), Hughes,Lewis, McBride

McKillop, Malcolm, Marcil (Bonaventure), Martell, Parent, Rinfret, and Shaw.
The Honourable W. J. Rochewas recalled and further examined. Dr. Roche

in the courseof his evidence,read a letter receivedfrom Mr. N. F. Parkinson'
Deputy Minister, Soldiers'Civil Re-establishment,
in referenceto the employment
of amputationcasesas operatorsof certain machinesusedin the Department.
(Printed
Dr.

in the Record).
Roche

retired.

The Committee adjourned until Call by the Chair.
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FRIDAY,June 15, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at the call
of the Chair, at 11 a.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding, and the following memberspresent:Messrs. Brown, Chevrier, Drummond, McBride, McKillop,

Malcolm, Marcil

(Bonaventure), Parent, Rinfret, Shaw, and Simpson.
Mr. Jameson,Civil ServiceCommissioner,was recalled and further examined.
Mr. Jameson, in the course of his examination, produced statements containing
information which members of the Committee had requested (see AppendixExhibits "N" to "PI") ; also produced a memorandum respecting positions to be

excluded from the operation of the Act (see Appendix-Exhibit

"07");

and, at

the close of Mr. Jameson's examination, the Committee resolved to forthwith

sit

behind "closed doors". Whereuponthe Chairman read a paper entitled.-"Possible
Amendments to the Civil Service Act". On motion, this paper was considered
clauseby clauseduring four "in camera" sittings, amendmentsbeing proposedand
votes taken. When disposed of, clause by clause, Mr. Rinfret moved that the paper
as so amended be adopted as the Report of the Committee and presented to the
House as such. Excepting Messrs. Lewis, Martell, Parent and Simpson, all of
the other members were then present and no one dissented when the question was
put. (For this Report, see Journals at page 547.)
Tl e Committee then adjourned sine die.
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Acland, F. A.

Kemmis. A. C.

Baril, J. R. A.

LaRochelle, M. G.

Bland, C. H.

Matheson, T. G.

Blue, C. S.

McGarry. S.

Bouchard, J. L.
Bourbonnais, J. W.

MrKeand, D. L.
MeXaughton, H. R.

Bull, George
Burmester, H. L.
Burns, T. H.

MacNeil. C. G.
Morgan, Roderick
Mountain. Geo. A.

Burt, Miss F. M.

Mulvoy. Thos.

Campbell, A. C.

Nelson, S. G.

Colvin,

Xi'\vcdinbe.

Robert

E. L.

Coolican, P. T.
Cory, W. W.

O'Connor, J. C.
Parkinson. X. F.

Desbarats,

Patching.

G. J.

R.

Dix, G. W.
Dobbs, W. S.
Elrick, J. A.
Foley, J.
Foran, William

Patterson, F. W.
Pope. Sir Joseph
Putman. C. V.
Reid. Miss Jean
Reynolds. Miss G.

Garrett,

Roche, Hon. W. J.

Charles

Grisdale, J.

Ryan. J. H.

Guthrie, Miss Mora
Hodgson, R.
House, H. G.
Hunter, J. B.
Inglis, Miss E. L.
Jameson, Clarence
Johnston, Alex.

Saral. C. W.
Saunders. J. C.
Swaine, J. M.
Thivierge. Arthur
Walker, Miss Ruth M.
Watson, W. S.
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1. Advice

letter sent to post office inspectors re vacant postmasterships,-Mr.

Foran

2. Order in Council P.O. 358,-13-2-'18, re the Civil Service Act, extending its principle to cover
the outside service, temporary

appointments,

etc.-Mr.

Foran

3. Letter of the Associated Federal Employees signed by the President, Mr. H. C. House, re
"merit"

system, etc.-Mr.

Foran

54

4. Names and qualifications of the Investigators in the Civil Service Commission,-Mr.

Putman. .

64

5. Statement showing number of Employees and salaries thereof in four departments not wholly
under the Civil Service Act in respect to appointments,-Mr.
Foran.. .
112,177
6. Statement expressing the views of the Civil Service Association of Ottawa re superannuation,
etc.,-Mr.
Campbell
189
7. Names of the associations comprised in the Civil
Service Federation of Canada,-Major
McKeand
8. Letter

to the Chairman

214
and members

ot the

Committee

Irom

President

of

the

Civil

Service

Federation of Canada,-Major
McKeand
9. Views of Association re present salary scales as a result ot the re-classification begun in 1918by
the C.S.C. assisted,-Major
McKeand
t.
10. Views of Association re superannuation, etc.,-Major
McKeand
11. Statement re organization of "The Professional Institute"
of the Civil Service of Canada,
Engineering groups, etc.,-Mr.
Mountain
12. Memorandum re Technical men's re-classification,-Dr.
Swaine
13. Statement re "Steps required to increase efficiency" in the service,-Mr.
Patterson
14.

Statement

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Statement re question of exemptions,-Mr.
Patterson
Letter of Miss H. Schumann,-Mr.
Patterson
Communications re Miss H. Schumann's case with Civil Service Commission,-Mr.
Patterson. .
Communications re Mrs. M. Lyons' case with Civil Service Commission,-Mr.
Patterson
List of Questions set for Examination re Practical questions-Parts
1 and II,-Mr.
Patterson.. .
Circular letter re exempted positions in the service, received from secretary of Commission,-

re classification,-Mr.

Patterson

21.
22.
23.
24.

Form re, Recommendation for salary increase,-Notes
and Instructions,-Mr.
Patterson
Extracts from news letter re joint councils as between employer and employee,-Mr.
House
Decisions and powers of departmental councils,-Mr.
House
Letter to Prime Minister re return to "patronage", from Secretary of Civil Servants of Western
Canada,-Mr.
Elrick
Letter to Prime Minister re "Whitley"
Councils, Works Committees, etc.,-Mr.
Eirick
Letter to Prime Minister re salary revision, and bonus,-Mr.
Elrick
Resolution of Vancouver Amputation Association, re appointment of an amputation case to the
< 'ivil Service Commission,-Mr.
Hodgson
Letter of Editor of Debates to Chairman of Commission, re classification and salary of Committee Reporters,-Mr.
Blue
Letter of assistant secretary of the Commission to Public Works Federation, re rates of pay,
etc.,-Mr.
Matheson
Communications
from secretary of the Commission, re four returned men appointed to the

28.
29.
30.

civil

service,-Mr.

216

220
262
282
299

Mr. Patterson

25.
26.
27.

215

311
316
317
326
329
341

Matheson

346
370
392
403
404
422
435
496
510
533

31. Statement of the views of Dominion Customs and Excise Officers Association,-Mr.
Colvin. .
535
32. Views of Dominion Veterans Alliance, re procedure by which ex-service men may secure employment in the civil service,-Mr.
MacNeil
551, 584
33. Letter to Chairman of Deputy Ministers, re consideration given to the principle upon which the
Civil Service Commission works under the present Act, etc.,-Sir
Joseph Pope
612
34. Statement re appointments to Finance Department, temporary help, etc.,-Mr.
Saunders. ...
748
35. Letter of Mr. Edward E. Bridges referring to a certain memorandum,-Mr.
Saunders
754
36. Statement on behalf of temporary employees in the service,-Mr.
Saral.. .
774
37 Letter from Mr. John Barnett, Chairman of Soldier Settlement Board, re evidence of Mr. Geo.
Bull,-Read
by Mr. Rinfret
778
38. Number of employees in Department of the Interior,-Mr.
Cory
787
39. Number of separations, appointments, etc., for last three years,-Mr.
Cory
790
40. Statement showing relative number of communications received from Civil Service Commission compared with other mail matter,-Mr.
Cory
796
41. Method of appointments made in Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment,-Mr.
Parkinson
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Joint Commissionat Washington,re classification
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Jameson

44.
45.
46.
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Number of class appeals,-Mr. Jameson
Statement of Captain Adams, re evidence given by Miss F. M. Burt,-Mr.
Jameson
Letter of Major McKeand, re evidence of Miss F. M. Burt,-Mr.
Jameson
Steps followed in preparing classification of the civil service,-Mr.
Jameson...
Exclusions from the Civil Service Act, generally,-Mr.
Jameson

49. Figuresgivenshowingcost,in salariesand bonus,of the civil service,-Mr. Jameson..

917

50. Letter to heads of Canadian Universities asking opinion in respect to the granting of rewards to
civil servants who rendered signal service,-Mr.
Jameson
51. Report to Council upmi v. hich was founded O. in C. P.C.

....
-niption of certain

921

classesof employees from the operation of the Civil Service \<-t.-Mr. Jameson

942

52. Letter of Mr. X. F. Parkinson, Deputy Minister, re employment <>famputation cases, in reference in evidence given l>y M r. Ilurmester, itith <>:April,Read by the Chairman
53. Average annual salary of Federal Civil Servants with ;unl without bonus,-Mr.
Jameson
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HOUSEOF COMMONSOF CANADA,
COMMITTEE ROOM 424,

MONDAY, March 19, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada, met at 11
o'clock, a.m., the Chairman, Mr. James Malcolm, presiding.
The CHAIRMAN: As there seemsno probability of any other member of
the Committee being present, I think we may as well commencethe proceedings.
As per request, copies of the Act and of the evidence in connection with the
former investigation have been distributed, in order that we may better

understand the Act and the application of the regulations pertaining to the Act.
We have Mr. Foran with us this morning to explain the working of the Civil
Service Act, as it now exists. We will now call upon Mr. Foran.
Mr. W. FORAN: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, your Chairman was good
enough to notify meMR. MARTELL:

Mr.

Foran

has not been sworn.

Witness having been duly sworn.
The WITNESS: Your Chairman was good enough to notify me over the
telephone after your organization meeting that my presence was desired before
this Committee for the purpose, as he stated, of removing any doubts which
might exist in the minds of the members of this Committee in connection with

the Civil Service Act; and also for the purpose of giving you some idea of the
manner in which the work of the Commission is being carried on. It was suggested

that this result would probably be best accomplishedby allowing the Committee
to submit questions upon -which they desired information in regard to the Act
and to have the work of the Commission explained in detail. The subject is,
of course, one upon which I might dwell at considerable length, and yet not
cover exactly the points on which you desire to be informed; and for that reason
I thought I would best consult your wishes by not coming here with any set
address in regard to the working of the Civil Service Act.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. You have not told the Committee what your official position is in connection
with
the __ Civil Service Commission.-A.
I thought of making a few

preliminary remarks, and then you could ask questions.
Q. That should be preliminary; it is your authority for speaking before
the Committee?-A. My position is, as you know, Secretary of the Commission.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Since its inception?-A. Yes, I was appointed Secretary of the Commission under the Act of 1908. I might say in that connectionthat the appointment of Secretary was left entirely in the hands of the two Commissioners
appointed at that time. The Government appointed two Commissioners and
decided that they should have a free hand in choosing a secretary. Dr. Shortt
and Mr. Larochelle, who were appointed commissioners under the Act of 1908,

invited me to accept the secretaryship, which I did; and I have acted in that
capacity ever since. Before that, I was in the service for 20 years. I have
served for over 35 years in the public service. To continue, I do not suppose
that there is any subject that has been more thoroughly investigated during the
"

[Mr.

William

Foran.]
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last four years than the Civil ServiceAct. You had a Committee,under the

ohuirmanship
of Dr. Steelein 1919.That wasduringthe Springsession
of 1913
Then in the fall sessionof 1919you had a ParliamentaryCommitteewhich

inquired into the classificationand such amendmentsof the Civil ServiceAct
as were proposed at that time.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. Whenwasthat Committee?-A.
In thefall session
of 1919.Then,when

the classification
wasapproved
by the Houseof Commons,
it wasreferredto the
Senate;and the Senatedid something
that is not usualwith that body-they
appointeda SpecialCommitteeof the Senateto enquireinto the classification
on their ownresponsibility,
andpracticallythe sameevidence
whichwastaken
before the Committee of the House was repeated before the Committee of the

Senate. In 1921,you had a SpecialCommittcr appointedto considera Bill
which was introduced by Mr. Spinney in the House of Commons. It was known

asthe SpinneyBill, and, asthe Chairmanof this Committeehas announced,
the
evidence taken before that Committee has been distributed for your information.
I have no doubt that if you have read the cviti.
ken on that occasion, you

will have formed a pretty fair idea of the methods employed by the Commission
under the Act.

To be brief, the Civil Service was administered under the Act-

passedin 1882 until 1908. In 1908 the inside service was placed on a competitive basis, and the administration
Commission.
The outside
the Act at that time.

service

of the Act was entrusted to a Civil Service
was not

included

in the amendment

made

to

Q. What do you mean by the inside service; just the service in Ottawa?A. The departments at Ottawa. As a matter of fact, a great many of the
employees in Ottawa were paid out of appropriation? for the outside service; so
that you could not really say that the Commission had jurisdiction over all the
employees located at the seat of Government.

Q. How long did that continue?-A. Until 1918. February, 1918.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

I). Can you tell us how the outside service came to be brought under the
Act? Was it at the initiation of the Government or of the Commission, or
how?-A. The circumstancesare pretty well set out in the report of the Commission for 1918,copiesof which I sent to your chairman for distribution among
the members

of this

Committee.

Q. Tell us briefly?-A. As you are aware, when the Union Government was
formed, the second plank in the platform on which that Government went to the

country, was Civil Service Reform. There is nothing in the report of the Commission from 1908 to 1918 which would justify the Commissionersin claiming
that they had any credit for the change which took place in 1918. The Commission was aware of the conditions in the outside service, but as they had no

jurisdiction, I assumethat they felt it was noneof their businessto make any

recommendation to the Government with regard to that branch of the service.
We must therefore give full credit to the men who formed Union Government
for bringing the outside service under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service
Commission. I think that perhaps this might be interesting. After the election
of 1917 two appointments were made which caused a great deal of concern

throughout the country. Many newspaperswhich had supported the Government.

raised quite a storm of protest, or in other words, they impugnedthe good
intentions of the Government in regard to its pledge to bring the outside service
under the jurisdiction of the Commission. The result was that instead of waitino-

until Parliamentmet to passthe necessarylegislation,the wholeoutsideservice
was placed under the Commission by an order-in-council. dated 13th February
1918.
[Mr.

William

Foran.]
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By Mr. Martell:

Q. Will you produce a copy of the order-in-council?-A. I will be very glad
to do so. It is only fair to say that we were not really prepared for anything
like the task which was assigned to us at that time. The whole staff of the
Commission consistedof about 12 employees.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:
Q. In 1918?-A. In 1918.

Q. Did the staff increase during 1918,or was it 12 in number from 1908?A. There were probably 16 or 17 employeesof the Commission when war broke
out. Some of our employeeshad goneto the war, and we did not replace them.
I think it is a proper statement to make, that during the war the Civil Service
Act was practically a dead letter. There were very few appointments made of
a permanent character, and very few promotions. The only function that was
really exercised up to February 15, 1918, was in regard to promotions in the
service. The departments generally
reference to the Commission during
order-in-council, we had a staff of
prepared any rules or regulations as
was to be taken care of, and when it

took matters in their own hands without
the war. When the change was made by
12 employees. The Commission had not
to the manner in which the outside service
was decided over night that every position

in the public service from Halifax to Victoria, in every section of the country,
was placed under the Civil Service Commission,you can readily appreciate that
the task which confronted us was a stupendous one. I remember very well that

one of the first requests we received on the 14th February, 1918, was this: the
Post Office Department received a telegram from Prince Rupert stating that a
clerk in the Post office there had taken ill and had to be replaced. We simply

gave them what we call a local selection. The very same day, one of the
departments wanted some labourers to do certain work in Halifax. Well,
practically the same procedure had to be followed, and the Commission granted
local selection, and asked the department to send in the names of the persons
selected in order that the necessary certificate could be authorized.
Q. Asked who?-A. The officials of the department. We told the department to have their officials at these places, select suitable persons and send in
their names and qualifications to the Commission with the statement that they
had selected them without regard to personal or political considerations.
By Air. Shaw:
Q. What year was that?-A.

1918. We had to set up the necessary machin-

ery to take care of appointments in every branch of the Public Service, without
exception.
By Mr. Carmichael:
Q. How many additional employees were brought under the Commission

by that action?-A. I should say, taking in postmasters, anywhere from forty
to forty-five thousand. Our jurisdiction probably covered five thousand
employeesbefore the order in council of February 13, 1918.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. You said in 1918 the Commission had 12 on the staff?-A. When this
change was made.
Q. What is your total staff now?-A. Our total staff to-day is 173, but our

peak, or the staff at its highest figures, was 272.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. You say "without exception"-the railway service was never brought
in?-A. No, the railway service was never brought in.
[Mr.

William

Foran.]
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By Mr. Hughes:

Q. Or the ships?
- A. They werebroughtin, by orderin council,but they
weresubsequently
excluded,
aswe foundconsiderable
difficulty in dealingwith
these appointments.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. In selecting a sailor, for instance, as cook on board of a boat, or a man

before the mast?- A. Of course, it was a rather difficult thing to do to man
these ships.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Have you that order in council to which you refer?- A. I will have it
produced here.

Q. It would be quite proper to have it filed now.- A. I could send down and
get it so that we would have it here a little later in the day.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. Did you say that 12 employeeslooked after 5.000 in the service up to
1918?- A. Yes, but you must remember that under the 1918 act we simply held
examinations for practically two divisions of the service; that is, the third and
the second divisions.

Q. Then you say there are .V>.()00under the Act now?- A. Yes. Of course
the inside service lias increased within the last five yi
Q. That would give you, at the same rate, only 110 employees to look after
it? - A. Yes. We will probably be able to take care of the service with less than
110 after we get all the work which has resulted from the re-classification and
the re-organization of the service completed.
Q. When you get your Act in working shape0- A. We do not claim that
the system is perfect, even up to the present time. We believe when we have

removed a great deal of the routine which we found necessaryat the outset, in
order to assure the public that everything

was being done in good faith and

becauseit was something new, there will be little to complain of. In anything
new you have to set up a mass of routine, you have to give the people an
opportunity to come in and file applications, although there is no opportunity

/

A of their receivingappointments.Wejiavc had agmanya.?110.000
nppliuulioni
That numberhasgradually dwindleddown. After five years

\_' peopleT)egin to realize that in order to get employment in the public service,
they must pass an examination. Just here, I would like to say that I do not
believe that the change could possibly have been made at any worse time because
the war was still on. All the departments were working at top speed and every
person who had any qualifications at all was employed in some of the departments. We were bound by the scale of salaries provided by the Act. The

Imperial Munitions Board was in existence,doing very fine work, reaching out
and getting all the help they could and paying higher salaries than were paid in
the service, and the Commission was compelled to compete against that condition, so that it was a very bad time to make the change, but I suppose if the
had not been made at that time, perhaps it never would have been made.
By Mr. Mart ell:

Q. You said under the old Act of 1908you simply examined for the second
third divisions.

Is it not a fact that all professional and technical officers

appointed by the deputy had to go to the Civil Service Commission? Your
policy was that you advertised a position, selecteda number of names and sub-

mitted them to 'the deputy, and they selectedfrom the namesyou submitted
the person who should be appointed. Was that the way you dealt with it? _ A
[Mr.

William

Foran.]
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With some of them; not with all. As a matter of fact, I think the majority of
appointments to technical and professional positions were made on direct nomination of the deputy head, certified to by the Civil Service Commission. When
the department did not have anybody in particular suitable for a position, they
asked the Commission to advertise for applicants. Of course, you know the
procedure well, because Mr. Martell himself came into the service at that time
under the conditions he has just outlined.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. In spite of the experienceyou have had, you say that under the 1918
Act much more work was given to the Commission than should have been.-A.
Well, of course that is a problem you gentlemen must settle.
Q. I understand you have eliminated a number of-A.
Yes, we have
eliminated a great deal of routine and we will eliminate a great deal more which
is being observed at the present time. We propose to do that. I think we are

getting to a position where people realize that a great deal of routine which is
being observed at the present time might very well be done away with, without
the public interest suffering in any way. Our position is really this, gentlemen:
you know, in a general way, what the conditions were before the Acts of 1908
and 1918 were passed. That is, appointments to the public service were made
by the Governor in Council on the recommendation of the head of the department. Our duty is to show what methods we have developed under the present
Civil Service Act. If you think the old methods are better than the new ones,

you must say so. That is a question you and not the Commissionis called upon
to decide.

By Hon. Mr. Copp:
Q. That is not the point, Mr. Foran, that I have in mind, and I think I am
right. We have been summoned here to enquire to see if any improvement can
be made. That is what we are trying to get at.-A. We can outline one improvement that was made within the last few months with regard to the procedure in

'dealing with postmasters-rural postmasters.
The CHAIRMAN: May I interrupt you just a moment. What I would like
to bring out, if possible, in the early part of this reference, is the method of

operation of your Commission. Mr. Copp refers to a vital point.

We are

enquiring into the operations of the Civil Service Commission. Your presence
here this morning, as far as I am concerned, was to educate the Committee in
the workings of the Commission so that we might thereby be better posted and

be in a better position to receive evidence from witnesseswho would contribute
evidencerelative to the workings of the Commission. In brief, what we would
like you to explain to us as well as possible, is the method under which your
Commission operates. If you could assist us in that respect through these
charts-.

Mr. MARTELL: Before he proceeds. Will you let him answer that question
of Mr. Copp's? He started to tell of some improvement that has been made
of late.

The WITNESS: I think we would probably meet the wishesof the Chairman
if we took up a typical position, and then describe the methods by which we
fill that position.
The

Hon.

Mr.

COPP: That

is the idea.

The WITNESS:When the question of appointing rural postmastersfirst came
before the Commission-just here I want to say when the law was changedthere
were a great many rural postmasterships vacant-one of the first requests
received from the post office-.
[Mr.

William

Foran.]
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By Mr. Parent:

Q. You aretalking abouta change.Kindly saybeforeyou talk aboutthat,
what the existingconditionswerebefore,and then proceedto talk aboutthe
changes.Tell uswhatthe conditions
werebeforeany changes
weremade. Start
from the beginning.-A. Well, I am goingto showyou the procedureweinaugur-

atedimmediatelyafter the law waschanged
in regardto the positionsof rural
postmasters,and the changein that procedurewe have made in the last
months,in order to establishthat we are improving in regard to our methods-

makingsomeimprovement.I amgoingbackto the dateof the order-in-council,
not to May 1918. Beforethis order-in-council,
postmasters
wereappointedby
the Department-.

Q. What order-in-councildo you refer to?-A. The order-in-councilof the
13th of February,1918,which brought all positionsin the outsideserviceunder
the jurisdiction

of the Civil Service Commission.

Q We want you to be very clear on that. Pleasemention the dates of the
orders-in-council, as you mention them.--A. When the change in the Act was
made,there were a great many rural postmastershipsvacant. They had accumulated in the department, and one of the first acts of the Post Office Department
was to send us down a list of the vacancies which required to be filled.

As I have

already explained to you, we had to set up new machinery to take care of these
appointments. We conceived the idea that the post office inspectors should
become part of the staff of the Civil Service Commission for the purpose of
making appointments of rural postmasters
By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. That is, the post officeinspectorsof eachprovince?-A. Of each province.
So we wrote

to the officials

and asked them to consider

themselves

Commission for the purpose of making these appointments.
it would be necessary-I have the circular letter here.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Will you read it?-A.

as officers of the

We told them that

Yes. We drafted a letter which we sent to these

officials. We warned them, of course, that the change in the law was made
for the purpose of eliminating any personal or political consideration in any
appointment to the public service, and that if they allowed either to enter into

their recommendations of any candidate for office, they would probably be
brought to book by the Commission.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. This was done with the consent of the Postmaster General?-A. It was
not done with the consent of the Postmaster General, for the reason that it was
felt at that

time that

the Commission

had to make its own rules and enforce

them, and under the order-in-council we were given the right to employ the
services of any officers of a department, and that right was subsequently incorporated in the law. This (indicating)
is the circular sent to the officers.

(Reading): "The Postmastership at
become vacant through

having
we have been asked to

make a new appointment-."
By Mr. Parent:

Q. What is the date of that letter?-A.

This is the circular we have sent

all along.

Q. It must have been dated?-A. The first letter?
Q. Yes.-A. We can find out the date. The date would be shortly after
the order-in-council (reading) "we have been asked to make a new appointment-."
[Mr.

William
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By Mr. Martell:

Q. That is a true copy of the letter you have sent?-A. We have sent it out
ever since we inaugurated the new system (reading):
Copy.
CIVIL

SERVICE

COMMISSION

OF

CANADA

Office of the Secretary,
Ottawa.
Dear

Sir:

The Postmastership at

having becomevacant through
we have been asked to make a new appointment. Will you kindly
institute enquiries on our behalf in the district to secure the name of a
suitable candidate for this position and submit same for the consideration
of the Commission with the least possible delay.
The essential requirements are (a) that the candidate should possess

the ability and education to efficiently perform the duties of the office;
(6) that his character and habits should be vouched for by three reputable
citizens of the community, (these three testimonials must accompany the
candidate's application); (c) naturalized British subjects must furnish
copy of their naturalization papers certified by a justice of the peace;
(d) if natural born, length of residencein Canada must be stated; (e)
returned soldiers must furnish a copy of their discharge certificate certified
by a notary public or a justice of the peace. It is, of course, understood

that no personal or political favouritism is to be exercised, and your
recommendation of any candidate should include substantial reasons for
his selection.

It is also understood that preference must be given to returned
soldiers where possible; and in the event of there being none available
in the district, you should so advise the Commission.
Yours truly,
Secretary.
Dear Sir,-I

am directed

OTTAWA.22nd February, 1918.
the Civil Service Commissioners to

inform you that they propose to avail themselves of your services in
connection with appointments which require to be made to the various
Post Offices in your district, and I trust that you will hold yourself in
readiness to co-operate with the Commission in every way possible. You
will understand, of course, that, in any enquiry which you may be asked
to understake or in any recommendation which you may make to the
Commission, you are responsible only to the Commission, and must not be
influenced by any personal or political factor.
It is proposed in the new legislation which is to be submitted to

Parliament to include a clause by which the services of various officers
in the several departments may be at the disposal of the Commission
when required, and it is probable that some extra remuneration will be
provided for such service. In the meantime, however, the Commission
trusts that you will give your services in the public interest, in order to
make the new movement towards the elimination of patronage a success
in this country, and to increase the efficiency of the Public Service by the

appointment of thoroughly qualified officials.
Yours truly,
Secretary.
[Mr.

William

Foran.]
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Sent to the following Post Office Inspectors:

Nova Scotia, W. E. Maclellan, Halifax,
Prince Edward

Island, Jno. F. Whear, Charl'twn.

New Brunswick, H. W. Woods, St. John.

Quebec,S. T. Green, Quebec.
Montreal, C. L. V. Gaudet, Montreal.
Ottawa, P. T. Coolican, Ottawa.

Kingston, H. Merrick, Kingston.
Toronto, Alex. Sutherland, Toronto.
London, C. E. Fisher, London.

Winnipeg, H. H. Phinney, Winnipeg.
Calgary, D. A. Bruce, Calgary.
Victoria, E. H. Fletcher, Victoria.
Vancouver, James Murray. Vancouver.
Edmonton, A. W. Cairns, Edmonton.
Moose Jaw, F. M. McNaughton, Moose Jaw.
Saskatoon, J. Chamard, Saskatoon.
North Bay, A. Limoges, North Bay.
Sherbrooke, L. E. Dastous, Sherbrooke.

That procedure, Sir, simply meant that in all cases where the position
carried with it a salary of over $1,000, he was required to advertise the position.

In all other caseshe was free to employ whatever methods he thought would
best insure the position being properly made known to the patrons of the office.
He made his report direct to us. And on his report in almost all cases-I
think that I am well within the mark in stating that-the
appointment was
made.

By Mr. Mart ell:
Q. Could you tell us how the inspectors got their local information?-A.
He
made inquiries, I suppose, from the prominent people of the localities. We have

made several thousand appointments of rural postmasters and it is surprising
in how few instances complaints have been made to the Commission that these
appointments have been unsatisfactory.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Does the recommendationof the inspector always come before the Commission?-A.

Always before the Commission.

Q. And no nomination is made unless the matter appears before the Com-

mission itself?-A.

Quite so.

Q. And it is on the report of that inspector that you refer to, that the

nomination

is made?-A.

Yes.

Q. And in some casesdoes the inspector's report govern your decision?

A. In most cases.Of course,it is understood
that thesereportsare carefully
scrutinizedby our examinationbranch,and our examinerputs on his report
confirming the recommendation of the inspectors, or if he has any reason to
disagree with the inspector, he puts on the report a recommendation of some
other applicant.

Q. You mentionedone examiner. Who is he?-A. His name? I said "the

examination

branch."

Hon. Mr. COPP:I think we are getting a little mixedup. I think it would
be better if Mr. Foran would give us the organizationof his office. You «noke
of the examinationbranch; we do not know what that is.-A. I have a chart of
our organization here.

Mr. MCBEIDE:It seemsto me if everybodyis talking at one time th

reporter cannot take this down.
[Mr.
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Mr. SHAW: I thoroughly agreewith Mr. Copp's suggestion. Let Mr. Foran
give us the information, so we will have a comprehensivesurvey of the whole
situation and then we can ask our questions afterwards.
Hon. Mr. COPP: The same as we do in the interpretation of an Act.
The CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, we would like to have the chart hung up.
The WITNESS: I have had several copies made for the members. One of the

reasonsI took up rural postmasterships,is that we have heard a great deal about
the appointments of rural postmasters,and I thought the procedure in connection
with them would probably be interesting to the membersof this Committee. We
have been dealing direct with the inspectors. The present Postmaster General
thought these reports should come through the department, his claim being that
where these men were under the control of the Civil Service Commission, there
was a division of authority which he thought was not in the best interest of the
service.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. What PostmasterGeneraldo you refer to?-A. The presentPostmaster
General.

Q. What did the previous Postmaster General think about it?-A. There
was no objection on the part of the department to the procedure we were follow-

ing until the presentPostmasterGeneraltook up the matter with the Commis-

sion. After conferring with the Commission,the following procedurewas adopted.
The whole procedure is charted. The postmaster resignsand notifies the district
superintendent of his resignation. The district superintendent accepts resignation, notifies the postmaster of acceptance,and advises the department. The
department receives from the district superintendent advice of resignation and
acceptance,and notifies the Commission thereof in all caseswhere the salary is
above $200.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. What are you reading from?-A. This is a chart of the new procedure
regarding appointment of rural postmasters.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Have you copiesof that?-A. We will have copiesmade for you.
The department receives from the district superintendent advice of
resignation and acceptance,and notifies the Commission thereof in all cases
where the salary is above $200. The district superintendent accepts resignation,
and notifies the postmaster of acceptance,and advises the department. The
district superintendent prepares a notice inviting applications for the position.
issues such notices, advises the department of issuance of notices, and sends
the copies to the department. The department receives from the district

superintendentcopiesof notices issued,and forwards one copy to the Commission. The department receivesthe district superintendent'sreport and forms

filled in by the applicant. The departmentissuescertificate for the appoint-

ment of the most suitable applicant, where the salary is under $200 a year.

Wherethe salary of the positionof rural postmastersis under $200a year,

the department makes the appointments. The department forwards to the

Commission,the applicationsreceived,a copy of the district superintendent's
report, and the department's commentsthereon, if any:

The objectionto the form of procedurefirst establishedwasthis. In dealing
directly with the post office inspectors,very often representationswere made
to the departmentwith regard to someof the applicants;that the department
never really had an opportunity of seeingwho applied until the appointment
was made, and then somepersonwas:appointedabout whom somecomplaint
[Mr.
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had beenmadeto the department,but not to the Commission,and the Postmas-

ter Generalthoughtit wouldbein the interestbothof the Commission
andof

department,
if, beforeanyappointment
wasmade,thedepartment
shouldhave
an opportunity
of lookingoverthe application
aswell as the reportsof

inspectors.The Commission
agreedthat that wouldbe desirable,
andthe change
was made.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. Did they pass a resolution to that effect?-A. Yes.

Q. Will you file that resolutionif possible?-A.Ye-. Now the procedure

continues as follows: the Commission receivesthe applications and the reports

fromthe departments,
makesa selection
andissuesa certificatefor the appoint-

ment of the successfulcandidate. If further information is required before a

selectioncanbe made,the Commissionrequeststhe departmentto secureit from
the district superintendent. That is, we ask the department,and obtain, this

additional information. The department forwards the district superintendent
a certificate for the appointment of a successfulcandidate, the installation to be
made immediately. The district superintendent receives the certificate and
advisesthe successfulcandidate of appointment, transferring the office personally,
where necessary.
The office is transferred to the successful applicant. The district superintendent advises the department that the office has been transferred to the
successful applicant. Where the salary is over $200 a year, the Commission
receives a notice from the department of the installation of the successful
applicant, and files it with their records.

That is the whole procedure with regard to the appointment of rural postmasters.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Is the service divided into as many charts of that kind as there are
branches?-A. Xo, this is a special chart prepared in connection with the rural
postmasters.

Q. For the purposes of your statements this morning?-A. No, for the
purpose of better understanding between the department and the Commission.
We had the whole procedure charted and acceptedin that form.
Q. That is the only chart of that nature?-A.

Yes.

Q. And no other branch of the service is charted out like that?-A.

Xo.

There are over 12.000rural postmasterships.That is a very large percentage
of your public servants,and for that reasonI thought this particular chartwould
be of special interest.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. How many under $200?-A. Approximately 7,000.
Q. I see no mention made of the location of the offices. Who decide- that0

-A. The district superintendent. He makes a report as to location. That is
always an important factor in the making of appointments.
Q. The successfulcandidate may not be residing where the office is needed?

-A. Even in the caseof returned soldiers,if his premisesare not suitably
located the appointment may be given to a civilian becausethat is an important
factor in connection with the election of rural postmasters.
By Mr. Carmichael:

Q. In the caseof postofficeswherethe salary is lessthan $200,especial!v
in the prairie country, it is sometimes difficult to get appointees. Where dor's
[Mr
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the Commission get their appointees for such offices?-A. That is the duty of
the department now, becausethey make such appointments, but I assumethe
inspectors would have to write to some prominent persons in the locality

and

ask them to suggesta suitable place and a suitable name. I imagine that would
be the only possible way that a selection could be made.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Does that set out the regulations-Section

-that

16 of the Regulations of 1920

chart you have there?-A. No. This is simply denning in more detail

the procedure under the regulation you refer to.
Q. The regulation of 1920?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. When was this chart adopted?-A. About two months ago.
Q. Previous to that, what procedure were you following in the appointment
of rural postmasters?-A. As I stated previously, we were dealing direct with
the inspectors. They were making their reports to the Commission. The reports
were checked over by the examination branch, and if the examiner concurred
with the recommendation of the inspector, he so stated; if not, he made some

other recommendation, and the matter^ then came before the Commission, and
an appointment was made. Now, there are other large groups in the serviceBy Mr. Archambault:
Q. Before you leave the post offices; in case of a disagreement between the

department and the Commission as to an appointment of any rural postmaster,
does the Commission have the last word?-A.
mission makes the appointment.

Under the law, yes, the Com-

Q. What was your reason for fixing an arbitrary amount of $200?-A. You

will have to ask the Commissioners that question. You must remember I am
the Secretary of the Commission, not a Commissioner. I have no responsibility
in matters of policy.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. Are you not present every time the Commission sits?-A. Yes.
Q. You are aware of all resolutions passed before the Commission?-A. Yes.
Q. That matter must have been discussed in your presence?-A. I do not
know what their reason particularly was; that was a decision of the Commission.

Q. You can tell us what you know about it yourself? You were present?A. I was present, yes.
Q. Tell us, then.-A. All I recall was that the Commission decided to draw
the line at $200. I do not know why that was done. The Chairman of the

Commission could tell you, as the Post Office department is one of the departments under his charge.
Mr.

MARTELL: I do not know if it is fair to ask him to tell the reasons of

the policies of the Commission.

The CHAIRMAN:I do not think the argumentsthat may have taken place

at the time that amount was settled would necessarilybe very vivid in the mind
of the witness. Some amount must have been settled, and I think if there is

any questionof the advisability of the $200beingsettled,it would be better to
discuss that

matter

with

the Commissioners

themselves.

Mr. Foran'spositionis, he is herethis morningto explainthe workingsof
the Act underthe instructionsof the Commission,
and not to explainwhy the
Commission gave any definite instructions. We expect to call witnesses here

and hear their views on the operationsof this Act, after we have receivedfrom
[Mr.
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Mr. Foranhis interpretationof the Act as laid downto him by the Commission.

Mr. PARENT:
The questionmight be put to Mr. Foran-we might ask him
what his personal view in that matter is.

The CHAIRMAN: I think that is out of order. I do not think we should

hearMr. Foran'spersonalviewsat all. I do not think we shouldask the servant
of the Commissionto put himself on record as expressingpersonalviews when
the Commissioners themselves are the ones who must give their reasons.
Mr. PARENT: You mean to say that Mr. Foran has no opinion?
The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Foran is here in the nature of an instructor to explain

to this Committee, so they can be better able to deal with the evidence,on the
workings of the Act, and not as a witness for interrogation on the policies of
the Commission.

Mr. PARENT: I did not put the question, anyhow; it was Mr. Marcil who
did that, I think.
Mr. HUGHES: Would it not be advisable to have Mr. Foran proceed now and

tell us the procedure in respect to the other departments.
The CHAIRMAN:I think that is what Mr. Foran is anxious to get on with.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Will you permit me one question before you go on with that. I quite
appreciate your stand. You say the Commission could compel the minister to
lake an appointee. Has the minister the right to reject a man given him by
che Commission?-A. No. He can reject an appointee after he has been given
a trial.

Q. After six months?-A. After he has been given a day's trial he may be
rejected.

Q. There is the general impression that the minister has the right to reject
a man sent by the Commission, you say that is not the case?-A.

No.

By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. You say you have acted under authority of the order-in-council. I
understand you have the order.

Will you read that?

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Before you read that, Mr. Foran, there is some doubt as to the power of
a minister to reject. Do I understand you correctly to say that a minister has
no power to reject a man appointed by the Civil Service Commission until that
man has been given at least a day's trial, or some trial-that
is he must havethat trial, before he can be rejected?-A. Yes.
Q. Before that, he cannot?--A. No.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:
Q. That applies to both inside and outside service?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. McBride:

Q. Well then the headof the departmentcan accepta man, give him a one-

day's trial, and then reject him?

The CHAIRMAN: The appointment must be made.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Is that within two months?-A. Under the law, it is within six months

which period can be extendedfor anothersix months,if necessityrequires. It

has been held that one day's trial is sufficient; if you find that a man is not
[Mr.
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suitable, the department has the right to reject him, but the reason for the
rejection must be reported to the Commission.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. That is, six months in each fiscal year?-A. No. He is appointed permanently from the date he came in, but his probationery period is six months.
If he is not rejected within the six months, then his permanency dates from the
time he reported for duty. If, however, after six months the deputy is unable
to determine whether or not the appointee is suitable for the position, he asks
the Commission to extend the period of probation for another six months, and
after the second six months, he must either be permanently accepted or rejected.
Q. In a temporary position he can get six months in each fiscal year?-A.
Yes, but that is employment; that is not an appointment. A man may be
employed temporarily for six months, and he may have numerous extensions of
that

time.

Q. The reason I asked that-there
is someone who says he got a year's
employment, but it was only temporary--A. They can get more than a year,
because they can be reassigned every six months, with the approval of the
Commission.

WITNESS:The order-in-council of the 13th of February, to which reference
was made in the early stages of my evidence, is as follows:
Copy

Privy Council
Canada
P.C. 358

CERTIFIED
copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General on the 13th February,
1918.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report,
dated 9th February, 1918, from the Right Honourable the Prime Minister, referring to the announcement of policy which was made public

shortly after the formation of the Union Government and especially
to the second article of that announcement which is in the following
terms:-

"Civil

Service reform with a view to extending the principle

of the present Civil Sen-ice Act to the outside service and thus to
abolish patronage and to make appointments to the Public Service
upon the sole standard of merit. The Civil Service Commission has
already been directed to make a report to the Prime Minister as to

the necessary steps for that purpose. Such arrangements will be
subject to the existing regulations, which give preferenceto appointments.to returned soldiers who are duly qualified."
The Prime Minister observes that immediately after the announce-

ment of this policy directions were given to each department of the Government that patronage lists in every such department should be thereafter

abolished.

The Prime Minister further observes that shortly before the announce-

ment of policy above mentioned he had communicated with the Civil
Service Commission and asked that a report should be prepared out-

lining the steps and measureswhich in the judgment of the Commission
would be necessaryfor the purpose of carrying into effect the policy set
forth.

The Prime Minister further oberves that during his absence for about

three weeks after the recent general election the subject was taken up
by the Hon. A. K. Maclean at the request of the vice-chairman of the
'

"
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War Committeeof the Cabinet and the subject has beendiscussedby
the Prime Minister and by Mr. Maclean with the members of the Civil
Service Commissionon various occasionsup to the present time.
The Prime Minister further observesthat in the opinion of the Civil
Service Coiumi-sion it will be necessaryfor the purpose of fully carrying
into effect the proposal for civil service reform above mentioned to enact
further legislation and they are of opinion that a new Civil Service Act
should be prepared and submitted to Parliament at the next Session
if possible. They further report that they are prepared to recommend
suitable legislation for the purpose indicated and the Prime Minister
"mmendsthat they l>e authorized to proceed with the preparation of
.-Hell h.ui-lation in order that it may be submitted to your Excellency in
Council.

The Prime Minir-trr observes that the extension of the present Civil
Service Act (or of similar prori.-ious t.> be embodied in the proposed new
Civil Service Act) to all branches of the outside service involves considerable difficulty and require- very careful consideration. The Civil
Service Commission have not ;
d a conclusion as to the steps
which will be necessary for bringing the employees of the Government
System of Railways within the purview of such a measure and they
believe that further

consultation

with the management

of the Intercolonial

Railway and with the executive heads of the railways employees' organizations will be both desirable and necessary.
The Prime

Mini.-tor

fuvtr.er

i '.

that

after

numerous

conferences

with the Civil Service Commission, with the law officers of the Crown and
with the Parliamentary Counsel. He has finally reached the conclusion
that it is not competent for Your Excellency in Council either under the
powers conferred by the War M>-;'.Mires Act, 19143 or by the Civil
Service Acts, to pass regulations having the force of law which would

bring about the desired reforms. Pending the enactment of the legislation for that purpose it is. however, competent for Your Excellency in
Council to lay down the following regulations as a matter of policy,
and lie accordingly submits them for the consideration of Your Excellency
in Council.

The Prime Minister, therefore, recommends:

1. Pending the enactment of the necessarylegislation hereinbefore
alluded to, the following rules shall be observedin all departments of the
Government with respect to appointments to the public service.
(a i In any case where the knowledge and ability requisite for any
position in the outside service are wholly or in part professional or
technical, a person shall only be appointed to such position in the manner
prescribed by section twenty-one of the Civil Service Amendment Act,
1908,for similar appointments to the inside service, and no appointment
shall be made under this rule to the outside service, or under section
twenty-one of the Civil Service Amendment Act, 1908, to the inside

service, unless the Civil Service Commission determines that the position
is wholly or in part professional or technical.

(b) The provisionsof the Civil ServiceAmendmentAct, 1908,and
the amendments thereto relating to appointment by competitive examina-

tion shall, exceptas hereinbeforeprovided,be observedas far as practic-

able in the appointment of all officers, clerks and employeesin the outside
service, and of all messengers,porters, sorters, packers, and other
positions in the lower grades in the inside service, and appointments

shall only be made to such positionsafter and in accordancewith the

resultsof such competitiveexaminations.
Provided,howeverthat the
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provisions of this rule shall not apply to appointments to positions in
connection with the Government railways or any railway owned or controlled by His Majesty, or to any position or employment on any ship of
His Majesty
Provided also that in any case where the Commission decides that it is not practicable to supply the said provisions to any

position or positions, the Commission, with the approval of the Governor
in Council, may make such general regulations as are deemed advisable
prescribing how such appointment or appointments shall be made.
(c) Except in so far a*sthe Commission may otherwise determine the
provisions of sections eighteen and twenty-three of the said Act, shall
apply to all appointments and to the employment of all officers, clerks or
other employees for temporary duty as well in the outside as in the inside
service.

2. Temporary employment in the outside service shall only be
authorized for such time as the Commission deems necessary and the
period for which the employment is authorized shall be mentioned in the
certificate of qualification issued by the Commission, and such period of
employment shall not be extended without a certificate of approval from
the Commission.

(d) Promotions in the Civil Service shall be made for merit upon
the recommendation of the Civil Service Commission and of the deputy
head of the department. The deputy head shall in each case submit to
the Commission a report in such form and containing such information as
the Commission may from time to time require. No person shall be promoted unless he is to do work of greater importance and responsibility
than he has hitherto

done, or unless the duties of his office are such as to

justify the promotion.
(e) No person shall be transferred from the outside service to the
inside service under the provisions of section fifty of the Civil Service
Act unless such person obtains from the Civil Service Commission a certificate, to be given with or without examination as the Commission may
in each case determine, that he possesses the requisite knowledge and
ability and is duly qualified as to health, character and habits.
The Prime Minister further recommends that under the powers conferred
by the War Measures Act, 1914, and under all other powers vested in Your
Excellency in Council the following regulation be enacted:
In all competitive examinations held under the Civil Service Amendment Act, 1908, persons who have been on active service overseas in the
military or naval forces of His Majesty or of any of the allies of His
Majesty who have left such service with an honourable record or who
have been honourably discharged, and who obtain sufficient marks to pass
such examinations, shall, irrespective of the marks they have obtained, be

placed in the order of merit on the list of successfulcandidates above all
other

candidates.

(2) The provisions of any statue or regulation prescribing an age
limit and physical requirements with respect to any appointment in the
Civil Service shall not apply to any such person if the Commission certifies that he is of such an age and in such a satisfactory physical condition

that he is then able to perform the duties of the office and will probably
be able to continue to do so for a reasonableperiod after his appointment.
The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submit the
same for approval.

There was some doubt after this order in council was passedas to whether
or not it applied to a number of boards and commissions.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Parent:

Q. What is the date of that order in council?-A. February 13th, 1918.

Therewassomedoubtwhetherthe provisionsof this Orderin Councilapplied
to a numberof departments,
or boardsor commissions
which wereoperating
at that time, such as the War PurchasingCommission,the Department of

Soldiers Civil Re-establishment, the Food Board and so forth.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. The Income Tax?-A. No, that officewas never brought into the question,
but as a matter of good faith, the Government passed a supplementary order
in council providing that the provisions of this order in council should apply
to all these boards and commissions,

so that

the order in council

covered t!.e

whole service, including all boards or commissions,with the exception of the
income tax. I am glad you mentioned that, Mr. Marcil, because the income
tax was never

included.

Mr. HUGHES: Before leaving the Post Office DepartmentThe Hon. Mr. COPP: We have not got to that yet,
Q. Under the authority of that order in council, and the supplementary
one to it, you say in regard to these commissions that you acted until the
;" !~sage of the Civil Service Act?-A.
Of May, 1918.
Q. You acted under that order in council until the passage of the Act?A. Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. The cardinal principle of that order in council seems to have been competitive examination?-A.
Yes.
Q. Did you find it was impossible to hold such examinations in many classes?
-A. Yes, I think it is quite impracticable in many departments to have a
written examination. You can have a rating of qualifications on a comparative

basis of the different applicants, you could hardly function, for example, in the
case of rural postmasters, by a written examination.
In some instances you
must go and ask some person to take the position. If you have a written
examination you would never be able to fill these positions. That would be

possible in a country such as the United States, where you have a large population, but in a sparsely settled country such as Canada you cannot apply that
principle of written examinations to many departments.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. You do not ask for tenders whether one man would accept a job cheaper
than another?-A.
No; the revenue of the office is fixed by law.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. As a result of your experience with the various classes of the outside
service, would you say that there were a number of classes who were banned
from the operation of the Act?-A.
Yes, so far as written examinations are
concerned.

By Mr. Carmichael:
Q. Where you have written examinations, is it the same for the inside
servic:1 a- for the outside service?-A.
Yes. There is no outside or inside
service. It is the Public Service of Canada. The examination for a clerk-

stenographer in Calgary would be the same as the examination for a clerkstenographerhere in Ottawa.

Q. In the matter of those examinations,are the oneswriting the examina-

tion-aretheirnames
keptsecret?Thatis,is it kepta secretasto whois doing

the writing?-A.
[Mr.
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Q. Absolutely?-A.

Yes.

The examinations are held-now,

perhaps I had

better take up some large group of employeesto give you an idea of the methods
of the Commission in these appointments.
By Air. Chevrier:

Q. We are not proceeding regularly in this. A moment ago you mentioned
something about some other employee in the outside service.

We know the

outside service is non-existent, outside of the postmasters. I think you said
there were other employeesof whom you did not ask a competitive examination.
I think you made that statement. Who were those?-A. Where it is possible,
we have, of course, competition.

Q. Yes, I know. I may have misunderstoodyou.-A.
many positions
required.

There are a great

in the outside service for which no written examination is

Q. What are those?-A. I could have a list for youQ. Just a few of them?-A. Lighthouse keepers; all of the canal employees.
Q. Very well.

You do not hold competitive

examinations for those?-

A. No.

Q. How do you go about the appointment?-A.

What is done is this.

You

take canals, for example. The superintendent of a canal posts notices on the
canal that applications will be received for so many lock-men; the time for
receiving these applications is stated. These applications are sent in to him.
When the time limit for receiving applications expires he takes them and reads

the qualifications of the various applicants, and he compares one with the
other, the ages, physical fitness, and so on, and we have a form which we
send the superintendent on which he makes his report.

He sends his report

to the department, which in turn sends it to the Commission and in nine cases
out of ten the appointment of the men he recommendsare approved becausehe
is on the spot, and has interviewed these men, and is the best judge of the
relative qualifications of the applicants.
By Mr.

Garland:

Q. He takes into consideration the returned soldier?-A. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: Let us not digress from this postmaster position. Mr. Carmichael asked a question, and Mr. Foran was about to answer it.
Mr. CARMICHAEL: I did not get the information there I wanted.
The WITNESS: When I begin to give you the details of our examinations

then you will get the information.
information

I think then I will have given you the

that will answer your question.

We will come to that a little

later.

Mr. HUGHES:'! think, Mr. Foran, you said that the post office inspectors
consulted with prominent persons in the localities where the appointment was to
be made. Are those men prominent persons in the estimation of the inspectors?
-A. Yes. He has the selection of the prominent people. We do not indicate

to our inspectorswho the prominent people in any locality are, needlessto say.
Q. Would any one of the three be a member representing the locality, or a
defeated candidate? Might he be?-A. You would have to ask the inspectors
that question. Of course,it is suggestedthat they sometimesdo.
Q. As a matter of fact-that is what we want to get at if we can.-A. You
mean to ask me, does he?

So far as we know, he does not.

By Hon. Mr. Martil:

Q. Give us your definition of "A rural post office."
mean?, but we would like to have it on the record.

We know what it

What does the Commission

classify as a "rural post office?"
[Mr.
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By Mr. Hughes:

Q. Is there any caseThe CHAIRMAN: Just let Mr. Foran answer Mr. Marcil's

question, please.

The WITNESS:
The properterm to useis "revenue"insteadof "rural." The
postmastersare paid on a revenuebasis. You would call the City of Hull a
rural post office,and therethe revenueis probably over ten thousanddollars a
year.

By Hon. Mr. Mar oil:

Q. That includes everything on that basis?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Hughes:

Q. Has the inspectorthe liberty to consultanybody he pleases?-A. Quite

so. I made that perfectly clear before the last Parliamentary Committee. The
impression prevails that members of Parliament are not allowed to make
recommendationswith regard to appointments to the Public Service. That is
incorrect. There is no reasonI know of, and I think the Commissionerssupport
that view, why a member of Parliament should not make a recommendationthe
same as any other citizen of equal prominence or equal standing in the community, and there is no reason why any member of Parliament should not come
to the Commission and enquire what is being done in regard to an appointment,
or express an opinion with regard to the various applicants.
It does not necessarily follow, however, because lie is a member 01 Parliament the persons he

recommendswill be appointed.

That is a matter he has settled for himself

by passing the present Act. "V\Y have not settled it.
settled it.
There is no reason why he should not

Parliament has
come down to

the Commission, and there is no reasonwhy the appointments should be given
to the man he favours, but he is at perfect liberty to make a recommendation and

come down and seethe Commissionany time, in regard to appointments made in
his country.
I think it would be generally accepted as a proper statement that
there is probably nobody who knows conditions in his constituency better than
a member of Parliament, but of course the law is-and when I say the law, you
gentlemen decided that for yourselves-that the Commission make the appointment. There is no provision in the law that you should not make a recommendation, and we are always very glad indeed to have assistance in that way
from

members

of Parliament.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Is it ever done?-A.
Q. Yes?-A.

Members making recommendations?

In many cases.

Q. Have any of these recommendations ever been followed?-A.
ber of Parliament

One mem-

said to me.

' I have recommendeda great many applicants
in my constituency, but I think I will decline to recommend any more, because
not one of them got the appointment."
ing your money on the wrong horse."

My reply was, " That is a case of hav-

By the Chairman:

Q. You would say that was accidental?-A. I would say it was accidental.
By Mr. Carmichael:

Q. I was advised by the headof a department in Ottawa that if I recommend
any person for appointment the Commission would make sure that that man
is not appointed?-A. I think when that deputy is on the stand it will be well
for you to ask him that question, because we would like to know who that
deputy is. That is a way somepeople have of belittling the Commission. That
is absolutely not so.
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By Mr. Martell:

Q. There have been cases where the Commission was asked to appoint a
man, as a provincial government examiner, and it was given to another person

who happened to be opposed to the other man.-A. That was an unfortunate
occurrence. That was a case of discourtesy that I very strongly reprimanded

the official for. There was no reasonwhy that nomination should not have been
accepted. I remember the case very well.
Mr.

PARENT: What

case was that?

Mr. MARTELL:Oh, I am not bringing that up.
By Mr. Hughes:
Q. When shall we go on with the procedure?-A. Of the prominent men in
the localities, you were dealing with?
Q. I supposewe have got as much informacionThe CHAIRMAN: Is there anything further on the question of rural postmasters?

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Is there anything in contemplation by the Commission in regard to
changing this rural postmaster business, or is it settled at the present time?-A.
Nothing, so far as I know, but, as I say, that would be the kind of questions I
would like you to ask the Commissiorers themselves. I will bring down a statement showing the division of the department among the Commissioners so that
you will know exactly, when the Commissioners come before you, the questions
to ask. For example, the Chairman has charge of the Post Office Department.
By the Chairman:
Q. Bearing on Mr. Parent's question-the advisability of a two hundred dollar amount. While we are not asking you for your opinion on two hundred dollars or three hundred dollars, or whatever it is, have you any data as to the
number of postmasters between two hundred and three hundred dollars, or
between two hundred and four hundred dollar??-A.
Oh, yes.
The CHAIRMAN: That is an interesting feature, that no matter where the
line is drawn there must of necessity be cases over the line that are just
as bothersome to you in finding a suitable man us directly under the line, and I
think it might be of interest to the Committee to know just where they can

group any number of appointments.
Mr. HUGHES: Or whether some other line might not be drawn.
The CHAIRMAN: Yes, the exemptions from the workings of the Act. We
can consult with the Commissioners as to why the line was drawn at a certain

figure, but I think it would be interesting if Mr. Foran would submit to the
Committee the number of appointments in the different blocs.
The WITNESS: The two hundred dollar line was not drawn as regards the

postmastersonly; it takes in all positionswherethe salary is not over two hundred dollars.

The CHAIRMAN:Mr. Parent having raised the question as regards the postmasters,it is rather interesting becausethere are seventhousand under two hundred dollars, and about five thousand over.
The WITNESS: We will give you the exact statistics.

The CHAIRMAN: You would like to have that information, Mr. Parent?
Mr. PARENT: That is exactly what I would like to have.
[Mr.

William
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Wheredoesa postofficeceaseto be a revenueoffice?-A. Wewill bring
you the postal regulations this afternoon, and go into that.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Wemighthavea list of the classes
that havebeeneliminated?-A."ies.
Q. You might producea list of those?-A. Yes, I will bring the list

afternoon. But again, gentlemen,you must rememberthat under the Spinney

Report,and as a resultof the findingsof that Committee,a circularwas sent
to the departmentaskingthem what further classesthey wantedexempted.
These reports ought to be placed before you.

Q. You mean the Commissionsent a circular to the department as a

resultof the SpinneyReport,askingwhat further classes
they wantedexempted?
-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That circular was dated when, Mr. Foran?-A. I don't recall the date
exactly, but it would be in June, 1921,or possibly the beginning of July. We
had reports from all the departments. In regard to the Post Office department
they ask for exemptions of positions with salaries higher than two hundred
dollars.

Q. Is that available?-A.
It should be.
would be glad to bring it over.

If the Committee wishes it, 1

The CHAIRMAN:I would like to order that correspondencebe brought
down.

I suppose there is a big reduction of the staff, from 272 to 173, on the

recommendations

made

for

the

elimination

of

a lot

of this

tedious

work?-A.

Yes, but the re-classification of the Service necessitated the employment of a
large additional staff.
Q. What staff would you say you have saved as a result of the withdrawals
under the Spinney regulations?-A.
Between 20 and 30.

Q. You say there has been an actual saving of between 20 and 30, owing to
your own recommendations under the Spinney Bill?-A.

Yes.

Q. The plan has been for the more efficient working out of your office?A. Yes, we have been improving our methods steadily.

Q. And the additional exemptions which you recommendedrecently will,
I suppose, have a little further bearing on the saving and increased efficiency
in your office?-A. Yes.

Q. There has been some increased efficiency?-A. Yes. Of course, the list
of exemptions looks like a formidable one, but there are many classeson that
list to which very few appointments have been made. In fact, some of these
classes are filled by one employee only so the list is not nearly as formidable
as it looks.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. I would like to pass on to the Marine and FisheriesBy Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. Before you do that Mr. Marcil.

I understand, Mr. Foran, that under

the Act, the Commissionhasthe right to recommend
that any classof employees

be exempted,
to makea recommendation
to the Governorin Councilfor authority
to accept your recommendation. How many of these recommendations have
been made and accepted by the Governor?-A. All the recommendations that

have been made have been accepted.
[Mr.
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Q. If you have any of that information now, will you get it?-A.

Yes. For

example, here is a situation that very often arises in connection with our work.

We are asked to fill a position, and we are told that this position has been filled
by a certain employee, temporarilyBy Mr. Hughes:
Q. By whom?-A. By the department; when asked to make a permanent
appointment to a certain position we are told that this position has been filled
temporarily by a certain person, for, say a year or a year and a half or two
years, or possibly more.
Q. You are told by the same person who makes the application?-A.
The
department states that this position has been filled by this employee. Now, the
Commission has to decide whether it is in the public interest that that man
should be removed and a new appointment made. If there is any reason to
believe that in any competition which the Commission would authorize, this
temporary employee would have the advantage over other competitors, then I
should say it is simply misleading to advertise that as a competition. It has
been done, and that possibly has been responsible for a good deal of the criticism
you hear of the Commission, because a man is appointed who held the job
previously, and he is given the appointment, because in the opinion of the Board,
or as a result of the examination which is held, he passes the best examination;
he passesthe best examination because of the experience he has had while filling
the position temporarily.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. As a matter of fact, Mr. Foran, is it not a fact that no examination is
passed at all?-A. In many cases it is a rating, or it may be an oral interview,
but

in both

cases it is called

an examination.

Q. It is a rating made by the very same man?-A. Not necessarily, it is
made jointly by the department and our examination branch.
Q. Do you know of caseswhere it has been done?-A. I know of many cases
where the rating of the department has favoured the man holding the position
temporarily.

Q. Without any examination being held?-A. It is a rating or what we call
an examination.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. There have been cases where, if there was an official of a department
with a certain position vacant, the position nevertheless was advertised by the
Commission, the position was of a technical nature, the man in the department
had no academic qualifications whatsoever, and the men applying were university

graduates, or had had considerableexperience,neverthelessthe rating given the
man employed in the department was such that these other men could not compete.-A. Of course,I cannot recall any caseof that kind; I would like to have
specific cases. I would say, just on your statement, that that kind of thing
would not be possible.

Q. I will give you a case in the Marine and Fisheries department, where
they wanted an engineering clerk. The man who applied was a graduate of
the Royal Military College,and the reply came to us that he could not get it
as it was intended for a fellow in the department, they had their own man.
That was within the last six months.-A. The reply did not come from the
Commission.

Q. The reply came from the Commission, to the effect that it was a job in
the department.-A.

It was a promotion.

Q. Yes, that is the way you put it.-A. It was advertised?
Q. Yes, and this man put in his application, and the reply he got, it was
advertised, and this man was a graduate of the Royal Military College, and he
[Mr.
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was turned down.-A. If it was a caseof promotionin a department,an outsider would have no right to apply.
Q. The advertisement was for an engineering clerk in the Marine and

Fisheries department. You stated that the man should have at least certain

training in engineering, and so on and so forth, and the applications should be
filed. The fellow who applied-a young fellow namedMacDonald, was a graduate of Royal Military College.-A. As I say, I will have to look into that because
it may have been a promotion, and of course then an application would not
be considered

from

an outsider.

Q. The application was given out to the public?-A. No, the notice stated
specifically that it was a promotional competition. You may be right in regard
to it having been advertised as an open competition; if it were, and if they got
that reply, that reply should not have been sent.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:
Q. As a matter of fact, Mr. Foran, you will look into that case?-A.

Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. I would like to ask how you operate in the outside service?-A. We
operate in much the same way as we do in the Post Office department, our
procedure is very much similar. That is, we deal with the officials of the
department, outside of Ottawa.
0. When a vacancy occurs?-A. If it is practicable, he is asked to advertise.
Q. Who is asked, the inspector?-A. Yes, or the superintendent, or the officer
in charge of the district. The department names the official who is in charge
of a particular district or locality where the appointment is to be made, and he
is asked to advertise the position, to receive the applications, and to interview the
applicants and send in his report.
Q. Has your experience shown that competition is possible for these various
classes of the outside service?-A. You gentlemen would know more about that
than we do. The claim is made that the Commission is a check upon the work
of the inspectors, and in that way serves a useful purpose.
Q. In the case of a lighthouse-keeper, where every man in the district is
competent for the work, how would you proceed to make a selection in that
case?-A. I admit it is a difficult matter, but these inspectors are sent a rating
sheet, on which they have to rate the applicants. Of course, if they rated all
men equally qualified, it would be a matter for the Commission to decide who
should receive the appointment. It certainly would be a difficult matter, then,
to make a selection, unless some further test was applied which would be fair
to all applicants.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. In other words, you leave the matter absolutely in the hands of the
inspectors, as far as judging whether a certain man is capable of filling a situation?-A. As far as these positions are concerned, I think that is largely true. We
have been guided in the great majority of cases by the advice or recommendation
of the officials of the department outside Ottawa
By Mr. Martell:
Q. That is, regarding lighthouse-keepers and so on?-A.

Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. It does not follow, that the recommendationof your official is accepted.
The Commission, when judging the case of a returned soldier, may. for reasons of

various kinds, change or reversethe decision of the inspector. There are other
factors, I believe, in the consideration of the applications, which are well within
[Mr.
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the Act, and which may offset his selection as to the qualification.-A.

You have

in mind the case you referred to the other day?
Q. Yes. I had in mind a case where the inspector might select a man who,

in his opinion was the most suitable man, but the Commission, for reasonsoutlined in the Act, feel that some other applicant is more suitable, and go against
the decision.-A. Of course, there are various phases that the Commission )>asto
look into, for example, we have to see that the returned soldier is given the preference.

Q. Yes, that was the point.-A.
We have to see that the returned soldier
and the disabled returned soldier gets the preference accorded him. Your chair-

man was good enoughto mention a casein a certain locality where a lighthousekeeper had been appointed. It appears that the position was temporarily filled
by a very competent returned soldier, the chairman said, and his information

was that the officer of the department had recommendedfor appointment this
returned soldier, who was temporarily filling the job, but that when it came to
the Commission we appointed another returned soldier who was disabled. Without having the file before me, or knowing anything about the case,my reply to
your chairman was that I assumed that we found that we had to give the disabled returned soldier the benefit of the law, and that was the reason we ap-

pointed him. The law provides an additional preferencefor a disabled returned
soldier, provided his qualifications are suitable.
By-Mr.

Martell:

Q. Is that in the best interests of the Service? I have had some experience
in that line, I lived with a lighthouse-keeperfor years. A man in a lighthouse
is often called upon to save life, and that sort of thing, and I should imagine he
should be an alert man all the time.-A.

I cannot tell you whether the returned

soldier ought to continue to get the preference,whether this disability preference
is justified; these are all matters for Parliament to settle.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. You have no alternative in the matter?-A.
the law

as we find

No, we have to administer

it.

By. Mr. Martell:
Q. In this case, both applicants were returned men. Do you not think
that in the case of a lighthouse-keeper the more alert man with the least
injuries would be most competent?-A. Where the disabled returned man is
concerned he has to establish under oath, three things, that is, that he is in

receipt of a pension, that he cannot carry on his pre-war occupation and the
nature of his injuries is not such as will interfere with the proper performance
of the duties of the position, and thirdly that he has not been successfully
re-established in his former occupation.
By the Chairman:
Q. Might I ask you a question in connection with that.

That is rather

interesting, what you have said. The man who is an applicant is compelled
to answer the question, or rather he is asked to declare that the nature of his

injury is not detrimental to the fulfillment of that position. Have you not got
the right, as a Commission,to question his decision on that matter, knowing the
nature of his injury?-A. Yes. If we did not have a report from the.inspector
-I will go on with this case and show what happened. Mr. Malcolm's information was that the officer of the department recommendedthat the returned
soldier temporarily filling the job be appointed, and he was physically fit. My
reply was that I assumed,not knowing anything about the case,that in com[Mr.
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plying with the law we found the man with the disability was entitled to the
position, and we made the appointment accordingly. When I went to the
office and looked up the file, I found that Mr. Malcolm's information

was not

correct, with regard to the officer of the department, that he had recommended
that this disabled returned soldier should receivethe position. He said that in his
opinion the man was capableof fulfilling his duties efficiently, and that under the
section, quoting the section of the law, he felt that he was entitled to this
position, and he so recommended. That was the reasonhe received the appointment.

Q. You did follow the advice of your inspector?-A. Yes, who made the
report in accordancewith the Act. If the inspector had not made the report
recommendingthis disabled returned soldier, it would have been the duty of the
examiner to inquire through the inspector as to the physical fitness of this
disabled man, and if he wciv declared to be physically fit, then the appointment
would have to go to him.
The CHAIRMAN: While, as I said a while ago these are not points we wish
to decide just now, that is a very vital question of Mr. Martell's, whether the

injured returned man who is not in good physical condition should have a
preference in certain classesof appointments, over the physically fit man. In
the instance that Mr. Parent has recited, the judgment of the inspector, in my

opinion, was entirely wrong. I think that appointment called for a physically
fit returned man, because after-events proved that this man who was injured.
and who was appointed on the advice of the inspector, the very first night of a

storm, lost his life in the fulfilment of his duty, through his disability in not
being able to handle a boat. That brings up a point which is important, as to
whether the disabled man should have preference in all cases over his physically

fit opponent. There may be caseswhere that would not be desirable, where he
should not have the preference.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. In making these appointments, do you consider whether the man resides

in the locality?-A. Yes, the applicant in the locality must have preference.
That takes preferenceeven over the returned soldier preference. We had a case
brought to our attention by a prominent member of the House, in regard to a
certain appointment we made of a civilian. The question was why we had
appointed him, when a returned soldier had applied. We said that we had
given it to him becausehe was the only applicant in the- locality. He claimed
we should have appointed the returned soldier notwithstanding the fact that he
did not residein the locality. Then we took up with the Department of Justice
the question, so as to clear up the case,as to whether the locality preference or
the returned soldier preferencetook preference,and the ruling was the locality
preference.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. What do you mean by that, the county?-A. Yes, the county or the
parish.
By the Chairman:

Q. It might be townships;wherethe lighthousesare closetogether,it might

be the town.-A. Yes. Takean appointment
in the city of Ottawa,essentially
a local appointment; the man would have to be on the municipal roll of the
city of Ottawa.
[Mr.
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By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. I know an instance of a man residing in Ontario who applied for a
position as lighthouse-keeper in the province of Quebec. If he had received the
appointment he would have lived in the province of Quebec.-A. He has to
reside in the locality at the time he makes the application.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. In regard to the casebrought to your attention by the Chairman, did I
understand correctly that your Commission had not only the recommendation
of the superintendent, but also the affidavit of the disabled soldier himself that

he was fit to perform his duties.-A.. Yes, the inspector reported that he was
physically fit. As I said, a disabled soldier has to declare under oath that he is
in receipt of disability pension, secondly that he is unable to carry on his prewar occupation and that he is able to carry on duties for which he has applied
and thirdly that he has not been successfully re-established.
Q. You have both these facts before the Commission?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. There was some doubt in my mind, Mr. Foran; whenever you want to
appoint a lighthouse-keeper is it the inspector of the department that first makes
the investigation, and then reports to the Commission, and then your examiners
go over these applications?-A.
Yes, and then report.

Q. And have they any personal means of finding out whether the report is
accurate or not?-A.
No, but they carefully check over these applications, and
if they find that in their judgment the best man has not been recommended,

then they make further inquiries through the department.
Q. Outside of the question of the soldiers-I am making an abstract casehas it happened that the inspector's report has been set aside by the examiners of

the Civil Service Commission, in the appointment of a lighthouse-keeper, or
other positions of that kind?-A.

Not in very many cases. That is probably

a tribute to the thorough and efficient way in which these officers of the department are co-operating with the Commission.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Following your argument, supposinga lighthouse is vacant, say on some
part of the stormy coast of Nova Scotia, where the keeper is also the lifeboatkeeper. Two men apply, one is a returned soldier, physically fit, and the other
is a disabled man, probably in receipt of pension for from 30 per cent to 40

per cent disability. If the inspector of lighthouses would say that this disabled
soldier should get the preference over the man who is alert, would you say he is
giving a reasonable report?-A. I would say he is not, but I would say that
that report would probably be accepted,becausehe had an interview with that
man, and we must accept somebody's statement as to his fitness, and if we
cannot depend on the officers of the department for information, we are in a.
bad way.
By the Chairman:

Q. Let me put that question in another way. Supposing the inspector, in
interviewing these two returned men, found the case as Mr. Martell suggests,
and the location of the light is as he suggests, and there are many in that part
of the country, and the applicant who was disabled considered himself fit for

the position, and in his application stated that he was fit for the position, but
the inspector, on investigating the case,thought from the standpoint of his judgment that the physically fit man would be the best one, in considering these two

applicationswould you be breaking the Act, which says that disability must
count, -if you acceptedthe recommendation6f your inspector, would you break

the Act?-A. That the otherreturnedsoldier'shouldget it?

[Mr.
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Q. Yes.--A. Xo, certainly not.
Q. You would not be breaking the Act at all if you did give the position to

the physically fit man'.'-A. Xo. it is alwaysnecessarythat the nature of their

injuries is not such as to interfere with the proper performance of the duties
of their position.

If they are not physically fit-

Q. What I am trying-to get at is this. 'The merefact that the man himself

considershimself fit and able to perform the duties doesnot put any onus on the

Commission?-A. Xo, I would say in that casethe Commissionwould be taking
a heavy rcspor.-ibility in sroingagainst the advice of an officer of the department, in appointing a returned soldier who was not physically fit.
B]i Mr. Martell:

Q. For the purposeof your Act, how do you define " returned soldier"?-A.
Any man who has seen service oversc.
n. As far as England?-A.

Q. Any man who
for preference?-A. Xo.

Yes.

- 'vt-d in Canada does not come within that category

By Hon. Mr. Marctt:
Q. Bermuda?-A. It does not come within the Act.
B\i tin Chairman:

n. I should think, Mr. Foran, that in the passageof time, coming further
ami further away from the period in which men were returned, you would have
some difficulty in filling these position-, -uch as lighthouse-keepers,from that
clas-. vuuld you not?-A.
Well, of course, the preference to the returned
soldier- has simplified the work of the Commission to a certain extent.
Q. You are speaking of the preference to the returned soldiers, but that is

really not the question that is referred to; it is with regard to the preference as
between the returned soldier who is physically fit and the returned soldier with a

disability.-A. That is a feature of the casewhich the departmental officials go
into very carefully before they report. They understand exactly the nature of
the work, and they should seeto it that amongthe applicants only the best qualified, from the point of view of physical fitness, should be recommended.

Q. Then you would be within your rights in agreeingwith me that in the case
I brought up the inspector's judgment was very bad?-A. Apparently it was.

The CHAIRMAN:
As we know, no goodwas donein that case,by appoint-

ing a man who was not physically fit for the duties. In the opinion of the local

residents,the returnedman was not physically fit, and as the result a very fine
boy lost his life throughthat disability. He shouldhave beengiven some'other
sort of job where the danger would not have been so great.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Your inspectorvisits the locality and becomespersonally acquainted

with the applicant and reports on his condition. His report is 'submitted to

the three examiners,
who have not had the advantagehe has had; do you

think that that systemof rejectinghis report is the best?-A. As I say. in'the
great majority of cases,the recommendation
of the officials of the department

is accepted.I wouldberathercuriousmyselfto ascertainexactlyin howmany
s the recommendations of the department have been over-ruled bv the

Commission.

I will try to get some figures on that point.

Q. Who arethe Board of Examiners?-A. Thereis no Board of Examiners.
I imagineMr. Marcil is referringto the Commission. This report is sent to the
examination branch. The work there is divided up among our examiners. We

will take that matterup this afternoon,
andI will giveparticularsregardingthe

examination branch, its personnel,and so on, and show the division of the work.
[Mr. William Foran.]
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When this report comes in, the examiner goes over the applications, and he
sees at a glance that the person recommended by the department is the most

suitable man for the position; and accordingly he makes a report recommending
that the selection made by the department be authorized, and when the Commission approves the appointment is made. Where there are a great many applicants, it is the duty of the examiner to go carefully over the applications and
give a rating as to their suitability, and then see in what way he can confirm,
or otherwise, the recommendation of the official of the department.
By Mr. Martcll:

Q. Have you any one on the staff of the Commission, for instance, who is
qualified to pass upon the seamanshipof a man, and that sort of thing; as to
whether he is capable of handling boats?-A. We are not handling boats.
Q. No, but if you are appointing a coxswain, have you any one who can
judge as to the suitability of the applicant, as to his experience? Do you
determine that?-A.

That would be stated by the officer in his report to us,

giving his judgment upon the qualifications of the various applicants.
By the Chairman:

Q. Is it not notable that in the appointment of lighthouse-keepers,the qualification which Mr. Martell refers to has not had very great consideration?A. If it has not had very great consideration, the fault isQ. I am not making any criticism; but is it not a fact that you have not
considered that phase of a lighthouse-keeper's duty?-A.
All these features are

supposed to be inquired into by the official of the department who makes
the report to us.
Q. I am referring to lighthouse appointments in other days, not by the
Commission. A man who is appointed to the position of lighthouse-keeper
should be able to handle a boat in times of distress. It is really part of his duty.

This is something which had not occurred to me, and I do not believe it has
been considered as it should have been?-A.

In his application, the applicant

is required to set out in detail his experience. It is a statement of experience.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Which statement must be controlled by your inspector?-A. By the
inspector, yes. He is required to state his experience in detail, and it is on that
statement that the judgment of the examiners is based, So far as the official

of the department is concerned,his judgment is based on what he has ascertained in the oral interview with the applicant. We properly assumethat these
men go into every phase of the question before they make a recommendation.
When the examiner is looking over the applications, he looks carefully into the

experiencestatement of every applicant.
Q. But are you sure that every point is coveredby the inspector?-A. What
sometimes happens is this: The inspector would come to the conclusion that
an applicant was the best qualified and has had the experiencethat the position
calls

for.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. The inspector you speak of is not an official of the Civil Service Commission?-A.

No, an official of the Marine

and Fisheries department.

He

comesto the conclusionthat the man best qualified for that position is a civilian,
but there are two returned soldiers who are applicants, and in his opinion those

two returned soldiers do not possessthe minimum qualification.
he states that JamesBrown is the best qualified for the position.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Martell:

Q. Do you think that that hasa tendencyto produceefficientservicein thid

country, that is, taking men with the minimum qualifications,whetherthey are
returned soldiers or not, as against men with the maximum qualifications?-

A. That is a matter for Parliamentto settle. That is your problem.
By. Mr. Parent:

Q. Take the district of QuebecMr. SHAW: I do not think he finished his explanation.
WITNESS:He states that in his opinion the civilian is the best qualified,

but he is not in a positionto say that the experience
of the two returnedsoldiers
is not such as would qualify them for the position. In that case,he leaves the
selection entirely to the Commission. Now, the Commission is confronted with
the law which provides that where a returned soldier possessesthe minimum
qualifications, he shall receive the appointment; and if the law is to be impartially administered the Commission must give this position to the returned
soldier. In a written examination, the civilian may get 90 per cent, but if your
minimum is 60 per cent, the returned man with 60 per cent goes ahead of the
90 per cent man.

If the returned soldier is reported as having the minimum

qualifications, under the law, the Commissionhas no alternative but to give him
the appointment. There may be a great deal of dissatisfaction in the locality
becauseof the appointment of this man, becausethe civilian was particularly
well qualified for the position and it went to a man who was not so well
qualified. But there is a preference under the law which the Commission is
bound to grant.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. In regard to the appointment of lighthouse-keepers,does the inspector
require to have sea experience?-A. These men are well qualified men; they
know

their

work.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. Take for instance the Marine and Fisheries department in the city of
Quebec. It is a very important branch of the administration, for there are
many constituencies situated along the shores of the St. Lawrence river, and

there are a great many lighthouses. Therefore, a large number of lighthousekeepershave to be appointed. If a vacancy occurs in one of these constituencies,
say in the County of Montmagny or in the County of Montmorency, or in any
of the other countries in that neighbourhood, to whom would you apply for a

report?-A.
trict.

To the superintendent of lights who has jurisdiction over the dis-

He would be located in Quebec.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. They would call in the superindentendof lights?-A.

The superintendent

of lights.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. You would not apply to the department's agent in Quebec? A. It

would be made through the commissionerof lights, Mr. McPhail, I think.

The superintendent
of lights wouldhavethe position'advertised'
and the
inspector would make his report to the superintendent of lights.
Q. The superintendent of lights is not an official of your Commission

You have not an official capableof judging? It is left in the hands of the
inspectorreferredto?-A. If we were to set up a separateorganizationoutside
of the departmentin order to carry out theseduties,it would be necessaryto

setup provincialorganizations
with all kindsof experts,
andyouwouldsimply
be duplicating all kinds of positions. As it is, it involvesvery little additional
[Mr.
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work on the department in making those selections,but if you are going to have
experts for all those positions, we would have to very largely increasethe organization that we have under the present system. As far as possible,we engagethe
assistanceof the experts of the department in making those selections.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. All applicants have to make a sworn statement, have they not?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Do you apply the $200rule in the Marine department as well as in the
other?-A.

Yes, in all departments.
By Mr. McBride:

Do you not think that the superintendent of lights should be a seafaring man and know just what those men in charge of lighthouses are liable
to be up against?-A. If you inquire into the qualifications of these officials you
will find that they were very well qualified. If they were appointed by the
Commission, we would consider that they were particularly well qualified.
Mr. MARTELL: We have a very good man in eastern Nova Scotia.
By Hon. Mr. Mardl:
Q. Can you tell us the number of appointments in the Marine department
which were left to the department, and how many were left to the Commission?
You gave us the figures for the Post Office department; have you an idea of
the number appointed by the department and by the Commission?-A. You
mean lighthouse-keepers who were appointed by this method?
Q. Yes.-A. I can get those figures for you.
By Air. Parent:
Q. With your knowledge of the situation, can you declare that so far as
ighthouse-keepers are concerned, there is no competitive examination?-A.
Of
ourse, it is competitive examination within the meaning of the law. You can
all our method a competitive examination in view of what the law states.
Q. Would it not be merely rating?-A.
The law provides for a rating of the
ualifications of the various applicants. A competitive examination does not
ecessarily mean a written or even an oral examination. Here is the law with
'gard to examinations. This is Section 39 of the 1918 Act. (Reads):
"The examinations held by the Commission to establish lists of
persons eligible for appointment may be written or oral or in the form of a
demonstration of skill or any combination of these, and shall be of a
character fairly to test and determine the relative fitness and ability of
candidates actually to perform the duties of the class to which they seek
to be appointed. Any investigation of training and experience and any
test of technical knowledge, manual skill, or physical fitness that in the
judgment of the Commission serves to this end may be employed."
tat is pretty broad.

Under that definition of examinations it can, I think,

^** reasonably
heldthat the methodsweemployconformto the law asstated.

Q. Did you get a report from the Justice department concerning the interstation you have given?-A. We have not.
Q. That is your own interpretation?-A.
We claim that the methods we
ploy are in accordance with the Act.

Q. Do you find any words in the Act, which you have just read, which would
tify your ways of action in this matter of appointing lighthouse-keepers?-A.
;ays "Any investigation of training and experience."
Q. By your own officials?-A. Yes.
-Si
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By Mr. Martell:

Q. Do you think that that has a tendencyto produceefficientservicein this)
country, that is, taking men with the minimum qualifications, whether they are
returned soldiers or not, as against men with the maximum qualifications?A. That is a matter for Parliament to settle. That is your problem.
By. Mr. Parent:

Q. Take the district of QuebecMr. SHAAV:I do not think he finished his explanation.
WITNESS:He states that in his opinion the civilian is the best qualified,
but he is not in a position to say that the experienceof the two returned soldiers
is not such as would qualify them for the position. In that case,he leaves the
selection entirely to the Commission. Now, the Commission is confronted with
the law which provides that where a returned soldier possessesthe minimum
qualifications, he shall receive the appointment; and if the law is to be impartially administered the Commission must give this position to the returned
soldier.

In a written examination, the civilian may get 90 per cent, but if your

minimum is 60 per cent, the returned man with 60 per cent goes ahead of the
90 per cent man.

If the returned soldier is reported as having the minimum

qualifications, under the law, the Commissionhas no alternative but to give him
the appointment. There may be a great deal of dissatisfaction in the locality
becauseof the appointment of this man, becausethe civilian was particularly
well qualified for the position and it went to a man who was not so well
qualified. But there is a preference under the law which the Commission is
bound to grant.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. In regard to the appointment of lighthouse-keepers,does the inspector
require to have sea experience?-A. These men are well qualified men; they
know

their

work.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. Take for instance the Marine and Fisheries department in the city o:
Quebec. It is a very important branch of the administration, for there an
many constituencies situated along the shores of the St. Lawrence river, am
there are a great many lighthouses. Therefore, a large number of lighthouse
keepers have to be appointed. If a vacancy occurs in one of these constituencies
say in the County of Montmagny or in the County of Montmorency, or in an;
of the other countries in that neighbourhood, to whom would you apply for

report?-A.
trict.

To the superintendent of lights who has jurisdiction over the die

He would be located in Quebec.

By Mr. Martell:

Q. They would call in the superindentendof lights?-A.

The superintends

of lights.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. You would not apply to the department's agent in Quebec?-A.
would be made through the commissioner of lights, Mr. McPhail, I thin
The superintendent of lights would have the position advertised, and t
inspector would make his report to the superintendent of lights.
Q. The superintendent of lights is not an official of your Commissio
You have not an official capable of judging? It is left in the hands of tl
inspector referred to?-A. If we were to set up a separateorganization outsic

of the departmentin order to carry out theseduties, it would be necessary
set up provincial organizationswith all kinds of experts,and you would simp
be duplicating all kinds of positions. As it is, it involves very little addition
[Mr.
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work on the department in making those selections,but if you are going to have
experts for all those positions, we would have to very largely increasethe organization that we have under the present system. As far as possible,we engagethe
assistanceof the experts of the department in making those selections.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. All applicants have to make a sworn statement, have they not?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Martcll:

Q. Do you apply the $200rule in the Marine department as well as in the
other?-A.

Yes, in all departments.

By Mr. McBride:
Do you not think that the superintendent

of light-

should be a sea-

faring man and know just what those men in charge of lighthouses are liable
to be up against?-A. If you inquire into the qualifications of these officials you
will find that they were very well qualified. If they were appointed by the
Commission, we would consider that they were particularly well qualified.
"Mr. MARTELL: We have a very good man in eastern Nova Scotia.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Can you tell us the number of appointments in the Marine department
which were left to the department, and how many were left to the Commission?
You gave us the figures for the Post Office department; have you an idea of
the number appointed by the department and by the Commission?-A. You
mean lighthouse-keepers who were appointed by this method?
Q. Yes.-A. I can get those figures for you.
By Mr.

Parent:

Q. With your knowledge of the situation, can you declare that so far as

lighthouse-keepersare concerned,there is no competitive examination?-A. Of
course, it is competitive examination within the meaning of the law. You can
call our method a competitive examination in view of what the law states.
Q. Would it not be merely rating?-A.
The law provide? for a rating of the
qualifications of the various applicants. A competitive examination does not
necessarily mean a written or even an oral examination. Here is the law with
regard to examinations. This is Section 39 of the 1918 Act. (Reads):
''The examinations held by the Commission

to establish lists

of

personseligible for appointment may be written or oral or in the form of a
demonstration of skill or any combination of these, and shall be of a
character fairly to test and determine the relative fitness and ability of
candidates actually to perform the duties of the class to which they seek
to be appointed. Any investigation of training and experience and any
test of technical knowledge, manual skill, or physical fitness that in the

judgment of the Commission serves to this end may be employed."
That is pretty broad. Under that definition of examinations it can, I think,
be reasonably held that the methods we employ conform to the law as stated.

Q. Did you get a report from the Justice department concerningthe inter-

pretation you havegiven?-A. We have not.
Q. That is your own interpretation?-A.

We claim that the methods we

employarein accordance
with the Act.

Q. Do you find any words in the Act, which you have just read, which would

justify your waysof actionin this matter of appointinglighthouse-keepers?-A.
It says "Any investigation of training and experience.''
Q. By y-)ui own officials?-A. Yes.

[Mr. William Foran.J
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By the Chairman:

Q. What you say is that the appointmentof lighthouse-keepers
is really

madeon the recommendation
of the officials of the Departmentof Marine and
Fisheries,providedthat that recommendation
is within the meaningof the Act
as interpretedby the Civil ServiceCommission? Is that it?-A. Yes. Here is
the sectionof the Act underwhich we requisition the servicesof theseofficials.
Mr. Parent has raised the question that we had not held those examinations by
officials of our Commission. As I said, if we were to have officials for all these
purposes,we would require a very greatly augmentedstaff.
Q. That is what the law says?--A. Here is the section of the Act under
which we requisition the services of officials of other departments for the purpose
mentioned.

Q. I do not seethat in the law?-A.
defines the duties of the Commission.

Here it is: Clause 3 of section IV which
(Reads.)

"The deputy heads and all other officers and employeesin the Civil
Service shall give the Commission such access to their respective departments and offices and such facilities, assistance and information as the
Commission may require for the performance of its duties."
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. In other words, the officials of the department become the officials of the
Commission?-A. For that purpose, yes.
By Mr. Chevricr:
Q. You say that that is the connecting link, but I have never been able to
see it. I am not prepared to agree that it is the connecting link. I am not
criticising the system at the moment, but I fail to see there that the Civil
Service Commission exercises any control, or has any power to control those
appointments. By control I mean verifying the statements of those people.
That is what I have not seen yet?-A.
Of course, everything except the oral
interview, everything that is disclosed by the statement is in this form which
comes

to us.

For

the

oral

interview

we have

a sheet

which

we send

to

the

inspector, and upon which he makes a rating.
Mr. CHEVBIER: But I am not prepared to agree as to the nature of the test
provided under section 38; I am not prepared to agree that that test is within
the meaning of the Act as the Commission understands it. I fail to see where
the Commission has exercised control in appointments of that kind. The officials
of the department are not your employees.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. It is a subsequent section, is it not?-A. You mean the section I have
just read?
Q. Yes.-A. That is the definition of the duties of the Commission.

Q. That you can use officials of the departments?-A. Yes. We employ
peopleoutside for the samepurposeas we employ the officials of the departments.
If we want to hold an examination at any outside centre, we employ some one
outside

to conduct

that

examination.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I am not prepared to agreethat that is a good system?-A. The person
so employed becomesan official of the Commission for the time being.
Q. If he is paid by the Commission,but accordingto your report of the year
before last, you employ a number of people gratuitously?-A. We employ
advisory boards.
Q. That is the same thing?-A. Remember that when the appointment is
made the Commission must take the responsibility for the appointment. The
[Mr,
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method which they employ to obtain information with regard to applicants
doesnot absolve them from responsibility, oncethe appointment is made.
By the Chairman:

Q. I would like to ask you a question. I would like to know what method
tinder which you employ a man from the Department of Marine and Fisheries
and the method of appointment adopted under the 1908 Act. In this case,you
use the man from the department as your inspector, and as long as his recommendation is within the Act it is accepted. Under the 1908 Act the department
would send the same man to select, and would act on his recommendation. The
only thing I can see thrown into it is your final judgment that he is living
within the Act. Is that not all the difference?-A. Of course, with regard to
the procedure before the 1918 Act, I think, Mr. Chairman, it would be more

appropriate to ask the officers of the department; I do not know what procedure
was followed

then.

Q. I am perfectly free to admit that I did not know that the inspectorused were the officials of the Marine and Fisheries department. I thought the
inspectors you sent were your own staff; this is the first intimation I have had
that they were not your own men?-A. If we were to set up an organization to
take care of or to administer the Act in that way, it would be necessary, as I
said before, to set up provincial organizations, to have a staff of trained men,

and of course the expenditure, which is considered by some too large at the
present time, would be augmented four times.
Q. You use these men from the standpoint of economy?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. Could you not say that you should look to the person responsible for
these appointments?-A.
That is your problem. You are going to hear our
methods and you are going to contrast them with the methods employed before

we were given jurisdiction over these appointments, and it is for Parliament to
say whether it made a mistake in 1918 in giving us all these appointments.
Mr. PARENT: That is why we want you to give the facts.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I would like " to ask you a question. I would like to know what method
is taken by a Government department in appointing outside of or regardless

of any connection with the Civil Service Commission at all, and without consulting the Civil

Service Commission.

How are these things done?-A.

With

regard to that, I think that would be a very appropriate question to ask the
department itself, because,of course,we do not suggestways by which the Act
could be overcome, and if there are any such ways we are not acquainted with

them, becausethe law requires the Commission, if it is aware of any infractions
of the law, to investigate.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Have you found any of these cases,where appointments were made outside the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission, where people have been

appointedto the service?-A. There is one thing you can rest assuredof, and

that is that no permanent appointment can be made in that way. Personsmay
be employed, but no permanent appointment can be made except through the
Civil Service Commission. That is, excepting the exempted classes,of course.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I did not have in mind the question of the exempted classes,but I have

a casein mind where a man was employedat the rate of $280a month, and
[Mr. William Foran.]
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distinctly

informed that it was outside the Civil Service Commission.

Is it a

temporary appointment, or how would that be done?-A. If you would send me
the name of the person, I could inquire and let you know, but probably, if you
are aware of the department in which the man is employed, you could ask the
Deputy Minister when he comes before you how that man is employed. You
have the Income Tax department, which, of course, is exempt from the Civil
Service Act, and you have the Department of Soldiers' Re-estnblishment,which
is a very large department yet, and you have the Soldier Settlement Board,
which is still a fair sized department.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. The Purchasing Board?-A. Of course, the Purchasing Board is
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

.

Defunct.

By the Chairman:
Q. What technical men are exempt?-A. There are no technical men
exempt, unless you call skilled labour, mechanics and similar positions technical.
Q. There are no technical men at all, from any department?-A.
No.
Mr. SHAW: It is now 1 o'clock, and if we are going into the methods of
employing technical and professional men, I think it is getting pretty late.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Might I ask this. I do not know whether Mr. Foran is prepared to give
an answer, but I would like to know why these different departments are not
placed under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission. Can you give
me the reason, the Income Tax, and the others?-A. The only explanation I
have ever seen is that given in Parliament, that they were on a purely temporary
basis, although the Income Tax is not on a temporary basis. We will have taxes
to pay as long as we are in this world, I think, so it is not temporary. The
Soldier Settlement Board is gradually demobilising, and so is the Department
of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, though it has been in existence four or five
years, and they will certainly be a certain permanent department for many
years.

Q. Are you aware of any complaints as to the way it works out in these

departments?-A. No complaints would come to us, becausewe have no jurisdiction.

Q. You have never heard any complaints?-A.
I have heard a great many
things that do not come to me officially.
The CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, we will not be able to sit this afternoon. Mr.
Brown's motion comes before the House this afternoon, also the motion to allow
us to sit while the House is in session, so I think we will adjourn until 10 o'clock
to-morrow morning.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:
Q. I have been informed that the Marine and Fisheries Committee meets
to-morrow morning, and also the Agricultural Committee.
The CHAIRMAN: If our order of reference is accepted in the House this
afternoon
Hon.

.
Mr.

COPP: We could

sit from

ten to eleven.

The CHAIRMAN:Yes, we could possibly get through a good deal of the

generalinformation which we want Mr. Foran to give us in the hour to-morrow
morning,then we would know better when to call our next meeting; we might
sit Tuesdayafternoon. I do not feel like callingthe Committeeuntil that order
is passed.
[Mr. William Foran.]
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Hon. Mr. COPP:I believe the special committees have to fix their hearings
so as to not interfere with the regular committees, as much as possible.
The CHAIRMAN:We will meet at 10 o'clock to-morrow morning, then. We
will have an hour, and will continue with Mr. Foran.
The Committee adjourned until 10 a.m., Tuesday, March 20, 1923.

TUESDAY,March 20, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil

Service Act of Canada met at 10

o'clock a.m., the Chairman, Mr. James Malcolm, presiding.
The CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, we have now a quorum and I think we had
better commencethe proceedings. I would like to say for the benefit of some
members, who unfortunately were not here yesterday, that the evidence when
printed will speak for itself. Mr. Foran gave a review of the operations and
work of the Civil Service Commission, and he intends to proceed this morning
along the same line. He has documents which were asked for yesterday, and he
intends to continue and enlarge upon the explanation which he gave yesterday
as to other

branches

of the service.

I would

ask the members

of the Committee

this morning to allow Mr. Foran greater freedom in the recital of his explanation of his work. It is rather hard for him to give a continuous explanation,
if every little point is interrupted by a member, and I think it would be better
for us to reserve our questions until he has explained one branch of the Service.
When he has completed his explanation in regard to one branch, it will be in

order to ask questions. By following that course, I think we will get a better
story, and it will also be easier for Mr. Foran.
W. FORAN recalled and further

examined.

The WITNESS: As your Chairman

has stated, there were a number of

matters arising out of yesterday's proceedingswith regard to which I was asked
to make some inquiry and in some casesto produce papers. I am handing to
the Clerk of the Committee the following additional documents.

(1) List of positions excluded,in whole or in part, under the provisions of
section 38 (6), from the operation of the Civil ServiceAct, 1918,as amendedby

chapter 22, 11-12GeorgeV.
(2) List showingthe distribution of departmentsamong the three Civil
Service Commissioners.

(3) Copy of the resolutionof the Civil ServiceCommissionapprovingthe

presentprocedure
in connection
with the appointment
of rural postmasters.
(4) Chart showingthe presentprocedure
in connectionwith the appoint-

ment of rural postmaster.

(5) Copyof Orderin Council,datedFebruary28, 1918,definingthe extent
of the jurisdictionof Orderin CouncilP.C.358of the 13thFebruary,1918.
This supplemented
the Orderin Councilto whichI referredyesterdayand
whichwaspassedby the Government
in orderto removeany doubtas to the

application
of the Orderin Councilof the 13thFebruarywith regardto such
Boards and Commissions as were in operation at the time.

(6) Statement
showingthe approximate
numberof positionsin the Depart-

ment of Marine and Fisherieswith salariesat lessthan $200per annum.
Mr. Marcil yesterdayraisedthe questionas to wherethe rural post offices

stoppedandthe city postofficesbegan. Inquiry at the PostOfficedepartment
has elicited this information:-

[Mr. Wflliam Foran.]
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" In connection with the inquiry yesterday relative to rural postoffices and city post-offices, the establishment of city post-offices is at.
the discretion of the department and a general rule followed by that
department is that before the place may have a city post-office there
must be a population of 12,000and a revenue of approximately $20,000.
This, of course, is not followed out religiously in every instance, but
may be quoted as a more or less general rule. All others are rural or
revenue post-offices."

I think it is customary to refer to post-officesin small places as rural postoffices, and in larger places as revenue post-offices.
When the Committee rose yesterday we had just about completed our statement with reference to the procedure in the appointment of rural postmasters
and lighthouse-keepers. Now, I should like to say that the procedure with
regard to similar positions in all departments is practically the same. Some of
the positions that I might mention in this connection are lockmen and bridgemen in the canal service, forest rangers and fire guardians, caretakers and

watchmen, minor fishery officials, such as fishery guardians, hatchery helpers,
etc., minor officials in the signal and meteorological services. The procedure
is identical in all cases where the Commission is of opinion that the position is
not one which definitely lends itself to a written examination. The position is

simply advertised, and the application is received by the responsible official of
the department in the locality or district. He makes a report on the qualifications of the applicants. He is required to interview them and to furnish us
with the result of his interview on a form which we supply to him for that

purpose; and on his report, closely checkedand scrutinized by the examiner in
charge of that department, the appointment is made by the Commission.
Now, if you gentlemen have sufficient information with regard to the
procedure followed in connection with those appointments, I shall take up some
larger groups of the civil service, such as the clerical group, and describe the
procedure followed in the filling of those positions. But I think, Mr. Chairman,
that before leaving this subject, perhaps it would be just as well if the matter
were cleaned up should any members of the Committee desire to ask questions..
By Hon. Mr. Martil:

Q. The Customs department has not been mentioned. Would you tell us
what the procedure is in the appointment of officials to the outside service?

I

understand that there is no longer an outside service, but I mean the service
outside of Ottawa, such as collectors, preventive officers and so on.-A.

In the

case of those sub-collectors, where the salary is over $600, a written examination, as well as an oral interview is required. Where the position is under
$600, the procedure is identical with that I have described in connection with
the other departments.

Q. The examination is held by whom, by the district officer?-A. By the

district

officer.

Q. And he reportsto the department,or to the Commission?-A. He reports
to the Commission. In some instances, the department has asked that those
reports should be presented through the medium of the department. In other
cases, for example, in the Department of Customs, they prefer that we should
deal direct

with

those officers

outside

of Ottawa.

Q. The only departmentto which reportsare sent is the Post Officedepartment?-A. And the Marine and Fisheriesdepartmentand Public Works department. It is also true in regard to the Department of Railways and Canals.
Our reports are received through the chief engineer there.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Brown:

Q. In the caseof rural postmasterswith a salary of under $200,the appointment is made on the investigation of the sub-inspector?-A. The sub-inspector.
Q. What effort does he make to procure information regarding the various
applicants on which he bases his report?-A.
He would make inquiries in the

locality through some medium with whom he was acquainted. He would probably write to the prominent men in the locality. Where there was a parson, or
a priest, or a doctor, or a lawyer, or some professional man, some outstanding
man, he would probably write to him with regard to conditions in the locality;
and in many cases, unless the distance is too great he would probably visit the
locality himself and look into the conditions.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q, He has no definite instructions on that point; that is left to himself?A. That is left to himself. The means which he takes to procure information

for his report are left entirely to himself. I think that perhaps the procedure
could be defined in greater detail by an officer of the Post Office department,
who will probably appear before you. The present superintendent of that department was formerly an inspector in charge of a very large district, and he can
tell you exactly what is done in those cases. That, so far as I know, is what is
done in cases of that

kind.

Q. I presume as there is no deputy minister of the Post Office department,
Mr. Coolican would be able to give us some information?-A.
Mr. Coolican

would probably be the official of that department who will be asked to appear
before you.
The CHAIRMAN:
Hon. Mr. COPP:
to clean up what Mr.
The CHAIRMAN:
Hon. Mr. COPP:
like

to

Are there any other questions-.
There are one or two questions I want to ask if you want
Foran went over yesterday-.
I think it is cleaned up, unless-.
There are one or two questions in regard to that I would

ask.

By Hon. Mr. Copp:
Q. I understand, Mr. Foran, from your statement yesterday you went
over the Post Office department and the Marine and Fisheries. As I under-

stood you, if there was a vacancy in the Post Office department you would send
a post office inspector of the province where the vacancy occurred for his report.
In caseswhere there were three or four applications for that position, would he
select a man and report on one, or send in a report on all the applicants?-A.
He would send a report on the four applicants.

Q. To whom would that come?-A. To the department now. I showed you
yesterday where within the last three or four months we had changed our procedure in regard to that. The department now deals directly with these applications, and only after the report on the applications was received and sent to
the departmentQ. It comes to the Post Office department?-A.

First.

Q. And do they select?-A. No, they send the report on to the Commission
with such comment as they desire to make on that report.
Q. To what branch of your Commissionwould this report come?-A. It goes
to the examination

branch.

Q. Here it says "supervised by the assistant secretary and chief examiner."-A.

Yes.

Q. Do they look over that report and select a man?-A. A very careful
examination is made. The examiner in charge of the Post Office department
[Mr. WUliam Foran ]
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at the presenttime is Mr. Bouchard. Mr. Bouchardmakesa very careful
examination of the report of the inspectors, and such supplemental reports as

the departmentmay sendin, and then he makesa recommendation
to the commission based on this report.

Q. Does he make any examination for himself?-A. Yes.

Q. What procedurewould he follow in this examinationbranch?-A. He
would go carefully into it and make a report for the information of the Commissioners.

Q. He would not go outside to get further information?-A.

No.

Q. What information would he get from that report, that the Post Office
inspector might not be recommendinghis own brother, or brother-in-law, or
some relative in regard to that?-A. Well, unless the application form discloses
the fact that he was a relative of the official. I do not suppose-the application
form shows whether he has any relatives in the service.

Q. Whether this man he is recommending is a relative of the Post Office
inspector?-A. Yes, the application form is required to show whether or not
he has any relatives in the public service, and how many.
Q. Have you a copy of that form?-A. Yes. (Reading):
" Are any members of your family employed in the
civil
service?"
"
A brother
Q. How far would that go, any member of your family?"
would not be a member of his family, would he?-A. I should say so, yes.
Q. Or a brother-in-law?-A.
Well, of course, it depends upon whatever
interpretation you put on that question.
Q. I am asking as a mere matter of information how far would you follow
it down to know that he was absolutely impartial? The idea of this Act was to

get clear of any favouritism, either party or personal, or anything of that kind,
and I was trying

to find out how far the examination branch followed that

down and that is the only thing they have-what is on that form (indicating).
-A. That is all, if his brother is the best man, do you think he should not
recommend
Hon.

him?
Mr.

COPP: I am not

on the stand

here.

The CHAIRMAN: Any other questions?

Hon. Mr. COPP:I have no further questions.
The CHAIRMAN:Mr. Foran, proceed to the next branch of the organization you want to take up.-A. I think for the purposes of this Committee it
would be useful and appropriate at this juncture if I would take some of the

larger groups of the service proper, that is the large branches of the service, and
describe the examinations which are held, and the method which is adopted in
the filling of these positions.

I have a statement here of these larger groups. For example,we have 3,500
postal clerks in the public service; we have 1.500 railway mail clerks. In the
lower grades in the postal service, divided as follows, letter-carriers, 2,500;
postal porters, 500; transfer agents, 250. We have custom excise clerks. 500;
custom excise examiners, 1,000; custom excise enforcement officers, 250; clerks-

that is throughout the entire service-3,000; clerk, bookkeepers, 200, clerkstenographers,2.000; clerk typists, 500; inspectors of weights and measures,75;
inspectors of gas and electricity, 35. Other classesfor which examinations are
held asrequired: prison guards. 200; light-keepers. 1,000; immigration inspectors,
250; elevator operators. 200; and caretakers. 350.

Xow, I have a pamphlet here, a number of which I have brought over for
distribution among the members,which includes among other things the subject
of examinations, and which includes other things which I will supplement later
on. I am quite sure if you read this pamphlet carefully, you will see what the
examinations are. and the procedurewhich we follow. We are required to main[Mr.

William
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tain eligible lists for these large groups of the service. This is a very simple
matter, becauseyou can hold your examinations at regular intervals in all convenient centres throughout the Dominion, and the duties of these positions are
such that it is a simple matter to prescribe a reasonableand practical examination.

The examination for many of these groups is the same. The examinations,

as I say, are held at regular intervals, and eligible lists are established. Only
recently we had an examination for postal clerks, postal porters, letter-carriers,

and all similar employeesof the Post Office department. We held examinations
fit all central points from Halifax to Victoria.
We had over 3,000 applicants
writing on this examination.
From an examination of that size, you would

probably have at least fifty per cent who would qualify. The names of those
successfulapplicants are put on the eligible list. When the Post Office department requires a postal clerk at Vancouver, for instance, a requisition is sent
to the Civil Service Commission. This requisition comes into the office and is
sent to the central registry, and after the file is made, it is transferred to the

organization branch where the proper classification of the position is indicated,
and it then goes to the assignment branch, and the name of the next man on
the list is sent to the department as the person to be appointed when the neces-

sary certificate is issued. In connection with all these positions, as I say, there
are large eligible lists always available, and that is one of the reasons why
very often a member of Parliament has n complaint made to him that a certain
applicant for employment has made application from time to time and never
received any position. It follows, that as long as we have eligible lists as the

result of these examinations, it is uselessfor any other applicant to put in an
application. The only way to obtain one of these positions now is to take this
examination. In the early stages of our work, the requirements of the department were so great and the facility

for handling the examinations were more

or less limited, and a great many temporary assignmentshad to be authorized,
but now with the system properly organized, we find that there is really no

necessity to assign even for temporary employment any person who' has
not passedthese examinations. Now, that is the condition with regard to these
large groups which I have mentioned, which means approximately 15,000
employees-which is an army in itself.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. What doesthat refer to-the 15,000?-A. I am referring to the examina-

tion which we held for these large groups of employees,postal clerks, railway
mail clerks, and so forth.

Q. Thoseare the oneson the eligible lists?-A. No, that is the numberof
employees. As I have stated, we hold examinationsat regular intervals, and
in our recent examinationswe had over 3,000candidates writing for these postal

positionsalone. So,whenyou establishan eligiblelist for 1,200or 1,500men,
you can appreciate
that will meetthe needsof the departmentfor quite a considerable time. I cannot say what the annual turn-over in the department will

be,but aboutten per cent;soyou seetheseeligiblelists will meetthe needsof
the departmentfor quite a considerabletime.

In the United States, the life of the eligible list extends for one year. The
Commission here has under consideration the question of limiting the life of an
eligible list. You can quite understand that a man may take an examination

now for, we will say, postal clerk. He may be away down on the list, 700,we
will say. His name would not be reachedfor a year and a half or probably two

years. By that time he may have securedother employment. If not, it is
just a questionwhetherwhenyou get down to that positionon the eligible list
you are getting a first-classman, unlessyour minimum standard is very high.
The only way in which we can limit that list would be to raise the standard,
[Mr. William I\ran.]
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and of coursewhen you raise the standard there is usually a very strong protest
from the public. The Commission has under consideration now the question
of limiting the life of an eligible list. While we may not seegoodreasonto adopt

the samelimit as they have in the United States,I do not think it likely that
the Commissionwill extend the life of an eligible list beyond two years.
By the Chairman:

Q. What is it in England?-A. In England the conditions are different.
They hold examinations there for a given number of positions. That brings up

another point which we are consideringat the presenttime, whether it would
not be better in the interest of the civil service to indicate approximately the
number of positions for which the examination is held, and to draw your line for
your eligibles at such places as would give you a sufficient number to meet the
probable needsof the department lor a given time.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. I understand then, the examinations have been held without any regard
for the possibleneeds. Is that true?-A. Our examinationsnow are held in order
to establish an eligible list, without reference to the needs of the department.
Q. Have you any set times for holding them?-A. Just as the departments
may require them.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. These examinations are held by whom?-A. Of course, everything is
prepared here by our examiners. The questions for the general examinations
are prepared by the examiners. We found it was much more economical to
employ a staff for that purpose than to follow the system which we inaugurated
under the Act of 1908. Under the Act of 1908, we were required to hold two
examinations; the examination for the third division which was simply of a
primary school standard, and a second division examination, which.was a second
and third year university standard. The papers for the third division examination were prepared by outsiders, by teachers in our high schools and some in our
primary schools. For example, the principal of the primary school or a teacher
of the collegiate
-"

institute

would be the examiner.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Is the method you have outlined in appointments invariably followed?
-A.

Yes, absolutely.
By Mr. fiinfret:
Q. Has the Commission power to limit the duration of a list?-A.

Yes.

Q. Does that mean they could put off names after they have been on the
list at their own will?-A.

I think it would be competent under the law for the

Commission to decide by resolution that the life of an eligible list should be
limited.

Q. I would like to make myself clear. I understand that some personspass
the examinations and are put on the list. After a while the Commission has
power, has it. to displace those names?-A. Not displace those names, but limit
the life

of the list.

Q. That is, these men would have to pass their examinations again?-A
Yes.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. The whole list would go?-A. Yes. the whole list would go. In the
United States, you hold examinations to establish an eligible list of a thousand
or two thousand names. You may make only two hundred or three hundred
appointments from this list. The personstaking the examinations are aware
fMr.
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that if they are not selectedwithin the year they must presentthemselvesagain
for the examination in the hope of getting higher on the eligible list.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. When a number of candidatespass the examination, are they arranged in
order of merit?-A. Yes, absolutely. My own personal view with regard to this
matter

is that

it

would

be better

for us to advertise

our examination

for

a

probable number of positions and to preservethe eligibility of every one who is
declared eligible until he receives an appointment. I think it would probably
cause less dissatisfaction.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Going back to this question of your examinations, are the examinations
set for two things, as to the duties of the office, and, say, the educational qualifications?-A. Well, of coursethese entrance examinations have very little bearing on the duties of office.

Q. Take postal clerks. For any higher category are the examinations set
as a test for educational qualifications and duties of office?-A.

Well, of course,

a man entering the service could not be expectedto know very much about the
duties

of the office.

Q. All right, leave that aside. Where you have to fill a position which
necessitates knowing the duties of an office, who sets this examination?-A.

That would be more of a promotional examination; that would be an examination
for those already in the service who have had an opportunity of acquainting
themselves with the duty of the office.

Q. Who would prepare the examination in that case?-A. I think jointly,
by the examiners and those in charge of the department.
Q. Let me get that right. Do I understand you to say that your examiner.
with an official of the department, would set the papers on the duties of office?
-A.

Yes.

Q. Who would correct it?-A.

It would be corrected jointly

by the two

examiners.

Q. That is the practice which is followed?-A. Yes. That seemsto be the
reasonable and only practice which can be followed.
Q. Well, Mr. Foran. I do not know whether I make myself clear.

I say, is

that the practice that is actually followed? You say it would be a reasonable
practice. Is it followed?-A. Yes.
Q. Invariably corrected by the officials of the department and the examiner on your board?-A. With regard to the duties of office, yes.
Q. In all cases?-A. In all cases.
Q. They are corrected by both sides?-A. Yes.
Q. Well, how is it done?-A. It is done-.
Q. Will they correct it jointly, or does one correct it and then hand it over
to the other, or how?-A. They are jointly discussed with the department
first-.

By Mr. PARENT:If you do not know anything about it, Mr. Foran, will
you please say so-.

The WITNESS: I was going to say that we have the chief examiner here,
and he is probably better acquainted with the exact procedure. I am speaking
in a general way. Of course, this thing has grown to such an extent that I am
not absolutely familiar with all of the details, and I am referring to the chief
examiner to confirm what I am saying.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. The chief examiner should be called as a witness.-A. I hope he will
be.
CMr. William Foran.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Would the chief examiner be the one of whom I might ask that
question?-A. Yes. While you are on that subject, if you want that answer
now, Mr. Bland is here, and you can refer to it with him.
Q. You can ask him-A. (Interposing) Mr. Parent would rather have the
question put directly to the chief examiner.

The CHAIRMAN:I mentioned before you came in this morning, Mr.
Chevrier, that Mr. Foran's position here was to explain the general workings
of the Commission

and it would be more advisable

if we allow

Mr.

Foran to

make his complete statement relative to these things, and at the end of his
recital on any one subject it would be wise then for the members to ask what
questions they wanted.

If at the end of the recital on a point, Mr. Foran

would rather have the questions which might be based on that point, answered
by one of his assistants who is better able, perhaps,to answer those questions,
then we could call that assistant of Mr. Foran, swear him as a witness, and
allow him to answer that question for Mr. Foran. If the Committee is
satisfied on the information given now by Mr. Foran on this list, I think it
would be quite in order to take that procedureand if Mr. Foran has something
else generally to say on this point, to let him finish before we call this witness
to clear up these points.
The WITNESS: I think, Mr. Chairman, as we are now dealing with a very
large number of employees-in fact tli;
of employees about which very
little is known, and about which I think you gentlemen hear a great deal, (I am
quite sure that the number of enquiries you have about positions are in regard
to positions of this character), and as I have explained the method by which we
fill them, we might just as well clean this up now, and it would be desirable, if

you want to get more particulars about the exact details of the examinations,
to swear in the chief examiner now. and clear this up, and then we can come

to the professional and technical positions after we get through with this.
By Mr. Hughes:

Q. I have onequestion I wish to ask of Mr. Foran. When a vacancy occurs
or when additional help is required, for instance, in the railway mail service,
how does the information

come to the Commission?

Who decides that

tional help is needed?-A. The department.
Q. The department makes the application to the Commission?-A.

addi-

Yes.

I

might make that point clear. The statement has been made that as a result of
this Commission the staff of departments have increased beyond all reasonable

proportions within the last few years. Now, I want to make it perfectly clear
that the Commission has no right to appoint to any department unless requested
to do so by the department itself. It might be you would have twenty vacancies

in any department of the public service, and yet if the Commission did not
receive a requisition for the filling of these positions, they would remain vacant.
We only fill the positions on the request from the department.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. In other words, you have no control of the department?-A.

No, not as

regardsthe filling of these positions. Our duty begins when we receive a requisition to fill the vacancy.
By Mr. Hughes:
Q. And if necessary to fill the vacancy quickly-if
it is a seasonable
appointment-A.
If we have no eligible list we make a local selection. As a

matter of fact, outside of Ottawa, under our regulations, they have the right to
take on any person for thirty days without referenceto the Commission.
[Mr.
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Q. The department has?-A. Yes, if they desire to continue the employee

beyondthirty days, they must obtain permissionfrom the Commission.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. How long do you extend temporary employment-your certificate says
"three months" and then on the request of the department you would extend it
for another three months?-A. Temporary employment may extend for six
months, and a further extension may be granted for another six months, if
requested by the deputy. There are not very many instances where we refuse
to extend the appointment. If we refused, we would be told we were instrumental in loading up the department with permanent employees.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. Mr. Foran, in regard to the eligible list. You mentioned one for postal
mail service, 3000-A. The railway mail clerks are 1,500.
Q. Well, 1,500. Now, after they take this examination and are put on the
eligible list, are they notified that they have been successful and are on the
eligible list? That is a more or less public document-everybody
knows about
it?-A.

Yes.

Q. Could you file a copy of it?-A.
Q. Yes.-A. Yes.

A copy of the eligible list?

By Mr. Martell:
Q. As you know there are two other committees at 11 o'clock, the Marine
and Fisheries and the Railway and Canals. Now Mr. Bland, if he is going to
give evidence, will be subjected to some considerable examination. I intend to
examine him very thoroughly myself on account of certain things that have come
to my notice and I think it would be well if we let him stand over until this afternoon.

The CHAIRMAN: We have ten minutes yet. Mr. Chevrier was going to speak
to Mr. Bland, but probably he would waive his rightMr. MARTELL: No, I have not got the data with me.
Mr. SHAW: I would like to ask one or two questions, Mr. Foran, if you will
permit.
The CHAIRMAN: That is quite all right. I want to facilitate the inquiry.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I want to make it clear, if I can, on one point. As I understand it, Mr.
Foran, no person is appointed to any department without the requisition of that
department and therefore the department is the only one which is responsible
for the number of men in that department-A. That is absolutely so.
Q. That is correct, is it?-A. Yes.
Q. Then I understand if any temporary assistanceis required in what we
call the outside service they may take on that temporary assistancewithout
reference to the Commission for thirty

days?-A.

Yes.

Q. And that temporary help must receive the approval of the Commission
if retained beyond that time?-A. Yes.
Q. Then I understand-and correct me if I am wrong-that with regard to
the employees of any department, they are entirely under the control of that
department?-A. Absolutely.
Q. That is, they can be fired or suspendedat any time that the head of the
department seesfit, without referenceto the Commission at all?-A. That is so.
The suspensionmust be reported to the Commission and the employee has the
right to file an appeal. That is donein a very few cases,becauseit is very seldom
that an employeeis suspendedwithout cause,and he realizesthat he is suspended
for good reasons,and he is not likely to appeal to the Commission.
[Mr.
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Q. Then, Mr. Foran, would it be correct for me to say that with regard to
entrance into the service-that is under the control of the department in the

sensethat the numberrequiredfor duty is designatedby them?-A. Absolutely.
Q. So far as the outlet of the departmentis concernedthat is under the
control of the department,and the Commissionhas nothing to do with it?A. The removals are made by the Governor in Council.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. How long must a man be on before he can be rejected?-A. As I said
yesterday, he may be rejected after one day's trial.

Q. But he may stay on for six months before the department can get rid
of him?-A. No. They can get rid of him after a day's trial. If the department, for a good and sufficient reason, comesto the conclusion that a man is
not suitable for the position they can reject him after one clay's trial. It has
been held that inasmuch as the Commission is the appointing power that they
must put the person assigned at work in order that the provisions of the Act
may be carried out. He receives the appointment, and after he has been put
to work he is under the jurisdiction of the department, and they may reject
him after a day's trial.
By Mr. Brown:
Q. Does that remove him from the eligible Ust?-A. Not necessarily. His
rejection is reported to the Commission.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Does this rule apply to the Civil Service Commission employees?-A.
Yes.

Q. To employees of the Civil Service Commission?-A. Yes.
Q. Then you will have an appointee on the Civil Service Commission only
when it comes through the Minister?-A.
Comes through the Minister?
Q. Of the department, or the Secretary of State?-A. We really have no
minister. There is no minister who is directly responsible for the Civil Service
Commission. It is an independent body. The Secretary of State is the medium

through which the Commission report to Council. He is named for that purpose.

Q. When an appointment is made by the Civil Service Commission for your
own organization
A. It is made on the requisition of the Commissioners.
Q. Themselves?-A. Yes.
Q. No department has anything to do with it at all?-A. Xo.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Mr. Foran, supposingthe department wants a particular man with particular qualifications, and they have in their mind a man who is one hundred
per cent proficient, and who they believe to be the very best possible man that
can be secured for that position. The department can not get that man if the
Civil Service Commission says no?-A. Oh, that is true, but of course that is an
almost improbable case. I doubt very much whether you could convince the

Commission that a one hundred per cent man is not the man to be appointed.
The only obstacle in the way of a man such as you describe receiving an
appointment would be the fact that a ninety per cent returned soldier might
be on the list, or might be an applicant. In that case, the law requires the
appointment to be given to the returned soldier.
Q. Take the case, for instance, of a lawyer for the Marine and Fisheries
department. You probably have men who have taken exactly the same course

at college, and been practising for years. One of these men, perhaps as a result
of where he has lived, or the industry in which his people have been engaged,
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might make shipping laws to him second nature-know
vessels, and be thoroughly

familiar

with

navigation;

all about boats and
such things could not

be shown by certificates. The Civil Service Commission might have these two
men for one position. One man may have passeda better collegeexamination and
have been a more successfulpractitioner along certain lines. How would you differentiate so as to get the peculiar qualifications which this man has?-A. I imagine that in the oral interview the fact that he is well versedin the shipping laws
would be brought out. I imagine, if the department was especially interested
in this appointment, that they would bring out that fact; that they would be
able to convince the gentlemen composing this advisory board that, while this
other man may have had a better academic training along certain lines, this
man whose appointment is desired, for some reason or other, has had much
more experience in the shipping laws, which would make him the most desirable
official for the position.

Q. Supposingthese men were equal in scholastic attainments; they passed
the same grade of examinations, and have taken the same course of lectures,
but one man probably has lived in a locality and brought up where he
knows all about boats and vessels, but perhaps has not been practising very
much shipping law. How will you decide? Is it not a case of- -A. My

experiencejustifies me in saying that if such a case came before the advisory
board, the man you have in mind would receive that appointment.
Q. Is it not a fact that when you go to select a barrister, for instance, you
submit the names of these men to solicitors in the city of Ottawa, some of then?
who do not know-say
if it was a case for the Marine and Fisheries-do nc>
know the bow from the stem of a ship, and the Commission makes a recommendation with the result sometimes that a landlubber is appointed instead
of a lawyer?-A.
No, I would not say that is the case. We submit all the

applications to a competentboard. At least, we considerit is a competentboard.
We get outstanding men in the profession.

The Department

of Marine and

Fisheries would be represented at that board. For example, if you were an
officer representing the department you would explain to the gentlemen composing that advisory board the type of man you wanted, and the precise knowledge you required of a man in order to fill the duties of this position, and I
am quite sure the membersof that board would seeyour point and would probably select exactly the man whom you claimed would be the man for that
position.

Q. These men may not know. Their branchesof learning may not be such
as to enable them to be capable judges of a marine lawyer. For instance, if
you got a committee in the city of Ottawa, of lawyers-these men are not as
well qualified to selectthat man, as if you got somemen along the seaboard?-A.
Would not that apply to other branchesas well? Would not that apply to your
Supreme Court, for example? Do you mean to say that the judges of the
Supreme Court are experts in all matters, in all casesthat come before them?
They must take expert advice in certain cases.
Mr. MARTELL:Yes, and then you have your nautical assessorssitting there
to advise your judges-

The WITNESS: And when you come to the advisory board, they have the
same opportunity of calling in expert assistanceThe CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, this must not turn into an argument.

The WITNESS:We would have, assisting the board, gentlemento give them
the exact information of the qualifications required for a position, and I say that
I cannot see how the advisory board would make a mistake by selecting a man
who is not qualified. These men are assuming a very grave responsibility, and
agree to sit on these advisory boards. They do this purely as a public service.
5-6
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They are outstanding men in the community. We have judges of the Supreme
Court who have been on our advisory boards in connection with the filling of
legal positions, and I would say that I cannot conceive that it is possible these
men would make any such mistake as you think would be possible under the
circumstances.

By the Chairman:

Q. Mr. Foran, one question please: Does the examining board on a requisition from the department for a highly trained technical man, take personality
into consideration in the men?-A. Yes, that is a very important factor. Of
course, I thought perhaps we would deal with that in more detail this afternoon, becauseI know that is one of the phasesof our work in which my friend
Mr. Martell is particularly interested-that is, the appointment of professional
and technical men, and I think if we leave that over until this afternoon we could

go into it in more detail. I have a number of lists of the boards who have held
examinations from which selections have been made, and the methods by which
they were worked.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Will you produce this afternoon a list of the lawyers which have been
appointed for the last five or six years, with a statement showing the method by
which they have been selected, and who the advisory lawyers were, sitting on
the tribunals-so to speak?-A. Yes.
By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Chevrier's position in regard to questioning Mr. Bland will come up
this afternoon. Whether or not we will manage to get through with this, I am
not prepared to say
The WITNESS: Oh, I think we will. You will probably sit the most of the
afternoon.

The CHAIRMAN: Yes, I hope we can arrange to do that.

Mr. MARTELL:I do not want Mr. Foran to think I am antagonistic in any
way-

The WITNESS: Oh, certainly not.
The CHAIRMAN: How many members want to retire now?
(By a show of hands a large majority replied in the affirmative to the
request of the Chairman.)
By the CHAIRMAN: I guess, then, we will have to rise.

Hon. Mr. COPP:May I ask one question, before we rise, which
was brought out by Mr. Shaw's question about appointments to departmental
positions. Supposing any department-the Department of the Interior, we will
say-the minister of that department feels his staff is too large in certain

branches of his department. There is a permanent employee that he can get
along without. What action does he take to get clear of him?-A. He abolishes
the position and reports his name to the Civil Service Commission, and the man

is then put on the "lay-off list," and is eligible to appointment to any similar
position in any department.
Q. He is not retired on a pension or anything of that kind?-A.

KTo.

Q. You speak of abolishing the office: I don't mean the abolishment of the
office?-A. The duties of the position have ceased.
Q. If a minister thinks he can get along with less men?-A.

Quite so. It

is always competent for a minister to reduce his staff. If he has a permanent
official, then the name of that official is reported to the Civil Service Commission,

and his name is placed on the eligible list for reappointment to some other
[Mr.
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departmentin a similar capacity in the public serviceabove all other candidates, even those who qualified by examination or otherwise.
By Hon. Mr. Mar oil:

Q. Could we obtain a list of such men?-A. Yes, it would not take very
to prepare that list.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Before you retire, will you kindly tell us this: Supposinga man's position is classified within a certain category in the list, and then a higher position
becomes vacant in the service in the same department. How is that classified,

or is the position classified, and how would a man be promoted from a junior
to a senior position?-A. If the vacancy is in a higher position, it is filled by
promotional competition.
Q. If a man is classified in the junior list?-A. If there is a vacancy in the
higher position it is filled by promotional competition.
And the Committee took recess until 3.30 p.m.
Afternoon Sitting
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada resumed at
3.30 p.m., the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm, presiding.
W. FORAN recalled, and further examined.
The CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, there is just one request that I wish to make.
The original intention was to have Mr. Foran explain the working of the Civil
Service Act, but the investigation has enlarged somewhat, and Mr. Foran has
been treated more as a witness than as an instructor. I thought it would be

better for us to hear Mr. Foran's explanation of the way in which he operated
the Act under the instructions of the Commission, and under the interpretation

of the Act itself. I would like when Mr. Foran takes up a point to explain it,
that we reserve our questions until he has completed his explanation of that

point. If the members would make their notations and after he has completed
one point ask questions consecutively, I think the report would read better
when we get it from the printer, if we did not interject questions at every few
words, and the questions were reserved until the end of his statement. What
point do you wish to go on with now?
WITNESS: When the Committee arose this morning, it was decided, I

think, that Mr. Bland should take the stand this afternoon to explain more
minutely the details of our examination work.
The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Chevrier wanted Mr. Eland's explanation of certain

points. Are you prepared to go on with that, Mr. Chevrier?
Mr. CHEVRIER:I am prepared to go on whenever it suits the convenience
of the

Committee.

Mr. MARTELL: Does that mean that when Mr. Chevrier is through with
Mr. Bland, other members may question him?
The

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

Mr. MARTELL: I am not prepared to go on to-day, but I will be to-morrow.

The CHAIRMAN: Would you rather leave your questioning of Mr. Bland
until

to-morrow,
Mr. Chevrier?
Mr. CHEVRIER: That would suit me.

The CHAIRMAN:
ThenperhapsMr. Forancould go on with his explana-

tion of other phasesof the organization.

[Mr. Waiiam Foran.]
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WITNESS: Personally, I think it would be useful to place Mr. Bland 011
the stand at the present time in order to explain more minutely some details
of the examination work, for example, in connection with the point which v.-.ns
raised by Mr. Chevrier this morning as regards the valuation of papers jointly
by the department and the Commission. My impression is, as I stated in my
evidence, that the work was always done jointly. But it may be that there
has been a case of which

Mr.

Chevrier

is aware, and in which

the valuation

was made either by the Commission or by the department, and not jointly.

I think it is well that that point should be cleared up before we proceed any
further with the details of our examination work. Then we will have practically cleared up the examination work in connection with those large groups

of positions which I mentioned this morning. I think you will find it interesting to learn from the chief examiner, who after all is in direct control of
the work of the examination branch, exactly what is done, once a recom-

mendation with reference to positions outside of Ottawa is received in the
examination

branch.

Mr. SHAW: Pardon me, but in view of Mr. Foran's statement, perhaps
this suggestionmay be of value. I think it would probably expedite the crossexamination of Mr. Bland if he made his statement to-day, and we reserved
cross-examination

until

to-morrow.

The CHAIRMAN: Would you prefer that Mr. Chevrier?

Mr. CHEVRIER:I am satisfied to abide with whatever is the opinion of the
majority

of the Committee.

Mr. MARTELL:I am quite satisfied with that, because I want my information

tabulated

before

to-morrow.

Mr. SHAW: Would not the examination to-day assist you in your crossexamination

to-morrow?

Mr. MARTELL: Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN: This point does arise-I

doubt whether Mr. Bland has a

great deal of information for the Committee except by way of answering
questions. It would put him in rather an embarrassing
position, becausehe has
very little to offer the Committee except what will come out in examination.
Mr. PARENT:If there are no other questions,perhaps I could ask him a few.
The CHAIRMAN: If we did deal with it this afternoon, we must of necessity
follow it up to-morrow. I think it would be better to get the information all at
once, so that Mr. Bland would be free from any further examination in connection with the investigation.
Mr. PARENT: I am entirely in the hands of the Committee.

The CHAIRMAN: I do not think that any of the members are so pressing
that they cannot wait until to-morrow.
Mr. SHAW: I am quite satisfied.

The CHAIRMAN:I think, Mr. Foran, you have another point in regard to
which you are asked to furnish information.
The WITNESS: Yes, Mr. Marcil asked if we could let him know the number

of rural post-masters in the different classes,between $200 and $300; between

$300and $400,and so on. I have obtainedfiguresfrom the Post Officedepartment, and they are as follows: Under $200, 7,615; between$200 and $300, 1,050between S300 and $400, 629; between $400 and $500, 554; between $500 and

$600, 354; between $600 and $700, 297; between $700 and $800, 284; between
$800 and $900,200; betweenS900and $1,000,165.
The CHAIRMAN:
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The WITNESS: Yes.

Yesterday Mr. Martell

asked a question with regard

to a candidate for a position who was told that he would not be permitted to
put in an application. I made enquiry into that case,and I find that a position
of engineering clerk was vacant in the office of the assistant chief engineer at

Ottawa. At first it was decidedto throw the position open to promotional
competition. There were four applicants, all of whom were employeesof the
department, and after their applications had been carefully considered by the
chief engineer, he reported that none of them were qualified. It was then
decided to throw it open to public competition, and Mr. MacDonald, whose
name was mentioned, was one of the applicants. A list of eligibles was secured
from the examination, but when the name of the first man on the list was

forwarded to the department for appointment, the department reported that
owing to certain operations of the Naval Service department having beentransferred to the Department of Marine, it would not be necessary to employ
additional help, and therefore, it was not necessary to fill the position in
question. An eligible list was furnished, but, as I have said, the candidate who
obtained the highest rating was not accepted for the reason stated, which, I
think, was a good and sufficient reason.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. The position was not filled?-A.

The position was not filled. Even if a

vacancy has been advertised, and subsequently it is found that

it is not

necessaryto fill it, it would not be in the public interest to make an appointment and add a position to the staff that was not necessary. That is what
happened in this case.

Mr. SHAW: I would like to make an application for a return indicating,
according to departments, the number of men employed for temporary purposes
by the departments without reference to the Civil Service Commission about
which we heard this morning.

The WITNESS: That is under the thirty-day clause?
Mr. SHAW: Yes. I would like a return in regard to that.
Hon. Mr. MAECIL: For any stated period?

Mr. SHAW: What would be the delay involved in getting it for say a
period of six months?
The WITNESS: Of course, the departments would have to prepare it. We
would not have the data unless we were asked to continue the employment after

the thirty-day period. In regard to those employed for only thirty days, we
would not have any record.

We could prepare a statement on the information

supplied by the departments, but it would take several days.
By lion. Mr. Copp:
Q. You say you would have to get the information from the departments?
-A.

Yes.

Q. They might refuse to give it?-A. Perhaps you could get it if the
Secretary of the Committee wrote to the departments.
Mr. SHAW: The deputy minister will be here in due course.
Hon. Mr. COPP: Or you could get it by means of a return from the House.

Mr. MAETELL:It couldbe brought out by examiningthe deputy ministers.
Mr. SHAW: Yes, but if we could get it now, it would expedite matters.
WITNESS:If the Committee would order the preparation of a statement of
that kind, I have no doubt it would be prepared.
[Mr. William Foran.]
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Hon Mr. COPP:The only thing is it might be delayed.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: You had better fix the period, and state whether it is
for the winter months or the summer months. There is a much larger number
employed in the summer than in the winter.
The CHAIRMAN:

I think

the information

which Mr. Shaw desires could be

got from the deputy ministers, when they are on the stand. They would
each be able to tell you how many temporary employees they had in their
departments.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: I presumeit means temporary appointments, not permanent appointments.

Mr. SHAW: I am perfectly willing to wait till the deputy ministers appear
before the Committee, but I thought it would expedite matters if Mr. Foran
would ascertain

whether

it was available.

The CHAIRMAN: There would be two classes of appointments, as I under-

stand it; those who are employed temporarily and about whom the Commission
is not consulted at all, and those employed temporarily and about whom you
are consulted

afterwards

WITNESS: What

in connection

I understand

with

Mr.

examinations.

Shaw desires is a statement

of

the

number who were employed under the thirty-day clause without an extension
of the employment being asked for.
Mr. SHAW: Quite right, and also those in regard to whom an extension was
asked.

WITNESS:Both. The departmentshave the right to employ for thirty days,
outside of Ottawa; that is temporary employment. If they desire the appointment to continue, they must have a certificate from the Commission; and it is

only in the case of persons where the employment will extend over the thirty
days that we would have the information

desired.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is it not true that that is going to be a laborious list on account of the

fact that a department engineer, for instance, might employ a man for a week,
and he would be just a temporary employee in some localities?-A.

That would

depend on what periods were to be covered, but I should say for six months it
would not be a very heavy task.
Mr. SHAW: Mr. Brown suggests that the period should be from the 1st of

January,1921,till the 1st of January,1922. That wouldbe a yearly period,
and I think perhaps we could draw our conclusions from that.
Mr. MARTELL: Yes, I would like to ask that it be made from the first day
of the Act being put into force, in 1918, so that we could see where the Act has
been

violated.

The WITNESS: It is not really any violation of
Mr. BROWN: I don't see what conclusion we
one six months, the last six months, or any other
Mr. MARTELL: We do not contend there is a

the Act, Mr. Martell.
could draw from taking any
six months.
violation of the Act; that is

what we are trying to get away from.
The CHAIRMAN:I hardly see the force of either of the two arguments. I
can see the force of the argument of wanting to know how many temporary

employeescamein, and whether they were afterwardsmade permanent,but I
think you will have a formidable list, becausethere may be two or three
employeesemployedby different departmentclerks all over Canada,who may
hire a few labourers to fix a walk, or something of that kind.
Mr. BROWN:It might be a big job.
IMr. William Foran.]
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The CHAIRMAN:I want to say from my own knowledge, that an engineer
sometimeshas a little job on a wharf, or something of that kind, and he may
hire two or three men for a few days to complete it.
Mr. MARTELL: This does not come within the purview of the Act at all.
The CHAIRMAN:

It does not come within the purview of the Act at all;

some of the jobs only last for half a day.
Mr. BROWN: We would not expect a report on it if it did not come within
the purview of the Act.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Are you not inquiring for something that is out of the
scope of the inquiry altogether? These appointments have been released, and
these temporary labouring jobs have been taken from under the jurisdiction of
the Civil Service Commission. I do not know whether you could get that from
the

Civil

Service

Commission.

Mr. SHAW: I would limit the request-I would not include these exempted
classes at all. That would simplify it a great deal.
Mr. MARTELL: Unless you m'ake it in comparison with some year, we would
not know whether it is growing or decreasing.
The CHAIRMAN: My idea is that this be made as simple as possible for
the Commission to compile.
Mr. MARTELL: The temporary appointments coming within the purview of
the

Act?

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Will that be a comparative period or only for one six
months?
The

CHAIRMAN:

Mr.

CHEVRIER:

Whatever
Make

the

it from

Committee
the time

wishes.

the Act

has been in force.

Mr. MARCIL: If it is not made comparative we will not be able to judge
very well, anyhow.
Mr. SIMPSON: That does not take in the war period.
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

The

war was over

after

1918.

Mr. SHAW: I am frank in saying that I do not want it for any political
purposes whatever. I want it so that we can see to what extent from time to
time advantage has been taken by the departments when necessity arose of
availing themselves of that particular condition, and how many of those requests
have been continued, so that we will know for what longer periods they were
necessary.

The CHAIRMAN: Those which come under the purview of the Act I suppose you have a record of?-A.
Oh, yes.
Q. How much work would that be for your department of those that come

within the purview of the Act?-A.

I would say in a day or two. Of course,

not if the return is to cover the period since the Act came into force.
Q. Could we not take it for the years 1920 and 1921?-A. A year would

be all right. We could prepare a return covering that period in a comparatively
short

time.

The CHAIRMAN:

Would that suit your purpose, Mr. Shaw?

Mr. SHAW: We do not want the names,just the numbers and departments
Mr. MARTELL:I would like to see to what extent they found it necessary
to take off these temporary ones since the Act came into force.
Mr. MARCIL: By years.
Mr. PARENT: It is quite reasonable.

The CHAIRMAN: Then you had better put it in the form of a motion.
[Mr. William Foran.1
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Mr. CHEVRIER: I suppose section twenty-two of the regulations would
cover that, that is seasonalappointments. That refers to the operation of section twenty-two in the regulations of the Civil Service Commission?
The WITNESS: You gay you think a statement of all the persons certified
for employment under section twenty-three is all that should be necessary?
Mr. CHEVRIER: I am not asking for that, Mr. Foran. Mr. Shaw is. I
say in order to limit the scope of what we are here for, it ought to be under
twenty-two or twenty-three " general temporary employment," or twenty-two
." seasonal provisions."
By Mr. Martell:

Q. The statement should show how many were absorbed into the establishment, and were taken on temporarily by the department, and subsequently
absorbedinto the permanent establishment?-A. Of course, as you know, there
were a great many temporary employees blanketed in.
Mr. RINFRET: How long will it take to prepare such a statement?
Mr. MARTELL: I understand that by one Order in Council something like
1,400 or 1,500 were blanketed in?-A. My recollection is that the House has
ordered a. return of all persons blanketed in, and I think the departments are

preparing statements now. No doubt a good many replies have already been
sent in; I think therefore, we might get a duplicate copy of that return and
have

it

furnished

the

Committee.

Hon. Air. COPP: Quite a number of returns were brought down. I do not
know

where

the

matter

stands

now.

Mr. SHAW: Supposingwe let that matter stand for the present.
The CHAIRMAN: All right, we will let it stand for the time being.
By the Chairman:

Q. Mr. Foran, would you mind explaining this statistical and correspondence department of yours that Mr. Patching is head of?-A. Mr. Patching
is here himself and I think perhaps you had better ask him to explain his duties.

He takes care of all the statistics the Commission is required to keep, and the
general correspondence of the department.

He is also responsible for the work

arising out of the Order in Council authorizing the blanketing in of temporary
employees. The administration of the Calder Act, and other special work
is assigned to that branch of the Commission.
Q. I understand Mr. Patching is head clerk?-A.

Yes.

Q. Mr. Patching is the gentleman that reference has been made to by the
Federation of Civil Employees as spending a large portion of his time around
the House of Commons during the time the House is in session, is he not?-A.

Mr. Patching has instructions to come to the House every day and see that
replies prepared by the Commission are brought down and to report if anything
is required in the House of Commons from the Commission.

This practice

started when we had a regular civil service minister. As you probably remember, Mr. A. K. Maclean was civil service minister for a short time.

There have

been a great many changesin the civil service laws within the last four or five
years. As a matter of fact, I think that one can say that the civil service has
beenvirtually revolutionized within the last five years, when this very important

step forward-as somepeopleterm it, and aswe havesoregardedit-in the civil
service was decided upon.

Mr. Maclean was named as minister in charge

of the civil service at that time.

During the session of 1918, and the session of

1919,and subsequentlyin the sessionof 1920when further amendmentswere
brought in, a great deal of informationwas askedfor from time to time and we
found it necessaryto have someofficer of the Commissionreport every day to
IMf.
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the civil service minister in order to find out what further information, or what
documents he might require. Now, it was in that way that the practice of Mr.
Patching coming to the House was started, and I can say this, that I think in his
official position as intermediary between the Parliament and the Commission

he has helpedvery materially to smoothout relations,by meetingthe members
of the House. For instance, an inquiry might be received by the Commission

from a memberof Parliament about somematter. While he was in the House,
Mr. Patchingwould take occasionto go in andseehim andgive him the explanation or information, and I think in that way he has establishedrelations between
the members of Parliament

and the Commission

which make for a better under-

standing, a closer co-operation, and better administration

of the law.

Q. I mention that point, Mr. Foran, and members of the Committee, on
account of the circular letter which was broadcasted,I believe, to membersof this
Committee by the AssociatedFederal Employeesof Ottawa, in which they state:
" We regret to say that certain elements are bringing various influence to bear in order to create a prejudice in the minds of members of the

House on the matter of this civil service investigation. Attempts are
being made, through articles in the press, editorials, interviews with
members, etc., etc., to create the impression in the minds of the House
that the preservation of the merit system in the service and the retention
of the present Civil Service Commission and its methods, are synonymous,
that there is only the one alternative, either to preserve the present Civil
Service Commission and its methods, or to resort to patronage in its most
objectionable and shameless form. We have the remarkable spectacle of
a paid employee of the Civil Service Commission sitting day by day in
official gallery of the House of Commons, making notes of speeches
made by members, to serve as a basis for propaganda on behalf of the
present Civil Service Commission. In other words, from a Commission
which is supposed to be the model, and indeed the source, of efficiency and

close application to work in the civil service, an employee is permitted
to absent himself from his office duties for the above purpose.

Needless

to say, this organization strongly deprecatesany such line of action.
That being made in writing, to the membersof the Committee, I thought it
would be well in connection with your organization, while we are hearing the

operation of the Act to explain that point under the statistical and correspondence organization, so that it may be cleared up.-A. I think I have explained
very fully the reason why Mr. Patching appears in the House. He does not
appear here daily, and I am quite sure that many days he does not spend more
than five or ten minutes here, and I certainly repudiate the insinuations contained in that letter of the " Associated Employees," or whatever they call themselves, that Mr. Patching is preparing any propaganda to show that the merit

system is inseparably bound up in the present Civil Service Commission and its
methods. It is not one of the functions of Mr. Patching to prepare any propaganda; it is not the function of any member of our staff to prepare anv pronaganda, and the only material that is ever issued from the office of the Civil Service Commission is material which was issued for the purpose of educating the

public asto our methods. We published,threeyearsago.I think it was,a series
of articles such as "The Returned Soldier in the Civil Service;" "The Women
in the Civil Service;" "Professional and Technical Positions in the Civil Ser-

vice;" " The Opportunities Civil Service Offers to the Son of the Working Man,"
and material of that kind, which was calculated to educate the public as to the
work which was being developed in this new system which has been approved
by Parliament. I think this Committee will agreethat something of that kind
was necessary. The system was new.

Very few people understood what the
[Mr.
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new conditions were, and I think that we would have been recreant in our duty

to the people of this country if we had not taken the meanswe did of educating
them as to what really was being carried on under this new law, and I do not
hesitate to say that I really think employeesof the public service who write
letters of that kind ought to be brought here and asked to explain their action.
The CHAIRMAN: They will be here, and I want to getMr. CHEVKIEE:I have that letter, and I was reserving it for the day when
Mr. House could be called, becauseit is my intention to ask that the president
and the secretary, or at all events, the official representatives of these various
associations be called, and I was reserving this until then.

The CHAIRMAN: I might say, gentlemen, in this way: I would like Mr.
Foran to continue his explanation of the system under which they operate. I
am glad to have had Mr. Foran's statement of the service.

Mr. Foran knew of

the existenceof the letter, and I think we all did, and it is better to have that
cleared up, and if there are any other points in connection with the statistical
branch that are to be 'cleanedup, as far as Mr. Foran is concerned,I think it
would

be -wise for

the

members

to mention

them

now.

The

matter

will

come

up, Mr. Chevrier, when you have the writer of the letter with you.
Mr. CHEVRIER:I reserve anything I have to say until then.
The WITNESS:I am very much obliged to you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me
the opportunity of repudiating the suggestioncontained in that letter.
Mr. SHAW: I want to say also that I resent very much anybody writing such
a letter as that to me individually. If he has any charge to make about the
Civil Service Commission, it should not be made individually,
this Committee; it should be made here under oath.
The

CHAIRMAN:

We will

have the writer

of the letter

to members of

here.

Mr. SHAW: I want to expressthe feeling of resentment I had on receiving
the letter personally, when the man should have been here in person to give evidence in regard to that.

The WITNESS:I might say that so far as I know, this particular union has
never shown any desire to co-operate with the Commission.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Have you read that letter through-a copy of which the Chairman has?
-A.

No, I have not.

Mr. MARTELL:In order to make that evidenceI would like for you to make
yourself thoroughly conversant with the letter and then inform us as to whether
or not you are prepared to state as a fact that the allegations contained in the
letter are absolutely untrue. I have read the letter. I got it. I agree with Mr.
Shaw that it is not the proper way, but I think that when these things are said,
if they are not made under oath, you are not called upon to deny them.
The
proper procedure, I submit, Mr. Chairman, is that the writer
should come
forward and make his allegations as contained in that letter, and then Mr. Foran
should have the opportunity of denying them.
The CHAIRMAN: We are not asking Mr. Foran to answer charges for the
Civil Service Commission. My viewpoint of this investigation is that these

allegations which will be made, or chargesof any kind, against the working of
the Commission that will be made by other witnesses,will be answered by the
Commissionersthemselves. Mr. Foran is only explaining to us the operation
of the system under the Act.

Mr. MARTELL:But, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Foran is charged with the carrying
on of the Commission's policies. He is not here to answer as to the Commission's policies, and I do not think even in that casethat he should be called upon
(Mr.
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to deny that he has instructed any of his employeesto carry out this propaganda
until the allegations are made under oath. When they are made under oath,
then we shall have the opportunity of asking him " This has beensaid; these are
the allegations; what have you to say in regard to that?" In so far as carrying
out the instructions of the Commission is concerned,he might say he has no
instructions from the Commission, neither did he give any instructions to any
officials and if any such propaganda was carried on at all, it was done without
his knowledge and consent. I get all kinds of letters, even from away out in
British Columbia, about the carrying out of these things, and I think if a man
has anything to say against an official or against the Commission, he should
substantiate it under oath, and then give the Commission an opportunity to
answer

it.

Mr. PARENT: Do I understand

this letter has been filed?

The CHAIRMAN: I do not think the Committee got a copy of the letter at all.
Mr. PARENT:May I ask you to file the letter you have just read?
The CHAIRMAN:

The man will

be called who wrote that

letter.

Mr. PARENT: What difference does that make? I move this letter be filed
now. You have read it, but not altogether.
The CHAIRMAN: No, the rest of it is just an assertion of their views. The
portion I read is the portion that pertained to the statistical and correspondence
department of the Commission, which I asked Mr. Foran to explain.
Mr. PARENT: But in so far as the writer of the letter is concerned, it is

unfair to him that only a part of his letter be taken in evidence. It should all
be read into
The

evidence.

CHAIRMAN:

We will

file the whole

letter.

Mr. MARTELL: I submit it is not evidence at all.

That may be a letter

from anybody. Unless we have the witness produced who says "I wrote that
letter," and takes those allegations as contained in that letter as his, and swears
they are true, then it becomesa matter of evidence, but to-day we are taking
something that came through the mails and we are placing it upon our records,
and examining Mr. Foran upon it, and it is really nothing. It is only a rumour
as far as we are concerned.

Mr. PARENT: It speaks for itself.

Mr. MARTELL:It is not evidence.You could not take a letter up that way
and introduce

it into

court

as evidence.

Mr. PARENT: It is worth what, it is worth.

Mr. MARTELL:And it would have a tendency to prejudiceBy Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Will I be at liberty to call a representative of these various associations?

Then again I will repeat that I will reserve my rights until that gentleman is
here. So far as I am concerned,I am not interested in what is taking place now.
The CHAIRMAN:I want the Committee to be perfectly clear on this point. In
dealing with the statistical and correspondencedepartment of the Civil Service
Commission I asked that question as to Mr. Patching's duties as a result of the
letter which was not treated secretly; it was signed by an officer of the association; it was sent to every member of the CommitteeMr. BROWN: And all members of the House.

The CHAIRMAN: Yes, and I think to all membersof the House, which some
of the memberssaw, and which Mr. Foran saw, and which the man who wrote it
can not take back unless he swallows it pretty completely, and I wanted Mr.
Foran's statement as to the duties of this man, Mr. Patching, before we hear this
[Mr.
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writer. The answerto this man will be made by the Commissioners,
and that
and other allegations will be before the Committee.

whether

To me it is immaterial

the letter is filed or not.

(Copy)
Affiliated

with

the

Trades and Labour Congress of Canada.
ROOMS 22-25 BUTTERWORTHBLDG.,
OTTAWA, ONTARIO,March 8, 1923.

SIR,-As you are aware, a Committee of the House has been appointed to

look into the operationand administrationof the presentCivil ServiceAct.
The AssociatedFederal Employeesof Canada have already taken the liberty
of thanking the Premier for making possiblethe appointment of this Committee,
since we feel that it will afford an opportunity, which has long been sought and
which is urgently needed,to ascertain precisely what is wrong in the present
method

of civil

service

administration

and to recommend

such remedies

and

amendments as will result in the maximum of efficiency in the federal civil
service, the maximum of content and esprit de corps, without which efficiency
is impossible, while at the same time reducing, as far as may be consistent with
the above conditions, the cost of the service to the Canadian people. We trust
that the scope and powers of the Committee may be made sufficiently wide to
permit of the consideration of those basic problems and principles affecting the
service, without which consideration a lasting and satisfactory solution of the
whole civil service question cannot be obtained.
The Associated Federal Employees of Canada have always stood, foursquare and uncompromising, for the merit system as applied to the federal
civil service, and, in thanking the Premier as we did for the Committee men-

tioned above, we did not indicate thereby any change in our fixed conviction in
this regard.

We thanked him because we believe that it is the intention to

provide for a fair, impartial and thorough investigation of the conditions governing the civil service and its administration

and to that end we have offered our

assistancein any way in which we may be permitted to serve.
To secure such impartial

and thorough investigation, it is necessary that

the members of the Committee of the House approach the question with fair
and open minds and with the determination to base their judgment and recom-

mendations upon the evidence and that alone. It is equally necessary that
members of the House not on the Committee should be ready to consider the
Committee's recommendationsin an equally fair and impartial way and also that,
before and during the sittings of the Committee, membersshould not be exposed
to the circulation of rumours, erroneousstatements and propaganda, calculated
to warp their attitude towards the evidence offered.
We regret to say that certain elements are bringing various influence to

bear in order to create a prejudice in the minds of membersof the House on the
matter of this civil service investigation. Attempts are being made, through
articles in the press, editorials, interviews with members, etc., etc., to create

the impression in the minds of the House that the preservation of the merit
system in the service and the retention of the present Civil Service Commission
and its methods, are synonymous,that there is only the one alternative, either
to preserve the present Civil Service Commission and its methods, or to resort
to patronage in its most objectionable and shameless form. We have the

remarkablespectacleof a paid employeeof the Civil ServiceCommissionsitting

day by day in the officials'galleryof the Houseof Commons,
makingnotesof
speeches
madeby members,
to serveasa basisfor propaganda
on behalfof the
presentCivil ServiceCommission.In otherwords,from a Commission
which
is supposed
to bethe model,andindeedthe source,of efficiency
and closeappli' [Mr.

William
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cation to work in the civil service, an employee is permitted to absent himself
from his office duties for the above purpose. Needless to say this organization

strongly deprecates any such line of action. Both the members of the Committee and the members of the House who will pass upon the findings of that
Committee are, in our opinion, now in the position of judge and jury and
should be protected in every possible way against such insidious attempts to
mould their judgment and decision upon this most important matter. We are not
in favour of patronage; we are in favour of a business-like administration of the

federal civil service, which can only be obtained, in our opinion, by a revision
and simplification of present methods of administration of that service and the
consideration of those basic principles and problems which must be settled before

the service can be placed upon an enduring foundation of efficiency and content.
Yours

very truly,
(Signed) H. C. HOUSE,
President, A.F.E. of C.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: What will be done with other letters received by members from

the

outside?

The CHAIRMAN: That is, from individuals?

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: If anyone wants to be heard by this Committee.
The CHAIRMAN: There is a sub-committee to be appointed this afternoon
to deal with correspondence and classify all the complaints.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: These will be referred to the special committee?
The CHAIRMAN: These will be referred to the special committee, and all
this work will be classified, and these complaints will be classified. We cannot
hear individual ones excepting in some special cases. The sub-committee can
group these complaints and present them in suitable form to the main Committee and we can then discuss the class of complaints, but we cannot take time
to discuss the individual complaints.
Mr. PARENT: May I ask Mr. Foran who nominated Mr. Patching to that

position?-A.

Mr. Patching has been in the service for many years. He was

transferred from the Department of the Interior April 1, 1918.
Q. Is he a professional man?-A. He was a journalist before he came into
the service.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. What are his ordinary duties?-A. He has charge of all the statistical
work of the Commission, and the general correspondence. His particular

duty

during the sessionis to see that members of Parliament get prompt replies to
their communications, and that the fullest possible information

be given them

with regard to any enquiries that they may addressto the Commission. That
is his particular duty during the session,and I think the members generally
will admit that that work is very well looked after.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. I understand he reports to you and you sign the letters?-A.

Yes, the

letters all come in to me for signature.

Q. He does not sign the letters himself?-A. No.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I move we ask Mr. Patching to take the stand.

We will

get from him what his duties are.
The WITNESS:Mr. Patching is here, and if you like to question himThe CHAIRMAN:
Mr.

MARTELL:

Is there a seconder to this motion?
I second that

motion.
[Mr.

William

Foran.]
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The CHAIRMAN:Moved and secondedthat Mr. Patching be called to the
stand.
Carried.

Mr.

CHEVRIER: Before Mr.

Foran

retires-I

don't

want to take

the time

of the Committee at all, but I have prepared a statement about the advisory
board.

May I give this to Mr. Foran and ask him to endeavour to answer

these questions before the next sitting?
Mr. FORAN:I think that is a very useful way of getting the information.
The witness

retired.

RICHARDPATCHING, called and sworn.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I wanted to ask a few questions of Mr. Patching along
toward the last to clear up one or two points. Perhaps some gentlemen want
to ask him about the general systemBy Mr. Martell:
Q. Where do you live, Mr. Patching?-A.
In Ottawa, sir.
Q. What is your occupation?-A.
I am head clerk in the Civil

Service

Commission.

Q. How long have you been in that position?-A.
I went to the Commission on the 1st of April, 1918.
Q. Where were you prior to that?-A.
In the Department of the Interior.
Q. How many years were you there?-A. In 1901, I first came into the
service.

Q. What were your duties in the Department

of the Interior?-A.

When

I first went into the department. I was under Mr. Cory, who was then in charge
of railway lands, as clerk, and I filled various positions for a number of years,
and then I left for a while, and came back again into the Interior, and I was
with the secretary's department for a time.
Q. Where were you prior to entering the civil service? In what occupation?-A.
On the staff of the Globe, at Toronto, as a reporter.
Q. What are your present duties in connection with the Civil Service Com-

mission?-A. I am said to be in charge of the statistical and special correspondencebranch. That portion of my work consists in preparing statistics in
connection with the work of the Commission, which is crystallized

into the

tables which appear as appendicesto the annual report of the Commission.
If the gentlemen here are familiar

with the Commission's report, there are a

number of tables at the end giving statistical work.

That is, the number of

candidates examined; the names and addresses of successful candidates, and so
on. That is prepared during the year by the staff under my direction. Then in
another branch, as the secretary has already mentioned, I receive the correspondence that is addressed to the Commission by members of Parliament in
practically all matter? that are addressed to the secretary. Of course, there is
correspondence with the Commissioners, and so on, which I know nothing of,
but the general correspondence which comes in to the Commission asking for
information respecting vacancies, applications that have reached the writer in
connection with vacancies, enquiries as to regulations and so on are sent in to

my desk, and it is my businessto obtain the information and prepare the replies
for the approval and signature of the secretary.

That does not answer such

questions as are entirely routine. For example, it is the practice of the Commission to inform every member of any vacancy that occurs in his constituency.
As you gentlemen are possibly aware, that is practically a form letter.
Q. That is not much good, if the member cannot fill it?-A. I do not know,
[Mr.
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sir. I heard it stated in a previous investigation that the members never found
it to be of any advantageto write to the Commission,but during the last session
of Parliament, I prepared over 1,000 letters to members.
Mr. MARTELL: That was only a joke on my part.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Is that a new practice, writing to members; or has it been in existence
for some time?-A.

It has been in existence as long as I have been with the

Commission. Possibly it has developed since the entire service came under
the jurisdiction of the Commission, but of that I have not personal knowledge.
By Mr. Martell:

-A.

Q. It has been followed ever since you have been a member of the staff?
Yes, sir.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Among your other duties are those of preparing reports relating to the
blanketing in and retirements. What does that mean?-A. On 16th December,
1920, an order in council was passed granting authority to the Commission
to recommend to Council, upon the recommendation of the deputy heads of the
Department, that permanency be granted to certain temporary employees who
for various reasons had earned that recognition by efficient service, but who had
not passed an examination or had not been reached on the eligible list. I think
I may state that it was really a development of war conditions, and the order

in council was mainly passed,I believe, for the purpose of enabling permanency to be granted to quite a number of returned men who had given two, three
or four years faithful service, but who had never had a chance to pass an examination and had not done so, and therefore, under the law, were not qualified
for a permanency.
Q. You mentioned returned soldiers, and I want to proceed logically, for
you have made quite a long statement. You mentioned returned soldiers, that
the

order

in

council

was to

enable

returned

soldiers

to

be blanketed

in?-A.

That was the primary idea, I understand.
Q. How many returned soldiers were blanketed in, can you say?-A. I
cannot say offhand, but I could get the information.
Q. Will you find out for me?-A. Yes, I have the figures in my office, but
I do not have them in my head.
Q. You also said that upon recommendation of the heads of the department,
those retirements or permanencies were to be made?-A. On the recommendation of the deputy minister. I believe the minister is generally spoken of
as the head of the department, but the recommendation must come from the
deputy minister.

Q. In all caseswhere people were blanketed in, or retired, was it with the
approval of the deputy ministers, or of the head of the department?-A. Of
course,blanketing in and retirement are two entirely different things. In regard
to blanketing in, I would say yes. In every casethe initial step was the recommendation of the deputy minister that permanency should be granted to that
temporary employee.
Q. In the Militia department, there were over 400 blanketed in at one
time. Are you personally aware of that list? Did that go through you?-A.
Yes, sir.

Q. What did you have to do with it?-A. When I say I am personally aware
of that list I mean that every list of those recommendedfor blanketing in went
through my hands. I cannot say off-hand the number of individual names. All
together there have been6,700.
[Mr. R. Patching.]
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Q. In the ordinary routine, the list of the Militia department would come
to you for ratification?-A. If it was a recommendation for blanketing in, yes.
sir.

Q. It would come through you?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. In what state would it reach you; what do you have to do with it?A. It would reach me with a recommendation that the following employeesbe
granted permanency under the terms of the order in council.
Q. And where would it come from?-A.
It would have to come from the
deputy minister.
Q. Who would make up the list, do you know? Who would be responsible

for the making of that list?-A.

Do you mean the original preparation of the

list?

Q. Yes?-A. That would be done in the department.
Q. Then it would come to you in a separateform?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Then what would you do with it?-A. It would then be checkedup by
a clerk on my staff.
Q. Just a moment; you say it would be checked up-what

is the nature

of the checking?-A. The terms of the order in council require that there should
be certain qualifications, for instance,the employeemust have been continuously
occupying a position of a permanent character since prior to November 10,
1919; if a man of military age, and if he had not been overseas-while I said

that the primary intention of the order in council was to assist the permanency
of ex-service men, it was not by any means confined to that; when I come to
give you the figures, you will see that a majority were not cases of ex-service
men and that the majority were women.

Q. Why was that0
manent?-A.
returned

Why was there a large number of women made per-

Because the terms

of the order

in council

did not

confine it to

men.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. You stated that the reason for this blanketing in was because of the
great services of the men overseas?-A. I have always understood that the

original purpose in passing the order in council was to provide for them, but
it was not so worded

as to exclude

others.

By Mr. Chevricr:

Q. Let us go on with the checking. You said it was checked up. What
is the nature of the checking?-A. The checking consists practically in seeing
that the statements submitted by the department complied with the terms of the
order in council. What I mean to say is, that the department is entirely

responsible for the information, and the Commission did not go behind the
information provided by the department.
Q. What information was submitted by the department that you checked
up?-A. The statement that a man had had the necessary length of service,
that he had adequate reasons for not enlisting, that he had rendered efficient

service during the term he had beenemployed, that the position he had occupied
was of a permanent character right through, and that his services were still
required. I think that practically that was it.
Q. You did that checking yourself, did you?-A. Not personally.

Q. Who doesit?-A. A memberof ray staff.
Q. Then he reports to you?-A. Yes,sir.
Q. Did it ever occur that the information submitted by the department
was found to be inaccurate on being checked up by your staff?-A. Yes.

Q. Haveyou the proportionof thoseyou refusedto endorse?-A.Yes,sir.
Q. You can givethe Committeethe proportion?-A.Yes,sir.
[Mr.
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Q. Then what did you do with the list?-A. Those that have passed the
scrutiny, and so far as the departmental report is concernedapparently measure

up to the requirementsof the order in council are submitted to the Commissionersin the form of a report to Council. They sign that report, and it goes
forward to the minister of the department for submissionto Council.
Q. For the selection of those names, is the Commission responsible in any
way?-A.

No, sir.

Q. The department solely?-A. Absolutely.
Q. As to retirements, explain how it is done?-A. The retirements to which
referencehas been made are retirements under what is popularly known as the
Calder Act which was passedsome three years ago, and which lias been twice
extended for a period of one year.

Q. Do you mean that those retirements apply only to that Act?-A.

Only

to that Act, not to those who came under the Superannuation Act.

Q. Does your work apply to the retirements, say for instance, of the people
who went out of the Militia department, and other departments?-A. Yes
and no. The greater number of those who were retired under the reorganization
in the Militia department, in the Post Office and I believe one or two others,
would not come under the provisions of the Calder Act because their length
of service was considerably less than was contemplated by the Calder Act.
Q. For the moment I think we are at logger heads. There are two classes
of retirements-retirements

under the Calder Act and dismissals or discharges.

Do those retirements apply only to retirements under the Calder Act or have
you anything to do with the weeding out of employees, for instance, in the
reorganization of the Militia department?-A.
Only to this extent that it was
felt that some adequate means, not exactly of compensation, but of a retiring
gratuity should be provided, and the Calder Act being in operation, it was decided
that the terms of retirement for those who had a shorter term of service might be
applied to those who were retiring on account of reorganization. I think that
to that extent, those who were retired for that reason, who benefited from the
terms of the Calder Act, without exception, simply received a gratuity extend-

ing from two months I think, eight months salary. There were no annuities.
Q. I understand that, but that is not what I am driving at. There are
two kinds

of retirements.

Retirements

under

the Calder

Act

where a clerk

enjoys the benefit of the Calder Act, and there are retirements of those who
come out with two months' gratuity and who get no benefit from the Calder

Act. Now, then, as I understand it, your work has to do with those who go
out

under

the

Calder

Act?-A.

Yes.

Q. Have you anything to do with those who go out with a two months'

gratuity and who are not under the Calder Act?-A. Practically no.
Q. Then in the reorganization of the Militia department, had your branch
anything to do with the weeding out of the employees?-A. Nothing whatever.
Q. Can you say how it was done, who was responsible?-A. I have no
knowledge of that at all, sir.

Mr. CHEVRIER:At present I have no further questions to ask Mr. Patching.
The CHAIRMAN:Are there any other questions?
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. The Calder Act only appliesto the inside service,I presume?-A. No,

sir, it applies to all.

Q. Did the Commissionever receiveapplicationsto retire postmasterswho

have reached the age of retirement?-A.

Yes.

Q. Was any action ever taken?-A. Yes, sir; they would be in exactly the
same position as any one else.
5-7
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Q. Is therean agelimit for postmasters
fixedby the Commission?-A.No,
sir. In answerto Mr. Marcil's question,I might say that in the matter of
blanketingin, oneof the requirementsis that the Commissionshall certify that
the employeeintendedto be made permanentis physically fit, and not of the

age of retirement. That created a difficulty on more than one occasion because

the lists containedthe namesof temporary employeeswho had been in the
service possibly for some years as temporaries. There were some who came
to be known as permanent-temporaries; they had been so long in service. I
remember one list in which I think there were fifteen or sixteen over sixty-five
years of age, and the Commission hesitated to certify all those as being of an
age which did not justify their retirement. The matter was referred to the
Justice department, and a ruling obtained that the Commissionhad no authority
under any Act or otherwise to settle the retirement age. The law has never

laid down any retirement age, and consequentlythe Commissionhave very
little jurisdiction.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. How many casesdid you handle during last year of blanketing in and
retirement? Have you any idea?-A. Up to the 31st December, there were
6,670 more or less; 6,672 I think originally recommended by the departments.

Q. For what?-A.

For blanketing. The two are quite separate. Subse-

quently, I think, about 1,600 were withdrawn for various reasons, so that there

were, I think, 5,041 which had been dealt with by the Commission. Of that
number, 4,000 were recommended to Council, 3,171, I think-I
am quoting
from memory, though I do not think I am out more than one or two-3,171

temporary employeeswere actually made permanent in that year, that is up
to the

31st

December.

Q. Would you give us the date of the order in council?-A. Order in
Council of the 16th December, 1920, P.C. 295a.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Will you produce
that you have it in the
abeyance, and some died
The CHAIRMAN: Are
to Mr. Patching?
Witness

Mr.

a copy of
morning.
before we
there any

that order in council?-A. Yes. I will see
Then, of course, there are still some in
could get them blanketed in.
other members who desire to put questions

retired.

W. FORAN recalled

and further

examined.

The CHAIRMAN: Have the members any questions to ask of Mr. Putman

of the organization branch, whose functions are to maintain the classification,
to investigate and report on rates of compensation,to classify new positions and
pass on qualification requirements?
Mr.
decide

CHEVRIER: I would

to examine

rather

hear the duties

of Mr.

Putman

before I

him.

Mr. FORAN: After

consultation with the Chairman, I have come to the

conclusionthat perhaps it would be useful now if Mr. Putman were called and
sworn, and made his own statement. I am sure that there are a number of

questionsthe membersof the Committeewould like to ask him. Just as Mr.
Patching did, he can explain the details of his work more accurately than I
could.

Mr. CHEVRIER:His is a very important branch, to my mind, one of the

mostimportantbranchesof the Commission.
Mr. FORAN: It is.
[Mr.

William

Foran.]
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Mr. CHEVRIER: I would like to hear Mr.
reserve my right to cross-examine him later.

Putman's statement first, and

The CHAIRMAN: This side of the chart, the examination branch, will be
held over out of courtesy to the memberswho have any questions to ask. The
other three sides, organization, assignment and statistics branches-if we could
deal with these this afternoon, it would facilitate
to the larger work of Mr. Bland.
CLARENCE V. PUTMAN

called

the work before we come

and sworn.

The WITNESS:Mr. Chairman, I could run over this very briefly to begin
with.

Mr. MARTELL:Mr. Putman, before we proceed,you should have the usual
questions asked to you.

Q. What is your full name?-A. Clarence Victor Putman.
Q. Where do you reside?-A.

Ottawa.

Q. What is your occupation?-A. Chief, Organization Branch of the Civil
Service

Commission.

Q. How long have you been employed in that capacity?-A. By permanent
appointment dated sometime in March, 1920.

Q. Where were you employedprior to that?-A. I have been with the
OrganizationBranch since its inceptionwhen the classificationwas started in
November, 1918.

Q. And where prior to that?-A. I was assistantwater works engineer
in the city of Ottawa.

Q. What are your scholastic attainments? I am a graduate civil engineer
of Queen's University.
Q. How old are you?-A.

34.

Q. What year did you graduate?-A. 1915.
The work of the organization branch is to maintain the classifications as
approved by Parliament in 1919. That is, we have to keep the compensation

schedulesup to date, classify all new positions which departments requisition
for, set rates of compensation for these classes, pass on all qualifications

and

requirements for all positions which the department asks to have filled. That
is, more especially, special and technical positions in addition to reporting on all
matters of departmental organization or reorganization, which the departments

ask us to look into. The maintenanceof the classification up to the present has
beena tremendoustask; we have, I think, since 1918,made about between 1,500
and 1,600 revisions in the classification. The investigation into rates of compensation has led us very far afield, and in many instancesfor one position we
have had to take into consideration rates of compensationbeing paid for the
special class of labour in Canada, in the United States, and sometimes in Great

Britain.

I do not know that I can add anything to that statement in a brief

form.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. How did you enter the service?-A. By competitive examination.
Q. Written examination?-A.
A written competitive examination for the

position of chief, organization branch.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. What does your staff consist of, Mr. Putman?-A.

I have one senior

investigator, six investigators, and a number of stenographicassistants.

Q. Will you give the namesof each,and the salariesattachedto every
person?-A. The seniorinvestigator,Mr. F. G. Bird, who has a salary rangeof
5-71
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$2,700to $3,240.Thentherearesix investigators,
and the salariesrangefrom

$2,400to $2,640. Mr. G. H. Gilchrist, Mr. W. B. Cole,Mr. H. M. P. Adams,
Mr. C. R. Medland,Mr. R. G. Simmins,A. N. Payne,and a junior investigator,
Mr. A. S. Ogilvy.
Q. And are all of the personswhom you refer to males?-A. Yes.
By Mr, Martell:

Q. What is the duty of these investigators?-A. The departments are
generally divided, and each one of the investigators handles a certain number
of departments, as regards different phasesof the work that come up in those
departments. That is generally, although I have two men whom I put on
special investigations and questions of reoganization.
Q. Take the case of a lawyer. How do you come to the conclusion that

the position of law clerk, say, in the Public Works departmentis entitled to
a certain salary, and then a similar position in the Department of Marine and

Fisheriesto a lessersalary? What qualificationshave your investigatorsto
judge as to the nature of that legal work which these men are called upon to do,
and the qualifications of the men?-A. Usually a matter ofQ. Guess?-A. No, I would not say that. It is usually a matter of parallel
positions in the outside world, and other positions we find in the service.
Q. Do you mean to tell me that where the Board of Railway Commissioners
will pay a man of less years standing at the bar, and probably without any court
experience whatever, $10,000 or $12,000 a year, you can take a barrister of
fifteen or twenty years of high standing at the bar, and pay him $2,700 or
$2,800 a year. Is that a fair comparison with the people outside?-A. It
depends on the duties he has to perform.
Q. Take a man in the Department of Marine and Fisheries, and a man in

the Department of Public Works. Is the work in the Department of Public
Works more important than the work in the Department of Marine and
Fisheries, for a lawyer?-A. That question would be pretty hard for me to
answer.

Q. Who decides that? You people investigate it. Who decides it? Who
on your staff is qualified to decide that? I think that is a pertinent question.
What I am trying to get at-.-A.
It is a matter of comparison entirely.
Q. Who judges the comparison? Who makes the comparison? WTio, on
your investigating staff is qualified to do that?-A. Well, the investigators

generallyhave a very expert knowledgeof the work of the different departments.

Q. What can your man, who is not qualified as a barrister-you have no
qualified barristers amongst them?-A. You might use the same argument as
regards whether we had a man who is a sailor.
Q. Not anything of the sort. Here you have a case in the Department of
Public Works and the Department of Marine and Fisheries, both of which require
Jaw clerks. Who in your department is fit to pass upon the nature of the work
that is done in the Public Works department as compared with the nature of
the work that is done in the Marine and Fisheries department? For instance,

in the Public Works department, that man is required to peruse contracts, to
draft contracts with contractors, to peruse,probably, deeds,and all that sort of
thing in the purchase of land, expropriation matters, and so on?-A. Yes.

Q. The samething may obtain in the Departmentof Marine and Fisheries?
-A.

Yes, sir.

Q. And a man must have someknowledgeof marinelaw in addition. How
do you judge asto the importanceof that man'swork as regardsthe classification of his salary?-A. We confer with the departmentalofficials,and we find
[Mr.
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out what is beingpaid, and hasbeenpaid in the Governmentdepartmentshere,
andthe Governmentdepartmentson the otherside,andwe endeavourto the best
of our ability to arrive at a fair classification.

Q. Can you by comparisionwith what they have beenpaying for certain
positions in England, say, that is what should be paid in Canada?-A. No,
because the situation is entirely different.

Q. Can you take a man in the department, who knows nothing about the
law, and from his statements,classify a lawyer, when your investigator has not
had any legal training?-A. Yes, I think we can.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. Let me ask a question. Could that not apply to every person appointed?
You might as well say a farmer ought to be investigated by a farmer.
Mr. MARTELL: No. You have scientific farmers to investigate the farmers,
but not a lawyer to investigate the lawyers. You will see where the salary is
paid to this official in the Marine and Fisheries, to the law clerk, is from $2,300;
in the Public Works department he gets $2,700 or $2,800, and you go to another

department, and you find a law clerk getting $4,500 a year.
account

for

How do you

that?

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Mr. Putman, is it not that you have nothing to do with the fixing of the
salaries, but they are fixed by what I most irreverently call the "joke book"?-

A. The salaries are fixed by classification, but should a new position be established, we would classify it by comparing the new position with others parallel
in responsibility. I might say, Mr. Martell, when the classification was originally
establishedthat a committee of a certain number of lawyers in the Government
servicewas consulted in connectionwith the establishment of the original salary
rates.

By Hon. Mr. Mar til:

Q. Were these salariesnot fixed by the Griffenhagen Commission?-A. They
were fixed by members or employeesof Arthur Young and Company, and not
by the Griffenhagen concern.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Give us a clear statement of the duties of the investigators you spoke
of.

What do they do?-A.

Well, in the first instance, all requisitions come into

the Commission. The position must be classified. When a department sends
a requisition in for an employeeof any kind, it will come into the Commission,
be registered, and come to the organization branch, and have a proper classification applied. Perhaps it is a new position. Then an investigator will go to
the department and get all the data that is obtainable in connection with that

position, and classify the position. It may be that it is a junior clerk's position;
it may be that it is a clerk; it may be that it is a law clerk; it may be that it is
a junior engineer. He will get all the facts, and in the organization branch, it
will be determined what the classification

is.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. Why the necessity for the investigators at all, if you have outside
people to decide on the qualifications of the man?-A. I beg your pardon?
Q. Why the necessity for an investigating committee at all, if you take the

findings of outside mien on the qualifications of a lawyer, and the classification
of his work?

Why not let the department fix it and do away with that investi-

gating committee?-A. The Commission must classify the position.
[Mr.
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Q. But the Commission could do that by appointing some personto go and
look, and the department set forth what they want a man for?-A. Oh, the
majority of positions are not of such a technical nature, but what any person
could, with training decide that.

Q. The technical positions and professional positions should be governed
absolutely differently from what the present method is of appointing an ordinary
clerk. That is the contention I am trying to make.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Mr. Putman, you say there are two classes-if I am wrong, correct me.
When you want a clerk for a new position, for an inferior position, without
disrespect for the position-what is the machinery used-what are the steps
that you take to classify that position?-A. I am afraid I do not understand
your question.

Q. Supposing a department wants
another employee, and that means a
"

new class, and the department says we want another clerk in that particular
branch''-they
apply to you?-A. Yes.

Q. Then you cannot furnish them with a clerk because it is a special
position which has not been classified.-A. Yes.
Q. What do you do for the purpose of creating that class?-A.
tion is made and the duties of that position are determined.
Q. By whom?-A. By one of the investigators.

An investiga-

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. By the Commission?-A. Yes, by one of the investigators. Usually if
we can do it right on the ground we go to the department and find out what the
man is going to do.

Mr. PARENT:That is exactly what I want. Will you give us the qualifications of each of those investigators, and how they came into the service.-A.
They came into the service by competitive examination, but I am afraid I
cannot give you the qualifications off-hand, but I can get them for you.
Mr. FORAN: There they are (indicating).

The WJTXE??:Oh. here they are. I can give them to you now. Mr. Bird,
senior investigator, Organization Branch, Matriculation B.Sc. in civil engineering, QueensUniversity, four years-experience,water power engineering,19141919officer of the Canadian Engineers; almost four years civil service investigation and classification. Appointed to the Civil Service Commission, August,
1919.

Mr. Gilchrist, an investigator. A.B., B.Sc. McGill University. 2^ years engineering experiencewith Tunnelling Company. Canadian Engineers in France;
several mouths engineering construction work; 2 years civil service investigation and classification. Appointed to Civil Service Commission, March, 1920.
Mr. Simmins, an investigator.

Uncompleted course of medicine and classics.

3^ years journalism and private tutoring; 1914-1919 with the Canadian
Expeditionary Force. Advertising and assistant special service officer, Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, September, 1919, to August, 1920.
H years civil service investigation and classification. Appointed to the Civil
Service Commission, September, 1920.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Did you say " uncompleted course"?-A.
cine and classics, yes.

Uncompleted course in medi-

Q..Is there any fellow with a French name who has applied for such situa-

tion, that you are aware of, when thesecompetitiveexaminationstook place?
-A.

I cannot tell you that.
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Q. It does not seem that there was anybody to investigate the French
applicants.-A. We have a man who speaks French as well as he does English,
a man by the name of M eelland. Shall I continue reading the list?
The CHAIRMAN: Yes, continue, reading it, you might finish it up.-A.

Mr.

Medland, an investigator. An Intermediate Sciencecertificate, London University. 7 years' banking experience,4 years in executive office in Army; 24-years
civil service investigation and classification. Appointed to the Civil Service
Commission, December, 1919.
Mr. W. B. Cole, an investigator.

19 years technical training; correspondence

course,independent reading. 2J?years civil service investigation and classification. Appointed to the Civil Service Commission, November, 1919.
By Mr. Chevricr:
Q. What is the nature of that engineering?-A. He was in the Department
of the Interior for a considerable period of time, I cannot tell you exactly how
many years, but at least ten years.

Q. Was this electrical, mining, or railway engineering,or what?-A.

I know

he has been on railway location work and has also been on refrigerator

plant

erection.

Mr. Ogilvy, a junior investigator. Matriculation in Arts. He has never
attended a university. 13 years civil service experience,in the Department of
Indian Affairs, Trade and Commerce, Customs, and Civil Service Commission.
Appointed to the organization branch in October, 1920.

Q. Now, Mr. Putman, would you allocate these various gentlemen to the
departments they cover?-A.

Mr.

Bird

handles Post Offices entirely.

Mr.

Simmins assistedby Mr. Adams. Department of National Defence and Interior
department. Mr. Cole, Board of Pension Commissioners,Marine, Agriculture,
External Affairs, Justice, Secretary of State, and Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment
-that part of the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment that comes under the jurisdiction

of the Civil

Service

Commission.

Mr. Cilchrist, assisted by Mr. Ogilvy, handles the Customs and Excise,
Finance, Civil Service Commission; Auditor General, Health, Immigration

and

Colonization, Patents and Copyrights, Trade and Commerce,and the Purchasing
Commission.

Mr. Medland, Indian Affairs, Archives, Railways and Canals, Public Works,
Mines, Insurance, International Joint Commission, High Commissioners of
Canada, Board of Railway Commissioners, and the Governor General's Secretary.

Mr. Payne handles the House of Commons, Library

of Parliament, Privy

Council, Printing and Stationery, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Senate, and
Labour.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. How many stenographershave each of them?-A. The stenographers

generally are pooled. I have a stenographicpool of about nine.
Q. Nine for them all?-A.

Yes.

Q. Would you mean to say that those nine are assignedto the whole lot of
them, or are they separated?-A. As a general rule the same girl works for the
same investigator, but on occasionsthey are assigneddifferently.
Q. What do you mean by "they are assigneddifferently "?-A. If one of
the girls is away, somebody else does the investigator's work.

Q. The girls are all togetherin oneroom

"with the exception of my personal stenographer.
Q. How many have you got yourself?-A.

A. They are in two rooms,

One.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Mr. Putman, on that list in the way you gave it, I could not follow it
very well, but could you say that there are in general on that list those who are
specially and technically qualified to handle the technical positions of the
department as to the creation of new positions and proper appreciation of the
values?-A. With the experiencethat they have had, most of them for the last
three or four years, I would say that now they are, and have that experience.
Q. Who is the gentleman, for instance, who would investigate the case of

putting into the Experimental Farm an astronomical department of high quality
-astronomers, for instance?-A. That would be allocated now to Mr. Simmins
Q. What are Mr. Simmins' qualifications?--A.
Mr. Simmins is an investigator who has an uncompleted course in medicine and the classics. For 3-Vyears
he was in journalism in Edinburgh, and also private tutoring. From 1914 to
1919, he was overseas. He was advertising and assistant special service office:
in the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, for over a year.
Mr. PARENT: He would know a lot about astronomy.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. If you wanted to appoint a pathologist or a biologist in the Health

Department, who would look after that?-A. That is Mr. Gilchrist.
Q. What are his qualifications?-A. He is a B.Sc., McGill University.
Q. Has he any scientific training?-A. Applied science. He is a mining
engineer,I might say, and has had considerableBy Mr. Parent:

Q. Practical experience?-A. Well, at least experience in chemistry. The
mining course includes a considerable amount of chemistry.
Mr. CHEVRIER: It is useless to go on through the list, I think.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Do you have the assistance of outside help?-A. On certain occasions
we have use of outside help. One instance that I bring to mind, is the classification which was applied to the accountants throughout the service, in which we
had the assistance of Mr. Waddington, chief accountant of the Department of
Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment; Mr. Marchand, chief accountant of the
Department of the Interior; and Mr. Dunlop, a chartered accountant in the
city of Ottawa, employed for a period of three or four months.
Q. You do not use the boards to hold the examination?-A.
>7o. not to a
very large extent. We may, and we do at all times when any of the departmental officers whom we desire to give us any assistance, are available and our
men are continually going to the different departmental heads, and branch heads
to get all the information they possibly can. I might say in connection with the
classification, to set the salary ranges, that all of these matters are taken up

with the departments, and usually discussedwith the deputy minister himself
before a report is made to the Civil Service Commission.
By Mr. Parent:

»

Q. If you have to send one of your investigators to, for instance, the province of Quebec, to examine a man as far as his French qualifications are con-

cerned, what investigator would you send?-A. The only time we have ever
made a very extensiveoutside survey wa? at the time the personal appeals were
made, and at that time I sent Mr. Medland, who was bilingual.

Q. Is he the only man you have who understandsthe French language?A. No, I would not say that. I tLlnk three of them read French, one of them
just as well as he does English.
[Mr.
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Q. Who are they?-A. Mr. Simmins; Mr. Bird understands French very
well, and so does Mr. Gilchrist. They are able to translate any French letters
that

come in.

Q. Do they speakFrench?-A. No, Mr. Simminsdoesa little bit, but the
other

two

do not.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Mr. Martell was asking some questions in regard to the appointments
of lawyers in the Department of Marine and Fisheries and the Department of
Public Works. Could you give me an idea of how many lawyers are employed
in the Marine department?-A. I think in the Marine department, one lawyer
and an assistant, and the same in the Public Works department.
Q. That would be a total of four all together?-A. I think that is what
it is.

Q. As far as a vacancy in the lawyers' staff in the Marine department is
concerned,the first thing you would do would be to advertise for applicants?A. I would classify the position.

Q. And then advertise for applicants?-A. Yes.
Q. You would have to classify the position in order to notify intending
applicants what the duties were, and the amount of pay they would get?-A.
Of course,that is already set up, with the particular departmentQ. Yes, now the application comes in to you. The application for this
vacancy will come to the Civil Service Commission?-A. Yes.
Q. Then as I understand it, your representative, or your investigator, goes

over to the department and takes up with them the special qualifications requiredand I presume goes over the representations made by the various applicants,
with the departmental officials?-A. No, that is hardly right,Q. (interposing)

I would like to see if you could give me a situation on

that one application, so that we could get the idea.-A. The requisition would
come to the Civil Service Commission. It would be sent to the organization
branch for classification. Now, the position being already established, all we
would do is simply to note the classification of position, say, as departmental

solicitors, and also note the salary and also see whether the way the department
wanted that position

advertised was in conformity

with

our

classification

scheduleof duties and qualifications, and it would be passedto the examination
branch, and from then on the examination branch would handle it.
Q. Would you tell me then what the examination branch would do?-A.

I would rather not. I would rather leave that to Mr. Bland, who is very much
more

familiar

with

that

end of the work

than

I am.

Q. Would it be his branch who would take it up with the representatives
of the department and go into the matter of the various applications and their

special qualifications?-A.

It would be the examination branch, yes.

Mr. FORAN: They would take up with the department the method of filling
the position to begin with, and that would be agreed upon, and everything contained in the advertisement would be approved by the department before the

position was advertised, and subsequentlythe department would be represented
on the advisory board, if the appointment were made on the recommendation
of an advisory board, or if it were a written examination, they would be consulted with regard to that.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. So, Mr. Putman, if a lawyer is required to have a special knowledge of
admiralty law, or fishery law, that would be included in the advertisement?A. Yes.

Q. And if it is not included, it will be becausethe department does not
desire

it?-A.

Yes.
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By Mr. Chcvricr:

Q. Xow, Mr. Putman, is this not a fact, that the duties of the lawyer for
the department have already been determined by classification?-A. Yes.
Q. So there is not very much necessity of a conferencethen between the
investigators and the departmental officials to know what the requirements will
be, if that already appears in the book?-A. Xot in that particular case, but
there are many caseswhich come
in which require an absolutely new classification or the department may say " we want to get a man with a little bit different qualifications, a little different kind of a man; the job has developed,and
we want a higher grade of man than we have," and we would investigate it.

Q. Now, then, in that case any time that you strike a position where
the departmental officials say that the position must be of certain qualifications, if that doesnot coincidewith the requirements of the position as described
by the classification board, does that not constitute a new position?-A, It may
or it may not; it may be such a minor changethat a new class is not necessary.
Q. To whose discretion is that left?-A. Very largely to the recommendation of the organization branch to the Commission.
Q. You know the nature of section 42 of the Act, which says that classification is not final.

You said there were 500 or 600 corrections

to the classifica-

tions. Is it not so that since the original classification has been fixed, that
you have made now pretty nearly 2,000 alterations and variations of that classi-

fication?-A.

I think something under 600.

Q. If you look at the books that you submit to the different deputy ministers, you will find that they are numbered-the alterations and variations-are
numbered 1 to 500 and 500 to 1,000, and 1,000 to 1,500 and 1.500 to 2,000, and
that they were, in December, up to about 1,600 odd; will you dispute that?A. I do not know what you refer to.
Q. The variations and alterations brought about in the civil service classification, under section 42.-A. I think I have the complete data right here. To
date there have been 661 new classes; there have been 186 classes abolished,
648 salary revisions, and 227 revisions in definition, making the total of 1,722.
Q. That date was-?-A.
This was January 12, 1923.

Q. I was not very far off," becauseyour report stated that.-A.

Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Let me interject a question here, please. I would like to ask the witness

if the abolished classesare increasing, if there is contemplation of this simplified
classification on the part of the organization branch?-A. I will tell you, Mr.
Chairman, I feel that that is a question I would rather let the Commissioners
answer, because I have already prepared a report in connection with this, and
I think

it should

be at their

discretion

whether

that

is answered

or not.

Q. I only asked the question on the general assumption that you were

improving your own service.-A. We are abolishing more and more classesall
the time.

Q. Yes, I noticed you had already abolished 158, but had created 587 new
classes.-A.

Yes.

Q. There are more classesnow than there were when you first started?A. Yes, there are 2.204, as against 1,729.

Q. I just wanted to make the point clear. 1,729,is that the number of

classesthat the Arthur Young Company established?-A. That was the number
of classesthat were in the classification book when it was approved by Parliament.

Q. And thereareto-day,with the addedclasses-?-A. 2,204.
Q. That is a greaternumbereventhan they established?-A.Yes.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Q. And you would say the trend is now back from that?-A.

Wherever

it is possible, but from time to time the work of the department develops so

that it is almost impossible; you generally establish a new class for a special
new

line

of

work.

Q. Let me ask you this question, a general question. To obtain the end
of simple operation in any organization, is it usually not considered wise to
not give too many titles to your staff?

The fact that a man has a distinct

title makes him resent doing work under another class, and that a great flexibility of the work of your staff in any office occurs by not specifying what
kind of clerk a man is. If he is a senior clerk, and not a senior clerk of some
particular branch, he is a more flexible office man; do you not agree with that
principle?-A.
I do, yes.

Q. Then, as this Committee is dealing with the investigation of the service,
and also has to report recommendations, I would like to make that point.

I

would like to have your confirmation of my personal belief that multiplication
of classes is not necessarily going to be for the flexible efficiency of an office.A. I think the simpler we can make our classification the better.
By Mr. Hughes:
Q. And the fewer?-A. Of course, there is this to be taken into consideration, that in forty odd departments, the number of different titles in the individual departments is not very large. I think in the Customs department,
which has over 3,500 employees, there are only 68 different classes, that is
including the deputy minister, assistant deputy minister, and down. It is
either 68 or 86; I looked it up yesterday, but it slipped me. I think in the
Post Office department, there are certainly not over 120 different classes.
By the Chairman:
Q. In describing men in the Interior department, engineers, a group of boys
go through a school of science and take the general engineering course; one of
them is relegated to one class of work, and another to another, but they really
all have the same educational qualification.
However, they are known as
engineers, hydrographical, geodetical, or some other such term. Would it not
be for the betterment of the general working of the department if these men
were just classed as engineers, not a certain standing?-A. In the classification
there is a general class of engineering positions up to about $2,000, but after

they get above $3,000 their work becomes so specialized that it is almost
necessaryto maintain the different classes,and in the Government service the
work becomesso specialized,as the hydrographical, geodetical, and so on, that
after a few years' service in one of the branchesof the service, a man is going
to take two or three years to become accustomed to other services, so I do not
believe the distinction there is as serious as it would appear on the face of it.

Q. In ordinary office help you have eliminated or you are trying to eliminate, every duplication of class that is possible?-A. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: Speaking of the rank and file of office clerks, you have
simplified that as much as possible to bring them to a greater standard of efficiency. I think the Arthur Young Company endeavouredto simplify it as much
as they could, but they undoubtedly ran into the same argument you are using
here.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Mr. Putman,how doesa clerk passfrom oneclassto another;supposing
he was classified as so-and-so,how can he get into the next class?-A. By promotion.

Q. How is that done?-A. It is done by request from the department to fill
a higher grade position by promotion.
[Mr.
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Q. Any orders in council necessaryfor that?-A. If it involves a change
in organization, we have been submitting to Council any changein organization.
Q. What is the nature of the change in organization, what is it?-A. An
additional position or a position of different grade.
Q. I do not know; you have an accountant, grade 1, I suppose, and
want to make him an accountant, grade 2; can you do that, promote him to a
higher grade?-A. If it is his work that has so developed,it would be possible
to do so.

Q. In his own work, if you want to put him up in a higher class,how do

you do it?-A.

It is impossible to do it unless there is a vacancy, or there is a

vacancy created to which he may be promoted.

Q. In either of those two cases,if a vacancy occurs either by reason of the
vacancy being created, a new position, or by the death or promotion of the one
above, how do you do that?-A. The department will ask us to fill it by
promotion, and we will proceed to do so.
Q. In what way?-A.
It is a matter that is entirely in the hands of the
examination branch, with the exception of the classification of the position.
Q. Then you said to me it was sometimes necessary to have an order in
council; on what occasion?-A. Either when it is a new position or there is a
change in the organization involved.

Q. What is the changein the organization?-A. A distinct changein the way
the work of the department is carried on.
Q. Supposing a man is graded A. 1, and the department wanted to give

him a higher grading, becauseof special work they were going to give him to do;
can the deputy minister do that?-A.

Q. Why?-A.

No.

He could create a new position by order in council. There

is a special order in council--

Q. Has he to get your approval?-A. If it is a changein organization it has
to be concurred in by the Civil Service Commission.
Q. Has it ever been refused?
Mr.

FORAN: I think

that what Mr. Chevrier

has in mind is the re-classifi-

cation of a position as a result of additional duties being added to it.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Of course, I do not object to getting the information, but
I would like to get it from the witness.
Mr. FORAN: I would like to assist you. You take an accountant graded
class 2, who is reclassified as class 3. That is because of additional information that it can be authorized by the Commission.
The WITNESS: We submit that to Council in the ordinary way, if we think
the duties of the new position would entitle classification in grade 2.
Q. And then the Cabinet has no alternative but to put that through?-A.
I should not say that.
Q. Then is not that a duplication of the work? Why should the deputy
minister not be able to promote that man right through?-A.
Simply because
the law requires that that procedure be followed.
Q. The law says it must be done that way?-A. The Civil Service Act,
section 9, says that.

Q. Then it is a duplication of work which could be done away with by the
deputy minister doing that?-A. The position would have to be classified anyway.

Q. Because of the law?-A.

Yes.

Q. But you get to the same result, "do you not, by a long detour? I

agreethat it is the law, but is that not so?-A. That is the law, yes.
Mr. SHAW: I confess that I do not understand that at all.

The CHAIRMAN: It is a promotion through the Act.
[Mr.

C. V. Putman.]
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By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. The promotion cannot be made by the department itself, it must be made
by the Commission?-A.

With the approval of the Commission.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. And how long does that take, to put that through?-A. I have known
some of them to be put through and be back again from Council in five days.
Q. Be square with me, and give me the extreme.-A. I have known some of
them that have taken a considerably longer period.

Q. Some have taken a year, is that not so?-A. I do not think there are
cases such as that.

Q. Was there not the question of the penitentiaries that lasted over a year?
You can look it up?-A.

I do not know.

Q. It happened in many cases;it has taken months to get through?-A. I
know in many instances it has been a long time before Council, and I know
some instanceswhere they have been a long time before the Commission.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Is it your intention to sit until 6 o'clock?

The CHAIRMAN: It was my intention to sit until we were through with
Mr. Putman, and then adjourn until 3.30 to-morrow, and then go on with Mr.
Bland.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Have you anything to do with the advertising of positions?-A. Nothing
at all.

Q. Which branch is that in?-A.

The examination branch.

Mr. FORAN: I would like to mention that the organization

branch, of

course,is a very important branch of our work, and I would like you to be satisfied that Mr. Putman has answered all the questions you care to put him. I
think I would like to ask Mr. Putman to describe the procedure a little more

minutely in connectionwith the creation of new positions, where the requisition
is received requiring a position to be created; to whom the investigator goes,
and with whom he consults, and in what manner he reachesthe conclusionthat
the salary range which he submits to the Commissioners for approval is a proper

one. We will take the position of an astronomer, if it is not already created,
if you have to provide a new position of that kind. To whom would the investigator go; define minutely the procedure he would follow until he sends for
the approval of the Commissioners a schedule grading this new class.
The WITNESS: In the first instance the department would write us, describing in more or less detail the duties expected to be performed by the incumbent of this position of astronomer. Likely the first step that we would take
would be for the investigator handling the department to go immediately to the
chief

of the

astronomical

branch.

He

would

talk

over

with

him

the

different

requirements of the position, what the man was going to do, the qualification
requirements necessary for a man to satisfactorily fill that position; he would

talk over with him the question of salary; what salary it would be necessaryto
pay, get, in fact, all the information he possibly could. He would come back
to the office; in all likelihood he would compare it with other astronomical
positions in the service.
By Hon. Mr. Mar ail:

Q. He does not get this information in writing?-A. In some instances,
yes, and someno; it just dependswhether he needsmore documentary evidence.
Then he would take all the information that he has at his disposal, and if it is
a new position, write a new definition for the classification.
[Mr.
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Mr. FOBAX: He would submit that to the expert of the department?
The WITNESS: Yes, and then, in all probability, he would take it to the
deputy minister of the department, and discussit with him, becausesometimes
additional information can be given by the deputy of the department. After
getting all of this information he would submit it for the approval of the Commissioners and then re-submit the definition and salary to the deputy minister
of the department for his final approval before submission to Council.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Can the deputy minister reject it?-A. No.
Q. What is the idea of submitting it to him for his approval?-A.

The idea

of submitting it to him for his approval is in order that we may get all possible
co-operation of the department. There are cases where we cannot begin to pay
the salary, in comparison with other salaries in the service, that some of the
deputies would like us to pay for these positions.
Q. The expert you mention is one of the classifiers under yourself?A. Yes, of course, with all these things before they are submitted to the department or Commission, they go through my hands. The matter is then approved,
or disapproved by the Commission, and whatever the Commission decided is
forwarded in a report to Council for approval.

Q. You believe that you are in a better position, or that your expert is in
a better position to say what that work is worth than the deputy minister?-A.
Most decidedly, becausewe have the whole of the service at our finger ends. We
are in a position to know.

Q. To be frank, I do not agreewith you?-A.

I have made my answer.

By Hon. Mr. Mar oil:

Q. Who decided as to the technical qualifications of the one appointed?A. It is usually a question of agreement between the department and the
Commission.

Q. Take the caseof an astronomer,for instance?-A. We rely very largely
on the technical officers of the department.

Q. They have such officers?-A. They have.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you always take their recommendation?-A.

Unless it is so extreme

as to be unreasonable.

Q. And you are the sole judges?-A. We report to the Commissioners.
Q. Who have the final say as to whether it is extreme or not?-A.

The

Commissioners.

Q. On the report of your experts?-A. Yes, and where there is a difference
of opinion, we invariably report the department's side and our own.
Q. To whom?-A. To the Commissioners.
Q. You report your expert's version and the version of the department to
the

Commissioners?-A.

Yes.

Q. And you let the three Commissionersdetermine whether he is a properly
qualified astronomer or biologist or something of that kind?-A. If there is a
question of disagreement,yes, I should say so.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Have there been casesof disagreement?-A. Not as many now as there
were.

There never were a very

great many.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Would not the reasonthat there have beenfew disagreements
be that
there is only one side to disagreeabout, that you are the solejudges in the
[Mr.
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last resort, and that the deputy ministers or the officials of the departments,
have nothing to say. You have the last word, and you cannot disagree?-A.
That is perfectly right, the Commissioners have that.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. The Commissionerscan consult anybody outside?-A. They can. When
the organization branch wants to get any information, or to consult anybody

for information, I have never known the Commissionto say that we should

not go here or there for the information.

Q. They can even consult a member of Parliament if they want to?-A.
Yes, and I think

on several occasions we have.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. But the lowest tender, or any tender may not be accepted. You reserve
to yourself the right to refuse or accept?-A. No, that is reserved to the
Commission.

Q. You need not accept any tender, or any information. You are not
bound to?-A. I think it is always taken into consideration.
Q. To what extent?
Mr. SHAW: It depends upon circumstances.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. I have one question to ask. Let us assume that a nomination is "made
in the usual course, under the Civil Service Act. Have you any inspector or
anybody working in the Commission, to investigate whether that nominee is

doing his work properly or not, after his nomination is made, and the man has
been sent to work?-A.

Do we have an investigator

who goes out into the

different departments to seewhether the employeeshave been doing their work
properly or not?

Q. Yes.-A. We have nobody under the Commission who is doing that at
the present time. Of course, when a case comes up for promotion, there may
be such an investigation made of the work he is capable of doing; but we have
nobody who goes into the departments to inspect the work of the different
employees.

Q. Have you not anybody who goes around the post offices in the large
cities to judge whether the letter carriers, or letter distributors for instance, are
doing their work properly or not?-A. The only time we have ever goneinto any
of the departments,to determine anything like that was to determine what any
particular man is doing, but we do not determine whether he is doing his work
properly or not.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. You do not go all over the Dominion?-A.
to New

We have gone from Victoria

Brunswick.

Q. Do you do that as a matter of course?-A. Not always. This was a
special inquiry that we made.
Q. Supposing that you had a promotion to make in the Montreal Post
Office, who reports to you?-A. That is a promotion question, and I would
rather leave that

to Mr. Bland.

Q. It goesthrough the department?-A. Yes.
Mr. FORAN: Mr. Parent evidently assumes that we have the right to investi-

gate the work of the man after he is appointed. We have no such right at all
Once the man is appointed, he is outside of our jurisdiction, and is under the
jurisdiction of the department, and we have not the right to follow him to see
if he is performing his duties properly.
[Mr.
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Mr. CHEVRIER:Except in a question of promotion?
Mr. FORAN: Except in casesof promotion.
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

And

sick

leave?

Mr. FORAN: Where there is something special.
Mr. CHEVRIER: And increases of salary?
Mr. FORAN: All the statutory increases go through.
Mr. CHEVRIER:So you have no hold over these.

Mr. FORAN: These go through at regular intervals. We do not follow up a
man to see if he is doing his work properly.
Mr. CHEVRIER: That is about the only thing you do not do.
The CHAIRMAN: There are undoubtedly complaints from the departments
about the men you send not being satisfactory.
Probably they do not consider
that he is so unsatisfactory that they want to dismiss him. Do you compile the
information which you get from the departments in regard to that?
Mr.

FORAN:

That

is a rare

case.

The CHAIRMAN: In an ordinary employment office of a large corporation
the thing works out this way: The branch managers or the superintendents
would request the employment office to get men of a certain type. Say they
wanted fifty engineers of a certain type. I understand that it is a common
practiee for a superintendent of the work not only to receive the men from the
employment bureau, but also to send to the employment bureau a report on

the class of men sent and as to how they are working out, using it a,sa basis of
guidance for future employment. Of course, the question of nationality enters
largely into the ordinary employment bureaus which does not apply here. For
instance, a superintendent may ask for a certain class of machinist, and the
men sent to him may be a mixed lot. He may have ten Scotch engineers, and he
may have some American engineers, and engineers of other nationalities. The
foreman would send in a report that one nationality-let
us take the Scotch-were
a good group of engineers and apparently had good training. That is used as
information for the employment bureau on which to act in future. You have
no such system of getting information from the departments as to how the
men work

out?

Mr. FORAN: No. If the Commission had the right to transfer, without the
initial action being taken by the department, that could be done. Where an
employee is unsatisfactory in one department, he might be transferred to another

department and be entirely satisfactory. If the Commission had the right to
transfer that employee to some other department, I think it would be an improvement in the administration of the Act, but under the law as it stands now, the
Commission has no right to transfer, except on request from two departments.
I think it is safe to say that in very few cases have we received any information

through a deputy that a clerk is unsatisfactory unless he proposes to reject
him altogether.
The CHAIRMAN: That is where the Act, it seems to me is cold.
Mr. FORAN: Yes, I think it could be amended in that respect and increase
efficiency in the service.

The CHAIRMAN:Taking it from the standpoint of an employment agency
for a large employer of labour, it seemsto me that there is no flexibility in the
Act in that respect. A man may be employed in good faith, and though unsatisfactory he may not be unsuitable enough to justify the deputy reporting that
he wants to fire him. He might be suitable enough in some other department,
and it seemsto me that there is a gap in the working of the organization that
does not make for the greatest efficiency in the service.
[Mr.
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Mr. FORAN: Do you not think that where a deputy is not consulted with
reference to the employees we send him, where he has nothing whatever to say
with regard to the employees who are furnished him to carry on the work of

his department, where he gets perhaps an employeewho is not satisfactory, do
you not think that in the interest of his department he should reject the man
at once? He has no interest in retaining such employee; he has had nothing

to do with his appointment. Such employee is sent him from the Commission,
and we are bound to send him qualified men. If we are not doing that, the
deputy should reject them. But the number of rejections have been so infinitesimal compared with the number of appointments, that I should rather say that
the system has been a huge success if it is to be judged on that basis.
Mr. PARENT: In your opinion, the law should be amended?
Mr. FORAN: To give the Commission the right where an employee is not
exactly suited, to transfer that employee to some other department.
Mr. BROWN: Would not that involve supervision by the Commission over
all the work of the departments?
Mr. FORAN: No, it would enable a deputy to report that the best interests
of the service would be promoted by the transfer of Jones, Brown or Smith to
some other departments. We could put them on the list of transfers, and when
an opening occurred make the transfer.
Mr. CHEVRIER: A man might be well to-day and sick to-morrow. He may
be all right when he goes into the service, but he may be inefficient through illhealth in a year or so. That is one kind of transfer which you say should be
made. You are placing the blame on the deputy for not rejecting him at once,
but the man might be sick one day and in eight months say, he might become
efficient.
Mr.

FORAN:

He

can release

him.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Not after six months, unless the deputy gets your consent.
Mr. FORAN: He can always remove him, he has the right to remove at any
time. He can reject him within six months, and if the period has not been
extended further, if he wants to get rid of him, he can dismiss him.
Mr. CHEVRIER: He can dismiss him, but not transfer him.
Mr.

FORAN:

No.

Mr. CHEVRIER: If you want the right to transfer a man from one branch
to another, would it not be just as easy for the deputy minister to exchange

clerks, provided they came under the same category, without going through all
this rigmarole.
Mr. FORAN: That can be done now.

If

two deputies agree, they can

exchangeofficials; it is a matter of form to sendthe request to the Commission.
The CHAIRMAN: That is possible?

Mr. FORAN:Yes, where two deputies agree, and they get the approval of
the Commission.

The CHAIRMAN: That

answers the point that

I had in mind.

As an

employer of labour I know of casesof men who were not exactly suited to the
positions to which they were allotted, but the superintendent would say, " I
have a couple of men here who would be better suited in another department;
they are not quite suitable in this department." I can imagine a case in your
department of a stenographer who has had some previous legal training, and
of a stenographerwho may have had a businesstraining. They may be allocated to positions where their previous training would not be of the greatest
value. It seems to me unfortunate for the employee in the civil service that
the only recourse which the deputy has is dismissal. If the Act were made
5-8
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more flexible, and a man could be transferred to another department in which
his serviceswould be more satisfactory, I think it would be an advantage.
Mr. FORAN:I think your point is very well taken. Any changein the law
which will make the Act more flexible would conduceto greater efficiency.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Would the Commission be prepared to recommend that
modification

of the

law?

Mr. FORAN: I cannot speak for the Board, but I can consult them about it.
The CHAIRMAN: Your opinion is that the law is a little inflexible in that
respect?
Mr. FORAN: Yes, I think your point is an excellent one, and if some change
could be made to meet that point, it would make for greater efficiency in the
public service.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Suppose that two deputies agree upon a transfer which
entailed a change of class?
Mr. FORAN: Of course the regulations provide that a transfer shall be to
the

same class.

Mr. CHEVRIER
: But suppose,in the case I am submitting that both deputies
are agreed on an interchange of clerks, and the one takes an inferior position
while the other takes a higher position. I understand that that cannot be done
unless you sanction it.

Mr. FORAN:No, it has never beenpossible, since the first Civil ServiceAct
was passed to transfer any employee to a position involving

an increase in

salary. From 1882 up to the present time that has been the law; a transfer
cannot carry with it an increase in salary.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I agree with you, but under the old law there was not the
multiplicity of classesthat there is to-day. Is that right?
Mr. FORAN: That is right.

Mr. CHEVRIER: I do not think it was very much easier to transfer a man
from a $1,200to an SI,800 class,if within that class, say a man earning from
$1,200 to $1,800, but actually earning §1,400, and transfer him into another
department where that clerk was getting $1,200to 81,800,where he was only
getting $1,600. Now, you cannot do that because of the multiplicity of divisions
and classes, is that right?-A.
Yes.
Q. Would you not be prepared to recommend-would it be businesslike to

say that when the two deputy ministers agree,no matter if there is a change in
the class,they should be able to do it? Would you be prepared to recommend
the law be changed accordingly in order to do away with the cumbersomeness?
Mind you, I am not placing the responsibility on the Commission. I just say
that the law in that respect in my opinion is vicious, and it ought to be altered
to give it more flexibility.
Mr. FORAN: There is one point I might bringMr. CHEVRIER: I would like to know if you agree or disagree?

Mr. FORAN: I cannot reply in a few words to that question. I want to
say that most of the changes made in the Civil Service Act with regard to
transfers, and with regard to promotions, were made at the instance of the
civil servants themselves. The civil servants claim with regard to these trans-

fers- (and it is a factor which has to be consideredby the Commission), is that
if a transfer is going to block the way for the promotion of those who are

employedin the departmentto which the man is to be transferred,it would be
most unfair. They think the transfer is not in the interestsof the employee,
and a great deal of regard has been paid to the claims of the employeeswhen
[Mr.
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framing these regulations. You will see in reading over the Spinney Report of
the Committee the opinion expressedthat perhaps too much regard has been
paid to the claims of the employeesrather than to the interests of the public,
and that feature must be consideredbefore any changeswould be made, but I
certainly do think that some change in the transfer regulations along the lines
suggestedby the Chairman might very profitably be made.
The CHAIRMAN: That is one of the worst things you have to contend with.
Mr.

FOBAN:

Yes.

The CHAIRMAN:

The fact is that the civil service do not consider they

areall in the employof the country,but arein the employof onelittle branch,
and they guard very zealously their seniority rights and promotion rights in
that one channel. That is quite apparent in this one service.
Mr. CHEVRIER: But on the other hand, Mr. Foran, to answer what the

Chairman says, is it not so that under the existing classification it will take a
long while to do that, and a man might grow old in the service, or might even
die without any opportunity
Mr.

FORAN:

That

for promotion?

is so.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Whilst under the old regime he could go up much higher in
the range of salary?
Mr. FORAN: No, he could not move out of the class unless his duties are
changed.
Mr. CHEVRIER: He could not get his increase of salary that he could have
gotten under the old regime?
Mr. FORAN: That is right.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: There is one more question which perhapsthe Committee
would consider advisable to ask Mr. Foran, seeing we are here to improve the
Act. If there is anything he can suggest of his own volition which would
improve the Act?
Mr. FORAN: I think, Mr. Marcil, on reflection you will realize that recom-

mendationsof that character would come with far better grace from the Commissioners to begin with. Perhaps, they may decide that some changes are
desirableas the result of the evidencesubmitted to this Committee, and I could
come on to close up the investigation and present their recommendation.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: That would help the Committee, becausewe are trying to

take out the evidence. If they have anything on hand and see where any
improvement could be made, I think they ought to let us know.

The CHAIRMAN: I quite agree with you, Mr. Marcil. It was my idea to
get as much information as we could from Mr. Foran on the workings of the
Act before we began to call witnesses to give evidence.

The Commissioners

will undoubtedly be the ones to be called before the Committee and by that
time the evidence which will be submitted will be public and Mr. Foran will
be in a better position to judge from the evidence, and so his remarks at the
end will probably come with better grace at that time than at present.
Mr. HUGHES: I want to get a little information.
at the next meeting?
The CHAIRMAN: Yes, at 3.30 to-morrow.
Mr.

HUGHES:

And

Mr.

Foran

will

Will Mr. Foran be called

be here?

Mr. FORAN: Yes, I will be here.

Whereuponthe Committeeadjourneduntil March 21, 1923,at 3.30 p.m
5- ty
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WEDNESDAY,
March 21, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 3.30 p.m.,

the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm, presiding.
The CHAIRMAN:We will hear Mr. Foran further with regard to the
examination branch, and call the examiners as soon as Mr. Foran has completed
his statement.
WM.

FORAN recalled

and further

examined.

WITNESS: In the courseof my evidence on Monday, gentlemen, I referred
to a circular which was sent to the departments after Parliament had adopted
the Spinney Bill, asking what further exemptions they desired should be made
under the amendment which was made to the Act during that session of Parliament. The members naturally are anxious to see what requests the departments
made in that connection, and I was asked to produce lists of the positions which
the deputies thought should be exempt from the operation of the Civil Service
Act. I am handing this list to your secretary, so that it will be available to
any members who care to look it over. It is a somewhat lengthy list, and I do
not think that any good purpose would be served by my reading it now.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Do you think it would be worth while to print it?-A.
accessible

to the members

if that

It would be more

were done.

Q. I am not moving that it should be printed; I am merely asking whether
you think it would be advisable to have it printed with the evidence.
By the Chairman:

Q. When was this list prepared?-A. These replies came in during the
months of August, September,and October. The circulars were sent out shortly
after the session of Parliament of 1921, and these are the replies.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Unless we have that list in some other form, it is very likely that a
matter which we will discuss later on will be whether more exemptions should
be granted, or otherwise?-A. Your questions to many of the deputy ministers
will be based on those requests, so that the lists should be accessible in some

way to the members. If it were printed in the proceedings,probably that would
be the most convenient form.

(See Appendix-Exhibit

A.)

By Mr. Simpson:

Q. Have you a list of the exemptions that have been made?-A. That has
already beenfurnished. In the courseof the examination of Mr. Patching yesterday afternoon, he was asked to submit a statement to the Committee showing
the number of personswho were blanketed in under the order in council of 16th
December, 1920. and also to furnish a copy of that order in council.

I am

handing to your Secretary the papers and information asked for.
Now it seemsto me that we have reached the stage where it would be useful

if we put Mr. Bland, the chief examineron the stand, in order to obtain from him
more minutely than I can give them the details of our examination work. 1
understand that two of the members,Mr. Martell and Mr. Chevrier, are particularly anxious to be present as they have a number of questions which they
desire to ask him.
[Mr.
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By the Chairman:

Q. This report which you have submitted respectingexemptionswas prepared
for the previous Committee, was it?-A. No, subsequent to that. In the course
of that inquiry, it was ascertained that the Commission really had the power

to exempt such positions, to which they did not find it practicable to apply the
provisions of the Act. That provision of the Act was amendedby including the
words "in the public interest;" so that the Act would read:-

" Where in the opinion of the Commissionersit was not practicable
or in the public interest,"

to apply the provisions of the Civil ServiceAct to any position or positions, they,
on the approval of the Governor in Council could exempt them from the operation
of the Civil Service Act.

It was the feeling of that Committee that a great many

minor positions might profitably be taken from under the jurisdiction of the
Civil Service Commission. You have the report of that Committee before you,
and you will see that that is really the recommendation which was made; and it
was suggested that the deputies and the Commission should get together and

decide what positions might be taken from out the jurisdiction of the Civil
Service Commission; in any case, the Act was not practicable, because it was
not for the public interest that the Commission continue to fill these positions.
Instead of a conference, a circular letter was sent out, and this is the result of
that circular letter. These are the lists of the positions which the Department
asked should be taken out from under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service
Commission.

Q. And your exemptions are a part of this list?-A. That is taken from
those letters, yes.
Q. The exemptions that you made?-A. The exemptions that were made
were a part of those, and you have the list too. Now, in the course of the Prime
Minister's speech in the House, he read a memorandum from the deputy
ministers in which they asked to have a large number of technical positions,

in the first place, and in the secondplace, they wanted a provision included in
the Civil Service Act which will go to the Governor in Council, to exempt
positions on the recommendations of the deputy minister. I mention that
becauseit is public property; it appears in the speechof the Prime Minister in
the House. When the deputies come up, it will be useful to have this list, and T
fancy there will be other positions which they recommendshall be exempted.
Mr. MARTELL:May I ask a question of Mr. Foran? I do not want you to
think

I am

" muck-raking " or anything of that sort, but this is a usual question

asked in court. Since this Committee of investigation was authorized by the
House of Commons,have you had any conferencewith the Commission jointly
or severally, or with any of your officials, as to the character of the evidence

that you were to give here, and in preparing to give evidence by telling them
what they should say?-A.

No, sir.

Mr. MARTELL: I am not asking that nastily.

I will direct that to all of

them.

The CHAIRMAN: There is one question in connection with this list which
was submitted.

It was submitted

after

the

recent

Committee

had sat.

Does

it

bear out the recommendationof the deputy minister at the present time?-A.
Does this list? No. A number of the class which were recommended by the
deputies were approved by the Commission and the Governor in Council. You

have a list-a

great many positions which they asked to have approved, the

Civil Service Commission refused to approve, and no recommendation was
made. You will be able to determine by comparing that list with the list that

were exempted, exactly the positions which the Commission refused to exempt
from the operations of the Act.
[Mr.

Wm.

Foran.]
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Q. The point I am anxious to clear up is that the deputy ministers may
not now feel the same towards submitting this list as they did at that time.A. Well, of course,whether the feelings of the deputies have changed at all. I
do not know.

Q. It seems to me this is old evidence.-A.

No, that was referred to in my

evidenceon Monday, and the Committee asked that that list should be brought
down.

Mr. SIMPSON: That is on the basis on which we can question the deputies
as to whether they are of the same opinion now.
The CHAIRMAN: All right, I am quite satisfied.
Mr. BROWN: The other list will be printed too?
The CHAIRMAN: I think so. This one here (indicating) is a statement ol

the operations under the Order in Council of the 16th December. This is a
statement showing the persons recommended for permanency under the blanket
order in council of the 16th December, 1920. This is a statement showing those
recommended. Then subsequently it was withdrawn by the department, recommended to Council by the Commission, approved by the Council, and now before
the Council. This was the information that was asked for by one of your Committee, and he also asked that a copy of the order in council be printed.
Mr. MARTELL: If I may tender in evidence a list of applicants received
the positions. This is prepared by the Marine and Fisheries department for

the purposeof showingthat after all this expensewas put on the country, it wa?
subsequently found out that the position was not required.
The WITNESS: It was the department, of course, who decided that.
Mr. MARTELL: I know, but I want to put it in for future purposes. That

showsthere was a position advertised all over the country, and the country was
put to a great deal of expense.

The WITNESS:There are a number of caseswe could furnish you of that
kind.

Mr. MARTELL:I would like many of those. In other words, positions are
advertised when they are not needed.

The CHAIRMAN:Gentlemen, we will proceed by calling Mr. Bland.
Mr. SHAW: May I ask Mr. Foran a question.
Q. Do I understand that order in council of June 29th last exempting a
large number of positions was simply the total result of all the positions up to that
time, or did it exempt all the further positions by the Civil Service Commission?
-A.

It included everything.

Q. So the order in council of June 29th included everything?-A. I think
so. There have been a few since but we have producedhere copiesof all orders
in Council regarding the exempted positions.
By the Chairman:

Q. How many positions did it exempt?-A. I cannot say exactly.
Mr. BROWN: 10,000 were the figures used in the House.-A. Yes, and T
showedyou yesterday there were over 7,000post officesunder $200.
By the Chairman:

Q. A great majority of the number of 10.000were exempted a year ago?A. I do not know where that figure was obtained. We never figured out how

many were includedin that order in council. Somebodyhas usedthe figures
.. 10,000", but I am not sure that it is correct. If you want to get absolutely
accurate information, we will be very glad to make up a table for you.
I Mr.
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Q. I think we should have that table made up, and I think we should have
shown on the table how many were brought down by the recent change,and how
many were exempted before?-A. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: The 10,000, Mr. Brown, was probably used in the House in
connection

with

Mr.

Grant's

letter.

I do not know

whether

it was authoritative.

Mr. MARTELL: Dr. Grant never got any of this information from you in your
official capacity, Mr. Foran?-A. No, certainly not.
Mr. HUGHES: I wanted to get some information, but I was absent, not duo
entirely to my own fault, and perhaps the information has been given to the
Committee,-

The WITNESS:You are referring to some of the departments who are
exempted?

Q. I wanted to get the departments or the branches of the departments
that were organized or establishedsince 1918,and the officials of each, and the
employees,without referenceto the Civil Service Commission at all, the number
of the departments, the names of them, the number of officials employed in
each, and the salaries. We might have these salaries given by classes. That
would shorten the work. I understand there were three or four such departments, and the Civil Service Commission was not asked to fill the vacancies.

That is the thing I wanted to get. and when I get that information I might
probably have a few questions to ask in regard to it.

Mr. MARTELL:You might supplement that, Mr. Hughes, by asking for the
numbers that were subsequently blanketed in of that number.
Mr. HUGHES: When I get that information-

The WITNESS: We will procure that information for Mr. Hughes, and we
could go on with that matter as soon as we are through with Mr. Bland. How
would that do, Mr. Hughes?
Mr. HUGHES: Anything that suits the officials suits me.
The WITNESS: We can take that matter up just as soon as we are through
with Mr. Bland. I will have that information for you.
Bi/ Mr. Martell:

Q. Before you go, Mr. Foran, have you a man in the Civil Service Commission by the name of Thivierge?-A.
Yes. He is to be here this afternoon.

He is in charge of the assignment branch. I brought him up this afternoon,
becauseas soon as Mr. Bland gets through, I thought it might be useful to put
him on the stand to explain the workings of the assignment branch, which can
be explained by him.
Q. He is still in your department?-A.

Yes.

Mr. MARTELL: I had to go yesterday afternoon, and I hope subsequently
we can recall Mr. Putman, if he is required.
The

WITNESS:

He is here.

Mr. MARTELL: Yes, but I may want him subsequently. I wish it understood that we are not through with him as yet, if we wish to recall him.
The CHAIRMAN: Yes, Mr. Putman, or any other official of the Commission might justifiably be called later. The idea was to hear the representatives
of the Commission, more especially Mr. Foran, by way of explanation of the

service, before we hear other witnesseswho might have suggestionsto make
in regard to incompetency or criticism.

Mr. MARTELL: That is all right.

I just wanted to know if we could get

him.
fMr.
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The CHAIRMAN: Before the end of the Committee's work, undoubtedly we

will recall somemembersof the Commissionto explain or answer certain things.
In the meantime.

I do not think it will be to the best interest of the Committee's

progress to recall these witnesses to-day.
Mr. MARTELL: I am not asking for the recall of them to-day at all.
The witness discharged.
CHARLES H.

BLAND called

and sworn.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Bland, your full name is C. H. Bland?-A.

Charles H. Bland. Mr.

Chairman.

Q. Your

official

capacity?-A.

A - i-tam

secretary and chief examiner.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. Of what0-A.
The Civil Service Commission, Mr. Mart-ell.
Q. How long have you been there?-A. Fourteen years.
Q. Have you been in the Civil Service Commission ever since entering the
public service?-A. Yes.
Q. What were you doing prior to that. Mr. Bland?-A.
I was graduated
from Queen's University in 1907.
Q. In what faculty?-A.
Arts. The two following years I was in business,
and then

entered

the civil

service.

Q. You might briefly explain what your duties are?-A. In brief, Mr.
Martell. my duties are generally to assist the Secretary in the administration of
the work of the Commission, and particularly to direct the work of the Examination

Branch.

Q. You are called the assistant secretary and chief examiner, are you?A. Yes.

Q. Now, have you a subdivision of your examination branch?-A. Yes,
it might be divided into two division-. Mr. Martell: first, we might make a
division
on the

of the branch,

into the examiners

on one hand, and the clerical

staff

other.

Q. What is the other?-A.

The division

of the English work and the

French work. A-- you know, all examinations may be taken in both languages,
necessitating both staffs.
Q. Mr. Bland, coming directly to the point of the examination branch,
who are the examiners under you and what are their duties?-A. The examiners
are as follows: Head French examiner, and head translator, J. R. A. Baril;
senior examiners J. W. Bourbonnais.

C. E. Garrett.

A. C. Kemmis.

R. Morgan.

and R. M. Walker and six Junior Examiners. J. L. Bouchard. M. C. Guthrie,
H. R. McXaughton. S. G. Xelson. J. G. Reid, and W. S. Watson.
By the Chairman:

Q. Would you read their qualifications. Mr. Bland?-A. Yes. Mr. Chairman; J. R. A. Baril. A graduate of Laval University. Three years experience
in journalism and translation, fourteen years experiencein Civil Service examinations and translations. He is bilingual.
Senior Examiner. M. J. W. Bourbonnais, graduate. University

of Ottawa.

Six yearsteachingexperience.Four yearsexperience
as civil sendeeexaminer.
He is also bilingual.

Mr. C. E. Garrett. Under-graduate of London University. Three years
in the Great-War. Sevenyears experiencein journalism and general business.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Martell:

Q. A graduate of London University. That is very vague. London University until a recent date was not a lecturing body?-A. Yes.
Q. Now, an undergraduate? What standing has he had as an undergraduate?
-A. As far as diplomas are concerned, none. He was attending to take lectures.
Q. He has no certificate to show his standing in the faculty?-A.
No. But
I think we can guarantee that his record is good.

(Reading) A. C. Kemmis, Barrister-at-law. Three years service in the
Great war. Fourteen years legal and journalistic experience; two and a half
years experience as civil service examiner.

Q. I want to ask you some questions about Mr. Kemmis. You say he is
a barrister-at-law.

Is he a university

graduate?-A.

As far as I am aw::rc,

he is not.

Q. Is he a graduate of any institute of legal education?-A. He

has

qualified-

Q. But he may not have attended any university at all; he may have studied
in a lawyer's office?-A.

That is possible.

Q. You have no knowledge of whether he is a university graduate?-A. I
can secure it, if you wish it.
Q. Is there any truth in the statement or allegation that Mr. A. C. Kemmis
-this is the man you have reference to?-A. Yes.

Q. Was originally appointed to the position as a junior examiner, and
could not obtain the necessary marks, and could not obtain three satisfactory
references?-A.

No.

Q. There is no truth in that statement?-A.
No.
Q. He had three satisfactory references?-A. Yes.
Q. Are they on file in your department?-A.
Yes.
Q. Will you produce them?-A. Yes.
Q. Was he given promotion from a junior examiner to a senior examiner
over the heads of others?-A. He was given a promotion as senior examiner
on the belief of the Commission that he was best qualified for the position.
Q. Were the others compelled to take a written examination-the
others
who were senior to him?-A. In two cases, as I recollect their promotions to
senior

examiner

were

secured

on basis

of written

they were not.
Q. There was no written examination?-A.

examinations.

In

other

cases

No.

Q. Why were not the others given an opportunity of trying for the promotion if they were senior as junior examiners?-A.
They were all consider''!
in connection with his promotion.
Q. Do not you think there would be an idea of partiality in a case of that
sort? According to your own methods of procedure if you wish to promote a

man in one of the other departments, you have what you call competition for
promotion?-A.
Yes.
Q. In which the men are required to take examinations, and so on?-A. Yes.
Q. Why should that be deviated from in a case of your own department?A. It

was not

Q.
-A. A
Q.
Q.

deviated

from.

In this case the man was not compelled to take a written examination?
written examination is not always the only qualification.
It is always customary in the case of other departments?-A. No.
Usually?-A.
No.

Q. You do not take the advice of the deputy in that case, and promote a
man on the advice of the deputy?-A.
Yes.
Q. You take his advice?-A. Yes.
Q. You follow it?-A. Yes.
[Mr.
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Q. Does the Commission overrule that advice?-A.
sometimes

other

evidence

in connection

with

The Commission has

the matter.

Q. What other evidence do they have?-A. Evidence adducedby the chiefs
of the branches

in which

the candidate

has worked.

Q. The evidencefrom the chiefs of the branches in which the candidate has
worked, but the deputy may pass on the qualifications of this man and recommend so and so as the best man for the promotion, and yet you in some cases
overrule the deputy minister?-A.

Yes.

Q. Don't you think the Commissionersare human and are apt to be tinged
with-partiality in the caseof a man-the same as a deputy?-A. I think that is
a question that can be asked of the Commissioners.

Q. But you are the chief examiner?-A. I do not think I should be called
upon to expressan opinion on the possiblepartiality of the Commissioners.
By Mr. Brown:
Q. These promotions that Mr.
instance?-A. No, I think not.

Martell

speaks of were made at your

Q. Who would promote that man from junior to senior examiner?-A. The
Commissioners.

Q. In this case; the Commissioners decided that an examination was not
necessary for promotion?-A.
Yes, I think that is a fact.
The CHAIRMAN: In that case we cannot question Mr. Bland on that point.

Mr. MARTELL:I want to ask Mr. Bland who is regarded as an expert, being
there for years and years-it

is a case of opinion evidence-if

this was not a

direct violation of the policy in so far as the Commission could promote their
own men without an examination,The CHAIRMAN: I do not think it is fair to ask an employee of the Civil

Service Commission to give evidence reflecting the opinions of his superiors.
Mr. MARTELL: It is a question of opinion evidence.
The WITNESS: If you have no objection, Mr. Chairman, I have no objection
to answering the question.
The CHAIRMAN: The point I think is this: If the Commissioners themselves
decided on promoting this man without an examination, they are the ones who
should be asked why it was done, and not the witness. I would rather have that
question left to those responsible.
Mr. MARTELL: All right, if that is your ruling, I am bound by it.
The CHAIRMAN: Proceed with the questions to Mr. Bland.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. May I be permitted to ask if the gentleman who securedthe position
without examination is, in your opinion, the best man for the position?-A. Yes,
I am prepared to say that.
By Mr. Mar tell:

Q. If you are prepared to say that, why is it, when the deputy minister,
the most conversantperson with the qualifications of the men in his branch, and
the different questions of promotion in the branch, should not his word be taken,

whereyou peopleare like Peter of old, who stay away back to seethe end. It

seemsto me that what is sauce for the gooseis not saucefor the gander?-A. I
think

it was in this

case.

Q. You don't always take the recommendation of the deputy minister
regarding the promotions?-A. That is always taken into consideration; it is
one of the. factors of promotion.
[Mr.
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Q. The question of consideration is a very vague term. We often get
promises of consideration even from members of the Cabinet, but the question
is whether we get favourable consideration or not.

Now, there was a case,Mr. Bland, of a man who had failed in his examination for postmaster in London, Ontario? What have you to say about that?A. I do not recall the case, Mr. Martell.

Q. Did not the Board promote a candidate who failed on the examination
held lately in connection with the assistant postmastership of London, Ontario?
-A.

Not so far as I am aware, Mr. Martell.

Q. Was it not said that a personwho failed in connectionwith the assistant
postmastershipat London, Ontario, was given a position in the service-I have
not got before me the position-over people who had passed higher examinations?
-A. I cannot say that some person was not promoted over people who had in
some factor received higher ratings, but otherwise I would say not.
Q. When you conduct an examination, Mr. Bland, is it not possible where

a man who probably makes 90 per cent in a written examination is overruled and
a man who makes 40 per cent in a written examination, eliminating the question

of returned soldier preference,is given the position by markings decided on in
the opinion of the Commission?-A. You are asking me if I know of such a case?
Q. Yes?-A. No.
Q. Never happens?--A. Not to my knowledge.

Q. Where men who have passedthe best written examination have been
turned down and overruled for people who passed an inferior examination, and
were rated lower?-A. Yes, but that would be only where the written examination was overruled by other factors.
Q. Do not you think that gives occasion for favouritism?-A.
No, I do not
think

it does.

Q. Mr. Bland, the papers sent in to you to be examined; are all those papers
directed to the particular person concerned? For instance, supposing an examination was on French and English literature and composition, mathematics and
so on: Do all the papers of all the candidates, say on the question of mathematics, go to one examiner, while the papers on English history go to another
examiner, and the French to still another examiner?-A.

Yes.

Q. Has there ever been any case in the Civil Service Commission where the
members of the Commission have come and taken away papers of certain

individuals and examinedthem?-A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Would you swear that never occurred?-A.

Not to my knowledge.

Q. Would you swearthat never occurred?-A. I can swear to my knowledge
it never

occurred.

Q. Would you think, if it did occur, that it would be a fair proposition?
Supposing you were examining the English papers, of say twenty applicants, and
you had examined nineteen, and the Commission examined the twentieth. Your

method of examination might be different-your
differ?-A.

values of the papers might

Yes.

Q. Would that be a fair proposition, if it occurred?-A.

No.

By Mr. Carmichael:

Q. Might I ask a question on this same point? Does the examiner know
the name of the person who has written the examination, or is doing the
examination?--A. No, Mr. Carmichael. The examination paper bears simply
the number of the candidate. Everything submitted by the candidate bears his
number.

Q. And no examiner knows the name of any person who is being examined?
-A.

No.
[Mr.
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By Mr.

Rinfrnt:

Q. Have you any occasionof confusingthe numbers?-A. There might be
occasion,but it would generally be caught on account of the protest or request
for reconsideration

of the

candidate

who was so confused.

Q. Have you ever had such a request?-A.

No, I cannot recall any.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. Every candidate who passes an examination knows his own number?
-A.

Yes.

Q. So he could divulge his number to anyone he wanted to?-A.

Yes.

Q. And be identified as the man who passesthe examination?-A. Yes.
Q- So there is not much difference whether you know the name or the
number?-A. I don't think that is very liable to happen.
By ihc Chairman:
Q. Who allots the numbers to the names?-A. They are allotted by the
examination branch when the rolls are prepared. The rolls are prepared in
alphabetical order and the numbers are allotted, commencing with A, and so on.
The candidate writes his name on a slip of paper, and the number that is

allotted to him, and on the papei that he writes the examination, he simply puts
his number.

Q. Does the man who examines the paper occasionally happen to be the
man who allotted

the numbers?-A.

Never.

Q. Has the man who examines the papers the right of accessto that information?-A. Well, the question has never arisen, Mr. Chairman.
Q. If the examiner of the paper wanted to know whose papers had a given

numberon it, couldhe find out?-A. I would say that he shouldnot, and if he
asked me for it, I would say no.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. But there would be no safeguard to prevent that sort of thing being
done?-A- Yes. The examination numbers are kept in the custody of one clerk,
and the papers of the candidatesthemselvesare in the custody of the examiner.
Q. Are these men sworn to secrecy?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Einfret:
Q. Are the papers of every candidate examined by the same man?-A. Not
all the papers of the one candidate. They are grouped, as Mr. Martell indicated,
by subjects, and all the papers on one subject are examined by one examiner,
so there

will

be a standardization

of values.

By Mr. Martell:

Q. Mr. Bland, in all the departments of the Governmentyou will not permit
a promotion without what you term competitive examination for promotion?
-A. If you give that a fairly wide interpretation, I would say yes.
Q. But in the case of the Civil Service Commission, and this particular
man, you did that without going through that formula?-A. No, not precisely;
the

formula

was followed.

Q. That was in the caseof one man I mentioned,in the caseof this man
Thivierge-is that the same?-A. Yes.

Q. It sohappened.Wastherenot a manseniorto him whocouldnot get thn

position,thoughhewasequallyor betterqualified,andasthe resultof this man
beingrefusedthe classification
he took a positionin anotherdepartment?-A.
I am afraid I do not follow that, Mr. Martell. I might explainthat Mr. Thivierge
[Mr.
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did not enter the Commission through a competitive examination, he was transferred from another department to it. I do not think it was a case of taking
another man's position.
Q. The previous incumbent of this position that Mr. Thivierge holds
obtained the position through open competition, was more efficient and was
refused the classification of $2,200. He therefore obtained a more remunerative

position in another department through open competition, and the man who
turned out Thivierge was promoted over theTieads of senior employees. Is that
a fact?-A. The facts are these, Mr. HinesQ. Answer yes or no.--A. I cannot say yes or no, because I cannot agree
to all you have said, and I can agree to some of it.
Q. Go ahead.-A. The previous incumbent took, as you say, a competitive examination for another position in another department in order to return

west. Originally he had come from British Columbia. He was successful,won
out in the competition and secured a position in the other department.

After

he left, Mr. Thivierge, who had been his junior, who had been assistant in his
branch, and previously had been for several years in another department was

promoted to the position vacated on this occasion.
Q. By the Civil Service Commission, and senior employees had no opportunity of competing for it in open competition?-A.
I do not know of any seniors
who were in line for it.

Q. Would not a man be considered in line for it at all if he was a senior?

Why should he not have an opportunity of competing for the position?-A.
There were no other employees in the Commission who were senior to him
in that particular line.
Q. Were there any equally classified?-A. There were some with a similar
classification.

Q. Why did not those men with a similar classification have an opportunity' of competing in open competition for the position?-A.
None of the
other male employees in the same classification were in that line of work. They
were senior

clerks

in other

branches

of the service.

Q. Because a man is in one particular line of work, and is qualified for
another line in which there is a vacancy, why should he not be given an oppor-

tunity of competing for it if he is in the same classification? Why should he
be turned down and refused the right to compete? Is that fair, or is it not?-

A. If he is in an entirely different line of work, it is hardly reasonableto supposethat he could perform the duties of the vacant position efficiently.
Q. Do you mean to tell me that in the ordinary run of civil service administration that if a man is in the organization branch and has the same classi-

fication, he is not competent to compete for the correspondencevacancy?-A.
Ordinarily, he would not be as efficient for that position as a man who had been
understudying the work.

Q. We have been told that a man who was an assistant chief engineerwas
taken in to organize the whole civil service of Canada. You would not expect
an engineerto know much about legal principles, yet he was the chief investigator who investigated the competencyand qualifications of solicitors. We got
that yesterday. I stand corrected, if I am wrong. To my mind, it tends to
make a sort of closedcorporation when you will not permit a man in one branch
to apply for a senior position in another branch when he is qualified. That
seemsto have occurred here in the case of Mr. Thivierge?-A. I can only say
that in my opinion it would be good practice for the Civil Service Commission
to select the man for the position who can best fill it.

Q. That is not my question. I may be in the correspondencebranch, or I
may be a lawyer, and I may be classified as a law clerk. If there is a vacancy in
[Mr.
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another branch of the same department for a senior law clerk, why should I
be prevented from competing for it?'-A. If you are in the same line of workQ. My qualifications may be such that I did not have the same line of
work, that is in line with my previous experience,but why should I be prevented from competing for anything that is open to competition in my department?-A. I can only say that I do not know of any male employees of the
Commission who applied for this position.

Q. In this case,it seemsto me that what was done was absolutely irregular
and contrary to all the principles which you, or rather the secretary of the
Commission and the chief investigators have been enunciating. Where is Mr.
Thivierge now?-A.

He is in the service of the Commission.

Q. Have you had any discussionwith any of your officials, or any of your
superior officials, jointly or severally, regarding the evidence that was to be
given before this Committee?-A.
None.
Q. None whatever?-A.
None whatever.
Q. You have never discussed the matter at all?-A. No.
Q. You are prepared to tell me that no member of the Commission or any
official of the Commission ever took away the papers of a candidate, examined
them and rated them?-A. I am prepared to say that to my knowledge no member of the Commission, or any other person, took away a paper, examined it, or
gave it the rating such as you suggest.
Q. You admit that you are a university man, and you may have different
methods of marking papers than another man might have. You might mark
them for certain things that another man might mark differently?-A.
Yes.
Q. Would you call it a satisfactory practice?-A. I would not consider it
good examination practice at all.
Mr. MARTELL: That is all I have to ask at present; I may have a few
questions later.
.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. I would like to have from Mr. Bland a statement of the procedure followed in his branch, so that we can get an idea of how it works out?-A. Can

you give me a sample casethat you would like explained, or shall I explain the
general procedure.

Q. Explain the general procedure and take any special case if you think
it will illustrate

the matter better.-A.

I think I shall divide the work into three

groups. In the first place there are the general entrance examinations for the
ordinary type of clerkships, for which eligible lists are maintained. Secondly,
there are the entrance examinations for special positions; and thirdly,

there are

promotion examinations. For the general classes,the practice of the Commission
is to maintain lists of personswho have qualified by examination for appointment-I mean the general clerical classes in the service, so that when a vacancy
occurs and a department requests an appointment, we are able to make one
without the delay of holding a further examination. These examinations are

generally held twice a year throughout the -country. Public notice is given so
that any candidates may submit their names. Our endeavour is to make the
examinations as practical as possible, to find out who are best qualified to do
the particular line of work involved in the position it is proposed to fill. The
examinations generally involve in the first place, the candidate's education,
training and experience, and secondly, their technical knowledge, for example

their knowledgeof shorthandand typewriting, their knowledgeof book-keeping
and so on. When examinations are held the candidates write under numbers and

their answerpapers are sent into the Commissionto be examinedby the examiners
on the staff. The marks are compiled, and an eligible list is prepared and sub[Mr.
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mitted to the Commissioners with an explanation of the examination for their

approval. The eligible list is approved by the Commissioners and published.
That list serves as a basis for making appointments in those classesduring the
next six months or year. If there are any questions that the members would
like to ask me, I shall be glad to answer them.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Who has determined the programme of matters on which the candidates
are examined?-A.

The Commissioners approve in each case.

Q. Have they the power to change that at any given moment? Suppose,
for instance, that you have a position vacant and you wanted to examine a
certain number of candidates; could the programme be altered for that par-

ticular case?-A. It could be, I think, if the circumstances of the case warranted

it.

Q. It can be changed at any time by the examiners?-A.

The examination

is set with the object of meeting most closely the requirements of the position
in question.
Q. In other words, there might be a change in that domain in practically

every case that arises?-A. It is more likely to occur in special cases. There
is no change in regard to the general classes.
Q. But they have the power to do it?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. Do you still set papers about the history of ancient Greece, and so on,
for candidates for second class clerkships who are supposed to know what four
and five come to?-A.

Not

now.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. Supposinga vacancy occurs in the inside service in Ottawa, and a person
who is eligible comes from British

Columbia or Nova Scotia.

If you want to

replace that man, do you specially select one from the same province, or do you
take them from anywhere at all?-A.

We would not select them from the same

province. The procedure would be to fill that position by the promotion of a
junior, if that is possible, or otherwise the first person on the eligible list would
be selected.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. In the caseof the Commission,that would be done by competition, and
in the case of another department, by overruling the deputy?-A. I do not
think I can agree with that.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. In the caseof postmasters,where the salary runs from $1.000to $1,500,
is there any examination?-A.
Do you mean written examination?
Q. Yes.-A. No.
Q. Nor for the assistants?-A. The assistants in the smaller offices are not

generally in the position which you indicate. The postmaster is generally the
only man paid from revenue, and he pays his assistants.
By the Chairman:

Q. I desire to ask you a couple of questions. In considering the qualifications of applicants under examination, is there any change in the form of
examination according to the department in which the clerk is going to be
employed?-A. No, I should not say that the question of department would
make any change. The essential thing is the qualifications required.
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Q. Do you set differentpapersaccordingto the requirementsof the work?A. There is this difference, a postal clerk, for example, would require different

qualifications,and there would accordingly be a different examination for
clerks in the post office from those set for ordinary clerks.
Q. In general office help, such as stenographers,does the same examination
apply?-A.
'
In all departments?
Q. Yes?-A.

Yes.

By Air. Martell:

Q. Supposethat you want a clerk in the master and mates division of the
Marine and Fisheries department, would you give that man the same
examination as you would give a man competing for a position, say, in the seed
branch of the Department of Agriculture?-A. If he required special knowledge
along that line of work, that subject should be included.
By the Chairman:
Q. Pardon me, Mr. Martell, I want to finish this point.

You say that you

have only one form of examination for stenographers?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you take into consideration in appointing stenographersfrom your
list, their previous experience?-A. Yes, that is taken into consideration in the
examination

itself.

Q. In your records of stenographerswho have passedthe examination, do
you select from that list according to the qualifications required for the position
that is open?-A. In the caseof stenographers,there is very seldom any reason
for selecting other than those first on the list, becausethe qualifications are
usually standardized. Occasionally there may be reason for going further
down the list. For instance, a bilingual position may be vacant and the first
person on the list may only be able to speak English. In a case of that kind,
the only thing to do is to go further down the list and select the first bilingual
candidate.

Q. I remarked yesterday that clerks are often in one department where
they are not particularly suited, but who might be suited in another department.
For instance, a clerk with some previous training in a law office might not
necessarily get into a legal department.

Is it not somewhat essential for the

be>t working out of the service that the factor of previous experienceshould be
of more importance than the position on the list?-A. I think that is a very
important

point.

Q. Mr. Martell mentioned the point in another way, during the enquiry
yesterday, and I wanted to know whether you took the candidatesjust in their
order on the list, or whether you took into consideration their previous
experience?-A. No, in the casessuch as you mention, or in casessuch as Mr.
Martell mentioned, special qualifications are taken into consideration, and
should

be marked.

Q. They are not now marked?-A. Yes, attention is paid to that now.
Q. In placing the candidate's name on the list, you give the candidates
examination rating?-A.
Yes.

Q. Do you also mark his qualifications and previous experience?-A. Yes,
if there is anything special to indicate that the candidate has had someparticular
experience that the others did not possess,such as legal experience,marine
experience or special experienceof some kind.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Supposethat you advertise10 sub-divisionclerkships. You are notified
by the Departmentof Marine,the Departmentof Public Works, andthe Department of Agriculture that they each want two clerks. You advertise the
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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positions. Is it not your customto take the first 10 on the list, irrespectiveof
their qualifications? In order to get special qualifications, you would call the

position and advertiseit as a technical position?-A. It would be advertised
speciallyif the qualificationsrequiredwerespecial.
Q. Supposingthat a man required for the Marine department has had
marine experienceand comestwelfth on the list and there are only 10 positions.
You might take a man from the prairies who happenedto be in the first 10 and

put him in the Marine department?-A. In a case of that kind I think the
procedurethat would be followedwould be to advertisethat position separately
from

the others.

Q. As purely technical?-A. And consider that experienceas a fundamental
qualification.

Q. Is that practice followed?-A. Yes.
Q. Always?-A.

As far as we can.

By the Chairman:

Q. In connection with applicants for positions in the civil service, what
physical examination is necessary?-A. There is a standard physical examination

form.

We have a standard

form of examination

in connection

with

the

physical capacity of the candidates.
Q. As to eyesight?-A. Yes. Of course, in positions of a special character,
such as letter carriers, and so on, there are further qualifications that are not
necessary in other cases.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Could you give us the qualifications of a senior clerk-stenographer?A. You mean the qualifications set out in the classification.
Q. Yes?-A. I shall be glad to get that for you.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. In the case of a stenographer who has had a great many years legal
experience, do you give that stenographer an additional qualification to that
given to one who has never had a high school examination, but who has been
crammed up in some school here?-A. A person in that category has generally

no difficulty in competing for positions as law clerk-stenographers.
Q. Sometimespersons who are good stenographerscome up against those
who are crammed in the schoolsand who seemto get the civil service papers
for a number of years and cram themselves for the next examination?-A.
so much now as formerly.

Not

Q. But it does obtain? I have had several stenographerssent to me as
law stenographers,who did not know the first principles of law, and who could
not even punctuate or spell?-A. That must have been some time ago.
Q. And it is the same thing now if you get them like we get around the
House of Commons.

Q. Who decides whether a certain person ought to be classified as a junior
clerk or a senior?-A.

The Commissioners

decide on that

on the recommenda-

tion of the organization branch.

Q. For instance, if there is a person located in the city of Quebec, who
will go to verify whether that person ought to be appointed as a senior clerkstenographer?-A. I do not want to keep back any information, but that is
really a question that Mr. Putman can answer better than I can.

Q. Have you anything to do with the rating of positions?-A. The rating

of positions?

Mr. MAETELL:I think Mr. Bland is more capable of answering that question than Mr. Putman; he has longer experiencein the service.
[Mr.
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The WITNESS:I have no objection to answering, but I thought Mr. Putman could better give you the information.

The CHAIRMAN:If you can, Mr. Bland, you might give us that information.

The WITNESS:In the caseof the position in Quebec,the classification would
largely dependon the report of the departmental officer at Quebec.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. If a case like that happened,where a deputy minister would want a
stenographer,say, in the Department of Marine, or the Public Works department, and reported favourably that certain personsought to be qualified as a
senior clerk-stenographer, and you do not go on that report; who is responsible?
-A. That is the duty of the Commissioners.
Q. It might be also that the person whom you would send to Quebec to

investigate a case like that would not be qualified to pass judgment on that
person?
Mr. MARTELL: That is my argument exactly, about the investigators; they
investigate lawyers, and there is not a lawyer amongst them.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Have any cases of that sort been brought to your attention?-A.
It
would not be brought to my attention, because that phase of the matter does
not come within my jurisdiction.
Q. So personally, you do not know anything about that?-A.
I am only
giving you the opinion that I have.
By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Bland, will you explain to the Committee the extent to which the
examination branch makes use of special examiners?-A. Yes. Mr. Chairman.
Q. Either voluntarily or for a consideration, and if for a consideration, at
what rate?-A. Yes, Mr. Chairman. The policy of the Commission has been

wheneverpossibleto have the examination paper prepared by the examining staff,
but as Mr. Martell has pointed out, in some cases that cannot be done, because
we have not got the technically trained men to prepare the examination papers,
and to employ these men would enormously increase the expenditure. So where

we cannot prepare the papers ourselves, we go to the department and get
suggestions as to the qualifications and requirements, and the questions which

should be asked. If we cannot get that from the department, we quite often
get outsiders who are recognized experts in the field for which the candidates

are taking the examination, and I may say that in the past they have beenvery
generous in giving us assistance gratuitously.
Mr.

Does that answer your question,

Chairman?

Q. I would like you to enlarge on that and explain the different branches,
and the class of men you consult.
Mr. FORAN: Are you referring to what we call the "Advisory Board"?

(To Mr. Bland) You might take the casethere that we just completed to-day,
that case of the dairy produce graders. That will illustrate the point.
The WITNESS: This case was just finished to-day.

It is the case of a

number of dairy produce graders required for work in the Department of

Agriculture. The fact that thesepositionswerevacantwas advertisedthroughout Canada, applications were received, and of course our examiners are not

expertsin agriculture, and we securedthe assistanceboth of the departmental
expertsin that particular line of work, and also expertsfrom outside. The

gentlemeninvolvedin this particular caseare Mr. JosephBurgess,and Mr.
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George H. Barr, of the Department of Agriculture; Mr. Elie Bourbeau, general
inspector of dairy produce, of the Department of Agriculture of the Province
of Quebec, and Mr. L. A. Zufelt, Superintendent of the Eastern dairy school of
Kingston. These gentlemen came to Ottawa and sat in with representatives of
the department, and a representative of the Commission, the applications were

placed before them, and copies of the advertisement showing the qualifications
required, and they gave a comparative numerical rating to the applicants for
the position. There were ten positions, and these ratings were then assembled
and an eligible list was compiled showing the persons who had received the
highest ratings from this board, at the top of the list. The representative of
the department sat in with the board, so that matters could be clearly explained
to the outside men.

These men knew the work thoroughly,

and could give

expert advice, and the Commission examiners sat in to see that a standard
procedurewas followed, and a fair and square rating was given on an equitable
basis.

Q. Would you mind explaining the procedure in the appointment of legal
advisors?-A. I might take a sample case, Mr. Chairman, for that particular
position also. The last legal position for which we held a competitive examination, was that of junior legal advisor in the Department of Justice, a salary of
$2,520 to $3,120. I can file the list of the duties and qualifications if required.
This examination was advertised in the same way throughout Canada, and
applications were received from ten returned soldiers, and nineteen other applicants. The applicants were located from New Westminster in the west to
Halifax in the east. The examination branch has on its staff one gentleman
who is a lawyer, Mr. KemmisBy Mr. Martell:
Q. What salary is Mr. Kemmis getting?-A.
His salary range is from
$2,400 to $2,640.
Q. Do you think a lawyer who would take from $2,400 to $2,640 is fit to
pass upon the qualifications of other lawyers?-A.
If you will allow me to
continue-

Mr. MARTELL: I beg your pardon.

The WITNESS:I will explain how the board was made up. The board
consistedof the Honourable L. A. Audette, Judge of the Exchequer Court, and
Lieut.-Col. 0. M. Biggar, Chief Electoral Officer, neither of whose reputations
I think can be seriously impugned for legal advice.

This board considered the

qualifications of the applicants, and went over the examination papers and
selectedthe three candidates whom they consideredqualified, and then these
three candidates were called before this board, who sat the second time, and
recommendedthe one whom they thought was best fitted. That recommendation was approved by the Commission, and the appointment was made.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. That was the duty of that examining board?-A. Yes.
Q. Who are the three men selected?-A. I will have to get the three names.

I have not them with me.

Q. Give me the list of all those names and the number of years at the bar.
-A.

Yes, I will do that.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Surely you do not dispute the judgment of Judge Audette and Col.
Biggar.
Mr. MARTELL:I do, to someextent. I do not think that Judge Audette and
Col. Biggar are competent to pass judgment on the qualifications of a Marine
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The CHAIRMAN:Mr. Chevrier, we have been having Mr. Bland explain
appointments whereoutside examinerswere called in. Have you any other type
of position here in Ottawa you would like to have information on, as to how the
board was assistedby outside advice?
Mr. CHEVRIER:No. I was very much interestedin finding out. though, that
outside help was secured.
By the Chairman:
Q. Will you explain that, Mr. Bland?-A.
Mr.

The advisory examining boards,

Chevrier?

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Yes.-A. The object we have in view of selecting the advisory board,

is, first of all, to find men who know the actual qualifications involved in the
position, men who are experts; the second thing is to get men who will help us

with the work, and the third to get it done as quickly as possible. I can give you
a list of these whom we have been fortunate enough to secure.
Q. Does that appear in the annual report?-A. Yes.
Q. And yourselves are the judges of those whom you would select?-A.
the

Yes,

Commissioners.

Q. Have you answered the question in regard to advisory boards?-A.
That covers my original notation.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. How would you select a position. Supposing you had a job in the civil
service where you wanted a doctor?-A. We have followed a somewhat similar
procedure. When applications have been received for a position for physician,
we have endeavoured to convene a board of recognized experts in the particular
field of surgery or medicine or whatever it may be.
Q. Where do you get those men? Supposing an examination is held for the
position of general physician, and a physician from the Province of Nova Scotia
would apply, a physician from Ontario, a physician from Quebec, and a physician
from the Northwest Territory, and so on, where the standards of education may
be different, their qualifications, and practice may be different. From where do
you-say you have applications from all these provinces-where do you draw
your examining board?-A. I admit, Mr. Martell, if you have them scattered that
way it is a much more difficult matter, because we have to get men on the board
who are acquainted with the qualifications in the localities where the candidates
are living.

Q. You will have to admit when it comesto the selection of a professional
man that the Civil Service is not really 100 per cent efficient in selecting that man
-it cannot be done.-A. We are trying to bring it as close to one hundred per
cent efficiency as we can.

Q. But you cannot do it?-A.

I think we have made a fair attempt at it.

Q. I do not think you have. Professional men with qualifications that are
peculiar, particularly
in Canada, where you have these different barrister

societies,different medical societies,different engineering societies,-it is pretty
hard to grade them.-A. It is rather difficult.
Mr. McBEiDE: But would Mr. Martell suggest who should select those

people, if not the civil service?
Mr. MARTELL:I would say the minister should get the best possible man
for his department, and put him in there.
Mr. SHAW: That is what we are trying to get away from.
Mr. MARTELL:No. The Civil Service might put a Northwest lawyer in a
Marine job.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Is there any difference betweenthe general qualifications of a physician
in western Canada and in eastern Canada?-A. That is a question I could not
answer, I would have to ask a man whom I would call a typical member of our
advisory board to answer that question. I think he could answer it very
effectively.
Mr. SHAW: I would suggest that the qualifications are reasonably substantially the same throughout.
The CHAIRMAIN: I would say, not by way of answering your question, but
by way of expressing an opinion, that would only be a matter of the standard of

the various unversities through which they passed,and they are all fairly well
standarized.

Mr. SHAW: Yes, that is all there is to it.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. How much do you think a northwest Canadian lawyer knows about the
shipping law?
Mr. SHAAV: The shipping law is the same in Vancouver as it is in Nova
Scotia.

Mr. MARTELL: I always regarded a man expert in shipping law as being
an expert in a special line of his profession.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. May I ask this? When you say you are doing your utmost, you mean

you are doing the best you can under the existing law?-A. Yes.
Q. I agree with you, but are you prepared to say if the law was otherwise
it would not be just as well, if not better?-A.
to state whether or not there is a better way.

I think it is for the Committee

Q. I quite agreewith you. You say you are trying to do the best you can
under existing conditions?

Are you prepared to say that if the law were

changedyou would not get as good results, or you would get better results, or
worse results?-A. I cannot answer that, Mr. Chevrier, unless I know what the
changes in the law would be.

Q. Supposing instead of naming these men in the way in which you say
they are named now, it was left to the discretion of the deputy ministers to
select the men that they want for these particular positions. Would that be a
change for the better, or would that be a change for the worse?-A. That is a
question I think the deputies can answer better than I can, because they know

what they have had in the past, and they know what they are getting to-day.
Q. Do you say you have no opinion, or have you an opinion and will not
give it?-A. I have a very strong opinion.
Q. Do you refuse to give that opinion?-A.
No.
Q. Well, will you give it to me?-A. I think we are getting good men under

present conditions, and I think that is demonstrated by the fact that the deputies are glad to get the men we send to them.

Q. I am not quarreling with you on that.

Will you tell me whether you are

getting better or worse results?-A. I think we are getting better results under
the present system.
Q. You think you are getting better results now?-A. Yes.

Q. Your reason for that?-A. My acquaintance with the type of men that
we are getting in, and from the reports we get from the departments.
Q. As comparedto the type of men- A. (interposing) of course,I am only
going on what I have heard and what I have seen, because since I have been

in, this has been the system more or less, and that is why my opinion I think
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should really not be asked. You should, I think, ask the men who really know
the former type of men as compared to those they are getting at present.

Q. Then, be as frank with me as I am trying to be with you. You have no
opinion?-A. I have an opinion, and I think you have an opinion too, Mr.
Chevrier.

Q. I would not be afraid to give you mine.-A.

I have given you mine.

that I think the present conditions are far better.
Q. And the reasons are what?-A.
It would take me a long time to tell
you that

Q. I am willing to stay here all night. You will not give them to me?-A. I
do not want to refuse to give them to you. I think the competitive system brings

a better class of applicants than any other system. That has been found to be
the case in every other country in which it has been tried.

I think competition

gets better applicants, and I think the greater the competition the higher the
type of men we will get for the service.

Q. Now, the other day I asked a question off Mr. Foran, and he said you
would be the best man to answer it. Are the departments always represented
on these examining boards?-A. Not upon all examining boards. For example.
in the general entrance examinations, Mr. Chevrier, for what we call the lower

types, clerks, messengers,stenographersand so on,-there is no representation.
Q. In what classesare they represented?-A. Wherever it is felt that the
knowledge of the examiner must be supplemented by the knowledge of the
department.

Q. On what occasions are those?-A. Special boards for special positions
and promotion positions.

Q. In all cases,then, the department has a representative on the board?A. The board, of course, does not always function. It only functions in certain
cases. I think I can answer your question. You mean the department is consulted

in these cases?

Q. Yes.-A. Yes, it is.
Q. In what classes?-A. In all classes in which the examiner feels he must
get further assistance from the departmental officials.
Q. We do not want to quibbleA. No, and I do not want to quibble with
you, Mr. Chevrier.
Q. Give me an instance where the examiner felt he must get the help of a
departmental representative.-A.
I would
say, for example, dairy produce
graders.
Q. Then, in the case of an examination for dairy produce graders, the
board consists first of a departmental official, an examiner of the department.
and then these two-or are there three?-A. No, this particular case I quoted
this afternoon had two representatives from the department and two outside
men.

Q. And has a departmental official the right to vote?-A. Yes.
Q. Can you say how often his recommendations have been followed?-A.

I should say in practically all cases.
Q. In practically all cases?-A. I am talking now of boards; I am not
talking of promotions.

Q. In practically every instance where a representative of the department
has sat, his recommendation has been agreed to?-A. Well, could I explain that
a little?

Q. Certainly.-A.

In the case of the advisory board, it is not so much the

practice of the advisory board,to recommenda certainpersonfor a position as
it is to rate the applicantsfor the position on a comparitivebasis,and in that
rating the departmental official concurs.
Q. He rates them?-A. Yes.
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Q. How far does his rating go?-A. As u member of the board.
Q. Is it listened to?-A. Quite so.
Q. Is it over-ruled?-A. I think you could say it was not over-ruled more
than any other member of the board.

Q. But the other men have no personal knowledge of the requirements of

the position for which the candidateis applying.-A. That is why the departmental representative is there.

Q. And then his own rating, basedon his own personal and intimate knowledge of the conditions under which the applicant is to labour are voted down?
.-A. No, I do not think they are voted down.

Q. Is it fifty-fifty-A.
No., far better than that. I can say this: the departments have co-operated most heartily in this thing, and they give us a rating
that is merged with.those of the Commission men, and the outside men, and
we get a fair, square rating, composed of all three.

Q. Am I fair in saying that 75 per cent of the ratings of the departmental
officials are recognized?-A. I think I can say that in 75 or 80 per cent of the
cases, the man whom the departmental official considers the best man, is the

man who gets the position. Of course, in all these things you must bear under
consideration the returned soldier preference.
Q. I am not quarrelling with you there, but you say in 75 or 80 per cent of

the casesthe man the department wants is obtained for the department?-A. No,
I do not say the man the department wants.

I say the man the departmental

representativeconsiders by rating to be the best man is in a large majority of
casesthe man who ultimately receives the position.
Q. If that is so, in 75 or 80 per cent of the cases, that his recommendation

is listened to,-and this is what I cannot understand-why have all this red tape
and rigamarole of going through the Commission?

If what you say is true,

why not let the department do just as you say now-A.

(interposing) I do not

think I made this very clear, Mr. Chevrier. The departmental representative
does not say " this is the man the department wants," he assists in rating the

man, and the rating he gives is mergedwith the other ratings, and the man who
rates highest is the man selected.

Q. To my mind this is all rigamarole, and superfluous procedure and red
tape. The same result would be achievedif that man gave his ratingBy Mr. Riniret:

Q. Is the recommendation of your board imperative with the Commission?
-A.

No, Mr. Rinfret.

Q. What I mean is, would the Commissionersuse a man who is not on the
top of the list after an examination?-A. The examination branch simply
submits this list as it is, consisting of candidatesplaced in proper order of merit,
to the Commissioners.

Q. Do the Commissionershave to choosethe first man on the list?-A.

The

Commission have the list submitted to them for consideration and approval,

and they can disapprove it and ask for another.
Q. But do the Commissionershave to choosethe first man on the list?A. The law requires that the first man on the list be appointed.
Q. Do they do it?-A. Yes.
Q. To your knowledge?-A. Yes.
Q. In every case?-A. Yes.
Mr. RINFRET: That is a question that might be put to them.
Mr. MARTELL: The Commission makes the list.
Mr. RINFRET: How is that done? Does the board

of examiners

send a

list all prepared, one, two and three, and so forth?-A. Yes.
Q. That is the way it is done?-A. That is the way it is done.
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By Mr. Martell:

Q. Would the Commission accept that list?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Is that merged with previous lists?-A. There would not be a previous
list in the case of a special position, but in the case of the lower grades, it is
not merged. The last list is used up before this list is started, in order of
priority.

Q. So, in your opinion, the results obtained by your board are imperative
by the Commission?-A. Once they have approved the eligible list, it is incumbent-

Q. What does that mean: " Once they have been approved by the Com-

mission"?-A.

Whether or not they decide that list has been fairly and squarely

prepared.

Q. In other words, they are at liberty to approve the list or disapprove
it?-A.

Yes.

Q. Then it is not imperative?-A. The only thing imperative is the assignment of the first man when the list has been approved?
Q. Do they ever approve a list, and then the next day disapprove it, and
ask for another list, until they get the list they expect?-A. I do not know of
any cases of that kind.
Q. What would stop them?-A. They must be satisfied with the lists they
get, or otherwise the list would be disapproved.
Q. If they disapprove the list, what will take place? Then you have to
prepare another list?-A. No. Then the Commission might declare another form
of examination

would

have to be used.

Q. In other words, they can reach the kind of examination they want?

They do not have to accept your decision at all?-A. I do not think they are
compelledto accept the decision of one of their branches.
Q. They do not have to accept your decision?-A.

Xo.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. In other words, they would take this list as submitted by the.examiners
or the examining board, and re-arrange applicant?, if they so desire? That is,

they have the power to do it?-A. I think it is within the power of the Commission to set up any list, which in their opinion seemedbest.
Mr. FORAN: The Commissioners are supreme.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Under the law, the Commissioners have the right to vary the order of the
list and to either approve or not approve of that list?-A. Yes.
Q. As a matter of practice, tell us, how many times in your experience did

they disapprove a list furnished them by you?-A.

I cannot recall any such

case.

Mr. BROWN: The possibility of their doing as Mr. Rinfret
very remote?-A. Extremely remote.

suggested is

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. But they could do it, under the law?-A. Yes.
By the Chairman:

Q. Yesterday Mr. Foran was being examined on the question of the advis-

ability of the list of the applicantsbeing retained for a great period of time.

That'matter came under discussion,and Mr. Foran, as I recall, mentioned the

ageof the list in the United Statesbeinglessthan it is in Canada?-A. Yes.
[Mr.

C. H. Bland.]
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Q. How long do your lists stay in existence?-A. Under present conditions
they have not got any definite regulations limiting the life of the lists, but
that has been under consideration, with the idea of limiting the lists to a
definite period so that the eligible would be available when called upon.
Q. Would you mind giving the Committee your opinion? Mr. Foran said
he would rather have your opinion, I think, than his own, on the best procedure

with regard to the age of lists?-A.

I think it is desirable, Mr. Chairman, that

the lists should not last forever, because the practical

result of that in the

government service as in ordinary businessservice is if a list lives forever, you
have two or three persons whom you call on for positions, and when assigned,

they do not turn up, and the department have to wait for help.
Q. Do you think the Act should be improved pertaining to the length of
life of a list?--A. Yes, I think that improvement might very well be considered,
and an improvement could be made in setting a definite limit. There are, however, certain caseswhere a list should be kept.
Q. Do the Commissioners approve of that? Has it been a matter of
discussionamongst themselves?-A. I think Mr. Foran can answer that better
than

I can.

Mr. FORAN:Yes, the Commissionlooks favourably upon that suggestion.
THE CHAIRMAN: What I am trying to bring before the Committee on matters of this kind where undoubtedly the law can be improved, and where the
Committee can be shown that, by you, to their own satisfaction, is that these

improvements might be incorporated in the recommendationsof the Committee
to the House for changes in the Act. You would suggest that is a point that
might be taken under discussion by the Committee?-A.
Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Suppose I put this case to you: You recall that last year there was ;i
museum helper that was to be appointed early in January. I think the vacancy
occurred in December. The position was advertised. $960 salary, I think, and
as a result of that, if my recollection serves me right, there must have been ninety
to one hundred applications for that position in Ottawa, from Vancouver to
Halifax. Examinations were held at various points to find out the best fitted

man for the position. Have you any idea of the cost of that-for the holding
of those examinations?--A. No, I cannot give you an estimate, but I can easily
get it.

Q. Do you think that is a proper system of holding these examinations all
over Canada for the selection of a museum helper, at a salary of $960?-A. No,
I do not.

Q. Do you think the regulations could be altered?-A.

I think

it is an

exhorbitant expenditure for the type of position involved/
Q. Are there any similar casesunder the regulations that can be honestly
and sincerely fixed up like that?-A.

I think there are.

Q. I am quite prepared to take your opinion-probably not today but when

you arerecalled,I wouldbe grateful if you wouldlet the Committeehavesugges-

tions as to where these improvements might be made, will you do that?-A.
will be very glad to do that, Mr. Chevrier.

I

Q. By the way, these questions on the advisory board. I think we have
the information that I asked for, but I am sorry it is very scant. Questionswere
not clear, but, for instance No. 2: "How often have they sat in Ottawa since
1918?" I would like to get the name of the gentlemen who composed these
boards on each occasion,and when they sat. For instance, you have given a
casewhere Mr. Justice Audette and Colonel Biggar sat for the purpose of select-

ing onelawyer. I would like to get the numberof times they sat with the personneleachtime and whetherthe recommendationwas followed?-A. If you
can give us a little time, for it is a big task.

[Mr.

C. H.

Bland.]
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Mr. SHAW: Yes, it is quite lengthy.

Mr. FORAN: Do you mean all the advisory boards or just those on which
legal officers were appointed?
Mr. CHEVRIER: I understand that advisory boards are not appointed to
select charwomen; they are appointed to select for higher positions, professional
or technical

officials.

Mr. FORAN
: I thought you were referring to legal positions.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Not particularly; I was referring to caseswhere any technical or professional appointment was to be made in the city of Ottawa.
By the Chairman:

Q. In compiling information in accordancewith Mr. Chevrier's previous request,would it be possibleto compile it in such a way as to show the Committee
the cost of making typical appointments?-A. Yes, I think I could do that.
Q. The purpose of the Committee, as I understand it, is to assist in recom-

mending economiesas well as improvements,and I would like if you could show
the cost of making appointments in typical cases.-A. I had prepared a statement
showing the cost of those advisory boards, the cost of the system for the last
two years.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. I asked you the other day for a list of lawyers who were made nominees
to the advisory boards, and the salaries paid, and how they are classified. You
are getting that?-A. I think that is ready now, Mr. Martell. You have not received

it?

Q. No, I moved in the House for a return some time ago.-A. It has been
prepared, because I have seen it.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I suppose there is a fee charged to applicants for examination?-A.
Yes, where there is a written examination. I find that I have not that paper
giving the cost of the examinations with me, but the year before last, the total
cost, if I can recall the figures, was less than $3,000. Last year, if I can recall
the figures correctly, it was less than one half of that.
By the Chairman:

Q. That is the advisory boards?-A. I can get the general cost of the
examinations.

I thought I had it.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Perhaps you can give at the same time the revenues to show the fees
received.

I think

we

should

have

that.-A.

Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. The position which Mr. Chevrier takes is that in the case he mentioned
where they wanted a new assistant for the Museum, there would be no fees.
Mr. CHEVRIER: No fees, but there would be the usual expenditure.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. Do you use university professors now?-A.
have not the old second division

examinations

Not as much as before.

We

in which we used them so exten-

sively. We use them now in the special examinations for technical positions.
Mr. MARTELL: Later on, Mr. Chairman, I would like to call the officials
who are under Mr. Bland. There are two questions that I want to direct to

them. That is, I would like to have your examiners in Ottawa called.
[Mr.

C. H. Bland.]
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Mr. FORAN: You would like to have them called?

Mr. MARTELL: Yes.

My examination of them will not take more than

a minute.

The CHAIRMAN: Are there any further questions that the members desire

to ask in regard to the examination branch?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I have just one more question. Papers are set for examination of office
duties?

That

occurs does it not?-A.

Yes.

Q. Who sets those papers?-A. They may be set by the examiners, or we
may get them from the department, depending on whether or not we can do it
ourselves. In the greater number of caseswe do it ourselves, but in special
cases,such as post office positions, we have to call in assistance.
Q. What office duties would your examiner know sufficiently about?-A.
For instance, shorthand, typewriting, office practice, book-keeping, and so on.
Q. I agree there, but in the case of promotions, if you have to determine
what the office duties will be, what procedure do you follow?-A. If it is a case
of setting a paper on what we call duties of office, the practice would be for
the examiner to consult with the head of the branch in which the vacancy
occurs so as to acquaint himself with the duties. If he cannot do it himself,
after getting that information, he would get such assistance from the head of
the

branch

as would

enable

him

to

do it.

Q. Who would prepare the questions?-A. In some cases it is just a question of which can be done most effectively and economically. In some cases

the department would prepare them.
Q. The department would prepare the questions?-A. In some cases.
Q. In some cases the department would prepare the questions?-A. Yes.
Q. That is, an official of the department?-A.
They would come to us

under the deputy's signature. In the Post Office department they have a man
who does that work. His duty is not to do it for us, but they maintain an
examination system for sorting mail, and he does other work as well.
Q. I agree with those inferior positions. I am not concerned about them,

but in the higher casesyou say that one of the officials of the department will
set the papers?-A. In the higher cases,a written examination is very infrequent.

Q. But there are cases?-A. Yes.
Q. Let us take those infrequent cases. You say that an official of the
department would set the papers?-A. In some cases, yes.
Q. Who would correct them?-A. Quite frequently the same official of the
department in those few cases.
Q. Has it ever happened in your knowledge?-A.
department has set a paper?
Q. Yes?-A. Yes.

That an official in the

Q. Has it ever happened that you have set papers yourself for duties of

officein thosehigher positions?-A. I do not know that I can say that we have
set papersfor duties of office. We have set papersfor promotions,but not
for

duties

of

office.

Q. Sometime ago in the Interior department,they wanted to promotea

man to the lands branch where they have to do with the regulation of homesteads. The Department recommendeda certain gentleman, but there was a

gentlemanfrom the outside who was competingfor the position also. Am I
right in assuming that the duties of office in that particular class would mean a

knowledgeof the homesteadregulationsand the land law?-A. Yes, in that
case a paper of that character would, I think, be reasonable.

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. Would it be fair to assume that the duties of office in that case would be,

for instance, a knowledge of the duties of a homesteaderapplying for a homestead, fencing and breaking and cropping, keeping a number of cattle, and also a
knowledge of homesteadregulations?-A. I think I know the case you refer to.
Q. Would that have been a fair examination for the duties of office in that
case?-A. If a duties of office paper had been set, yes.
Q. Would you say in all sincerity that it would have been fair to set a
paper on the development of aerial navigation, to test the capacity of the
gentleman who belonged to the Dominion Lands Branch?-A. That would not
be a duties of office paper at all.
Q. Do you think it was fair to set that paper in that way?-A. I think
it was, because it was not a duties of office paper at all.
Q. Was it not a fact that the gentleman who got that position already had
experience in aerial navigation?-A.
I do not know.
Q. Can you dispute it?-A. I cannot without looking it up.
Q. You cannot dispute it; I know it is a fact.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. What is the story?-A. The story is this: There was vacant a position
of senior clerk in one of the branches of the Department of the Interior.
A
number of the applicants from the branch applied for the promotion. Reports
were prepared by the departmental officers in charge, and one man stood at the
head of the list with a slightly higher rating, seven marks, I think. But that

man had an extremely limited education. That, of course, is nothing against
him, but it happenedthat in this particular position the requirements provided
that there should be a high school education. This gentleman did not have that,
and in order to ascertain whether he had improved his education sufficiently to
come up to the level set by the classification, we asked him and the other
candidates to write for us a short essay on the development of land, water and

aerial transportation, simply to indicate whether he had gained that education.
By Mr- Chevrier:

Q. Do you think it would have been fair to set as a paper on the duties
of office of an official of the Civil Service Commission the writing of an essay
upon the history of aerial navigation?-A. I think another paper might have
been fairer; I would not quibble about it to that extent. It happened that the
gentleman who obtained the highest rating refused to take that paper.
By Mr. Brown:
Q. It was an essay on a general topic?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Did you say that the gentleman who got the highest rating did not get
the position, or would not take the paper?-A. Yes.
Q. So far as the duties of office are concerned, would he not have been the

better man?-A. So far as the departmental opinion of his work was concerned,
he was the better man by seven marks, I think. The other gentleman who stood
highest on the examination secured promotion. The department accepted his

promotion and has since recommendedhim for an increase of salary for satisfactory service.

Q. What has happened once may happen twice?-A. Yes, but if we make
a mistake once, we endeavour to prevent it the next time.

Q. If you can give me the number of mistakes you have corrected. I will
:=eehow far your sincerity goes.
[Mr.

C.
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Bland.]
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By Mr. Rinjret'-

Q. In certain examinations the candidates can choosetheir own methods?
-A.

Yes.

Q. How do you make comparisons?-A. That was the old system; it has not
been so much in effect lately.

Q. But yet in effect?-A. No, I do not think there have been any cases
recently.

Q. It is in the law?-A. That was in the old law.
Q. Do you mean that it has been abrogated?-A.

Yes.

Q. Or is it merely not put in practice?-A. The regulations have been
changed. That was in the old seconddivision examinations, but that regulation
has ceased to be.

Q. I understand that at present there cannot be an examination under that
system, but that all candidates have to reply to exactly the same questions?A. There can be an examination on that system if the Commissioners wish to
order it.

Q. But it has not been the practice?-A.

There has been this difference.

Originally it was ordered that such an examination should be held but that
regulation was abrogated, and all that now exists is that the Commission has
authority to set the type of examination.
Q. Is this a case where the Commissioners can do what they like?-A.
Witness

WM.

Yes.

retired.

FORAN recalled

and further

examined.

By the Chairman:
Q. It was your desire to call another of your clerks, the head of the assignment branch, I think?-A.
Mr. Bland announced when he took the stand that
he had with him the head French examiner, Mr. Baril.
He is present this
afternoon, and as Mr. Martell thought that Mr. Eland's assistants should be put
on the stand, I thought that since Mr. Baril is here he might take the stand
and Mr. Martell, Mr. Chevrier, Mr. Parent or Mr. Rinfret could ask him
questions.
Witness

retired.

J. R. A. BARIL called

and sworn.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. You reside in Ottawa?-A.
I do.
Q. You are an assistant to Mr. Bland in the Examination
Civil Service
translators.

Commission?-A.

I am head of the French

Branch of the

examiners

and French

Q. Have you discussedwith any person connected with the Commission,
either jointly or severally, or with any officials, whether superior or junior,
as to the nature of the evidence you were to give here?-A.

No.

Q. In the course of your examination of candidates, have you ever known
cases,where the Commissionersor any other person connected with the Civil

ServiceCommissioninquired if so and so were a candidate,and took away
that man's paper and examined it and made a rating?-A. No.
Q. Where are the other papers which were left with you. You do not know
of anything like that having occurred?-A. No.

Q. Would you say it did not occur?-A. I should say it did not occur.
[Mr.

J. R.

A.
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Q. Would you say it did not occur, of your own personal knowledge? You
might say "to your own knowledge," but will you say, as a matter of fact, that
it did not occur?-A. I thought you were asking me if I thought it did not occur.
Q. Well, do you know that it did not occur?-A. As far as I know, it did not.
Q. But you would not say it did not?-A.

No, I cannot.

The CHAIRMAN: Would you like to ask Mr. Baril one question, Mr.
Chevrier?

Mr. CHEVRIER: I know how the assignment branch functions. I was
going to let some of the other members of the Committee who do not know,
ask the questions.
Mr.

FORAN:

Mr.

Baril

is the

chief

French

examiner

and

chief

translator.

Mr. CHEVRIER: I have no question to ask him.
Witness discharged.
ARTHVR

THIVIERGE

called

and sworn.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Thivierge, your name is
.-A. Arthur Thivierge.
O. And your position?-A.
I am head of the assignment branch.
Q. Of the Civil Service Commission?-A. Of the Civil Service Commission.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Mr. Thivierge, give us an idea of how your assignment branch works.A. Well, after the examinations are held, eligible lists are prepared and are sent
to the assignment branch in order of merit.

Q. How are the eligible lists prepared?-A. By examinations. Of course,
general positions, such as stenographers and clerks, called junior positionsexaminations for them used to be held once a year, or sometimes twice a year;
for the last two years we probably held one or two, for the simple reason that
the different departments are laying off permanent employees, who come back

on our list for the first preference,so we really do not need clerks, except possibly stenographers.
Q. You say that the permanent employees who are being released automatically go back on the list?-A.
At the top of the list, according to the number of years service they had. If the number of years of permanent service is
equal, then the number of temporary years count.
Q. Then how do you make the assignment?-A. Simply in order of merit;
in order as they stand on the list. Now, if a requisition comes into us calling
for a special qualification, then we send a complete list of the eligibles to the
examiner, unless, of course, we have that information already on our eligible
lists. For instance, if a candidate wanted, or the employees wanted, has to be
a bilingual stenographer, or a law stenographer, all that information we have
ourselves, but we do not take upon ourselves to make an appointment. We
make a recommendation to the Commissioners, who approve. We do not take
it upon ourselves to skip any names.
Q. You then make up a list. If the department wants a clerk, wants a

stenographer, you make up a list from your eligibles?-A. Yes, we assign the
first

candidate

on our list

first.

Q. You send that in where?-A. I have authority to do that. If I assign
the first person on my list, I am all right;
I do that on my own initiative, but
"
if the department, for " instance, says we want a man who has so many years
in book-keeping," or we want a stenographer who has got so many years
experiencein book-keeping," then I submit a list of names all in the order of
merit, to the Commissioners,who take the application forms of those candidates
and go into the experiencethese
[Mr.
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Q. I appreciate your giving me all this information, but we cannot keep
that all in our heads. There are two classesof assignments,the ones made by
you.-A.

Yes.

Q. And the other you have referred to as being special?-A. They are all
made by me. I do not skip any names. Before I skip any I must give the
Commissioners

a reason for it.

Q. Let us take this case. Supposingyou get,a requisition from the Minister
of Justice for a stenographer-he applies to you for a stenographer. What do
you do?-A. Well, I take my list-if he does not ask for any special qualifications

.

Q. We are on that-no

special qualifications.-A.

I assign the party on the

list.

Q. You assign the party on the list?-A.

Yes.

Q. That clerk's name gets on the list in what way-either by going through
an examination
.-A. Yes, either by examination or a lay-off.
Q. Or a lay-off from another department?-A.
If that party would be a
lay-off, he would have the first preference. If that clerk gets first on the list
through a lay-off, you simply assign her without inquiry of anybody of her

capacity as a stenographer

.-A.

This was done already.

Q. Wait a minute. You take it for granted? Of yourself you do not know?
-A. No, but the examination for this was held previously.
Q. Yesterday we said a man might be efficient to-day and not to-morrow.A. That is the trouble of a lay-off- -.
Q. That is what I want you to come to. Occasionally they may be laid
off because of being supernumeraries, because there may be too many people, or
lay-offs for inefficiency?-A. Not officially.
Q. I quite agree with you, " not officially," but if they are laid off through
inefficiency they find their way back on the list?-A.
Yes, but if the department has been right in the first place, they would be laid off for inefficiency
at the end of six months.

Q. But a man may become inefficient after five years. Well, we will not
thrash that out. Somebody has become inefficient after two years, and automatically finds himself back on the list. You, yourself, have no alternative
but to send that clerk to the Minister

of Justice who in turn-and

correct me if

I am wrong-might keep that clerk for one day and send him away, and automatically he finds his name put on the list again.-A. In that case,if the department refuses a person, we inquire why they are not taking that person, and

submit the reasonsto the examiner, in regard to the qualifications of that party,
and the examiner prepares a memorandum to the Commissioners,to find out
whether that person's name will go back on the list or not. If the person is
found not to possessthe qualifications required, he or she will not go on the
list, We have casesof that kind at the present time.
Q. Where they will not go back on the list?-A. No, becausethey have not
the qualifications.

Q. How long doesit take you to do all that?-A. Not very long.
Q. Well, how long, becausewith the Commission length of time counts for
something?-A.

To do that, Mr. Chevrier?

Q. To find out all this, and for your examiner to report.-A. I know most
all stenographersas a rule-not " most of them," but a good many of them-are
on duty before we get the requisitions, because they said they were rushed-

Q. Wait a minute. They are on duty before you get the requisition?-A.
Yes.

Q. How do they get there?-A. We get the requisition that they want
somebody in a hurry.

We always get the requisition, but, of course, I make sure
IMr.
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the deputy minister gets the stenographertemporarily. They may only want
her for a week or a month, and they cannot wait two or three days.
Q. The fact is they get them before the requisition gets to you?-A. Some
times, but they are not appointed before that. The parties take a chance in
going there. We cannot guarantee their salaries or certificate until we have the
requisition from the department.

Q. I know, and some of the clerks in the civil service know to their own
satisfaction and misfortune, but the fact is that it is done.-A.

Yes, in some

cases,but on my own responsibility. The Commissionis not responsible. I am
taking a chance to please the department.

Q. You realize you are paid to do your duty, not to take a chancewith the
deputy minister. Let the deputy minister take a chance. Now, then, in the
other classes, where they want a special stenographer, or where they want a

special book-keeper, or somebody special, what happens?-A. Well, I immediately prepare a list of all the namesI have on the eligible list for that special
position, say, a stenographerwith a knowledge of book-keeping, and I ask the
examination branch to draw all the application

forms of those candidates.

These application forms give their experience,and I send all these application
forms to the examiner to find out whether there is anybody on that list with
the qualifications

required.

Q. Fine. Now just a minute. On this list the clerk, or the applicant sets
out his
Q.
Q.
Q.

qualifications?-A.
On his application?
Yes.?-A. Yes.
Is that a sworn statement?-A.
Yes.
It is supposed to be a sworn statement?-A.

It is always;

sometimes it

doesnot look like it from the answers,but it is; but they get caught in the end.
Very often their age is not given truthfully, but when we collect the evidence,
they find out that they have made a mistake.

Q. Do not let us talk about ages,becausethere may be ladies who will see
this. In all casesnow, does it call for a sworn statement, or simply a declaration?-A.

It

is a sworn

statement.

Q. In all cases?-A. For examinations, yes.
Q. When somebody puts in an application to the civil service?-A. Yes, it
is supposed to be.
Q. You know best, but my recollection is that there are a number of them

that simply say " declared," and not " sworn."-A.

I never saw any. I may be

ignorant of some cases, but I never saw any.

Q. Then you go on that information-the examinersgo on that information
submitted on these two sheets?-A. On the sworn application.
Q. And then what do they do?-A. They go through the experienceof these
candidates and generally find a few, and submit-

Q. What doeshe do to find that out? He has that list before him and they
say they worked at such-and-such a place in the last eight years, and have
been employed at such-and-such a place, and in this-that-and-the-other capacity.
Does he check that up?-A. Yes.

Q. Does he telephone all the names given on the forms?-A. No.
Q. What does he do?-A. In most casesthey have letters of reference.
Q. Mr. Thiverge, let me say this, I have had my name on those lists time
and time again, and I have never had any inquiry from the Commission. Maybe
that was the reason why they did not ask me.-A. As a rule, the experiences

that they mentionas havingacquiredon this swornapplicationare quite correct.
Q. Let me tell you this
A. There may be specialcaseswherethey were
not, but as a rule they are.
[Mr.
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Q. I can give you a case where this sworn statement was not correct, but
we will not discuss that.

Then your examiner looks through these various

qualifications and baseshis report of fitness on that statement?-A. His recommendation

to the Commission.

Q. Based on that?-A.

Yes.

Q. Has he any personal means of checking it up, or does he wholly rely
on the information given there?-A. As a rule he does. If he has any doubt,
he goesto the foundation and enquires.
Q. Who is the gentlemenwho usually does that?-A. For each department
there is an examiner assigned. There are five or six.
Q. Give me the namesof a couple of them.-A. Mr. Kemmis has the Trade
and Commerce,and Justice; Mr. Watson, the Customs, and Mr. Bourbonnais,
the Interior Department, and Miss Reid, has the Agriculture; Mr. Nelson, the
Public Works-I am sorry to say, for him-, and others, if you want the list.
Q. Therefore, as far as you are concerned,of your own personal knowledge,
do you know whether these lists are checkedup in the manner in which I have
just indicated-to your personal knowledge?-A. What the examiner does when
he getsthe applications, he preparesmatter for the Commissionersto decide, and
makes his report to the Commissoners.

Q. You cannot tell me whether he makes a personal investigation into the
accuracy of these statements?-A. It is for him to say.
Q. After that he sendsthat statement, with his recommendation,to the three
Commissioners?-A. To the secretary.
Q. Whom do you mean?-A. Mr. Bland or Mr. Foran, for their recommendation, and then it goes to the Commissioners.
Q. What does Mr. Foran do, to your knowledge, do you know? Does he

simply initial it or O.K. it?-A.

No, sometimeshe finds we are wrong and sends

it back, but as a rule he recommends the report, and the examiner goes and sees
these people-.
Q. That is all right, I think the same thing you think, that Mr. Foran gets
this report and he has no personal means of verifying it, but usually relies on
the honesty and capability of the examiners.-A. Yes, a great deal.
Q. As far as you know he does not go through the personal examination
again?-A. If he did-.
Q. If he did he might find out sometimes that there was something wrong,
but he does not. Then it goes to the three Commissioners?-A. One of them.
It is supposed to go to two.
Q. And then what do they do?-A. They generally O.K. what the examiner

has recommendedin that particular case.
Q. Do you know of your own personal knowledge whether at any time the
Commissioners have made a personal investigation after Mr. Foran has recom-

mended it?-A. In some caseswhere there have been complaints, or there have
beensomerepresentationsmadeto them, they sometimes-I speak from memory.
That is my impression, that they sometimeswanted to get down to facts, and
when the full facts were not presentedto them, these recommendationswere not
O.K.'d or approved by them.
Q. But you cannot state how often that happened?-A. Not very often.
Q. So that after all, you make up the list, you send it over to the examiner,
and the examiner,doessomething with it which we do not know yet, but we will

find from him, then he sendsit to Mr. Foran who practically rubber-stampsit,
then they sendit to the Commissioners
who practically rubber-stampit; how

longdoesthat taketo getthat done?-A. A very, very'shorttime, for positions

to be filled from eligible lists which are alreadyestablished,it takes a very short
time, because
the departmentsare rushingus, and they alwayswant their people
in a hurry.
5-10
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Q- Very well. On the eligible list; when you have special qualifications.
doesit take as short a time as you say it doesfor the others?-A. It doesnot

take more, although some take more time than others. As a rule it takes half
a day or a day.

Q. Let us understandthis thoroughly.-A. That is the rule.
Q. You know that it takes very much more, Mr. Thivierge, than a day

or two.-A.

No, I mean in some cases.

Q. I know somecaseswherethe appointmenthas beenmade inside of six

hours, and I know others where it has taken ten months.-A. Yes.

Q. How often?-A. The appointmentsyou are referring to, you are
referring to appointmentsfrom establishedeligible lists. I mean ordinary
clerks or stenographers,
wherespecialqualificationsare not required; as a rule
they require ordinary education.
Q. After you have sent that list down, after the commissioners have O.K.'d

it and sent it down to the department for allocation, it would be interesting to
know the number of times that you have had occasionto send these clerks down
and the number of times these clerks have been refused within six months, by
the deputy ministers. Have you any idea as to that?-A. Very, very few; there
was one in the Justice Department

lately,

because the Justice Department

claimed that their position was that of a law-clerk-stenographer at $1,020,and
an ordinary stenographerwas getting only $960.
Q. It is a fact that after going through all this checking, it happens that
the inefficient or improper clerk finds his or her way into a department and is
repudiated within the period?-A.

It might have been so, I do not remember.

I do not know of any, but there might have been some.
Q. Try and recollect, now.-A.

If there were very many I would remember,

but I do not.

Q. First they come to you?-A. They would come to me.
Q. After having been refused?-A. Yes, they would come to me. We are
talking of different things, probably. I thought you were referring at first to
temporary employees, and it seems to me that you are referring to permanent
employees. I cannot say that they are employed within a day or two; I was
referring to temporary employees. Before we place a person's name on the
list,-that
is more serious than temporary employment, because then it is only

a question of a day or so before they get another position-but if it comesto a
permanent appointment we are very careful, at least I am.
Q. But it is a fact that in the case of a permanent employee it takes a
certain length of time before that is done?-A. It does when the department
requires special qualifications, but it does not take very long, not from our
eligible list.

Q. But the law, as it stands to-day, and your regulations as they are now
on your books, enable an inefficient clerk to find his way or her way to a
position, after going through all of this. Under the present system that is
possible?-A.

Everything

is possible in this world, but it is not probable.

It

may be possible, but very improbable.
Q. Xow. I do not want to argue, but you have stated so.-A. It might have
happened,but there are very few casesat least.
Q. You say that sometimesyou skip a name on the list; why do you skip
a name?-A.

Before I do that the Commissioners have to approve.

Q. I do not understand.-A. If the Interior Department asks for a bilingual stenographer, one with a knowledge of English and French, I cannot

assignthe first personon the list unlessthey understandboth languages,and
if they ask for a French person,and the first one on the list is an English

person,I cannotassignthem,I haveto cometo the first Frenchone,and even
[Mr.
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before that I have to have the recommendation of the Commissioners,even for
temporary employment.
Q. Supposing a deputy minister wanted a clerk with very special qualifications, and he would say that the clerk would have to have a knowledge of

Japaneseor Chinese, and the 19th clerk on the list that filed an application
and said he or she had that knowledge, what would you do?-A.

In that case,

as I explained before, I would examine all the applications to find out whether
some of the candidates ahead of this Japanese man had the qualifications
required.

Q. How would you know whether someoneahead of this person had not the
necessaryqualifications?-A. That is up to the examiner. As a rule he goesinto
all the applications.

Q. Let us be sincere and draw this to a close. Do you not think that is all
unnecessary delay, and a waste of time; do you not think it is, do you not
think the same result would be achieved by some very much more simple

method?-A. The candidate's interest would not be safeguarded,especially the
returned

soldier.

Q. I am not talking about that; we will talk about that later, but do you
not think, with all sincerity, that there is very much, that there is too much of

this red tape and cross-checkingand re-checking which, after all, leaves it open
to an unsatisfactory result?-A.
I cannot see it.
Q. Surely you cannot see it.-A. No, I am sorry, but I cannot, because

otherwise if I had the authority to go to work and skip any name on the list,
I would be in a very nice position; I would hold a very important position.
Q. I know you hold a very important position.-A. It looks that way, but
it is not.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. I would like to try and make a point here. I understand that when you
have a demand for a certain position, you assign a man, according to your
list?-A. Yes, the first on the list.
Q. Then, if there is doubt in your mind, I understand that you send a
certain number of applications to the examiners?-A. Yes, that is only in cases

where the department sends a letter to the effect that this particular position,
although it is classified requires certain special knowledge on some other line.

Q. I would like to say this. I have followed very closely your replies, and
I have not been able to find out, so I wish you would follow me. I understand
that in certain cases you send to the examiners a certain number of application

forms

for

them

to

choose

between.-A.

To

find

out

who

has

the

most

experience.

Q. You are doing that?

Answer me yes or no, please.-A. He does not

choose.

Q.
Q.
get the
Q.

You send a certain number of application forms?-A. Yes.
That would mean that in that case the first man on the list would not
appointment?-A.
No, not if he has not the special qualifications.
Then it also means that the examiners are to decide whether a man who

is not first on the list, but according to their own judgment, has some specific
qualification and should get the appointment. Do they report that to you?A. They report that to the Commissioners.
Q. Or, in other words, without

going into any other strange field, there

are certain cases,likely numerous cases,where the first man on the list is not
appointed?-A. Yes, a few cases.
By Mr. McBride:
Q. When these men are not appointed, is it not for certain reasons that

they have not the qualifications?-A. Yes, it is only in caseswherethe depart[Mr.
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mentis very particular. Most of the time the Commission
inquiresaboutthese
qualifications,and it i- only when I am satisfiedthat the call for specialqualificationsis seriousenoughthat they are submittedto the examiner.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. You do not include that when you send these lists back to the examiners, some one might have priority over the others?-A. Yes, in order of merit.
and the first party on that list who has the qualifications gets the position.
That i- so even for temporary employment.
Mr. FURAN:Mr. Chairman, the witness has asked me if you would be good
enough to allow him to make some explanation with regard to his promotion,
which was brought up by Mr. Martell. He may not be on the stand again, and
he would like to make his own statements.

The CHAIRMAN: I think it is quite in order. Mr. Martell can read the
explanation.
The WITNESS: Mr. Martell, I heard it said that I was promoted in a kind of
illegal way. I was first transferred from the Interior department, where I had
been for ten years as senior clerk. I passed the second division examination in
1910. I was transferred to the Commission about three years ago at the same
salary and the same position. I was assistant to Mr. Hines, who was then
chief of the assignment branch. He was setting 81.800 to 82,280. Mr. Hines
tried to hn\ e a higher classification and failed, so he tried an examinationi position advertised in the air service as store keeper. It was somewhat lower than his position at that time, although Mr. Martell said it was higher
I may be mistaken, but I think the salary was a lower maximum. He passed
the examination, as he was a very clever man, and he was appointed. In the
meantime, or quite a while before he had passed the examination, I had passed
a principal clerk's examination, which was the position which Mr. Hines had
vacated. I was qualified by examination, and I was first on that list for that

position. I came out secondon that examination, but the first man had been
appointed to the organization branch, so I was really the first man for the
posi^.on,the position of principal clerk which had been vacated by Mr. Hines.
When he went I was promoted to the position.

I do not believe there was any-

body in the Commission senior to me. At all events, I was the only man in
line in that branch to be promoted to that position.

About the classification of

my position, it was not done right after Mr. Hines had left, it was done a year
and a half or pretty close to two years after he had left the service. Then,
after the new Government came in, there was a great deal more French corre-

spondencein the Commission,and I am acting to a certain extent as French
secretary, and these are the circumstancesunder which I got my promotion at
first, and then my classification.
Mr. FORAN: Additional duties?
The WITNESS: Yes, additional duties which were brought about by the

changeof government,a gooddeal moreFrench work.
The CHAIRMAN: Any more questions? If not, we will clean up one or two
little matters. Mr. Foran wanted to explain something to the Committee. I

think we might take that up now.
Mr. FORAX: I think there are a number of questions Mr. Hughes would

like to ask. and perhaps it might take up a little more time than you are prepared
to spend this afternoon.
The CHAIRMAN: Then we will take it up to-morrow.

Mr. FORAX: Before you adjourn, Mr. Martell asked me the question if I

had spokento any of my staff with regardto the natureof the evidencethey were
[Mr.
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to give. My reply was in the negative. I want to take this opportunity of
repeating that. I have never consulted with any member of my staff as to the
evidence they were to give before this Committee. As a matter of fact, Mr.
Baril and Mr. Thivierge were told that as I was coming up here they had better
come along in case they would be called upon. Mr. Patching was called on

unexpectedly; Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman never consulted me as to what they
were to say, or anything like that. As far as the Commissioners are concerned,
I do not think they have reached any agreement as to what lines they are going
to take, or whether they are going to take any line at all, so there has been
absolutely no rehearsing on the part of any one. We are here to give you the

fullest possibleinformation, and we hope that when we get through we will have
done our work to your satisfaction.
The Committee adjourned until 10 a.m. March 22, 1923.

THURSDAY,March 22, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10
o'clock a.m., the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm, presiding.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Before we proceed with the hearing of witnesses, for the
purpose of expediting the work of the Committee, I would like to move the
following:"That Messieurs Chevrier, Rinfret, Copp, Simpson, Brown and Shaw
be a sub-Committee to assist the Chairman of the Committee in disposing
of correspondence, returns, and other papers submitted, and also to assist
in the matter of selecting witnesses as well as the general management
of the Committee."

Motion agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, Mr. Foran will proceed to give some information which he has compiled as the result of previous questions.
WM.

FORAN:

Recalled

and

further

examined.

WITNESS:At the conclusion of yesterday's proceedings,Mr. Martell asked
that all the examiners of the Commission be brought here, as he wanted to
swearthem and ask them a question or two. The full staff is here this morning,
and I hope that Mr. Martell will be here shortly, as I would like to relieve them

from attendance as soon as possible as they are required at the Commission.
In the meantime, until Mr. Martell arrives, we may proceed with the questions
which Mr. Hughes askod with regard to the Soldier Settlement Board, Soldiers'
Civil Re-establishment, and the Board of Pension Commissioners. A question
was asked by him as to the number of employees and the total
salaries paid in these departments.

amount of

By Mr. Hughes:-

Q. The first questionI askedwas this, when were those departments,or
branchesof departmentsorganized?-A. I havenot completedata with reference
to thesedepartments,I understandthat the deputy minister will probably be
called as a witness, and he will be able to give you more details.
Q. Can you give us the date of organization?-A. The Soldier Settlement

Boardwasestablished
in 1918,the Soldiers'Civil Re-establishment
wasorganized first, as the Hospitals Commission,and was subsequentlychangedto the
Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment in 1918, but the exact dates I

am unableto give. You can get moredetailedinformationfrom the deputy
minister when he appears before you.

[Mr.
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The Soldier Settlement

Board was established after the passageof the 1918 Act. The Soldiers' Civil
Re-establishment was a comparatively small department before the Act was
i':i-ed, and, as I said, was formerly known as the Hospitals Commission.
Q. Then it became the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment?

That was after

the passing of the present Civil Service Act, was it?-A. About the time the Act
was passed, yes. The statement, which I have in my hand, shows:Soldier

Settlement

Board

No. of Employees

Salaries

March
March
March
March

31,
31,
31,
31,

1918, 13
1919, 186
1920, 1,552
1921, 1,082

March

31, 1922, 771

$

1,72044
102,291 72
1,269.45984
1,935,37250
1,205.60000

Dec. 31, 1923, 692

1,093,38000

Sri/i/ifT./

March

31, 1918, 4.146

March
March
March
March
March

31,
31,
31,
31,
31,

Civil

Hi'-cxtablixhrnent

?2,070,724 65

1919, 3,891
1920, 8,791
1921, 5,453
1922, 4,606
1923 3.600

2,632.329 16
9,501,988 70
9,402,32039
6,948,61651
5,400.64861

Board of Pension Commissioners
March 31. 1922, 25
Dec. 31, 1923, 26

62,20036
48,00428
Income

Tax

Branch

November, 1921, 362 (Ottawa only).
March 22, 1923, approximately 1,400 employees, including Ottawa.
By Mr. Hughes:
Q. Four hundred and fourteen hundred?-A.
will

include

the four

hundred

No, the fourteen hundred

in Ottawa.

By Mr. Drumrnond:
Q. Have you the number of employees in the different branches outside
of Ottawa?-A.

In the

Q. Yes.-A.

Income

Tax?

I can get that information

for you.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Have you the cost of the service for the Income Tax?-A.

The adminis-

tration of both acts as aboveis §2,200.000.-that was last year's salary payment.
Q. An increase over the preceding year?-A. There is a large increase
from year to year. The staff is constantly increasing.
By the Chairman:

Q. That is the Soldiers' Civil

Re-establishment9-A. Xo. Income Tax

department.

Mr. HUGHES: May I be permitted to conduct the examination until I
have finished. I appreciate the questions that the members are asking, but I
think

it interferes

with

the work.

The WITXESS: Mr. Hughes, have you any objection to the examiners
being sworn, and questionedby Mr. M^pll9
Then we can continue.
[Mr.
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Mr. HUGHES: No, I have no objection to anything that will facilitate the
work.

The CHAIRMAN: I pointed that out to the Committee and I think that
should not be a matter of complaint; it is a matter of common courtesy to allow
one member to continue

his examination.

There are some members of the examining staff which Mr. Foran has
arranged to be here. Mr. Martell wants to swear them and ask a question.
The members are here, Mr. Martell,

and we can call them now.

Mr. MARTELL: My sole object in regard to this matter, as I explained to
Mr. Foran yesterday-I am not antagonistic to Mr. Foran or any member of
the staff, but there is a rumour that has been brought to my attention and I want
to give you (indicating Mr. Foran) a chanceto clear it up, in fairness to yourselves.

The WITNESS: Mr. Martell, it was quite agreeable to us to meet your wishes.
Miss RUTH M. WALKER, Miss MORA GUTHRIE, Miss JEAN REID, Mr. J.
WILFRID BOURBONNAIS,Mr. CHARLES GARRET, Mr. ARTHUR KEMMIS, Mr.
ROBERTMORGAN, Mr. J. LEO BOUCHARD,Mr. HUGH R. MCNAUGHTON, Mr.
STANLEY G. NELSON, AND WILLIAM S. WATSON, were called to be sworn.

By Mr. MARTELL: (To Miss Walker.)
Q. You are Miss Walker, are you?-A. Yes.
Q. What is your position in the Civil Service in connection with the Civil
Service Commission? That is you are an examiner, are you?-A. Yes.
Q. In what branch of the work?-A.
You mean what does my work consist
of?

Q. No, I don't want long details, but just briefly.

You are an examiner?-

A. Yes.

Q. What papersdo you examine?-A. I have assistedin the preparation for
tests in the clerical department.

Q. Do you examine these papers?-A. Yes.
Q. You examine them all the time yourself?-A. A good many of them.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. What do you mean by "a great many of them?"-A.

I examine the

papers which I set.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Do you know of any occasionof any papersbeingtaken by any other
personthan yourself from you, or by any memberof the Commission,and
examined, that should have been done by you?-A. The only time in which
any paper is handled by another examiner is when one examiner wishes to

consult another examiner in connectionwith the marking of that paper.
Q. Do they ever examine those papers separately?-A. No.
Q. Were you ever approachedby any person who asked you if so and soI am not giving any names-was a candidate, and you replied "Yes" or words
to that effect, and the member of the Commission, or some higher official then
took this particular paper and examined it, without examining any of the other
papers?-A.
Mr.

No.

MARTELL:

That

is all.

The witness discharged.
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(Miss Jean Reid)
By Mr. Martell:

Q. You are engagedin the examination branch?-A. Yes, Mr. Martell.
Q. Do not think I am trying to be rough. I have an unfortunate manner,
probably in asking my questions,but that is not through a settled badness of
heart; it is simply through having an unfortunate manner, but I want to be
courteous. I want to ask you this question. What is your particular work? I
do not want you to elaborate on it.--A. I am assistant to Mr. Bourbonnais, the
senior

examiner.

I

assist

him

in

connection

with

this

work.

papers I setQ. Have you ever been interfered with?-A.
No.
Q. You heard the questions I directed to Miss Walker.

You

mean

the

What have you to

say?-A. I have had no experienceof anything of that kind at all.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you set any papers?-A.

I do.

Q. What papers do you set?-A. I set some papers in connection with
library work, and in connection with Italian.

Q. What is the natureof that library work?-A. I havehad someexperience
in library work before coming into the Commission. On one occasion when
there was a departmental librarian to be appointed, I prepared the papers in
connection with the work that would test out the candidate's knowledge of
library work.
Q. What number of exanimations have you set for the librarian work?A. One.

Q. Since you have been there?-A. Yes.
Q. How many years?-A. I have been there exactly two years now.
Q. Do you do any other work than that?-A. I have worked in connection
with local competitions, but there are no written papers in connection with those
1 had.

The witness discharged.
(Miss Mora Guthrie)
By Mr. Martell:
Q. You have heard the questions I asked of the two previous witnesses. What
have you to say in regard to it?-A. No papers that I have ever set have been
seen by anyone but the printer and mj^self.

Q. By whom?-A. By the printer.
government printer.
Q. And handed back to you?-A.

They are handed directly to the

Yes.

Q. How can you say that no personbut the printer has seenthem?-A. Well,
of course, as far as the handling of them is concerned,I have never had any one
approach me asking to see them.

Q. Have you ever had any one comingto ask you for the paper of any particular

individual?-A.

No.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Are you an examiner too?-A.

Yes.

Q. What papersdo you set?-A. I haverecentlybeensettingthe stenographic
and typing papers.

Q. In what grades?-A. In the junior and clerk-stenographer
gradesparticularly.

Q. How long have you beenin the Commission?-A. I have beenin the Commission since August, 1920.
[Visa
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Q. What experience did you have previous to that?-A. Well, I am a
graduate of QueensUniversity, and I have taught one year following my course
in the faculty of education.
Q. You are a graduate in Arts?-A. Yes.
Q. And after graduating in Arts did you join the Commission at once?A. No, not for one year before I came to the Commission.
Q. What line of work did you teach?-A. I was teaching English and History
iu the Collegiate Institute at Picton.
Q. And immediately after that you joined the Commission as an examiner?A. Yes.

Q. In stenographic work?-A.
That is only part of my work.
Q. What is the other part?-A.
General clerical work. The examiner's
work consists of preparing the general work connected with the competition.
Q. Will you tell me what that is? I do not know. Let us understand each
other. You set the papers for the stenographic work?-A.
Yes.
Q. That is only a portion of it?-A. Yes.
Q. Then what other papers do you set?-A. Well, I have not prepared any
other papers.
Q. You have not prepared any other papers?-A. No, I have prepared a
few clerical papers for junior positions.

Q. Mr. Shaw wants to know what your salary is?-A. My present salary?
Q. Yes?-A.

$1,920.

Q. What salary did you start with?-A. I commencedin 1920 at a salary
of $1,500 and then the position of junior examiner was reclassified, and the
minimum salary is now $1,800.
The witness discharged.
J. W. BOURBONNAIS,recalled and examined.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. What is your position, Mr. Bourbonnais?-A. I am a senior examiner.
Q. How long have you been such?-A. Four years.
Q. What have you to do in connection with examination paper?-A. I am
called upon to set some papers and to mark the answers. You mean as regards
the written

examinations?

Q. Yes.-A. That is the answer.
Q. You set those papers?-A. Yes.
Q. To whom do you give them?-A. I give them to the civil service printer.
Q. From your hands?-A. Yes.
Q. Not through any intermediary ?-A. No.
Q. When the answers to those questions are sent to you for examination,
are they in sealed envelopes, or open?-A. They are sealed papers.
Q. Just as they come from the examiners at the local centre?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you know of any cases where people were applying in a competitive
examination, when you were the examiner, and some other officials came and
asked if so and so were candidates and took the papers and examined them?A. There has been no such case, to my knowledge.
Q. You cannot say there has not been?-A. Well, I can say there has not
been.

Q. How can you swear to that; it is all right to make a statement like that.
We have been very frank with you. How can you say that, when there may be
fifteen or twenty examiners. You cannot speak as to what occurred between
all the other officials; all you can speak of is your own personal knowledge?A. I know what my answer must be, after serious reflection.

Q. But any person would know that no person could swear to anything
except his own personal knowledge. Are you only speaking of the time when
[Miss
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Do you mean to say when the candidates are

sitting?

Q. No, when the papers are being examined?-A. I have to leave my office
occasionally.

Q. Could that not happen when you were away, as between some official
and some examiner?-A.

I would have no knowledge of that.

Q. You can swear of your own knowledgethat it did not occur-for heaven's
sake be frank. Have you conversedwith anybody, or had a conference with
anybody as to the nature of your evidence here?-A.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.

No, sir.

You have beenin the Commission four years?-A. Yes.
As senior examiner?-A. Yes, sir.
For four years?-A. Yes, sir.
Where were yoti before joining this Commission?-A. I was a year with

the Commission.

Q. On the Civil Service Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. In what capacity?-A. I was there as a clerk.
Q. A clerk of what?-A. A clerk in the examination branch.
Q. Previous to that year, where were you?-A. I was at the Ottawa University.

Q. Did you graduate from the Ottawa University?-A. Yes.
Q. You took one year with the Civil Service Commission as a clerk, and
since then you have been four years on the examination board?-A. I did not
come to the Commission right after graduation.

Q. Where were you afterwards?-A.

I was teaching.

Q. Where?-A.At the university,and I had taughtbeforeat the separate

schools.

Q. Did you go through the Arts coarse at the university?-A.
Yes.
Q. Are you a graduate?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. You are a B.A.?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. How many years did you teach?-A. In all I taught six years.
Q. What is that?-A. I was in the separate schools; I taught the general
course, and in the university I taught mathematics.
Q. In what years did you teach mathematics, in the commercial course or
in the classical course?-A. I taught arithmetic in the commercial course, and
some mathematics

in the classical

course.

Q. After or before matriculation?-A.

That was after matriculation.

Q. What did you teach, trigonometry, algebra, geometry?-A. I taught some
algebra and geometry.
Q. In what years?-A.

I taught those in 1916.

Q. But in what years of the Arts course?-A. I beg your pardon. That was
in the second year.
Q. Before matriculation?-A.

Yes.

Q. Did you teach in any of the classesafter matriculation?-A. No, sir.
Q. What are your duties as senior examiner?-A. As senior examiner I am
called upon to set papers.

Q. To set what kind of papers?-A. I set some papers in arithmetic.
Q. For what grades?-A.

Any grade.

Q. What else?--A. I have set somepapers on engineering.
Q. On engineering?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. What kind of engineering?-A. The position in question was that of
engineering clerk.

Q. For what kind of engineering,mechanical,electrical,or what kind cf
engineeringwork was that?-A. The position I think was in the topographical
survey, as far as I can remember.
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Q. Have you ever had any experiencein topographical surveys?-A. None
outside of dealing with their appointments, with appointments to that branch.
Q. So far asyour own practical experienceis concerned,did you have any in
topographical surveys?-A.

No, sir.

Q. Your only knowledge of topographical surveys is what you have derived
from your course?-A.

Yes, in mathematics.

Q. You have had no actual experiencein topographical surveys?-A. You
mean practical experience,from being engagedat them?
Q. Is this right; you have had no actual surveying, no actual experiencein
field work of any kind?-A. No field work of any kind, but I might say in passing that these papers, as I have said before, are prepared, and there are some
additional questions put in, that is, the balance.
Q. You mean you prepare part of them?-A. Yes.
Q. What other papers do you set?-A. I have been called upon to set
papers for engrossers.

Q. Did you ever have any experiencein engrossing?-A. I taught writing in
the schools.

Q. Are you an expert in penmanship?-A.

I am fairly well versed in that.

Q. Have you an}' certificates in penmanship?-A. No.
Q. What other papers do you set?-A. I have had French shorthand and
typewriting.

Q. What do you mean by that; do you set the papers for the signs or the
transcription,

or what?-A.

I set the papers for dictation

by the supervisors.

Q. That is, somebody reads them out and the applicants take it down in
shorthand?-A.

Yes.

Q. Who corrects the papers?-A. As a rule the head examiner does.
Q. As a rule the head examiner corrects the answers?-A. Yes.
Q. But you set the material?-A.
Yes.
Q. So far as I can gather, you do not correct the shorthand notes, the
shorthand itself, when it comes back; that is done by the French examiner?A. Yes.

Q. Are
department
Q. You
Q. You
Q. Are
any people
Civil

Service

there any other papers you set?-A.
In conjunction with the
we set some papers, for instance, for poultry inspectors.
have set papers for poultry inspectors?-A. I have helped.
have helped to set those papers?-A. Yes.
there any poultry inspectors on the examiners branch; are there
connected with poultry inspection on the examiners branch of the
Commission?-A.

I do not think

so.

Q. What experience have you had in poultry raising, or whatever it is
called?-A. I was born and raised on a farm, and have had the experience a
young man would gather from being in touch with that work.
Q. How long were you on the farm before you went on with your studies?
-A. Well, I was up about the age of 15.
Q. Then you left the farm to go to your studies?-A. Yes, but I used to
be there quite often.
Q. During the summer holidays?-A. Yes.
Q. Up until what year?-A. You mean of my age, sir?
Q. Yes.-A. Until I was about I might say 22.
Q. Will you say that you have an adequate knowledge of poultry raising?
-A. Well, coming back to the paper, as I said before it was set in conjunction
with the representative of the department; it was supposed to be that the
representative of the department would put in the technical questions, if any
had to be asked.

Q. All right, we will leave it at that.

What other papers do you set?-A.

T tViinlr fha.t,is about all T havp hppn fq.llpd upon to Set.
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Q. What is your salary?-A. At present?

Q. Yes.-A.' 82,520.

Q. It goes up to what?-A. S2.640.
Mr. CHEVHIEE: I have no other questions to ask, Mr. Chairman.
By Mr. Kartell:

Q. I was going to ask one more question. You say you took a degree in
Arts9-A.

Yes.

Q. You only took the ordinary mathematics of an Arts degree, or did you
take an honours course in mathematics?-A.

No honours in mathematics.

Q. The ordinary Arts subjects of an Arts degree?-A. Yes.
Q. But no special mathematics, such as an honour course in mathematics,
or anything like that?-A. No.

Q. Did you take any honours in your degree?-A. Yes.
Q. In classics?-A.Yes,

sir.

By Mr. Rinfrct:
Q. Is it your business to prepare papers for the candidates, or to revise
the answers?-A. I mentioned a paper on poultry inspectors. I would not say
that I would be called upon to read the answers on those.
Q. Have you occasionally revised the answers of candidates?-A. That is,
the papers I have set myself I would read myself.
Q. In that rase, suppose you got answers from fifty different candidates
for a position, how would that be done, would you correct the answers of all
the candidates or of only part of them?-A. Of all the fifty.
Q. Have you done that occasionally in the past; have you been called upon
to revise the answers of a set of candidates?-A. You mean, to read them?
Q. Yes.-A. Yes, I have.

Q. Has it happenedin other casesthat owing to pressureof work or anything like that these answers were split between yourself and the other examiners?-A. Xot in my competitions, so far as I can remember.

Q. Are you awere that that took place in the department?-A. WellQ. Surely that is a plain question?-A. I understand.
Q. You get fifty replies. I want to know whether you have been called
upon to correct say 25 of them and another examiner would take the rest?-A.
Well now, take an examinationQ. I would like to get an answer to that question, a distinct reply.-A.
Take an examination where we would have 3.000 candidates for instance, I
doubt very much if we could get them all done by one examiner.

Q. I am not trying to blame you at all.

I want to know whether that

exists. I infer from your replies that it does exist, but that you are very
anxious to justify it.-A. I understand it is done.
Q. In different candidates numerous examiners are called upon to revise

the replies'?-A. Yes. I presume in those cases one examiner would be called
upon to read all the answerson one subject, in order that it be all relevant.
Q. You say you presume?-A.

I have not got the entire direction of it, Mr.

Rinfret.

Q. But surely you know what is going on in the department?-A.
I certainly do.
Q. The witness said it was impossible to do it otherwise in certain cases.A. Yes.

Q. We will take it for granted the practice does exist, that when the replies
are too numerous the examiners split it between themselves.

In that case how

can you arrive at a standard of points9-A. We would have the standard determined
TMr

in advance.
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Q. Would you admit asan examinerthat two personsmight have a different
way of applying that standard?-A. It is possiblebut at the sametimeMr. McBRiDE: Might I ask the honourable member does he think it should
not be split up?
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. As I understand,Mr. Bourbonnais,you haveset examinationson general

subjectswithin the range of your own educational attainments?-A. Yes.

Q. Insofar as an examinationpaper or that portion of it which may be

technical and without the range of your knowledge,you consult with the department officersin order to get their assistancein that connection?-A. I have done
so on certain occasions.

Q. That does not happen very often, I take it?-A.
for examination

for entrance

No sir, not very often

in the service.

Q. It would not be necessary?-A. No.
Q. With regard to those large number of candidatesthat you refer to, where
you mention something like 3,000 in one case,I supposethat would be the case,
where there is application for admission into the Service.-A. Yes.
Q. That in connection with technical positions the number of applications
would be within a reasonable number, would it not, ordinarily?-A.
times

it reaches

Yes. Some-

100.

Q. Then in such a case as that there would not perhaps be the necessity of
getting outside examiners as there would be the same necessity in the case of
3,000 or 4,000 applications?-A. I think there would be necessity of getting
outside examiners but they would not be called upon to set papers as a rule.
They would be called in an advisory capacity.
The CHAIRMAN: I don't think the witness understands your question.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. What I am trying to get at is this: Where there are a large number of

applicants taking the examination, it becomes necessary for you to engage
outside help.

In that case the examiner must get assistance.

I mean he

cannot examine all the papers himself?-A. Do you mean outside examiners?
Q. I mean examiners of your department.
The

CHAIRMAN:

He means

additional.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Additional help, that is, the one who sets the paper cannot examine them

all; I mean outside of the particular individual who setsthe paper. What I
want to bring out is thesecaseswould be only casesin a generalway where
there is an application to get into the service or some general examination and

not in a casewherethereis specifictechnicalknowledgerequiredof the applicant.
-A.

No. that

is correct.

Q. That is correct, is it?-A.

Yes.

Q. You are an educational man. Now, you are acquainted with educational

work.-A.

Yes.

Q. In the Departmentof Educationin Ontariothey conduct,do they not,

examinations for matriculation in the universities and in connection with the
high schools each year. Have you any approximate idea of the number of
candidates who would take those general academic examinations?-A. There
must be a large number.

Q. It would amount up into the thousands,would it not?-A.

I should think

so.

Q. In these casesone examiner could not possibly examine all the examination papers, is that not correct?

Mr. CHEVRIER:Might I just interject this, whether he knows that of his
personal knowledge or not.
[Mr. J. W. Bourbonnais.]
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Mr. SHAW: I know it.
Mr. CHEVRIER: We don't know it.

By Mr. Shaiv:

Q. Do you know it of your own knowledge?-A. I think I was in a position
to judge that there would be a very large number of candidates presenting
themselves

for examination.

Q. Now, do you know the practice of the Department of Education in
Ontario, for instance, in connection with the examining of these examination
papers?-A.

I think that unless they have a very long time to do it they must

necessarily have more than one man on one subject or, I mean to say, dividing
it up amongst themselves.
Q. Let me get this: suppose you have a large number of examination papers
to correct, which involve the services of more than one examiner, do those

examiners consult together in order to get a uniform grading before the work of
examining the papers is undertaken?-A. Oh yes, we would not think of doing
anything else.
Q. So that you have a consultation amongst the examining staff first.-A.
Yes.

Q. And an agreement as to the basis of marking?-A.
Yes, absolutely.
Q. And it is on that understanding and arrangement that the examinations
are conducted?-A. Always.
Q. Are you aware whether or not that is the practice of the educational

departments of every province in this Dominion in connection with the holding
of examinations?-A. For the same subject I think if the paper had to be
divided up it would beThe CHAIRMAN: You are not answering the question Mr. Shaw is asking,
are you aware that that obtains either here or in Montreal or elsewhere?-A
No. I am not.

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Possibly the witness would tell us whether in his opinion he considers that
one examiner deals with one subject, that is a satisfactory way of judging
examination papers.-A. I think it is. Under those circumstances it isQ. Would you consider that just as good a way as if one man was to examine
all the papers.-A. I think it would be about the same, with such a department.
Q. You think it would?-A. I think if it is given to a person who knows how
to examine the papers.
Q. You would think a set of men would have exactly the same idea of an
examination as one man?-A. To say absolutely the same I don't know. We

would have to compare the results, for instance or else get them checked by
another person.
Q. I don't think that took place, but if you had time to do that you would

have time to submit the papers to the same man. You are dividing the work
becauseyou cannot confide it to one man. I don't think it is checked over in
that case.-A. If there was doubt as to that, I think we could revise a few papers
and easily see if there had been-

Q. My question is, the whole thing is done in a hurry and split between
different examiners, not checked at all. If those examiners had time to check
the other man's work, they would have time to do the whole of the work themselves. Is not that a fact?-A. I would say this that a person need not check
the whole number. I think he could easily find out by checking a few.

Q. Would it be fair to thosewho are not checked?-A. If it was found that

there was no real difference,that the basis on which we had started to work, had

beencarefully followedit would not seemnecessaryto go any further.
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By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Just one or two questions. I had not finished. A candidate who did not
pass your test has of course a right of appeal?-A. He has.
Mr. SHAW:With regard to an examination I supposethat so far as technical
questions are concerned,the answersto those questions are definite and do not
allow of any difference of opinion at all. Is not that true? Take for instance
a problem in arithmetic, there can only be one answer to it.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. There may be different methods.-A. Yes, but some of the answers may
be wrong.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You mean it can be right and it can be wrong at the same time. What
you mean is there may be a different method of arriving at the conclusion but
there can be only one answer.-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You don't set only papers concerningarithmetic, do you, where there is
but one right answer possible? You set other papers, where discretion in judgment

enters

into

the

decision?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. With regard to those which are not of a mathematical character, the
papers are not of a mathematical character, I take it there may be some discretion or some range in judgment so far as the examiners are concerned, is that
correct?-A. Yes, there might be a slight difference.
Q. But you have already stated that these examiners get together in advance
and agree upon the proper answer to the question and the proper method of
arriving at the answer?-A. Yes.

Q. So that before the examiners undertake the work there is not only uniformity of method agreed upon but the method of arriving at the decision is
also considered

and also the answer

itself?-A.

Yes.

Q. Are all the examiners sworn?-A. Yes.
Q. (To Mr. Foran) Mr. Foran, did you put in a form of oath?

Mr. FORAN:I am not sure that it has beenput in but we will have it brought

down.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. To your knowledge all the examiners are sworn?-A.

Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Mardl:
Q. You have two classes of examiners in your organization, 5 senior examiners and 5 junior examiners. Will you say in a few words what the difference

is betweenthe two?-A.

Well the junior examiners are called upon to do work

of somewhat less importance, I should say. The senior examiner would be in

chargeof the work and the junior examiner would be, so to say, an understudy.
Q. But is the report of the junior accepted by the senior as final in these
matters?-A. It is presented to the senior examiner and if the senior examiner

doesnot see fit to let it go through, he can make the necessarychange,which
he thinks

best.

Q. It is verified by the senior in every case?-A.

Yes.

By the Chairman:

Q. Do we understand from that that the junior examiner is simply an
assistant

to the senior

examiner?-A.

I know

that

some are.
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The CHAIRMAN:That is hardly answering the question. There must be an
interpretation between the junior and the senior examiner. Either the senior
examiner takes care of the examining of more difficult work and the junior the
easier ones or else the idea is that the junior is assistant to the senior in all
classesof work, which is the natural conclusion, that the junior examiner is really
an assistant

to the senior.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. There can only be one correct answer to a question. Examiners will
differ as to the methods of arriving at it. There may be occasions where a man
gets the correct answer by a process of reasoning that he was taught at a particular school and other methods of arriving at that would be taught at other
schools. The examiner would be apt to examine according to his own system.A. Well not necessarily, because I think a man, in order to give justice to the
candidate, should look into the other method as well.
Q. You may not know all the methods that have been followed in the
different school systems. For instance what examiner have you on the Board
from Nova Scotia who knows the Nova Scotia high school system?-A. We might
have some who know that system but I don't know of any who came from there.
Q. You have no one on your staff who has taught school in Nova Scotia or
who is a graduate of any Nova Scotia institution?-A.
I am not aware of that.
Q. You said, I think that the system followed by your examiners was such
that when you had a great number of papers, a plethora of papers you divided
them up. Do you not know that in the Province of Nova Scotia if one of the
provincial government Board of Examiners should consist of university professors, one professor will be given pay a grade, 8 and 9 English, and he does
all that for the province, and another will be given a grade, 11 and 12, and he
does all that for the province, so that all the candidates for 9 and 10 have the
same methods

and all the candidates

for B and C would

have the same methods

from the same examiner?-A. I presume that would be the case.
Q. Suppose there are 300 applicants and 300 papers in English, you
examine a certain number in English, Mr. Bland examines a certain other
number in English, and somebody else. You would have different methods.
One man may mark higher and give greater marks than the other. It becomes then a matter of opinion on the merits of the answer, does it not in a

case of that sort?-A. I supposethere might be some difference. There might
be some difference of opinion.

Q. One more question: Often an examiner will give a mark even when the
answer is not exactly correct on account of the person's system of reasoning
and probably through some slip or inadvertence a correct answer has not been
arrived at, the examiner will not give him a mark at all unless the answer is

correct. Is that not the case?-A. If the method by which the person got the
right answer is absolutely correct I should say he would give him full marks.
Q.- I see there are different methods, some examiners, where the answer

is not exactly correct, will give marks for answers which are not precisely
correct but nevertheless show the right system of arriving at the answer?-A.
At our place we get an understanding on that before we start.
Q. Still you have to get down to the different opinions of different
examiners?-A. To different opinions, yes.

The CHAIRMAN: I must interject. We have some witnesses yet, all
of the same type of examiners and if we are going to facilitate Mr. Kartell's

questionon the point he first raised,we will have to refrain from keepingone

witness here for any too great length of time. A good many of the members
of the Committee wanted to go to some other Committees at 11 o'clock. It
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would therefore be necessary,if we are not going to sit after eleven, to recall
the other

witnesses.

By Mr. Chevricr:

Q. Have you ever sat on the Ontario Board of Education, correcting
papers?-A.

No.

Q. You said to Mr. Rinfret that a standard was set before the examination
of the paperstook place. Then you say it is in consultation. Which is which?A. It is in consultation, whenever some examiners are called upon to help the
one in charge.
Mr. CHEVRIER.That is not what you said before. Alright.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:
Q. I wanted to get from Mr. Bourbonnais certain information.
There
was a suggestion made by Mr. Shaw in regard to the uniformity of these
examinations.

I don't

know

whether

other

members

of the

Committee

are in

the same position but I say I don't know much about this thing. You must
have had a number of instances when this happened.-A. As to uniformity.

Q. When you could not examine them all? There must be a number of
cases you had in mind that that happened?-A. The ones I had in mind
were the general examinations that we call for clerical work.

Q. You have some in mind?-A. Yes.
Q. Tell us what you do in that case. What do you do?-A.

Let us take

for instance the clerical examination, if you wish me to give an example.
The clerical examination for instance will consist in a paper on education and

experience,arithmetic and a paper on business methods, we will say or we
will call it a general paper.

A few of the questions may be writing

a letter

and so forth. Those are the three subjects. Supposing we have some 2,000
candidates,well when the answerbooks come back, a little in advance,sometime
before that we have to make arrangementsso that these papers will be examined.
If we find it is too much for a certain person to mark, we must make arrangements for other persons to come in.

Q. That is amongthe people on your own staff?-A. Absolutely, and we will
reach an understanding on the basis of examining those papers before we start.

Q. Just give me an illustration. Do you say so much for good penmanship and so much for something else?-A. That is determined in advance.
Q. What do you do? Don't take so long about it?-A. There is a paper
in arithmetic, for instance. There are say 10 questions. The full value of
the paper will be 100 per cent. If a person gives absolutely good answers,
and has good methods of arriving at his answers, which you can easily
see, because he is warned when he gets his papers that the details of his
work must be shown, and he must not see the paper of the other candidates

and put it down, having determined what should be the number of points
or marks to be given for each question, if it is absolutely right and then if it is-

Q. When you say absolutely right, do you mean you don't give any credit?
-A. Yes, we do. If the person had a wrong answer and had it all twisted up
so that there was nothing that you could make out of it, he would not get any
and then the marks are given.

Q. What you would give credit for to one answer I might not give the
same credit?-A.

As a rule-

Q. Don't say as a rule. You might give more credit for one answer than
I would.-A.
That is possible.

Q. Not only possible. It is very probable.-A. All I can say is that it is
possible.
5-11
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Q. Then as a matter of fact these examinations-I am not criticizing them
at all because I can quite understand-as

a matter of fact these examinations

are more or less of a general thing and you cannot tell exactly so far as-I
mean in the marking there may be very great errors and differencesof opinion
and judgment of the examiners.
may happen as in any other-

That would be correct would it not?-A.

Q. I quite understand it is very difficult to get a direct definitebeen in service how long?-A.

It

You have

5 years.

Q. Did you come in under examination by somebody?-A. I did.
Q. Who examined you?-A. I don't know. I suppose that old Second
Division

Examination.

Q. 5 years ago?-A.
7 yeaiv
Q. And you have been in the Service ever since?-A. Since 5 years.
Q. You passed the examination 7 years ago and came in 5 rears ago?A. Yes.

Q. Have you any relatives in the service?-A.
Q. "What position does she hold?-A. Clerk.
Q. Clerk where?-A. In the Archives.

I have a sister.

Q. You examined her?-A.
I did not.
Q. Your branch?-A.
No. I was not an examiner then.
Q. I know but the same brand'.
Your branch examined her'?-A.

Yes.

Q. Any others?-A. No sir.
n. That is the only relative you have?-A. Yes sir.
Mr. CIIEVHIER: Before the Committee adjourns my attention is called to
a statement that was made here yesterday that the House stenographers did

not know legal terms and some of them could neither spell nor punctuate. I
am taking that silence gives consent, but I want to say in the 2 years I have
been here every stenographer I have had sent me by Joe Smith's staff has been
able to spell and punctuate.
Mr. MABTELL: I say there are several that are good stenographers but I
have asked for law office stenographers and they sent them up to me. They
were absolutely worthless. I had to have my letter written over two or three
times.

By Mr. Shaic:
Q. Is there any other practical method that you know of by which
the examinations could be conducted and papers examined other than the
method which you have in vogue?-A. May I ask if you refer absolutely to
written papers?
Q. Do you know of any other practical method of conducting examinations on written papers other than the method the Commission now employs,
where such a large number of candidates are involved?-A.
I am not quite
clear on that. By written examination do you mean different subjects of
examination

or what.

Q. Ye- different subject* or the same subject. Is there any other practical
method of examination of candidates other than the method employed by the
Civil Service Commission? Do you know of any?-A. I don't know of any
others.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. In other words even if we consider the system bad he admits it could
not be improved under the present system.-A. The present system, where there

has been written

examinations. I was not referring to clerical positions.

Q. Put it this way. In your opinion it cannot be improved?-A. I think
that is goin 2 pretty far to give an answer.
Hon. Mr. COPP:I think what Mr. Shaw meansis that this is an ideal system
which cannot be improved upon.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Shaw:

Q. In this particular variety of examination, where large numbers of candidates write, is there any other practical method that you know of for correct-

ing the examination papers.-A. If you are not in urgent need of employeesI
would say that it would be preferable to have one person go through all of one
subject and mark all the papers on one subject.
Q. Where there is urgent need of employeeswhat have you got to say.A. I would say then you would have to adopt a system to get other examiners
to help you.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Under the present system are you satisfied the conditions are right under

the present law? You work it out according to the present law?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Are you prepared to say that it is not susceptible of improvement.A. I should say it is, as all system are always.
Witness

retired.

J. L. BOUCHARD,
recalled and examined.
The CHAIRMAN: A lot of these questions we are asking these witnesses as
to the system are questions on which you had better call Mr. Bland and ask
him.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I should think every one of the examiners should be called.
This is most interesting.
Mr. BROWN: I don't think we will gain anything by pursuing that method.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. You are a civil service examiner?-A. Yes.
Q. How long have you been such?-A. Since January, 1921.
Q. How long have you been in the service?-A. Since 1913.
Q. You examine papers?-A. In connection with post office matters only
Q. Have you ever had requests made of you from certain persons who
were candidates?-A. No. sir, I never have been interfered with in any way.
Q. You never had any one come to you to get a paper or speak for you?A. No, sir, the papers are sent to me and I examine them myself.
Q. How do you get those papers?-A. The answer papers?
Q. Yes.-A. They are sent to me in sealed envelopes from the examination
hall.

Mr. CHEVRIER: Is it the wish of the Committee that we should keep on or
that we should adjourn?
The CHAIRMAN: I would rather keep on if there are not too many who
\vunt to attend the other meetings.
By Mr.

Martell:

Q. Have you ever been approached .as to the evidence you should give or

have conferenceswith any one?-A. No, not at all.
Q. Never.-A.

No, not at all.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. What papers do you set, Mr. Bouchard?-A. All papers for entrance
to the Post Office department.
Q. All papers in connection with the Post Office department. Is that a
fair statement? Does that cover your range?-A. That covers my range.

Q. Everything in connectionwith the Post Officedepartment?-A. Except

promotion, of course. Entrance, I said.
5-Hi
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Q. Tell me what you set. All papers in connection with the Post Office
department except what?-A. Everything in connection with, the department
where a written examination is required.
Q. Who sets those?-A. The post office officials in conjunction with me. I
assist them in correcting the papers also.
Q. Do you assist them or do they assist you?-A. I assist them. At times
when I cannot be there I give a comparative rating of the papers after they
are returned to me by the department.
Q. You joined the Service when?-A. In the spring of 1913.
Q. What position?-A.
I was a lower grade employee at that time.
Q. What department?-A.
In the Civil Service Commission.
Q. Did you at any time work in the Post Office department?-A.
I worked
in the Post Office department for two years before going to the Commission,
Q. In what branch?-A. Fust appointed in the money order exchange as
a clerk and subsequently appointed as a postal clerk in the city post office where
I obtained a knowledge of distribution and postal laws and regulations.
Q. Are you fully conversant with postal laws and regulations?-A.
Yes.
Q. Are you an expert on that?-A.
Not exactly an expert.

Q. How long were you at that postal work?-A.

On sorting and postal

laws and regulations, one year.
Q. What is the difference between the sorting and the postal regulations?A. The sorting is the distribution of railway lines while postal laws and regulations are rates on postage matter.
Q. When you work on sorting, as I understand, that is separate to distribution of postal matters into the proper channels?-A. Proper pigeon holes.
Q. When you do that you are not concerned with the postal regulations?A. Yes, we have to deduct letters, if there are any letters that are underpaid or
over weight, you have to charge them.
Q. That is as far as the postal regulations are in effect?-A. Yes, you have
to know beyond that. There are departmental examinations twice a year to
ascertain whether you are fully qualified in that respect.
Q. What is the grade of these examinations during the year. Junior.-A.
You mean the grade of the examinations.

Q. Yes, in the postal matters.-A. They are called postal clerks, those who
are employed on sorting. I also handle examinations in connectionwith postal
clerks, postal porters and railway mail clerks.
Q. Did you handle that during the one year?-A.
with

Ever since I have been

the Commission.

Q. When you were in the postal department your knowledge of postal
matters was gained as a sorter or postal clerk.-A.
The experience is all relative.

Q. Your experienceis what?-A.
naturally knows
Q. And you
-A. As a sorter
Q. Yes.-A.

Practically all the same. A postal clerk

the duties of a letter carrier.
deal wth what matters, foreign matters, local matters or what?
in the post office?
You ran be assigned one week to local sorting that is sorting

for local lines outside of Ottawa, sorting on western or foreign lines.
Q. Will you say now that any one of the sorters in the Ottawa or Montreal
post offices-I am not speakingdisrespectfully but is a man who can set examinations in the Civil Service Commission-any sorter from the post office could be
shoved in there and do that kind of examination?-A.
They have to learn the

distribution after they are assignedto the city post office.
Q. You took how long to learn that?-A. The distribution?

Q. Yes.-A. The local distribution, it takes a postal clerk about 2i or 3^
months

to learn

it.

Q. And you had a whole year of it?-A.
[Mr.
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Q. You say that is sufficient qualification, having been a sorter, to become
an examiner?-A.

Not necessarily, no.

I went to school before going into the

post office and I have had other experiencesince then. It is not required that a

personbeingassignedas a postal clerk, shouldknow postal regulationsand dis-

tribution, as long as he has a knowledge of geography,that is all that is necessary, and a schooleducation.
Q. It is not necessaryto know all these things to be an examiner.-A. No,
of course not.

Q. I don't know whether you understand the question and the answer but
it is not to your credit. Now then how did you get into the post office?-A. How
was I appointed, you mean?
Q. Yes.-A. To the city post office?
Q. Yes.-A. I was successful at a lower grade examination held by the Civil
Service

Commission.

Q. What salary?-A. At that time it was $500. At the present time that
class is being paid $840.
Q. What salary are you getting now?-A. $2,040.

Q. That is pretty rapid advancement?-A. I obtained my present position
through Dominion-wide open competition, after I came back from overseas.
Q. What standard did you get in the examination?-A.
I passed second.
Q. Was that as a result of your overseas service?-A. I would have been

third had it not been for my overseasservice. There were only 3 successful
candidates

at that

time.

Q. What was the actual mark you obtained outside of youit overseas

record?-A. I believeit was over 65 per cent. It was not lessthan I.hat.
Q. Somebody obtained more marks than you?-A.

Yes, I suppose there

were. This third candidate I am referring to obtained less.
Q. On the original marking of the papers what rate did you get? First,
second or third.-A.
On the original mark?
Q. Yes, the rate given to returned men?-A. Third.
Q. As a result of the preference given to returned men you got what stand?
-A.

Second.

Q. Why did not the first man get it?-A.
He is already employed. He
was appointed before I was.
Q. What is the nature of the examination that you underwent to obtain
the present position?-A.
It was an examination on practical questions.
Q. Practical questions on what?-A.
Educational experience. That is, in

connectionwith the examining work and mostly educational experience.
Q. Mostly

what?-A.

Educational

experience was

one subject

of

the

examination.

Q. Let me understand this. The paper was divided into two. You got
a certain proportion

of marks for educational

qualifications

and a certain

proportion of marks for duties of office?-A. Yes.
Q. What was the proportion?-A. Both proportions I believe were based
on 100 and rated separately.

Q. What did you get on duties of office?-A. I cannot say.

I don't

remember.

Q. You served in the post office for two years?-A. Yes.
Q. And went overseas?-A. Yes.
Q. How long were you overseas?-A. Four years and 9 months.

Q. That is a very nice record. And after you returned you went into the
Civil

Service Commission?-A.

I went in as information

clerk.

Q. What is that?-A. The information clerk answersall inquiries regarding

Civil Service matters by applicants or persons applying for information.
Q. How long were you there?-A. One year.
[Mr.
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Q. What was the next step?-A. The next step, I took a vocational course
in secretarial work in the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment.
Q. How long did that last?-A. Seven months.
Q. And after that?-A.
I returned to the Civil
information

Service Commission as

clerk.

Q. You returned as information clerk?-A. From February to September, I
think it was, when I came back from the vocational course.

(,). So that you became an examiner in practically six or six and a half
ITSafter you left the post office-A. Yes, sir, after entering an open competition.

Q. You are a junior examiner?-A.

Junior examiner.

(>. What doesthat consist in?-A. I am in chargeof all post office matters.
Q. Alter you have examined them, is there anybody who looks over them?

-A. They are sent to the secretary by the assistant secretary. I make my
recommendations, and then the assistant secretary passes them on to the
secretary.

Q. You hold those tests for everything except promotions?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. What is the range of salaries in the Post Office department?-A. For
entrance?

Q. What is the range of salaries for clerks in the Post Office department?
-A. The initial salary is $840, maximum SI .560. Railway mail clerks are the
same.

Q. Have you anything to do with the railway mail clerks?-A.

Q. Whatis their"salary?-A.From$840to $f,560.

Yes.

Q. Have you anything to do with any clerks whosesalary is over $1.560?A. We never make any appointments, they are generally filled by promotions,
and I handle the promotions.

Q. These promotions have salaries of what range?-A. Some from $1,800to
$2 400, then from 82,400to $3.200. I had somepromotions where the salary was
from $3.280 to $4.,200.

Q. Then as you put it before, you assist the post office official in those
examinations?-A. Yes, in setting question papers wheneverthere were any.
Q. You are now getting a salary of $2,000?-A. Yes.

Q. And you assistofficials of the department,what officials?-A. The Post

Office department have two officials employed.
Q. What is the range of their salary?-A. One of them is $2,400.
Q. And the other?-A. I have no idea what the other is.

Q. What are the namesof thesegentlemen?-A. One is Mr. Kenyon; the

second one, I really cannot recollect his name.

Q. You will give it to us later. So you assista gentlemanwho has a salary

of $2,400,and set examination papers for gentlemen whose salary is $3,200?
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. And your recommendation is always followed?-A.

After

I make a

recommendation,the file is sent to the chief examiner to be passed on to the

secretary,and I never seeit again. I do not recollectof any casewhere my
recommendation

has been turned

down.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You send them to the chief examiner. What does he do with them?.A He passes them on to the secretary.

Q. For what?-A. They go to the chief examiner for perusal.

Q. Does he ever changeany of the recommendations?-A.Very, very

seldom.

Q. What happens after they are accepted?-A. They are passedon to the
secretary.

Q. What does he do with it?-A.
[Mr.
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Q. How often do they come back?-A. I have no recollectionof theia
coming back from the secretary to me.

Q. After that, what happens?-A. They are passedon to the Commissioners
for approval.

Q. How often do they come back from the Commissioners after being

approvedby the secretary?-A. You mean for another recommendation?
Q. Yes?-A. I have no recollection of a case ever being turned down.
Q. What do the Commissionersdo with it?-A. They pass on them, approve
of the recommendation.

Q. After they approve of it, what do they do?-A. It is passed on to the
assignment branch,.
Q. What does the assignment branch do with it?-A.
They issue a certificate of promotion or appointment, whatever the case may be.
Q. Do you not think it would be more simple if after you passed upon it,
you immediately sent it to the assignment branch?-A. I am working under
the jurisdiction of the Commissioners.
Q. You have to follow the law?-A. To follow the law. I do not think it
would be the right thing for me to make a recommendation.
Q. We agree on that, but you follow the law?-A. I follow the law.
Q. If the law was the other way and you consigned it to the assignment
branch directly and saved all this rigmarole, as I called it before, you would
get the same results more quickly?-A.
Possibly, but it would place upon me a
lot of responsibility.

Q. But are you paid for it?-A. Not in proportion.
Q. Would you be prepared to accept a higher salary and take the respon-

sibility?-A. Certainly_Iwould.
Q. It would save all this going-around, would it not?-A.

It would.

Q. Be honest, it would save all this paper and filing and chasing around?A. Yes, but I would be held personally responsiblefor those promotions.
Q. Can the secretary return those applications to you before sending them
to the Commissioners?-A.

You mean the recommendation

I send?

Q. Yes.-A. He has the power to do that, but generally he gives his reasons

for doing it.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Have you anything to do with the outside service?-A. Post office
matters?

Q. Yes.-A.

Yes.

Q. Would that include the large post officesin the large cities?-A. Yes.
Q. How do you deal with post office positions?-A. Do you mean letter
carriers?

Q. Yes.-A.
positions.

Examinations

are held in connection with

letter

carriers'

Q. I would like to know what the examination for a letter carrier's position
is?-A. Physical fitness is the first requirement.
Q. How do you arrive at that?-A.
The candidates at the examination

are subject to interview with the postmaster who decides whether or not they
are qualified physically for the position.
Q. Who decides that?-A. The postmaster to whom they report.
Q. How does he do that, by the eye, or does he call in medical experts?-A.
He can judge generally by the man's experience or by questioning him whether
he is physically qualified.
Q. You must have a system. You do not mean that the postmaster decided
whether he should call in a medical expert or judge by himself?-A.
I do not

think it is necessaryto have a medical expert to find whether a man is qualified
to carry on as a letter carrier.
[Mr.
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Q. That may be your opinion,but what is beingdone?-A. At present?
Q. Do you merely take the recommendationof the postmasteras to the
physical fitnessof the man?-A. He answersquestionson his application form
regarding his physical fitness.

Q. I understand that you claim that the main thing for a letter carrier
is physical fitness?-A. Physical fitness.
Q. That is what you said?-A. Before he can get admitted to examination.
Q. Let us follow that. You say the main requirement is physical fitness.
I understood you to say that?-A. Primary school education and physical
fitness.

Q. Did you not state that it was physical fitness?-A. Yes.
Q. And that it was left to the postmaster to decide whether the man was
lit or not?-A. Only after he is qualified as to education.

Q. Supposethe postmaster recommendsa certain number of men as physically fit?-A. After they qualify by examination.
Q. What is the examination?-A.
It is a practical examination.

Q. As to what?-A.
and

We have to ascertain whether the person can read

write.

Q. is that the only thing? How do you arrive at that? Do you merely
inquire about it?-A. No, we give them a written examination on spelling and
writing.
Q. That is done in their locality?-A.

Yes, by the Civil

Service Com-

mission.

Q. What would that be on?-A. Spelling, writing and arithmetic are the
subjects of examination.
Q. That is all?-A.

We can determine from one paper that they are

qualified. Their names appear on the eligible list, and their appointment is
subject to physical fitness. They are told that before they enter the competition.
Q. To sum that up, the appointment of a letter carrier is after his
examination as to his competency as to the matters you have mentioned, which
is determined by bi-annual or periodical examination, and after his medical fitness

is testified to by the postmaster himself?-A. Yes, to a large extent.
Q. Do you follow the list, as to their respectivemerits?-A. Yes.
By the Chairman:

Q. What did you mean by saying "to a large extent?"-A.
has been refused on account of his physical incapacity

If a candidate

he can appeal.

He

can make representationsthat he is qualified, and in that case,I take it, the
Commissioners would have the man medically examined.
By Mr. Einfret:

Q. You have a list containing a large number of candidates for letter
carriers' positions?-A. Yes.
Q. You say that you follow the order, but that you are subject to the
recommendationof the postmaster as to the man's physical fitness. Does it not
happen very often that a postmaster recommends that number 10, say, be

appointedbecausehe is better physically fitted for the position?-A. You mean
does he state the other nine candidates ahead of him are not physically fit?

Q. Yes, has that happened?-A. It has never happenedyet. That is the

provisionlaid downthat thosepeopleare eligible.

Q. Do you mean to say that in no caseyou have not alteredthe order on

the list?-A. Not to my knowledge; I know of no cases.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q, Is a lettercarrierin Montreal,for instance,
requiredto havea knowledge

of the"two languages?-A.Yes.
[Mr. J. jii. Bouchard.]
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Q. The examinations call for that?-A. Yes.
Q. Is it not possible to take an optional examination?-A. They can take
either language,but candidatesare asked if they have a knowledge of both.
Q. Is it not required that they should have a knowledge of both?-A. Not
necessarily in some districts.
Q. I mean in a district like Montreal, a mixed community?-A.

There are

certain districts where both languagesare not required. Th,edepartment has not
required a knowledgeof the two languagesso far.
Q. Can you mention two districts in Montreal where both are not required?
-A. So far, the department has not asked us to appoint letter carriers with a
knowledge of both languages. Everybody
had a knowledge of both languages.

who has been appointed so far has

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. You spoke about your service overseas?-A. Yes.
Q. Were you employed in the Post Office department overseas?-A.

No,

I was in the Intelligence Corps, in charge of the Canadian Corps Intelligence
section.

Q. In that particular branch of the service, the intelligence branch, without
imposing upon your modesty, I would think it fair to say that only men of
unusual capacity and intelligence were accepted for that position?-A.
We
were not accepted before being granted an interview with the war office.
Q. Special precautions were taken to see that the men employed in the
intelligence branch were specially qualified?-Exactly.
Q. What is your educational experience?-A. High school training, commercial course; and I have taken up a correspondence course, since then-Doctor
Blatchford's character reading at sight, a course which is really not of much
importance, but is interesting.
Q. With regard to details of your every-day routine, I understand that you
make your recommendation to the assistant secretary?-A. Yes.
Q. And that goes to the secretary of the Commission?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Suppose that the secretary of the Commission should decide that he is
not satisfied with your recommendation, does it go back to you immediately, or
does it go to the Commission first?-A.
It would come back direct to me.
Q. Have there been many cases of that character?-A. I know of no cases.
Mr. SHAW: Then we are really wasting our time, if there are no such cases.
WITNESS:
Witness

I know

of no such cases.

retired.

A. C. KEMMIS

called

and examined.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. You are an examiner?-A. Yes sir.
Q. I understand you are a barrister-at-law?-A.
I am.
Q. At what bar?-A. The Alberta bar.
Q. You studied in Alberta and was admitted there?-A.
I was admitted
there, yes, sir.
Q. Did you specialize in Marine law in Alberta?-A.
No.
Q. Mr. Kemmis, I have directed a question to a certain number of examiners to clear up a rumour. Have you, in your position as examiner, ever been
interfered with by any member of the Commission, or by any superior official

taking away from you papers of certain people and examining them?-A. No,
I have

not.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Where do you come in, in this chart, Mr Kemmis?-A. I have not seen
that

chart.

Q. You are on the civil service examiners' staff?-A.
examiners'

On the civil service

staff.

Q. In what category?-A.

As senior civil service examiner.

Q. When where you appointed to the civil service examination board?-

-A. OnNovember1,"1920.

Q. How did you get there?-A. By competitive examination.
Q. For the position of senior civil serviceexaminer?-A. Junior examiner.
Q. How did you pass?-A. I am only giving this from memory, but I
think

I was first.

Q. I see you have had service overseas?-A.

Yes.

Q. You were marked irrespective of your overseas service preference?
-A. I believe I was first-I
am speaking from memory-independently of
overseas

service.

Q. That is a remarkable record for which you ought to be proud. How
did you come to be one of the senior examiners?-A. I received my promotion.
Q. After that examination?-A.
Not after that examination.
Q. In what way then?-A. I was promoted by the Commission in 1921.
Q. For what reason?-A. I had written on an examination for senior civil
service

examiner.

Q. You passed that examination?-A.
No, not exactly. No appointments
were made as a result of that examination, but promotion was made afterwards.
Q. Afterwards?-A.
Yes.
Q. Do I understand that the examination was called off?-A. I do not
know anything of that.
Q. I would like to know how you were promoted?-A. I was promoted, I
presume, because I was capable of doing the work.
Q. But in what way were you promoted, as the result of what?-A.
I cannot tell you that.
Q. It was not the result of an examination?-A.
Not the result of examination, no.

Q. Was it the result of a recommendation?-A. I cannot tell you that.
I presumeI was promoted by the Commission.
Q. Did you make any application for promotion?-A. I had made application

at

the

time

the

examination

was held.

Q. That is a remarkable state of affairs.

suddenly find yourself promoted, or what?-A.

Did you wake one morning to

No, I naturally made application

for promotion.
Q. You made that application to whom?-A.

To the Commissioners.

Q. What answer did you get to your application?-A.

My application

was filed. There was a general competitive examination for senior examiner.
Q. But as I understand it, that examination proved abortive; nothing
came

out

of it?-A.

No.

Q. But you were promoted nevertheless?-A.

Yes.

Q. Are you positive in your recollection when you say that you were first
on that list as the result of the examination which proved abortive?-A.
not say that.

I did

Q. You say you do not recollect?-A. I said I was first in the examination
for junior civil service examiner.

Q. But on the secondexamination, what was your standing?-A. I did not
say that I passed that.

Q. Did you try it?-A.
[Mr.
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Q. What was the result? You either passed or not; you either failed or

you got through?-A. I passed the written examination and I failed to make
the necessarypercentage on oral subjects.
Q. Was there any other competitor?-A.
There was.
Q. What was your rating?-A.
I cannot tell you.

Q. You did not get through at all events?-A. I did not get. through.
Q. Did the man who obtained the required percentage to pass get it?
-A. He has since got it, but not as the result of that examination. I may say
that there was an appeal against the rating on the examination.
Q. At all events as the result of this examination, you were not successful.
Somebodywas successful, and you obtained the position?-A. No, there were
two vacancies.

Q. You got one of them?-A.

Yes.

Q. Although you were not successful in the examination?-A. That was
never

decided.

Q. Mr. Kemmis, I am not going to argue the matter, but you were either
successfulor not; the door must be open or closed.-A. That examination was
never completed.

Q. Let me put it this way: As the result of this examination in which
you did not succeed,you obtained the position?-A. No, I did not say that.
Q. Then tell me what it was?-A. I received promotion later.
Q. Let me put it this way: You tried the examination, and you failed.
Later on you received promotion.
Between the time that you attempted

to pass that examination and failed, and the time you got the promotion, did
anything else intervene to award you that promotion?-A. I presumemy work
was satisfactory.

Q. You were recommended,I suppose?-A. I presume so.
Q. Did you presume; if you are going to take that line, I will take the
proper line too.-A. I must have been recommended.
Q. I am not prepared to agree to that, that you must have been recommended, tell me whether you were or not, you know or do you not know, so

say one thing or the other. Do you know whether you were recommended?-A.

From the results, I do, Mr. Chevrier.

Q. I am not asking you that; I am asking you whether you know or do
not know that you were recommendedfor that promotion. That is a straight
question.-A.

I would say from the results, I do know.

Q. That is not an answer. Do you know whether you were recommended
for the promotion or not? I am not asking you about any results.-A. To my
own knowledge?

Q. To your own knowledge, of course?-A. I can only say, I presume I
was recommended.

I was not present when any recommendation was made.

Q. Did you ask for any recommendation?-A. Certainly I asked.
Q. Whom did you ask?-A. I asked the assistant secretary and the secretary.

Q. What did they say?-A. The assistant secretary referred me to the
secretary, and the secretary said the matter would be taken under consideration.
Q. He referred it to somebody else? Do you know what the result of

that was?-A. The result was I received a promotion.
Q. How were you notified of the promotion?-A. I think by letter; I am
not quite sure. I think I received the usual notice.

Q. You think you received the usual notice? Are you quite sure that you
hold this position to-day, or do you presumethat you do?-A. It is very difficult
to remember how I received the notice, but I must have received notice from

the Commission that I had been promoted to the position of senior.
[Mr.
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Q. You think

you got notification

from

the Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. As a result of having first attempted to pass an examination and
failed-I want to be honest with you, I want to get the facts on record
straight. In what year did you join the service?-A. November 1, 1920.
Q. Where were you before that?-A. Just before that I was in Ottawa.
Q. Doing what?-A. I had been in hospital most of the year undergoing
an operation for injuries received overseas.
Q. That was a result of overseas service?-A. Yes.
Q. How long were you overseas?-A. For three years.
Q. You were then laid up here as a result of overseas service for pretty
nearly a year?-A. I came back in November or December, 1919.

Q. Before you went overseas, where were you; what were you doing?
-A.

I was in the service.

Q. Where?-A. At Val Cartier.
Q. You mean active service?-A.

I was talking

about the C.E.F. Before

that, I was practising law in Alberta.
Q. How long did you practice law in Alberta?-A.

From 1900 to the end

of 1914.

Q. You were admitted to the Alberta bar when?-A.
territories

in

I was in the Northwest

1900.

Q. Was that the result of the five-years' course in Arts?-A. No, after
five years articles and passing the necessary examination.
Q. Do you hold any university degree?-A. No.
Q. Simply the law certificate?-A.
Yes.
Q. What are your duties now on the examination staff?-A. I set such
papers as are assigned to me and provide eligibles for the departments.
Q. Let us take that up one at a time. You state that the papers are sent
to you to be set. Those papers cover what?-A.
They cover positions in the
immigration service, and the commercial intelligence service. I have set some
papers in the penitentiary service.
Q. What is the nature of the papers that you set on immigration?-A.
It
depends on the nature of the position to be filled. For immigration inspector,
a general paper is set consisting of some questions.

Q. Let us leave out the details and the nature of the questions. They
refer to what positions?-A. Immigration guards and inspectors.
Q. Immigration laws?-A. Immigration guards, immigration inspectors,
immigration

officers, immigration

women officers and so on.

Q. What is the nature of those examinations?-A. With the exception of
the guards, the test is partly written.
experience, and a certain rate is given.
there

is an oral

There is a rating on educational
There is a written examination, and

examination.

Q. Let us not get too far afield. Let us take up the written examination.
You set those papers?-A. Yes in the majority of cases; in some cases we get
outside help.
Q. That is the advisory board?-A. No, in some cases, for instance, in

examination for the position of principal woman immigration officer, the services
of people who are expert in social service work are obtained.
Q. Who are they?-A. Professor Jackson of Toronto University, Professor
Dale of the social service, and similar people are secured.
Q. You say that these people have practical experienceof social service?

"-A. They are authorities on social servicework.
Q. You appoint womenwhoseexperience
is in that line?-A. A knowledge
of social service work is required by people who fill those positions.
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Q. Have you anything to do with the setting of those papers, or do you
leave it entirely in their hands?-A. Their questions are incorporated.
Q. In the questions which you prepare?-A. Yes.
Q. Who corrects the paper?-A. I wish to correct myself there.

In some

casesthe paper has been set entirelyQ. By whom?-A. One paper has been set entirely by the outside expert.
Q. And corrected by whom?-A. And marked by him. In some cases

where questions are incorporated, the answer which that expert considers
should be corrected, or his interpretation

of the question is furnished by him

to the Commission.

Q. And then you correct the rest?-A. Yes.
Q. How often does that occur?-A. I have several competitions a year.
Q. How often do you require help from the outside experts?-A. So far,
twice.

Q. Twice a year?-A. No.
Q. On two occasions?-A. Yes.
Q. On the other occasions the work is done entirely by yourself?-A.
Yes.
Q. Do you ever consult with the immigration officials in the department'?
-A. Certainly.
Q. How often?-A. If a competition develops I consult with the immigration

authorities.

Q. How often?-A. In every examination.
Q. In every examination you consult with the immigration officials?-A.
With the exception of immigration inspector and such positions as that.
Q. You do not consult with the officials of the department in these cases?
-A.

No.

Q. In your judgment it is not necessary?-A. In the judgment of the
department also.
Q. Have you a ruling on that?-A.
Not a written ruling, but I have been
so informed by departmental officers.
Q. When you deal with a representative of the immigration department,
does he set the papers in conjunction with you?-A. He may suggest questions.
Q. Is he there when they are corrected?-A. No.
Q. You correct the suggestions?-A. I may say that the questions he
suggests are questions on immigration laws and regulations.
Q. Why does he suggest these, why do you not suggest them?-A. I could
suggest them just as well, and very often I do.
Q. Do you do it as often as you do not?-A. Yes.
Q. Either way; what guides you in the matter?-A.
I check the paper over.

Q. On every occasion?-A. With the exception of immigration inspectors
and guards.
Q. You correct the whole paper?-A. Yes.
Q. You have nothing to do with the department?-A.
the paper.

No, not in marking

Q. Then it goesthrough in the same way as Mr. Bouchard has explained?
You mark it and then you send it to the assistant secretary, and the assistant
secretary sends it to the secretary?-A. Excuse me, I mark the papers, and I
send them to the clerical branch of the examination branch, to Mr. Daley.
Q. Where does he come in on this chart?-A.
The English clerical section.
Q. You send them to him?-A. Yes.
Q. What does he do with them?-A. He stores them in a vault-I
beg
pardon, I am going ahead a bit-he checks them off and then they are entered
on an examination

roll.

Q. What is the result of that?-A.

Well, certain weights are attached in

each examination to educational experience.
rMr.
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Q. Just a moment; have you not already done that, made your rating?A. Yes that

has been made.

Q. That is not final?-A.
That is marked. I have also marked the written
papers, and that is put on the examination roll.

Q. From that you can gather the result, whether a man is successfulor not?
-A.

Whether

he is to be called

for

oral

examination

or not.

Q. Who decides whether he is to be called for oral examination or not?-

A. The roll is passed back to me, and I pass it to the chief examiner, the
assistant secretary, in the usual manner, if there is only one position, and a
large number of candidates who have made over the necessarypercentage,say
60 per cent-

Q. The usual test is applied in the departments?-A. Yes.
Q. When those papers come to you as well as to the other examiners, do
they give the name or just a number?-A.

A number only.

Q. Then it goesto the secretary and is rated there, and if it is approved,
it comesback to you in the usual channel?-A. No, it does not come back to
me.

Q. It goeson the eligible list?-A. Yes.
Q. What experience have you had in immigration matters?-A. I lived
in Alberta from 1892 until 1914. I was actually on a ranch for three years

before I studied law; I was editor of a newspaper,and did journalistic work. I
had to write articles on immigration to encouragethe immigration situation, and
I made a study of immigration and put people on the land.
Q. Do you consider that that is a sufficient knowledge of immigration
matters to enable you to look after this work?-A.

With my studies since, I do.

I have studied the question of immigration and colonization.
Q. Since you have been in the department?-A. No, I always have.
Q. On that score,I think there are quite a number of Progressivemembers
who would be eligible for your position?-A. I have no doubt sir.
Q. Commercial intelligence, how did you come to add that branch to your
sphereof activities?-A. It is in the department of Trade and Commercewhich
has been assignedto me as examiner.
Q. What does that consist of?-A. The Department of Trade and Commerce?

Q. No, commercial intelligence?-A. It supplies the people of Canada,
businesspeoplein particular with information regardingthe possibilitiesof fur-

thering Canadian trade with the outside world.

Q. You do not furnish that data, you furnish the men who furnish it?-

A. Yes.

Q. How do you get the men?-A. By public competition.
Q. Do you set those papers?-A. I set those papers in conjunction with
the department.

Q. In the usual way as you explained before?-A. Yes.
Q. And your knowledge of these conditions has been gained, in the same
way?-A.

It has been gained by study.

Q. What particular studies did you make?-A. Personal study, by reading
and by studying the situation, and general business knowledge.
Q. Since you have entered the department?-A.
No.

Q. Now. then, it looks very much to me, without being disrespectful, that
you acceptedthe situation and made a study of immigration matters and commercial intelligence matters before you got this job?-A. No, if you had edited
a country newspaperin the west for some twelve years, you would know some-

thing about immigrationmatters. You would haveto.
[Mr.
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Q. I appreciate that, but I am not prepared to go that far on the com-

mercial intelligence.
no penitentiary

What about the penitentiary experience?-A. I have had

experience.

Q. I hope you did not think that I meant it that way?-A.

No, I did not.

Q. What does your work consist of in that penitentiary line?-A.

In supply-

ing the eligibles for the various positions in the various penitentiaries.
Q. How are those selected?-A.
written

By local competition, as a rule, without a

examination.

Q. Supposingnow that you wanted to appoint a guardsman in Kingston,
say, what would you do?-A. The penitentiary branch has, by special agreement
with the Commission, its own system to a certain extent.

It advertises the

vacancies-

Q. Wait a minute. It has its own system?-A. In other departments the
Commissionadvertisesfirst, but with the penitentiaries-

Q. Right now,just a minute. In this departmentthereis a specialprivilege

that they do their own advertising?-A.
Yes.
Q. Why was that special privilege granted there?-A.
Commission

I was not in the

at the time.

Q. You cannot tell us?-A.

No.

Q. Where is this advertising done?-A. The warden at Kingston has a
vacancy, for instance, for a prison guard. He uses the civil service form of
poster, with which he is supplied.
He fills in there the classification and

describes the qualifications and duties, and that poster is displayed in the
post office at Kingston, the G.W.V.A., the Navy Veterans, and also in other
public places.
Q. Do you advertise in the newspapers?-A. No.

Q. Then it is purely a local advertisement?-A. In the case of Kingston.
yes.

Q. In other cases,is it local also?-A. I believe in St. Vincent de Paul, it is

in Montreal.

Q. Would that just be advertised on the Island of Montreal?-A.
city of Montreal, yes.

In the

Q. Then it is done under the regulation which gives preferenceto locality?A. I cannot tell you what the reason is, but it would probably be that.
Q. Now, then, what else do you do?-A. The posters state that the applicants must call on the warden in person. They fill in their applications; he
gives them an oral examination.

He has them medically

examined.

He

forwards-after the expiration of the time for receiving applications-the applications, and the rating sheets of all examinations, to the superintendent of penitentiaries, with his recommendation.
Q. Where is he?-A.

General

Hughes, at Ottawa.

by the deputy minister to the Commission.
Q. With no action taken upon it at all?-A.
0. Simply

forwarded

to him?-A.

Yes.

Q. And then it comes to you?-A.

Yes.

Q. What do you do with it?-I

It is forwarded

then

No.

rate the candidates on education and experi-

ence from the facts contained in their sworn applications, and then calculate the
numerical value to be given to the oral examination.
Q. Let us get that. The warden out there has looked these men over?A. Yes.

Q. And has he asked them any questions?-A. He does.
Q. Has he embodied

the answers on the sheet?-A.

No.

Q. What expressiondoeshe give to that examination?-A. WTehave an oral
examination rating form which is used.
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Q. By the warden?-A. By the warden. It is used generallyin all local

competitions.

Q. Let me get that.

The warden looks this man over and asks him a

certain number of questions, and on the form which he has submitted to you,
he has rated him down there.-A.

Yes.

Q. And these forms are then sent through the usual routine and finally

come to you?-A.

Yes.

Q. What do you do with those?-A. I apply the weights to be given to the
ratings.
Q. Explain that.-A.

If I had a form-

Q. We can get along without that.

You apply the weight?-A. Yes.

Q. What does that mean?-A. The warden does not give any numerical value
to his estimate of a candidate, and he does not-

Q. Just a minute. Take St. Vincent de Paul. There are 47 men apply.
Tie warden should see the 47 men. He has 47 forms. He reads every one of
them-each

form?-A.

Yes.

Q. What result does he put there?

What does he say on the form?-

A. All he has to say on the form-there is a question "do you considerthe candidate a suitable person for the position, yes or no."
He can say "yes" or ''no.''
Q. Suppose he says "yes" on some of the forms, and out of the 47 forms you
get "yes" on 30 of them.
Is there any other question on that form?-A. Xo,
there are no other questions on the form.

Q. Those 47 forms come to you, 30 of which are "yes," and 17 are "no."
You disregard the "no's," and only take care of the "yes."-A.
We look through
the application forms and see them.
Q. Do you pay any attention to those he marks "Xo"?-A.
We look through
them

all.

Q. What weight do you attach to the recommendation when he has said
"no"?-A.
We take it for granted the man is unfit for that position.
O. Has it ever happened that you have taken anybody out of the "no's" and
put them into the "ayes"?-A.
It has happenedQ. Just a minute. Just on that one question, whether the warden considers him fit or not?-A. Before proceeding to compile the result of his examination, the Commission has written the department. In one instance, it was
to get a further rating or a further explanation of the reason why the warden
marked

a man

as unfit.

Q. Xow, the Commission writes to the department
into

the

and makes inquiry

17 "no's."

Mr. SHAW: They may write.
The WITNESS: They may write.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Does the department ever do that?-A.

There was one occasion; there-

wa- nn 0. A. S. man rejected, and we inquired why.
Q. That is quite proper, but in most cases, leaving that one case aside, you
look over the "no's" just to satisfy yourselves that you have looked over them

all. but you have never with one exception taken one of the "no's" and put him
in the "ayes"?-A.

Xot to my memory, no.

Q. Xow. take the 30 "ayes"; what do you do with those?-A. We apply
a scale-.

Q. Let me know what that scale is? Is it a rule, or a five pound weight, or
what is it?-A.

It is a weight.

The warden does not give any numerical value

to the applications of the men.
Q. XTo,he simply says "Tom Jones,yes."-A.
[Mr.
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Q. Give me the five factors.-A.
to have a form

I cannot remember them all.

I would have

here.

Q. Give me the totality of what the warden has given you.-A.
the

five

Each of

factors-

Q. On that form?-A.

Yes.

Q. You did not say that. You said there was only one question.-A. There
is only one question.

Q. What are the five factors?-A. I can give them to you roughly. One is
"physical fitness;" the first one is "experience"-this is only roughly, mind youthe first one is experiencewhich might qualify a man for the position. The
second is alertness and intelligence-

Q. As the "joke book" says "agility"?-A.

No, that comesunder physical

fitness.

Q. They say, "agility, probity, and integrity."?-A.
Then there is a factor
concerning his ability to control others and opposite each factor there are five
grades.

Q. Each one is sub-divided into five?-A.

No.

I can show you on this

(indicating a blank piece of paper) here (indicating) is factor 1; opposite there
are five grades, "poor, fair, average, above average and very good." That is, we
grade each factor and the warden places a cross opposite the grades which he
considers the man to make with regard to each special factor. The warden
does not, and the department does not know the values of those grades.
Q. Of each of those particular factors?-A.
Yes. There is a way to test.
The physical fitness may have a certain weight, say it is six out of 100, or 6 out
of 10. Well, the man who grades "very good" in physical fitness would get 60,

and a man who got average in physical fitness, would get, say, 36, and after
applying these weights to the grades and figuring the numerical results, we get
the total percentage of 100.
Q. And the man who gets the highest results is the man selected?-A. The

man who gets the highest results in that, plus the highest rating on experience
and education, as shown from his application, is placed on the eligible list.
Q. And he is sent to the warden, to take that position?-A. He is assigned.
Q. Has it ever happened that any of these men have been returned to you?
-A. In very very few cases; there have been one or two.
Q.- Just recollect well, because that is an important point in this information on that?-A.
General Hughes and all the wardens, with the exception of
one, are in town, and yesterday they stated they were very well satisfied with
the men the Commission

had sent them.

Q. Quite; can you give me the number of those who were rejected?-A.

I

cannot.

Q. Will you give me within any probability,

-A. Well, I cannot recollect exactly-I

so far as you can remember?

can recollect two, but they were not re-

jected at once. I remember two cases where men were let out for breach of discipline after some months employment.

Q. Well, now then, do you think that the wardens themselves could not
have selectedthe proper men?-A. I do not think I am called upon to give an
opinion on that.

Q. I quite appreciate you follow out the law, I am not questioning whether
you should follow out the law or not. I know you are wise and have got to follow the law, but you have 3rour own opinion. You are a legally trained man.
Can you say whether the same result of selecting the best man would not have

been achieved by the warden exercising his own absolute unimpaired discretion?
-A.

Well5-12
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Q. Do not look at Mr. Foran, answer my question.-A. I wa? looking at
the Chairman. (To the Chairman) I do not think I should be asked to answer
that question.
The CHAIRMAN: I think you are quite entitled not to answer it.
The

WITNESS:

I do not think

I should

answer

it.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Well, why will you not answer it?-A.

BecauseI do not think I ought

to answer it. It is a matter of opinion evidence only.
Mr. CHEVRIER:All right, but you know in your own legal mind that I am
entitled

to an answer.

By Hon. Mr. Mnrcil:
Q. You know that Canada sends representatives to various countries?-A.
Yes.

Q. Has a knowledge of foreign languages ever been made a requisite in an

examination for those positions?-A. It has.
Q. Which ones are mentioned more particularly?-A.
At the last examination it was made a condition that two of the appointments-there were four in all
-two should speak French and English, and be bi-lingual.
As a matter of
fact, three received appointments; three Canadians of French extraction received appointments.
Q. Does the same rule, apply to immigration officials dealing with immi-

grants coming to the country?-A.

In some casesthey require interpreters, and

there a knowledge of Russian, Norwegian, Yiddish, Polish, and so forth, is required.
Q. No French?-A. No requirements that they should speak both French
and English in regard to the immigration guards and immigration inspectors. The
men are transferred

back and forth in the summer season.

The CHAIRMAN: I would like to ask you one question.
Q. You have tl e selection and the appointment of the trade commissioners
for the Trade and Commerce Department?-A.
I hold the competitions.
Q. What class of competition do you arrange for men to represent Canada

in these Departments?-A. There is a competition out for the position of junior
trade commissioner. The man has to go through one or two years training
before he is sent outside of Canada. There is the usual rating on educational
experience, and there are two papers set on trade knowledge and general knowledge.

Q. That is all the examination that he passesbefore he goesinto training?
-A. Yes, except that those who securethe necessarypercentagesare submitted
to an oral

examination.

Q. I am then correct in assumingthat the question of a man's personality is
not part of his examination when he enters the Trade and CommerceDepartment?-A.

The question of a man's personality?

Q. Yes.-A. Certainly, it is. An oral examination by an advisory board,
is held where the candidates who received the required percentages on education

and experience,andwritten examination,presentthemselves;and certainly personality and manner is taken largely into account.

Q. Who judges as to the personality of theseapplicants?-A. I will give

you an example of the last board. The advisory board consistedof Mr. Gor-

don Edwards: Mr. Alfred Lambert, of Lambert & Company,in Montreal, and

Mr. Field, British Trade Commissionerof Toronto. They were the members of
*.he board.
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Q. Then the examination board brings in an outside advisory board?-A.
Often

does.

Q. In the case of trade commissioners?-A. In that case,they do always.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. How is this advisory board chosen-by any special method?-A. The
examiner in charge of competition gets men who are eminent in their profession,
or in business, and submits names to the Commissioners, for approval, and the
board is approved by the Commission.

Q. Has it been customary to excludethose who are actively engagedin politics on one side or the other?-A.
suggestion.
Witness discharged.

Not to my knowledge.

I never had that

Mr. MARTELL:Before you proceed,Mr. Chairman, I wish you would direct
Mr. Foran to bring down for my information and the information of the Committee all the papers relating to the appointment of Mr. A. B. Muddiman, as a
trade

commissioner.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: I suggest we adjourn now.

We have been here since 10

o'clock.

The CHAIRMAN: I would like to say I do not faA'our an adjournment.

Some

of these gentlemen are yet here, and I do not think Mr. Chevrier will need to
take so long with the balance. I would like very much, indeed, to get this list
Cleanedup.

Mr. Martell only has a short question.

Hon Mr. MARCIL: We have other matters to attend to.

I missed two other

committees this morning to stay here.
The CHAIRMAN: Well, you have missed them now.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: I have other things to attend to.

The CHAIRMAN:Is it the wish of the Committee to try and complete this
list?

Mr. RINFRET: How many witnesses have you got?
The CHAIRMAN:

We have

five

of them

left.

Mr. SHAW: Let us go as far as we can until one o'clock.
The CHAIRMAN: That would be my desire. Bring the next witness.
Mr. CHARLESGARRETT,recalled and examined.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. You were present here and heard the questions I directed to the previous
witnesses as regards being interfered with by senior examiners and the taking
away of papers. What have you to say in regard to that? Have you any personal knowledge of it?-A.
I have no knowledge of that at all.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I did not quite get your name, please?-A. Mr. Garrett, G-a-r-r-e-t-t.
Q. You are one of the senior or junior examiners?-A.

Senior examiner.

Q. You look after what papers?-A. My main work is attending the advisory boards.

Q. Do you set any papers?-A. I have set them, but that is incidental.
Q. What are your duties with referenceto attending the advisory board?-

A. An advisory board,as Mr. Kemmisjust mentioned,in the caseof the junior
trade examiner was held in some cases-in very many cases-to rate the educational experienceof candidates from their sworn applications.
' *"'
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Q. Let us take it this way. Every time an advisory board is appointed,
for what purpose,you attend?-A. I have not attendedall advisory boards; I
have beenon my vacation,but that is my main work.
Q. Whenyou are there,your duty is to attendthe meetingsof every advisory board?-A.

When I am summoned.

Q. There are caseswhere you are not?-A.

There are cases where I have

been away, or have been ill.

Q. Let us get busy; let us get busy. When you were not ill but attending
to your duties, if during that time an advisory board is called it is your duty
to attend that advisory board?-A. Yes, I attend all advisory boards now. I
did not always do that.
Q. What are your duties in reference to that?-A.
My duties on that
advisory board? When technical members are invited to act, they act without
any financial reward of any kind. The most eminent men in the country in
these particular lines are invited by the Commission; they act for the good of
the public, and do their duty. There is a representative from the Department,
and myself present, from the Commission, and my particular duty as an examiner is that from constant association in reading applications and in interviewing men, and cross-examining them, I naturally have had the opportunity to
develop the proper analysis of a man's qualifications, but when the advisory
board is rating the technical men, I am subsidiary altogether-I
am merely
there to report, but I can be of great assistance in calling their attention to
points they overlooked, and seeing that the civil service law is kept in every
respect, and is not broken.
Q. All right, let us keep it there. So you are in a sense a sort of a supervisor to the advisory board-you direct the advisory board?-A. I conduct it.

Q. They listen to your recommendations?-A. I make no recommendations.

The technical men have the whole say in such cases.

Q. What do you say? What is your say in that-if they have the whole
say?-A. I am there to call their attention to points they may have overlooked.
Owing to the nature of my experienceI naturally, as I have already explained,
make note of things that they may have overlooked, and bring them to their
attention.

Q. Wait a minute. Do not give us all of that.

Any time the board sits-

no matter whether it is for the appointment of an astronomer, or a highly trained
technical electrician, or a lawyer, or a medical man-anything
of that kind-

you sit there and advise the board?-A. No, sir, I sit there to advise the Commission; I am only there to report and get their recommendation.

Q. But on every one of those you are present to advise them becauseof
your vast experience and your constant-A. I am there to give them the information they require, which I can give them, in regard to the Civil Service
Act.

For instance, in regard to residential preference, overseas preference,

disability preference, and all those points as laid down by the Act. A good
many of the gentlemen acting on these boards, very prominent men, may not
have served on a board before-.

Q. When a board sits if they would judge a man to be properly fitted
for a position, you would say to them "you cannot appoint Mr. so-and-so,because
of his residential qualifications being in default?"-A. If they are making a
recommendationwhich I know from my knowledgeof the Act is illegal, I would be
wasting time if I did not point out that the recommendationwould be useless.
Q. You are there as a legal adviser and general supervisor? Are these
boards sworn?-A.

The members sworn?

Q. Yes.-A. No.
[Mr.

Charles Garrett,]
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By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. And do they come to Ottawa?-A. Yes, they are drawn from all parts
of the country. The Commission has no funds to pay them. They are invited
to act, and they come,and they have devoted a whole day's time in some cases;
there is one occasionwhere they devoted five days' time, without recompense.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. At their own expense?-A. The Commission pays their travelling expenses.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Look here now. There are two things. You act there in a technical
capacity too? Do you also assist the advisory board in passing on the qualifications of these men?-A. No; I have never voted at these advisory boards.
Q. You have nothing to do except purely see that the civil service law
is followed out?-A.
That is the idea; to point out what they may have over-

looked and any little point which I know from my personal knowledge.
Q. Have you anything to say about the rating of candidates?-A. No.
Q. So you are there purely and simply to assist them in the interpretation
of the Act?-A.

Yes.

Q. And you have nothing to do with the rating of the candidates?-A.
Q. Nothing whatever?-A. Not in the final say.

No.

Q. You have nothing to do with the selections,but you have something to
do in saying "if you do this, you are not following out a certain section of the
Act ", but you do not interfere in the selection?-A. No.

Q. What is the " vast experience" that you have had? How long have
you been on the board?-A.
11, 1918, when I returned

I have been with the Commission since March
from

overseas.

Q. Previous to that were you in the Commission?-A. No, sir, I was overseas.

Q. How long?-A.

29 months.

Q. And previous to your going overseas,where were you?-A.

I had several

months training in Canada.

Q. I mean previous to your war record-to your entering the forces?-A.
I was doing advertising and journalistic work.
Q. Where?-A. In Montreal, and previous to that, in New York.
Q. On what paper?-A. The Montreal Herald.
Q. How long were you on the Montreal Herald before going overseas?-A.
I went there in December 1914, and I enlisted from there on the 2nd of
February, 1915,
Q. What were you doing on the Herald?-A. I was writing advertising
copy, looking after write-ups for the motion picture end, the report of the
motion picture field, and when I was taken on in the first place to take charge
of a copy service they were going to start for the whole city.
Q. How did you get into the Commission?-A.

I came back from overseas

and naturally as I had been disabled, and I could not very well go back to my
work, I applied and put in an application.
Q. For what?-A. For work in the civil service', and without having met
anyone of the Civil Service Commission, or communicating with any one of
them, IQ. That is not challenged.-A.
(continuing)-One
day I received a letter
asking me to report for an interview to Mr. Foran. I reported to Mr. Foran,

the secretary, and he was satisfied with the various experience I had had.
The Act had just come into effect-the

new Act[Mr.

Charles Gorrett.l
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Q. Just on that. You interviewed Mr. Foran, and the next step-what was

it? Were you taken into the service?-A. I was taken in temporarily.

Q. Did you get through any examination?-A. Yes, two.
Q. After or before going in?-A. As a temporary?
Q. Yes.-A. I could not have had any chance to take any examination
before, becauseI had just come out of the hospital.
Q. So the moment you came out of the hospital you interviewed the
Commission, and the next moment you were taken into the service?-A. As
a "temporary".
Q. Without going through any examination?-A.
for

There was no opportunity

examination.

Q. Because you were taken in the next day, and the opportunity was kept
away from you. How long were you in the service of the Commission before
you were submitted to the test?-A. I took the first examination.-I
think it
was in November of the year I came inQ. When did you come in?-A. March llth, 1918.
Q. So from, March until November you had submitted to no examination?
-A.

No.

Q. What examination did you submit to?-A.
Senior clerk.
Q. Carrying a salary range of what?-A. A minimum of $110 monthly.
Q. What did that examination consist of?-A.
That examination consisted
of practical questions on office methods, and office machinery and appliances
used in the efficient conduct of any business; in the writing of letters, and rating
on educational experience, papers on spelling, and hand-writing.

Q. Was this just one of the aspects of the paper, or was there any other
-just office duties of what kind9 Was that the examination?-A.
Well no; the
other papers were on rating for educational experience, I understand, and
dictation to show your spelling and hand-writing.
Q. What was the result of that examination?-A.
I was successful.
Q. How many competitors were there at the time, do you remember?-A.
I do not remember,

but

I think

there

were some 1.600 or 1,800.

Q. And what was your rating outside of your returned soldier preference?
-A. That I do not know. I was never enough interested in that examination,
as I wished to get something better. I never accepted a permanent appointment
through

that examination.

Q. Can you tell me the rating for the next examination?-A.
attached a great deal more importance to it.

Q. As a result of that examination did you get your rating?-A.

Yes.

I

No, I

did not take a permanent appointment under the first examination.
Q. Did you take any other appointment?-A. Yes. I had become intensely
interested

in the workings

of the Civil

Service Commission.

Q. When did you get in there?-A. March llth, 1918.
Q. When did you take that next examination?-A.
The first examination
was held for the appointment of a junior examiner, I think; I sat in November,
1919.

Q. That is a second examination?-A.

Yes.

Q. For what?-A. For junior examiner.
Q. And consistedof what?-A. Technical questions.
Q. Of what nature?-A. We were asked to outline, for instance, the scheme
of examinations for various positions, and the matter of obtaining, examining

and grouping ideas of the candidatesin regard to the manner in which the

examinations should be conducted,the various methods, and the purpose or use
of written and other examinations.
{Mr. Charles Garrett.]
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Q. Do you remember what your rating was?-A. Yes.
Q. What was it?-A. I think it was 79.3 per cent.
Q. Outside of your preference?-A. Outside of my preference,I came first.
Q. And with your overseas preference that gave you-A. The overseas
preferencewas not needed.
Q. But if you qualified, the law passedyou first.-A. I had the good fortune
to come first without using the overseas preference.

Q. You came first without your overseas preference?-A. I

had that

pleasure, sir.

Q. And the others with overseaspreference came in after you?-A. Yes.
Q. Then you were placed as a junior examiner in 1919?-A. No; the
appointment was 1st of January, 1920.
Q. As junior examiner?-A. Yes.

Q. When did you take up the position as an advisor to the advisory board?
-A.

About two years ago, I cannot give you the exact date.

Q. What salary do you carry now?-A. There was a reclassification of the
position, according to responsibilities and duties that we actually performed,
in the reorganization of the examination branch, and the class of duties. Our
duties naturally had changed,and there was a reclassification of the work, and
I applied for reclassification for the newly created position of senior examiner.
I was granted the reclassification.
Q. To what does that carry you now?-A.

Q. What does that carry to?-A.

The average was allowed-

That is an initial salary of $2,400.

Q. And it goes to what amount?-A. $2,700.
Q. Before you joined the Herald, what education did you have, what are
your degrees?-A. My education was Matriculation
and extra-mural work.
Q. In what university?-A.
Cambridge. I attempted to take the London
University Extra-mural course.
Q. But you got your matriculation at-A. For Cambridge.

Q. After that?-A.

I taught for a short time and studying extra-mural

work.

Q. In what place?-A.

West Indies, Jamaica.

Q. In what course?-A. I was preparing pupils for junior matriculation,
rather that corresponding to junior matriculation in this country.
Q. For how many years?-A. Two years.
Q. After that?-A.
I went to the United States and worked in the Crucible

Steel Company, New York. I went in as a clerk; I took the first I could get,
being a stranger, and worked up to being in charge of the Foreign Exchange
work in the Export Department till I left to come to Canada.
Q. And then you came to the Herald?-A. Yes. During that time, I
attended the Cooper Union, and took a physics and chemistry course. I was
trying for the degree in chemistry.
Q. Did you come to Ottawa to enlist?-A.

I was never in Ottawa before

my enlistment except for a two days visit while in the army.
Q. What was your first appearancein Ottawa?-A. To reside?
Q. Yes.-A. My first appearance was, I think, when I came from the
Hospital at Kingston, about 5th December,1917.
Q. In 1917you came to Ottawa?-A. I was in the hospital.
Q. When you submitted to those various examinations, was there any thing
there about export trade conditions and the like between various countries;
did that enter into your range of activities?-A. At the time?
Q. Yes.-A.

No sir.

[Mr.

Charles

Garrett.]
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By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. As to the advisory boards, I understand your duties consist in getting
those boards together and instructing them as to what their duties are under
the law?-A.

Yes.

Q. The members of those boards are not sworn?-A.

No sir.

Q. They are selectedby the Commission themselves?-A. Yes sir, in the
method that Mr. Kemmis outlined. We keep a sort of Who's who of the
different technical lines. These men are told that they must act without fear
of favour, and not allow themselves to be influenced by their relatives or
wives' relatives. With men of their standing, I do not think we have ever done
that.

Q. So that the rule that blood is thicker than water does not apply?-A.

I

do not know of anybody on the advisory boards having any relationship with
any candidates.

Q. No instructions are given to them on that point?-A.

No. Of course,

that is just my own outline of the duties of the board.
Q. You explained their duties under the Act?-A.
They are asked to rate
the technical qualifications of the applicant, and in the case of an oral interview,
they outline and discuss the lines of the oral examination they are going to
conduct, and the candidates are called in and given that oral examination.
Q. They report direct to the Commission?-A. Their reports are made to
the

Commission.

Q. They can accept or reject them?-A. Yes sir. I do not sign that report.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Can you read French, or understand it?-A. I can read French, and
get along as well as I need by derivation for instance from the Latin rootand get an idea of it.
Q. You can take a book in French and read it over?-A. Yes. a novel, iv.c
a technical

work

with

technical

terms.

Q. Where do you go to meet those advisory boards? Do you go with
certain questions prepared to be submitted to the candidates?-A. Do I take
questions?

Q. Yes.?-A. I have no idea what line an advisory board is going to take,
each one is a new problem. It depends upon the members of that board what
line thej' will take. They arc practical men in that line of business or technical men, and I do not know what line they will take.
Q. They prepare the questions themselves?-A. I get them started, and
explain any point of law in the Civil Service Act. I am guided entirely by

the provisions of the Act on my dealing with them. Some of them do not know
anything about the Civil Service Act.
Q. Are they all written examinations?-A.
Xo sir. they are business examinations, such as business men would conduct in rating the applications of men
after advertising the positions. They cross-examine them to get an idea of

their personal qualifications and perhaps their personal fitness, apart altogether
from their technical knowledge.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do you do that cross-examining?-A. No sir, that is left to the technical
men.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Was the reasonfor appointingthoseadvisory boardsthat they should

secure men with a technical knowledge which the Commission themselves did
[Mr.

Charles Garrett.]
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not possess?-A. It is to get outstanding men who have no affiliations that we
know

of.

Q. But possessingtechnical knowledge?-A. Yes.
Q. I see in the list the names of plumbers.

I suppose the idea of getting

those peopleis to securetechnical knowledge?-A. The more important positions
only. They would not have it in the lower grades.
Q. They appoint

these advisory

boards to secure information

for the

Commission which they themselves cannot very well obtain because of the
technical knowledge required?-A. No sir, I do not think that is the reason.
We have technical men in certain lines in the Commission, but for the Commission to assume an arbitrary stand in passing on the technical qualifications

of candidates would possibly be going too far, and they get the assistanceof
those men outside the Commission who are not retained by any fee, and are
absolutely independent in giving their opinion.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Is the advice of those boards accepted generally?-A. Yes sir, so far
as I know. They give their reasons and their rating, and file a detailed report.
Q. Any instances of rejection?-A.
I can only recollect one instance.

Q. You do not know what that instance was?-A. Yes, I think I can
remember it; it was the case of the chief inspector of dredges at Sorel.
Q. The information was not satisfactory?-A.
No, it was a matter
residence.

It seems so far as I can remember,

of

that the work was concentrated

at a certain point, and the .residents in that vicinity under the residential
preference clause in the Act would get the preference. The man they regarded
as best qualified was not in the district.
Q. There are certain appointments that are allotted to districts for which
a man from another district cannot apply?-A.
Under the preferential residence clause, competent men from a particular district for work which concerns
that district get a preference over any one else, and outsiders can only be
brought in if nobody is found competent in their district.
Q. These are rules fixed by the Commission?-A. No, sir, I think that is the
residential preference given by the Act.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Have you any statement as to what it has cost for those various advisory

boards, since the passageof the Act?-A. I do not have that, sir.
Mr. PARENT:You can get that statement and give it to the Committee.
The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Foran will get that.

Mr. FORAN:We have the statement ready.
The Committee adjourned until March 23.
FRIDAY, March 23, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil

Service Act of Canada met at 10

o'clock a.m., the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm, presiding.
The CHAIRMAN:Mr. Rinfret, would you care to make a report on the
meeting of the sub-Committee held last night. You might explain to the main
Committee the organization of the sub-Committee.

Mr. RINFRET:The meeting was for the purposes of organization. It was
moved by Mr. Shaw and secondedby Mr. Copp that we first call the duly
"appointed representatives of the different civil service organizations, as
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witnesses, local organizations to be heard first. It was moved and seconded
that at the next meeting of the sub-Committee, a complete programme for the
calling of witnesses be outlined.

It was then moved and seconded that all

correspondencefrom individuals relative to the working of the Civil Service Ace
be placed in the hands of the Chairman for further consideration.

The CHAIRMAN:We will proceed with the hearing of the examiners.
RODERICK MORGAN recalled

and examined.

The CHAIRMAN:Do you wish to take up the examination of Mr. Morgan,
Mr.

Chevrier?

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. What are your duties Mr. Morgan?-A.
details,
Q.
Q.
Q.

Do you wish me to explain in

Mr. Chevrier?
You are one of the examiners on the civil service staff?-A. Yes, sir.
Are you senior or junior?-A.
Senior.
What do you deal with, what departments or papers do you deal with?-

A. The departments of Marine and Fisheries, Railways and Canals, and the
Patent
Q.
Q.
stores'
Q.

and Copyright offices.
You set all the papers for these three?-A. No, sir, only certain sections.
What sections?-A. As are assigned to me. For instance, there may be
clerks, supplies' clerks.
You set the papers for all such examinations as are assigned to you?-

A. Yes.

Q. By whom?-A. By the chief examiner.
Q. Is there a principle on which that is conducted, or is it left to his
discretion?-A.
No, there is a general principle.

Q. In order to save all details, just tell me why you get certain portions,

and why you do not get other portions?-A.
Certain examiners, for instance,
examine shorthand and typing.
Q. You get these?-A. No, I do not get these.
Q. Tell us what you get?-A. I generally get papers dealing with office
practice, office organization, filing and indexing, and also general papers,

arithmetic sometimes and practical questions for stores' clerks, supplies' clerks
and ordinary clerks.
Q. As a senior examiner, you get those?-A.
senior

Yes, sir, not because I am

examiner.

Q. Who gets the other portion?-A.

Well, there are eleven examiners,and

they all have some work to do.

Q. That is the work that is assignedto you?-A. Part of it.
Q. You get all the papers on office practice that are assignedto you?-A.
I set practically

all of them.

Q. Office practice in connection with the Marine and Fisheries and Railways and Canals Departments?-A. In connection with all departments.
Q. All departments of the service?-A. Papers on office practice.
Q. In all departments?-A. There are usually general examinations.

Q. What is the nature of these-officepractice?-A. Yes.
Q. \Vould you set the papers on office practice in the Marine and Fisheries,
Railways and Canals and the Finance Departments?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. On filing and indexing?-A. Yes, sir.

Q. In all of the departments?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. What particular work would you have to do with referenceto the

Marine and Fisheries department?-A. That partly.
[Mr.

R. Morgan.]
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Q. And what else?-A. I am also in charge of all appointments or rather
recommendations for appointments.
Q. All recommendations for appointments?-A.
In the Marine and Fisheries department.
Q. From a junior clerk to one of the higher paid officials?-A. No.
Q. Well, what is your range?-A. All appointments except those which
are dealt with by the advisory boards as explained by Mr. Garrett yesterday.
Q. As I understand it, that would be all those appointments except those
of a technical nature where the advisory board is called on?-A. Yes.

Q. In the Department of Railways and Canals what is your jurisdiction?
-A.

The seasonal appointments on the canals.
Q. Seasonal appointments there only?-A.
There are some permanent,
there are very few of these.
Q. Some permanent. Of what nature would these permanent appointments be?-A. Clerical, mostly.
Q. Would they go up to any high range?-A. Principal clerk.
Q. Carrying a maximum salary of-A. $2,280.
Q. In the copyright branch what jurisdiction would you have?-A. (le-nerally the clerical staff. The engineering staff is usually appointed by the
advisory board.
Q. Would you have to deal with all the staff of the copyright branch

except such appointments as are dealt with by the advisory board?-A.

Yes,

sir.

Q. What are some of the appointments in the copyright branch that you

have to deal with, leaving out the higher ones?-A. There is only the clerical
staff, including the accountant's staff, and the engineering staff.
Q. The engineering staff you have nothing to do with?-A.
No, except to
arrange for the advertising of positions and the gathering in of applications.
Q. Would you have to deal with the appointment of copyright examiner?
-A.

No.

Q. That falls within the engineering staff, is that right?-A.
Yes, sir.
Q. You are a returned man?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. How long have you been with the Commission?-A. Since February.
1920.

Q. Before joining

the Civil

Service Commission where were you?-A.

I

had not long been demobilized.
Q. I beg your pardon?-A.
I had not long been demobilized.
Q. When did your war record start?-A.
May, 1916.
Q. From 1916 until when?-A. The fall of 1919.
Q. You were with the Canadian Expeditionary Forces?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Then you were one year out?-A. No; I joined the Commission in
February, 1920.

Q. Previous to joining the Army, where were you?-A.
of the Presbyterian church in Canada.
Q. You were one of the ministers of that church?-A.

I was a minister

Yes, sir

Q. How long were you occupied in that capacity?-A. Three and a half
years.

Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.

Where were you stationed?-A. In the province of Saskatchewan.
How old are you?-A. 37 years.
What University did you attend?-A. Edinburgh.
The Edinburgh University?-A. Yes, sir.

Q. That is in Scotland?-A. In Scotland.
Q. Do you hold any degrees?-A. I am an M.A.
you had any experience in connection with the duties of the
_ Q. Have

position you now hold with the Civil Service Commission, outside of the
(Mr. R. Morgan.]
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experienceyou have gained in the Civil Service Commission?-A. You mean
practical experience?

Q.
Q.
I think
Q.

Yes.-A. No, except my own private experience.
In the Marine and Fisheries Department. If I understood you right,
you said you dealt with recommendations for appointments?-A. Yes.
What appointments are those?-A. Generally the outside service and

the clerical staff of the inside service.

Q. That covers a wide range. What is the nature of those duties?A. Many of those positions are filled from general examinations.
Q. You say from general examinations?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you set those papers?-A. Some of them.
Q. What papers do you set?-A. Office practice, and questionnaires on
education and experience.
Q. Office practice in the Marine and Fisheries?-A. Yes. sir.
Q. Were you ever in the employment of the Marine and Fisheries department?-A.

Xo, sir.

Q. What other papers do you set in the Marine and Fisheries department?
-A. Only those I have already explained, general papers.
Q. Those are purely connected with the clerical staff'?-A. Yes.
Q. What

do you me:m !>y " clerical "?-A.

Clerks,

stenographers, store

clerks, principal clerks, senior clerks.
Lj. Hmv did you get into the Civil Service Commission?-A.
tive

By a competi-

examination.

Q. In what year?-A.

In 1920. February.

I took the examination in Octo-

ber. 1919.

Q. Were you aware of what rank you took, the civilian marks?-A. I beg
your pardon.
Q. How many marks did you make, how many points did you obtain on

that examination?-A. 66 per cent.
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.

That put you where?-A. Third.
On the civilian list?-A.
Xo, I was not on the civilian list.
It put you third, with 66 per cent?-A. Yes.
Therefore there were two ahead of you?-A. Yes.

Q. But by reason of the soldiers' preferenceunder the law that gave you
third

rank'?-A.

Xo.

I was third,

the two

ahead of me were

also returned

men.

Q. Were there any civilians that competed, that you know of?-A. I don't
know; I expect there were.
Q. What happened the other two that were ahead of you?-A. They were
appointed.
Q. They were appointed?-A.
Yes.
Q. Before you, or after you?-A. Before me.
Q. And you got the third appointment'?-A. Yes, sir.
By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. Just to make that clear, were they appointed to the Civil Service Commission

also?-A.

Yes. sir.

Q. In the Bureau where you are?-A.
By Mr. Chevricr:

Yes.

Q. Who are they0-A. One is Mr. Garrett. who appearedbefore you yesterday, the other is Mr. Muddiman.
Mr. CHEVRIER:. I think that is all. as far as I am concerned.
By Mr. Pinfrct:

Q. Will you give me this information, please;do you get a great number
of examinationpapersat onetime, on a specialmatter?-A. Xo, not very many.
[Mr.

R. Morgan.]
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Q. Let me put it another way. Supposeyou did, or supposeyou do, are
those papers separated between two or three examiners, or do you deal with
them all yourself?-A. I have been assigneda portion of them.
Q. I understand another examiner would also get a portion?-A. Yes.
Q. Then your marks are put up against his marks, without any further word
put upon those papers?-A. Yes.
Q. Would that be it?-A.

Yes, sir.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. One more question. In setting these papers do you confer with the
departmental officers?-A. Not for general papers.
Q. For what papers do you confer with them?-A. For papers required for
promotions where there are written examinations.
Q. In papers for promotions and written examinations you confer with the
officials?-A. Yes, on the duties of the office.
Q. Who corrects the papers?-A. Both of us.
Q. The departmental representative and yourself?-A.
Yes.
Q. Is that right?-A.
Quite right.
Q. Both of you together?-A. Sometimes.
Q. I think that varies from your first answer. I gathered from your first
answer that it was always; now it is sometimes?-A. I did not say always.
Q. Do you always confer together?-A. If I prepare the papers myself

after consulting with the department, I mark them, and if there are some questions I cannot answer myself they are marked by the department.
Q. So there are questions the answers to which you would not undertake
to verify?-A.
Yes.

Q. You leave them to the discretion of the departmental officer?-A. No,
they are checked.
Q. By whom?-A.

By the-examiner.

Q. If I understand it right, you say sometimesyou are unable to pass upon
an answer?-A.

Yes.

Q. Pleasecorrect me if I am wrong; in your own mind and conscience,as a
conscientious man, you say you are not able to pass upon all of them, and those
you pass on to the departmental officer, and the departmental officer marks them

and they are checked by you?-A. Although I cannot give an answer to the
question, I can give a relative rating.
Q. But that would be on the duties of the office?-A.

Yes.

Q. And one where you would refuse to correct and which you would hand
over to the departmental officer would be a question of departmental work?A.. Largely.
-A.

Q. And it would go to the head of the department,who would verify it?
How do you mean, would verify it?

Q. After a departmental officer had marked it?-A.

I said it would be

checked.

Q. By whom?-A.

The examiner.

Q. Which examiner?-A. The examinerin charge of the department,in

this case myself.
Q. It looks to me to be somewhat peculiar. You first object to correct

the answer?-A. No, I do not objectto correctthe answer;I say I am unable
to give an answer to the question.

Q. That is worse. You say you are unable to give an answer to correct
it; you are unable to correct an answer, and you pass it on to an official of the

department,the official of the departmentmakes his writing or corrects the
answer and hands it back to you for verification?-A.

No.
[Mr. B. Morgan.]
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Q. What for?-A. Checking.
Q. What is the nature of the checking you do?-A. I might look over the
answersand seeif they are marked relatively.
Q. After you have been unable to answer them yourself?-A. I can tell
the marks given to any one question.
Mr.

CHEVRIER: That is all I want to know.

"

The CHAIRMAN:Let him finish his answer,Mr. Chevrier.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I have no objection.

WITNESS:I can take one answer to one question and see what the departmental examiner has given to it, what value he has given to it, and I can take up
the other book and compare the answer.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. What book?-A. If there are more than one.

Q. If there is more than one examination paper, you would check up that
answer

with

another?-A.

Yes.

Q. Who would correct that?-A.

The same official.

Q. So that you would compare the 2, 3 or 4-say it was question No. 4
you were unable to pass upon, and that he had marked all of those answers,you
would take all questions No. 4, compare them and see if they had obtained all
the same marks?-A.

To see if they were relatively marked.

Q. Upon something as to which you had very honestly said you were unable
to pass in the first place?-A. I think that is possible.
Mr. CHEVRIEE: I think that will do, sir.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. There is just one question I would like to ask; you are looking over these
papers subsequently I take it, for the purpose of checking the relative marks?
-A.

Yes.

Q. In order that, if something has escapedthe examiner, you will be able
to catch

it?-A.

Yes.

Q. Can you tell us whether or not the officials of the department who do the
examining are sworn, like yourself?-A.
No, I do not think so.

Q. But do you know whether they are or not?-A.
do not think

I am not sure, but I

so.

Q. Do you always get the same officials in the department to do the
examination work?-A.
In the same branch, yes, sir.
Mr. FORAN: There was one question Mr. Martell was very anxious that
these witnesses should all answer; perhaps Mr. Chevrier will ask this question.
The question is as to whether any Commissioner or higher official ever got an

examination paper and marked it. That was his object in asking these examiners
to come here; he said at the time that that was the only question he wanted to
ask of them.

As he is not here this morning, to avoid the necessity of calling

these witnesses again, I would like to suggestthat some member of the Committee should ask that question.

Mr. SHAW: It might be well to do that, as Mr. Martell wanted to have
the question asked.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I did not pay much attention to it at the time; I would
like

to find

out what

he wants.

A MEMBER:There was another question that was asked, that was, whether

they everhad consultations
with the Commission.
Mr. FORAN:Yes, thosewere the two questions.
[Mr.

R. Morgan.]
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By Mr. Shaiv:

Q. You heard the questionsaddressedby Mr. Martell yesterdayto all the
examiningstaff of the Commission,did you?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. What have you to say to thosequestions?-A. I have no knowledgeof
any such circumstances.

Q. Has anybody communicated with you or instructed you as to what
evidenceyou were to give before this Committee?-A. No, sir.
Q. Has there been any interference with you, by the Commission or anybody else, in connection with the examination of or the marking of papers?A. No, sir.

Q. Or the improperly securing in any way examination papers for marking
purposeswhile under your control?-A. No, sir.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Here is the question: " Do you know of any caseswhere people were
applying in a competitive examination, when you were the examiner, and some

other officials came and asked if so and so were candidates and took the papers
and examined them?-A. No, sir.
Q. Then they did not take the papers away from you?-A.
of any such case.

I do not know

Q. Did you have any such conversation, or talk the matter over with any
membersof the Commission as to what evidenceyou were to give?-A. No, sir.
By the Chairman:

Q. You had no such conversation?-A. No, sir.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. You werenotified that you wereto comeherethis morning?-A. Yes.
Mr. CHEVRIER:You are one of the examiners in the Marine and Fisheries

department. Probably if Mr. Martell were here he would want to recall you.
The CHAIRMAN:
This witnessmay be recalled if necessary.
WILLIAM S. WATSON,recalled and examined.
By the Chairman:

Q. What is your position with the Commission?-A. I am a junior examiner.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I will ask this questionof Mr. Watson. Do you know of any cases
wherepeoplewere applying in a competitiveexamination,when you were the
examiner, and some other officials came and asked if so and so were candidates

and took the papersand examinedthem?-A. No, sir.
Q. Did you rehearsethis evidencebefore, and did you know what evidence
you were to give?-A.

No, sir.

Q. What are your duties?-A. I am one of the junior examiners.
Q. You set the papers in what department?-A. I have the competitions
for the Department of Customs and Excise.
Q. That only?-A.

Yes, sir.

Q. Only that department?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. What is the nature of the examinations you set?-A. The competitions
are divided of course into promotions and local, and in the local competitions
we have written

examinations.

Q. Let us take the promotions first; those are written examinations?-A.
Not in promotion, pardon me. In the promotion competitions there have been
examinations, where a written examination was held.
[Mr. W. 8. Watson.]
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Q. Which one carries the most writing, the local or the promotion?-A.
That is difficult to say.

Q. Now let us take the promotional examinations; you deal with the promotional papers in the Department of Customs and Excise all over Canada?
-A.

Yes.

Q. Promotional examinations of all kinds?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. From the lowest grades to the highest grades?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. What is the nature of that examination?-A.
In the promotional?
Q. Let me put it this way; if there was an examination in Vancouver, you
would not attend in Vancouver?-A. No, sir.
Q. How would it get to you?-A. You are referring now to the promotion
competitions?
Q. Yes.-A. The positions are advertised, and applications are received by

the collector; he fills in the promotional rating sheets; we have two for each
candidate.

Q. Will you produce those sheets; we had something about the penitentiary
wardens. Will you produce the ones you have mentioned?-A. Yes. There
are two; the first one deals with the candidate in his present position, the second
deals with his fitness for the new position.
Q. Let us seehow he does that. Part of that examination consists in finding
out the candidate's present standing?-A. Yes.
Q. The other, his fitness for the position he is seeking?-A. Yes.
Q. What does the collector do to find that out?-A. He rates the candidates as he sees fit, and forwards the application forms with his sheets to
the inspector.
Q. Of that division?-A.
Of that district, and the inspector in turn rates
the candidates on similar sheets, and he in turn forwards the complete report
to the department at Ottawa, and the department forwards it then to the Commission.

Q. Who does it reach when it gets to the Commission?-A. It comes to me.
Q. Direct, or does it go to somebody who distributes it to you?-A. It
comes in with the mail, and a record is kept of all application forms received
by the Commission, and it then comes to me.
Q. What do you with it then?-A. Numerical values are attached to these
reports or ratings, and they are worked out.
Q. Who is responsible for those numerical values; who has to set that
standard?-A.
I don't know. They were in operation when I joined the Commission.

Q. That is a hard and fast rule; you apply this test?-A. Yes.
Q. Just as one would measure cotton by the yard?-A. Yes.
Q. You have no discretion in the matter?-A.
No, sir.

Q. You apply these arbitrary measuresto the Inspector's report?-A. And
the

Collector's.

Q. Then what do you find?-A. Those two ratings are taken and averaged:
they are all compiled and put on a report form and sent in to the assistant
secretary with a recommendationthat the man with the highest rating should
be promoted.

Q. You strike an average between the ratings given by the collector and
the inspector?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Then you send in a report?-A. Yes.
Q. When you struck an average between the two, did you ever consider
what the effect of it was, whether it gave effect to the inspector's recommenda-

tion, or whether it destroyedit ill any case?-A. Of course,the inspector
'makesno recommendation
to the Commission;he may to the department,but
I do not
" [Mr.

know.

W. S. Watson.]
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Q. The appointment is made purely and simply on striking the average?A. Yes.

Q. So that in a number of cases,by striking an average, that average
might reduce one of the men whom the inspector had rated rather high?A. Yes, sir.
Q. That is the result of a purely mechanical operation?--A.

Yes, sir.

Q. That takes in the whole of the process by which the appointment is
made?-A.

Yes, sir.

Q. In local appointments, what do you do?-A. If we have already no
eligibles, and the position cannot be filled by promotion, we advertise, and we
have a written examination except where the salary is very small.
Q. What is that?-A. We have a written examination.
Q. Who sets the papers for those written examinations?-A.
I do.
Q. These local appointments carry a salary range of how much?-A. There
are quite a few classes of Customs and Excise clerks and examiners, from $960
to $1,500.

Q. What is the highest range of salary with which you have to deal?A. $1,500.

Q. Most of those examinations are written?-A.
Yes, sir.
Q. Do you ever consult with the officials of the department in the setting
of those papers?-A. No, sir.
Q. What is the nature of that written examination; is there a portion of
the paper which relates to the duties of the office, and another portion which
relates to educational capacities?-A. There is nothing regarding the duties of
the

office.

Q. Because it is a first appointment?-A.
Yes.
Q. How long have you been with the Commission?-A.
of March,

Since the first

1921.

Q. How old are you?-A.

Thirty

years.

Q. How did you get into the service of the Commission?-A. By a competitive examination in December, 1920.
Q. Are you a returned man?-A. No, sir.

Q. Before joining the Civil Service Commissionwhere were you employed?
-A.

I was teaching in Montreal.
Q. Where?-A. On the outskirts of Montreal.

Q. In the primary, secondary or model schools?-A. It was a boarding

school; I had charge of the matriculation work.
Q. Junior or senior?-A. Junior.

Q. Do you hold any university degrees?-A. I am a graduate of Toronto
University.
Q. What is the nature of the degree?-A.

I am a B.A. in Arts.

Q. How long did you teach in those schools?-A. I was two years in a
school in Montreal, and I had four years' teaching experiencebefore going to
the university.

Q. From the time you graduated in Toronto until the time you joined the
Commission,what was the lapse of time in between?-A. Two years.
Q. Which you spent at teaching in Montreal?-A.

Yes, sir.

Q. In preparing pupils for junior matriculation?-A. Yes, sir.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. In a competitive examination, if you have three vacancies and you have,
say, fifty trying the examination, do you always take the first, second and
third for those positions?-A. Yes.
Q. What position does number 4 take; is he first after that?-A. He
would be first for the next vacancy.

Q. You never jump down to the second?-A. No.
«"-«

[Mr. W. S. Watson.]
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By Mr. Rinjrct:

Q. You recommendthat it be done that way, but is it not a fact that the
Commissionershave a discretion to act otherwise?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Have you ever known them to do so?-A.
the present time.

I cannot recall anything at

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. What salary do you get?-A. $1,920.
Q. From what range?-A. $1.800 to $2,280.
Q. How many years will you have to be in your present position to get your

maximum salary?-A. Three years more.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. I understand you deal with the Customs applicants?-A.

Yes, sir.

Q. Supposethere is a demand for a position in the local Custom House in
Montreal, will that be advertised?-A. If we have no eligibles on our list already.
Q. I wish to begin at the start. It would be advertised?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. You would get a certain number of applicants?-A.
Yes.
Q. They would be called upon to pass written examinations?-A.
Yes, sir.
Q. And they would come to you?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. You would revise those papers?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. What would be the questions put to those men; what is the nature of the
questions put to those men?-A. There would be questions on perhaps letter
writing or report filing, and a large amount would be arithmetic, the greater
portion would be arithmetic.
Q. Would you take into consideration alone those papers, or would there

also be a recommendationby the local Custom- chief officer in regard to those
men?-A. In every local competition we ask the Department to have one of their
representatives or officials interview the candidates and conduct an oral examination.

Q. Do I understand that you meet the candidates and pass judgment upon
them?-A. To submit a report on each of the candidates.
Q. A report of what kind?-A.
The same as was mentioned yesterday in
connection with appointments in the penitentiaries.
Q. As to physical fitness?-A. Yes.
Q. And general deportment?-A.
Yes.

Q. In what proportion do those recommendationsfigure in the final result,
as regards the examination papers?-A. Thirty per cent.
-A.

Q. That is. the recommendation of the chief officer or inspector in Montreal?
Yes; that is in local competitions.

Q. Have you had caseswhere the recommendation of the local officer has
been rated higher than thirty

per cent?-A.

Perhaps you misunderstood me.

The complete examination is divided into three parts, the written examination.
the oral examination, and the candidates' rating on education and experience.
Q. We understand that, but that gives a certain number of points?-A.

Yes.

Q. Would there be caseswhere the 30 per cent allotted to the local officer
would figure higher than that percentage, or, in other words, would there
be cases where on account

of a very

strong

recommendation

from

officer that would rank higher or weigh more than a general result?-A.

the

local

I do not

Know sir, I cannot recall that.

Q. Would that be possibleunder the law?-A. That would be pretty hard

to say; it would depend on all the ratings.
Q. How would you deal with such a caseif it camebefore you? I will make
myself clearer. You would have a list of certain applicants, and as a result
they would rank 1, 2, 3 in order. You would also have the recommendation
[Mr.

W. S. Watson.]
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from the local officer that, perhaps,No. 3 was in his estimation a very high class
man, and that he would strongly recommendthat he get the appointment anyway.
Would it be in your jurisdiction

then to rank that recommendation higher than

the general figures on the marking?-A. No, sir.
Q. You would not do that?-A. No, sir.
Q. You could merely submit the caseto the Commissioners,and would they
have the discretion

to do that?-A.

That

would be for them to answer.

Q. I certainly will ask them, but you would not be in a position to reply to
that question?-A. No sir.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: Any other questions, gentlemen?
By Mr. Hughes:

Q. Would you be in a position to refer it to them?-A.

I could do that, sir.

Q. You would pursue that course with such a case?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. Coming back to the question I asked you a little while ago with regard
to these competitive examinations, where you say there were three vacancies,
and the first three got the positions.-A. Yes.
Q. And then you said that the fourth would come first?-A.
Yes.
Q. And it was necessary that the fourth should get the position created by,
say a death of somebody. Could you drop down to say, the twentieth? Who
has the power to make that change?-A. We could not. We have to take them
in order.

Q. Always?-A.
Yes.
Q. Any exceptions?-A.

Only if there are special qualifications required.

Q. Would not the competitive examination cover that?-A.

I do not think so.

Q. You do not know of a case where the fourth man was overlooked, and
say, the seventeenth appointed?-A. No.
By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Could that be done at all?-A.

No, sir.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Well, Mr. Watson, I do not mean to infer that it has been done, but it
could have happenedwithout your knowing it-if it were in the Department of
Railways and Canals, for instance, where you have nothing to do with it?-A.
Oh, yes. I understood this gentleman (indicating Mr. Garland) was referring
to my own department.
Mr. GARLAND: I was referring to the Customs department.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: Anything else, gentlemen?
By the Chairman:

Q. I would like you to give us an explanation of how you proceed in the
ordinary rural constituencieswhere there are, say, one subcollector and one or
two preventative officers, and a vacancy arises. How would you proceed to fill
this vacancy?-A. It is advertisedQ. How?-A. In the usual way, by posters, sent to the nearest post office,
the Great War Veterans' Association, and the Navy Veterans, and goesthrough
the usual procedure of a written examination, and an oral examination, by a
departmental officer.
Q. These written examinations are sent to whom?-A.

They are held under

supervisionof our supervisor,or sometimeswe arrange for a local man to supervise for us.

Q. Is he an employeeof the department?-A. No, sir.
5-13i
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I am really not in

any position to say.

Q. Are these examinations written in English, or both languages?-A. In
either, according to the wishes of the candidate.

Q. Do you require a knowledge of the two languages in the province of
Quebec?-A. Not unlessthe department asks for it. The posters, however, are
always displayed in both languages.

Q. Do the papers of the examination appear in both languages?-A. I prepare them in English, and they are translated into French by the Head French
examiner.

Q. Do you require from the candidate a knowledge of both languages?A. Not unless it is asked for by the department.

Q. Docs the department ever ask for this?-A.

I recall one instance, the

case of a junior clerk stenographer in St. Hyacinthe.
Q. But it is not customary?-A. No.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN: If there are no other questions,we will call another
witness.

The witness discharged.
STANLEY G. NELSON,

By the
Q. You are
Q. In what
department, the

recalled

and examined.

Acting Chairman:
a junior examiner?-A. Yes, sir.
department?-A.
I have all competitions in the Public Works
Seed Branch of the Department of Agriculture-

Q. Anything else?-A. Formerly the Department of the Naval Service,and
there are still some matters that come up in that department which are brought
to my attention.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Before we proceed with that, I might ask you Mr. Martell's question.
Do you know of any case where people were applying for competitive examination when you were an examiner, and some other official came and asked if Mr.
So-and-so, or Mrs. So-and-so, or Miss So-and-so, were a candidate?-A. No, sir.
Q. (Continuing)-wait
a minute-and take the papers and examine them?
-A.

No, sir.

Q. Did you rehearse this evidence with anybody before corning here?A. No, sir.
Mr. GARLAND: Is that a fair question, Mr. Chairman?
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: I do not see that there is anything wrong with
the question.

Mr. RINFRET: I may say that we had the reply before the objection was
made.

Mr. CHEVRIER: That is the reason I was wondering why the objection was
made.

He

has answered.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN: I do not see that there is anything wrong with the
question.

Mr. GARLAND:I do not see how the evidencecan be rehearsed,if they do
not know what questionswill be asked of them.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: He always has the last answer.
Mr. GARLAND: It looks to me like a waste of time.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Thank you.
[Mr.

S. G. Nelson.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. As I understand it, Mr. Nelson, you are one of the junior examiners in
the SeedBranch of the Department of Agriculture?- A. Yes, sir.
Q. What examinations do you set?- A. The majority of appointments of
the Seed Branch have been of a technical nature, highly paid positions.

Q. They are of a technical nature?- A. Yes, and the appointments have
been made by advisory

boards.

There are, however, some junior

positions,

such as junior seed analyst and seed analyst, and clerical positions.
Q. Now, when the advisory board is called upon to pass on one of these
positions, have you anything to do with that advisory board?- A. I have
nothing to do with the advisory boards recommendation.

Q. Do you attend the meetings?- A. In some cases.
Q. And when you attend, what do you do, if you do anything?- A. I take
no active part whatever in the matter of the selection- that matter is entirely - .
Q. Just a minute. Supposing there were a meeting of the advisory board.
You can go or you need not go, is that right?- A. We have the regular examiner,
but on occasions he is glad to have one of the other members attend.
Q. You have another examiner? - A. Yes.

Q. Does he attend the advisory board?- A. I think Mr. Garrett told you
he was the regular board examiner.
Q. He attends all meetings?- A. Yes.

Q. Why do you attend?- A. I would not attend unless Mr. Garrett asked
me to.

Q. Take the case where Mr. Garrett asked you to attend. Why would he
ask you to attend? - A. I have had some considerable training along that line,
and Mr. Garrett might think I could bring out points that he would overlook,
but I would not act in any technical capacity whatever.
Q. He just asks you to sit there. Would you make any observations?
Would you speak?- A. I might, on occasions.
Q. What effect would your remarks have on the selection of the candidates?
- A. I would not flatter myself that they ^uld have any.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Why would they have you there then? - A. For the same reason that
the regular examiner would be there; to see that the law was carried out in
every respect.

By Mr. Chevrier:
t

Q. You would help Mr. Garrett to help the Commissioners- well, that
might be another aspect where there is a lot of red tape that might be cut out.

'What other duties have you to perform as a junior examiner?
- A. Well, there
are the three gradesof competition, the local competition, promotional, and these
general competitions.

Q. Very well. Let us take the promotional. The promotional examinations you would deal with all over Canada?- A. In this department.
Q. In the Seed Branch, of the Department of Agriculture?- A. And the
Public Works.

Q. That is your sphere of activity

all over Canada? - A. Yes.

Q. Supposing you wanted to appoint a seed analyst, what would be the
procedure?- A. I may say-

.

Q. First of all, what is the range of salaries? Do you know the range of
salaries of the seed analyst?- A. $600 for the junior grade and $900 for the
analyst.

Q. What is the range?- A. $600 to $900, and $900 to $1,380.
[Mr.
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Q. Tell us now what the procedurewould be so far as you are concerned
for the appointmentof the seedanalyst-a senior seedanalyst for instance?A. Just this week we are advertisingin the Gazettefor the two grades,junior
analyst and seedanalyst. Well, I have the preparationof the advertisement
and I have to arrange the schemeof examination.

Q. What will that examination consist of-wait

a minute.

I will not ask

you that, becausethat is not fair, but give me your practice previously, and
what you have done in former examinations?

What was the scheme of examin-

ation that you usedin the former examinationsfor a similar position?-A. There
would be a written paper on practical questions.
Q. Who sets the written paper?-A. In the past the department has set
some of the papers.
Q. Well, say out of one hundred papers how many would the department
set?-A. Well, I am afraid-

Q. Well, about? I would not ask you to be absolute. You are speaking
from recollection now. Have you any idea?-A.
set in every instance the technical papers required.

Yes.

The department has

Q. In every instance where a technical paper is required, it has been set by
the department?-A.
Yes.
Q. Has that department any recognized official for that purpose?-A.
had; it has not at the present time.
Q. It has not at the present time?-A. No.

It

Q. We are concernedwith the present law. When did the change occur?A. I may say that for these present appointments in the case of this position
now advertised, the examination branch of the Commission has set the papers.
Q. That is the present law. The time when the department set up the

papers is gone, is that right?-A. Not necessarily.
Q. Tell me if it is still the actual practice that in certain casesthe department sets the papers?-A. The policy followed is that the examination branch
will set them if they feel qualified; if they do not, they certainly would not
attempt it.
Q. If the examination branch felt that they were qualified to set the paper,

they would do so, but if they felt that they were lacking in that qualification,
they would not attempt to set the papers?-A. That is it.
Q. And then they will be set by the department?-A. Or some other outside examiner.

Q. Who decides whether your examination branch are qualified to set the
paper or not? Just becauseof their own honesty and integrity and probity?A. No. In a matter of such import I do not think the examiner will attempt it
unless he feels he is competent.

Q. Who are the examiners?-A. I am the last, but one; you have had the
other

nine

here.

Q. Who is the man who may place his hand on his conscienceand say "
do not feel I am justified in setting that paper "?-A.

I

I do not think I get the

drift of your questionMr. CHEVRIER: Well, there are some-

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Are we to infer that the departmentwould be more competentto set
the paperthan the Board of Examiners,becausewhenit is too hard for you to
do it. I understoodyou to say that you asked the department to do it in your
stead. Is that the situation?-A. We do not pretend to be able to set technical
papers.
[Mr.
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Q. In other words your answer is " Yes," to my question. That is the case,
when you feel that you have not the competency to prepare the examination
papers, you ask the Department to do it in your stead?-A. If the Advisory
Board

does not

make

the selection.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. In other words, there are two casesnow where you can be eased out;
first, by the advisory board if the job is too big for you, and second by the
department, if the job is too big. Now, what other papers do you set?-A.
General clerical papers.
Q. Now, what is your age?-A.

Twenty-seven.

Q. How long have you been in the employ of the Commission?-A. Since
January, 1921.
Q. Are you a returned man?-A.

No, sir.

Q. How did you get into the Civil Service Commission?-A. Competitive
examination.

Q. For a junior?-A.

Junior examiner.

Q. What marks did you get?-A. I was never given my marks. I believe
I came first

in the examination.

Q. You believe you did?-A. I know I did.
Q. If you know it, say so. You came first in the examination?-A.
Modesty
made me put it that way.
Q. I was just going to say, do not let modesty interfere with you here. You
came first, and obtained the first appointment?-A.
Yes.

Q. Before entering the Civil Service Commissionwhere were you employed,
or what were you engagedin?-A. I was attending the university.
Q. What University?-A. Queens.
Q. Did you obtain a degree from QueensUniversity?-A. B.A.
Q. And immediately upon obtaining your degree you entered the service?
-A. No. My health was poor, and I was at home for some considerabletime.
Q. How long was that?-A.

For the space of a year.

Q. So that the experiencewhich you have now was gathered whilst you
werein the Civil Service Commission?-A. And previous education and training
along that line.
Q. What do you know about seeds. Did you ever study seed outside of
botany at the university. Can you tell the difference between flax and wheat?
-A. Yes, sir, I can.

Q. Are you an expert in seeds?-A. I don't know that I would go that far.
Q. What do you know about the Public Works?-A. That is a pretty broad
question.

Q. Well all the better, to give an answer.-A. I don't know just what detail
you want.

Q. What is your work in connection with the Public Works?-A.
a host of local competitions.

There are

Q. For positions as what?-A. Various lower grade positions, such as caretakers, elevator operators and also for engineers.
Q. Do you set the questions for those examinations?-A.

Those examina-

tions are of the samenature that the previousexaminermentioned,as regards
oral examination.

Q. What arethe rangesof positionsin the Public WTorks
that you dealwith?
-A. Theselower gradepositionsstart at $60 a month, $65,$75,$80 up to $90
and $110.

That

Q. Now, when theseratings cometo you, you apply the iron rule?
is laid

down

for us.

[Mr. 8. G. Nelaon.]
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Q. I am Jiot blaming you. The regulations show you have to do it and
you do it?-A.

Yes.

Q. And the appointment is the result of applying this iron rule?-A. Apart
from the men who are affected by the OverseasActive Service preference.
Q. The overseas service?-A.
Q. I have no other question.

Yes.

By Mr. Martell:

Q. How long have you been in the department?-A. Since January, 1921.
Q. In the course of the examination conducted by Mr. Chevrier you said
some of your duties were to examine engineersin the Public Works department.
What sort of engineer do you mean? Mechanical, civil, electrical or what?A. Mechanical and civil mostly.

Q. Are you a civil engineer?-A. I have not conducted any examinations
for positions of that nature.

Q. You said that that was a part of your work.--A. We make those appointments. I have nothing to do with the actual selection that is made by the
boards.

Mr. MARTELL: In other words you would not know anything at all about
mechanics, very little about civil engineering in any shape or form, and what
would you know about the structure of a dredge?
Mr. SHAW: You are suggesting something, and he cannot answer the question.

Mr. MARTELL: If you are counsel for the commission it is all right.
Mr. SHAW: I object to this gentleman making any such reference to me.
Mr. MARTELL: You have no right to interrupt me, I am asking a question.
Mr. SHAW: He says " You don't know anything about those things."
Mr. MARTELL: You are sitting in the capacity of a judge. What right have
you to object to my question. You are interrupting and taking a stand just
as if you were counsel for the other side.
Mr. SHAW: I don't know what you are counsel for.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: I think it will be advisable to leave out the argument if possible. The argument will take us nowhere because it will not convince
any one. I think you should give the witness as clear a question as possible.
Mr. MARTELL: I am giving one and my learned friend interrupted me before
I had a chance to complete my question.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: The question should not contain any argument.
Mr.

MARTELL:

The Chairman

can rule.

Q. You are not a civil engineer, you are not a mechanical engineer yet you
deal with engineering positions.-A. I said the selection for these positions is
made by the advisory board.
Q. You have set papers for them.-A. No, not all.
Q. You have not?-A. Not at all.
Q. What is your function as regards engineering positions?-A. I have com-

plete charge of the competition for such positions as occur in the Department
of Public Works. There is a very considerableamount of work involved apart
from the selection, but when it comes to the selection, the advisory board that
we call in makes

the recommendation.

Q. The papers all go through to them?-A. Yes.
Q. Supposing an engineer is wanted on a Public Works dredge?-A. The
department-

Q. Does it comethrough you?-A. All positions aboard ship are exempt
from the operation of the Act.
[Mr.
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Q. What sort of engineersfor the public service do you examine for the
Public Works department?-A.
Mechanical engineers and civil, mostly.
Q. Mechanical and civil?-A.
Yes.

Q. Do you put your imprimature on any of the papers before they get to
the hands of the Commission?-A. I don't make any recommendation in those
caseswhere the advisory board sits.
Q. But you concur or non-concur?-A.
No.
Q. You simply submit the papers and say " These are papers I got from

so and so"?-A.

Simply submit the papers to the Commission for their con-

sideration.

Q. You say from the time you graduated from the university up to the
time you got into the civil service you were in no other employment?-A.

No.

Q. What year did you graduate?-A. I graduated in 1918 and was back
in the university in 1919.
Q. How did you come into the service?-A. I have already answered that.
Q. I was not here and I did not hear it?-A. I came in by competitive
examination.

Q. Under the new Act?-A.

Under the new Act.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. I just want to ask one or two questions. What salary do you get in
your present position?-A.
$1,920.
Q. What is the range of the salary?-A. $1,800 to $2,280.

Q. In what time will you get the maximum?-A. Two years from this April
I should

reach

it.

Q. Let me see if I understand your duties correctly: So far as clerical
examinations and matters of that kind within your knowledge and within your
own educational experience you set the examinations and mark the papers, is
that

correct?-A.

Yes.

Q. With regard to technical examinations, do I understand that you some-

times call in an advisory counsel?-A. In which casethe advisory counselmakes
the selection.

Mr. MARTELL:I submit my learned friend is leading the witness.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Just simply state if I am wrong becauseI want to know. I am not so
partisan but what I can inquire for information.

Mr. MARTELL:Sometimesit is good to be a partisan. At least it shows
ability.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. If you do call an advisory committee, an advisory counsel,whatever you
call it do I understand your duty would be the same as Mr. Garrett explained

his duties to be yesterday?-A. Precisely the same.
Q. These men are called in for the purpose of recommending the appointment?-A.

Yes.

Q. Can you tell me whether or not recommendations are taken?-A.

I

think in practically, every instance.
Q. Do you know of any instance of your own knowledge where they were
not taken?-A. I am familiar with the caseof Mr. Garrett mentioned yesterday.
Q. Was that a case about a returned soldier?-A.

Residence qualification.

Q. In the event a technical position is to be filled and you do not call in an
advisory board, then do I understand correctly that an official of the department
sets the examination for that particular position?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. And does he mark the papers?-A. Yes, sir.
[Mr.
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Q. Now, can you tell me whether or not that official of that department
would have to take the same oath that you take or do you really know?-A. I
really could not say.
Q. In your negotiationswith the various departments involved, do you meet
the same men all the time?-A.

The same men.

Q. In the Department of Agriculture for instance, or the SeedBranch, there
is one particular man whose business is to do this work?-A.

Yes.

Q. Similarly with the Public Works Department and the Naval Branch?A. Yes.

Q. And these men come in contact with you continually
your duties?-A. Yes.

in the course of

By Mr. Brown:
Q. Take a concrete case. Last Fall the Department of Agriculture
advertised for twenty, I think, seed and feed inspectors. Would the examination
for these positions come under your supervision?-A. Yes.
Q. How would these examinations be conducted?-A. In the first instance,
when all the applications had been received, they were rated for education and
experience in the Commission. Then the applicants meeting the requirements
were

referred

to the

local

boards

for

the

oral

examination.

Q. Local boards throughout the country?-A.

Local boards throughout

the country, and these local boards consisted of the Commission's representatives.
Q. They would be the Commission's representatives?-A.
Our supervisor in
the centre, and technical agriculturalists.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Have you a supervisor in all these districts?-A.
regularly conduct examinations for us, if necessary.

Well there are men who

Q. In these districts?-A. In various districts throughout the country. It
was only in the larger centres that this examination that I am referring to was
held.

Q. You have a man in the district to hold these examinations?-A. You
understand, Mr. Chevrier, that the men who conduct all our examinations are
the men to whom I am referring. When we hold examinations they are held in
every little centre throughout the country.

Q. Are those paid officials of the Commission?-A. Yes.
Q. You had the different men we spoke of. Now is there a supervisor in
district

X?-A.

No, he has no duties other than to conduct examinations.

Q. Canada is divided into how many districts, so far as your work is concerned,in regard to s«edand feed experts?-A. There are six.
Q. What are they?-A. British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and
Manitoba, Eastern Ontario, Western Ontario, Quebec and the- Maritime provinces.

Q. Where is the Quebec supervisor to-day. Is he in Quebec or where?A. He has his own private business. He simply conducts our examinations.
Q. The supervisor is a gentleman who resides in that particular district.

He may be a generalmerchant,he may be a doctor or anybody?-A. Yes.
Q. How is he appointed?-A. I have no knowledgeof that,
Q. Who would know?-A.

I presume the Commission would.

Q. Who is the supervisorin that district, in the district of Quebec?-A.
Father Aubert of Laval University. I think he is the registrarof the university.
Q. If there is a seedanalyst to be appointedin Quebec,Father Aubert
would conduct the examination?-A. He would act as chairman of the examining
board.
[Mr.
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Q. For the appointment of a seed inspector or anything at all, or in any
examination?-A.

He is not acting in a technical capacity.

Q. What is he acting for?-A.

He makes the arrangements. He gets in

touch with the men we ask sim to and lie convenes the board meeting.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. Who was the examiner in the district I spoke of, Manitoba and Saskatchewan.-A.

The registrar of Manitoba university, Mr. Spence.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. You said with regard to the man who was presiding, the examiner at
this place,-the question was asked you-it might be a question of any person.
It is not likely a doctor would be free to sit on those examination proceedings.
-A. No, I don't think so. It is just our regular men, who ever happen to be
there.

Mr. CHEVRIER: Just as much as Father

Aubert

sat in connection

with

the

application of seed inspectors or cattle inspectors or in any other capacity.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. I would move at this stage that the Committee be furnished with a list
of supervisors and the jurisdiction over which they work.
Mr. FORAN: I might say at this juncture that in our annual reports you will
find a list of all persons who have acted as our examiners at the various sections
throughout the year.
By Mr. Brown:
Q. I think that is all I will ask him.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. Can you give us the name of the examiner in the Maritime provinces.A. Yes, it was Mr. Soloan of the Normal school. He is our representative.
Q. The Normal school where?-A. Truro. And Professor Trueman of the
Agriculture department sat on the board.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. What remuneration do these men get?-A.

No remuneration.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. I presumethis board will sit at Winnipeg,Mr. Spence,and the other

gentlemen were the Committee?-A.

Yes.

Q. That board will report to whom?-A. To the Commission.

Q. Directto theCommission,
notthroughyouat all?-A. Immediately
the

report is received in the Commission it will come to my office.
Q. And you will forward their report to the Commission? A. Yes.

Q. Do I understand
thesemenin the differentprovincesconducttheir own

examinations?-A.
Yes. Thetechnical
agriculturist
in eachcaseandthesupervisor
from
the
university
and
the
district
feed
and
seed
inspector
anda representative of the Great War Veterans Association.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. In answerto Mr. Shawyou saidthat an officialof the department
corrects

thepapers.Takea casewhereanofficialof thedepartment
corrects
thepapers
what happensto it then after the departmental
officialhas correctedit? He
sendsit to whom?-A. In addition to paperssent by the departmentalofficial

therewouldbequestions
of education
andexperience
or a ratingon it by the
advisory board.

[Mr. S. O. Nelson.]
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Q. That report of a departmental officer. Let us deal with it; what happens?-A.

It goes to the head of the clerical section for the compilation of the

marks.

Q. And there again it goes through the application of the iron rule.-A.
There is no iron rule in such case,other than certain weights given for educational
experience, and for practical questions.

Q. Different weights of the Civil Service Commission. You have to apply
to that the weights, as the expressionwas usedyesterday. You have to rate these
various papers according.to the standard which you have been given to measure
them with?-A. The weights that have been laid down by the Commission.
Q. As a result of that, maybe you can say, maybe not, has the recommendation of the official of the department been concurred in or has it been
turned

down?-A.

In such cases he makes no recommendation

results of the paper.
Q. But he gives them a certain rating?-A.

other than the

Yes.

Q. Now, he may rate one 96 and another 94 and right along, but he makes'
no recommendation.

That is right.-A.

Yes.

Q. As a result of the test that goeson, how often has it happened,if you
know, that the one who was marked 96 may have beenreduced,and the one who
was marked 85 brought up? Or in other words that his result has beenreversed.
Let me put it in a shorter way.-A. I think I understand.
Q. Well you can say? Maybe you cannot say. I am not going to press it
if you say you cannot, but it is possible it would be overruled by applying this
test and striking an average?-A. I think before that was done some investigation

would

be made.

Q. Are you sure about that? Are you provided with any machinery whereby
a search could be made?-A. As far as I am concerned I know I would give it
further investigation.
Q. Have you ever done so?-A. Yes.
Q. Can you ever recollect an instance. Don't give me the name, but I
will take your word for it.-A. Yes, many instances.
Q. In many instances you have made investigations, to find out when the
papers came back and you found out the top man did not get it, you made an
investigation to see, why?-A.
I don't know that I could refer particularly to
the written examinations you are mentioning but in the case of ratings I am
quite sure that would be done.

Q. Who would give the rating as distinct from the ones you have been
talking about?-A.

The local officer.

Q. In the case of ratings given by the local officer, you say that investigation would happen, whereby his rating has been reduced or increased?-A.
Before his rating would be finally overturned some further investigation would
be made.

Q. When you had doubt you made an investigation?-A.

Yes.

Q. As a result of that investigation how often was his rating reversed or
conferred in on an average? Out of 100 cases how often was it conferred in?

Was it concuredin more often than it was refused?-A. I have not enoughspecific
cases in mind to give an opinion on that.

I simply know it is done.

Q. You handle a certain number of cases?-A. Yes.
Q. You cannot tell me whether the proportion is greater of the casesthat
have been turned down, where the ratings have not beenturned down?-A. The
investigation I think in most caseswould bring out that the departmental officer
had some special reason that was not brought forth in the rating and that his
recommendation was quite in order.
[Mr.
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Q. To sum it up, where is the weight? Are the reports of the official, both
as to ratings and corrections more often concurred in than noti?-A. I think
they are more often concurred in.
Q. More often concurred in than not? Of courseafter that has come to you
it goesthrough the sameprocessof going to the head examiner and the secretary
and from the secretary to the commissionersand back again for assignment?A. Yes.

By Mr. Martell:

Q. How long usually occurs between the time of advertising the position
and the closing of the applications?-A.
Just three weeks.
Q. Do you know of a case where you had wanted two men in connection with

Bee Division, that the advertisementswere issued on Tuesday and the applications closed the following Saturday?-A.

I have no knowledge of any such cases.

Q. Would you say it was not so?-A. I would not say that, but in local
competitions, Mr. Martell, that does not apply, that three week's rule. The
posters are just displayed for a period of eight to ten days.

Q. What do you mean by a local competition? You mean competition for
promotion with the service?-A. No, I mean for any centre outside of Ottawa.
Q. Supposingyou wanted two men for bee division here and you advertise
on Tuesday and close the applications on Saturday for that, do you think that
is fair to the men, say, from Nova Scotia and British Columbia? Is that
giving them a fair opportunity to apply?-A. No such case has ever come to
my attention.

Q. Would you not say there was such a case as that in the case of the
appointment of two men out here?-A.

I could not say.

Q. Do you know anything about fixing the time which must elapse?A. No, that is arbitrary.

The Commission fixes that.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. What determines the change in the ratings when you get these reports?
Somethingmust be brought to your attention to have these ratings changed or
investigated.

Who determines that?-A.

The examiner does that on his own

initiative.

Q. By the examiner you mean yourself or anybody else?-A. Yes.
Q. He is the only one that decides whether an investigation into the ratings
should be had?-A.
demand

If

he did not

do it

the head examiner

no doubt

would

it.

By Mr. Simpson:
Q. Were you born on a farm?-A.

No.

Q. Have you had training in agricultural products?-A. No, but I specialized in biology in the university.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. You took your degreein biology with honours, I suppose?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Is that just a degree from the B.A. course or the one you followed in

the B.A. course?-A. It is the only coursethat is given in biology.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. You have a right to specializein your last two years?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. Might I ask, in order to find out, how the examinationsystemworks

out? If wemightbe furnishedthe detailsof the examination
for feedinspector,
[Mr.
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the character of the questionsthat are asked. These would not be both written
and oral, I presume?
Mr. FORAN:Yes, we will be glad to furnish that. You might explain to
the committee to what extent you examine candidates for the seed branch.

Of purely technical subjectsyou have nothing to do with that. A. I hope I
made

that

clear.

Mr. FORAN:Mr. Nelson is not a seed expert. In the case of papers for

the seedexamination,the paperswould have beenpreparedunder the selection
of Mr.

Clark.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I would move that we be furnished with the complete set of
papers and documents relating to the appointment of seed grain analysts in cases

where there is an advisory board, or the advisory board advising; in caseswhere
the departmental officials deal with it alone, what he does,if he sets any papers,

the nature of the papershe has set in the past examinationsand' the rating

sheets,showing how it is rated.
The ACTINGCHAIRMAN: Can we have that to apply to all the departments

insteadof to onebranchbecauseI am interestedin seeinghow apointmentsare
made in other departments.
Mr. FORAN: We will be glad to give you a memorandum as to the various

steps taken from the time the application is made, in connection with all these
applications.

Mr. CHEVRIER:And the set of papers that go with the formal examination.
Mr.

FORAN:

Yes.

Mr. MARTELL: Will you do that in the case of legal appointments, light-

house-keepers,and so on? Submit copies of your papers?
Mr.

FORAN:

Yes.

Mr. SHAW: I understand Mr. Foran will take a typical case or one case,
so that

we can follow

an actual

case.

Mr. FORAN:Simply chart the procedure from the time the requisition is
produced until the position is filled.

Mr. BROWN:I would like to know the qualifications required for those
positions, whether they require expert knowledge of seed, or simply a general
knowledge.
Mr. MARTELL: While we are on that point, I would like to refer to the
case of A. B. Muddiman.
I asked for a memorandum in regard to that case,
and the memorandum I have received is in no way complete. It states that

three men were selected and put on the eligible list and that they were all
subsequently given the position of junior trade commissioner. I would like to
know the nature of the written examination which was given in this case, and
I would like to have a statement as to the number of years' residence of those
men in Canada; also as to their knowledge of the fishing industry and of the

methods in which fish are packed; also as to their knowledge of the method of
packing apples, and their knowledge of the different provinces of Canada.
Mr. GARLAND:Do you want their politics?
Mr. MARTELL:I do not want their politics, but if you want them you
will get them.
Mr. FORAN: Mr. Martell

raised the question concerning Mr. Muddiman

yesterday,and I brought a memorandumdealingwith the examinationin which
he was a candidate and giving the names of the successful candidates. Now
that he has been a little more specific as to his real requirements, we will be

very glad indeedto bringdownthe informationhe hasaskedfor.
[Mr.
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By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Have you anything to do with the advertising of vacant positions?A. Yes.

Q. You mentioned that in some cases,for instance in the case of the see'd
analyst, an advertisement is placed in the Canada Gazette. Is it placed at the
same time in the Post offices and in other places?-A. Yes. We have large
posters that are sent around to all the post offices, employment offices, and
various

associations.

Q. Are all vacancies in the public service inserted in the Canada Gazette1?
-A.

Just the positions in Ottawa, and the more important positions outside.
Q. That is fixed by a rule of the Commission?-A. All positions in Ottawa

must

be advertised
Witness

in the Gazette,

retired.

H. R. McNAUGHTON

recalled

and examined.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. What is your position in the Service?-A.
Q. What is your age?-A. 28.

Junior examiner.

By Mr. Martell:

Q. You are a junior examiner in the Civil Service Commission?-A. Yes.
Q. Are you a university

graduate?-A.

I am not.

Q. What are your scholastic attainments?-A. I am a graduate Stratford
Normal

School.

Q. You have, I suppose,a teacher's license?-A. Yes, a permanent certificate for Ontario, and three years' experience.
Q. What class?-A. Second class.
Q. How long have you been with the Civil Service Commission?-A. Sirce
the beginning of June, 1920.
Q. How did you come in?-A. By competitive examination.
Q. What are your duties, what papers do you examine in connection with
what departments?-A.
The Departments of Finance, Insurance, National
Defence, and Soldiers'

Civil

Re-establishment.

Q. What is the nature of your duties?-A.

I am responsible for the conduct-

ing of all competitions pertaining to appointments and promotions in those four
departments.
Q. You are responsible for that, but what is the nature of your duties in

that connection?-A. I have to arrange for the advertisement of various vacancies,to give them due publicity, and to make arrangementsfor a suitable form
of examination

in each

case.

Q. Do you set the papers?-A.

Some papers.

Q. What papers to do you set?-A. Chiefly book-keeping.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I am afraid I shall have to duplicate several questions.

You set the

papers in book-keeping in the Finance Department?-A. In all departments.
Q. You look after the book-keeping?-A. The majority of the book-keeping
papers.

Q. In

the Finance Department. What is the other department?-A.

National Defence, Insurance and Soldiers Civil Re-establishment.

Q. In all these departments, you set the book-keeping papers?-A. The
majority

of the book-keeping papers.

Q. By the majority that meansthat there are someyou do not set?-A. On
certain occasionswhen absenton statutory leave, or through other circumstances.
[Mr. H. K. McNaughton.]
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Q. When you are attending to your duties you set all the papers with
reference to book-keeping in those departments?-A. There have been a few
occasions on which other examiners have been detailed to set the book-keeping
papers.

Q. Was that because of special circumstances, or is there a rule which gives

them a certain section of the work?-A.

No, on the occasionsI recall, it was

owing to pressure of work.
Q. Let us understand one another, I do not want to make this a lengthy
examination, if I can help it. You say that you set all the book-keeping papers

in those four departments, except on those special occasions when others are
called in on account of pressureof work or something of the kind? But there
is no rule or law which says that certain people will deal with the book-keeping
of a certain kind? Let us get down to the facts as to what you do?-A. I am
called on to set, as I say, the majority of the book-keeping papers for certain
classes of positions.

Q. Now, then, what are those classes?-A. Junior clerk-bookkeepers,senior
clerk-bookkeepers, junior stenographer-bookkeepers,stenographer-bookkeepers,
account clerks, audit clerks and so on.

Q. What is the highest category in which you have set papers?-A. The
highest category in which I have set a paper is grade 1 accountant.
Q. That carries a salary range of what?-A.
$1,500 to I think, in the
neighborhood of $2,100.
Q. Are you senior or junior examiner?-A. Junior.
Q. What is the nature of the papers that you set on that?-A.
It depends
entirely on the nature and scope of the work involved in the position.
Q. There are two aspects of those papers, one on duties of office, and the
other on technical knowledge of book-keeping?--A. As a rule, one book-keeping
paper only is set, but the questions are such as to bring out the knowledge of
the candidate along the particular lines of work he will have to perform.
Q. That would be a sufficient test of his education, or is there something
to determine that?-A.
There is a questionnaire on education and experience.
Q. The candidate simply answers the questionnaire. You do not set an
essay on composition or grammar?-A. No.
Q. Do you yourself set the technical examination?-A.
For book-keeping
positions, yes.
Q. Do you ever confer with the departmental officials?-A. Very often.
If I am not familiar with the specific duties, I consult the accountant or some
other official qualified to give information in that respect.
Q. Does he take part in the preparation of the examination papers?-A.
No.

Q. You make notes of what he tells you?-A. I do.
Q. And from these you size up the situation?-A.
Yes.
Q. And you set the paper?-A. Yes.
Q. Who corrects it?-A.
I do.
Q. After having in the first instance, inquired from him as to what the
requirements should be?-A. Yes.
Q. So am I right in assuming that he would have a better knowledge of the
position to which the man was to be appointed than you would have?-A. Not
necessarily.

Q. Then why would you ask his assistance?-A. Well, the duties of clerkbookkeeperin one department might differ widely from those in another department, although the principles on which they would work would be absolutely
the same.

Q. But there are caseswhere you consult with him to find out- the nature
of the work to be performed?-A. Yes.
[Mr.
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Q. And you are the only one who corrects the papers?-A. Those papers
that

I set.

Q. Does it ever happen that the departmental officials'make recommendations as to who should be appointed in a bookkeeper'scapacity?-A. In certain
promotional competitions; for promotions recommendationshave been received.
Q. For promotion the departmental officials would recommendMr. So and
So?-A.

Not

in all

cases.

Q. In some cases?-A. In some cases.
Q. What would then happen to them?-A. Upon receipt of the request for
the promotion, a promotional competition would be advertised within the department or branch concerned and applications would be receivd from all permanent

employeeswho consideredthemselvesqualified to enter such a competition. In
the case of book-keeping positions, a written

test in book-keeping would be

given, and supplementary to that a rating on those promotional rating sheets
referred to by the other examiners would be received from the department.
Q. The department would make a rating?-A.
Yes.
Q. And there would be an examination?-A.
Yes.

Q. As a result of the rating and examination someoneis selected?-A. Yes.
Q. Does it ever happen that the party recommended in the rating is selected
as the result

of the examination?-A.

On some occasions.

Q. Can you say whether the proportion is more one way than the other?A. Well, I cannot say.
Q. Oh yes, you can?--A. In the majority of cases, or in a large number of
cases, there are a very small number of candidates for the promotion, and in
such competitions the candidate recommended by the department would in all
probability be the best qualified man for the position.
Q. I am not asking that; I do not very much like the way in which you
answer that question. I am going to be fair with you. I want you to say if it
happens that a man rated the highest by the ratings is turned down on the
examination part?-A.
It has happened upon some occasions.

Q. Has it happened more often that a man recommendedby the department

has been turned

clown than

that

he has not?-A.

I think

not.

Q. Will you give me a clear answer?-A. I would say, No.
Q. In the majority of casesthe man who obtained the highest rating in the
department was the man who obtained the best results on the written examination; is that right?-A.
Yes.
Q. The same rule applies to National Defence?-A. Practically the same.
Q. The same examination?-A.
Yes.

Q. The same process?-A. Yes.
Q. When did you get into the Civil Service Commission?-A. At the
beginning of June, 1920.

Q. How old are you?-A. 28 years.
Q. What is your range of salary?-A. $1,800to $2,280.
Q. Are you a returned man?-A. Yes.
Q. Where were you just previous to your going to the Civil Service Com-

mission?-A. I was in the Toronto office of the Sun Life Assurance Company.
Q. How long were you with the Sun Life?-A. I was in the Toronto office
from the beginning of January, 1920.

Q. Until you went into the Civil Service Commission?-A. Yes.
Q. Previous to going with the Sun Life Assurance Company at Toronto,
where were you?-A. I was with the same Company in Sarnia, Ontario, in the
district

office.

Q. For how long?-A. For ten months, I would say.
Q. Before that was your war record?-A. Yes, sir.
5-14
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Q. Previous to that did you hold any University degrees?-A. No. Prior
to that
Q.
Q.
Q.

I was the principal of a public and continuation school for three years.
Where?-A. In Sombra, Ontario.
And previous to that you came out of school?-A. Yes, sir.
When did you try the Civil Service examination?-A.
October 28th,

1919.

Q. Do you remember what your marks were?-A.
marks

I do not remember the

I obtained.

Q. Do you remember where you stood on the list?-A.
Seventh I believe.
Q. That was your civilian; that was the way you passed, just according to
the marks, the way the papers were graded, outside of your soldiers' preference?
-A. I could not say as to that; I have no record of it.
Q. Where were you on the civil service list when you were appointed to the
Civil

Service

Commision?-A.

I was next

in order

on the

list.

Q. Were you the top man?-A. I was the top man.
Q. How did you get to the top?-A. The remaining candidates above me
had either been assigned to similar positions with the Commission or had
refused such assignments.
Q. As to your rating as No. 7, you cannot say whether it was your civilian
marks or the result of your return soldier preference?-A. No, I could not say.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Have you anything to do with appointing or examining candidates
for the position of bookkeeper in the branches; say they require a bookkeeper
in the Post Office or the Customs department in Montreal, would that come
before you?-A. I do not recall ever having any papers to set for bookkeepers
in the Post Office department.
Q. But in a general way?-A. Yes.
Q. Does your scope extend to the ouside sendee?-A. Yes.
Q. If a bookkeeper should be required under any such circumstances, you
would get examination papers from all the candidates?-A. Yes.
Q. What would you get besides?-A. You mean, after the written examination has been held?

Q. Yes, in the way of other papers or recommendations?-A.

I would

merely receivethe papers from the candidates,in sealedenvelopes.
Q. That is all you would get?-A. That is all I would get.
Q. You would revise those papers?-A. Yes.
Q. I presume if they were too numerous another examiner would be
appointed to help on them?-A. I have never been called upon to have another
examiner to help on them.
Q. Let us go farther; you have examined the papers and given marks to
the

different

candidates?-A.

Yes.

Q. That would not be, if I understand it, where your work would stop?-A.
After having examinedthe papers and assignedthe ratings to each one, I would
return them to the clerical section of the branch, for compilation of the marks.
Q. That is all you would have to do with them?-A. That is all I would
have

to do with

them.

Q. You would not state that that was the only work in your department
on such papersor relating to such candidates?-A. That is the only dutv I
svould be called upon to perform in connection with that particular examination.

Q. Are you aware as to what else takes place as regardsthat examination?
-A.

Yes, sir.

Q. What is it?-A. In the first place,the usual publicity is given,the usual

arrangements are made for holding the examination.
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Q. I mean would you say that the marks you give are the final consideration
as to whether a candidate would be appointed or not?-A. My marks in bookkeeping would be acceptedas final, unless an appeal is received from any candidate against his rating on that particular paper.
Q. Are you aware that the recommendation by the local chief officer of that

branch would be sent, together with the examination papers?-A. Well, it would
dependupon the nature of the competition.
Q. Would they take your recommendation?-A. It would depend upon the
nature of the competition.

Q. That would happen in certain cases;you would have a number of candidates for a position as book-keeper,you would examine the papers, but together
with the papers coming to your department in a general way there would be
A recommendationfrom the local chief officer, which would be given due consideration?-A. Any letters of recommendation are taken into consideration, when
the education and experience of the candidate is rated.

Q. In what proportion do your marks figure in the findings of the Commission; can you tell me that?-A.

In a competition for a clerk-bookkeeper's

position,to the best of my knowledge,equal weight is given to the education and
experience, and to the rating of the written examination paper.
Q. I do not know whether you get the point or not. What I wish to know
is this; in what proportion do the marks you give figure in finally assigning a
position to a certain candidate?-A. Well in a competition of that kind they
would have fifty per cent of the weight assigned to the whole competition.
Q. What would the other fifty per cent be made up of?-A. From rating
on education and experience.
Q. That would not come from you?-A. No.
Q. Who would decide that?-A.
That rating would in all probability be
given by the examiner who was conducting the competition for the department
concerned, the examiner dealing with the department in which the vacancy
had occurred.

Q. Would he be one of your board?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Is not a certain proportion allotted to the recommendation from a local

man, as is done in other departments, the local officer?-A. As I say, all such
recommendationsare taken into consideration and given due weight when we
are comparing the qualifications of the men.
Q. Given weight by whom?-A. By the examiner or examiners who rate
the education and experience of the candidate.
Q. On what do they base their judgment as to that? Such recommendations
come from

the

local

chief

officers-isn't

By Mr. Martell:

that

a fact?-A.

Yes.

,

Q. There are one or two further questions I would like to ask. Do the
examinersreturn these paperswith their marks set opposite eachindividual question to the Commission, or simply the aggregate marks made by the person?
-A. The marks allotted to each question on the paper are set out in the margin
of his examination book, opposite the question, and the aggregate marks are
noted on the outside

of the cover

of his examination

book.

Q. Are all papers returned after they have been examined, to the Civil
Service Commission?-A.

They are returned to the clerical section of the Com-

mission.

Q. Supposea person wishesto take an appeal from an examiner and write
another examination, how long are the papers kept for that purpose?-A.

He

must give notice of his desire to appeal within one month after his notification
as to his success or otherwise
5-144
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Q. How long do you keep the papers?-A. A year, I believe.
Q. Before you destroy them?-A.

Yes.

Q. They can be produced upon an appeal?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I would like to know the procedure on an appeal. Suppose in your
department you have rated a certain examination paper, and the candidate is

dissatisfied; he gives notice of his appeal within the proper time, what is the
procedure in that case?-A.

The chief examiner would detail another examiner

to revise the papers, another examiner qualified to pass judgment upon such
work.

Q. Is the decision of that personheld to be final?-A. I believe so.
Q. Can you give me any idea as to the number of appeals and the number
allowed?-A. To the best of my knowledge,there are a great many more appeals
made than are allowed; the percentageof those allowed is comparatively small.
Q. Do you know whether that information is contained in the annual
report or not?-A.

I could not say.

By Mr. Brown:
Q. It is not an appeal to a higher court, or another court of the same kind?
-A. I beg your pardon.
Q. Is it not an appeal to a higher court, or to another court of the same
kind?-A.
On occasions when such papers have been submitted to a chartered
accountant for revision, that would be a higher court, I believe.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. Suppose in the case of the appointment of a solicitor, you have your
advisory board, is that man notified, the person who does not get it, is he
notified that he gets such and such a place and that he has the right to appeal,
or does he get any notification at all?-A. He receives notification, in that case.
Q. And he has the right to appeal?-A. Yes.
Q. In a case of that sort, to whom would the appeal be?-A. The appeal
would be addressed to the Secretary of the Civil Service Commission.

Q. But who would go into the merits of the appeal?-A. I presumeit would
be submitted

to the chief

examiner.

Q. Supposethe chief examiner is not a solicitor; you have been advised by
the advisory board as to the merits of the competitors; would you submit it
to another board of local advisors?-A.

Yes.

Q. In case the board of advisors disagreed with what was done by the
previous board, what would be the outcome?-A. I could not say; I have never
had an experienceof that kind.
Q. It is something that might occur?-A. Yes.
Q. You do not know what would be done in a case of that sort?-A.
could not say.

I

Q. Do you know of any provisions in the Act or the regulations regarding
it?-A. Regarding the right of appeal?
Q. No, what would be done where two boards would disagree?-A. No, I
know of nothing in the Act to cover a case of that kind.
Q. Could a case of that kind occur?-A. Yes.

Q. I am not asking these questions to embarrass you at all; I wish to
know whether there is any provision in the Act covering anything of that
sort?-A.

No, sir.
By the Chairman:

Q. I understood you to say that you prepared papers for the Department

"of Soldiers'Civil Re-e?tablishment?-A.I have not beencalledupon to prepare
;any papers for the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishmentwithin the last vear at,
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Q. The reason is that that does not come under the Act?-A.
have a few permanent employees who are under the jurisdiction

No.

They

of the Civil

Service Commission, but that staff is being continually reduced, and they have
made no new appointments for a considerableperiod.
Q. When the new appointments are made, will they come from the Civil
Service Commission?-A. A new appointment to the permanent staff would
come through the Commission, but to the temporary staff it would be handled
by the department.
The CHAIRMAN: Is there anything else, gentlemen? Have you any other

witnesses,Mr. Foran?
Mr. FORAN: That is all, sir.
Mr. MARTELL: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask this question: Is there

any rule whereby you can excludewitnesseswho might be askedto give evidence
along similar lines, the same as in an ordinary court?
The CHAIRMAN: If the point is raised, it is for the Committee to decide
as to whether
Mr.

a witness

MARTELL:

is to remain

A witness

in the room

is not

allowed

or not.

to remain

in court

if it

is desired

that he should remain outside during the hearing of evidence.
The CHAIRMAN: The evidence here is published from day to day. If the
Committee should consider that it is in the interests of the investigation that
the witnesses who have not been heard should be excluded from the room, the
question can be taken up on Monday morning when we meet, if the point is
raised by any member. You do not want to raise that point now, I understand?

Mr. MARTELL:No, Mr. Chairman. I am just asking for my own information.

It is done in a court, and I was wondering what the rule is here.
The CHAIRMAN: It is for the Committee to decide. Our next meeting will
be held on Monday morning next at ten o'clock. The question can be considered by the members in the meantime.
A MEMBER: I did not hear that, Mr. Chairman.
The

CHAIRMAN:

Mr.

Martell

wishes

to know

whether

it

would

be in the

interests of the investigation that certain witnesses should be excluded from
the room during the taking of the evidence.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Have we any other witnesses to whom that rule should
be applied?
Mr. MARTELL: I am not urging it; it is for the Committee to decide.

Mr. SHAW: Certainly.

I would have no objection to if, if anybody thinks

it is going to assist us in any way.
Mr. CHEVRIER: It is immaterial to me, sir. I will abide by whatever the
Committee may decide.
Mr. MARTELL: I do not want to be understood as urging it at all. We

have a certain class of witnessesin a certain branch, all hearing the evidence as
one witness after another comes along.
Mr. FORAN: At this juncture, sir, I would like to make one observation.

I

think the Committee will agreewith me that in summoning all the members of
our examination staff you have obtained a great deal of information with regard
to our methods,which I am sure will be very useful to you at a future stage of
the inquiry. There is another matter which will probably come before you of
equal importance, that is the re-classificatfon of the public service. My own
feeling is that if the membersof the staff of our organization branch were summoned here, it would serve an equally useful purpose. They could be questioned in the samemanner as the examinerswere questionedwith regard to their
work; they have a division of a department in much the sameway as the exam[Mr. H. R. McNaughton.]
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iners, and I think, as you have probably had a numberof complaintsprobably
regarding re-classification, that if you asked questions along the same lines of
those officials with regard to their work, you would be in a far better position to
appreciate such claims as might be made later on with regard to re-classification
problems.
Mr. MARTELL: I think we had better hear some of the deputy ministers
of the departments first, so as to get their suggestions, or have some person

before us who has some complaint to make, and these people would be able
to answer any such complaint.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:I understoodthe Chairman to say that on Monday
the representatives of the Great War Veterans would be here.
Mr. FORAN: We are anxious to complete our task. The bringing of the
secretary and members of the staff before the Committee at this stage was, as

I understood it, to be largely in the nature of a clinic, that is, for the purpose
of describing our methods; it was really not intended to bring us here as
witnesses, simply to give detailed information as to the Commission's method
of administering the law.
Mr. MARTELL: That is quite true, Mr. Foran, and as far as I am concerned
I have had ample explanations from you. The only reason I asked about these
outside examiners was to clear up an ugly rumour that had been circulated,

and I thought it was only fair that they should have an opportunity of denying
it.

Mr. FORAN: I appreciate that.

It has enabled you to clear up such

rumour and get a great deal of additional information from the examiners.

Mr. RINFRET: A sub-committee has been appointed for the very purpose
of deciding upon or recommending what class of witnesses we are to call. I
think the proper way would be to make any such recommendation to the subcommittee.

The Acting CHAIRMAN: A sub-committee has been appointed for that
purpose.

Mr. FORAN: You will understand I was merely suggesting that this might
be done to complete our part of the work.
Mr.

RINFRET:

I wanted to avoid

a discussion

of that

matter

in the sub-

committee, because the sub-committee was appointed from the outside, or
from any member of the Committee who happens to be a member of the subcommittee, as to the witnessesto be called and how we should call them.
Mr. MARTELL: I am not objecting to that. I do not think we will get very
far by calling another branch of the Civil Service Commission and bring them
here. I was under the impression that the Committee was not dealing with that.
If you say you will bring the President of the Great War Veterans' Asociation
here, who wants to make a complaint, I would like to hear him.

The Acting CHAIRMAN: Have you any other witnesses,Mr. Foran?
Mr. FORAN: I am a sort of perpetual witness, sir. There was one question

which was asked by Mr. Hughes at yesterday's meeting and which I did not
answer, and that was in regard to the staff employed in taking census.
Mr. HUGHES: I would like to have the evidence kept together.

It would

only take us two or threeminutes,if webeginat the beginning. If that is satisfactory to the Committeeand to the witness,I would like to proceedin that
way.

Mr. FORAN
: Anything that is satisfactory to the Committee is satisfactory
to

me.
[Mr.
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WILLIAM FORAN,recalled and further examined.
By Mr. Hughes:

Q. I would like to get the namesof the departments or branches of departments that were organized after the Civil Service Act of 1918 was passed, and

the officials and employeesof the departmental branches,or branches of departments who were employed by the Government or by the Civil Service Commis-

sion, and the number in each year. Can you give us that information, Mr.
Foran?-A. If you insist upon that question being answered just as you
stated it, I may say that the only department organized subsequent to the
age of the Civil Service Act was the Soldier Settlement Board.
Q. Subsequently?--A. Yes. I pointed out yesterday that the Soldier?'
Re-establishment was brought in under the Civil Service Commission

have
passCivil
after

the passing of the order in council of February 13th, 1918, and the subsequent
order of the 28th February, 1918, and that a large increase in the staff of that

department took place after it was placed under the Civil Service Commission.
Q. I want to get the department of the Government, the officials of which
are appointed by the Government, not the Civil Service Commission, and the
number of those established since the Act of 1918?-A. The departments to
which appointments were made in the manner indicated were the Soldier Settlement Board, the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, the Board of Pension Commissioners, and the Income Tax Branch.
Q. When were those established?-A. The Soldier Settlement Board was
established in July, 1918, or thereabouts; the Department of Soldiers' Civil Reestablishment was established originally as the Hospitals Commission; subsequently it became the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment in 1918, and came under
the provisions of the two orders in council previously referred to and under the
Civil Service Act in May, 1918.
Q. And the Income Tax Branch?-A.
The Income Tax Branch was never
under the

Civil

Service

Commission.

Q. When was it established?-A.

I would say about 1916.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The Act was assented to on May 24, 1918?-A.

Yes, the Civil Service

Act.

Q. Was it before or after the 24th of May, when these departments were
established?-A.
The only department established after that date was the
Soldier

Settlement

Board.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Can you answer the question of Mr. Hughes as to when the Act was

brought in?-A. When we have no control over a department, we are not interested in any data regarding it. 1916-1917was the first appropriation voted to
cover

salaries

for

the Income

Tax

Office.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you know when it started to function as such?-A.

1916 I think.

By Mr. Hughes:
Q. In your answers the other day you gave the number of officials in each
year since it was established?-A. I did.
Q. Will you please repeat that, and give the salaries?-A. That statement

you will find in the minutes, Mr. Hughes. But I shall read the statement again.
The number of employeesin the Soldier Settlement Board on March 31st, 1918,
was 13; on March 31st, 1919,it was 186; on March 31st, 1920,it was 1,552; on
[Mr.
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March 31st, 1921,it was 1,082;on March 31st,1922,it was 771; and on December 31st, 1923, it was 692.
The salaries for each year were as follows:Salaries.

March
March
March
March
March

31st,
31st,
31st,
31st,
31st,

December

1918
1919
1920
1921
1922

$

1,72044
102,291 72
1,269,45984
1,935,372 50
1,205,600 00

31st, 1923

1,093,38000

Soldiers Civil Re-establishment March 31st, 1918, $4,146; 1919, $3,891;
1920, $8,791; 1921, $5,453; 1922, $4,606; 1923, $3,600. The payments in 1918;
$2,070,724.65; 1919, $2,632,329.16; 1920, $9,501,988.70; 1921, $9,402,320.39; 1922,
$6,948,616.51; 1923, $5,400,648.61.
The

Board

of Pension

Commissioners:

The Board

of Pension

Commissioners

was originally established as a separate department. It was later absorbed into
the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment. When it was first organized
the appointments were made by order in council and all persons who were
appointed by order in council were regarded as permanent employees. That
is the reason Mr. McNaughton in his sendee mentioned that there were a
number of employees in the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment who
were under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission. When that
department was absorbed, I repeat persons in the department at that time were
regarded as permanent employees, and as such would come under the provisions
of the Civil

Service

Act.

The number of employees in the Income Tax, is approximately 1,400, as I
stated yesterday, including the 400 employed here at headquarters.
Another staff organized without reference to the Commission to which
Mr. Hughes made reference was the staff employed in taking the census of 1921.
There were 241 Commissioners, 11,425 enumerators, and 474 interpreters.
By Mr. Hughes:

Q. Now, we will take the first department you mentioned. That was
The

Soldier

Settlement

A.

Board.

Q. When was that organized?-A. In 1918.
Q. What month?-A.
July, 1918 I understand the Commissioners were
appointed.
Q. Were the appointments made to that department by the Governor
or the Civil

Service

Commision?-A.

Of the

Commissioners?

Q. By the Civil Service Commission?-A. You mean of the Commissioners?
The appointment of the Commissioners was made by the Governor in Council.

There was no provision in the Act establishing the department exempting its
employeesfrom the operations of the Civil Service Act, so they naturally came
under the jurisdiction of the Commission. It was not very long before it was
found that their needs were so great and urgent that there was a great deal of
delay, and a good deal of dissatisfaction in regarding appointments, and i
working arrangementwas agreedto betweenthe Commissionand the department
whereby they made their own selection under specific conditions and the
Commission

issued a certificate.

Q. Who made their own selection?-A. The Soldier Settlement Board,
and applied to the Commission to certify them. This arrangement was con-

tinued for a time, but I imaginethat the Commissioners
realizedthey weretaking
a responsibility[Mr.

Win.

Foran.]
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Q. Who was taking such a responsibility?-A. The Commission, because
they were certifying to a great many appointments. I stated the needsof this
department at that juncture were very great and very urgent, and as the
arrangement called for certification on the part of the Commission, the
Commissioners realized that they were taking a heavy responsibility in certifying

to numerous appointments which they had no means of determining were
necessary or in the best interests of the department, and it was accordingly

agreedthat the whole department should be exemptedfrom the operations of the
Civil Service Act until such time as the Government was in a position to decide
whether the department was to be continued permanently, or demobilized.
Q. Was that lawful for the Commission to do that?-A.
I beg your pardon?
Q. Was it lawful for the Commission to grant exemption in that way?-A.
Of course, there is a provision in the Civil Service Act which allows the Commission to recommend at any time to the Governor in Council that a position or

positions should be exemptedfrom the provisions of the Act, if in their opinion,
it is not practicable or in the public interest to apply the provisions of the Act
to such position or positions.
Q. So it was under that stipulation in the law-A.

under that section, yes.

(Section 38a of the Act.)

By Mr. Hughes:

Q. Did this request come from the Government or was it at the initiative
of the Commission?-A. My recollection is that it was largely on the recommendation of the Soldier Settlement Board, because the claim was made that

they were greatly handicapped in their work by reason of having been linked
up with the Civil Service Commission.

Q. Having to apply to the Civil Service Commission for appointment?
-A. By having to apply the provisions of the Civil Service Act with regard to
appointments.
Q. Now, the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment-will
you take the next
department?-A. The Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment-you
will remember that
the order in council of February 28th, 1918, had the effect of applying the
provisions of the order in council of the 13th February to all departments.
There was a doubt as to whether it would cover such departments, and the
Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment and the Government decided they
would pass a supplementary order in council including all departments. It
was not very long. I find here (indicating) that this working arrangement which
was agreed to between the Commission.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Where do you find that?

You say " I find here "; where is that?-A.

I

will hand to your secretary the document from which I am reading. It is a
memorandum dated March 23, 1918, providing a working arrangement for
appointments between the Commission and the department, so you will see that
the interval

is less than

a month

from

the date.

It

came under

the Civil

Service

Commission by reason of the passage of the order in council of the 28th February, 1918. Practically the same conditions which I have described in regard
to the Soldier Settlement Board arose in connection with this department. The

department complained it was going to be greatly handicapped by having to
conform to the provisions of the Civil Service Act in regard to the selection of
employees.

Q. Why was that?-A.

I supposethey thought that our selective processes

were altogether too slow. In order to properly administer the law it was neces-

sary to have competition except in the case of an ordinary temporary employee
and they found that these competitions were going to take too long. I don't
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need to remind you gentlemen what the conditions were in 1918 with regard
to the returned soldier problem. On the 23rd of March a working arrangement
was agreed to between the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment and the Civil Ser-

vice Commission, which was practically the same as that to which I have
referred in connection with the Soldier Settlement Board, that is, they were

to be given the right to select and the Civil Service Commission was to certify.
While that arrangement continued these appointments came in in shoals, and we
found we were certifying to appointments over which we practically had not
control.

The Commissioners, therefore, decided they would recommend to the

Governor in Council that that department be exempt from the provisions of th<>
Civil Service Act. Before that was done Parliament, in the fall sessionof 1919
passed an Act, relating to the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment
which contained the following clause:Q. You will file these various memoranda.-A. I am going to file all these
papers so that you will have a connected story.
Q. Would you identify that document?-A. An Act to amend the Department

of Soldiers'

Civil

Re-establishment

Act.

1. Section five of The Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment Act,
chapter forty-two
is substituted

of the statutes of 1918, is hereby repealed, and the following

therefor:-

" 5. (2) Subject to the approval of the Governor in Council, the Minister
may make such regulations from time to time as he may deem necessary and
advisable,-

"(6) For granting authority to the Minister subject to rules and regulations approved by the Governor in Council, to employ such technical and special
temporary staff as may be required to meet the special conditions that may
arise in carrying on the work with which the Minister is charged,notwithstanding
the Civil Service Act, 1918, and amendments thereto, and other similar Acts

bearing on the Civil Service of Canada; provided, however, that the rules and
regulations referred to shall contain such appropriate provisions as are necessary
to have such appointments from time to time as required, certified by the Civil
Service

Commission."

The regulations which were framed, based on that section of the Act, simply
provided that these appointments were to be reported to the Civil Service Commission.

By Mr. Hughes:
Q. The next department?-A.
missioners.

The

Pension

Board

I mentioned the Board of Pension Comwas established

before

the

Civil

Service

Act

came into effect. When the Civil Service Act was passed all the employees who

had been appointed to that department by Order in Council were regarded as
permanent and were not required to pass any examination.
Q. Who appointed these?-A. The Board of Pension Commissionersor the
officer in charge of staff. They were all appointed before the passageof the
Civil Service Act and it was held that they had the status of permanent clerks

and they came into the permanent service without examination.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. By reasonof what?-A. By reasonof the fact that they were selectedby
competent authority.
Q. They were taken into the permanent service by reasonof what?-A. By
reason of the fact that they were appointed under the terms of an order m

council which was deemed by the Law Officers of the Crown to be competent
authority.
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Q. What made them come under that?-A. In the first instance, the order
in council of February 13, 1918, and subsequently the passage of the Civil
Service Act in May, 1918.
By Mr. Hughes:

Q. What number of officials in these various departments were appointed by
the Government without consulting the Commission after the passage of the
Act?-A. In these departments very large numbers. In one department, the
Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, the number according to the
statement furnished was approximately 9,000 at one time.
Q. Was that procedure contrary to the provisions of the Civil Service Act.A. Not after the order in council was passed exempting them. Now let me
get you right, Mr. Hughes.
Q. These departments would be organized, the appointment of the officials

would naturally, ipso facto, be under the provisions of the Civil Service Act?
-A. Many of the officials were appointed before the passing of the Act and
before this working arrangement was agreed to. There were great numbers of
them.

Q. You could not find the number?-A.

Well, I could furnish that infor-

mation.

Q. Would not that be contrary to the provisions of the Act?-A. No, not at
that time becauseyou seeall these departmentswere not under any Civil Service
law until the passageof the order in council of the 13th February, 1918. All
the employeeswere simply selectedby the officers of the department and they
were operating for some time before the passage of the order in council and
beforethe passageof the Civil Service Act. As I said in my evidence on Monday, the Civil Service Act, for four or five years, was pratically a dead letter.
All the departments were taking on, during the period of the war, employeesin
great numbers without any referenceto the provisions of the Civil Service Act.
Most of the employeestaken on in that way were paid out of the War Vote.
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. As I understand it, you say there were about 9,000 employees in the
Soldiers'Civil Re-establishment that had been appointed without going through
the Civil Service Commission.-A. That was their peak according to the
statement

furnished

the Committee.

Q. There were a number of them?-A. Yes.
Q. Are you aware of any deficiency in that service?-A. No, I would not like
to express any opinion with regard to that service because I know very little
about the department.
Q. Do you know of any deficiency in that department?-A.
No, sir, I don't
Know of any deficiencies.
Q. You have heard of none.-A. That department has been before a Committee of the House on several occasions and I think

the records of the House

would show if there were any deficienciesthere.
Q. So far as you are concernedyou know of no appointment of inefficient
clerks in there or of any other nature?-A. No, we would not know anything
at all about that, if they were inefficient.

Q. If they were efficient would you know anything about it?-A. Well we
assumedthe staff was efficient if they carried on their work successfully.
Q. But you have never had any complaints?-A. We would not receive any
complaints, becausethey were outside of our jurisdiction.
Q. I mean outsideof that, you have no knowledge that this did not work out
properly?-A. Well I think that question might properly be asked of the
deputy minister or of some official, when they come here.

Q. So that you cannot expressan opinion?-A. Certainly not.
Wm.
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By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. If there had been deficiency would they have asked to replace those
men?-A. No. They had the right to select themselves. If they had an inefficient clerk they would remove him and replace him without reference to the
Commission.

Q. By the same process?-A. By the same process.
Q. That is forever.-A. Well it is going on now. It has not stopped yet.
By Mr. Hughes:

Q. These departments have the right to dismiss men and replace them
without

reference

to the

Civil

Service

Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. In your opinion is that in the public interest, or would you care to
expressan opinion?-A. I think you gentlemenknow the law and it seemsto me
that if the law is good for one department it ought to be good for all departments. There seems to be no reason why one department should be compelled

to submit to the system of appointments provided by the Civil Service Act and
that

others

should

be excluded.

I think

it would

be far

better,

in the

interest

of the public, that there should be one law for all departments and then everybody would know in what position they stood in regard to appointments to the
public service.
Q. With regard to the Income Tax office, there are about 1,400 officials in
that department?-A.
There are about 1,400 employees in that department.
As to their method of selection, I have no knowledge. That would be a
proper question to ask the head of that department if he were examined here as
a witness.

Q. That department was never under the Civil Service Commission?-A.
That department was never under the Civil Service Commission, after the
order in council which brought all Boards and Commissions under the jurisdiction of the Commission was passed. There was a special provision placed in
the estimates providing for the payment of the salaries of that department,
notwithstanding the provisions of the Civil Service Act, so that the order in
council referred to would not apply to that department.

Q. With regard to the officials that were appointed to take the censusin
1920, I presume the appointments would be made in 1920, becausethey did
their

work

in 1921?-A.

Yes.

Q. How many thousand did you say?-A. There were 241 commissioners,
11,495 enumerators, 474 interpreters; approximately 12,000 employees.
Q. Those were appointed without any reference to the Civil Service Commission?-A. The Civil Service Commission, under the section of the Act,

already mentioned, recommended that all these positions should be exempt
from the provisions of the Aft.
Q. The Civil Service Commission made that recommendation to the Government?-A.

Yes.

Q. Did the Government make an application to that effect to the Civil
Service Commission?-A. I could not say as to that. You would have to ask
the

Commissioners

that.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. As secretary, would you not know?-A. My recollection is that there
was no official request made to the Commissionto exempt these positions.
By Mr. Hughes:
Q. There was no official request?-A. No, as far as I can recall.

Q. There was no correspondence,
so far as you know?-A. I will look up
the file to seeif there was an actual requestfrom the departmentto exempt
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these positions. My recollection is that the department reported what the
probable requirements would be, and the Commissionersdecided it would not
be practicable to apply the provisions of the Act in the selection of the staff
required.

Q. To any of the officials, or all of them?-A If you would like the
correspondencebetween the Commission and the department, I would be glad
to furnish it.

Of course the appointments were left-

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You have answeredthat?-A.

The appointments in that case were left

in the hands of the department, I was rather interested in reading a discussion

which took place in the House in the courseof which it was alleged that a letter
intended for one gentleman in a county, who was the defeated candidate, was
delivered to the member for that county, who did not happen to be on the same
side of politics as the Government of the day, asking him to make nominations.
He made the statement based on that letter that these appointments were made
either by the sitting member or on the recommendation of the defeated candidate
in the election of 1917. So far as the Commission is concerned they gave the

right to the department to select. How the department carried out their work
I am not in a position to say, but I was just calling attention to that debate in
the House because it was interesting at the time.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN:

The

members

of the House

at that

time

conferred

with the minister of the department, asking for suggestions as to the best method
of taking this census but asked for no recommendation. In a letter I gave them
the information.
As regards the appointments to be made, that was left
entirely with the department.
By Mr. Hughes:

Q. When the Civil Service Act was passedin 1918the officers and crews of
ships were placed under the Civil Service Act?-A. At first all appointments to
ships outside the navy were made by the Commission. The department held,
except in the case of the navy, that ships were under the jurisdiction of the
Civil Service Commission, but on an interpretation from the Department of
Justice we ceased making appointments to ships. The view of the Law Officers
of the Crown was that the term " ship " included all the boats owned and controlled by the government and to make sure that they would be excluded, under
the Civil Service Act of 1918 they were specifically excluded, the railways and
the ships.

Q. In your opinion would it be in the public interest to have that exclusion
made?-A. In regard to ships?
- Q. Yes.-A. I would think so. I would say we would have great difficulty
in manning ships with competent help.
Q. Because of the difficulty to the Commission to decide and make the
selection

for

this

service?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. McBride:
Q. I know a little about the marine.

I think it essential it should be left in

the hands of the captain and the mate to employ the crew.
By Mr. Hughes:

Q. I quite agree with that but I wanted to get the information from the
secretary of the Commission. Well then there are some positions that the
departments are more competent to make the appointments of than the Civil
Service Commission?-A. That is a class of position, certainly.
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Q. Do you know of any other class of position?-A. Well I think a question of that kind should be answeredby the deputy heads of departments. Our
problem is to discloseour methods. After we are through our task, you should
ask the deputy heads if our methods are not suitable, if not in what respect
they are not suitable, and you gentlemen are the final judges, after you have
heard

both

sides.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I am not prepared to subscribe to that view. You follow the law, but
as one of the officers who worked out this law, I say that you have the right to
say whether that law is susceptible of improvement or whether it satisfies every
exigency of the day.-A. Mr. Chevrier, I just want to emphasize that I should
like to meet your wishes, as far as I can, and the wishes of the members of the
Committee. But let us suppose that I said that I thought a certain class of
position should be exempt from the Civil Service Act and that the Commissioners when they come here said " We entirely disagree with the secretary of
the Civil Service Commission," the spectacle confronting the public of this
country would be that you had Commissioners who thought certain positions
should be retained and a secretary who thought they should be exempted. That
would inevitably cause a loss of confidence in the Civil Service Commission. I
am not a Commissioner and I have no power to recommend exemption, and
therefore I think it would be highly improper for one in my position to say
that I think that any class should be exempt.
Q. That does not do away with the fact that you have your own personal
opinion, whether right or wrong, whether the present system is right or whether
the present system is not.-A. I think with regard to the system I am as competent to express an opinion as any one because I think I know as much about
our Civil Service laws and those of any other countries as any one in the public
service.

Q. You refuse to give an opinion?-A.

I refuse to express an opinion.

By Mr. Hughes:
Q. The Civil Service Commission, in the performance of their duties, came

to the conclusion that a certain number of employeesshould be exemptedfrom
the operation of the Act.-A.
Yes.
Q. And you drew the line at $200 and under, which represents about ten
thousand employees. At what time was that?-A. I think the order in council
was passed in the year 1919.
Q. It was done on the initiative of the Civil Service Commission?-A. Yes.
Q. The Civil Service Commission made a recommendation to the Government?-A.

Yes.

Q. And the Government made an order in council confirming that, and
that is the procedure?-A.

That is the procedure.

Q. Do you know the date of the order in council or the date of the sugges-

tion from the Commission?-A.

Our first report in that connection was made

in 1919. I think it was the latter part of November, 1919. These papers, I
think, have been furnished your secretary. If not, all orders in council exempting positions from the operation of the Act will be furnished your secretary.
Their production was ordered by the Committee, and the first order in council,
exempting all positions under $200, would be included in that return.
Q. Why did the Commission make that recommendation to the Govern-

ment?-A. That questionwas askedonce beforeand my reply was that you

had better ask the Commissioners to give their reason.

Q. As secretary you would know?-A. I imagine in a general way it was

becausethey thought there would be no competitionfor suchtrivial positions-.
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It would be just a waste of time and money to advertise positions carrying a
salary of only $200.

Q. It would cost a good deal of money and waste of time and the departments were better qualified to make those 'appointments?-A. Well, I would
not say it was any special tribute to the officers of a department to say they
werequalified to appoint officials at a salary of $200.
Q. It was to that extent, at all events?-A. Yes, exactly.
Q. It was an arbitrary division, was it not?-A. Oh, yes, quite so.
Q. In the opinion of the Commission, we come to this, with respect to

ships, and with respect to a number of smaller appointments: In the opinion
of the Commission, the Commission is not best qualified to make those appointments. The departments are better qualified?-A.
I think that is a reasonable
interpretation of their action in recommending that those positions be exempt.
Q. In the public interest should that line, in your opinion, of $200, which

is an arbitrary line, be raised or reduced?-A. Well, here again you are raising
a question which I think should be asked the Commissioners. Supposing I
should answer yes, and the Commissioners say no, then you would have the
situation I described a moment ago.

Q. You are up against the same condition?-A. Exactly.
Q. Now in looking over the figures you gave in reference to the Post Office
department, I made 'a computation of my own and if that line was raised to
$600 there would be about 35 per cent additional men?-A. Yes.

Q. If raised to $1,000there would be about 50 per cent additional men?A. Yes.

Q. Would that proportion hold good in regard to the other departments?
-A.

No.

Q. It would not be near that much, provided the line was raised?-A. No.
Supposing we have a statement prepared showing exactly the figures you would
like.

Q. You say you put it at $600 and $1,000?-A. Outside positions of $600
and under $1,000 each.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Make them both, $600 and $1,000.-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Hughes:

Q. You said it was a very small position, having a salary of $200 attached
to it?-A.

Yes.

Q. Under present conditions in Canada it is a very small position that has
$600 a year attached to it?-A.

Yes.

Q. And it is a small position with $1,000 a year salary attached to it, in
what

we used to

call

the outside

service.-A.

Yes.

Q. For the filling of these positions you want practical men who as a rule
are not what you might call scholastic men?-A.
Q. Is that correct?-A. Yes.

Yes.

Q. Is the Civil Service Commissionin position to find these practical men?
-A. Well I should say in reply to that question, that the methods we have
disclosedhere with referenceto ratings by a competent officer of the department
would bring about the result which you have in mind.
Q. We will come back again. If I ask you this question, whether in your
opinion the public service would suffer, providing these appointments were left
to the department, you cannot answer that.-A. No. As a matter of fact
I think you gentlemenare to be the judges of that on the evidence brought out
at this inquiry.
[Mr.
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Q. You would not care to expressan opinion on that.-A. I think it would
be highly improper for me to expressany opinion.
Q. You are quite satisfied with regard to positions of $200 and under, that
it is in the public interest.-A. Even as to that I have not expressedan opinion
that I thought that the action of the Commission was justified for the reason
that as it was the act of the Commissioners, I would not be justified in expressing

an opinion one way or the other. It seemshowever to have given general satisfaction as nobody has raised any particular protest against it, so it looks to me
as if it were in the public interest.

Q. I think it was, and it saves a great deal of money.-A. There is no
doubt

about

that.

Q. And a great deal of time.-A.

Yes.

Q. And therefore was in the interest of the public.-A.

Yes.

Mr. HUGHES: Well I don't think I have anything further to «ay at the
present time.
By an Hon. Member:

Q. Are you prepared to state to what extent the exclusion of those positions
of $200 would

effect the work of the Commission?-A.

Well

the work

in con-

nection with the $200 positions waS never very heavy, becauseit was not very
long after the Act came into operation, that we found that it was not practicable to apply the provisions of the Act to such positions and an order in council
was passed exempting them.

Q. What I am coming at, if there was a further changemade to excludethe
positions up to $600 it would reduce the work.-A.

It would reduce the work

and the cost.

Q. Could it be done cheaperoutsidethan by the Commission?-A. I imagine
if you increase the numbers of exemptedpositions the department would make
the members of their staffs do the work now undertaken by the Commission,
and that additional employees would not be required.

Q. Could that decreasethe opportunities of their situation in any way?
By Mr. Hughes:
Q. The same rule would apply if the line was drawn at $1,000.-A. Yes.
The volume of work would be greatly decreased if we had only a limited number of appointments to make.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Have you any statements to produce?-A.

Yes, sir.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Can you tell us the reasonwhy the Income Tax department was exempt
from the operation of the Civil Service Act.-A. No, I have never heard any
sufficient reason given for its exemption.

Q. Another question I would like to ask you: I notice in the order in
council of June 29th last, railway engineers,for instance, were exempted from
the operation of the Act.-A. Railway engineers?

Q. Locomotiveengineers?-A. All employeesof railways.
Q. The reason that these employeesare exempted and referred to in the
order in council of June 29th last is becausethey are under the jurisdiction of
the Railway Board?-A. That is the reason.
Mr. CHEVRIER:I have here a number of letters and complaints and memoranda, that I want to file.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: These will go to the sub-committee.
[Mr.
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Mr. CHEVRIER:I just want them to be taken as filed. I can deposit them
here.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN: Yes, with the clerk.
Mr. FORAN: There are letters of reference in connection with the appointment of Mr. Kemmis asked for by Mr. Martell; memorandum regarding the

appointment of A. B. Muddiman, as junior trade commissioner, asked for by
Mr. Martell; qualifications for senior clerk stenographer asked for by Mr.
Parent; memorandum showing figures in connection with the cost of examinations. These documents were ordered by the Commission and were with the
clerk.

As I understand, you say you are meeting on Monday.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN : I understand
Veterans Associations
were to be heard.

from

the Chairman

some of the War

Mr. RINFRET: I might make an announcement on that point. It has been
arranged that Monday and Tuesday we hear representatives of the Civil Service

Association,a local association. I am not in a position to say anything further.
I don't think anything has been decided outside of that.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: I suppose Tuesday will be the last meeting.
Mr. FORAN: In that case you will not require me on Monday or Tuesday.
You are through with me now for the time being, are you not?
Mr. RINFRET: We always like to have you.
Mr. FORAN: That is very kind of you. Before we adjourn, there is just
one matter to which I desired to refer, and that is the promotion of Mr. Kemmis.

Evidently the newspapershave got the impression that in connection with his
promotion we have done something which we would not allow other departments
to do or in other words, that we promoted him without examination. I don't
think Mr. Kemmis himself made it very clear as to how he came to obtain his

promotion. He received his appointment to the department in the regular
way as junior examiner by competitive examination. Subsequently there were
two vacancies for senior examiner. He took the promotion examination and was
third. There were two men who were successful, Mr. Morgan and Mr. Ballard.
Mr. Morgan received his promotion and Mr. Ballard unfortunately died. That
left a vacancy. Mr. Kemmis was the only senior man in line for the position.
The manner in which he performed his duties and the knowledge of his work
which he disclosed, in the examination which he took, although he was not
given sufficiently high standing to be successful, justified the chief examiner in
recommending him for promotion. I concurred in that recommendation and it
was submitted to the Commission for approval. As has been brought out in
the evidence here, in connection with promotions in all departments written
examinations are not always a condition. In many instances, I think in the
majority of cases, promotion is made on a rating given by departmental officers.
In this case Mr. Kemmis got a rating from the chief examiner as to his efficiency
and fitness and that was concurred in by myself as secretary, following out the
regular procedure for promotion. I just wanted to make it clear that his

promotion was regular, as far as the provisions of the Act and the regulations
made

thereunder

are concerned.

The Committee adjourned until Monday, March 26th, at 10 o'clock a.m.

5-1*
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MONDAY,March 26, 1923.
The Special Committee met at 10 o'clock a.m., the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm,
presiding.

The CHAIRMAN:We have as witness this morning, Mr. A. C. Campbell,
representing the Civil Service Association of Ottawa. We will now call upon
Mr. Campbell.
Mr. A. C. CAMPBELL,called, sworn and examined.

Mr. PARENT:Before you proceed with the examination of the witness, I
would like to ask for the production of certain papers. My intention in asking
for them is to have them printed in the evidence. I notice that some papers
are not included; for instance, the "list of positions excluded, in whole or in
part, under the provisions of Section 38 (£>) form the operation of the Civil

Service Act, 1918, as amendedby Chapter 22, 11-12 Geo. V."
I move that these documents be printed in the evidence.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I secondthat, and I think they ought to be printed as an
appendix.

Motion agreed to.

(SeeAppendix-Exhibits, C, Cl, C2, C3, C4.)

Mr. SHAW: Before we proceed, I would like to make application for a
return

from the Civil

Service Commission, showing the number of returned

soldiers, including disability cases,appointed to permanent and temporary positions by the Commission during each of the last three years; secondly the percentage of returned soldiers appointed by the Commission during each of the

last three years; in addition to that, the percentageof returned soldiers including
disability casesappointed in 1922 by the departments to the positions exempt
from the Civil Service Act. I am taking the year 1922, but I do not care
whether

it is taken

further

The CHAIRMAN:

back.

It is moved by Mr. Shaw, and seconded by Mr. Brown,

that the information asked for be produced.
Motion agreed to.
Mr. BROWN: I think it might be extended to include the Income Tax
department.
Mr. SHAW: I have no objection.

The CHAIRMAN: The information asked for by Mr. Shaw can be brought
down by the Civil Service Commission, but the information regarding the
Income Tax department will have to be furnished by Mr. Breadner's department. I think the evidence will show that the majority of employeesin the
Income Tax department are girls. It is alright to make a motion, and I have
no doubt the information

will

be furnished.

Mr. BROWN: If any motion is necessary,I shall make it to that effect,
so that the information will include the number of males and females employed
in the Income Tax department.
The CHAIRMAN: We will ask for that, but perhaps you had better put it
in written form so that the secretary will have it. It is moved by Mr. Brown,

secondedby Mr. Shaw,that the IncomeTax departmentbe askedto showthe
numberof employees,
male andfemale,and alsothe numberof returnedsoldiers
and civilians employed.

Mr. DRUMMOND: Is that for Ottawa alone, or for all over the country?
Mr. BROWN: I was not thinking of Ottawa alone.
The CHAIRMAN:You are taking the complete service?
Mr. BROWN:

Yes.

Motion agreed to.
[Mr. A. C. Campbell.]
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The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Campbell, you can now proceed.
WITNESS: To the Chairman and members of the Special Committee of

the House of Commons appointed to inquire into the working of the Civil
Service Act.

Honourable Gentlemen:-I

have the honour to appear before you as the

representativeof the Civil Service Association of Ottawa, and with your kind
permission,I will state the matters which I am commissionedto bring before
you. But, first, you will probably wish to know something of this association.
The Civil Service Association of Ottawa was organized in 1907, and has been

in continuousoperation since that time. It is a purely voluntary organization;
all those who come under the provisions of the Civil Service Act, and are
regularly employed in connection with the central offices of the several departments are eligible for membership. The objects of the association are to promote
the common interests of the civil servants employed by the Government of
Canada;
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. What is that again, please?
Mr.

PARENT:

The

WITNESS:

Promote
Promote

what?
the

common

interests

of

the

civil

servants

em-

ployed by the Government of Canada. The association is affiliated with the
Civil Service Federation of Canada, a body Dominion-wide and covering the
service as a whole. The fee is one dollar a year. The membership of our
association last year was about 1,700; renewals are now in course of collection,
and returns are expected about the 15th of April.
The indications are that
when this year's lists are made up, the membership will be as large as last
year, and there is hope we may increase to over 2,000. In case further details
may be desired, at a future time, I have here copies of the latest print of its
constitution. This has been slightly revised since it was printed and is now in
course of preparation for reprinting.
I have also copies of the annual report
for 1921 and for 1922, including the treasurer's statement.
We desire that certain changes in the law and administration of the civil
service should be made and we would specially emphasize and urge the following:
1. Superannuation (generally).
It was in part to promote this reform that this association was
established, and we have never consciously neglected any opportunity to
advocate and forward it. We regard a sufficient system of superannuation
as not only just and wise in itself but also as a necessary preliminary to
the proper working of every other great reform in the service. To be
more specific, we believe that a superannuation system would:
(a] Stabilize and unify the official organization of the service by
giving every employee an incentive to remain in the service and to
improve his position as rapidly as possible.
By Air. Chevrier:

Q. That is all very interesting, but I cannot keep it in my mind. Maybe we
are going a little fast in this, but I would like to get some notes so that I may
question you later on, and if you would not read it quite so fast-I

very fast writer-will

am not a

you give me another chance on that last paragraph?-

A. Superannuation?
Q. Yes.-A. First, it would stabilize and unify the service.

(b) Keep the service clear of deadwood by retiring those rendered

inefficient by age.
5-15|
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(c) Promote efficiency by assuring every consistent worker of maintenance in old age should he survive, with due provision for dependents
(d) Automatically attract to the service the right kind of people.
(e) Maintain the "flow of promotion" which Sir George Murray, the
British authority on civil service matters, said was so important.
(/) Facilitate the constant changes in every office, which are made
necessary by constant changes in the work to be done.
(g) Generally improve the morale of the service.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Do they need that?
The WITNESS:

A Necessary Measure

We believe that the experienceof governmentsand of large employers
of labour whose work is at all of a permanent character proves beyond
question that a Superannuation system is the only possible preventive of
waste through disorganization

and inefficiency.

And we belive that the

service of the Dominion of Canada is no exception. We urge superannuation not merely as an act of justice and advantage to members of
the service, but also as one of the greatest acts of economy in the interest
of the public.

As to the nature of the superannuationsystem that should be brought

into force, we have this to submit:

A Two-fold problem
In any practical proposal for a superannuation system for the Dominion service there are two elements or phases to be considered.

iA) There is the service as made up of those who are to be appointed
after the superannuation system becomeseffective. These people will
accept appointment with all the terms concerning superannuationclearly
before them, and no special provisions are necessary in the law to establish
fair conditions for them in relation to the government or in relation to
one another. As to these people, the superannuation system will be fair
and equal from the beginning.
(B) But those already in the service do not begin with equal advan-

tage. There are untold variations of service, salary, experienceand
status, someof which will be favourably and others unfavourably affected
by the terms set up by the superannuation system whatever those terms
may be.
For instance, Smith has spent twenty years as a servant of the
Dominion Government. But for ten years his employment was called

"outside" or "temporary". His employment may not have changedat
all, but whereas he formerly worked as an unclassified employee,now he
is counted a member of the civil service. Jones, on the other hand, has
been for twenty years in a branch of the Ottawa service and there has
beenno legal changein his status. Everybody will agreewe assume,that
Smith and Jones should be on the same basis under the new superan-

nuation system. Specialprovisionought to be madeto maintain equality
in all such cases.

Main Points only
The Civil Service Association has for some time held to the idea
that it is wise for civil servants to urge upon the Government and Par-

liament only the main points of a superannuation
system,leaving details
to the experts whose opinion must necessarilyhave great, perhaps

iVIr. A. C. Campbell.]
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decisiveweight, in thesematters. But they hopethat as far as possible
provisionwill be made,either by specficenactmentor by providing some
subsequent regulation or procedure, to establish equality among those
now in the service so far as the proposednew system is concerned. With
this as a preliminary, the association advocates the embodiment in the
system of five points. These are set forth in the report of the officers
which was adopted unanimously at the last annual meeting, as follows:
(a) That the by-law should provide for a fund to which all employees
as well as the Government

should make contribution.

(b) That provision should be made for the payment of pensions to
widows and children

of deceased civil

servants.

(c) That the age of retirement should be definitely fixed.
(d) That in case of no pension benefit being payable on the death or
retirement

of a civil

servant

contributions

should be returned.

(e) That in applying the superannuation schemeto those at present

in the service contributions

should be on a uniform

basis and not exceed-

ing five per cent.

Our association has expresseditself so far, only upon these points
regarding superannuation, but should the opinion of our members be
desired on other points, the officers will be glad to call upon the membership for an expression of that opinion.
2. Permanency of Office in the Service

Until 1919, so far as we are advised, one appointed to permanent
office in the civil service held office " during pleasure," that is, during the
pleasureof the Governor in Council, and this was assumedby everybody
to mean permanency in office. This principle is still generally effective,
but two changes have been made in the law in recent years which have

greatly weakenedthis principle of permanency. In 1919,the following was
added to the Civil Service Act as subsection (3) of Section 28.
By Mr. Chevrier.
Q. What is that citation again?-A. Subsection 3, Section 28, 1919:
"An employee holding a permanent position that is to be abolished

and which is no longer required, shall be laid off and his salary discontinued, but his name shall be placed in the order provided by the regulation of the Commission on the eligible list for the class of position from
which he was laid off or for any other position for which he may have
qualified."

Of course, a man who is depending upon his monthly cheque as a
civil servant, when told his office is abolished and his salary with it, cannot
await the wholly uncertain outcome of the placing of his name on the
eligible list. If he cannot secure transfer to some other position in the
service he must seek work outside, and in seeking it in competition with

others he must wholly renounceeven the shadowy position on the eligible
list.

In fact action under this causeis dismissal, dismissal without appeal,
and save as a matter of grace and favour without any allowance for past
service.

Resort to this action is unnecessary, but always possible, and the
civil servant is not likely to disregard that fact.

Since the passing in 1920 of the Civil Service Retirement Act
commonly called the Calder Law, a servant may be retired, but not by a
summary act of a department, with the endorsation of a merely formal
order in council, but not without some recognition of past services.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Up to that stage,have you any fault to find with the first portion-that

subsection3 of Section28?-A. Do you meanwewant it repealed?
Q. Yes.-A. We do very much.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Who acts under this clause, the Speaker of the House, putting off an
employeeunder that subsection? Take the case of the Debates? You say that
the time may come when an employee is no longer required and his services
are dispensed with. Who decides that?-A. As I understand it, it is decided by
the department and backed by an order in council, which i? a mere formality.

It is in fact the act of the department.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In the case of the Hansard men, how would it be?
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: The Internal Economy Committee.
The WITNESS: The officers of the House of Commons are not under the Civil

Service law as completely as other members of the service-those

in the adminis-

trative branches. As I understand it, the Officers of the House of Commons,the
Senate, and the Library

of Parliament are under the Civil Service Commission

for only four separatematters, appointment, promotion, gradation and salary.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. What about the Hansard Staff in the House of Commons?-A. We, as
I understand it, are members of the staff of the House of Commons and are under
the Civil Service Commission in the same way as other members of the service
in the House

of Commons

are.

Q. The appointments to your staff are made by the Commission?-A.
understand it, yes; as a matter of fact, that is what is done.

As I

Q. And dismissal is made by the department through an order in council?A. Yes-under this section you mean?
Q. Yes?-A. Yes, but as I understand it the order in council in this case
is different from the order in council which dismissed an employee outside before

1919,when the principle of permanencywas in full effect. Although I have been
many years in the service, if we count ourselves in the service, I have known of

only two people being dismissed before 1919, before the coming into effect of
this

section.

Q. And how many since?-A. A great many-scores.
Q. In your branch?-A. Xone in the House of Commons-service, as far
as I know.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. And the dismissals have been becausethe positions were abolished?-A.
Yes sir.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Mr. Campbell, I want to clean up this point. Section 42, subsection2
of the Act gives to the Commissionthe power to devise,combine,order or abolish

existing classesand grades. Do you know whetherthe minister or the deputy

head of the department has the power to abolish existing classesor grades?-Do
you know whether he has that power?-A. I do not know that as a matter of
law. I know there are certain friends of mine who are dismissed,or under notice
of dismissal,and we assumethat it is doneunder this section.

Q. Very well, but what I am trying to get at is this: This Section28, sub-

section3, saysthat whenan employee
holdinga permanentpositionthat' is to

l>eabolished-you cannotsay whetherthat abolitionis doneby the Civil Service
IMr.
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Commision or by the department? If you can, all right, and I will continue the
examination; if you cannot, I will find out from the proper officials.-A. I would

rather somebodyelse would speak about that. I can only give the impressionsof
the civil

servants.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. From whom does he get his notice of dismissal-from the Commission,
or the officers of the Commons?-A. Speaking of the House of Commons staff.
Q. Yes?-A. I do not know. I know one man who got his notice of dismissal in a personal interview with the deputy minister.
Mr. CHEVRIER:I think it would be well if we are not asking too much of Mr.
Foran, to ask him to be here. I cannot blame his absence because we said we
were through with him, but it is not for any one of us here, I think, to interpret
this law. I have my own idea as to how the dismissals are made, but I think
it would be well to have somebody here in authority to clean up the points of
this nature, so we can go on, and ask who is responsible for this. If the Commis-

sion is responsiblefor it, I would like to continue the investigation; if the department is responsible, then we will wait until the deputy ministers are on the stand,
and we can make the proper notes on our brief to know what proper persons to
examine.

The CHAIRMAN: Dr. Roche is in the room.

Would you like to ask Dr.

Roche?

Mr. CHEVRIER: I did not know the doctor was here. I am quite satisfied to
have that from Dr. Roche, if he will make that statement.
Dr. ROCHE: If I understand it, the query is as to whether the department

or the Commission is responsible for the recommendationsto lay a person off
when the position is being abolished?
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

Yes.

Dr. ROCHE: The department.
Mr. CHEVRIER: The Commission has nothing to do with the abolishing of

the position?
Dr.

ROCHE:

No.

Mr. CHEVRIER: If that is so, what is the purpose of section 42, that the
Commission, when it seems necessary to establish additional classes, etc., may
divide, combine, alter or abolish existing classes and grades? I don't know that
there is anything in the law that gives that power to the deputy minister, and
if you know of the authority under which the deputy minister would be acting
in abolishing that position, I would be very grateful if you would let me know.A. That refers to classification. We can alter; we can add to; we can make a new
classification of a position. We can alter an old classification, but it does not
mean that we abolish literally under that section the position itself. It is a
change in the classification of the position.
Q. The deputy head is the only person who can abolish a permanent
position?-A. That is it.

Q. By making a recommendation to Council and by Council passing upon
it?-A.

Yes.

Q. But the Commission would have nothing to do with the abolishing of a
permanent position?-A. All we can do in that caseis when a deputy minister
abolishesthe position, if he desires the person occupying that position to be
placed on our lay-off list, he can so recommend.
Q. Thank you very much. To continue, Mr. Campbell, before you give the
provisions of the Calder Act, you want something to cure this difficult situation

in which the civil servant finds himself in when the deputy reports the position
should

be abolished?-A.

Yes.
[Mr.
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Q. There is nothing now that takes care of him except the provisions of the
Calder Act, that are being renewed from year to year?-A.

Yes.

Q. You want some permanent remedy, such as superannuation?-A. The
request we make is the reinstatement of the principle of permanency.
Q. I can well understand you are not satisfied with the temporary provisions of the Calder Act as to the retirement of these people?-A.
(Reading)

" Resort to this action is unnecessarybut always possible, and the civil servant
is not likely to disregard that fact-since the passing in 1920 of the Civil
Service Retirement Act, commonly called the Calder law. Under this Act a
civil servant may be retired, but not by the summary act of a department with
the endorsation of a merely formal order in council, and not without some recognition of past services. Honourable members who were in Parliament in 1920
will recall, and others can learn by consulting the Debates of that session, that
the declared object of the Calder law was to facilitate the retirement of old and
inefficient civil servants. The Act was to be in force for only a year and the
pruning of the service that was to take place under it was to be preliminary to
the passing of a general superannuation measure. That law has been extended
in scope and in time and is still in force, but with a fixed date of expiry. There
can be no doubt that during the war the civil service like every other form of
effort enlisted many new workers and kept as many old ones who when normal
conditions returned were the reverse of helpful. While our association opposed
the breach of permanency especially as made by subsection 3, section 28, nevertheless all recognized that, even at the expense of suffering to individuals,
economies had to be effected and, to that end, retirements imposed. But now,
four and a half years after the war, it is believed that the conditions are changed
and that it is not necessary or desirable that every civil servant should work in
fear of summary, unexplained and blank dismissal. The record of most of the
departments will show that means are actually found to maintain in practice the
old principle of permanency. We would respectfully but very urgently request
your honourable Committee to recommend in the strongest terms the enactment
of the promised superannuation law, the re-establishment of the principle of
permanency which held unquestioned from Confederation until after the close
of the Great

War.

It is obvious, we think, that a " permanent" service that is not permanent
is a contradiction in terms and an impossibility in practice. It is not reasonable
to expect that the morale necessary to "efficiency can be maintained when no
man knows
but that his " permanency
may be abolished by departmental
action

to-morrow.

There is also the claim of justice. The Dominion of Canada is a great
impersonality, but it has honesty and pride of honesty like a person. The
Dominion of Canada pays its debts and is proud of the fact that its record of
engagements kept is 100 per cent clean. We of the civil service are men and
women and in this matter we appeal to the honest and proud Dominion of

Canada and to you as its representatives,as a plain caseof fair dealing between
man and man. For this reason, over and over again, when during the worst
days of the high cost of living we appealedfor salaries more in accord with the
hard conditions of life, and when we showedthat every other class had increase
of income far beyond our own, we were told that, unlike all others, we held
positions that were secure for the duration of our working lives. And on that
ground our requests, even though backed by the Government's own figuresfigures that not only could not be controverted but were not even questioned,
-were denied. In other words, we have bought and paid for permanency. It is
now for us to make demands of the great law-making

power that rules all

Canadians, but we do most respectfully and urgently request that that which
was ours in former times as a matter of public policy should now be rpstored
not merelv as a matter of public policy u"* -1" "" " ~""~~ ~t ~"-1~
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3. Salary Revision
Our Association has constantly pressed for a revision of salaries to meet

conditions. We accepted what seemedto be the judgment of all authorities,
that war prices were a temporary phenomenon and that deflation would come,

and were content that the temporary condition should be met by a temporary
increase in the form of a bonus. We have always believed, and have never
concealed our belief-in
fact quite the contrary-that
the bonus made a very

poor showing in contrast with increasedprices. Also we objected to the bonus
being given in the form, as we believed, of a dole. But our objections now are
unimportant-we
accepted what was offered. We are glad that the Government has seen fit to continue the bonus, for prices are still high, as shown by the

Government'sfigures and as even more conclusively proven to each person by
his or her own experience. We are particularly glad that the announcementby
the Prime Minister of renewal of the bonus is accompanied by a suggestion-we
think it not too much to say, an implied promise-that
at the proper time the
revision of salaries will be considered. We would ask your honourable Committee to recommend that when this matter is taken up it should be with two
considerations

in mind.

We believe and would urge, that, no matter to what extent the deflation

of prices of this or that article or service may be, there is no possibility of
the averageof pre-war prices being restored. An increase in the cost of living
is a permanent condition in Ottawa. What ratio that increase will bear to
old prices, of course, is a matter for careful consideration by experts. But at
least the fact should be recognized as a fact."
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. When you say that, have you in mind the normal increased cost of
living irrespective of the abnormal cost of living, due to war conditions. That
is what I suppose you have in mind?-A. Yes.
Q. That is the economic normal increase in the cost of living since a number
of years?-A. Yes.

Q. If I remember rightly, when the discussion on the bonus came up, we
fixed that the normal increase, irrespective of war conditions, would be about
30 per cent; the economic increase over that was 80 per cent or 90 per cent; in
some cases, 123 per cent increase, due to absolute war conditions?-A. Yes.
Q. I want that to be fixed so that the members of the Committee will
know that what we argued on that bonus question, even if war conditions were
wiped out, there would then be a normal increase of 30 per cent at least over the
previous period to 1914-A. I believe that was calculated.
Q. Was not that the report Mr. LaRochelle made?-A. I understand so.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Do I understand the living costs in Ottawa are in excessof any other
part of the country?-A.

Yes, some parts.

Q. I think you are right from my own experience. I was just wondering
if that was your idea.-A. I speak of Ottawa only becausewe are the Civil
ServiceAssociation of Ottawa, and we have no right to deal with other matters.
Of course in everything that I say I am trying to represent the Association,
which we think is the best representative of the service in Ottawa as a whole.

The secondconsiderationto be borne in mind as to the cost of living is that
there is a necessaryadvance in the standard of living.

This is a matter of

world experience throughout the ages of*every civilization.

And the movement

thus indicated is more rapid in these days of invention and development
than ever before.

Whether demand precedessupplies or vice versa, the

fact is that invention is constantly bringing into existencethings which
[Mr.
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may seem almost superfluous when first made known but which, afterward come into every day use, and at length becomes necessaries
of existence in society. Unless the civil servant is afforded means to keep up
this movement the effect is to reduce his standard of living, and this means in-

evitably that the classof peopledesiredand necessarywill no longerbe attracted
to the public service. That which we have alreadyurged upon the authorities
is that the salary schedulesof 1908should be taken as a basis and that these
should be revised in accordancewith what are found to be permanent conditions.
In this operation, regard should be had to the considerations above mentioned.
Also, we urge, of course,that in the fixing of salaries regard should be had,
Far as possible, to all the conditions involved, with a view to doing justice
to all and avoiding anomalies and inconsistencies, for these are potent causes

of dissatisfaction and tend to reduce the efficiency of the service as a whole.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Outside of the bonus generally, what has been the increase of the
salaries paid from 1914? Has there been a very appreciable increase over
1914. outside of the bonus altogether? I thought you might have it there.-A.
Mr. Ryan, the vice-pre>ident of the association, formerly the secretary, who has
had a great deal to do with these things in past years, and who is more familiar
with Thesedetails than I, will answer that question, if you will allow him.
Mr. PARENT: He is going to be heard.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: We will ask him
Mr. PARENT:
When he is heard.

that

when

he is here.

WITNESS: (continuing).
Civil

Service

Councils

It has always beenthe opinion of the associationthat the greaterthe
control of civil service affairs vested in the civil service itself, the more

efficient

will

the service

be.

So, when the whole civil service was brought together by the Act of 1918,
for the purpose of administration, it was apparent to civil servants at once.
that some plan of co-operation was necessary,whereby the views of the service
with respect to conditions of employment would be considered before decisions
were made affecting those conditions.

Consideration of the views of the service by the Government is essential
if the administration of the service is to be conducted with economy and

efficiency. The Associationbelievesthat this can be accomplishedby the
establishment of civil sendee councils, where representation of those concerned

meetingin round table conference,can considerquestionsaffecting conditions
of employment.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. On that scorehave you any definite scheme? Have you any definite

schemeto show how these councils would work, for instance a branch council
an inter-departmental council, have you worked it out?-A. So far as I know,

no scheme
has everbeenlaid beforethe association,
but we havemaderepresentationson that subjectto the Government,
and whenyou hear Mr. Ryan,
I am sure he will be able to tell you more of what has been clonethan I could

tell you.

Q. So that Mr. Ryan may have an idea of what I have in mind beforehand

and may think it over, have you ever tried to adapt Whitley Councilsto the
present classification. I mean,would Whitley Councilsbe possibleunder the

present
classification?Have you tried that?-A. Personally I have not
[Mr, A. C. Campbell.]
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done so, but if there is an answer possible to that on the part of the civil
service association, Mr. Ryan could give it better than I could.

Q. Whilst I am on that point, have you also tried salary revision in view
of the present classification?-A. As to a percentage,do you mean?
Q. Yes, as to how the salary revision would work under the present classification.

I mean, to put it in another way-is

it possible to have a proper

salary revision and yet maintain the classification of the service as it is to-day?
Secondly, is it possible to establish Whitley Councils and maintain the classification of the service as it is to-day?-A.
These points will be dealt with.
Governments have encouraged the formation of somewhat similar councils

in private industry, and conditions in the service are more suitable to their
formation as there is no definite opposition of interests between the two groups
which would form the personnel of such councils in the civil service as compared
with industry. It is realized that government departments must be administered
for the benefit of the public, and the ministers in charge being responsible to
Parliament, for this administration can not be embarrassed by unreasonable
restrictions.

The Association

believes

that

a national

civil

service

council

should

be

established and should include the following matters in its scope.
(a) Provision of the best means of utilizing the ideas and experience of
the staff.

(b) Means for securing to the staff a greater share in and responsibility
for the determination
are carried out.

and observance

of the

conditions

under

which

their

duties

(c) Determination of the general principles governing conditions of service

e. g. recruitment, hours, promotion, discipline, tenure, remuneration, superannuation, classification and reorganization.

(d) Power to set up subsidiary councils and determine the power and scope
of such councils.

The findings of this council should be reported to the Governor in Council,
and be operative.

That the principle here enunciated will work out in practice is illustrated
by one noteworthy experience. When the service was to be reclassified it was

dtemed advisable to establish a body known as the board of hearing and
recommendation as part of the machinery of the Civil Service Commission.
The Civil Service Federation, the Dominion-wide body with which this Association is affiliated, being requested, appointed two members as representatives of

the service on this board. The work of this body is before the country. We
of the associationpoint with pride to the way in which that work has been done
and to the excellent

results

to which

it has led.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I am very grateful for that information.

That, as I understand, re-

presents the view of the association?-A. Yes.
Q. Now, you say there are 1,700 members in your association?-A.

Yes

sir.

Q. How many civil servants are there in Ottawa?-A.

That information

can be obtainedmore definitely from other peoplethan from me, but we say
from 5,000 to 6,000.

Q. 5,000 to 6,000 civil servants. What would you say if others said

between
10,000and 12,000?-A.I wouldsaythat perhapsthey might be right.
Q. So you have no fixed idea?-A.

No, we have no fixed idea.

Q. Thosethen are the views of your associationon innovations,I mean

improvements?-A.

Yes.

[Mr. A. C. Campbell.]
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Q. You have said nothing with reference to the present conditions in the
service, which conditions I am very much interested in improving and in which
direction I understand you are labouring, but I would like to know if there are
any defects that your association knows of having existed in the civil service
administration? Are you perfectly satisfied as to the manner in which appoint-

ments are being made in the service or have you any grievancesto find in that
way? Has your association any grievances or any complaints to make with
respect to appointments to the civil service?-A. I have no instructions on that
point.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Have any complaints or representations to that effect been made?-A.
I don't recollect any at the moment, but if yc*u will put that question to Mr.

Ryan, as to whether such representationshave been made, he will know.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do I gather that the sole purpose of your being here is to submit the
views of the Association

with

reference to those three or four different

heads

you have mentioned and that Mr. Ryan will then explain if there are any
grievances, any defects, or any modifications under the present law.

That is

what I would like to know.-A. If I might explain, without seeming to complain, which I have no possible wish to do, I would like to say that we were
notified only on Saturday that we were to be called this morning. We have done
our best to prepare ourselves,to set ourselves before the Committee.
Q. In other words, Mr. Campbell, in making this statement, I might shock
some people, but in other words you have not had time to rehearse your evidence
with your people to find out just what they wanted, in other lines?-A. That is

the ca?e. We called our representatives together to discuss the matter, going
back over our records, assisted by the recollection of those who were present,

and we tried to bring together all those matters upon which we had a policy
and upon which we agree. There are, of course, many many matters which are

still uncl'-r discussion amongst us, many of them discussionsof old time, upon
which it may be that our policy has changedfrom time to time and with regard
to which we have not come to any definite conclusion. With regard to those,
I don't want to trouble the Committee. In fact, I would have no power or no
right to speak upon them, becauseI am here to represent the Association and
until I get unanimity of expression or the opinion of a majority, of course I
cannot speak. I understand that Mr. Ryan's instructions do not go beyond

mine, but Mr. Ryan's recollection, with regard to details, his knowledge of
details and his recollection of these matters are much better than mine, and
as far as these things are concerned he probably will be able to give a greater
degree of information.

Q. What I wanted to find, Mr. Campbell,-we are here to inquire into the

operationsof the Civil ServiceAct and so far as I am concernedI would like
to know, becauseprobably on account of i-he short notice your associationhas
not had time to go into it, but I would like to know whether your association,
as such, is perfectly well satisfied with the working out of the present Civil
Service Act or if you have any suggestionsto make for improvement, if there
is room for improvement, outside of the topics which you have brought up this
morning. That is what we would be concernedin.-A. Naturally, in the course
of our discussion, that point came forward and I was instructed to say that
while we had not been able to reach a conclusion in the time, yet if we had
succeeded in interesting the Committee, and if the Committee would like oui

conclusions,we would be very glad, if given further time, to consult our member
ship and get an expression of opinion upon any points that the Committee

or the members of the Committee mav desire information uoon.
[Mr.

A. C. Campbell.]
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By the Chairman:

Q. Would you allow me to say that we regret the time allowed was not
longer in which to prepare the evidence,but the reasonthe sub-committee chose
to call representatives of the organizations was to eliminate the multitudinous
individual complaints which may come before the Committee.
The subCommittee felt that in hearing opinions as to the working of the Act from the
heads of organized associations we would be getting concise evidence before the
Committee, we would be serving the interests of your association better by

having the complaints passed through the hands of your organization and we
would facilitate the work generally. Now if the shortness of time, which Mr.
Chevrier points out, has made it impossible for you to compile your complaints
or suggestions as to the working of the Act, we would be very glad indeed to

have you reconsider the matter and reappear, bearing in mind the fact that
your letter to us or your article to us starts out with "A Committee appointed
to inquire into the workings of the Act". You head your letter correctly, but

your letter embodiessuggestionsfor systems which may be good for the civil
service but which are not based on the workings of the existing Act?-A.
quite seethat.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Do the messengers belong to your organization?-A.
Yes.
Q. Including those of the House of Commons?-A. Yes.
Q. Your association is a voluntary one?-A. Yes.

I

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Those join who wish, and those who do not wish, do not join?-A.
Quite so.
Q. Is every employee in Ottawa classed as a civil servant, no matter
what work he does?-A. No, as I understand it, there are some who are not
under the control

of the Civil

Service

Act.

Q. Can you define what you mean in your association by a civil servant,
broadly speaking?-A. Those who are under the Civil Service Act and who are
regularly employed in the head offices of the several departments.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That definition is the definition of your association only?-A.

Of course.

Oh yes.

Q. When you said 5,000 or 6,000employees,that is according to the definition as contained in your regulations?-A. I took it that that was what you
meant.

Q. So that the definition may be left to any particular body to define who
would

be civil

servants?-A.

Yes.

Q. Outside of the definition of civil servants as contained in the Act itself?
-A. We were speaking at the time, as I recollect it, of the membership of the
association and the membership of the Civil Service here, in Ottawa, and I
thought the idea was to find some proportion of those who were last year actual
members

of the

association.

By Mr. Garland:
Q. In other words, according to your figures, about one-third of the eligibles are members of your association?-A. That is what we figure on.
Q. Has your association any locals?-A. No, sir; we are ourselves a
local

association.

Q. What is the number of your local?-A. We do not number them.
Q. But some of the locals of the civil service association are numbered,
such as 66, 67 and so forth?-A.
Yes.
TMr. A. C. Campbell.]
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Q. Are they not all numbered?-A. That is a body outside ourselves:
that is a different organization.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Do you mean to say that every employee of the Government can form
or join an association?-A. Every employee of the Government in Ottawa is
eligible for membership in the association, that is, every employee of the
Government

who is under the Civil

Service Act.

Mr. CHEVRIER: Supposewe ask Dr. Roche for the proper definition of a
civil

servant.

The CHAIRMAN: That has been gone into already.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. What

is the

difference

between

these locals

of the

association?-A.

There is a civil service organization which, as I understand it, is Federal in its
character, and is made up of different organizations, each one of which is a
member; that is not our Association, it is not connected with the Civil Service
Federation. Our organization is entirely apart and separate from that.

Q. The Federal employeesof Canada, do you come under that?-A.

No,

sir.

The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Chevrier, are you satisfied now, or do you want
Dr. Roche to give his definition?
Mr. CHEVRIER: I understand from Dr. Roche that it means anybody in
the employ of the civil service, for instance, a charwoman, a bricklayer or
a stonemason

is a civil

servant.

JAMES H. RYAN, called, sworn, and examined:
By the Chairman:

Q. What is your name?-A. James H. Ryan.
Q. What
Civil

Servants'

is your position,
Association

Mr.

Ryan?-A.

I am Vice-President

of the

of Ottawa.

Q. Will you proceed with your explanation, Mr. Ryan?-A. I have no
explanation to make, sir. I think the first thing I should offer is an answer
to Mr. Marcil's question with regard to the increases since 1908 or 1914-which

would you prefer?
Q. Take 1908 if you like.-A. With regard to the increase from 1908 to
the present time, I would like to make this announcement,that under the
scheduleof 1908a messengergot from $500to $800; under the present schedule
he gets from $600 to $900, an increase of 12i per cent. A clerk in the service
known as 3-B in 1908 got from $500 to $800; a junior clerk under the present
classifications gets from $600 to $900, or an increase of 12^ per cent. A clerk
in 3-A in 1908 got from $900 to $1,200; under the present classification he
gets from $960 to $1,240,an increase of 5 per cent; 2-B clerks previously got
$800 to $1,000; a senior clerk now gets $1,320to $1,680, an increase of 5 per
cent; clerks 2-A previously got from $1,600to $2,100;principal clerks under the
present classification get from $1,800 to $2,280, an increase of 8.57 per cent,
Clerks 1-B had a salary schedule of from $2,100to $2,800; the classification
now is, for a head clerk, from $2,400to $2,880,an increase of 2-86 per cent;

clerks 1-A got from $2,100to $4,000,they now get from $3,000to $3,600,a

decrease of 10 per cent.

Q. Have you the average increase?-A. No. sir.
[Mr.

Jas. H. Ryan.]
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The CHAIRMAN: Over the classeswhich Mr. Ryan has just mentioned, I
would estimate that the average increase was not over 5 per cent.
By Mr. McKillop:
Q. What would the average increase be, Mr. Ryan?-A.

to give that strictly.

I am not able

We have tried on several occasionsto get that, but could

not get the number of married people and single people in the service, and as
given on that basis, we cannot get the exact information.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: What did I understand you to say the average increase
has been, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN: Not over 5 per cent, Mr. Marcil. Taking them by classes,
that is, taking the average increase on seven classes, one shows a decrease,
and the total is 34 over seven classes, but Mr. Ryan cannot say how many
there

are in

each

class.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. What I want to know is whether they are earning less now than before,

without including the bonus?-A. They are earning slightly more, I think.
By the Chairman:
Q. Exclusive of the bonus?-A.

Exclusive of the bonus.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Is that due to the increase under the 1918 revision of salaries?-A.

Yes,

sir.

Q. Since 1918 there has been no revision?-A.

None whatever.

By the Chairman:
Q. What would be your estimate of the necessary increase based on living
costs and changed conditions which Mr. Campbell pointed out in his evidence?
-A. To meet present economic conditions we have figures at the present
time to show that the normal increase over 1914 is 60 per cent.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. It has gone down in the meantime?-A. No, sir; that is the normal
increase; the normal increase is taken out.
Q. But with the normal increase it would be how much?-A. About
thirty per cent is normal.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Is that worse than last year?-A. The cost of living is approximately
the same as last year, according to the figures received from the Department of
Labour.

By the Chairman:

Q. Do you estimate that the salaries of 1908 should be supplementedby a
sixty per cent increase to bring them up to 1923?-A.
from our figures.

That is what we deduce

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. In that you would take into consideration the possibility of deflation9A. Yes.

Q. So that it is exceedingly hard at present to determine what the increase

should be, except that at all events thirty per cent should be given?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Becausethat is the normal increase?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. That is, that will never decrease?-A.

No, sir.
[Mr.

Jas.

H.

Ryan.]
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By Mr. Parent:

Q. The bonus would be dropped?-A. We find this trouble with the bonus,
the uncertainty to all concerned;membersof Parliament have the same anxiety
as we have.

A MEMBER: But we do not get any bonus.
By The Chairman:

Q. Do you consider that it is impossible to-day, without knowing what the
deflation will be, to arrive at a settled valuation on service?-A. Yes, it would
be a little

difficult.

Q. Do you think then that it would be better to continue on our present
basis, supplementing it with a bonus equal to the conditions in each year until
we have reached nearer the settled condition we all hope for?-A.

We are of

the opinion, although we have nothing to confirm it, that we have got pretty
near that condition at the present time.
Q. You mean we are at a fixed condition of living costs?-A. Almost, as
Mr. Campbell, in what he has placed before the Committee has stated, new
financial and new sociological conditions have brought the cost of living up to
such an extent that it will never go back to what it was previous to the war.
Q. You do not hope for much from lower production costs?-A. Not if the
salaries or wages paid to employees in industries are continued as they are.
The CHAIRMAN: That is the very point.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you think, Mr. Ryan, that the salary revision could be applied, the
revised salaries could be applied to the present classification; do you think that
is possible?-A. There would be some difficulty experienced. Unless you added
a flat amount per month to the salary schedules I think you would have to work
out a percentage to decide first what percentage of increase you would add, and
then add an approximate amount to the different salary schedules under the classification.

Q. Would you base salaries as fixed by the classification, the range of salaries set down in the classification book?-A. You mean, would we use that as a
basis?

Q. Yes, would you use that as a basis?-A. If you maintained the present
classification, you would have to.
Q. Would your association be prepared to say that the range of salaries as

set down in the re-classification should be usedas a basis, and to that you should
add a certain percentage?-A. I think they would be willing to accept that.
Q. You say you think so?-A. I think so; we have not discussed it in that
light.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. I would judge from Mr. Campbell's evidencethat the abolishing of positions has beenrather more of late years than formerly. I supposewe can anticipate the answer, but would you say that that process will not necessarily be
increased for some time, until the service is reduced to the extent to which normal

conditions will warrant; of coursewe admit the abnormal conditions in the past?
-A. You mean that it is likely to continue,or that it is likely to stop?
Q. As the service has hardly been reduced to the numbers that would be
warranted by a return to normal conditions, I would expectyou to say No to that.
-A. It is difficult to answerthe question,becausethere are different departments
that have taken on extra work or more work, while other departments have

reducedtheir staffs, so the departments_
are working back and forward all the
time, someincreasingand somedecreasingtheir staffs. That will always continue; that always has been the case.
TMr. Jas. H.

Ryan.]
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By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Since 1914 there have been a large number of additional departments
organized?-A.
Re-Establishment

Yes, several, such as the Pensions Branch, the Soldiers Civil
and others.

By Mr. Brown:
Q. Those were rendered necessary by war conditions?-A.
bonuses have been reduced over 50 per cent in the last five years.

I think

the

By the Chairman:

Q. As a representative of the civil servants organization, and as a civil
servant yourself, do you consider that the civil service in Ottawa is giving to
the department in which they work, 100 per cent efficiency?-A.
Generally, yes.
Q. You do not suggest that any reduction in the staff could be made to meet
the increased remuneration which you think is advisable?-A. No. We have no

policy on that question; we have not discussedit from that point of view. I can
only give you my own personal opinion. I find I have all I want to do, as a
civil

servant.

By Mr. Brown:
Q. What are the average working hours of a civil servant?-A.
We start at
nine o'clock in the morning and quite at five o'clock in the afternoon.
By the Chairman:

Q. You say you have all you want to do; that is a very human statement.
If somebodyoffered you a position with very much more responsibility and more
work, but at an increasedsalary, would you stay where you are?-A. It would
dependupon the amount of work I would have to do. If it meant that I had to
work harder than I have to work at present, I would not accept the new position.
Q. Therefore you think the present Government is getting 100 per cent
efficiencyfor what it is paying?-A. I am speaking of myself only.
Q. You are speaking from a personal point of view?-A. Yes.
Q. What is the feeling of your Association?-A. I think it is the sameas my
own, although we have not discussed these matters.
By Mr. McKillop:
Q. Some of us at home work very much longer hours than from nine to five.
-A. I have worked longer hours than that myself. I have often worked 16 to

18 hours a day, but never harder than I work at the present time.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Do they require you to work after five o'clock?-A.
Yes, sometimes.
Q. Are any of the departments over-manned or over-womanned in their
staffs, to your knowledge?-A. Sometimes we hear of that.

Q. But do you know as a fact that such is the case?-A. I could not say.
The administrators of the different departments would be more able to answer
that question than I am.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Have you any deputy ministersin your organization?-A. We had one.
Q. Have you any at the present time?-A. None.
Q. Have you any headsof departments?-A. Yes, sir.

Q. Canyougiveusthenames
of thoseyouknow?-A.Not withoutlooking

"over the lists of our membership.

Q. We askedMr. Campbellwhetherhe hadeverheardany complaintsfrom
your association,
or couldstatethe positionof your association
concerning
the
5-16
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present salaries,but he was not preparedto answerthe question; as far as
you can remember, can you tell the Committee whether you ever heard of any
representations of that sort?-A. I thought I answered that question to Mr.
Chevrier, with regard to the classification at present.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Let us take one instance; take the messengers. You have the messengers
in the various departments and the messengers in the House of Commons?-A.
yes.

Q. Have any representations been made to you to the effect that the
messengers of the House of Commons are getting a better salary, on account of
their longer hours of work?-A.
None that I know of.
Q. Are you aware that the messengers of the House of Commons work much
longer hours than other messengers?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Is it not fair that those messengers should be paid more than those other
men?-A. I think that is fair. The rules or regulations in the Act provide that
we shall

work

when

we are asked to work.

Q. I am just asking for a general opinion.-A.

I think that is reasonable.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Is there not something in the Act which says that the hours shall be from

nine to five, but that it may be otherwise stipulated, and that therefore you are
not simply bound to work until five o'clock and then quit, but very often you
have to work very much over that limit?-A. The law gives the head of a
department the right to ask us to come back to work when required.
Q. At all events, your hours are from nine to five?-A. Yes.
Q. And your income is therefore limited to that sphere; no matter how hard

you work, you cannot increaseyour salary?-A. No.
Q. So that if you work from nine to five, or if you work ten times as hard,
it is not as though you were in business where you could produce more for
yourself?-A.
No, sir.

Q. You get no further remuneration or reward for any extra work you may
be called upon to do?-A. No.
Q. Is it not a fact that a person earning $1,000or more has no right to
engagein any kind of trade or professional work?-A. Yes; that is, those connected with the collection of the revenue of the country must not engage.

Q. And no civil servant can engagein any other work but his civil service
work, so that you are absolutely limited to from nine to five?-A. Yes.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil.'
Q. Do you not get off at four o'clock sometimes?-A. In July and August
last year we got off.

Q. How long are you allowed for lunch?-A. An hour and a half.
Q. Is leave of absencegranted, in the summer?-A. Yes, for 18 days.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Now, Mr. Ryan, I do not know whetheryou feel just as Mr. Campbell
felt, that you havenot had quite sufficienttime, and that you might be ableto
giveus somemoreinterestingremarksif you hadtime; areyou preparedto make
a statement as to the workings of the Act, with reference to the civil servants

themselves?-A.I haveno instructionsin that respect,sir. As Mr. Campbell
hassuggested,
andas you yourself havesuggested,
I think it would be advisable
to give our organization an opportunity to prepare a memorandumand submit it
if so desired.
[Mr.

Jas. H. Ryan.]
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Mr. PARENT:I see no objection to that.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I would be happy to find out what if any objections you see with regard
to the provisions of and the general working out of the Act, so far as the civil
servants themselves are concerned; if they have* any suggestions to make, they
can make them?-A. If it appears strange that we have not anything like that

to offer right offhand, I may say that that is not our line of activity; our line of
activity is only when there is a measurebefore the House, when there is something definite that we can make suggestionsupon; otherwise when the law is in
effect we do not make any representations with respect to that law until it is
assumed that it is being changed.

Q. I have received a large number of complaints as to appointments and
transfers.

I do not know that we can listen to them all individually,

but if

any members of your association are dissatisfied with the workings of the
Act, if you can speak on their behalf I for one would be happy to hear what
they have to say through you, or if there are any suggestionsto be made, I
for one would like to hear them.-A.
those complaints to the Committee.

We would consider it our duty to present

By an Hon. Member:

Q. How long will it take to prepare that memorandum?-A. It could not be
taken until

after

recess.

Mr. MAETELL:While I have pronouncedviews on the question,Mr. Ryan

might submit a memorandum along the lines suggestedsuch as superannuation.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Mr. Campbell has given that. Are you familiar with the scheme of
superannuation as set out by the Civil Service Commission; are you familiar
with

that

scheme?-A.

I have

seen it.

Q. What do yo» say about the Power bill?-A.
I think it is fair with a few
changes.
Q. The Technical Institutes Bill?-A.
I have not seen that.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. I would like to ask this question. What have you to say about salaries
paid in 1914when we were getting from 25 to 50 per cent less for what we producedon the farm?-A. That would be a problem in economicsthat I am not
in a position to answer. What we baseour statement on is the official figures of
the Department of Labour which we take to be correct.
By an Hon. Member:

Q. In other words it is not your function but theirs to see that they are
correct?-A.

Exactly.

By Mr. Brown:
Q. One gets the impression while going through that there are a great many
people who do not seem to be working as hard as they ought to be, that there
might be three people doing the work of two; that is the impression one gets.-

A. I think our organization has admitted that there are peoplewho are not doing
a proper amount of work; in the association we are willing to admit that, but
you will find such people in all walks of life.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Do you think that it is owing to the system which prevails that a good
man loses ambition and initiative, becausethere is no proper scope for advancement?-A. The limitations have something to do with it.
S-16J
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The application

of

By the Chairman:
Q. On the point Mr. Martell has raised, do you think there is not enough
opportunity for» advancement, under the system that is in force to-day; the
members of your association you say are working as hard as they want to
work at least. Do you admit that the greatest efficiency is being maintained
in the service from the standpoint, not of the amount of work done, but from
the standpoint of the organizations?-A.
Are the organizations making the service more

efficient?

Q. No, I do not mean that. If a certain staff is necessary in an office.
and they come under the existing system, that staff can be reduced only by two
methods; one would be to have the employees do more work, the other method

would be to rearrange the system so that it would require rather less people?
-A. A reorganization of that particular service should be conducted with that
end in view.

Q. Any suggestiontowards reducing the number of employeesso far as your
organization is concerned, would be along the line of reclassification

work?-A.

Yc>.

of the

We think that the organization in its several departments

should be set out, and that organization

is necessary to conduct the work of

that department; unless the duties and functions of that department are decreased, that organization should be maintained, and the staff required to
maintain, that organization should be used.
By Mr. McBride:
Q. Is your organization any better satisfied now with promotions under
the Civil Service Act than under the old patronage system?-A. That is some-

thing we would like to present, the conditions of the organization, or that part
of it that

will

come under

the working

of the Civil

Service

Act.

By the Chairman:

Q. Will you answer this question: in your opinion, or in the opinion of your
organization, is there an improvement in the actual methods employed in the

departments since the Young Company and the Griffenhagen Company rearranged the work, or is it not as good?-A. The associationis not preparedto
admit that there is any saving or any better organization.
Q. Would you admit that they have only done as many of these concerns
do, complicated the system and made it necessary to have more help?-A. Of
course, we maintain with regard tot he classification that if we had not had an

opportunity of a hearing and of reviewing the classification, it would not have
been workable at all; that is the argument we hold in favour of these councils.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I am coming to that.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. How many caseswere heard before the board of hearing?-A. There were
over a thousand, I understand.

By the Chairman:

Q. You would suggestthat if councilswereformed,composed
of menin the
service,they could devisemany improvementsfor the greater efficiencyof the
service?-A. Yes. We would be able to eliminate causes of grievances that
we could foresee. We could foreseewhere there would be a grievance.

Q. I am not suggestinggrievances,I am suggestingthe efficiency and

economy of the service?-A. Yes.
[Mr.
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Q. You assort that these councils would be able to make practicable sug-

gestionstoward efficiencyand economy?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. When you said there was no room for advancement, perhaps later on
you will give us an idea as to the workings of it; but with the classification as
it is to-day with all its pigeon holes, is that not a hindrance to the facilities for

promotion and advancement?-A. A man is classified into a certain class, as Mr.
Campbell has stated, and there is no room to go forward, consequently there
are people who become discouraged.

Q. Is that not one of the greatest checks on personal initiative, as Mr.
Martell put it a moment ago?-A. More than that, his maximum salary is
limited.

Q. And it is not, as under the old Act, where you had a wider range of
salary in the one class?-A. Under the old Act it depended upon whether you
would get promoted from one class to another.
Q. But from time to time, when they had from $900 to $1,400 or $1,500,
they had more scope in which to work?-A. Yes.

Q. Did it not mean under the old classification that they had $50 a year of
an increase,and kept going up?-A. I have never personally solicited any personal
influence or political influence, and I know nothing whatever of the way it
works.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. You were not in the service previous to 1908?--A. I came in under the
first

examination

of the

Civil

Service

Commission.

Q. Sothat any evidenceyou could give would be hearsay?-A. Yes, previous
to that.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. What is your occupation?-A.

I am in the money order section of the

Post Office department.
Q. Do you mean to say that each organization should have a council, co

which grievancesshould be submitted with a view to having them remedied?-A.
Our suggestionis that we form a national civil service council, a central body,
that would deal with the big problems of superannuation, salary revision problems,and so forth, that affect the whole service, and we would like to seeevolved
from that other councils; we say there might be some better means of working
out the whole question and putting it into service at once. There would be some
confusion at first, but everything would work out all right in the end.
By the Chairman:
Q. Do you not think, Mr. Ryan, that the best way to work out the council

is to start at the bottom?-A. No, we have the other plan of doing that, we have
the central organization which will deal with the Government in big problems,
and as these problems require further attention, down to the further details, we
would

constitute

other

councils.

Q. These problems you speak of are for the benefit of the civil servants?-

A. No, not necessarily.
Q. We are speaking of problems for the efficiency of the service and for

the lowering of the cost of administration?-A.

That is what we have in mind

as well.

Q. Being sympathetic towards councils in industry, I am sympathetic towards your idea here, but the greatest benefit I see to be derived from the

(ouncil is the satisfaction of the employee that he is getting promotion, and the
service

-\

Yes.
[Mr.
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Q. If he gives the service he gets promotion, and if he gets promotion he
gets an increase in salary, and a good civil servant or employee in any institution, sitting at a council table, will work towards efficiency, knowing that if he
creates efficiency he will receive his reward.-A.
Yes.

Q. I was trying to get from you your idea of efficiencywithin thesecouncil-.
and you seem to be thinking of the problems of superannuation and so forth
which are of greater interest to the employee than they are to the employer.
We represent the employers, as members of the House of Commons, and we are
investigating the conditions, and while we are not disinterested at all in the

welfare of the civil servants,our primary object is the efficiency and economyof
the service.-A. Of course,we always maintained that the institution of a superannuation measure would be effecting economy.
are interested

That is one of the reasons we

in it.

Q. By increasing efficiency?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. McBride:

When Mr. Campbell was speaking, he made use of a statement something
like this, that there would be no conflict of interests between those of the various
departments and those of the Government, and therefore it would be easier in
the case of the Government than in the case of a private institution, and it
occurred to me that we should consider that, as we are looking after the public
interest.-A. I do not know whether you recall what Mr. Campbell said following that. I think he said that he recognized that the functions of the Government are primarily the interests of the public, or words to that effect, that the
minister or the head of the department cannot be embarrassed, as he has to
have the sanction of Parliament for what he does. That is our point of view.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. How many councils would you have altogether?-A.

We first ask for

one national council, and that that council be given power to appoint others
down further as they may be required.
Q. You would have the central council, and then centralization;
in every branch of the administration?-A.
We have that in mind.

one counci)

By the Chairman:

Q. Mr. Ryan, if the promotions and things pertaining to the efficiency of
the service were handled by the heads of departments, and representativesof
the employeesaround a council board, do you not then think that all promotions would be better handled, that greater efficiency would

be evolved than

under a classified promotion system in which the Civil Service Commission

may be interested? Do you not also think that that council would have
absolutely eliminated from it any idea of patronage, that if the promotion*
and inside working of the service were taken from the hands of the Civil
Service Commission entirely, and placed in a council in which the employees

and headsof departments,which would be the employers,settled thesematters
on the merits of the employees, and that system would absolutely do away

with any danger of patronage?-A. That is the point we are not quite clear
on, and that is why we did not at once ask for the institution of the whole
system. We think that a national council instituted first, and working down
from that, would be the best way, rather than to say the whole thing must
be formulated and placed in operation at once.

Q. To my mind, Mr. Ryan, the public of Canadaand the Civil Serviceof
Canada,leaving the patronagequestionout entirely, on appointments,are at
least desirous of seeing the service run as to promotion as entirely free from
i is
anything but the merit system.
'
[Mr.
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this, that I would like to get your views, and the views of your association on
that point, so that this council matter may be considered-I may say that I
am personally of the opinion that it would. Would not your council, if properly
handled,with the headsof the departments, solve that one question of patronage
entirely, as pertaining to promotion?-A. I am not preparedto answerthat now;
if you will give us the opportunity of answering again we will do so then.
Q. As a committee, you must rememberthat that is one of the things with
which we are dealing.-A.

Yes.

Q. If we, as a committee, should make a recommendation, we basically
must feel that it is for the efficiency of the service, not forgetting the interests
of the civil servants at all, and I would like to have you represent your ideas

of "councils" by practical suggestionsas to how that council is going to affect

the point which we as a committeemust consider.-A. We would like to be
able to present those at a later date.

Q. You are prepared to do that?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Are you familiar with "News Letter" of March 14th, 1921, of the
Federal Union.

Did you see that?-A.

Q. They have here, "Draft

I do not remember.

Constitution for Interdepartmental Joint

Councils," and "Constitution for Departmental Joint Councils." Does that in
any way meet your scheme?-A. Yes, it might be worked out to that.

Q. Then, as I understand it, so we will get some kind of an idea to work on
during the recess,you would have departmental councils and then interdepartmental councils, and then one great council over them all. On the departmental
councils, what would be the representation on that? Have you made up youi
mind?-A. No, not on any details.
Q. And you have not made up your mind as to who would be on the interdepartmental councils?-A. No, nor altogether on the national council.
We

think this is a matter for co-operation, and the first thing is to find out whether
we can co-operate or not. The whole matter dependson co-operation, and the
first thing you have to do is to get the representativesof the service as a whole
togetherwith the Government, and see if they are willing or able to co-operate,
and if we find that is possible,that this be extendedfurther down the line.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. Is your association aware that the Government intends to bring down
a Superannuation Bill this year?-A. No.
Q. You have not discussed it with the Government?-A. Not this year, nor

formally; possibly some of the representatives,as individuals, have discussedit.
Q. But not as an association?-A.

No.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Did you discuss it with the late Government?-A. We have discussed it
with

all

Governments

since 1890.

Q. How is it no headway was made since 1911?-A. I do not know.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. On superannuation, Mr. Ryan, you have no definite scheme of your
own, I understand from Mr. Campbell, just five points that you would like to

seeembodiedin that?

There is at the presenttime a retirement fund, and I

understand that there is between seven million dollars and ten million dollars in
that retirement

fund.-A.

Yes.
[Mr

Jas.
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Q. I also understand that the service, *he civil servants, would be probably

prepared
to contribute
five percentof their salaries,
on the condition
that the
Government contribute a like amount.-A.

Under the new scheme.

Q. Yes, the new schemeto be evolved, and what I would like to get from
your association if I can, becauseI am going to ask the other associationsto
give it to me is, would your association,the membersof your association,consent
to permit their portion of the retirement fund already there to serve as a
nucleus for the new fund, keeping in mind a certain proportion to be alloted
according to the length of years they have-paid, in a sort of bonus?-A. I think
75 per cent of the service would be willing to do that.
Q. To let their share of the fund go into the central fund?-A. Yes, that is
my opinion.
Q. Will you find out?-A.

Yes.

Q. The trouble now is that it will take probably $1,000,000or $1.500,000
a year to start it.
I am speaking unofficially.-A.
It is pretty hard for anyone
other than an actuary to tell what it would cost.
The CHAIRMAN: I am informed that some of the bodies are very much
opposed to that idea of Mr. Chcvrier's.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I did not bring forward the idea.
I am trying to find
out from the service what the idea of the -rrvice

is as far as that is concerned.

The WITNESS:I will give you my idea, from expressionsof opinion that I have
heard from servants here and there throughout the departments.
By the Chairman:
Q. Leave that for a moment, Mr. Ryan. Mr. McBride asked you a question

pertaining to living costs. I think it would be of interest to the committee,seeing you are to re-appear again, if you would compile a statement showing living
costs in the city of Ottawa, the proportion of living costs made up by rentals,
housing costs first, we will say. Then the other items that are well known in
the budget of the Department of Labour. The suggestion of Mr. Campbell
that improvements and inventions become necessities,might show that the
greatest cost of living is not food, Mr. McBride, but what you on a farm might
call luxuries. I think it is of interest to know why some think a man who receives $2,000 a year in Ottawa is not getting enough to live on.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. With regad to this superannuation bill, Mr. Ryan has said that the
Government has not discussed this bill with this association as a body.

From

what I have been led to believe, this bill has been already drafted and passed
Council, and it doesseemstrange that it was not discussedwith the association.

-A. I might say that is not unusual. We very seldomget an opportunityto
discuss any measure affecting ourselves, with the Government, until that
measure is introduced

in the House.

Q. Personally, I think we, as a committee, should see that the bill, if it
has passed Council or perhaps it is a little premature until after this Committee
has finished.

Mr. PARENT:A question may be put on Orders of the Day, so the hon.
genteman will be quite informed as to whether the order in council has been
passed or not.

The CHAIRMAN:
I think probablywhenthe Committee
is makingits report

it would be wise for us to know what legislation was contemplated.
Mr. SHAW: Perhaps we had better leave it to the Chairman.
[Mr.
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Mr. CHEVRIER: 1 would like very much, Mr. Chairman, in view of the assertion that the bill has already passed Council, if you would ascertain whether
that is before Council or not, so that an opportunity may be given to the repre-

sentativesof the various associationsto study its provisions, because,after all, it
will be for their benefit, and I always believe that the man going to use the tools
should have an opportunity

of selecting them.

The CHAIRMAN:You will re-appear, Mr. Ryan, at some future date. Is
there anything further you would like to suggestto Mr. Ryan as to his evidence
when he re-appears?
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Would these councils have anything to do with the distribution of the
work in the department, and the amount of work set forth to be done by the
employees?-A. No, that would be interfering too much with the administration,
I think. We have not gone into details, of course; first, we would like to find out
whetherwe could co-operate. As we find out that we can have co-operation in a
national way, then we think we can evolve the system further.
By the Chairman:

Q. Your idea would be for co-operation towards efficiency in a department.
-A.

Yes, primarily that is the idea.
Q. Industrial councils all work towards that end.-A. I think if our council
did not function in that manner it would not be in existence very long.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. The employer in one instance would be the deputy minister?-A. Yes.
Q. Then you have the heads of branches employing a great many people
under them?-A.

Yes.

Q. And then a senior clerk stenographer employing junior clerk stenogra-

phers; who would be the employer in a case like that?-A.

The department

would appoint a representative.
Q. On this council?-A. Yes. I do not think we could go down as far as
giving the various classes of employees representation on such a council.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. These councils would not have anything to do with the outside service?A. Yes, the

national

council

would

be for the administration

of the whole

service, matters which might be referred to such a council by the Government.
The Government is always supreme; anything that would come from the council
would be subject to the approval of the Governor in Council.
Q. Broadly speaking, is the idea not to create unionism among the civil
servants?-A.

No.

You

mean

a united

civil

service?

Q. Yes.-A. That would be of assistance. The more it would be united the
better and more efficient service you would have.
The CHAIRMAN: Of course, Mr. Marcil, the viewpoint of all councils is
quite different from the viewpoint of organized labour. Industrial councils have

worked out very well in many industries. The viewpoint of an employee sitting
in that industrial council is towards the efficiency of the operation in which he
is most interested, and you will invariably hear suggestionsfrom employeesin
industrial councils criticizing the method under which they are working. The
improvement he suggestsmay make for better working conditions for him, but
it may also make for a reduced staff and greater efficiency for the employer,
and my knowledge of industrial councils is that if you get the right class of men
on it you usually operate at a very much lower cost, you reduce overhead
expenses,and at the same time benefit the working conditions of the employee,
Baking, my contention would be that if
rMr
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we are overmanned, the reduction in man-power would mean greater efficiency
on the part of the employee,and for that greater efficiency he should be rewarded.
You can reward your employeesmore freely if efficiency is given as a result
of that reward, and this is why, I think, the general public criticize the whole
Civil Service, that the greatest efficiency is not being obtained nor the greatest
reward obtained, so there is dissatisfaction both from the standpoint of the
employer and that of the employee. It is easy to see the viewpoint of a man
who works six and a half hours a day, and has no possible chance of promotion;
undoubtedly he gets into a sort of rut, and says, " well, I am doing all I want to

do for the money I get," which is not a healthy state of mind. Henry Ford
says, "send a man home tired with a big pay envelope and he is happy."
Mr. DRUMMOND:Is it your contention that you would be in favour of
cutting out some of the employees and increasing the salary of those left, if
possible?
The CHAIRMAN: That necessarily follows in the organization of any department towards efficiency.

Mr. DRUMMOND:That woud be the end you would have in view, increasing

efficiency by the reduction of the staff?
The CHAIRMAN: Absolutely; the greater efficiency of the service, and that
always means fewer employees. The greater efficiency of the service is the
benefit that the employer, or the Dominion Government, obtains. Reward for

greater efficiency on the part of the employeeis the benefit he obtains from the
existenceof a council introduced to investigate and improve the whole working
of the department.

As I understand it now, the civil service are not satisfied

with the promotion system. It is not flexible. A good man stays in the rut
because he has no consideration or prospect of promotion except that he is
behind

the other

man.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL:It is a fact that they cannot have promotion unlessthere
is a vacancy in their class.

The CHAIRMAN: That is the point; a good man can be held back, when
he is deserving of going ahead and being rewarded for his work. This system
does not apply to any other organization except the civil service; it does not
apply to industry at all.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You have, I presume studied the Whitley Council schemeas applied
to industry?-A.

Slightly, not very much.

Q. It was introduced in England, and approved by the British Gevernment
in its application to industry, was it not?-A. Yes.
Q. As you are probably aware, the Whitley Council is an advisory body
composedof employers and employees. Is it your idea that they should act
in that capacity alone, that is as an advisory body?-A. Our idea is that these
councils,-the central council should come to a decision and that that should
be referred to Council.

Q. You meanthe Governorin Council?-A. The Governorin Council. Anything that was decidedby this councilwould have to be approvedby the Governor in Council before it became effective.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. There are just two questionsI wish to ask. The first is, has your
associationgiven thought to the schemethat Mr. McGiverin mentionedin his

speech
aboutthe WhitleyCouncil,anda judge?-A. Yes,weare of the opinion
that the Chairmanof such councilshouldbe a man of the standingof a judge
of the Supremeor Exchequer court.
i Mr
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Q. Would you let us have your views on that matter the next time you
appear? You might give the views of the association on that scheme. The
next point is, I would be grateful if when you come back again you could give
us some

concrete example of the working

of the Whitley

scheme as you

understand it. It would go very far, as I understand from your remarks just
now, and I would like something concrete?-A. What we have in mind, is a
development.

Mr. CHEVRIER: That is the idea, and I would like to have it worked out.
The CHAIRMAN: Is there anything elsethat the membersof the Committee
desire to ask Mr. Ryan.
Witness

retired.

The CHAIRMAN: We will now adjourn, and we will have one more sitting
before

Easter.

Mr. PARENT: I find that the Civil Service Act as amended by Chapter 10

of the Statutes of 1919has beencompiled in pamphlet form by the Parliamentary
Counsel.

What has been distributed

to the Committee

is a series of the various

laws on different sheets of paper, and I would suggestthat every member of
the Committee be provided with these in pamphlet form, as compiled by the
Parliamentary Counsel of the House of Commons. In that form it would be
much more convenient

for members

of the Committee.

The CHAIRMAN: The secretary will attend to that.
The Committee adjourned until March 27th at 10 a.m.
TUESDAY,March 27, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10 o'clock
a.m., Mr. Martell, presiding.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:The Committee will please come to order.
Major D. L. MCKEAND, called, sworn and examined.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN:Do you wish to examine this witness, Mr.
Chevrier?

Mr. CHEVRIER:I think the major has a statement prepared.
The WITNESS: With your permission, I will read a statement which we

have prepared. I think that probably is the better way.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Will you pardon me, would you please tell us whom you represent,
becausesome of the members of the Committee are not familiar with your
position?-A. The Civil Service Federation of Canada.
Q. You are president of it?-A. I am president of it.
Q. I understand that you have prepared a memorandum?-A.
I have.
Mr. CHEVRIER: The members of the Committee will be glad to hear it.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. How many civil servants do you represent?-A. Approximately three
thousand people.

t7--_

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You are the president of the Civil Service Federation of Canada?-A.
[Major
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Q. Yesterdaywe had Mr. Campbellhere,the presidentof the Civil Service

Association of Ottawa?-A.

Yes.

Q. Are the two related in any way?-A. The federationmight be called
the Dominion-wideholding body, composedof associationssuch as the Civil
Service Association of Ottawa, the Dominion Customs and Excise Officers'

Association,the DominionArsenalEmployees-I have a list herewhich I might
read.

Q. You could put it in to save time?-A.

Probably I might read it.

(Reads).

Civil Service Association of Ottawa; Dominion Customs and Excise
Officers' Association; Dominion Arsenal Employees in Quebec; Federal Grain
Employees at Fort William; Meteorological Employeesin Toronto; Civil Service
Office Cleaners at Ottawa; Eastern Canada Immigration at Montreal; Western
Canada Immigration at Winnipeg; some Department of Marine Employees in
Quebec City; The Associated Employees of the Department of Soldiers Civil
Re-establishment and Pensionsat Ottawa; Welland Canal Employees; Lachine
Canal Employees; some of the Naval Department Employees at Halifax; part
of the Civil

Service Association at Victoria;

The Western Canada Interior

Association at Moose Jaw, and Stationery Clerks belonging to the Printing
Bureau

here at

Ottawa.

I might say in explanation of this, that like a large number of associations
and federations, the Civil Service Federation of Canada has suffered by reason.

of the war. A large number of our members-when I say members, I mean
associations,becausewe do not deal with individual members-a large number
of our associations,have not seeneye to eye with us, and they moved away and
formed associationsof their own. I might name the Professional Institute, here
in Ottawa, and Local Union 66, which if, I might use the term represent the
high and the low, and we come in the middle. We are still the main holding
body of the clerical employees.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. Yesterday Mr. Campbell, told us that his Association represented,I
think, some 1,700?-A.

Yes, sir.

Q. That would mean-A. We have that membership, plus the membership
coming from those other Associations.

Q. There are a comparatively small number of individual associations?-A.
Yes, of course, the Dominion Customs and Excise Officers' Associations is a
Dominion wide body, and it is very strong and quite active.
By Mr. Simpson:
Q. You do not speak for the post office employees?-A.
employees are among the people who seceded from us.

The post office

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. The Civil Service Association ds in the federation?-A.

The Civil

Service Association, which is still alive, and which Mr. Campbell and Mr. Ryan
spoke of yesterday. I might say in explanation that the Federation was formed
someyears ago from the Civil Service Association for the purpose of uniting the
various Civil Service bodies throughout Canada, for the purpose of having a
uniform superannuation system or scheme which was introduced before Parliament some years ago. That was the reason for the formation of the federation.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Can you give us the reasonwhy there is this diversity of thought in the
civil service, if that exists, as one would imply that it does exist from the
multiplicity of associations?-A. I ^^^^iMaABtriHiMMMMMiMB
FMajor
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Q. If you can help, it would be most enlightening to me?-A. Do you not
think that all associations of any kind have more or less disintegrated during
the war?

Q. During the war?-A.

Yes, during the war.

Before the war this was a

solid body, but since the war, people seem to want to run their own show and
have not seen eye to eye with the federation, which I think has conducted
a sane and sound policy in the endeavour to establish and hold the merit system
in the government service.
Q. You prepared a statement. Does that statement represent the views of
your federation? By that, I mean all the various association that go to compose

your federation. Or is it just the local views?-A. Well, it is prepared by the
executive

of the federation.

By Mr. Garland:
Q. How many of those different branches are outside the federation?

you give us that list?-A.

Can

How many outside of Ottawa?

Q. Yes, you say the post office service is outside.-A.

There are many

organizations within the government service. For instance, there is the Railway mail clerks, to take the post office alone-the postal clerks, the letter
carriers. I think the postal clerks are divided into two, if I am correct, east
and west.

Q. There may be more out than in?-A. So far as the post office is concerned, I must confess that I am not in a position to say anything about them,

because they have various organizations. Then there is the rural postmasters organization, which at one time was in the federation.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. What branch are you in yourself?-A. The Northwest Territories, the
Yukon Branch, Department of the Interior.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I think the Committee would be interested in hearing your memorandum.

Mr. BROWN:I might suggest that when memoranda are presented
before the Committee, it would be very much better if the witnesses would

furnish us with copies. It could be done very easily and at no very great
expense.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN: That was my idea.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Of course, it goes into the evidence.
Mr. BROWN: But we can deal with it more closely and intelligently,
have it before

if we

us.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:Yes, particularly if you wish to ask questions.
Mr. Malcolm having taken the chair.
WITNESS: (Reads)

" OTTAWA,ONT., 26th March, 1923.
To the Chairman and Members of the Special Committee of the House of
Commons appointed to inquire into the working of the Civil Service Act.
HONOURABLE
GENTLEMEN,-The Civil Service Federation of Canada wel-

comesthe establishmentof your committee as affording an opportunity for closer
co-operationand improved understanding betweenpublic servants and the representatives of the people. The federation, which has fourteen years' standing,
is the central Dominion-wide body representing civil servants of all grades and
classes from

coast to

coast.

The

federation

desires

efficient

and

economic

administration, consistentwith fair and reasonabletreatment of the Service, and
[Major D. L. McKeand.]
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submits herewith representations with regard to problems vitally affecting the
welfare of civil servants, with as much brevity as the nature of the subjects
permit.
President,
Civil

Service Federation

of Canada."

The first item is salary revision, which I will read, and which may clear the
air, and afterwards, perhaps, some questions might arise from it. (Reads):
' The present civil service salary scales are the result of a reclassification
begun in 1918 by the Civil Service Commission, assisted by Messrs. Arthur
Young & Company, of New York.
In the ' Report of Transmission,' the explanatory document submitted to
Parliament when the classification was ratified in 1919, it is expressly stated that
the rates of pay are based upon a normal purchasing power of the dollar and,
therefore, a special allowance or bonus should be provided to meet the abnormal
increase in the cost of living due to war and post bellum conditions."
(Vide

' Report of Transmission,' page 26, Section 526.) A copy of the Transmission
Report should be filed.
obtain

I do not have a copy, and I do not know if I can

one.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. They are very scarce now. I have one, and if any honourable members
wish to seeit, I can let them have it out of my brief.-A. That refers to page 26,
section 526, ' Report of Transmission.'
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

It should

be sections

5 and 6.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Transmission of what?-A.

Transmission of the classification of the

service.

Q. From what?
Mr. MARTELL: Mr. Patching informs me that the Civil Service Commis-

sion are in a position to supply every member of the Committee with a copy
of that report.
WITNESS: (Reads).

" To meet this requirement a bonus has beenvoted from year to year. This
bonus, however, has never sufficed to cover more than a small percentageof the
depreciation in the purchasing power of the dollar, and during all these years of
economicstrain the Servicehas consequentlylaboured under a real grievanceand
unmerited hardship.

At the time of this writing, March, 1923, it is true that the

' Cost of Living Index ' shows a considerabledecline as comparedwith the high
price list of July, 1920. The official cost of living statistics prepared by the
Labour department, however, still show an increaseof sixty per cent over 1914.
Thus it follows that, to every $100 now paid in salary, $60 should be added to

make up depreciation in the purchasing power of the salary in accordancewith
the basis of the classification as set forth in the 'Report of Transmission' and

adopted by the Parliament of Canada. The consequent inadequacy of the
present bonuswill be observedby referenceto the statistical statements attached
herewith showing the relationship between bonus and salary in the various
grades. These figures should be read in connection with special civil service
cost of living statement prepared by the Department of Labour." (See appendix
-Exhibit

D.)

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. It would be very interesting if that statement could be furnished to the
Committee?-A. Of course, it is a pretty lengthy statement, and it would take
some time to type it out.
[Major D. L. McKeand.]
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Mr. CHEVRIER:
I would move, Mr. Chairman, that an appendix to the report
be published with the notes of the evidence the same as we decided on certain
other productions because it is very important and very well gotten up.

Mr. MCBRIDE:What is the organization which gets up the cost of living
Btatement?

The WITNESS: The Department of Labour.
Mr.

MCBRIDE:

In

Ottawa?

The WITNESS: Yes, the Department of Labour.
The CHAIRMAN:

We will

have that

done, Mr.

Chevrier.

That

motion

is

satisfactory, I assume, to the rest of the Committee.
It is here pertinent to draw attention to the British bonus. In Great Britain
the civil service bonus covers the full increase in the cost of living, being on a

sliding scale rising and falling with the fluctuations in the official cost of living
index. At one time, therefore, the British bonus for lower grades was 130 per
cent of salary. From this comparison the Canadian service appears to have
been very badly treated indeed. The British bonus, moreover, is more satisfactory than the Canadian, insomuch as it is given on the basis of services
rendered irrespective of sex, civil or salary status. There is no distinction as
between married and single, and even the higher paid officials receive an adequate

bonusto offset the depreciation in the purchasing power of their salaries. The
federation has always advocated like standardization in the Canadian bonus.
It would be the first and indeed essential step towards the elimination of the
bonus entirely by permanent incorporation in salary schedules. Such incorporation would do away with the tiresome repetition of the annual struggle to put
the necessary bonus provision through Parliament. It must be recognized, moreover, that a certain percentage of the increase in the cost of living is permanent

and irreducible. That part of the increase in the cost of living during recent
years, ascribable to the effects of the Great War, may be regarded as temporary,
but there is another factor involving the changing of sociological standards
which are lasting. The bonus is essentially a temporary emergency measure,
and, therefore, inadequate to conditions of a permanent character.
As an illustration of the inadequacy of present Canadian civil service salary
schedules, attention may be drawn to a comparison showing salary rates of

certain large groups in the Canadian and the proposedUnited States classification, shown in the statistical statements appended hereto.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Q. That is, the smallest salary paid in the United States is
$1,080.-A. $1,080,yes.
Q. And the smallest salary paid in the Canadian Service is $600?-A.
Exactly.
By Mr. McBride:
Q. Is that for the same class of work?-A.

The same class of work.

I have

here a table showing that.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Do you say, Major, the proposed classification?-A. Yes.
Q. How would it compare with the present classification?-A. Of the American service?

Q. Yes?-A. Of course, the proposed classification does show a slight
increaseover the present classification.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. What proposedclassification is that? The proposedAmerican classification?-A. Yes. You see what happened,was this. After the classification by
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the Arthur Young Company, of the service, the Arthur Young Company were
advisers to a Committee of Congress,composedof both sides, representatives
and also senators,who got up a similar classification to the Canadian classification.

I am quoting from that book.
By the Chairman:

Q. Is that classification going into effect, Major?-A. I do not know.
Q. That is just a suggestion-that is not an active classification?-A. No,
it is a report of the Committee of both Housesof Congresswho said that should
he it.

Mr. CHEVRIEB: On that score, Mr. Chairman, the reclassification was passed

by Congresson March 3, 1923, and was signed by the President on March 4,
1923.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Have you the minimum salary paid by the United States now?-A.
$1,080.

By Mr. Simpson:
Q. No provision for bonus in that connection?-A.
vocating

that

No, but we are ad-

the bonus be absorbed.

By the Chairman:
Q. Our minimum is $600-what

is the bonus?-A.

The bonus for $600:

There is a distinction between the married and the single, as you know, in this
country. The bonus for $600 is $315, that is for the householders and married
men; for the non-householders it is $94.50.

Q. So the married men under our classification get $915?-A. Yes.
Q. And the single men get $964.50?-A. Yes.
Q. No difference between the male and female?-A.
Mr. CAEMICHAEL:

No.

We are not sure that this is the American

classification.

The witm'^ said it was proposed, and Mr. Chevrier said it was adoptedMr. CHEVRIER:If the members of the Committee will purchase the
" Federal Employees", which is the official magazine of the federal employees,
for the month of March,

1923, they will find there a synopsis of the Re-

classification Act as passedby Congresson March 3, 1923,and a long dissertation
on the workings of the re-classification law as passed by Congress.
The CHAIRMAN: Nothing said in that article as to when it will go into
effect?

Mr. CHEVRIER: It passed and was signed on March 4, 1923.
By the Chairman:

Q. It has not been adopted then?-A. Oh yes.
Q. It has been adopted?-A. Yes, and it is passedand adopted, but as to
the exact date when it will go into effect, I cannot say.

Mr. SHAW: The presumption will be that it will go into effect immediately.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Major, have you any idea how many men are receiving the small salary

you mentioned-$600?-A.I cannotsay that.

Q. Are there many?-A. I should say there would be, yes.

Mr. CHEVRIER: Last year there were over 1,800.
The WITNESS: The Civil Service Commission ought to be able to furnish
that without any difficulty at all.
FMajjr D. L. McKeand.]
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By the Chairman:

Q. How do the other items range, Major, in comparison?-A. The other
salary ranges?

Q. Yes?-A. The bonus, as you know, runs out at $1,200for single people
and runs out at $2,400 for married people. For $2,400 the bonus amounts to

$60 per annum. The person receiving $2,400 receives in addition a bonus of
$60. In comparisonwith Canada and the United States I have here a statement
showing the comparison of some of the clerical groups, the messengergroups,
and so on, taken at random throughout the service.
Mr. SHAW: That will be published, I presume, so it will be available.
The CHAIRMAN: Yes. (See appendix-Exhibit
" E," "El.")
By the Chairman:

Q. The ones you picked on are the ones that show the Canadian salaries
are less.-A. They are taken at random. They are not selected for a purpose.
For instance, I have here junior statistical clerk, statisticians, and I run from the

junior gradesup as high as the chief accountant. I took them as they come.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. There are a large number of employees who never received any bonus
in the outside

service?-A.

I do not think

so.

Q. Country postmasters, and all that?-A.
a different thing. They are on a revenue basis.

Country postmasters-that

is

By the Chairman:

Q. Over $2,400the bonus did not apply?-A.

It did originally, but not this

year. I think the maximum bonus for those in the higher grades amounted to
$180 a year.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. It is also true that where a person has a part time position, not
dependent upon the office for his living, that they get no bonus?-A. I think
that

is not

the

case.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: That is the case with the country post office.

Mr. MARTELL:Yes, and the custom office where the employees are not
working full time.
The WITNESS: I will just finish this, Mr. Chairman. I will start that
sentence over again.
It will be observed that the minimum salary in the United States classification is $1;080, as compared with only $600 in the Canadian, and that this differentiation is consistently maintained upwards through the various comparative
ranges. Surely there is no reason why Canadian civil servants should receive
so much less than

American

officials

with

similar

functions.

To clearly indicate how civil service salaries have failed to keep abreast

of the increased cost of living over a long period, there is appended hereto a
statistical statement showing a comparison of salaries in certain large groups
as in 1908 and 1923. It will be observed that the increases,where they exist
at all, bear little relation to the shrinkage in the purchasing power of the dollar
during the period under review.
It may be added that, as will be observed from cost of living figures the

index is slightly higher than last summer and that consequently any bonus
provision which was necessarythen is even more necessaryfor the present year.
It is observed,moreover,that during recent months the trend of wholesale prices
has beenupwards and that there is no prospect of a further decline.
5-17
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It is thought that the foregoing should satisfy the Government that, at
least, the present bonus should be replaced by a permanent salary revision
having regard to new economic conditions not provided for in present salary
schedules.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Major, when somebody asked a moment ago how many employees
there were who were earning less than $1,000-when I make the statements that
there are between 5,000 and 7,000in Ottawa, are you prepared to say whether
that is within a reasonable margin or not?-A. I would say that is a pretty
good guess, Mr. Chevrier.
Q. A good guess?-A. Yes.

Q. That was my information last year on this bonus question?-A. Yes,
I would say that is pretty nearly correct. That would be my guessanyway.
Q. Arc you aware that the American classification has retained the $240
bonus until June, 1924-that they have carried it through?-A. Carried it
through?.
Q. Yes. are you aware of that?-A.

No.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I am not giving evidence,but I know it is a fact that they
have carried it through until the 1st of June, 1924.
The CHAIRMAN: In addition to the new classification, Mr. Chevrier?
Mr. CHEVRIER: In addition to that, yes.
The CHAIRMAN: Go on, Major McKeand.

The WITNESS:Now, I will take up the question of superannuation, which
really is the cause or the reason why the Civil Service Federation of Canada
was formed, some years ago.
Mr. SHAW: Before we leave that, Mr. Chairman, may I ask one question?
By Mr. Shaiv:

Q. The fact that the bonus was not granted last year, Major, until some
time in June, I think that many of the civil service employeesdid not receive
any portion of their bonus until some time in June or July-do you know that
to be a fact?-A. I think it was paid from the beginning of the fiscal year, but
there was a gap for a long time, and that made the servants very restlessindeed.
Q. I have been informed by several civil servants that it was the cause
of a great deal of difficulty to them?-A. It was.
Q. Can you tell me whether or not the fiscal year being about at its close,
whether that same gap will happen this year?-A. I hope not, and I understand
that the deputy ministers have recommended that the bonus be continued, and

I think the Government will continue it, although there is no vote at the present
time.

Q. Without a vote it will be impossible to pay it?-A.

Yes, it will be

impossible without a vote.
Now, in regard to superannuation: -

No system of classification or improved methods of administration will
be operated satisfactorily in the civil service until a comprehensivemeasure
of superannuation is in force. It was hoped and anticipated that a bill would
be introduced at the present session of Parliament. It will be recalled that
prior to the election of 1911 the Government of the late Sir Wilfred Laurier
had under consideration a bill which would doubtless have been enacted into
law had the Government

been sustained.

The advantages of superannuation in the public interest are apparent inasmuch as it relieves the Government of the embarrassmentand extravaganceof
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retaining the services of officials who have outlived their usefulness, creates
a proper flow of promotions, deters efficient officials from leaving the public
service for private employment where emolument and opportunity are greater,
helps to attract a better class of applicants for positions in the service and
in general serves to promote efficiency in every way.

It is felt that in the past progress has been hampered by overmuch premature discussion of detail and consequent disagreement. The federation is
therefore for the present to merely ask that a measure be enacted with-

out specific recommendations with

regard thereto, other than to refer

to certain broad principles which are considered essential to a successful
and satisfactory scheme. These are briefly that it should be actu-

arially sound,that the retiring allowancesshould be such as to provide a sufficient
competency for beneficiaries, and that provision should be made for the de-

pendentsof a deceasedbeneficiary or contributor. The federation desires it to
be clearly understood, moreover, that it would not favour anything in the nature
of a free gift or gratuity, but advocates a system whereby civil servants would
themselves contribute to a superannuation fund by monthly deductions from
salary.

The need of a superannuation measure was the chief factor which led
to the original formation of the federation nearly fifteen years ago. Since that
time many other important reforms have been securedthrough our organization,
but our original goal is yet unattained. We trust, however, that it is now in
sight, and that if not the present, at least the next sessionwill see the introduction of an adequate and comprehensiveschemeof superannuation that will
prove mutually satisfactory and beneficial to the Government and the service.
In the event of the introduction of a bill, it is hoped that the federation will be

given an opportunity of discussing it with the Government, as it would be the
function of the federation to take the lead in co-ordinating

and harmonizing

the policies of the various civil service organizations throughout the country,
on a matter which equally affects all grades and classes of civil servants:
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You have not made any calculation, Major, as to the amount required
to start the fund?-A.

No.

Q. Yesterday I think we got from Mr. Campbell that a contribution from
the service up to about 5 per cent would be about the limit, provided the Gov-

ernmentwould put up as much or make up the deficit. I asked Mr. Campbell
that question,but I would like to know whether j^ou are in a position to speak
for your association-the
retirement fund is now in existence, and there is
between $7,000.000 and $10,000,000 in that fund, so my information is, but
do you know how many civil servants would be satisfied to start off with a proportionate amount of money that they have paid in the retirement fund, with
a view of starting a fund for superannuation, or would nobody consent to the tak-

ing up of this fund for the start?-A. Well, that is a very hard question, Mr.
Chevrier, inasmuch as I do not think that there are ten personsin the Government service who would agree in the maximum form of superannuation. There
must be a start somewhere; there must be a date set; there must be a minimum
and a maximum, and somebody must get the minimum and somebody must get
the maximum.

Q. Of the superannuation?-A. Of the superannuation.
Q. Yes, I agreewith that. That to my mind would be a detail in the working out of the Act, but I mean this: it would take a large amount of money to
carry this superannuation through, I mean, to start the fund for the purposes
of superannuation.
5-17J
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large number of employees were entitled to their retirement allowance. Are
there any employeeswho would be satisfied to say "I have been paying into the
retirement fund for ten years, and will let my proportionate share of that go
for a fund for the superannuation,deducting off of my salary the 5 per cent, and
the Government contribute 5 per cent?"-A.

I think the majority

of the civil

servants would be very glad to accept a proposition of that kind.
By the Chairman:
Q. Do you think that the employee who is within a year to two years of

receiving$1,000or $2,000,would be'willing to let it go?-A. Thereis not a
chance.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Would the service avail themselves-A. I think it might probably be
taken care of by the Calder Act, where there is an odd one like that.
The

CHAIRMAN:

There

is a lot of them.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In other words, you would have to make it discretional to those who
want to join in?-A. I think the main thing is to start a superannuation system,
for those going into the service, and let some >rheme work out for those who are
in the service now, under the old retirement or superannuation scheme, or not
under any scheme at all. The new Act would take care of the people coming in.
Q. You would do away with the Calder Act and substitute a new Act?A. I think that would be a reasonable way.
Q. What I am trying to find out is something that would be suitable to the

service. As I said yesterday, the man who is going to use the tools, surely has
a right to select them?-A. Exactly.
Q. As it is going to be, not for me, but for the civil service, I think
they ought to be consulted in some way in order that they may know what

scheme will meet their interests?-A. The trouble in the past has been
possibly a little too much consultation on the question of superannuation, because every proposed scheme has seemed to fall by the way, due

largely to some groups figuring that they were not going to get out of it all that
they should, and so on. Superannuation has been advocated for the past
fifteen years, and we are still at it.

Mr. MAETELL:Would not this matter of superannuation be more properly
before the Committee if we waited until the superannuation scheme is brought
down?

The CHAIRMAN: I think your point, Mr. Martell is well taken. The question
of superannuation is really not relevant to the matters we are inquiring into at
all.

WITNESS
: The next proposal we have to bring before you is the continuation
of the principle of the Board of Hearing and Recommendation. I will just read
what we have prepared on this, and probably we can explain in greater detail
how

it

worked

out.

(Reads) -

"The American experts left the classification of the Canadian civil
service in an inconglomerate mass, inconsistent, inaccurate and unworkable."

Mr. CHEVRIER:I do not think I ever used as strong language as that.
WITNESS: I do not think anybody will dispute it.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I think yours is very much more appropriate than mine.
WITNESS: I think that both the people of this country and the civil service
themselves will endorse that.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I do not disagree with you at all.
'.Major- T\ L. McKeand.]
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By Mr. McBride:

Q. In what way?-A. In this way: The classification was, I think, of a
nature that would suit a congestedpopulation, where you could put your hand

on a personto-day or to-morrow shoulda vacancyoccur; but where you have
a country of 3,000 miles in extent, and with mail conditions such that there is
not always a mail every day, and where there are not daily means of communication, it was a pretty difficult thing to work that classification out. In
addition to that, the people employed to make the classification-the Arthur
Young Company-so far as accounting goes, that firm is possibly a good firm
in connection with the re-organization of industrial concerns in the United
States, probably in the city of Chicago, the city of New York and places like
that; but when they came into the Dominion of Canada, they were at a loss.
They actually learned more here than they brought with them.
The CHAIRMAN: Exactly, and that has been the experienceof the people
who have employed that class of company. They do give some service, but
they take away from the service they are working on a good deal more information than they give to it.

WITNESS: I agreewith you. I think I am safe in saying this for the civil
service that a process of classification may go on for a period, say for 5 years
or 10 years, as the case may be, more as survey to show what the service is
doing, and whether the salaries paid are uniform throughout all the departments
for the work performed. It may be alright in an advisory capacity, but this
classification was completed for the first time in the history of the Dominion of
Canada, at a time, in 1918 and 1919, when the country was upset after the war,
and so on, and it was a very difficult thing, and was unworkable.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. Is this Arthur Young Company, to which you refer, the same company
which was engaged by the United States?-A. Yes, they were engaged in an
advisory capacity in the United States.
Q. After they completed their work here?-A. After they completed their
work

here.

The CHAIRMAN: They learned a lot here, and then the American Government asked them

to advise

them.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Are you aware of the work they did over there after doing the work
here?-A. I have seen the book-you mean in the United States?
Q. Yes.-A. Yes.
Q. Are you aware of what the results are now?-A. I do not know that

that book was ever adopted. Mind you, that work appliedonly to the city of
Washington,the district of Columbia alone, and had nothing to do with" the
outside

service

at all.

Q. Are you aware that in somedepartmentsthey are not scrappingthe
classificationput in by the Arthur Young Company?-A. I was going to tell
you what the board of hearing did.
Q. I mean over there?-A. I do not know as to that.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. YTouwere a member of the board of hearing after the classification of
the Arthur Young Company?-A. Yes sir.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I would like to hear your recommendations
now?-A. I hopeI do not
needto repeatthe descriptionasto its beingan inconglomerate
mass,and so on.
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(Reads): "For a time it seemedthat all the labour and money expendedon this
undertaking would be lost utterly.
It was then that the organized service
came to the rescue. The board of hearing and recommendation was established
in the summer of 1919, being composed of two members appointed by the
Government through the deputy ministers, two members appointed by the
Federation

and

a chairman

selected

from

the

Civil

Service

Commissioners.

Thus the constitution of the board embodiesthe essential principles of a joint
council. For the first time the service, as such, was given a direct voice in
the administration of its own problems. The experiment has been more than
justified. The board has functioned most satisfactorily, not merely as an
appellate body but also in the actual construction work of reviewing and revising
the entire classification which, as the result of its efforts, is now on a working
basis. The federation, moreover, takes pride in the reflection that its representatives on the board have been at all times guided by justice and public
spirit, unqualified

by the slightest tinge of selfish class-consciousness. Thus

has been demonstrated the fitness of civil service organization to participate
in civil service administration and the capacity of Canadians to put their
own house in order with their own brains and experience better than by the
employment of foreign experts, however highly paid."
The

CHAIRMAN:

Hear!

Hear!

WITNESS: (Continues reading): "The process of revising the classification
and civil service administration generally is a ceaseless flux. In the field
there is always, and will always be, more to be done. The board has acquired
a degree of efficiency and reliability that only experience can bring. Having
developed an organization of such value, it would now be lamentable indeed
if it were allowed to fall into disuse. Yet there is grave danger that this may

happen if some step is not taken to place the board on a sounder and more
definite footing than it now occupies. It is true that for the future the federation has plans for a more elaborate system of civil service councils. In the
meantime, however, the most important consideration is the conservation oi
the excellent machinery which we now possess.
The foregoing sets forth briefly the more important matters which the Federation, as the central and parent body among civil service organizations, now
deemsit timely and necessaryto place before you. In conclusionthe Federation
cordially offers any assistancewithin its power, as occasion may arise, during
the deliberations

of the

Committee."

By Mr. McBride:

Q. The civil service organization that you speak for includes the Civil
Service Commission, does it?-A. I do not know about the whole staff of the
Civil

Service Commission, but I think a large number of them belong to the

Civil

Service

Association

of Ottawa.

Q. And they are included in that report?-A. They are.
Q. The Civil Service Commission is?-A.

The Civil Service Federation is

not composed of individuals, but of associations, one of which is the Civil
Service Association of Ottawa.

I presume that the Civil

Service Association

of Ottawa has among its members those civil servants who are employed
by the Civil Service Commission.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Whom do you represent here?-A. I am president of the Civil Service
Federation

of Canada?

Q. What does it consist of?-A. It consists of an organization of various
classes of civil servants banded together in order to present their views

through onecommonchannel. That is what it originally was.
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Q. What is it now?-A. During the war, it has suffered like other organizations, inasmuch as some of our members have not seen eye to eye with us.

As I said, those who term themselvestechnical people in the Government service have formed what is known as a Professional Institute,

and there is also

the organization known as Union 66, which did not see eye to eye with us
on the question of amalgamation with labour. The Federation has had the
question of affiliation with labour before it on many occasions, but it was
never in favour of it, believing that civil service organizations, if properly
run and properly managed, can obtain more for the civil service by going
directly to their employers than by using any outside machinery to assist them.
Q. Do I understand that in your federation, you have people from all
the Provinces of Canada?-A. Yes. I might say in that regard that the Fedei
ation has received the most kindly consideration, not only from the Government

itself, but also from the Civil Service Commission. At no time have we found
ourselves unable to reach the Prime Minister

or other members of the Govern-

ment, and at no time have we been refused an interview with the Civil Service
Commission. As a matter of fact, on occasionswe have had an opportunity of
sitting with the Civil Service Commission around a common table, and discussing our problems to our mutual benefit. I think that is a situation that ought
to be stressed to show that the civil service organizations themselves are
able to handle their own affairs if permitted to do so.
By Mr. McBride:
Q. That speaks very highly for the Civil Service Commission?-A. It
does indeed, sir. My association has no fault to find with the Civil Service
Commission.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. They have to take the law as they find it?-A.
the Commission must carry it out.

The law is there, and

By Mr. McBride:

Q. Are you perfectly satisfied with the system of promotion through the
Civil

Service

Commission?-A.

To

a certain

extent.

The CHAIRMAN: Let us not get off on that point, we are investigating the
working of the Act, not the Commissioners.
Mr.

MARTELL: We are here to find

and is the

out whether

the

Act

is unworkable

best Act.

The CHAIRMAN: Yes, that is what we are discussing.
By the Chairman:

Q. You do not agree apparently with Mr. McBride's question as to
promotions? I know you have in your mind the idea that promotions could
be handled better by a system of councils?-A. Yes.
Q. So has every man who has studied the problem. Councils would be far

in advanceof civil service regulations?-A. I may be so bold as to say
this: That civil service councilswould take the place of the organization
branch of the Civil

Service Commission.

Q. So far as promotions are concerned?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You have said something about the classification, and I think it

might be in orderto ask you a questionor two aboutthat. Let us put it

this way: As to this classification, you were a member of the board of hearing?-A. May I start this way, Mr. Chevrier: The civil service itself has

always advocatedre-classification;it has always asked for re-classification.
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Q. That was under the Act of 1908?-A. Yes, and it continues to ask for
classification. As the Government members change, and new acts come into
force, different duties are brought in and a new classification must be going on
all the time. The service advocates that. When the Government came in, in
1917, I think, and an order in council was passed abolishing patronage and
placing the outside service under the Civil Service Commission. The Civil
Service Commission had a tremendous job thrown on them, and I can say
that my experience has been that I do not think we could find three better men
in the Dominion of Canada, or elsewhere, who would carry the load that these
men have carried in the endeavour to carry out the provisions of the Act. In
that connection, the federation and other associations have assisted. Now the
Civil Service Commission engaged as their advisers a reputable firm known
as the Arthur Young Company who come from Chicago. The man at the
head of the firm was a man namel Griffenhagen, who had had experience in

the classification of state employeesin Illinois, in the city of Chicago; in, I
think the Edison factory and some other concerns like that.
He had had
a good deal of experience, and when he came to Canada to undertake to
classify us, he attempted to classify the Dominion of Canada civil service
in eight months for a cost of $10,000. I think I am correct in making that
statement. The system employed was to send out a card to every member
in the Government service, asking them to answer the questions which set
out in detail exactly what duties they were performing, their immediate
superior, and so on, in order to get what was going on inside the service. These

cards came back. That was in 1918, I think the work started in July 1918.
The classification was not anything near complete by December, nor was it

complete by the end of the fiscal year in March, 1919. Nor was it complete
in June.

But a book was published, presumably containing the classification,

which when it came out not only caused consternation in the service itself,
but was I think misunderstood and misinterpreted by the people who read it.
It was brushed off, was lost sight of.

Q. Was it not burned?-A. I do not know what happenedto it.
Q. After being translated into French, and costing thousands upon thousands of dollars, was it not destroyed?-A. It may be, Mr. Chevrier; I have
never seen it but once, and it was whisked away and that is the last I ever
saw of it. However, that was the first attempt, at the same time that the Civil
Service Act of 1919 was being introduced. On the one hand you had the Civil
Service Act, and on the other hand you had this book of classifications, and
in between you had the report of transmission which brought that book into the
Act. That is what the report of transmission sets out to be, explaining this
book of positions, showing the details of positions, and defining the class of
work the man is doing, the qualifications for the position, the salary range, and
the indicated lines of promotion where that man may ultimately arrive start-

ing from the position in which he is classified.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. This Board of Hearing after this report was made, I believe, found it
necessaryto change a great number of the classifications that had been made
by this company?-A. I am coming to that, Mr. Martell, now. A Parliamentary Committee, of which the Hon. Mr. Maclean was the Chairman, met to
consider

the Act.

It

met down in the old museum.

It

was found that

the

servants protested; it was found that the classification as it stood would not
be satisfactory to anybody, and as the result, Mr. Jameson, one of the Civil
Service Commissioners, conferred with Mr. O'Connor, the president of the
association, in an effort to establish some body which would take up the shock

of the grievancesand seeto the misunderstandings
which were accruing from
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the introduction of this classification. Now, I have the correspondencehere,
and I would like to put in the evidencea copy of the "Civil Service Civilian,"
which was the official organ at that time, showing who the board of hearing
was, and the recommendations they set up, and who was responsible for it.
I would like to put that in, if I can.
The CHAIRMAN: That may be done. (See appendix-Exhibit
F.)
The WITNESS: As I have already outlined, the board of hearing and recommendation was constituted mutually by the Civil Service Commission, and by
the Civil Service Federation of Canada. It was a mutual organization, or
council, if you like, a joint council. The deputy ministers met at the instigation
of Mr. Jameson, and appointed a committee who agreed that this board of
hearing as set up was the means by which the classifications would be solved,
and assist Parliament in getting the act on the statute books. The deputy

ministers appointed two gentlemen, one, Mr. William Kearns, and also Mr. St.
Laurent, who was at that time assistant deputy minister of Public Works.

These two gentlemen were supposedto represent the Government side on the
council.

Mr. St. Laurent was a bi-linguist,

So there was on the Government

an engineer of very high standing.

side one man whose services

in the Government

brought him in constant touch with all phases of the Government service and
in a position to speak on the Government side as to the qualifications necessary,
and so on in connection with the classification; that was the Auditor General.
On the other hand, you had the bi-lin^uist, Mr. St. Laurent, who was an engineer
and represented the professional and technical side. Coming to the service
side itself, Mr. O'Connor who was president of the federation, was chosen as
the nominee of the federation, who also had the appointment of two; one of
whom must have been a returned soldier with service overseas. To that position
I was unfortunately delegated, and have served on the board now since its
inception in 1919. The board met in the museum, and began to consider the
cases. The first one which came before us, was, curiously enough, the chaplains
of the penitentiary service, the next was the parole" officers of the penitentiaries.
It was found by evidence which we called outside, not traced to the service itself, but called outside, and shown conclusively that this Arthur
Young Company had no more idea of the duties of the chaplains of
the penitentiaries or the parole officers on the penitentiaries than anything.
They had not the faintest idea of it, and jumbled it up as best they could in the

hurry they were in, and published it in the book, after alterations were made,
the board went on and sat and listened

to other

cases which

came before it.

By the way, Mr. Jamesonwas the Chairman on the board. At this time the
Parliamentary Committee took up the question of the Act. Members of the
board of hearing were asked to go and give their opinion as to the classifications. Mr. O'Connor gave his opinion; I was asked to give mine, and I said
at that time that the classification, yes, was a good thing; certainly;

but if we

adoptedthe classification, hand in hand must go some organization such as the
board of hearing, or a joint council, if you like, but some other organization
must go hand in hand with that in order that the thing would work; otherwise

it could not possibly work. This has been proved. I do not say that I am
responsiblefor it, for a minute, but it has beenproved that if it had not been for
the board of bearing-and I say this quite frankly and openly-the present
Civil Service Act would not have been on the Statute books, nor work as easily
and comfortably as it has up to the present time. It would be worse than it is.
In addition to that, the Arthur Young Company naturally objected to the
board of hearing, when the board took that classification and abolished many
of the positions, in the Post Office service alone, cutting that down wholesale,
and in the Custom service also, and changed the classifications around quite a
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bit, and making it more pleasant and workable. At the same time, it afforded
an opportunity

for groups of civil servants to come before the board and make

their complaint. It relieved the Commission, and it relieved the Government,
and in that way I think establishedvery mutual good will, in the days of stress,
of 1918-1919-1920.

The board has functioned; has conductedwhat was called "class appeals";
that is, groups, and adjusted them as far as possible, and then when that classification was placed on the service it fitted over the service; that is, the positions
were fitted over the personnel, and then the federation asked that a system of

personal council, a department council be set up in order to hear personal
appeals. That was done, and I think worked out satisfactorily; not always
to the benefit of the employee, because I must say that in the Government

service-and I dare say in Canada throughout-you will find people of sound
mind and reasonable intellect who are prepared to act more in the capacity
of a judge than they are representing their own particular views. We ask
now that some system of that board of hearing be continued; that there be
some link; not to go outside of the government service at all, that each department have its own. The details have not been worked out; it is merely a
theoretical thing, but in view of the board of hearing having been established,
and Parliament approving of it, everytime that anybody had any complaint
against the classification of the Civil Service Act, it was mentioned in Parliament, on bot! sides of the House, "you have a board of recommendation and

hearing that if anybody has any complaints he can go to ". In addition to that.
Parliament was kind enough to recognize the service which the members of
the board had given in their time outside of their regular work, gratuitously.
they were kind enough to remember the member? of the board, by their voting
an honorarium.

I un<liTstrind

that

the

Civil

Service

Commission

has

recom-

mended that be continued, but for some reason or other, it has not been brought
out.

BJI Hon. Mr.

Marcil:

Q. How many complaints did you have-roughly speaking?-A. I think
I can give you some of the figures. The Civil Service Commissionwill have
that, and perhaps it will come with better grace from them than from me.
Q. I think somebody said a thousand?-A.

Why, we had the rural post-

masters casealone, and I think somebodysaid there were 7,000of them.
Mr. MARTELL: 7,000 under S200.
The

WITNESS:

Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. And did you hear them all in Ottawa?-A.
They presented their cases
here. Why, we had the entire postal service, the letter-carriers, and so forth.
Mr. SHAW: Probably Mr. Marcil means how many separate hearings.
The WITNESS: Pretty nearly every day for long time.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. If you have not got that at hand, never mind. Three-quarters of them
were sustained?-A. Oh, no sir. Here (indicating) is the class appeals. The
number of class appeals heard were 562. By "class appeals", I mean rural

postmasters,and so forth. Rural postmastersare one class.As you know, the
Arthur Young Company had 1,700 classesin the service, so out of 1,700 you
had one-third which were appealed. The number raised was 309, and the
number not raised was 145. There were a number of class appeals that were

not decided by the board, but mutually between the Civil Service Commission
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and the department, and I think it is only fair that the board should have
credit for that, because if it had not been for the board these things would not
have come out in that way-.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. Did you deal in any way with the professional and technical men?-A.
Yes.

Q. What was done in their case?-A. The professional and technical men
came before the board, and we called in Dean Adams of McGill University,

Dr. Creelman from the Agricultural College at Guelph; Professor Kirkpatrick
from Queens University, or Toronto University-I
am not certain which-and
we had Professor McCallum who, at that time, was the Chairman of the
Committee on industrial research in Ottawa here. We had those professional
men who came to give evidence before the board.
Q. What I had particularly in mind was the question of the barristers in
the service. Did they present any plea as regards the salaries paid them in the
different departments, with a view of bringing about uniformity of salary?-A.
We had appeal? against that. We had Mr. Edwards, the assistant deputy
minister of the Justice department.
By Hon. Mr.
Q. What did the
and also wanted their
Q. You mean the

Marcil:
rural postmasters appeal on?-A. They wanted a bonus,
salary raised too.
whole list of rural postmasters?-A. Yes.

Q. They were sustained in their appeal?-A. Yes, unfortunately.
The CHAIRMAN: Allow me to ask a question, Major.
By the Chairman:
Q. What I am interested in, is the workability of your joint council. Is
your Federation in favour of the question of promotion being handled by the
council?-A. I think I can say yes to that.
Q. You think once the Civil Service Commission has selected men and
put them in the service, the question of whether they deserve promotion or not,

and the actual promotion if deserved, is better handled by a joint council
composed of the departmental heads, and the civil servants themselves, than
'by any other means?-A. Up to a certain point. When you get up to the

administrative part, then there is no examination on earth can determine that.
Q. Yes, I appreciate that, but in regard to the other service, I am free to
say that is my viewpoint of promotion. I am favourable to the appointment
of a council. I want to know whether you would go on record by saying whether

your association favours that as being a better method than by any classified
promotion?-A.

I think it is worth trying.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. Major, coming back to my question, what was the result of the hearing

in regard to the professional and technical men? Were any changesmade?-A.
Yes, many changeswere made.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Lowered or raised?-A. They were not all raised; no, I would not say
that.

Q. Were any lowered?-A. Yes, we have lowered-I do not recall whether
any professional caseQ. I would like to ask a question. You have not indicated in the memoran-

dum you wrote as to whether your organization as a body had expressedany
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view so far as the merit system is concerned.-A. We stand all-four for the merit
system.

Q. No question about that?-A.

None whatever.

Q. In regard to this board of hearing of which you have spoken. You say
the board has been discontinued?-A. When I say it has been discontinued, it
has fallen by the wayside.

Q. The board of hearing, as I gather, from your general remarks, was organized to make workable the classification proposed by the Arthur Young
Company?-A.

Yes, sir.

Q. And by reasonof the work which they have done the classification is now
workable, you say? I supposethat the result of the board of hearing has abolished some classes, and created other classes.-A.
Q. Generally speaking?-A. Yes.

Yes.

Q. If that board of hearing were functioning now, is there any reasonwl y
it could not overcomemany of the difficulties in connectionwith the present classification, if there be any?-A.

Taking out of it the human element, I do not

think there is anything the board of hearing cannot settle in the classification.
but you will always have individuals whom, of course,you cannot fathom. That
is, in a majority of cases.

Q. You do not know what the reason was, for the board of hearing being
discontinued?-A. It is discontinued in this way, sir, that after the personal
appeals were over-

Q. Everybody was satisfied?-A. They arc not satisfied, no.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Those who won their point were satisfied?-A.

No, I am afraid they are

not.

Q. Those who failed?-A.
can see positions again-

They were always dissatisfied. The ones who won

By Mr. Chcvrier:
Q. Was it not a question of principle? Those who did win on this are
aware that there is something not worked out for the best in the future?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I want to find out the exact function of the board of hearing. This
Board, you say, is representedby a repreesntative of the civil servant, a representative of the Government, and a representative of the Civil Service Commis-

sion. They agreed upon classification changes,and so on. Their recommendation would go to whom?-A. To the Civil Service Commission.
Q. And then what would the civil service do with it?-A. The Civil Service Commission would either approve or disapprove that recommendation.

Q. Did they ordinarily approve or disapprove?-A. In the majority of cases,
they* approved.

Q. Supposingthey approved, did they then go to the Governor-in-Council
for final approval?-A. Yes, exactly.
Q. Now, Major, supposingthat the board were reconstituted. Is there any
reason why they could not carry on the good work they did before, and have
chargeof making this present classification very workable, if that is desired?A. Yes.

Q. And is there any reasonwhy they cannotsimplify the classification?-

A. None whatever.

As a matter of fact, they have done that now.

Q. You say the Civil ServiceCommissionrecommended
they should con-

tinue their services?-A. I think so. I do not know that the Civil Service Commission recommended the board of hearing being continued.
iMnjor
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Q. That is what you said.-A. No, I said that they had recommendedthat
an honorarium be continued for the work performed. I do not know that the
Civil Service Commission is anxious to have the board of hearing continued.

Q. You said they recommendedan honorarium being continued?-A. Yes.
Q. Without doing anything?-A.
No, for past years.
Q. They only pay you one honorarium for work already done?-A. For a
year or a year and a half, yes.
Q. You think, and I confess it seems to me there is much reason in what you

say-that tl e board of hearing might be reconstituted and could probably
function better than any other agency,and make possible or workable a feasible
and reasonable

classification?-A.

I do.

By Mr. Martel:

Q. Do you not think there should be statutory provisions for such a council?
There is no statutory provision now.--A. No, we are volunteer troops, and
whether they are better than the conscripts or not, I do not know.
By Mr. Ckevrier:
Q. Taking this Board of Hearing again: Apparently

from what you say

I gather this is just about the proper constitution of the council?-A. Yes, that
is of the main body.
Q. That would be a sort of advisory council?-A. Yes.
Q. Is there any phase in that organization of the Civil Service Commission
wherein you could fit the board of hearing or council? Would you suggest
that it take the place of anything in the present administrative staff of the
Civil Service Commission?-A. I think it could. I think the departmental
councils which form part of the board of hearing-I
mean the scheme of a

joint council would take the place of the organization branch of the Civil
Service

Commission.

Q. That is what I am telling you, becauseof what you say that this Board
of Hearing has done practically

the same kind of work that has been done by

the organization branch, and this council might be fitted in to perform the
work which is now being performed by the organization branch?-A. Yes, in
that line.
tion

branch

I must say in all fairness that I have no quarrel with the organizaof the Civil

Service

Commission.

Q. Neither have I.-A.
Far from it. 1 must say that the men they have
got are very efficient. That has been my experience with them, because I have

had considerableto do with them. They are fair and endeavour to do the best
they possibly can, but I really do believe this: that a departmental official is
better able to judge as to the responsibilities of the various members of that
department than any person from the outside.
By Mr. Hughes:
Q. And as to each division?-A.

Most decidedly, but there should be on

top of that the two balls that govern the engine. There is no question about
that. You have to have some control over this thing.
Q. A governor?-A.

A governor, exactly.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Let us proceed in order. You have given a lot of information about
this, but I want to find out if there are any suggestionsyou have to make with
referenceto the present working out of the civil service law. There may be
and may be not. Let me see if I can find out something. In so far as the
system of promotions are concerned; is your organization satisfied with the
presentsystem of promotion?-A. I do not think so, sir.
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Q. Now, if you are.not, can you say in what way they are not, and what
suggestionshave you to make?-A. I think the departmental council would
be infinitely superior for the promotions within the department than at the
present time. That is only for promotion.
Q. Now, as to transfers from one department to the other. Is your organization satisfied that nothing in that way can be improved: that the method cannot
be improved?-A.
The method of transferring now is with the joint consent oi
the two deputy ministers.
Q. Are you sure about that?-A.
I think I am right about that.
Q. Has the Commission anything to do with the transfers?-A.
I think
they look over them. I do not know as they ever disapproved of anyQ. They are rubber stamps?-A. I do not think they are rubber stamps
Under the present classification they want to see that the man who leaves one
department is going to perform similar duties in another department.
Q. That is the present classification?-A.
Yes.
Q. And that result could be arrived at by simplifying classifications? If

the two deputy ministers agree, there should be no trouble with the transfer;
it should take place if the classification was made workable?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. M artel:
Q. Is that the case to-day, that the Commission does not interfere in
cases where it involves a transfer of residence?-A. I do not know of any cast
where the Civil Service Commission has disapproved the transfer.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. In caseof sick leave. Are you satisfied with the present manner?-A. 1
think that is more for Parliament to say, about the sick leave.

Q. What I mean especially is, as far as the civil servants are concerned,
are they satisfied with the present method of computing and administering
sick leave?-A. I think the council of the association largelyQ. That would be some improvement?-A. Yes.
Q. Now then, as to transfer, promotion or statutory increases-have you
any suggestions to make in regard to that?-A.
Once again I think the council
could assist tremendously.
Q. That the present situations could be bettered by means of this council?
-A. Yes, always bearing in mind that the deputy minister is head of the
department. He is the responsible man.
Q. Coming now to the first step, namely, those of appointments. I a:r
going to put this to you, if the Committee will allow me to do it, and you tell
me what you think of it, or what your organization thinks of it, if you can. I

am putting this caseto you now, in casesof appointments where no competitive
examination can be held-in
all cases where competitive examinations cannot
be held to determine these positions, are you prepared to say that those should

be taken away from the Civil Service Commission?-A. I think they are now,
at the present time, Mr. Chevrier.
Q. They are not by-A. If they are not, then the others of a smaller rank
certainly should go.

Q. Let us meet on this, becausI am going on a principle, and not enumerated
changes. All these new appointments which are not susceptibleto a competitive
examination, such as labouring positions, and rural postmasters-all positions
not susceptible to competitive examination should be taken away from or

releasedby the Civil ServiceCommissionand handedback to the department

to which they belong-A. As I say, I think that is being done now.
Mr.
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Mr. SHAW: Would your body favour that?
wants

233

That is what Mr. Chevrier

to know.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Are you in favour of that-getting
-A.

I think

rid of it from the service altogether?

so.

Q. Now, let us start at the secondclass,the clerical positions. You had
the labouring positions?-A.

Yes.

Q. Now, let us start with all positions that are susceptible to a competitive
examination-all these positions up to the time where they ceaseto be clerical

positionsand becomeadministrative positions-all those should be handledby
competitiveexaminations,where competitive examinations can be honestly,
fairly and squarely held-up to the time they becomean administrative position,
technical or professional-that should be by competitive examination?-A. Yes,
I think all positions-

Q. All positions?-A. Yes, when I say that I mean all clerical positions up
to a certain limit should be by competitive examination.

Just in that regard,

let me say something about examinations. You have heard a great deal said
about peopleseeingthe papers beforehandand so onQ. I do not look at it in that way-A. I had a written as well as an oral
examination before the Civil Service Commission, and I do not want anything
fairer. I did not get the position, either.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I am not considering that aspect of the case at all for the
present. In fact I do not think I paid any attention to thatrMr. SHAW: There have been suggestions made of that character; is there
any truth in them?
Mr. PARENT: That is for the Commission to say.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Getting back to this, that all positions should be made by competitive
examination-now, taking care of those that either are or ought to be under the
Civil Service Commission-I
am not prepared to say that there is, or is not at
the present time, but there ought to be a proper body of examiners that have
experience and would set the papers at any time that office papers would be
called for-men of experience who would set those papers. Now then, the
third class, namely, technical and professional and-A. Administrative.
Q. That these should be left, and maybe here, we will disagree, or we may
agree-that those should be left to the deputy minister subject to the decision of

the council-A. I do not know that the council could deal with those higher
positions like that.
Q. Would you leave it altogether to the deputy minister?-A.

And the

Civil Service Commissionproducing the qualifications.
Q. That is, that one deputy minister would ask for a certain individual.

using his own judgment, using his own discretion, and well knowing his responsibility, and he selectedMr. A. B. as an official to go into the service,-not his
promotion, becauseI will take that up in a minute-but his appointment, is it
your opinion that that individual should be appointed only provided he could
get a certificate of fitness from the Civil Service Commission?-A. Yes, sir.
_

Q. In casesof promotion, the deputy minister would be the only one,

subject
to the councils,
if you like, I will grantyou that, but the deputyminister,
in caseof promotion,shouldbe the solejudgeof thesepromotions,
'bearingin
mind,however,the defect in Section20 or 21, I think, of the Act of 1908where

the words,"otherwisepeculiar,"appear,wherethe deputyminister could go
outsideand get some individual to promote over the heads of his own officials-

makeit that that cannotoccur-sothat the individualin the departmentwould

beprotected
for promotion.Is that right,wouldyouagreewith that?-A. Yes,

I think so.
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By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I presumethat in making these statements, the witness is speaking for
his association; they have considered it, and come to this conclusion.-A.
am speaking for the executive of the organization.

Yes, I

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Now then, if the deputy minister made a promotion and those in line for

promotion were not satisfied, they would have recourseto the council.-A.
Yes.
"

Q. The council would then pass as a grand jury, and would say, you have
a case," or, "you have no case against the deputy minister;" they would report
a true bill, or no bill. If they reported no bill the matter would stand there, but
if the committee reported that this man had the right to be promoted, that he had

a case for promotion, that the deputy minister had disregarded his right for
promotion, then there should be a right of appeal to somebody.-A. Exactly.
Q. I am coming to this, now, and I will probably be through, all but a few
more questions. There ought to be a right of appeal from that decision of the

council, either to the main council, or, I do not know whether your organization
has given thought to this, that there ought to be a civil service judge.-A. I do
not think there would be any objection.

Q. Provided there was right to appeal to a civil service judge whose
decision would be final, and who would be removed from political fear, much

morethan the Commissionis.-A. The Commissionis absolvedfrom that, they
are in the position of judges now.

Q. I will not discuss that with you now.-A.

May I say this-am

I

keeping you, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN: Go ahead; this is the best evidence we have had.
The WITNESS: I am not an old civil servant, but at the same time I am

very proud to be one. I lived in the country, I was in the bank, Mr. Chairman,
and had a good training in the Bank of Hamilton, and I am very glad of it. I
went to Africa in 1899 in the rear rank as a private, and managed to get to
Pretoria, and got back all right.

In this war, I went as an officer and came back

in 1916, the only way in which a person should be able to come back, and
that is after having intercepted a bullet, and as I came back to Canada the
Board of Pension Commissioners was just forming under Mr. J. K. L. Ross,
Major Todd, and Lieut.-Col. Labatt. I had known these gentlemen, but I had
no more idea of entering the Board of Pension Commissioners when I arrived
back in Canada than I had of flying. Col. Labatt saw my name in the paper,

and askeclme if I would come to Ottawa to take chargeof the pay end of the
Board

of Pension

Commissioners

staff.

I

came

here to Ottawa-I

knew

that

I would be unfit for further war service-and he said, "you might just as well
be here as you would be training troops at Niagara or Borden, or some other

place, you might just as well come here and help us out." I came to Ottawa
under these conditions as officer paying Canadian pensions. As you know, I
do not need to tell you how the thing grew from $1,000,000up to $35.000,000

a .year, and the staff which we got-we were preventedfrom taking civil

servants, because the departments here in Ottawa contended that they were
short-handed as it was, and that a new war board starting up had no right to
take experiencedpeople from them, so we had to go to the highways and byways

and get anyonewe could. Returnedsoldiers,of course,were the only oneswe

took in the"male line. The females,we endeavouredto secure,were those whose
fathers or husbands or brothers were overseas,and we took them from Halifax
to Vancouver. Mr. J. K. L. Ross employed his private secretary at his own

expense
to goout andbringthesepeoplein. Wegot a staffof 600or 700or 800
people,and then we startedthesebranchofficescalled"District Offices"and
equippedthem and mannedthem. The thing was gettingunwieldy,the Civil
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Service Commission did not apply to us at that time, and we had difficulty in
manipulating the staff, becauseit was getting so large, and I suggestedto the
Commissionersthat we adopt a classification. They said, "all right, go ahead."
I took the Civil Service Act of 1908 and applied that classification to the work
that was being performed, and fitted the people into that, and I want to say this
much-.

By Mr. Martell:

Q. That is the Act of 1908?-A. Yes, the 1918 Act had not been passed
at that time. Now, when you hear that the boards, these war boards and so on,
that the employees were being paid higher rates than civil servants, that is not
true insofar

as the Board

of Pension

Commissioners

is concerned.

Their

salaries

were $50 less than those for work of a relative character being performed in other
departments. That was the classification adopted, because it was felt by the
Commissioners that as they were inexperienced in pension and departmental
work, it was not fair to put them in the same class and on the same basis as civil

servants who were more experiencedin departmental practice. This classification was drawn up and approved by the Commissioners. Then they said, "now,
you go and fit the people into this, or fit it on the people." That was, as the
saying goes, quite a mouthful, and it was done in this way, that various
branches had a little joint council, and they usually agreed that each person

fitted into their place. Everybody was not satisfied, no, and the right of appeal
as against that classification went to the Commissioners themselves, and they
made the final

decision.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. What commissioners?-A. The Board of Pension Commissioners. That
was the classification which was brought in there, and generally worked very
satisfactorily.
By Hon. Mr. Mar oil:
Q. All this work was outside of the Civil Service Act altogether?-A.
outside of it altogether.

Yes,

By Mr. Martell:
Q. But based on the Act of 1908 as far as it was relative and applicable?-

A. That was only so that it could not be said that war board employeeswere
receivingmore than the civil servants themselves. Insofar as the pension commission is concerned, I can say that is quite true.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Just one more question. You said the classification is more or less workable.

Could

it not

be made more

workable

if the

offices of that

board

of

which you speak, or a similar council, were retained?-A. I think so.
Q. Is the spirit that permeates the service not that there is no appeal?-A.
I think so.

Q. Oncesomebodyhas spoken,that is final.-A.

Yes.

Q. And if there was some way of appealing where the civil servant himself

could be personally present to fight his case,or explain the merits of his case,
that would go a long way towards solving the difficulties of the day, is that
right?-A. It is, and I think this much, Mr. Chairman, that the reason there
has been so little criticism in Canada about the administration

of the pensions

-I am not saying anything about the size of the pensions,the remuneration, or
the compensation-but as far as the administrative end goes, that is, getting
out the cheques on time and so on, there has been very little discussion in
Parliament, and very little discussion through the country, and I think that is
5-18
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largelydueto the contented
way in whichthe staff works,andtheir methodof

having theselittle councils,which met every week to discussthe problemsand
so on and settledthem there and then, and adopteda practice and in that way
educated ourselves. It was a new thing, the pension law was an entirely new

thing in Canada,and I think it is due to the way it was handled that thepension commissioners

made a success of it.

By the Chairman:

Q. Major, there is one or two points I want to have you confirm, if you
agree with them. We had the interesting question up in the early part of our
enquiry as to a disabled returned man's preference over a physically fit man.
The general interpretation held by the public is that a disabled man is supposed
to

be brought

up, by

his pension

for

disability,

to

tlie

level

of the

physically fit returned man. In your opinion, is it advisable that the disabled
returned man should have a preference at all times over the physically fit returned man?-A. Of course, that is something Mr. Chairman, which I do not
think

the federation

has ever considered.

Q. I am asking you that personally.-A. Personally, of course, I would say
that the disabled man should have the preference,by all means.
Q. Should have the preference?-A. Yes.
Q. Regardless of his pension, he should still have the preference over the
physically fit man?-A. Yes.
Mr.

HUGHES:

Provided

he is able to do the work

as well.

By the Chairman:

Q. We had the interesting case,Major, of a disabled man being given the
preference over a physically fit man, and his disability

cost him his life.

He

\vas not suitable for the position.-A. Then he never should have been put
into it. How did he get through?
Q. On the recommendation of the man sent to consider applications, and
under the law.-A. He was certainly not suitable for the position if he lost his
life.

Q. He was a lighthouse keeper, and had one leg off, and lost his life, which
proves the contention of the member for the district who recommendedthe
physically fit man.-A. When I made the statement that the disabled man
should have the preference,I meant that he should have the qualifications for
the position and be able to fill it.

Q. As the Act is now, how do you interpret it, that qualificationsshould

count? A. The man, as I understand it-the

examination of the man would

bringout whetherhe wasqualifiedto fulfil the dutieshe wascalleduponto do.
and if by reasonof his disability he wasunableto performthoseduties,he
certainlynevershouldhavebeengiventhe position.
The CHAIRMAN: We have one of the Commissionershere, I think.

Dr.

Roche,wouldyou mindtelling the Committee,
in the caseof lighthouse
keepers

whetheryouconsider
a physically
fit manshouldhavea preference
overa disabled man or not?

Dr. ROCHE: That is a difficult matter for me to decide. I understand

the caseyou are citing,Mr. Chairman,is that the departmental
representative

in thatparticulardepartment
whowassupposed
to bea goodjudge-.
The CHAIRMAN: Yes.

Dr. ROCHE: -gave an oral interview to this man and selectedhim on the-

groundthat hewasphysically
capable
of performing
theduties?
The CHAIRMAN: Yes.
[Major D. L. McKeand.]
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Dr. ROCHE: He may have erred in his judgment.
The CHAIRMAN: He did, I think.
Dr. ROCHE: I do not know whether, of course, the man would still have
lost his life if he had been physically fit.

The CHAIRMAN: Dr. Roche, the point that really comes up in this case,

and I think it is important, someof the membersof the Committeebrought
up the questionof whetheror not a lighthousekeeperwas supposed,at all times,
to be in goodphysical condition,on accountof the fact that he was liable at
a moment's notice to have to give assistance to wrecks, liable to be called

uponto do strenuouswork, and the people,in the district of the casewe are
speakingof, recommended
a physically fit man, and said he was the proper
man for the position.

The representative or inspector of the department,

accordingto your secretary,Mr. Foran, apparently recommended
the disabled
man. There is no choice, as far as the ability of the two men is concerned.

exceptas to their physical fitness, and there is no doubt as to the ability of

the two men in the discharge of their duties, in the ordinary senseof the word,
but there is the occasional duty of stormy weather which would make it
advisable in the minds of some members of the Committee that a physically

fit man should always be a lighthouse keeper, or rather that a lighthouse
keepershould always be a physically fit man.
Dr. ROCHE: The Act provides that a disabled returned soldier is entitled

to the preference,provided he is physically in a condition to discharge the duties
of the particular position to which he is appointed. It was, I understand, during a storm that this man lost his life. It may be that a physically fit man
would also have lost his life.

The CHAIRMAN: My judgment would be that he would not have lost his life.

Dr. ROCHE: That is the whole point, and the Act provides that a man
must be physically

fit in order to get the preference.

The CHAIRMAN:That is just a case of bad judgment.
Dr.

ROCHE:

Yes.

The CHAIRMAN: I want to establish the principle. Mr. Hughes and some
other members of the Committee felt that lighthouse keepers should be
physically fit men in all cases. We are not disregarding the returned man at
all.

Mr. HUGHES: I want to make a short statement here. One of the quali-

ficationsa lighthousekeeperwas supposedto possess,
under the former system,
was the ability to handle an open boat in a rough sea. That was one of the

qualifications; has that qualification been taken away or abrogated?
Dr. ROCHE:

I think

not.

Mr. HUGHES: Because,if that qualification still exists, then it would be
againstthe Act or against the regulation to appoint a man who had not that
qualification.
The

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. HUGHES:

Yes.

No matter

whether

he was a returned

man or not.

The WITNESS: Mr. Chairman, in connection with the lighthouse keepers,

the Board of Appeal had an appeal from lighthousekeepers. I think they

havean association;however,their representativecame before the board and one

of the questionswhich he was askedwas,"How long have you beena lighthouse
keeper?"to which the answercame,''70 years." "70 years? How do you make
that out?" He said, "My grandfatherlookedafter this light, my father looked
after this light, I am looking after it and my sonis comingon to look after it
after me." That was a lighthouse on the St. Lawrence river.
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By the Chairman:

Q. And apart from our argument, there was wonderful service given under
that system. I know casesof it.-A. Yes, I believe so.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. You have been talking about the soldiers' preference; will you tell us
in two words what the preference is here, and what it is in the United States?
-A. No, I cannot. I think if you had the representatives of the Great War
Veterans' Association, they could give you that.
Dr. ROCHE: Perhaps I could throw a little light on that, as far as the

United States law is concerned. The United States law, after the SpanishAmerican war, provided that those who were disabled in the line of military
duty were entitled to a preference only of 5 per cent in all examinations.

That is, it required 70 per cent to make a pass mark for all candidates, and
disabled soldiers were only required to get a mark of 65 per cent. Now, after
this last war, they went further than we in Canada did. They preserved that
5 per cent still for the returned soldier, but they placed him at the head of the

list. In Canada we do not give a less percentageto the returned soldier, they
all must take the pass mark, but the returned soldier who takes the pass mark
is placed at the head of the list. In the United States, not only are they placed
at the head of the list, those who make the pass mark, but a reduction of 5
per cent is made in their favour. Now that was the law until about a month
ago.

The CHAIRMAN:What are the pass marks in this country?
Dr. ROCHE:Sixty per cent; fifty per cent on each subject where there are
separate subjects; sixty per cent on the whole. We have been considering,and
have in fact raised the percentage to seventy per cent recently.
The CHAIRMAN: Will you make this point clear to the Committee?
our law, the returned soldier gets no preference on marks?
Dr.

ROCHE:

In

No.

The CHAIRMAN: His preferenceis by his being put at the head of the list.
He may have only forty per cent.

Dr. ROCHE: If he gets the minimum number of marks.
The CHAIRMAN:

And the civilian must take the maximum to get that.

The preference the returned soldier gets is by his being placed at the head of
the list.
Dr.

ROCHE:

Yes.

The CHAIRMAN: Not by a preferencein marks.
Dr. ROCHE:No. The United States by a presidential order, during the last

month,havetaken awaythat preferenceof placinghim at the headof the list, but
they do allow 5 per cent still to the ordinary returned soldier, and they allow an
additional 5 per cent to the disabled returned soldier.
A MEMBER: 10 per cent.

Dr. ROCHE: But they are not now placing them at the head of the list;

they must take their order by merit.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL:
Dr. ROCHE:

How long will that continue?

I cannot tell.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Are you aware that changesare being asked for in the
United States, to the effect that "It is urged that the law be amendedso that
the returned soldier gets a preference only when other things are equal."
Dr. ROCHE: What is the date of that?
[Major D. L. MrKeand.]
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Hon. Mr. MARCH, :

The Ottawa

Citizen-

Dr. ROCHE: This recent amendment, to which I have referred, is dated
March 3, or 4.
By the Chairman:

Q. Just one more question, Major McKeand. Mr. Chevrier brought up the
point of a competent examining board, or a board of competent examiner*.
The present Commission work

under a system

of

examination

that

is

approved of by every one throughout the country, but it is thought that the
machinery of the Commission is not complete enough to cover all sorts of
positions,and they go outside and select men to assist them in certain examinations. Do you think that the selection of men at random from outside for some
special qualification is as advisable as Mr. Chevrier's suggestion of permanent
inside examining boards. I understand that these men are not paid, and they

have no particular interest except to assist the Commission?-A. That is the
advisory board?
Q. Yes.-A. In that connection I have represented the department on one
or two advisory boards. The Commission obtain applications for the position
and also the different references and qualifications necessary, and so on, and
these go before an advisory board of which the department is one member,
the Commission is one, and then other persons from Ottawa, or from outside,
come in and lend their

assistance.

Q. Do you think that these advisory boards always use good judgment and

that they are always free from patronage?-A. I can only say that the only oneI
have been on, the department was able to find, or rather, I think we got the
best man. Yes, I say so.
Q. The members of these advisory boards are not paid and are not
permanent?-A. Well, of course it is a pretty hard thing to say whether any

examiningbody, permanent or temporary would be satisfactory to all concerned.
Q. What I am getting at, Major, is this: Agreeing with you on the competitive examination for entry into the service, and knowing that it is a difficult
matter for the civil service to maintain a staff of examiners to cover all types

of examination, what would you suggest as the best system, from your broad
experience, of that sort of examination?-A.
Well, I do not know that there
is anything wrong with the present system of the Civil Service Commission

having examinersthere. I think they set a very good examination.
Q. But do you not think that a set of examination papers for each type
of position could be compiled, and a certain rating arrived at for qualifications,
without the assistance of outside boards, with only the judgment, probably

of someoutside authority as to personal qualifications?-A. Yes sir.
Q. You think that that would be better than going outside for boards?A. I do, yes.
Q. I have in mind a case which might come up later, and upon which the

Civil Service Commissionersmay be examined, where the straightest form of
patronage existed; not the patronage of the Government-there
was no
political patronage entering into it-but
patronage of another kind, where a
preference was shown to a man who was undoubtedly a good man, but who
was inferior to another man who had applied. It was not a case of political
patronage, but of patronage arising from knowledge and acquaintance of the
man. A friend of his applied and got the position. I was suggesting to you

-perhaps you do not agree-that examination papers could be compiled to
cover almost every class of service, and a rating could be arrived at which
would not necessitate going outside to the same extent, and where the examina[Major

D.
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Just the same as

the departments help the Civil Service Commission.

Q. Do you feel that that system could be improved?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Supposethat there was an application for a professional or technical
position. The system followed by the Commission, which I do not say is not
fair or that they are carrying it out unfairly, is that they take the advice of an
advisory board, and the Commission accept the recommendationof that advisory
board. Now the man has a right to appeal, and we were told by someone who

gave evidence previously that they constituted a new board. What would
happen in the event of a new board and the previous board differing as to the
classification

of the

man?-A.

I think

the

first

board

would

be a wash-out.

There would be no consideration given.
Q. Do you not think that a case of that sort would be a good argument
for the appointment of a permanent judge of appeal?-A. Yes, I do.
Mr. SHAW: There are several questions that I would like to ask, and I understand that it is the desire of the Committee to adjourn?
The CHAIRMAN: I would be glad to have the Committee sit for another ten
minutes.
Mr. CHEVRIER:
Federation.

I

think

there

is

another

witness

to

be heard

from

the

The CHAIRMAN:Then we had better adjourn and sit again this evening.
It would be desirable to clean up the Federation evidence before the recess.

Mr. SHAW: I have received a communication from the Amputations Association of Toronto, asking for the privilege of having a representative here.
The CHAIRMAN:I have received communications of the same kind. They
will

receive

the attention

of the Sub-Committee.

The Committee adjourned until 8 p.m.

TUESDAY,March 27, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 8 o'clock
Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding.

p.m.

The CHAIRMAN: We will proceed with the evidence of Major McKeand.
.Major 1). L. McKEAXD recalled and further examined.
The WITNESS: There is just one thing that I would like to correct in my evidence of this forenoon. My attention has been drawn by Mr. Ryan to the fact

thai I gave the total membershipof the federation as 3,000. That was only in
Ottawa, the various associations in Ottawa. But I think we can safely say

that we have over 7,000outside,so that we representa total of about Io,000
civil

servants.

By the Chairman:

Q. You completed your statement?-A. Yes, but I think Mr. Shaw said he
wanted to ask some questions.

Mr. SHAW: I have a number of questions that I would like to ask, and
perhaps I may follow the method pursued by Mr, Chevrier and Mr. Martell,
and ask them one after the other.

The CHAIRMAN:Go through with the questionsyou desire to ask, Mr.

Shaw.
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By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Major McKeand, you suggest that your association represents 10,000
civil servants?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Have you secured the judgment of all branches of your association, as
to the working of the Civil Service Act for presentation to this Committee?A. In this way: a large proportion of our membership is composed of the Civil
Service Association of Ottawa, and the Dominion Customs and Excise Officers'
Association, both of which have representatives on the executive, and we have
discussed and talked over these matters with them. As a matter of fact, the
statement which I read this morning, and which has become part of the record
was submitted to a sub-committee of our executive, one of whom was the
representative of the Dominion Customs Officers' Association.

Q. What I wanted to find out was this: Has the plan which you have
suggestedhere to-day receivedthe attention of the membershipof your organization, or does it represent-I
am not casting any reflections-does it represent
only the considered and matured judgment of the executive of your organization?
-A. I may say, Mr. Shaw, that the things which I presented this morning,
have been before the civil service for many years, ;md it i> really only repitition.
Tt is really voicing the sentiment of the service.

Q. So far as your presentation is concerned,it representsthe judgment of
the executive of this organization?-A.

Yes, sir.

Q. I have forgotten whether you stated what department yf>u are in?A. The North West Territories, Yukon Branch, Department of the Interior.

Q. That is the branch presided over by Mr. Finnie?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. I think you said the position you occupy was secured by you by com*-

netitive examination-A. Not this position. I was transferred from the Pension
Board as chief clerk, having the same duties; but I did try an examination
for another position.
Q. Do I understand that the position you now occupy was not secured by
competitive examination?-A. No.
Q. Is it a position outside the scope of the Civil'Service Commission?--A.
It is under

the Civil

Service

Commission.

Q. It represents a transfer, you say?-A. I was made permanent when
I was in the Pension Board prior to the coming in of this Act. My position was
classifiedby the Arthur Young Company, and appears in the book.
Q. Would you be in one of those classescalled temporary employees?-A.
No, I am permanent.
Q. You suggested,Major, that your organization approves of the merit
system?-A.

Yes sir.

Q. In other words, I take it that the organization disapprovesof patronage?
-A.

Yes sir.

Q. Will you indicate to us what your association-because you are speaking
on behalf of the association-defines as patronage?-A. Appointment to the
public service, irrespective of the qualifications necessaryfor the position, and
without

examination.

Q. And I presume subject to political control?-A.

Yes.

Q. I want to get your view correctly; I understand that your organization
approvesof the exemption of the so-called labour forces from the operation of

the Civil ServiceAct?-A. Well, I do not think we had anything to do with it.
They were taken out from under.

Q. As an organization, you approve of the exemption of these forces,
becauseI think you said so this morning?-A. Yes.
Q. In other words, I presumethat you hope that the merit system isi not
applicable to those labour forces so-called?-A. Quite.
Q. Can you tell me whether or not the merit system has been applied to
those particular forces in any other country?-A. I cannot.
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Q. Do you know whether or not the merit system has been applied in the

United

States to the so-called labour

forces?-A.

I don't think

it has.

Q. Can you tell me whether or not, in many of the American states and
American cities, the merit system has been applied to those so-called labour
forces?-A.

I think

it

has.

Q. As a matter of fact, it is also applied in the United States to civil
servants, is it not, or do you know?-A. I think it is in the District of Columbia.
but

I do not think

outside.

Q. Perhaps you would be interested in knowing that I have been reading
a pamphlet which states that United States civil servants' competitive examinations were held at Milwaukee for the position of charwomen, and classifications

of that kind?-A.

For the state, or for the city?

Q. For the Federal Government-I
am not quite sure. You say you are
not informed as to these particular things?-A. No.
Q. I take it then that in the view of your organization, you feel that the

patronage system, certainly other than the merit system must be applied to the
so-called

labour

forces?-A.

Q. No, in Canada?-A.

In other

countries?

I do, yes. I do not know that I just understand

that.

Q. There are just two things, as I understand you. t\vo systemsof meeting
this situation, either by the merit system or by the patronage system.- As far
as those pre|ently exempted labour forces are concerned, your suggestionis
that the patronage system is the only way that can be dealt with.-A.

I would

not call it a patronage system, becauseI think, generally speaking, these people
acre appointed for certain qualifications that they have, but I think that they
change so often, that is the personnel turns over so often.
Q. I did not think we had any misunderstanding; there are two systems,
the merit, system, and I asked you defiinitely whet you meant by the patronage
system and you said a system whereby it could not be determined by merit.
The CHAIRMAN: I think the Major has in mind the fact that appointments
may be made without patronage at all.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. T am not particularly concernedabout it, but I do say this, that as far
as t.he labour forces presently exempted under the Act are concerned,your
organization is of the opinion that the merit system is not applicable thereto?
Now, you spoke also of the matter of promotions, and as I understand you the
promotion is to be in the hands of the deputy minister, subject to an appeal to
a departmental council; is that correct?-A. No. I do not think I said that,
Mr.

Shaw.

Q. I would like to get that clear.-A. I think I said that the promotions in
the service, that is, to the clerical positions and so on, up to a certain grade,
should be made by competitive examination.

Q. And do you say that abovethat grade they should not be by competitive
examination?-A.

Not altogether, because I think I said that as far as the admin-

istrative positions were concerned,that could not be determined by an examination, either written or oral.

The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Shaw, if you wish I will read this portion of the
evidence.

Mr. SHAW: No, I think I will clear it up as we go along.
The WITNESS: I said that the joint council would be of assistance in deter-

mining who was the proper personfor the position.
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By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You are quite well aware, I have no doubt, that a Whitley Council, socalled, or a departmental council, is simply an advisory board which cannot
possibly assumethe function of determining promotion or appointments under
any circumstances.-A. Quite right.
Q. So that these organizations are only for the purpose of advising.

The

promotion,you say, should be by competitive examination, conducted by whom?
-A. I thought that probably the councils might be able to, because it would be
in the department, papers might be set in that way.
Q. And the council, that is this body which is nothing but an advisory
body, should be given the duty of conducting the examination.-A.
And mind
you, the Civil Service Commission comes in there, of course; the Civil Service
Commission would control a part of the examinations, up to a certain grade.
Q. You mean up to the administrative grade, that is the merely clerical

positions only would be subject to the Civil Service Commission?-A.'I
the Commission

has done that

think

since 1908.

Q. Then I understand that if a party were dissatisfied with the promotion
made, he would have a right of appeal, as you suggest, to a civil service judge?
-A.

Yes.

Q. That is the scheme proposed by Mr. McGiverin, I think. Your organization approves of that procedure.-A. I also said, I think, that the Civil Service
Commission were now in the position of a judge.
Q. So, as far as you are concerned, when you speak about a civil service
judge, you are referring to the Civil Service Commission?-A. Exactly.
Q. Dealing with that matter of the right of appeal, can you tell me, Major
the procedure in connection with arbitration courts? You are familiar with
those, are you?-A. Yes.
Q. What is their function?-A.
You mean a board of arbitration in the
Labour department?
Q. No, I am referring to what are known as arbitration courts in England;
are you familiar with those?-A. No.
Q. Are you familiar with what is known as the appeal courts that function in the United States, in New Zealand and Australia?-A.
No.
Q. You are not familiar with those?-A. No.
Q. Then we will come to the matter of the technical positions. As I understand it, your suggestion there, is that the appointments should be made by the
deputy heads?-A. Made by the deputy heads with the certificate of qualification from the Civil Service Commission, and in that connec';ion, Mr. Shaw,

might I say this, that I think that you might say that the whole Government
service is a technical service inasmuch as a person now in the Governmnet ser-

vice is unfitted, if they stay long enough, for any work outside; they become
technical by reason of their employment.
Q. You mean specialization makes that?-A.
Yes, exactly.
Q. With regard to the technical positions, your suggestion is that the
appointment is made by the deputy head. Now, are you f amilar-I was reading up

the Spinney investigation-are you familiar with the suggestion made by a
man named Higgman, a director of electricity, in connection with appointments

under the patronage system to technical positions, where, apparently, everybody but a properly qualified man securedthe position under the old system;
you are familiar with that letter?-A.

Yes, I am.

Q. Is it not true that if you leave these appointments or these promotions,
if you like, in the hands of deputy ministers, that ministers necessarily have the

right to give their views and to insist upon their opinionsin connectionwith
appointments?-A. Of course,they are subject to abuse; that is quite true.
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Q. And it has been subject to abuse,has it not, in past years?- A. I do not
know; it may have been in some cases,but I think, by and large, that Mr. Higgman, for instance, if he is responsible for the efficiency of his staff, should insist
on getting qualified men. In the Department of Weights and Measures they have
an inspector of weights who is very efficient.

Q. But you have beenin this country and in the service long enoughto know
how the patronage works - I am not making any reflection upon anybody - but it
is perfectly clear that you are sometimes not liable to get qualified men under
the patronage system.- A. Sometimes, but I think, by and large, you will find
the people in the service to-day wore largely appointed under the patron
system, and I do not think any reflection could be cast upon their ability to perform

their

duties.

Q. So you would suggestthat perhaps that would be the better way of getting efficiency? - A. What I think, Mr. Shaw, if I might say so, is that an examination into the service should be necessary.
Q. I quite agree; you mean an initial examination? - A. Yes. Now, here is
where the nigger in the wood-pile, so to speak, comes; by a change of government people may be flopped over on the top of these fellows at the bottom, and
their right to promotion and advancement in the service is checked. That is
where the difficulty comes.
By tin ( 'hairman:
Q. From the outside supply? - A. Yes, that is the point. The object of the
classification and the object of the Civil Service Commission is that instead of
the pivenimein service lie;na a temporary position, a job, so to speak, a man
nr a woman now coming into the service, by diligence and attention to duty can
gradually promote themselves on up to the higher grades.
By Mr.
(). Under the merit system.- A. Yes. and that is what we advocate, to make
it a career instead of a job.
Q. And I heartily agree with that view. Take the situation that you sug-

gest, where people are liable to be brought in from the outside and impressed
into the service in Ottawa; they may be inefficient, that is true, is it not?

They

may become inefficient, or rather may be inefficient or unqualified when they
come.- A. They could not if the Civil Service Commission Q. I am talking about the patronage system- .
The CHAIRMAN: That

is not in existence, Mr.

.

Shaw.

Mr. SHAW:The witness is suggestinga mild return to the patronage system.
The CHAIRMAN: No, I think you are mistaken.
Mr. CHEVRIEE: Nothing of the kind.

Mr. SHAW: That is just my observation but it is his suggestionthat with
regard to the technical positions these men be appointed by the deputy head.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Subject to a certificate of fitness from the Civil Service Commission.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. What do you mean by that?- A. Just what is going on to-day.
Q. Then if I understand you correctly, your view is that the system prevailing to-day, not only with regard to promotions, but also with regard to appointments to technical positions is the proper ore?- A. It can be facilitated
by the methods we are asking for, I think it can be helped.
Q. Then if I understand you correctly, Major, your contention is- and I
must confessthat I took a different view this morning- that the system as it
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exists to-day is the proper system except that it needsto be speededup hereand there?-A. Exactly.
Q. And that applies not only to examinations into the service, but promotions and appointments to a technical position?-A. Up to a certain grade.
Q. Beyond that grade, you leave that in the hands of the deputy minister?
-A. I think the deputy minister, as the responsible officer, should be able to
select his lieutenants nearby him, and not be forced to accept anybody who is
pushed in on him.
Q. Yes. Well, then, coming back to the point we were discussing, that would

meanthat the deputy minister could not go outside the department, go any place,
to get a man for that particular job.--A. Provided the man had the qualifications and was passed on by the Civil Service Commission.
Q. Will you place the limit at the point at which you would distinguish an
administrative official to be appointed by the department head?-A. I would
say that a man-we will say-up to the $2,400 class.
Q. You would make it a financial distinction?-A.
It practically is a financial distinction now. I would say the grade of principal clerk.
Q. That everybody above the grade of principal clerk-including
the principal clerk?-A. No.
Q. Exclusive of the principal clerk should he appointed by the deputy head?
-A.

Yes.

Q. But that in each case he should have a certificate of fitness from the
Civil Service Commission. In other words, then, I understand, Major, and I
want this correctly, I understand that you would give the deputy minister the
privilege of securing from a number of qualified applicants someone to fill this
position, all having been previously certified by the Civil Service Commission.
-A. Exactly, and of course the right of promotion being predominant within
the service, and the actual people who were there should have that right.
Q. That is you would restrict it to the particular department?-A.
Yes.
Q. In other words the.position must be filled by the deputy head from
some member already in the ?ervice.--A. Yes, by promotion.
By Mr. Brown:
Q. Do I understand that correctly? Do you mean in the case of one of
those technical positions to be filled, that it must be filled by one who has
worked himself up?-A. I should think he should have the preference.
Q. You don't insist it should be absolute?-A. I do not think you could
very well do that.
By the Chairman:
Q. May I ask this question.

Assuming there are technical men wanted by

the departments and there are probably only one or two men in the country
who arc available and, who are suitable for the position. The department he-ul<
know of thesemen. In casesof that kind, it is not a caseof competitive examination. It is a case of securing the available men for that technical job. Thert,
may be only one or two men. You claim, in such a case, the deputy minister.
should have the power to secure the man he wants and submit him to the Civil

ServiceCommissionto prove that he is a suitable man?-A. Yes.
Q. You know this from your experience in the service that never in the
appointment of real technical men is the question of the man's political leanings
made any consideration at all. It is a question of his fitness for the job and
always has been?-A. Yes.

Q. You cannot think of a case where a technical position was involved,
under any government, where the department was anxious to secure a good
man, where his political leanings might influence the securing of the position?
[Major
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-A. In my experienceon the Board of Hearing after two and one-half years
I have never heard politics or anything else mentioned.
Q. That is for the last two and one-half years?

Mr. MARTELL:That is all his own experiencehas been. He cannot say
what obtained prior to that.
By the Chairman:
Q. That class of man has not received an appointment in that way fo:
years?-A. I do not know of any.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Is it not a fact that the deputy minister is the man in charge of the
department and if the minister said to the deputy, " We want a different person
in here to operate a certain department," would not the deputy defer to the
opinion of the minister?-A.
I could not say as to that.
By the Chairman:
Q. The experience in the civil service, after men got their appointments has

been,that they remain, no matter what their politics are. The evil of patronage
has been that with incoming governments, under the system of patronage new
men wore brought in and put into the service over the older men. There was a
new influx with the change of government, and promotions were not allowed to
go on in order of merit. I think Major McKeand will agree, that that was the
evil of patronage as far as the working out of political patronage was concerned.
-A. In the inside service the danger was from the influx, new appointments,
taking preference over the old appointments. That influx of new appointments,
controlled by the Civil Service Commission, does not apply.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. In the outside service, do you know if there are any of these persons
employed above the rank of principal clerk?-A.

Oh yes, many.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Major McKeand, is there any more of the outside service now?-A.

Xo,

tl.fi-c i< no such tlnim as outs <l<>service now.

Q. I am referring To the outside service, outside of Ottawa.-A.
There is
for instance the post office. The Ottawa post office is outside the service.
T!:o

custom

hmse

i- outside

of Ottawa.

Q. But it is in the service, and just as much in the civil service as any other
service?-A. Just the same as the post office in Vancouver.
By the Chairman:
Q. That is since 1918?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. That is five years?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You have suggestedthat in all positions where more than $2,400 is
obtained, the deputy minister should have the right of appointment, subject to the
applicant having a certificate of fitness. Do you apply that to all services
outside of Ottawa?-A.

Yes.

Q. Do you suggestthat the deputy heads can appoint men to the service
say in Vancouver more efficiently than the Civil Service Commission, that is,

onedrawingmorethan $2,400?-A. Well I think by having first hand knowledge
of the department, I think he could, becausehe relies on his officers, of course,
I).
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whom he knows have the first hand knowledge of the man, and knowledge of the
men

too.

Q. That is more important?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Major McKeand, are you aware that under the Act of 1918, sec. 24,

appointmentwas made by merit?-A.

Yes.

Q. In 1908?-A. Yes.
Q. And that section 24 read that promotions other than from the third
to the second division shall he made for merit by the Governor in Council

upon the recommendationof the head of the department, based on a report in
writing of the deputy head, accompanied by a certificate
by the Commission?-A. Yes.
Q. That was the old system?-A. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: Are you through Mr. Brown?
Mr.

BROWN:

Mr.

CHEVRIER:

of qualification

Yes.
I think

that

is all.

The CHAIRMAN: Does any other member of the Committee wish to ask
any questions of Major McKeand.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Have you any suggestionsto make outside of those you made this
morning as to the improvement of the service, if improvement is possible.
outside of those you made this morning?-A.
I have not heard what other
organizations of the service say.
By the Chairman:

Q. May I ask you to confirm what I think was rather doubtful, after you
had answeredMr. Shaw's questions as to your idea of councils. Do you not
consider that the council, which has the deputy head as its chairman, the

chief clerks of departments as its members, with an equal number of representativesof the civil service in that department, is able to discuss the whole
internal organization of the department and arrive at decisionswhich will make
for greater efficiency in the operation of the department and thereby greater
economy?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you not also think that such an organized internal departmental

council would make it absolutely impossible for promotion to take place within
that department on anything but the merit system?-A. Exactly.
Q. If the representationon the board of civil servants interested were equal
to the departmental heads, and only the deputy minister sat as the chairman

or shouldhave the deciding vote, that both the interests of the department from
the standpoint of efficiency and justice to the employeeson the merit system of
promotion would be attained within that department's own organization?-A.
Yes.

Q. The CHAIRMAN: That is the point I want to make, becausethat is the
system I favour.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Do I understand that your intention is that this council, departmental
council, so called, shall make the decision as to whether or not a particular

personis to be appointed or promoted?-A. I think so, yes.
Q. That is, it is not in an advisory capacity, but is an actual deciding
factor?-A. That is why we ask that the board of hearing be extended.
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Brown:

(,). That is, it is not in an advi-ory capacity, but is an actual deciding
factor?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:
O. One of the first questions I asked you was;

These councils in no place,

so far as you know, assume that position at all, do they? They are simply
advisory0-A.
I think the Whitley Councils assumed it.
Q. You say that the Whitley Councils in England assumed the function
of determining the policy? Or wa^ it only advisory?-A.
I think they deter-

mined the policy and set the salaries, that is. subject, naturally to higher
authority.

They were not statutory.

Parliament

itself.

The CHAIRMAN:

May I interjert

They could not take the power from
u>y idea of this, and the reason for it.

The civil servants, where the deputy minister has full control of promotions,
feel that that is autocratic in his hands.

The civil servants, where the Com-

mission have control, feel that this is bureaucratic. Were the whole thing
to be handled by a council, t
' they would arrive at a democratic state in
their own department. It may i ave Failings, but at least they would have a say
in ;
ration nt' it. Tin- is the type of council I am informed is desired,
by many of the civil servants, who have given a lot of study to the question. I
have never spoken to Major McKeand until I met him here this morning, but
my questions were leading up to see if he did not have that interpretation of it
for that very reason.
Mr. SHAW: My view was. that in this case, the civil servants are repreted, the depaitme,:; being represented by the deputy head as chairman,
who

would

sit

around

a common

council

table,

and

I have

no doubt

in the

great majority of cases they would reach an amicable agreement, but- the
decision of that council would neces.-ariiy only be advisory. It could not be
otherwise. You cannot take a function of government and hand it over to an
organization such as that.
The CHAIRMAN: Advisory, but suggestive probably to a certain extent.
" any one who administers a department is subject by the employees of
the department usually to a lot of criticism, but who have no way to make
suggestions for greater efficiency under the present system. We are dealing
with the administration of the service with a view towards economy and to
meet one of the greatest needs in the departments economical administration of
the service. Under our existing system, there may be a certain amount of
"
" between the deputy brads ;in,l the Civil Service Commission.
cross purpose

in dealing with the question of promotion. I had a feeling that the council
idea could be worked out, and I think Major McKeand agreed with me whereby

these councils would not only deal with the question of promotions by merit
hut also with the question of einViencyof the service. The findings of the
council would more or less govern the administration of the department.
Mr. SHAW: The weaknessit seemsto me in that is, that you must get an

independentbody, if you are going to make promotions and appointments
which will be satisfactory to all parties concerned. Mind you, I am in favour
of this council but I am in favour of it so far as practice has shown, as an

advisory council. I think you will find if you examinethe English systemit
is advisory there and has not got the powerof appointment.
The CHAIRMAX: We are dealing with the efficiency of the civil service. We

have a group of employeeswho are dissatisfiedwith their positions and who
feel that they have only one recourse and that is to organize, and force.
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whereasif you give those peoplea say in the administration of the system,
you would have harmonious working among your employees, and we consider
that, as in industrial councils, the same would apply in the civil service council.
You would attain co-operation between the officials and the representative of
the employeesin the department, which would do away with any necessity for
organized unionism.

Mr. SHAW: Mr. Chairman, I would not like to have it suggestedthat I am
opposedto the council. So far as experiencehas shown, and taken in connection
with indu>try, I think it is particularly clear that acting as an advisory council
altogether (the Whitley Council was organizedwith that end in view), we could
not allow, and these industries would riot allow an organization of that character
to step in and manage the industry irrespective of the management.
The CHAIRMAN: No, Mr. Shaw, hut you will agree with me, in the great
majority of industrial councils, the lieeisions arrived at in those councils are
usually the decisions that are followed in the administration.
Mr. SHAW: I agree with that.
The CHAIRMAN: In order to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion.

WITNESS: In that connectionI might say that the Board of Hearing made
a revision.

I think I here are only two or three occasions when the Civil Sen

Commissiondid not approve of the findings of the Board of Hearing. Might I
say th.is too, that Mr. O'Connor, who was formerly president of the federation,
I would like to have called before you to explain more the intricate workings of

it; he has specialized upon that, and will be able to give you some interesting
information as to the workings of it.

At present, unfortunately,

he is ill.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. Did I understand you to say that you would like the Board of Hearing
extended?-A.

Yes.

Q. Supposethis Committee should recommend a Board of Hearing something similar to what you have now, I supposethe civil service federation would
like to reservethe right of nominating two personsfor that board?-A. I think
so.

Q. You think it would not be workable in any other way?-A.

In no other

way.

Q. With about the same numbers from the department?-A. Always bearing in mind that the Chairman-.
Q. Is a Civil Service Commissioner?-A.
authority.

Yes, because that is the final

Q. At your Board of Hearing, did you hear individual cases?-A. We did.
Q. Not always through your organization, I understood you to say this
morning?-A. We held, first of all, classes,large groups,then we got down to a
one-manclass,that is, only one man in that one class; he had an opportunity
of coming before the board in person.

Q. Supposethat Board of Hearing as it existed up to the time it finished
its usefulness, for instance a deputy minister had say a club over some official,

he could appear before the board and lay his casebefore them, could he?-A. It
never got that far.

Q. That is what I want to find out.-A.
Q. A civil servant?-A.

It never got that far.

No; it never got that far.

Q. In your suggestion,that you would like to make now, you would want
that, would you?-A. Yes, in the department, with the right to appeal to a
higher body.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That is what you said this morning in answer to my question, is it not?
-A.

Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN: Any more questions?
WITNESS: If you want me again I will come, Mr. Chairman. I would
like Miss Inglis. who is one of the vice-presidents of the federation, to make a
statement.

Edna L. Inglis, called, sworn and examined:
By the Chairman:
Q. Are you going to read a statement, Miss Inglis?-A.
No, Mr. Chairman; I thought it would be better to answer questions. I have no particular
statement to make. Perhaps some of the members of the Committee might
desire to ask some question's. "We have already had, as you know, presented a

iMemorial covering three of the point.- the federation is dealing with at present.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I understand you have had something to say about superannuation,that
you have been dealing with the superannuation scheme on behalf of the Associa-

tion.

Have you any suggestionsto make or to offer upon that?-A.

a number of years I have acted on superannuation committees.

Well, for

As you know,

the issue has been a live one, particularly since 1908. It was for that reason
that the federation was formed in the first place, in order to correlate all the
ideas of civil servants throughout the country. That has been done more or
less. There is a diversity of opinion, of course, as to the kind of permanent

superannuation we should have, but the application of the present tentative
measure, the so-called Calder Act, has more or less crystallized the situation
I should say. Perhaps to give you some idea of why I think I know something

about superannuation,I might state that I myself have been in the servicesince
1904. I came in then under the old qualifying examination, and entered the
Auditor General's department. I was later transferred to the offices of the
Civil Service Commission. At present my particular duty in the office of the
Civil

Service

Commission

is to look

after

the

administration

of the Caldcr

Act. This morning some questions were asked in connection with that, which I
think perhaps might be presentedagain.

Q. We heard about the Calder Act, and I think certain suggestions
were
made"asto howthe superannuation
could be carriedout, in view of the diversity
of feeling or thought amongst the civil servants, more particularly in view of
the fact that the Calder Act is only a temporary measure; have you anything

to suggestas to what shouldbe the remedy?-A. Well, in consideringsuperannuation applied to the civil service as it is at present, there are probably

three elapses to be considered; there are the aged people in the civil service,

who were in the service prior to 1898 and are under the old SuperannuationAct.
Since that time, there have beenpeople who have come into the service and are

permanentlyin the service,who are under what is known as Part 2, of the

Civil Service Superannuationand Retirement Act. Along with that group there
are a great many people in the civil service who have lately becomepermanent,
I mean within the last ten or twelve years, and who, prior to that, had not
contributed anything towards a Retirement Act or a SuperannuationAct at all.
Then there are the newcomersin the service. In dealing with the subject, we

will require to take thesethree divisionsinto consideration. The Calder Act
at present is talcing care to a reasonableextent of the employeeswho have
reachedsuperannuationage,and who havenot beencontributing to a superannuation
fMiss

fund.
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Q. Now, Miss Inglis, I will ask to have a point cleared up; would you say
what the standing of civil servants is now with reference to superannuation,
in this way; there is the Calder Act, the Retirement Fund, and Funds Nos 3,
2, and 1; what is the standing of civil servants at present? A number
of the gentlemen on the Committtee do not understand just what the present
situation is, in view of the fact that there is the Calder Act and a retirement
allowance.-A. There was what we called the old Superannuation Act, which
was introduced
until

in the '80's and was amended later

on.

That

was carried

on

1898.

Q. That was Fund No. 1 and No. 2?-A.

Fund No. 1 and No. 2. In 1898

the Civil Servants Superannuation Retirement Act came into force, and Part
1 of that Act covers those old employees I have been referring to.

Part 2 refers

to employeeswho electedto come under Part 2 at that time, or to all permanent
employeesappointed since that time.
Q. Under that, what did they have to pay?-A. The new employees, those
who came under Part 2, paid 5 per cent of their salaries.
Q. That went on until what year?-A. It is still going on.

Q. Is that Fund No. 3?-A. Yes, they call it No. 3 Retirement Fund.
Q. Subsequentto that was formed the Retirement Allowance, the one that
is presentlyin force?-A. The one that is presently in force, Part 2 of the Retirement Act, came into force in 1898.
Q. And is that the one that is in existence now?-A.

That is the one that

is in existencenow, which applies to all permanent civil servants, with the
exceptionof those who electedto remain under the old Acts.
Q. Under the old system?-A. Yes.
Q. To that the civil servants contribute?-A. Five per cent of their
salaries.

Q. That is one part?-A.

That is one part.

Q. Will you explain how the Calder Act came to be brought into existence?
-A.

The Calder Act was the direct outcome of a necessity experienced both

by the departments and by the Civil Service Commission in re-organizing the
departments. Prior to the coming into force of the Calder Act there were a

great number of employeeswho could not be retired, at least they were not
under any retirement fund, and it was felt that they could not be thrown out
without some kind of retiring allowance.
Q. That was as a result of the re-organization of the various departments?
-A. The result of the re-organization of the various departments. The Calder
Act it might be said was brought into force as a matter of economy, and it has
effected economy to a surprising degree.
Q. Now, the civil servants feel that there is no stability in the Calder Act,

as it is liable to be repealed on the first of .July of any year, and then there are
certain employees not in the retirement allowance, and it is with a view of
unifying the superannuation system that the civil servants now ask for a
Superannuation Bill?-A.
Yes.
(Mr. HUGHES,having taken the Chair.)
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do you know what amount the civil servants are prepared to pay or
are ready to contribute to this superannuation fund; without going into all the

details?-A Well, the concensusof opinion among civil servants I should say,
is to have a contributory scheme,and I have heard them say that they are
prepared to pay five per cent.

Q. Providing that the Government pays the same amount?-A. Pays the
sameamount-on a fifty-fifty basis. There are, of course, employeesparticu-

larly I understandin the west, and they are young employeestoo; employees
5--9
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who have not been long in the service-who would very gladly have their
retirement

fund-.

Q. Let us get that right, Miss Inglis.-A.

Yes.

Q. Are any of the civil servants prepared to let the amount of money
that they have to their credit in the retirement allowance go towards forming
the nucleus of a superannuation fund. Do you know as to that?-A.
I should
say, yes, a very large percentage of the civil servants. You will find that there
are some who do not feel that way about it, but as I told you, those in the
west-there is a percentage particularly among the young men who desire to

have the use of that money in the retirement fund. I think possibly that may
be accounted for by the fact that they have not been long in the service, and
superannuation does not appeal so strongly to them.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. Are the contributions to the funds which are already in existence
obligatory, or voluntary?-A.
Not altogether obligatory. Under the first scheme
they \\viv only partially obligatory, but in 1898 the permanent civil servants were

given the choice; that is, they were given the option of coming into the new
retirement fund, but of coursesince 1898all of the employeeswho are permanent have to pay five per cent of their salary into the retirement fund.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Miss Imdis, we find sometimes, as members of Parliament, that many
complaints come to us, for instance from employees of the arsenal, to the effect
that some of them when laid off are receiving a pension, and others are not
receiving any. Do cases of that kind come to your knowledge?-A. I should
sav not. Will you state explicit cases, Mr. Parent.
Q. Well, I would not like to state explicit cases now. Certain cases have
come to my own knowledge in which certain persons think they are affected by
the decision

of the Commission

to the effect

that

some of them

in similar

situa-

tions have been given pensions, while others have been refused a pension.-A.
I think that is not right. You are referring to the administration of the public
service retirement act, the so-called Calder Act? Under the Calder Act it is

definitely laid down who are eligible for retirement under that Act, and who
are not, and I think possibly some of the cases you are speaking of were
temporary cases. The Act is not applicable to temporary employees.

Q. Well, I suppose there might be a case like this. I think under the
Calder Act if a person has been paid for the last ten years, or five years, or so,
at so much a month, this person would be considered as a permanent employee,

while another person may have been working in the same building, doing the
same work,

and been paid every week; this would not be considered a

permanent employment, and would have no pension when he retires. Is that
the interpretation you give to the Act?-A. No, I would not say that. If the
position is a permanent position-if
a man is occupying a permanent position,
he is eligible for retirement under that Act.

Q. What do you mean by "permanent position"?-A. Permanent position
is one in the establishment of a department. It is provided for in the Supply
Bill, and it does not change from day to day, you see. There are positions,as
you know, or rather employeesin the service who are so-called "permanent
temporaries."

*

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. That is, there are employeesin the service who have been there for a

long time, who are not permanent,whilst others have beenthere for a much
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shorter time, who occupy a permanent "pigeon-hole," so to speak, becausethey
were assignedto a position that is of a permanent nature?-A. Yes.
Q. In other words, it is the position which determines the permanency, and
not the length of time?-A. Not the length of time.
By Mr. Martcll:

0. There are cases where people have been nearly twenty years in the
service,and only have two or three years permanency, and for the application
of the Calder Act would be counted as really only being two years in the
service, while they have actually been there twenty-five?-A. No, if retired,
they have retirement allowance for all the time they have beenthere.
Q. Even where temporary?-A. Yes.
Q. But there are caseswhere people have been twenty or twenty-five years
in the serviceand have only beenregardedas permanent for the last three or four
years?-A. Yes.
Mr. SHAW: May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: Certainly.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Could you give us any idea of the so-called Whitley Councils, or
departmental councils in England?-A. I am not thoroughly conversant with
them, Mr. Shaw,Q. Well, can you tell us anything about them?-A.
(continuing)-but
I
do know, of course, something about them, and the point you raised some time
ago, I should say is quite correct. They are functioning in an advisory rapacity
only.
Q. Just the same as they do in industry, is it not?-A. Yes.
Mr. MARTELL: That can be secured? Is there any way we can get any
information

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

on that?

SHAW: Yes, I got my idea from reading the Act.
MARTELL: You have the English Act?
SHAW: No, but I saw it some time ago.
CHEVRIER: In the Library there are a number of publications on the

Whitley Council. I do not know to what extent they go, and Union 66 also
published a couple of years ago what they called the "News

Letter"

setting

out the workings of the Whitley Council, as setting out their own views, and
they have it down as " departmental,"
Avorkedout that way.

" inter-departmental,"

and it is all

By Mr. Shaw.

Q. I suppose.Miss Inglis-you arc an officer in the same association aMajor McKeand?-A. Yes, I am second vice-president of the Civil Sen-ire
Federation,and have been for three years.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Have you anything to say, Miss Inglis, as to the status of women in

the civil service-you representthe ladies of the civil service. Have you anything to say on that score?-A. Yes, I would like to say somethingabout
that.

Q. If we can improve their conditions, I think the Committee would be

gallantenoughto make a proper recommendation
in that way.-A. The women
of the civil service,are, of course,specially anxiousfor salary revision. As
you probably know, most of the smaller positions throughout the service are

filled by women, and the salariesare very small. The minimum salary, oi
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course, is $600 per year. Now, I neednot say anything very much about one's
ability to live on that. It cannot be done. It is done in Ottawa; that is, people
occupy these positions in Ottawa at a salary of $600, but a great many of the
people are living at home; they are not self-supporting, for that reason. A very
great disadvantage I consider in keeping the salaries as low as they are foi

the women who are coming into the junior positions, is that the women from
outside towns and cities, the women from Halifax and Winnipeg and Vancouver are debarred from coming into the civil service.
Q. There is nothing to prevent them from coming in?-A. Excepting that

they cannot live on the money. Of course,as you know, women are occupying
higher positions; continuing to occupy higher positions in the service.
By Mr. Martcll:

Q. Even getting into Parliament, Miss Inglis?-A. That is so. I may saj
that women have a great deal to thank the merit system for. You will always
find that any group of women civil servants, are standing four-square on the
merit system.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. Not afraid of competing with the men?-A. Not afraid of competing

\vitli anybody.

By Mr. Martcll:

Q. In other words, you think that where a woman occupiesa position and
doesthe same work as a man, she ought to receive the same pay as the man?A. Yes.

Q. Equal pay for equal work?-A.

Equal pay for equal work.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Are there any cases of women in the service doing the same work as
men, getting lesser pay?-A. That is rather an invidious question, Mr. Chevrier. Generally speaking, I would say that such a thing does occur.
O. I would be very happy, for one, to have a statement, where the women

were doing equal work with men, at a lesser salary?-A. Just here, I would
like to say this: in view of the position of women in the civil service and their

problems. One must keep in mind that a junior clerk, for example,has not only
the difficulty

in getting promotion that another junior clerk would have,-that

is, the woman has not only the same difficulty as the man, but she also has to
break down in her own office the ages-old prejudice against women. I think
I am safe in saying that if the women get in a position of any size whatever,
she works twice as hard as the men would in that position, to get it.
By Mr. Martcll:

Q. What kind of prejudice do you speak of?
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Particularly "to get it"?-A.

You still hear men say this: "Oh. yes;

she is getting §1,000;pretty goodsalary for a woman." It doesnot make any
.afferencewhether she is a woman or not; the salary should be given for the

work

that

is done.

Q. And you would say very few people would say that about a man?-A.

Very few would say that about a man. There is anotherpoint in connection
with the salaries. I have before me the last civil service bill that passedthe
House of Representativeson March 4th. I have it here somewhere. It was

passedon March 4th. In that bill provisionwas made for the grading of the
American civil service, that is, the Columbia service.
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Q. For grading what?- A. For grading the salaries and the positions. It
was an Act to provide for the classification of positions within the District
Columbia and within the field service. Now, in that there is-

of

Q. What section was this, Miss Inglis?- A. Just a moment and I will give
it to you-

Q. Oh, that is Section 12?- A. " Clerical Administration and Fiscal Service." that is Section 12. Now, the salaries in that range this way: That is for

junior clerical work - I will just read the section.
"Grade 1. This Service, which may be referred to as the underclerical grade, shall include all classes of positions, the duties of which
are performed under immediate supervision, the simplest routine office
work. The rates of compensation for these positions shall be $1,140 to
$1,500.
For that same grade of work in our own .Canadian Civil Service, the salary
is from

$000 to $960.
Mr.

Garland:

But there is the
It is $90 on $600 for
Q. You are not
service, are you? - A.
in the civil

bonus? -A. The bonus does not amount to very much.
a single person.
in favour of husbands and wives working in the Civil
All I can say is that if I had a husband, T would not work

service.

Q. Do you think that that is the prevailing idea among the ladies in the
Service?- A. Undoubtedly.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Are there many married women in the service?- A. There are some. I
took the trouble last year, when assertions were made in connection with
married women working in the service, to find out ho\v many there were. I
am trusting to my memory, but I can give the facts exactly. I think there
were 102, out of about 5,000 employees"
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In Ottawa? - A. In Ottawa. That is exclusive of the outside service
and postmistresses. That is where you find married women. If I am right
in my recollection, I think the number was 102 in Ottawa, and practically all
of those were women whose husbands did not support them.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Is there any night work done in the service, overtime work? - A. There

is considerablenight work done, Mr. Hughes.
Q. Would a woman be as willing to come back in the evening as a man in
the rush seasons?- A. I should say yes; I have never had any difficulty in
getting them to come back.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Has that not been done often and to a large extent in connection with

the Victory loans, in the Finance " department?- A. Yes, in the Finance
department you will find women who are doing responsible work and who
have no hesitation at all in coming back in the evenings to do their work.
I think you will find that those who are in charge of stenographershave no
difficulty in getting the stenographersto come back.
Q. During the war the staffs all worked over-time, ladies and gentlemen?A. Yes.
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By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Is there any additional pay for that ?-A. No, we are not expectedto

receive additional pay because,while we have stated hours to work, we workwhen we are asked to work. But during the war, for a certain length of time,
understand, for some extra work that was done at night in the Finance
Department there was a small remuneration.
By Mr. Malcolm:

Q. I was absent for a moment when you were dealing with the question
of superannuation. You have been studying this question during your work
in connection

with

the Civil

Service Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. What is your opinion of superannuation legislation as a result of your
studies? Would you mind repeating your evidence?-A. WellQ. What conclusions have you come to as the result of your study of the

subject?-A. The conclusionsI have come to as the result of my own particular
work is that not until we have a comprehensivemeasureof superannuationcan
we really have an efficient civil service.
Q. What do you mean by a comprehensive measure?-A. A comprehensive
measure of superannuation would include practically all civil servants, and
would make a provision for a retiring allowance for all civil servants.
Q. What is your opinion of the option to the civil servants who are under
the retirement fund, as created in 1898 by Mr. Fielding and the late Sir Richard
Cartwright?
Do you think that they should be given the option of coming in,
or do you think that they should be forced in?-A. To a certain extent I think
they should be forced in. One difficulty that superannuation measures have
encountered

not

only

in our own service

but

in the

civil

services of other

countries has been that too much lee-way has been given. There are men in
our own service who took the option in 1898 of coming under the Retirement
Act, and now they come and want to be put under the old Superannuation Act.
Unfortunately, when people are young they come into the service thinking that
perhaps they will not stay, and they do not want to be bothered with super-

annuation; therefore, they would rather get something like the retirement fund
that they could take from.

Q. You surely do not mean to say that in the case of a man like our
secretary here, who has a lot of money coming to him under the retirement

fund, should at his age take superannuation and let all his money go?-A. No.
In that connection, I pointed out earlier that in considering any superannua-

tion measureit would have to provide for the people who are old now in the
service; it would have to provide for the people who are fairly young, and
also for the new-comers.

The fact that

we have had and still

have a Public

Service Retirement Act which permits a man to take a retiring allowance and
also to receive the amount of his gratuity under the retirement fund means
that if that were cut off to-morrow, the people who are fifty-five, sixty or

sixty-five and who do not go out before that is cut off will have a grievance
if they are forced into another fund where they would lose that amount.
Q. What is your view as to the option to new-comers to the Service?
-A. I do not think there should be any opinion at all. I think they should
all be put under superannuation.
Q. You would not be treating young girls fairly, who intended to go
into the service and work until they get married?-A.

We all intend to do that.

You will find, Mr. Chairman, that most of the schemesthat are put forward
in connection with superannuation make provision for return of contributions:
and just here I would like to say that that is the thing that the women will

watch very carefully. Practically all the superannuationschemesthat are put
forth by one group of civil servants and another,make provision not only
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for a retiring allowance for a man, should he live to enjoy retirement, but also,
if he should die either at retirement age or just before retirement, for the
widow and children. That will increasethe cost of the retirement measurevery
appreciably. The women of the service think that they should not be asked
to pay for that. When I say that women in the service should not be asked

to pay for that, of course, if a widow is in the service, and has a family she
can be placed on the same basis as a man; but the unmarried women in the
service, and of course, the women of the service arc unmarried, think they
should pay a smaller contribution because they are going to receive smaller
emoluments.

Q. Then your idea is compulsory application
return

of

contribution?-A.

of the legislation

with

a

Yes.

Q. Your idea is that it 'should provide for the widow of the civil servant
who dies shortly after he comes under the fund, but that single women should
not come under the same rate, as single men, for the reason that they are
never going to leave dependents?-A. Yes.
Q. That is your interpretation?-A.
Yes.
Q. A preferential rate for those who will not leave dependents?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Has your association considered the Power Bill?-A.
Yes.
Q. What are your association's views on that bill?-A.
The Power Bill
we consider a very good one as a basis for superannuation.
Q. Do you not think it is rather expensive, when it comes down, for instance,
to the amount that is to be left to the widow; that she is to get one-half of
what her husband got, and $100 per child until the child gets to the age of
eighteen?-A. Yes, it would seem rather expensive, except that I know that
that is done by all the banks in the country.
Q. Of course the idea would be to get it on an actuarially sound basis?-A.
Actuarially sound. That is one thing we ask, that it should be placed on an
actuarially sound basis.
Q. It would take considerable money to start that fund on that basis?
-A. I do not think it would take such a great deal of money to start that fund.
Q. I say that, because certain representations have been made to me with
reference to the Power Bill, that it would be very acceptable if the widow were
to get one-half of what her husband got, provided it did not extend the sum

of $600a year. These are details that could be worked out?-A.

That is to say,

a minimum-

Q. A maximum.-A.

A maximum.

They set a maximum in the States which

I do not think is good.
By Mr. Malcolm:

Q. Have you any other outstanding suggestionsto offer with regard to
superannuationlegislation?-A. I do not know. We have covered the point
as regards employees who are just about superannuation age. At present,
there are practically between 1,800 and 2,000 employees who are sixty years
of age, and if they were forced into a large measure of superannuation and

were forced to pay their contributions out of the retirement fund into that,
they more or less have a grievance, becausethose employeesfor the last two
and a half years, or at least the same class of employees, have gone out on
the superannuation allowance.

Q. You are in favour of an option to those employees?-A. Yes, decidedly.
Another thing we ask for is a definite age of retirement, and a sliding scale of
probably a couple of years.
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Q. You do not agreethat some men and women are as well able to work
at sixty-five as at sixty? You disregarded that physical factor?-A. I think,
regarding that factor, that it has been responsible for over-manning the service

to

a certain

extent.

Q. That is, if you leave to the employees' judgment the question of his
ability to continue, but you could have it settled by a medical board of supervision?-A. That is something that has come out very nicely in connection
with the application of the Calder Act. The Civil Service Commission has
been more or less a court of appeal, and one of the points to be borne in

mind, in dealing with superannuation, is that where an employee can bring
his case to a court of appeal, composed as you will,
been given a square deal.

he feels that he has

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. To change the subject for a moment, can you tell me how many
women there are in the Service?-A. I cannot give you a dzfinite estimate, but
T will give you an approximation-about
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Six thousand out of Ottawa?-A.

6,000.
Out of Ottawa.

Q. Out of how many civil servants?-A. Between 12,000 and 13,000.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You say that the women stand four-square on the merit principle?
-A.

Yes.

Q. What would you say of their attitude on the principle of an independent

body to administer the provisions of the Act?-A. Well, of course,the women
are always keen to get their case before any independent body.
Q. How many women would there be in the service, approximately who
secure a salary of $2,400 a year?-A. Very few.
Q. What is the reason for that, Miss Inglis?-A.
One reason is what I
would call the prejudice that I referred to earlier.
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. And is another reasonnot that they get married before they get to that
salary?-A.

Some of us do.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Do you not think, Miss Inglis, that the principle of an independent
!>ody administering the provisions of the Act, with that body, women are more

likely to overcomethat prejudice and securepositions to which they are entitled
than they otherwise might in competition?-A. Yes, I do.
By the Chairman:

Q. Miss Inglis, you do not assertthat the reasonthere are not more women
in the technical positions is on account of prejudice?-A. Yes, I do.
Q. Do you mean to tell me there are any women engineersat all who have
ever made application for the Civil Service of Canada?-A. Choose something
besides that.

Q. I am making my own point. Do you say there has ever been a woman

engineer,applyingfor a technicalposition?-A. No, I do not know of any.
Q. Do you know of any expert electricians?-A. No, I do not.

Q. Has there ever beena womanlawyer apply for a position? Has there

ever been a woman doctor?-A.

Yes.

Q. How many times?-A. One of our highest paid women in the service is
a doctor.
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Q. I think you will have to admit that in the technical branchesof the service
not five per cent of the applicants have been women, and that is the reason
there are not so many women in the technical positions, that it is not prejudice,
but it is because the women have not applied for the positions, they have not

taken these particular courses in their educational work which has made it
possible for them to apply.-A. Yes that is true, because,of course,-lately
it is only lately that women have qualified for that. That is in the technical
positions.
Q. They have not been applicants in the past?-A.

No.

By Mr. McBride:

Q. Prejudice has prevented them qualifying?-A.
Mr.

MARTELL:

Women

have

been admitted

Yes.

to the Bar

of Ontario

for the

past thirty years.
The CHAIRMAN: The fact remains that the technical positions filled by
the Dominion Government service have not had women as applicants.
Mr. MARTELL: I quite agree with what you say.
The CHAIRMAN: I do not think there has ever been any real prejudice
against women.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Miss Inglis, with regard to the position of principal clerk, for instance,
are there many of those occupied by women in the Service to-day?-A.
Not a
great many.

Q. I suppose as time goes on, provided this prejudice of which you speak
is removed, women will more and more fill these positions?-A. The prejudice
I refer to affect the women in higher positions, and would apply more in the
matter of promotion. You know it is an old story in the civil service that
some of the women in the service have trained the men who are occupying
the higher positions. I do not want to touch on this matter in a disagreeable manner at all, but it is actually a fact, it has obtained in the business
world, and it has obtained in the service. We are getting away from it,
the war, as you know, broke that down to a very great extent, because during

the war the women showed up what they could do and they are still showing
what they can do in executive positions. There is another thing; there are a
great many positions, higher positions in the Immigration department, there
are many technical positions in the Agricultural

department, such as botanist,

assistant botanist, and then there are others of that description.
By the Chairman:

Q. Miss Inglis, I do not like you to use that word, "prejudice." Do you not
think that word should be, "principle."
I have no prejudice, but I have certain
principles. I have a principle in my mind that a woman's primary object is
not in the industrial field. As a secondary object it may be quite applicable,
and I have great admiration for the executive ability of women. It has been
proven to me by my own staff, but I believe in the principle that a girl is
wiser to rule and make a home than to stay in the industrial world if she has

the opportunity; I think it is a principle, not a prejudice.
Mr. CHEVEIER: If there is a question of prejudice, or an antagonistic
feeling to women being promoted in the service, then I think that the change
should be made, and that nobody should be precluded from legitimate promotion.

The CHAIRMAN:

No, I do not think so either.
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Mr. CHEVRIER: If that is so, I for one would very much like to put it
before the Committee, with a view of changing that state of affairs if it does
exist.

I do not know whether it does or not, but if it does, I think it should

be removed and everybody should have a fair trial, and there should be fair
competition and remuneration for the same work, the same remuneration for the
same

work.

Mr. SHAW. I think there is not very much difference, Mr. Chairman, I
think perhaps your principle and the witness's prejudice is substantially the
salme.

The WITNESS: We may call it prejudice or principle, it is probably more
a

custom.

By Mr.

Martell:

Q. Is it not the casewhere someyoung ladies in the serviceget a very
good salary, that they hesitate to marry a poor man earning less money?-A.

I would only suggestthat no man who is earninglessmoneyshouldput up such
a proposition as that, unless with the expectation of being refused.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Do you know of any specific case where a young lady who was entitled

to being promoted had not beenpromoted as she ought to have been,in your own
experience?-A.

I could cite you cases, but I prefer not to do it.

Mr. MARTELL:She does not want to make the charge, she is only trying to

tell 11-that there is that feeling in the civil service.
Mr. PARENT: I know a point myself.
The WITNESS: I will say tins, that when I came into the service in 1904,
we were then under what was known as the old patronage system.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You were under the Act of 1908?-A. No, I came in 1904.
Mr. CHEVRIER:I object to the word patronage; I never use it.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. What does happen, Miss Inglis, when a young lady wants to be promoted; what is the procedure followed.-A.
At the present time?
Q. Yes.-A. Of course, when a vacancy occurs in a department-.
Q. No, from the class she is now in to a higher one.-A. From a class she
is now in?

Q. Xot in the city of Ottawa, say a young lady employed in the immigration building in Quebec city, in the capacity of junior clerk stenographer,who
wants to go to a higher position.-A. If she wants to go to a higher positionshe has to be given higher duties, and that higher position has to be there and
it has to be vacant before she can be given it, and then, of course,an application
is made to the Civil Service Commissionfor that promotion; not necessarilyfor
her promotion, but to fill that vacancy. The Civil Service Commission asksthe
department to make a recommendation in connection with the promotion of
officers within the department.

Q. The caseI have in mind, is that of a young lady who contendsthat she
is filling the position of senior clerk stenographerand is given only the rating

of a junior clerk. She has applied to the Civil ServiceCommission,and apparently they havesent a man therewhois not soqualified assheis, to haveher
pass an examinationand report to the Commission. Do you think such cases
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have ever happened where a man has been sent to judge the work she was called

upon to perform, and the man sent clown was not as capable as the woman.
The CHAIRMAN:
Mr.

PARENT:

Was

he a returned

man?

I do not know.

The CHAIRMAN: That may have been on account of his preference.
The WITNESS: This man was sent down to occupy the position?
By Mr. Parent:
Q. No, to classify it.-A.

I think not.

Q. This man was apparently not qualified to report, and the girl was apparently more qualified.-A. That is, an officer was sent to investigate?
Q. Yes.-A. I would not be in a position to say anything about that; I
would

not

have

it at first

hand.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. Is it not a fact that when certain positions are thrown open, that women
have the right to apply the same as men, for that promotion in that competition?
-A.

Yes.

Q. So there would not be any prejudice there, would there?-A. There are
various ratings, you see.
Q. According to that, then, the examiners or the raters would rate on the
grounds of prejudice?-A. You see, the departmental officers make a rating there.
That is just where the women in the service would hope so much from councils
of one kind

or another.

By the Chairman:
Q. You favour the council idea?-A. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN: Are there any members of the Committee who wish to ask
further questions of this witness?
Mr. Blue, the reporter of this Committee, wishes to present the case generally, regarding the standing of the Committee Reporters, and I think it is more
with regard to rates of remuneration than classification. It will only take us u
few moments to hear him, and he would like to be heard this evening if we have
time.

Mr. CHEVRIER: I move that Mr. Blue be heard.
Mr.

MARTELL:

The CHAIRMAN:

I will

second

that.

Carried.

CHARLESS. BLUE, a witness, called.
By the Chairman:

Q. Mr. Blue, you wish to make a statement to the Committee relative to
the caseof the Committee Reporters, do you not?-A. I had that intention.
Q. Would you like to give your evidence now?-A.

I would prefer to have a

little time to prepare it.
The CHAIRMAN: If Mr. Blue does not wish to give his evidence, gentlemen,

that is all we have to do this evening. We will adjourn, I think, until Tuesday
following the vacation.
The Committee adjourned.
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The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10 a.m.
Hon.

Mr.

Marcil

in the

Chair.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN: I have a telegram from the Chairman stating that
he is unable to be here this morning, but that he will be present to-morrow
morning, and asking me to act in his place.
Some Hon.
The

MEMBERS:

ACTING

Carried.

CHAIRMAN:

I

understand

that

Mr.

Mountain

is

the

first

witness this morning.
GEORGEA. Mm \TAIX called, sworn and examined.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. What is your name?-A. George Alphonse Mountain.
Q. What is your position?-A.
I am Chief Engineer of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada, and I am president of the Professional Institute
of the Civil Service for this year.
By Mr. Marti II:
o. What branches of professional work in the service does that embrace?A. Perhaps I may read this statement.
" The Professional

Institute

of the Civil

Service of Canada was formed

in 1920 to promote the welfare of its members, to maintain high professional

standards

and to embrace

the

usefulness

of the

service

to the

public.
" The Institute is filling the need for an organization to bring into
closer association the scattered groups of scientific men in the service and

representtheir views before the Civil ServiceCommissionand the Government. Our organization now numbers 918 members from all parts of
Canada, in 29 professional groups and 7 regional groups. The majority
of the members are resident in Ottawa. The Institute is governed by an
elective executive and an advisory council composed of representative?
elected from the different groups."

Associated with me, as the immediate past president, is Doctor J M.
Swaine, Associate Dominion Entomologist.

Q. Does the Institute embrace lawyers?-A. If you will look at page 11
of the By-laws, a ropy of which I herewith submit, you will see the list.
ENGINEERING

1. Chemical, Mining, Metallurgical
2. Dominion

GROUPS

Engineers.

Land Surveyors.

3. Electrical and Hydro-Electric
4. Geodetic Engineers.

Engineers.

5. Hydraulic and Hydrometric Engineers.
6. Hydrographic Engineer?.
7. Marine Department Engineers.
8. Patent

9.
10.
11.
12.

Examiners.

Public Works Engineers.
Railway and Highway Engineers.
Reclamation Engineers.
Structural and Mechanical Engineers.

[George A. Mountain.]
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Survey Engineers (Office Group).
Topographical Engineers.
Canal Engineers.
Natural Resources Engineers.
"SCIENTIFIC

AND TECHNOLOGICAL

1. Agriculturists.

GROUPS

7. Foresters.

2. Architects.
3. Astronomers.
4. Biologists and Anthropologists.

8. Geologists.
9. Meteorologists.
10. Physicians.

5. Chemists.

11. Physicists.

6. Statisticians
Actuaries.

Economists

and

12. Veterinarians.
13. Law Clerks.
14. Editors."

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Are there any of those groups who are not appointed by the Civil
Service Commission?-A.

No.

Q. They are all appointed by the Commission?-A. Yes. I have here a
list of the officers of the various groups.
"EXECUTIVE

OF

THE

PROFESSIONAL

SERVICE

INSTITUTE

OF CANADA,

OF

THE

CIVIL

1923.

President.-Mr. Geo. A. Mountain, Chief Engineer, Railway Commission.
First Vice-President.-Mr.

R. H. Coats, Dominion Statistician.

Second Vice-President.-Mr.

G. B. Dodge Topographical Surveys, Dept.

of the Interior.

Third Vice-President.-Dr.

T. L. Tanton, Geological Survey, Victoria

Museum.

Hon. Secretary Treasurer.-Mr. S. J. Cook, Dominion Bureau of Statistics.
Editor of the Bulletin.-Mr. John Dixon, Natural ResourcesIntelligence
Branch, Department of the Interior.

Ex-officio Member.-Dr. J. M. Swaine, Entomological Branch, Department
of Agriculture.

Committee.-Mr. W. D. Cromarty, Parks Br., Department Interior; Mr.
M. B. Davis, Experimental Farm, Ottawa; Mr. Gordon Grant,
Department of Railways and Canals; Mr. R. M. Motherwell, Dominion
Observatory; Mr. F. G. Smith, Department of Public Works; Dr. E.
A. Watson, Biological Laboratory,

Ottawa.

Regional Vice-Presidents.-Maritime, Mr. A. R. Crookshank, St. John,
N.B.: Quebec,Col. A. E. Dubuc, D.S.O.. Montreal, Que.; Ontario, Col.
H. T. Lamb, Toronto, Ont.; Manitoba, Mr. J. E. St. Laurent, Department Public Works; Alberta, Vacant; British Columbia, Vacant,"
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Have you any statement prepared?-A. Yes sir, the Institute has
taken up this work very actively. There are several matters that are very
important to them, in the service, and we have different committees appointed.
For instance,we have a committee on constitution, membership, re-classification
and legislation.

I had the honour, last year, when I was second vice-president

of this Institute, to be Chairman of the committee on legislation, which took
up the question of superannuation before presenting it to the Government.
[George

A.

Mountain.]
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This year that was handed over to Dr. Coats, who succeededme as first
vice-president when I went into the chair. Owing to ill-health, he asked to be
allowed to be relieved of it temporarily and I resumedthat work, so that I am
still Chairman of the committee on legislation. I have a little statement here
that I would like to put before you, and I am ready to answer any questions
upon it. It is intended to put the views of the Institute in a few direct words.
' The opinion of the Professional Institute with regard to appointments has been very clearly expressedat different times in the meetings
of the council

and the executive.

Within

the last two weeks a definite

statement with regard to this matter was obtained from the different
professional groups of the Institute and the following statement will

express the almost unanimous opinion of our members. We are unreservedly opposedto the introduction of patronage in any form in dealine
with positions in the civil service.

We are not all of us entirely satis-

fied with the present method of making appointments, but we unquestionably prefer to have the technical service remain under the Civil Service

Commission-andwe would rather have the present system continue without change than to have the service again exposed to that enemy of
efficiency-patronage. We feel that improvements in the present system
could probably be made, although we are not prepared to define them.
We should prefer to see the closest co-operation between the Civil
Service Commissionand the Government departments so that the deputy
minister's intimate knowledge of his department might be utilized most

completely and very particularly so that appointments and promotions
might be dealt with more rapidly- The complaints that we hear mo-t
commonly in connection with appointments refers to the length of time
consumed in dealing with them.

" We wish to expressour appreciation of the Board of Hearing and
we hope that in some ^efficient form it may be continued as a permanent
part of the organization of the Civil Service Commission."
This was not done at all hurriedly.
We had known for some time, when
the Committee was formed, that we would likely be called, but in fact all we
saw of it was what we saw in the newspapers.

We hold a monthly meeting of the Institute on die first Monday in every
month. The following Tuesday night we hold a meeting of our advisory
council, when the minutes of the executive are all ready to present to the
advisory council.

We have had two meetings in that time and at the first meeting we called
the attention of the members to the fact that we might be asked to appear,
or summoned before this Committee to give some information and we asked

the group?-that is thesemen who are membersof each different group that
1 have outlined to get their memberstogether and expresstheir opinion. That

opinion was given us at the last advisory council meeting. That would be
last Tuesdaynight, the first Tuesdayin the month, and that is the outcom.of
their views that I have presented.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:Any questions from this witness?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Mr. Mountain, you say that your associationwould rather have the

presentsystemcontinuedwithoutchange,
than to havethe serviceexposod
again

to that enemy of efficiency,patronage. In what way would the servicebe
exposedto the enemyof efficiencyand patronage,if the appointmentsto the
technical and professionalpositionswere taken away from the Civil Service
[George A. Mountain.]
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Commission and left in the hands of the deputy minister, provided that in

casesof promotion the deputy minister would not be at liberty to go outside
of his department to select somebody when there would be somebody in line
for promotion?-A. Well, of course that is qualifying it in some way, but there
is this point about it: I personally have not had very much experience,but I
know the views of the Institute and I have some views on it myself which I
am willing to give.
I do not know whether I am working under a deputy minister; I am under
a Commission, and I occupy the same position now as when I entered the
government service. Again speaking personally, I would not want any deputy
minister to say-nor do I think any deputy minister in the service to-day-

I know them all,-would

be efficient to say whether I was competent to be

Chief Engineer of the Board of Railway Commissioners or not.
point.

That is one

Q. Just there, who would you say would be competent to decide whether
you are or not?-A.

The Board of Examiners.

Q. What Board of Examiners?-A. I would say the Civil Service Commission

Board

of Examiners.

Q. Provided that the Civil Service Commission had a Board of Examiners
capable of passing upon .your qualifications.-A.
Yes.
Q. Are you prepared

to say that

if that

decision

was left

in the

hands

of an advisory board selectedby the Civil Service Commission and in no way
responsible to anybody at all but giving expression to their own individual views

in the selection of officers, it would be one capable of choosingyou for instance
without any tinge of patronage? In other words, Mr. Mountain, would you be
satisfied to let three engineersselectedby the Civil Service Commission, select
a chi'ef engineer of the Railway Board?-A. Well, I do not know whether
you would name three or not, but I would be prepared certainly to stand the
views of say the prominent members of the Engineering Institute of Canada,
if they were appointed by the Civil Service Commission to say whether I was
competent or not.

Q. Now then on that score-because you make the statement that you want

to do away with the enemy of efficiency, namely patronage?-A. No, I think
they said that they did not want to return to it.
Q. Now in order to keep away from that, do you think it is a safe course

to leavethe appointment of highly qualified men to outside professors and men
not in any way connected with the Commission, nor responsible to Government,
to select men, exercising their own feelings towards candidates?-A. Well now,
Mr. Chevrier, I will answer that in this way, probably going a little deeper into
it. When I was in the Canada Atlantic Service, as Chief Engineer, there were
questions asked me, if I remember correctly by the Civil Service Commission,
when it was first formed, I think, and they evidently had certain men for
examination, and I presume that I was not the only one that received their
questionnaires. They were confidential, but as far as I was concerned, they
could use the statement I made in any way they liked. I presume they thought

I was a fairly prominent man, a past president of the Engineering Institute
of Canada,

and I presume these examiners

took

it that

I knew most

of the

engineers of Canada, and they asked me what were the qualifications of these
men for the positions they were being put in. I gave them, to the best of my

knowledge,their capacity as engineers.
Now that to my mind is one of the proper ways to do it, and I would think
the Civil Service Commissionprobably do a considerableamount of their work
in that way, getting information from those men who, in their opinion, are best
able to advise

them.
[George A. Mountain.]
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Q. Now Mr. Mountain, do you know whether the Civil Service Commission invariably acceptsthe recommendationsof the advisory board?-A. What
do you mean, Mr. Chevrier?

Q. I mean for the selection of a man to fill a technical position?-A. In
the cases I am referring to?

Q. Yes.-A. Whether they accept the man they ask about?
Q. No, I said the Civil Service Commission, who derive considerable information from the use of these advisory boards. I agree with that. But the
Civil Service Commission is not there to get information, it is there, under the
present law, to make an appointment. Do you know whether the Civil Service
Commission always accepts the recommendation of the advisory board?-A.
No, I do not know that.

Q. All right, we will leave that out; we cannot follow that line of investigation. Supposing the department required a traffic manager, or required a

highly qualified technical man, a chemist for instance, and a number of applications were received, and they would select an advisory board composedof
three eminent college professors, and that in that number there were a certain

proportion of students from the various universities, do you think the gentlemen who were on the board, if there happened to be two from the same univer-

sity would not rather favour those gentlemen from their own university, or if
there happened to be friendly relations between them, that they would not favour
recommending such applicants perhaps before others better qualified; in other
words, do you think an advisory board is free from even' kind of influence?
-A. Do you mean a technical examining advisory board?
Q. Yes. A. I think they would be free from any influence. What difference could it make to them which man was appointed?
Q. You say the deputy minister might use political influence?-A. No,
sir, I did not say a deputy minister might use political influence.
Q. In this case what would it be?-A. I simply said patronage; I did not
say political influence.
Q. Let us understand it. You say the deputy minister might make use

of patronage. What is patronage?-A. May I use my own office as an illustration?

Q. Certainly.-A. I have on my staff an assistant chief engineer, three
division engineersand an electrical engineer. I might be retired, or die, and
I would feel that after years of faithful

service given to me by my assistant

chief engineerthat he was entitled to the position. If the deputy minister had
the appointment, he might have a man who was an intimate friend or a cousin.
Q. There is a man in line for promotion, to replace you?-A.

Yes.

Q. If you wereto die, that man would be in the direct line of promotion?A. Yes.

You say that if it was left to the deputy minister, he might go outside and
get somebody else in your place?-A. Yes.
Q. Or take an inferior man, not in line for promotion, and put him in
your place?-A.

Yes.

Q. That was possibleunder Section21 of the Act of 1918?-A. Yes.
Q. Supposewe changedthat Act and said that promotions should only be
made by merit and that the deputy minister should not be at liberty to go
outside and select a man for promotion until he could satisfy somebody that
there was nobdy in line for promotion; how would that strike you?-A. It seems
to me that that is not very much different from the way they are working now;
but I would like to qualify that, Mr. Chevrier. This is the point I want to
[George A. Mountain.)
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make. He is an absolute Czar, if he wants to be, under the condition that he has
the say as to who shall get the appointment.
Q. No, the law is that promotion must be by merit; the only loophole there
was in the Act was in the words "otherwise peculiarly"

and if the deputy

minister said that someonewas "otherwise peculiarly" qualified for the position,

he couldgo outsideand selectsomeonewho was not in line for promotion?-A.
I did not quite get that, Mr. Chevrier.
Q. If the deputy minister said there was somebody otherwise peculiarly

qualifiedhe could go outside?-A. But what would a deputy minister know
as to my ability to be a chief engineer or an assistant chi'ef engineer?
Q. Are you responsibleto any body?-A. To the Commission, I think.
Q. Whom do you mean?-A. There are six Commissioners,and I report to
them

all.

Q. You are responsible to the Commissioners?-A. Yes. I do not know
what deputy head we have down there. I understand they are constituted as
a body.

Q. The constitution of your staff is widely different from the constitution
of other departments; yours is a Commission, a Board?-A. A Board.
Q. It bears very little resemblanceto the usual working out of the fifteen
or sixteen other departments; your organization is on a different footing?-A.
Well, somewhat. Of course we are under the Civil Service Act.
Q. Yes. I do not want to go all over the place, I want to get a point where
we can start to argue. It seemsto me that what applies to the organization of
your department doesnot apply to the Railways and Canals say, or Trade and
Commerce,or the Justice Department; am I right in assuming that?-A. Yes
You must bear in mind that I am only acting here for the technical men.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I appreciate that.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. And, I suppose, regardless of any department?-A.
Yes.
Q. For the technical men of all departments?-A.
Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. But we have to get down to some working basis. The deputy minister
is responsible to the minister?-A.

Yes.

Q. Have you anybody who correspondswith that in your organization?A. I think the Board are responsible; there must be a minister over them,
becausetheir report must be tabled by the minister.
Q. Well, I am not giving the evidence. A. I will endeavour to assist you
in any way I can, Mr. Chevrier.
Q. Let us take the appointments, and leave promotions alone. Do you
believe that for the election of a technical man the present system of am
advisory board is superior to the system where 'a deputy minister can select
his own men, subject to a certificate of fitness from the Civil Service Commission?-A. In my opinion, yes, absolutely.

Q. What do you basethat on?-A. I think a deputy minister might very

properly and without any hesitation be biased.

Q. You say that he might be biased very properly?-A. He might be
influenced
by friendliness. You cannotget away from that.
Q. You say a deputy minister might be biased by friendliness?-A. Yes;
you cannot get away from that.

Q. Have you known of any case where he was biased by friendliness?A..No. I said he might. There is a danger.

Q. An advisoryboardis composed
of men not responsible
to anybody?

-A. I supposethey are responsible to the Civil Service Commission.
520
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Mr. CHEVEIER:No, they are not responsibleto anybody; I am telling you
that they are not.
Mr. SHAW: If Mr. Chevrier is going to state it at all, he should state it
accurately to the witness. The Civil Service Commission call in a body of men
whom they think are particularly qualified for the business they have before
them, and are asked to make their recommendation, and the Commission is
responsible for the appointment.
Mr. MARTELL:I submit that Mr. Shaw is not giving evidence. Mr.
Chcvrier

has the witness.

Mr. SHAW: But I think

Mr. Chevrier

should state to the witness the exact

situation.

Mr. CHEVRIER: I have done so, and what Mr. Shaw says now sheds absolutely no light on the situation at all.
Mr. SHAW: 1 am very thankful for that, Mr. Chevrier.
By Air. Chevrier:

Q. The Civil Service Commission appoint the different men, and the Board
makes

the

recommendations?-A.

Yes.

Q. On those recommendations the Civil Service Commission acts?-A.

Yes.

Q. That Board is paid by nobody, that Board is not responsibleto anybody, if they make a bad appointment they get away with it?-A. But they
make

a recommendation

first.

Q. That is what I say, that they are not responsible to anybody.

Now

then, do you think that if a deputy minister may be moved by friendliness,
an advisory board may not also be moved by friendliness?-A. No, not a body
of that kind. If the advisory council, in the case of an engineer, which I am

more familiar with, were to ask a body of engineers,they are not going to say
that a man who is not a good man is appointed by the Civil Service Commission,

if they know it. Their reputation is at stake. They are not influenced personally by friendliness, or any of that kind of thing.
Q. All right, we will leave it at that.. You also say you feel improvements

in the present system could probably be made, though you are not preparedto
define them. If you make the first allegation I would like to have something
definite as to the next one.-A. In that matter the institute, Mr. Chairman,

were not asked their opinion and I do not know whether they feel particularly
competent to give it. but if we were asked, we would certainly make a try of it.
I am representing a big body and I would want to get their views, but if there
is any way we can give assistancein this, the Institute will do it.
Q. Then you say you would like to see closer co-operation so that the
deputy minister's intimate knowledge of his department might be utilized more
completely. That means that his intimate knowledge is not used very completely?-A. I quite agreethat the deputyQ. Most completely. That means it is not being used 100 per cent.-A.
I could not say that really, but what I had in mind, and what I think the

Institute had in mind wasthat we realizethat the deputy headhas responsibilities of his department and his knowledge of what he requires should be maintained-

Q. You say " maintained "?-A.

As far as possible, except that he must not

be a czar, and say " that is the man ".

Q. You say he must not be a czar. Is there any deputy minister that you

know of that is a czar?-A. I am only saying what might happen.

Q. So that this legislationis all for the purposeof what might happen?-

A. I think it is working well.
[Georce
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Q. These suggestions you make are always for the future?-A.

It

is

probably largely so. Our ideas are that they should keep in touch. The
deputy has a very important position.

Q. In conclusion,the deputy minister's intimate knowledgeof his department is not, under the present system,being made 100 per cent use of?A. I would not say that.

Q. Then I do not understandthe King's English.-A. We suggestit be
utilized most completely,very particularly, so that promotionsand appointments might be dealt with.

Q. In what way?-A. I simply stated that it was the idea that they were
not beingusedmost completely. I do not know whetherthey are or not, but if
they are not, they should be.

Q. We are here to investigatethat, and who is in positionto say that his
intimateknowledgeis not beingusedcompletelyand would give us the method
whereby it could be used completely?-A.

I should say the deputy.

Q. We will leavethat with the deputy minister.-A. I should say so. His
knowledgeis not being used completely; I should say so.
Q. I understand you have a superannuation?-A. Yes.
Mr. CHEVRIER:We will not go into that at the present.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Did I understand the witness to say that he consideredor his association
considersthat the deputy minister is less competentto decidea technical appointment than the Civil

Service Commission

is?-A.

I do not know whether

I said

that on behalf of the Institute. Mr. Chevrier permitted me to answer two or
three questionson my personal views. That is my personal view as a technical
officer of forty-three years' standing.
Q. Does he consider the deputy minister is less competent to decide the
businessof his own department than the Civil Service Commission would be,
the business of all departments combined?-A.

I would confine it to technical

positions. I do not think there is any deputy minister in the service, and I
know them all intimately, that is competent to say, according to his own ideas,
whetherI am competentto be a chief engineerin the Government service or not.
Q. Who is?-A.

I would say the Commissioners, because they can get that

information.

Q. Becausethey can get that information?-A. I should think so.
Q. Where would they get it?-A. From the Engineering Institute of Canada.
Q. Why could not the deputy minister secure the same information from
the same source?-A. To me, that does not necessarily mean he might take it.
Q. What is the inference, that the Civil Service Commission might take it

and the deputy minister would not?-A.
friends in that department.

The deputy minister may have some

Q. Does that inference mean the Civil Service Commission have no friends?
-A. I do not think there is any particular reason to state that. It might be

that the deputy would be biased in his own department. You could not get
away from the fact, if there were two men up for a position and I was friendly
cowardsone, I would show my feeling towards that man.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You surelydo not want to makethat statement:that having a position
openin your department,and having two men there,that you would disregard
the onewho was qualified in favour of a friend of yours who was not in any

way qualified, simply becausehe was your friend?-A. What I did say was
if the two men were very similar, I might take the one, even if he were a little
5-20|
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lessqualified,than the other. I wouldbe biased,properlybiased,by human
nature.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. If I understandthe witness well, you pretend if you were a deputy
minister you would be biased, but if you were a Commissioner you would not
be?-A. What would be the object? That man is not going to work for the
Commissioner. The Commission is not employing that man, of course. The
deputy is there in the department. He is the man who is employing him, and
he may be biased, and the deputy is the head of the department.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Take a case, for instance, in the Department' of Justice, where the
deputy minister of Justice is an outstanding man in the legal profession,do not
you think that these men are better qualified to select lawyers to work in that

departmentthan the Civil ServiceCommissionwould be?-A. You are getting
out of the department that the Institute

is interested in.

The Institute is not

interested in the Justice Deparment.
Q. Is it interested in lawyers?-A. I do not think lawyers come under the
heading of professionals.
Department are in it.

I do not think

any of the lawyers in the Justice

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Are you speaking now in your own name when you make these assertions, or in the name of the Technical Institute?-A.

I got from the Technical Institute.

Those are the views that

I have emphasizedthem, becauseI had to

use my own case, where I gave you my personal opinion. This is the vast
majority, as I stated in my opening, of the opinions expressed. There may be
odd dissenting views in 918 members, but it is the vast overwhelming majority

at two meetings of the advisory councils, who represent those groups, the
statements I have given you.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. The witness has said that the only difference he can see between the

deputy minister making the appointmentand the Civil Service Commission
making the appointment, after both would be advised by a board, that the

deputyministerwouldbe movedby friendlymotives,while the Commissioner
would not.-A.

I said he might.

Q. Is that the only reasonthat the witnessthinks the associationhad to
proclaimwith solemnitythat they are in favour of the presentsystemcontinu-

ing? A. Theprobabilitythat somedeputyministermightbemovedby friendly

motives-I

would not put it all to that.

Q. I think we haveboiledit downpretty well to that.-A. I will put it

otherwise. We know how the civil service have acted. I know personally
how it has worked, because I have been one man whom these questionnaires
have been asked of. I have never heard a deputy ask anybody outside about
whether a man should be promoted to a position. We realize, and I am satisfied

the Institute realizes-I have no hesitationin saying this-that it may not be

in the deputy'shands. It may be his instructions.He is not free.

Q. Whatwouldyoumeanby that?-A. I meanthe ministermayaskfor

it.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Did I understandyou to say you had already sat on one of these

boards?-A. No, I got one of these printed forms from the Civil Service Commission.
[George A. Mountain.!
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Q. You answeredthe questionnaires?-A. Yes.
Q. For what purpose?-A. For the purpose of appointing an engineer to
the department. I gave a full record.
Q. You were not moved by any friendly spirit?-A. Not the slightest.
Q. Though had you been a deputy minister the probability is that you
might have been moved by a friendly spirit?-A. My pride would be in seeing
that a good man was put in.

Q. And the deputy minister would have put in an improper official?-A. I
did not say that.

You asked me why I was unbiased.

By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. The witness stated that the deputy minister himself might be moved
by the minister of the department?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you consider that in the case of a commissioner he may not be
movedby the party or the man who appointed him in previous years? It seems
to me that the witness wants us to understand that the deputy minister is very
humane and the

commissioner

is not?-A.

The

difference

is this:

the

com-

missioneris not administering the department. He does not know two or three
of thesemen, except from their professional ability. I am speaking of technical
positions. I do not wish to make my assertions for the association at large. I
am not interested

in the

Civil

Service

Association

or the

Civil

Service

Federa-

tion. I am only speaking of the Technical Institute, and I am certain I am
voicing the views of the majority of its members when I say they would not

considera deputy minister-they

may consider their present deputy, but there

are some deputies who have sufficient technical knowledge and are as perfectly
capable as well as anybody else, of appointing a man to a technical position,

but they are not all. Once the Commissionershave made the appointment,and I presume they are fair, honest men, and are going to give the service, like

any fair, honest man will, due worth for the money that is paid them, they are
going to turn over a man who is competent to fill that position in his technical
capacity.
Q. Did you not say " because the Commission is advised by technical

men?" Why could not the deputy minister be advised in the same way?-A.
Yes, but then he has other biasesthat might prevent him.
Q. Why should the deputy minister be biased and the Commissionersnot
be? It is not a technical matter at all, becauseboth the deputy minister and
the Commissioners

will

have to be advised.

It

is a mere contention

deputy minister will be biased and the Commissioners will not?-A.

that

the

You are

leavingit to one man, which is wrong. The Commissionis composed,I presume, of more than one man.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. Do you not leave the matter of life and death sometimes to one man?
-A. Yes, and they sometimes die.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Supposethe deputy minister of Agriculture wants to employ a biologist,
say for instance a biologist. There are biologists and biologists. There are

biologistswho follow a certain limit of researchand who specializein a particular line becauseof the particular work of that particular department. Is
that not right?-A. If you take the deputy minister of agriculture-you take
him here as a sample.
Q. Just a moment.-A. I thought you mentioned the deputy minister
of Agriculture. He is a technical man, you know.
Q. Very well. I took him at random. He wants a biologist for a particular

line of work that has developedin his department. He has an eye on someone
[George A. Mountain.]
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outside, well knowing that that man is fully qualified for the position. The
applications come into the Board, some 45 or 50. The Civil Service Commission, knowing it has nobody on the board to test these men, appoint from out-

side the departments three men. who look these qualifications over and they
find that so-and-so studied at McGill, so-and-so at Queen's, and so-and-so at
Laval. They all studied chemistry; they all studied biology; they all followed

the course prescribed by the three universities. They are all on a par. They
will select the best man out of that bunch so far as general qualifications in
chemistry and biology are concerned, but will you tell me, with all their learn-

ing and wisdom, that they have acquired any intimate knowledge of the
requirements of that particular branch of biology for that department? The
only way in which they can find out is that if somebody from the department

tells them the line they want. If you left it to a deputy minister he would get
the proper man right away.

They would give him a highly qualified man, but

not at all fit for the particular branch they want.-A.

You happenedto talk in

the first place of the deputy minister of Agriculture,

who is a technical man.

Q. Let me take the deputy minister of Finance. Let me take the deputy
minister of Railways, who has had years and years experience in the Railway
Department.-A.
I will not take the Deputy Minister of Finance. I will not
go outside the group the Institute is interested in.
Q. Give us another one?-A. The deputy minister of Railways and Canals.
Q. Is there any other deputy minister who is a technical man?-A. The
only other one I know is the deputy minister of Agriculture.
Outside of that
I do not know of any.
Q. That is the only department wherein you are concerned, that he is the
only man who is a technical man.-A. That is all I think of.
Q. The other departments you are not concerned in, because they are not
technical men?-A. Yes. They are all technical departments. You do not get
me in that. You say, take the deputy minister of Railways and Canals. I
certainly do not consider that the deputy minister of Railways and Canals
is competent to tell me who should be divisional engineer on my staff.
Q. Who is competent? Dr. Roche, Mr. Jameson or Mr. LaRochelle?-A.
If I wanted a man I would have gone out and investigated what this man did.
I have taken men off railways who are now on the Railway Board.
Q. You took them into the Railway Board?-A. Yes.
Q. How did you get them?-A. I was going on to tell you how I investigated
these men that I thought might suit me and I knew what kind of work I wanted
and I went to their senior officers, where they were employed and I investigated
what these men did, and I think the positions were offered them. This was
before the days of the civil service.
Q. That is what you did in your department?-A.
Yes.
Q. You acted as deputy minister. You went out and selected your own
men, well knowing what the requirements of your branch were?-A. Yes.
Q. Well knowing that man was able to do it?-A. Yes.
Q. If you did that and there was no harm done, why should not the deputy
minister

do it?-A.

Because

he does not know

as much

about

it as I do.

The

deputy minister of Railways and Canals would not be able to appoint my
men as I do.

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Supposingyou were the deputy minister and he was the commissioner,
the condition would be changed. You would be competent and he would not

be. It is a mere matter of persons?-A. It is a matter of knowledge.
[George A. Mountain.]
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By Mr. Chewier:

Q. Why would not the railway commissioners leave all appointments of
a technical nature to you rather than to go to the Commission?-A. Well, I do
not know; I have not had any appointments for some time back to make. I
am perfectly willing-

Q. Do you not think that that would give better results along the line of
what you have said?-A. In my opinion, I am perfectly willing, if I required
another man, to leave it to the Civil Service Commission to ask whoever they

may ask-I know who they would ask; they would ask the Engineering Institute
of Canada, and I would be satisfied to take the man that they would recommend.

There are, of course, other branches of the Civil Service besidesus. We only
represent918 members. We are the highest paid men in the service, and the
men on whom the bulk of this country's money is spent. There are the Departments of Public Works, Railways and Canals
.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. Do you not think that the deputy minister of Justice would be in a

like position to select a lawyer for his branch, knowing the peculiar requirements of his branch?-A. No, I would prefer not to answer questions in regard
to the legal branch.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In the railway line, you would go to the Technical Institute? Does the
Technical Institute embrace chemists and astronomers?-A. No, no.
Q. Then, in the case of the appointment of one of your men, you would go,
if not to the Technical Institute, to what institute?-A.
You are now speaking
of railway engineers?
Q. Railway engineers; you would go to what institute?-A.
To the Engineering Institute of Canada.
Q. Then, if the Civil Service Commission could go to that particular
institute, if you wanted to appoint an architect, why not go to the Royal Society
of Architects?-A.
I presume they would, but an architect is not an engineer.

Q. Then, if the Civil Service Commission could go to the Dominion
Chemists' Association, or to the Society of Chemists, if you wanted to appoint
anothertechnical man, he also could go to that institute and get a man.--A. Who
would go?
Q. The deputy minister would go.-A. One man.
Q. He would go and say, "Give me a man to fit this job"?-A.

But he does

what he likes after he gets them.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. He would be doing the samething as you did when you choseone yourself?-A. That might be; I happenedto be there before the Civil Service Commission.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You did not commit a crime that time?-A.

I hope not. I know what

an engineer is.

Q. Quite so?-A. I have been43 years in the business.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. I understand that your objection to the deputy minister is that he is
only one man?-A. Yes.
Q. Would you consider that a commission of five members would be more

competentthan a commissionof three members,if it is merely a matter of how
many people there should be.-A. I would not say three to five, I would not

basemy opinionaltogetheron the judgmentof oneman if I couldget the others.
[George A.

Mountain.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You did it once when you selectedyour own assistant?-A. Yes, and if
there were two men in the office, and if I were selecting one now, I would consult
with my assistant chief engineer.

Q. That is proper?-A. We would get the men before us if there were no
Civil Service Commission, and decide what his capabilities were, so it is not a
case of one man in that instance; I was the first man.
Q. If there were no Civil Service Commission, you would do it in that way?
-A.

I would

have to.

Q. Very well.

What is to prevent a deputy minister from conferring with

his assistant deputy heads. You conferred together, and you selected a man.
There was no harm in that. That is your scheme; do away with the Commission and put yourself in the place of a deputy minister. What is the difference?

-A. This is the difference. In this case,I was a technical officer; the deputy
was not. If, as I saidQ. He would nevertheless, confer with his deputy heads who were technical
men, or at all events some of them are, would he not?-A.
He might.
Q. Certainly.
I want to be perfectly frank. I am not at all hostile-A.
I understand that, I only hope I have made myself clear.

Q. You have made yourself clear, but you have not shownus the difference.
Mr. SHAW: I want to get at the basis of this thing.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I would be very grateful if you could.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. There are a few questions that I would like to ask. I understand that
your Institute is definitely against the principle of patronage?
Mr. CHEVRIER:Is there any charge that anybody is in favour of patronage?
Mr.

SHAW:

I do not know.

Mr.

MCBRIDE:

Mr.

CHEVRIER:

Mr.

SHAW:

It

looks

so.

I would

like

to find

I read some statement

out if there
which

is.

was made on the floor

of the House

that was not very far removed from it.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. There is no question that so far as your organization is concerned, you

are definitely against patronage?-A. Yes.
Q. And unquestionably in favour of the application of the merit principle?
-A.

Yes.

Q. Now, supposethat the deputy ministers have the appointment of technical officers,they might, or might not, take investigation outside of their department, according to the individual?-A.

I would think that that would be the

proper thing; they might or they might not.
Q. They are, of course, responsible to the minister, are they not?-A.
Absolutely.

Q. And the minister, in Canada at least, is liable to be changed from time
to time?-A.

Undoubtedly.

Q. And he is a man who, rightly or wrongly, must consider political matters;
is that not true?-A.

I do not think that is a question that I should answer,

but I will go as far as to say that the minister is changed, and the deputy is
influenced by the minister for the time being. I will go as far as that without
any hesitation, but I would not go as far as the other part of your question.
Q. Now, so far as the appointments are concerned,they are in the hands of

the Civil ServiceCommission;that is the situation to-day. We have alsopro[George A. Mountain.]
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motions in the hands of the Civil Service Commission. Both of these principles
are approved of by your organization?-A. Absolutely.
Q. Now, the Civil Service Commission is an independent body, is it not?A. Yes.

Q. It is not subject to the wishes of the ministers at all?-A.

Not that I

understand.

Q. It is a body which has not got to take into consideration any political
question,but only the question of efficiency, is that not true? Whether they are
doing this or not, that is true, is it not?-A. Yes, that is the principle.
Q. Is not this the distinction, that along with the merit principle must go an
independent body to apply the merit principle?-A. Absolutely, without any
hesitation.

Q. Is that not after all the distinguishing principle between appointments
by deputy ministers and appointments by the Civil Service Commission?-A. I
do not know whether I am very dense,but that is what I have beenendeavouring
to convey.

I agree entirely with that assertion.

Q. There is just one other question that I would like to ask. I have read
with a great deal of interest, the evidence given by the representatives of the
Technical Institute at the time of the Spinney investigation, and I note that, at
that time, the position taken was substantially the position that you have taken
to-day.-A. Absolutely.
Q. So I would be justified in saying that the operation of those two prin-

ciples,that is the merit principle and the independent body, has, in the judgment of your Institute, given entire satisfaction?-A. Absolutely. I think I
alluded to certain little delays. Now, I have on record some groups of opinion
that that delay is passing away, and that the Act is working a little more

smoothly. There are always these things, and there must be a little delay. May
I speak again of a personal matter? There were some appointments by the
Civil Service Commission of stenographersto my branch, and the matter was
most promptly attended to. I could not even lift a finger and say that there was

any delay in making the appointments to my Calgary office.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. What is patronage?-A. Patronage, I suppose,might be anything. I
do not Just know what the word means, but what I wish to convey is that if
I take a side with two men and think I might be helped along by those other
men, and helped up, that might be patronage. I think that is the only way
I could

describe

it.

Q. That is the kind of patronage that you want to ward off?-A.

Well,

the patronagewe want to ward off is the patronage of the deputy minister.
Q. Define that patronage that the deputy minister might exercise?-A. He
might give a position to a man unqualified for the position.
Q. He would be moved by what motive?-A. He would be moved perhaps
by direction.
Q. What direction?-A.

That those men had been of some service.

Q. You mean political direction?-A. Well, yes.
Q. There is such a thing as political patronage; is there such a thing as
friendliness?-A. Oh, yes.
Q. Is there such a thing as religious influence?-A. No, not to my knowledge.
Q. Is there such a thing as creed patronage, or favouring one nationality
more

than

another?-A.

I have

never

seen it.

Q. The only patronageyou haveseenis friendliness,andpolitical patronage?
-A. I have only seenwhat may be termed, I suppose,political patronage, having
lived in the capital for 41 years or so.
[George

A. Mountain.]
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Q. That is the evil you are afraid of?-A. Yes.
Q. You are not afraid of the friendliness patronage?-A. Yes, I use the
word patronage to cover the broadest sense of it.

Q. Any kind of influence?-A. Any kind of influence, that one man can
exercise.

Q. I am not going back to that; but any kind of influence is what you
mean by patronage?-A. Practically any kind of influence.
Q. Which can only exist in one man, but which the moment you got three
together would cease to exist?-A. That was more likely to exist in one man.Q. Very well.-A. And very unlikely to exist with three.
Q. But might possibly exist notwithstanding?-A.
Oh, yes, there is a possibility of three or four, or of ten men getting together and doing one thing.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. You have a few engineers under the Railway Commission?-A.

Yes, I

have an assistant chief, three divisional engineers,and an electrical engineer.
Q. Were all these men appointed before the Civil Service Commission came
into effect?-A. Yes, they were all appointed before.
Q. Have any made application for promotion?-A.
There are no vacancies.

I am still living, and until I die, the others cannot go up. My doctors say that
I shall live until I am eighty-five, according to my arteries.
Q. In your opinion they are all good men?-A. Yes, sir.

Q. You choosethem yourself?-A. I choosethem myself, and they have
been a very great many years in this country, and I am perfectly satisfied with
them.

Q. If they had been chosenby the Civil Service Commission they could
not have been better men?-A. No, because they would not have got the same
information which I got.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I do not see the difference yet.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. If you had been a deputy minister, you would have retained the same
amount of knowledge?-A. Yes, so long as a deputy minister has a technical

knowledge, he is much better qualified to make appointments to his technical
staff exceptQ. Except what?-A.

1 want to finish that please-except that he is always

under

minister.

the influence

of the

Q. If you had a technical man as deputy minister for every department,
the advantage would rest with the deputy minister. In other words, it is more
a matter of persons, as I understand it; it is not the system that is bad or good,

it is more a matter in your opinion of having proper personsas deputy ministers?
-A.

Any system, in my opinion, is bad that leaves it to one man.
Q. Suppose that you had a commission of three, you admitted that there

was such a thing as political patronage; but there could also be friendliness,
creed patronage and nationality patronage?-A. Do not put any words in my
mouth; I did not say that.

Q. I am trying hard to get your meaning.-A. I have not emphasizedin my
statement anything about political patronage; it is not my business.
Q. I thought you had arrived at a definition of patronage, that a man is
moved by some motive, which is not merit?-A. Some motive other than merit.

Q. It might be friendliness?-A. Friendliness.
Q. Or it might be otherwise?-A. Yes, it might be religious.
Q. If you had a commissionof three and they were dealingwith a creed
questionor a questionof nationality, and therehappenedto be two on the one
[George A. Mountain.]
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side, and one on the other, would not that mean that it would be left to one man?
-A. That is going too far to say that three men would ever dispute on a question
of creed or nationality.
Q. You never heard of it?-A.
I have never done it.
Q. We are not inferring that at all?-A. I understand that.

Q. We have heard a lot about political motives, and the witness attaches
some importance to the fact that a deputy minister might be influenced by his
minister for political reasons. There is also a political responsibility that compensatesfor that motive?-A. Well now, you are going deeper than I can follow
with that political responsibility.

Q. In other words, if a department is badly administered, the minister will
be responsible?-A. Oh, yes.
Q. The Commissioners would not be?-A.

No.

Q. Would that not be a compensation to a large degree for the political
motive that might move a minister?-A. In my opinion, if it were thrown wide
open, the department might be worse administered.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Is there any charge that it is proposed to have it thrown wide open?
-A.

No, but I was asked to make a statement, and I gave it.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Would you mind giving us the names of your Assistants?-A. My
.assistant chief engineer is T. L. Simmons, of the Board of Railway Commissioners. I was appointed in 1904, and he was appointed a few months
afterwards. My electrical engineer is Mr. John Murphy.
He is joined with
me and with Mr. Bowclen, the chief engineer of Railways and Canals. We
found that one electrical engineer could act with both departments, and there
was no object in duplicating the position. He is a very efficient man. My
senior divisional engineer is H. A. K. Drury.
He is stationed at Winnipeg,
and takes charge of the construction and maintenance over which we have
supervision from Port Arthur to the boundary between Saskatchewan and

Alberta. My second divisional engineer is A. A. Belanger who is divisional
engineer in Ottawa. My third divisional engineer is A. T. Kerr. He is
stationed at the board's office in Calgary, and takes charge of the provinces
of Alberta and British Columbia. The chief engineer, the assistant chief
engineer (Mr. Simmons) and Mr. Belanger attend to everything east of Port

Arthur to Nova Scotia. We have approximately40,000miles of railway under
our jurisdiction, to see that it is properly constructed and maintained.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Who are the others down the line?-A. That is all.
Q. Who appointed them?-A. The board appointed them.
Q. Which board?-A. The Board of Railway Commissioners.

Q. The Board of Railway Commissionersthemselves appointed all these
men?-A. They were appointed by an order in council.
Q. Who selected them?-A. I did.

Q. You selectedthem yourself, every one of them?-A. Yes. They were
all appointed before there was any Civil Service Commission. The only ones

I had from the Civil ServiceCommissionwere the stenographers
in Calgary.
Mr. SHAW: Just for the sake of making the record complete, I wish you
would give us some idea of your o.wn personal qualifications. You stated you
were

an

engineer.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I am not disputing Mr. Mountain's qualifications.
[George A. Mountain.]
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A. I was educated at the Ecole Polytechnique in Quebec. I was born there.
I served in the first place on the Princess Louise embankment and the Quebec
Graving Dock, the Quebecand Lake St. John Railway, and the Island Railway
of Newfoundland, which is the Reid Railway in Newfoundland, and from
there I came to Ottawa as divisional engineer on the Canada Atlantic.
I
was then under Walter Shanley. I was his first assistant up to 1888, and T
succeeded him as chief engineer of the Canada Atlantic, and I completed that
road from Valleyfield down to the boundary line of the United States and a
short time 'afterwards built Coteau bridge, and I was instructed by Mr. Booth,
whom I served under for 23 years and 5 months, in building the Ottawa and
Parry Sound Railway. I was consulting engineer of the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway and I afterwards went to the Board of Railway Commissioners. I was then asked by the Hon. Mr. Blair if I would take the position
of chief engineer, and I met with him the Hon. Mr. Bernier, Asst. Chief Commissioner, and Dr. Mills, and after some discussion I accepted the position.
That was at the inception of the Board.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Mr. Blair made a good selection at that time.
A. I thank you. I am also vice-president of the Engineering Institute of

Canada. I was for many years in its council. I was several times vice-president; I was several times on the nominating committee. I was its vice-president in 1909. I am also a member of the American Railway Engineers, Maintenance-of-Way association, which probably gives me a certain degree of know-

ledge in my particular work. I attended the conferencein Chicago, where we
had the honour of listening to Mr. Marcil, your vice-Chairman.

I am a Domin-

ion Land Surveyor, by profession,which I never practice. I have some parchments in a tin case which I have not seen for 25 years.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. I presume you have seen the by-laws of your department?-A. Yes.
Q. Have you a definition of what you call professional men in your assotion.

Last year as second vice-president I took charge of the Committee on

(a) Graduation from a university or collegeof recognizedstanding, or
(6) Corporate membership in one of the following

societies or associa-

tions:-

The Engineering Institute of Canada.
The Society of Technical Agriculturists.

The Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.
The Canadian Institute of Chemistry.
The Royal Architectural Institute of Canada.
The Canadian Society of Forest Engineers.
The

Canadian

Medical

Association.

The Town Planning Institute of Canada.
The Association of Dominion Land Surveyors.
A Provincial

Veterinary

Association.
or

(c) Qualificationsequivalentto the above.
Q. There are of coursemany men in your Institute who also form part of
varied organizations,like civil engineers,for instancein Montreal and all over
Canada?-A. Oh, yes. The Engineering Institute of Canada covers almost

everything.I wasnot a chartermemberof it, because
I wasa very youngman
when it was formed, but I was in at the starting out of it, and we have an
income now of $75,000 a year. The Engineering Institute of Canada have a
home in Montreal and have branches established all over the Dominion.
[George A. Mountain.]
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By Mr. McBride:

Q. What proportion of your membership residesin Ottawa?-A. You might
askthe secretary that. About two-thirds of the 918. At the last annual meeting
we had 868. That was only in December, and we are now 918. We have a
Committee on Membership, and probably every month there are from eight to
ten coming up. I would think there are probably in the vicinity of one hundred
more in the service that I should think are eligible for service, and they are
coming in very fast.

Q. Have you got a list of that?-A. Yes.
Q. Will you file that list?-A. Yes. Here is a bulletin, and I will pass
some of them around. This is a bulletin issued by the institute, on superannuation. Last year as second vice-president I took charge of the Committee on

Legislation. I will only read a few words. Of course in that we were in close
touch with the other associations of the civil service, and we had a very nice
conference with

tion.

the

Civil

Service

Association

and the

Every week, at joint meetings, alternately

Service Association

and the Chairman

of the Civil

Civil

Service

Federa-

the Chairman of the Civil
Service Federation

took the

chair, and they presented something similar, and we are practically in agreement with it, but this is the memorial we submitted to the Premier:-

Mr. PARENT:If it is proposed to have that printed in the evidence, you
might as well give it to the stenographer.
The WITNESS: A copy of this bulletin was afterwards forwarded to the hon.
minister of Finance. The only questions I would like to call your attention to
are on page 6, as respects female employees. The ladies got hold of that and
asked that there should be no distinction made. At the meeting of the institute,
the executive instructed me as chairman, and Mr. Watson, who was with me,
to meet the ladies of the Halcyon Club. We met them after a while and
endeavoured to show that perhaps that would be better for them. The ladies
absolutely ridiculed any idea of being on a different basis, and this was then
supported, so we wish to put them on the same basis.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Miss Inglis gave evidence here the other night and she suggested or

rather voiced the opinion of women in the civil -en-ice that women should not
be called on to contribute

to the same extent

as men.

I think

that

was her

idea, but that is only a detail, that I think ought to be thrashed out later on.
The great idea in the Civil Service is that the superannuation measureis most
imperative?-A. Oh, I think so.
Q. One of the greatest causes of trouble and discontent is the fact that
at presentthere is not stable legislation concerningsuperannuation?-A. It must
make a man anxious as he gets on in years, and it must of course affect his
efficiency, when he is sitting at his desk, endeavouring to do government

business,
thinking he has nothing to dependon.
Q. If a proper measure of superannuation were brought down, would not

that work to a large extent to bring down the feeling of discontentin the civil
service?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Simpson:

Q. Has your organizationany suggestionto make in regard to age?A. No. I think probably we would have to leave that. I remembersitting

in the chaironeday and a lady got up-and I am a man of 62 years,and I

thoughtI was still in pretty goodfettle to work for the service-and she said

"youhavea lot of doddering
old idiotsin theservice."I think probablythere
ihouldbe a limit. I wouldnot go below70, anyway. You take the Boardof
[George A. Mountain.]
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Railway Commissioners,
under their Act, they are allowed to stay until 75,.
I presumejudges are the same. There is no limit in the C.P.R. A man at 65
is a limit, but on investigation he may go on from year to year. He may go on
to 75. A man may becomesuddenly ill at 67 and be superannuatedafter he is
65.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN:

Is it the intention

of the Committee

that

all this

bulletin should go in the evidence,or only part of it to be filed?
Mr. SHAW: I think it should be published for the benefit of the Committee.
I move that this report be printed in the evidence, except "reports from
groups" at the end.
Motion agreed to.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. I find in the book containing the constitution and by-laws, you give the
requirements for membership in the Institution; that eligibility requirements for
membership shall be so-and-so. I find in paragraph C " qualifications equiva-

lent to the above."-A.

There may be some other features for that thought.

That rests with our membership committee to investigate and report to the
Institute

as a whole.

Q. Have you many membersthat fall under paragraph C?-A. No, I would
not

think

so.

Q. Becauseone would cometo the conclusionthat if you have qualifications
left to your board like that, there might be some form of patronage there.-A.
No, there would not be any object in that.

May I just say another word?

We

also have a little bulletin issued by the Institute, if you would like to hear it,
on re-classifications. I would ask to have you hear the immediate past president, Dr. Swaine on that.

He was in charge of that.

By the Acting Chairman:

Q. I would like to have some light on this last paragraph, concerningthe
Board of Hearing.-A.

I understand it has only been temporary.

Q. What is your object in having it? Are you a permanent part of the
organization?-A. I think probably it is in appeals.
Q. Appeals from what?-A.
I suppose appeals from classifications.
Q. You are not in a position to give the Committee any information on

that?-A. No. Now if there is anything you would like the Institute to assist
in, in any way we could, we will have no hesitation in saying we will do anything
in our power to assist.
Witness discharged.
DR. JAMESM. SWAINE, called, sworn and examined.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. What is your occupation?-A. Associate Dominion Entomologist in
the Department of Agriculture.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I understand you have something to say about classification?-A. 1
have about three pages.

Q. I think the Committeeagreesyou should make your statement from
your chair.-A. I thank you. I have about three pagesI should like to read
to you, and afterwards I shall hand around sometypewritten pages. There
are enough to go around. The Institute has had several matters before it to
which it has given[George A. Mountain.]
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By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Is that the memorandumyou already submitted to the Prime Minister?
-A. It is a summary of it. There are just a few paragraphs in this statement
I have to read. In the view of the professional Institute this subject of reclassification so far as technical men are concerned is of exceedingly great importance:RECLA.SSIFICATION

The original Arthur

Young Company classification of the technical posi-

tions was made apparently by men with little knowledge of the requirements
for scientific work and was hopelessly imperfect.
The efforts made by the
Civil Service Commission through the Board of Hearings, to rectify the errors and
omissions of the Arthur Young classification are highly appreciated by the Institute, but it is felt by a large majority of our members that the method of dealing with each division or branch or group of positions separately has not been
satisfactory, and that a proper classification can be obtained only through a

consideration of the positions in the technical service as a whole. Positions
with the same requirements in training and experience and involving similar
duties and responsibilities should certainly receive the same compensation,
except possibly in the case of special positions in the two highest grades. This
equality of treatment does not obtain under the present classification.
If two men go through the same university and take the same post-graduate
degrees, specializing in different fields of science, and they spend the same
number of years in laboratory or field experience, and then come to the
Dominion Government service, to similar positions, but into different departments or even different branches of the same department, it may happen under
our present classification that one will be paid a much lower salary than the
other simply because he is attached to a different department, even though

the actual requirements of their positions may be virtually the same.
A committee of the Institute

was appointed three years ago to study the

classification of the technical positions in the service. The committee were
familiar with the classification of the United States technical service prepared
by the United States Civil Service Commission and they adopted the same

principle and system for application to the Canadian technical positions. After
long study the committee prepared a classification for the Canadian technical
service,essentially the same as the United States classification, and submitted
it to the Institute. A large majority of the groups comprising a great majority
of the membershipwere in favour of the proposal and the proposed classification was submitted to the Civil Service Commission asking for its application
to the groups of the Institute who were in favour of it. A committee from the
executive

submitted

the

classification

to

the

Civil

Service

Commission

and

after a thorough discussionthe committee advised that the proposal should be
submitted to the Government. This was done and the proposed classification
is now before the Government

for their

consideration.

It should be noted that

our classification for technical men is almost exactly the same as that recently

passedby Congressfor application to the civil service at Washington.
The classification was prepared with three objects in view. The first of
these was to ensure that each department would have the same treatment in
salary ranges awarded to similar positions, so that each department would
havethe same opportunity to obtain and retain well-trained technical men. It

hasalreadybeenstated that this doesnot obtain under the presentclassification.

The secondobject was to remove the feeling of injustice caused by this

Difference
in salary for positions with similar qualificationsrequirementsand
entailing similar responsibilities and duties.
[J.

M.
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The third object was very definitely to increase the salaries paid in the

technical

service.

The classification may be described briefly as follows:Technical positions in the service are ranged in six grades, numbered one
to six. To these grades are attached general qualification requirements and
definite salary ranges. 'The minimum qualification for grade one is graduation
from a university of recognized standing and specialization in the required
science. Grade six is intended for heads of branches, the highest positions
directly under the deputy head; grade five is intended for chiefs of major
divisions and the highest technical officers; grade four for the Chiefs of minor
divisions and highly trained technical officers and is the central position in the
service.

The circular on ^classification accompanying this statement will give
further details. The present positions in the service would be placed in these
series of grades according to the required qualifications and responsibilities and
duties that they entail. They would usually carry with them their present
occupants. Each new technical position to be made would be placed in one

of these six grades according to its qualifications and the same salary would
be paid to all positions in the same grade no matter to which department the
positions might belong.

Now, Mr. Chairman, the last two sentencesthat I have to give relate to
>al:uif-s, and it may sound as if we were asking for higher salaries.

That is not

my object at the present moment; my object is simply to place before you
certain facts, and you can deduce from them exactly the same idea as I would,
or as any other technical man would.
" The salaries awarded to technical positions under the new United States

Classification range from $1,860to $7,500. Our salaries for technical positions
vary in the different departmentsbut it would be fair to comparewith the range
just given the example for our service of $1,500 to $5,000. The minimum
salaries

of $1,860 and $1.500 are intended

in each case for men fresh from

college, the maximum for heads of major branches or surveys or bureaus,in
our service, positions directly

under the deputy head.

Chiefs of Divisions

under the United States classification will receive $5,200 to $6,000. Exactly
similar positions in our technical service are paid as low as $2,880 to $3,360.
With

their

new scale of salaries

the

United

States technical

service will

be

able to select our best men at will, if present conditions are allowed to remain."
I should now like to read to you two sets of figures, and then I shall have
finished. I shall give you the salary ranges in the new classification of the
United States professional and technical service, and compare with them the

salary ranges for similar positions in the technical service of Canada.
The first grade in the Canadian service is $1,500to $1,800,and the salaries
in the United States corresponding to similar positions range from $1,860to
$2,400.

Our second grade has a salary range of $1,920 to $2,280. In the United

States service there are two grades, the first one being from $2,400to $3,000,
and the second from $3,000 to $3,600.

These two grades would correspondto our secondgrade. Our third grade
which correspondsto their fourth grade has a salary range of $2,400to $2,760;

while the samegrade,or grade4, in the United Statesservicerangesfrom $3,800
to $5,000.

Our mixed grade, the fourth grade, $2,880 to $3,360, is for chiefs of

divisions. There are severalother salary rangesin this grade,one from $3,300

to $3,660, and another from $3,600 to $4,500. In the United States Service the
range is from $5,200 to $6,000.
[J. M. Swaine.]
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In the highest grade in our service the salary rangesfrom $3,900to $5,000.
That is for chiefs of branches, positions directly under the deputy head.

The

sixth grade in the United States service has a salary range of $6,000to $7,500;
and in addition to that they have a higher grade which begins at $7,500.
If you will consider these figures, you will understand that the men in
charge of the technical work in our service to-day are very deeply concerned
over the prospect of what is going to happen to our technical service within the
next few years.
Mr. MCBRIDE: There are some questions that I will have to answer when

1 go back to my constituents, and one of them is this: The civil servants
ask for an increase in the standard of living of 30 per cent.

I may say that I

intend to support whatever report this Committee may make to the Government, but how am I going to justify my support of that when we know that in
the case of the farmers in my district, their standard of living has decreased
about 50 per cent in the last three years. We know that from the prices they
are getting for what they produce There is another thing; when I want a man
to go on the land out there to work, I have to go to the city and make a round
of the different employment offices in order to hunt one up Now, there was a
civil service appointment in the district which I represent, and I had 52 letters
from people asking me to bring my influence to bear, and I have no influence
with the Civil Service Commissionat all, to get them the position. Now, why is
it that there are so many wanting positions in the civil service when there is
an opening?

WITNESS:You are not referring to the technical positions such as we have
been dealing with here.

Mr. McERiDE: These are questions that I will have to answer when I go
back to my constituents.
WITNESS: We were reviewing the situation simply from the facts as they
are. If we have to develop our natural resources, we must have an efficient
technical service, and we cannot have it if we are going to allow other services

to take away our best men. In the higher technical positions, the man absolutely
makes the position. Half trained men can bring a problem of investigation
just so far. Their back ground in science and training allows them to reach that
point, but a well-trained man will carry the investigation to a final solution,
and save the country, or make for the country millions of dollars. I could give
you many instances of that kind. One well-trained research man is worth as
many half trained men as you could count, and if you allow our well-trained men
to go and if we have no means of retaining them, what is going to happen to our
service? That is to say, what is going to happen to the future development of
our resources? It is a question of a penny wise and pound foolish. Where

the limit is, I do not know. Our Institute is recommendingthis.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Have you statistics of the number of men who have left, during past
years, the Canadian Government to go into private enterprises or to the service
across the border.-A. I have not a list complete to date.
Q. I understand there has been a large number?-A.
I believe that that

is so, but I do not know how many.
Q. I saw the figures sometime ago, and there was a large number leaving to
get better salaries outside?-A.

I do not wish to be misunderstood.

I am

representingthe Institute, and I am not supposedto be here today asking for

highersalaries. That is not the idea, exactly. What the Institute would
recommendis that the classification of technical men be revised and remodelled,

alongthe lines which we have recommended;
that is to say, exactly the same
5-21
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classification that the United States have recently passed into law. They
did not adopt theirs from us, as a matter of fact, we took the idea from their
first draft and we applied it to our service. They applied it to theirs, and they
have now finally passedit into law, and that is the classification-that is the
type of classification-that

we recommend for our technical service because

it would remove a great deal of dissatisfaction which now exists.
Q. I understand that, but we cannot evade Mr. McBride's objection, which

is a vital one. Are there no means of finding out the difference, if there is
a difference, in the cost of living in the western provinces, as compared with
the eastern provinces. We have had statistics from the Department cf Labour
and those statistics are unanswerable. They show that the cost of living has
increased, that the salaries have been increased all along; yet the statement

is made by western membersthat it is the other way about in the West. Surely,
the cost of living must be the same all over the country, unless it be that the
oasesstated to me are individual cases. Those figures have come to us, taken
from the Labour Gazette, and they show that the cost of living is still very

high. Now it would be very interesting,and of very great importanceand use,
to me, if some comprehensivestatement could be made to show that all over

Canada, notwithstandingthat there may be someindividual cases,the cost
of living is still increasingso abnormally that somethingmust be done?-A.
I should think that the Labour departmentwould be best able to inform you
on that.

Q. I do not know whether the Labour department figures are taken on
the average all over Canada. That was my impression and still is my impression, and that is why I say that they are unanswerable,though there may be
individual

cases.

But

as Mr.

McBride

states

some answer will

have to be

made.

Mr. MCBRIDE:It is simply a question that will be put to me and rightly so.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Those figures may show that merely to individual cases
in some parts of the country, but if there is an index for all over the country,

we will have to take it as it is, and those who are in an unfavourable position
will have to suffer for the large majority.
along that line.

But something ought to be done

By Mr. Parent:

Q. You stated that the technical men employed by the American Government are receiving higher pay than the technical men employed by the Canadian Government?-A. They are actually at the present time, but the figures
that I read are those of the new classification not yet put into effect.

Q. Are you aware of any of our technicalmen employedby the Canadian

Government who have gone to work for the United States Government on
account of higher pay there?-A. I could give you a list; I know they have

gone, and I know of somewho have recently beenoffered very much higher
pay to go. Some of them have not goneyet.

Q. That would be a very important list to have. In other words,we
are losing a goodmany of our men due to higher pay offeredby the American

Government?-A. That is true sir, and also we have a great many men in our
technical service who have stayed here at smaller salaries, simply becausethey
wished to work out problems in their own country.

Q. I wish you would producethat list?-A. We have never undertakento

make such a list, but it could be made though it would be rather difficult to
make it complete.

By Mr. Simpson:

Q. Is it not also true that much moretempting offers have beenmadeby

industrial firms in Canada to men to leave the civil service?-A. Quite true.
fj.
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By Mr. Parent:

Q. Is it not true that the fact of technical men being employed by the
CanadianGovernment brings them more into the light of the people and secures
employment for them with various industrial concerns in Canada?-A. That
may be. It improves their opportunities, you mean for going into industrial
work later on? It may be so.
Mr. McBRiDE: Before I came down here some five thousand people left the
West and went down to the States in connection

with

labour.

There

were a

number of them back before I left there, with whom I was talking.

Take

plasterers,for instance. They were getting as high as $18 a day on the American side, while they were getting $8 at Vancouver. Those men who came back
said they were about as well off in Vancouver as they were on the American
side, down in California. They said they did not get steady work there.
Mr. CHEVKIER: Those are the class of people who make a certain amount
of money and get a high salary during six or seven or eight months in the year,
and then lay off, and exercise their energies from early morning until late at

night, whilst the standard of the civil servant is limited to from nine o'clock
in the morning until five o'clock in the afternoon, and he cannot earn a cent
outside of that. If that were fixed in one's mind, when one argues about the

salary, no matter how much he works, he cannot increase his capital. This is
a factor

that

must

not

be overlooked.

Mr. MCBRIDE: I am not taking the stand that the civil servant should
not be paid in connection with the work the salary his position justifies, but I
am asking these questions in order to be able to answer them along that line

whenI get back, becauseI am responsibleto the people.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Would not that be one answer, that the two objects of
comparison cannot be compared, because they are not in the same category. 1
think if you take the cost of living in the West; if you take the standard in the
cost of living in the West and compare it with the cost of living in the cities,
that might be a nearer solution. I do not know how they would compare, but

if you comparethe return of a man who has his capital in his own hands a3
compared to the work which is remunerated by one whose capital is not in his
own hands, I think you are comparing two things that are not susceptible of
comparison because they have no point of contact.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: This might be discussed when we are together.
Are there any more questions to ask the witness? If not, I will call another
witness.
Witness

retired.

HARRYG. HOUSE,called, sworn and examined.
The WITNESS: I would like to make a statement before any evidence is

given as to our policies. The statement I wish to make is with regard to a
letter, a certain letter that our organization addressedto membersof the House,
having regard to certain alleged propaganda, which I believe, has occasioned
some criticism.

Now I would like to say-

By the Acting Chairman:

Q. You are the author of a letter that was sent some time ago to members
of the Committee?-A. I was instructed by our organizationBy Mr. Shaw:

Q. What organization?-A. The Associated Federal Employees of Canada.
In the first place, the criticism in that letter was not directed at any officia'
5-911
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rather

at the

Commission than at any official. Our motive in sending the letter was, we sent
the letter in the same spirit that we would expect the employeesof any organization to bring to the attention of the employers or their representatives any

matter which they believed to be of interest to the employers. In this particular case we believed that an attempt was being made, and I might say that
it was prejudicing, if possible, not only the minds of the members of the Committee, but of the House, to create an impression that only two statements
could possibly be devised by the civil service. No we wanted to guard against
any ex parte statement being necessarily accepted as a statement which was
necessarily creating this accepted opinion.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Does that refer to the letter of March 6th?-A.
letter

of March

I think that was the

8th.

Q. March 8th?-A. Yes. I might say that in that letter, as I have said
already, we purposely refrained from mentioning the name of the official.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. I understand this letter did not appear in evidence. It may be interesting to the membersof the Committee to have it read.-A. It has beenprinted
in the

evidence.

Mr. CIIEVRIER: That is the reason I was trying to identify this letter with
the one printed in the evidence.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Was this letter written after the appointment of this Special Committee
to inquire into the Civil Service Act?-A.
I think it was, I am not sure about
that. If you will let me complete my statement you can ask questions after.
With regard to the official in question, I think the Secretary of the Commission
has practically admitted-he admits that Mr.-it
does not matter-the official's
name is not relevant, had instructions to come to the House daily. He admits
when here he would go in and see members, give them information, as he put
it, " smooth things over." I might say there is a regular channel of information

through which questionsaskedin the House are usually answeredby departmentsI am not aware that any department finds it necessary to maintain a representative in the House for this purpose, and in any case, there appear to have been

only a very small number of questions asked this sessionin Hansard that
would call for an answer from the Civil Service Commission. That, I think,
disposesof that matter. Then there is the matter of newspaperpropaganda.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN:

I might say there is an extract of this letter

printed on page 55 of No. 2 of the evidencetaken before this Committee.
Mr. SHAW: On page 58 you will find it.
Mr. PARENT: I remember asking that it be published then.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN: Pages58 and 59 of No. 2 of the official report of
evidence.

WITNESS: With regard to the statement of newspaper propaganda, there
was nothing new in that statement. The Premier had already made a statement
in the House on March 16 that a certain attempt was being made to create an

impressionthat only one thing was possibleto maintain the presentsystem
intact, to return to patronage, as it was called. I have here-if I can find them
-a number of newspaperclippings, which I would like to table, which in my
[H.
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opinionand the opinion of my organizationconstituteevidencesthat such propaganda was actually undertaken by some persons, and in our opinion the
clippings bear all the ear-marks of having beenprompted by the Commission or
some of the employees.

Q. What organization do you represent?-A. AssociatedFederal Employees
of Canada; 1,429membersis what we pay per capita tax on. The greater number
of those are at Ottawa. We are just in the formative stage nationally, and we
have not had representation outside of Ottawa as yet. I think we have established a fairly strong presumptive case that such propaganda was undertaken as
was alleged in the letter. I am reading Mr. Foran's evidence on page 55:" Mr. Patching has instructions to come to the House every day and

see that replies prepared by the Commission are brought down and to
report if anything is required in the House of Commons from the Commission. This practice started when we had a regular Civil Service min-

ister. As you will probably remember, Mr. A. K. Maclean was civil
service minister for a short time. There have been a great many changes
in the civil service laws within the last four or five years. As a matter
of fact, I think that one can say that the civil service has been virtually
revolutionized within the last five years, when this very important step
forward-as some people term it, and as we have so regarded it-in civil
service was decided upon. Mr. A. K. Maclean was named as minister

in charge of the civil service at that time. During the sessionof 1918,
and the session of 1919, and subsequently in the session of 1920, when
further amendments were brought in, a great deal of information was
asked for from time to time and we found it necessary to have some officer

of the Commissionreport every day to the civil service minister in order
to find out what further

information,

or what documents he might

require. Now, it was in that way that the practice of Mr. Patching coming
to the House was started, and I can say this, that I think in his official
position as intermediary between the Parliament and the Commission he
has helped very materially to smooth out relations by meeting the members
of the House. For instance, an inquiry might be received by the Commission

from

a member

of Parliament

about some matter.

While

he

was in the House, Mr. Patching would take occasionto go in and seehim
and give him the explanation or information, and I think in that way
he has established

relations

between the members of Parliament

and the

Commissionwhich make for a better understanding, a closer co-operation,
and better

administration

of the

law."

Q. This statement was made by Mr. Foran in his evidence before the Committee?-A.

Yes.

Q. On pageswhat?-A. 54-55. No. 2 of the official report of evidence on
March 20. I think that is all I have to say; if there are any questions on that
headbefore we proceedwith the other evidenceBy Mr. Shaw:

Q. The only questionI wantedto ask was this. You say that this propagandahas goneon on behalf of the Civil ServiceCommissionin the judgment
of your organization?-A. Yes.

Q. Then after the appointmentof this SpecialCommittee,you knowing

that the matterswouldbe investigated,
that all matterswouldbe investigated
bythis Committee,
you startedin the propaganda
business
too.-A. We hardly
think that is a proper statement.

Q. You told us you wrote the letter?-A. The organizationinstructed me

to write the letter,yes,andthe mainreasonI think for themdirectingit being
[H.
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written was, that it was intended for all members of the House, not merely
for members of this Committee. We make the statement not only for members
of the Committee, but members of the House. I do not think this is propoganda.

It is merely to point out that such propagandawas, in our opinion, being carried
on, and as I say, our opinion apparently coincides with that of the Premier.
Q. You were like Senator Cox. You could not wait until the Committee
met.-A.

I do not

know

about

that.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN: Any further questions?
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

Not

on this

letter.

A. If the letter has been disposed of to the satisfaction of the Committee-

I wanted to clear it up before we started. I mean if the Committee had any
further questions or remarks to make, I would like to state we are very anxious
to present our case in the most logical manner possible, to save the time of the

Committee in every way, and with that end in view I would suggestthat Mr.
Patterson, who has been an officer of the organization, who was its vice-president at its inception and four months afterwards being president, should be
called first to give evidenceon the existing defects of the workings of the Civil
Service Act. He is in a better position to discuss this than I am, becauseI
have only been an officer in the organization a short time, about a year or so,
and if you would hear his criticisms on the existing defects, I would be very
glad if lie should be called to give evidence along the lines of the details of the
plan that we propose for improving the workings of the Act.
Mr. CHEVRIER:I move we call Mr. Patterson now, subject to Mr. House
being recalled.
Witness

retired.

FREDERICKWILLIAM PATTERSON,called, sworn and examined.

By the Acting Chairman:

Q. What is your occupation?-A. Member of the Executive of the Associated Federal Employees of Canada. I am assistant director of the experimental farms of the Department of Agriculture. We have prepared, gentlemen,

in order to presentour evidencein the most logical and connectedway a statement covering the main points of objection which we take to the present operation of the Civil Service Act, and indicating in a general way our suggestions

towards the betterment of that operation. It is divided fairly clearly into a
number of main heads. I thought perhapsthat I might be permitted to readthat
statement. Then as amplifying the main points in the statement,I have prepared

evidence,or further notes; then, as I take up eachone of thesefurther notes,if
I might be permittedto makemy remarks,you gentlemencan questionme.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Go ahead.-A.I have copiesenoughhere of this statement,I think.

for every memberof the Committee. It is headed" Statementas to Steps

Requiredto IncreaseEfficiencyin the FederalCivil Service."

" The desire to put the federal civil service upon the highest pos'sible basis of efficiency, which desire was, it is presumed, the basis of the

Civil ServiceActs of 1908and 1918and amendmentsthereto, was certainly
a laudable one. It is with that aim of higher efficiency just as clearly
in view that we venture to submit herewith our suggestions as to amend-

ments and changeswhich are necessarybefore the above object of highest

possibleefficiencycan be attained. We wish to state clearly that the
recommendationsmade are not to be regarded as supporting any return

[H. G. House.]
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to undue political influence as controlling or seriously affecting the Civil
Servant and when departmental control is herein referred to political
control is not meant but rather the application

of the merit system to

appointments, promotions, civil service discipline, and all other matters
affecting the civil service, by those persons whom we consider to be best

qualified to exercisethat control in the fairest and best informed way,
viz., departmental officers themselves, acting through the channels and
and within the safeguards briefly indicated.

" (1) Simplification of Classification.-The first great requisite to
higher efficiency is simplification of the classification of the service. In
the evidence given by Mr. C. B. Putman on Tuesday, March 20th, he
states that although the Commission has been abolishing more and more
classes all the time, there are now 2,204 as against 1,729 established by

the Arthur Young Company. It seems,then, rather hopelessto expect
much in the way of simplification from a continuation of this process
and we think that anyone who has had to do with classification, as applied
to the various departments in the service, will admit the hopelessness of
this

task.

"In preparing for the administration
and the

classification

of the

service

of the present Civil Service Act

thereunder,

two

fundamental

errors

were made. First, the administration of an Act supposed to put the
service on a true basis of merit was entrusted to three commissioners,
not one of whom had the slightest experience either in business administration

or

in

civil

service

ex-members of Parliament.

affairs

and

conditions.

Two

of

them

were

One would hardly expect a business to be

properly organized and efficiently run when its headswere unacquainted
with needs of that business. How could the civil service be efficiently
administered under such auspices?
"The second fundamental error was the retaining of the services of a
foreign firm to reclassify the Federal Civil Service, of which this firm
knew nothing and, from the impression they left behind them, cared

a great deal less. This step has cost, and is costing, the country hundreds
of thousands of dollars in salaries and expenses, has lost to the federal
civil service some of her most highly trained and devoted men, has

lowered the standard of output of many of those remaining and has
kept the service, for the last four or five years, in a constant state of
turmoil and discontent. In place of this heavy expenditure and loss of
efficiency, we propose a plan, the cost of which will be negligible, which
will be administered by those familiar with service requirements and
responsible for service results, a plan which will arouse the interest and

best efforts of every civil servant in his work by giving him his due
share in its planning and method of performance.
" Subsequent efforts to revise classification as brought out in the
evidence given by members of the staff of the Commission and by a
member of the Board of Hearing, have been nothing more than attempts
to patch up a classification which, even as revised, still remains full of
inconsistencies.

The

president

of the

civil

service

federation

has

statedthat the efforts of the Board of Hearing resultedin making classification workable. We cannot agree with him in that regard. The

united efforts of everyoneconcerned,working under most appalling conditions of delays, red-tape and clash of jurisdiction, etc., etc., have managed
. to keep the present classification afloat, although water-logged, but the

statementthat the Board of Hearing or even the efforts of everyone,
havesucceeded
in making classificationworkable,in the senseof efficient,
or even fairly efficient, is unfounded.
[F.

W.

Patterson.]
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"The employment of the foreign classifiers to do this work with the
Canadian service has sometimes been justified, or an attempt has been

made to justify it, by saying that the same firm was retained to classify
the

United

States

federal

service.

This

statement

is incorrect.

The

firm, or members of it, were retained to act as consultants or advisers
to the committee or board working at the reclassification of the service
of the United States. The result of that classification, as brought out

with the aid of those experts,was a complicated affair, similar to our own,
though more complex, owing to the greater number of classesof service
involved. The committee responsible for the United States classification
very wisely discarded this complex machine and also the expert advisers
who had led them into making it, and simplified the classification of their
whole service into a few classes of service, with a few grades under each.
The total number of grades in all their services put together comes to
forty-four.
For our simpler Canadian service a smaller number of
services and a smaller number of grades would be all that would be
required.
" (2). Re-organization of the Service.-This
was the third fundamental error in the administration of the present Act, one which, so far,
little

or no endeavour

has been made

to correct.

It

has led to confusion

in the service and hanWiip on a great many civil servants and has
also conduced largely to lack of efficiency and dulling of initiative in
the various departments of the service. Men with business training
would surely admit, without argument, that before they could attempt
intelligently the reclassification of the personnel of a business, i.e., decide
what each member of the staff had for his duties, what was his relative
importance in the general scheme and what remuneration he should
look for, it must be decided what is the object of the business itself and
what departments of activity are required to ensure greatest success.
Turning to the federal service, it would be necessary, before reclassifying the service, to decide precisely what was the function of each branch
of each department in that service. The federal civil service, broadly
speaking, exists to carry on the public business of the country and do
its utmost, in all possible ways, to facilitate that business and to aid
the

citizens

of

the

Dominion.

That

makes

a broad

field

for

investi-

gation, but one which can be covered in the way indicated farther on in
this memorandum. Now, having decided the true function of each department and the method in which that function can be most efficiently

performed, in other words, having reorganized the work of the federal
departments, the next question js what staff, from the lowest to the
highest in degree,is necessaryto carry on these functions. The second
step, then, not the first one, is the reclassification of the personnelto
handle the reorganized work. Unfortunately, however, owing to the
inexperienceof the Civil Service Commission, the personnelwas reclassified just as it stood, without reorganization of work. This has been
followed by isolated and spasmodicattempts here and there throughout

departments
to reorganize
somefeatureof their work and we have"
had,
as a result, the releasing from the service of numbers of employees,who,
just a short time before, had been reclassified by the Commission. This

has been a hardship on thesepeopleso released,often after years of
very satisfactoryservice. It has also beena hardship on thoseplaced
upon the eligible lists of the Commissionas the results of passingan
examination. This wholeprocedurehasmadethe expression
" permanent
civil servant" almost a joke. It is uselessto expect any man to enter

the civil service as a careerand devote his full interest to his public
[F.
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duties unless he has some fair assurance that a continuation of good
service will keep him permanent in his position. Had the work of the
departments been reorganized before reclassification, this permanence
would have been fairly well secured.

"As to eligible lists we advocate that they be abolished and the
British system followed. Each department would furnish an estimate of
additional personnel required, just as other departmental estimates are

prepared and the Civil Service Commission would hold an examination
for the filling of such of these as came under their jurisdiction.

Such

additional vacanciesas might occur during the year would be temporarily
filled by the " flying squadron " maintained to help with such cases and
handle " peak loads " in the departments.

" (3) Salary Revision.-Evidence has beengiven by the president and
vice-president of the Civil Service Association and by the president of
the Civil ServiceFederation that salary revision is one of the very pressing
needs of the Civil Service. This need may not have, apparently, any
direct connection with an investigation into the operation of the present
Civil Service Act, yet it is evident that the present Act, as now admin-

istered, does not permit of the proper consideration of salary revision,
by those best fit to consider it. However, the evidence given by those
gentlemenwould seemto indicate that salary revision is something which
could be and should be attempted at once, one suggestion made being that
a certain percentage should be added to the salaries of all those in the
service. This, it appears to us, would be a very unsatisfactory and un-

scientific method of handling the matter. Inconsistenciesof salary ranges
throughout the service for classes of positions comparable as to quali-

fications, responsibility, and volume of work are numerous. Increasing
those salaries by any percentage, while, of course, adding to the money
in the civil servant's pocket, would simply accentuate those inconsistencies and would put us farther away than ever from a lasting settlement
of the salary problem. Illogical as the present bonus system is and
inadequate as it is in amount, yet its continuation until the salary revision
matter can be approached and solved thoroughly and in its proper place,
seems the only solution. Salary revision, in our opinion, comes last in
the three great features referred to. First comes reorganization of the

work of the departments, second comes the reclassification of the personnelof the various departments to handle that work, then, third, comes
salary revision, in connection with which the various services and grades

appearing in the simplified reclassification would have allotted to them
adequate salary scales after due comparisons of their relative duties,
qualifications and importance, and using as the foundation of this ascend-

ing scale the granting of such minimum wage to the humblest public
servant as will permit of his living in decencyand self-respect.
" We have said above that permanency of position is essential to
efficiency. It is equally true that special reward for special effort is

essential. The present rigid classification does not permit of this. A
civil servant performing his work in a routine, uninterested manner goes
just as far as the one who devotes all his energy to his duties, is full of
interest, initiative and enthusiasm.

" We propose to reward the latter class and instill the same spirit
throughout the service by providing, in the salary ranges of most grades
of most services, an " extension range," which is not to be regarded as a

promotion and hencerequires the establishmentof no new position. This
would be granted upon departmental recommendation. It would, we
submit, stimulate ambition and effort from the day of entering the service.
[F.
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" Salary Revision and Superannuation.-We have not noted, in any
of the evidence given before the Committee, that the necessity of salary
revision in the service is questioned. It must be remembered, however,
that any superannuation scheme to which the Government contributes,
and it would appear that some such schemeis being considered at the
present time, and certainly is being strongly advocated by the service,
is, to a certain extent, a salary revision, viz., in so far as the Government
contributes to the schemeit is, to that extent, and in that particular way,
adding to the salary of the civil servant.

True he does not receive that

addition from month to month and from year to year, but possibly it is
better that he should derive benefit from it when no longer able to continue his work in the service. In considering salary revision, therefore,
the matter of superannuation contribution from the Government must be
considered.

" (4) Superannuation.-This
organization submitted to the Premier
a year ago the draft of a superannuation bill, which we trusted might
be of assistance when the question of superannuation should be given
the attention of the Government and recently we had the honour of
taking the matter up with him again. Xot a? evidence, since we presume
that the question of superannuation, except in a very general way, does

not come within the scopeof the duties of this committee, but merely to
add completenessto this memorandum, we attach herewith a copy of
the draft of the superannuation bill referred to. We need hardly say
that we consider it fair and complete, making provisions for deductions
from the salary of the civil servant and contributions from the Government. It also provides for continuation of superannuation payment to

the family of the deceased civil servant, as long as the said family
remains in dependent circumstances.
" In

the

above

sections

we have

endeavoured

to indicate

the

causes

of the present confusion and unsatisfactory condition of affairs in the
service and what must be done to remove these causes. The question
may be asked: ' Granting the statements you have made in this regard,
what have you to suggest as to machinery for carrying on the day by
day administration of the service, if these present and vital defects are
remedied?

'

:' Replying very briefly in this memorandum to the above question,
one need only say that surely the machinery which we propose for

remedying vital defects will, if found satisfactory for that purpose,be
also found the most satisfactory for carrying on the federal service
efficiently after these defects have been remedied.

" (1) The machinery, which we term the joint council plan, after
it has proved itself efficient in reorganizing departmental work, will
surely prove itself equally efficient in seeing to it that the reorganized
work continues to be carried on according to plan.

" (2) The joint council which evolves a simplified classification
of the personnel of that service may surely be safely trusted with the
future administration of that personnel; and, in the third place, the
joint council which has worked out a satisfactory scheme of salary

revisionmay be safely entrustedwith the duty of handlingsalary questions in the future, involving

in this regard both the salaries of nev/

entrants to the service, increasesof salary and promotions.
" Taking up, then, just in a few words, the three great features of
day by day personnel administration, we would say:
[F. W. Patterson.]
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" (1) As to appointments to the service, it is our opinion that in
any but routine clerical positions, that is, for all appointments requiring
special training, involving special responsibility, or the performance of
special duties, these appointments should be made by the departments
interested, following out, as to classification and salary ranges, the uniform classification and salary schedules set out

for

such classes of

employees by Parliament as a result of the revision of classification
through the method above indicated in this memorandum, and that in
this matter of appointments,

the Commission

act

(1)

as a central

registry bureau wherein a record of such appointments, giving dates,
salary, titles

of position,

etc., are recorded.

(2) As an employment

agency, to be consulted or not as considered desirable by the department concerned, and to be always at the disposal of any department to
aid in securing the best appointees.
"(2) Promotions: Departmental recommendation for promotion to
be the controlling factor, but the services of the Commission to be available should the department interested desire their report as indicating
that such promotion is warranted.
"(3) Dismissals: While on the one hand the full control of chief
officers of any department over their staff must be established and protected in so far as no political influence is to be permitted to interfere
with the dismissal of an unsatisfactory employee, yet on the other hand
the employee must be protected against arbitrary or unjust dismissal.
One of the functions of the joint council is to serve, when occasion arises,
as a trial board to hear cases where an employee appeals against discipline
or dismissal by his chief officers. To avoid deadlock in such cases,where

possibly the official side of the council might make one recommendation
and the staff side another, it is, we think, important and necessary that
provision be made for the appointment of a judge similar to an exchequer

court judge, who would give his opinion, and when, asked, render judgment, upon cases of this kind referred to him.
" To sum up, then, the duties of the Civil Service Commission in the
new scheme would be (1) to act as an employment agent where desired,
that is, where the department could not locate a suitable man and desired
advertisement made; (2) to hold examinations for routine clerical posi-

tions; (3) to act as a registry of all appointments, promotions, dismissals,
etc.; (4) to supply investigators in cases where a department or council

request the services of such; (5) to act as expert advisers at meetings
of councils to indicate what action was permissible under the then existing
Civil Service Act and what amendments to the Act would be necessary
to legalize action desired by the council, so that the proper recommendations may be made to Government.
" In a word

their

function

would

be to act as adviser

and

assistant

to promote the smooth functioning of the joint council scheme in so far
as it affects the personnel of the federal service.
"(2) The Remedy and Method-Joint
Councils.-The
Associated

Federal Employees of Canada, whom I represent, are glad to see, from
the evidence submitted by the officers of the other organizations, that
these organizations have at least seen their way clear to agree with the

policy advocated by us since 1920 for the establishment of joint councils
in the service, as providing the machinery for co-operative effort among
all classes of the service from the highest to the lowest towards the

solution of civil service problems, difficulties and grievances and toward
the attaining of maximum efficiency in the service. We shall not attempt
here to go into details as to the organization of joint councils. We are
[F.
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attaching hereto, copies of a draft constitution prepared some time agu
by our organization, covering the establishment of Joint Councils and
we are prepared, in evidence, to give such further information as to the
details of these as may be desired by the Committee.
" Briefly, the joint council plan provides for the administration of
the civil service by people who know, instead of by people who do not
know. First, reorganization of the work of the departments referred to

above, would be one of the subjects of study and recommendation by the
joint

councils.

Second, the consequent reclassification

of the service

would be another matter of study and recommendation as also would,
in the third place, salary revision.

" The branch joint councils would deal with these subjects as they
affected their various branches. The departmental councils would collate
these branch recommendations into a departmental plan and recommendation and the inter-departmental
council would, in turn, collate these

departmental recommendations and plans into an inter-departmental
recommendation and plan covering the whole federal civil service, all

of its activities and all of its personnel. Such a plan meansthe breaking
up of the whole vast problem into a number of small units, each for
consideration by the man best acquainted with the possibilities and needs

of these units and then the gathering together and harmonizing of all
these smaller and detailed plans into one well-knit-together whole. A
moment's thought should convince any one, we think, that this is the

plan most likely of success. It is surely superior to the importation oi
gentlemen from Chicago to put the Canadian service upon an efficient
basis. It is just as surely superior to the present system, where, in many
of the most essential features necessary to simple and efficient administration and maximum results, the men responsible for efficiency and results

are at the mercy of a Commissionunacquainted with departmental problems and possibilities and comparatively irresponsible for departmental
results.

" The above memorandum is to be taken simply as a very general

statement of our views as to the anomalous and practically impossible
situation which at present exists and as indicating the broad lines of the
plan we advocate in any attempt to remedy this situation.
" More detailed points with regard to these features of criticism

and recommendationswill, we trust, be brought out in evidence.
"(Signed)

H. C. HOUSE,

"President, Associated Federal Employees of Canada.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: There is a draft of the Act respecting superannuation and retiring allowances,and perhaps it could be put in as an appendix.
Mr.

SHAAV: I think

there

The ACTING CHAIRMAN:

is another

document.

Mr. House will hand in the draft constitutions

for

joint councils.

Mr. SHAW: In order that we may ask our questions intelligently, we should
have someof the provisions of those schemesbefore us. These gentlemencould
give their evidenceto-day, and then at the following meeting we might have an

opportunity of questioningthem upon those proposals,and we could then
intelligently examinethem with regard to the details.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. You have not anything else to produce at the moment?-A. Yes, I

would like to take up 'the main points in this memorandum.
IF. W. Patterson.]
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By Mr. Simpson:
Q. The main points referred to would be covered in the statement which
has been submitted?-A.
What I propose to do now is to take them up point

by point in order to more fully explain them, or to bring up evidence in
support of them as may be required in reply to questions, so far as I can.
first point that I wish to take up is perhaps the most important one.
Mr.

PARENT: Would

it not be better

to have all the documents

The

referred

to printed with the evidencegiven to-day so that we will have a completestatement

so far

as Mr.

House

is concerned?

The ACTING CHAIRMAN: He says he has nothing more to read.
Mr. SHAW: Why not allow the witness to go through his statement now
without interruption, and then we can question him later on?
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: It is only a question as to whether there is time
before adjournment.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. If I understand you, you have made allegations in this
and you want to take them up again, allegation by allegation,
along submit written evidence or oral evidence to back up the
are making there?-A. Yes, that is it.
Q. Then I would move that Mr. Patterson be ready at the

statement here,
and as you go
statements you
next meeting to

take up his statement point by point, and if he wants to amplify it, he can do so
either by exhibits or by word of mouth.

Mr. PARENT:In the meantime, if we can have those papers filed to-day
they would be printed more quickly.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN:

The statement

which

he has now read will

be

printed, but he is not ready to read anything else.
Mr. SHAW: Are we going to hold another meeting to-day?
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: I think we had better put it off until to-morrow
morning.
Mr. HorsE: Probably I had better give you our charts, our draft and
constitutions. You will be in better position to ask questions.

Mr. PARENT:I would like to make this motion before we adjourn. I
believeMr. Rinfret will probably secondit. I would like to move for the production of papers relating to the classification of the following persons.
(1) Miss Corinne Dorio, Clerk Stenographer, Public Works Department,
Quebec.

(2) J. E. Gagnon, Civil Engineer, Department of Public Works, Quebec,
said papers in the possession of the Civil Service Commissioners or the
Engineers Branch, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.
Motion agreed to.

Mr. SHAW: I would move that the report of the deputy ministers made to
the Cabinet regarding the Civil Service,referred to by the Prime Minister in his
address before the House be made available

to members of the Committee.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I asked the Civil Service Commission to produce a list of
the advisory boards, and I have not been furnished with that list yet. I also
[F.
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asked with Mr. Brown for a completeset of examinationpapersheld in connection with the seed grain examination, and that has not been produced yet.
The CLERK: I wrote to Mr. Foran and I wrote to Mr. Breadner, and they
have not sent them in yet.

The Committee adjourned until April 11, at 10 o'clock a.m.
The following documents were filed and ordered to be printed
appendix:(See Appendix-Exhibits
G, H, HI, J, Jl)
WEDNESDAY,April

as an

11, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10 a.m.,
the Chairman, Mr. Malcolm, presiding.
Mr.

F. W.

PATTERSON recalled

and further

examined.

The CHAIRMAN:You were giving your evidenceyesterday, Mr. Patterson,
and you wish to proceed further to-day.

WITNESS:Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, yesterday I finished reading the
general statement as to what steps were required in the opinion of the organization to which I belong, to increase efficiency in the civil service. With your
permission, I would like to go back over that statement and present further
detailed statements, something in the nature of evidence on the points taken
up in that memorandum. After I have presented what I think are the various
points, of course, I will answer any questions that may be asked, to the best

of my ability; and if there are any other points that you wish me to take up,
I will do the best I can. I would just like to say a word stressing something
that I said yesterday. You will see seven or eight lines down in the memorandum that we say:"We wish to state clearly that the recommendations made are not
to be regarded as supporting any return to undue political influence."
I just wanted to stress that in a word.

The recommendations we are

making, will, we think, facilitate greatly the operations of the present Civil
Service Act, making towards greater efficiency in the service. However, we
would not make these recommendations if we thought that by making them,

or by their adoption, they would leave the service unprotected against any
possible undue influence, either political or otherwise. We feel sure that with
the safeguards under which we are recommending those improvements, there
is no possible danger of that.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. What do you mean by the word " undue "?-A. Because we ask for,
and hope for the greatest possible co-operation and helpQ. My question was, what do you mean by "undue"?-A. I am explaining
it. We look for the greatest co-operation and help from members of Parliament and others to secure the best men for the service.

By Mr. McBride:
Q. How do you expect a member of Parliament to interfere with the Civil
Service Commission?-A. It was not to interfere, it was to help in the new or

amendedplan of operatingthe Civil SeviceAct which we recommend.
Q. How can I-?-A. You, in your constituencymight know a very good
man to fill some position in that constituency, or elsewhere,as far as that goes.

If so, the departmentwould be glad to have your recommendation.
'V
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Q. Would that not be getting back to the old patronage system?-A. No,
I do not think so. You would not be exercising any power or pressure which

you might possibly have as member of Parliament to insist that that man be
appointed,you would just be recommending him to the deputy minister as, in
your opinion, a very good man for the position.
Q. To the deputy minister, not to the Civil Service Commission?-A.
to the Civil

Not

Service Commission.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Patterson, let me ask you this. I was not here yesterday, and I am
probably at a disadvantage. In this recommendation which the members are
discussing with you, what does this pertain to, appointments of all classes?-A.
Yes, appointments to anything but routine clerical positions, which we consider
might well be left under the Commission, and be made the subject of competitive examinations.

Q. In other words, you are only recommending non-competitive positions?
-A. Yes, practically all special positions.
Q. And it is in these non-competitive positions, that is, positions which do

not permit of competitive examination, that you say you would like the assistance of Mr.

McBride

or the

other

members?-A.

Q. That is the only class you refer to?--A.

Yes.

That is the only class.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. Can you do that now, can a member of Parliament not write a letter
recommendinga man now?-A. Yes, of course he can, but such letters, I presume, would be sent to the Commission, they having the power of appointment.
What weight they have, I do not know.
Mr .OAKLAND: There is no reason why a letter to the Commission should
not be from a member of Parliament.
The CHAIRMAN:
No.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. This would be exactly the same system that obtained prior to the
Civil Service Commission. That is, the members would recommend to the
minister and the minister would call upon the deputy to make a certain appointment if he saw fit?-A. It would be practically the same in that regard, not in
others.

Q. I am just talking about that thing; it is a return to the old system as
far as that

is concerned?

Mr. PARENT: Not necessarily.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Patterson be
allowedto go on and make his statement, and if that is not satisfactory, we may
examine him.

We will get nowhere with this now.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I simply asked a question for information: I wanted a definition of
the word "undue." I was wondering why you put the word "undue" in at all,
why not leave that out?-A. I have given you my explanation of due influence,
and by eliminating due influence, the rest is undue. It is a process of elimination.

The first main point I have is the simplification of classification. Now, as
to the necessity for that, I might refer you to part of the speech made by the

Premier, appearing on page 585 of Hansard, under date of February 22nd, The
Premier quotes sectionsfrom the report of the deputy ministers on classification.

Is it necessary
for meto readthat? PossiblyI had better. He quotessectionC.
(Reads):'-F
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' The Civil Service Commissionhas provided a complicated classification which, besidesbeing a positive hindrance to effective administration,
requires special study properly to understand. This is more especially
illustrated in the case of clerical assistance,which is sub-divided into
scoresof special classes,the qualifications for many of which are practically the same,i. e., the incumbent of any of these might readily perform
the duties of the other clerical positions.
Your Committee considers,"That this complicated classification should be repealed, and that
the Civil

Service

be divided

into

a number

of classes on lines

similar

to

those established by the Civil Service Act of 1908 or 1918."
By the Chairman:

Q. Is it not so, Mr. Patterson, that the statement saying that the Civil

Service Commission created this classification is incorrect?

The Civil Service

Commission,as I understandit, are simply administeringa lot of classifications
created by the Arthur Young Company.-A. Of course, in the first instance,

they were createdby the Arthur Young Company,sir, but they were revised
by the Civil ServiceCommissionand Boardsof Hearing, afterwards.
Q'. Has it not been shown that the Civil Service Commission have been

trying to simplify it? I think we had it from Mr. Foran.
Mr. SHAW: Yes, the classification was by order-in-council, if my recollection is right.
Mr. CHEVRIER:But, in fact, the Civil Service Commission adopted that

child and now they say they are trying to bring it up in a properway.
The CHAIRMAN:Yes, I think we all pretty well agreeon that.
that;

Mr. CHEVRIER: But the Civil
it is their child.

Service Commission

have to take the onus of

The WITNESS: This is the result, sir-.
Mr. MARTELL: Would it not rather be that the classification was put on

the Civil Service Commissionto administer and that they had to get someway
of making it workable?
The CHAIRMAN: Yes, I feel that we are all pretty well agreed that the

classificationis complicated,and the Civil ServiceCommissionhad it handed
to them, and they also admit it,- and are trying to simplify it.

The WITNESS:If I might put in this pieceof evidence;I believewe had
the. organization branch, by Mr. Putnam. I notice he said-this is from No. 2,
page 72. Mr. Putman states the Commissionhas abolished 158 classes,that is
classes formed by the Arthur Young Company, but they created 587 new
classes, so there are now 2,204 instead of 1,729, so it would seem as if the attempt
to simplify had not gone very far yet.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You do not seriously present that, do you, Mr. Patterson, to this
Committee?-A.

Yes,

of

course.

Q. Is this not the situation, that a classification was imposed that was
absolutely unworkable, and in order to make it workable in many casesnew
classifications had to be provided?-A.
I do not see why that was necessary.
Mr. SHAW: Mind you, I am quite satisfied that the classification is unsat-

isfactory; I do not think there can be much doubt about that. I do not know
what the Civil Service Commission would say, but I imagine they would say
so also.

Mr. PARENT: You would agree with Mr. Patterson?
[F.
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Mr. SHAW. No, I do not. He seemsto desire to put the blame where it
should not be put.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Where do you put the blame?

Mr. SHAW: This is not the time for argument, but I have no hesitation
in saying, if I understand the facts aright, that this classification was drawn
up by the Arthur Young Company, and imposed on the Civil Service Commission by order in council, and they were asked to administer it. They
took this thing and found it unworkable, and it was necessary,to do justice,
that other classes be made and developed.

Some were abolished.

Mr. CHEVRIER: I agreeto that, but now what is the trouble? We are all
agreedit is unworkable, are we not?
Mr. SHAW: No, we are not agreed as to it being unworkable in the present
form, the way it is going.

The CHAIRMAN: I think you will all agree it is subject to revision, and
we might continue with Mr. Patterson.
The WITNESS: Passing over that matter, I have here some more detail
notes on classification

as it now stands.

I have

collected

a number

of instances

of classification of the various classes. This collection is, by no means, exhaustive. There may be a great many others. I did not go, for instance, into the
classeswhich come under the heading of technical people, with the exception
of three or four

instances

which

I knew

of, in the

branch

in

which

I

am

employed. I did not go into the post office, the railway mail or the customs,
becausethey can present their own views. Taking up first the clerical service,
this seems to us to be altogether too complicated. It contains a lot of general
classeswhich might be combined into a fewer number and there also we see
a number of special conditions, which might be placed in one or the other of the
general classes. Taking the following positions under general classes, we have,
starting at the lowest grade of clerical service, at a salary of $600 to $900. We
have junior account clerk; junior clerk; junior clerk stenographer; junior clerk
typist; junior file clerk; junior currency clerk; junior statistical clerk; junior

storesclerk; junior supplies clerk. Now take the higher salary range; we have
junior audit clerks; junior clerk book-keeper; junior stenographer bookkeeper; junior engineering clerk.

The above are all juniors.

Now you come

up a grade and we find that the same complex state of affairs is repeated at
higher salaries. You have the range from $960 to $1,260; account clerk; audit
clerk; clerk; clerk stenographer; clerk typist; currency clerk; currency teller;
file clerk; information clerk; statistical clerk; stores clerk; supplies clerk at
$60higher; clerk book-keeper; law stenographerbook-keeper. Going up to the
grade of senior clerk, you have practically the same complicated state of
affairs. In the clerical service, head clerk $2,400to $2,880; chief clerk $3,000to
$3,600. This does not have so many subdivisions, but there are a number of
divisions in these classes which may well be called head clerk or chief clerk.

Why cumber up the classifications with these special positions? Now, in the
examination of the classification book, I have the sheets here that represent
the definition of the classes and the definition of the duties of most of the

positionsin those grades. You will find that the duties differ according to the
different post to be filled. A young man or a young woman coming into the
servicewith a fair education could fill those positions very well, that is, a
personwho comesin after having passeda fair examination. Now the position
of junior account clerk, junior clerk, junior file clerk, stores clerk, supplies
clerk and statistical clerk, with six months training, which they are allowed
under the Act, you can never tell one from the other. Why not combine all
5-22
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theseand say "junior clerk and junior clerk stenographer,"if you require it to
cover the stenographicservant. Why split the thing up and say "junior clerk
and junior clerk typist?" That is, a personwho doesnot know stenography
and another classof junior clerk stenographerwho knows stenography,while
a junior clerk is paid $600and the junior clerk stenographer
$600and the junior
clerk book-keeper$660. Why shouldan elementaryknowledgeof book-keeping
add $60to the salary while a knowledgeof stenographydoesnot add a cent.
Mr. Hughes:

Q. In the case of a young man or a young woman entering these classes,do
they refuse to perform the work in another claps?- A. I have never had them
refuse.

Q. Is there any trouble in that respect?- A. I know they enter the service.

Of course the advertisements - I think in fact the classification states the work

that is required of them. However, they enter the service under certain specific
classifications at a certain salary. They know that any additional duties they
take on, unless it involves promotion- any additional duties they take on in
their present position do not earn them another cent. That is, if I come in as
a junior clerk and I happen to have a little knowledge of bookkeeping,which
my chief wants to take advantage of, by having me do a little additional work,
I would cometo him in a month and say I would like that $60 additional. There
is always that tendency. There is also the danger of that clerk coming to the
chief and saying " I have all the work I can do as a junior clerk. There is also
a certain amount of bookkeeping to do and we ought to have a junior bookkeeper

as well ".

Whereas if a personwere brought in as junior clerk and he devoted

what ability he had to clerical work in that office without this detailed minute
classification and I think we would get very much better result. That has been
brought out in the evidence from the Commission. It is in Volume 2.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. Do you say these classes are over-manned?- A. I am not sure, but there
is a danger from that. I am- only speaking for my own branch.
I would
not say we were over-manned there.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. What branch is that?- A. The experimental farms.

Q. Do you suggestthere is no over-manningin the organizationat all?
-A.

We make

no statement

whatever.

Q. Have you any knowledge of it?- A. I have no knowledge of it, nor has
our organization told me we are, but I say there is a danger of it.
Q. Have you made any investigation along that line?- A. I cannot say
definitely that we have along that line.

Q. Why not?- A. BecauseI do not think conditionsin the servicewould
permit of investigationat the presenttime. Until we getthe work organized,
you

cannot tell whether the service is over-manned.
By the Chairman:

Q. Do you suggestthat if the classificationswere simplified it would then be

easierto tell whether they were over-mannedthan it is to-day?- A. Our plan is
this: we make a comprehensivestudy under our joint council plan of the work

of eachdepartment,then comesthe point of ascertainingthroughthe samesystem
what staff is required to carry on that work to the best advantage. Then you

know your work. Then you know your man, that you want to do that work.
Then you can easilytell whetheryou are over-mannedor not over-mannedand
until you have a clear conceptionof that work and a clear concepetionof what
is requiredto carry it on, you cannottell whetheryou are over-mannedor not.
[F. W. Patterson.l
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Is it not a fact the whole trouble was that your classification was
proceededwith before reorganization?-A.

Yes.

Q. If organization had taken place before and classification after, you would
not have the mess we have to-day.-A. You cannot reclassify until you know
exactly the job you want to do.
Q. The Act of 1908 stated that the part that the Commission should proceed

with, was to reorganize the departments and reclassify them?-A. Yes.
Q. Under the law of 1918, they proceededto classify before reorganizing?
-A. Yes. We claim of course it would be impossible for the Commission to
reorganize the service because that is based on reorganization, a work which can

only be carried on by the people who understand the work.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You suggestin these casesthe Commissionare incompetent for this purpose?
"-A. I do not use the word " incompetent " in any offensive sense.

Q. It is suggestedin your memorandumthey are unfit, if you like, for that
t,ask.-A. If you were to ask me the question I would say I was incompetent,not
competent.

Now going back to this very simple and lowly class, earning from $600 to

$900,and really the servicecontains a larger percentagealmost of them than
any other classI have indicated,we have wonderedwhy it was that a junior

clerk-stenographershould get from $600to $900,while a junior clerk-bookkeeper
should get $960, that is, a knowledge of bookkeeping adds $60 to the value of
a junior clerk.

How is anyone able to accurately value services in which there is a difference of $60 between these two classes? The Arthur

Young Company, the

revising board commission and the board of hearing seem to have overlooked
entirely this class; this class seemsto have been overlooked,yet it is a combination of qualifications which in a small office and in a junior position might very
possibly be required. The same remark applies to the higher grades of clerkbookkeeper,stenographer,bookkeeper,and clerk-stenographer.
On examining the duties and qualifications of many of these positions, one
is led to the conclusion that surely the classifiers must have formed all these dif-

ferent classesand gradesand then tried to arrange definitions of duties and qualifications to fit them.

In a large number of cases, the differences are so small

as to be microscopic, and when we come to consider the different grades of a
position having precisely the sameduties, such as junior-clerk, clerk, senior clerk,
principal clerk, head clerk, chief clerk, etc., this is particularly manifest.
Again, it is a remarkable thing that with all these extremely fine definitions
as to the clerical service, it never occurred to the classifiers or to the board of

hearingthat a bilingual clerk or clerk-stenographerwas more valuable than one
knowing only the one language. There is no class of clerical employee more
keenlyin demand and more rarely found than a clerk efficient in both languages;
yet this does not seem to be recognized to the slightest degree. There is no

provisionmade for extra salary payment for anyone in the clerical servicehaving
command of both languages. A few people can possibly use a little English and
a little French, but to be absolutely competent in both languages, to take dicta-

tion, to type letters and to translate letters, such people are hard to get, yet they
do not get one cent for their knowledge of both languages. That seemsto be a
very important point, one that should be adjusted, but which seems to have been
overlooked in the classification entirely.

There is another point in connection with this complicated clerical classification, that is, the difficulty in saying just where a position should be classed
The deputy ministers refer to it as being complicated and hard to understand.
5-221
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There are a great many positions in which a deputy minister is at a loss how
to make an application or for the creation of a position of principal clerk or
head clerk, becausethe duties and the responsibilities are so similar. If I can
find one I will read it to you.
"HEAD
"Definition

CLERK

of Class:

' To perform independently important clerical work requiring a high
degreeof specializedknowledge, ability, and long experience,or to supervise a fairly large group of clerical employes engagedin clerical work requiring considerableknowledge of clerical methods and some specialization, or to supervise a very large group of clerical employeesengagedin
simple clerical work, or to take charge of a considerable administrative

unit, requiring the exerciseof a high order of independent judgment and
discretion.

"-

The salary range in this case is from $2,400 to $2,880.

There is also a chief clerk, with salary ranging from $3,000to $3,600,whose
duties

arc: -

' To supervise a large group of clerical employees engaged in clerical
work

""

The head clerk is to supervise a " fairly ' 'large group of employees. Who
is going to draw the dividing line between " large " and "fairly large "?
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Is that the duty of the Civil Service Commission, to dispose of that
under the law as it is now?-A. Suppose the deputy minister figured that they
required a new position in one of the branches of his department, a requisition is
made, for that position, and he would say, " What do I want a head clerk or
a chief clerk for, the duty this man is going to perform is the same, falling
under one class or the other, and which grade will he be in?"
Then there is another temptation to a clerk. After he has been in the service a while, he reads these definitions of his duties; he would like of course pro-

motion possibly into the next grade; he says to himself that his work is possibly
not very complicated or very specialized,
he reads a little further and seesthe
"
words, " to supervise a small group

or a fairly large group as the case may

be, of employees,and he thinks if he can get a few more men under him in his
office he can put up an appeal for promotion, that is, on the creation of a higher
position. I do not say they do that, but there is a temptation to do it.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. You do not know that that has been done?-A. No, I would not say
that it has been done, Mr. Garland.

In connection with the recommendation

that this complicated system be done away with and something more simpleput
in its place, I think there should be a slight change,or more than one slight
changein the character of the examinationsset for clerical appointments. While
I do not believe in going to extremes and examining a clerk on greek, latin
and algebra for filling a junior position, yet I think we should demand a higher
standard of general education or schooling as we call it, and that there should
be less emphasisplaced upon former experience.

Former officeexperiencedoesnot count for very much when a persongets
into the government service; in fact in a good many positions it counts as a
drawback, because government procedure or government routine makes former

experienceof little value, and sometimesa detriment.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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By Mr. Shaiv:

Q. I would like you to elaborate that a little. You said that former experiencewas a detriment, in the government service. Will you elaborate that?A. Former office experiencemay be of little benefit, and may be a detriment.
Q. Do you mean to suggestthat businessexperiencegained in an office in
the outside world is a detriment to effective service in the government departments?-A. I did not say a detriment.

Q. I want to get at your ideas.-A. I can only repeat the words I said. I
said it was of very little benefit, and possibly a detriment.

Q. I would like you to elaborate that still further.-A. I am still discussing
the junior grades. So that the office experiencea person had had outside the
Government would be very limited, very elementary.

Then coming into the

governmentservice, the methods of office procedure and routine are so different
that that former very elementary and simple experience would be of little value,

and possibly a detriment, that is, they would have to unlearn a great deal they
had learned

before.

By an Hon. Member:
Q. Do you not think a typist would gain valuable experience in the outside
world?-A. The ability to take notes would be an advantage, but at the same
time the rather slapdash concentrated office system of carrying on business
correspondence does not apply. You will understand what I mean. Government correspondence is usually expressed a little more smoothly and elaborately.
By the Chairman:
Q. You do not suggest that the typist does the smoothing out?-A.
In a
great many casesyou find them doing a great deal of it.
Q. Are you suggesting that the speed an office man acquires in private
industry is a detriment to those engaged in the government service?-A. No,
sir.

Mr. CHEVRIER:He is not referring to that class now, he is referring to the
very smallest grades in the service. He is not referring to the clerical positions
in the higher offices.
WITNESS: These people in the outside staffs have been given very simple

tasks. When a junior stenographer is sent into a government office, where
she is receiving difficult dictation, not at a high speed but full of semi-administrative terms she never heard before, you can readily see what use her former
experience is to her.
By an Hon. Member:
Q. You mean to say, supposing a girl came into the service as a junior clerkstenographer, who had worked for Mr. Shaw in his law office, probably the most
technical sort of work, put her into the Department of Justice, would she not be

the better for that experience?-A. No doubt she would.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That would be a junior clerk. Do not let us get away from the point;
Mr. Patterson is discussingthe smallest grade of clerk.-A. When he gets to the

highergradehe may have somethinga little different. We have in the experimental farm service a number of divisions; it is divided into some thirteen

divisions where the correspondenceis both technical and administrative. We
havea number of junior clerk-stenographerssent out to these various divisions,
and the first day they are there, they take technical dictation in different lines
of agriculture.
[F.
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By the Chairman:

Q. The whole point is, you believe in a higher standard of education
before they come into the service at all?-A.

I believe in that.

Their previous

business education is of very little advantage to them. Higher education is
what I am asking for.
Getting away from the clerical service, perhaps I had better take up the
editorial service. The classification covering the different grades or positions
in what is known as the editorial service are attached hereto, or I have them
before me. The positions noted are as fo.llows: editorial clerk, editorial
assistant, assistant copy editor, assistant editor, copy editor and editor.

There are strong similarities among the duties of these positions, indicating
that in this service also the various definitions are not mutually exclusive and are

not sufficiently differentiated. It is also clear that possibly with oneor two exceptions any man having some training in proof reading, general editorial and
printing work, would be just as competent to fill one as the other, with a little

more government training, which would be necessaryin any case. It might
also be noted that the position of editor, $1,800-$2,160,with certainly a much
higher class of duties, calls for university graduates or its equivalent, while
a copy editor at a higher salary range, $1,920-12,400,and with simpler and
less responsible duties, calls for a high school graduate only.
By an Hon. Member:

Q. Maybe he has less work to do?-A. It is a higher class of work, and
we must presume that his time is fully employed.
By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. He must use more intelligence.-A.
Another similar case is that of the
statisticians.
It will be noted under classification of statistician that the grade

calls for education equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized
standing.

The next higher grade is senior statistician,

with a salary range

of $3,240 to $3,960, but calling only for education equivalent to high school
graduation and preferably university

training.

There is not enough difference

between those two positions to warrant their existence. Our plan of classification is in a general way following the United States plan.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Applying definitely to this particular ideal mentioned?-A. I simply
point out the anomaly that the higher classification calls for lower education, and that the lower classification calls for the higher education, while
there is practically no difference betweenthe duties.
I have

it

here.

Here

is the

definition

of the

work

of the statistician,

which is the lower grade of the two.
"Statistician.

Definition

oj Class

" To perform independently or under direction important statistical work requiring a high degreeof specialized knowledge and ability
and long experiencein the compilation, correction, checking, and tabulating of statistical data. In some cases,personally to compile statistics
in the field; to supervise the work of statistical clerks of various ranks;

and to perform other related work as required."
Then there is the following definition of class in the case of the senior
statistician.
[F. W.
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" To perform independently important clerical work requiring the
highest degree of specialized knowledge, ability and long experience,
involved in the compilation, checking, correction, and tabulation of
statistical data, or to supervise, direct and instruct a large group of
employees engaged in clerical work requiring considerable knowledge
of statistical methods, in some cases to supervise personally the com-

pilation of statistics in the field; and to perform other related work
as required."
In the case of the statistician

the qualifications

call for an education

equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized standing, while in
the caseof the senior statistician, they require an education equivalent to high
school graduation and preferably university training. One may find differencesin the expressionin English, but when a man studies these for practical
direction as to classification, he would find it very difficult to differentiate.
Then we have a number of inspectors, and I may in a generalway call attention
to the differencesthere. We have a veterinary inspector, a canning inspector,
an egg inspector, a fruit inspector, a herd inspector, an inspector of dairy
products,an inspector of fish canneries,an inspector of fish curing and packing,
and an inspector of foods, drugs and fertilizers. Of course, these men must
have different qualifications, and different duties, but one would think that
they could better be divided into two or three grades, and then when an advertisement was published for any of the positions, a man would know just what
was wanted.

By Mr, Shaw:

Q. Do you suggest any classification in lieu of .this?-A. No, I would not

attemptto do that.

There are still someother inspectors. There is an in-

spectorof fog alarms at a salary of $1,260to $1,620, and there is an inspector
of gas buoys at the same salary. One would think that the duties of the
inspector of fog alarms could be combined with those of the inspector of gas
buoys.

"

By the Chairman:

Q. You recommendthat there might be one mechanicalinspector?-A. Yes,
somethingof that kind, with a more specific definition of duties. There is
a seniorinspector of fog alarms, and an inspector of lights, and so on. Here is
rather an interesting thing in the classification. There is a position of buoy
foreman on board a vessel, looking after the gas buoys and replacing them or
repairing them and so on. The line of promotion indicated to him is third
mate on a service steamer. As a gas buoy foreman, he is supposedto have a
primary school education, and when he gets that position, he is told that his
line of promotion is third mate. As third mate he has to understand the compass,and the sextant, and he has to be able to take solar, lunar and stellar
observations,whereas as gas buoy foreman, he is simply supposedto have a
primary education. It is like telling a clerk entering the service that his line
of promotion is to deputy minister. It is absurd.
Mr. MCBRIDE:I would not think so. I think that from practical experience he would promote himself.

WITNESS:Of course a man can work himself up, as I say, a clerk might
enter the service and say, " I am going to be deputy minister before I quit,"

and work himself up. But it can hardly be indicated as a technical line of
promotion; it is too long a line.
[P.
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By Mr. McBride:

Q. I have known men who could hardly sign their names,but who went
to sea as deck hands, and now they are in charge, and have passed their
examinations.-A. That may be, but the line of promotion is too long. They
might say to a man entering the service, that with a certain amount of experience and good service, he can be promoted. If we take the case of a man
in the experimental farms branch who enters as a herdsman, we might say to
him that after a few years of good service, we can promote him to the position
of head herdsman. That would be a logical promotion, and something to
which he might look forward; but that is altogether different from telling a gas
buoy foreman that his line of promotion is to third mate.
By the Chairman:

Q. What is the qualification of a third mate, educationally?-A. He must
understand the compass,and the sextant, and be able to take solar, lunar and
stellar

observations.

Mr. MARTELL: Many of the ship masters to-day have not more than a
primary school education.
Mr. SHAW: I think a man can easily learn to use the compass.
The CHAIRMAN: A third mate may only have a primary education, but
the use of the sextant and compass is easy to acquire if a man is constantly on
a vessel. I agree with Mr. McBride that through practical experience on the
ocean some of the best navigators have acquired their knowledge of how to use
the sextant and compass.
Mr. SHAW: A very large proportion of the men who were in France used
the compass, and had never seen a compass before they went overseas. It does

not require any special training at all.
Mr. MARTELL: The average man who goes to sea can hardly read or write,

but he works along and in a few months sometimeshe gets his certificate as
master

or mate.

WITNESS: I have submitted

the point, that

is all.

The next classification

to which I wish to refer is that of the library branch. We have a library
assistant, $960 to $1,200; a junior departmental librarian, $1,020to $1,260;a

departmental librarian, $1,320 to $1,680; assistant librarian, $1,320 to
$1,680; assistant librarian, $1,800 to $2,400; and a cataloguer, $1,800

to $2,400. I have herecopiesof the definition of the dutiesand qualifications
for the positions,and againthe classificationseemsmutually exclusive,unnecessarily complex,and the definition is not sufficientlydifferentiatedto enablethe
accurateplacingof peoplein thosevariouspositions. A coupleof simplegrades
would cover this whole service.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. For thosepositionsin the library, is a knowledgeof both languages

required?-A.It is not sospecified. Thereis a lack of that practicallyall

through. Now,asI said,I do not wishto giveany evidence
generallyon the
technical service.

However, there are a few casesin the branch in which I am

employed,
andperhaps
I mightmentionthem. We havetherea number
of

divisionsof the work, thirteen all together. There is a technicalheadof each
division. The head of the division of botany has a salary range of $2,880

to $3,360. This samerangeis givento a numberof other technicalofficers
havingthe samestatusand similar dutiesof researchin connection
with agriculture. The Dominion chemist, however, in the same branch and with similar
duties of research in agricultural chemistry, has a salary range of $3,300to
[Mr.
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$3,660. That is to say, he starts almost where the others leave off.
The
chief assistant to the Dominion botanist, has a salary range of $2,400 to
$2,760. The chief assistant to the Dominion
chemist has a salary
range of $2,700 to $3,180. The chief assistant to the Dominion horticulturist
and to the Dominion poultry husbandman has a salary range of $2,400 to
$2,880 in each case.
By the Chairman:

Q. Is it not true that in cases such as you cite, the difference between the
salary of a botanist and a chemist is very largely due to the fact that a
chemist has many more opportunities in industry to get a higher salary than a
botanist has?

Is it not true that there are positions

where the Government

can

employ efficient men at the salaries stated simply because the demand for that
class of technical man is so great outside that it has set a standard, and that
there will always be inequalities in regard to technical men due to the fact that
certain classes are in demand?-A.

not the case in this instance.

Yes. that of course might

effect it, but it is

The chemists are fortunate in having a chemists'

society or organization in the service, comprising the chemists throughout the
whole of the service, not only in one department, and they were able, I believe,
to mak such recommendations as got a higher salary range for that service

throughout the service. Consequently, the chemists on the experimental
farms benefited thereby, whereas the botanists did not have that opportunity
and suffered

from

it.

Mr. GARLAND: I think, as the Chairman has stated, you will find that
a chemist will get a higher salary outside than he gets in the government
service.

Mr. CHEVRIER: Why?
Mr. GARLAND: He has more opportunities.
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

That

is no answer.

The CHAIRMAN: The point I am trying to make is, that so far as these
technical positions are concerned, it is very difficult to classify them at any
given salary becauseMr. CHEVRIER:At least you could make them uniform if you cannot
classify them according to their exact value.
The CHAIRMAN: I appreciate that but making them uniform would not
give the deputy minister the class of man he wants. Classifying a lot of those
technical men makes it very difficult to get the right class of men.
Bij Mr. Shaw:
Q. I would like to know what you mean by saying that the chemists had
an opportunity to make representations that others did not have?-A. The

chemiststhroughout the whole service had, I understand, their appeal pull here
and were able to bring pressure to bear to have their salary range reconsidered.
Q. Was the right of appeal denied to the botanists?-A.
Not at all.
Q. Why did they not appeal?-A. There were not, I presume, enough of

them to get together and work up a case. I know that we have appealed the
case of the botanists

in our own branch.

Q. Did you have any result?-A.

Not as yet.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Who fixed the range of salaries for the chemists and botanists?-A.
was done, I presume, by the Civil Service Commission.

It

Q. Were there any experts there in botany and chemistry on that board?
-A.

Not that

I am aware

of.
[F.
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Q. Who determined the salary range of the botanists as compared with
the biologists? Any technical men that you know of?-A. I cannot really
answer that question.
Q. You do not know whether there were technical men on the board who
could

do that?-A.

No.

By Mr. Garland:
Q. You do not know whether there were or not?-A.

No.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Was it Griffenhagen?-A. I presume it must have been made through
the Civil

Service

Commission.

Whether

it was at the time

of the board of

hearing or not, I cannot say.
of

it.

Q. Were there any technical men on that board?-A. I have no knowledge
Mr. CHEVRIER: Up to the present, the evidence has not disclosed that the

biologists were classified by people who knew any more about botany than I
know about the man in the moon.

Mr. SHAW: I would call your attention, Mr. Chairman, to the fact that
there are two other Committees this morning, one of them the Banking Committee

which

I would

like

to attend.

The CHAIRMAN:I would like to attend the Banking Committee also.
Perhaps we had better adjourn until the afternoon.
The Committee adjourned until 3 p.m.

AFTERNOON

SESSION

The Committee resumedat 3 p.m. Mr. Malcolm in the chair.
Mr. PATTERSON,recalled and further examined.

This morning, gentlemen, I was giving instancesof irregularities in salary
ranges for positions having, in my opinion, practically the same responsibilities
and duties. I have other instances of that, but I think it is enough propably,
to put on record to establish our point of view.
The point I wish to make is this: classification was first made by the
Arthur Young Company. It has been revised by the board of hearing, assisting the Commission, and there still remain these complexities and irregularities
of salary range. It has been suggestedthat the board of hearing be restored
to activity

and its work gone on with.

We think that that system has had a thorough trial, and has proved unsatisfactory and not competent to handle that feature. They have done, I am sure,
the best they could, and they have worked from the highest motives, but it is
simply because they were not competent to handle the situation. We had a
board of hearing made up of one of the Commissioners,two men representing
the deputy ministers, two men holding clerical or junior administrative positions,
if you like, in the service. They had to hear appeals from practically all classes
in the service, representing quite a wide range of various technical men. How
could they possibly hear those appeals and give them due weight? They could
not, no man could do it.

The satisfactory arrangement of classification, and the satisfactory administration of the Civil Service Act under the classification calls for a collection

of supermen,which we have not got.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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Our plan proposes then to substitute for that system, which has proven
wrong and which is based on incorrect principles, first a re-organization of the
work by men who understand that work in the various branches of the various
departments.

Then a simplification and re-classification of the service, again by men who
know, in each branch of each department.

Then the harmonizing of those various departmental classifications by an
inter-departmental

council.

And then the submission of the whole matter to Government for approval.
That is our plan.
By Mr. McBride :
Q. That would cut out the Commission altogether?-A. No sir, they have
a regular function provided for them in the new plan.
Q. Then why not give it to the Commission in place of the Government?
Mr. SHAW: They are to be reduced to a state of benevolent neutrality.
Mr. McKiLLOP: Subject to correction by what Mr. Patterson has to say.
Mr. PATTERSON:I do not get the point.
By Mr. McBride:
Q. You say pass it on to the Government.

Why not to the Commission?-

A. Submit the plan to the Government for approval. It would have to go before the House.

By the
Q It would
mean?-A. Yes.
allowed to pass

Chairman:
have to go before Parliament for approval. That is what you
It seems to me the fact that the board of hearing was quietly
into non-activity or non-existence has proved in itself that it

was not able to handle

the situation.

By Mr. Garland:
Q. Mr. Patterson, did you have a department to look after all these particulars, in your own Department of Agriculture?-A.
In agriculture we would
have of course, a departmental council, and then the main branches of the Department of Agriculture would have their branch committees. The experimental
farm, for instance.
By the Chairman:
Q. May I interject a question. For Mr. McBrides's sake, and to make
our minds clear on the subject, your idea as shown in this chart is that the
Civil

-A.

Service

Commission

shall

conduct

examinations

and

fill

all

vacancies?

For positions where examination is the method of ascertaining fitness,

that is routine clerical positions.
Q. And the board shall handle all the questions of promotion from within
the service?-A. That is the joint council, yes.
Q. They will also handle the technical positions through the advice of the
deputy minister?-A.
Yes.
Q. In other words competitive examination would still be held by the

Civil Service Commission; promotions would be handled by the joint council,
and technical positions would be recommended .by the deputy ministers and

approved by this council?-A. Precisely. That is the idea. Take the experimental farms, we would form a branch committee composedsay of the director
of the farm and someof his headsof divisions. They would form what we might
call the official side, the staff side. We would try to keep that a pretty fair
cross-sectionrepresenting the clerical staff and the technical staff., and they
would work out a classification. We would all get together and discuss it.
[F.

W.
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By Mr. Garland:

Q. Have you not a committee there?-A. No, we have not.
Q. No appeal committee to consider cases before they go to the higher
appeal court?-A.

No.

Q. Not in any of the departments?-A. Not that I am aware of. These
different classesof employeeswould get together and work out a classification
for that branch. The representativesof one branch would never get ahead of the
others. If the clerical branch thought that the technical men were asking too
high a classification, they would seeto it that it would be refused. There would
always be inter-dependent play. I do not think that the boards of hearing
have functioned satisfactorily. The whole matter of classification and reorganization has been an expensive process. In Hansard of March 14, 1923, Mr.
Copp replied to a question as to what had beenthe total cost respectively of the
Young and Griffenhagen Commissions for services in connection with the
civil service. The reply was that the Arthur Young Company cost $158,454.90.
The Civil Service Commission for the reorganization of the public printing and
stationery were charged with $162,475.26. But if I read the question correctly,
and I think I do, the cost of the Griffenhagen Commission does not seemto
be given. In Hansard of 1921-I cannot give you the exact date-in reply to
a question, the cost of the Griffenhagen Commission was given as $114,008.15.
That was up to the end of that fiscal year. Our contract with them was cancelled then, but a number of the representativesof that company were kept on as
individuals. Our information is that their chief was paid $7 an hour, and his
assistants $5 an hour for the length of time that they were kept on. They were
kept on for some months at that cost, so that we have actual figures to show
that this classification and reorganization, so far as it went, cost $434,938.31,
plus whatever those men were paid as individauls, plus the cost of furnishing
them with the clerical assistancethey asked for, which was considerable,and
plus the time lost by departmental officers in interviews and correspondence
re
classification appeal--,which I assureyou was no inconsiderable item. We propose to substitute for that, joint councils working out the whole classification
and reorganization scheme by the service itself, without the cost you may say
of a cent. There is no extra pay for anybody in connection with the work.
Now, we have a statement of the simplification of classification. Dr. Swaiue
speaking yesterday for the technical institute referred to the United States
simplified bill which divides their service into five divisions, making forty-

four grades in all. It is not necessaryfor me of course to review what Dr.
Swaine said; I simply say that we concur in his remarks and regard them as
applicable to the whole service. Just to show what the civil service of the
United States thought of this bill, we sent a wire to Luther C. Stewart, President of the Federation of federal employees at Washington, which constitutes

the great bulk of the Federal Civil Service. The wire was as follows: " Rates in Classification

Act become effective July first nineteen

twenty-four. National Federation of federal employees through its
officers and members have had considerable part in drafting bill and

opportunity of offering suggestionsin connectionwith amendmentat
all stageswhile legislationpending. Ten eighty minimum rate in compensationscheduleexcept nine hundredminimum custodial employees.
Organizedemployeesfeel very well satisfiedwith ClassificationAct as
a substantial accomplishmentin right direction."

We think that in our plan we are offering an improvementon that, something that is still simpler. I will indicate, before leaving the classification
question,what I think the additionalimprovementis. By an order in council
[F.
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of June last, quite an extensive list of occupations were exempted from the
jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission. That has caused a certain amount

of comment in the service, and possibly criticism, as being the opening wedge
towards the return of patronage, and so on. Our organization cannot see it
that way. The Commission admitted that they were unable to handle those
classes of employment in an efficient way; consequently, other arrangements
have to be made, and so far as the branch I am in is concerned, while I have
nothing directly to do with the exempted classes, such as farm labourers, still

being in the directors' office, I would probably know whether there was any
marked change towards patronage, and I must say that I have not seen a

symptom of it. We are handling our farm labour in just the same way as we
handled it before; that is, if we want a man, we hire him, and we pay him a
rate with which he is satisfied, and which we are willing to pay him.
By the Chairman:
Q. Who hires him?-A.

He is hired by our farm superintendent.

Q. That kind of labour does not go to the Commission?-A. No.
Q. Have you noticed Mr. Chevrier or Mr. McGiverin getting any of
their supporters in?-A. No.
Mr. CHEVRIER: You might ask Mr. Garland.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Do you know where the superintendent goes to get the available men?
-A. I do not want to go too deeply into this labour situation because I am not

personally in touch with it, but I made it a point to ask our farm superintendent the other day-I said "How do you get your labour?" and he said, "I
just go and hire them."
Q. Do you know where he goesto hire them?-A. I really do not.
Q. I would suggest that you ask him that?-A.
I know that he does not hire
from any patronage source. He assured me so; I have his word for that.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. He would not necessarily get worse men if he went to patronage sources?

-A.

I would not say that he would. I have just this brief note on that ques-

tion of exemptions.

"We are quite in accord with the principle involved in these exemptions, that is the removal from control of certain classes which the Civil
Service Commission cannot handle and putting them under the control

of the departments which can handle them. There are a few instances
where the reason why the Commission cannot control them does not

seemvery obvious,but doubtlessthese are special caseswere good reasons
exist.

We do make the criticism, however, that this list of exemptions is
by no meanscomplete, appearsto have been chosenat haphazard, simply
with the idea of releasing enough so that demand will be satisfied but

retaining everything possible, in spite of the fact that a great many
classes of employees remain which the Commission is just as unable
to control and administer as they are in the cases of these classes
exempted. Some of these additional ones which one would think should
have been exempted as well are attached.

A logical handling of this whole questionmeansnot only simpler
and more efficient administration of this portion of the civil service
personnelbut means a very great reduction and simplification in classification in those sections of it where such simplification is most required.
[F.

W.
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We make the suggestion,then, that in weedingout these classesfrom
the control of the Commission that something like the following be used

as a guide in procedure and in the future status of these employees."
We thought we might possibly suggest a formula by which classification
could be made through taking out large classes of employees who might well be
relieved from the jurisdiction of the Commission. I do not refer to the technical or special classes, but just to labour, and this is the formula we would
suggest.

"Those whoseoccupations are unskilled, or who are qualified tradesmen performing duties identical with those performed by those of the
skilled trades outside the service or who are performing duties which
cannot be recognized as an apprenticeship or preparation for higher

classified service positions, to be paid full prevailing rates of their duties
and locations, to be granted sick and holiday allowance with pay when
permanent, not to be eligible for superannuation, to be eliminated from
classification of the service, and to be regarded not as civil servants
but as civil servant employees."
By the Chairman:
Q. In other words, you are suggesting that there should be two classesof
servants, those who are appointed under the Civil Service Commission and are

entitled to the benefits of superannuation, and permanency of appointment, and
those others who would be hired at the current rates of wages, and who would
be treated in the same way as if they were temporary employees, so far as

benefits are concerned?-A. Yes, they are employed at the full prevailing rates.
It would of course, simplify classification a great deal. You said, "appointed
through the Civil Service Commission." Of course, you mean to include those

appointed in the departments and of whom some record is kept in the Civil
Service Commission, or for whom the Commission issues certificates of qualification, such as technical and special appointments.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. Are we to understand that people working on the experimental farms
as labourers are not entitled to the same consideration as other employees in the
service?

The CHAIRMAN: That is the point I wished to clear up.
WITNESS: This is giving them the same consideration, only in a different
form.

By Mr. Chevricr:
Q. Except as to superannuation, which does not prevail in the case of those

paid at the prevailing rates?-A. We recommendthat they be paid at the full
prevailing rates.

Q. Under the system of paying the full prevailing rates, are they entitled to
superannuation?-A. No.
Q. So it is no departure from the present system?-A. No.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. The laboureron the experimentalfarms would be just as respectable
as
any of the others?-A. Just as respectableand just as permanentas anybody
can be.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You say they are not entitled to superannuationbecauseat present-1

am not sayingit is right or wrong-they are paid at the full prevalingrate»?
You say they are not entitled to superannuation?-A. Not entitled.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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Q. And you say that to make it agreewith the present system of paying the
prevailing rates?-A. We say that they should not be entitled to superannuation
because they are paid the full prevailing rates, whereas the classified classes

are not paid salaries commensuratewith the salaries they can get outside, and
part of that would be made up to them by superannuation.
Mr. McBmDE: It seemsto me more like a schemewhereby the man who
is a workman

would not be entitled

to the same consideration

as a man in an

office.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I suppose it would be for this Committee to make a recommendation that

all employeesin the civil service, whether paid the full prevailing rates or not,
oncethey becomepermanent should be entitled to superannuation. I would think
that if the membersof this Committee think that the men paid the full prevailing
rates and who are not entitled to superannuation, should be entitled to it. It would

be for the Committee to make a recommendation?-A. Surely.
Mr. CHEVRIER:But at present, those paid the prevailing rates are not
entitled to superannuation.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. In other words, your organization recommendsthat those who are paid
at the full prevailing rates should not be entitled to superannuation?-A. Yes,
owing to their getting the full prevailing rates.
By Mr. Hughes:
Q. Do those who are entitled to superannuation not contribute to the fund?

-A. No, there is no one contributing to superannuationnow, except a few very
old government servants under the old Superannuation Act.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Mr. Hughes is perhaps thinking

of the retirement fund?-A.

No one

who is paying into the retirement fund is getting the prevailing rates.
By Mr. Hughes:
Q. Those men working on the farm, who are not entitled to the benefits
of the retirement fund do not pay anything in?-A. No sir.

Mr. CHEVRIER:That answersMr. McBride. Those men are not now paying anything into the superannuation fund or into the retirement fund, and
therefore they are not entitled to their benefits. But those who are now paying
into the retirement fund 5 per cent of their salaries will ultimately get that
back.

By Mr. Hughes:

Q. In the form of an allowance?-A. Exactly. Our position is that paying
thosemen the full prevailing rates puts them on the same basis as men outside
as regards provision for old age. If the classified classesin the service were
paid salaries as high for their service as they would get outside, we would not

ask for superannuation for them because we .would say they had an equal
opportunity. I might just take a moment to explain what we have tried to do
to meet the requirements of the men who are paid the prevailing rates in the
service. We have taken that up several times with the Commission, and with
the former Premier, trying to get adequate consideration for all men in the
servicepaid the prevailing rates, and we failed. All of them are not paid the
prevailing rates, and we claim that they should be paid and we never could get
adequateconsideration of it. The attitude of the Civil Service Commission, or
of those who are responsibleso far as the classified men are concerned,is this:
They say, here is a man classified as so and so, and you must pay him a certain
[F.
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rate of salary. The furthest they have ever goneto my knowledgein connection
with the prevailing rate men has been to notify the deputy ministers of the
various departments that they would desire information as to the prevailing
rates men in connection with their department.

We have figures from the

Department of Labour, and the last I heard of the matter was that one deputy
Minister had written. We claim that most of them are not paid as highly as
they should be .
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I am not saying whether your recommendationis right or wrong, but if
any member of the Committee thinks that those who are paid the prevailing
rates should be entitled to superannuation, it is for the Committee to make
that recommendation?-A.

Surely.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Your organization recommends that those labouring men be not granted
the benefiit of superannuation because they are paid the prevailing rates. That
is your attitude for the future, I understand, and you say there is no reason why
any permanent employee should not be entitled to superannuation?-A.
If you

were to pay those men full prevailing rates, and at the same time give superannuation, would you not be giving the government employeesa special privilege?
You would be making a specially privileged class.

Q. You nrc taking advantageof the labouring class?-A. No, we are paying
thorn every cent that they can earn outside.
By the Chairman:

<>. You are bringing up a debateable point which will be discussedby the
Committee. Whether some of the civil servants in the class you refer to are not
paid as much as the workmen is debateable. I do not say that the salaries

in the civil service for stenographersare just as good as those paid generally
speaking?-A. That is a debateable point. As I said, when we reorganizethe
work of the outside staff, you can consider salaries.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. If you have a carpenter working on the experimental farm, and a carpenter in the Public Works department is paid the same, if he has a shorter

working day than the man working on the farm, do you think that is fair?-A.
No, I do not.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. You say that the classified civil servants are not paid the prevailing
rates of wages. What attractive features are there in the servicethat attract so
many applicants when there is a vacancy?-A. I have often wondered at that
very thing. I think I have said everything I have to say on that point. The
re-organization of the service was the next main point, and I can go over that

quite briefly. As I have said the reorganizationof the serviceshouldin our
opinion have comefirst then reclassification. We took that up at great length
in a newspaperletter of ours which I am not going to read and which there-

fore, I presumecannotbe put in as evidence. But possiblyI can read it here
for the information of the Committeein casethat it may be of useto you sometime.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Have you copies of the newspaper?-A. No, unfortunately the only
copy we have is our file copy.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. You cannot give us a brief statement of the contents of that letter?-

A. It outlinesthe history of the attemptsat reclassification. It is a post-mor[P. W. Patterson.]
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tern discussion really and is not worth going into. The plans for reorganization
will be taken up by Mr. House when he deals with the joint council scheme.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. One of the troubles in the service now is due to the fact that they proceeded with classification

before reorganization?-A.

That is right.

When I

say reorganization, you understand that I do not mean reorganization of the
staffs. I mean reorganization of the work.

Of course, the result of the reor-

ganization which was attempted by those experts, the Griffenhagens,-I think
the Customs department and the Post Office department were as far as they

got, but we have had from time to time in this department or in that, in this
branch or in that, a little attempt at reorganization, which has taken the form
of releasing from the government service large numbers of government employees,and a considerable amount of hardship has been caused in that connection.
Now we have had something like this to which the Hon. Mr. Graham referred
in Hansard of February 22, 1923, page 572. Mr. Graham said:" While in favour of retaining the Civil Service Commission being
one of the men who was responsible for its appointment, I desire to give

one reason why I feel, in the first place, that there are some difficulties
in the way as the matter stands at present. It is not the fault of the
Commission, but the fault of the law. I have had the unpleasant experience during the past fourteen months of seeing more than a thousand
employees in the Department of Defence retired, not on account of inefficiency, but on account of receding work. These men and women are
absolutely efficient, some of them having had five or ten years' experience in the very work of the department. Under the present law what is
their position? They cannot be appointed to any other department,

although they possessall the qualifications except that they have not
passedthe examination. To-day, every department, I suppose-well, several departments at any rate-have advertised for clerks and stenographers, and young men and young women are coming in from all parts of
Canada without any experience to accept those positions while there are
thousands of efficient clerks walking the streets of Ottawa who cannot be
appointed."
That has been the state of affairs which has been in existence for some years.
Part of it could not be avoided. The reduction of staffs in what you might call
the war offices necessitated the laying off of a lot of people. However, a good
deal of it could have been avoided had there been some co-operation between the
departments which were laying off these people and the Commission which was

holdingexamination, and putting people in the service. I remember calling on
the Commission myself in connection with the taking of a large number of
people for the census. That job is usually of a year's or a year and a half's

duration. They held two examinations for the position, and it just happened
that a couple of hundred clerks were being let out of the Militia department. I
went to the Commission and asked whether it was not possible that instead of

holding those examinations and bringing in, I think, three hundred and fifty

clerks,they should transfer the two hundredpeoplefrom the Militia department who had two, three and four years' training.

I was told that they would

haveto try the examination,but that it would be a simpleone. I asked,would
it not be possible to arrange for that, and they said " Yes it would."

I asked,

"when is the next examination?" I was told that it was in two or three days
afterthe day on which I called. I then said " It is too late," and they said Yes,
it was too late. Consequently,that opportunity was lost. I think if there had

beensomeway of findingout the requirements,
and asfar aspossibleemployingthosepeoplelet out,wewouldhavesaveda lot of hardship,andat the same
time increasedthe efficiency of the clerical staff.
5-^-
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By Mr. McBride:
Q. Do you suggest that men should have been sent out from here to the

differentparts of Canadato take the namesof the peopleand the statisticsgenerally?-A.

I was referring to the clerks here working at the census work in

Ottawa.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. Where the reports are gathered?-A. Yes, they are all gathered and
collated here. It is very simple clerical work.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Was not the extra help required for the census work taken from under
the jurisdiction of the Commission altogether?-A.
I do not think it was under
the jurisdiction of the Commission. That is my impression, that it was not.

Mr. SHAW: I think you are right.
WITNESS: Doctor

Roche seemed to know about the examinations.

I think

that possibly they may have set the examinations. I am not offering this as a
criticism; I am just saying that it was a pity.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL, having taken the Chair.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: Were the appointments to the census not made

by the department on the recommendation of the members of Parliament or
defeated candidates? I know that that is the way it was done the last time,
and for the last thirty years to my knowledge. The minister wrote a letter

to the various membersasking them if they had any namesto suggest.
WITNESS: There has been another rather serious hardship through classification having preceded reorganization. A number of people were blanketed in, and
some were found to be unnecessary and they were blanketed out again. I have

a case here in point which illustrates several things, and I would like to bring
it to your attention.

I will read a letter from Miss H. Schumann.

Federal Union 66,
Butterworth Building,
Ottawa, Ont.
OTTAWA,ONT., February, 25, 1923.
DEAR SIR,

I beg to submit herewith a brief outline of the details of my
examinations and the results with regard to my appointment.

I can-

not state definitely the time of examinations but this is as near as I
can remember.

I think it was in May or June 1919 I tried junior clerkship and
typist and was successful. Then in October or November, 1919I passed
senior clerkship or the examination for appointment at $80 per month. I
paid $6 to try this examination and $4 for the junior clerk. It is
almost three years now since I have passed and surely there were a lot
of vacancies

in that

time.

About two years ago I received a letter from the Commission stating

that there was a vacancy for a clerk at the rate of $80 per month. I
reported to the young lady in the Hunter building as stated in the
letter and she told me she would look it up and let me know. I was
working at the time so I did not follow it up trusting her to send
for me but I did not hear anything further.

I have beenworking in the Militia departmentfor the past six years

not due to any examinations. Last July I was laid off and I received
two months gratuity for my long service. I did not go to the CommisfF.
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sion right away in case I would get my appointment and then maybe I
would have to forfeit it again when they would find out I was drawing
pay from the other department. I waited until October and when I
went up, they told me I was third on the list. I wainted then till December and I was still third. When I went in January, they told me I was

thirty-fifth.

I asked them why this was and they stated that last spring

when the Board

of Pension

Commissioners

and Soldiers'

Civil

Re-es-

tablishment were amalgamated they discharged 32 clerks, belonging to
the B.P.C. who were blanketed in. So now they are placed on the list
for re-appointment. Now I have to wait till they are all re-instated.
Do you think that is very fair? None of those clerks passedan examination and yet they are placed on the same list as those who have passed
and are demandingtheir positions back again. And we, who have passed,
have to stay back and wait and then when they are all placed we get our
rights. It is a fine way the Commission is treating its candidates who
passed their examinations. Why not give the successful candidates first
preference and then, if the vacancies nre so great, place those who were
blanketed

in."

The point is that this young lady on November 9th, 1920, after passing
those two examinations, received a letter from the Secretary of the Civil
Service Commission

which

"Dear

-

Madam:

reads

as follows:

Would you be good enough to call immediately on receipt of this
letter, on Miss McKay, Room 618, Hunter Building, for an interview in

connection with a position now vacant in the Civil Service Commission.
This position has been classified as that of file clerk, and carries a
salary of $960 per annum.

If you are willing to accept this offer, and are found to possessthe
necessaryqualifications, you could be assignedwithout further delay.
Yours truly,
(Sgd.) W. Foran,
Secretary."
She went there as she says in her letter, and reported to the young lady

who told her she would look it up and let her know. That was in 1920, and
she has still to hear from that young lady. While she was waiting, thirty-two
people who had not passed an examination but who were blanketed in and
later discharged, were put at the head of the eligible list, so that she now
standsthirty-fifth.
Mr. Foran, in his evidence in part two, page 46, says that
one day's trial is necessary, that the Commission insists on an appointee having

oneday's trial in a department. Here is a case of a young lady in the Civil
Servicewho has not been given one day's trial, who reported and was told
that her casewould be looked into and was let go.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Do you know anything of the case of Mrs. Lyons in connection with

theImmigrationdepartment?-A. I am goingto take that up.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. A minute ago you were in favour of having people who were let out of
the Militia department being given employment in connection with the census,
and now you are not so anxious to take them in this case?-A. The point is
putting them on the eligible list above people who have passedan examination.
[F. W.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. It is a different situation altogether?-A. Altogether. I think that this
is a case where the Commission has not lived up to its rule. There may be
an explanation of it; I just submit it.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Did you ever ask for an explanation?-A.
Yes.
Q. What is the explanation?-A.
We enclosed to- Mr.
Miss

Schumann's

letter.

Roche a copy ol

We said:-

" I enclose herewith, a copy of a letter which this organization has received from Miss H. Schumann. This letter is apparently quite correct
and requires no detailed comment from us. We think, however, that an
explanation is due Miss Schumann as to why she has not yet received an
appointment after having passed an examination in November, 1919.
While we do not doubt there is a perfectly good explanation as to
why Miss Schumann has not received an appointment, after having passed
an examination in the Fall of 1919, and after having been told that she
was third on the list, in October last, yet we think is is only fair that she
should have such an explanation along with some idea as to when she may
expect an appointment. This will not only satisfy her, but will also
assure others, to whom her case is known, that it is being handled in a
perfectly fair way and according to regulations.
We should be very glad, therefore, if we should hear from you on this
matter."

Dr. Roche replied under date March 14, 1923.
'' 1 beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th instant,

enclosing a copy of a letter received by you from Miss H. Schumann. I
have had Miss Schumann's case looked up, and find that she was successful in an examination for clerks held in 1919. As she says, however, she

has beenemployed in the Department of Militia and Defence for the past
>ix years, and while she was so employed she would not, in the ordinary
course of events, be offered temporary employment elsewhere."

We were not talking about'temporary employment; we were talking about
permanent positions.

"The explanation of the changesin Miss Schumann'sposition on the
eligible list lies in the fact that there have beenquite a number of lay-offs
of permanent employees from the Militia and other departments, and
under the provisions of the law, these employeesare placed at the headof
the eligible list, and would thus have procedure over Miss Schumannand
others whose positions on the eligible list were due to the fact that they

had passed the necessaryexamination. The fact that Miss Schumann
was laid off from her temporary position in the Department of Militia
and Defence, and also that she was not recommended for permanent

status by that department, are matters over which this Commissionhas
no jurisdiction.

I may add that the Commissionis being asked to make comparatively
few appointments as clerks, but that as soon as Miss Schumann'sturn
is reached on the list, she will be offered employment."

Now, I submit this as an instance where the operation of the present Civil
Service Act should be amendedto prevent what I consider an injustice of that
kind. No doubt Dr. Roche is correct in saying that the provisions of the present
[F.
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law demandthat." I believe there is a section-I have not the Act here-whereby
the permanent civil servants laid off are put at the head of the eligible list.
Whether, when that section was framed it was ever contemplated to include
peoplewho had been blanketed into the Service without examination, I do not
know.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. That is a point I wanted to make because I gather from Dr. Roche's
letter that the people who had been blanketed in-I forget the terms of the letter
-but they had not passed an examination. I am under that impression-I may
be wrong-that all those who were blanketed in had not passed an examination,
or at all events that the passing of an examination was not requisite to enable
one to be blanketed in, but that the only requisite to be blanketed in was that
one had to be in continuous employment in the service since I think, 1919 or
1920?-A. Yes, and if you were put out someone else would have to fill the position.

I submit

this as a case where the Act

should

be amended.

By Mr. Simpson:

Q. Just one question in connection with that: This lady apparently has been
filling a temporary appointment?-A. In the Militia department.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Having passed an examination.
WITNESS: It was during the war.

Mr. SIMPSON:She had not been recommendedby the Militia department
for permanent appointment. The other thirty-two people occupying positions
in the Militia
Mr.

department

CHEVRIER: In the Pensions

Board.

Mr. SIMPSON: Those people were apparently recommended for permanent
appointment.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Not having passed an examination, and not holding per-

manentpositions,for they were blanketed in notwithstanding two facts, that they
had not passedan examination and that they had not held permanent positions.
The

WITNESS:

Yes.

By Mr. Simpson:

Q. The point is that this lady was occupying a temporary position, as I
understand

it?-A.

Yes.

Q. And on her being let out from that temporary position, she was not
recommendedby the department where she had been previously employed for a
permanentposition. In that respect,she differed from the thirty-two who had
been blanketed in and recommended for permanent positions.-A. The reason
why she would not be recommended by the Militia department, where she w&s

temporarily employed was that two years before, she had qualified for a permanentposition; so she would be provided for in the regular course elsewhere,
and her position could well be filled by someoneblanketed in.
Q. Does the passing of an examination mean that your appointment is permanent? It does not carry with it permanent appointment, the mere fact of
passing an examination?-A.

You must be appointed, of course. The examina-

tion is for that vacancy in the permanent service, although there are examinations for temporary positions as well.
Q. And the fact of passing an examination would not prevent her from
being blanketed in; they would recommendher?-A. No, but they felt that she
would be provided for sooner or later.
[F. W.
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Q. Whenyou say that thosethirty-two wereblanketedin for permanent

employment,who made such a recommendation?-A.The department,I understand

Q. That is the only recommendation
you know of?-A. Yes, I do not think

that the Civil ServiceCommission
had anythingto do with the recommending.
I think that was departmental. In connectionwith this eligible list, there seems

to have beensomelittle confusionin the evidence. Mr. Foran on March 20,
spokeof the advisability of curtailing the life of eligible lists. That is, making

them good only for a certain period. He thought it was a goodthing to do. He
thought it was within the power of the Commission to do it, and he thought it
was being consideredby the Commission. Mr. Bland, in giving evidence the
next day on March 21, also said it would be a good thing he thought to limit
the life of the eligible list, and I think finally it was taken as a note by you as a
possible recommendation which the Committee might make. That was on the
20th arid 21st of March. I have before me an advertisement,advertising certain
civil service positions dated March 19, 1923-that is before Mr. Foran gave
his evidence-and in connection with two of the positions advertised the advertisement says
"Note.-A
list of eligibles may be established which will be valid for a
period of one year." On March 26, a few days after Mr. Foran and Mr. Bland

had given their evidence,there appearedanother advertisement which said the
same thing:
"A list of eligibles may be established which will be valid for a period

of one year."

I suggestto the Committee that evidently the Commissionhave

considered that that was within their power and have made a limitation.
By Mr. Shaiv:

Q. You say they have made a limitation?-A. It so reads. It says "A list
of eligibles may be established which will be valid for a period of one year."
There may not be successful applicants enough to fill a vacancy.

Q. Do I understand that your objection is that you do not want an eligible
list for a year? Is that it?-A. We submit that it would be far better not
to have an eligible list at all. The departmental requirements for personnel
should be as carefully estimated as the departmental requirements for money
or anything else. Let this be collated, and then publish an advertisementthat
the service of Canada want so many of such a class.

Q. What is your purpose of giving this information?-A. Simply to point
out that if it had been noted by the Committee as a possible suggestionfor an
amendment of the Act limiting the life of eligible lists, that already had been
done.

Q. Your suggestionis that the Commissionhavethe powerto do that now?

A. Mr. Foran says they have, and it has evidently been done. Possibly it
was overlooked in giving his evidence,

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Is that the only casethat you knowof in that connection?-A.I just

noticed thosetwo cases. We think that the eligible list might well be done

awaywith. I thinkthat if wedidthat,wewouldgeta betterclassof employees

in the service. That is, whenyou get downpretty nearthe bottomof an eligible

li.^t,vou get thosewhohavejust passedandthat is aboutall; whereas
if you

hadno eligiblelist, andhelda freshexamination,
whenyou wantedto make
additionalappointments,
youwouldgetthosewhowouldcomealongreadyfor
entrance
to the service
later,andwhowouldtakea highermarkandprobably
bebetterqualified.Now,thesalaryrevision
wasthenextpoint. I havereally
[F. W. Patterson.]
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nothing much to say about that.

It is all in that memorandum which I read

yesterday, and which I think covers questions so far as it can be covered. There

is just one point. Yesterday we stated:
' We have said, above, that permanency of position is essential to
efficiency.
It is equally true that special reward for special effort is

essential. The present rigid classification doesnot permit of this. A civil
servant performing his duties in a routine uninterested manner goes just
as far as the one who devotes all his energy to his duties, is full of interest,
initiative

and enthusiasm."

We just make the suggestionthere that most grades of the service should
have two maxima, one which you might call the normal maximum, the highest

point to which the ordinary routine efficient employeecould hopeto get, and the
other one to give a higher maximum as an incentive to go into the service and
work up. This would encourage the man who works in an enthusiastic way, who
shows some initiative, and who is willing perhaps to reach- out and do a little
work that does not pertain to his job. I think he should have some special
recommendation, not to be regarded as promotion at all, but to be left entirely
in the hands of the department. As to superannuation, I went over that yesterday, and unless it is the wish of the Committee to have more detailed information, I have nothing more to say. I did not suppose that it came particularly
under the reference of this Committee.
We stated in the memorandum:

But

I have

a little

further

information.

"Taking up, then, just in a few words, the three great features of
day by day personnel administration, we would say:

(1) As to appointments to the service, it is our opinion that in any
but routine

clerical positions, that is, for all appointments requiring

special training, involving special responsibilty, or the performance of
special duties, these appointments should be made by the departments
interested, following out as to classification and salary ranges the uniform
classification and salary schedules set for such classes of employees by
Parliament as a result of the revision of classification through the method
above indicated in this memorandum, and that in this matter of appointments, the Commission at (1) as a central registry bureau wherein a

record of such appointments, giving dates, salary, title of postion, etc.,
are recorded.

(2) As an employment agency,to be consulted or not as considered
desirable by the department concerned, and to be always at the disposal

of any department to aid in securing the best appointees."
That is, we recommend that the routine clerical postions, positions where

a regular competitive examination is possible, be left as at present under the
supervision and control of the Commission.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Both in the inside and outside service?-A. Yes. As to other positions
which we call generally and roughly technical positions, the present system seems
to be absurd, in our opinion.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. How many members of so called technical branches of the service have
you in your organization?-A. We are like the Civil Service Association in that
regard, we lost a great many of them who went into the Technical Institute.
Q. How many have you now?-A. I could not really tell you.
[F. W.
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I could give you the total

Q. Could you not give us the names?-A. If it was necessaryto give the
names, I could.

Mr. PARENT:Is there any special purposein asking that?
Mr. SHAW: I just want to see how many they have got.

WITNESS: We do not of coursemake public lists of our membership.
Mr. SHAW: An order went through yesterday on Mr. Parent's resolution
for the publication of a list of members of some organization.
WITNESS: If I remember it was offered voluntarily.
Mr.

SHAW:

Mr.

Mr.

CHEVRIER:

Parent
Mr.

moved

Parent

for it.

asked for the technical

officers.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN: There were two cases in Quebec.
Mr.

PARENT:

That

was another

matter.

Mr. SHAW: He asked for a list of their membership.
WITNESS: Personally, I have no objection to furnishing the list, but I cannot
speak for the organization. I will submit it to them, and I have no idea that
they will raise any objections, if you desire to have it.
Mr. SHAW: If you cannot give us the information yourself, let us have it.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. Could you give us a list of your members in the different departments?A. Yes.

Q. You can give us that?-A.
Yes, quite readily. AVe do not think that the
present method is an efficient one for the carrying on of examinations, for
the technical staff. First, take the boards which are called in to decide on
applications for technical positions. Examinations are not held, the persons
applying send in their application form, and attached thereto is a statement
of their qualifications, training, experience and so on. There is, of course, an

opportunity for them for an oral interview, if so desired. As a rule the advisory
board is called in to pass upon the relative merits of those candidates. On
those boards I believe there is always a representative of the Commission, a
representative of the G.AV.Ar.A. and a representative of the department; and
then other outside representatives. They may possibly be representatives from
some of the other departments. A'ery frequently, however, they are representatives from outside the service altogether. As an organization we do not
think it is a very good plan to call in those outside representatives. We think
in the first place that it is unnecessary, that in our service here with its various
and complex and numerous divisions, we have men eminently qualified to pass
upon the merits of a person applying for any technical position in the service.
Consequently, it is unnecessary to call in those outside men. Again, we think,
those outside men are not under control. They are not paid, and there might
very possibly be some element affecting one or the other of them which would

tend to injure the chancesof the beet candidate. They are not under any
supervision whatever, and they are not as familiar with government requirements as people who are in the service.

Q. You are not in favour of those Boards?-A. Xo. I think they are unnecessary, and possibly dangerous.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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By Mr. McBride:

Q. Would it not be possible if the different departments held the examinations themselves that they might show some prejudice to people who did not

belong to their organization, to people who would not join it?-A. No, the
examinationsare quite outside of the organizations. Do you mean that if members of an organization in the service were appointed to one of those advisory
boards, and an applicant was not a member of the same organization, they
might not favour him?

Q. Yes.-A. But the organization is confined to people already in the
Service, and they are passing on the application of persons coming into the
Service who could not possibly belong to an organization.

Q. But in connection with promotions?-A. I was dealing at present just
with appointments. The promotions, according to our plan, would be regulated
by the department, would be recommendedby the deputy minister himself.
Mr. PARENT: What Mr. McBride

means, is, I think, that suppose the

deputy minister is a member of your association and is asked to pass upon
the qualifications of a man belonging to the same association, that deputy
minister would be more inclined to favour him than any one else.
Mr. MCBRIDE:

That is what I mean.

Mr. CHF.VRIER: It is merely a matter of paying a dollar, I think, to join.

WITNESS:If course, under our regulations, we would not accept a deputy
minister as a member of our organization.

It is an association of employees,

and we put him on the employers' side. Under the joint council scheme a
deputy minister is always on the officials' side, and could not be regarded as
eligible for membershipin an organization on the employees'side. It would not
be possible.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. Are all the organizations constituted in the same way?-A.
to the same plan.

According

Q. Take the caseof a poultry inspector. I know something of a board in
that case. On the board was a member of the Civil Service Commission, a war

veteran, a member from the poultry division of the Agricultural Department,
Professor Graham of Guelph Agricultural

College and one of the fathers from a

Catholic college. I think that those men could pick out a poultry inspector as
well as any man.-A. Of coursethey could, but why is it necessaryto bring in
those outside

men?

Q. I do not know that it is not necessary,I do not think that those men got
any remuneration.-A.

No, they get no remuneration.

Q. They got the servicesof Professor Graham from Guelph?-A. You ask
what is the objection? There is no objection. It is just the general principle of
what might occur. We think it is unnecessaryand possibly dangerous.
Mr. CHEVKIER:If there is no harm in it one way or the other, why not do
away with the board altogether and let the responsible officials of the departments concernedmake the selection. I have no prejudice against any one of

thoseboards,but I think it is out of the way, whenyou havein the Department
of Agriculture men just as good as Professor Graham or the Father from La

Trappeor the man who happenedto be presidentof a poultry associationin the
district. I think that the Departmentof Agriculture having responsibleofficials
of just as high standing, professionally, should make use of those men to select
the people to go into that department of the civil service rather than those

whoare not responsibleto the Government. They have no businessto go outsideof the department. The officials of the department, whether it be Customs,

Trade and Commerce,Agriculture, or any other department, are sufficiently
[P. W.
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proficient to select a man to work with them. If we are going to have responsible
Government, let us have it, or nothing at all. Those officials in the department
are responsible to the Government. They are paid officials of the Government,
and let them and them alone sit on those boards. Then I would have very much
more faith in these advisory boards than I have at present.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. You have used two very highly suggestive terms in regard to these
boards. You say that they are not under control and that they are probably
dangerous?-A. I did not say probably, I said possibly.

Q. Perhaps you could elaborate on that?-A.

What I meant by not being

under control was that a civil servant is under oath as to the efficient performance of his duties, and those people are not sworn.
Q. Do you not think that it would be an easy matter to suggest that the
members of an advisory board be asked to take an oath?-A. Yes, if there were
no other

elements

in the situation.

Q. Would that not meet your objection that they are not under control?A. It would meet that specific objection.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. To whom are they responsible?-A.

To nobody.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Supposing that these boards were under oath and that that did away
with the possible inconvenience which Mr. Shaw suggests, then I say that there
are men in the service who are just as highly proficient to select men for their
own department, well knowing the requirements of the department, and knowing
them bettter than those outside experts. They are paid officials and could make
the selection. But these boards are not responsible.-A. That is precisely the
position that we take.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. What do you mean by their being possibly dangerous?-A. Perhaps the
word " dangerous " is too threatening and ominous a word. I meant that it
was possible that the minds of members of an advisory board, or some of them,
might be slightly affected in favour of one candidate for reasons other than the
merits of the candidate. May I give you an instance?
Q. Give us one instance?-A. Perhaps I should not say instance, but just
an illustration.
Supposing that we have two professors, or two representatives
of two colleges in Canada, and two applicant? have applied for a position, one
from one college, and one from the other. It is almost to be expected, or at
least it is very possible, that each of those men is going to favour his own
college man.

Q. Are you a college graduate?-A. No, I am not.
Q. If I told you that exactly the opposite was more likely to be the case,
probably you would not be inclined to agreewith me.
Mr. PARENT:We would be very much surprised if that were the case.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. What you mean, I take it, is though you have described it in more
lurid language.-A. I would not say lurid.
Q. Would you say that the word "dangerous" was not lurid?-A. Oh, no.
Q. What you mean is that there is a possibility of some membersof these
advisory boards who might have their minds tainted in some way and might

not give efficientservice?-A. I think "tainted" is a morelurid word than "dangerous,"Mr. Shaw. What I meanis this: I say that thosepeoplecomein withfF.
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out control, and consequently they are not so impressed with their responsibility in making their recommendation as a deputy minister is responsible for
the efficiency of his department.

Q. I just wish to ask another question. Is this view which you are presenting, the view of such technical men as may be in your organization?-A. I
have heard no objection to that view from such technical men as may be in our
organization.

Q. Is it the consideredview of the technical men in your organization?A. It has beenbrought up in our meetings and has beendiscussedgenerally.
Q. You mean at your

general meetings?-A.

Yes.

Mr. SHAW: I mean by the technical members of your organization?
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. At those meetings were any of those technical people present?-A.

Cer-

tainly.
By Mr.

Shaw:

Q. Have you a sub-division devoted to technical men?-A. No.
Q. It was just a general conference with the labouring men and all the
rest joining in the discussion, and this memorandum which you present is the

result of the meetings of all branches of the service in yqur organization, and
not of any particular one?-A. Just so.
Q. Cannot you say whether any of the technical men in your organization
have any objection to the proposition which you make with regard to so-called
technical classes?-A. I would say that we have never received any objection

from any one.

I may say that this memorandum is not something prepared

just for the purpose of coming before this Committee. We did not meet and
discuss what our views were; our views were already settled.
These matters

have been discussed,and our conclusionsarrived at-we have been working at
the thing since our formation in 1920.

Q. The schemehas developed since 1920?-A. We have been working at it
since that

time.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. And what you present to-day is-

A. The mature results.

Q. Of three years' work?-A. Yes.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I asked I think a week before the Easter holidays for a

return of the number of advisory boards which sat at Ottawa, the personnel,
the purpose for which they sat, and the results achieved. I have not got that
yet, and I think that on this discussion on advisory boards it is highly important that I should be furnished with it.
Someoneshould be instructed to
ask the Commission to produce it.
Mr. SHAW: In that connection, a motion appeared on the order paper ask-

ing for correspondencein connectionwith the exemption of classes,and that has
not been produced yet.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Is there any disqualification of a man acting on these Boards if he
has any pronouncedviews on politics, or takes an active part in politics?-A. I
never

heard

that

there

was.

Q. Do you know whether some have been taking an active part in politics
and have sat on those boards, men with pronounced views on politics?-A.

Possibly, but I have not heard of it.
Q. That would not disqualify them?-A. I do not think that it is ever considered, so far as I have heard.
"F.
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Mr. McBuiDE:If a man doesnot take part in politics in someway, he is

not a very good citizen.

The ACTING.CHAIRMAN:
I wanted to know if an active politician would be
debarred from sitting on those boards.

I saw a list of members of some of

those boards, in which the names of somevery active politicians appeared.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. Does your association at a general meeting approve of the suggestion
you have given to the Committee?-A. Yes, more than one general meeting. I
have a case here which I would like to submit to the Committee, with reference

to the functioning of those advisory boards. It is the case of Mrs. M. Lyons,
who is now employed in the translation branch of the Department of Railways
and Canals.
Service

On October 15, 1921, we wrote to the Chairman of the Civil

Commission

as follows:

"Dear Dr. Roche,-

The organization of which I have the honour to be president, has
had brought to its attention an examination held in January last for the

position of supervisor of the women's division of the Department of
Immigration and Colonization. We have had placed before us the copy
of the examination papers used for the above test and also a copy of the
examination papers used on September 6th. on the occasion of a second
examination to fill the same position.
From our information the case would appear to be a remarkable one
and one requiring some explanation from the Commission, in order to
demonstrate

to the

service

that

these

examinations

were

conducted

and

the candidates marked strictly according to regulations, and without fear
or favour

to

anyone.

We have in our possession certain confidential information
nection

with

this examination,

which

information,

however,

in con-

we do not

wi-h to make public or use in any way, until the Commission has had a

fair opportunity of justifying their procedure in the matter.
We are advised that on the first examination a number of well qualified women took high marks, the highest being almost 82 per cent, and
that the highest candidate was informed verbally that the position was

practically hers. After this examination a board was named to look
further into the qualifications of the candidates and to subject them to
and oral examination if thought necessary.
One candidate, we are

informed, was so examined but owing to some defect in her speechor
something of the kind, was rejected, as ability in public speaking was one
of the requisites for the position. This board, without examining any
other candidate, decided that no one was qualified for the position and
threw out all the applications, in face of the fact that high marks had
been taken by several of the written examination and the general qualifications of these candidates were very good indeed, as can be easily
demonstrated

in one case at least which we have in mind.

The position was again advertised but candidates on the former
examination

were not allowed to write, but were told that their marks on

the previous examination would stand. However, these candidates have
since beeninformed that the secondexamination was open only to women
having overseasservice, which of course,throws out the applications and
examination results of all others. This decision is the result of the deliberations of another board, which sat on September 27.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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This organization has no objections whatever to preference being
given to women with- overseasservice, but what we do object to is first,
the setting of a quite difficult set of examination papers on January 11,
and the framing of another set of papers on September 26, which compared with the first set can only be characterized as ridiculously simple.
If in order to secure an overseas appointee to this position it was necessary to frame a set of questions which a child in the Public school could
answer, that in itself is sufficient evidence that no qualified overseas
candidates

was available.

In the second place, we wish to state that it seems remarkable that
a board made up of people quite unfamiliar with civil service conditions

and regulations should be permitted to overthrow the regulations of the
Commission, so carefully framed to give candidates a fair chance on
competitive examinations such as this. Why the first board should have

been permitted to reject all applications after the oral examination of
only one candidate, we are at a loss to know, especially in view of the
fact that such a high mark on such a difficult examination had been made
by one. Again, we are at a loss to know why when a simple examination

was set, the previous applicants were not allowed to write again, and in
the last place, we should be glad if you would advise us why the second
board was permitted to limit the second examination to women with
overseas

service.

We can only say that the only merit of these competitive examinations

lies

in their

absolute

fairness.

The

moment

the

service

and

the

general public lose confidencein their fairness, the best candidates,these
whom we desire to get in the service or promote, will ceaseto write on
the examinations and you will only be able to secure persons of a mediocre

training, and if these boards called in to pass on the merits of the candidates are to be permitted to play ducks and drakes with service regulations, a condition of confusion will result which will go far to destroy
the whole examination and merit system.

It may be quite possible that a very clear explanation of this whole
matter can be given. If so we feel sure that you will furnish us with
the same, in order that our organization may be satisfied that the whole
matter was carried on in a strictly fair and above board manner by all."
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. What is the date of that letter?-A.

October 15, 1921. On October 24,

1921,Mr. Foran, the Secretary of the Commission replied as follows:
" I am instructed to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 15th
instant

addressed

to the

Chairman

of the

Civil

Service

Commission,

in

reference to the above competition. The Commission will be glad tb
furnish you with full information and to answer your questions as fully
as possible.
This position was advertised in the Canada Gazette on November
8th, 1920, and a written examination held on the llth of January, 1921.

Of a large number of competitors but fourteen succeededin securing pass
marks on the written papers. An advisory board was appointed by the
Commission for the purpose of (a) rating each applicant on education
and experience as on the information set forth in the application, stating
qualifications of the applicant for the position. (6) To arrange a date
for and to hold an oral interview

of those of the candidates

so rated and

considered by the board sufficiently qualified to be invited to present
themselves

for

oral

interview.
[F.
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The board met and having given most careful consideration to the
qualifications of the applicants, found that only one applicant could be
given a sufficiently high rating on the above grounds to entitle her to
oral interview. This applicant was accordingly asked to present herself
for oral interview and after carefully considering the qualifications of
the candidate in question, the board decided that it could not recommend

her as eligible for appointment. As none of the other candidates had
been adjudged to possessthe experiencenecessaryfor an incumbent of
such a position, this eliminated all those who had made applications
for the position and as a consequence,the competition was re-advertised.
It will be seen, therefore, that the statements made in the fourth
paragraph of jrour letter are basedon insufficient knowledge of the actual
facts

of the case.

These candidateswho had obtained pass marks on the written papers
in the first competitions were informed that it would not be necessary
for them to write in the second competition.

Their education, experience

and qualifications for this position were given careful consideration and
rated by the advisory board, appointed to consider the applicants for
this competition.
the

So that ratings were allotted to all the candidates by

same board.

It is not a fact that any candidates have ever been informed that the
second examination was open only to women having overseas service. In
fact, the large majority of those who competed in answer to the second
advertisement were not entitled to overseas preference.
On the 22nd September ultimo, the advisory board appointed by
the Commission to rate applications in this competition on education and
experience decided after long and careful consideration to eliminate from
the competition all of the applications, with the exception of six. The
candidates so eliminated, did not in the opinion of the board possessthe
necessary qualifications for the position and did not obtain the necessary
pass percentage.
Of these six candidates, two were entitled to the preference provided
by the Civil Service Act for persons who have been on overseas active

service. A third had claimed this privilege but it was necessary to
procure a ruling as the whether she was so entitled from the Department
of Justice.

The provision regarding overseas preference, as set forth in the Act,
section

39, sub-section

3, state

that

" In

all

examinations

for

entrance

into the civil service. . all persons who have been on active service
overseas... and who obtained sufficient marks to pass such examination
shall, irrespective of the marks they have obtained, be placed in order
of merit on the list of successful candidates next after any candidates
who are on the special list mentioned in sub-section 2 of this section and
above all other candidates." (Candidates on the special list are those
provided for by suit-section 2 of the same section, as entitled to disability
preference).
In view of the fact that two and possibly three of the candidates who
were eligible for oral interview were entitled to overseas active service

preference,it was recommendedby the advisory board that those candidates should be requested to present themselvesfor interview, as it was
possible that one or more might be rated sufficiently high in the oral
interview to obtain pass marks in the competition, in which case there
would be no necessity to put those candidates who were not entitled to
overseasactive service preferenceto the trouble and expenseof attending
before

the board.

[F. W. Patterson.]
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It may be stated one of the overseas active service candidates so
admitted to oral interview had obtained the highest marks on the written
examination and second highest rating on education and experience. As
a matter of fact, this candidate in the final results has secured a higher
percentage than that earned by any other.
As to the objection that the paper written on in the last examination,

compared with that set in the first examination is ridiculously simple,
it needonly be said that the first paper was set by Professor W. G. Smith
of Toronto University, now of Winnipeg, and the secondby Professor J.
W. MacMillan of Victoria College, Toronto. Both these gentlemen are
recognizedauthorities on the subjects treated, and when it.is pointed out
that of twenty-six candidates who wrote in the second competition, only
ten succeededin obtaining marks of 50 per cent and over and that the comparative qualifications of candidates in the secondcompetition were fully
as great as those of candidates who wrote upon the first paper, I think
you will admit that your statement regarding the simplicity of this
examination is exaggerated.

The questions as to the comparative difficulty of the two papers
has already been raised by one of the candidates who wrote on the first
examination.

The matter

was referred

to members

of the examination

staff who, after careful comparison, reported that if there was any
differencebetween the two sets of papers, those written on in the second
examination were, if anything, more difficult than those set for the first
examination.

I believe that the above information

fully and sufficiently answers

your letter. The boards were, in both cases, composed of persons
recognized throughout Canada for their knowledge of social service,
female immigration and kindred subjects.

The Commissionis, and always has been,desirousof conductingall

competitions with the utmost fairness and in the interests of the public,

submitting candidatesto such a test aswill securethosemost eligible for
appointment."

By Mr. Parent:

Q. That letter is signed by whom?-A. By William Foran, Secretary.
The point which I wish to stressBy Mr. Shaw:
Q. I suppose the reason that you bring this case up is that it is typical

of a lot of other cases?-A. I would not say that it is typical.
Q. It1 is the only case you have?-A.
What we submit

in evidence is this:

The only case we have to present.

We have made the claim that

the second

set of examination papers was ridiculously simple as compared with the first
set. We submit the two sets of papers as evidence.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. WTouldit take very long to read the questions of the papers?-A. No.
The first examination was held on January 11, 1921. It was divided into three
parts.

The first is: -

" Practical Questions-Part

I

January 11, 1921: Time 3 hours.

1. After the war a large number of British womenpreviously engaged
on war work, was demobilized. It is desired to encourage these

women to emigrate. 0 itline briefly a policy with this object in
view.

TF. W.
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2. Once a woman starts for Canada, how would you deal with her (a) in
Great Britain, (b) on board ship, (c) on landing in Canada, (d)
and so on, until she had secured employment?

3. If a woman, who has had no actual experienceof domestic work, took
advantage of an assisted passage through an institution in Great
Britain, but found on arrival that she was unsuited for such work,
what advice would you give her, and what steps would you take
to safeguard the interests of all concerned?

4. You have to interview a number of women applicants for the position of Conductress. Outline the information you would give these
applicants as to the duties to be performed. Say what qualifications
you regard as absolutely essential for the carrying out of their
duties.

5. What is the procedure in carrying out the medical and civil inspection
at a Canadian entry port? State what medical inspection is made
when an emigrant is boarding a ship in Great Britain.

6. What are the functions and purpose of Canadian Women Hostels?
Where are they located, and how are they established?"
The next

is:-

" Practical

Questions-Part

II

January 11, 1921: Time 3 hours.
1. Discuss as clearly as you can:

(a) The conditions in Canada which render desirable, or allow,
the immigration of females.
(b) The types and ages of females desired.
(c) The nationalities preferred, and the reasons therefor.
2. Suppose five families contemplate emigration from the British Isles
to Canada. Each family consists of father, mother, two boys and
three girls, ranging in age from nine to eighteen years. What would
your attitude be in each case, mainly from a consideration of the
female members of the family, if the father were a doctor, or a
lawyer, or a farmer, or a carpenter, or an unskilled labourer?
3. Suppose the above five families decided to emigrate to Canada. What
information could you give to each family as to the conditions under
which they could travel; that is, conditions of space, ventilation,

sleeping accommodation, food, water, washing and bathing, privacy
and companions?

4. Assuming that you can, in answer to Question Three, state conditions
largely as they actually are, what suggestionscould you make for
improvement, if desired,and how could such suggestedimprovements
be brought about?

5. What precautions are accessaryfor guarding against diseaseon a ship
whose passengersare mainly immigrants,(a) before embarkation?
(b) While on the voyage?

(c) at the termination of the voyage?

6. (a) How are female immigrants cared for at the ports of entry?
(b) What types of women are absolutely excluded?
(c) How are they excluded?
(d) What dispositions are made of such cases?
(i?. W. Patterson.]
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(e) Can you suggest any means by which admissible but unaccompanied women may be made more comfortable during the
voyage, and become more easily adopted into Canadian life
after

their

admission?

(f) State any books or pamphlets on the Immigration Question which
you have read entirely or in part."
These are the two papers on practical questions. The third paper at the
first examination was what is termed a questionnaire.

(Reads.)

Questionnaire
January 11, 1921. Time: 2 hours
1. Give the names of three philanthropic

bodies in the Old Country re-

sponsiblefor emigration to Canada. How did they operate? What,
in your opinion, was the result of their activities?
2. Make

a comprehensive statement of your executive experience, es-

pecially in respect to organizations, interested in women's work in
Canada. Indicate what offices were held by you in such organizations, and what exactly were your duties.
3. What experience have you had of a supervisory nature? Give in
detail: (a) the number of employees under your direction; (b) the
nature of their duties and (c) the extent of your authority.
Demon-

strate how this experiencewill be of value to you in the supervision
of a staff engaged in inspecting, caring for, and conducting female
immigrants.
4. Illustrate your acquaintance with the Immigration Act and Regulations by explaining the following terms: Bill of Health, Board of Enquiry, Canadian Citizen, Domicile, Continuous Journey, Literary
Test, Rejections, and Family.

5. What actual experiencehave you had in: (a) speaking at public meetings (b) making formal addressesto women's and other organizations;

(c) preparing articles for the public press?
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. How many passed on that paper?
The ACTING CHAIRMAN:

One.

Mr. PARENT:No, fourteen.

WITNESS:The highest percentagewas made by our complainant or client,
Mrs. Lyons, 81.5.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. But she did not get the benefit of an oral interview?-A.

She got no oral

interview.

By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. How much time was allowed to them to reply to those papers?-A. For
the first paper, they had three hours on the practical questions; on the second
part of the practical questions,three hours; and two hours for the questionnaire.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Eight hours in all?-A.

Eight hours.

Mr. RINFRET:
How many hourswould be requiredto reply to thosepapers?
Mr. PARENT:About a year.
WITNESS:Mrs. Lyons took the highest percentage. I will now read the
secondset of papers, just two papers called Practical Questions. (Reads).
5-24
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I

September 6, 1921.
(Time 3 hours)
1. Distinguish
migration.

modern immigration

from earlier forms of human

2. What is the significance of the fluctuations in the yearly arrivals
of immigrants?
3. Is there reason to believe that immigration increases (a) disease,
(b) poverty? In what respects. If so?
4. Mention three proposed methods of restricting European immigration. Criticize each briefly.
5. Write

a note on the international

white

slave

traffic.

6. Mention six of the chief books upon the subject of modern immigration exclusive of government publications. What books deal with
Canadian immigration?
Practical

Questions-Part

(Time

II

3 hours)

1. Discuss the "returned immigrant" in his own land as a factor in
inducing immigration.
2. Discuss and criticize the current treatment of female immigrants
on board

vessels

at sea.

3. What is assimilation? Discuss assimilation in respect of (a)
language, (b) education, (c) standard of living.
4. What policy should the Department of Immigration and Colonization pursue regarding the importation of dependent children?
That

was the second

examination.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. Is there any reference to the French language so far as those two
examinations are concerned?-A. No, there is no language question whatever in
those papers.
By Mr. M art ell:
Q. The point is that Mrs. Lyons in the first examination made 81.5, and she
was one of

fourteen

successful

candidates?-A.

There

were

several

successful

candidates, it states the number.
Q. Out of the number who were successful Mrs. Lyons was the highest, and
she was not given an oral interview, but another was given an oral interview by
the Commission, or by an advisory board. Is not that a fact?-A. Yes.
Q. But it was not the person who took the highest marks?-A. Xo.
Q. As a result of this interview with one of the candidates, others were
eliminated, including the person who took the highest marks?-A. Yes.
Q. The Commission decided that none were eligible, and called a new
competition?-A.
Yes.
Q. Without calling upon the person who took the highest marks and without

giving an opportunity to her of having an oral interview?-A.

She had no oral

interview.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Did she compete in the secondexamination?-A. She was told it was
not necessary.
[F.

W.

Patterson.]
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Q. Let me understand that, subject to having it corrected later on. Did
Mrs. Lyons get instructions to appear on the second paper?-A. I will correct
myself, quoting from Mr. Foran's letter:
"These candidates who had obtained pass marks

on the written

papers, in the first competitions, were informed that it would not be
necessaryfor them to write on the secondcompetitions."
So the statement of Mrs. Lyons is confirmed by Mr. Foran's letter.

Q. She was not asked to write?-A. She was not asked to write.
Q. What was the result, then; somebody appeared on the secondpaper?A. Another set of people wrote on the next papers.

Q. What was the result of that, who got the appointment?-A. I cannot
tell you who got it.

Q. Mrs. Lyons, at all events, did not get the appointment?-A. No.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Have you any information to the effect that the person who actually
did get the appointment had overseasservice?-A. I am not sure.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Do you know who is in charge of that position now, Mr. Patterson?
-A. No, I have no information

about that.

Yes, it was an overseas person

who got the appointment on the second examination.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Did I get it from your letter that you wrote that on the secondpaper
it was not necessary that overseas service should have obtained: did I get that
right?-A. We had the information that the second examination was limited
to overseas candidates, but Mr. Foran informs us that we were mistaken
there, that other candidates did try.
Q. On the second test?-A. Yes.
Q. Who have not had overseas experience?-A. Who have not had.
Q. And are you aware whether it was necessary that on the second test

they should have all had overseasexperience?--A. No, I think we were probably misinformed there.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. What do you mean by "overseasexperience,"having served in the army?
Mr.

CHEVRIEE:

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I supposethe Commissionwould have the right to limit the priority to

which an overseas candidate

would be entitled?-A.

No.

Q. Do you know whether or not Mrs. Lyons was an overseasperson?-A.
No, she was not. We are speaking of the first examination.
Q. Do you know whether or not there was some sort of advisory board on
the second examination?-A.

Yes.

Q. Do you know whether or not she appeared as a candidate on the second
examination?-A.
stand

on

She was told that

her marks

on the first examination

would

the second.

Q. Did she appear before the advisory board?-A.

She was not called.

Q. Do you know whether or not she was called?-A. She would hardly

appear unless she was called.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Mr. Foran's letter said it was not necessary.
5~24i
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By Mr. Shaw:

Q. So it appears there were someoverseaspeople, who, in any event, would
be entitled to priority?-A. Yes, there were some on the second examination,
but it is the first examination we are referring to.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do you know whether the party that got the appointment got it by
reason of overseas experience and overseas service, due to that preference?-A.

Mr. Foran says here that one of the overseasactive service candidates who was
admitted

to

oral

interviews

had

obtained

the

best marks

on the

written

examination, and the secondhighest marks on education and experience,so it
was obtained

on the second examination

from

merit.

Q. Would it not have been possible, if Mrs. Lyons made such remarkable
marks on the first paper, she would have obtained very much higher marks on

the secondpaper?-A. That is one of the points I would like to make.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Do I understand that they compared the results of the two papers on
an equal footing?-A.
No.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. SupposingMrs. Lyons secured100 per cent, say, on the secondexamination, or on the first examination, and not being an overseas lady, and there
was some other overseaslady competing who had a pass mark, would that lady,
that secondlady, not be entitled to the position, by law?-A. You see,we are
not discussing a theoretical case; we are discussingwhat actually happened.
Q. My point is this-what I want to get at is this: as a result of the
whole transaction, was any injustice done to Mrs. Lyons?-A. Yes.
Q. Tell me how she could have got the position?-A. We think she should
have been at least considered for it, as a result of the first examination, when

one personwas brought in and examined,and was rejected,and no one else
was heard.

Q. That particular one brought in before the board, the advisory board,
was an overseasperson?-A. Very possibly, but she was rejected.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Was she or was she not, as a matter of fact?-A.
the

I do not know just at

moment.

Mr. SHAW: Let us get the facts.
The WITNESS: It does not state anything about that here. Shall I read

the paragraph? There is not a word about it.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Now then, Mr. Patterson, I will put it this way: what was the reason,
if you know, for holding the second examination, and secondly, did the Commission ever give you a straight answer as to why Mrs. Lyons did not get it.
or why this other person got it?-A. What was your first question?
Q. What was the reason for holding a secondexamination, do you know?
-A.

No, I do not know.

Q. You have not been able to find out?-A.

No.

Q. You may have your reasons for doubting, but you do not know?-A.
could not make any statements.

I

Q. The second question is this: did the Commission give you a straight

answeras to why Mrs. Lyons did not get it or why this other lady did get it?
rF.
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-A. I have read their answer to the Committee; it is a very long and very
involved answer; I do not consider it a satisfactory one.

Q. It does not state that this lady got it becauseshe was entitled to it by
overseas preference?-A.

Yes,-pardon

me.

Q. Give me the answer. I want to get what the answer was, if the Civil
ServiceCommission gave you a straight answer,I would like to know what it is.
-A. As far as the appointment made on the secondexamination is concerned,
he says, "It may be said that one of the overseas active service candidates so
admitted to oral interview had the highest marks on the written examination

and secondhighest rating on education and experience." If there had only been
one examination, that would have been fine; she would have got the appointment.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. It is very simple to get a straight answer to that point.-A. The point
we bring up is, why a second examination was held. As representing the
organization, I submit this as evidence just along two lines, to bring out two
points. First, that we contend there is a marked difference, an unjustifiable
difference between these two sets of papers.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. There is a point I did not catch; was the object of the secondexamination
to discard the first one, or to compare results with the first one?-A.
to compare, it was apparently to discard.

It was not

Q. To discard the first one altogether?-A. Yes. That is one point, that
there is a difference between these papers. The secondis that the person who
got the highest marks on the first written examination was not given an oppor-

tunity to appear for oral interview for the reasonthat they decidedher qualifications were not sufficiently high. You know what is meant by " qualifications ".
When a candidate sends in an application form for an examination like that,

attached to the application is a statement of the qualifications, the experience
they have had which would fit them for such a position. What I would like to
bring to the attention of the Committee in connection with that is this point,
that we presume Mrs. Lyons sent an adequate and proper statement; we will
take that for granted. If she had attached to her application a blank sheet of
paper, she would not have come out any different, in the face of the following
questions in the questionnaire, Examination No. 1, which she answered and
made 81.5 per cent on the whole examination. These questions are:-

"Make a comprehensive statement of your executive experience,
especially in respect to organizations

interested in women's work in

Canada. Indicate what offices were held by you in such organizations,
and what exactly were your duties.
What experience have you had of a supervisory nature?

Give in

detail: (a) the number of employeesunder your direction; (fc>)the nature
of their duties; and (c) the extent of your authority. Demonstrate how
this experiencewill be of value to you in the supervision of a staff
engagedin inspecting, caring or, conducting female immigrants.
What actual experience have you had in: (a) speaking at public
meetings; (b) making formal addressesto women's and other organizations; (c) preparing articles for the public press."

Now, if Mrs. Lyons could make 81.5 per cent on thesethree papers,she
certainly must have given very satisfactory answersto thesethree questions
which make 3-5 of the whole paper, otherwise she would have failed on the
examination.
[F.

W. Patterson.]
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Service Commission,

wanting to appoint a lady with overseasservice, was bound to call for examinations until they would get such a person?-A.

I do not think it is one of the

duties of the Civil Service Commission to keep on calling for examinations.
Q. Apparently, from what has taken place, in this instance, that is what
they were trying to do?-A. I would not wish, sir, to make any statement of
any inferences I draw; I would rather just submit the case for the consideration
of the Committee.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Mr. Patterson, I want to ask a question. In the first place, you have not

given us, I suggest,adequate facts upon which to make any judgment; in the
secondplace, I would like to suggestto you that the last inference which you
make in regard to the questions there is entirely unwarranted.

I do not say that

in any unfriendly way, but you see the statement of the applicants for the
position is a sworn statement, is it not, that the application of the candidate is a
sworn statement as to her qualification?
Mr. CHEVRIER:But Mr. Patterson did not say heBy Mr. Shaw:
Q. Is that not true?
informs

me it is a declared

Is that not true, Mr. Patterson?-A.

Mr. House

statement.

Q. It is made under oath?-A.

Has it the same weight as a declaration?

Q. Yes, it is made under oath. Do you not see that is an entirely different
situation from where a person writes out a statement?-A. I am afraid you
are putting it on strictly legal grounds, where I cannot follow you. I would
almost be justified, I think, in drawing this inference, that the candidate in

making that declaration adheres to the truth, whereas in writing similar
questions on an examination paper she might exaggerate.

Q. Exactly.-A.

I would not like to say that.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. There is nothing there, you have not said yet that Mrs. Lyons did not
put in a sworn statement or declaration. Did she or did she not? If not, then

I am through. Did she accompany her application with a sworn statement or
declaration?-A.
I presume she did.
Q. If she has, very well. If she has not, then, of course, it may be that the
contention of Mr. Shaw is right, but I have no evidence yet. The fact that she
did not put in the sworn statement-I
understood you to say that if she had
put in blank sheet of paper, it would have had just the same effect, because of
the way she answered the questions?-A. I was taking it for granted, of course,
that she would answer the questions truthfully.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. You can see my point of view?-A.

Yes, I see your point, but I was

taking it for granted that she answeredthese questions truthfully. It asks for
a statement, and I presumeshe gave it.
Q. There is just one suggestionI would like to make. I think you should
secure this information as to whether or not, on the first examination there were

any people of overseas experience,because if they made a pass mark they
would be entitled to priority over Mrs. Lyons on that examination, and then

you should let us know whetheror not the candidatewho was askedbefore
the advisory board, the person herself was an overseascandidate. If she passed
she would be entitled to priority in any event.-A. That information, it seems

to me, can only be got from the Civil ServiceCommission.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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Q. Yes, that is quite true.-A. I am simply giving the Complaint that I
have before me. I really do not seewhere these questions of yours apply to the
case, as far as the first examination in concerned. Doubtless they do apply,
but I could not get that additional information, because I have not access to
their

records.

Q. Of course, you have a letter there, perhaps you could have followed it

up by another letter getting other information.

I am just as anxious as you

are to find out what the facts are. If it is typical of any number of cases, then
it is of great importance.-A. I did not suggest it was not typical, I am simply

trying to present this information.
The CHAIRMAN: You might make a motion that the Civil Service Commission be asked for this. We might have that from the Civil Service Commission
to-morrow, before Mr. Paterson is through.
Mr. SHAW: I am in no rush to get it just now.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Will you, when you get that evidence, add that? You
might find out if Mrs. Lyons accompanied her application by a sworn statement
or a declaration, and secondly, it might be asked of the Civil Service Commission
why the second examination was held.
The CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, it is after five o'clock and we have a meeting
of the sub-committee, so I think we had better adjourn.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I want to make this motion, seconded by Mr. Parent.
"That

the

Civil

following information

Service

Commission

be instructed

to

furnish

the

asked for over three weeks ago:

The personnel of every Advisory Board that sat in Ottawa since
the formation of advisory boards, giving

(1) the names on each and every occasion (comprising the Board).
(2) the object for which they sat.
(3) the result-showing:
(a) the name of the party recommended
(6) the approval or rejection by the Civil Service Commission".
I am concerned, of course, with Ottawa only, but if any members of the

Committeewant to enlarge on this, I have no objection, but it might take a long
time if we get this information, becausethe advisory boards are very much
discussed.
The

CHAIRMAN:

Motion

carried.

The Committee adjourned.

THURSDAY,April 12, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 8 p.m.,
Hon.

Mr.

Marcil

in the

chair.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:As the Chairman will not be able to be present
for some little time, he has asked me to take his place until he arrives.
Mr. RINFRET:I would like to present reports of the sub-committee. At a
meeting on the llth April it was proposedby Mr. Malcolm, secondedby Mr.
Shaw and resolved that,
" Any organization of civil servants will be heard, their brief con-

sidered or Ottawa representatives of their organization heard, without
expense."
TF. W. Patterson.]
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these associations have

been notified-but
what is intended by the resolution is to let them know that
we are quite willing to secure their views, but that the sub-committee does not
feel it can recommend the Committee to incur any expense in that connection.
I would also like to present a report of the sub-committee meeting of the 12th

April-that

is to-day-It

was proposed by Mr. Chevrier, seconded by Mr.,

Simpson and resolved that" Whereas this Committee was appointed to enquire into the operation of the Civil Service Act, that the said Committee should entertain
all individual complaints in connection with the workings of the Civil

ServiceAct, provided the said complaints be made in writing and filed by
complainants."

The object of this motion is that we should receive in writing all individual
complaints, but we do not feel that we can recommend that certain complainants

be heard as witnesses. But their complaints will be given considerationif they
aie written

and signed by the complainant.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN-: We will

continue

with

Mr.

Patterson's

Mr. FREDERICK WILLIAM PATTERSONrecalled and further

evidence.

examined.

WITNESS:Mr. Chairman and gentlemen,at the closeof the sitting yesterday afternoon I had just completed submitting to the Committee certain
evidence in connection with the case of Mrs. M. J. Lyons, who had tried an

examination in January last for the position of supervisor of the women's
division of the Department of Immigration and Colonization. I have nothing
further to add to that evidenceto-night. I should just like to state in summing
up for our organization that we submitted the case as tending to show that
outside examining boards and outside advisory boards were not under

sufficient control, that there was a possibility of their not having a
sufficient sense of their responsibility, that there was a possibility of
their being open to influence, therefore and that there was a possibility, in
fact a likelihood of their not being adequately seized of government requirements in the various positions. We further submit that the Civil Service Commission in operating this system of calling in outside boards really incur a share
of responsibility-the
amount of that share I will not state-for those boards
and for their proper functioning, especially in view of the fact that it is a rule
of the Commission-I
will not say an invariable rule, because I do not know
whether the Commission had a representative or an official present at the time
this board sat-but their rule is that a representative of the Commission be

present. In that case,it seemsto me, they assumevery direct and full responsibility for the proper functioning of those boards. Those are the points which
\ve submit that evidence to prove.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. I was not here yesterday, but do I gather that your organization is
opposedto those outside advisory boards?-A. Yes, sir, those outside advisory
boards. We think that those technical appointments should be made by the
departments themselves,and that should a department feel that they do not
care to assume the responsibility

of deciding on the best applicant among a

large number whose claims may be very nearly parallel, they are quite at
liberty to call in help from other department?,you understand, in a quiet and
unofficial way, just to help them to come to a decision.

Q. On that point, haveyou submittedany evidenceas to specificcasesof
advisory boards?-A. Yesterday, I submitted a complaint and it will be found
in the

evidence.
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By Mr. Shaw:

Q. The one case you speak of, you say is the only caseyou know of?-A.
No, sir, I did not say that.
Q. Arc there other cases?-A.

This is the only case I am submitting.

Q. Are there any other complaints in that connection?-A. We are not
submitting any other cases.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. The question was, do you know of other cases?-A. I have no other
case prepared at present.
By Mr

Brown:

Q. "You are basing your case on that one specific instance?-A. It is submitted as an illustration.

Mr. BROWN:One specific caseis not sufficient to prove a whole case.
Mr. PARENT:It may be sufficient to enable us to draw conclusions.
WITNESS:It will prove the point I brought up.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You say that that is the only case you are submitting?-A. It is the
only
"
case I am submitting.
Q. Are there other cases that you could submit if you cared to go into
them.

Mr. SHAW: I object to that question. If he is not prepared to submit them,
I do not think he should suggest any suspicion.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Might I ask the reporter to read the previous question? If
there is any difference between the question I asked and the question that was
previously asked, I would like to see the difference. .
(Questions and answers read by the reporter.)
What is the difference between that question and my question?
Mr. SHAW: All the difference in the world. There is the suggestion that
there are a lot more cases and he has not gone into them. If he has any more
cases, let us have them.

Mr. MARTELL:If we are going to take the role of counsel and one objects
to the other's form of question, I do not think that is quite fair.

The Committee

is more in the place of a judge, and I think anybody can ask a leading question
from any standpoint.
Mr. SHAW: No objection to that.

Mr. MARTELL:I think Mr. Chevrier's question was perfectly legitimate.
The WITNESS:I am quite willing to answer as frankly as I can. During
the time I was president of the organization, and since, one of my duties was
handling a great many grievancesof one kind and another, or cases,if you wish
to call them so. Now I cannot on the spur of the moment think just how many
casesI may have which at this time I could get in shape to submit as clearly
and as conclusively as possible to the Committee.

I submitted the case in the

first place, not to, as I say, get anything on anybody, just to illustrate what 1
considerwas a danger in the present system, so when we explained the details
of the system we are suggestingmembersof the Committee would possibly have
this case in mind and would see how our plan avoided that possibility in the

future. If we had presentedthe evidencewith the idea of getting somethingon
anyone, we might have gone further. We do not desire to do it. The next
point that I desire to bring up, are two or three cases of what we consider [F.

W. Patterson.]
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By Mr. Parent:

Q. I do not want to interrupt you, but before you go any further, what I
would like to have my mind clear about, is a clear statement of what you under-

stand of an advisory board. Is it composedof one, or two or three men as the
occasion arises, or what does it consist of?-A.
fixed

number.

I would

have

to refer

that

I do not know that there is any

to the Commission

itself.

Q. Are you aware that in any case only one person might have acted as an
advisory board?-A.
I am not aware. I think that practically always there is
a representative, for instance, of the G.W.V.A. That would be one. There is a
representative of the Commission, and usually one or two expert men with experience in that line are supposed to be there in addition. I suppose the board would
consist

of three

or four.

I do not know.

Q. Supposingyou had to appoint a man at some experimental farm in the
district of Quebec, do you know what procedure is followed to secure a man of
this sort?-A. That would be for a technical position?
Q. Yes. A. The application, of course, would come to the Commission here.
'I think it is the rule for the head of the branch to appear in that case. That
would be the head of the farms. There would be the representative of the
G.W.V.A.; there would be a representative from the Commission, and there
would be another man, or men that would care to call in. It would depend,
I presume on the importance and status of the position.
Q. Does it ever occur to you that the man in charge of the experimental
farm in one district, that he would get the nomination, from the report of tin.1
man in charge of the experimental farm?-A.
That they would make the nomination on his report?
Q. The Commission would nominate the man on the report?-A.
It has

always been done as a result of the meetingsof this board. Of course,when a
director goes there, I suppose he makes his recommendation and sizes the men
up.

Q. Do you know of any case where the head of that experimental farm in
the Province of Quebec had to report on his own brother as to his capacity to
occupy the situation involved?-A.
The director of the experimental farm had
to report on his own brother?
Q. The superintendent of the farm.-A.
Yes, there was that case.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Would he be accused of partiality
his brother?-A.

Not

in that

or patronage, if he recommended

case.

Mr. SHAW: Brotherly love.
The WITNESS: Xot in that case, because his brother was the only man who
appeared for oral examination.
By Mr. Chcvrier:
Q. Are you speaking now with an absolute knowledge of how these boards
are appointed0-A. No. The proper official for that would be some official from
the Civil Service Commission. I have an absolute knowledge of how these
boards

are constituted.

By the Chairman:

Q. You may proceed.-A. I want to give just two or three instances of
what I consideredunnecessaryand complexred-tape in the ordinary carrying-on
of the business of the department.

As you are aware, in June last, a large

number of classes of employees were exempted from the jurisdiction of the
Civil Service Commission, and as I understand it, put under the control of the

departments. Among those classeswere several, of which there are a large
,x-'. W.
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number, of employeesin the various departments, such as labourers, teamsters,
et cetera. Now, while they were under the jurisdiction of the Commission, as
far as I am aware, no return of those labourers was asked for by the Commission. I know there is a branch (where I am employed) where we have a large

number of labourers, we never send in any returns. However, on March 14th
we received this circular letter signed by the Secretary of the Civil Service
Commission:

-

DEAR SIR,-Order
vides

in Council P.C. 1053 dated June 29, 1922, pro-

that-

" Whereas any position which is exempted under the provisions of
Section. 38B of the Civil Service Act, 1918, as amended (with the exception of those groups 1 and 2) is to be continued for more than six
months, the Department shall report the duties thereof to the Commission in order that the position may be classified and that no further

payment of salary in connection with the same shall be authorized until
the position shall be so classified ",
" Provided further that a report shall be made by every Department
to the Civil Service Commission in the months of January, April, July

and October in each year, setting out the name, duties, salary, place of
residence and place of employment of each person appointed under the
authority of these regulations during the preceding three months, with
the date of commencing duty and the probable duration of employment.
In each case where the employee has been on military service overseas,
the letters

'O.A.S.'

should

be added

I am to request that

after

the name."

a properly

completed classification

card

(140-A) together with Form CSC 241, " Classification of position exempt
from the operation of the Civil Service Act" in triplicate (one copy to be
returned to department and one to be sent to the Auditor

General) be

submitted for each position which will be occupied for more than six
months prior to the beginning of the fifth month of occupation.
In order to preserve uniformity in departments I am also to ask
that Forms CSC 242 and CSC 243 be used for reporting personsappointed
under the above regulations and the separation of such persons from the
Service. If no appointments are made during a quarter, I am to ask
that a report marked " Nil " be forwarded to the Commission.

Samplesof the forms mentioned herein are attached hereto and may
be obtained from the Department of Public Printing and Stationery.
Your truly
(Sgd.)

W. FORAN,
Secretary.

As far as the branch I am in is concerned, you will pardon me for using
that, because I am more familiar with it.
By Mr. Brown:
Q. What branch is that?-A.

Experimental

Farm, Department

of Agri-

culture; during the next three months we shall be putting on between 300 and
350 farm

hands.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Distributed over where?-A. From the Atlantic to the Pacific, in the
central farm, and 24 branch farms. A card is sent to each superintendent, to
be filled out by each labourer, whom we think we are likely to need for six
months or over. The man has to fill out a card like this, outlining his work.
IV.
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There is a column for commentsby the Civil Service Commission. I am speaking of a farm labourer and teamster.

On the other side he has to give a record

of his previous appointments in the government service. There is a space
below the line reservedfor comments,by the head of the branch; another spnoe
for comment by the department head.

Q. Before that goes out of your hands, can you say how many questions
they are asked there?-A. I believe they are numbered; I am not quite sure.
No, I thought they were.
Q. Because I do not know that that can be printed as an exhibit, but we
would like to get that down in evidence, the number of questions that are askecl

for the employment of a farm hand?-A. Say twenty.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. And a man is supposedto fill that up himself?-A. And a man is supposedto fill that up himself, and it is supposedto be OK'd by the superintendent.
Q. Every man who makes application for a job must fill out that?-A.
As farm hand or teamster.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. If he were to be employed for a period over six months only, I understood you to say?-A.

Yes, only.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. That is on making application for an employment which will last over
six months, he has to fill that card?-A. Yes.
Q. If there are 5,000 applicants for a position lasting over six months, they

must fill out 5,000of these cards?-A. This is the processwhich I am describing,
must all be completed prior to the fifth month of occupation. We are taking
on men late this month; a lot of these men we are going to need for six months.

We do not know which we are going to need for that period. We will keep the
best. When the rush work is over in August, we will let the poorer men go
and keep on the best for the fall work. The only one way really is to have a
card sent in by each man.

Otherwise we are going to find ourselves-if

a man

turns out to be a good man and we will like to keep him-there is every temptation in the world-I

do not say the superintendent would do it; but there is

every temptation in the world for them to put that man out becausehe has not
filled out a card, just to avoid getting into complication with the head office.
Q. This is just a pure statement of his?-A. It is a pure statement. I do
not think it is declared to, as I remember.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. You do not have to make this out as soon as the man enters your

employ? You may make it out two or three or four months after he enters the
employment?-A.

Any time up to the fifth month.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. The man himself makes it?-A. Prior to the beginning of the fifth
month. That is, by the end of the fourth month.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. So you probably know before the end of the fourth month whether you
wrmt him or not?-A.

A man has to make that out a great deal before the end

of the fourth month, becausethere is much more to be done with it, as I will
explain.
When that card
" Civil Service Commission

comes to Ottawa, there is this additional
sheet:
of Canada.
Certificate of classification
of certain

positions exempt from the operation of this Act, et cetera. The servicesof the
(F.
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employee named below are required for a period exceeding six months,' and
the classification of the position is therefore requested. There are a number of
questions which the applicant is required to answer. Now, in 99 cases out
of 100, it is impossible to name the previous incumbent of a job held by a farm
labourer. They are there and keep up the working force as a whole, on that
farm. You could not keep the name of the previous incumbent. Then here is
the Commission's certificate.

All our men are paid so many cents an hour.

Q. If the information given out on your first card does not correspondwith
the position as it is determined in the book, in the classification book, it is liable
to create a new classification?-A.

These are for unclassified positions.

Q. Then you create another position. Never mind, the Commissionerswill
answer that.-A.
month.

Here

That also has to be done before the beginning of the fifth

is another

form.

Q. Will you let us have the form?-A.

Yes.

Mr. SHAW: I suppose nothing tragic ever happens if these forms are not
completely filled out.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
Except it might cost him his job.
The

labourer.

WITNESS:

There

"Quarterly

is another

return

in connection

with

the

same

farm

statement of persons employed in positions, which are

exempt from the operation of the Civil Service Act under orders-in-council:"Name.

Previous incumbent of position, if any.
Duties.

Give details but as briefly as possible."
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. For a farm hand?-A.
"Salary per month.
Place

Yes.

of residence.

Place of employment.
Date commencing duty.
Probable duration of employment.
Date of separation, if engagement has already terminated."

That has to be made out, a quarterly return from all these farms. This is
sent in every quarter. Here is the fourth return that has to be in. This is
a separation report. When that labourer leaves the service he is noted.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. What rate of wageswill the man you are referring to now be receiving?
-A. It varies in different parts of Canada. Our farms extend from Prince
Edward

Island

to Victoria.

Q. The duties they have to perform are the ordinary

duties of a farm

hand?-A. Just the ordinary duties of a farm hand.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. All these forms are then sent to the Civil Service Commission, and then

I supposethey must be filed and somebody must be looking after them?-A.
There must be a careful system of filing, or else there would be a tremendous
confusion.

Q. Do you know whether that means the creation of a file for every one
of these applicants?-A. I know if it were in my office it would involve that.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. You have referred to about four cards?-A.
classification

card and there is the classification

Four forms.

form.

There is the

The list of men in the

employ and the separation report.
[F.
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Yes. That letter I read

Mr. CHEVRIER: I would suggestthat these four forms be kept together as
exhibits, not printed, but to be left for the convenience of the Committee.

Q. Do you know that that is the result of regulations made by the Civil
Service Commission, carrying out the present law?-A. Certainly.
They are
all issued by the Civil Service Commission, and I read the letter of instructions
from the Secretary.
By Mr. McKillop:
Q. What hours are the employee on the farm supposed to put in?-A.
in the summer

Ten

and nine in the winter.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. This classification system was not in force before the Civil

Service

Commissionissued its regulations.-A. The point I want to make is this, while
these people were theoretically under the control of the Civil Service Commission, that is before the passing of the order in council, June 29, as far as
our branch is concerned-I speak for no other, I do not know; as far as our

branch is concerned,we made no return whatever to the Commission, to my
knowledge.

Q. You did not go to the trouble of making these expensivereports in all
these four forms?-A. There was no return whatever. The only return we get
on these men on the branch farms is, each month the superintendent sends in his
pay sheet.
By Br. Brown:
Q. Do the men who drive the team feed them in the morning, because in the
ordinary farm it takes a good deal more than ten hours work to do that?-A.
They feed them.
Q. And take care of them?-A. They are given an extra hour for that.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Before these forms were used, did you employ more men on the farms
relatively to the amount of work that was necessary to the farm, compared to
the work that is being done now? Did you have more men on your pay sheets
than you have now? Did you have more men in the employ of the farms, before
the introduction of this scheme than you have now?
Mr. PAKENT: There may be more farms.
The WITNESS: The men are increasing all the time, because we are adding
to the

number

of farms

of course.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Before the introduction

of this system can you say whether there were

any superfluousnumber of men employed?-A. I do not know any instance of
it, becauseour superintendent reports when he puts on men. If he needsa man
in a hurry he does not wait for previous authorization, but he always reports
what he has done and reports their rate of wages.

Q. I mean before the introduction of this, the superintendentdid not employ
more men than he needed?-A.

Not

at all.

By Mr. Shaiv:

Q. I am under the impression that this order in council of June 29th last
eliminated through the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission all such
employees as you have been speaking about?-A. Yes.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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Q. Where does this six month's limitation come in?-A. I have just read
you Mr. Foran's letter covering that point. That is the point I am trying to
bring up.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Can you tell me whether or not the order in council itself expressly
provides that manual labourers who were to be employed for a period of more
than six months shall be under the jurisdiction of the Commission?-A. Yes,
the order in council says that. I am not speaking for anybody else, but I
know that the order in council was that anybody employed for more than six

months must be reported to the Commission, even under the exemption. They
have to be reported to the Commission.

Q. I was just wondering are they under the jurisdiction of the Commission?
-A. I am not speaking for the Commission. I would rather they would say
that themselves. Is it not given in No. 6 of the evidence, page 213 of the
evidence, No. 6 (reads) :" Provided that, where any position which is exempted under the

provisions of Section 38B, of the Civil Service Act, 1918, as amended,
with the exception of those (in groups 1 and 2) is to be continued for
more than six months, the department shall report the duties thereof
to the Commision in order that the position may be classified and that

no further payment of salary in connection with the same shall be
authorized until the position shall be so classified."
Q. There are groups 1 and 2 referred to there?-A.

They are part time

positions. All positions where the salary does not exceed $200 per annum.
The order itself is quoted in No. 6.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Probably on that point, in order to simplify the matter,
I understand Dr. Roche could say. I have no objection to Dr. Roche stating
what the point is.

Dr. ROCHE:I think that probably what the witness has in
wherepositions are going to be filled in a tentative capacity for
months, the position must be classified. That does hot put the
the unexempted positions under the civil service jurisdiction.

mind is, that
more than six
positions, like
It does not

bring an exempted position after six months under the jurisdiction
Service

of the Civil

Commission.

The WITNESS: I was not claiming it did.
Dr. ROCHE: I think it was intended as a matter of record.

Very many

members of Parliament put questions on the Order paper, and they want
information from various departments, and the Civil Service Commission is
a sort of clearing house for all the departments, and very many questions

have to be answeredby the Commission as to the number of employees,as to
the salaries paid, and so on. We want a record of it, and we supply the Auditor
General

with

that

record.

Mr. PARENT:Over men with whom you have nothing to do whatever?
Dr. ROCHE:As a matter of record, to find out how many men are in the
employ of the Government, whether they are exempted or not.
Mr. PARENT:Under what authority?
Dr. ROCHE: The Order of the Governor

in Council.

Mr. PARENT:The Order in Council that has just been read?
Dr.

ROCHE:

Yes.
fF.
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Mr. PARENT:The point I wantedto bring out, was,that it seemsto me a
case of perplexity in administration where something more concisewould serve
the purpose just as well.

The WITNESS:
Just off-hand, I believeif the Commissionwants a record,

could they not get the information that could reasonably be asked if we were
to provide them with a copy of our pay sheet? Our superintendent sendsus iu
a copy of the pay sheet each month for our files. If they sent in two and we

sent in one,would that not be sufficient? It showshis occupation,his rate per
hour, the period covered by the pay sheet, the total number of hours for the
month, with a'column for remarks.

That I think should be sufficient for that

simple class of employee.
Q. Do you know whether your branch made a suggestion,or such a recommendation to the Commission?-A. This, as you will see,is only dated March
14th.

We are only getting our first April returns in from the branches now.

There was a somewhatsimilar instance which I should like to bring to the
attention of the Committee, -that is. the manner of handling statutory increases.

Under present conditions everyone in the classified service, whether they are
paid from what we call the Civil Government or from the votes of different
departments or branches must be signed henceforth by the head of that branch,
a recommendation for a salary increase, or they do not get it. I have here the
form: GOVERN MI XT OF CANADA

REOMMEXDATION

FOR

SALARY

INCREASE

Department No.
Date.

To the Civil

Service Commission:

The salary increase specified below is hereby recommendedfor
the employee named;
Name

in

full

Department
Unit

Branch

and Position

Organization

No

Classification Title of position

Present salary

Proposed salary

Amount
of increase
Date
of last increase

Date

increase should

become effective

Certificate of Deputy Head:

I herebycertify that the abovenamedemployeehas performed

and is performingmeritoriousserviceand has increased
his usefulness in the service.

Signed

(Signature of Deputy Head)
NOTES

AND

INSTRUCTIONS

1. This form must be used only for applications for increases in

compensationunder Civil ServiceAct 1918as amendedSec.45B (3).
2. This form must be submitted to the Civil Service Commission iu

duplicate. Whenthe increaseis approvedthe originalwill be retained
IF. W.
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by the Commissionfor its files and the duplicate,bearingthe Commis-

sion'sapproval,returnedto the department.No letterof transmittalneed
accompany the form.

3. Separate form must be submitted for each employee.
This space reserved for the use of the Civil Service Commission.
(Commission's Number)
Form

C.S.C.

104-25M-1-21.

Thereis anotherthing that is very complex. I know in our own branchwe
have to make five copies of that form in order to have one copy for our own
files and to satisfy everyone who wants a copy. We keep one copy, the Commission gets two, the deputy minister gets one and our accountant gets one.

So there are five copies of that recommendation for an increase in the case of
each employee.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. How many employees have you to which that would apply?-A.
would apply to roughly about 300 employees in our branch.

That

Q. How many would that mean for your particular branch?-A. In the
particular branch I am in, it would mean 1,500 forms.
Q. Does that apply to every employee in the service who deserves an

increase?-A. Yes, throughout Canada. If that form doesnot come in, he does
not get any increase, if it is forgotten.
By the Chairman:
Q. What date of the year would that be?-A. It must be in the hands of
the Commission and acted upon at least one month before the increase takes

effect; that is, if a man's increase dates from April 1st, as a great many of
them do, it must be in and be O.K.'d say by the first of March.
the regulation.

I believe that is

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Are the statutory increasesgiven on the same date throughout Canada?
-A. No; it dependsupon the date of a man's appointment.
Q. They are only given once a year?-A. Only once a year.
Q. So that you have to keep it going practically all the time?-A. The year
is divided into what they call four official quarters, April 1, July 1, October 1
and January 1. Then you must remember that six weeks or so before the

beginningof an official quarter, your lists of employeesmust all be gone over,
sothat you are sure you are not overlooking someemployeewhosenext increase
dates from the next official quarter, because if you overlook him there is diffi-

culty in the readjustment; of course it is capable of readjustment, but it makes
a lot of trouble.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. What is the number, Mr. Patterson?-A.

This is C.S.C. 104.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. What is the suggestionof your organization in referenceto this matter?
-A. We have two suggestions. Would it not be possible for a man's statutory
increaseto be understood as being due and payable from such a date unless he

had beenreportedupon adverselyby his deputy minister, that is, simply an
adversereport?
5-2S
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Q. Instead of taking the affirmative side, taking the negative?-A. Certainly.

Q. Ha- your department suggestedthat to the Civil Service Commission?
-A.

Not that I know of.

I do not know whether they have or not.

Q. I mean your organization?-A. No, we have not suggestedthat.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. What was the system in use previous to the adoption of this scheme?A. I really could not tell you what the system was, because we had no part in
it in our branch.

If the head of our branch

considered

a man

was not

entitled

to a statutory increase, he would report so through his deputy minister. What
returns were prepared in the office of the deputy minister, I could not say.
That is one suggestion we have to make. If that were thought a little too
loose, why not simply prepare in the accountant's office, or wherever it might
be done most conveniently, a list of names of persons entitled to an increase
at the beginning of the next official quarter, and at the bottom a memorandum
for the deputy minister something like this: " I hereby recommend that the
above named be paid the statutory increase from such and such a date," and
sign his name.

Q. Do you know whether that is the outcomeof recommendationsmade by
flip classifiers from the outside, those foreign experts?-A. I could not say. It
is on the Civil Service Commission form, but I think it dates from their reign
here. It has been in force for quite a while.
Q. Have you any idea of the time it takes your clerks to prepare the sheets
with carbon copies and all that?-A. It was not done in my office; it was done

in the office of the secretary. I would judge that his staff was at it a goodpart
of even7 day for a month.

Q. Have you any idea of the length of time it took in the old days?-A.
In the old days it did not take us any time, becausewe had nothing to do with it.
Q. How long do you think it would take now?-A. I should say that,
working full time, it would take ten days, in his office.

Q. With how many clerks?-A. Two clerks, and myself supervising the
work.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. For every quarter?-A. There would be a certain number every quarter.
Q. Would there be ten days out of every quarter?-A. The heaviest quarter
is the April 1st quarter, putting the service on a reclassification, so many dated
from April 1. 1919. The heaviest load is on April 1; the others are not so heavy.
Q. How many clerks are working there now?-A. Two clerks, and the
secretary supervising.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You have a staff of 300?-A. Approximately 300.
Mr. SHAW: I just want to get an idea of the speed at which they arc
working.
By Mr. Cl

Q. What kind of a sheet is that; is it on the length or on the breadth of
the lines that it is used?-A.

It is a thing that cannot be typed quickly.

Q. Are there any other sheets used in connection with these statutory
increases?-A.

These are the only sheets we send in.

I presume when these get

into the hands of the Commission,each employeehas a file, the copy is attached
and the file put back. They have no doubt a very accurate system, and it must
take a great deal of time in the office.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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By the Chairman:

Q. Have you any idea how many employeesreceive an increase in a year?
-A. I could not give it to you with any accuracy, that is, the total number of
classified employees in Canada. Possibly Dr. Roche might be able to give an
approximate figure.
Dr. ROCHE: I cannot give an idea of the employees who are classified.

The CHAIRMAN:You could not say the number offhand?
Dr.

ROCHE:

Not

offhand.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. There seemsto be some misunderstanding,Mr. Patterson as to just how
many papers you make out; is it the one paper you refer to?-A. Five copies
of it.

Q. Onemachine doesit?-A. The one operation. It is slow work arranging
it and getting it to register right on the proper lines. It is not a caseof touching
it off quickly on a machine.

Q. It takes three parties ten days to do it?-A.

Yes. It is not a mere

matter of typing.

Q. That is at the rate of about thirty a day?-A.

We have to go over the

whole list, to see when each man's increase starts.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. It is not just the typing that takes the time?-A.

No; that is the

simplest part of it.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Can you say, Mr. Patterson, that the filling out of that list is due to a
statutory provision, or is it due to some regulation merely of the Civil Service
Commission?-A. I take it to be a regulation of the Civil Service Commission.
Q. Can you say definitely whether it is a statutory regulation?-A. No, I
could not say that.

Q. I supposeyou can probably tell me this: the object of using that system
is to insure that the department head will go over the qualifications of every
individual, whatever the salary increasesmay be; would that be the object of it.
do you suppose,or can you give us any help in connectionwith that?-A. No, I
am afraid I cannot, Mr. Shaw.

Q. That is the only thing I can think of; I thought you might probably help
us?-A. There may be very good reasonsfor it.
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

We will

find

out from

the Commissioners.

Mr. SHAW: I would suggest that the staff should be speeded up.
WITNESS: It has to be done very carefully, and very very thoroughly.
Mr. CHEVRIER: It might be interesting for Mr. Shaw to go in and see the
process.

WITNESS:If you were in the service and were speededup and missed your
increase, you would know all about it.
Mr. SHAW: I do not want to be.

WITNESS:
The next generalpoint I would like to take up, for just a moment,
is the presentsystem of handling promotions. The organizationI belong to
doesnot considerthat the presentsystemis as efficienta systemas might be
devised. We, of course,recommend
that promotionsbe handledby the department and be concurred in under the joint councils' schemeby the representative
of that employee'sdepartment on the joint council.
S-'25!

[F. W. Patterson.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Would the 1,700 employees in your Association be satisfied to have
promotions in the way you are going to mention?-A. Yes. I first wanted to
make a remark or two on the present system, as I understand it. We have a

classifiedman, for instance,doingvery goodwork, andwe want to promotethat
man; we feel that he deservesit. As I understand it, the only way to do that
is to make an application for a reclassification of that position. We cannot say
that we want this man promoted, we make application for the reclassification
of the position.

Q. The creation of another position?-A. The creation of another position
of a higher grade. When we make that application, it goesto the Commission,
the deputy minister concurs in it, they send out an investigator. I have met
one or two of those investigators in the branch I work in, and I have no criticism

to make of them in one sense,that is, those I have met are fine fellows, they are
willing to listen carefully to any representations we make and weigh it as well
as they can weigh it; but as I said yesterday, it calls for a superman to act
efficiently.

Q. The objection you have, Mr. Patterson, to the investigator is that he,
with all his goodwill, has not the intimate knowledge of the requirements of the

branch that would be necesssaryto justify a proper decision?-A. Precisely.
The investigator who looks after the Department of Agriculture has under hi-

charge the Board of Pension Commissioners,Marine, Agriculture, External
Affairs, Justice, Secretary of State, and the Soldier Civil Re-Establishment, in
so far as they are under the jurisdiction

of that Commission.

Q. What is the name of that gentlemen?-A. His name is Cole, I believe.
By the Chairman:
Q. Have you any idea of the number?-A. The number of classified positions? It would be a very large number, but I could not tell you the number

exactly. Mr. Cole's qualifications are, 19 years technical training, correspondence course, independent reading, two and a half years civil service investigation and classification, appointed to the Civil Service Commission November,
1919. Then the question was asked by Mr. Chevrier:-

" Q. What is the nature of that engineering?-A. He was in thf
Department of the Interior for a considerableperiod of time, I cannot
tell you exactly how many years, but at least ten years."
Mr. Putman said he had been on railway construction work and refrigerator
plant erection.

Q. Just there, in your department or in the agricultural branch, you have
a technical man, such as a chemist or a biologist?-A. We have chemists,we

have bacteriologists,we have botanists,we have expertsin animal husbandry,
experts in field husbandry, and experts in plant pathology.

Q. He would be calleduponto passuponrecommendations
for promotions?
-A. He would go up to the farm, get whateverhe has knowledgeenoughto
ask for and what more we can volunteer, come back and give a deliberate
and mature recommendation to the Civil Service Commission, either pro or

con. As I say, I am not criticising Mr. Cole, but it is impossible for any man
to do that work.

Q. I am criticising the system;I think it is unfortunatefor the gentleman
to have any such position and be expectedto carry on that work.-A. I am
not criticising Mr. Cole, as I said before.
[F.

W. Patterson.]
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By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Are there any complaints regarding promotions in your service, as far
as Mr. Cole is concerned,whatever the operations might be?
Mr. CHEVIUER: The answer to that might be the number of appeals.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Do you happen to know of your own knowledge, Mr. Patterson?-A.
Mr. Cole has not been our investigator very long. There was a gentleman
named Simmons, who was our inspector before, and who I believe has been
transferred to have charge over other departments now.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. How long has Mr. Cole been with you, in your department?-A. I don't
know how long he has had supervision over the promotions in our department,
but we have six or seven cases in now.

He was out at the farm possibly two

months ago, and we have had no decisionsas yet in those cases.
Q. Those caseswere investigated about two months ago, and there are no
decisionsyet?-A. From six weeks to two months; I do not remember the date.
Q. When do you expect a decision?-A. I have no idea.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. You had Mr. Simmons formerly?-A. Yes.
Q. You had no complaints then?-A. We had no complaints of Mr. Simmons; he was a very good man.

Q. Were there no appeals from his decisions?-A. No appeals particularly.If we did not get a promotion, we did not get it, and if we did get it we got it;.
we did not blame Mr. Simmons for it.

We were doing the best we could with

the system. It w,asnot the fault of the man, it was the fault of the system.
They are not taking steps on their own initiative, pressing for promotion, they
are willing to trust to the squarenessof the directorate, you understand.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. How can you give people promotions unless somebody dies or retires?
-A. I was just describing it. The only way it can be done in this case is, the
creation of a new position to promote him to. If I may give an instance, we

will take the caseof a man such as a herdsman; we want to promote him to a
headherdsmanship,we feel he deservesit for his work. The only way we can do
it is to have the position reclassified as a head herdsman. We are just creating
that new position. The highest position in that particular form may be herdsman, but we think it deserves a classification as head herdsman, for the man who
deserves it.

By Mr. Brown:
Q. But if there is a head herdsman?-A.

If there is a head herdsman there,

he has to step out before there is any promotion.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Supposehe wantsto get promotion,what classificationdo you createfor
him?-A. There is no.promotionfor the headherdsman,unlesshe wants to go
to an agricultural college and take a degree.
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. After that, Mr. Patterson,onceyou havedecidedto reelassifya position,
that is, the creationof a new position,it hasto be ratified by the Civil Service
Commission,and then has it to be ratified by order in council?-A. No, it has

been ratified

before.

[F.

W. Patterson.]
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Q. But it has to get an order in council?-A. Yes.

Q. You have to disrupt the work of the Cabinet by askingthem to createa
new position?-A. Exactly. The old position disappears;there is a new position.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. That is anotherway of giving him an increaseof salary in the same

position?-A. Practically,

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Have you any idea of the number of those variations; all those variations you spoke of the other clay were ratified by order in council, a change in
the classification; I think you said there were 700 or 800 of them?-A. Those
changesin the classification? Yes, something like that.
Q. So that it would take 700 or 800 orders in council during the year to
clean that up?-A. There was one more point in connection with that method
of handling

promotions.

You have created a new class, that class is now

created. If that man drops out, his successorautomatically stepsinto the higher
classification, which he may not deserve as a new man, a man of untried effi-

ciency, whereas if it were a simple matter of promotion without this matter of
reclassification, necessarily the man would start at the bottom of the ladder.

There was just one more point I wanted to speak of in the evidenceI have
to submit, that is, the great necessity and need in the service of some form of

appeal board, court, judge, or whatever you may call it, to which civil servants
could have recoursewhen they felt that they had beenunjustly dealt with. On
page 45 of Volume 2, the Secretary of the Commission in giving evidencesaid
in a general way: "Yes, there was an appeal to the Commission if an employee
were dismissed, but they very seldom took advantage of it, because they felt

that if they were dismissed they were dismissed for cause, and there was not
much use appealing to the Commission." Major McKeand, in his evidenceat
page 281 and 282 of Volume 7, spokeof the possibilities of the board of hearing
as an appeal board. He was asked whether any civil servants had appealedto
the appeal board, not in connectionwith classification, as I understood it, but
any classifications where they thought they had been treated unjustly in the
department. The question was asked of him, I believe: "Suppose the deputy
minister had a club over a man, do you know of any cases where they appealed
to the board of hearing," he said: " No, it never got that far "-which shows that
the appeal board did not function.

Q. Did not so function in the case of dismissals,or where an employeefelt
that he had not beenpromoted; the Board did not function in casesof dismissal
or where an employee felt that he was unjustly discriminated against and had
not obtained a promotion, or any casesof that kind; he could not give cases
where it had functioned?-A.

I don't think

so.

Q. It would not have power anyway to hear casesof dismissal?-A. I
presume not.

By the Chairman:
Q. Were these appeals made by classes,or by individuals?-A.

That was

the function of the board of hearing, to hear classes of them; I believe afterwards it did hear some individual cases of Ottawa appeals. The Calder Act, I

believe,providesfor an appeal for civil servantswho are being retired under
the provisionsof that Act. There are certain classesor employeeswho are
being retired from the service,but who are not eligible under the Calder Act,

and in the Order in Council No. 2224 of July 27, 1921, this recommendation

appearsas part of a letterfrom the Chairmanof the Civil ServiceCommission,
[F. W. Patterson.]
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I understand, to the Premier, which letter was embodied in the order in council.
The recommendation

reads:-

" Recommendation (6). Permanent employees who do not come under

the provisions of and with the allowances determined by the retirement
act of 1920,provided that the retirements recommendedwith such allowances be accepted by such employees without appeal; and that failing
such acceptance,the said employees, or any of them failing to accept,
be retired purely and simply."
Mr. PARENT: That does not seem very much like British
WITNESS: I have a case here in that connection.

fair play.

Under this order in council,

there was a gentleman, very eminent in the civil service, and a very highly
trained technical officer, in the branch in which I am employed.

He spoke to

me to-day and said, "I would be glad if you will not quote my name to the
Committee, I do not care to have my name made public in connection with the

thing. It would look as if it were a sort of personal protest on my own part, and
really, he said, it is not, becausein a senseI am not personally affected, but he
said, the case is this: " I have been in the service since 1887." In 1911 under the

old classification, he was promoted to the salary range of $2,800to $4,000. After
ten years' service, since then, his position was classified at I think, $3,300 to
$3,680. I think those are the figures. It is within $60 of it anyway under the
reclassification. Now that does not affect him personally because under the old

range he still goesup to $4,000; but of course it affects his successor.
He said to me:

" I look at it in this way; in 1911 I was considered worth

beingput in the salary range of $2,800to $4,000. After ten years' service during
whichyou know my work and responsibility has trebled"-and it has-"I am told
that the job I am doing and the work I am engaged in is not worth a maximum of $4,000." In other words he said" I regard them as saying to me 'you
are taking more money than you are earning, but you are a good old civil servant, you have been in the service a good many years, we won't cut you down,
we cannot under the regulations, but we will seethat your successor is not getting
as much." He said to me, " I took that up with the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission on more than one occasion, presenting my case, explaining to

him the way I felt about it, explaining that it did not affect me in a monetary
sense, but that I felt my position was degraded, was not given the recognition

that it should receive." He said "I got several replies putting the thing off,
saying the matter would be looked into, but my last letter to the Commis-

sion, which was written some time ago"-he did not give me the exact date"remainsunanswered,and I am unable under present conditions to write the Civil
ServiceCommissionasking them why my letter has not been replied to."
Now why is he unable to write? Simply becausein the office buildings of
their department in the city this poster hangs up, which I am going to read;
it either hangsthere or did until very lately; it was sent out two or three months
ago.

" Attention is directed to the following Extract from Order in
Council P.C. 1761 (Sept. 7, 1922) defining the method of communication
between departments and the Civil Service Commission respecting the
status of employees:

1. All communications from the various departments of the public
service to the Civil Service Commission, respecting appointments, classifications, promotion, increase of salary, transfer, or other changein status
of employees,shall hereafter be made only by the deputy heads of the
respective departments, or by such persons (not exceeding one in any
department) as they may especially authorize, and shall be brought to the
immediate attention of the minister of the department concerned.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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2. Except as provided in clause (1) of this regulation, no person shall,
directly or indirectly,

solicit or endeavour to influence a member of the

Commission, or any officer thereof, with respect to the appointment 01
any person to the service, or with respect to the promotion or transfer

of, or an increaseof salary to any officer, clerk or employeein the service.
3. Any person, who directly or indirectly,

solicits or endeavours to

influence a member of the Commission or any officer thereof, in favour
of his appointment, promotion, transfer or increase of salary, shall be
deemed to be unworthy of such appointment, promotion or increase, and
it shall not be accorded him, and if he is employed in the civil service.
he shall

be liable

to immediate

dismissal."

He said "That poster is preventing me from conducting any further correspondence; it may be that it is not intended to cover my case; but I would be
afraid to correspond further for fear it was so intended." Consequently he is
helpless simply for lack of some court of appeal.
Now I think tins poster also covers the case of an employee who was in
danger of dismissal. It says: "The classification, promotion, increase in salary,
transfer or other change in status." I presume a dismissal is a change in status,
-o according to this an employee who is in danger of dismissal by his deputy
minister,

and he feels that

dismissal

is unjust,

cannot

communicate

with

the

Civil Service Commission except through the channel of a deputy minister.
Now I think, gentlemen, that that is an unfair condition of things.
What the civil service asks is some court of appeal, with, say, a civil
service judge to whom cases of civil servants who feel that they have a just
cause for protest, may be referred without fear and without favour.
In our plan of Councils, which Mr. Hughes is going to speak to you about
in a little detail, we think that is provided for and well provided for, and I think
the civil

service

deserves

it.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. In the case you have given, Mr. Patterson, what would be the objection
to that employee writing through the channel of his deputy minister?-A.
Because the deputy miirisrcr might have already made some decision in his case.
Suppose the deputy minister had said: "I will not recommend you for increase."
c. I understand that the deputy minister can well refuse to present the case
to the Commission?-A. Yes, he might of course.
The deputy minister might have decided adversely to the employee and
would not present his rase.
Q. There is nothing to force him to do it?-A. No. Under our Joint Council
plan there is something to compel him, but not under the Commission.
Q. That seems to be the only responsibility that is left to the deputy
minister?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chcirier:

Q. Mr. Patterson, before you go, you have given us a lot of information,
but I want to crystallize a lot of this.

Mr. SHAW: I presume,Mr. Chairman, that the schemesuggestedat the
outset is still maintained? That is, that we are to have the right to crossexamine Mr. Patterson? Because I have a good many questions to ask him,
after we hear the other gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN: You can recall a witness at any time.

By Mr. CHEVRIER:I will ask Mr. Patterson now. I am quoting from the
Hansard of February 22nd, at page585,that is the Premier's speech. It is apparently a synopsisof the deputy minister's report, and there is this recommendation at the bottom of page 585.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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" That appointments to professional and technical positions, or to
those of assistant deputy ministers, heads of branches and all officials
in the higher grades, say those appointed to positions for which the
minimum compensation is $2,400 per annum or over, be made by the
Governor-General-in-Council

on the

recommendation

of the

head

of the

department, basedon a report in writing from the deputy head."
What stand does your Association take with regard to that recommendation?
-A. We would agree with that recommendation, with the proviso or addition
that the machinery for departmental employment includes our joint council
plan.

Q. There is another recommendation:" That there are certain qiitside services,such as employeesin offices
outside of Canada, rural postmasters, etc., as to which it is impracticable
to apply the provisions of the Civil Service Act reasonably, and these
should be removed from the application of the Act, a list of such services
to be supplied by the various departments."
I ask the same question as to that.-A.
I quite concur in that.
Q. There is this further recommendation:" That the present Civil Service provisions with regard to promotions
be repealed and that there be substituted therefor a provision to the effect
that promotions shall be made for merit by the Governor-General-inCouncil upon the recommendation of the head of the department, based
on a report in writing from the deputy head and accompanied by a
certificate of qualification by the Civil Service Commission."
What do you say to that?-A,. I have no objection to that with the same
proviso that I made before as to the joint Council.
Q. Then there is this:-

" The Civil Service Commission has provided a complicated classification which, besides being a positive hindrance to effective administraton, requires special study properly to understand. This is more
especially illustrated in the case of clerical assistance which is subdivided
into scores of special classes, the qualifications for many of which are
practically the same, i.e., the incumbent of any of these might readily
perform the duties of the other clerical positions.
"Your Committee considers,"That
the Civil

this complicated classification should be repealed and that
Service

be divided

into

a number

of classes on lines

similar

to

those established by the Civil Service Act of 1908 or 1918."
What do you say to that?-A.
Well, of course my previous evidence was
intended to show that the service should be put in a limited number of services
and a limited number of grades in which each would be along the same lines

as the Act of 1908, although perhaps not precisely the same, and again be
worked out under the joint council plan.
what you have read.

With that explanation I concur with

Q. Then there is something to be said with referenceto transfers. I have
not got a certified copy of the deputy minister's report, but I will emote this,

subject to it being corrected. I find in the copy I have got here:-With

refer-

ence to transfers, this is the recommendation:IK

V/.

r.-.ttorson.]
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" An order in council was passedon the 22nd December,1920,P.C.
3172, formulating the rules under which transfers in the serviceshould
be effected,and its provisionsshouldbe amended"-here is what we are
concerned with-"so

as to leave the matter of transfers entirely in the

handsof the deputyministersof the variousdepartments."
What do you say to that?-A.

No, I could not concur in that.

Q. What suggestionswould you make?-A. I would say, leave it in the
hands of the deputy ministers subject to concurrencein their recommendations
by the joint councils of the departments affected.
Q. There is something else in the speechof the Premier with referenceto
leave of absence. The copy I have, or what purports to be the copy of the
deputy minister's report is: " The Civil

Service Commission should make workable regulations

with regard to leave of absence,but the administration of the same
should be left entirely in the hands of the deputy ministers, who are in a

better position than the Commissionto pass judgment on the applications
submitted

to them."

A.-I
am not in a position to express an opinion on that. I might just
explain: as far as our leave of absence is concerned, as a branch, we deal with

the deputy minister's office. The procedure is very complicated and takes a
great deal of work to meet the requirements of the deputy's office. Whether
those requirements of the deputy's office are based on the requirements of the
Commission or not, I cannot say, I presume they are.

Q. There is something with reference to the bonus, and the deputy minister's report purports to be this:-

''In the view of the Committee the bonus should be figured as a
percentageupon salary irrespective of the domestic situation or expenditures to which the employee is subject outside of his official duties, and
bonus should be payable to every officer in the employ of the service
irrespective of the amount of his salary."
A. Yes, that of courseis simply the recommendationwhich our organization
has been making every year, since it was started in connection with the bonus.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. Is a man working on the experimental farm as a labourer getting the
bonus?-A.

No, sir.

Q. Why not?-A.

The prevailing rates.

Mr. PARENT: They do not get the bonus and the rates.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. I suppose your association sent copies to the Prime Minister, in connection with this case?-A. Oh, no.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. There was no rehearsal of evidence?-A. No, that I believe is the evidence of the deputy minister, that Mr. Chevrier was reading.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I might ask some questions. Mr. Patterson, you were the president of
the Associated Federal Employees some time past?-A. Yes.
[F.

W.

Patterson.]
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Q. And what is your position now, secretary?-A. No, I am a member
of the

executive

now.

Q. Your organization, I believe, is affiliated with labour, is it not?-A. Yes.
Q. I supposethat you gave evidence in 1921, did you not, at the time of
the Spinney investigation?-A. Yes.
Q. I find at page 306 you indicated very clearly there that with regard
to manual labourers, they should come under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission?-A.

No, I think not.

Q. What was your position at that time?-A. I think I recommendedthat
they remain under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission.
Q. At this time your suggestion is that you indicated the other day, your
concurrence in the view that they should be removed from the jurisdiction
the Civil

Service Commission?-A.

of

Yes.

Q. Now you have not indicated any reason why your organization has
changedits mind meantime, as far as I know?-A. No, I have not been asked
the question, Mr. Shaw.

Q. You are now.-A. You are asking the question? Well I am very glad
you have brought that matter up Mr. Shaw so as to give me an opportunity to
make the statement. My opinion was, at the time the Committee, sat upon it,
that it was a choice between the Civil Service Commission which we regarded
then as an instrument for administration of the service upon a merit basis,

although an imperfect instrument-a

choice between that and a return to

patronage.

Q. Of the two you acceptedthe first?-A.

I am just speaking of the judg-

ment of our organization. We may have been wrong, but from the working of
the Spinney Bill and from the attitude of the Committee, it seemed to be a case
of what exemptions can we get out from under the control of the Civil Service
Commission, and as far as we could read the bill and as far as we could judge
from the attitude of the Committee, they did not propose to make any provision for the protection of those classes of individuals brought out from under

the Commission,for their protection against patronage. We could not see any.
Consequently we felt as an organization which supported the merit system
thoroughly, that it was no time for us to criticize the instrument administering

the service on a merit basis, imperfect though that instrument might be in our
opinion.

Q. You subsequently changedyour opinion about the matter?-A. Simply
becauseI think conditions at present are entirely different.
Q. You do not believe now that this particular branch of the service should
be brought under the merit principle?-A. Oh, yes. It seemsto me, if you will
pardon me, that you are confusing the administration under the Civil Service
Commission and the administration under the merit system. They are not
necessarily synonymous.

Q. When did your organization change its opinion in connection with
manual labour, that is come to the conclusion that they should not be under

the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission?-A. When an opportunity
seemedto afford itself for us to bring forward, and for the service to bring
forward their suggestionsas to a more perfect instrument for administering
the civil service.

Q. When was that?-A.

One might say, during the recent session when

the discussion arose as to the formation of this Committee.

Q. Do you mean the present session or the preceding?-A. The present
session.

Q. Those manual labourers were exemptedfrom the provisions of the Civil
ServiceAct during 1921?-A. 1922.
[F. W. Pattwnou.1
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By Mr. Chetrier:

Q. Just a moment, Mr. Shaw; you attempted to correct me the other day
for not stating the facts as they were. Let me put this: were not these positions
already exempted on the 19th September, 1921, but only catalogued in the
order in council of the 21st June or June. 1922?

A. I am not clear on that

point.

Q. Then will you read the order in council, Mr. Shaw, and you will see
that these positions had already been excludedin 1921?
By Mr. Shcnr:

Q. In any event, Mr. Patterson, a considerable number of government
employees were exempted by the order in council of June last?-A.

Yes.

Q. I do not think there is any doubt about that. Somehad been previously
exempted, but in addition some further classes were exempted at that particular

time.

fact?-A.

I think

that is clear, is it not, and that is a fair statement

of the

Yes, I think that is fair.

Q. Now your organization had no objection to that at that particular time?
-A.

We did not make any objection to it.

Q. And you have not made any objection to any exemption of these manual
labourers since that time?-A. We have not made any, no.
Q. You have not protested to the Government against this exemption?-A.
No.

Q. You have passedno resolution of your organization protesting against
it at all?-A.

Not

that

I am aware

of.

Q. Did you propose any resolution to the Trades and Labour Congressof
Canada in connection with this matter?-A.

Not that I am aware of, Mr. Shaw.

Q. I want you, before your next examination, if you can, to look up
Resolution No. 59, which was presented by your organization, the Associated
Federal Employees of Canada, to the Trades and Labour Council. I took the
trouble to make a copy of it, on the 21st August, 1922. It is numbered 59, and
I will read it for you.
" Whereas, by recent Order in Council. pushed under recommendation
of the Civil Service Commission, a large number of classesof Government
employees have been removed, as to appointment, from the jurisdiction
of the Civil Service Commission, and have been placed under political
patronage, as obtained in years gone by; and, whereas, this reversion to

political patronage so universally condemnedis destructive of the merit
system in Government

appointments, and can only result in over-

manning, political intrigue amongemployees,favouritism and inefficiency;
therefore, be it resolved, that this Convention do condemn the above
reversion to patronage and express its severe criticism of the Civil
Service Commission,supposedlythe guardian of the merit system of nonpartisan appointments, for having recommendedit; and, further, that the
Government be asked to rescind the said Order in Council, thereby placing

the classes of employees affected thereby, again upon a non-partisan
merit bn>is as to conditions of employment."

You say you have no personalknowledgeof that matter?-A.
I am aware of.

I say not that

I was not aware that that was passed.

Q. It would come as a matter of surprise to you that your organization
should in August last, pass that resolution?--A. Yes.
0. I must confessthat after your evidencethe other day I was surprised
too?-A. It may of course have been passedon a first impression of the order.
It is not the view of our organization now though.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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Q. Just when did your organization in meeting assembled, come to a
different conclusionin connectionwith this particular class of employees?-A. I
really could not tell you when.
Q. I would like to know that.
the

date

of

that

Has it been since August last?-A.

Is that

resolution?

Q. The resolution is dated August 21.-A. I know no more than that when
meeting we discuss the line of evidence which we propose to put forward, and
decide the matter of evidence we have discussed, our policies and views.
Q. You keep minutes, of course?-A. Yes.
Q. The minutes of your organization will show at what meetings since
August 21, 1922, your organization came to a different conclusion than that
embodied in the resolution presented to the Trades and Labour Congress?-A.
If it was expressed in the form of a resolution, it would appear on the minutes,
not otherwise.

Q. You would be able to give us the exact date and meeting in which that
took place?-A. If it was in the form of a resolution.
Q. Surely your organization must have come to some definite conclusion, in
order for you to come here and speak on its behalf?-A. Yes, but it might not
be expressed in the form of a resolution.
Q. Can you give me the last meeting that was held of your organization?A. Our regular executive meetings are every Tuesday.
Q. I am speaking of your organization?-A.
Our general meetings are held
on thle third Monday in the month but not of every month. That is the
general council meeting.
Q. I suppose it is a case of suiting the convenience of the membership in
getting them in?-A. Well we try to hold the meetings as regularly as we can.
Q. But you cannot remember any meeting in which the attitude of your
organization in reference to manual labour was finally decided upon?-A. Not
where it came to expression in the form of a resolution or anything of that kind.
Not at any meeting I was at. I have no recollection of any.
Q. So much for manual labour. I want now to ask you for a moment with
regard to the technical branches of the service. You have undertaken to secure
for us a list of the members of the technical services enrolled in your organization as paid up members?-A. Yes. It will take some time to prepare that, of
course.

-A.

Q. But that will be available before this Committee concludes its sittings?
Yes, I think so.
Q. You cannot give me any idea of the number of those technical indi-

viduals?-A.

No.

Q. Would it be a considerable number?-A.
I really could not
any idea.
Q. Would it amount to as many for instance as the technical
itself?-A. Oh, no.
Q. It would not?-A. No.
Q. In 1921, Mr. Patterson, what was your attitude -on behalf
organization with regard to the technical branches of the service?-A.

give you
institute
of your
In 1921?

Q. Yes, at the Spinney investigation, as to whether or not they should come
under the jurisdiction

of the Civil

Service Commission?-A.

My recollection

of my evidenceat that time is that they should remain under the jurisdiction
of the Commission.

Q. And apparently your organization has changedits position in connection
with

that

also?-A.

Yes.

Q. But you cannot tell me whether or not what I might call the technical
members-you understand that term-of your organization, have come to the
[F. W. Patterson.]
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conclusion that it is desirable to be eliminated from the operation of the Civil
Service Commission?-A.

Our organization has come to that conclusion.

Q. But not the technical branches independently?-A. I don't think we
ever formed any group of the technical men.

Q. How does it come that you changed your position in regard to the
technical services?-A. Just for the same reason, Mr. Shaw, that I explained to
you in connection with the labourers.

Q. Do you know whether or not you passed any special resolution with
regard to that?-A.
Not as far as I am aware.
Q. I presume it is fair to say that the techr.ical members of your organization would not be as great in numbers as the members of the Technical Institute?-A.

Oh,

no.

Q. And I suppose you would agree with this, that so far as the interests
of the service are concerned, the views of the technical branches of the service
should be given consideration? I think you would be the last to deny that right?
-A. Surely.
Q. And when a member of the technical institute or the representative of
the technical institute comes here and tells us that their organization wants
to remain under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission, that is not
necessarily a Commission but an independent body to apply the principle, then
would it be unfair to say that so far as their recommendations were concerned
in that branch, they would be entitled to very serious consideration?-A. I
should say it was the duty of the Committee toQ. Quite right, you do not deny that the views of these specially qualified
men are entitled to serious consideration?-A. I simply say it is the duty of
the Committee, as I understand it, to allot the amount of consideration they
should

receive.

Mr. CHEVRIER: Mr. Patterson has already said that he did not know, but
he expressed the opinion that the Civil Service Commission and the merit system
were not necessarily synonymous.
Mr. SHAW: Yes, no ort? says they are necessarily synonymous. I did not
suggest that.
Mr.

system."

CHEVRIER:

You

said

"The

Civil

Service

Commission

and

the

merit

I am sorry to interrupt but you always check me up.

Mr. SHAW: I am glad you did, so that we will have an opportunity of
clearing the matter up.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Mr. Patterson, along with the merit system there must go the principle
of an independent body to administer that principle, is" that not correct?-A. I
will have to ask you to define what you mean by an an independent body."
Q. I mean a body that is independentof the other organizations,independent of an influence, independent of politics.
Mr. PARENT: What body do you refer to?

Mr. SHAW: I am not referring to any particular body. I am talking of
general principles.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Does your organization believtein the merit principle, that is the first
thing?-A. Certainly. Most implicitly.
O. There is no question about that?-A. No question whatever.
Q. And if the propositions you have made heto before this Committee are
not in accordance with that principle, then the merit principle
[F.

W. Patterson.]
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that is true is it not?-A.
If the merit principle in the service is endangered by
the proposals which we make, we wish to withdraw them.
Q. Surely. Then the next thing is, going with the merit principle-and
I
care not whether it is in England, Canada, the United States, New Zealand,
or elsewhere, there has always been set up an independent body, or supposedly

independent body, to administer that principle. Is not that right?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you agree with that as a basic principle?-A. Yes.
Q. Now. I have listened to your evidence, Mr. Patterson, and I think this
is stating it fairly, that in all your remarks I have not heard one single word of
commendationin any senseof the term of the work of the Civil Service Commission. That is correct, is it not?-A. I would not say it is correct. Mr.
Shaw, may I say a word or two of explanation here?

Q. I will just ask another question. Can you indicate any particular
place in which you have indicated to this Committee anything at all or any
action or transaction of the Civil Service Commission which would be in any
sense favourable

to them?-A.

I think

I have stated-of

course I have not the

evidencebefore me-but I think I have stated, and if not I will state it now if
it is not too late, that I think the Commission has acted sincerely throughout,
has done the very best it could under the conditions which obtained, and with
the lack of experiencewhich they had to commencewith, they have done the
best they could.
Q. You have indicated to us that these were men of business, and were
unfitted for the work.-A.
Precisely.

Q. That they undertook or rather accepted a classification which was
unwieldy and unworkable.-A. Well, they did accept it.
Q. That is your contention?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. If you will allow me, Mr. Shaw, just to place the question as you
wanted me to place it, and ask the witness if it is not also due largely to the

legislation under which the Civil Service Commission is now working that you
get all this trouble; is that not so.-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I am not particular about your being exact at all; I am not concerned
about that, but what I am anxious about is to establish these two principles.
the merit principle and the principle of an independent commission. I am not
concernedwith whether or not the Civil Service Commission is the body that
is independentand administering the merit principle, but these two principles,
I think, are paramount, are they not?-A. Just so, and the principle of the
independentbody will be amply demonstrated by Mr. House in his evidence
on the joint council.

Q. Let us just go a step further. Now, we have spoken about the manual
labourers, and we have spoken about the technical men. There is only one
other class,and that is the large class of clerical positions. Now, as far as the
clerical positions are concerned,I understand from your organization that the
object in present examinations is to have these men examined as to their fitness

to enter the service.-A. Examinations, yes.
Q. That is their duty?-A. Yes.
Q. But that the appointment rests with the deputy minister?-A.
clerical positions?
Q. Yes.-A.

For all

You misunderstood me.

Q. That is the reason I am asking you; I want to get it clear. Does the
deputy minister not make the appointment in that case?-A. Not to the clerical
positions.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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Q. Who does?-A. They would be made in the ordinary way by the Commission.

Q. As at present?-A. As at present,only we advocatethat eligible lists
be no longer used.

Q. That, examinations be conducted for every vacancy?-A. No, that at
the beginning of the year the departments estimate their requirements.
Q. And then that the examination be held at that time?-A. Yes, or as
soon afterwards as can conveniently be done, to fill the total requirements as
listed by the departments.
Q. For that particular year?-A. Yes.
Q. These are the two branches of the service, as far as the appointment*

are concerned;manual labourers and technical positions to be filled by the departmental officers; as far as the clerical positions are concerned, they are to be
appointed by the Civil Service Commission upon examinations; that is correct?
-A.

Yes.

Q. So far as promotions are concerned, I think your viewpoint in that is

different from your viewpoint in 1921,is it not?-A.

That was my viewpoint in

1921.

Q. If I understandyour viewpoint in 1921,it was that the promotions should
also be under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission?-A. Yes, for
the very same reasonI have already given you. I said it was a choice between
what I regarded as an imperfect instrument administering the merit system.
and no merit system at all.

Q. Now, the position is that your attitude has changedwith regard to the
promotions?-A. I think there is an opportunity to improve the administration.
Q. And that is by the appointments being made by the deputy minister,
subject to what?-A.

" Concurrence " is the word.

Q. Subject to the concurrenceof a departmental council?-A. Yes.
Q. That brings me to the question of the departmental council. Do you
suggest,Mr. Patterson, that the departmental council would be anything other

than advisory in its character9-A. Mr. Shaw,I wish to leave questionsas to
the details

of the councils to Mr.

House.

Q. Have you no opinion yourself?-A. I would not care to expressmy
opinion of it. I would rather leave that question to him.
Q. I want to get the benefit of your judgment on it.-A. I do not know that
it would be of much benefit to you.
Q. Have you been a student of the departmental council idea?-A. I understand the organization of the joint councils in a general way. Mr. House has
specialized on it, and made it a special study.

Q. From your general observation in connection with it, would you say it
is advisory or that it has the actual power to correct, for instance, the deputy

minister?-A.

Yes, my personal opinion is that it has the power under our

plan to correct the deputy minister.
Q. That is, I take it, that your organization proposes that in each department there shall be built up a sort of court of appeal from the decision of the

deputy minister, as far as promotions are concerned.-A. It is not exactly that.
Mr. Shaw. If you had examined that chart which we handed around the other
day, you would have seen at a glance the procedurethat we advocated or sug-

gested. There are certain classes,certain parts of the administration of a
departmentsuch as appointmentsand promotions,which the deputy minister
makes. They are in his hands. He makes them, or proposesto make them, and

reportsthem,tablesthemaspart of the agendaof the officialsideof the council

of that departmentfor the concurrence
of both sides of that council. If the
side of the employeesof the council feel that the deputy minister has not acted

fairly, they are at liberty not to agree. The subjectthen becomes
one for
[F. W. Patterson.]
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discussion in the council; possibly and probably, in most cases, the deputy
minister will be able to convince the employees' side that he is right, he may
have information which is not available to the employees. However, suppose
there is an absolute disagreement. There is a case which would go to the
civil service judge for decision.

Q. Then the point is that the departmental council has now power to correct
the decision of the deputy minister; it is advisory only, is that not a fair statement?-A.

No.

Q. And if they still insist on the view that they first took of the matter,
the person aggrieved, you would suggest, should go to a civil service judge?A. I think my statement has just indicated that they are more than advisory.
Q. Can you tell me any other country in which the departmental council
is more than advisory in its character and constitution?-A.
I am afraid, Mr.

Shaw,I must decline to go further on that point.
Mr. SHAW: I am only asking one or two other questions at this timeBy Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That is, Mr. Patterson, if they do not have the characteristics that you
want
them to have, then you would not have these councils?-A.
'

Sure.

Q. That is right?-A. Yes.
Mr. CHEVRIER:No matter what prerogatives these other councils might or
might not have.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. And suppose you did not get the sort of councils you desire, what is
the suggestion of your organization?-A.
The nearest approximation to it that
we can get.

Q. Supposeyou do not get anything, anything other than a mere advisory
council?

Mr. PARENT:It would not be any worse that it is to-day.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I do not know, he might be prepared to go back to the present procedure,
that is, I mean, whatever the process is now under the Civil Service Act.A. Why certainly, we might.

Q. You havenot consideredthe possibility of this Committeenot agreeing

with the point of view you take of the departmental council?-A. We have
considered the possibility.

Q. And what do you suggest,then, in view-A. I do not think, Mr. Shaw,
you have-perhaps you will pardon me-as clearly in mind the evidence I
have given. It is a pity you haven't it before you.
Q. I have it very clearly, indeed.-A. The suggestionswe have made are
towards what we consider the improvement of the administration
system in the service.

of the merit.

Q. That is what other witnesseswho have come before us said.-A. We
think the improvementswhich we have suggestedwould be provided in the form
of joint councils, and if they are not provided, are not granted, then all our
suggestions fall.

Mr. SHAW: That is just the question I was coming to-

Mr. BROWN:It simply meansyou will go alongin the sameold way.
Mr. CHEVRIER:And you will have to go back to the old system.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. In otherwords,to put it in a word, the matter of the appointmentof the

departmental
councils,
socalled,is vital to yourplan?-A. Someformof council,
yes, an dadequate form of council.
5~28
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Q. How long have you been in the service yourself?-A.

Since 1909, July,

1909.

Q. Can you tell me whether or not to your knowledge,whether there has
been an introduction into the service at any time of men through political
influence?-A.

Well, no, I cannot say in my recollection I remember more

than one or two cases-possibly two or three.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. In your department alone?-A.
Q. In your branch?-A. Yes.

In mine.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I supposeyou do not mean to suggestthat there have not been appointments of that character?-A.
No, it is just my own.
Q. Can you tell me whether or not in the judgment of your organization

departmental control such as you have indicated means political control?-A.
Whether in the opinion of our organization?
Q. The departmental control that you suggest means political

control?-

A. The opinion of our organization I think I might fairly express by saying
that it might mean political control, and that is what we are providing against
by our council.

Q. That is I take it, Mr. Patterson, that where the deputy minister or
head of a department has a right to make appointments or promotions, he is
subject to control, to political
There is a possibility of it.

influence we will

say, by the minister?-A.

Q. And he is susceptible to influences outside of his department, and he
is also subject I take it, to favouritism, if he is human within his department?
-A.

There is a possibility of it always; there is the human element of course.

Q. Have you ever known in your experience since 1909 of any such
occasionsas that?-A. No, I could not say I have in my own personal experience.

Q. You have of course I presume read the evidence which was given at

the time of the Spinney investigation?-A.

Q. A considerable portion of it?-A.

You mean all the evidence?

No, I never had an opportunity of

reading it; I had not access to the evidence.

Q. Do you recall whether or not there was any evidence given at that
time to show that departmental control meant a political control?-A. No. as
I say I never read the evidence.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That would not be the council you are advocating if there was political
control in it?-A.
No, certainly not.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Can you tell me whether or not to your knowledge and from your
instructions from your organization there is any over-manning in the service?
-A.

I am not aware of any over-manning in the service.

Q. You cannot give the Committee a single indication of over-manning in
the service?-A.

I could not give you any evidence to show.

Q. And none has been brought to the attention of your organization?-A.
No, not that I am aware of.
Q. Can you tell me if there is any overlapping in the service?-A. Do you
mean overlapping in work?

Q. Yes?-A. I never made any survey of the work of the various depart-

ments; I don't think our organization has.

Q. Why havethey left that untouched?-A. I really couldnot say; possibly

too complicated a task for us.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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Q. In your personal view could you give the Committee any suggestion
as to whether or not there is any overlapping in the service?-A. No, I could
not. As you will recollect, however, in my evidenceI state that the first duty
should be a thorough survey and reorganization of the work of this branch of
each department, and then we'-would know whether there is any overlapping.
Q. Just take this situation; the Department of Militia and Defence have
an arsenal, have they not, at Quebec?-A. I have heard of it.
Q. And of course, you would know enough about military work to know
that there would be engagedin that arsenal a number of men who would be
engagedin testing explosives,for instance?-A. Possibly.
Q. Are you familiar with the explosives branch?-A. No, I am not.
Q. You know there is one such?-A. I think I have heard of it.

Q. And of course it follows also that in that particular department there
will be a large number of chemists and similar men who are engaged in testing
the strength of explosives, are there not?-A.
Yes.

Q. Then you are familiar with the Mines department?-A. No.
Q. Do you know whether or not there are a number of men in that depart-

ment who are engagedin testing explosives for mining operations?-A. There
may be.
Q. That being the fact, don't you think that there should b? a co-ordination of those services-let me put it this way, don't you think that the man who
is engaged in testing an explosive is doing exactly the same work, whether that

explosivebe used for doing mining operations in the explosives department or
in the militia department?-A.
One might say that seems quite possible.
Q. Reasonable?-A. Yes.
Q. Just how is your system going to prevent overlapping if such there be?
Mr. CHEVRIER:If there is overlapping that is under the Civil Service Commission at the present time.
Mr. SHAW: Excuse me, it is not, it is under the department.

Mr. CHEVRIER: The Civil Service Commission makes all those appointments.
*

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You have been long enough in the service, I take it, Mr. Patterson, to
know that as soon as the department is organized, it commences to attract to

itself various branches,divisions and subdivisions, that is human nature, is it
not?-A. No, I do not know that I would follow you there quite.
Q. Is there not a tendency under the system as it exists for departments
to becomelittle exclusive worlds all by themselves without reference to other
departments?-A. No, I could not agreewith you there.
Q. You disagree with that view?-A. I would say I do not disagree with
it, but I do not agreewith it; I have failed to note evidencewhich will go to corroborate your view.

Q. You think there is no co-ordination necessarybetween the departments
in order to seethat there is no overlapping?-A. Pardon meMr. PARENT: I think Mr. Patterson said he had nothing to do with cases
of that kind; he is not here to give an opinion for himself, but on behalf of the
organization.

WITNESS: I did not say there was no necessity for co-ordination.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. If you know of one and your organization knows.-A.

You commenced

to ask me what plans we had towards co-ordination.
[F. W. Patterson.]
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Q. I want to get these principles first. There is a tendency, is there not,
for a department to becomea little exclusive world by itself?-A. I said I was
not aware

of that.

Q. And your organization has made no investigation along that line?-A.
No investigation along what line?

Q. To see whether or not the departments are functioning in the public
interest?-A. I think our organization has gone as far as you can expect an
organization to go of civil servants in that regard when it suggeststhe advisability of a survey of the work of the various departments.
Q. What is the use of making a survey unless there is something to be
accomplished?-A. You have just indicated to me instances of overlapping in
connection with men working on explosives for different purposes.
Q. You are not familiar with that?-A.
No. I take it for granted that
the information you are giving me is true, and if circumstances are like that it
would certainly indicate the advisability of a survey would it not?
Q. Quite right, but what I want to know, if your organization have made

no investigation along those lines, therefore why should your organizationspress
for a survey?-A. One of our principles is the maximum of efficient service in
the whole government federal service at the minimum of expense.

Q. We all agreethere?-A. Now, there is the principle we are working under,
and we suggest that very possibly as a means of bringing that into effect a
reorganization, or first a survey and possibly reorganization of the service might
have a very good effect indeed.

Q. But you do not know whether anything will be accomplishedof value by
making a survey?-A. We think it would and we hope it would; we suggest
it at any rate.

Mr. PARENT:It would

so far as Mr. Shaw's explosives are concerned

anyway.

Mr. SHAW: It is only a pious hope, that is all, not basedon any real knowledge of the situation.

The WITNESS:We have suggestedit as the first great step in getting the
service on an efficient basis with maximum production. First, let us decide on
what it is we want to do, which it involves; let us see how far we are doing it
under present conditions; then when you come to a conclusionon that, you can
commence to build up an efficient machine.
Q. What I am trying to get at is this, whether or not your organization has

made any comprehensivesurvey?-A. Oh, no.
Q. That would entitle you as an organization to say " We think that the
service is over-manned,we think it is overlapping, we think it is not sufficient."A. We have not said that we think

it is over-manned.

Q. Nor overlapping, nor inefficient?-A. We have not stated it was overlapping.

Q. You do not suggestthat it is inefficient?-A. I considerthe serviceunder
present conditions is operating with a fair degreeof efficiency; we considerthat
the following out, the carrying out of some of the suggestionswe have submitted
would increase the percentage of efficiency.

Q. Is the service now more efficient than it was when you first enteredthe
service?-A. That I would not care to say; I could not expressan opinion.
Q. Can you express any opinion as to whether it is more efficient than it
was at the time the Civil

Service Act was first introduced?-A.

I could not

expressan opinion. You seeI have beenin the one position, I have been in the

servicefourteenyears,and it is not evenin the city, it is just outsidethe city
limits, and I comeinto contactvery little with civil servantsgenerally; I leave
[F. W. Patterson.]
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the city at half past eight in the morning and I do not get back till nearly six
o'clock at night; so that I could not give you any general opinion on that.
Q. While I have every respect for your opinion I am more interested in the
opinion of your organization?-A. I cannot give you the opinion of my organization now; I do not know that it was ever discussed.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Do I understand your organization was formed only two years ago?A. Formed in July of 1920.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. On this question of over-manning and overlapping and inefficiency, you
are aware of the letter which Mr. House wrote dated March 8th, speaking
with reference to the Committee: " We feel that it will afford an opportunity,

which has long beensought and which is urgently needed,to ascertain precisely
what is wrong in the present method of civil service administration
recommend

such remedies and amendments

as will

result

and to

in the maximum

of

efficiency in the federal civil service, the maximum of content and esprit de
corps,without which efficiency is impossible, while at the same time reducing,
as far as may be consistent with the above conditions, the cost of the service to
the Canadian people"-those are your views?-A. Our views.
Q. You talked over with the other members of your organization the evi-

dencethat you would give?-A. We have, of course,as membersof the organization discussed the lines of evidence which we were to give.

Q. Were you sent for to come here, or did you come of your own accord?A. I think the various organizations had an opportunity of having two witnesses,
and our president was invited, and he was at liberty I believe to bring any other
member to give evidence whom he wished.

Q. And it was through him that you came?-A. So I understand; I did not
receive any invitation

from the Committee.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. Would you mind giving us your membership list for this year and last
year?-A. Very well.
The CHAIRMAN:Shall we go on or shall we adjourn? Mr. House's evidence
will be long.
Mr. RINFRET:We have a wire from a gentleman from Winnipeg that he is
going to be here tomorrow; I understand we are going to sit tomorrow morning.
The CHAIRMAN:Ten o'clock tomorrow morning. The Committee is

adjourneduntil ten o'clocktomorrow morning.

Friday, April 13, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10 a.m.,
Hon. Mr. Marcil

in the Chair.

Mr. H. C. HOUSE,
recalled and further examined.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I do not think that you told the Committee the other day what your
occupation or your qualifications

were.

Mr. PARENT:Mr. Chairman, I made a motion the other day for the production of certain papers relating to the classification of Miss Corinne Dorion,
clerk-stenographer,Public Works Department, Quebec, and Mr. J. E. Gagnon,
[P.
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civil engineer,Departmentof Public Works, Quebec,and I would like to know
if the Secretaryof the Committeehastakenany stepsto securethesedocuments.
The CLERK: On April 10, I wrote to Mr. Foran as follows:" DEARSIR,-By direction of the Civil Service Committee, I take the
liberty of asking you to forthwith forward to me all papers relating to
the classification of Miss Corinne Dorion, clerk-stenographer, Public

Works Department,Quebec,andMr. J. E. Gagnon,civil engineer,Department of Public Works, Quebec.

' Also the Report of the Deputy Ministers made to the Cabinet
regarding the Civil Service and referred to by the Prime Minister in his
address

before

the

House.

Respectfully

yours,
Clerk

of the Committee."

Mr. PARENT:Since then I have been told by Mr. Patching that the papers
were ready and would be here right away. I have waited two days since then,
and yesterday I saw Mr. Patching again and he told me that all the paperswere
In the hands of Mr. Foran and that he was waiting until Mr. Foran gave his
approval before the documents in question could be brought before the Committee.

I would

like

to call

Dr.

Roche's

attention

to this

matter.

Dr. ROCHE: I presume the letter would not reach the Commission until

the next morning. I do know, however, that the classification of Mr. Gagnon
was before the Commission yesterday, and should be here this morning.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: Mr. House will now proceed with his evidence.
WITNESS: Mr. Patterson, I think, has presented the criticisms of the associated federal employees of the working of the present Civil Service Act. I

propose,with your permission, to explain the improvements that we suggestas
a means of correcting those defects. The remedy, in our opinion, lies in the
establishment of joint councils, one in each department, and one for the service
as a whole.

By Mr. Marti 11:

Q. What is your position in the Civil Service?-A. Do you mean in connection with the organization, or in connection with my work?
Q. What department are you in?-A. I am the principal statistical clerk
in the Department

of Labour, and president of the organization.

As I was

saying, we advocate joint councils along the lines of the chart which was
distributed to you the other day. I do not know whether you all have copies
before you, but before discussingthe chart I would like to make a few remarks
about the joint councils elsewhere. The basic principle underlying the joint
council plan, as you probably know, is that of democracy in employment; the
idea being that where there are many employees, the co-operation of these

employeescan best be enlistedby someform of councilon which the employees
have representatives and the management have representatives. In this case,
the Government of Canada would have its representatives, and the civil service

would have its representatives on the other side of the council. That is the

principle of most of the joint councilsthat are, I think, in use, althoughsome

of them may be simply round-table conferences. In any case,the whole idea
is that of giving the employeesa voice in the personnel administration. And
that is what we would describe as the principle of democracy-I cannot say

industrial democracyas appliedto the civil service-but it is the sameprinciple

of democracyin employment. We think that that principle would be found to

be better in every way than a system of bureaucracy,on the one hand, or
IMr.
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possibly of autocracy on the other. I do not needto deal with that phaseof the
matter.

I

think

Mr.

Patterson

in his evidence

has shown

that

there

is a

tendency towards bureaucracy at the present time. I believe it is obvious that
if the control of civil service affairs was simply vested in the deputy ministers,
without any restriction or safeguard, there would be a danger of certain abuses

creeping in. There would perhaps be a danger of undue political influence.
There might be perhaps various dangers of favouritism and other things. I do
not say that there are, but there certainly would be the danger.
Q. Why the danger of the deputy minister using political influence?A. Not the deputy ministers personally, but of course, they would be under
their ministers, and it would be within the bounds of possibility that someone
might bring pressureof a political nature to secureemployment.
Q. I think that Mr. Patterson in his memorandum referred to the Commission as consisting of two ex-membersof Parliament. Is there any sin in a man
being a member of Parliament? Does the fact that he was a member of
Parliament suggestthat he would be unfair? What about our judges?
Mr. BROWN: I do not think it is a question that is very interesting now.
Mr. MARTELL: But he is bringing up the question of the deputies, and so
on. I think that is absolutely relevant.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I do not know just what Mr. Patterson had in view when he spoke, and
I do not supposethat on the face of it the fact that a man had been a member
of Parliament would be against him. It is possible what his meaning was that
there should be a slight danger of the member of Parliament being influenced
by former political affiliations.
Mr. MARTELL: Is it done in the case of judges?
Mr. CHEVRIER: I am not prepared to say as to that.
Mr. SHAW: In any event you are prepared to grant absolution?
WITNESS:
Mr.

To whom?

SHAW:

To

members

of Parliament.

The WITNESS: Well, I do not think that I am in the position of a confessor
and should

absolve

them.

Mr. PARENT: There are no sinners among the members of Parliament.
The WITNESS: I am making certain recommendations, and Mr. Martell
asked me a question which I endeavoured to answer. Of course, it is a little
out of my scope to pass an opinion on the point as to whether a member of Parliament would necessarily be a dangerous man for the position of Civil Service
Commissioner

or not.

Mr. SHAW: Of course, more than that, there is no ground for the suggestion.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN: I think the witness should be allowed
his statement and then he should be cross-examined afterwards.

to make

The WITNESS:What I would suggestwas that the principle of democracy
in employment would be a better one than either bureaucratic or autocratic

methods. Whether such would exist or not is not my point at the moment. I
merely wish to say democracy is superior. I ought to say at the outset that I
think you will find the principle of democracy is that there should be not a

spirit of irreconcilablehostility betweenthe employeeand the employer.Where
such a spirit exists, the councils could not be a successin my opinion. That is,
supposingthe employee approached the council in a spirit of saying " I want
to get all I can out of the boss," and supposethe boss says " I want to get all

I canout of the employee,"
andthereis no desireto co-operate,
eachis trying
[Mr.
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to gain everything for himself at the other's expense In that event you will
not have a successfulmachine. That is true, whether there are councils or
whether there are not councils, but we submit that the council has a tendency

to eliminate such a spirit if there is a tendency towards it, becausewhen two
men get together, and can grasp each other's point of view, there is more of a
tendency to arrive at a compromise than on the other hand, if the employee
says " I know nothing of the boss's affairs," and the boss, on the other hand, has

no sympathy or understanding with the employee's viewpoint; therefore, as I
say, one of the great aims of the joint council plan is to promote better relations between the employer on the one hand and the employee on the other.

The idea is not to have the slightest thought of strikes or any methods of force
whatever. I might say our organization from the inception has prohibited
strikes. We do not allow that principle at all. Our idea is an exercise of conciliation, and that is the only sound basis on which we think any business can

be successfully carried on. We believe in co-operation between the employee
and employer. We believe in the loyalty of the employee to the employer. In
this connection, I would just like to read from one of our news letters that were
published, showing exactly where we stand on that matter. It is dated March
14, 1921.

(Reads):

:<In small establishments, the employer is in direct, personal touch
with till the workers; but the magnitude of many industries precludes the
possibility of intimate contact, and consequently deprives the employer
and the employee of mutual understanding. Instead of co-operating for
their mutual interest and welfare, they regard each other with a suspicion and a distrust which operate against the best interests of both.
When forced to come together on boards of conciliation and arbitration,
there has been an atmosphere of disagreement, the idea of amity and
co-operation not entering into the discussion.

"It is to infuse the spirit of co-operation into industry that joint
councils have been formed. It is to infuse spirit of co-operation into
the public service of Canada, that we ask for the establishment of joint
councils An employer or group of employers cannot come into

personal contract with

thousands of employees, but

responsible

representatives of the employers can meet and establish cooperation with the elected and responsible representatives of the organized employees. The two sides can come to understand each other's viewpoint, grievances can be considered and satisfactorily adjusted, decisions

acceptable to both sides can be reached on questions affecting the efficiency and the well-being of the employees;and finally the latter can be
given a new confidencein their employers,and imbued with a new interest
in their work, with new hope, and ambition.
" Through democratic councils in the civil sen-ice, the vexed ques-

tion of re-classification, salaries, re-organization and superannuation,can
be dealt with in a manner at once simple, practical and acceptable, we

believe to all. On the other hand, no Government, however willing to
treat public servants justly and fairly, can hope to satisfy them on such
important questions unless they are consulted, unless they are afforded
a voice in the determination

of their working

conditions.

Civil

servants

have suffered in the past from probably well-meant but certainly uninformed and misdirected attempts at civil service legislation, they would be

glad if in future no questionsaffectingtheir welfareor their working conditions, were decidedwithout their concurrencethrough responsiblerepresentatives on joint councils. In short, they desire that the principle of
industrial democracy, the application of which has proved so successful
[Mr.
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both in private industry and in other public services,should be applied to
the Canadian federal service. They are convinced that, in no other way,
can loyal and efficient service, and lasting contentment, be effectively
promoted among federal government employees."

" Now as to Whitley Councils. The principle underlying the joint
council is right. There is no question of it,...."
"
As time goes on, between these joint councils and meeting

together as often as we can and getting acquainted, we will be able to
work out our problems by degrees until we place the civil service where

both you and I want to see it
I am willing at any time to sit
down and talk over any stepswe take as a Government in this direction;
in fact I hope, if any radical steps should be contemplated at all, before
they are taken, we will take into our confidence and thoroughly discuss
with your general Committee the action we propose to take."

" I want you to take home with you two points: First, that we as a
Government are anxious and willing to co-operatewith you people in any
way possible to build up this service and put it on a higher standard, if
possible, than it is at the present time. We want to make a service worth
while for a man to come into, with opportunities for a future."

I would also like to state that what we see here contained has been recognized by Premier Greenfield of Alberta. That I think, shows where we stand,
and shows that one of our premiers in one of our leading provinces has the
same views as we have. The province of Saskatchewan has had one for two
years. The province of Alberta is, I believe, at the present time, organizing a
joint council. I would like to show by two extracts from two pamphlets
published by the Department of Labour that wherever joint councils have
beentried out, wherethe necessaryconditions of conciliations could be developed,
they have proved the most successfulsolutions yet devised. I do not propose
to read the whole of the two pamphlets. I shall read a few extracts here and
there to illustrate the point, unless the Committee wish to hear more than
that.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. What pamphlet are you quoting from?-A.

Bulletin No. 1, Industrial

Relations series, issued as a supplement to the Labour Gazette, February, 1921.
Mr.

MARTELL:

Would

it not be better

if the witness

had made

a statement

embracingtheseextracts and put that in after? That would give us more chance
for examination directly. He is making a brief as he is going along. It takes
a long time.
The WITNESS:

This would be evidence to show that the joint councils

have succeeded elsewhere.

Mr. MARTELL: You cannot say that that is true or not true, becauseyou are
reading from a book.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN:

We would like to have what your proposal is,

how these councils would be made up, what their powerswould be, whether they
would be of an advisory character.
The WITNESS: I was going to arrive at it in a few moments. I do not think
this will take long, or otherwise I could leave the whole of the pamphlets with
you.

Mr. CHEVRIER: I would suggestthe witness be allowed just to say "you
will find on pageso-and-so,pamphlet No. so-and-so" and just say where that is
and leavethe pamphlets here. Apparently the Committee is not disposedto hear
the reading of it. If you would say on what pagesof the pamphlets it is shown
[Mr.
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to your mind the councils have been successful, the Committee can look them

over.-A. In the Bulletin No. 1, if you will refer to the whole of page 8; the
secondparagraph on page 15; beginning at the bottom of page 18, over to the
end of the quoted part on page 19. It is a quotation by F. A. Silcox. There are
other marked places in this that if the Committee had time you might look
over, but those are the most important ones.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. That will be filed with the clerk?-A.

Yes.

The second bulletin I have

is a report of the conferenceon Industrial Relations held at Ottawa February
21-22, 1921, issued as a supplement to the Labour Gazette March 21, 1921.
Mr. PARENT: I suppose the Committee will have no objection if Mr.
House wants to make some quotations, if they are not too long.

Mr. CHEVRIER: I have no objection to that.

If the excerpts are short, I

would rather get them into the evidence. He can read us the short ones, and
can give us a reference to long ones.

Mr. MARTELL: You take your excerpts. You have to take the excerpts
in relation

to the

context.

Mr. CHEVRIER: If a member of the Committee thinks that excerptsdoes
not meet with his own views, he can read the book and if any other member of
the Committee thinks he has got enough, he need not read the book.
The

ACTING

CHAIRMAN:

The

whole

article

has to be read to

be under-

stood thoroughly.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Quite so, but that is the witness's case, and it is then

at the disposal of any member who is not satisfied with that, to go into the
matter

himself.

The

ACTING

CHAIRMAN:

It

is for

the

Committee

to

decide.

The WITNESS: I will begin at page 8. These are remarks of A. H. Young,

Manager of Industrial Relations, International Harvester Company, Chicago.
(Reads) "I believe that the most significant fact in our experiencethat this
frank exchange of \Tiews-this getting around the council table and talking
over matters of mutual interest before there is a crystallization of thought,

has resulted in perfect agreementwith this one exception." On page 7 he says
(reads) "After the council agrees, its recommendations are forwarded to the
superintendent for execution. The execution lies wholly with the management,

but if the manner of execution is open to question, then the matter goesagain
to the works council, so you will see that it has both a legislative and judicial
function." On pages 10-11,you will find a list of different functions that have
been discharged by a council in the Gray Dort Motors Limited at Chatham.
I will

not

read

it.

Mr. McBRiDE: I would suggest this, that after the council meets and
comesto a decision that that should be passedon to the Civil Service Commission for their

decision.

The WITNESS:

I will

come to that

in a few moments.

At the bottom

of

page13, dealingwith the questionof the foremantrying to be autocraticand
unjust. This is Mr. George Valentine of the Massey-Harris, Limited. (Reads)
" There is one thing, however, that I have felt from watching our council
operate, and that is that it carries with it a very decided indirect benefit to the
employees,a greater benefit in fact than most of the direct ones, but one which
is not always recognized. I mean by this that every company is, so to speak,
at the mercy of its foreman or its agentswho administer its policy, and is held
accountablefor the actions of these foremen, etc. To the employeethe foreman
is the company. Every one of our foremen and superintendents now recognizes
[Mr.
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that if his action will not stand investigation it may and probably will comebefore
the Council and so almost unconsciouslythey are more careful than they otherwise would be not to act arbitrarily.
This is a great advantage not only to the
men but to the company. Our councils have provided a means of communication

betweenthe company and the men which it would be difficult to have otherwise
provided, and I have no hesitation in saying that our councils have earned
their place." The point proved there is that in the event of any of the officials
being unjust or showing favouritism to the members of their staff, there would
be a practical certainty that the case would be ventilated before the Council
and they would be more careful in doing anything of that kind. There is an
extract on page 16. The fourth paragraph to be read on page 20, a brief one,

which I think I might read is from Mr. C. S. Ching, Superintendent of Industrial
elations of the United States Rubber Company, New York.

(Reads) -

"There is something that we all ought to realize, and you will realize it
more fully when you have councils in operation; the majority

of your employees

are more loyal to your company and to your industry than you give them credit
for being. There are a great many employees in industry to-day who have
just as much and possibly more pride and loyalty to those industries than we
suppose. We want to have those employees appreciate that they have something worth being loyal to; in other words, we want to give them our confidence
and I don't know of any other way of giving it to them than by some plan of
getting together."

There is an interesting extract on page 26. I will read it (reads): "I
may say from my intimate acquaintance with this work that I have been
impressedwith the fairness of the workingmah. I think Mr. Ching put his
finger upon the salient point when he said that 98 per cent of the workingmen,
if they know the facts, will deal in a reasonable and fair way. That is one
reason why we must be absolutely frank and sincere. We must face the facts
and not be afraid to place them before the men and ask their judgment and
co-operation upon them."
There are two or three other extracts, but you may not want to hear them.

This will be left with the clerk

Another great essential for successin joint

councils is both the employee and the employer representatives should have
power to deal with the questions that come up before them. In private industrials there would be no question of the power of the management to deal with
such sendee, but in civil service it is complicated by the Commission.
Obviously, if you have a joint council in one department, the deputy minister
of the department might take up with the staff questions relating to classified
organization, improvement of systems, salaries, methods of appointment, promotion, transfer, et cetera, but having reached what they considered a good
solution of a given question, then they would say "now we cannot put this into

effect. The power is in the hands of the Civil Service Commission." There
your whole principle of
powers which it has at
organization, et cetera,
councils. There would

democracy would be gone. If the Commission had the
present to deal with these questions of classification,
there would practically be no use in establishing joint
be only shadows or phantoms of real councils, having

no real power to deal with the questions involved. Therefore I presume the
joint council plan in the public service would be a larger measure of departmental control in their personal matters.

That, I think, is an unavoidable con-

clusion,that we should have a larger measureof departmental control. I might
say in that connection that we recognize, as other organizations recognized,
certain dangers in having the control, provided such safeguards as we are advocating were not established. Suppose,for instance, there were no joint councils
formed and we simply gave those functions, promotions and so on, to the
[Mr.
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department, then there would, I think, be danger, the danger possibly of political influence, undue political influence, I would say, or of favouritism, or of
various other things, against which there would perhaps not be a great deal of
protection. I remember Mr. Shaw spoke last night about a resolution of our
organization sent last year to the Trades and Labour Congress at Montreal, in

which we criticised the Civil Service Commission for having exempted certain
positions from the control or from the jurisdiction

of the Commission.

Now,

there was nothing inconsistent in that policy with our policy to-day; quite the
contrary. It is in distinct harmony with it for the excellent reason that as the
thing was proposed,we had no inkling that there was any intention of establishing the principle of democracy in employment. We had no information that
there was an intention to form joint councils and the exemption of certain
positions from the jurisdiction
that

time

of the Commission constituted in our opinion at

a menace.

By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. Do you mean in the inside or outside service?-A. In any part of the
service. It was in our opinion a bad thing at that time. That is the reason
the resolution was passedand placed before the Congress.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. When did you make your representations to the Prime Minister, of
which Mr. Patterson spoke?-A. Which representations?
Q. I understand you presented a draft of your schemeto the Prime Minister.-A. We presented it not only to the present Prime Minister, but to the
previous Prime Minister.

Q. That is to Mr. Meighen?-A. We presented it to Mr. Meighen in 1921,
and we presentedit to Mr. King last year.
Q. What time of the year?-A. I think it was in March. But becausewe
had presented a constitution it would not follow that there was any guarantee
that such councils were likely to be formed, and I unhesitatingly say that if
there is no intention to form councils we would be opposedto exempting these
positions; we would regard it as constituting a menace.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. Do you mean to say without these councils you would want all
employeesof the ciA'il service down to the lowest grades subject to the Commission in all details?-A. I would not like to go so far as to make a broad statement like that. It is like this, I would consider the situation was unsatisfactory
to leave it as it is, undoubtedly; still, I also consider that there would be a

danger in placing it under unrestricted deputy minister's control.
By the Chairman:

Q. I cannot see your point; the Civil Service Commission take a certain
action and hand a certain number of lower grade positions over to the depart-

ment; you criticize that, do you?-A. I say there might be a danger.
Q. You have, I believe, criticized that?-A. Yes.
Q. But you say you would not have criticized that had you known there

was going to be somechanceof a joint council being established?-A. That is
correct.

Q. What bearinghave thosetwo facts on eachother? Even with a joint

council is it not quite possible that the selection of the sort of jobs we have had
discussedhere, like charwomen and so on, would be still better handled by the

departmentevenwith joint councilsworking?-A. It is a possibility.
[Mr. H C. House.]
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Q. It seemsto me in the judgment of the Civil Service Commission themselves there are a lot of bothersome positions, positions they thought were more
bother than the benefit accrued; I do not get the connection?-A.
It seems to

me there would be a possibility-I don't know that it would be the case in aU
positions, I am not going to deal with specific cases,but it appears to me a
rational view of what occurred.

Supposing there is at the present time, you

see,no machinery for appeals, no machinery whatever for appeals, would there
not be at the present time-I submit that there would be in my opinion-a
danger that such positions might possibly become exposed to undue political
influence?

Q. I don't get what you are coming at. You are not discussingthe question of the abolition of the civil service on the question of appointment?-A.

No, we have no desire to advocate that.
Q. You are discussing these councils from the standpoint of internal
administration to give justice in the department?-A. The matter of appointment is one of the matters that we think ought to comeQ. If the Civil Service Commission themselves feel there

are certain

appointmentsthey do not want to take the responsibility for, becausethey feel
the appointments could be made more economically by the department, what
difference does it make to the working out of your council plans, what the Civil

ServiceCommission's judgment is on the matter? I do not get the relation of
the thing.-A. Simply that under the joint council plan any aggrieved employee
who felt that he had not been treated justly would have a right of appeal.

Q. The man who got the appointment would not be aggrieved when he had
the appointment?-A. He might not be aggrieved, but somebody who did not
get it might be.

Q. You are not going to consider everybody who does not get an appointment?-A. My view is the applicant would haveQ. If your joint council is going to handle applications you are going to
have a bigger and more unwieldy body-?-A.
I am not saying handling applications.

Q. That is simply usurping the functions of the Commission?-A.

I will

make it perfectly clear what our view is on appointments when I come to that
in a few moments. As I was about to say, the civil service, as I understand it,
existsto carry on the public businessof the country; the public businessof the
country does not exist for the purpose of the civil service. The departments
are carrying on that public business,and it seemsto me that they have a better
idea of their requirements and what is necessaryto be done than any outside
body could possibly have, unless, to use Mr. Patterson's phrase, it were composedof supermen. The departments should, as it seemsto me, be supremein
nearly-the department I say, not necessarilythe deputy minister; I am coming
to the distinction presently-should be supreme on personnel matters; and it
seemsto me that the employment bureau through which the department recruit
their staffs should be subordinate to the departments which are actually carrying on the public business. That is the departments are carrying on various

linesof effort for the country. They require a certainstaff to aid them in doing
it; now, as a meansof securingthe staff or someparts of the staff, they may
needan employment agency; other parts of the staff they may be able to secure
better directly; but in any case a department should feel the employment
agencyor bureau which supplied it with the staff they require is at its service,
and not in any senseits master to dictate to it in such a way as to prevent the
department from obtaining the best men for the position. That is all I wish

to say by way of preliminary remarks. If you have the charts in front of you
I will take them up briefly.

[Mr. H. C. House.]
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By an Honourable Member:

Q. You were not satisfied with the old patronage system as it existed?A. You mean when there was the power to have certain persons appointed
irrespective of their merit?
Q. Yes?-A. We would not be satisfied with that.

Q. You are not satisfied with the present system of the Civil Service Commission?-A. We think it is open to the defects which Mr. Patterson has laid
before you in his evidence.

Q. And you think there should be another system put into vogue which
would take the place of it?-A. Not entirely take the place of it; it serves a
useful purpose.
Q. Practically

in control

ol the civil

service themselves?-A.

Yes. that is

my idea in bringing those pamphlets to show you that that is a sound policy.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. I would like to ask this: surely the witness does not consider that by
patronage, that is to say by political recommendations, it is inferred that in
every case the man recommended has not sufficient merit to deserve an appointment?-A. I would be far from inferring any such thing as that; a member of
Parliament might make an excellent recommendation.
Q. Recommend persons who are worthy of being appointed?-A. As long as
the member recommends them and does not try to insist that they be appointed.
I would say there is no objection.
Q. Is it not a fact that all the heads of the service to-day have been
appointed through political recommendation?-A.
I cannot say from personal
knowledge; that may be so.
Q. I mean under the old regime, they would be old enough in the service
to come within the years of that system?-A. Many of them would.
Q. Does the witness consider that these men are worthy men?-A. I would
not like to express an opinion. I am not in a position to say definitely that all
the heads of the service are either good men or are the reverse; I am not in

a position to pass such a judgment.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do you know of any case where a chief of a department having been
appointed under the old regime-not that I want it inferred by that that I want
to revert to that system-but do you know of any case where the chief of the
branch or head of a department who was appointed under the old regime is now

inefficient?-A. Do I know of a case where a man appointed under the old
regime is inefficient?
Q. I mean to follow up the case which was asked by Mr. Rinfret; do you

know of any case where a chief of a branch or a chief or deputy head, having
been appointed under the old regime, whether it was patronage or not, is
inefficient?-A.

I do not know from personal knowledge.

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Is it not a fact that the Civil Service Commissioners themselves were

political appointees?-A. I should imagine that is possibly true.
Q. Which doesnot mean that they are not worthy?-A. I would not care to
express an opinion.
Mr. MAETELL:As I have to leave, I would like to make a motion now; I
would like to ask for a return showing first the total number of advisory
boards appointed in Canada since the inception of the principle of advisory
boards.
[Mr
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2. The number of advisory boards since their inception that have dealt
with appointments of a similar nature; that is, showing for instance, the
number of boards that have dealt with the appointments of lawyers, doctors,
chemists, engineers, with the personnel of said boards in each case.
The motion was carried.

By Mr. Simpson:
Q. The schemewhich is recommendedprovides for an employment agency
which would be subordinate to the department?-A. Quite so.
Q. The function of that employment agency would be simply to suggest
names if there was a vacancy, suggest to the department names of candidates.A.. Not unless they were required to do it. It would depend on what kind of
appointment you were referring to. If it were an appointment of a routine
clerical position, a clerk, stenographer or anything that lends itself well to a
written examination, I would say that the Commission would hold the examination to fill, us Mr. Patterson suggested yesterday, the estimated number of
vacancies likely to arise in the year, and that those who obtained the highest

standing up to that number would be considered successful candidates, and
would be appointed in the order in which they had ranked on the examination.
On the other hand, if you are referring to positions which do not readily lend
themselves to a written test, then I should say the department would as a rule

make its appointments, but that they could at any time they wished avail
themselves of the services of the employment agency to secure an employee for
such a vacancy.
Q. Would you favour setting up a new body, or would it be the Civil Service
Commission?-A.

It

would

be the Civil

Service

Commission

that

would

be the

employment agency we suggest.

Q. They would simply carry on the function of an employment agency?A. They would have other functions which I will come to presently, but that
will be their principal function.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You said you had given a memorandum to the Prime Minister, is that
the memorandum of the 14th March, 1921, in the News Letters, addressed to

Hon. Mr Meighen, and the memorandumof the 27th March, 1922,addressedto
Hon. Mr. King?-A. We sent Mr. Meighen a memorandumwhich we published in
the News Letter of March 14, 1921, and I do not remember the date of the one
addressed to Mr. King, but I think it would be about the time you say.

Q. About the 27th March 1922?-A. Somewhereabout that I think.
Q. Something like 18 pages?-A. Is that the one headed " Efficiency in the
Civil

Service"?

Q. Yes; is that the one you refer to?-A. In what connection?
Q. You said a short time ago you had made representations to the two
Prime Ministers
service?-A.

with reference to joint

councils and efficiency in the civil

Yes.

Q. I am now asking you if those are the two memorandumsyou mean, the
one contained in the News Letter of March 14, 1921, to the Hon. Mr. Meighen,
and then of March 27, 1922, to the Prime Minister?-A.
Those are the two

memorandumsI mean, but in the secondone the constitution does not appear,
does it?

Q NO?-A. I think we submitted the constitution separately; it

attached to the memorandum.

was

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. The first constitution you refer to is this document?-A. That small

pamphlet,yes; it was not publishedin pamphletform at that time.
[Mr.
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Q. I noticeon the fly leaf printedcertainthings:
"Joint Councilshaveprovedsuccessful
in private industry.
Joint Councilshave provedsuccessfulin other public services.
Joint Councilsare now past the experimentalstage.
The Civil ServiceCommissionhas failed in its attempts to solve

civil service problems.

Deputy Ministers and Branch Heads are entitled to a voice in matters
affecting their staffs."

Does this document contain arguments along those lines?-A. The document
contains no arguments at all; the only arguments are those on its cover. The
document contains only the two constitutions.
Q. This is just a little advertising?-A. I suppose if you wish to call it
that. It is a statement of fact which we thought was very fine to put in as
a preface to the constitution. They are summariesin brief form.
The ACTING-CHAIRMAN:Shall the witness proceed?
WITNESS: Beginning at the top of the chart, the definition of the duties
of Parliament I presume requires no explanation. It says that Parliament

introduces new legislation or amendsexisting legislation where necessary.That
of course would be necessary. If the councils had come to the conclusion that

a certain course was desirable and it were found that it conflicted with existing
legislation, the Cabinet, of course, would have the power to submit the matter
to Parliament for legislation.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. What objection is there to the formation of a Whitley Council right now?
-A.

I cannot think of any.

Q. Is there any legal objection at all?-A. I cannot say.
Mr. MCBRIDE: There have been several suggestions made by the witness

in regard to certain changes;I would like to ask him if those suggestedchanges
are intended or expectedby him to be for the betterment of the Civil Service
Act or more particularly for the betterment of the civil servants themselves'/--A.
They are inteded for the benefit of the public businessof Canada as a whole;
we are not working for our own personal interests in the matter at all.

Q. At the sametime what I want to get at is, there is behindyour whole
statements, something wrong at present with the conditions of the civil service
in some way or other, and is this going to better them?-A. Mr. Patterson has
made

that

clear.

Q. That is what you have in view?-A. Yes, we think this is a methodof
improving existing conditions.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I wantedto know if you could tell me if there was any legal objection

to the introduction of these councils without any reference to parliament at
al]? A. I cannot say definitely; I am not a lawyer, and I don't know whether

there is any legal objectionor not. It wouldprobablybe necessary
to amendthe
Civil

Service Act.

Q. What departmentdid you say you werein;-A. The Labourdepartment.

Q. I suggest
you start a Whitley councilright in your owndepartment?-

A. Without waiting for legislation?
Mr. SHAW: Yes; I don't think there is any legal objection to it.
Mr. CHEVRIER:I don't think there is any legal objection to it at all.
[Mr
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WITNESS:

On the other hand I would be in a rather hard situation.

Mr. SHAW:

That is the department to start it in.-A.

Yes, on the other

hand it would be somewhatdifficult for me as a mere employeein that department to force the department to do that. Legislation, however, providing such
councils would have to be formed, would place the department in the position
of not being able to get out of it.
Mr. CHEVRIEB: I don't think anybody would say that this council would
be illegal, but I do not think anybody would say that you should start these
councils now unless Parliament authorized you to do it.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Did not one witness tell us that he had started one on his own account
over on the Pensions Board, and it worked fine?
WITNESS: I believe he did; I would not be sure of it.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Major McKeand, I am not quoting his evidence, I think

suggestedthey dealt with these various claims as though they had been a joint
council, they conferred together; but he did not say they had established it.
WITNESS: I remember reading it in the evidence and thought at the time
his idea was a good one. I do not know that there is a legal objection to it,
but I think some legislation would be necessary to bring the system into being.
Mr. CHEVRIER: They could not start a council now. The councils which
they propose to establish would be encroaching upon the rights of the Civil
Service Commission and the Civil Service Commission might well take the

groundthat you have no right to encroach upon their statutory rights.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. In so far as you limit the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission
you need legislation for the introduction of the council?-A. A council introduced

leaving the Commission exactly those powers which it now has would be so
feeble that

it would

be almost

useless.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The council you mean would encroach to some extent anyway upon the
statutory rights of the Civil Service Commission as it now exists?-A. I should
think so as it now exists. ;
Q. But if the Civil Service Commission was left with its r.ights and
prerogatives now enjoyed by statute, the council would not suit your purpose
at all?-A.

I think

it would

be almost useless.

The next feature in the chart

is the Cabinet confirms decisions by order in council where necessary, or
decidesto submit to Parliament, and another function that it exercises is
thenominating official side of the inter-departmental council. That of coursewill
involve an expansion of the interdepartmental council, which I will come to
in a moment. As to the orders in council, you will readily see in the same
way as some decisions of council might necessitate a change of legislation,

that other decisionsmight not necessitatea changeof legislation by Parliament,
but might require to be confirmed by order in council. There might be two
regulations-

Q. Any recommendation which your council did make, which is not
now hindered by existing legislation, would be ratified by order in council?
-A. If they are not hindered by existing legislation, I supposethey could be put
into effect by order in council; and some decisions of course would not even
require that.

Coming to the councils themselves, you notice on the chart on

the one side "Civil Service organizations" and the "Minister of Labour", that is
electingthe interdepartmental council. On the other side, you have the " head
"-27
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of the department", which meansthe minister and the organizedemployees
of the department"electingthe departmentalcouncil. I may as well explain at
this point that our idea of civil servicepersonneladministrationis not confined
to the establishing of a council in each department.
Q. Do I gather that the civil service organizations and the Minister of
Labour as set out on the left hand side of the chart, would select the interdepartmental councils?-A. Yes; there is but one interdepartmental council. You
might call it, national council. We called it interdepartmental becauseit has
to work in harmony with the departments and deal with general aspects of
that which they will apply to particular departments.
Q. On the other hand the "heads of department" and the "organized employees of department" on the right hand side at the top would select the
departmental joint council?-A. Yes; you will understand in each the authority
towards the middle is the one that choosesthe official side; the ones at the
extreme

outside

are the ones who

choose the staff

side.

Q. What is the idea of leaving it to the Minister of Labour? Is there any
special reason?-A. We had a special idea in connection with that; that is
just a suggestion,but our idea was simply this, that the Minister of Labour
is the minister in the Cabinet most conversant with the subject of employer
and employee relations; that is a part of his constant duties, and he would be
a better man for a civil -rrvicc personnel minister than possibly any other
minister.

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. You mean as a minister; you do not mean the present minister of
Labour?-A.
Not at all; it would not make any difference what government
were in at the time, it would be still the minister of Labour
By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Do you mean the Minister of Labour would have more sympathy with

those who are in labour than any other?-A. No. We will agreethat the Minister
of Labour is or should be an impartial person who is in no more sympathy with
labour than with the employees. We assume that the Minister of Labour is
impartial.
I must say at this point that it is not the aim of our organization
to get anything for labour as such as against non-labour; it is not our aim to

get anything for the employee from the employer. I think I made it clear a
few minutes ago that our idea was quite the reverse of that; it was closer
co-operation, friendly relations with the employer, more harmony, and by no

meansto get all you can and let the bossgo hang; that is not the way in which

we look at the matter at all, and I would like the Committee to understand
very clearly that we have at all times consideredthe question from what we
believe to be the interests of the country.

We believe where such co-operation

exists,both the employerand the employee
will benefit;thereforeit is worth
our while to try to bring about such a condition.

Q. You do not meanto infer that the labour side of the question,or their

interest in it, is eliminated altogather?-A.

Of course not; neither is the

employer'sside; both sidesare in it; the employerand employeeare equally
represented.

Q. You s.iy that your main idea is for service,not to get more for the
labour employees?-A.That is correct; our main idea is service;but we believe
that both the employer and the employee will benefit as the result of service.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I presumeyou intend one departmentaljoint council for each department?-A.
[Mr.
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Q. One and one alone?-A. I would not say that; there would be some
departments where special machinery would be necessary, and we have not
included it in the chart, becauseit would not be universally applicable. This
chart is meant to cover only that which would apply to the serviceQ. Let us look at the Post Office department, you have one departmental
council

there?-A.

Yes.

Q. At the city of Ottawa, or have its headquarters in Ottawa?-A.

I

would not like to &ay that; it would be up to the Postmaster General to decide
that.

Q. I supposethere would be probably five hundred employees engagedin
the post office at Vancouver, would there not?-A. Very likely; I could not
say.

Q. There would be probably 200 postal employeesengagedin Halifax?-A.
Very possibly.

Q. And probably say 250 in Quebec?-A. There might be.
Q. Will each of these particular places have a council of their own?-A.
That is the idea; this machinery is meant to be elastic; the different departments of the Post Office department would require such machinery, but the
Labour department would not.

Q. Every post office place in Canada would be entitled to have a department council?-A. Not every post office in Canada.
Q. Practically?-A.
No, no, there would be district councils; we would
have a district council which would cover a certain territory with headquarters
say at Toronto, or it might be at Vancouver.

Q. That district council is not mentioned in this?-A. It does not apply
to all departments, and this chart is meant to cover general machinery.
Q. How would you make connection between your district

council and

your departmental joint council?-A. If you will turn to our constitution, we
explain that. It is under the draft constitution for departmental joint councils;
we say in section 14, on page 7:-

" Departmental councils shall have power to create divisional,
district, and branch committees, and to decide upon the nature and
extent of their functions in accordance with and not to supersede the
objects and functions enumerated in this constitution. Provided, however, that the departmental council shall have no power to appoint any
person to such committees."
Q. I presume the district council would have representation
departmental council?-A.
Not necessarily, oh, no.

on your

Q. What I want to get at is, how are you going to get the post office
employees at Vancouver represented in a conference at Ottawa?-A.

They

would not possibly be represented. We should try to get as fair a cross-section
on the staff side as possible,but to carry it to the point where you would have
every little group, every little district represented,would lead you into precisely
the one error which they made in the British Whitley plan.
Q. You think there would be no difficulty in putting this schemeinto effect?
-A. I think not.

The branch councils and district

councils would report ta

the Departmental Councils. We were still on the point, I think, of the composition of these councils. Each council would consist of an official side and a
staff side. The official side would be nominated by the head of the departmental council, and in the case of the inter-departmental council, by the
Minister of Labour, and for the reasonsI have suggested. The staff side of
the inter-departmental council would be elected by the civil service organizations. Of course, that is only a suggestion. It could be done in other ways,
J-27J
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but our view is that the staff side would be more truly representative, and have
some real power of pledging the staff to abide by its decision, if it were
appointed by the civil service organizations. On the other side, you have the
departmental council.

The official side of it is nominated by the head of the

department, and the staff side is elected by the organized employees of the
department. Now, of course, there may be representatives of different organizations in that department. The organization as a whole would scarcely elect
representatives for that department, but we provide in our constitution that
the staff side shall provide the machinery necessary. It means that it would
be up to the staff side of the organizations in that department to agree upon

the machinery and report what it would be.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Those men would be working without remuneration?-A. There would
be no remuneration. This would be regarded as a public service for the sake
of making the service more efficient.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. I suppose they would hold their meetings during working hours?-A.
That would be a question to be decided.
Q. That is set out here?-A. I think so. I think it is provided here that
the councils would meet in working hours unless both sides agreed to sit at
another time. If they had an afternoon sessionand did not finish the business,
they might sit again in the evening and dispose of the business.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. You do not suggest that these men should dfcvme all their time to the

council.-A. By no means. I think that a meeting once a month would possibly
be all that would be required. That is an opinion, but by no means is it suggested that they should devote their whole time. I do not see that there would
be any necessity for that.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Do you supposethat you could get men who were intellectually capable
of acting on these councils to do it free?-A.

It has been done in other industries.

Those pamphlets which I have placed in the evidence show that.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Would they not be civil servants themselves,so that they would not be
working for nothing; they would be getting their usual pay?-A. They would
have the satisfaction of knowing that they were helping to promote a better
service which would be to their benefit.
Mr. DRUMMOND: It would add to their

duties.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Mr. Drummond says it would add to the duties they are now perform-

ing, but it would be to their advantageto assumethose further obligations?A. Without

a doubt.

Personally, I would not have any objection to the extra

service involved.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Looking at it from that standpoint, the purposeof the schemeis to
simplify the Civil ServiceAct?-A. I think you would find this a very real
simplification.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I think if the members of the Committee would look at

the chart, they would see that there is a square left there for the Civil Service
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Commission. The Civil Service Commission is not eliminated altogether.-It
is reduced, to what extent, we will hear later from the witness-but

it does not

do away with the Civil Service Commission altogether.
The ACTING CHAIEMAN:

I think

it would

be better

if

the witness

were

allowed to explain his own plan.
WITNESS: I believe it would be better. The civil service organizations
for inter-departmental council and the organized employees of each department of the departmental council would have, as you notice, three distinct

functions. They would, in the first place, elect the staff side representatives.
We will take one at a time. We will take first the civil service organization
for the inter-departmental councils. Any question that the staff wished to
bring before the inter-departmental councils would be placed on the agenda
through this organization. They would also elect the representatives of the

staff side, or provide machinery for their election. They would finally receive
the staff side reports of what had been done at the meetings. These are the
three important functions. On the inter-departmental
councils, the official
side is nominated by the Cabinet. I say that, because the Cabinet may decide
to have a number of ministers on the official side, or a number of deputy
ministers. We are not presuming to suggest what the Cabinet- would do in
that matter. If they should decide that the official side should consist of
ministers, well and good, or if they should decide that it should consist of

deputy ministers, well and good, or if they wished to have one minister and
some deputies, or possibly some members of Parliament to act, they might
adopt that arrangement. The official side would be nominated by the Cabinet.
The two other functions correspond in the staff side and official side, and we
suggest that the receiving of reports from the Cabinet for the inter-departmental council should be assigned to the Minister of Labour, who might

possibly be made chairman of the council. I think that possibly that would
be the best plan. You could transmit the reports of the council to the Cabinet.
That is so far as the inter-departmental council is concerned. On the other
side of this scheme it is very much the same, except that it is in a single
department. The minister nominates the official side, prepares the official side

agenda,suggestswhat matters he wants to be taken up, and receives reports
from the official side which he may transmit to the Cabinet, if an order in
council or legislation is necessary. The organized employees of the departments, on the other hand, prepare the staff side agenda, elect representatives
to the staff side and receive the staff side reports in the department. That is
the same as on the other side of the inter-departmental council
Is there anything in this that you find difficult to understand, anything that is not clear? I
want to be as clear as possible.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. I would like to know what the jurisdiction of these councils would be,
and how they would affect the situation?-A.
The inter-departmental council

composedof its officials and staff sides would decide general principles governing such matters as are mentioned in the functions, that is the general principles
of organization, classification-

Q. Would they decide without appeal?-A. There would be an appeal
later. They would decide general principles governing those various personnel
questions which are set out in the chart. The various personnel functions
that we give would be shared by the two councils. The inter-departmental
aspects?of these would be assigned to the inter-departmental

council.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. By the inter-departmental council you mean the council that would
affect not only one department, but a number of departments?-A. For the
service as a whole, or for more than one department.
Q. If the departmental council made certain recommendations that might
interfere with the working out of one or two or more departments, that would
have to be submitted to the inter-departmental joint council?-A. Yes, and
if they did not do so, and the inter-departmental council became aware of
that fact, they could of course over-rule what the departmental council had
done.

Q. It would be a sort of governor, the three balls on the machine; the
inter-departmental joint council would assumethe function of smoothing out
everything to make it fit the various departments?-A. Our idea is this: If
you had nothing but departmental councils,there might be more or less conflict,
or lack of uniformity, or Lick of similarity between the departments. Such
conflict should be adjusted in order to make the service a smooth running
machine. The inter-departmental council would be for the service as a whole
or for more than one department.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Their jurisdiction would extend over what?-A.

Over the whole civil

service.

Q. You were going on to mention the functions when you were interrupted?
-A. The functions would consist of organization of work and staff, classification
of positions and job analysis; improvement of the system, higher training of
the staff, stimulation of initiative

and zeal, efficiency ratings-

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You say that the inter-departmental joint council will not only decide
principles but have other functions. As I understand it, the inter-departmental
joint council would decide principles affecting organization of work and staff,
classification and job analysis,-I mean they would decide principles affecting
organization, classification, and the improvement of the system right down the
line.

Am I right in saying that the inter-departmental

council would deal

with the departmental aspects of organization, classification and improvement
of the system?-A. Which one do you mean, the inter-departmental council?
Q. What I do not quite grasp is this: You have the inter-departmental
"council under four headings?-A.

Yes.

Q. Do these four headingsrelate?-A. To the functions, yes.
Q. To the functions. For instance, they would decide principles affecting

organization,classification?-A. Quite so.
Q. And affectingthe higher training of the staff?-A. Yes.
Q. Am I right in assumingthat it dealswith the inter-departmentalaspects
affectingorganization,classificationand so on?-A. That is the idea.
Q. Am I right in assumingthat it would hear general appeals affecting

organization,
classification
and improvement?-A.That is right.
Q. And alsoa policyof administration
affectingorganization
andclassification?-A.

That is the idea

The inter-departmental council would have these

very functions. The departmental
council,on the otherhandQ. Wouldhaveexactlythe same?-A. Exactlythe samefunctions,but it

would merely seethat the principlesdecidedby the inter-departmentalcouncil
wereadheredto in the department. It woulddeal with the departmentalaspects,
and it would hear personal appealswithin the department.
[Mr. H. C. House.]
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By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Have you mentioned all the functions?-A. Yes, they are the same
practically, but perhaps I had better read them. (Reads)

"Organization of work and staff; classificationand job analysis;
improvement of system, higher training of staff, stimulation of initiative
and zeal, efficiency ratings, welfare and working conditions,'"The others are marked with an asterisk, which I will explain.-

"Appointments, promotions, transfers, salaries and wages, hours
and leave, discipline and dismissal, retirement and superannuation."
At the bottom of the chart it is explained that in regard to the functions
marked with an asterisk, " A deputy minister, before taking action, shall satisfy
the departmental council that the principles laid down are adhered to."

That

is in respectto those functions that would have to be applied to individual cases.
Employment is essentially an individual

question, therefore it would come

under the asterisk. Promotions, transfers, and possibly the matter of salaries
and so on would also come under it. These as dealt with by the Department
would consist of adherence to principles as laid down and would affect individuals.

As decidedby the inter-departmental council, they would be general principles.
Q. Your council having been formed, and having dealt with those matters,
"what would happen then?-A. Do you mean the departmental councils, or the
inter-departmental councils.
Q. The different functions?-A.
I think the chart explains how each
function

would

work

out.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I do not know whether the other membersof the Committee are as much
"concernedin this matter as I am, but supposingI put it this way: Supposing
a promotion was to be made in a department, and the deputy minister decided
to promote so and so, and did in fact promote him, and some other employees
were dissatisfied with that promotion, perhaps one man thinking that he should
have got it rather than the other man; can you explain the working out of the
procedure in a case of that kind. If I could get a typical example,
I would be better able to follow

you

through?-A.

The

same principle

would apply to appointment or transfer or dismissal or retirement or any
similar

action.

Q. If you would give me an explanation of how it would work out, I would
have some sort of system to enable me to follow you right through?-A.

would happenwould be this:

What

Supposingthat in a given department the deputy

minister thinks that a certain man is deserving of promotion-that
point?

is your

Q. Yes.-A. He wishes to promote a man, but before doing so he reports
the matter, we will say, to the departmental council. He says to the council,
"I proposeto promote so and so for such and such reasons." If the council do
not agreewith him, they would discussthe matter, there would be a vote taken
and each side would vote separately. If a majority of the official side agreed
and a majority of the staff side also agreed, the thing would be practically
settled, so far as that employee was concerned. If any other employee were
dissatisfiedwith the action taken, he could appeal to the departmental council
which would appoint an appeal board of its own membership.
Q. He would appeal to the inter-departmental council?-A. Not in this
case.

Q. Supposethat one employeeis dissatisfied with the decision of the councils, and the deputy minister recommends the man that the departmental
"councilagreed upon what would then happen to the dissatisfied employee'-A.
[Mr.
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I do not think he would have very muchof a case,but of coursehe would have
an opportunity of having it heard on appeal.
By Mr. Malcolm:

Q. If the board is functioning and recommends the appointment, why
should an appeal be heard at all?-A. There may be something in what you say.
Q. This board is supposedto give justice by its representation?-A. You
mean if the two sides are agreed?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. If both sides decide against an employee, that should be final; but if,
on the other hand, the deputy's side take one attitude, and the council is against
it, then there should be an appeal to somebody else, becauseas I understand it,
the dissatisfaction in the service at present is that there is no appeal to anybody?-A. That is right. In that case,our proposal would be, first, if the staff
side and the official side disagree they should appeal to a judge. We advocate
the appointment of a civil service judge.

Q. In that case,if both sidesdisagree,you say there should be an appealto
a judge; but if both sides agree, and someonefelt dissatisfied, you say he should
have no appeal?-A. I am not quite sure whether you should deny the right to
that man to make an appeal.

Q. I am not suggestingthat there should not be in that case,I simply want
to find out what the idea is.-A.

It is only a detail and I would rather leave it

to be worked out later. I think both you and Mr Malcolm have grasped the
general principle that if the official side and the staff side agreeon a given matter,
that should practically be regarded as final.
Q. I would not say that when there is a preponderance of opinion on one
side or the other that that should be absolutely final, but my own impression at
the moment is that if both sides concurred, it would be just as though you had

in court someonereturning "no bill"?-A. That is my personal opinion that if
the staff side and official side disagree,there should be the right of appeal, because there may be something wrong with it.
By Mr. Malcolm:

Q. You will admit that in the caseof industrial councils, the council itself
is really the board of appeal?-A. Yes.
Q. You will admit also that in industrial concerns where a council exists,

promotions are made by the foreman, and only when those promotions are not
satisfactory is the council asked to consider them?-A. You mean by that that
if some employeewere dissatisfied with the foreman's decision he would have a
right of appeal?

Q. In industrial work, the foreman makes all the promotions. The council
is the governing body to discussimproper promotions, and its findings are final.
-A. There is only one reason why I have put that in, it seemedto me it was
desirable if possible that the council should act as a preventive as well as a
curative.

Q. It strikes me that you are autlining work for the council which is pure-

ly departmentalwork. The chief clerk of a departmentsurely knowshis own
staff and is entitled to make promotions on his opinion of the merits, but should

his opinionof merit not meetwith the views of the staff, the council is thereto

be appealedto?-A. That is true.
Q. If you endeavored to have every action of the chief clerk or of the
assistant deputy minister, or of the deputy minister delegated to the council,

you are taking away from the head of the departmenthis real position?-A.
Your view would be that in those functions, as in the others, the deputy min[Mr.

H. C. House.]
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ister should act without consulting the council, and if anybody is dissatisfied
they should appeal.

Q. Decidedly,the whole function of councilsin industry is to correctany
grievances,which may arise in the ordinary out of the industry. They do not
attempt to administer the industry.-A. We propose to do something more
than merely handle grievances. I think that a court of grievances would be
one of the small functions of a joint council. That has beenproven in a number
of cases.

Q. I admit that councils handle questions of improvement of the system, of
higher training of the staff, and those other matters which pertain to the welfare of the organization. But when you cometo the question of a council dealing
with appointments, I do not think that the council has any particular right to
discussappointments. You have a body to make appointments where examinations occur?-A.

Yes, where examinations occur.

Mr. MALCOLM:In the second place, the heads of the department must
necessarilyknow their own staffs, and they are supposedto promote on merit. If
they do not promote on merit, then the question of merit should go to the council,
but I do not seewhy you should have a council to take away the functions of the
chief clerks.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You have submitted your own idea, but supposeI put this up to you:
In the case of an appointment, it would not be an appointment affecting the
labouring forces, becausethat class has already been excluded in your scheme.
It would not be an appointment to a clerical position, because appointments
to clerical positions must of necessity be by competitive examination, according
to your scheme, so that practically it would be an appointment of a technical
character?-A. I think that in most cases it would be. Might it not also relate
to the labouring positions? That would be a departmental appointment.
Q. As I understand your scheme the Departmental side would be handled
by the deputy minister, and the employees side by the employees' representatives on the council, both together?-A. The official side would consist of the
deputy minister and several others of the higher officials.
Q. The appointment would be discussed by both sides, which would be the
council?-A. Surely.

Q. Supposingthat you left the appointments entirely in the hands of the
deputy minister, and the appointment, in the opinion of the employees' side
of the council was not what they thought would be in the best interests of the
service then there should be an appeal?-A. Yes.

Q. I am trying to get at both sides. In the first place, you are taking
away considerablepowers from the deputy minister or chief clerk in the matter
of appointments becausehe is only one and open to influence. Let us see the
other side, and see if we cannot strike a happy medium. Suppose that the
deputy minister dealt with the appointment first, and that in the opinion of
the employees'side it was a good appointment. Alright. But if they thought
it was a bad appointment, they could make such representations as they saw
fit. and probably an appeal should be heard. I have not yet made up my mind
which is the better way?-A. It is probably a matter for consideration. I do
not want to insist strongly on the point, but that is the view of our organization.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Do I understandby this chart that the functions of the Civil Service

Commissionwould be restricted to an entirely advisory capacity?-A. Not in
somecases. Take for example the case of clerical examinations. They would

fill the positions;they would sendthe departmentsthe men required.
[Mr.
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Q. They would simply recommend on the examinations; it would be
simply in an advisory capacity?-A. They would act in the same way as they
act now. Our suggestion is that they should keep an eligible listQ. You say in the chart that they would fill vacancies for examination
positions?-A. After holding the examination. The object of an examination
is to get successful candidates, and the Commission fill the vacancies.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. Does not your schemerelegate the Civil Service Commission to a very
subordinate position?-A. I imagine it may.
By Mr. Malcolm:

Q. Can you give us a case of an industrial council having any function at
all in regard to the employment of the staff, taking industrial councils which
have been in many casessuccessful. Do you know of any case of an industry
being governed by a council, or where that council has anything to do with the
employment of the staff?-A. I have not a casein my mind.
Mr.

MALCOLM:

There

is none.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. You have pointed out an analogy in regard to private industry, but
you carry it much further?-A.
I do not know that.
Q. You propose to give to the council far more power than any council
possessesin industry?-A.
There is a certain element in connection with public
employment that does not enter into private industry, and that is the danger
of undue political influence.
By Mr. Malcolm:

Q. Was that not the real object of appointing the Civil ServiceCommission,
and has not the Civil Service Commission eliminated the undue influences by

examinations?-A.

I cannot say as to that.

I have not given evidence as

criticism.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. You are taking away from the Civil Service Commission powers that
were intended to be given to them when they were appointed?-A. I imagine
we would take away a certain amount of power.
Mr. DRUMMOND: Not a certain amount, but altogether, it seems to me.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. According to your scheme the labouring forces would be released, but
supposeyou take the clerical positions. As I understand it, according to your
schemeall those positions, would be filled by competitive examination. Nobody
could be admitted to those clerical positions until they had passed a satisfactory

competitiveexamination,to determinetheir capabilitiesof filling the positions.
As I understand it, you would do away with the eligible list, but you say that
at the start of each fiscal year each department would say.

" We require

probablythree hundredclerksfor the year," and the Civil Service

Commission would be called upon to set an examination for the purpose
of determining three hundred' eligibles. The Civil Service Commission would
then strike a list. If six hundred candidates passed,they would select the first
three hundred, in accordancewith the estimate, and that would be the list submitted?-A. When you say that 600 had passed,you are of course recognizing

the principleof a minimumnumberof marksto qualify?
[Mr.
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Q. Yes.-A. I am not sure that that would be necessary. Our idea was
rather that we should simply say 300 clerks are required, advertise an examination to fill the 300 vacancies,and the 300 successfulcandidates will be regarded
as eligible.

Q. But you could not limit the number of applicants. Supposethat 600
or 700 people presented themselves for examination. You would have to let
them submit to the examination. Now, suppose 600 were successful, or 500
and there were 300 positions. I suppose the Civil Service Commission would
"

we have 500 people or 450 people who have successfully passedthe minimum mark, and only 300 are required; we will take the first 300."-A. Yes.
Q. That would be the list for the year, becausethe department has asked
say

for an estimated number?-A.

The sum total of all the departments.

Q. Yes. Now, how would you have these people appointed. Supposethat
a stenographerwas wanted in the Finance Department. The Deputy Minister
would say to the Civil Service Commission "send us a stenographer," and the
Civil Service Commission, as at present would send one?-A.

The first person

on the list.

Q. Yes, because that first person would be the one who took the highest
number of marks?-A.

Unless special qualifications

were required.

Q. Unless special qualifications were required, in which case, they would
follow the present system. The Civil Service Commission would send to the
department the clerk that was requested, so that so far as filling the clerical
positions is concerned,the rights and powers of the Civil Service Commission
as they exist to-day would not be in any way interfered with on that score?A. No.

Q. They would remain on that score?-A. Practically as they are now.
Mr. DRUMMOND: They would only make recommendations?
Mr. CHEVEIER: No, no. As I understand' it, the Civil Service Commission
would have a list of eligibles, numbering three hundred down there in their office,
and the deputy minister, or minister upon requesting a stenographer or an
accountant would as at present send a request to the Civil Service Commission

to send him a stenographer or an accountant to fill the position, and as at
present, the assignment branch of the Civil Service Commission would then
send to that department, a stenographer or accountant as it does to-day. That

is, the Civil Service Commission would fill all clerical positions as they fill
them to-day.
Mr. DRUMMOND: But suppose that the deputy says he won't take them?

Mr. CHEVRIER:I supposehe would1be bound under the regulations to give
the person sent to him one day's trial. If the deputy wants to refuse that
person,he may do so but he must give the party one day's trial.
Mr. DRUMMOND:Well, I am not clear as to the effect of this, but this chart

takes away from the Civil ServiceCommissionthe actual power of appointment.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I am trying to get at that, and so far I have not seenthat

it doestake awayfrom the powersof the Civil ServiceCommission
the right

to appoint to clerical positions.

WITNESS:
In that case,it doesnot, that is in the caseof positionsthat can

be filled by the ordinary written competitive examination.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. If your schemeis going to take away from the Civil Service Commis-

sionthe power to appoint personsto the clerical staff, then I would not agree
with it, becauseI believethat all thosepositionsthat are susceptibleto examina[Mr.
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tion should of necessity be filled by examination?-A. I think if you look at
the chart you will see that the Civil Service Commission will fill vacancies for
examination positions.

Q. According to your scheme,which seemsclear to me now, you tell me
that in regard to those clerical positions you are not taking anything away
from the present powers of the Civil
that

Service Commission?-A.

I do not see

we are.

Mr. CHEVEIEE: I do not see that you are taking away anything.
Mr.

DRUMMOND: If

this chart

sets forth

the duties

Commission, where in that can you find that the Civil

of the Civil

Service

Service Commission

fill any position except in an advisory capacity?
Mr. CHEVRIER:Let me put it this way: You have already said that there
are three great classes in the service, the labouring class, the clerical class, and
the administrative or technical positions.
WITNESS: I think that is right.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. So far as the labouring class is concerned, according to your scheme
you have eliminated them from the operation of the Act?-A. I spoke of
examination and non-examination positions.
Q. But you have eliminated them from the jurisdiction
sion?-A.
Eliminated
the vacancies.

the

idea

that

the

Civil

Service

of the Commis-

Commission

should

fill

Q. You are left now with all positions susceptible to examination, that
means clerical positions or technical positions.
Clerical positions are susceptible to examinations?-A. Yes.

Q. Technical positions-it
one would

have

to be decided

is a question of whether they are?-A. Each
on its merits.

Most

of them

I think

would

not.

Q. Now so far as clerical positions are concerned, you are of the opinion
that the Civil Service Commission should make those appointments?-A. Yes.

Q. So that on that score you are not taking anything away from the Civil
Service Commission as to appointments?-A.

No.

Q. Now then, in regard to technical positions, you start on the principle
that every position which is susceptible to examination should remain in the
jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission. That is where we may disagree,
that all technical positions are susceptible to examination?-A. There are cases
that would have to be considered on their merits.

Q. If it can be determinedthat a technical position can be filled by examination, you think it should remain under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service
Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. But if it is a position that is not susceptibleto examination becauseof
its technical nature, it should not remain under the jurisdiction of the Civil

ServiceCommission?-A. That would be the opinion of our organization,that
it should

not.

(^.Thatit should
beleftto thedeputy
minister,
subject
to-A. Subject
to

theh joint councils.

Q. Summingit all up then, the only powerof appointmentwhich you take
away from the Civil ServiceCommission
is just in regardto the labouringclasses,

where no competitive examination can be held; and secondly, in certain cases

of technical positions where there are no competitive examinationspossible,
but in all other respectsyou leave the power of appointment to the Civil Service

Commission?-A. That is substantially our schemeas regardsappointments.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Drummond:

Q. The only power to fill a vacancy which is left to the Civil Service
Commissionis the power to fill vacancies for examination positions?-A. That
is correct.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
For all positions that are susceptibleto competitive examination.

By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. What proportion of civil servants would that represent?-A. You mean
the number that would be filled by examination?

Q. That in your opinion would still be subject to competitive examination?
-A. I could not say as to the number. As I say, it would be a matter for
decision. That is one of the ways in which the inter-departmental council
would

work.

Q. My reason for asking the question is to ascertain whether it would be
worth while keeping up a board of examiners under your scheme, if there
were not a sufficient number of positions involving examination that would
justify the retention of such a board?-A.
I cannot say as to that. I think
that possibly examination would be necessary for the clerical and some of the

technical positions. I cannot say that a permanent board of examiners would
be necessaryif they only held one examination annually for the majority of
positions.

Q. You do not get my point. I am not asking about the number of examinations. I am asking what proportion of civil service appointments would remain
to be filled by that board of examiners?-A
That is beyond my power to
state.

Q. You are bringing down a scheme?-A. I have enunciated a principle
which I think, and our organization thinks should govern. As to how many
personscome within one category or another, we cannot know until it has
been worked

out.

Q. That is your idea of what should take place?-A. Yes.
Q. You say that the Civil Service Commission should fill the vacancies for
examination positions. What, in your mind, does that represent?-A. I do not
really believe-this

is of course an opinion-that

outside of these clerical

and stenographic positions there would be a very great number of positions
to be filled by examination.

Q. What is the proportion of these clerical positions in the service?-A. I
do not know the number. Possibly the Commission could give you the number.
Q. Then when you bring down this project you do not seem to appreciate
what would be the effect?-A. I would imagine that the number of examination
positions would be rather small.

Q. I will put it this way: You have dealt not with the number of positions,
but with the character of the positions?-A.
That is the general principle
governing. We did not take the number into account. I think the Commission

could give you information as to how many clerical positions and how many
stenographic positions would be likely to be filled.

For the rest, the technical

positionswhich are susceptibleto examination, I imagine they would be very few,
but that would

have to be determined.

By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Have you completed your statement?-A. I have completed my statement as to appointments, and the same principle would follow with regard to
promotions, transfers, salaries, hours, discipline, dismissal, retirement and so on.

I am not prepared to say at this moment that Mr. Malcolm's idea is not better
than this. I am simply presenting the views of the organization, and it will be
up to the Committee to decide upon any modifications that they think are desirable.
UVIr.
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Q. I have not had a clear explanationas to what becomesof the findings
of this board?-A. Which boarddo you mean?
Q. The departmental board?-A. I will read what we have in our consti-

tution on the departmentalcouncil decisionsand powers.
"No

motion

shall

be considered

to have carried

unless it has been

assentedto by a majority of the official side and a majority of the staff
side. Every member of the council shall be entitled to vote. The Chairman may vote on all questions, but shall not have a casting vote."

This is, I think the one you want to know.
" Decisions of the councils, unless incompatible with existing civil
official secretary, and to the staff organizations by the vice-chairman
and staff secretary.

"Decisions shall be reported to the proper authorities on either side
within ten days after the meeting at which they are reached.
:<Decisions of the councils, unless incompatible with existing Civil
Service legislation shall be confirmed by order in council where neces-

sary. They shall take effect as from a date thirty days after reported
to the official authority unless it is otherwise provided in the order in
council confirming them."

You will see that the statement that the councils are purely advisory in
character is scarcely accurate. We have based that on the Whitley plan in
England. The Whitley plan gives the council even greater power of final decisions. It says:-

" The decision?of the council shall 'be arrived at by agreementbetween the two sides, shall be signed by the Chairman and Vice-Chairman,

shall be reported to the Cabinet, and thereupon shall becomeoperative."
These are pretty strong powers. That means that the councils under the
Whitley p!
-dnpted in the British civil service have actual power to decide
the question, reported to the official authority and it thereupon becomes operative. They do not even say that an order in council is necessary. We thought
that it was at least desirable to provide for the confirmation of the decisions by
order in council, or by new legislation where necessary. But in general, the

principle would be that the council would report its decisionsto the minister.
in the case of the inter-departmental council to the Minister of Labour, and if
it was not vetoed within thirty days the decision would stand.

Q. The Cabinet has the power to veto?-A. Yes. and we would not take
that away.

Q. Does that power exist in England?-A. I think not. There is no mention
of it in their report, but I cannot seehow the council could over-rule the Cabinet.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Could this scheme of Whitley councils be introduced with the present
classification of the service?-A Well, it could be introduced, in fact, I think
it would have to be introduced, or it shoud be introduced before we could get

ready a classification in the best and most satisfactory way. We would think
that the councils, if brought into existencenow, could undertake first reorganization of the work, departmental and inter-departmental; the classification of

positions,the revision of salaries,andthe necessaryadjustmentof staffs. They
could undertake these matters after they had been appointed, and I think that

no more effective means of carrying out such changescould be devised,because

you would be carrying it out by menwho know insteadof by men who do not
know.
[Mr.
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By the Acting Chairman:

Q. This inter-departmental council corresponds with the Whitley council
in England?-A. They are both Whitley Councils. The schemewe have proposed is the Whitley scheme. That is the one we favour, and if the Whitley
council is not favoured by the Committee, some other form could be.
Q. Have they such councils in the United States?-A. I do not think
they have. At the time they were reclassifying their service they had a joint
conference,I believe, but it was not a piece of permanent machinery, and I do
not think it is now in existence. But they are in existencein other places. The
Saskatchewan

civil

service

has one.

Q. Are there any in the other British Dominions?-A. I know they have
beentrying to get one in Australia, but whether they have succeededI am not
prepared to state.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You say that they have one in Saskatchewan?-A. Yes, and I believe
they are talking about"having one in Alberta.
By Mr. Malcolm:

Q. In an industrial council, the question of remuneration is determined by
the value of the job and not of the man?-A. Yes.
Q. The council will decide that certain work is worth

so much

money,

and the foreman and other members of the council representing the owners
agree to that.

Then as a result of that finding, a man is able to earn very

much higher wages. In other words, the council has an opportunity of deciding on a factor that is not personal, the factor being the value of the job. It
makes the organization of the work in an industry very easy, and the councils

work harmoniously becausethey have not the personal elementto discuss. They
discuss the value of the operation. Do you not think that industrial councils
work out better than councils would be in the civil service, because in the civil
service you are under statutory pay, and even though you did arrive at some
better method of organization of the office or department, there is no possible
chance of the council attempting anything in the nature of piece work whereby
a more efficient employee could get greater renumeration than the less efficient
employee?-A. I would think that there would be an opportunity of doing it

in the government employment. Of course, at the present time, our classification is extremely complex, and we advocate as one of the first improvements
simplifying it to something like the forty-five grades of the United States

service. Then you Avouldhave a simpler classification to attach salaries to.
Q. What I am trying to get at is that the interest of a council in the civil
service is more to adjust difference between employees who feel that their
work is not well divided, to see that justice is done as to promotions, to see that
justice is administered to arrange for more efficient methods. But you cannot have the factor I have referred to where the pay is regulated by statute.
You are limited on that one score, I think, as compared with industrial councils?
-A. I think that salary revision is one of the tasks of our councils.

Q. Salary revision, but not as financial recompensefor physical effort?-A.
In some casesit might be physical. I do not see why the council should not
be in n position to undertake a survey of the situation and find out relatively
if the jobs are being properly paid. That is one of the contentions that Mr.
Patterson made, that some positions are not remunerative in anything

like

proportion to their duties, responsibilities and qualifications. That is a condition that the councils could eliminate.

Q. The important thing is that you only classify the job as being worth so
much money?-A. There would be jobs that would be classified,not persons.
[Mr.
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Q. Onemanmight do a job very muchmoreefficientlythan anotherman,

but you would not be able to reward efficiencyafter you classify the job.-A.

Do you rememberthat Mr. Pattersonput forwarda suggestion
which is one
of the views of our organization,that there should be somespecial incentive
devised. One idea was an extensionof the salary range. Supposingyou had
a clerk classified at $960 to $1,260,that would be the ordinary classification
for one who did not take a great interest in his duties but was efficient enough
to be kept on. On the other hand, if you had a clerk who showed exceptional
ability, it was suggestedthat we should make provision that on a departmental
recommendation his salary range be extended to some higher figure, $1,500 or
something like that.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. For the .samework?-A.

It would be recognition of exceptional ability.

Q. But for the same work?-A.

For doing the same work better.

Mr. MALCOLM:The point I am making is that if you have a goodman you
pay him the same as a man not so good.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q Would concurrence of the council in the recommendation be required?

-A. Our idea is that the council should agree,or there should be the right to
appeal.
By Mr. McBride:
Q. How long have you been in the service?-A.
Q. You were not overseas?-A. No.

Since 1915.

Q. Did you come here by request, or did you offer to give evidence?-A.
I received a letter from the Secretary of the Committee inviting me to come and
give evidence.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Have you always been in the samedepartment?-A. No, I started in the
Marine and Fisheries department, Fisheries branch in 1915, and I obtained
my present position as a result of a competitive examination in 1920,that is in
the Department of Labour.
By Mr. Malcolm:

Q. In this chart, you refer to a civil service judge. Would you mind
explaining what caseswould come before him?-A. According to our idea we do
not want the judge to have to hear every casethat may possibly give rise to dissatisfaction.

It is conceivable that the number of cases of dissatisfaction might

be somewhat large, and there should be some method of eliminating some of
them so that he would-hear them as a last resort.
there in the chart. (Reads)-

You see his duties mentioned

" Hears appeal referred to him by either side of a council which
disagreedwith the other side or where inter-departmental council has a

disputewith any departmentalcouncil or whereverany grievancearises

that cannot be brought before a particular council."
That would cover anything.

Q. Therefore,all appealswould have to comefrom one of the councils?A. Well, except that in that third classI wanted to provide for somecases
that we could not foresee,that could not come before a particular council.

Q. Do you think that the grievancesarising from appointmentswould be

heard? A. No, I would say that the grievances arising from appointment
tMr.
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would comebefore the departmentalcouncil of the departmentin which the
appointment was to be made.

Q. In somepart of your evidence,you refer to the point that thosewho did
not get positions might appeal to the council. Do you still maintain that?
-A. I do not want to insist on it, but it seemsto me that in case there was a

suspicionthat an appointmentwasnot madewith the best motivesin view,
the personin questionmight appealto the departmentalcouncil.
Q. Do you not think that that would be a great deal of work for the
Council?-A. You mean that every man would be sure to appeal?

Q Yes.-A. That is a possibility. I will tell you what we had in mind. We
were thinking of how to provide the best safeguard possible against any undue
influencebeing brought to bear. But it is possible, as you say, that too much
work would arise, and it might not be absolutely necessaryas a safeguard.

Q. Taking the situation as it is to-day, if therewas a judgeto hear appeals
of dissatisfied applicants for civil service appointments, do you not think
that he would be very busy?-A.

I think he would, at present, yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Suppose you put it this way: Suppose that an appeal in a case of
appointment would not be open to all dissatisfied applicants, but that if the
council were satisfied that the appointment was a bad one, the council could

then appeal from the appointment that had been made?-A. That is true
too.

Q. But supposing fifty people applied for the one position, that one
applicant was appointed, the other 49 were not civil servants becausethey were
not in the service yet and should not have the right to appeal?-A. That is one
of the things we had in mind when we said that the deputy minister should
take it up, so that if it were a bad appointment, they should be aware of it.
Q. If the council thought it was a poor appointment, the council could
recommend an appeal from the appointment that had been made?-A. If the
appointment had not been brought before them, they would have no information
about

it.

By Mr. Malcolm:

Q. Do you think the competitive examinations have been very well carried
out by the Commission?-A. I cannot speak as to that.
Q. Do you not feel that a fairly good class of civil servants have been put
into the service through these examinations?-A. I would think so, in the great
majority of cases.

Q. With regard to these lower positions, is it your opinion that, having
thought the matter over and heard other evidence, the Civil Service Commis-

sionwere justified in handing over the appointmentof those positions or the
filling of thosepositionsto the department?-A. I have already said that we

did not approve of it.
Q. The organization did not approve of it?-A.

No.

Q. The Civil ServiceCommissionfelt apparently that it would be better
to let theseconditions be handled by the departmentbecausethey did not
attempt examinations, and it was hard to have a demonstration of skill.

Do

you not think, in the light of all the evidencethat has taken place,the Civil

Service
Commission
werereasonably
justifiedin that action?-A. That is a question. The way I would look at it is this; here is an electrician,or someother
governmentemployeeof that kind, he would like to have a reasonablecertainty

"thathistenureof officewouldbefor life, onsatisfactory
service.Is therenot arisk
that he would be inclinedto think that underthe presentsystemhe might
very conceivablybe laid off and replacedby another personfrom motives not
"connected
with his service? I think there is a slight dangerthere.
[Mr.
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Q. Mr. House, these positions which have been filled by the department,
the Civil Service Commission having asked the departments to fill them, have
not been as well filled as they were before, when the Civil Service Commission
tried to fill them themselves?-A. I am not qualified to speak as to that. I
do not come into contact with that question in my work.
Q. Have you any reason to believe that the Civil Service Commission were
not justified in that action?-A. No, not at all. I haven't any particular
evidence to offer that they were not justified.
Q. You have no evidence to show that the Commission were not justified
in handing these positions over to the departments?-A
A dismissed employee
should have the right of appeal.
Q. I have only asked you about those positions; you have no complaint
to make against the appointments that have been made by the department,

and no complaints against the results of the Commission's action?-A. Personally, I have no complaint, of course.
Q. In the clerical positions, by your scheme, you also admit that the ap-

pointments should be made on examination by the Civil Service Commission?
-A.

That seems to be the logical thing.
Q. In the other classesof appointments, the ten, twenty or thirty administrative and technical positions that are open each year, what is your opinion as
to the selection of a particular man for a particular job in that case; do you
think that that could be better administered by the Civil Service Commission,
or by the deputy minister and his chief clerks in consulation with the council?
-A. I think it could be better done in the latter way.
Q. In other words, you have no criticism against the action of the Commission in throwing out the lower positions; you are satisfied with the workings
of the Civil Service Commission on clerical appointments, and your opinion is

that as to technical appointments they would be better made by the heads of
the departments in consultation with the council?-A. I think that would be
the better way to do it.

By the Acting Chairman:.
Q. Are you able to say that all the classes which should have been eliminated by the Civil Service Act have been eliminated?-A.
Personally, I have
no information on that point. I believe Mr. Patterson submitted some evidence

upon that particular point.
Mr. PATTERSON: I gave the opinion that I thought there should be a
number of other classes exempted, and gave a list of them.
By Mr. Malcolm:

Q. Take the case of these non-competitive examinations; take the case
of a lighthouse-keeper,the desirableman is a man of some experience?
WITNESS:

Yes.

Q. Under the old regulations a man had to have certain qualifications as

to his ability to handle a boat in rough weather. The departmentsusually
send a man out to look over the candidates,whether it is a $100 job or a $500
job; doesit make any differenceas to the method of his appointment?-A. What
is that?

Q. I cite a certain kind of job. Would it make any difference whether

it was a $100job or a $500job, the methodof appointmentwould not change?
-A. I cannotseethat the salary in that casewould have anything to do with
it.
[Mr.
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Q. And if it is the sort of job you very often have to look for a man to
fill, and you want a good man, it is a difficult thing for a body of men sitting
in Ottawa to make an appointment?-A. I would say it was a difficult thing.
Q. The Civil Service Commission would be fairly justified in handing the
appointmentto the department?-A. It would appear so.
Q. It is pretty hard to say just where the salary limitation might be?A. A position of that kind is not affected by the salary a man gets.

Q. You gave evidence of some criticism of the Commission for doing
that?-A. We would like to be sure that there is the right of appeal if there is
a case of injustice or imagined injustice.

Q. Supposein the riding of any of the members of the Committee there
was.,a small post office to be manned, and after a good deal of discussion and

hunting they found a man suitable for it, why should you want to hear the
appealof somebody afterwards who came in and said that if he had known of
the job he would have taken it?-A. I did not say that. I think they should
satisfy the council that the principles laid down are adhered to. At the same
time, it would not involve any great loss of time at all, it would simply show that
in the next month he would make the following appointment of a lighthouse

keeper,and if there was any suspicion on the part of anybody that it was not
fair or just, the council would have the opportunity of criticizing a bad appointment or talcing an appeal from it.
Q. One more point; under the administration

of the Civil

Service Act a

preferenceis given to a returned man, and when a man is able to do the job an
additional preference is given to the disabled man; that is not changed at all
by the departments taking over these lower appointments; the preference is
still given?-A. So far as I know anything about it, it is.
Q. Therefore there has been no injustice done to the returned man by the
action of the Civil Service Commission in asking the departments to make
the appointment; I am only trying to make certain appointments clear. The
returned men will be giving evidence; that portion of the Act still applies, that
a returned man shall have the preference?-A. I would think so.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Perhaps you could make this clear, as to what is really meant by the
flying squadron?-A. I was going to explain that.
Q. You will come to that later on?-A. It is a scheme for handling the
temporary employees in the service. There must necessarily always be a
number of temporary employees in the service, because one department may
require extra help at a given time, and later on not be so busy.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Under six months, is that temporary?-A.

I think

that is what it is

now. I am not criticizing the length of time. It might be two, three, four or
six months; I would not like to say how long they would require some extra
help, and another department might not require extra help at that time.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Do you have a flying squadron in every department?-A. No, sir.

My

idea is that this flying squadronwould be composedof temporary employees
sentto one department for two months say, then sent to another department for
three months here and there as required. There would be some measure of
steady employment involved, although not guaranteed.

Q. Is it your idea that they be paid all the time?-A. Not paid if they are
not working. The idea is that they would be paid by the department where
they worked.
5-28J
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Q. They might be laid off two or three weeks?-A. They would not be
paid in that case. We would give them as steady employmentas possible.
Q. Would you expect to have a reliable group of employees under that
system?-A. We would never expect temporary employeesto be of the same

calibre as permanent employees,otherwisethey would &e permanent. The
passing of an examination would entitle them to that. In waiting for an
appointment, they might have temporary employment-and in that way
we would have a good many of them. In other departments, they might be
reorganizing, the main idea would be that these would be merely a motley
group of employees who could be handled in any department for as long as
required, instead of issuing an ironclad certificate for six months.

Q. That is only for the inside service?-A. I see difficulties in handling it
outside

of Ottawa.

Q. Have you a great number of people in Ottawa applying for appointments?-A.

For temporary work?

Q. I mean for appointments in the civil service, people living in Ottawa?
-A.

I could not say as to that.

I would imagine there are a number.

Q. This squadron could only be composedvery likely of people who were
already living in Ottawa; you could not secure anybody living outside who
would be willing to come to Ottawa and reside here without any guarantee
of a permanent job?-A. That is true; I do not think the flying squadron
would be composed of persons who would make a life job of it. it would be
composed of people who were waiting for appointments to the service.
Q. Gentlemen-in-waiting?-A.
To a certain extent I have a plan outlined here. I thought of just a few suggestions as to how the flying squadron
might operate.
"Notes on Flying Squadron

(N.B.-Details

would of course be decided by inter-departmental

council The following notes are merely suggestion?.)
'Recruitment:-I.
Examination Positions:-In
following order:-

Group 1. Satisfactory permanent employees laid off from any
department through reorganization or necessary reduction of
permanent staff.

Group 2. Satisfactory temporary employeeswho are already members of the squadron (at time of holding regular examinations

for permanencies).
Group 3. Successfulcandidates for permanencies,who are not yet
assigned.

Group 4. Candidates who obtained marks over a certain minimum

but who did not come within the number of successful candidates."

If that provedinsufficient
for the requirements
for temporaryhelp,I would

suggest
a specialexamination
to beheld. But I donot thinkthat that would
be necessaryvery often. These of coursewould have their eligibilities for

permanency^
to correspond
with their generalqualifications.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. You have spokenof beingable to abolishthe eligible list?-A. Prpcisdcv.

#

Q. Is it your thoughtthat thosewho haveobtainedthe necessary
marks

on the examination should be on the flving scmadron?-A. I would not like

to say that thosewho have obtainedthe minimumamountof marks have

passed
an examination
for permanency;
theyhavepassed
onto a degree
that
["Mr. H. C. House.]
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would qualify them for appointment in these groups, but not that they had
passed or were candidates in an examination.
Q. You would not consider any successful except those that come within
the numbers required to fill certain vacancies?-A. That is it. I think that
is the system we have used here under the 1908 Act, if I am not mistaken.
Q. How would that affect those who desired to enter the civil service
and make it a liftetime work; would they be expected to try one examination

after another until they succeededin getting the required number?-A. That
would be the only alternative.

I came in under that system at the time I

entered the civil service. There were thirty vacancies advertised, and only
thirty were regarded as successful. The others who came below that were not
considered

successful.

Q. No matter how many marks they got, the only way would be for
the others to write at a subsequent examination?-A. These are all things
that will have to be worked out.

I do not want to be considered as giving

a minute plan; my idea is that it would be more applicable to Ottawa than
anywhere else.

Q. There are many times in the City of Toronto where a lot of temporary
employees are needed; would it be right to have a flying squadron who
would act for Toronto

and leave Ottawa

alone?-A.

In Toronto,

most of such

positions would be in the post office or the customs. Here we have so many
departments to assign from one to another that we would not have that
difficulty.

Q. No matter whether there were few or many, there would be an injustice
to those living in outside districts, which would complicate matters?-A. I
think it would be wiser to limit it to Ottawa. Everybody recognizesthat Ottawa
is the headquarters.

Q. Don't you think it would be wiser not to have it at all?-A.

I would not

say that.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Wouldn't it do away with the temporary employeesin the service?-A.
We have temporary employees.

Q. But their work mightbe ended;after a certainperiod,this squadronwould
consist of certain employeesrequired for a couple of weeks, then laid off, then
called back to work for a week or two more; it is a different class of employee
altogether?-A. Yes, but as soon as their turn
employment, they would get it.

v;as reached for permanent

Q. You would not have any temporary employeesexcept those?-A. That
is my schemefor handling permanent employees.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. What is the attitude of the permanent employee towards doing government work that might be required outside of his own department, or is it an

absolutecast iron rule on the part of the employeesthemselvesthat their work
is limited to their own department?-A. You could not consider the employees
as being to blame for that at all.
Q. I can see the possibility of one department having very little to do at
certain seasons of the year, while another would have too much; do they say:

"That is our job and we are not going to do anything else but our job"?-A.
There may be some that take that view, but I would not say that there are very
many.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. -Isn't this the answer, that under the civil service law if a man is
appointed to the Interior department, no matter in what branch he may be, he
FMr.
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could not go of his own volition to the Department of Trade and Commerce?A. No.

Q. Even under the present law, if he is working in lands patent branch
of the Interior department, and there was very little work going on in the
accountant's branch of the Interior department, the deputy minister could not
send him in to the accountant's branch because the law is against that; he
could not be paid out of the accountant's branch, because he has been assigned
to another

branch?-A.

That

could

not be done.

Mr. RINFRET: Is it not a fact that there are so many salaries appropriated
for that branch that there would be no appropriation for anything else?
By Mr. Parent:

Q. You have no objection to the ladies forming part of that

squadron?-A. Xone at all.
Mr. RINFRET: What objections could there be?
Mr.

PARENT:

Xone

flying

whatever.

Mr. CHEVRIER: Are we through with Mr. House now?
WITNESS: There are three or four functions of the Civil Service Commis;i that T do not think

I mentioned,

but which it would be well to have in the

evidence. They w<re
upon briefly by Mr. Patterson yesterday. We
have dispo
the holding of examinations and the filling
of vacancies for t'xainin;'tion positions. There is also the service we mentioned,
acting as an employment agency when required, that is, if a department cannot
a certain man for a position they would consult the Civil Service Com-

mission, and they could select a man. They would act as a registry bureau.
Parliament frequently asks for information

about the number of civil servants

doing this or that and so en, and it is desirable that there should be a registry
for such things as that. The councils might require advice in connectionwith
their meet
- to something or other that they might believe was beyond
the powers of the Civil Service Commission, and if there was a representative
of the Commission familiar with the Civil Service Act, he could give advice,
with the understanding that the department could form its own conclusions.
Then the proceeding* of the departmental council would also be kept. Speaking generally, the Civil Service Commission, under this plan, would be under the
inter-departmental council under the minister of Labour, in a sense, because the

inter-departmental council reports to him. Our idea would be that as the Commission is. from our point of view, a recruiting bureau or an employment bureau,

all our applicants for the service are obtained there; that is its chief function.
It would be best placed under the inter-departmental council, which has a joint
personnel in administrative matters.
You will notice the joint superannuation board I do not think a Supernuation Act has been passed as yet, but when it is passed we would advocate

that the administration and supervision be placed in a joint board, which would
also be under the administrative

council.

I do not know that there is anything

else that I have not covered.

By Mr. Malcolm:
Q. Why do you think that the administration of the Superannuation Act
which is outlined by the minister should be under the jurisdiction of the board?
A. You mean under the jurisdiction

of the inter-departmental

council?

Q. Yes.-A. I think it is a matter of civil servicepersonneladministration,
as I understand

it.

Q. It seemsto meto be just like an insuranceact. It is pretty well outlined

in the Act as to how it will apply?-A.
[Mr.
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into the problem for example, of reorganization, and reorganization may involve
certain superannuation provisions as certain persons may have to be retired
from

the Service.

Q. Do you not think that the administration
a matter

for

Parliament

rather

than

a Joint

of the Superannuation Act is
Council?-A.

Parliament

can

scarcely carry out all the work involved in administering the fund.

Q. I do not say that Parliament could carry out the operations of the Act,
but Parliament

is responsible for any changes in the Act?-A.

They would

prepare a report for Parliament. Supposingthat the Inter-department Council
wanted to suggest any changes in the legislation, they would, of course, have to
be concurred in by Parliament, but this board coming under the inter-departmental rule could carry out the retirements.
Q. There is a good deal of interest on the part of members with regard to
what is called over-manning. Whether it exists or not, I would like to have your
opinion. Do you think that the inter-departmental council could make suggestions on efficiency that would do away with any suspicions of over-manning,

that,would satisfy the public that over-manning had ceased?-A. I think the
inter-departmental council would be a very useful means of co-relating the work
of the different departments and determining whether any over-manning existed.
Q. You have been in the department for some years-what is your opinion

of the departmental work? Do you think it is loaded up with systemsthat entail
a lot of labour, that are not very much good except possibly for the purpose of
getting information that members of Parliament may ask for?-A. I can hardly
express an opinion. My work does not bring me in contact with that possibly.
Q. I thought you said you were in the statistical branch?-A. Yes, in the
Department of Labour, not the Dominion Bureau of Statistics.
Q. The statistical branch of your own department?-A.
Yes.
Q. Is there not a difference between government offices and business offices
in regard to that kind of work?-A.
You mean that you think there is too much
complexity of office system, office routine?
Q. I do not think anything about it, but I feel that in a private business
you are not interested in a lot of the questions that the departments are asked
to answer.-A. You mean as a result of questions asked by members of Parliament?

Q. That it is necessary to have a very complicated system in order to do

that?-A. That might possibly be. The questions askedwould involve a certain
amount of labour in compilation.

Q. If members of Parliament refrained from asking difficult questions for
which answershad to be compiled, there would be a great saving in the departments?-A.

I cannot say definitely, but I think there would be.

By Mr. Parent:

Q Is there not an accounting branch in every department?-A. I think
there is; there is in our department at any rate.
Q. Would it not be better if the accounting system was centralized, would
it not save a lot of money?-A. That is a thing that would be worth considering
I think. It might be worth while centralizing different branches of the same
work.

The statistical work might well be centralized.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Would not the same thing apply to engineeringwork?-A.

I supposeso.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. What is your opinion as to your own particular branch being overmanned?-A. I am quite sure that there is not over-manningin the statistical
branchin the Departmentof Labour. We haveto work pretty hard.
[Mr.
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Q. That has been invariably the evidence given by the witnesseswho have
appeared?-A. A lot of the witnesseswho appear before the Committee may
possibly be the most hard-working. I know that the clerks in our branch arc
kept pretty busy.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. What hours do they work?-A.

The usual hours from nine to five.

Q. With an hour and a half off at noon?-A. Yes.
Q. And Saturday afternoon off?-A. Yes.
Q. And two weeks' holidays?-A.
Three weeks.
Q. So that when you figure it all out, you average about five and a half
hours a day?-A.
Six and a half hours a day.
Q. You are counting Saturday afternoon?-A. We work four hours on
Saturdays, from nine until one.

Q. And that goeson five days of the week, thirty-six and a half hours a
week.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:And there are the statutory holidays.
Mr. MALCOLM: The actual working day is six and a half hours.
Mr. CHEVRIEE:What is the objection to this?
Mr. SIMPSON: I was simply comparing it with outside business concerns.
WITNESS: It must be remembered on the other hand, that Civil Servants if

called upon to work overtime do not get extra remuneration.
By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Are they often called upon to work overtime?-A.

I am not aware that

they are, but the possibility exists. They would not get extra remuneration,
even if they worked every night.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Are you not aware that in some departments, when members of Parliament ask questions-in the Public Works department for instance-are you not

aware that it keeps the staff a number of days working at nights, to get the
work out?-A. That may be so. Personally, I have not had to work overtime.

I have sometimes worked overtime without being asked to do so, because

I realized that I had a lot of work to do, and have goneback and done it.
Q. Anybody outside working overtime gets time and a half?-A.
British Civil Service clerical employees get overtime.
Q. In the British Service they get overtime?-A.
Yes.

In the

By Mr. Parent:
Q. Are you aware that the messengers of the House of Commons work nine
hours a day?-A.
I have no information.

Q. You are not aware that they work those hours?-A. I imagine that life
in the House of Commons during the session would be pretty strenuous.

Q. Do you not think it would be fair to give the messengersa higher pay
for the hours they put in?-A. It would be a just claim, especially as you would
have to face the fact that during several months in the year they would not be
working between sessions.

Q. Oh yes,they are employedbetweensessions;I am referring to the permanent messengers.-A. In that case,I should say they were entitled to extra
remuneration.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Most of the civil servants during _the sessionof Parliament have to

work overtime on the preparation of the estimates?-A. I believe they do sometimes, but as I say, I have no information.
[Mr.
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Q. I thought your statement was categorical, that very few of them work
overtime?-A. No, I simply said I was not aware. I was speaking from my
own information.

Q. Personally, I am aware of it.-A. I do not wish to contradict you.
The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:It is now nearly time to adjourn.
Mr. MALCOLM: Has Mr. House completed his evidence?
WITNESS: I do not think that there is anything more that I have to offer
except in the way of answering questions.
Witness

retired.

The Committee adjourned until 8 p.m.
EVENING

SITTING

FRIDAY, April
The Committee resumed at 8 p.m., Mr. Brown in the Chair.

13, 1923.

Mr. J. A. ELRICK.,called and examined.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Whom do you represent?-A. The amalgamated Civil
Western

Servants of

Canada.

Q. Have you a memorandum to present to the Committee?-A. I sent
copiesof letters which I had to the Premier and to each member of the Committee.

Mr. SIMPSON: I think those letters were received; at any rate, I received
one.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. What position do you hold in that organization?-A.

I am general

secretary.

By Mr. Simpson:
Q. What position do you hold in the civil service?-A.

I am a letter carrier

in the Winnipeg Post Office.
Q. How long have you been in the service?-A. Since 1906. I propose to
read these letters which I anticipated every member had.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Have you any copies of that memorandum?-A.

I have none here, Mr.

Chevrier; I sent you a copy. I will read this first letter:
"Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, Esq.,
Prime Minister, Ottawa, Ontario.
Dear Sir;
We have noted the resolution submitted to Parliament suggesting a
return to patronage in the civil service, and on behalf of the members

of the service which I represent, I beg to say that we regret very much
to learn of a member of the government party introducing a proposal
for such legislation.

While it can safely be stated that there are anomalies in the effect
and operation of the Civil Service Act in its present form, we are satisfied
that it constitutes a real basis for the recognition of merit. Much that
has been said against its operation has arisen through delay in the final

promulgation of a co-ordinate act. The breadth and comprehensiveness
of the work placed upon the Civil Service Commission in 1918 has neces[Mr.

J; A. Elrick.]
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sitated in our opinion, the making of numberlesschangesin detail which
could only be arrived at in an actual workout, and we believe a virile and
meritorious civil service will finally emergeif the principle of the present
Act is unimpaired, but care exercisedto assure its impartial administration.

Reading in "Hansard" the views you express as to the intentions
of the Government, that amendmentsto the Act in its present form will
be made only with a view to make its working more efficient and less
cumbersome, we can only express a confidence in the intentions of the
Government believing them to be in the interests of the civil service
built upon efficiency and merit within the sendee.
Your respectfully,
J. A. Elrick,
General Secretary, A.C.S. of C.
I intended to bring a copy of Hansard No. 16; I had considerable of the

Premier's remarks as contained in that number relative to what I referred to,
but I could not obtain a copy here.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I will let you have a copy if it will help you.-A.
immaterial

now.

I think

most of the honourable

I really think it is

members will

have their data

all ready. That is, I think, about all I have to say regarding the question of
patronage. This is another letter sent about the same time regarding the establishment of a Whitley Council.
go along:

I propose to read this letter, and explain as I
Amalgamated Civil
Servants oj Canada

Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, Esq.,
Prime Minister, Ottawa, Ontario.
Dear

Sir:-

Believing it is not the intention of the Government to deal with
civil service salary revision this year, and as that question will entail
a large amount of careful consideration to achieve anything of a nature
satisfactory to the Government and to the service employees, we beg to

submit that now is the time to introduce a system of councils composed
of representativesof the Government, the departments and the employees,
such as the Whitley

Councils now functioning in Great Britain, or the

similar schemesin use in other countries. Not only could such a council
successfully arbitrate salary questions, but many questions concerning
working conditions in the service, working out manipulative ideas,
co-ordinating

and furthering

cohesive detail affecting the entire service,

and preventing a repetition of questions, dealing with which materially
increases the work of administration,

could all be dealt with at stated

times and satisfactory adjustment arrived at, thus relieving the administrative

as well as the manipulative

service from a continual corres-

pondencewhich is generally not decisive nor satisfactory.
In submitting suggestions along the above lines, we respectfully
urge consideration of the following as a basic proposal. In the absence
of experience in the working of any strictly comparable arrangement
for applying the principles of the proposal, same to be consideredas a
tentative

and exploratory

scheme, the detail of which would be dis-

coveredin the processof actual operation.
[Mr.
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The establishment of (1) A National Council, (2) Departmental
Councils, and (3) District

and Office or Works Committees when deemed

necessary.

The National council to be composed of a satisfactory number of
representatives of the employees and an equal number of administration
representatives.
Departmental council similarly constituted, and District and Officer or Works committees to be decided upon by the departmental

council

concerned.

We have not worked it in detail just what we think would be a satisfactory
number of representatives, but we believe about, say, in the Post Office department, about eight or nine members will be required. That is, there are distinctly three sections of the service in the Post Office department, the lower
mail service and the postal clerks, and letter carriers. Each of these sections
we believe, would be required to be represented like a small department. In
other departments of the service perhaps only one or two mmbers would fill in
nicely, and an equal number of representatives would be appointed by the
minister of the department concerned.

" The general objects of the council to be to secure the greatest
measure of co-operation between the State in its capacity as employer,
and the general body of civil servants in matters affecting the civil service, with a view to increased efficiency in the public service combined
with the well-being of those employed; to provide machinery for dealing

with grievances,and generally to bring together the experienceand different points of view of representatives of the administrative,
manipulative civil service.

clerical and

" The scope of the National council to comprise all matters which
affect

the

conditions

of service

of the staff.

" The functions of the National

council to include the following:

provision of the best means for utilizing the ideas and experienceof the
staff.

" Means for securing to the staff a greater share in and responsibility
for the determination
and observance
duties are carried out.

of the conditions

under

which

their

" Determination of the general principles governing conditions oi
service, recruitment, hours, promotion, discipline, tenure, remuneration
and superannuation.
" The encouragement of the further education of civil servants and
their training in higher administration and organization.
" Improvement of office machinery and organization and the provision of opportunities for the full consideration of suggestions by the
staff on this subject.
" Proposed legislation so far as it has a bearing upon the position
of civil servants in relation to their employment.

"Decisions of the National council to be without prejudice to:
" The overriding authority
the ministers

of parliament

and the responsibility

of

as such.

" The responsibility of the staff side to its constituent bodies."

These councils which we propose would be distinctly advisory councils, to
discussboth sides of the question. Any decision arrived at would be subject to
the overriding authority of the minister of the department and Parliament.
" Departmental councils, in addition to the above, to recognize the
authority of the National council as the only body competent to deal
with general questions."
[Mr.
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I understood that Mr. House had proposedsomething along these lines, and
with the idea of assisting in a general understanding of this question, I got in
touch with Mr. House and obtained the proposals of the association, and I
have goneover them and picked out where I think we could not quite agreewith
his proposals, and the suggestionsfor changeswhich I would like to make which
I think would be more agreeableto the membersof my association. They propose that regular meetingsof the National council should be held every month.

Now, we believeth'at it would not be necessaryat times to hold National coun-

cil meetings oftener than once in three months, but would leave it to the Chairman to call a meeting in a shorter time if necessary,but the meeting not necessarily to be held oftener than once in three months unless questions arise requiring a meeting. At another point, " Publication of Proceedings," " only such
statements as are issued under authority

of the council shall be published.

Copies of these statements shall be furnished to both sides of every departmental

council."

parties."

We wish

to add " members

of Parliament

or other

Now, we feel that if we give members of Parliament

interested

copies of the

decisions arrived at by council, that they v/ould be able to continuously follow
the work, if interested in the Civil Service Commission, and to keep in close
touch with the decisions arrived at, and if there was any suggestionof patronage in any appointment, or any other outside opinion, the decision of the council would bring it out, and the members of Parliament would be advised imme-

diately and would be able to deal with the matter. There is another point I
would like to bring in in the National council; the discussionof promotion shall
be restricted to the general aspects of the matter and the principles upon which
promotions in general should rest. In no circumstances shall individual cases

be taken into consideration. It shall be open to the National council to discuss
the general principles underlying disciplinary action, but there shall be no discussion

of individual

Individual

cases."

cases would be left entirely to departmental councils, and the

National council would only discuss the general principles and general aspects
of any question that might come up. This, I am reading from, is a report from
the British Whitley Councils scheme, and we agree with some of these provisions of it in regard to the scheme we have discussed, and this is part of it

which we are perfectly in agreement with:
" We have carefully consideredthe position which may arise should
the two sides of the council fail to agree. If the question at issue is one
of remuneration
and so within the terms of reference of the Civil Service
Arbitration
Board"-this
deals with the arbitration
board which we do

not propose-" It has beensuggestedthat fixed machinery should be created to deal with other questions on which agreement has not been
arrived at and which are outside the board's terms of reference. We feel,

however, that it is undesirable to suggest any fixed machinery for the
solution of differencesas its existencewould necessarily impair the influence and authority of the National council. Moreover, these questions
will vary considerably in their nature and importance, and will in our

judgment call for varying treatment. A way out of a deadlock may in
some casesbe found by informal consultation between the chairman and
the vice-chairman, in others by referring the matter to an informal com-

mittee, consisting of the chairman and the vice-chairman and the four
secretaries. In other cases, some other solution may be feasible. In view
of these considerations we have not thought it necessary or desirable to

make specific provision in the constitution of the National council for
cases of disagreement,and we are satisfied that the best course will be
to leave such casesto be dealt with individually as and when they arise,
[Mr.

J.

A.

Elrick.]
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and not to attempt to lay down in advance any hard and fast rules. We
think that it is neither possible nor desirable to prescribe in detail a form
of constitution for the individual administrative departments which
differ from one another in size, in organization, and in the nature of the

duties they exist to perform. We confine ourselvesto indicating in broad
outline the principles on which the constitutions of the departmental
joint bodies should, in our judgment, be framed, leaving each depart-

ment free to work out for itself the particular constitution best suited
to its own peculiar conditions and requirements."

" As a general rule there should be one departmental council set
up in each department. In departments which are large, or which
contain interests in a varied or possibly diverse character, more than one
departmental council may be necessary; some departments on the other
hand are so small that they may not need all the machinery of councils"

"A joint meeting of official representativesand representativesof the
staff associations having members employed in the department should
be called in each department to decide the number and character of the
joint bodies to be set up in the department and to settle their written
constitutions.

These

should

then

be submitted

to the

National

council

for approval. At the same time it is our opinion that the National council
should not scrutinize the individual constitution beyond the point necessary to secure that they are in harmony with the Whitley principles, and
are, as far as may be, on uniform lines. We think it advisable that substantial amendments of the constitutions should be dealt with along the
same lines."

" It is important that the size of the departmental councils should
be kept as small as is consistent with efficiency and with the preservation
of their representative character. The number of members on each side

shouldbe settledby eachdepartmentand neednot be equal or constant.
It should be open to each side to vary their representatives."

With Mr. House we differ in regard to the appointment of a chairman
and vice-chairman.

" For the first year, the chairman shall be chosenby the official side
from their own number, and the vice-chairman

by the staff side in a

similar way. After the first year the chairmanship and vice-chairmanship shall alternate between the staff side and the official side."
We do not care to press that point. We will be satisfied that the official
side should hold the chairmanship, for this reason, that in any discussions or

any decisionsarrived at, unanimity should prevail. If these councils are going
to function satisfactorily

they must arrive at unanimous decisions, and there

should be no question of a chairman's vote putting a question one way or the
other; unless they are unanimous they will fail in the objects they set out to
accomplish.

Regarding promotion:
" It shall be within the competence of a departmental council to
discuss any promotion in regard to which it is represented by the staff
side that the principles of promotion acceptedby or with the sanction of
the National council have been violated. To ensure satisfactory working
of this arrangement steps will have to be taken to acquaint the staff
with the nature of the accepted principles of promotion. It has been

urged upon us that the wide and early publicity of all vacancies is
desirable, but in our opinion this is a matter which will properly fall to
[Mr.
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be consideredby each departmental council, and we consequently content ourselves with recording the suggestion."

" Discipline:-It

shall be within the competenceof the departmental

council to discuss any case in which disciplinary action has been taken,
if it is represented by the staff side that such a course is desirable."

I understand Mr. House proposed curtailment of the Civil Service Commission. Now, we do not altogether see eye to eye with them there. We
believe that the Civil Service Commission should continue as they are, their
functions and scope should be practically as they are at the present time; but
of course any posible way of exercising greater care to be impartial should be
taken.

Mr. CHEVRIER: How could the Civil

Service Commission

continue

to func-

tion as it functions now if you were to adopt your scheme of councils?-A.
which regard? In regard to promotions or appointments?

Iii

Q. In every regard; supposing you take the heading of appointments,
promotions, transfers, etc.-A. We would let the Commission proceed as now.
Q. Then there would be nothing left for the councils?-A. Only in case
there was any dispute.

Q. If there was any dispute between whom?-A. Between the appointee
or between the staff; if the staff considered that influence had been used on the
Commission.

By tin Acting Chairman:
Q. I understand now that no influence can be brought to bear upon the
Commission?-A. There have been appointments made recently since 1918Q. Wait a minute; you say there have been appointments made since 1918,
am I following out your idea in saying that since 1918 there have been

appointments where influence has been brought to bear though the Civil
Service Commission had to deal with them?-A.

little;
the

I want to explain that a

appointments have been made where there was a question raised by

staff.

Q. What kind of question?-A. It seemedthe right man had not got the
promotion, rather. It was a question by the staff regarding the question of
promotion, that the right man did not get it. We could not decide whether it
was the Civil Service Commission or the department that was at fault.

Q. How could the department have been at fault if the jurisdiction of
the appointments is directly left in the final resort-,as it is at present with the
Civil

Service

Commission?-A.

The

Civil

Service

Commission

will

ask the

deputiesor the departmentfor recommendations,
that is they will sendout

forms, or in the case of the post office they will send forms to the postmaster
and ask him to rate a man's efficiency or adaptability for the position. Now,
we can see that a postmaster could favour any particular individual in filling
out

those

forms.

Q. On that score has not the Civil Service Commission investigators,
becausewe have been told that these investigators upon receipt of the rating

very carefully checkover the ratings that have been given?-A. If they feel

after very carefully checking it up that the appointment is not a good one,
then they go back to the department and investigate, or they report to the
Commissioners against making the proposed appointment and against the

ratings that havebeengiven. You say that since1918therehave beenappointments that savoured favoritism, notwithstanding this very elaborate system of
checking.
[Mr.
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By Mr. McMurray:
Q. What did you do in any of those particular

instances?-A.

We wrote

the Commission and asked for their reasonsfor making the appointment.
Q. Who are we?-A. Our association.
Q. Your association made representations?-A. Yes, to the Commissioners,
and we also wrote to the department, but could get no definite replies, not
definite enough to show the reason for the appointment being made.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Let us follow that out, because that is very interesting so far as I am

concerned; a number of appointments since 1918have been made?-A. I would
like to qualify that a little by saying I am speaking in general terms, I have
one particular case in mind which I would not care to give the name, but I will
follow the lines of it replying to your question.

Q. I would be interested to know how this happened that the Civil Service
Commissionrecommendedsomebodythat was not satisfactory to your organization, and that you applied for a reconsideration and you did not get it.-A. Well,
of course the Commission could substantiate their position and so could the
department by saying that this man was so much more efficient than the
other applicant, but that point of length of service and general efficiency and
knowledge of the work of the particular office, this man I have in mind, he
was taken out of one office and put into another over the heads of local men
who were well qualified in the estimation of our members to fill the position, and
this outside man was brought in and put in over their heads.
Q. Let me get that, did the man in question get the appointment not
withstanding the greater rating that had been given to the one that you have
in mind, is that right, or is it the other way?-A. We do not know how they
were rated; we could not get to that, but this man who got the appointment
would be highly rated from an efficiency point of view.
Q. The man who got the position, was he a man that was higher rated by

the department?-A. I believe he was; that was where we would disagree with
the department.
Q. You think the department rated him too high?-A. Yes.
Q. And that the Civil Service Commission relying upon their rating generally in your mind had not justifiedly granted this appointment to this individual?-A. That was the point.

Q. And you think if you had the committee to appeal to, the matter
would have been-?-A.

It would have been sifted to the bottom, and we

believe more recognition would have been given to the local men.
Q. Have you in mind a number of other cases of that kind?
By the Acting -Chairman.:

Q. Supposingyou take that particular question, did you consider that the
difference between the two men in question was sufficiently

caseof it on your 'part?-A.

great to make a

We consideredit sufficiently great to take it up

with both the Commission and the department.
By Mr. McMurray:
Q. It looks like a marked disparity?-A.
mendation from somebody higher up.

It looked like a case of a recom-

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. The Civil Service Commission did not check that up?-A. No.
Q. Have you any other casesof that kind in mind?-A. I might be able
to find one or two; generally speaking that is the only one I have in mind.
There were several casesof appeals made to the board, and the decision was,
we considered, very unfair.
[Mr.
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Q. Taking up the questionof promotions,would you like to have the Civil
ServiceCommissionwork in conjunctionwith the councilsfor promotions?-A.
Similarly to how they function now, only that this departmental council, this
arbitrative body, would have the power of investigating; they would simply
wish to investigate any case that was protested by other members of the staff,
by other applicants, and be able to get to the bottom of it.
Q. Would its decision be simply a recommendation or would that have to

carry?-A.

We would not insist on it carrying, no; it would be advisory through-

out; we would hold these councils to be advisory; they would be subject to the
overriding authority of the minister of the department.
Q. I understood you to say a moment ago, that you were satisfied to leave
these things as they were. Apparently there are some improvements in the
system which you would like to carry out; I for one would be very grateful if

you would state whether the present system is ample to your satsifaction, or
if there are any improvements you would like to see done, and if so, what are

they?-A. Regarding the Commission?
Q. Regarding the function of the Commission?-A. Regarding the function,
we certainly think there is a lot of waste somewhere;it takes too long to get at
a question. There seemsto be too much time, too much red tape. We have no
definite suggestionto make just at present, but we believe many short cuts could
be taken which would be equally ^itisfuetory.

Q. Could you for the benefit of the Committee give briefly what some of
those short cuts would be?-A.

Well,

for instance,

we write

to the Committee

for information, they will refer us to the department, and the department in
turn will refer us to somebody else. It is an awful roundabout way; there is
need for some central body that could give information concerningany question
affecting the service.
Q. I do not want to press this to the extreme, but I would be very happy if,
before you leave,you would make any recommendation,if you have any to make,
as to how in your estimation there could be a reduction in waste?-A. It would
be rather a detailed question to go into; I could not go into it at length.
Q. Do you know the function of advisory boards for the selection of tech-

nical or special positions?-A. Yes.
Q. Are you satisfied, is your organization satisfied, with the function of
these advisory

boards?-A.

We have not run up against that question par-

ticularly but on general lines we can say positions where an examination does
not seem to be satisfactory that expert advice should be called in to decide.

Q. Do you mean expert advice from outside the department altogether, or
outside the Commission?-A.

If going outside it should be recognized authority,

outstanding authority, say of principals of recognizedschoolsor something like
that.

Q. What would you say to this, the Civil Service Commission have or are

supposedto haveexaminersand investigators,and if it is to fill a positionin the
post office,do you think they shouldgo outsideand selectcollegeprofessorsto
fill a position which is very similar to one actually filled in the department,
or don't you think it would be muchbetter if they employedthe servicesof some
of the employeesactually in the departmentsto fill a position?-A. I cannot
imagine anything in the post office that would require expert outsideadvice:
the only thing I couldimaginewouldbe in researchwork, somethingof a veryQ. So that after all the advisory boardswill not apply very often to the

postoffice?-A. Very seldom-tothe postoffice,practicallynever.

Q. Are you satisfiedwith the presentmode of appointmentsinto the civil

service?-A. Well, I will say I was satisfied.
[Mr.
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Q. We have left now specialand technical officersout, becauseapparently
that has nothing to do with the post office; then there comes clerical positions,
are you satisfied with the presentmode of appointment?-A. I would say we are
satisfied with the principles.
Q. If you are satisfied with the principles there must be something that
you are not satisfied with, probably the carrying out of details?-A.
For instance
there is supposed to be what they call the eligible list constructed as the result
of examinations held; now, the postmasters or departmental heads, office heads,
throughout the country in different departments cannot obtain a copy of
that eligible list; they don't know who is the next man eligible for appointment,

say in the Vancouver post office. Now, we think that eligible list should be
made more public.

Q. What would be the advantage of having the eligible list made public?A. We would not say make it generally public, but give it to the office heads
so that they would have it. But what I mean by that is really, the Civil Service Commission, it is stated, will write to half a dozen different people who are
at the head of that list before they come down to one who is eligible; say the

first six at the top of the list have secured other employment, and they are
not eligible any more, and the Commission will write to those six before they
reach one who

is available.

Q. I see?-A.

It is a waste of time.

Q. How would you suggestkeeping that long list of eligibles; for instance,
the postal clerks; there is a large number of postal clerks who compete and
then you get a list of four of five hundred postal clerks, some of them with
efficient marks, and as you go down they becomeless and less efficient, I mean
they have passednearer to the minimum, and as you go along you are then
furnished, if I may use the words, with the dregs of the list, would you advise
the revision of the list at stated periods, for inatance holding new examinations
or continuing

the list until

the last man on the list has been reached?-A.

That

question I think would have to be dealt with not on definite lines; I think it

would be necessaryto probably stop when you reach a certain point or inefficiency is going to get into the service.

Q. Have you any other points which you would suggest,becauseif you have
not, I am going to ask you on some other points, but if you have any other suggestions, any other improvements that you know of, that should be made?-A.
I have no other in mind, no. I might find some later.

Q. On promitions you would say that the deputy minister should have
nothing to say in making promotions, that that should be left entirely in the
hands of the Civil

Service Commission

and the council?-A.

Well,

under the

present system the postmaster or deputy heads have the rating of a man in
regard to adaptability

and efficiency.

Q. But it is always subject to being checkedby the Civil Service Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. And they have the final word?-A.

Yes.

Q. So that it amounts to practically nothing?-A. Well, if everybody is
honest,it doeshave some bearing.
Q. If everybody is honest, then if the deputy minister is honest, as we must
presume he is, then there would be no use for the Civil Service Commission to

investigate his honest decision?-A. Of coursethat would naturally follow, yes.
Q. In the question of transfers, would you leave that entirely to the deputy
minister, or would you leave it to the deputy minister with the Commission,
or the Commission and the councils?-A. Transfer-I don't quite understand
that.
5-29
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Q. Transferringoneemployeefrom onedepartmentto the other; at present

the Civil Service Commission makes the transfer?-A.

Yes.

Q. Shouldthe deputy minister have the power to make the transfers?-A.
I would say that if there is anotherdepartmentthat requiresan employeeand
there is a man particularly adaptedto the dutiesof that position in someother

department where he is not needed,I would say that a recommendation from the
deputy should carry much weight with the Commission.
Q. Taking up another aspect of the situation, how does your organization
stand with referenceto the present classification?-A. We really do not know.
We understand there has been a certain changemade in the reclassification, and
we really do not know what the classification is like now; we have not discussed
it as an organization.

Q. Did you at any time discussit?-A. We discussedit when it appeared
first, and we discussedthe last number of clauses; we recommendedreducing
the number of positions.

Q. You recommendedthe reducing of the positions in the classification?A. Yes.

Q. How long have you beenin the service?-A. Sixteen years.
Q. Do you know the divisions of the old 1908Act in the one,two, three class
subdivided

into

two?-A.

Yes.

Q. Then the 1918 division which was a little more elaborate, slightly more?
-A.

Yes.

Q. How do you find the present classification to compare with the classification under these other two Acts?-A. Generally satisfactory, I think.
Q. It compares satisfactorily?-A.
I think so; I have heard not much
complaint.

Q. You have just said you recommendedthe reduction of classesin the
present classification?-A. That is when it first appeared; that was the junior
clerkships, they were all included under postal clerk, they are now.
Q. I do not want to put words into your mouth; the present classificationis
divided

into

a number

of small

divisions?-A.

Yes.

Q. I want to find out if you approve of limiting the service to a small
honey combed service, restricting the classesto say 900 to 1,000 and 1,000 to
1,500or 1,260in some of these divisions?-A. That would seemto be necessary,
because you would have the service over top-heavy, as it were.

Q. How would that be?-A. There would be too many high paid employees.
Q. Now the old division, when they went from 500 to 900, was only one
division?-A.

Yes.

Q. Now it is divided into a number of divisions. However, you say personally that your organization is satisfied with the present classification?-A.
Generally speaking.

Q. The range of salary in the post office employeesthat you representis
what?-A.

They go up to $2,800.

Q. There are no other suggestionsthat you have to make?-A. I have none
in mind

now.

Q. Would your councilsbe appliedon the presentclassification?-A. I think
so. I don't see why they should not.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Have you informed the Committeeas to the number of your membership?-A. No, we have approximately900to 1,000members. They fluctuate.
Q. In what departmentare they employed?-A. The large numberin the

postofficedepartment,
but we havemembers
in severalotherdepartments.We
have a few in the Customs, and quite a number in the Department of Agricul-

ture; a few in the Mines; and in Indian Affairs oneor two.
[Mr.
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Q. You have representatives in Ottawa also?-A. Our membership is entirely west.
Q. So that you are a Western organization?-A.

Yes.

Q. And I presume then that your membership would be largely made up
of the so-called clerical staff, would it?-A. Well, there are letter carriers and
postal porters.

Q. We have been classifying them here I think largely as a clerical staff.
That is all those engaged,not technical and not manual labourers. Would that
embracein a general way your membership?-A. Yes.
Q. Where does your association stand on the merit question?-A. That is
the question of patronage?
Q. The question as to whether or not the merit principle is a proper prin-

ciple in the service?-A. Oh decidedly so.
Q. You are absolutely solid on that principle?-A. Oh yes, without doubt.
Q. What do you say as to the principle of an independent body, that is independentof any political influence, or partisan influence of any kind, to apply
the merit principle?-A. They should be in the best position.
Q. Does your organization stand on that basic principle also?-A. We think
that the Civil Service Act has the proper principles and we believe that it can
be administered properly by the Civil Service Commission.
Q. Then would I be justified in saying that so far as your organization is
concerned you stand solid on those two principles, the merit principle, and an
independent body who administer the merit principle?-A.
Oh yes, decidedly.
That is if impartially administered.

Q. You have spoken about the so-called departmental councils?-A. Yes.
Q. And you desire that they should be organized in the service?-A.

Yes.

Q. And that they should be an advisory body?-A. Oh yes decidedly.
Q. I suppose,from your former evidence, your idea is that these departmental councils should be brought into the service, and as experience goes on

perhaps developed further.-A.

That is an exploratory schemeas far as it has

got.

Q. And as a matter of fact it is nothing but an exploratory scheme where it
has been tried?-A. Yes, in Great Britain it has reached an advanced stage, but

they are still exploring there, becausethere are great possibilities to it.
Q. And you know as a matter of fact, Mr. Elrick, that in England, the
Whitley or departmental council is simply an advisory body as yet.-A. Yes.
Q. And consequently your organization, and I think wisely I may say,
suggestedit only as an advisory organization?-A.
Yes, We cannot conceive of
it overriding the minister of the department, usurping an authority; I think it
would be misplaced.

Q. How long has your organization been in existence?-A. Since 1918. We
broke away from the Eastern Associations in 1918. It is a Western Progressive,
so to speak.

Q. I supposetherefore that your organization has had an experienceof the
operation of the Civil Service Act from its inception up to the present time?-A.
Yes.

Q. And as I gather from you, your organization in the light of the experiencethat you have had, is prepared to say to this Committee that generally
speakingit has operated satisfactorily?-A. Generally satisfactorily. Of course
there are always occasional cases cropping up where questions are raised, but
generally speaking the operation has been satisfactory.
Q. You would not expect an organization to be built up which would function perfect at once?-A. No, we make allowance for that; we feel that there
was an immense work placed upon the Commission in 1918, as I touched on in

the letter to the Premier, and we feel that considerabletime must necessarily
5-291
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elapsebeforeall the various phasesare considered,and put into co-ordination
and we feel that this staff council,this National council would help greatly to
clarify the situation.

Q. Can you tell me Mr. Elrick, whether or not in the judgment of your
association, there is any over-manning in the service?-A.

Not to our know-

ledge. We hear referencesto a certain office beingover-manned,but generally

investigation has proved that there is no over-manning. No, we feel that
everybody has all he can handle, at times. Of course there are slack times
when some could do more, but generally speaking there are times when everybody is busy.

Q. For instance in the post office at Christmas time?-A.

Everybody is

doing the work of about two people then.

Q. And for a month or two after, there would be probably a slack time?A. Yes.

By Mr. Simpson:
Q. You say that upon investigation

you find they are not over-manned.

Investigation by whom?-A. By ourselves. It is not an official investigation
We hear that a certain office is over-staffed. On comparing the staff of that
office with some other office, generally we find that there is no over-manning.
Q. You would not consider that any department would upon an investigation by themselves, give an adverse judgment?-A.
No, it is for our own
information specially.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. But honestly speaking?-A. Yes. Everyone thinks
has a snap, that is about what it amounts to.

the other fellow

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Is there any overlapping in the service so far as you know, I mean
one department doing substantially the same work as another separate department?-A. No, not to my knowledge. Not in our territory.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: There might be in Ottawa.
By Mr. Simpson:
Q. As I gather from what you say, you are satisfied with

the present

conditions except the appointment .of an advisory council?-A. That is we
believe that an Advisory Council would greatly assist in keeping things running smoothly.

Q. That is the only real objection that you take to the present proceedings?-A.

Yes.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. The kind of council you propose is one that would help to creato
better working relations between the civil servants themselves,the departments and the Commission?-A.

Yes, it would

create more confidence; it

would give the employeesmore interest in and more responsibility for the
successful operation of the service, and it generallv would tend to eliminate

any contentiousquestions,becausewe would be able to get to the bottom

of it, whereas now after a question has beenthrashed out as far as we possibly

can,'thereisstill a suspicion
thattherewassomething
wedid notgetat.

Q. You are quite satisfied that a council whose functions were purely
advisory would still be a very useful body?-A. Yes. we are of that opinion.
fl\Ir.
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Where does your association stand with reference to superannuation?
-A. We think there should be a Superannuation Bill introduced and we have

made proposals along that line, on a contributory basis.
Q. What about salary revision?-A.

We think

that is a necessity.

We

think that should come up before this time next year. We feel that the cost
of living is almost static. We had expected it to drop down to pre-war levels,
but at the present time it shows an inclination to go up again.
Q. On that score, the classification has fixed the salaries. You said a
moment ago that you were satisfied with the classification, by that I gather
that you are satisfied with the division of the salaries into so many scales,
but you are not satisfied with the salary that attaches to these?-A. No, we

are not satisfied with the salary range. Simply the classification is fairly
satisfactory but the salary range should be increased.
Q. Meantime you want the bonus to be continued?-A.
until the salary revision can be discussed.

For the present

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. What are the salaries of letter carriers in Winnipeg?-A.
to $1,400.

From $1,200

By Mr. Carmichael:
Q. That would have to be co-ordinated throughout Canada?-A. Yes,
through the departments. The Eastern associations are divided into different
classes of employees. In the Post Office department, there are three: letter
carriers, postal clerks, and railway mail clerks. Our association covers all
three.

Q. Are these classes co-ordinated in any way?-A. Yes, we all meet in
one meeting place, and we discuss common questions together. The Eastern
associations have a kind of central executive body. They meet in central execu-

tive. We meet altogether. They meet in their executive, where all our members
meet.

Q. I was wondering whether you were advocating something that you
are not practicing yourselves; if your organization is entirely independent or

if you are amalgamated among yourselves?-A. We are not amalgamated
with the East but we are amongst ourselves.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. You spoke of a National council. Could you indicate in a little more
detail just what is in your mind as regards the constitution of the council,
that is, as representing for instance the western portions of the Dominions?A. Our department would be represented as by a special board of employee
representatives. I suggested for the post office about nine.

Q. From what district would this nine be taken? All from Ottawa or
from representatives all over the Dominion?-A. We would leave that to the
employees'association, or to the employeesthemselves and let them elect by
popular ballot who was to be their representative.

Q. I can see a good deal of difficulty in a national organization whose
members are scattered all over the Dominion?-A.

There would be difficulty,

but 1 am satisfied the employeeswould meet the difficulty and be able to appoint
their representatives. So far as the ' West is concerned, we received the
invitation

at the Coast to appear before this Committee and inside of four

days it had been discussedfrom all angles and I was instructed to come down
here. We can move up there all right but when it comesto moving around with
the East it is slightly a different matter.
[Mr. J. A. Elrick.]
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By Mr. Carmichael:

Q. The East is too slow to move?-A. I don't know. They look at it the
other way.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. They find it hard to get along?-A. It all depends whom we have to
get along with. They seemto have an opinion that way that we are wild.
By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Do you suggest nine from the civil service on the National council?-

A. That is from the Post Office department, and other departments in- proportion

to their

sizes.

Q. Would you expect any remuneration for the work they do?-A. We
would ask that the salaries be paid at least, but general expenseswe will be
satisfied for the membership to share.

Q. There are special salaries attaching to membership of this joint council?
-A. Oh, no, just leave with pay.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: That is the suggestion made by Mr. House that

they do their work, in popular parlance, in government time.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do you moan to say that the members of the council would be paid
nothing in excess of their ordinary salaries?-A.

No, we don't think so.

Q. But they would be paid travelling expenses?-A. Yes, they would have
to get other expenses,but the department would give them leave with pay.
Q. Travelling expenses out of the funds of the association, or out of the
government, but that is a detail?-A.
That is a question that has not been
decided.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. I think you suggested one meeting every three months, and others
suggest one a month?-A. We don't agree with that. We don't think it necessary.
It might be necessary for a time, but the meeting could be called at the call of
the Chairman when necessary.
By Mr. McBride:
(.{. You have been in touch with the Post Office department in Vancouvei?

Have you come down here as representingthe Western Section of Canada altogether?-A. Yes.
Q. As their representative?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Why did you break away from the Wise Men of the East?
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: Too slow, he said.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Why did the Progressivesbreak away form the Wise Men
of the East?

Mr. SHAW: Because they were wiser.
Mr. CHEVRIER:That remains to be demonstrated.

WITNESS:There was a seriousdifficulty in 1918,and the Eastern people
accepteda certain boardwhich the West couldnot agreeto.
Q. Why couldnot the Westagreeto it?
M. McMuRRAY: Becausethey did not think it enough.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Was the cost of living higher?

WITNESS:It was not higher, but we had been used to a different scale.

Q. Where was the cost of living higher?-A. Accordingto the "Labour

Gazette" the cost of living in Ontario was as high as anvwhere.
[Mr. J. A. Elrick.]
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Q. Was it not that the cost of living was higher in the East than it was

in the West, and that you acceptedthe scale that was not satisfactory to the
East?- Am I right or wrong?-A. The East accepteda kind of Parliamentary
board to settle

their

differences,

and the'West

considered

that

board

was not

sufficient, and there should have been some satisfactory settlement arrived at
before

it

was settled.

Q. And then you broke away? Was it because of some differences in the
rate of remuneration?-A.
That was the primary cause of the trouble.

Q. The rate you got was higher than the rate the East got?-A. Up to that
time, we had been getting the western allowances.
Q. What was the reason of that allowance?-A.
that it was worth
Mr.

It was always considered

$15 a month more to have to live in the West.

DRUM MONO:

We think

so too.

Mr. CHEVRIER:It was worth $15 to live out there. Perhaps you would
offer me very much more than that and I would not go. But that is not the
reason why you broke away?-A. It was general conditions. Everyone was
feeling the pinch and the East accepted what western members felt they could
not accept.

Q. So you got more in the West than we did in the East?-A. We got
more in the West than the eastern members. We got an investigation, I don't
know what more we got as a result.
Q. So that would be some reason why you are satisfied with the present
classification, while the people down here, a number of associations don't ap-

prove of it?-A.

So far as classification outside of the salary is concerned,

it is quite satisfactory, but the salary is not satisfactory.
Mr. CHEVRIER: You are not getting enough to live on in the beautiful
western country?

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. You don't get anything now to live out in the West?-A.
Not now.
Q. You were getting $180 more as western allowance, and then your eastern
representatives apparently agreed that western workers and eastern workers
should get exactly the same amount?-A. It was not altogether that.
Q. That was the main cause?-A. Salary was the question at issue to begin
the trouble, but when it came to a settlement, they accepted a certain board to
discuss grievances and we considered that board was not enough. We had had
that before. We broke away and eventually got the Civil Service Commission
to come to Winnipeg and conduct on investigation.
Q. In this revision of salary you speak of, you would expect those same
conditions to maintain, that the western members would get more?-A. The
western allowance question has not crept in yet, but there is beginning to be
whispers of it now, and if that salary revision does not begin for two years,
there will be a demand for it to be included, but this salary revision we have in

mind at the present time is to bring the salary ranges up to the present salary
and bonus.

Q. I understand that, but you would still want this difference between East

and West as it was some time ago?-A. Not at the present time. We are not
anticipating it, but we believe it will come up in the future.
By. Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You say that you want the present salary plus bonus. Do you mean
that you want the present bonus as reduced by 75 per cent, or the ordinary

bonus?-A.

We will get in as much as we can.

[Mr.
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Q. I quite appreciate that, but for my own information I would like to
know-maybe you are not prepared to say.-A. I can do this. The association
are asking for the present bonus and salary condition.
Q. They claim in the East that since the normal cost of living all over the
world irrespective of the War, has increased30 per cent, that that is a normal
increase since about fifteen years, that the abnormal cost of living due to the
War at one time, as Labour Gazette shows, was 123, it may be reduced now to
about 60 or 70, so that the abnormal cost of 70, plus the normal cost of 30, will
make it 100 per cent.-A.

Yes.

Q. I suppose you would claim that, with the hope of getting some?-A.
Oh, yes, we feel we should be entitled to that.

Q. But you have not made any arrangement to discuss it and say what
increase you would like to get over the salary classification?-A. We submitted a scheduleto the Government. We did not altogether believe it would be discussed this year because we understood salary revision would not come up; but

we submitted a schedule following along these lines, the present salary plus
bonus, plus an amount that would bring the salary up to the multiples of 60.

Salary ranges in the civil service classification run around multiples of 60.
Salary plus bonus generally speaking goes about $25 over the 60, and in some
cases 15, and we ask for 45 to bring it up to the next 60.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. What percentagewould that work out, plus bonus?-A. A. Well, I could
not put it down to a percentage. The lower paid classes receive the largest
amount

of bonus.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN: It would not be the same percentage all round.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. There is a large difference. The married peopledon't get the samebonus
as the single people?-A. Only up to $1,200. They get the full amount but over
$1,200 it begins to reduce by certain stages.
By Mr. Drummond:
Q. If you have an increase of salary, you would ask for a certain per-

centageincrease?-A. We would not confine it to a strictly percentagebasis. We
would conform to the principles of classification and allow it to stop at the next
multiple of 60.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. The classification fixes the present basis of salary. Would you consider
that the present classification is proper remuneration, to which you would add
a certain percentage,or a certain amount?-A. Well, I would not confine myself
strictly to that, becausethere may be positions which might be decided as
being underpaid.

Q. Then I am comingback to this, that the classificationis not as good
as it should have been.-A.
satisfied

with

As far as salary ranges are concerned, we are not

it.

Q. If you are not satisfied with the salaries attached to the position, it
necessarily follows that the position has been wrongly classified?-A. We
would not go far enoughto say that positions are wrongly classified.There might
be minor changesto be made, but I think they would not amount to much.
Q. Then you would say the principle in determining the salary is the nature
of the work?-A.

It was understood to be, and the amount of responsibility.

Q. Well, then,doesit not necessarilyfollow that the dividing as I call them
the honeycombclassificationwas not properly cometo?-A. It really amounts
SMr. J. A. Elrick.]
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to this. If a member, with influence and the ability to express his complaint
before a meeting of members,will carry that meeting to see his point of view,
he will probably have them passing a resolution changing the salary range;
whereas another member, with just as much of a complaint, but not having the
ability to carry the members, would not get his point and would not carry a
resolution. That is simply what it amounts to. It is simply a matter of opinion.
Q. In what way?-A. Well, because in discussing a salary range, if a com-

plaint is not well presented it will fail to carry the opinion of the meeting.
Q. What meeting?-A. The meeting of an organisation.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I think

I am too far afield on that.

Mr. SHAW: I think your organisations have prepared schedules showing
the amount of salaries you are asking for.
WITNESS: Yes, and substantially, that is what it amounts to. Present

salary, plus bonus, plus enough to bring it to the next multiple of 60.
By Mr. Chewier:
Q. I don't quite understand that because you say plus bonus, plus a certain
amount. Would it not be better to say present salary, plus a certain amount,
leaving the bonus out altogether? Because, so far as I am concerned, I am not

prepared to admit that the bonus was granted in any justifiable manner. It
was a sort of slapdash bonus.-A. The general arrangement when any salary
revision is introduced is that it is discussed with the department or the Government, and naturally any figures submitted would be changed to some extent.

Q. If you say, that the revision of salary will mean the present salary,
plus bonus,plus a fixed amount, then you are not following out the principle of
equal pay for equal w.ork.-A. Well, no, it was not really submitted with any
such intention.
it would

It was simply to bring the question up with the idea that

be discussed

and amended

later.

Q. That is the reason why I want a clear-cut statement as to what the
organizations want, and I think, if you leave out "plus bonus" to my mind you

would be getting much nearer the truth, because,as I understand it, everybody
was dissatisfied with the amount of bonus. Some thought they did not get enough,
and the unmarried classes who got nothing, thought they should get the same,
becausethey say "equal pay for equal work," and the cost of living is the same for
every person.-A. As an addition to that representation, we alsho submitted a case
for the single employee, that their remuneration should be raised to the same as
the married-equal pay for equal work.
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

Because

a man

is not married

married man, it does not follow that his remuneration

and does the same work

as a

should be less because he is

in the service. Outside, if a stone mason has a family of six, and gets $7 a day,
the bachelor gets the same rate of pay, and I have never seen why that principle
is not carried

out.

Mr. SHAW: They ought to be taxed.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Tax him if you like, but he ought to be paid.
The

ACTING

CHAIRMAN:

He

is taxed

on his income.

WITNESS: If that question is considered, I would like to incorporate a

letter that has been written, and if the committee sits again, I would like to
submit

that

letter.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN: It can be sent to the clerk for incorporation.
Mr. CHEVRIER:It would be interesting when the question comes up next
year and we could refer to the evidence.

WITNESS:We certainly are anxious that single employees should be paid
the same as the married. They are doing the same work.
[Mr.
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By Mr. McBride:

Q. Are there any more witnessescoming from the West?

I think we should

havesomemore.-A. Therewouldhavebeenmore,but weunderstood
the invitation to be at our own expense,and we could not afford to send more.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. What other organizations are there in the West?-A. The letter carriers

of the East have a few membersin the West, and also the postal clerks.
Q. What about the Dominion Postal Clerks Association?-A. They have

few of their members.

Q. What about the Dominion Customs Officers?-A. We have one or two
customs men in Vancouver, but the Dominion Customs Association covers that
branch.

Q. You claim to representthe Dominion Customs Officers of Vancouver?A. Not all of them, only one or two. It is a mixed-up affair, so we don't generally see them.

Q. What about the Dominion Postal Clerks Association?-A. They have
a few members

in the West

also.

Q. Does your Association cover them?-A.

About one-third of our members

are postal clerks, and Icttn- carriers represent about one-third more, and the
remaining one-third others.
Q. What about the Canadian Federation of Letter Carriers?-A. The Federated Association of Letter Carriers is an Eastern organization, that is one of the

organizations we broke away from, also the Postal Clerks Association.
Q. The Rural Mail Service?-A. They cover from coast to coast.
Q .What are the other associations in the West besides yours?-A. The
Rural Mail Clerks Association go through and then there are postal clerks represented by the Eastern Association, there are letter carriers and other departments.

Q. We have got those on the list to be called, but what Western organization
is there?-A. There is no other distinctly Western organization.
0. There is no other Western association but yours?-A. No.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. This gentleman gives such good evidence I think we should have some
more from

there.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Where are you going to get them, if there are no organizations?

On the sub-committee we worked this out understanding that the

Dominion Customs Officers represented all the Customs officers throughout
Canada, the same with all the other organizations I have mentioned, and proceeding by eliminations we came to the Amalgamated Civil Service Association
of Canada, with headquarters at New Westminster, representing all the civil
servants in the West that were not representedby these other associationswho
have offices in Ottawa. If we have overlooked any and any memberswant to
call them, all right.

WITNESS:New Westminster is one of our branches,I occupy the position of
General Secretary of the whole organization. There was a Dr. Chester, of
New Westminster, who was appointed to come along with me, but he withdrew
at the

last moment.

Q. But there areno other associations
from the Westwe couldcall?-A. No.
The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:The probability is that Mr. Elrick has represented
the views of the people of the West. They are not very anxious to make any

further representation,or they would havemade it known. Has the sub-committee any morewitnessesfor this evening?
[Mr.

J. A. Elrick.]
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The SECEETARY:
No, Mr. O'Connor was to be here to-night, but he cannot
come.

By Mr.

Carmichael:

Q. Just another question on that National council which you propose. How
many members do you say your association would advise to go on that council?

-A. The least possible number that would get a thorough understanding of the
work of the department and the detail. I would suggest about nine from the
Post Office department, three from each branch of the service. Some of the
other departments might require fewer, but I believe most departments, as a
whole, would require about three.
Q. And the object of this National council would be to hear all causes of
dispute among civil servants, or between civil servants and the employer?A. Yes.

Q. Did your executive ever consider what a tremendous amount of travel
and expense that National council might be put to?-A. Well, we proposed that
the National

council

should

not

meet

oftener

than

once

in three

months.

If

necessary, the chairman could call a meeting in shorter time.
Q. But with 55,000 employees, if they only meet once in three months, their
meeting would last almost three months.-A. Not necessarily, because we would
confine the National council to only general questions. The Departmental
councils could handle questions within their departments, but the National
council would simply deal with questions affecting two or more departments, or
affecting the whole, and I would not anticipate that the quarterly meeting would
last more than two or three days.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. But the departmental councils would almost necessarily be composed
of those residing here? You could not run a departmental council embracing

people from all over Canada?-A. They should have representatives of the
different points from which questions have arisen.
Q. Do you think one would be sufficient from each place?-A. I hardly
think one would be sufficient, of course it might be found that it will. I think
more than one would be necessary. The Whitley Council of Great Britain
was composed of 54 members covering the whole Service, the Post Office alone
in Great Britain was composed of 34 members, I think, but as I said before,

it is largely an experimental schemeso far as it goes, and it would work out
its own details in actual operation. This is the closing paragraph:
" The above briefly outlines the main features only.
A constitution and
order of procedure would of necessity have to be constructed at the outset and

an amicable understanding arrived at regarding the number of representatives
necessaryto properly bring into the discussion an intimate knowledge of
the work and requirements and each department, and the service as a whole,
and as considerable time would be required to competently deal with the various
phases of what can be made a simple but comprehensive and useful arbitrative
body, we wish to urge its early and favourable consideration so that its usefulness
may be tested in salary revision discussions.
"In addition to the above, in consideration of a vital and intimate relation
between the Civil

Service Commission

and

the

welfare

of

the

civil

service

employees,and with a view to furthering the confidenceof the service employees
in the Commission,we respectfully request that the service be given representation on the Commission by being permitted to nominate one or two additional

Commissioners. These suggestionswe beg to submit for your approval and for

the favourableconsiderationof the ParliamentaryCommitteeinvestigatingthe
Civil

Service

Act."

[Mr. J. A. Elrick.]
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Mr. McBmDE: I move we adjourn.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
I understand
the G.W.V.A.,ReturnedSoldiers'Association,

would like to be heard. Then there is the Amputation Service of Toronto
want to be heard,and they will be short. The G.W.V.A. will be very short,
and then there is the Halcyon Club, and I understand the Dominion Customs

Officersof Hamilton. Mr. Colvin is to be here on Monday, and the Dominion
Public Works Federationof Toronto. This I think will be rather short, and
if we sit twice on Monday, I think probablywe will be able to wipe it out.
The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:The Committeeadjournsuntil Monday, April 16,
at 10 a.m.

The Special Committee on the Civil

MONDAY,April 16, 192,1
Service Act of Canada met at 10

o'clock a.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding.
Mr.

J. A. ELRICK

recalled.

The CHAIRMAN:I understandthat Mr. Elrick desiresto be called ag;mthis morning for a few moments. I think he wishesto present a report of some

kind.

WITNESS:I want to put in a letter.
Letter

filed.

" Winnipeg, Man.
March 2, 1923.
Honourable W. L. MACKENZIE KING, Esq.,
Prime Minister,

Ottawa, Ont.
Dear Sir,-

Supplementary to our representations regarding salary revision. I
have been pressedfrom all points to emphasizethat we deplore the discrimination against single employeeswhich obtains under the provisions
of the cost of living bonus.
As an economic measure there is an argument in its favour insofar

that it cuts expenditure, but from the standpoint of equal pay for equal
work it is, to say the least, inapplicable. There are single employeesin
the service who are amongst the most efficient.

From a citizenship point of view we beg to submit that single men
in many instancesare responsiblefor the maintenanceof father or mother,
in some cases sisters or brothers; some of these we admit have been

granted head of householdbonus on application, but many have not,

and in consequencethere is real hardship entailed. Under present conditions, it is necessaryfor a man to accumulate enough savingsto set up a
home before he gets married, he cannot do it after, and if he is to receive

only sufficientto maintain himself in comfort,the State is goingto lose
in its single employeesremainingsingle; they cannot afford to marry.
The depreciatedpurchasingvalue of the dollar hasbeenso markedin the

pastfewyearsthat eventhe youngersetestimatethe costbeforeembarking on a new venture.
" In view of these briefly stated points, and in fairness to single civil

servantswho,asa class,givequite asefficientandusefulserviceasmarried
civil servants, or either married or single employees in other services,

webegto urgethat whetherthe bonusis to be continuedor salaryrevi[J. A.

Elrick.]
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sion dealt with, the single employeesreceivemore generousconsidera
tion to the extent of equal pay for equal work.
Your very respectfully,

(Sgd.) J. A. ELRICK
General Secretary.''
By the Chairman:

Q. Is thereany further evidencethat you desireto give?-A. I do not think

there is anything else.
WITNESS

retired.

The CHAIRMAN: The witness this morning is Mr. Hodgson, of the Amputation Society.
Mr. R. HODGSONcalled, sworn and examined.
By the Chairman:
Q. Your name is-A. Ralph Hodgson.

Q. You are an officer of the Amputation Society?-A. President of the
Amputation Society, Ottawa Branch.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. What are the duties of the Amputation Society?-A. To look after our
amputated men and women of the great war.
By the Chairman:
Q. Are you prepared to make a statement, or do you wish to be examined?
-A. I was asked to appear before the Committee by your secretary. We have
not had very much time to collect information, but if we are examined by way of
questions, we think we will be able to answer in such a way as to put the case

of the amputations more fully before the Committee than it has ever been presented before. We ask for permanency for all amputation cases. We have had
some trouble in the past in connection with amputation cases. Amputation
cases have been discriminated against somewhat by the various government

departments,particularly in the way of laying off of amputation cases. We had
a case last week in tbe Militia and Defence department, where an amputation
case was let out as a temporarj- civil servant. Through a protest by this association, he has been reinstated for three months. Amputation cases are one

hundred per cent disability on the labour market. Labour does not require the
work of amputation cases for the simple reason that they cannot do the work
that able-bodied men can do.

We would also like to request that the recom-

mendations as made by the Parliamentary Committee of last session,in paragraph 15 of their report be strictly enforced, in that disability cases be given
preference in the various government departments.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. What is your membership?--Our membership in Ottawa is 65. In the
Dominion we have a membership of 2,300.

Q. They are mostly all men, I suppose?-A. They are mostly all men with
the exception of one case.
Q. Those 65 are all employed by the Government?-A.

Not all.

Q. What proportion?-A. The proportion of the 65 employed by the Government would run about 90 per cent.

Q. They are still in the service in Ottawa?-A.
service in Ottawa.

They are still in the

Very few are permanent.
[Mr.

A.
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Their work is of various kinds,

clerical, caretakers,elevator operators,and men in various mechanicaldepartments of the Government.

By

the Chairman:

Q. You stated you did not feel the amputation caseshad been given fair
treatment?-A. The Civil Service Commission, I understand, grants preference
to amputation casesin elevator positions. We find in taking the list of ampuations employed in the elevator service in the Government that a total of

eight, of whom four are temporaryservants,werelaid off during the non-sitting
of the House. The remaining four are permanent on the elevator staff.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You say that all through the Civil Servicein Ottawa there are only

eight men in the amputation class that are in the elevator service?-A. On the
elevator
since

service.

Q. When did those go on?-A. They have been placed in these positions
1918.

Q. Now what class of men does your Society look after, the very badly
crippled class of men, or anybody who falls under that classification?

First

of all, what is the Amputation Society?-A. The Amputation Society is a
society for amputation in the war, for the men having major amputations only.
Q. What does that mean?-A. That means the four fingers and thumb on
one hand, or the amputation cases of the foot at the ankle; 40 per cent disability.
Q. Of one hand or of one foot?-A. Yes.
Q. You say there are 65 of these major cases?-A. Yes.
Q. Personally I would like to see every one of these men treated according
to what they deserve. They deserve considerable attention and considera-

tion, but if your Association did not get more men on to the elevator staff,
can you say whether it is due to discrimination, or whether it is due to the fact
that through these very painful and serious amputations their physical capacity
is handicappedto such a degreeas not to be able to perform the work of elevator
jnen.-A. It has been proven in the men we have in the elevator positions today, that the amputation casesare those who handle approximately the hardest
elevators in the elevator service.

The easiest elevators in the service are the

elevators in the House. The Daly building and the Post Office are the hardest
in the service, and men have been on those jobs two and three years with-

out a stop. It is proventhat the handling of elevatorsis not a handicapfor
amputation

cases.
"

By Mr. Martell:

Q. Can you tell me howmany disabledmen areon the other elevatorsin the
city?-A. On the list we find 42, I think.
Q. Disabled, wounded;they have some disability?-A. They have some
disability.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. These are not elevator men?-A. Yes.

Q. Out of a total number of what?-A. I think there are only about 83
or 84 altogether.

Q. 83 or 84 what?-A. Elevator operators throughout the government
service.
(Mr.
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By Mr. Martell:

Q. Of these 83 elevator operators, 42 of whom are returned soldiers with
disability, that includes your leg amputation cases?-A. Yes.
Q. How many of these men have been on as elevator men for some years
prior to 1918?-A. That is the soldier?
Q. Men who are not soldiers?-A. Apart from the time the Government

operated its first elevator.
Q. You would not expect that these men would be dismissed.-A. No, sir,
but quite a few of these men come beneath the age provision.

Quite a few

operators in the service are past the age of 65.
Q. Is that the Superannuation Act?-A. That is the Superannuation Act.
Q. Until such time as these men are ready to retire, when there is no superannuation for them, you would not expect they should be dismissedif they have
been good and faithful servants?-A. No, sir, but we find temporary amputation cases have been let off the elevator service at various times, and being

replaced by men who were labourers in the Public Works department.
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. Could you get a list of that?-A.

I had one case here, I have not his

name at the present time. I wrote to the Prime Minister Mr. King, about it,
and he stated these cases had been let off for merely temporary elevator service,
for the session only, and have not been discriminated against, yet we find they

are bringing them from the Department of Public Works, and laying these men
off.

Q. Have you got a list of these cases?-A.
perhaps two.

I think I have one case here,

Q. I would like if you could find that out for Ottawa. I would like for the
other districts too, but I am particularly interested in Ottawa. Have you any
specific charges to make as to why these cases-why you have not more amputation cases on these elevators?-A. Well, that is hard to say-

Q. What I want to find out is, do you think it is a case of influence, or of
any discrimination on the part of the Civil Service Commission, or is it simply
because they cannot put them in because there is no vacancy?-A. I would
think myself from following up another case from Toronto, it would appear
that the Civil Service Commission records are not being kept properly of
disabled men. Now, to bring it up here,-in the report of the Dominion Federation held in Vancouver, the Vancouver Amputation Association, two cases

\verebrought to light whereby amputation caseswere being granted positions in
the Post Office department.
Q. You say this may be the result of the fact that the civil service does
not keep sufficient record of amputation cases?-A. Yes.
Q. You are going to give evidence of the fact that the Civil Service Com-

missiondoesnot keep a proper record, becauseI want that allegation to be taken
down?-A.

Yes.

Q. What you are going to say is that the Civil Service does not keep it?
-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Brown:
Q. Is the appointment of these men based on an examination of any kind?
-A.

Both

written

oral

and written.

Of the

four

we have one oral

and three

with

examinations.

By Mr. Martell:

Q. Since the Act came into force, can you point to any specific instance

wherea returnedsoldier has not receivedthe preference,I do not meanneces[Mr.

R. Hodgson.]
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sarily the amputation cases,but a disabled returned soldier, where there have
been vacancies. Can you say there have been instances where they have
refused to appoint a returned soldier where there was a vacancy in an elevator
position?-A.

You see we deal only with amputation cases.

Q. When you are pressing for amputation casesyou cannot say where the
amputation case did not get the position, that another disabled soldier did not
get it?-A.
No sir.
Q. The only thing you know is that the amputation case did not get it?A. No. sir.

Q. The other man who got it might have been a disabled soldier?-A.

In

tho case I mentioned, he would be, but in the caseyou ask for I can prove that
it was not a disabled soldier but a returned soldier without disability, who
received the pom(Am, where an amputation case was let off. That was the case
you wanted me lo look into.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. There are other factors that enter into the question; you will appreciate
that it was not a case of lack of qualifications?-A. I beg your pardon?
Q. It was not becausehe did not have any experience?-A. No; he had
been employed as an elevator operator for two years. I can let you have the
name; I will let the secretary have the name later on. It was a case where a

temporary elevator operator was let off; his name was Carrier, a leg amputation case. He \vas replaced by a man out of the Public Works department.

from the Labouring section, by the name of Gasparrie-I

am not just sure of

his name.

By the Chairman:

Q. The man who replaced him was a returned man?-A. No, sir, he was
not a returned man; he was a man 63 or 64 years of age.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. Was he already in the employ of the Government?-A.
Public Works department.
By Mr. Shaiv:
Q. When did that take place?-A.

Yes, sir, in the

About the end of last session.

By the Chairman:

Q. What was the reason he was let off and replaced by a man from the
Public Works department?-A. The only reason given was that it was merely
a sessional elevator appointment.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I want to see if we can straighten these things out. The position of
elevator man is still under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission?
-A.

Yes, sir.

Q. The appointment to the position is under the Civil Service Commission?
-A.

Yes,

sir.

Q. But the need for the filling up of any of these positions is left with the
department?-A. Yes, sir.

Q. What was the name of the man you mentioned?-A. His name was
Carrier.

Q. Carrier was an amputationcase?-A. Yes, sir.

Q. He was in chargeof a sessional
elevator?-A. Yes, he wasin charge
of a sessional elevator.
[Mr.
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Q. When the time comes for the session to conclude, or when the work
is finished, these men are laid off?-A. Yes.
Q. You say another man from the Public Works department was put
on?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Would that be a case where, the session being over and the work

decreasing,the department would return to its own staff?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was Gasparrie there before?-A. No, he was never known to have been
operating an elevator while in the service.
Q. Who operated the elevator before Carrier got it?-A. I don't know.
Mr. Smith, the superintendent,did not have places for all these men when they
came back.

By an Hon. Member:

Q. What was the status of the man who was in the Public Works department?-A.

He was a labourer.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Was he on the permanent staff?-A.

Yes, sir, he was on the permanent

staff.

Q. Had he been a civil servant for a number of years?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. Is there any work to-day on the elevator?-A. Yes; he is running an
elevator.

Q. Why was the one man let off, was the elevator not running?-A. On
account of the closing down of the staff, which decreasesat the end of the
session of the

House.

Q. I understand there are certain elevators in the House of Commons that
when the House is closed cease running?-A.

Yes.

Q. Was he on one of those elevators?-A. I don't think he was.
Q. During the sessions of the House they transfer elevator men from
various buildings?-A.
Yes.
Q. And after the session is over, they transfer them back again?-A. This
man went on to the elevator

Carrier

was on.

Q. I understand that if he happened to be on one of those temporary
elevators, there would be no work for him?-A.

That is correct.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I suppose the fact that it was done in this way was that after the
shifting around by the close of the sessionalwork the department had to hand
back this work to its permanent employees?-A. Yes.
Q. I appreciate your standpoint, but if Carrier had been in a permanent
position, and not a sessionalemployee,your case would be very much stronger?
A. It would, except that we are having a lot of trouble with the superintendent
of the elevators, who is against the members of our association. At the
requestof the vice-president of this association, this case was to be held over
for a few days until we could see the minister of the department.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. Who is the superintendent?-A. The superintendent is Mr. Smith, of
the Public Works department. Mr. James explained to him how much more
important the amputation cases were, that they were hampered more, and
Mr. Smith's statement to him was " Yes, an amputation case is a handicap to
a man becausehe cannot oil or repair his own car," and therefore he could not
carry him over until he saw the minister.
6-30
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Mr. CHEVKIER:
I appreciatethat it is an unfortunate and a very difficult
position.
By Mr.

Brown:

Q. To what extent is that statement true, that a man cannot oil or repair
his own car?-A. It is a true statement. An amputation case cannot be
expected to stand up on top of a car and oil or repair it. We very seldom
find in outside concerns where the operator of an elevator is expected to oil
and repair his own machine.
By the Chairman:

Q. Mr. Smith believes in the operator taking charge of his own car?-A.
Absolutely.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Have you any other place where it would be easier to put an amputation case than in the operation of an elevator; it is a very risky position, is
it

not?-A.

In

the

Government

service?

Q. Yes?-A. An amputation case can fill in almost any place; they can
take the position of caretaker, night watchman, elevator man, and so on. Those
positions can be filled satisfactorily by amputation cases.
Q. Watchmen and caretakers are still under the operation of the Civil
Service

Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. Do you mean to say that in this case the Civil

Service Commission

has not given them due consideration, or that they have discriminated against
the employment of these men?-A.

I would not say that.

We have had very

little trouble here with our cases. Toronto has much more trouble along that
line.

Q. Due to what?-A.
than

A larger number of amputation cases in Toronto

in Ottawa.

Q. Who is responsible for not placing those amputation cases in night
watchmen or caretakers' positions?-A. I would lay the blame to some extent
perhaps at the door of the Civil Service Commission.

Q. The application says that the man must swear that he is physically
fit for the position he is seeking?-A.

Yes, sir.

Q. He may think he is fit; I understand there is an inspector on the Civil
Service Commission who verifies the exactitude of these allegations; is it not

left to the fairness, which I have no reason to doubt, of the representativeof
the Civil Service Commission and the man in each case to say who is fit; the
soldier says he is fit for the position, but the inspector says he is not fit
probably for that position; what remedy would you suggest in that case?A. I would suggest that the man be given a chance to prove that he is either
fit or unfit for the position. It must be proven that a man is not fit for the
position first, before he is claimed to be unfit.
Q. It is a question of discretion or rather judgment?-A. Yes.
A. As to whether the Civil Service Commission thinks this man is or is

not physically fit for the position for which the soldier applied?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you think it is because of too high a standard of physical fitness
demanded that the amputation cases do not get these positions?-A. Yes, I
should

think

so.

By the Chairman:

Q. Bearing in mind the fact that the Act calls for a preferencefor disability cases,you assertthat a man who has had a leg amputatedshould be
given an opportunity to prove his fitness?-A. Yes.
[Mr.
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Q. Do you not admit that if that were followed out, every other style
of disability could advancethe same argument?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you not think that that systemwould lead to a tremendouslot of
dissatisfaction,shall I say, if they were proven not to be able to fill these

positions?-A.I shouldnot think so,sir, if the man has a disability,whether
it be an amputation or an internal disability.

Q. Do you not think that it is a very difficultmatterto allow a manto be

the judgeof his own condition?-A. It might be.

Q. If you had some sort of an appeal to a further inspection board as to
his disability, it might be better?-A. That might be better.
Q. Your society represents one class of disability?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Therefore any preference that was given by the Civil Service Commission might have to be extended to cases of sight disability or hearing disability?-A.

Yes.

Q. And if the Commission allowed a disability case of amputation to prove
that he was all right, they might have to allow an eye disability case to prove
that he was right also, and an examiner might be criticised very much unless
that was done,that is, the examinerwould be criticised?-A. We find in the most
difficult amputation cases that an examination is of immediate benefit to the
S.C.R.

man.

Q. What would you suggestin the way of a remedy for the present state
of affairs; would you care to have, or would you agree that a medical officer
should examine into the qualifications?-A.

Q. You would be satisfied with that?-A.

I think so.

We would be satisfied with that.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. You would not hold that amputation casesmust in all caseshave preference over certain other disabilities?-A.
No, sir. What, as an Association
we ask for is a preference for amputation cases, we realize that other disabilities are in the same position as ours are. We merely have these disabilities,
and we ask for preference for them.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Have you had your attention brought to the cases mentioned by the
Chairman here, of disabled soldiers being appointed to positions as boatmen?
The CHAIRMAN:I mentioned an amputation case.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. A recommendation was made by the Commission or by the department

of a man who statedin his applicationthat he was able to take sucha position,
andthe applicantlost his life in a storm by reasonof his inability to handle a
boat?-A. Quite so.

Q. Have you heardof that case?-A. I havejust seenit in the paper.
By the Chairman:

Q. The point comesin, in some cases,where it would seemto be a kindness
to a returned man to refuse such an application; the case Mr. Shaw cites is a
very good example of where the Commission erred on the side of kindness

towardsan amputationcase. Underthe old regulationsit wasnecessary
for a
manin orderto be a lighthousekeeperto be ableto handlea boat in stormy
weather; the local opinion of the casewas that the man was not able to handle

a boatin stormyweather,andthat he shouldhavebeengivensomeotherkind
of position. However,the inspectorrecommended
him for the position,and I
believeerredon the sideof leniencytowardsan amputationcase. The result
wasthat the boy lost his life in a storm; he was not able to handle a boat.
5~30J
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There is that side to it, you must admit?-A. Yes, sir, but that would be an
extreme case, one case in 3,600; that would be the only case of a lighthouse
keeper losing his life.

Q. No, it is not, I have another in mind.-A. A member of our Association?
Q. No, not a member of your Association. This particular boy did not
have the qualifications of a sailor, and they should have given him another
amputation job.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Now, you were going to say something about artificial limbs?-A. We
have a limb factory in the City of Toronto which is turning out all government limbs, on which twenty-six amputation cases are working. Their work
consists of using the mechanical saws, using various appliances which would
perhaps look dangerous.
Q. You say the limb factory, that is under the supervision of whom?A.

The

D.S.C.R.

Q. The appointments to those positions are in the hands of whom?-A.
Under

the minister.

Q. It is not under the Civil Service Commission?-A.

No.

We find men

who are handling tools which to the ordinary man would look dangerous,yet
we have twenty-six

men down there who are carrying out work at all times

satisfactory without an accident. We find in going through the factory men
carving limbs with one arm or one leg; we find men making arms, wearing
artificial appliances, and using the big saw. We never heard of an accident to
these men; and that is perhaps as dangerous a job as they have in the service,
and yet those men are carrying out their duties day by day without an accident
and giving satisfaction in that particular line of work.
Q. Do you cite that as a rebuttal for the dangerous work of the operation
of elevators?-A. I would sir, with the exception I cannot see why it is necessary for the elevator operators to repair and oil their own cars. Of course that
is under

the

Public

Works.

By Mr. Brown:
Q. That has been the custom in the past?-A. Yes.
Q. The custom in other institutions?-A.
I do not think so.

Q. Do you know?-A. In the City of Toronto I can cite the case of the
Trusts and Guarantee Building, the old Manufacturers Life Building, the Dominion Bank Building, the C.P.R. offices.
Mr.

MABTELL:

This

does not affect the Civil

Service Commission

in any

way. The Civil Service Commission is only responsible for the appointment,
and the witness cannot show any specific instance where the Civil Service Commission has turned their men down.

I think that is a matter their society

should fight out with the Minister of Public Works.
The CHAIRMAN: You are right, but at the same time it is not very far
afield to admit that the witness's claim is based on a ruling of the engineerin

chargeof the operators,and its through that ruling that he claims his members

are not allowed to operate elevators. The question of whether or not the superintendent should insist on operators looking after the mechanical parts of their
elevators is one we cannot settle, but after all, it is the only real complaint the
witness

has.

Mr. DRUMMOND: Is oiling looked upon as a mechanicaloperation?

The CHAIRMAN
: I supposethe wholeoperationof the elevator,the keeping
it in order, is mechanical.
[Mr. R. Hodgson.]
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By Mr. Chcvrier:

Q. Who says whether the man is qualified to operate the elevator? Does
the superintendent of elevators say -anything about it, after the Civil Service
Commissionhas passedupon the appointment or the appointment has beenmade?
-A. After the appointment has been made of a temporary man or a permanent
man?

Q. For a permanent or temporary man?-A.

We are having very little

trouble with the permanent men.

Q. If a temporary man goesinto the service and gives satisfaction then he
may become permanent?-A. Yes.
Q. That is because his disability is not so great as to prevent him from
doing the work; but it is in the case of a temporary man-have you any suggestion to make as to who should say whether the man is sufficiently capable of
doing the work? A medical officer may say I think this man is 40 or 50 per

centdisabled,
but if a superintendent
of elevators,
whois a mechanicandknows
his job, says "I think this man by reason of his right hand being cut off or his
left leg being cut off, or of other disabilities in my estimation is unable to do the
work satisfactorily," what then? I think you would have to have a Board of

somekind.-A. If the elevator operator had been attending to his duties faithfully to the satisfaction of the employeesof that particular building, then it
would be hard for the superintendent to say he is not qualified to hold the
position. I think there would have to be a board.
Q. I would not leave it to a doctor or superintendent alone?-A. No, I don't
think so; I think there would have to be a board.
The CHAIRMAN: You know the satisfaction of the employee in that par-

ticular is only one side, and there is also the factor as to the care of the machine
he operates. The question of the care of the machine is what the superintendent
is interested

in.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You say there are caretakersand watchmen,are there any casesof amputation that have applied to the Civil Service Commissionfor the position of caretaker or watchman, and wherethey have beenturned down?-A. Here in Ottawa,
no sir.

Q. Are there any placeselse in Canada where they have been turned down?
-A. That is a question that is hard to answer. As I stated when I came here
I was only asked to appear here on Saturday at a quarter to one, and conse-

quentlyI havenot had time to get in touch with the variousbranchesthroughout the Dominion to lay their complaints before the Committee.
By Mr. Martcll:

Q. Have you a position in the civil service?-A. Yes.
Q. What is .it?-A.

Clerk in the Militia

and Defence department.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You say you have not heard in Ottawa; have you any hazy knowledge
that it has happened in Toronto or in Montreal or Quebec or Hamilton that
applications for watchmen by amputated cases have been turned down?-A.
No sir, I have not.

Q. Are there any other positions under the jurisdiction of the civil service
that amputated men could well handle?-A. Clerical line.
Q. Let us take up the clerical line; let us see if you have any grievances
in the clerical line?-A. In the clerical line we had one man named Ruddy who
was let out of the Militia and Defence at the end of last month, an amputation
caseof 65 per cent disability.

Q. What was the amputation?-A. Leg amputation.
[Mr.
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Chevrier:

Q. How long had he beenin the department?-A. For a period of eighteen

months.

Q. What was his occupation?-A. Clerk: putting documents in order foi
filing.
Q. Did he do any walking around?-A. Very little.
Q. And he had the use of both arms?-A.
Q. He was let out?-A. Yes sir.

Yes.

Q. Was there anybody else that you think should have been let out in his

place?-A. There is quite a femalestaff there; temporarieswerebeingkept on.
Q. Had he been blanketed in?-A. No.
Q. Were there any temporaries kept on that could have been let out instead

of Ruddy?-A. That is a hard caseto say; it is my own department.
Q. I understand your position, but I would like to get light on this; that
charge is made?-A. I think there are temporaries in the department who could
have been let out prior to returned men.
Q. You say you think there are; I would like to know if there are, because

if there is any discrimination going on we want to know?-A. I think if a full
report was submitted on it perhaps the personswho are allocating these various
positions would be able to give that necessary information why temporaries
have beenheld on who are perhaps not in need of work.
Q. Who was responsible for putting Mr. Ruddy out?-A. I presume the
minister of the department.
Q. Did he go down to the department looking over the people?-A. No.
Q. Who did?-A. That would be done by I presume the head of every
section.

Q. Do you know the procedure when a list of retirements is to be made?
No, I do not.
Q. I do not know that I can get very much?-A. I have been there now
for a period of three years, and in that time I think we have had three reductions
-A.

in the

staff.

Q. Who is directly responsible for the preparation of the lists containing
the names of those who are to be dismissed?-A.

I do not know;

I could not

state definitely.

Q. Do you know whether a census is made in the department, whether
somebody goes around with a card and asks Mr. Ruddy what his standing is,
or Miss So and So what her standing is, or Mr. So and So what his standing is:
and who collates these and makes a judicious selection, after taking into con-

sideration that one is a returned man or one is a widow or sister of a deceased

soldier,or taking into considerationthe domesticsituation or financial position
do you know whetherthat is clone?-A. No sir, I don't think so.
Q. Do you know that principle is adoptedin the dismissalor releasingof
employees?-A. No sir, exceptin the casethat Ruddy was informed he had to
leave,'andit was stated that the O.G. of the branchhad beeninstructedby the
deputy minister to let him out at the end of the month.
Q. Unlesswe canfind wherethe evil lies,it is pretty hard for meto suggest
a
remedy?-A. That is hard for me to say.
Q*.I would like to find out how it is beingdone?-A. It would be impossible
for me to tell you. All I know is that right after Ruddy had been let out,

I wastold, " I am sorry, Hodgson,hereis the list': -a list signedby the deputy
minister.

By Mr. Martell:

Q. That informationcouldbe got?-A. That couldbe obtainedfrom the
deputy minister.
[Mr.
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Mr. MARTELL:You could go to the deputy minister or the chief of that
branch.

By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. At all events, you say there are people there who have been retained?
who should

not

have

been retained?-A.

Yes.

Q. Why were they retained? Why shouldnot they have beenretained?

-A. That is a hard question to answer, yet it seemsto us unfair that returned
men should be let out of the department when the department was created
through the war.
Q. Here is the case of a returned soldier who goes out, is there any man or

woman or young lady who should be dismissedbecausehe or she does not need
the position, becausethey have sufficient means outside-could you make that
charge?-A. No sir, I have never gone into the private means of any person in
the department.
By Mr. McBride:
Q. Would you be in a position to say that this young man was giving entire
satisfaction?-A.
Through his chief I would say, yes. I spoke to his chief
shortly after he received his notice, and he said it was a shame Ruddy should
be let out.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. Was there any work for him?-A. The man has been taken back now
for a three months period, and he is on the same work today.
Mr. MARTELL: That is something for the chief of the branch of the
department to explain.
By Mr. Chkvrier:
"Q On this occasion you are not blaming the Civil Service Commission?-A.
No, sir.
Q. The Civil Service Commission has nothing to do with that?-A.
With the

exceptionthat we would like to seethe preferencegiven in the permanenciesfor
amputation cases after say a twelve months period of service. We think if a
man has proved himself satisfactory after being retained for twelve months

a permanencyshould be given to that man.
Q. I think that is a fair statement?-A.
We should like to see the following
carried out in the order in council P.C. 2944 which gives the D.S.C.R. the preference of training men in various departments, and after training them in the
department giving them permanencies in the department.
Q. What is that order in council?-A.
That is P.C. 2944 be carried out, to
train men in public departments, with permanencies to follow when trained; that
order in council was in connection with vocational training and that would allow

the D.S.C.R. to train in the work of the department, and after they were trained
to make them permanent in the department without examination.

Q. Following that up, you say there are clerical positions where amputation
casescould be put in, you cite the case of Ruddy; are there any other cases of

clerical positions that could be filled by returned men and that are not being
filled by returned men, amputated cases?-A. To cite positive caseswould be
hard, becausewe are satisfied here in Ottawa with the way we have beentreated,
but the outside branches are not being treated that way, because in Toronto
there are 940 men now, amputation cases,who have a fair amount of education
and could handle clerical work, out of work today.
Q. Supposing that order in council were followed out to the letter, would it

not have the effect of the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment placing
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people in all the departments and then nullifying the work of the Civil Service
Commission?-A. I think that could be worked out between the two departments.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. You would eliminate the functions of the Civil
entirely?-A.
No, sir.

Service Commission

Q. Supposingthere is a returned man outside who probably possesses
superiorqualificationsto any other for a certainposition. If you are goingto
transfer some fellow from the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment
there, the man who is in every way more highly qualified, would you nullify the
right of the Civil ServiceCommissionto get the most efficient man?-A. No, sir,
I think the Civil Service Commission and the D.S.C.R. could work on lines
together on that particular basis.
By the Chairman:

Q. You were criticising the condition in Toronto. You agree that there
was a great deal of unemployment among the returned men in the City of
Toronto?-A. There was a great deal of unemployment.
Q. Generally?-A. It is hard to say. I was in Toronto in December of
last yc;ir, and 1 was down at the branch there, and they had, out of their 940
members,

some 140 members

out of work.

Q. That is your branch?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you admit with me that there were a good many returned men

looking for positions?-A. Yes, sir, there were quite a few.
Q. You also admit with me that disability cases, due to the fact that they

are receiving pensions of lesser or greater amounts have not been as hard up,
have not been as near starvation and have not been in as desperate straits as
returned men without disability who were receiving absolutely no pension?-A.
That is a hard question. A person receiving a pension-the pension would

depend upon his disability, pure and simple. The disabled man would spenda
lot of his pension, for instance in an amputation case, for travelling in street

cars looking for work, where an ordinary every-day returned man-.
Q. My question is very simple. I have only one point to make. With a
group of unemployed men in a city like Toronto, and I am not speaking for the
institution which you criticise, I am speaking for the employers of labour, if
you have two returned men cometo you, and one is up against it and has not a
meal ticket at all, and the other man has a part pension, surely you do not

criticise the employer, for giving the fellow, who is up against it, a job?-A. No,
sir, I do not.

Q. That is the situation I think you will find existed in Toronto, that the
men who were getting some pension were not in as desperatestraits as the men
not getting any.- They had both fought in the war; the Government to some
extent had looked after the pension cases-I admit they should get the preference in permanency-but at a time of unemployment, the desire to see the
fellow who is down and out get the job is natural; the man who is getting no

pensionshouldbe considered?-A. Yes, sir.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Let us follow out thesequestionsaboutthe situation in Toronto. What

positionshas the Civil ServiceCommission
underits jurisdictionin Toronto?
-A.

I think they have a branch of the Department of Railways and Canals

in Toronto

.

Q. Let me put it this way; I presumethey have the right to appoint postmen,postal clerks,and customsclerksandvariousother clericalpositionsof that
nature?-A.

Yes.
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Q. Does your association know of any case where an amputation caso
applied to the Civil Service Commission for any of these positions in Toronto,
and was turned down?-A.

No, sir, but I can give you a case perhaps which

would be interesting on that line in dealing out these various positions. We
had a case in Toronto in the Post Office department, where one man, a double
leg amputation case was given a position as postman. If a disability case had
been on the executive, nothing of that kind would have happened. Another
case was that of a man with a double arm amputation, who was given a position
lifting heavy mail bags.
Q. One was what?-A.
A double leg amputation.
Q. For the position of what?-A.
Postman.
Q. He was appointed to that position?-A.
By the Commission.

Q. Do you know what his application form stated, when he applied to the
Commission for employment?-A.
His form, I presume, would state a disability;
there is a special place in the Civil Service Commission forms for it.
Mr. BROWN: You want more than presumption in a case of that kind.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do you knowwhetherthe applicantstatedthat he wasphysicallyfit

for that position?-A.
No, sir, I do not.
Q. I want to give you the benefit of the doubt every time, because I think
your association is well entitled to it, but at the same time I want to be fair.

Now, did he take the position of postman?-A. It would be hardly possible for
him to do so.

Q. Then in the other case, it was the position of what?-A.
Unloading
bags.
Q. You do not know whether he stated that he was physically fit for that
position?-A. No, sir,. If you would allow me to read a resolution covering that.
This was a resolution read at the meeting of the Amputation Association, held
in Vancouver in September of 1922:

" Resolution No. 6 dealing with the appointment of an amputation
case to

the

Civil

Service

Commission

was

read

and

discussed.

Com.

Dobbs read correspondencewith the C.S. Commission on the question
of employing amputations. Stated many of the positions offered were
of no use to such men. He cited cases where men had been offered positions as letter carriers and for loading trucks. His experience of the
Civil Service was unsatisfactory.
It is absolutely necessary for us to
have a representative on the Civil Service Commission. He pressed for

Com. Clarke's appointment on this body. Stated that a fit man could
not possibly know what a disabled man was able to do. Corns. Myers,
Cape, Handegord and Davies also spoke. The resolution was moved by
Com. Dobbs and seconded by Com. Miller and carried."

In speakingwith Comrade Dobbs on these caseslast evening, on the phone,
he told me he would have to look them up, and it would take quite a lengthy
correspondence.

Q. Could you get more information about these casesyou cite?-A. Yes.
Mr. BROWN:Get the application forms and all the information regarding
these two particular cases.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Are there any other similar casesin Toronto that you want to complain
of?-A.

No, sir.

Q. Are there any other complaints in other cities in the same line?-A.
With the exception, sir, that we would like to have an amputation caseplaced on
the Civil Service Commission Executive, somewhere.
[Mr.
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Q. But beforewe get to that, you haveno other cases?-A. No, sir; I have
not had the time to get in touch with the members of the various branches.

Q. Will you get thesecasesup; I would be very happy to read them?-A

If I can, if one man could come before this Committee from Toronto who has

just travelled over the Dominion, I supposeI can get a lot of information from
him.

By Mr. McBride:

Q. What pension did these two men get?-A. In all probability, 80 per
cent disability.

Q. How much would that be bringing them a month?-A. It would depend
upon whether the man was married or single. On an allowance it would give
them, I think, $65 a month.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Not

married?-A.

Yes.

Q. And what, married?-A.
would

I do not know what the married allowance

be.

By the Chairman:
Q. Over $100 a month?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrii r:

Q. Would they not get more than that if they were single, more than $65
for both legs or both arms?-A. I do not just know the pension regulations on
that. I know myself that a 50 per cent disability as a single man I would be
receiving $37.
By Mr. Shair:

Q. $75 is the maximum disability, is it not?-A.

No;

he could receive

more on account of an order in council put through granting helpless allowance of $250 a year.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Have you any other charge, have you any suggestions to make? Now,
I understand you want a man, one of your representatives, to sit with the
Board on cases of amputations?-A.
Yes, sir.

Q. Have you any other suggestionsor any places where you think the Act
does not work to the best advantage to the amputated man?-A. No, I do not
think so, sir, with the exception that if we had one representative on the Com-

mission perhaps we would be able to deal with a lot of cases. It just works in
this way, that say the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment,at various
times, receiving applications from amputation casesthroughout the Dominion,
request that I should give them a decision one way or the other whether a man

is qualified for the position for which he is writing. For instance,we may have
a man writing in for a vocational training courseon music. He will be granted
a three months' course on that. A course of that description would be useless;
that would never put him through in music.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Who is responsiblefor that?-A. If there was a man on the Civil Service Commission, he would be able to look after these things.
By Hon. Mr. ,l/"ara7;
Q. Some of the departments are not under the Commission.-A. Very few.
Q. That department, the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment,
is not.-A.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. But you would like a highly trained man, a man of wide experienceto
be able to sit with the Commission and when any of these amputation or
disability casescome up he would be in a position to speak as to the adaptability of the man for the position, rather than the investigators at the present
time.-A.

Yes.

Q. I do not supposeyou mean there is any sentiment of hostility towards
the returned man?-A.

No, sir.

Q. It may be that they are not capable of appreciating it?-A.

Yes, sir,

I think that is very largely it.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. The Income Tax is not under the Commission, is it? How do you fare
there?-A. I do not know that we have one amputation case employed there.
We may have in the outside branches, but not in Ottawa.
By the Chairman:

Q. The Income Tax Department employs very largely girls.-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In these clerical positions the amputation cases do not affect the hands,

do they?-A.
clerical

No, sir.

We have several arm amputation cases working on

work.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. In referring to elevator attendants, do you place the man who has lost
a leg or an arm on that footing?-A.
Yes, sir.
Q. He is just as competent with one arm?-A. Yes, sir, absolutely.
Q. I see the departments have asked that elevator attendants be exempted
from

the

Civil

Service

Act.

The CHAIRMAN: Have you any further evidence to tender?
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Has that been brought to your attention, the request of the departments that elevator attendants be exempted from the Civil Service Act?-A.
No, sir.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. You told us that the men, the disabled men, who were filling positions
in the limb factory in Toronto-did
I understand that they were handling
these circular saws?-A. Yes, sir, they are handling every machine there.
Q. Men with one arm?-A. Yes, sir, and with one leg.
Q. Is the suggestion of your organization that a man with one arm could
handle a circular saw as well as one with two arms?-A. No, sir, not quite as
well, but satisfactorily.
Q. Do you know whether or not, from your own knowledge, the same
standard of efficiency prevails in the factory as would in an ordinary business
factory?-A.
I think so.
By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Is it not a fact that in the factory in Toronto there are certain ones

who are picked out and particularly trained for demonstration purposes?-A.
No, sir; I had the pleasure of going through the factory in December last as a
private individual, for the first time, and I walked from one end of the factory

to the other by myself. There are two or three buildings combined, with
various machinery, and there was no such thing as a man being trained for
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demonstration work; they were all doing the work necessary in the making
of artificial limbs. They are following the daily duties of the business there.
The CHAIRMAN:If there are no other questions we will call Mr. Burmester.

Mr. H. L. BURMESTER,a witness, called, sworn and examined.
By the Chairman:
Q. Your name is H. L. Burmester. Your official position with the organization is that of-?-A.
I am secretary-treasurer.
Q. Of the Amputation Association, Ottawa branch?-A. Yes.
<,). Arc you employed in the service in Ottawa?-A.
I am employed in the
Imperial Pensions Board.
Q. You are an amputation case yourself?-A. Yes.
Q. You are doing clerical work?-A.
I am doing clerical work, as a major
clerk.

Q. Do you wish to make a statement to the Committee, or do you wish
to be examined?-A. I would prefer to be examined.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. How were you appointed to this position, on the recommendation of the
Civil Service Commission?-A. No, sir, I was originally-after
I returned from
the war, I passed the Civil Service Examination when I was in hospital in
Whitby, in January of 1918. I got my discharge in June of 1919. and I then
went t<i Vancouver. I endeavoured to get work and applied to the civil service
in Ottawa for an appointment. In March of 1920 they offered me the position
of assistant gauger in Vancouver. I went down and saw the collector of customs
who took me down to the gauger. He said that there must be some mistake,
because the position they offered me required a man physically fit and in possession of all his limbs, having necessity to lift heavy trucks and barrels. I
explained to the collector of customs in Vancouver that owing to my war disability I was unable to accept the position. He declined to write that statement
to the Civil Service Commission, simply writing them that I had refused the
position. The result was that I wa* struck off the list of those eligible for positions. The Business Men's Association of Vancouver took up the matter and
obtained my reinstatement, and I was then given a clerical position numbering
invoices in the Customs Department in Vancouver. I only held that position
three months,

as owing-

Q. Were you given this position by the Commission?-A. I was reinstated
by the Commission. Owing to the ill health of my wife I had to come East.
I asked if I would be in line for another position, and they very kindly gave
me another position in the Customs in Montreal, which I held for 14 months.

I had to go to the country again, on account of my wife's ill health, and when
I came to Ottawa in August of last year, I applied for reinstatement.

They

said that they could not reinstate me, as I had had two reinstatements, so 1
applied to the head of the Government Labour Bureau, and got in touch with
Mr. Macklin who was then the unit director here, and he obtained my present
position for me, which is only temporary.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you know, when you applied for the position; in the first place do
you remember the statement contained in your application, whether you said
you were physically fit for any position?-A. They sent around a printed form
which we had to fill out, in which we stated what our disability was.
[Mr.
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Q. And on that form?-A.

I stated that my disability

was amputation of

the left leg above the knee. The amputation is six inches below the thigh.
Q. And that was previous?-A.

To my appointment

as assistant gauger.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. A,nd on the basis of that application you were appointed to a position?A. Which it was physically impossible for me to fill.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Have you any complaint to make about the operation of the Civil
Service Act, and any suggestions to make for its betterment?-A.
I should like
to stress the point our president made, that a member of the Amputations
Association should be a member of the Civil Service Commission, and also that

there are certain positions held by women under the Civil Service Commission,
which could be equally well filled by amputation cases. In the Daly building,
there are five certain machines which are operated by girls.
Q. Are they girls holding permanent or temporary positions?-A.

I am

not in a position to state, becauseit is hard to say who in the Imperial Pensions
branch is permanent and who is temporary.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Are the pensions under the Civil Service Commission?-A. We come
under the Civil Service Commission; we are under the Department of Soldiers'
Civil

Re-establishment.

Q. These employees in the Pension Bureau, are they under the Civil Service

Commission.-A.

I understand

so.

Q. Not the Imperial Board?-A.

I am not sure.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Let us get Dr. Roche, who is here, to tell us that.

What

about these positions, Dr. Roche, are they under the jurisdiction of the Commission?

Dr. ROCHE: The Imperial
just the pensions of Canada.

Pensions is not under our Commission; it is

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. These machines, are they being used for the Imperial or Canadian
Pensions?-A.

They are used for the Imperial Pensions, I understand.

Q. Then the Civil Service Commission has nothing to do with that.-A.
I am only just quoting the one instance.

Q. Yes, I know; we are trying to get at the root of the trouble. Are there
any other positions in the civil service you think should be held by amputation cases, which are not being so held now?-A.

I think there are several

casesof typewriters which could be very well filled by leg amputations.
Q. Are there any cases of a returned man or amputation

case who has

made application for the position of typewriter?-A. I only know one case
personally in Vancouver; the man was given vocational training by the Government as a typewriter, and then absolutely failed to get a position. He
applied to the Commission.

Q. Do you know whether he applied for any specific position?-A. He
applied for a position as a typewriter,

typist

and shorthand writer.

Q. Do you know whether after his application went in, anybody was
appointed to any of these positions?-A. At that time they were appointing
quite a few people there.

Q. Do you know whether any of these positions were filled by returned
men?-A. No, personally I have never come in contact with the position of
typist filled by a returned man.
[Mr.
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Q. Are you preparedto say that a number of these positions could be
filled by returned men?-A. I think so, undoubtedly.
Q. And are there any of them who have applied for thesepositions?-A.
I should imagine there must be quite a number. Personally, of my own

personal knowledge I cannot state that there are.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. In the case you speak of, would he not have to take the regular

examination?-A. In some cases,appointments have been made without examinations having been passed at all.
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. Where was that?-A. The Customs in Montreal, I know of several
instances where men never passed examinations.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Are they temporary or permanent?-A. I would say permanent. I
know one man has been there 17 years.
Q. They would not be appointed by the Commission?-A. No.
Q. You would not say that a man should go out, who has been there 17
years.-A. No, that is a very difficult question; the Government definitely
promised that the returned men should have the preference.
Q. Yes, but not to say that you should dismiss another competent official.
-A.

I think

dismissed.

there is a tremendous

amount

of female labour

that

should be

They were only taken on during the war, and should be let out

now that the men are back. I think the Government made every possible
promise in that respect.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Mr. Burmester, I would be very happy to help your association out,
because it is very deserving, but I want to do it fairly, and if you have any
charges to make and can substantiate them, you may rest assured that I, as a
member of this Committee, will give them very careful consideration.
Up

to the present, I can see that there are grievances,but I think you will have
to admit with me that we have not been given anything very definite except in
one or two small instances.-A. Yes. There is a case that I was taking up

last week; one of our amputation casesapplied for the position of postmaster
at Cobden, Ontario. I went down and saw Major Bland on the subject, and
he did not seem to think that there was such a vacancy, and if there was, that

my man had not applied for it. During the course of the morning he rang
me up and said that he had discovered there was the vacancy, and my man
had applied and his qualifications appearedto be satisfactory, so I think there

is a possibility of his getting the appointment. That man had written several

times, and it does not seemto me the preference which was promised is being
actively operated unless there is pressure brought to bear on the Commission.
which

should not be necessary.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Is this a salaried office or a revenue office?-A. I imagine it is a salaried
office. It is only a small place.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Then it is a revenue office.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Now, you say that promiseis not beingcarriedout. I would like very
muchto seehow it is not carriedout, exceptunder pressure. You say it is only
[Mr.
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carriedout whenthereis pressure
exercised.
Thatis a seriouscharge
to make,

and I would like to seethat substantiated.-A.As soonas the appointment
is
made,if Mr. Devineis not appointed,I think that wouldbe conclusive
proof.
Q. No, you must not make a statementlike that; it may go to a returned

man.-A. But surely,I understand
the preference
wasto be givento the amputation cases over all other classes.

By the Chairman:

Q. Yes, but you should not make that statement,becauseyou know the
factors that enter into the appointment of a rural postmaster. A returned mau
might have a place of businessin which the office might be conducted, and your
man might have no facilities for handling the office. There are other conditions

enteringinto thesesmall offices.-A. Yes; I should say with all other things
being equal.

Q. Yes, they might have a preferencefor your man, but through his lack of
facilities for handling the office it would be undesirable to give it to him.-A.
No.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Have you any other charges?-A. No, I do not think I have.
Q. Will you get in touch with Mr. Hodgson; he said he had a few charges
there that he could make clear. If you can get together and let us have the
information on that, I would be very happy.-A. Yes. The only thing I would
like to bring out is that I do feel that after six or twelve months satisfactory

service, an amputation case should be made permanent. At the present time,
we do not know that our pensions are permanent, and we do not know that our
actual work is permanent.

Q. I think you would agreeto this, that if you were working in a permanent
position and doing satisfactory work, there ought to be no trouble in getting it
permanently, but if you are employed at work which by its nature is not

permanent/itis ratherhardto saythat because
it is an amputationcase,it will

have to be made permanent, irrespective of whether there is any work to be
performed.-A. As one lot of work is done-.

Q. But you do say that preferenceshould be given to amputation cases,

that when the work decreasesthey should be given priority in some other

temporarywork, and finally be absorbedin the permanentstaff?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Mr. Burmester,what salarydo you get?-A. My salarynow is $80 a
month.

Q, Whatpensiondo you get?-A. $65;that is myselfand wife. My own
pension
is $48.75,andthenthereis the costof living bonus.
By the Chairman:

Q. And that is what?-A. $26.25.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Haveyou any dependent
family?-A. I havemy wife.
By the Chairman:

Q. That is $171.25salary,includingyour pension.-A.Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You get a pension?-A. Yes; that is included in that.
Mr. GARLAND:I did not understand Mr. Hodgson, when he was giving his

evidenceto make any chargesagainstthe Commission. I think he had only a
couple of grievances.

[Mr.

H.

L. Burmester.]
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The

CHAIRMAN:

That

is all.

Mr. GARLAND:
I do not think they can be called charges.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Did I say charges?

Mr. SHAW:He did not want to make any charges,but to bring forward

^ome grievances.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. There is no general chargethat the amputation men are being discriminated against?-A. No, we would not go as far as that for a minute.
By the Chairman:

Q. You do not feel that they are being treated in a hostile spirit?-A.

I do

not think they are being given the most " favoured nation treatment."
By Hon. Mr. Mar oil:

Q. Can you suggestany better treatment?-A. A lot of grievanceswould be
removed by the appointment of an amputation case on the Commission to deal
with other amputation cases.
By the Chairman:
Q. But do you not admit that if that were granted, amputation caseswould
be getting a preference over all other cases of disability?-A.
No, I should
think that an amputation case could be depended upon to act squarely.
Q. The trouble I see, if the amputation cases were given representation on
the Commission, is that your representative might not be able to judge of the

fairness of other disability cases. You allude to one branch of disability being
represented, and it might as well be claimed that there should be a representative there to take up all disability cases?-A. Of course,in the caseyou cite, he
would be a doctor, but an amputation case knows just as well as a doctor, if
not better than a doctor, what an amputation case will do.

Mr. MCBRIDE:I must say that I am fully in sympathy with the amputation
cases,and I would like to seethem get every consideration. At the same time,
it seemsto me, they are getting more consideration than I really thought they
were getting, I am more than pleased to see in Ottawa.

The CHAIRMAN: 90 per cent of the Ottawa cases,the former witness stated,
are employed by the Government.

Mr. MARTELL:And of the elevator men,43 out of 83 are returned men,with
disability.
By the Chairman:

Q. I would like to ask your opinion on the point I raised with Mr. Hodgson.
As an amputation case,do you not admit that the point I made in regard to
Toronto last year is true?-A. Well, I do not know the city of Toronto. Last
year I was working in Montreal, wherewe had no branch of our association,and
I was not in touch with the amputations.

Q. I have heard amputation men themselvessay that when work was

scarce and the fellows were walking the street, that those who were not in

receiptof a pensionshouldbe given a chancebefore those who were not
starving?-A.

That I quite believe.

Q. I think that wasthe fact whenunemployment
was rampant?-A. Of
course,the man whohas not sufferedthe lossof a limb is in a muchbetter

positionto take anythingin the labourmarket.
The CHAIRMAN: Surely.
[Mr. H. L. Burmester.]
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Mr. BROWN: Mr. Burmester made a statement in regard to which I think

we should endeavour to get the facts. He referred to his appointment to a
position in Vancouver for which he was physically unfit.

I move that we get

all the documents bearing on the case,his application for the position, and all
the documents relating to the appointment to that position.
Mr.

CHEVRTER:

Motion

I second

that.

agreed to.

By the Chairman:
Q. Do you know of any amputation cases who are in receipt of pension
and who have been denied appointment or are suffering because of that?-A.
No.
I cannot produce any specific cases of that.
The CHAIRMAN: Any further questions? Have you anything further to
offer?

WITNESS: No, sir.
Witness
The

retired.

CHAIRMAN:

We

have

Mr.

O'Connor

of the

Civil

Service

Association

present and I will call upon him.
Mr. SHAW: I have just discovered, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Hodgson has
had his left leg amputated below the knee.
The CHAIRMAN: Yes, and he handles it very well.
Mr. SHAW: I think he could handle barrels or anything else.
Mr. J. C. O'CONNOR, called, sworn and examined.
By the Chairman:
Q. Do you want to make a statement, Mr. O'Connor?-A.
Mr. Chairman
and members of the Committee, with your permission I would like to make a
verbal statement. The organization which I represent has already put in a
written statement, and I think it is unnecessary for me to supplement that.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. What organization is that?-A.
Civil

Service Federation

I am a member of the executive of the

of Canada.

By Mr. Brown:
Q. Is that the same organization that was represented by Mr. Elrick?-A.

No. Major McKeand is president of the organization at present, and when
delegateswere appointed to appear before this Committee, it was suggested
that Major McKeand should deal with the case generally, from the standpoint
of the organization, but that if questions with regard to the board of hearing
came up, as I had been a member of the board of hearing, I should deal with

this. However, I think that Major McKeand dealt fairly thoroughly with that
matter, and with your permission I would like to deal with matters in a little
more general way. This Committee is appointed to inquire into the working
of the Civil Service Act, and the testimony that has been given would go to show

that there are some complaints in regard to the working of the Civil Servive
Act, and possibly there are some who would suggest doing away with the Civil
Service Act entirely. Now, the standpoint of the organization is simply this:
that if the Civil Service Act is done away with, or if it is materially altered in
order to get back to conditions that formerly prevailed, the organizations then
becomepractically unnecessary.
5-31
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. What do you mean by the conditions that formerly prevailed?-A.
I allude to the conditions that prevailed in Ottawa before 1908, and in the outside service up to 1917, when appointments were made direct by the department, and examinations only by the Commission. In some casesthe appointments were made by the Governor-in-Council,

and in others by the department

itself.

Q. That is, you are absolutely opposedto the return to any features of the
1908 Act?-A.

I would not go as far as that.

Q. Are there any features of the 1908Act that you think would be acceptable?-A.

Well-

Q. Or let me put it in another way; what features of the 1908 Act do you
think are objectionable, except the salary range?-A. Well, it appears to me
that the better features of the 1908 Act have been preserved in the present Act
and that it is scarcely necessary to go back to that Act to find amendments

which should not be applied to the present Act. I do not recall any provision in
the 1908Act which is superior to the provisions of the present Act.
Q. Do you know of anything in the present Act that is superior to the 1908
Act?-A.
Oh yes, a good many things, to my mind. The idea of classification
is superior to my mind; the bringing of the whole of the service under the
Commission-

Q. You think that bringing the outside service under the Commissionwas
a good move?-A.

I think so.

Mr. CHEVBIER:I agreewith that.
WITNESS:The former position simply was this: Men were brought in
and their permanency was far from assured. They were under great difficulty
in regard to what their standing was in the service, whereas corning in now,
under the Civil Service Commission they have a pretty definite idea of what
position they are going to fill, what their duties and responsibilities are, and
what the possibilities are.
Q. Do you say that under the 1908 Act, and the 1918 Act that was not
true?-A. Well, under the 1908 Act, of course conditions improved in the inside
service at Ottawa, but there was very little change in regard to the outside service, which after all is the larger service.
Q. Yes?-A. There are two or three things.
Q. Before you proceed-this is of interest to me, because you are going to

give evidence which nobody has given yet-what is the bogey that you fear
under the previous system?-A. If I may answer that in this way, it is scarcely
a question of a bogey, that is to fear; the previous system, no doubt was good
for those days, but I think we are trying to work towards a better system. The
idea of the present system is that the service shall be recruited with those who
are best fitted to perform the duties they are called upon to perform, and that
promotion shall be given to those who merit promotion.
Q. Do you mean to say that under the old system nobody who was
appointed was fit for promotion?-A. Oh, no.
Q. I want you to be correct in your statements. I take a very impartial
stand on this question, and I want everybody to take the same impartial stand?
-A. I think that perhaps when I have proceededa little further, you will see

that my positionin regard to this is impartial.
Q. Alright. Let us take it right through. What do you complain of
under the former system?-A. I am not complaining of the former system.

Q. You do not want to return to it?-A. No.
Q. Why not?-A. BecauseI think the presentis a better system.
Q. In what way?-A.
[Mr.

J. C. O'Connor.]
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Q. Let us take it in this way: One of the outstanding features of the
civil service is superannuation. We will leave that aside for the moment.
Bonus-we

will leave that aside. Salary revision-we

will leave that aside.

Take appointments. In what way is the present system an improvement in
regard to appointments made to the inside service?-A. Well, it has improved
it in this way:

I think that rather than going out to choose people to come into

the service, those who have been examined to find out whether or not they are
fit for the position-

Q. Under the old system, under the 1908 Act, did that not prevail?-A.
Oh, yes.
Q. Let me read to you Section 13-

" Except as herein otherwise provided, appointment to positions in
the inside service under that of deputy head shall be by competitive

examination, which shall be of such a nature as will determine the qualifications of candidates for the particular positions to which they are to
be appointed, and shall be held by the Commission from time to time
in accordance with the regulations made by it and approved by the
Governor

in Council."

A. Quite so, and that brings out one of the defects in the 1908 Act. The
service

there

was divided

into

three

divisions-

Q. Before you leave that, under this system of appointment to clerical
positions, was there overmanning or was there such political influence as to
stuff the service with political appointments?-A.
Not at all, no.
Q. In clerical positions, there was no stuffing of the service?-A. No.
Q. There was very little, if any, political influence brought to bear in filling
those positions?-A. No.

Q. There is an impression on the part of some membersof this Committee,
and on the part of some members in the House, that under the 1908 Act patronage was so rampant as to make the service a sort of stuffing box. You are not
prepared to admit that?-A.
Not so far as Ottawa is concerned, and the Act
did not refer

to the

outside

service.

Q. Now then, let us take Section 18. (Reads) " From the said list the Commission, on the application

of the

Deputy head, with the approval of the head of any department, shall
supply the required clerks."-

There is not very much departure there, not to a great extent in the present
system from the old system?-A. There is this departure that the head of the
department does not enter into the matter at all.

Q. Not now. I would point out that under the one objectionable feature
of the 1908Act which I do not want to be embodied again is Section 21?-A.
Yes, I know it.
Mr. CHEVEIEB: We will leave that aside.
Mr. MAHTELL: It is in Section 21 that the words

"technical

or otherwise

peculiar" are used. You have your professional and technical men there
exactly the same as you have them today, no longer examination, simply application and the submission of certificates?

WITNESS: Under section 21, I take it, the matter did not initiate

in the

Commission; it was initiated in the department.
Mr. MARTELL:I can give you concrete cases,of my own knowledge,where
they did. I know of caseswhere the Commission selectedthe men, and they
Averenot examined, but there was a submission of certificates.
difference to-day.

There is no

[Mr. J. C. O'Connor.]
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WITNESS:There is a difference. The Civil Service Commission have

examinationsfor the different kinds of positions.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Do they examine a lawyer?-A. Not that I know of.
Q. Do they examine a civil engineerin hydraulics and that sort of thing?A. I believe that has been done.

I cannot answer.

Mr. MARTELL:It is simply a question of submitting certificates.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Take section 24, relating to promotions. Let us get this clearly in our
minds.

(Reads) '' Promotion, other than from the third to the second division, shall
be made

for

merit."

Let us understand that.
Under

the Act

of 1908 there

That is, from $500 to $800 and $900 to $1,200.
was this: -

" Promotion, other than from the third to the second division, shall
be made for merit by the Governor-in-Council upon the recommendation

of the head of the department basedon the report in writing of the deputy
head and accompaniedby a certificate of qualification by the Commission to be given with or without examination, as is determined by the
regulations of the Commission."

Q. That was in regard to the question of promotion. Are you aware that
under that system of promotion, excepting the words " Or otherwise peculiar,"
from section 21, patronage was used a great extent in the service?-A. Not to
a great extent, but to some extent.
Q. To some extent, I will grant you, but not to the extent-we

may as

well be honest about it-not according to the fictitious meaning of the word
patronage, as is applied to the situation to-day?-A. It was by no meansgeneral.
Q. There was room for some complaint, but not for the amount of complaint that one hears of to-day?-A.

That is quite true.

By Mr. M art ell:

Q. You would not say, Mr. O'Connor, that the officials that were appointed
under the old Act of 1908 were inferior in ability to those who are appointed
to-day?-A.

No, I would not say that.

Q. Some of your older officials are some of your ablest officials?-A. Certainly, and some of them were appointed before 1908.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. We have looked into the question of appointments in the inside service

and also into the question of promotions. In the transfers to other positions in
the old days, do you know of numerous complaints that were made when the

deputy minister looked after his department?-A. Transfers?
Q. Transfers. I am taking up appointments, promotions, transfers, sick
leave, discipline, and so on?-A. In the matter of transfers, I do not think
there has been any general complaint. That is, transfers are few, and they are
always a matter of arrangement. They are so few that you cannot make any

generalstatementin regardto them.
Q. Now, in regard to the questionof sick leave,did the deputy ministers

handle that with a certain degree of efficiency and satisfaction?-A.

I think so.

I do not think there is any complaintas to the mannerin which deputy min-

isters are handling it now under the regulations of the Commission.
(Mr. J. C. O'Omnor.l
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Q. But the matter has not been very considerably dealt with except in the

way of checkingup, and getting returns, is that not right?-A. That is possibly so.

Q. Now, on the question of discipline and dismissals, there were no more
dismissals from the permanent staff in those days than there are at present
under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission?-A. There were fewer.
Q. Now, we have dealt with the inside service. As to the outside service,

canyou say to what extent,if any, the outsideservicewas stuffed by political
patronage?-A. No, I cannot say.
Q. In regard to positions of a technical nature, leaving out the words
"otherwise peculiar" from section 21, can you say that the deputy minister
did not make a judicious selection in most cases in appointing technical pfficers?-A. I would prefer not to deal with the matter of technical positions. I
believe that the Professional Institute have dealt with that, and I think that
their opinion should rule.
Q. Wait a moment, how long have you been in the service?-A. Twenty

years, a little over.
Q. Can you recall-you

may be able to recall or you may not-can you

recall two, three or four technical appointmentsmade by a Deputyminister
that were a discredit to him or to the department, or where political influence

wasbrought to bear in forcing the hand of the deputy minister to make a poorer
appointment?-A. No, I do not know much about the technical positions.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Mind you, I am not saying tsat because I want a return to

patronage,as some people use the word. I want this Committee to know what
the previous system was. I am trying not to make up my mind on the subject, and I am glad that you have come here to clear the atmosphere.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. You are a past-president of the Association?-A.
of the Federation

Of the Assoemtior and

both.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Did you come here at my request?-A.

No, Mr. Chevrier, I came *A

the direction of my organization, and at the request of the secretary of the
Committee. There was one point with regard to selection by the deputy minister that occurred to me.

It has to do equally with technical appointments and

other appointments, and it is this: Admitting that every deputy minister is
absolutely fair, and knows about the selection that he would make, you have
twenty or thirty deputy ministers, and they would have a good many different
ways of looking at those appointments. The same would be true with regard
to promotions.

That is to say, you would have twenty or thirty men, all anxious

to do the right and proper thing, and doing it in perhaps in ten or fifteen or
twenty different ways. There is where the Civil Service Commission comes in
to standardize those matters, and to find what is the best way; and when the

bestway is found to see that the regulations are carried out in all departments
on the same basis.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL having taken the Chair.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Before you leave that, Mr. O'Connor, I understand your suggestionto
be that so far as the clerical staff is concernedand also the technical staff, the
Civil Service Commission would be in a better position to ascertain the quali-

ficationsfor appointmentto thosepositions,becausethey would be able thereby
to secure uniformity?-A.

Yes.
[Mr.
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Q. If I understandyou correctly,in your judgment,the technicalstaff

shouldbe appointedby the Civil ServiceCommissionand alsothe clerical staff?
-A.

Yes, I think so.

Q. Major McKeancl,if my recollectionis correct,stated that the technical
staff shouldbe appointedby the deputy minister, did he not?-A. I believeso,
but I take the liberty of differing with Major McKeand, and of speakingmy
own mind

on that

matter.

Q. I noticethat Major McKeandalsotook the view of the deputy ministers
that such of the clerical staff as receivedunder $2,400only should be subject
to the Commission, but that those receiving in excess of $2,400 should be
appointed by the deputy ministers?-A. I do not agree with that.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Do you say that somebodyhad suggestedthat those up to
$2.400should be appointed by the deputy ministers?
Mr.

SHAW:

Above.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Technical positions or administrative?
Mr. SHAW: I do not care what they are called, I call them clerical.
Mr. CHEVRIER: If you call them that we agree.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. So I take it Mr. O'Connor, that so far as the appointment of the technical

staff is concerned, and also the so-called administrative staff receiving above
$2,400 you disagree with Major McKeand?-A.

Well, to that extent.

Q. And I presumeyou are speaking as far as you can, the mind of your
association in the matter?-A.
I will explain that. I was to come here and deal
with certain matters, but the mind of the organization is expressed by those who
were appointed to represent it and who have put in the written information of

the organization. I am speaking now as the past-president, as one who has had
some experience in these matters and I feel that in a matter like that the
organization should not bind my opinion. It never did when I was president
of the organization, and I do not know why it should do so now.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. You are giving your personal views?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Shaic:

Q. You gave evidence in 1921 in the Spinney investigation?-A. Yes.
Q. I notice that the evidence you are giving now is substantially to the
same effect as the evidence you gave then?-A. I think so, my opinions have
not changed.

Q. Your view is that the merit principle should obtain, and that there should
be an independent body to administer the Act?-A. Yes.

Q. You say that you are an executiveofficerof the organization;can you
tell me how that association came to formulate that opinion as expressedhere

by Major McKeand.
Mr. CHEVRIER:I do not think that he should be asked that question.
WITNESS: I think it would be fairer to put that to Major McKeand.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Were you present?-A. I think not. I have not beenvery regular in
my attendancessince I becamepast-president.
Q. So you would have no information as to how that opinion was formulated?-A.

No.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Major McKeand has told us that he was representingthe

organization,
and unlessthereis gravereasonto doubtthat, I do not seewhy
we should challenge his statement.
[Mr. J. C. O'Connor.]
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Mr. SHAW: He came with certain opinions-

Mr. CHEVRIER:
I want to be fair. The witnesssays he is expressinghis
personalviews. I am quite preparedto acceptthe views of the organization.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I want to ask one or two other questions. You say with regard to sick
leave and transfers that there is practically no complaint?-A. Not that I
know

of.

Q. Those sick leave transfers take place under regulations prescribed by the
Civil Service Commission.-A. Well, transfers take place, under a section of the
Act. The Commissionmerely give a certificate that a person has the qualifications. The moving spirit is the department.
Q. You say then that there is no complaint?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

CHEVRIER:There was no complaint under the old system.
SHAW: If there is not now, we will not worry about that.
CHEVRIKR:He says that under the old system there was no complaint.
SHAW: If that is true, then we are all happy.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Now, just one other question; can you tell me whether your organization
has spent any of its effort in ascertaining whether or not there is any over-manning or over-lapping in the service?-A. Not with regard to over-manning.
Something has been done with regard to over-lapping. That is to say, the
organization has consistently favoured reorganization of the service.

We have

put forth our views to the Government on different occasions,asking for reorganization so that the different functions of the different departments may be
properly defined and the functions of the departments set out.

We have not

beenin a position to go into any department and say there is over-manning here,
or that the functions there are not properly carried out. But it is well understoodin our own minds that such may be the case,and that reorganization should
be carried

out.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. What ground have you for saying it is well understoodin your own mind
that such may be the case?-A. The information we have from people who come
to our meetings with regard to these departments is not official, but it is their
opinion of what is going on in the departments. We do not attempt to say that
that is official information with regard to the situation in the department, but it
is on the basis of that information that we say that reorganization is needed in

the service, and reorganization will overcomethe over-lapping.
Q. Could you suggest any possible means whereby the Committee could

getany definiteinformationthat thereis or may be over-manningin any department of the service?-A.

The administrative

officers are the ones to speak with

regard to that, the deputy minister and his chief assistants.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. That has just brought up a line which I think might be explored. Under
the system here, it is not true, Mr. O'Connor, that departments spring up and
becomemore or less independent of each other; is that not dependency?-A.
Yes, that is so.

Q. And therefore if there is any over-lapping of service,it would be a

natural result of such a condition, would it not?-A. That is quite true, yes.
Q. Now, I gathered from Major McKeand that you had given considerable

thought to the matter of various forms of organization?-A. Yes.
[Mr.
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Q. I want to ask you, if you or your associationconsideredthe possibility

of the creationof a departmentor an officialcomparable
to the city manager
which we find in many cities to-day?-A. To cover all governmentdepartments?

Q. Yes?-A. No, we have not consideredthat, becausewe look at this
aspect of it, that there must be to form a cabinet, so many cabinet ministers,

theremust be representationfrom somany sectionsof the country, and so many
classesof people,and that eachminister considershe shouldhave a department
to manage, and that no one person should step in and take the management
of this department from the minister.

Q. I just want to make this further suggestion. Are you familiar with the
form of government in many American cities where they have not only a council
which would be comparable in this case to the ministers of the Crown, where
they have a Civil Service Commission which appoints officials and looks after
their qualifications,

and in addition to that an administrative

officer who has

charge of all departments, the city manager, whose duty it is to see that they
function properly and that there is a proper co-ordination

of effort?-A.

Yes.

Q. You probably would not be prepared to speak now as to the possibility
of working out a comparable organization to cover the point of getting the
greatest efficiency from the department and the greatest economy from the
department?-A.
I think I would be prepared to say it would not be possible
in the service here, that in these cities of which you speak the problems are

relatively small to the problems dealt with by the service in Canada, and that
there would be no one man who could manage the whole civil service.
Q. You must not condemn it too hastily.-A.
That is my opinion; I may

change it, but it would be a good man, I think, that would make me changeit.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. Your opinion is the same as it was given in the Spinney evidencehere?
-A.

It has not altered materially.

Q. Did your association ever consider the formation of what you would
call a utility branch, whereby wou could take employeesto be used in other

departments'when
therewouldbe peakloadsor something
like that?-A. Yes,
we have, and we think that that would be a very good thing. The feeling, f
think, has always been that when a department gets a temporary employee,

they do not like to let him go until they have had all the servicethey can get,
and we have certainly given this matter great attention. We think it would

be a goodscheme,with someforce like that under the control of, say,the Civil

Service Commission, that could be sent from department to department as the

peak loads of work occurred; we think that would be of great assistancein
reducing the force in the service.

Q. And not have quite so many temporary employeesin the other depart-

ments?-A. Yes, that was the idea.

Q. But the tendencywith a temporaryemployeeis to makehim permanent,

is it not?-A. The tendency is, yes, perhaps,to ask one year for so much in the
estimates for a temporary position, and the next year for that position to be

madepermanent;it is inclinedin the permanentestimatesinsteadof in the
contingencies account.

Q. If you had a departmentlike that, for instance,when a numberol
employees
werelet go as happened
in the Departmentof Militia and Defence
lately, they couldgo into anotherbranchand give goodservice?-A.I think
so. With regard to the questionof civil servicecouncils,which after all was

the questionwhichI wassupposed
to dealwith beforethis Committee.I would
just like to say that severalschemes
havebeenplacedbeforethe Committee,
and I presumethat the Committeein consideringthesewill arrive at someconclusionsas to whetheror not councilsshouldbe includedin the service. My
[Mr.
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own opinion is that councils of somesort or other should be introduced into the
service in order that the government may get the use of the brains for which
it is paying. That is to say, a civil servant is paid for all his time to his duties.
A great many civil servants do not have to give-shall I say-an enormous
amount of brain power to the duties they are called upon to perform. That does
not mean to say he does not possessthe ability to do further service, but the
system is such that they cannot interfere with the duties that are outlined for
them, and suggestionsare very liable to find their way into a pigeon hole. Our
experiencewith the board of hearing led us to think a great deal of good could
be done by councils. I do not think though, that councils could take over the
whole function

of the Civil

Service.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. Would you have them advisory?-A.

Advisory is my idea. As time

went on, certain duties might be given to them which would be more than
advisory, but largely, I think the councils should be advisory. In making up
the board of hearing, the question arose between the Chairman and myself,
and I presume he discussed it with others, with regard to what should be the
name of the board, and the name was chosen showing what sort of board it
would be. Your councils would have to be something more than that, but
largely they would have to depend upon recommendations going through the
authorities which could give these recommendations effect. Under the Act,
the Civil Service Commission makes the regulations, and the Governor in Council
approves these regulations; they do not become effective until they have the
approval of the Governor in Council, so he has control over the regulations of
the Commission. Now, have a council as suggested, but it seems to me there
has to be some final authority with regard to the decisions even the regulations
under which the council will operate. Between the organization and myself
there is this one difference; I think that the organization would say that councils
should report to the Government direct, and my opinion is that councils should
report through the Civil Service Commission. I am prepared to back up my
opinion with regard to it, and perhaps the organization can give very good reasons
why these matters should be taken up direct with the Government, but I

think that if councils report direct to the Government, you are going over the
head of the Civil Service Commission, setting aside the law, and the law would
have to be amended in such a way as to make that effective. That is my

reason for saying that I think these councils should report through the Civil
Service Commission. There are some matters that might be given to the
councils to deal with direct. They might be given full authority to deal with
them.

Take, for instance, the question of ratings, and in that connection I

think I might as well say that I consider the ratings used at the present time
for promotion as not quite useless, but very near to it.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Who are using these ratings now?-A. The ratings are made by the
department and sent to the Civil Service Commission, where the promotion is
taking place.

Q. And what is the nature- of the rating?-A. Ratings would come under
two heads, efficiency and fitness for the position. Under efficiency there are
several sub-headings, quality and quantity of work, punctuality, attendance

andthe knowledgeof the work, willingnessto co-operateand that sort of thing.
Q. Who is responsiblefor drawing that up?-A. Well, I could not say. I
rather fancy it was taken out of some book on efficiency written in the United
States.

Q. By whom was it taken out of the book?-A. Probably by some one

at the Commission.
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Q. These ratings were worked out in that way and then turned over to
the deputy minister so that he would make use of them?-A. Yes.
Q. He did not make the instrument for his own use, somebody made it
for him and told him to use it?-A.

Yes.

Q. What are the suggestionsfor that. You can give me the objectionable
features. What are the suggestions?-A. The objection to the present system
is this, that these rating cards or sheets come to the department and are filled
up with regard to promotion for a certain position. There are a number of
applicants. It is a simple matter for any person who is filling out the ratings
to so fill them out that promotion goes to this one rather to that one.

Q. When you left it to the word of honour of the deputy minister to select
the man fit for promotion, you had a better chance to get the better man
for promotion than you have whereeverybody can boost himself according to his
own taste on his own card.-A. That does not require an answer from me.
Q. Is that not evident?-A.

It is not quite evident to me.

Q. I want to be corrected if I am under a false apprehension.-A. There
are so many things left out of the question that it seems to me a yes or no
;III>\V(.Twould not cover the subject at all.

Q. Am I wrong or am I right?-A.

That I think is simply putting the

question in another way.

Q. Am I nearer wrong or am 'I nearer right?-A. Do you insist on an

answer?

Q. It would help me considerably to get over these difficulties.-A.
It
would be a little difficult for me to say whether you are wrong or right.
Q. Well let it go. What are the changes you suggest?-A. The changes
that I suggest are that these ratings should not be made up only at the time
that the promotion has to take place, but that the ratings of all persons or all
employees under a certain standard of salary should be kept all the time. Then
when you take your ratings for promotion you have ratings that were not
made up for the particular promotion that was to occur, but ratings that were
made up and may be used for any purpose for which they are required. You
recollect that under the Spinney Bill, or the Bill that was substituted for the

Spinney Bill, a change occurred with regard to promotions. In the amendment Act of 1919, it was stated promotions were to be made by examination

and not more than 50 per cent of that examination was to refer to the person's
present position, that is to say the marks which may be given for efficiency and
seniority were not to count for more than 50 per cent. Under the amendment
of 1921 the Commission were given power to take up with the departments
the question of whether any promotion should be made after examination or
by some other means. Now, these rating cards continued to be used, and it
seems to me they have lost all effectiveness. These rating cards originally

weredrawn up to be kept monthly, weekly,or for someother term, with regard
to all employeesso that they might be usedfor variouspurposes. They might
be used with regard to promotion; they might be used with regard to salary
increase; they might be used with regard to retirements.

Q. On the information cards, if they had to be made up every month or
every three months,that would require a tremendousamount of work, would
it not? A. No, I do not think so. I do not think it would be a tremendous

amount of work; a certain amount of work; but that is where I suggestthat
councils come in, that the actual work of drawing up these cards is not such
a considerable matter, for instance, if a person had a staff of 20 or 30

employees,
they havetheir namesdownthereundervariousheadings.They
put six monthsthey are punctualand the next monththey are not punctual,
and

so on.

[Mr. J. C. O'Connor.]
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Q. Who does that, the clerk in charge or the employee himself?-A. I
would say the immediate superior. It is not done now.
Q. At present what is the system?-A. The immediate superior fills
them

in.

Q. Then the civil serviceexaminerswould clear this up?-A. Yes. Well,

then, where the council would come in on a matter like that, it seemsto me if
the person's rating fell below a certain point, supposeit was fair-

Q. I am sorry to trouble you on this, but I want to get this clearedup.
Thesecards are not beingmadeup now, only one?-A. Only for promotions.
Q. Yes, that is right. There is somethingelse in my mind.-A. If the
duty of looking after this matter is given to the councils,as I believeis done
in the State of New Jersey, the councils could take this position-they

could

" in all caseswhere the rating is good or somewhatapproximatinggood,
we arenot concerned
", that is to say,this rating is a usual rating to be expected
say,

but where the rating goesvery high or goes very low, some explanation must,
bo made.

Q. Would you have under your system these cards made up every month
or every six months?-A. Every three or six months, it seemsto me, would be
sufficient.

Q. Let me see if I can follow your statement. Some cards were made
out every six months. The official himself would fill out the card and give the
rating; the official of the department?-A.

Yes.

Q. Take a department where you have, for instance, 1,400 employees,he
would have to make up every six months 1,400 cards. Then these 1,400 cards
would have to be checkedover by the examiners of the Civil Service Commission to see that the head of the department has not been partial in any way, or
that the information that the clerks had given was accurate, because they would

haveto deal upon that as beingaccurate. Now, if the clerk fills out the cards
and the deputy looks at them, he may boost his own case; if the official is going
to do that he would require a nice staff to make up 1,400 cards every six
months. If his department is strewn like the Interior Department or the Trade
and Commerce all over Canada, that would necessitate a tremendous amount

of correspondenceand cards.-A. I think I have not fully expressedthe point.
My idea is that the immediate superior would make these ratings, that is that
no one man is very superior to 1,400 employees, therefore no one man would have
1,400 cards to make up. The immediate superior is in contact with these
employees day by day; he does not need to stop and think about the matter;
the cards could be made up very quickly.
Q. He will make them out himself?-A. Yes.
Q. He may be subject to some kind of influence. Of course there you have
the introduction of influence somewhere. He may be prejudiced against one
man or another, and give him a higher or lower rating than he should. He
O.K.'s it. It goes to the Civil Service Commission. The investigators will not
investigate it. If there is nothing suspicious they will not investigate it. If it
looks suspicious they will investigate it. Nevertheless, you have that influence
there. He is favouring somebody. It is not checked. That was the next,
step.-A. You are ahead of me, I am afraid, Mr. Chevrier.

Q. All right, get up to me.-A. Yes, I will try and catch up. The next,
point I had in mind is this, not to put this duty on the Civil Service Commission.
Under the Act of 1919the Commission might have initiated some such scheme,
but- it did not. Under the present Act, the Civil Service Commission could
initiate some such scheme,but it has not done it. I am suggesting something
that could be done under councils, and the favouritism that you suggest is a
matter that could be dealt with better by councils than by anybody else, that
is, too high or too low a rating could be dealt with. Then the cards would not
[Mr. J. C. O'Connor.]
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be sent to the Civil ServiceCommission. They may be sent in there for filing
or something, but they would not then under this scheme be dealt with by the

investigators, but would be dealt with directly with the council, directly through
the council. For instance, if a man has a bad record for the past six months,
as rating cards show.

He is shown that card; if he cannot clear it up to the

satisfaction of the council, it goesdown with the record, and it cannot be altered
at the time promotion comesup. On the other hand, if favouritism is attempted
by consistently marking one person much higher than the others, that would go
before the council, and the council would inquire why this person was rated
always so much higher than the other, so they would not get a standing, which
at time of promotions would give them the position.
Q. On that score do you not think it would be just as easy and would

eliminate a tremendous amount of work if the deputy minister took upon himself the responsibility for the selection, make the selection for the promotion,
and if it became effective before the council has passed upon that, if the council
said " we agree with the deputy minister's recommendation for promotion," the
promotion should go through. If the council said the clerk selected for promotion was not the proper and fit one, then there should be right of appeal. There
is this scheme of the civil service judge. If the deputy minister is not satisfied
with the proposed promotion, he ought to have the right to appeal. If the

employeesof the >t;iff are not satisfied with the proposedpromotion, they ought
to have the right of appeal, but in the event of the employeesof the staff being
satisfied that the deputy minister has made the proper recommendation,though
some clerk may be dissatisfied, it would then be a question whether the dissatisfied employees should have the right to appeal. You do away with all this card
business and all this red tape and all this cost. That to my mind is one of the

clumsy aspects of this legislation. It is cumbersome. It is too many wheels
within wheels. Why not let somebody take the bull by the horns and let some-

body get a crack at it and be through with it.-A. I am not agreed to say that
that would be the best way. In nine departmentsout of ten, it might work well,
but in the tenth department you might find some influence at work that would

make it impossible to work out satisfactorily.
Q. If your councils worked, do you not think if it worked in nine of them, it
would work in ten?-A.

In spite of the fact that the civil service have elected

me to various positions within their gift, I would hate to have to rely on their
approving whether I should
get the position or not. There is a chancefor log"
rolling. You might say you will get your promotion this time, and I will get
mine the next time."

Q. You do not have much faith in that. Whom would you leave that with?
-A.

With

the

Commission.

Q. Promotion is one of the greatest outstanding features in the service?A. It

is.

Q. I want to see that the right man has the right promotion. I want to
seethat he does get that with the least possible trouble in the department, with

the quickest result possible,and with the least discontent,always having in

mind that there should be some place where the employeeshould have the right
of recourse as a last appeal.-A. Well, do not make them selective. Let the
councils seethat the promotions are made on a proper basis.

Q. Whowouldmakethe promotion?-A.The Commission
wouldmakethe
promotion.

Q. You are simply shovingoff the difficulty?-A. Not at all. You are
arrangingso that whenthe time comesfor promotion,the informationwhich

comes before the Commission will be such that it may not be influenced one-

way or anotherby newcardswhicharemadeout.
[Mr. J. C. O'Connor.]
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Q. Suppose you do away with the cards altogether, and suppose you do
away with all that system. You are either going to leave it under my proposal,
which is simply a proposal. I leave it to the deputy minister in the last
xesort, subject to the right of appeal. You leave it to the Commission in the
last resort, subject to the right of appeal. Where is the difference between the
two of us? Say let the deputy minister assume the responsibility of his
office. If he makes a promotion that is not satisfactory to council, the council
<;an appeal.

If the Civil

Service Commission makes a promotion that is not

satisfactory to council, where do you get? It is final. The promotion is final.
-A. I do not quite agree with you, because,as I understand, the underlying
principle of discontent in the civil service to-day, is that there is no right of
appeal. The civil servants have no right to appeal. If we had some person or
some machine whereby the civil servant could vent his grievance, not in every
instance, in minuteness,but after one of his own councils
has passedupon his
"
own grievance and said " you have a right of appeal " or
you have no right of
appeal ", then you go a long way, to my mind, to smooth out this discontent
that is in the service at the present time, but if you leave it to somebody,to the
Civil Service Commission or to the deputy in the final resort, I do not see
where the difficulty resolvesitself. We agree to a certain point, but the point
where we disagree is that you emphasizean appeal, and I am trying to find a
way in which an appeal will not be necessary,that is, to eliminate the causesof
complaint, rather to make appeals after the complaints have occurred and

that, I think, is one of the main duties of the councils,to eliminate.
By Mr. Brown:
Q. You wish the councils to deal with all matters of promotion before they
are actually made, and not that they should simply deal with them in case
complaints are made against the rulings of the Commission?-A. Practically
that, that we would deal with these regulations.
By Mr. Shaiv:

Q. You do not suggestthat the council shall make the promotion?-A. No,
I do not suggest that.

Q. Your idea is that the promotion shall be made exactly as at present, but
that the Civil Service Commission will have the benefit of the judgment of the

council, before it makes the promotion?-A. Yes.
Q. In addition, perhaps,to having the benefit of the judgment of the department

head?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. If that is so, then I do not seewhere it is an improvement, becausethe
Civil Service Commission will do as it well pleases, rightly or wrongly, according
to the best dictates of its judgment, if you like, but your advisory councils have
no more to say, because if they cannot put into force their recommendation, or

ask somebodyto put their recommendationinto force, I do not seewhy it should
exist. In this way your council is dissatisfied with
the proposed promotion.
"
The Civil Service Commission in its wisdom says no, Mr. So-and-so will be

promoted ", then your council is finished, so you might as well talk to the winds.
-A.

I do not go as far as to say the council recommend that Mr. So-and-so

should be promoted.
Q. You are reducing it to practically nothing.-A. I was only dealing with
one phase of rating cards, which are the main factors of promotions at present.
Q. Supposingthe council rates the cards, and as a result of the rating of
the card Mr. X is the top man for the promotion, that recommendation of your
council would go before the Commission. Mr. X is recommendedfor the prorM--. J. C. O'Connor.]
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motion. Supposing now that the Civil Service Commission did one or two
things: they can appoint; they can promote this man or not. If the Commission
promotes him, well and good, nothing is said. If the Civil Service Commission
think the rating is not right, and if its investigators look into it, its examiners,
and it goes fully into the question and they find that Mr. Y should be rated
higher, then all your trouble is useless. You have presented your case. You
have done the best you could, and yet the Commission or the deputy minister,
or anybody else has got the final word over you, soyou have lost all your time?
-A. That was not my suggestionat all.
Q. I am trying to find a way out of this thing in order to get to a place
where the final decision would be for both parties concernedand seeif they will
not give the service more satisfaction.-A. My suggestion is that the council
will only pass on special cases,where a man's rating is above or below normal;
for instance, a man came up now for promotion, and somebody makes out the
card.

There is something about the man's looks, or about his past records, or

something else, that the rating officer does not like, and he marks him down
and nobody knows about it.
Q. That is a departmental officer?-A. That is a departmental officer rates
him too high or rates him too low.
Q. He has rated him too low or too high but as he came before your council.
your council recommends it was too low, and rated him higher or vice versa; it
comes to the Civil Service Commission, and they are not satisfied with your

rating, and they put in another one. I am open to conviction, and you have
not covinced me yet.-A.

The point is this, men have been refused promotion

becausetheir records were not clear. Their recordswere not clear perhaps eight
or ten or twelve years back, but they had been quite clear for three or four years;
other men come into sudden prominence in a certain department, and they are
pushed right ahead regardless of the fact that eight or ten years before their
record was not so clear. I believe there should be some way of clearing that up,
and that is not on record any place. That is in the mind of the man who is
making the recommendation for promotion.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. In other words you want a record of every position to go into the Civil
Service

Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. In other words, he will promote himself according to his record?-A.
Yes, if his record is bad and he cannot get promotion now, there is a chancefor
him sometime to clear that record up, after a year or three years or five years,
whatever the case may be.
By Mr. McBride:
Q. Is it not a fact the C.P.R. keeps that system?-A.
regards that.

I could not say as

By the Chairman:

Q. The vital point comes in connection with the recommendation of the
man, not only on his clerical record, but on his personality. How do you propose by a set of cards to judge whether a man is worthy of promotion or not?A. I do not know whether that can be fully covered. A man's personality is a
pretty elusive thing.

Q. I am probably not making myself as clear as I should. These examinations are only a very small part of the qualification of a man for a position?-A.
Yes.

Q. A man with ideas, as the English educationalists hold, is a very very
valuable man. Do you not consider that the chief clerk of a department or
[Mr.
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the deputy minister is really the best man in the first place to recommend who
should have the promotion, provided the question of favouritism can be eliminated from his recommendation?-A. Well, it seemsto me the provision answers
the question that favouritism cannot entirely be eliminated. It may be in a
great many cases.

Q. I am asking that question, if there were no such thing as favouritism.
If you could get absolute equality in the selection, do you not think that the
chief or any man who employs a group of men is the best judge of the fitness
for this man's promotion?-A. I realize that they are acquainted with their
work, also the responsibility. With all those provisos, I would say yes.
Q. Does it not seem,as it does to me-I am willing to admit it, that it
is the function of the department head to make his selection, becausehe then
will take into consideration the ideals of that man, the personality of that man,
and the fitness of the man for the position. Allowing that he does those
things, he will get a better man. Does it not seem to you that the very use
of council is to justify his opinion, or correct his opinion? Bearing in mind
the fact that the Civil Service Commission, on a set of cards, or on a given

amount of information may make an appointmentor a promotion, not being
in contact with the man all the time like his chief is, it is not possible for them
to know his personality, to know his fitness for promotion?-A. That is quite
true, but I allude to the cards more as a record that will come in as a test for
promotion. I would not say they should be the final test for promotion, that
where a certain position is vacant, the Commission would dig up the cards and
say

" This man has the best record and is going to get promotion."

Q. You see my point? If the Council is there to govern the appointments
or to correct anything that might lead to partiality, the appointment
being made by the head of the department, it strikes me that more justice
is done and more efficiency obtained.-A. Well, the difficulty that crops up in
a large department of course is just this, that the head of the department does
not know a lot of his employeesat all. I presumethe head of the department
is often advised by his chief clerk, and the chief clerk would know.
Q. We are discussing the question of promotion. It seemsto me that it
is not very well handled unless the man who really has the office under his
chargehas some right of selection over those who endeavour to perform their

duties and appear competent.-A. I grant, you that; there is a whole_lot

in that, but it is left to his selection alone, then if you happen to get in a
higher positionThe CHAIRMAN:I am not doing that. I am not considering that. We are
consideringthe question of the right of the head of the department to select his
men on the knowledge of their work and then we are suggestingthe council as
being a factor controlling those promotions, to eliminate all sorts of unfairness

and patronage. That was the presentation of council I think we had, Mr. Shaw.
Mr. SHAW: I do not understand what you mean by control.
The CHAIRMAN: The actual approval of the recommendation by the chief
clerk.

That

is one idea I had.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: If it is not approved, it is no good. The inter-department

council

would

handle

it.

Mr. SHAW: The point is, you do not give the deputy minister the responsibility as to who he should take. You put it in the hands of a council.
The CHAIRMAN:That is really the way it works out in a great majority
of industrial councils. The foreman makes the suggestion and unless there is
some complaint, his suggestion is adopted.
[Mr.
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Mr. BROWN:The council is simply there to correct any disposition there
may be towards favouritism. After all is said and done, the industrial council
is there to see that the employees get justice. As long as the business functions in a just manner, there is no reasonfor the council to regard those. That
is simply a form of council administration.
Mr. SIMPSON:It is practically the same as Mr. O'Connor's idea. He
wants them to come to the Commission.

Mr. SHAW: He says "I

want the appointment left with the Civil Service

Commission". The deputy minister makes his representationto that body.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Not for the appointment.
Mr. SHAW: I am speaking of promotion. We want the privilege also of
making our recommendation to the Commission in connection with ratings, on
tne part of the applicant for promotion. Is that correct?
The WITNESS:Yes, I think that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN: The objection I was suggestingwas, the chief clerk of the
department would take into consdderationthe personality of that man, and his
enthusiasm and his loyalty, whereas his fellow employees might not consider
these points.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. The point would be that the Civil Service Commission in making the
appointment would have the benefit of the judgment of the council, his own
fellow employees. They would also have the benefit of the judgment of his
superior officer. I think the Civil Service Commission would welcome a service

of that kind.-A.

There are many other duties that would be put on the council.

1 simply suggest that one duty, which the council, I think, could perform and

take full responsibility for. The composition of councils I am not prepared to
discuss, except this: I think it will be found in setting up councils that you
cannot start at the bottom. You cannot start with the department.
You have
to start with some sort of central council, and work down, and any proposal of
a very large central council, I think is one that will defeat the object of the
councils.

By the Chairman:

Q. Say that again. You cannot start at the bottom?-A. You cannot start
at the bottom or you cannot start at the department, but you must have a
central council first, and the central council can draw up rules and regulations
with regard to deputy ministers, and the departmental council possibly with

regard to branch councils, outside positions.
Q. That is, you go along as you find need for it?-A.

Yes, that they should

be developed.

The CHAIRMAN: My opinion is, it would look better if you could make your

councilideasosimplethat it wouldbe appreciated
andunderstood
by the Commission, the department and the employees.
Mr.

CHEVRIKR: And

ourselves.

WITNESS:I am absolutely in agreement with that.
The CHAIRMAN:If you start in with too complicated a system, it is going

to be quite a difficult thing to convertthe interestedparties.
WITNESS:I am absolutely in agreementwith that. In 1919 whenI appeared

beforethe Committeeof the*Housewith respectto the bill, what I suggested
then was that legislative sanction should be given to the board here; and what
I suggestnow is that legislative sanction be given to set up the councils, that
those councils take over such duties as should be given to them; I would not
[Mr.
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undertaketo define them in an Act of Parliament; I think anybody who does
will inevitably get into difficulties; they will include some things that were not

intendedand.leave out things that should have beenput in; but if you give
authority to set up these councilsthen an organizationcan be set up which
will see that councils are brought into effect; and I agree absolutely with what
the Chairman says, that these councils should be as simple as possible; and
if you attempt to give them too many duties they will start at the simpler
ones, and the ones they like better, and neglect a lot of others; but if you
hand over by degrees certain duties to the councils then the councils will be

able to undertake the duties and develop their work, and find out how co-operation works as between the employer and employee. In this case we must not
forget that the employer is simply a higher employee, that is the administrative

officersare also civil servants; so that the idea would take sometime to develop.
I was about to say that any idea of setting up a very large council as a central
council seems to me to be one that will defeat the objects desired; that unless
your central council is composed of, I will not say any more than 15 members,
7 or 8, or 8 or 9 at the most, on each side, you will have so many viewpoints
that it will take an interminable time to arrive at any conclusion; and if that

can be reduced to four or five on each side you would probably make just that
much better progress.
Now, I have not anything particularly more to say with regard to councils.
There is one other matter I should like to touch on, and that is the matter of

superannuation. In 1918 when the Civil Service Amendment Act was before
the

authorities-

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Would you object if I asked you about the outside service? You
started out by saying that the legislation of 1918 had greatly improved that of
1908,that the outside service was by far the most important, becauseof the
larger number of employees; could you tell us the view of your association as
to the result of that legislation in 1918,whether it has been satisfactory or not,
and if any improvements could be made in it?-A. I fancy it would be better
to have someof these organizations speak for themselves. I know their opinion
with regard to it, but I expected there would be here the representatives oi
the Dominion Customs Association who could give you an opinion as to how that

works there-I have heard employees in the organization, and also postal
employeesexpressthe opinion that the handing over of the postmastership and
the collectorship of customs to the service as rewards for long service had
been a great benefit to the civil service and a great benefit to the servants
themselves.

Q. Is it not a fact that much more was given to the Civil Service Commission than should have been given, because of the fact that a large number of

classeshave been eliminated since?-A. I could not say as to that.
Q. Is it not to your knowledge that a large number of classes have been
eliminated?-A.

Yes.

Q. And others have been asked for-A. I did not know that.
Q. You are not familiar with the way appointments are made in the rural
constituencies of these small positions of postmasters and lighthouse keepers
and wharfingers?-A. I have heard something of it.
Q. You know that practically rests now in the hands of the department;
although nominally in the hands of the Commissionthe matter is being worked
by the department?-A. I know something of that; but with regard to that,
I would say just this, that civil servants through their organization and applying
for the merit system have in mind those people who make the civil service a
5-32
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life work, and they are not dealing particularly with those half time positions
where a man does a certain amount of government work and has the name ot

being a civil servant, but is not actually a full fledged civil servant.
Q. You think that latter class should not be classedas civil servants and
put on the same footing?-A. They are not really civil servants.
The CHAIRMAN: They were, previous to the action of the Civil Service
Commission releasing them.-A. Whatever name they are called by, they are
not actually

civil servants.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. But they were civil servants by the legislation of 1918, they were put
under

the

control

of the

Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. Is it not known now that the legislation went much farther than it
should have clone?-A. Some people think it went too far.
Q. The fact that the classes have been eliminated show that the legislation
went too far?-A.
The Commission seems to think so; they eliminated the
classes.

By the Chairman:.
Q. You do not think that a postmaster where he really occupies the position
because he has the most convenient store, and a little revenue office, is a civil
servant?-A.

No.

Q. That was the viewpoint of the Commission when they releasedthem,
that they were really not very easily handled, and they were better handled

by the department?-A. That has nothing to do with the merit system. As a
matter of fact the postmasters' association attempted to try to obtain member-

ship in the civil service federation, and our members objected, that they did
not want such an organization in the federation.

Q. These revenue post offices in the country with the exception of places
like Hull-those are exceptions-the occupants of those positions cannot really
be classedas civil servants?-A. No; I would say where they are not giving their
full time to it; but if a postmaster is giving his full time and employing an
assistant-

Q. Then he is paid a salary?-A. Yes. For instance, the postmaster at
Oshawawas only put under salary a couple of years ago.
Q. Those are exceptional cases?-A. There are towns of very considerable
size where a postmaster must give his whole time to postal work, or employ
somebodyelse to do it, and it is a question as to whether those positions should
not be consideredas civil servicepositions.
Q. They are, I think. It arosethis morning with one of the witnessesfrom
the amputation, association-I don't think the Civil Service Commissionshould
be criticized where probably some man has a store, and a suitable man for the
office, if they did not give it to the particular amputation case; there is the
personal factor as to who is going to give the best service to the community.
Ifc is very hard to carry out the exact working of the Civil Service Act for 1918
in the outside service, revenue post offices,and give justice to all classesin the
Act, which says that certain classesof men shall have the preference.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. The appointmentof a lighthousekeeper,would you insist on a competitive examination where every man is capable of doing the work?-A.

No.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Would you insist upon a demonstration of skill as called for by the
law?-A. I think it would be a useful thing.
[Mr.
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Q. Is it practicable?-A.It may not be practicable,that is to sayif you
haveto wait to seewhena stormcomesup asto howa manis goingto handle
a boat in a storm.

Q. So that thosecasesthat are susceptible
of demonstration
of skill, and

thosecasesalsothat do not comeunder the merit systemlike thesepositionsof

lighthouse
keepers,
brick layers,andstonemasons,
andthe like, you personally
andI think your organizationalso, do not ree any greatharm donein releasing
them from the operation of the Act?-A. No; I do not see any harm; we are
jnterestedin the merit system in the civil service.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. These casesare not civil servants in your idea?-A. No.
By an Honourable Member:

Q. Does your organization ask for further exemptions from the Civil
service?-A. I don't think our organization asked for any exemptions.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Probably for the reason their membership are not
interested in getting the exemptions, becauset hose who asked to become members of the association like the postmasters' association were refused.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Did your organization protest against the exemptions?-A. I think not;
there was some talk about it, but I think there was not any formal protest made.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. Your present attitude towards the civil service is that it should be a
somewhat more exclusive organization than it is-it was in harmony with the
idea that certain classes should be eliminated?-A.
I do not like to put it on the
basisit should be more exclusive, but I do not think that a lot of these employ-

mentsor these positions, fall within the civil service.
Mr. BROWN: I agree with that myself-certain
labourers, for instance, at
the experimental farm.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: I understood the witness to designate them as part time
employees.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Have you anything to say about superannuation?-A. Yes. I don't
know that it is at all necessaryfor me to go into the details of the superannuation scheme, but there is just this I would like to say about superannuation,
that I think the scheme should be brought in the sooner the better; putting it off

doesnot solve the difficulty; it only meansnew difficulties; and if you are going
to eliminate civil servants and eliminate them on a fair basis you can only do

that with a proper superannuation scheme. The Calder Act servesto a certain
extent,but it is not sufficient to cover a great many of the casesthat crop up.
In respectto the superannuation scheme,I think this, that such a schemeshould
bedrawn up with regard to future entranceto the service,that is to say a scheme
which will be fair alike to those entering the service and to the Government,
their employer; and then arrangements should be made to bring
the various classesin the service at present under that Act. They naturally

comeunder with varying terms, becausesome have an amount in the

retirement fund that they could pay in to pay back rates; others are in other
positions. The terms would have to vary in all cases;I think they should be
at least as generousas the Calder Act provides at the present time. That is

practicallyall I have to say with regard to superannuation.The organization
hasput forth its view, andmy view is this, that there is no time like the present,
and that superannuation should be brought down without any delay.
The Committee adjourned until 8 o'clock p.m.
S-891
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SITTING

Monday, April 16, 8 p.m.

The Committee resumed at 8 p.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding.
The CHAIRMAN: Miss Reynolds is the first witness.
Miss GRACEREYNOLDS,
called, sworn and examined.
By the Chairman:

Q. Will you give us your name?-A. Miss Grace Reynolds.
Q. What is your position?-A. President of the Halcyon Club.
Q. You are employed in the civil service?-A. Yes.
Q. In what capacity?-A. In the Auditor-General's Department.
Q. What is your position?-A. Senior audit clerk.
Q. Do you wish to make a statement, or do you wish to be examined?A. I would prefer to be examined.
The CHAIRMAN: Members of the Committee may be rather at a loss to

know what questionsto ask you. Probably, if you would state your views or
the views of your organizationthey would be in a better position to question
you.

By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. You represent the Halcyon Club?-A.

Yes.

Q. That is an organization of what?-A.

Of the women of the civil ser-

vice.

Q. Representing how many members?-A. Last year we had a membership of, I think, 350.
Q. Are they also members of other organizations?-A. They may be.
Q. Your organization is for what purpose?-A. It is for the purpose of
organizing the women's civil service, to bring them together.

Q. And to look after the particular needs of the women in the service.A. Yes.

Q. Supposingwe take it up this way. Have you any suggestionsto make
regarding the operations of the Civil

Service Commission, or any criticisms

to offer, for instance, say we divide it up, and say we take the question of
classification in the civil service. Have you any suggestions to make, or
criticisms to offer?-A. I do not think the classification has been altogether
satisfactory to the women in the service.

Q. In what way?-'A. I suppose they have not been classified as highly
as they think they should be.

Q. That would be, then, the range of salaries. Now, then, have you any

other grievancesagainst the classification?-A. Just general grievances; I
think the service generally is dissatisfied with the classification.
Q. What is the grievance, becausethe range of salaries is too small, or
becauseit is too big?-A. There are too many classes,I think, for one thing.
Q. Too many classesunder the present classification? What would you

suggest?-A. I would suggestcondensingthem. There is very little difference
between a great many of them.

Q. You would suggestreducingthe number of classes?-A. Oh, yes.
Q. Are you aware of the classification as set out in the 1918 Act and the
1908 Act.-A. The 1908 Act? Yes. There were only six or eight classes
under the 1908 Act, I think.

Q. And you would rather go back to these divisions than keep up the

presentclassification?-A.Not necessarily
thesedivisions,we might havemore
than that, perhaps, but rather less than 1,700.
Grace Reynolds.]
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Q. Couldyou let the Committeeat somelater time havea memorandumof
your views on that, so we could pass on to another subject. I mean if you

cannotmake any suggestions
now asto the numberof classesyou would like the
Service to be divided into-A.

I do not think we can make any definite sug-

gestionsas to that, we have not goneinto it very deeply.
Q. Now, another subject in the service ist hat of promotions; have you any
suggestionsto offer as to that?-A. I think promotions might possibly be left
a little more to the departments than they are.

Q. You would rather have the promotions handled by the departments;
by that, do you mean the deputy ministers?-A. The deputy ministers, but
not altogether; I do not think they should have complete authority.
Q. What would be your suggestion?-A. Some sort of board of appeal.
Q. Were you here this morning when somebody suggested-and it has
beensuggestedbefore-that the deputy minister should act with councils of some
kind?-A.
I was not here this morning.
Q. Would that meet your views?-A. Yes.
Q. Would you take the promotions away altogether from the jurisdiction
of the Civil Service Commission, and let the deputy minister handle them, with
the aid of these councils?-A. The Civil Service Commission really has no way
of knowing who is qualified for a promotion, except through the department.
Q. So that after all the best man to make a promotion is the man who knows
the most about it?-A.
By all means.

Q. And that is the deputy minister or head of the department?-A. Yes.
Q. Now, have you anything to offer in that line, or any suggestionsto
make in the line of appointments?-A. As far as appointments go, I think the
Civil Service Commission can handle these perhaps better than any other body.
Q. Very well. Now, take salary revision. I am asking you these questions
because I do not know whether you have any suggestions to offer, and I have
to take the various heads.-A. We prepared no statement whatever. As to
salary revision, it comes to be badly needed in the Government. The bonus
has not been particularly satisfactory.
Q. No, I suppose the bonus-of course you would like to have that con-

tinued until the salary revision?-A.
have

It is the only form of salary revision we

had.

Q. Another thing, now, is the superannuation; have you anything to say on

superannuation?-A.
The HalcyonClub is very muchinterestedin superannuation.
Q. You have no special scheme?-A. No special scheme; we have seen all
the drafts that have been brought forward, the Power Bill and the White Bill.
Q. But you are all in accord that a superannuation scheme is of momentous

importance?-A. It is necessary,yes; I think it is necessaryfor the efficiency
oithe

service.

Q. Have you anything to say about the board of hearing, and its functioning?-A. I think the board of hearing is functioningQ. Not satisfactorily?-A. I do not know, as far as it could go I suppose
it has done a great deal of good; possibly it might have done a great deal more.
Q. I do not know whether it could have; personally, I do not know.-A.

I think things would have been much worse, if we had not had it.
Q. Have you any suggestions that you want to make towards the better-

ment of the conditions of women in the service?-A. The position of women
in the service, I think, is on a parallel with the position of women outside the
service.

By the Chairman:

Q. Do you mean on a pedestal, by that, Miss Reynolds?-A. No, I do not.
[Miss Grace Keynolds.]
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Q. That is whereweusedto say they werebeforewe gavethemthe vote.
-A. Yes, but they are rather handicapped
in the commerciallife; I do not
know that it is muchworsein the servicethan outside,but it seemsto be

general, and we certainly suffer from it in the service.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Has your club anything to do with the outside service?-A. No.

Q. I mean the branch or branchesof the outsideservicewhich happento
be in Ottawa.-A. Of course,our membershipis opento anyonein the service.
Q. Even from the outsideservice?-A. If they are employedat Ottawa.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. It is more of a social club?-A.

There is a social side to it, it was formed

in the first place as a branch of the Civil Service Commission, a woman's branch.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. In your suggestionstowards improving the service, do you differentiate

between the outside

Q.
Q.
Q.
entirely
Q.

and inside service.-A.

Not

at all.

By Mr. Shaw:
What is your total membership?-A. Last year it was 350, I think.
What is it now, do you know?-A.
It is not quite 300 now.
Do I understand from your last question that your membership is
in Ottawa?-A.
Entirely in Ottawa.
You have no representation from outside of Ottawa at all?-A. None

whatever.

Q. Are these boards of hearing you speak about still in operation?-A. I
do not know that they are.
Q. You do not know whether they are functioning at the moment satis-

factorily or not.-A. I do not know that they are functioning at all, now.
Q. Do you mean by that they have stopped?-A. I do not know whether
they have stopped.

Q. In order to get the views of your organization which you are presenting
here to-night, did you have a meeting?-A. We have had executive meetings,
we have had general meetings of the club.
Q. When did you have your last meeting to consideryour views which were
to be presentedto this Committee?-A. About a week ago.
Q. That was a general meeting?-A. No, it was a committee meeting.
Q. What I want to get at is this, the membership of this organization must,

have somesay in directing the views of the executive.-A. They do. We hold
general meetingsoccasionally.

Q. When did you hold your last one?-A. Not for quite a while.
Q. That is quite indefinite; a year or two years.-A. More than that.
Q. More than a year?-A.

More than a year, yes.

Q. So the views you presentto-night are the views of your executiveonly9
A. They arethe views of the executivebut they are alsothe views of the club

as they have beengatheredin generalmeetingsin the past. We have had
themwhenanyspecialquestionwouldcomeup. Wehavehadseveralon superannuation.

Q. But not having held any for over a year you would not be able to tell
me what the views of your organizationare on the subject of exemptionssuch
as the civil service exemption of last June?-A. I do not think I understand
the question.

Q. Are you awarethat severalclasses
wereexempted
from the operation

of the Civil ServiceAct last June?-A. Yes. I do not think our organizationis
[Miss Grace Reynolds.]
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particularly interested in them. The}' do not come in our association at all, of
course.

Q. The suggestion which I believe you make here, outside of your complaint about the classification, is that promotions should be left to the department head?-A.

Yes.

Q. That is the suggestionwhich the organization has to offer.-A. Not without some board of appeal, or something like that.
Q. What would you suggest the board of appeal should be, the Civil Service Commission?-A. It might be the Civil Service Commission, it might be
the board of hearing, it might be a committee in the department, almost anything
might be.

Q. It was suggestedby Mr. O'Connor this morning that in his view a very
desirable way would be for the councils, departmental councils, to make their
recommendationsto the Civil Service Commissionin connectionwith promotions.
A recommendation would also come from the departmental head, and then the
Civil Service Commission could make the appointment in the light of the recommendations, not only from the staff side, but also from the official side. Has

your organization consideredsuch a schemeas that?-A.

Is that not the scheme

on which they are working now?

Q. No, the staff side has no right to make any recommendation. That is
in addition. Has your organization consideredanything of that character?A. No, we have not consideredany special plan.
Q. As I take it the suggestionwhich you are making here about promotions
is not the considered view of your organization.-A.

Not as to detail.

Q. You suggestalso that the appointments, all appointments, should be left
to the Civil

Service Commission.-A.

Yes.

Q. Why not leave these to the deputy ministers, too?-A. I do not seehow
the deputy ministers would be able to handle anything like that.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. And that is the only reasonwhy you would not let the deputy ministers
handle it?-A.

That is a sufficient reason, I should think.

By the Chairman:

Q. Miss Reynolds, you outlined the fact that as an organization of lady
civil servants, you do not think your treatment is quite as good as it should
be. Have you any statistics which might be of interest to the Committee as to
the permanency of the ladies in the service, the average number of years that
a girl stays in the service. You have no such statistics?-A. No, we have no
statistics.

Q. One of the arguments that is used against giving girls preference as to
promotion is that they are not permanent. I was wondering as to what degree
that statement was true of the civil service, and I thought probably you might
be able to give the Committee some accurate figures on it.-A. There have been
quite a number of them superannuated after thirty-five

years service.

Q. You do not know the number?-A. No, I do not know the number.
Q. Your views on the working of the Civil Service Commission, which is
the real reference for the Committee, is that the Civil

Service Commission is

a goodbody, it is performing its function of making appointments satisfactorily?
-A.

As far as I know the principle is all right, any way.

Q. You are satisfied with the principle of the Civil Service Commission
making the appointments?-A. Yes.
Q. But you do feel, on the question of promotion, that if there were some
body to regulate and take away the idea of favouritism, the question of promotion could be better handled by the departmental heads.-A.
[Miss

Yes.
Grace Reynolds.]
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Q. The other question that sometimesis discussedby the Committee, that
has been discussedby the Committee, is the question of technical, administrative,
and professional appointments. You are not particularly interested in that, I
suppose,becauseyou have not many among your members.-A. Not a great
many.

Q. You have some?-A.

Yes.

Q. Has your association any views as to whether or not you think these
technical men should be appointed by the Civil Service Commission as at
present, or should be selected by the departmental head?-A. I gathered from
the evidence of some of the Commission, as I read it, that they were appointed
now by advisory boards, experts along a special line.
Q. Appointed by the Civil Service Commission, and the Civil Service Commission engages outside examining boards. Is that what you refer to?-A. Yes.
Q. You think that method is quite satisfactory?-A.
I should think it
would

be.

Q. You think it is better handled that way than by selection by the departmental heads themselves?-A. Yes, I think so.
The CHAIRMAN: Are there any further questions to be asked this witness?
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. I was going to ask this. I understood the lady to say that there were
350 members in the club.-A.
That was our membership last year. The membership lists are not closed this year yet.

Q. What proportion would that be of the total number of ladies engaged
in the service, have you any idea of the number of women?-A. It is a very
small proportion.

Q. It is a very small proportion?-A.

Yes; of course our membership fee

is $5 a year, which to some of them seems very large.

Q. While I do not want to infer anything against the club, how many ladies
are engagedin the service, to your knowledge; what is the number, have you
any idea?-A.

I do not know the number.

Q. Would it be many thousands?-A. I should think it would be three,
perhaps four or five thousand.
Q. You do not mean in Ottawa alone?-A.
number given.

I think

I have heard that

Q. Is that in the departments at Ottawa?-A. I do not know myself, I have
heard that estimate given.
Mr. MARTELL:Dr. Roche is here, he will probably know.
Dr. ROCHE: I do not think it would be far out of the way to say 3,000
or 4,000 at least.

The WITNESS:Of course,a great many of the women in the civil serviceBy Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Have you any idea as to whether the general feeling in the service
among the ladies is the one you have expressedto-night?-A. I think it is,
largely.

Q. It is largely that as regards these things?-A. For one thing, there are

a great many of the womenin the servicewho do not belongto our organization, yet they expect us to represent them.

Q. You are supposedto representevenyoung ladiesin the servicewho are
not membersof your club?-A. They sometimesexpect us to.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. Are there any other ladies' organizationsin the serviceexceptyours?A. It is the only one I know of except the office cleaners.
[Miss
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By the Chairman:

Q. Have you anything special to contribute, Miss Reynolds?-A. I do not
think

so.

The CHAIEMAN:We have Miss Burt, of the same organization, gentlemen.
Miss F. M. BUHT,a witness, called, sworn and examined.
By the Chairman:

Q. Miss Burt, you are a member of the executiveof this club?-A. No, Mr.
Malcolm, I am not at present a member of the executive, but I am a member
of the committee on legislation.
Q. Of the Halcyon Club?-A.
Yes.
Q. You are employed in the civil service in Ottawa?-A.

Q. In what capacity?-A.

Yes.

In the Customs department, in the laboratory.

Q. Your position there?-A. I have been classified as a sugar tester,
although I do other work besides that.
Q. Have you any statement to make, or do you wish to be examined?A. Of course, we did not make any special statement, we expected to answer
questions, but at meetings of the Halcyon Club from time to time certain views
have been expressed; and of course, although we have not had a general meeting
in regard to this particular Committee, we are endeavouring to express opinions
that we have had expressed at meetings from time to time on different subjects.
Of course, one very important subject has been superannuation, and the women
of the service, and I think we can practically speak for all women of the
service-they want no distinction made whatever between the superannuation
for women, either in the amounts or in the advantages which we receive from

superannuation. Now, of course, in nearly all superannuation bills at least we
hope that the Superannuation Bill that will be brought up, provides for the
dependents,so that while a man may draw superannuation for his wife, the
women would also like to have provision made for any possible dependents in

the way of an agedmother or other relatives that may really be dependentupon
the woman who is in the service. We want to pay the same rate as the men,
so we can reap the same benefits.
By the Chairman:

Q. Where you are really the head of a house?-A. Yes, if a woman is
actually the head of the house, we would say that she should have the same
privilege as a man.
Mr. MAKTELL: These are all details for a superannuation committee, I think,
Mr.

Chairman.

The WITNESS: We want that to be embodied into the details of the plan;

we want that particular subject embodied.
By the Chairman:

Q. Are you in favour of a withdrawal privilege when you leave the service?-A.

Of course, there are very many views expressed, that women should

not be compelled to pay superannuation, becauseso many of them may with-

draw beforethey have beenin long enoughfor superannuation.We claim that
either a man or woman who leaves the service before they have been in long
enough should have coming to him or her a cash surrender value according to
what he has paid in. I do not think any person should lose what they have
paid in to the retirement fund.
Q. You, of course,have not any figures, I presume?-A. No, of course, we
did not go into the details, just two or three general principles we wished to
have brought before the Committee in regard to superannuation.
[Miss F. M. Burt.]
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Q. I do not wish to make any recommendations
to your organization,Miss
Burt, but it seemsto me if you are the only organizationof womenemployedin
the civil service,you should have got statistics, which you might very readily

have compiled as to the number of women in the service and the average of
their permanency which would be useful in backing up your views of superannuation. You have no idea how many ladies go into the service and only
remain one year or five years or ten years?-A. No, and of course since our
organization has not been really functioning as we originally intended it to do,
owing to the war, and because there were so many temporary branches of
women in the service that since have been disbanded,we have been at a great
disadvantage in keeping any statistics in regard to women in the service, for
that

reason.

Q. But such membership as you have, that 350 are in favour of superannuation?-A.
I think so. Of course, we can only express what we have heard
expressed; I have never heard anything expressed in opposition to superannuation.

Q. Do you think it should be optional?-A.
Of course, I do not think it
should be altogether optional; I mean, as soon as any person is permanent in the
seivice she should pay into the retirement allowance, into the retirement fund,

but if that person withdraws from the service before being in long enough for
superannuation, she should have some compensation for what she has paid
in.

Q. What is your opinion as to the way in which the Civil Service Com-

mission has made appointments?-A. Well, of course, that is a pretty broad
question. We think that for the ordinary clerical positions the Civil Service
Commission has functioned very well indeed.

Q. You are quite in favour of the retention of the operations of the Civil
Service Commission?-A. Yes, I think the women of the service stand very
much in favour of having the Civil Service Commission.

Q. The questions that were asked Miss Reynolds I supposemight also be
asked of you, although you are representing the same organization. What
are your conditions with regard to the question of promotion that Mr. Brown and
I spoketo Miss Reynolds about?-A. I do think a departmental advisory board
should function in some place with regard to promotions, but the Civil Service
Commission cannot understand or know the work of the department, as a

department does,and I would not leave that in the hands of one person. There
should be a board of appeal or some person where different candidates would
feel they were represented.
Q. Generally your views are like a good many other employees',that the

departmentcan handlethe position,if they are controlled,with somesemblance
of fitness?-A. Yes, but we have felt at times that there was favouritism shown
in the past.

Q. That is generally the feeling of the women of the service?-A. I know
that it is very hard to criticize, but sometimesthe system in vogue in the depart-

ment is responsiblefor that. Theremust be so much specializingin the work
of the service, persons have served in one branch of the department so long

that they specializein that work, and they know very little of the work in any
other branch of the department any more than they do about any other department. I would suggest very humbly that in the department there should be
some book of information so that all clerks in the department are familiar more
or less with the routine of all branches of that department. Some branches are

overmanned at some particular times owing to the variety of work, and other

brancheswherepossibly someof the clerks are not employedfor all the time;
and there are caseswhere it has been claimed, and I think justly, that favour[Miss
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itisna has been shown in letting a particular person know the work of the
department, and other clerks not knowing it; what might be called "hogging"
the work so that they keep it under their control. I do not mean "hogging"
the

amount

of

work.

Q. I mean that you have personal knowledge of criticism on account of
favouritism being shown?-A. I will expressthe criticism we were stating here.
The classification showed that certain people were picked out in the depart-

ments and given what might be called the major work and other clerks were
given the minor work.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Who was responsible for that?-A.

I would supposethe chiefs, or sub-

chiefs in charge of branches.
Q. Has that been done away with by the present system?-A. I do not
think it has. It was very much in vogue while the Arthur Young people were

going about classifying the departments.
Q. As a result of the representations that were made to the Arthur Young
people, and different classifications coming on top, did they do away with the
favouritism you complain of?-A. No, I do not think so.
Q. How would you suggest a cure for that?-A.
One way I would suggest
is just as I have said. Of course, technical work could not be controlled in
that way, but in ordinary clerical work, proper control would make clerks in
the department familiar with all branches of the work.
Q. Under this honey-combed classification do you think that is possible?
-A. No. We are all pigeon-holed.

Q. That is one word I have beenusing right along. I said the classification
was a pigeon-hole classification.-A.
I am sure you are more or less familiar
with our text book, but I can recommend it as perhaps the best book of short
stories in the English language.
Q. I tried to demonstrate that last year.-A. I think any member of this
Committee or any member of the House, if he is short of a joke book over
Sunday, should read that book and be highly elated over it. When the Arthur
Young book started, it embodied our little cards that we wrote out, trying to

describe what our work was. If we had known these cards were going to be
used and published in book form, we would have made them masterpieces of
the English language, English fiction, shall I say? That text book disclosed I
think about 1,700 different classes.
Q. There were 2,024 recently.-A.
I am glad to know that, because I have

mastered very little yet, so I am afraid it is rather hopelesstrying to master
it all.

Mr. CHEVRIER:You say if the employeeshad a greater scope it would do
away with this tying down of particular individuals in a particular line?
By Mr. Martell:

Q. It would also have a tendency to produce more initiative rather than
to make people stultify themselves?-A. I think a great deal more. Some of
us have spent years just doing one particular line of work and never get a chance
to do any other. According to this classification we have to stay in our pigeonto do any other. According to this classification, we have to stay in our pigeonhole of the same size in another department.

By the Chairman:
Q. Then you are quite in favour of limiting the number of classes?-A.
Very much. I do not know that I would recommendjust the number of classes
there were in 1908,but certainly a great many less than there are now.
[Miss F. M.
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By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Did you mentiona bookthat you suggested
wouldbe printedfor every
department?-A.I think it shouldbe printed for useamongthe clerksin the
department.
be?-A.
^ Q. What kind of book would that
Office; Instruction Work."

It should be called "Duties of

Q. Would you mean an extensivebook or a kind of a summary?-A. Some

departmentswould require to give a summary of the work of the department.

not the clerical. Some departments would require a very extensive book.
Q. That would explain the working of the different branches of the department?-A.

Yes.

Q. Who should prepare that book in your estimation?-A.

Certain mem-

bers of the department, the chief, or the assistant chiefs.
Q. Your opinion is that a text book should be prepared by those in charge
of the department, outlining their desired method of operating the department,
and that text book might be the basis under which the staff could study and
thereby acquire
'
information
-A.

that would make them transferable to other work?

Yes.

Q. This text book might also be discussed and therefrom corrections made

from time to time, so that as the corrections were made you would all be
familiar with the system that you were supposedto live up to?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Martell:
O. What is the total number approximately of the servants in Ottawa?
About 10,000 or 12,000?-A. I think so.
Q. Then there are about 2,200 different classes? A class for every five
people on an average.
Mr. CHEVRIER: It would not work that way. There are 50,000 Civil Servants in Canada, with that number of classes.
By the Chairman:

Q. Will you explain your answer, and why you think you are limited in
the field of your endeavours?-A. I would like very rmich to talk of my own
case, but for reasons. I have protested my own classification a number of
times, so it is now under discussion, so I will not now discuss it.

Q. I did not know it was being discussedat all.-A. I have protested. I
will just makethat statement. While I do not wish to go into the details of it,

I have made that statement, that I should be classified as junior chemist instead

ot sugar
""-"

tester.

By Mr. Martell:

Q. Does the fact that you are classifieda sugar tester in the Department of Customskeepyou from other lines of work?-A. No, it doesnot, but
it keeps me from getting the salary.

Q. What salary are you getting now?-A. $1,600.

Q. Are you a university graduatein chemistry?-A.No.
Q. High school?-A. Matriculation.
By the Chairman:

Q. Your knowledgeof chemistry is the result of practical work, I pre-

sume? A. I took the matriculation, specialized in that, and I have had 17

years' experience
in the Customslaboratory.

Q. You do othertesting,but you are just designated
as a sugartester?-

A. Yes.
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Q. Your idea is that you should be given a classificationas a junior

chemist?-A.

Yes.

Q. That would make you transferable to other lines of work?-A. It
would broaden my work completely,and besides,the classificationof sugar
tester has not, accordingto the book, beenalloted any addition whatever.
Q. In other words, you think people are through their work able to
becomevery proficient in other work?-A. There are a great many peoplewho
are in that position.
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. They becomevery proficient by keeping up a certain line of work?

-A.

Yes.

Q. In filling a positionof that kind, or in making a promotion,do you think
that the man who is in chargeof that departmentwould have a very much
better knowledgeof the particular requirementsof that departmentthan somebody outside of that?-A. In the Customslaboratory or in any laboratory,
you do not have a vinegar and wine tester, a fat tester and oil tester.
By Mr.

Martell:

Q. What department are these in, the wine testers?-A. In our department, so I do not see why they should have a sugar tester?
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. In your department, you have not got all these testers?-A. They are
all

chemists.

Q. And yet there is but one class, called sugar tester?-A. Yes.
Q. All the others do relatively the same work on that material you do, on
the sugar?-A. That is, of course, the junior chemists.
Q. The junior chemists on the fats and on the oils do the same work you
do on sugar?-A. I sometimes do this work, as well.
Q. Although they do exactly the same kind of work on the fats and oils and
flax that you are doing on sugar, yet they are classed as junior chemists?-A.
Yes.

Q. Yet you are classed as sugar tester?-A.

Yes.

Q. Although on other occasions you do the same kind of work they are
doing, and probably other kinds of chemical work?-A. Yes.
Q. More than sugar testing?--A.

Yes.

Q. As I understand it, you were on the legislation committee of your
association?-A.

Yes.

Q. What does that legislation committee look after? Legislation cf your
own organization or legislation in the departments?--A. As we said in the
beginning, we have not drafted any particular scheme for superannuation, but
as any bill is brought up, we consider it in our organization.
Q. Do I gather you are on the legislation committee looking after the
superannuation?-A. That is our chief work just now.
Q. I thought you were on the legislation branch of your own Committee,
and thought from that that your committee was looking into the legislation
affecting the civil service?-A. We do not draft any ourselves,but as different
bills are proposed in the House, or if organizations like the civil service
association and the technical institute
standpoint.

draft a bill, we consider those from our

Q. You are on that committee?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Have you presented your views to the Government?-A. No, the
technical institute drafted a bill which we did not approve of in principle, and
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we registeredour protest againstit, but we did not directly give our views to
the Government.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Now, then, seeingyou are on that legislationcommittee,I presumeyou
must know something about the civil service. What would you say about the
present system of handling technical positions exclusively in the civil service
and the advisory boards.

What do you think about that?-A.

Of course that

is a very difficult question, becauseI feel they should be selected by a committee of some kind and not by a deputy minister, although a deputy minister
of course knows his department possibly better than any committee could, and

could eliminate all chance of favouritism of any kind, well, of not playing the
game fairly. It seemsto me it should be administered by a committee, but of
course the Civil Service Commission, I think, as regards technical positions,
possibly in functioning as well as any other organization could.
Q. That is one scheme. Another scheme has been put up in this way,
that in technical positions the deputy minister should make the selection of
these technical positions, subject to a council, which would advise the Civil

Service Commission. What do you say as to that?-A.

Of course it depends

a great deal on the personnel of the Committee.

Q. Supposingin that case or a case similar to this, you. specialize in one
branch of the work, you are a junior chemist, but you are in the sugar testing
branch, in that particular case do you think that the deputy minister, acting
through the immediate head of your branch would not be in better position to

pass upon the requirements of somebody to fill such a position than the Civil
Service Commission?-A. Well I think the deputy minister certainly should
be in a great deal better position than the Civil Service Commission.
Q. But the only objection that you have to that is that you think he might
be biased by some influence or other?-A. He may be blamed for being biased
sometime when he was not, but when it is left in the hands of one person, he is
at that disadvantage.

Q. He may be blamed though he may not be guilty. Do you think that
the appointment of an advisory board composed of outsiders from the civil
service altogether, but people who have no more idea abnut what a sugar tester

is than probably I have, should sit on that board and select a sugar tester?
-A.

No.

Q. Therefore I gather you do not believe in the system of outside advisory
boards for the selection of technical men?-A. Not unless they know their job,
not simply an indiscriminate board.
Q. Supposing you had a board composed of some chemists-suppose now
the Commission wants to appoint a highly qualified chemist, specializing in a

particular branch. I understand that the classifiers and examiners in the Civil
Service Commission sometimes find that they are unable to pass on the qualifi-

cations and merits of a highly qualified person; for that purpose they go outside
the departments, in order to get a board of somethree eminent chemists. Do you
feel that these three eminent chemists who have no idea of the requirements

of that particular branch have any idea of selectinga proper personfor that
particular piece of work?-A.

No, I do not.

Q. Would it not be very much better if the deputyminister himself selected
that person,subject to somecontrol, if the advisory board were composedof
chemists now actually in the employ of the government civil service?-A. Yes
I do think so. I think that outsiders, no matter how high their qualifications

are, have comparativelylittle idea of the work of the governmentservice.
Q. I have beenof that opinion all along,and I do not think it is a heresy
or a sacrilegeto say that that is quite so. I think it is honestyand common
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sense. So far astechnicalpositionsare concerned,
I think we will agreeright off

that technical positions which are susceptible of a technical examination should

be left to a body such as the Civil ServiceCommissionfor appointment?-A.
Yes. I think they function better than any committeethat could be appointed.
Q. Has your organizationgivenany thoughtto the labour questions,whether
they should become purely and simply civil service employees?-A. We have
not .had an opportunity of studying the labour question in its relation to the
civil

service.

Q. Let me put it in a different way. Do you believe that the Civil Service
Commission should look after the appointments of stonemasons,bricklayers
lighthouse keepers and charwomen? I am looking at it from the civil service
point of view of efficiency and proper appointment. Do you think that that
should be done?-A. Yes and no. I think if a labouring man is to be appointed
down in Halifax the Civil Service Commission have to get their recommendation from some person down in Halifax.

Q. They have to get it from somebody?-A. They have to get it from
somebody apparently.
Q. And that somebody might be honest or dishonest; he might influence
the Civil Service Commission's judgment. In other words he might fool the

messengeror the investigator by giving certain views which are not exactly
accurate.-A. He may be the responsible person to the Commission.
By the Chairman:
Q. If he were a member of Parliament would he be responsible?-A. Well
I do not know. While I am not in favour of patronage by any manner of

means,I should think a member of Parliament, responsibleto his constituents,
would have to recommend the right man.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You say a member of Parliament would have to see that the appointments

he would

make

would

not be a misfit?-A.

I said he should.

Q. Take another aspect of the service, in cases of promotions, will you
make clear what system you would like to see advocated. Are you satisfied

with the existing system of the deputy minister simply making ratings and the
Civil

Service Commission investigating

that rating, confirming

or reversing,

before making the appointment or promotion, as it seesfit.-A. I think promotions within the department should not be subject to examination, for the most
part. There may be times when two or three people are eligible for promotion,
and it would be necessaryto hold an examination.
Q. In that casethe Civil Service Commission should look after it?-A. Yes
Q. In every case where a competitive examination, no matter whether on
an appointment, or the transfer of men, wherever a written examination is
to take place, undoubtedly the civil service should set that examination, being
the examining body?-A.

Yes.

Q. If a promotion were to be made in such a case,where there was just
one person in line for promotion, and the others where there were two-in the
case where there would be one, would you be satisfied to let the deputy
minister make that, subject to the control of some advisory council?-A. Yes.

Q. Would you prefer that to the Civil Service Commissionmaking the promotion itself?-A. I think the recommendation should come from the department, whether it coniesfrom the Commission or some advisory board. I think
the Commission is functioning very weJl there.

Q. No matter whether it was the Civil Service or some other Commission,
you do not want to rely upon the responsibility of the deputy minister?-A.
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I have known caseswhere favouritismis shown,and the deputy minister might
not show favouritism in any senseat all, but he might be accusedof it, if it were
left in his hands. For that reason, I think an advisory board of some kind is

preferable. I think thereshouldbe an advisoryboardin the departmentworking with the Civil Service Commission, I should think.
Q. That would make it very clumsy, the deputy minister on the one side,
the Civil

Service Commission

on the other and the council on the third?-A.

I

think the deputy minister should be part of the council within the department.
Q. In case of transfers and sick leave and the like, what do you say about
the deputy minister's responsibility?-A. Well, at present I think the system
of transfers is a mutual arrangement between two deputy ministers.
Q. But it has to go through the civil service?-A. Yes. Of course, transfers, as I said before, have to be from one pigeon-hole to a pigeon-hole of the

same size in another department. People in one department naturally would
resent having a person promoted from another department over them, unless
they had very special qualifications for the promotion.

Q. What have you got to say about salary revision?-A. At present of
course there is a bonus. Now, ofcourse, I think the civil servants, while they
do not object to getting something to supplement their salaries,object to having
it called

a bonus.

Q. Would you be satisfied to take the present scale of salaries as a working
basis to which there should be added whatever percentage should be found to

be due to meet the cost of living, or do you think a general revision of salary
should be had?-A.

First of all, I think there should be a revision of classi-

fication, becauseyou cannot very well revise the salary range with so many.
Q. This present classification would not lend itself to revision of salaries?
-A.

Not

at

all.

Q. To that you would add whatever percentage would be necessary to meet
the high cost of living?-A.
Yes.
By Mr. Brown:
Q. Mr. Chevrier put a question to you a while ago, something like this:
do you think that an eniment chemist who has no knowledge of the duties of
a sugar tester, et cetera. You answered " no, of course." Naturally an eminent
chemist who has no knowledge of a sugar tester would not be competent to
advise in anything of that kind. Do you think he would be an eminent chemist
if he were not competent to recommend a person to such a position as a sugar
tester?

Mr. CHEVRIER: Did I put it that way?
Mr. BROWN: I think so. Are the duties of a sugar tester of such a special
nature that an eminent chemist from the outside would not be competent to

recommenda person for the department?-A. Any chemist knows the processof
testing sugar.

I think that answers Mr. Chevrier.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. If I put it in that way, I misled the witness,and I do not want to be
chargedwith that, becauseit was not my intention. This is what I meant.
Do you think an eminent chemist,no matter how eminent he may be, or no
matter how eminently qualified he may be, or three of them comprisingan
advisory board are competentto selectfor a very specialbranch of chemical

work, eitherin the Custom'sDepartment,
the Inland Revenue,or the Health
Department,the ExperimentalFarm, or biologyor histology. Do you think
they would be perfectlywell qualifiedto find a man who would be properly
suited for that position? They might find a man very eminently qualified as
[Miss r. M. Butt.]
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a chemist, who may not be well qualified in the particular line for which the
department wants him. Is that a fair statement?-A. It certainly is from an
academic standard. A qualified chemist would be able to decide who had the
academic qualifications but there is much more in government work than the
academic

end of it.

Q. You answered my question in the way I put it first. These three
eminent men are not able to select that particular man for that particular job,
though he may be an eminently qualified chemist generally?-A. Yes. I know
perfectly well there are chemists, and in any other technical people in the
service who, if they were required to write an examination in regard to their
work, would not have any chance possibly at all with some person who had
just graduated from a university.

Q. I am going to finish my question. If instead of this advisory board
you took a chemist, supposingyou wanted to fill a position in the agricultural
branch, and you took a chemist from the agricultural branch and you took a
chemist from the Inland Revenue or the Health department in testing foods,
and you took one chemist in the Custom's department, that is three or four

being in the service, doing relatively the same kind of researchwork, they would
be much more eminently qualified to determine the requirements of the person
required for that particular branch than three outsiders?-A. I think a person
outside the Commission could not possibly know what the work of the service
is as well as the people in it.

Q. That has always beenmy idea, and that is the reasonwhy I would like
to see the Civil Service Commission given a little more opportunity to look
after their own business,either in the way of council or looking after their own
work, and not leave it to the advisory board.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Coming back to this question of promotion, you say that persons fresh
from collegewould be apt to pass a more creditable examination than a person
in the service.

For instance, you may be in a department for a considerable

number of years, and some other person a great many less years, and if it were
a written examination you would probably be a more practical person, but the

personfresh from the school would pass a better examination?-A. I think the
civil service has felt this keenly very often.
Q. It is the case in the outside world, you might take a fellow starting out

of collegein any branch of any profession and he will pass a very much better
theoretical examination than a person who has been out of college for ten or

fifteen years, although the person who has been out of college ten or fifteen
years might be the superior man?-A. That is the reason we do not approve
of written examinations for promotions in the department.

Q. I do not see why examinations should be held at all; don't you think
it would be better with the assistance of one of these councils and the deputy

minister, they are better qualified to pick the person in the department for
promotion-they do that in the business world?-A. I think the nearer the
government service approachesan efficient business,the better.
Q. Take the Chairman's own business,don't you think that he would be
well qualified, with the help of his superintendents,to go and pick out a man
and promote him to some other higher branch of work in the service rather
than by giving him an examination?-A. Yes, undoubtedly, but the service is
handicapped in another respect; Mr. Malcolm is responsible for his business,
and it is to his advantage to see that everything is done that will promote the
efficiency of that business.
5-33
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Q. Should not that be the casewith the deputy, the officials of the department?-A. That is where the difficulty comeswhy so many different safeguards
have to be applied to the government service, becauseit is other people's money.
By the Chairman:

Q. Do they really have to be applied, or is it that we think they have to
be applied?-A.

Well, as it is-

Q. Your opinion of the deputy ministers in the departments is that they
are pretty efficient men?-A. Yes.
Q. They were all appointed how, by selection?-A. Yes.
Q. They passed no written examination?-A.
No.
Q. The Civil Service Commissioners themselves did not go into the service
in the way they want other people to go in, did they? Did Dr. Roche and Mr.
Jameson pass a written examination to show they were qualified to pass on the

selection of others?-A.

Of course they had the standing; not on written

examination.

Q. And still they are pretty eminent men and very successful commissioners?-A.

Yes.

Q. In other words, the late administration selectedvery competent men?
-A.

Yes.

Q. They did not pass an examination?-A.

No.

Q. Their knowledge of human nature was probably a greater factor in
their selection than their academic knowledge?-A. Perhaps so.
Q. Did you go in without an examination-you went in under patronage?
-A. Yes, but I had to pass an examination, which was then called a qualifying examination.

By Mr. Martell:

Q. You had some person working to get you in the service?-A. Yes, but
I had to try an examination

first.

Q. If you go through the civil service you will find some of the best officials

who went in that way?-A.

Of course our modesty prevents us comparing the

present officials with the past.
By the Chairman:
Q. I think we are perfectly safe in complimenting a great many who are
in the service who went in that way?-A. I don't think the women of the
service are in favour of patronage, for all that.
,
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Is not patronagea word, mor< or less?-A. Just what patronagesignifies; I mean if you are goingto give , position in the civil servicefor service
to your party merely as a political pa ty, that is patronageas we understand
it in the service, I suppose.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Don't you think that a personwho has had the confidenceof the people
must possesssomeability and somequalificationsor he never would havepos-

sessedthat confidence? The mere fact that a person has been in politics is not
sufficient to say that he is not fit to occupy a certain position, is it?-A.
Undoubtedly

not.

Q. There seemsto be a tendencyto say that becausea personhas beenin

Parliament or an active political worker, therefore he must be tabooed. I

don't think so. A man who represents a constituency must have the confidence

of a great many people.
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Mr. McBmDE: Do you think a person who went to the country and was
turned down should have any influence in getting people positions?
Mr. MARTELL:Certainly; if he had a respectablenumber of voters behind
him he must have been a man of some standing in the community.
WITNESS: I am afraid they are trying to get me to endorse patronage.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. I understand you said that your grievance against the service was that
it was a pigeon-hole system, automatic, mechanical, moving from one place to
another in a very mechanical way-that

was your description of the service;

don't you think that a system of promotion by the heads of branches or by the
deputy minister even with the chance of occasionally it being tinged by some
favoritism would be preferable, more humane and more stimulating to the servants than the pigeon-hole system we have now?-A. The pigeon-hole system

we have now, a great deal of that could be done away with altogether, if the
classification were simplified; there is no need of all these pigeon holes.
Q. There would be fewer compartments, but the system would be the same,
you would have more pigeons in the one compartment?-A.
Promotion in the
department should be more in the hands of the department than it is at present.
Q. We all acknowledge there are defects with either system, but we are
making comparisons, trying to improve the present one. I would infer from
your evidence that the worst of all systems is the automatic, mechanical, pigeonhole system that you complain about?-A. Yes, the system as we have it now,
where so much specialization is required of the employees, is certainly detrimental.

Q. You would not say that in all caseswhere a deputy minister would make
a promotion he would do it through favouritism, you would not say that?-A.
No, I do not mean to imply for a moment that the deputy ministers are going
to show favouritism

in all

cases.

Q. We are speaking generally; you would say that in certain cases?-A.
In some cases they would.
Q. In a proportion of cases he would be moved by favouritism?-A.
Sometimes he might be.

Q. You admit that by the automatic system we have now, occasionally the
wrong man and the wrong woman is promoted?-A.

Yes.

Q. How would the two systems compare?-A. I would repeat again that
I think all promotions should be in the hands of the department a great deal
more than they are now.

Q. For the reason that in more than the average casesthe promotion would
be given to the right man?-A. Yes; there is positively no person outside of the
department could possibly know who is the more efficient in the department,
who is the more capable.
Q. Is it not a striking fact-may

be you have not seen it as we see it-is

it not a striking fact that the civil service are quite willing to let the Civil
Service Commissionmake the appointments, that is to say deal with the outside
people, but as soon as they are concerned themselves they do not want the
Civil Service Commission to act?-A. I am afraid I do not quite understand
that.

Mr. Brown

By Mr.

having

taken

the Chair.

Martell:

Q. Your associationis of the opinion that the appointments should rest with
the Civil Service Commissionbut not the promotions?-A. Not as much.
Q. You are concernedwith the promotions alone, are you not?-A. If they
were once in the service.
5-33*
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Q. If you were not appointedyou would not be in your association?-A.
Of courseit makesa differenceto us also who the new appointeesare.
Q. In what respect?-A. Well, we have to work with them.

Q. They work underyou?-A. No, sometimes
they do not.
Q. Have you had experience of appointees under the old regime which
were not satisfactory?-A. Well, of course, no matter what system you get
there will be some people who are not satisfactory, no matter what system;
that is bound to happen, no matter what system you have, who will not be
satisfactory.
Q. That is not the point, the civil servants, as far as they are concerned
do not want the Civil Service Commission to deal with them?-A. Oh no, I
have never heard any idea of that advanced; that we do not want the Civil
Service Commission to deal with us but we do think, at least I think the opinion
is very prevalent that there should be an advisory committee of some kind in
the department to deal with promotions.
Q. That would be promotions?-A.
Yes.
Q. And transfers, practically
over everything that concerns the civil
servants?-A.

Yes.

Q. And does it not strike you then that the civil servants are of opinion
that as far as they are concerned they do not wish to come under the Civil

Service Commission, but they are quite willing that outside people who desire
to be appointed should come under the Civil Service Commission?-A.
No, I
don't think we want to get away from the Civil Service Commission at all; I
think-it
is not that we are wanting to get away from the Civil Service Com-

mission, but we want more of an advisory committee in the department itself
to make recommendations or to act as an examining board or advisory board;
we have not thought out the details of how that should work.
Q. That is for promotions?-A.
Yes.
Q. And transfers?-A.
Also for appointments.

Q. You realize there is clangereven not through favouritism, there is danger
in the mechanical system that you have now?-A. There is danger of course;
no matter what system you get there would be danger of not getting the right
people into the department; there is bound to be that no matter what system
we have.

Q. Because in other words you might get worse promotion through that
system than you would through the system of the promotion by the headsof the
department or the deputy ministers?-A. Well, we are anxious to have promotions more-I cannot make it any clearer-we are anxious to have our promotions

more in the hands-

Q. It is very clear to me; I am only insistent so that it will becomeclear
to every one?-A. I understand if that is your idea. We are very anxious to
have that advisory committee within the department co-operate with the Civil
Service Commission.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. The suggestionhas beenmade to the Committee that the council would
function in case a promotion was not satisfactory to the service, a council to

which an appealmight be madethat would considercasesonly wherethere was
dissatisfaction; do you think a council of that kind would meet the situation in
view? A. Yes, I think so, where there is dissatisfaction in the service why

certainly I think the councilwould be the best board of appeal.
Q. You would not suggestthat the evil you speakof, this pigeon-holing,is
necessarilyconnectedwith the presentsystem; that evil might be eliminated
without impairing the servicethat the commissioners,
render?-A. That is not
connectedwith the Civil Service Commission at all; it is the classification that
is responsible for that.
[Misa F. M. Burt.]
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By Mr.

Shaw:

Q. Would you suggest that in some casesa member of Parliament might
make appointments or recommendations for appointments?-A. No, I don't
know; he might make recommendationsfor appointments.
Q. Would your organization or would you suggestthat it would be desirable
that he should make appointments or have the appointments in his vest pocket?
-A.

No.

Q. You would not give him the right to make appointments under any
circumstances?-A. I would not say under any circumstances; that would be
going back to what we call the patronage system again to give the member of
Parliament the right to make an appointment.
Q. Were you here under the so-called patronage regime?-A. I came in
under the so-called patronage regime.
Q. And did you find it so objectionable that now you have no hesitation
in saying that the members of Parliament should be given no right of appoint-

ment at all?-A.
at

No, I won't say they should be given no right of appointment

all-

Q. Tell me what you suggestthey should appoint?-A. I would not say
that they should have no appointment-yes, I would say they should not have
appointment, but not that they should not have recommendation.
Q. There are some chemists who are members of the House of Commons,
are there

not?-A.

I

think

so.

Q. And I presume these gentlemen could test the qualifications of a sugar

tester, we will say-you will not deny that?-A. No.
Q. Will you say that you are not prepared to revert to the patronage system
and allow these gentlemen to appoint sugar testers in the service?-A. No, I
would not allow7 them to appoint a sugar tester in the service, because they

happen to know what a sugar tester has to do.
Q. What is it in your mind that should test the qualifications

of a sugar

tester? Is the head of your department a chemist?-A. The deputy minister?
Q. Yes?-A. Oh, no.
Q. He would not be able to tell a sugar tester any more than I could?-A.

I supposenot, but he has been deputy minister so long in the department, and
while he does not know anything about the processof testing sugar, he knows
what is required.
Q. I take it that if your departmental head, and there was no Civil Service
Commission, wanted to secure a sugar tester, he would have to call somebody
else in to see whether or not that particular individual knew the processes
necessary for a sugar tester-he would have to call somebody in?-A. He did not

have to call anybody in when I was appointed, becauseI went in the department
as a clerk, and was sent to the laboratory because I had certain qualifications;
I had passed certain examinations.

Q. The deputy minister would not be qualified to tell whether or not that
particular individual is a sugar tester?-A. No, not from an academic standpoint.
Q. He must necessarily get help outside?-A. Yes.
Q. Whether in his department or elsewhere?-A. Yes.
Q. Now, as I understand you, you are not prepared to give the deputy
minister the right to promote, are you-I
mean the unquestioned-?-A.
Not
the unquestioned right; I think the most satisfactory system for promotions is
to have a committee or advisory board or advisory council within the department.

Q. The suggestion was made this morning, and I want to see what you think

about it, in so far as promotion was concerned,the Civil Service Commission
[Miss F. M. Burt.l
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should make the promotion as at present,but that in addition to receiving
the recommendation
of the deputy minister they shouldalso receivethe recommendationof the staff side of the department?-A. I think possibly it would
be well to have the deputy minister with the advisory council within the
department.

Q. All right; then you would agree that the recommendation made by the
departmental council with the deputy minister as the chairman should be the
recommendation which should be forwarded to the Civil Service Commission,
and in the light of that, the appointment should be made?-A. Yes.
Q. You would like it, I understand, advisory?-A. Yes.
Q. You would not put the appointment in the hands of that committee, of
that departmental committee, would you?-A. No, I think not. Of course it
is very hard to just get all the details of that and how that would function.
Q. Tell me this: are not the two fundamental principles in connection with
the service, first the application of the merit principle; and secondly an independent body to administer that principle?-A. Yes.
Q. Are not those fundamental?-A.

Those are fundamental.

Q. One without the other is useless,is it not?-A. Certainly.
Q. So that you have to have that combination of the two things in order
to secure permanency and security and efficiency in the service?-A.

Yes.

Q. In the light of that, having in mind those two basic principles, is it not
your idea that the Civil Service Commission must make the appointment, that
is the independent body must make the appointment, and must make the promotion, and they can secure the recommendation from the deputy minister, from
the departmental council, from any other source which will enable them to come
to a proper conclusion-is not that the security and safety of the civil service?

-A.

I would think so, yes.
By Mr. Marlell:

Q. Following this question, I understand that Mr. Shaw has asked you if
you thought you should not have two characteristics in the appointment or the
promotion, merit and independence;is it not the fact that the more independent
the body is the less able to judge of the merit--the more independentthe body
is from the department or from a knowledge of the requirements of the position,
the less able they would be to judge; you might get to a point where they would
not be able to judge of the merit of the case?-A. Yes.
Q. I have not the least doubt if you would ask a Chinaman in China to
pass judgment on something having taken place in this country he would be
perfectly independent, but he would not be able to judge of the merit of the
case?-A.

Not

at all.

Q. In other words will not there be friction if you want to carry this too
far, the idea of independencein connection with promotions or appointments?A. Undoubtedly; the idea of independenceas we mean it in the civil service,
of course,is some body who are vitally concernedin the service; but a body like
the Civil

Service Commission cannot know the details of promotion

as a.

committee within the department knows it.

Q. They are more independentthan the officersof the department,but
they are less liable to know about the promotionto be made?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Is it not this,that if thereis anyfailureon the Civil ServiceCommission

to make a satisfactory appointmentor promotion,it must be becauseof either
one or two things, either the Civil ServiceCommission'isnot independent,or
elsethe officials of the departmentwho have the knowledgeas to the requirements and duties of the office, and so on, are not co-operating with the Civil
TMiss
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ServiceCommissionin order to get the most efficientpersonfor the particular
position?-A. I would say the more perfect the co-operation is the more satisfactory will be the appointments, certainly.
Q. Can you tell us whether or not any of the friction in connection with
appointments has been due to a lack of co-operation between the department

headsand the Civil ServiceCommission?-A. Of courseI cannot say just how
much it is due to lack of co-operations becausewe in the outside really know
very little of what is going on; we only know the results; we cannot tell how
it happened.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Yon are not aware of any friction betweenthe department and the Civil
Service Commission on the question of appointments?-A. Your question is do
I know of any friction between the two?
Q. As regards the question of appointments you do not know of any
friction existing between any of the departments and the Civil Service Com-

mission?-A. No, I do not know of any friction at all.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. My suggestion was this, that with the fullest co-operation between the
department heads and the Civil Service Commission, you should get the maximum of efficiency in appointments and promotions?-A. Yes, that is what I
understood you to say.

Q. Lacking that co-operation you are liable to fail so far as both ends are
concerned?-A.

Yes.

Q. Have you read the evidencewhich was given before the Spinney investigation in 1921?-A. I read very little of it; I read some of it, but not a great
deal.

Q. Do you remember any evidence there which would indicate that one
department head would not co-operate with the Civil Service Commission at
all?-A. I have heard rumors to that effect, but one hears so many rumors,
I don't know anything about it.

Q. You were asked by the Chairman with regard to the qualifications of
the deputy minister; I take it you are not passing judgment on the qualifica-

tions or lack of qualifications of the deputy ministers?-A. No, not at all; I
think the deputy ministers of courseare very anxious for the efficiency of their
department.

Q. Do you know whether or not in the system here there is a tendency for
departments to go off on their own hook as it were, and become great machines
each in themselves without reference to other departments?-A.
Well, it is very
hard to pass an opinion upon that. I do not know of any definite case where
any department has sort of gone off on a tangent of its own.
Q. Do you know whether there is overmanning or overlapping in the
service?-A. There is certainly overlapping; I think that is very evident to
every person in the service, there is a certain amount of overlapping.
Q. In each department?-A.
Yes, there is bound to be, but as to over-

manning that is a suggestionthat I think the civil service organizations have
taken up quite often to aid what might be called a supernumerary class or a
permanent-temporary class, or anything you like, to have them go from one
department to another as they are required.
Q. Have they ever found there was any overmanning in the service? Have
the organizations you speak of found any overmanning in the service?-A. I
think at times they have found in some departments that there are clerks there
who might be better employed in some other department.
[Miss F. M. Burt.]
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Q. Or whose services might be properly be dispensedwith altogether?-A.
There may be, but not to any extent.

Q. Your organization has not made any investigation along that line?-A.
No.

Q. But you are satisfied there is considerable overlapping in the service?
-A.

There is certainly overlapping.
Q. Do you know whether or not there are any chemists in any other depart-

ment but your own?-A. There are chemists in many departments.
Q. What departments?-A. The Mines, Public Works, Agriculture, Health.
Q. Would you feel qualified to go into any one of those departments and
undertake the work there?-A. I would feel qualified to take certain work in
other laboratories according to the designation of what a junior chemist is. A
junior chemist works under direction.

Q. A junior chemist could do all this work I supposein any department?
-A. Yes, could do a certain amount of work in the different departments,
because there is so much work-government
work is on such a large scale that
other departmental laboratories as well as all the rest have to specialize on some
line.

Q. Is there any reason why all this chemical work in every department

should not be undertaken in one place and under one head and eliminated in
all the departments?-A.

That has been discussed by the civil service officials

themselves,the civil servants, and also by the higher officials in the government
service, of consolidating the laboratories, but I would not feel I am confident
to pass an opinion.

Q. It has been done?-A. I do not feel competentto pass any opinion on it.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you think it could be done, do you think, for instance, the chemist

in research work on serums and these other tubercular diseasepreventives, in
the agricultural branch, could come in and do the work that you are doing
now?-A. Oh, well, of course, pathological chemistryQ. Is vastly different?-A.
Yes; I do not mean to say they cannot do it,
but they never would.
Q. When you say overlapping let us understand that; there are chemists

in the department, a large number of chemists; there are a number of departments employing chemists, that is about as far as the overlapping goes, because

the chemists that do the particular work in that department are more or less
trained in that particular work and would feel very much at a loss if they were
called upon to go into another department?-A.
Well, the overlapping I have
heard

of in connection

with

the

laboratories

of the

service

is more

in the case

of overlapping of equipment.
Q. What do you mean by that?-A.
Overlapping of equipment, but I do
not think there is overlapping in regard to the number of people who would have
to be employed.

Q. Overlapping would mean one man doing exactly the same kind of work
as another.-A. There is no overlapping in the chemical service in that respect.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. Some little while ago you said to Mr. Chevrier that in the appointment
of a chemist, say, that you would like to take two chemists from your depart-

ment to passjudgment on an appointment,in preferenceto, say, a chemist

broughtin from the outside.-A. Yes,I certainlythink the chemists
within the
departmentknowbetterwhat is the requirement
of a chemistthan perhapsthe
highestprofessorsin the universities. I do not meanto say that they know any
more about the processes.
[Miss F. M. Hurt.]
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Q. You do not mean to say a chemist in the Department of Agriculture or

the ExperimentalFarm, for instance,knowsmorethan a professorof chemistry
in an agricultural college?-A. Do you mean to say he knows more chemistry?
I think he would know more of what the Government requires in a chemist.
Q. I cannot see it in that way. Then, you say with regard to the chemical
laboratories, that they could be consolidated outside of, say, one or two things.
-A. I do not want to be quoted as saying that I think they should be consolidated; I mean to say it has been under discussion. I would not for a moment
-it would be presumption on my part to say they should be consolidated or how
they should be consolidated; I merely made the statement that it has been discussed.

Q. It would not be presumption on your part to say it is a good schemeto
have a laboratory in the East Block and another at the Experimental Farm, and
another one in Hull, and another down on Sussex street; do you think that is a
good way?-A.
I would not think so. I am sorry, but that is out of my province.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Could the man who is doing the pathologist's work in the Department
of Agricultural conveniently come up to your department and continue his patho-

logical research?-A. We have not a pathological department at all.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Of course you have to have these various laboratories for
the various

kinds

of work?

By Mr. Garland:

Q. With the same equipment, that may do the same kind of work?-A.
No; there is some overlapping of equipment. The overlapping I mean is
this, that they have to have a lot of different equipment to handle the various
kinds

of work.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Would it not come to this, the overlapping would be probably in a
dozen test tubes and retorts and the like of that?-A.

I really would prefer

not to say that, becauseI do not feel as a junior chemist competent in any
respect to pass judgment on the way the department is run. It has been discussed, I know.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. Do you not think the overhead would be quite a lot;
quite a lot to keep these buildings going?-A. I would think so.

it might cost

Q. How many sugar testers have you, for instance, in your department?A. There are only two of us who do all the sugar that comes into Canada.
Q. Your organization is in favour of a utility department, to look after
the clerks, going from one department to another, when the peak loads occur?
-A. Yes, I think that is what the Civil Service Association has always regarded
as being very important.
Q. Your club, I suppose, does not meet very regularly, according to the
previous witness?-A. We meet very often socially, but of course* we meet

occasionally to discuss different questions.
Q. You meet regularly for business,say, once a year, and socially about
twenty-four times a year, is that the idea?-A. We meet for business; the
executive meets every two weeks, and we meet socially every day.

I mean, it

is a regular rendezvous,it is a club formed for the use of women in the service.
Q. I do not think an executive meeting is a regular meeting; how often
do you have your regular meeting?-A. We have not any special times for
[Miss F. M. Burt.]
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calling a general meeting of the members; it is only when things of importance
come up that a general meeting is called.

Q. How often do they elect their officers?-A. Once a year.
Q. You have a general meeting then?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. To close up this overlapping and overmanning, Miss Burt, if they had
proceeded with the reorganization of the departments before proceeding with
the classification, would that not have been the easiest way of finding out

whether there was any overlapping or overmanning?-A. I would think so.
Q. The whole trouble was that the classification was proceeded with before
reorganization?-A.
Yes.
Q. In other words, putting the cart before the horse?-A. I think myself
that the organization should be done first.
Mr. MARTELL: I move we adjourn now.
The WITNESS: I would like to call attention to a statement by Major
McKeand, in regard to the board of hearing. In his statement he said that
all the cases of appeal had not come up before the board of hearing. Now,

at the time the board of hearing was sitting, we heard complaints from time to
time from people ^yllo claimed that their caseshad not come up before the board
of hearing, but that

is the first time

I have ever heard of a sworn statement

being made to that effect, that it was actually the case.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. In other words, you have heard a number of people complain that their
cases had not been disposed of before the board of hearing although somebody
said it had actually come before the board?-A. Yes.
Q. Now, you actually get the confirmation of that rumor that cases were
decided by somebody or in some place, and did not come before the board of
hearing at all?-A. Yes, Major McKeand made the statement that they were
determined by the Civil Service Commission and the department and did not
really come before the board of hearing at all.
Q. So that a large number of cases were practically decided by somebody,
without going to the board of hearing at all?-A. Their cases never come up.

Q. That would explain to some extent anyway the dissatisfaction that now
exists in the large number of appeals?-A. A number, a large number have felt
that it was an injustice; they were told their cases never came up before the

board of hearing, whereas they were told they had, and they found they had
not.

Q. Now, you get the confirmation that these caseswere not disposedof by
the board of hearing?-A.

Yes.

Dr. ROCHE:I might make an explanation for Major McKeand, as he is
not here, and clear up this matter. My colleague,Mr. Jameson,is chairman of
that board. The civil servants were selected by the employees themselves in each
branch to form a board with a selection from our Commission; they were summoned to a sort of you might say school of instruction, and at that school of

instruction one of the civil servants, one of the men who had been selectedby
the employees in a particular branch got up and asked the question, " Mr.

Jameson,if the branchrepresentativeselectedby the employeesand the representative selected by the Commission agree upon a classification, whether it is

the present classificationor that the classificationshould be raised, will the
Civil Service Commission accept that as final?

If not, what is the use of

going through the farce of hearingthis caseand referring it to this board?",

and Mr. Jamesonsaid, " Well, I think I can speak for the Commission and cer[Miss
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tainly I think we can accept as final the decision of the branch representative
and our representative, where they agree." The casesthat have not come before
the board of hearing have been such casesas have been disposed of by agreement, unanimously, and approved of by the deputy minister, I should say, too,
becausethe deputy minister usually got behind the branch representative and
in any of these appeals where the Commission's representative and the employees' representative and the deputy minister have all agreed on a classification, such a case does not come before the board of hearing. The second
question asked my colleague was this, " Now, if there is a disagreement between
these two representatives, and it goes to the board of hearing, will the Commi^sion accept the decision of the board of hearing as final?", and he made
much the same reply, so that is the explanation given as to why these cases did
not come before the board of hearing. It is because of an arrangement made
with the civil servants themselves and the Commission that we were to accept

as final the decision of their representative and our representative when they
agreed.
Mr. CHKVRIER: When a representative of the employees and the representative of the Civil Service Commission agreed, then that acted as a sort of
clearing house, it was final, and that case did not come to the board of hearing?
Dr.

ROCHE:

No.

Mr. CHEVRIER: Outside of these cases, where the two representatives
agreed, are there any cases you know of, Doctor, that did not come to the

board of hearing? I mean, are there any cases where the two representative? did not agree that did not come in before the board of hearing.
Dr. ROCHE: Any case where they did agree?

Mr. CHEVRIER:No; you say where they would agree it would not come
to the board of hearing?
Dr.

ROCHE:

No.

Mr. CHEVRIER: Now, are there any cases where these two representatives

having disagreed,then they would come to the board of hearing?
Dr. ROCHE: Yes, sir.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Are there any other cases you know of that did not meet

with the requirements that you speak of, and that did not come to the board
of hearing?
Dr. ROCHE: There were those cases, of course, where there was no appeal
at all, they did not come before the board, they were satisfied with their

classification originally, and they would not be disposed of by either of the
appeal boards. I should supplement my other remarks by saying there was
a certain proportion, and no small proportion, of these cases,even where the
branch representative and our representative agreed and the deputy minister
agreed at that time that were subsequently re-opened at the instance of the
deputy minister.
Mr. RINFRET: May I ask this.

Was that not a case where the advice

coming from the department was taken at par in comparison with the advice
from

the Commission?

Dr. ROCHE: I do not just understand.
Mr. RINFRET: Was that not a case when they did not agree, when the

advice coming from the department was taken at par in comparison with the
advice taken

from the Commission?

Dr. ROCHE: Of course, the appeal that went to these two men, that is the

employees' representative and the representative of the Commission, these two
[Miss F. M. Burt.]
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men investigatedon the groundthe work of the employee,and they themselves
after investigating the work, in many instancesapproved of the original classification, and in many others they raised the classification.
Mr. RINFBET:But they did agree in many cases?
Dr. ROCHE: Yes.

Mr. RINFRET: In all these cases,the Commission was satisfied that the

advice which came from the departmenthad an equal value to that coming
from

their

own man?

Dr. ROCHE:Yes, after personalinspectionby our representativeand the
representative of the employees.

Air. RINFRET:How would that apply to the service generally, what was
the special reason why in these casesthe advice of the department was given
such standing?
Dr. ROCHE:Of course, it was generally at the request of the employees
themselves; they asked us in the first place if we would set up appeal boards.
Mr. RINFRET: Do I understand

that the Civil

Service Commission

is will-

ing to yield to all the demands of the employees?
Dr.

ROCHE:

Not

at all.

Mr. RINFRET:But they did handle cases-.
Dr. ROCHE:No, we did our business through the deputy ministers; the
deputy minsters approved of these boards being set, and we asked the deputy
minister to select himself a man from the department to act in conjunction

with our representative, but then the employees came to the Commission and
said, "Can we not have the privilege of selecting in our branch our own representative without the deputy minister?" and we said, "Go back to your
deputy minister, and whatever method he decides upon as to how your representative should be chosen will be the one we approve of."

Mr. RINFRET:What I want to bring out is this. In the settling of these
cases, the Civil

Service Commission was well satisfied to give fifty per cent

of the responsibilityto the department,and whateverwas decidedwas final?
The WITNESS:Pardon me, but in the caseI heard of at the time the board
of appeal was formed, as I understand it, of a representative from the Commission and a representative chosenby the deputy minister, and a representa-

tive chosenby the employees;I think there were three, were there not?
Dr. ROCHE:No, in somedepartmentsthey have what they call a departmental representative to supervise as well.
THE WITNESS: There were three, I think; the Civil Service Commission

representative,
the departmental
officerandthe branchrepresentative
also. The
claims were made that the branch representativewas never called beforethe

board of hearing at all.

Dr. ROCHE:
No, the branch representative
was not called beforethe
board of hearing.
The WITNESS: What was the board of hearing?

Dr. ROCHE:It was to decide these cases which the two representatives
could not agree upon.

The WITNESS:Thesewere casesthat they had disagreedupon?
Dr. ROCHE:Had disagreed upon?
The WITNESS: Yes.

Dr. ROCHE:If there had been caseswhere the two representativesdis-

agreed,
invariablytheywentto theboardof hearing.
[Miss F. M. Burt.J
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CHEVRIER: All

of these-?

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN: We are getting into a somewhat disorderly dis-

cussion, I think.

Mr. CHEVRIER:As far as your personal knowledge is concerned,and I do
not want to challenge it, you think every one of these went to the board of
hearing?

Dr. ROCHE:Where there was a disagreement.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Then somebody says they did not go-I do not want to
challenge your statement, but to your own personal knowledge they did all go?
Dr. ROCHE:That is my impression, and I am sure that if any did not go
they would be so very exceptional-and there have been none-it would have
emphasized the rule.
The WITNESS: There were a great many who claimed their cases did not
come up, I know.
Dr. ROCHE: Yes, I believe that.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Then, Miss Burt, do you know whether in that case there was a disagreement?-A. Yes, there was.
Q. And yet they did not come before the board?-A. No.

Q. It would be interesting to know some of them.
Dr. ROCHE: I would like to have a list of them.

The WITNESS: I cannot give you the list, I have not the authority or the

permission from these people to use their names.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Would you let us have a list, and we will ask the Commission or let somebody that you know, if you do not care to send them in, have

somebodyelse whom you know, do it.
Mr. MARTELL:They are afraid that they might prejudice their case before
the Civil Service Commission, but I do not think you need have any fear of that.
The WITNESS: I do not think I have the permission of those involved to
speak.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. If the Commissionerswere aware of any casesthat, on disagreement,

did not come before the board of hearing, I think the Commissioners in duty
bound and honour bound would say that these cases, through some mistake,
some error or misuse of the channels did not come up, and they ought to be

brought up?-A. There were those who claimed they got notice from the board
stating that the board of hearing had decided so-an-so in regard to their cases,
and they knew that their caseshad never gone before the board of hearing.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. While that may be true, I cannot see that the Committee can do very
much, unlesswe have the specfic casesbefore us?-A. Yes, but Major McKeand
made the statement that they had not come before the board of hearing, that is

why I brought it up.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. You know nothing about it, only rumors, and then the evidenceof Major

McKeand?-A.

It was not merely rumors.

Q. You know the whole city is full of rumors about the Civil Service Com'mission?-A.

In this case it was not merely rumors.
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Mr. CHEVRIER:I have heard it so much that I would be very much
interested knowing that.
The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:I think, gentlemen, we cannot do much more in
the. matter unless there is a specific casegiven us.
Mr. MCBRIDE: The statement

has been made here that these cases did not

come before the board of hearing; it is up co those who made the statement to
give the cases to this Committee.

The WITNESS:I will ask one or two people I know who claim that.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Have the cases you mention taken the treatment that they consider
unfair before the Commissioners, and asked them to reconsider them?-A.
Notices are up in all the departments that we may not approach the com-

missioners the Civil Service Commission, in any way.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Except through the deputy minister?-A,

Except through the deputy

minister.

Q. That order in council went through when?-A. Last year, I think.
Q. Before New Year's?-A. Yes.
Q. I can recollect when it went through, but I would like you to say.-A. I
cannot really say the day, but I know notices are up that none of the civil
servants may approach the Civil Service Commission at all.
Mr. CHEVRIER: The order in council was put through at the request of the
Civil Service Commission. That was on the 7th of September, 1922.
Mr. SHAW: I suppose that means anybody with a complaint is not debarred
from presenting their case to the Civil Service Commission, all they have to do
is write the letter to the deputy head of the department whose duty it will be to
forward the complaint.
The WITNESS: I am quite sure the complaints were forwarded to the Civil
Service

Commission.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. But suppose any civil servant in the service has any complaint, either
with regard to his promotion by the Commission, by the deputy head, or any-

body else, he has a perfect right to put that into writing and forward it through
the channel of the deputy minister to the Civil Service Commission; I suppose

that is the procedure?-A. Yes, and I think the Civil Service Commissionwas
deluged with the protests.
Q. Of what?-A.
Of the classification.

Q. Of classification?-A. Yes, both class appeals and personal appeals.
Q. Appeals on various matters?-A. Yes.
Q. And complaints on various matters?-A. Yes.
Q. Have you any special objection to make to that order in council?-A.
No, I was not making any objection, it was merely that someperson askedwhy
these people who had these complaints did not go to the Commission.

Q. They have this avenueto go through,they are not barred?-A. Yes,
they' can.

Q. Do you disagreewith that procedurebeing followed?-A. I think that
is a fair way to do it; that is exactly what happened;they made their appeal
through the deputy minister to the Civil ServiceCommission,and it was to
come before the board of hearing. These people claimed their protests did
not come before the board of hearing, and Major McKeand explained the
other day that they did not. I made the statement that these people complained
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that their protests had never gone to the board of hearing, and that Major
McKeand's was the first sworn statement I have ever heard from any memoer

of the board of hearing that such was actually the case, that a great many
never came before the board of hearing.

We knew at the time that where

there was agreement,of course, their case would not go to the board of hearing.
Q. What I am asking you is this: subsequentto their complaint that their
cases have never been disposed of by the board of hearing in the event of

disagreementthey still had that avenue of complaint, to the Civil Service Commission?-A.

It was the same avenue they had already used.

Q. The first complaint would be a complaint as to their classification, would
it not?-A. The first complaint was the complaint of their classification.
Q. Now I say they would have a complaint through the same channel, if

their appeal with regard to classification had never been determined. A. How
did they know that their appeal had never been before the board of hearing
except by some personson the board of hearing telling them?-A. They knew
that their

case had never gone before the board of hearing, because some

person in the board of hearing told them it had not.
By

Mr.

Martcll:

Q. Have you any personal knowledge of a case of that sort?
The CHAIRMAN: I do not think we are going to get very much forward
unless witness is prepared to bring forward a specific case. The same avenue

was open to them as it was before.
The WITNESS:If it did not go in the first place, it did not likely go in the
second.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I would like the names of the people who told you they did not go. You
can send us the names, and the Committee will feel grateful.

A. I can simply

send you some names, but I could not give you a list. I only heard in some
caseswhere they did not go before the board, and yet there was a disagreement.
Of course,who was to blame for it, I do not know.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. In these cases there was a disagreement between the joint council and

the department and the official representatives, but notwithstanding that disagreement, it did not go to the board of hearing?-A. That is what they
claimed.

Mr. MARTELL: Will you give us some names of such a case? Notwith-

standing there was a disagreementthese casesdid not go before the board of
hearing.

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. I understand if the complaint reached the board of hearing, the civil
service would not be advised as to whether the complaint was heard of not?A. They were told their casehad been decided so-and-so by the board of hearing.

Q. They got a notice from the Civil Service Commission stating their case
had been disposed of by the board of hearing, and the information came out
by somebody on the board of hearing saying " Y6ur case was never before me,
though you got a notice from the Commissionthat your case had been disposed

of by our board."-A. That is the charge.
"Q. Will you pleasegive us someof the namesof the peoplewho said that?
-A. That personof coursedid not seethe personon the board of hearing.
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Q. I think we understandthe point all right. If you will giveus the names,
we can straighten it out.

Mr. BEOWN:I shouldthink we cannotget any further unlessyou give us

a specific case.

WITNESS: There was one other matter I was asked to bring up-the regulations in regard to signing the attendance book. The present regulations in
regard to signing the attendance book-any clerk with a minimum salary oi
§2,100 is not required to sign the attendance book.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Any one with a salary over $2,100 does not sign the book?-A. Any
one whose minimum salary range is $2,100does not sign the register. I claim
that any one who has habitually to work overtime should not sign the register,
whether their salary is $2,100or $1,000. Any one who is habitually required
to work after hours should not have to sign the register on time at nine o'clock
in the morning. A person who has to work after five o'clock in the evening
habitually

should not next morning have to sign the book at nine o'clock.

Q. Why?-A. Why are minimum salary ranges of $2,100 exempt?
Q. I do not see why anybody should not have to sign the book, if they are
not going to rely upon everybody's honesty. I should think it would be a poor
thing to say that a man with a minimum salary should not sign the book. Whj

not make it $3,000 or $2,100 or $900. Everybody should sign it or nobody
should sign it.-A. The people who have to work habitually
not be required to sign.

after hours should

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. A person who works up until after five o'clock signs the book as she

goes out. The people who work until six o'clock, the next morning may come
in at 9.15 or 9.30 to make up for the extra hour?-A. Yes.
Q. And that might be an answer to that, that one who habitually works
after five o'clock should get an hour's leeway in the morning?-A. Yes.

Q. I would not have any objection to that because it is evened up. If
you leave at six o'clock you have an hour to your credit that way; then there
would be no great objection when the book is balanced up, if you were an hour
late every morning, and an hour over every evening, that should count.-A. ll
should, but it does not.

Q. I know it is charged against you when you sign below the line, irrespective of the hours you put in?-A.

Yes, I thing a person in charge of the branch

should have more jurisdiction. Every person under the present system is made
to take the punishment for the shirkers.
Q. How would latenessin the morning affect the civil servant? I mean to
say if the servant were habitually late in the morning, would that affect the
chancesof being promoted?-A. In some departments he has half a day's pay
taken

off.

Q. Would he losesomeof his salary on that account?-A. In somedepartments, not all-

Q. Would it not be better that if the servantputs in extra work in the
evening,he is quite excusablefor beinglate the next day? That is to say if the
head of the department thinks that; but I think it would be proper that the
time should be recorded anyway, otherwise would it not be leaving it to the

civil servanthimself or herselfto kind of balanceher day? It would be quite
improper in my mind.-A. My point is that peoplewho have to work after
hours should not be requiredto sign the book, and I do not seewhy people

whose minimum salary is $2,100should be exempt from signing it.
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Q. I am afraid you are mixing two different cases. My point is this, if the

deputy minister or the head of the branch is still satisfiedthat the putting in
of one hour in the evening evens up for any delay in the morning, I see no

objectionwhy they shouldnot be requiredto signthe book, becauseit would be
proper?-A. 1 agree with that too.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. I understood there was an exception to discriminating between the higher
paid and the lower paid employees?-A. If the higher paid employeessteal half
an hour, it meansthat much more to the Government than the lower paid ones.
Q. Would it not be well to consider that objection apart from the other
first?-A. I am afraid they are both to be consideredtogether.
Mr. RINFRET: I think

it is not a case for our Committee.

Mr. CHEVRIER:It would seem to savour a little bit of class legislation to
have clerks with a minimum of $2,100 exempt.
body should sign it or nobody should sign it.

I think

it is wrong.

Every-

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. It would keep the people of the civil service working all day. Is there
any method by which civil servants are employed all the hours of the day?
They register the time they come in and the time they go out?-A. Yes, all
civil

servants

have

to do a certain

amount

of work.

Q. Surely the chief knows if they are working or not?-A. A certain amount
of work is allotted to each clerk, and he or she has to get it done.
Q. Are they allotted a certain amount of work each day?-A.
They are
responsible for keeping that particular work done. It comes in sometimes one
day and sometimes another day.

Q. Supposingit doesnot comein in one day?-A. That is why people going
through the departmentscomplain that peopleappear to be idle, becausethe work
of the department is very irregular. If you came in, as a member of Parliament, before the mail was distributed,

you might find a great many clerks

idle, becausetheir work dependson the distribution of the mail, but they are
responsiblefor a certain amount of work and their work has to be done. Some
do it more quickly than others.
Q. Like the Chinaman, " no mailee no work."-A.

Yes, it depends a great

deal on the mail.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. They will pay for an extra hour those who open the mail, if they come
in the morning-We
are getting a lot of critisism about the civil service, and
I for one will not stand for it, because I am playing fair, if you say that there
is idleness for one hour in the morning because the mail is not opened up, and if

they will pay those who will come in at 8 o'clock in the morning, pay them one
extra hour for opening the mail, so that the clerks might start work at 9 o'clock,
there would be no idleness, but if they are going to ask people to come in at 8
o'clock to open the mail and pay them the same as the others who quit at 5

o'clock, you have to wait until the mail is opened.--A. It necessarily does not
mean the people could open it at 8 o'clock becauseit dependson the trains as
well as the messengers. I do not supposethat could be regulated.
Q. So much work, so much pay, and I think that we ought to take that
stand?-A.

Yes.

Q. All this criticism about the service that only leads us to get some nasty
articles in the papers, should be put an end to.-A. There is a great deal of
criticism in the papers just now about " Geraldine Gasoline ", is there not?
5-34
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Mr. SHAW: Are you referring to any suggestionI made?
Mr. CHEVRIEB:I refer to this: somebody laughed in this Committee when
somebody mentioned something about slap-dash, and we got a nasty article in
the Journal, nnd I for one did not take part in it, and I have to suffer for it,
and another made a remark sometime ago about the morale of the service.
Mr. SHAW: I am sorry to hear that all the criticisms are being shelved on
Mr. Chevrier.

The WITNESS:You get any group of peopleas numerousas the civil service
-I think the service as a body are as efficient as any people you will find
miywhere in the country.
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. That is a fair statement, and I know it, becauseI have lived here.-A.
And more than that, if they have the proper encouragement to be efficient,
in the way of promotions and all the rest of it, I think you would find very
few in any department of the service who will not co-operate with the Civil
Service Commission and the civil service heads to make that department as
efficient as it can be made, but unfortunately there has been this, that the
government service has been subject to so many jokes, and it is subject to so

much criticism for some reason or other, I do not know why.
The CHAIRMAN:Do any membersof the Committee want to ask any more
questions of Miss Burt?
Some MEMBERS: No.

By the Chairman:

Q. You admit that if the civil servants in the departments had encouragement, they would do more work?-A.

Q. And better work?-A.

More work?

Yes, I think they would do more and better

work.

Q. You also say that the complication of the classification tends to lack
of flexibility in the working out of the departments?-A.
Yes.
Mr. DRVMMOND: If they do all the work there is to do now, how could they
do more?

By the Chairman:

Q. I am coming to that.
the departments?-A.

In other words, it is the faulty arrangement of

I think so.

Q. That causesyou to be idle at times and busy at other times?-A. Yes.
Q. Then there may be over-manning, but only on account of the system

under which you work. It is not the fault of the service?-A. It is not the fault
of the service.

If there is over-manning it is certainly not the fault of the

service.

Q. It is due to bad office arrangement, partly causedby over classification
and lack of flexibility?-A.

Yes.

Q. And that is why you, as all the other civil servants, have recommended
against the classification?-A. Very strongly.
Q. That will do, unless you have some further statements.-A. Just one
other thing we were asked to bring up, that is, that we think the standard of
classification

for entrance

to the civil

service should be raised.

Now Griffen-

hagenand associates
I think recommended
a lower standardof examinationfor
the

civil

sendee.

Q. Griffenhagens did?-A.

Yes. They recommendeda lower standard of

examination for entrance to the service, and I think that the civil service as a

whole, feel that the standard should be raised.
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Q. Now you are opening a brand new subject. I am willing to discuss the
subject with you.-A. I know, but some members spoke of it and some of us
have a knowledge,being in the service quite a number of years, that the standard
of examination was very high some years ago, and I do not think the service
has gained anything by lowering the standard.
Q. It actually has been lowered since Dr. Short's time in 1908?-A.

Just

in the last couple of years it has been very much lowered.
Q. Will you go on record as saying that the standard of examination under
the existing Commissioners is lower than it was in the old Commission under

Dr. Short? I am asking you to state whether it is lower than it was?-A. It is
lower now.
it is lower

I do not say this Commission is responsible for it, but at all events
now.

Q. And the civil servants who went in under the old standard were of a

better standard than those going in now?-A. They had to pass a higher standard.
Q. You recommend the standard be raised?-A.
be raised.

Of

course

we

do not

for

a moment

I recommend the standard
think

that

examinations

can

necessarily regulate that, but the standards can certainly be raised.
Q. It is acknowledged that all the universities have difficult courses, which
are becoming more and more difficult.
They are making the terms longer.
The accusation is made that this is to make a close corporation for the lawyers
and doctors already in.-A. I would not attempt to discuss the pros and cons
of making the examinations more difficult, but I think the civil service should
be considered as a profession and a very high standard required.
Q. You say that everybody in the civil service should pass the examination when the standard is put up to a high degree?-A. Any person with a
university degree should not be asked to pass any other examination or any
other high standard. That is why we disapprove of examinations for promo-

tions to be a compulsory thing, but I think there should be some standard of
education

for

WITNESS:

entrance.
retired.

The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Blue has a statement to make, and I promised him
on a former occasion to hear him. It will only take a few minutes.
\

Mr. CHARLESS. BLUE: called, sworn and examined.

The WITNESS:Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I have prepared a statement.
It will take perhaps fifteen minutes to read it.
Mr. RINFRET: Could it be printed without being read?
The CHAIRMAN: I think we might hear Mr. Blue.

Mr. RINFRET:We might have some questions to put to Mr. Blue.
The CHAIRMAN: Proceed, Mr. Blue.
WITNESS: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Committee, the case which
I desire, with your permission, to present on behalf of the committee reporters,
or assistant parliamentary reporters, as they are classified, illustrates, I sub-

mit, not only the unfairness of the present classification as it applies to them,
but a-lso the difficulties

and delays encountered in their endeavour to obtain

redress. Incidentally,, it touches on the point which has been raised tonight as
to what happenswhen the headsof a department or branch and the Civil Service
Commission agree or disagree.

Perhaps it may make the position clearer if I begin with a brief sketch of
the history of the staff since its organization in 1906. Before that date-namely
1906-the work of reporting the Committees of Parliament was performed in a
somewhat haphazard fashion, being entrusted to members of the Press gallery
who could write shorthand as a " side line " to their ordinary activities. When
5-34J
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a committeewas called,the clerk would sendto the Pressgallery for a reporter
or corps of reporters as the circumstancesrequired; and a record of the pro-

ceedingswould be made. But as often as not, no transcript of the noteswould
be called for. In those days, the various Committees exercised the printing

privilege very sparingly; such a thing as "daily copy", that is, having the

record of the proceedingstranscribed, printed and distributed within 24 hours as
is now the common practice, was then unthought of and, under the conditions
obtaining, impracticable; and even when a transcript was called for, weeks
would elapse before it could be prepared.
This arrangement, though tolerated for many years, was never regarded as
satisfactory, and in the sessionof 1905-6the advisability of adopting some other
system was consideredby the then Government and it was decidedto appoint a
staff of two official reporters to attend to the Committees, Messrs. Dickson and

Matthews, two of the most experienced reporters in the Press gallery being
selected. At the time the salary of the Hansard reporters was $2,000per annum,
and it was claimed on behalf of the committee reporters that they should receive

the same amount of remuneration. But inasmuch as the latter were newly
appointed, and the Hansard reporters had given many years of service, the
Government of the day fixed the salary at $1,500,the assurancebeing given at
the same time that if the new arrangement proved satisfactory, the claim to

parity with Hansard would be further considered. A year later, the salary of
the Hansard reporters was increased to $2,500, while no advance was given to
the committee reporters, and when the Civil Service Act was passed in 1908,

the Hansard reporters were classified with a salary range of from $2,100to
$2,800, as compared with $1,600 to $2,100 in the case of the committee reporters.

Incidentally, it may be stated, the Senate reporters received the same classification as the committee reporters.
As the work of the committees continued to increase, the staff of reporter?
was increased to three in 1911, and to four in 1912. It was understood-indeed
I believe official assurance was given that as vacancies arose on the Hansard
stiff, these would be filled from the committee staff, by way of promotion;
but in 1912, when three such vacancies did occur, the committee reporters were
informed by the Civil Service Commission that to obtain the Hansard positions
they must pass an examination. Two of them declined to take part in an
examination, claiming that they were entitled to promotion, without such a test.
The third took the examination and passed first among the candidates. That
the claim of the committee reporters to promotion to Hansard without examination was justified, has been demonstrated by the fact that the Commission
have since conceded it, three of the present Hansard staff having been transferred
from the committee staff without examination. This also proves, if proof were
needed, that the qualifications required for committe reporting are in no way
inferior

to those demanded for Hansard

work.

I now come to the reclassification undertaken in 1918 by Arthur

Young

& Company. While that work was in progress the committee reporters
refrained from making any representations,becausethe late Mr. T. P. Owens
in his capacity as editor of debates personally undertook the responsibility of

attendingto the interestsof the reportingbranchas a whole; and having every
confidence that our particular interests, as well as those of the Hansard

reporterswould be fairly and equally dealt with, we left the matter entirely
iii

his hands.

When the re-classification

was completed and made public, however, the

committeereporters were very much disappointedto find that they had not

received the considerationwhich, in their opinion, the nature of the position and
duties entitled them to expect. Whereas the Hansard reporters were classified
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as Parliamentary reporters with a salary range of from $2,520to $3,360.the
committee reporters were classified as assistant parliamentary reporters with
a salary range of from $2,040to $2,400,or a differenceof $480 in the minimum
and $960 in the maximum.

The Senate reporters, in the original classification as approved by the
Commission, wer placed in the same category as the committee or assistant
parliamentary reporters; but they immediately protested, and were given a
reclassification which placed them on the same basis as the Hansard reporters.
The committee reporters at once made representations to the head of the

branch, Mr. Owens, that the classification was unfair, and he admitted that
their claim to a higher standard of remuneration was warranted. But the reason
he assigned for not pressing it was that; having given the Civil Service Commission and their experts an assurance that he would not trouble them further

if the Hansard classification he sought were granted, he could not re-open the
subject at that juncture. He offered no objection, however, to the committee
reporters making representations on their own behalf, and accordingly at the
beginning of 1920 they drew up a memorial setting forth their claims and submitted it first to Speaker Rhodes, and then to the Civil Service Commission.
Some correspondence took place at that time. I have copies of the letters here,
but perhaps I need not read them in full. On January 3, 1920, Mr. C. A.
Matthews, then senior reporter of committees wrote to Mr. Thomas P. Owens,
editor of debates and chief reporter, stating that as the revision of the
classification of the House of Commons staff was nearing completion, the
members of the committee reporters staff had submitted to the Clerk of the
House a memorandum asking that their classification be improved, particularly
in view of the reclassification of the Senate reporters. On January 6, 1920,

Speaker Rhodes acknowledged the memorandum of the committee reporters
which he said would have very careful consideration. But he pointed out that
these matters rested very largely in the hands of the Civil Service Commission.

On January 10, 1920, Mr. Matthews again wrote to Mr. Owens, editor of
debates,stating that he had been informed by the Clerk of the House that the
whole question of organization and classification had been handed over to a
committee who were endeavouring to arrive at an amicable agreement with the

Civil Service Commission, and requesting Mr. Owensto take up the matter with
the Civil

Service Commission, on behalf of the committee reporters.

On

January 12, 1920,Mr. Owens replied that he had no offieial notification of any
committee appointed to deal with classification and organization, and that he
would take no action in the matter pending direction from the Speaker or the
Clerk of the House. On January 13, 1920, Mr. Matthews in another letter
to Mr. Owenspointed out that in requesting him to take up the matter with the
Civil Service Cmommission, the committee reporters had simply

followed the

courseindicated by the Speaker,and again asked his support in their endeavour
to obtain a re-adjustment which the committee reporters understood he was
prepared to recommend. Nothing more was heard from the Commission in
regard to the matter during 1920; and no further stepswere taken by the committee reporters until the session of 1921.

By Mr. Chevrier;
Q. Is the contention there that the reporting of the committees is not as
important as the Hansard work?-A. As important and strenuous.
Q. That is the gist of the whole thing?-A. Important and strenuous.
Q. I disagree with that altogether. A. So de we, and I do not think it
needsvery much to be said on the subject for any member of the House of
Commons to appreciate that fact. In particular, our point is this: here was a
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where we had the support of the head of the reporting branch, Mr. Campbell; of Mr. Beauchesne,representing the deputy minister of the department;
we had a board of hearing, several members of which agreed with our conten-

tion, and I have still to come to the fact that the Internal Economy Commission
presided over by Mr. Speaker,last year took up the matter and sent in a recommendation, and still that was ignored.
The CHAIRMAN: Let Mr. Blue continue his statement, and we can question
him

afterwards.

The WITNESS: In the meantime the death had occurred of Mr. T. P. Owens,

editor of debates and head of the reporting branch, and Mr. A. C. Campbell
had succeededhim in this position. With the latter's approval, another appeal
was made to the Civil Service Commission, who, as a preliminary to- consideration of the caseby a board of hearing, desired an expressionof opinion from the
editor of debates. Mr. Campbell, accordingly wrote to Dr. Roche, Chairman
of the Commission, on June 7, 1921, as follows:
SIR,- Referring to the appeal of the Assistant Parliamentary
reporters for re-classification and increased salaries, I am advised that
the Commission desire an expression of opinion from me on the subject.
The controlling element in the situation in my opinion, is this that in recent years the work of reporting the committees of the House
of Commons has changed greatly from what it was before. It is increasingly the custom with the House of Commons to hand over to Committees more work and work of greater complexity. It has also become
more

and more

the

custom

with

Committees

of the

House

of Commons

to call for a verbatim report, not only, as in former times, of the evidence
that is heard but of discussions that take place and to insist that the

report shall be got out immediately for the use of those interested.
For these reasons, the work of reporting the committees is much
more difficult, much more extensive, much more responsible, than it used
to be.

If the staff of committee reporters is to be kept up in my opinion,
it will be necessary, especially in view of the small number of thoroughly

efficient reporters to be found in Canada, to offer greater emoluments
than have hitherto

been offered.

Therefore, if. my opinion were asked, I would recommend that the

minimum and maximum salaries of those engagedin the work of reporting
committees should be suitably increased.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your

obedient

(sgd.)

servant,

A. C. CAMPBELL,

Editor oj Debates and Chief of
Reporting

Staff.

Hon W. J. ROCHE, Chairman,
Civil

Service Commission.

In the same month, namely June 1921, a board of hearing presided over
IT
* MMJ.\*
by
II
V .i.\_L
Mr.
1. -L-J
LaRochelle
tl-J-\.\-'VAi.v.-''J.v>k-v«\/
sat to considerthe -JT
appeal
1 of the committee*reporters,
and

representations
i " wermade
__1~
on their \-.«1-ii-\l-£l-»iT[V^"-vi
behalfby Mr. "A^.-14-J-l-vy-,^.Matthews,
the acting
.__!" chief,
!"("

Mr." Beauchesne,the Assistant Clerk of the House of Commons,and myself.
Mr. Campbellwas alsopresentandhe reiteratedthe views he had expressed
in his letter. In the courseof the hearing,membersof the board indicatedthat

thev^regarded
theremuneration
of thecommittee
reporters
ascertainly
inadequate,andtheonlyquestion
seemed
to bewhether
it should
beincreased
to a
[Mr. Charles S. Blue.]
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parity with Hansard and the Senate reporters, or whether, in order to permit
01 promotion, there should be a slight margin in favour of the Hansard reporters.

Fully nine months elapsed before the Commission announced the decision
of the board, which read as follows:
"March

21, 1922.

' The Board, after hearing the evidence adduced in this case, and
perusal of the documents filed herein, is of th^ opinion that the work

of the committee reporters is not as strenuous and as important as that
of the Parliamentary (Hansard) reporters and that there should be no
change made in the present compensation of the class.
" Yours very truly,
" (Sgd.)

W. FORAN,
" Secretary."

This decision, which ironically enough reached the staff when they were
working fifteen hours a day under the heaviest pressure, is based, I submit,
upon a purely arbitrary

assumption wholly unsupported by facts.

Invidious

comparisonswith Hansard do not alter the indisputable fact that Parliamentary
reporting in all its branches, whether in the House of Commons, the Senate,
or the Committees, demands the highest qualifications, that no distinction is

drawn between them in the classification accepted by the Commission, except
in the matter of salary, and that, though the conditions under which the work

is performed by the respective staffs may vary in certain respects,the duties
are equally " strenuous" and " important" and cannot fairly be fairly differentiated.

But if comparisonsare to be instituted, I have statistics compiled by Mr.
Matthews, formerly senior reporter of committees, which clearly demonstrate
that the average working day of the committee reporters is considerably

longer than that of the Hansard reporters and that man for man they do more
reporting and turn out a greater volume of work-and this under conditions
which constitute a greater strain. If the Commission or board of hearing had
consulted the documents filed they would have found that during the session of
Parliament which had just closed, the average output of each committee

reporter represented 786 printed pages as against 664 for each Hansard
reporter, and it is certain that this average will be greatly increased during
the present session.
As a result

of the Commission's

adverse decision

one of

the

committee

reporters who had passedhighest in his examination resigned and is now filling
the position of Ontario SupremeCourt reporter at a salary of $3,000with fees
in addition. In the circumstances, it was decided to make another appeal to
the Commission, this time through the Internal Economy Commission of the
House of Commons.

Representations to that body were made by Mr. A. C.

Campbell, Editor of Debates, and the following is the minute relating to the
matter:-

" Board of Internal

Economy Commission

"12th May, 1922.

"Hon. Mr. Lemieux in the Chair; present,Messrs.Robb, Beland,

Low and Sinclair.

" The Board heard Mr. A. C. Campbell, Editor of Debates,who

representedthat it would be impossible to maintain an efficient staff 01
committee reporters unless an increased remuneration was offered.
[Mr. Charles 9. Blue.]
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After a full discussion of the matter,
" It was resolved

" To recommend to the Civil Service Commission that the present

classification of the assistant parliamentary reporters be changed from
$2,040-$2,400 to $2,520-$3,120, with a special grade classified at
$2,520-$3,360 for the position of assistant parliamentary reporter and
senior reporter."

I am informed that this resolution was duly forwarded to the Civil Service Commission, immediately following the meeting of the Board of Internal
Economy on 12th May last; but we have received no further communication
from the Civil Service Commission in regard to the matter.
Having detailed the various steps taken on behalf of the committee
reporters to obtain a reclassification, I beg to submit for your consideration
the following points:-

1. That the title "Assistant Parliamentary Reporter " is misleading
and prejudicial since it does not even approximately convey an idea of
the duties performed, and it implies an inferiority of qualifications
which does not exist and which is not recognized in the classification
itself.

2. That the remuneration provided under the existing classification

for the work performed by the "Assistant Parliamentary (Committee)
Reporters " is utterly inadequate and not at all proportionate to that
provided for other positions demanding similar qualifications and involving work of a kindred and certainly not more exacting or onerous nature.
3. That, if not considered to a classification which would place

them on a parity with the Hansard reporters and Senate reporters,
who receive a salary ranging

from

$2,520 to $3,360, the committee

reporters should at least receive not less than the Dominion Government Court reporters who are classified with a salary range of $2,760
minimum to $3,120 maximum.
4. That in no other legislative body, so far as I am aware, is there

any discrimination made between the Hansard and Committee reporters
in the matter of remuneration. In the United States House of Representatives there are two distinct reporting staffs, one of Official Reporters

of Debates, whosework, like that of our Hansard staff, is confined to the
debates on the floor; the other the Official Reporters of Committees.

Up to 1918the salaries of both staffs were $5,000a year for each reporter;
in 1918 the salaries in both cases were raised by a unanimous vote of the

House to $6,000 a year. In the British House of Commons also the
Hansard and Committee reporting staffs receive equal remuneration, and

the same rule applies I understand, in the Federal and State Legislations
of Australia.

5. That in view of the fact that the claim of the committee reporter?
to increased remuneration

has been approved by the chief

of the

reporting branch,Mr. Campbell; andby his Honourthe Speakerand the
other members of the Internal Economy Commission, the Civil Service

Commission are not justified in refusing it on the grounds mentioned,
and,

6. That reconsideration of their claim is urged not only in the
interests of the individual
efficiency.

members of the staff but in the interests of

Under modern conditions the value of efficient shorthand reporting has

beenincreasinglyrecognized,and the demandupon the servicesof the expert
[Mr.
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reporter is greater than before. But while the field has extended and the scope
and character of the work have widened, the supply of trained reporters has not
kept pace with the demand. Those who are in the businessfind it increasingly
difficult to procure assistancewhen it is required as it often is; and, in this connection, it may be recalled that at the two last examinations held for committee
reporters, only two candidates out of a total of thirteen qualified in each case.

Official reporters are not, and cannot be, developed by the schools and
business colleges. The nature of their work is that of technical experts, who
must possess not only shorthand ability of the highest order, but a wide range of

knowledge, a ready grasp of details, a familiarity with forms of procedure and
scientific nomenclature, and ability to turn out copy speedily, all of which can

only be acquired by a long course of training in the courts, in the general practice of the profession, or in newspaper work.
For the purpose of parliamentary reporting the last mentioned might be
regarded as the best recruiting field of all; but owning to changed conditions in

the newspaper profession, verbatim reporting is no longer required, and, consequently, as the recent history of the Hansard staff shows, that source of supply
has been practically exhausted. The only other sources available, if the high
standard of parliamentary reporting is to be maintained, are the limited corps
of court reporters and general practitioners; and the services of these trained
experts can only be procured if the scale of remuneration, provided under the
civil service classification, is fixed to approximate to their average earning
capacity. They will certainly not be attracted by the present inadequate
classification of committee reporters. This lias been demonstrated in the last
two examinations held by the Civil Service Commission to fill vacancies on the
committee reporters' staff.
In the first, thirteen candidates from different
parts of the Dominion sat, but only two qualified. Of these one was appointed,
and as already mentioned, he resigned at the close of last session owning to the
refusal of the Civil Service Commission to grant re-classification. In the second
examination held in the beginning of this year, thirteen candidates again took
part, and again only two qualified. But though both were appointed, only one
remains on the staff, the other successful candidate preferring to retain the
position he held in another branch of the service. Under the conditions which
prevail, with the multiplication of parliamentary committees conducting important investigations that call for daily copy, the necessity for an adequate and
efficient staff of reporters to cope with the ever increasing volume of work must
be obvious, but I have no hesitation in asserting that such a staff can neither
be secured nor maintained under the present classification.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I think that is a very fair statement; I do not see why you should not
be paid the same as the others. Who turned it down, the Civil Service Commission?-A. The Civil Service Commission, all the way through.

Q. Who looked after it in the Civil Service Commission, the investigators?
-A.

In the beginning, the trouble was with the experts from Chicago.
Q. They turned it down?-A. They turned it down.

Q. After having the recommendations?-A. Not at that time. Mr. Owens
had a big fight to get the classification he wanted for the Hansard Staff, andQ. As I understand it, you had the recommendationsof Mr. Campbell, Mr.
Beauchesne, and the Speaker of the House?-A.

Yes, later.

Q. That went to the Civil Service Commission?-A. Yes.
Q. Then did some of the experts come to investigate?-A. I think Mr.
Payne came down and consulted Mr. Campbell; I was not present, but knowing
Mr. Campbell's views I have not the slightest doubt that he took the same
attitude as that expressed in his letter.
[Mr.

Charles

S. Blue.]
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Q. Was the matter ever brought to the attention of the Commissioners
themselves?-A. I do not know, except that I am sure that that recommendation
of the Internal Economy Commission was forwarded, and I know the board of
hearing sat, becauseI was present.
Q. What did the board of hearing do?-A. The majority seemed to be
strongly in favour of our contention, and it was a great surprise to us when,
some months afterwards, we learned that the appeal had been refused.
Q. I cannot see any reason why you are discriminated against.-A. The
only reason given was that the work was not as strenuous or important as the
Hansard

work.

Q. Did the gentleman who passed on that come and investigate it in a
proper way?-A.

He did not.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. This salary you refer to, is that a yearly salary or a sessionalsalary?
-A. A yearly salary.
Q. When the sessionis over, what do you gentlemendo?-A. We are free to
take up any other reporting work.
Q. So really the salary that you are paid is not a yearly salary but a
sessional salary?-A. Yes, with this qualification, that we are retained for the
whole year. There have been occasions when the House has sat nine or ten
months; perhaps there may be two sessions in a year, as has sometimes
happened, and of course we get nothing more in that case.
Q. Take last year; the session lasted four months. You would be free for
the balance of the year?-A. Yes.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I am not putting it on that scale.
Mr.

BROWN:

That

does not

affect

the discrimination.

The WITNESS: Our chief point is that the Commission has fixed the
standard for parliamentary reporters, and we are either that or nothing. That
is the whole thing in a nutshell.
By Mr. Shaic:

Q. There is no reason, I suppose,why you gentlemen could not do the
reporting in Parliament?-A. I myself was on Hansard for six sessions,and I
know the difference between the two; I can speak from experience.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Personally. I would think the committee work would be
more

strenuous.

By the Chairman:

Q. The speakers change faster?-A. Yes, and the committees come with
such a rush.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Could that case not be brought before the Committee on Debates?-A.
My information with regard to that is that the Committee on Debates have
not met for a couple of years, or something like that, and we believed the matter
was one for the Commission

to deal with.

Mr. CHEVRIER:It seemsto me you have exhaustedyour powers now, after
the various recommendations being sent to the Civil Service Commission and

being turned down.
The CHAIRMAN: I do not think it would be out of order to ask Dr. Roche

if he can give us any light on that.

Dr. ROCHE:This is the first time I have heard of the case,and certainly
I would not wish to express my decision now.
[Mr.

Charles S. BlueJ
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The CHAIRMAN: I wondered if you had any recollection as to why this
was

turned

down.

Dr. ROCHE: Would

Mr.

Blue answer me this?

He states that

for several

years he was on the Hansard staff. Why did he leave?
The WITNESS:My health broke down, and I was too ill to continue on the
Hansard

staff.

Dr. ROCHE:Did you go back to the Committee work becauseyour health
broke

down?

The WITNESS:No, but I was advised that I must of necessity avoid allnight sittings, and the Committee work obviates these.
Dr. ROCHE: So that the Hansard work, because of the night work, is considerably more strenuous?
The WITNESS: No, I would not admit that.

Dr. ROCHE:It seemsrather strange to me that you should leave the Hansard work because of your health.

The WITNESS:I might say, since it has been brought up, that it was my
heart that was giving trouble, and the view of the doctors was that one all-night
sitting might put me out. It was not the usual work of the sessionthat they
were afraid of, but they said that if an occasion like that arose, as it might on
Hansard, they would not be responsible for the results.
Dr. ROCHE: The work of the committees may be more strenuous now than

it was in my day, but I think Mr. Owens was a party to the differentiation.
The WITNESS: Yes, he was at the begining.
Dr. ROCHE: He was the head of the Hansard

staff at the time?

The WITNESS: Yes, but at the same time I can assure you, Doctor, that he
always admitted that his own classification was unfair; in fact, just before he
passed out we had his approval in making an appeal.
Dr. ROCHE: I do not think anybody would object to have another man
get what he could, but he, I am sure, was equally responsible in connection with
the differentiation between the committee reporters and the Hansard reporters.
The WITNESS: Yes, I can give you the reason for that, too. Mr. Owens

had a view that the committee reporters staff would make a good training
ground for Hansard, but I did not agreewith him; and there is no reporter who
has had any experiencein the businesswho would agree. You cannot get young
men to comehere and do the work efficiently, through the schoolsor colleges,as
I have pointed out. You have to have experiencedmen, and if experiencedmen
come here the> are not going to work for a salary that is so much less than that
of the Hansard and Senate reporters.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Was the whole decision based on your own case?-A. No, my own case
was never mentioned, that I am aware of.

Q. And supposing it had been mentioned before the board of hearing, or
at some other stage of the proceedings,that your health broke down and you
took this place on the committee staff, that might affect you, but surely it
should not affect the whole standard.-A. As a matter of fact, that point was
not raised at the board of hearing.

Mr. Campbell did mention that one of

the reasons he supported the claim was that Mr. Blue had had experienceon
both the Hansard staff and the Committee staff, but no question was put to me
"on that point.

Q. As I understandit, Mr. Campbellrecommends
it?-A. Yes.
[Mr. Charles S. Blue.]
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Yes.

Q. He knows the work, and the difference, if there be any difference. The
Speaker and the Internal Economy Commission know the work of the Hansard
reporters and their work, and they recommended it?-A.

Yes.

Q. Then it went to the Civil Service Commission. Now, Dr. Roche, I
would like to know what official of your Commission is responsible for this
decision?

Dr. ROCHE:The board of hearing is responsible.
The WITNESS:The board of hearing
.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The board of hearing is responsible? Who composed the board of
hearing?-A. My recollection is that Mr. LaRochelle was in the Chair; as a
matter of fact, the department was not represented on that board of hearing.

Q. You were not represented?-A. No, except through Mr. Campbell, but
he was not on the board, he came down to support our case.

Q. Who were the three on the board of hearing?-A.

Mr. LaRochelle,

Mr. Kearns, the late Mr. St. Laurent, Mr. O'Connor, and another gentleman
whose name I forget.
Q. Then what happened at the board of hearing, who presented the case?
-A. Mr. Matthews, the former senior reporter. Mr. Campbell also supported

it, and I said somethingtoo.
Q. Then the board of hearing considered that?-A.
Yes.
Q. Did they have any experts come down to investigate?-A. No.
Q. Now, I do not know, but it seems rather strange that Mr. Larochelle
and Mr. St. Laurent and Mr. O'Connor and this other gentleman, who probably
know as much about reporting as I do, should take upon themselves to pass
judgment in the face of three or four recommendations from men who really do
know the work;

I cannot understand

that.-A.

And

a feature

of the board of

hearing was this, that Mr. Kearns, who does know the work here, put up a
strong plea on our behalf.

Q. Was he a member of the board?-A. Yes, and he put up a strong plea
in favour

of our

contention.

Q. And in the face of a gentleman who knows the work. Two or three
others who have no experience in that line, ruled him out?-A. Yes, evidently.
Q. That is one of the objectionable features of these boards, that some of
the men who sit on them, on some occasions have no knowledge of the things
that they have to decide?-A. They certainly did not have on that occasion.
with the exception of Mr. Kearns, and he strongly supported us.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. When did you start your work this session?-A. We started in February.
about the middle of February.

Q. What committee?-A. The Marine and Fisheries was the first committee

to meet.

Q. I supposethe other committees have only got on with their work very
recently?-A. Within the last few weeks.
Q. So the month of February and I suppose most of March would be

comparativelylight?-A. The work has beenanything but light sinceit started.
The CHAIRMAN:The fact of the matter remains, that they really have morepagesthan the Hansard Reporters.
[Mr.

Charles S. Blue.l
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By Mr Shaw:

Q. I am not trying to suggestthat you should not get more money, or that
your work is not as heavy now, because I am sure it is, but is it, during the

session, always as heavy as that of the Hansard reporters?-A. We have the
statistics there; it would depend upon what you mean by "heavy." If you

judge it by output and length of hours, I maintain we work more hours,

considering the staff we have, compared with the Hansard staff, and the figures
are here.

By the Chairman:

Q. You turned out more pages than Hansard reporters?-A. Yes sir.
Q. It will be much more this session?-A.

Yes.

Q. You are doing four hundred pages a day?-A. Yes, about that.
Q. And last session,Hansard only turned out six hundred pages for each
reporter?-A.

That was in 1921.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Can you tell me what they were last session?-A. That was for 1921.
Q. What was 1922?-A. In 1922, as I say Mr. Mathews was the senior

reporter, and he was superannuated last year. I do not know that he took
any figures last session, and I was not in a position to do so. But they can be
compiled, if desired.
Q. When was it that this decision was given?-A. In 1921.
Q. What month?-A. June.
Q. Was the session on?-A. The session had just finished or was just
finishing.
Q. Was finished?-A. Just finishing.
Q. So that these people in coming to their decision may not have had
before them the work you were doing in 1921?-A. My impression is that they
would have, because I know Mr. Matthews had those figures prepared at the
time he submitted the case. Knowing Mr. Matthews' methodical habits, I think
he would put them in.
The CHAIRMAN: I think you should be paid piece work for the number of
pages you write. That would settle the whole thing.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Have you taken it up with the Commission lately?-A.
No. It is in
this position: it has to be taken up through the head of the branch, Mr.
Campbell.
In view of that recommendation last year from the Internal
Economy Commission, we have been waiting for some action, and we have made
no further representations.
Q. You think that recommendation has been forwarded?-A.
I have the

assuranceof the Clerk of the Internal Economy Commission that it was. That
is all I can say.
Witness

retired.

The Committee adjourned until 8 o'clock p.m. April 17th, 1923.
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TUESDAY,April 17, 1923.
The Special Committe on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 8 o'clock

p.m., the Chairman,Mr. JamesMalcolm, presiding.
The CHAIRMAN: We have several witnessesto-night. We will first call Mr.
T. G. Matheson, President of the Dominion of Canada Public Works Federation.
Mr. T. G. MATHESON called and sworn.

By the Chairman:

Q. Are you prepared to make a statement or do you wish to start with
examination?-A. I have a statement. First, I would like to expressthe appreciation I have of appearing before this Committee. It was not until within a
lew days ago that I made up my mind that I would come, only that our asso-

ciations out West, in a measure,demandedthat we should make an appearance
on this occasion. If you will excuseme, I would like to be a little personal,
beceauseyou generally like to know the civil servant who is speaking to you,
to avoid a lot of questions afterwards.

I may say I have been in the service

for nearly twelve years, I was appointed, if you may call it, under patronage.
I was invited into the service. I did not make any application for the office.
I came in as assistant mechanical engineer in Toronto, and four years after vva^
appointed chief engineer, which position I hold at the present time. I want to
say I am an engineer with, next month, fifty years' service.

I served my time

and have been at'it all my life, and I am in a position to speak as to the condition of things

as far as I have seen them in the civil

service.

When I came

into the civil service, in the Public Works department, we had no organization
at all. I wanted to do what I possibly could for the men in the civil service,

especially in Toronto, and we organized an association there. Since that time it
has developedinto a federation, with associationsright throughout the Dominion.
From the Pacific Coast we have Victoria, Vancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg,
Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, Halifax, Quebec, and one or two others.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Could you say what is the total membership of your association?-A.
Well, roughly about 2,600.

Q. How many in Quebec?-A. Do you mean in the province of Quebec?
Q. No, in the city of Quebec, about?1-A. There are about 55 men in the
city" of Quebec on the staff.
Q. And Montreal?-A.
About 240.

Q. Ottawa?-A. I would like to make my statement first. I will answer
any question after. I ask the privilege of making my statement. Question
me after I am through. Mr. McGarry will help me out in that, becauseI have

my statementprepared. I hope you will not mind my saying that.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Did you say at the beginningof your remarkswhat your association
consistsof?-A. It" consist of the maintenancebranch, dredging branch, and

mechanical staff of the Public Works department. In the West, we have some
of the engineering staff.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You say the Mechanicalbranch. Do I gatherthat that meansthe

masons,bricklayers,the boilermakers,and everybodyin the labouringpositions

in the employof the Government,
or what?-A. Absolutely,yes.
[Mr.
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Q. Everyone of those?-A. All those under prevailing rates too. I would
like to say this, as far as the question of the classification is concerned,I was
in Ottawa when the Classification Bill was passed. I appearedthen before the
Committee, the same as this Committee that has it in hand now, and answered

questions then, and expressedmy opinion as regards the classification as we
have it. I also went before the Senate and made the same explanation. I
watched the classification as carried out by the Civil Service Commission, and
would like to give you my experience. But first of all, I would like to say there
is a good deal of difference in the civil service now from what it was when I
entered

it.

We

had then

a Dominion-wide

Civil

Service

Federation.

Some of

the officers you have had before you and these gentlemen have expressed an
opinion with regard to our Public Works department that we take some exception to, and I would like to draw your attention to that as I go along. The

classification I refer to now is the classification on which I appeared before the
Committee and the Senate. When I got this classification at the time I went
throughly into it as far as the Public Works department was concerned. I
have to say, and a good many people have taken objection to it, as far as the
Public Works department is concerned, that the classification in this book. t<>
me,-

By Mr. Parent:

Q. What do you call that book, give it a title?-A. The Book of Classification that was passedby Act of Parliament which all members had at that time
on their desk. As I say, I have gone into it as far as definition of the men in
the Public Works is concerned. Of course it appealed to me as far as our
members of the Federation was concerned. Every position that was in this

book I have gone into, and we have been repeatedly up before the Board of
Hearing in connection with certain corrections, but I must say candidly that.
as far as the positions of the Public Works department is concerned,whoever
might be the originator of this book, to me it is something unique. It describes
the positions. The very first position I turned over in this book was my own,
and there is not a Board of Examination to-day that could define that position

and my qualifications, and that of the engineersin the service, any better than
that book. The trouble

is that

it is not carried out.

That is where the trouble

is, so far as we are concerned. Other people have said that it was a conglomerated mass of all kinds of things, but so far as I am concerned and the Public
Works, that book is all right, and the Federation agrees with me in that, every
one of our association agrees that the definition of that book, as far as the position is concerned, is all right.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Just a moment, you say so far as the definitions of the positions are
concerned, the book could not be improved upon?-A. Not as far as the Public
Works

are concerned.

I would

like-

Q. Just a moment, the secondbranch of your remark is that the objectionable feature is in the carrying out of the classification?-A. Exactly.
Q. Let us get that down right. The definitions are O.K. but the working
out of the classification is objectionable?-A. Exactly.
Q. Well, let us start from that.-A. Let me go a little further, and say that
the Arthur Young book failed in the ^classification.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Is that the Arthur Young book?-A. This is the book that was before

every memberof the House,and was gonethrough by the membersof Parlia[Mr.

T.

G. Matheson.]
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ment, and the positions were taken up and discussedin the House, because I
was there and heard the different definitions of the positions read over and
finally passed. There is a lot of inconsistency, I will admit that.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Inconsistency in what?-A.

In that there are two conflicting positions.

Q. Conflicting positions in what?-A. In certain positions, that is, two
positions by which one official's duties overlap another's.
Q. That is the position you take?-A. Probably I had better read you

what I have and that will give you a clear understanding.
Q. Does the apprentice boy come within the jurisdiction of your association,
the apprentice boy?-A. No.
Q. That is not in your association?-A. No, there are no apprentice boys
so far

as I know,

and when

a man comes into the office he has to tell

his

experienceand we have no apprentices in the Public Works department.
Q. I was just mentioning that becausefrom the qualifications and definitions
I did not know whether they were covered or not?-A. They are not. Here is
one definition, public buildings. Here are the qualifications or the definitions
of the qualification of an engineer. Engineers protested against the word and
considered they had a right to be called engineers; that occurred with the
Arthur Young Company; they objected to the use of the word. I will just go
ahead and read this: Checking the method of power reclamation land or water
surveys, the relation to other surveys the consistency and completenessof all
data furnished by the surveyors or field engineers;preparing plans and sketches
to accompany intructions to surveyors and engineers in the field; to lay out
and supervise the work of assistant office engineers, engineer clerk and draughtman, to conduct correspondence and to perform other related work as required;
examining the returns of field engineers and surveys of Dominion Lands;
collating and analysing rainfall; to supervise and assist in the operation and

maintenanceof the power plant, equipment of a public building and to perform
other related work as required. For example,operating heating and ventilating
apparatus, directing the firing of boilers and the lubrication of power and
machinery equipment, operating engines, pumps, generators and other auxiliary
power apparatus; supervising and assisting in the repair and maintenance of
fire and engine room equipment; locating pounds, taking up bearings, cleaning
boilers, packing valves and glands, and injecting anti-scale compounds into
boilers; looking after the upkeep and repair of the building and of heating,

ventilating, vacuum cleaning, water, and wiring system; oiling and keeping in
operating condition elevators and their power apparatus; requisitioning and
being accountablefor an adequatesupply of fuel, lubricant, and other mechanical
supplies required for the power plant and building.
Q. It is a sort of an encyclopaedia?-A. That is the qualification to have an
efficient engineer in a public building.
Q. What are you quoting from?-A. From page 518 in the class "Public

Building Engineers"which it ought to be. Let me say in the city of Toronto or
any large city, the man who has chargeof the heatingand lubricating power in
the building is the engineerand in a goodmany placeshe is not efficientand
they have a superintendentor overseerand you will seethe significance;the
district overseerhas the boiler under his direction and he supervisesthe maintenance and the work of caretakers and cleaners and then he has got the

engineers
andfiremenandthat wordshouldhavebeenleft out insteadof placed
in there. That is the overseer who has complete charge of the men and had

chargeof the powerplant andhe hasno right or shouldhaveno right to have
anythingto do with cleaners.He shouldmakerecommendations
with reference
[Mr.
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to and superviseall repairs on all occasionsand to be responsibleunder direction
for the cleaning protection, heating, lighting, water supply, elevator service and
other work in connection with the maintenance of a Government building and
to perform other related work as required. The first man requires to have an
ordinary certificate covering three years and to have executive ability so that

he may occupy and carry out the duty, he being the man in charge of the
engineers. In that way he would be occupying the position now occupied by
these two men and in the case of the Arthur Young Company one did not have
the necessary qualification.
That is' the way I saw the classification being
carried

out.

Q. How does the book say it should be carried out?-A. The definition of
the position is all right and that is the position.
Q. But there is an overlapping of positions?-A. Well no, there is no overlapping.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. There was an understanding between the two men?-A. Between the
two officials do you mean up there. There is a friction betweenthe two as far

asthe two positionsare concerned
andthe classificationcoversthe two positions.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Are there a good many instances of that kind?-A.

In the large build-

ings, yes.

Q. In that classification?-A. Yes, there are a number of positions the
same way that have not been remedied yet.

Q. Does that cause friction or trouble?-A.

As far as I understand there

is a kind of a mutual understanding, but it is not satisfactory.

Q. Does this classification as set out there-in

working that out does it

"causetrouble, friction or misunderstanding in the staff or in the pay or what
is the natural result of it, if any; what is the practical result of that in the
work?-A.
The result is simply there is an understanding between the two
and the work is divided between the two and the responsibility is not in the
right place. .
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Do you know of any casehaving occurredto your own knowledge?-

A.. Yes, we have one in Toronto.

Q. Give us the facts as you know them and we will understandthat very

"clearly.

A. I will give you an instance-it is a personalone, in my own case.

WhenI sawthis classification
I waswilling to assume
the responsibilityBy Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Let us know what your position is?-A. Chief Engineer.

Q. Where?-A. In Toronto.
Q. Of what?-A.
Custom House.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. What were your duties?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. They
They must not loc
look after all the plant?-A. Yes, exactly what the

"definitionn says.
5-35
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Mr. CHEVRIER: He says his work is set out in the definition there.

The WITNESS:That is my work and that is what I recognizeas my work.
and that

is out

of the

classification.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. You are appearing before the Committee now and Mr. Chevrier just
asked you this question: What are your duties and what do you do as chief
engineer?-A. I have the charge of the power plant and the building itself, heating and equipment.
Q. What does the power plant consist of?-A. I have the steam engine
and

electric

motor.

Q. In a big public building?-A.

In the examining warehousein Toronto;

I am the only engineer there.
Q. There would be no conflict if you are alone?-A. There is this conflict: there is a district overseer who has charge of the other building and he
supervises the heating in the other building; there is no friction, but what I
am pointing out is this is the real wayQ. You started out to explain that?-A.
I was trying to explain as far as
the classification was carried out in this book, that each position was taken
care of and it was better

then

than

it was before.

Q. The dividing up and the definition of positions in the light of that dictionary did not exist before?-A. No, it did not exist before.
Q. Let us understand it rightly.
Previous to this dictionary or definition
of classes it stands to reason there was not anything. Then this book comes
along and defines the class and you say that is better than the previous system;
you say you are satisfied with the definition; did you say you are not satisfied
with the actual working out of this definition because there is friction or there
might be?-A. I didn't say there was friction.
Q. Or conflict?-A.
Not conflict, there is a perfect understanding. If
there was a litle organization as there ought to be, the duties would be different
to what they are.
Q. After all, if these definitions are right I do not see that there would be
room for conflict. If the definitions are not right the two positions are defined
in the same way or one is defined larger than the other?-A. The trouble is
these officials will not carry out this classification, that is the trouble.
Q. The officials won't carry out this classification?-A.
The officials
haven't got the classification to carry it out.
Q. Proceed and give us the case you have?-A. Here is a classification in

which officials themselves have not got a copy. I have a copy and looked
through it and read it over and others have thrown it away, but still that does
not condemn the book. There were not enough numbers of it. It was passed

up and the officials did not look at it and put it to one side after it was passed
by Parliament.
Q. Is that the book Mr. Chevrier calls the joke book?-A.
do not

like

The Civil Service

it-

Q. The more I hear about the book the more I am convinced Mr. Chevrier
was right. Are there many copiesof this book?-A. I do not know; as I said
before some of the civil servants do not like it because it is too efficient.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. If it is too efficient, it is too complex?-A. There is a difference between
complex and being efficient. If that book puts the position of the civil service
in a state of efficiency and some of the civil servants do not like it, it is too
efficient
fMr.
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Q. Is that the state of facts?-A.

I am giving my candid opinion.

Let me

make another statement which will put me a little clearer before you. I am
not here for my own interest. I am responsiblefor everything I say and I am
trying to live and have beenfor twenty-five years living a Christian life and helping the man who is down and that is the reasonI am hereto-night. I do not care
what thr civil service says as 1 know what that book means to me and 1
want to impress upon you what it means and I hope you will take my statement, coming from a man who wants to speak facts. I want to do an absolute
service to the department and to the Commission and that is my position. I
have read this thing and have goneinto it and digested it when I had no faith
in Arthur Young and Company. I have got something here that appeals to
me to be as an efficient piece of handiwork for the Civil Service and the Public
Work? department.

Q. If you are satisfied we can pass over it. If you have any suggestions
to make or any complaints I would like to have them.-A. Well now, there is
nothing in the Public Works Department that applies to the Public Works
Department which we did not appeal against. We have appealed against it;
I read it to you and Dr. Roche, the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission,
can bear me out that when the classification was going through the House and
I saw the inconsistencies in it and asked Dr. Roche would they be remedied
and he said yes.
Q. Were they remedied?-A. To a certain extent, yes; just a moment.
Q. Then they were remedied to a certain extent but there are inconsistencies that exist yet?-A. I am not going that far. I have in my hands an appeal
to the Board here against this classification. The men in the Public Works

department found out they had a big job reclassii'ying every one in the Public
Works department, a number of mechanical men who had been, picked out of
the Public Works department and instead of paying a high salary to this man,
the salary they deserved they simply paid the prevailing rate and by referring to
this book it will be seen that the classification of these men in that position is
all right. The proposition is all right and the classification in every branch

of the service is all right, but there are no rates of compensationin accordance
with the prevailing rates.
Q. On what grounds did you appeal?-A. On the ground that we have a
large number of men in the Public Works department who have been in the

Servicefor ten, twenty, twenty-five, and thirty-five years as tradesmenand they
were getting a stated salary till this book came out and the Arthur Young
Company put these men on the prevailing rates and they were deprived of all
other privileges that civil servants were getting.

Q. What were these?-A. Certain privileges such as sick leave and holidays
and that is the time I went to Toronto and we appealed to the board and
got the prevailing rate. We thought it was unfair and we saw an injustice was

being done to the men and went to the department and the department
said you are giving a non-union rate and there is no work we will let you have

and I knew exactly what that meant. It took a long time to get them to say
what the prevailing rate was but it finally got down to a union rate.

Here

were men in the civil service, who had been in the civil service twenty-five or
thirty years; someof them had only beengetting $500or $600a year, and a man
I knew of being superannuatedonly got $750, and he had been a number of
years in the service. Here were a number of men taken by the classification.
They said "we will give you prevailing rates". Their future was gone; their
holidays were gone, and they were looking forward to something under the
Calder Act. That was swept away. We appealed that to the board of hearing. I will read to you what Mr. Bland says (reads)5-35 i
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"December 22, 192C.

"This appeal was filed by the board on the 13th October, 1920. The
reply of the department thereto was received on the 8th of December,

and the caseset down for hearing at the earliest date convenient for all
concerned.

"There were present, on behalf of the Department, J. B. Hunter,
Esq., Deputy Minister, and Mr. R. C. Wright, Chief Architect, and on
behalf of the Dominion Public "Works Federation, Messrs. Matheson of
Toronto, President, Jacques of Ottawa, 1st Vice President, Airlie of

Montreal, for Secretary-Treasurer,Valin, for employeesunder prevailing
rates at Montreal, Wilson, acting for Federation executive, Seguin,
President of Ottawa Association, Messrs. Hannan, Sullivan and Smith,
for Federation executive, and Ralph, Chairman representative.
"The

evidence of a number of witnesses was taken

and the notes of

the reporter are attached hereto, with other papers in the case.

"The board consideredthe various features of this appeal at several
exeeutivr
-r--ions.
and hereunder
consideration
of the Civil Service

makes certain
Commission.

recommendations

for

the

"Respecting the question of prevailing rates, which was the major
point considered, it would appear that the nine months during which prevailing rates have now formed the basis of compensation for certain
classes of employees is an insufficient time in which to determine the

relative cost to the department of prevailing rates as compared with the
former salary schedule, though it may be noted that wages paid to most
of the skilled trades have been pretty well toward the peak during the

period mentioned. The deputy minister of Public Works stated that the
was obtaining information covering a period of six months, for comparative purposes, but it was not yet available at the time the case was heard.
''It was stated to the board at this hearing by representatives of

the Federation that those employeesclassified under prevailing rates, had,
according to an opinion of the Department of Justice, lost their status
as civil servants, such privileges formerly enjoyed, as sick leave, annual
holidays, etc., and the hope of participation under any retirement plan
approved by Parliament became lost to them.
"As some of the persons so affected had been 15, 20, 25 or more

years in the continuous employ of the State, the loss of their status, as
advised by the Department of Justice, is obviously very serious.

"Representatives of what was said to be a small minority of those
paid prevailing rates, stated to the board that as their trades were among
the more highly paid, they preferred to continue on prevailing rates, as
they thereby would probably receive more than under the salary
schedule,even allowing for the loss of sick leave, holidays, etc., though
they desired to re-obtain such, while keeping to the prevailing rate
system."

I might say that these men who wanted prevailing rates, were the young

menwho had just comeinto the serviceand had nothingto lose,and they saw
the large cheque,and they stayed at prevailing rates, whilst the old men wished
the rate they were getting with the privileges. (Reads):"The several clausesof the appeal are dealt with, in order,Clause of Appeal.
No. 1. "We would respectfully ask you to again consider the

questionof 'PrevailingRates' aspaid to our memberswho have been
a considerablenumber of years in the Service, and the effect to them

[Mr.
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of their being placed under prevailing rates, in regard to their
losing the benefits of the Bill 120, which became law at the last
Session, and which Bill was specially provided for their benefit.
The Justice Department has stated that being placed under prevailing rates they lose all benefits provided in this Bill. These benefits
would have been received had they been permitted to remain 'under
salary'.''
"The

Board

recommends:-

" (a) That prevailing rates, as at present paid to employeesof the
Public Works department, should be continued until the end of the
current fiscal year, namely March 31st, 1921.

" (6) That in the meantime, a salary schedule be prepared to be
substituted for the present plan of compensationupon its acceptanceby
the department and the employees concerned.

" (c) That those persons who were in the employ of the Department of Public Works at the date of classification (April 1. 1919) and
who, by reason of having come under prevailing rates, thereby lost their
status as civil servants, shall upon accepting classification under the
schedule referred to in the foregoing paragraph (b), have such status
restored to them, and suffer no detriment as to continuity of service from

having been compensatedunder the prevailing rate plan. Any necessary
amendments

to

' Bill

120 '

now chapter 67, Act, 1920, to make such
effective to be recommended to the Government by the Civil Service
Commission.

" (d) The Board has not had any appeal from employeesof other
departments respecting prevailing rates, but submits for the consideration

of the Civil

Service Commission

that

should

salary

schedule

be

put in effect for employees of the Department of Public Works, the
merits of the application of the same principle
should be given favourable consideration."

to other departments

I want to say that is the recommendation of the Board of Hearing, and I under-

stand it was accepted by the Civil Service Commission, but the department
refused

to let us have it.

Q. In other words, to put that into concrete form, for the privilege of
getting your classesdefined, did you not lose by reason of this classification all
of your former privileges by being put under the prevailing rates?-A. They
lost them

all.

Q. Would it not be better if you had no definitions and remained under

the old system?-A. Would we be better off under the old system?
Q. If you had remained as you were before getting your classesdefined
and before being brought in under that classification?-A. No, we would not.
Q. What, is the difference?-A. We would be better off under this, if we
got a salary. If they had given them a salary under this classification, with
the classification they would be better off.

Q. You could not get the salary becauseyou got the prevailing rates?
Under the classification,the systemof classification,the principle of that classi-

ficationwasthat you couldnot get a salaryandthat you hadto get prevailing
rates?-A.

Yes.

Q. That is just what I say. If you had the system,andthe principlethat

underliesthe classification,so far as labouring positions are concerned,which
is namely, that of prevailing rates then for the benefit of the definitions of the

classification,
you haveto sacrificeyour salariesandgo on the prevailingrates?
-A.
Yes.
IMr. T. G. Matheson.]
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Q. If that prevailing rate is an essentialfeature of the system of classification-.-A. Yes, but we do not agreewith this rate, becausewe appealed
against it.

Q. But thosein whosehandsthe power lay decidedthat the feature must

be prevailing rates, as the price of that classification?-A. We claim that those

peoplewho said that had no right to say it. Accordingto the Civil Service
Act here again, they have the right to have the privilege of the Civil Service
Act.

Q. You cannot have your pie after having eaten it?-A. We are only

asking justice, that is all.
Q. I am anxious to see you get justice, but you have to have one or the
other. If the people, in the last resort, say that the underlying feature of that
principle is the ordinary rate, and you are going to ask for the benefit of the
classification, you have to sacrifice the prevailing rates?-A. Certainly. We
want a salary in the place of it, but we want a salary equal to the prevailing
rates. Supposingthe department is willing to pay under the prevailing rates
-take for instance a carpenter under prevailing rates-.
Q. Let us put it this way; supposingthey tell you, you have to make your
choice, you have to take the choice between the classification and prevailing
rates, or you have to go back to the old system and your salary, what do you
want?-A. We want a salary.
Q. If you got the present classification with your salary, you would rather
be there?-A. If you get the salary adjusted to the prevailing rates.
Q. If you cannot get that you would rather go back to the old system. Let
us put it down so we will know how to argue about it.-A.
What do you mean
by the "old system "?
Q. The system, whatever it was, that prevailed before you got this definition book?-A. Well I told you before we got the definition book we were paid
all kinds of salaries. We were not paid a definite salary in Canada. We were
-"iHsfied in Toronto, because we put up a fight to get it.
Q. It was up to them to make a fight?-A.
It was up to the Government
to give everybody fair treatment.

Q. Let us get down to some principle?-A.

The principle we contend is

this, that if the Government wants to pay on the prevailing rates, we will say

if it amounts to $1,800a year for a carpenter, we claim the Government ought
to give him that salary. It does not make any difference whether they call it
prevailing rates or salary. If you call it prevailing rates you do not get it.
What is more, you are governed by outside unions, and we want to get away
from

that.

Q. You are talking about the Government giving you that rate of pay. So
far as I understand, the Government has nothing to do with it.

It is the

Commission that fixes that rate of pay, according to the Griffenhagen experts
or the Arthur Young experts?-A. The Government could do it.
The CHAIRMAN:I would like to point out to you that the duty of this
Committee is to investigate the working of the Civil Service Act by the Civil

ServiceCommission,and the questionof what the Government'saction is, is not

beingconsidered
hereat all, because
the Government
in thesematterstakesno
action. Thesemattersare in the handsof the Civil ServiceCommission,so you

must confineyour evidence
to the workingof the Act by the Civil Service

Commission.-A. I am trying to show, gentlemen,what the defects in the
classificationare,so far as I seethem, andwe havebeentrying to remedythem.
There are somethings and we havetried to get them remedied,and the remedy
we are asking for is-.

Q. Andoneof theremedies
is theprevailing
rates{-A. 1hat is oneof the

remedies. We want to get our prevailing rates.
[Mr. T. G. Matheson.]
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Q. Are there any other things you want to get cured?
Mr. GARLAND:Before you leave that, would you be satisfied if your
monthly rate was equivalent to your prevailing rate?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. A roseby anothernamewould smell as sweet. If the salary gavethem
the sameamount,you would only be calling it by anothername?-A. I am not
on the prevailingrates. It is the other men. They might be willing to take a
certain percentageless,and the departmentdoesnot seemto want to do this.
By the Chairman:

Q. The Civil Service Commission does not want to do that?-A. Agreed
to by the Board of Hearing, agreedto by the Civil Service. I understand they
were willing to go back to the prevailing rates.

Q. Who stops you? Do the same conditions obtain in Montreal as in
Toronto?-A. Exactly, and right through to the Pacific and Atlantic coast,
exactly the same. That is one of the weak points, that they did not put a

definiterate of compensation
for everyonein the Public Works Department,as
they should have done, and we have been trying to get that rectified, and we
have not got that done yet, but we do not want it condemned because we have
not got it. There is another defect in the Act, and that is this: taking a large
number

of men out from underneath

the Civil

Service Act.

In other

words,

they are taking them out.
Q. What do you mean by taking them out?-A. Taking them out and
putting them on a temporary staff.
Q. Under whose jurisdiction would that come?-A. I am referring now to
those taken out from underneath the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission and the mechanical staff, with the exception of very few, taken from
underneath the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission, and put under the
officials. Now these men are deprived of their privileges under the Act.
By Mr.

Garland:

Q. Do you want them left under the Commission?-A. Decidedly, we want
them to get the privileges of the Civil Service Act.
Q. Do you want them left under the Civil Service Commission?-A.
Absolutely. It is the only protection they have.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. It would be to their advantage to come under the Civil Service Commission?-A. Absolutely.

Q. You mean after they are appointed?-A. We see a large number of men
who have been 20 or 25 years in the Service and have been taken out from under
the Civil Service Commission and put on a temporary staff.

Q. Would that render them liable to be dismissed?-A. At any time. They
aie at the mercy of the officials.
Q. While in the other case they would be at the mercy of the Commission.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. What is the difference?-A. Well they have a certain amount of protection now, where they have not under an official.
Q. Let us get that clear. What are you quoting from now?-A. I am
quoting from a copy of a report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved
by the signature of the Governor General on the 29th June, 1922.
Q. Now you say that all those people would rather remain under the Civil
Service Commission for the reason that if they remain under the Civil Service
Commission they will be entitled to the privileges that you just mentioned?A. Just

so.
[Mr.
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Q. Now are all of those peoplethat are on that list, or were they all
enjoying those privileges?-A. When the Act cameinto 'force, yes, every one
in the civil

service.

.

Q. Before the Act came into force they were enjoying those privileges,

everyonethat was on the staff?-A. That is everyone'in the Public Works
Department, All are not in the Public Works Department. Some are in

Ottawa, As far as it applies to those in the Public Works Department, every
one of those was drawing an annual salary.
Q. And did those privileges apply to the temporary as well as the permanent
employes?-A. There wasn't many temporary employeesbefore this.
Q. Xow take the man that worked for instance during the summer, for
two or three months, the men in the different works who are mentioned in that

category. They did not have those privileges?-A. You are referring to Ottawa?
Q. All over Canada. They did not enjoy the privileges of 18 days of sick
leave and two weeks' holidays, they did not enjoy those privileges.-A. Absolutely, yes. They were permanently employed all the year round.

Q. Oh no, there are two classes of men, there are the permanent and
temporary; did the temporaries enjoy any privileges such as you mention before
the Act came into force?-A. With the exception of the city of Ottawa where
there were a few temporary men taken on for the season, all over Canada the
men were under a stated annual salary and got their holidays, three weeks'
holiday and sick leave. Previous to that, they had been taken under the Civil
Service Commission, but the rest had been taken out and put under an official
as a temporary class.
Q. And the only reason why you want them to remain within the jurisdiction

of the Civil Service Act is that they might go back to the old system of enjoying
privileges?-A. Go back to the privileges that every civil servant is entitled to.
Q. Very well, let us get that down straight. The reason why you want them
to go back to the civil service jurisdiction is that they would be entitled to
those privileges?-A.
Exactly yes.
Q. Provided they were not under the classification of prevailing rates?A. I would want the prevailing rate men to go back too.
Q. Either you don't understand me or I don't understand you. Before the

Act came into force these men enjoyed the privileges you have mentioned?A.

Yes.

Q. When the Act came into force they were put under prevailing rates?A. Part

of them.

Q. All right, part of them were put under prevailing rates?-A.

Yes.

Q. Therefore by the introduction of the Classification Act they lost the
privileges they were enjoying up to that time?-A. Yes.
Q. Now you say that if they went back to the operation of the Civil Service
Act they would be there enjoying privileges that they enjoyed before. That
cannot be, because the moment they come under the operation of the Civil
Service Classification they are put under prevailing rates.-A. Beg pardon, they
come under what?

Q. The momenttheseemployeesbecomeagainunder the operationof the

civil service law, a feature of which is classification calling for prevailing rates,
these men remain under prevailing rates, and the only way to get them back to

the old system where they enjoyed their privileges,was to go back to the
systemprior to the introductionof the ClassificationLaw.-A. Not necessarily.
Q. Explain that.-A. Let them put them on a stated salary the sameas
other

civil

servants.

Q. But that stated salary was doneaway with the momentthe classifica-

tion was made?-A.
'Mr.
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Q. Now you admit, and that is the crux of the whole thing, that the moment
they come under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission-put that
idea of the Government away, because it does not apply-the moment they
come under that classification or under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Com-

mission, they have got to go to prevailing rates.-A. Yes.
Q. And isn't that right, what you want is to get back to the system where
they would pay the monthly salary?-A. Exactly.
Q. But as the classification does not give them a monthly salary why do
you want them to go back to it? That is what I do not understand.-A. Let me
explain this to you then; if they are in under the position they are now, they
will never get back, but if they remain under the Civil Service Commission
there is a possible chanceof an Order in Council being put through to put them
on a permanent salary, that is the position.

Q. You mean that the Civil Service Commission will say they should be
paid the rate that they were enjoying before?-A. There is a possibility of the
Civil Service Commission saying they will try to get it, but never a possible

chanceof any official trying to get it l?orus, we know that; it is to their advantage to keep them under the system they have got now.
By the Chairman:
Q. What advantage is it Mr. Matheson?-A.
The adavantage is that they
can carry on the official patronage which is in the service now.
Q. As to promotion?-A.
As to promotion and as to appointment, too.
There is the most vicious system of official patronage going on in the service
throughout the Dominion of Canada to-day.
Q. Just a moment, now you have made a statement.-A.
And I don't
have to qualify it either.
Q. But you have to prove it, though; that is why you are here.-A. Let
me give you the actual facts, taking them in cities where they have to have
temporary men taken on for the time being. They don't have to go to the
Civil Service Commission to get temporary men. The official can appoint the
temporary men and get them himself.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Don't let us run away with that. The official appoints them. That
system has been in force since about a year and a half. Can you tell me of
your own personal knowledge, and give me the names of any cases in Toronto

or elsewhere,where since those exemptions have been made, patronage has
been used of any kind and has produced results such as two men being put
where one could do the work?-A. No, I am not making that statement; but
wait a minute, I am here to give you the facts. There is a man in a position,
I don't have to name namesbecauseI can give you the position; there is a man
to-day on the Public Works staff in the city of Toronto, who is engineerin the
new post office, who is drawing prevailing rates, and has held that position for
over two years. He is drawing over $2,500 a year, he has been in that posi-

tion for two years, he was appointedby an official and his assistantsexactly
the same way.

Q. Let us follow that charge up then and see what there is in it. He was

appointedwhen,in what year?-A. He was taken over from Love Bros., who
built the Toronto

Custom

House or the Toronto

Q. Tell me the date, and the year.-A.

Post Office.

I can give you the date to-morrow

and all the facts in connectionwith it, but I want to draw your attention to
facts and I am not here to give you any names.
[Mr. T. G. Matheson.]
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By the Chairman:

Q. You are here to give evidence, Mr. Matheson, and Mr. Chevrier has
the right to ask you questions. You have made a charge and he has a right
to ask you for the information to substantiate your charge.-A. Mr. Chairman, I have some privileges as well. I am not here to try to get anyone out
of his position. I am here to answer facts, and I am giving you the exact position the man holds, and the department can give you the man's name.
The CHAIRMAN:The department is not a witness.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Then it will come to the same thing?-A. Exactly.
Q. You might as well say it to-night then, if in your opinion he can find
out to-morrow morning.-A. Then I will put it this way, the man who is holding the position of engineerin the Toronto Post Office has been appointed by
the official

down there.

By the Chairman:

Q. Mr. Chevrier asks you when?-A. I cannot give you the exact date.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. You said two years ago.-A. Yes, two years ago. Over two years ago
since it was taken over and that man holds that position to-day.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Let us start from that. Over two years ago you say that man was
placed there, and you say the official appointed him?-A. Yes, he was taken
over from Lyall Bros, who constructed that building, and he is holding that
position to-day and he has not got an engineer's certificate, and he is not a
returned soldier, but he is a friend of the official's.
Q. How can he be paid, if it is such a position that is not exempted?A. I don't know how he is paid. He is not working for nothing. He is getting
his salary, that I know. He is getting the prevailing rates.
Q. How long have been in the service?-A. Twelve years.

Q. To-morrow morning when you give the exact date, will you give this
official's name?-A. Yes, I will get it from the department.
Q. You say you have been in the service how long?-A.

Twelve years.

Q. Therefore you were in the service previous to the introduction of the
H'-W civil

service

law?-A.

Yes.

Q. How did you get into the service?-A. I was recommendedfor the
position.
Q. By whom?-A. By Sir Edward Kemp.
Q. You have not got very much to complain of then, have you?-A.
not complaining at all.

I am

Q. It would not be wise to complain that Sir Edward Kemp put you in
there?-A.

I am not discussing patronage.

Q. Oh, no, of course you would not.-A.

I am discussingthe patronage of

officials.

Q. You do not think Sir Edward Kemp made a mis-appointmentwhen he

put you in there?-A. I don't know,and I didn't thank anybodyfor putting
me in. When I came into the service, every time I looked in the looking-glass

I said, " You never lookedinto the faceof a biggerfool in your born days."
Q. That may be quite true?-A. It might be.
Q. Just a moment,becauseyou have madethis chargeand I want you to
substantiate it. Do you know of any other employeesthat went into the
service under the same conditions?-A.
[Mr.
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same conditions. He is on prevailing rates and he has been there and the
Civil Service Commission has nothing to do with it. He could not get the
appointment.
Q. Have you an assistant?-A.

Yes, a qualified engineer.

Q. When did your assistant come in?-A. My assistant came in in 1914.
Q. And who recommendedhim, the present Civil Service law was not in
operation then?-A.

No.

Q. Is he a goodman?-A. Yes, he is a qualified engineer.
Q. Who recommendedhim for that position?-A. He came in under the
patronage

system.

Q. And he was not a misfit?-A.
talking

I am not talking about a misfit, I am

about appointments.

Q. Is he a misfit or is he not, so far as his work is concerned?-A. He is
a qualified engineer, perfectly satisfactory, and qualified under the Civil Service Commission.

Q. Who else is on your staff besidesthis man?-A. The elevator operators.

Q. When did they come into the Service?-A. They all came in that
buildingunder patronage. They couldnot get in any other way at that time.
Q. How many elevators are there?-A. There is two freight elevators.

Q. How many men did it require to run them?-A. There is oneman on
each

elevator.

Q. At any time were there four men to run the two elevators?-A. No, there

was a Custom House man on along with the freight elevator men. We had three
elevators before the building was altered, and a passenger elevator besides.

Q. So as the result of those appointments,those jobs were never overstaffed,therewereno moremenon at any time than the conditionwarranted?A. No.'
Q. And they are not misfits?-A. They are not misfits; they would not
be there under the classification, but they have been there for years.

Q. And they are goodmen?-A. Absolutely.
Q. Are you preparedto say this-maybe your experienceof twelve years
will not allow you to-but do you know that someof the very best men in the
servicewere appointedprevious to the Act?-A. I want to say to you this,
that the finest men in the service to-day came in under patronage.

Q. I am not advocating a return to patronage.-A. No more am I.
Q. But whenyou make a charge,you have to prove it.-A. What I am trying
to find out is this, that under existing conditions we get men into the temporary service. If men could be appointed at a permanent salary, there would
be no danger of anything occurring to them; they would know their positions
were permanent.

Q. So that the only objection you have to these men is that you would
want them to go back to their own salary rather than to the prevailing rates;
is that the only objection you have to these exemptions?-A. They are losing
the privileges of the civil servant, and they are to be at the mercy of an official.
That is the danger, they are liable to be laid off at any time, and the Civil
Service Commission or even the department have no say in it at all.
Q. You do not mean to say that they would be laid off if there was work
for them?-A. I don't know that they would not be laid off even if there was
work for them; they might be laid off if the Civil Service Commission wanted

to put somebody in their places.
Q. Do you know of that happening?-A. Yes, and others have been put in.
Q. And others put in?-A. And others put in in a short time; there might
be a short time elapse, and others would be put in.

Q. Do you mean to say that they would work there for four or five days,
and then somebodyelsebe put in their place?-A. Certainly.
[Mr. T. G. Matheson.]
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By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Do the same conditions obtain in Montreal
In regard to the prevailing rate?

as obtain in Toronto?-A.

Q. No, the general system of employeesin public works?-A. Yes.
Q. You are in the position to make the statement regarding those
employees,whether in Toronto or in Montreal, that it would apply generally
to the whole Federation?-A.

To those temporary positions?

Q. This is the question I wish to put to you; I understand you object
to the great number of temporary employees?-A.

Exactly.

Q. Do you object to them becauseit gives the service a kind of a flying
squad of temporary employeeswho are not sufficiently attached to their workis that the objection?-A.

Exactly.

Q. If for these same jobs which are exemptedthrough the order in council
which you have before you, you had a system of permanent employment which
did prevail under the old regime, would you be satisfied with that?-A. Yes,
because it was a permanent situation.

Q. Your sole objection is that these appointments are too numerous, and
that they are of a temporary character?-A. Exactly; they are much too
numerous.

Mr.

RINFRET:

That

is what

I wanted

to know.

The CHAIRMAN: Do you want to be called as a witness, Mr. McGarry?
Mr. MCGARRY: This gentleman has covered the ground pretty well, I think.
The

CHAIRMAN:

You

are from

Montreal?

Mr. McGARRY: Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN: I think you can give some evidence that will be of assistance

to

us.

Are you pretty well through, Mr. Matheson?

Mr. RINFRET: I understand Mr. Matheson will be here again to-morrow.
The CHAIRMAN: I do not think we will have another sitting to-morrow.
Mr.

RINFRET:

That

is another matter.

I think

there are some witnesses

here from the outside who would be glad to be heard to-night if possible.
The CHAIRMAN: We have four more witnesses to hear to-night.
WITNESS:

I should

like

to call the

attention

of the Committee

to a matter

which appears in the evidence of Mr. Patterson, who was recommendingwhat
we are protesting against.
The CHAIRMAN: It is the business of this Committee to analyze the evidence, Mr. Matheson.
WITNESS: I am only referring to this point, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN: The Committee are supposed to do the analyzing.

WITNESS: I want to say this, that all the men who are doing labouring
work-it is proposedthat all the men doing labouring work be taken out from
under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission, and it has been stated
that these men should not have superannuationor any of the privileges, because
they are getting the prevailing rates. That is what we are objecting to, because
they are labouring men, the lower paid men; they do not get classification, and
are not getting the privilege of civil servants. That is the stand we are taking
here this evening. We ask that this Committee recommend Parliament that
men in the low grades of the civil service, the men who have been for years

getting a salary barely sufficientto keep their wives in decency,becausetheir

salaries were of the very lowest at the time, that these men be restored, instead

of beinggiventhe prevailingratesthat they be giventhe privilegesof the Calder
Bill, so that they will have something to look forward to in the future.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Parent:

Q. Supposethe men you speak of were appointed by other people than the
Civil Service Commission, if those men received the same privileges as if they
were appointed by the Civil Service Commission, would you be satisfied?-A.

Yes, if they had the privileges of the civil servants conferred upon them; for
instance they have been taken out from the Civil Service Act, and they do not
get the privileges of the retirement fund or the Calder Bill. The Calder Bill
makes provision for the man who has had no chance to provide for himself, and
now he loses the provision he would get under the Calder Bill, which was made
for just such cases as his.
By Mr. Brown:
Q. You spoke of yourself as an engineer. These lower grades of employees,
what type of work do they perform?-A.
They operate elevators, do temporary
work, act as firemen and as caretakers of the buildings.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Caretakers have not been exempted; the elevator men have not yet
been exempted?-A. No. This gentleman was asking who I am representing.
Those who have been exempt are of the mechanical staff, the carpenters, painters,
steamfitters, plumbers, all that staff who have been looking after the upkeep of
the buildings, and now they are taking the firemen out. We have instances of
men who are now taking out their five per cent retiring allowances; it is being
returned to them, and they are being put on the temporary list.
By Mr. Brown:
Q. Take men like steamfitters, plumbers and so forth, is it the custom that
they remain for a length of time in the government service?-A. We have one
man in Toronto who has been 34 years in the service, continually employed as a
steamfitter in the building, and he is now under the prevailing retiring rates;
he has been getting the prevailing rates for three years, he came in at $500 a
year and never got anything higher until he got the $1,020. That is a case I am
trying to bring before you, not the man who is coming in on the prevailing rates
but men who have been a long time in the service, put on the prevailing rates,
and today they are going to be turned into temporary employees and be turned
out of the service, with no provision for the future.
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. They are being put under the prevailing rates, why?-A.

Becausethey

are under the classification. The classification put them under the Civil Service
Commission, and this new Act is taking them out from under the Civil Service

Commission, they are losing the privileges they might get under the Civil
Service Act.

The Civil Service Act put everyone of these men in and gave them

the same privileges, with the exception of the prevailing rate men, and we had
hopesthat we would be able to get them a definite salary, but all that chance
is taken away by putting them under the temporary class. That is the situation.
I have no brief for anybody; I am here only to speak for the men, and I expect
this Committee to do justice. I have nothing at stake myself, absolutely
nothing; I will be out of the service entirely in another year probably, and if I
consulted my friends I would be out of it today.
Q. When you speak, you are giving the opinion of the Association?-A.
Absolutely. I am here speaking for the men, not for myself at all. Of course

I am giving you my opinion of things as I seethem.
Q. That would fairly represent the opinion of your Association?-A.
Absolutely. I have been returned as President now for eight years, and they
have absolute faith in me; they know I am conscientious.
[Mr.

T.
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Matheson.]
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Q. My question is not an inference, it is merely to help along. We have
other witnesses from your Association before us. There are many questions

whichwe neednot put to them becauseof the replieswehavehad from yourself?
-A.

Possibly.

Mr. MCJBRIDE:If we are going to hear other witnesses tonight, we had
better get on.

The CHAIRMAN:Yes; we will call Mr. McGarry of Montreal now.
The CHAIRMAN:We will call Mr. McGarry.
SIMON MCGARRY,called, sworn and examined.
Mr. BROWN having then taken the Chair.
By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. You represent the same association as Mr. Matheson?-A.
Yes, sir.
Q. I suppose it would be proper to ask you, having heard the evidence

given by M. Matheson, whether you would be prepared to reply in a similar way
to similar questions?-A. Probably.
Q. Have you any corrections you would like to make as far as Mr. Matheson's statement is concerned?-A. Well, of course I would not be able to substantiate Mr. Matheson's report of the classification book just as he did.

Q. Possibly we might find out on that point. My idea is not to go over
the same ground again?-A.

Because I found several other instances in the

book which conflict probably more so than-there is a class of individuals classified as fireman cleaner, fireman labourer, fireman helper, and for the life of me

I cannot see how they separated those positions, becausein the City of Montreal where I have taken my observations I find that the duties of those two
positions are exactly the same.
Q. What is the effect of their being separated?-A. There is a difference in

salary, and I think the man was made to fit the salary or the position possibly;
it was due to keeping down the expenseI think at the time. In the engineering
case-I

suppose it is similar, you know that clauses do conflict more or less-

I would not say that this is the truest book on record, I would not be prepared
to say that it is a good as the Bible.

Q. When you speak of that book you refer to the classification book?A. Yes, that Mr. Matheson produced here tonight.

I feel there are a lot of

improvements made in it.
Q. Do you consider the conditions different
ditions to my mind are similar all over Canada.

in Montreal?-A.

The con-

Q. Except that I supposein Montreal you would have more employeesthan
in any other place in Canada?-A.

Xo; Ottawa would exceed it.

Q. Could you tell me this, what is the method followed when somebody is
appointed belonging to the list of exemptions?-A. I will tell you, we are a
long lived people evidently in Montreal, becauseI cannot say that we have had
very many people added to the staff during the last probably three years.
Q. That is an interesting statement; your statement is that during the last
three years there have been very few, if any?-A. A very small number, probably it might be five or six.
Q. You mean in what department in Montreal?-A. I am speaking of the
Public

Works.

Q. That is what you mean; would it be to the extent that you would not be

in a positionto say what methodswould be followedif there was a position to
fill?-A.

The method that has been followed out has been that as far as those

that are under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service is concerned
[Mr.
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Q. I was meaning the others?-A. You mean those under prevailing rates?
Q. No, those on the exemption list?-A. On the exemption list it has been
the habit lately up to probably six months ago to the man in Montreal to probably advise the department that he wanted a man, and the department told
him, or he took the man on immediately and he notified the department, and
he took him on and kept him on, and at the end-there is some rule or some
law governing this process,that after six motnhs' time a man has got to drop
out of the service for one or two days, and then he is re-engagedagain.
Q. By whom?-A.

By the department.

Q. You mean the agent in Montreal?-A.

Yes; he is laid off, and he is told

to come back tomorrow.

Q. You mean the decision of the agent is final or must he be endorsedby
the department in Ottawa?-A. Oh, he is endorsedby the department certainly.
Q. If he wants a man he suggestsa name to Ottawa, would that be the
deputy minister?-A. Yes; it has been the custom with our late superintendent
in Montreal-of course as I told you, we have not had many of that kind,
becausewe are a people of long livers in Montreal, and we seemto hang on to
our positions a good dead; they don't have to fill our places very oftenQ. In a general way you say in the last three years, of course that would
cover the period in which this list has been in force, so we cannot go any further
up, if we wish to deal with the exemption list we must remain within the period
of the last two years; your statement is that in Montreal appointments to positions which are exempted from the Civil Service Commission are very few?A. Are so few that we hardly discuss them.
Q. Would you admit that there has been no favouritism shown there, that
in the very few cases where you have had appointments those were absolutely
urgent and necessary?-A. They were urgent, and there would not be any
favouritism for the reason that probably the superintendent may know them

personally, but of coursethe job was only of a temporary nature and there was
no undue influence exercised in it, because the man would probably be let out

in two or three weeks time, so that really there was nothing to be gained probably by discussing the question with the department, although there is no doubt

about it he had to do that before he got permission to keep the man and pay
him his wages.
Q. As to the positions which come under the jurisdiction

of the Civil Service

Commission,have you had many appointments in that line in the same period?
-A.

Yes, probably about a dozen.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Since when?-A. Since this classification came into existence.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Would you consider that the appointments in the other class were as
good comparatively as those which were made by the Civil Service Commission?
-A. I want to get that question right.

Q. I want to get the reply right; my question is this: we have had a statement from you that there have beenvery few appointments made by the official
of the department and satisfactory

ones?-A.

Yes.

Q. There were also very few appointments I understand made by the Civil
Service Commission?-A. Yes, probably ten or a dozen.
Q. That is always in Montreal?-A.

Yes.

Q. How do the appointments compare as to the quality of the men?-A.

I can certainly say, I am not here to boost patronagefor one moment, but I
am goingto tell you right now that the servicenever had any better men than
they got twenty-five years ago.

[Mr.
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Q. You mean the men were better twenty-five years ago?-A. They do
not get better to-day, if they are as good.

Q. Perhaps humanity does not improve?-A.
buried

more of the new men that

I know one thing that we

came into the service in the last five years

than we did of the old fellows that came in forty years ago; I mean to say the
positions became vacant oftener.

Q. I take it from that statement that the men appointed by the officials
were all right; then you say in a general way the appointments are not as good
as they were 25 years ago; am I to infer from that that where they are not as

good, it is in the other class of appointments, those that were appointed by
arbitrary examination, and so on?-A. That might not be the fault of the
system; that might be the fault of the individual, probably he is keeping longer
hours.

Q. Those who are appointed by the Civil Service Commission are appointed
by what method? I understand they advertise that a certain position is vacant?
-A. They advertise in the public buildings.
Q. You have a certain number of applicants?-A.
Yes.
Q. What is done next?-A. The application forms are filled in and sent to
the department, and the department I presume sends them on to the Civil Ser-

vice Commission, and the Civil Service Commission notifies the department
that John Brown is eligible to start to work-this
is the system as it goes in
Montreal,-and
he starts to work on his positionQ. You are going a little too fast; don't you have examinations for the
positions which come under the Civil Service Commission?-A. That I cannot

state; there may have been in some casesbut I have not known of a case yet.
Q. How is that work done; do you mean to say the department sends a
certain number of names to the head of the department here and those names

are sent to the Civil Service Commission, and they merely make their choice?
-A. Those men are obliged to fill in a form with certain declarations on the
form, I suppose which testifies to theQ. The appointment would be made on the faith of those declarations
alone?-A.

Yes.

By the Acting Chairman:

Q. What is the nature of thesepositions?-A. Somewould be elevatormen,

some would

be cleaners

and firemen.

Q. They are not positions that readily
A. Xo; they cannot apply that system of
Department.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. You mean in a general way?-A. In
Q. Then the Civil Service Commission

lend themselves to examination?examination to the Public Works

a general way.
in Ottawa makes a choice on the

recommendationcoming from the official in Montreal?-A. I presumeso.
Q. What is the difference then between those employees which come on
the exemption list and the others, in both cases-is it not the fact that the
recommendation of the official is the basis of the appointment, but the onlv
difference is that in the one case the department decides and in the other case

the Commission decides?-A.

Fifty-fifty.

Q. What is the situation?-A. As far as I am personally concerned it
does not matter one particle to me how the man is appointed into the civil
service

or how

he comes

into

the

service.

Q. I may make this statement right here; it strikes me this witness we have
here of course is only concernedwith his own part of the service, but at the
same time he may be in a position to make statements about the service where
it doesnot concernhim; how about that?-A. I would not like to step on somebody else's consecrated ground.
[Mr.
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Q. We are not trying to step on any one?-A. I mean to say I would not
like to go outside of the Public Works department.

Q. We will remain in the Public Works department?-A. I am willing to
furnish anything I know in that line.
Q. I rather infer from what you have stated that no matter whether, in
your department, you have a man appointed to a job which is on the exemption
list, or to a job which is of a permanent character, the procedure is practically the
same in both cases,the official does the recommendation?-A.
As far as I know.
I have never known of an examination yet; it is something I have to see yet.

Q. Is it in your knowledge that in a certain number of casesthe recommendation of the official in charge has not been followed?-A.

No, I cannot say.

Q. There would be say a certain number of candidates and he would recommend that Mr. Brown be appointed and that Mr. Black would get the job?A. No.

Q. Any cases of that kind?-A.

I don't think so.

Q. So that it comes to the point that practically the official in charge in
Montreal of the Public Works department has the making of the appointment?
-A.

Yes, of those that are exempted.

Q. Whether permanent or temporary?-A. Of those that are exempted.
Q. Where they come under the Civil Service Commission jurisdiction, but
the only basis for the appointment is the recommendation of the official?-A.
The man has to fill out a certain specified form.

Q. What is on that form?-A.

It is a questionnaire of some kind; it asks

him if he can read and write, his nationality, religion and name, and so on.
Q. How would the nationally affect the service, or the religion?-A.
We
have had them from the Public Works department going in as far as religion.
Q. Are you aware that there is a certain portion of appointments made
according to either nationality or religion?-A.
No, I do not think so.

Q. Then these would not affect the decision of the Commission?-A.
Although I do say that the official locally concernedhas largely exercised his
judgment in making those.

Q. Making appointments in both classesof positions; that is what I want
to make clear, not only in the temporary ones,but the permanent ones as well?
-A. Of coursethe permanent ones have to be recommendedby the department
to the Commission, as I understand the system.

Q. Yes, but they have nothing to base their judgment upon except the
application form and the recommendation?-A.
Not as far as I know; I have
never known of an examination yet in the Public Works department.
Q. And in your opinion, the questions put are of such a nature that they
do not mean much after all?-A. No, I do not think they do.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. In what building do you work there?-A. The express warehouse.
Q. How many men would be employed?-A. Probably a dozen, about
twelve.

Q; In the last two years or so, or since last year, have you seen any
appointments being made, to your knowledge, in that building?-A. No. There
have beenthree returned soldiers in the building as cleaners; one of them was
laid off for some reason or other; he was not acceptable to the Commission;
another one retired to a better position, and the third one-I think they let him
out for some reason or other, and now we have a fourth one.

Q. If I understood your evidence correctly, it would seem to me to be to

this effect. If a man who is not of the exemptedclasswants to be appointed,
or a man like that is needed,in mop*,caseshe is taken temporarily?-A. Yes,sir.
5-36
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Q. Before the application is made to the department for an appointment

of that sort, the man is alreadyin possession
of the job, is that your experience?
-A.

There is a man, yes, and sometimeshe is on the job.

Q. And in most casesthe very sameman whohasbeenemployedtemporarily
gets the position?-A.

Yes.

Q. That is what I thought I understood from your evidence. That is correct, is it not?-A. Yes; we have men in Montreal to-day that are working in
the different classes,cleaners,elevator men, and those men, and, gentlemen, I
am going to tell you it is pernicious; some of these men have worked five and
six years in that department, and there is, you understand, a minimum and
maximum salary applying to these men, that is from $60 to $75, and then some
of these men have beenemployed for five or six years and they are still enjoying
the minimum salary. I was down here last year to the Public Works department, and I found three of these men enjoying $5 less than the minimum, §5o
instead of $60, and I went to the department and asked them to adjust it to
the minimum and they put it on and gave it to them for the last two years.
When I made inquiries as to why they could not give them the extra $5 they told
me they were not appointed, but heavens,there are none of us appointed, as far
as that goes. These men are suffering for a loss of salary simply becausethey
tell you, " they are not appointed," and then I understand they are going to be
taken out from under the Commission. I believe myself they will take the
Public Works out entirely; they have taken the firemen and the prevailing rate
men, and I have a letter from the Honourable Dr. King which states that there
are other classes under consideration. I asked him to make some appointments
in the service, and he told me there was no idea of giving any appointments to
any of the classes which were under consideration for exemption.

Q. You also made another statement, if I have understood you correctly,
to this effect, that you were aware of caseswhere men have been employed not
quite six months, but say five months and twenty-nine or twenty-eight day?.
temporarily.-A.

Yes.

Q. And then, have immediately been laid off for one or two days, whatever
you may call it, and then be taken back again for five or six months more, and
so many days. You stated that?-A.
Yes, sir.

Q. Do you know of any specific case where this has happened,to your
knowledge?-A. To my knowledge?
Q. Yes?-A. In the city of Montreal there was on one occasion, about last

September,probably around the month of Septemberor October,twelve or fifteen
men laid off for a period of three days. They were laid off on a Thursday, and
they were ordered to report back to work on Monday morning.
Q. How long had they been in the service?-A. They were working continuously for six months; they were prevailing rates men working continuously
for six months, and I made inquiries there and tried to get from some source
what the meanina of it was, and they told me it was some system that had been
adopted.

Q. Did they belongto the exemptedclass?-A. Yes; it was to break continuity

of service.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Let me put it this way. Supposewe go back to Section38 of the law,

which says, " The examinations held by the Commission to establish a list
^t
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A. Never been one.
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Q. Now, to your knowledge,did they ever hold a demonstration of skill for
the appointment of a charwoman, or a boilermaker, or a steamfitter, or plumber,
did they ever hold an actual demonstration?-A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. The reason why they would not hold that is what?-A. Well, I could
not say.

Q. Supposing I put it this way; would that be practicable, to hold a
demonstration of skill for the appointment of a charwoman or boilermaker or
a sweeper; would that be practicable?-A. No.
Q. Then we will go on to Section 38 A of the Act, amended,which says that
-I have not it here, but I can quote from memory-that whenever the Civil
Service Commission is of the opinion that certain portions of the Act are not

susceptibleto competitiveexamination,or demonstrationof skill, or where it
is not in the public interestthat that portion of the serviceshouldremainunder
the operation of the law, then the Civil Service Commissionmay make a
recommendationto the Council to have such portion of the service as is not
susceptibleto the operation of the Act taken from under the Commission. The
Civil Service Commission has exempteda number of positions, and I will quote

from the Order in Council; "That the Civil ServiceCommissionare of the
opinion that the following classesof positions should be exempted from the
operation of the Civil Service Act, by reason that they are not susceptible"these are my own words-'' that they are not susceptible to a competitive
examination and it is not practicable to hold a demonstration of skill, and that
therefore it is in the public interest that they should be removed." Then the
Civil Service Commission acted within the scopeof its powers,and acted wisely
in following out the law when they found out these positions could not remain
under its jurisdiction. Now, we are agreedup to that point?-A. Yes.
Q. That they followed out the law?-A.

Yes.

Q. As a result of following out that law you now find yourselves in the
position that you now claim, you say that as a result of the classification you
were put under prevailing rates, and you did not want to remain under prevailing rates?-A.

No.

Q. But the Civil Service Commission, in acting as it did, acted lawfully?A. Yes.

Q. You have no reason for complaint that these positions should have been
exemptedon that score,but you think that if you went back to the civil service
law that you would get the privileges to which you were entitled before?-

A. Yes.

Q. But if you go back to the law as it exists to-day, and for which the

civil serviceis not responsible,that is the law they have to administer,namely,
that under the presentclassificationthere must be prevailing rates, then you
haveto take prevailing rates, but you would rather go back to the old system
of doing away with that, and enjoying the privilegesyou enjoyed before,and
to that system you have not very many objections?-A. No.

Q. The only thing you would like to go back to the old systemfor, would
be in order to get the privilegesto which you say you are entitled now, that

you should be entitled to?-A.

Yes.

Q. When somebodyis to be appointed,take for instance the exempted
classes,then that is done through whatever schemeor whatever machinery

exists for that?-A.

Yes.

Q. Supposingit is necessaryto appoint onewho is of the unexemptedclass.

If I understood
the evidence
right that hasbeengivenhere,the chief,whoever
heis, the chiefforemanor superintendent
of buildings,ratesthe men,he givesa
rating?-A.

Yes.
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Q. He may rate fifteen. These cards come to the Civil Sen-ice Commis-

sion, the investigatorswork on thesecards,and they fix the weightsand measures that we have been told of on this data?-A.

Yes.

Q. On this information that has beengiven, and as a result of this they
may do one of two things. The investigatormay investigatethe case,or he

may rely upon the information that is given on the card, and apply these tests
or weights to the card containing the information as given to him?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you know of any casewhere an investigator from Ottawa, from the
Civil Service Commission,has goneto Montreal and ha? investigated personally
into the ratings given by the man in chargein Montreal?-A. Yes.
Q. He has gone down there and investigated?-A. Yes, and made a mess
of

it.

Q. He has made a mess of it, then. I have nothing more to say on that
score. Xow, whether or not he has investigated the situation, he might have
done one of two tiling again, he might have given the position to the one who
was highest rated by the superintendent, or as a result of the application of the
weights he might have struck an average, and he might give it to somebody
that was rated differently from the rating which the foreman gave on the cards.
Do you know of any case where in following out that procedure, the man who
was rated highest by the department has been appointed?-A.
Xo.
Q. In other words, do you know in this second class, how often or to what
proportion the recommendation- of the departmental officer in Montreal have
been followed out? Is it in mostly every case, or 50 per cent, or 30 per cent?-"
A. In 100 per cent.
Q. One hundred per cent of the cases where there was no personal investigation?-A. Where there was. and where there was not, both with that investigation and without.
Q. Let me put it so we will get it clear. In all caseswhere there was either
a personal investigation by the Civil Service Commission investigator, or whether

there was no personal investigation by him, the recommendationof the superintendent-in

the non-exempted classes, of course-was

given effect to, and the

man who was rated highest by him got the position.-A.
way, probably you will understand it better.

I will put it another

I want to be fair to the Com-

mission.

Q. That is just why I am asking these questions.-A. I just want to give
you a concrete example of just what I am referring to now in regard to the
100 per cent. Probably I might have exaggeratedmy percentage,but it is not
much. The Civil Service representative came to Montreal to investigate the
complaints that were made against the classification, and I happened to be the
unfortunate that was representing the men. There was a list of those appeals
handed to me, names and one thing and another, and the men came in in a

kind of procession,one after the other, and I could seeat a glancethat the
groundhad all beencoveredbeforethe men eversteppedon it at all. However,
they went along and this one's objection was overruled, and that one's objection
was overruled, and the consequencewas that there were three concrete casesin

Montreal that when I saw the list and said, " What about thesepeople?"they

said, " Oh, well, we have gone over them, they are all right, they are fixed."
Xow. I know two of these caseshave been re-fixed since then, re-classified since

they were supposedto be fixed, but the peoplenever appearedbeforethe repersentative of the Commission. It was fixed with the superintendent, the local

superintendentand the representative;I supposethey went over the ground
and said, " Oh, well, this fellow has only so much kick," and two of those men
that did not appear before this man-I was told their cases were fixed-have
already twice classified.
[Mi.
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By Mr. Parent:

Q. Who are the personswho sat on that board?-A. The superintendent of
Montreal was there representing,the department, and then of course the Civil
Service representative of the Commission.

Q. Do you know their names?-A. Mr. Morrison was sitting in Montreal
as representative of the department, and Mr. Hill as representative of the.
Civil

Service

Commission.

Q. And you representedthe employees?-A. Yes.
Q. Is that what you mean when you say the investigators made a mess of
it?-A. Yes, I do, and gentlemen,more than that, I am positively sure that there
is no man can classify the Public Works department unless he is a practical
man, who knows something about mechanicsor something about boilers, machinery, or someonethat goesright in on the job and seesjust what the man is doing.
Any other man would make a messof it.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. Do I understand you to say that a boilermaker or plumber ought to
pass no examination?-A. Yes, pass no examination, they are all tradesmen.
They have all been tried outside and had their credentials before they entered
the department. If they found out in three or four days that a man is not
a plumber they let him out, and put somebodyelse in his place.
Q. That is just what I was going to say. Why should they have to pass
an examination if they have a certificate?-A. It is absolutely unnecessaryin
the Public Works department becausemen have to do with machinery.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. And they all have certificates?-A. The firemen have to have them, and
the engineers, and consequently it is only a waste of time to examine. I don't
blame the Commission for not attempting to do so.
Q. In these cases, the Commission were wise in releasing these positions
and following out the law?-A. I cannot say, of course, that I am satisfied with
the state of affairs as regards the man that was in the service twenty-five years.
Now, gentlemen, you will understand me this way, that when a man has given

his life work to the Government of Canada, and he has been fifteen or twenty
years in the service, and had a certain amount of permanency-probably it is
only a slight permanency,but, fortunately, for the city of Montreal I am going
to say, that I can take off my hat to the Government, that very few men have

beenlet out in the department; even in their old age they have protected them
when they were practically down and out, so far as working was concernedbut I want to say that the system that will keep a man employed for fifteen or
twenty years and then on the stroke of a pen wipe away his permanency, and
tell him, " You are clown and out-there is nothing for you but the road if you
cannot perform your work", that is a system we absolutely condemn.

Q. That is the result of the classification. If that could be altered, if the
prevailing rates could be taken away, that would cure the evil that you say
now exists?-A. Well, probably, but I will tell you this much. It is immaterial
to us how a man enters the service.

There were good men entered the service

under the patronage system. I am not here boosting the patronage system,
becauseprobably I might be told that, at the same time, the fellow that is
inside, under the patronage, is all right, he is in out of the rain, if he keeps

himself coveredwith an umbrella,but the fellow that is outsideis trying to get
in there.
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By Mr. Rin fret:

Q. How would a mackintoshdo in that case?-A. Probably it would save
every part of his body but his head. But at the same time, you will pardon
me, gentlemen, we don't care how a man comes into the service, this is my
personal opinion, as long as he gets protection after he is in, because your
friends today are your enemies tomorrow. You can twist that around and
interpret it as I have said it.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. But you have not told me yet, maybe you cannot, to what extent the
recommendation of the departmental officer in Montreal

is followed out.

Do

you say in 75, 90, or in 98 per cent is his recommendationsgiven effect to?-A.
Well, up to probably six months ago I think the department understood the
conditions existing themselves.

The representative in Montreal was supposed

to be an extraordinarily clever man, supposedto be a bright fellow, and supposed
to be above board in all his dealings, and all that kind of thing, and the department had confidence in him. When there was surplus work to be attended to,
he was the man to meet the situation, and consequently they had that much-

Q. His recommendation was given effect to?-A.

Yes. Of course it is

temporary men I am speaking of-men who are going to remain in the service
for six or ten years, but men who would probably come in under that very same
system and remain for ten or twelve years. They have done that but there is
nothing sure about it.
Q. At the time they changed the prevailing rates, did your association ask
the civil service at that time to be changed to prevailing rates?-A. I believe

there was a small percentageof the employeesthat did advocate that change,
but the majority,

I can positively state, have always been opposed to it, and

when we found out that that classification was going into effect, was going to
put these men under prevailing rates, we protested, and we protested to those
men who were supposedto be drawing up this scheduleof positions, the Arthur
Young Company. We came four or five times and made a big fight, but it did
not amount to that (snapping his fingers).
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Did your association protest?-A.

Yes, we had meetings right here in

Ottawa, and we had meetingsoutside. We had our propaganda spread all over
the country to get the feelings of the men in regard to that matter, and I tell
you that that is the only part of the system that is wrong. Those men have

been actually taken away from probably what they have been looking forward
to in the few declining years of their life, when they would be going down the
hill and thrown out in the street. As long as we had protection, it was all right.
Q. You said somemen in Montreal have a minimum of 855 or $60 a month.
What length of service did they give?-A. Eight hours a day. That was one
of the principal things that I had to inform myself on before I came to the

department,becausethe departmentis always ready to tell you they only
work five and a half or six hours.

Q. Some are married men with families?-A. As far as I understand, they
are all married men, and I tell you this is the terrible part of the system.

Q. They are living on $60 a month?-A. Of coursethey get the bonus,we
must not lose sight of that.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. How much bonusdoesS60a month entitle them to?-A. $26 a month,

providedhe is a marriedman,andI am goingto saythat, of course,is another
part of the systemabsolutelywrong. To keepthesemenfive years-if they
[Mr.
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are fit to be in the service for five years, they ought to be fit to have their
appointment and give them the benefit of the Civil Service Act, if it is worth
anything,
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Did your association recommend that they be raised to the maximum?
-A.

I have carried it time and again to Ottawa myself.

Q. What reason did you get for it not being done?-A. Becausethey were
not appointed, and the only thing they said about appointment was that they
lacked the signature of the Governor General in Council-a

man is twenty-five

years in the service and he is not appointed. Another will tell you there is
such a thing as a permanent temporary. My dear gentlemen, if you only went
into the details of the Public Works, it would give you a headache. There is
a temporary employee and a permanent temporary employee-I
don't know
what

kind

of a fellow

he is.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. So you must not criticize some members of Parliament
know the

intricacies?-A.

I don't

blame

the members

if they don't

of Parliament

at all.

They are not bad fellows when you are dealing with them.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. You mean the Montreal ones-those

you know?-A.

Some of those we

did not know were good friends too. We got their help when we neededit.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. The man getting $60 would hardly say that, would he?-A. I don't
know. I recommendedhim the last time I was speaking to him to go and
see his member of Parliament, to see if he could do anything.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. This $60 with a bonus, making $86, how would that compare with any
similar work in another walk of life?-A. That I am not prepared to answer.
In some places it would be larger, and in others smaller.
Q. But as a general thing?-A.
I suppose it would compare favourably
with the class of labour in another industrial concern. Of course, at the same

time, we don't think that the Government would really be anxious to keep a
man's salary down to the last fraction simply for the matter of saving money.
Q. But if the Government paid the same salary as was paid in the same

line of work in another place, you would not think they were placing any
imposition on that man?-^A. That is what they are doing in the prevailing
rate class, and that is what is probably all the trouble. It is all very well to
talk about prevailing rates-when they were put into force in Montreal they
got five cents less than schedule rate they were paying to the union.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. With this difference, a man who works for the Government works the
whole year round, and the man elsewheredoesnot?-A. He is not supposedto.
The Government says, " We are paying you an adequate salary, and if "

Q. A man works for the Governmentand expectsto be there all the year
round, and that is why he acceptsa lower salary than elsewhere?-A. That
may be true as far as Montreal is concerned,but I don't think it applies to
Ottawa.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. A man who goesinto the serviceunder these conditions,an elevator

man, or mason, knows the mason will not work all the year round; during the

winter he will be laid off?-A.

Yes, the mason.
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Q. Well, going in at a very small salary has a double disadvantage,

becausehe is not goingto work the wholeyear round. If he went in at a high
salary for six months, that might be palliative, but he goesin at a small salary.
with a prospect of five or six months' work. That is a double imposition.-A.
That is right.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. Could you give us the monthly wage, including bonus, of a plumber in
the old classification, and give us that same wage with prevailing rates?-A.
A plumber in the city of Montreal, before the classification, was paid §75 a
month.

Q. And bonus?-A.

There was no bonus then.

Q. And now? Would it be fair to say that the bonus would be added to
that if you were not on the prevailing rate? Supposing you were on that
monthly rate at $75, would you not get the bonus with that?-A.
But that
would hardly be an adequate salary for a tradesman.
Q. We will say s7.">and a bonus would be what?-A.
He would get $900

and $315 for bonus; that would be $1,215. I don't think you would be giving
away anything to the tradesman.

Q. That is more than he would get at prevailing rates provided he worked
all the year round?-A.

He would get between $50 and $60 and $100.

Q. He would get about $300 more?-A. I don't think so, you have got to
take a lot of lost time out of that; it figures out about $3.50 or $3.60 a month.

Q. In the other way it figures about $2.50?-A. Yes. I supposethat is
one of the reasonswhy the employee was not to be given extra money; these
men were asked to be satisfied and I came myself before the Department and as
the Commission

in Montreal

told me to come down for an extra five cents an

hour. They were determined on five cents and the men offered to accept five
cents and were satisfied. Take the man coming into the service and has that
objection he is living on what he makes overtime.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Isn't it a fact it is merely to meet the expenseand it is not in the form of
a salary?-A. No, but at the same time I think myself even at that time that
$75 was a very small salary.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Even with condition that he was to get a bonus?-A. No, and not knowing they took this particular man and he got the prevailing rate today and these
men were receiving small salaries from $65 to $75. That applied to tradesmen,
electricians and plumbers-well we do not have many plumbers,-there is one
plumber in Montreal, but that applies to bricklayers and I do not think myself
or rather I think they were getting a very small wage and if they were getting
the prevailing rate which they should have for three years there would be no
complaint.

Q. The point I was trying to makewasafter the changewasmadefrom the
prevailingrate or the monthly to the prevailingrate the public works employees

were the oneswho were anxious to have the prevailing wages?-A. No, they were

not. I will tell you the reasonthe prevailing rates were adopted. They were
uniform and when we came to interview the Arthur Young Company to find
out how it was, it took a long time to revise the rates scale. When we came to

investigateand discussit with the Arthur Young Companythey told us it was
absolutelyimpossibleto make a salary scheduleto coverthe Dominion Government. In the city of Winnipega man gets$1.25a hour and is in the sameclass

asthosegetting90 centsan hourin Ottawaand85 centsin Montreal. We even
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asked them to compromise on a basis and the men would accept that and we
took it upon ourselvesto promise that the men would accept and they said no,
it was impossible. I do not want to keep you here all night but there are one or
two suggestions I would like to make.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. If the monthly rate was higher that is really what you want; instead of
a plumber getting $75 if he was raised to $100 you would be better satisfied at
that rate than at the prevailing rate?-A.

Sure.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. Provided you have the benefits you had previously?-A. Yes.
Q. Supposingyou went back to the old salary would that be satisfactory
in addition to the privileges being added to that, would you be satisfied?-A.
Yes, we would be willing to scrap the classification clause to obtain that. Are
there any more questions you would like to ask?
Q. I would like to ask the witness to give us the suggestions he has to make
as we will have to call more witnesses. I understand Mr. McGarry has a couple

of proposals to make?-A. I have and it will only take a minute or two. I
have a suggestion that I would like to put before the Committee and that is
we understood gentlemen that we were to get a hearing this morning at ten
o'clock and unfortunately none of us were on hand to know how the thing closed
up or we would not have been here this morning; we would have stayed in bed
an hour longer. Some of these gentlemen from Ottawa came here and absented
themselves from their work. Some of these men under prevailing rates gave

up their time and we were going to give them an opportunity to say anything
they had to say. I am ashamedof myself in that regard and I might as well tell
you. My suggestion is this that in order to afford a little protection to the=r
men that came here that there should be a recommendation and I am asking
that a recommendation be made to the department that they would allow them-

Q. Their day's pay?-A. Half a day, they were absent this morning.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Whatever time that was lost by giving evidence. Loss of
money in every shape or form to every man who attended the Committee.
The WITNESS:

Yes.

Mr. CHEVRIER: I am prepared to do that.
Mr. MA.THESON:Mr. McGarry was asked a question and he is not in a

position and has not got the papers in his possession;any complaints were sent
to me; we had four returned menMr. PARENT: Mr. McGarry was going to conclude his evidence and we
better have him finish and if you have any remarks we would be pleased to
hear you.
The WITNESS: If the Committee is satisfied and they have no questions
to ask me I simply want to ask the gentlemen to recommend that these men
that have been here this morning that they should be advanced or paid what they
have lost by their absence.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. You want us to make a recommendation that their day's pay be not
deducted?-A. That is to include myself and my partner here who has been
here and as far as I understand we are not here at the goodwill of the department.

Q. That would have to be limited to loss in the day's pay; we might as well
make that clear now?-A. This is a case where we paid our own expensesMr. Matheson and myself came here and did that and the only thing is that
[Mr.
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thesegentlemenwho camethis morningwill probably have deductedfrom their
salary the time lost this morning,

Q. If that is what you want-will you be satisfiedif representationis made
that they be reimbursed for whatever travelling expensesor anything else but I
might say that so far as travelling expensesare concernedwe have nothing to
do with that, but so far as your time is concernedwe will make a recommendation that you be paid.-A.

That is all we want.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. Did these parties come with the intention of giving evidence?-A. Yes.
There are some here to-night and we have monopolized their time and left
nothing at their disposal; I feel myself guilty of that. Gentlemen there is also
something else which Mr. Matheson would like to put before you; he has a very
interesting document here and I would like him to be given the privilege of
reading it.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. The gentlemen you refer to are Mr. Mi-Garry,
AVilliamson, Mr. Foley and Mr. Jacques?-A. Yes.

Mr.

Matheson, Mr.

By Mr. Garland:
Q. Just before you finish I overlooked this. In your evidence you said
something about there being an application form set into the Civil Service Commission in which a man's age was given and several other things. I have got

the document from the Department of Public Works calling for the urgent
status of the matter. That perhaps might not be necessary but the question
might be taken up in the House?-A. I think that is something out of the
ordinary.
By Mr. Simpson:
Q. It has nothing to do with the Commission?-A.

No, the Commission is

absolved. There is another gentleman that was here, Mr. Elrick, from Winnipeg and he would like to have his time; he gave evidencethe other night.
The CHAIRMAN: When we decide on the others we will

take that into con-

sideration. We will put his name down and make a recommendation that he
be paid for his time.

Mr. MATHESON:I would like to mention that Mr. Elrick and myself and
Mr. McGarry have come here at our own expense and travelled on the Government Railroad; is it possible for us to get a railroad pass and that would not
cost the Government anything. Could you recommend that.
Mr.

PARENT:

WTe will

take

that

into

consideration.

Mr. MATHESON
: I am asking that becauseMr. Elrick comes from the West
at his own expense. That is a further consideration I ask. The letter I have
in hand covers a case Mr. McGarry was asked about and Mr. McGarry is not
in a position to get any information about complaints. The position is that in
this case a man answers the question which he obtains from the Civil Service
Commission and he does not do anything except write on the examination and

he getshis certificateand he keepsthat. I havea casein handof four returned
men in Toronto who answered an advertisement and came on as cleaner and

helperaccordingto the advertisement. They got papersfrom the Civil Service
Commission at Ottawa to fill out and they were on the staff for some three or
four months. They did not get any bonus and these men asked me if I would

take it up and I wrote a letter to Dr. Rocheabout thesemen and this is his
answer
[.Mr.

to
S.

me:-.McGarry.]
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" OTTAWA,January 22nd, 1920.
" DEAR SIR-Dr. Roche has handed me your letter of the 19th inst.
with reference to the four returned soldiers recently taken on as cleaners

and helpers in the Department of Public Works. These cases are at
present being investigated and you will be further advised at the earliest
possible moment.
" Yours truly,
" (Sgd.) W. FORAN,
" Secretary.
"T. G. Matheson, Esq.,
" President Dominion Public Works Federation,
" 134 Woolfrey Avenue, Toronto."

There was a little more delay and I wrote to Mr. Foran and I got an
answer on February llth:" HUNTER BUILDING,

OTTAWA, February llth,

1921.

" T. G. Matheson, Esq.,
" 134 Woolfrey Ave.,
" Toronto, Ont.

"DEAR SIR-In reply to your letter of the 7th instant regarding
the employment of Messrs. Lynch, Maudsley, Walton and Veal, on the
staff of the Maintenance Architect, Department of Public Works at Toronto, I would inform you that the question is under consideration by the

Commission, delay having been causedby the necessity of referring the
question to the Department of Public Works.
" Yours truly,
" (Signed)

W. FORAN,
" Secretary."

Now, three of these men got their appointment, but one man, Maudsley,
did not want the appointment, but his appointment came along from the Civil

Service Commissionand he put it in my hands after he had resigned,and this is
what it says:" CIVIL
"

"RS

for

LB

NOTICE

SERVICE COMMISSION
OF

PERMANENT

LOCAL

OF CANADA

APPOINTMENT

COMPETITION

C.S.C.

23171

Date, March 19, 1921.
" Department

of Public Works,

Branch-Architect's.

Name of appointee-Edwin
Maudsley, O.A.S. E.L. No. 7171-4.
Address of appointee-87 Broadview Ave., Toronto, Ont.
Title of position-Cleaner and Helper, Toronto, Ont.
Salary rate-$720 per annum.

' This is to certify that you have been found to possessthe necessary
qualifications as to knowledge and ability to fill the position named
above; that you have been examined in open competitive examination
in conformity with the provisions of the Civil Service Act, 1918, as

amended,and of the rules and regulations thereunder; and that you
are qualified to be admitted on probation to the department named at

the salaryshownabove. Report for duty at the time and placeindicated
below,and presentthis noticeto the officernamed. Before appointment
[Mr. S. McGarry.]
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can be confirmedit will be necessarythat you furnish the Commission
with satisfactoryevidenceasto citizenship,age,physical condition,character

and habits.

" Place to report-Toronto,

Ont.

Person to whom to report-T. A. Hastings, Esq., Supt. Dom. Bldgs.,
Ont,

Postal

Stn.

" F."

Date to report-Immediately.
" By order of the Commission
" (Signed) W. FORAN,
" Secretary."

This was sent down to him, although he did not accept the position, but he
got the permanent appointment, and he says
"I

of the County of
do solemnly declare to the best
of my knowledge and belief, I was born
"
on the
day of.. ..
etc.

Then

he fills

this in and has it sworn

to before

a Justice

of the Peace.

Then

he got this appointment from the department, another appointment from the
department, which says.
" PUBLIC WORKS, CANADA
"OTTAWA, March 30th, 1921.
" Mr. EDWIN MAVDSLEY,
" Broadview

Ave.,

"Toronto, Ont.
" Re P.W.D.

Staff,

Toronto, Ont.

" This is to inform you that you have been appointed as cleaner and
helper on the staff of this department at Toronto, Ont., at a salary of
§720 per annum. You will be paid from the date you commenceyour
duties.

"Please report immediately to Mr. T. A. Hastings, Supt. Dom.
Bldgs., Ont., Postal Stn. "F " Toronto, who will instruct you as to your
duties.

" For the present you will be engaged in the Postal Station "A" but
of course your appointment is to the general staff so that should it be
considered necessary to move you elsewhere in Toronto, at a later date,
such arrangements

can be carried out.

" Kindly let me have a line from you per return post to let me know
whether you acceptthe position or not, and if so fill out particulars on the
enclosed

form

and

return

to

this

office.

" (Signed) P. S. GREGORY.

" P. SHEASONGREGORY,
" Architect (In Charge of Maintenance, etc.)

XOTE.-Yoursalarywill be supplemented
by a High Costof Living

Bonus as long as provided by law."

This was from Ottawa; so that you see it is only in rare casesyou can find
out exactly what the men went through to obtain the positions. Thesemen were

returned soldiers,had to show their dischargefrom the army before they got
their position at all. There is just anotherthing that Mr. McGarry could not
tell you. He was askedif a boilermakerwould have to go through the examination or any of these men. That is not necessary,as it was pointed out. The
[Mr.

S. McGarry.]
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classification there lays down the condition on which that man conies into the
service. If he is an engineer,he has to have an engineeringcertificate, examined
by three competent examiners; if he is a machinist, he has to have three years
experiencein a machine shop. He could not get that position without he had
three years in a boiler shop. As an elevator operator he must have operated
an elevator outside for a reputable firm for a year, and be able to make his
repairs. If he could not do that, he could not get the position, so it was not
necessary to go through any routine for those positions.
the man are right in the book.

The qualifications

of

By Mr. Simpson:

Q. You have given us a lengthy explanation of how these men get into the
service. Do you approve of the method that you have just been explaining?
-A.

As far as the men have explained it to me, yes.
The

WITNESS retired.

Mr. ROBERTCOLVIN, called, sworn and examined.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Whom do you represent?-A. Dominion Customs and Excise Officers
Association.

Q. Have you a memorandum to present, or do you wish to be questioned?
-A. We have a memorandum that is placed in the hands of all the members
of the Committee. I think in order to save time, it might be read, but I would
be glad to give any information any of the members might require.
Q. Your association is composed of how many persons?-A. 2,500 or 3,000.
Q. Where is your head office?-A. In Ottawa. We hold our annual convention in the city of Ottawa.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. I notice that this statement you have to present has been presented to
the members

of the Committee?-A.

Yes.

Q. Would you be as well satisfied if we consent to have this printed, so
that it would be open to everybody rather than have it read to the Committee?
-A.

Yes.

Q. You are satisfied to have that printed?-A.

Yes.

" To the Chairman and Members of the Special Committee of The House.
of Commons, appointed to inquire into the working of
the Civil

'' Honourable

Service

Act.

Gentlemen,-

" In prefacing the statement of the views of the members of the
Dominion Customs and Excise Officers' Association it may be of interest
to the Committee to be acquainted with the history as well as the aims
and objects of this organization.
'" During a convention, at Ottawa, of the Civil Service Federation of
Canada, in 1917, the Customs delegates present took steps for the forma-

tion of this organization, which resulted in its extension throughout Canada-The
Association

membership of the Dominion
embraces

Customs

and Excise

Customs and Excise Officers'
Officers

in the Ports

and Out-

ports, in and outside of Ottawa, which number about 3,000-Each Port
is a branch or local; in the Western and Maritime provinces they are
connectedup provincially and in turn are linked up with the Dominion
executive, having headquarters at Ottawa.
[Mr.

R.

Colvin.]
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" The aims and objects of the organization are, briefly, to promote
the interests of its membersand increase efficiency in the service.-It has
always taken a moderate and firm stand where its rights were concerned,
at the same time maintaining cordial relations between officials of the
department, the Civil Service Commission and the Government.
The annual conventions are held in Ottawa, with about forty dele-

gates in attendance,representative of the entire service, and problems of
the membersand the service are given careful study and representations
made thereon, which receive sympathetic and favourable consideration
by the authorities concerned.
" In presenting the views of our organization to this Committee it is
observed that the witnesses are in a different position as compared with
those who have been heard, inasmuch as they have spoken in general

terms of the many departmentswhich their membershipincludes, whereas
our testimony concerns one department only and our opinions, therefore,
are necessarily limited to staff problems rather than departmental policies.
-This does not indicate, however, that we are not prepared to speak

frankly on the questions which have been discussedand adopted at our
various conventions, being a matter of record and only a case of carrying
out the instructions of our organization.
"THE

MERIT

SYSTEM

"' Prior to 1918 our branch known as the Outside Customs Service,

was not within the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission, and a
large number entered the service without qualifying, as now required;
promotions were also made from time to time in which consideration was
given to factors other than those of efficiency and seniority; no provision
was made for statutory increases, an amount being sometimes included
in the estimates and apportioned in a manner causing great dissatisfaction.
" The adoption of the Civil Service Act of 1918 put an end to this

state of affairs, and the classification of the Arthur Young Co., faulty as
it was, contained provisions which rescued our members from bondage
and put every man on equal terms as regards the future, and gave rank,
titles, lines of promotion to and from each position, salaries and statutory
increases. While the salaries were not satisfactory the setting up of
the service and the bringing about of fixed salary increases were greatly
appreciated. Our members accepted the original classification book
(June. 1919) because of the promise that all defects therein could be
remedied by proper representation to the Civil Service Commission.
The salary schedule however was too low, and we were unanimous, with
the rest of the service, in asking for immediate revision. The publication of classification in September, 1919, in our opinion, still allowed

considerable room for improvement. Our appeals were duly dealt with
by the Board of Hearings and Recommendations,at which a representative of our organization was given the privilege of a seat as a rotating
member and, on both occasions,was also given the opportunity of presenting the class appeals of our members,which were approved and adopted
with a sole exception.

" The putting into effect of this classificationwas the greateststep

forward ever attempted in our branch of the service and brought much
comfort and happiness in hundreds of the homes of our members. For
years those men had struggled, woefully underpaid, and thoroughly discouraged. The effect of the merit system and a reasonablerate of compensation removedthe causeof most of their troubles.
[Mr.

R.

CoIvin.J
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" It must not be taken for granted, however, that we are entirely
satisfied with matters as they stand at present; there is the single item,
approved by the Board of Hearings and Recommendations but rejected

by the Civil Service Commission, i.e., annual increase. Unlike our confreres of the (so-called) outside service of the Post Office Department,
who are in receipt of $120 annual increase for the lower paid men, we
receivebut $60 which is consideredto be insufficient and unjust when the
important nature of the duties of the officers concerned are given due
consideration. We still hope however that a satisfactory adjustment
will

be made.

" In reviewing our classification there still remain a number of
anomalies, and we are asking for further amendments and salary revision,
with a view of placing the salaries of our technical or executive officers
on a more equitable basis, as compared with positions of similar responsibility in other branches of the service. As regards the Civil Service

Act, particularly as applied to promotions, our organization would resent
very strongly any change being made, the present procedure, which can

be explained orally, having worked out satisfactorily.
" As regards superannuation, our parent body, the Civil

Service

Federation, has substantially expressed our views, which are repeated
briefly:
" Superannuation is essential to an efficient service, providing as it
will, for the retirement of those whose age or inefficiency renders them
unfit for further service, their removal being thus effected without hardship. It is, in our opinion, a sound business proposition and an incentive
to the young and a protection to the old. Our organization, in urging
the putting into effect of this measure, confines itself to the broad principle of superannuation, including the following recommendations:
" 1. That it be contributory,
" 2. That the dependents of the superannuated employee be protected
after his or her decease,
" 3. That an age limit be established.

" With referenceto service councils,we would recommendthe setting
up of a national council to consider the problems in connection with the
establishment of sub-councils, it being understood that the method of

procedure of a service located in Ottawa will require adjustment to fit
into a service like ours, located in every town, city or village, from coast
to

coast.

" Salary revision has been dealt with in the report of the Civil Service
Federation, and we feel nothing illuminating can be added to the information and figures already supplied, except to urge that the much-

needed upward revision of salaries be effected and the temporary and
objectionable bonus abolished."
Q. There is nothing else you want to add beyond what is contained in

the paper that is being distributed to the Committee?-A. Nothing any more
than to make our position quite clear on the classification which has come up
for considerable discussion.

I might say when classification was first intro-

duced we accepted the principle of classification, but we did not accept the
detail of it. We thought it was a good thing in the interest particularly of the
Customs Service, and while we acceptedthe principles of classification, we did
not accept it in detail at that time.

The members of our association went

before the Board of Hearing on appeal on different occasions with certain

objectionswe had to the classification. We were very successfulin our appeals
beforethe Board, and we have now got what we considera fairly goodclassi[Mr.

R.

Colvin.]
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fication. We do not considerit sufficientby any means,but on review of the
conditionsin the CustomsService,prior to the merit systemcominginto effect,
what wehaveto-day we consideris a very marked improvement. Probably the
outside service was the very worst, in so far as what we call patronage was

concerned. We were a sort of dumping ground. We did not get men in the
positions who were always selected for the positions.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. What year do you refer to when patronage was bad in the department?
-A. Practically to all my years of service, prior to coming into effect of the
merit system of 1917 or 1918, in the majority of cases.
Q. What year were you appointed?-A.
1890.

Q. You look rather young?-A. Well, I entered the Service when I was
comparatively young.

The point we want to make clear is-.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The position of outside Customs Service covers clerical positions?-A.

Thejr cover clerical positions and also positions of certain forms of labour, such
as porters, packers and messengers.
Q. Porters, packers and sorters are now under the jurisdiction
Service

Commission?-A.

of the Civil

Yes.

Q. The only labouring positions you have in the Customs are those, porters,
packers and sorters?-A. Yes.
Q. Outside of that they are all clerical positions?-A. Yes.

Q. You have preventive officers?-A. The Preventive Service belongsto the
inside service.

Their functions are to look after the detection of smuggling

and fraudulent acts against the Government.
Q. Are any of your employeesin the outside service on the exemptedlist?
-A.

No.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. Employees who do not fall under the Civil Service Commission?-A.
No, ours are all under the Civil Service Commission.
By Mr. McKillop:
Q. You prefer to leave them under the Civil Service Commission?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You have none of these positions that fall within the exempted class,
which are similar in class to that. They are all clerical positions except the
porters, packers and sorters?-A.

And messengers.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. You say that all your men are in the inside service?-A. In the outside
service.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Xow, there is no outside service?- It is brought under the Act, and it
is all the inside sen-ice. You are misleading the Committee when you talk
about the outside service.

There is no outside service?-A.

Outside of the

department'sadministrationin Ottawa. It is scatteredthrough the country.

Q. If you say outside the service, meaning outside of Ottawa, then the
term is right?-A. Yes, sir. In so far as the merit system is concerned, we
think it is a splendid system, in so far as it deals with our service, and we also

feel that the classificationwe haveat present,while not a perfectone,is a very
beneficial
[Mr.

R.
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By Mr. McBride;

Q. You are perfectly satisfiedwith the Civil ServiceCommission,in the
way it deals with your branch?-A. We are perfectly satisfiedwith the way
the Civil

Service Commission has administered our service up to the present

time.

By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. Have you any suggestionsto make?-A. No, nothing in particular, any

morethan we thought that in appearingbeforethis Committeethere might be
someenlightenmentwe might be able to give them, but broadly speakingwe are
pretty well satisfied with our situation, its classification.

Q. Have you a large numberof technicalofficersin your organization?-A.
What would you term technical officers? Professional?
Q. Yes.-A. No, not in the branches throughout the country.

Q. You would not have someof thesechemistsor gaugers?-A. We have
gaugersin some of the large ports, yes.
Q. What are their salaries?-A. The maximum is $1,920.
Q. They do not go over the $2,400class?-A. No, sir.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. What is the highest salary of the chief clerks?-A. It would depend on

the grades;the maximumis $2,400. Grade 5-4. Grade6 carrieslarger salary.
We have positions carrying a higher salary than chief clerk. Divisional
appraisers carry $2,880; surveyors $2,520.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Those are not what are called technical positions.-A. Strictly speaking
I think you would classify the gauger as a technical position.

Q. But the appraiser's work constitutes the determining of values?-A. The
values and classification of goods.
Q. There is nothing like a chemist or doctor, I mean in the usual line?-A.
Whenever a test is to be made, the material is sent to the department.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. If he went out to value a boat, after being registered in Canada, he
would have to have some knowledge of boats?-A. On all importations of goods
coming into the country, we require invoices in duplicate. There are various
details in the declarations, including the selling price to the purchaser in
Canada. The declaration must be attested to by the importer at the time of
making the import. Then of course our appraiser will examine the shipment.
Q. The man who occupiessuch a position must have a special qualification.
The invoice may be wrong or may be made out wrong to deceive the officer of
the department?-A. We have appraisers. The dry goods appraiser would be
more or less an expert in dry goods; the hardware appraiser would be more or
less an expert in hardware.
Q. A man like that would require special qualifications?-A. Some special
qualification for those positions, but I would not consider those, strictly speaking, technical officers in the sensethat this gentleman I think applied the term.
I think he referred to technical as meaning the use of an instrument for testing
liquors, vinegars, sugar tests and things of that kind.
Q. Have you an idea of the kind of examination such men would be

obliged to pass before the Civil Service Commission, before they would get a
nomination like an appraiser, for instance?-A. If we wanted an appraiser an
application would be made by the collector to the department for an appraiser.
That request I presume would be sent on to the Civil Service Commission. I
would suppose that they would make the first choice for selection from the
5-37
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eligible officers within the port, men who had had a great deal of experience.

We have a classknown as computingclerks who do the checkingof the detail
work in connectionwith the passing of entries. These men would form a very
good groundwork for appraisers. They have a good insight into the tariff and
the Customs Act and regulations, and into values from long association with
this particular class of work, and I would supposethat probably they would
receive the first
appraisers.

consideration when we come to the question of selecting

By the Chairman:
Q. They are right in line for promotion?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. What position do you fill?-A.
of

I am collector of customs at the port

Hamilton.

Q. Has any nomination taken place since you were there?-A. For a particular position?
Q. Yes, for a position under you?-A. Yes, my position was vacated. The
present position I occupy was vacated. I was promoted to that position about
three and a half year? ago. Prior to that I had been promoted to the position

of surveyor and from that I was promoted to the collectorship.
Q. Was there an examination passed by the person who occupied the position you had before?-A. No, sir, he was appointed from without the service.
By Mr. Einjret:
Q. Merely on a recommendation?-A.
An ex-member of Parliament.
was appointed about ten years ago.
Q. Before the last law was enforced?-A. Yes.

He

Q. Do you consider that he was a goodman?-A. That is a rather delicate
question because I would not like to pass an opinion on my predecessorin
office, but I don't think the policy of appointing men from without the service
to executive or administrative positions is a sound one. I think it is very bad.

Q. How were you appointed yourself?-A. On my initial entrance into the
service.

Q. Yes.-A. Under the patronage system after having passeda qualifying
examination.

Q. Do you think that was bad?-A. Remember, gentlemen, I don't take
exception to any appointments within the service. The objection I take and
lodge is filling these executive and administrative positions from without the
service.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You are referring now to section 21 of the Act of 1908 where an officer
can put someone over the head of the employees. You know the words " other-

wise peculiarly fitted."-A.

Up until the Act of 1918, the bringing of the serv-

vice into that under Order in Council, practically all positions were under that.
Q. Yes, because the law said he could do it. I do not agree that it was a
good law; I for one, would not want to see that done again. I want to see the

right to promotion secured,but he could do that under the law, because he
could say he was putting in someman peculiarly fitted for the position and that
there was nobody in the department that was peculiarly fitted for that position.

That was the only defect,I think you will agreewith me in matters of promotion under the old Act?-A.

I would not say those promotions were made

becausethere was no one in the department qualified. There were many cases
where there were plenty of men qualified but they did not get the chance.
(Air.
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Q. You and I agree on that and that was one defect in the law which I
admit, that it gave the right to the deputy minister to do something which was
not in the best interests of the service by going outside and collecting someone
to put it over the heads of those in the service?-A. Exactly.
Q. We agree on that, but that does not say that the man put in was a
misfit, he might have been a good man for the position, but he cut away the
right of promotion by those who were in?-A. Yes, when that system was in
operation, it deprived men in the service of any ambition or desire to acquaint
themselves with the business because they were robbed of the idea of promotion.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Suppose that a promotion was to take place today, what would be the
procedure followed, would there be a competitive examination?-A.
Not for a
collectorship. I never knew of one.
Q. In that case then what would be the procedure?-A. To fill a collectorship?
Q. Yes.-A. He would be selected largely for his fitness for the service, by
long years of service, experience, and various qualifications for the position.
Q. Who would testify to that?-A.
That would lie in the hands of the
Civil

Service

Commission.

Q. They would have to inquire for that information

would they not?-A.

Yes.

Q. Who would they ask it from?-A.

The man would have an efficiency

rating in the department. They would take his efficiency rating.
Q. Do you mean his record?-A.

Yes, his efficiency record in the service.

Q. Would they apply to the head of the branch to securethe information?
A. They would have to get that information from our departmental head.
Q. Would that exert an influence in the judgment of the Commission making

that promotion ?-A. I think that would be a very determining factor in considering his former record in the service and his efficiency.
Q. As testified to by his superior officers?-A. Yes, and also they would
have the other factors that they might take into consideration, his years of
service and general efficiency in the service.
By Mr. 'Garland:
Q. Is your Association satisfied with the promotion as now established by
the Civil Service Commission?-A. Broadly speaking, yes, very much so.
By Mr.

Parent:

Q. Did you have any stenographersappointed during the last few years in
your office?-A. No, we have a senior clerk stenographerin Hamilton, but he
was with us prior to that, for a number of years.

Q. How many persons all told are employed in your office?-A. Taking
into consideration our outports we have 93 on our staff.

Q. And nobody has been appointed under competitive examinations in the
last few years?-A. No, I would not say under competition. We have had
vacancies. When the collectorship was vacant I automatically stepped up
from surveyor. That left the surveyorship vacant, and the chief clerk was then
appointed or promoted under the present system to be surveyor, and the senior
ranking officer in the clerical division was promoted to be chief clerk. That
automatically filled the three administrative positions in the port.

Q. Without competitive examination?-A. Yes, but prior to the filling of
t.hr.position as surveyor I had passeda qualifying examination for promotion,
I'oj; surveyor and chief clerk, about 12 years ago; I had at one time an ambition

to advance myself in the service and I saw positions were being filled from
5-374
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withoutthe service,theseexecutive
positions;I thoughtthat probablyI might
havea chanceto get oneif I qualifiedfor it; I did not expectit if'l did not
earn it; I obtained permission from the deputy minister at that time, the late
John MacDougall, to try the examination. I tried the examination as laid down
by the Civil Service Commission at that time, about the year 1912; I obtained
100 per cent in efficiency, 100 per cent in duties of office, and received a disappointment at seeingboth positions taken at that time, one by a man without
the service with absolutely no experiencewhatever. I had qualified and done
all I possibly could but still I did not get the position.
Q. Did you answer my question whether to your knowedge during the last
two years or so, any person has been given a position in the office that you
represent in Hamilton?-A.
We had one position, if I remember rightly, filled
by promotion to the rank of computing clerk. That position was announced
within the port that it would be filled. 1 think it was the intention of the Commission to advertise it. and there were a number of applicants, but the examination was not held. There were men in the service who by their education and
by their fitness and also by the fact that they had considerable overseas service
to

their

credit-

Q. Do you mean to say that they were there in a temporary way first?-A.

No, not in a temporary capacity; they were in a permanent capacity; they
stepped up from the rank of ordinary clerk to that of computing clerk; their

peculiar fitness for the position was weighed up and taken into consideration,
their educational standing, and their efficiency in the service, and these thin«-

all weighed I suppose with the Civil Service Commission, who of course, I
suppose must receive or look for some approval from the deputy minister.

Q. Do I understand you to say that the Civil ServiceCommissionwas going
to advertise for the position you speak of?-A.

No, it was announced that this

position would be open for competition or words to that effect, and then the
examination

was not held.

I do not think

the Civil

Service Commission

feel

that they are morally bound always to hold examinations. I think possibly I
should not transgressinto their matters, but I think they may find that there are
men in the service who by their efficiency rating and years of service are com-

petent to fill those positions, and I think they sometimesdo fill those positions
by promotion.
Q. We will come to a concrete case, if you will remember the circumstances
of it. What was that position?-A.
It was computing clerk.
Q. Why was not the examination held as advertised or going to be advertised?-A.
I could not answer that question other than to suppose that the man

who was appointed to the position was consideredvery well qualified, which I
think

he was.

Q. Were you asked to report on him at all?-A. No, I don't think I was.
I am not sure that I was collector at that time. I was not asked to report any
more than the annual report which was sent in.

Q. I am not asking you if you were asked to report. I am asking you if
you did report?-A. No, I did not report.
Q. You did not make any recommendation at that time?-A. No.
Q. So in that case the law was not followed becausethere was no com-

petitive examination
to nominatethe manin question?-A.Not in that particular

case.

By the Chairman:

Q. As collectorat that port it would comewithin the scopeof your duties
to give indications of the efficiencyof the men below you?-A. Yes, there is

an annual report furnished to the department every year. A man is rated on
that classification report- as either " Extra " " Good " " Fair " or not,
Q. That comes within your duties?-A. Yes.
rMr.
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By Mr. Garland:
Q. All vacancies have been filled by promotion in your department since
1918?-A.

Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. And the Commission will accept that as evidence of a man's fitness or

otherwise when promotions are made?-A. Yes, if the service is to be increased,
and we want a man, I would notify the deputy minister, he would in turn notify
the Civil Service Commission I presume, and they would select a man from the
eligible waiting list, which is composed of course from returned men; that man

is assigned to temporary service for a probationary period of probably six
months. The collector is asked to give a report on him during that period. If
it is satisfactory, that in turn is conveyed to the Civil Service Commission and

they in turn confirm that man's position. I think that proceedingwas followed
by the Commission, but he first must be on the eligible waiting list.
The CHAIRMAN: Any other questions? Mr. Burns is the next witness.
Mr.

THOMAS HUGH BURNS, called,

sworn

and examined.

By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Mr. Burns, what is your position in the organization?-A. I am secretary-treasurerof the organizationof which Mr. Colvin is president.
Mr. RINFRET:Before we go on, Mr. Chairman, have we the representatives of the G.W.V.A. here? I understood they were to be called to-night.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: No, not until Thursday.

WITNESS:Before we go any farther, I would like to clear up some points
that have been made by Mr. Colvin regarding promotions.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Arc there any others coming up to-night?

There was a

Mr. Foley, I think, who wanted to say something.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: I think not, just at the moment.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I only wanted to keep these things in mind as we went
along.

WITNESS:To prevent any misapprehensionregarding the system of promotions, and the question raised regarding competitive examinations, I think
it is pretty well understood that competitive examinations are not necessary
to establish a man's efficiency. The proof of that is that in the promotions we
have made since the Civil Service Act has been established they have been
practically entirely satisfactory to the staff themselves, and, as they are the
men concerned, they are really the best judges. The reason that it is not con-

sidered necessary to have competitive examinations is because the method
which the Civil Service Commission have of rating men makes it entirely
unnecessary; the same result is arrived at in a similar form.
Speaking of the last case as a case in point-I
am not referring to the
details, but am just speaking generally-a
vacancy occurs, and a position is

open to a computing clerk. The procedure followed, as explained by Mr.
Colvin, is that the collector reports that he needs a computing clerk, and an

application is made. The Civil Service Commission looks over the application and causes an advertisement to be sent to that particular port, which is
stuck up on the wall so that all may read it, which advertisement states the

qualifications that are necessary. The prospective candidates send their applications in to the collector, who rates them according to a form which is supplied
to him, which I have here, and which goes into great detail in regard to the
qualifications of each man. He then makes his recommendation as to the man
he thinks is best qualified, and sends it on to the department.
fMr.
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In regard to the rating of the collector-and this is a point I would like to
make clear-the district inspector also makes a similar rating. This gentleman goes to the port several times during the year, checks up the work of the
men, becomesacquainted with them, and, in order that the ratings shall be
fair, two are given upon each man, one independent of and without the knowledge of the other, one by the collector and one by the district inspector, both
without having any knowledge of the other rating. Those ratings go to the
department; the department examines them and sends their ratings and recommendations

to the

Civil

Service

Commission.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. Are you speaking of a promotion or a new nomination?-A.

A promo-

tion.

By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. May I interject this: does the department in Ottawa, the deputy minister, interfere with the report of the inspector in regard to the recommendation?-A.

The deputy minister is the final channel.

Q. But does he interfere with the report which has come to him from the
branch?-A. No, sir.
Q. He is a mere avenue to the Civil Service Commission?-A. If there is
a conflict of opinion between the collector and the inspector, he is the one to
decide who is right or wrong.
Q. Upon what will he base that interference?-A.
Well, upon his general

knowledge of conditions and the advice he receives from the chief inspector,
who is circulating through the country. Our deputy minister has a most intimate knowledge of the situation.

Q. In other words, he also plays a part in the recommendation?-A. Yes.
Those recommendationsgo to the Civil Service Commission, who go over the
different rating sheets and average them, adding a certain number of points
for seniority, and it is a very strange thing, but the man with the qualifications
rises, like the cream in the jug, to the top, and if there are two or three and
the ratings are similar, the question of an examination becomesperhaps necessary and important.

Q. Do you not get sour cream sometimes? I am only using that expression figuratively.-A.
You mean that some men are dissatisfied?
Q. Yes?-A. I have travelled almost all over the country and I have seen
most of our men, and I will say this, that the method of promotion is considered
by the men as very satisfactory. Of course there are some men who are dissatisfied, as is natural, because we are but human, and I am no exception; you

know we have a very goodopinion of ourselves,and perhaps I do not think anybody else is better qualified for the position than I am; in consequencewhen an
independent body or an independent official takes the ratings as established as
to the efficiency of the individuals concerned,while we are not always satisfied,
the facts are there. To come back to my story, when these ratings are made by
the Civil Service Commission, if there are two or three men very far apart you
can see that there is no need of an examination;

the qualifications of the suc-

cessful candidate are too evident. It is only when the candidates,two or more,
becomeon an equal plane that this examination becomesnecessary.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Thereis no necessity
for advertising?-A.I think you are trying to put

a wrong interpretation on what I am saying.

Q. I am only askingyou the question.-A. If we did not advertisethe
vacancy,howwouldthe menknowfor a certaintythat the vacancyexisted.
[Mr.
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Q. By a letter to the other men.-A. Just there, every man knows if he
wants to go after the position it is there for him, something that was never there
before. It is an incentive to a man to work to improve himself, and Mr. Colvin

can tell you that the men in his office study their tariffs and apply themselves
to their work as they never did before, under this system.
By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. In other words, when it is possible to establish the qualifications of the
different candidates, it is much better than having them subjected to a competitive examination?-A. Certainly. Then if a candidate should be dissatisfied,
an appeal is there.

Q. But as a system of promotion, you consider that a qualification testified
to by a superior officer is a better system than a competitive examination for
promotion?-A. Yes, testified to by superior officers on the records of the efficiency of the man himself.
Q. It is better than a competitive examination?-A. It makes an examination unnecessary.

Q. Therefore you consider it better?-A.
It is better in our service; it works
more satisfactorily.
Mr. RINFRET: Why don't you say Yes?
By Mr. Simpson:
Q. I see you recommend the establishment of a sub-council?-A.
Yes. You
are not going to get a long speech from me regarding councils, because it is too
complicated a question. We have simply confined ourselves to the principle of
establishing an entente cordiale as between the employee- and the employers, one
might say, so that a better understanding can be reached. A council should be
established to set up certain rules of procedure, and establish the work of the
councils to the satisfaction of those concerned, because you have had varying
ideas regarding the details. In our opinion the details should be settled by a
committee, and that committee should take upon itself the forming of a constitution that all can agree upon, and we feel that we cannot agree upon that unless
this committee gets together as representing the service and the government
department, in order that a common basis for a working agreement may be
arrived at, because in a scattered service such as ours, which extends from the
Yukon to down in the Atlantic, something different must be done as compared
with the service in Ottawa, in order to take care of the very many problems in
a scattered

service

such as ours.

Q. Would the services of those councils be called in in regard to promotions?-A. They would be a sort of a court of appeal but of an advisory
character. We believe that no civil servant should be in a position to dictate
the policy of the Government which employs him. We feel satisfied that any
ruling given in an advisory capacity, which has the approval of the council,
will practically mean that it will be obeyed, and it will be more tactful
more diplomatic.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. What position do you occupy in the service?-A.
ing officer of Customs and Excise at Ottawa.

and

I am senior examin-

Q. I presumeif there was sometechnical man to be appointed in the department, your judgment might be as good as that of any investigator the Civil
Service Commission might send out, as to the capacity of the man to be
appointed?-A. No, sir. I think the Investigation Department of the Civil

ServiceCommissionhasa functionto perform,and I wouldneverthink of taking
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upon myself the duties of an investigator. Very often it needsthe views of a
man outside the service, becausewe have only our own viewpoint.
Q. That is quite necessary,from your viewpoint?-A. We think we know
what we want, in the practical details. I want to show you how fair we want
to be; at the same time we may have too much of our own viewpoint and not
enough of the others.

Q. For your own serviceyou ought to take your own view of it?-A. Well,
we are practical.

Q. You are a practical man?-A. I am a practical man. We know what is
right.

Q. An investigator who knows nothing about your branch of the business
would know less than you know about it?-A.

That is true.

Q. Do you know an inspector in the Civil Service Commission who would
know enough about your business?-A. Yes.
Q. Who is he?-A.

Mr. Gilchri-t.

Q. Does he know as much as you about it?-A.

Not in some cases,perhaps.

I would not measure my knowledge ;"iain-T la<. At the same time, if we came
to a decision or a showdown, he might know more than I. There are very few men
who know as much about the men as I know, having met them from one end
of the country to the other, but there are certain questions and certain requirements that I do not pretend to know very much about; in other words. I am
a modest man, and I do not want you to 11link that I know everything.
Q. Has Mr. Gilchrist made an investigation like that?-A.
Mr. Gilchrist
has made investigations. We have fought Mr. Gilchrist at the Board of Hearing; we have not always agreed with him, but we are good friends nevertheless.
Q. So that your opinion would be contrary to his most of the time?A. There was one case in which his opinion did not prevail. I am glad you
"brought that up. We sat for months before that very fine organization, the
Board of Hearing, which you have heard a great deal about. It gave us an
opportunity

of presenting

our views in a fair

and reasonable manner;

we were

met in a very friendly spirit. Naturally there were strong differencesof opinion
at times, but we were successful in the end in meeting the views of both parties,
both of the Commission and the employees, with one exception. I believe in
mentioning this, because it is the only fly in the ointment. If the Civil Service
Commission had seen fit to grant this particular case we would haveQ Complete harmony?-A.
The harmony is there to-day. We can differ
and be friend-. There is one point that has been a source of very great dissatisfaction and unrest among our members; the Board of Hearing and Recommendations, every ruling that wa< passed by the Board was adopted by the
Civil Service Commission with one exception, and that was regarding our annual

increase. We are only enjoying a salary increase of $60 per annum, $5 per
month, for all our lower paid men. Our sister department, thanks to the energy
and foresight of the Postmaster General, are enjoying §120, $10 per month.
Mr. Pelletier, I think it was in 1912. saw to it that the outside postal servicereceived an annual increase of S100, through an amendment of the Civil Service
Act. When classification went into effect the amount was increased to $120.

becauseit was the nearest multiple of $60. We had no annual increase whatever
before this, and the Arthur Young Company thought perhaps we ought to be
satisfied with $60, as it was better than we had before, although a certain amount

of moneywasplacedin the estimatesand apportionedout to us as they saw fit.
which was very unsatisfactory; somemen did not get increasesevery year,

somemen got largeincreases,
depending
on who their friendswere-not' any
political parties,becauseit was the casewith all parties,it was the customof

the time. That is one thing we have to thank the classification for, that is that
[Mr.
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we are getting a statutory increase, but we do not get enough.

Our friends in

the postal service are getting $120 and we are getting $60. Their work is to a
very much larger extent than ours under supervision; 90 per cent of our men
come in direct contact with the public. The officer you meet on the train,

stationed on the frontier, he is, so to speak, the Collector of Customs. On his
judgment, his ruling, the collection and protection of the revenue of this country
rests, and he gets a miserable $60 per annum, and it takes seven years to go
from the minimum to the maximum salary; and we are not able to get that
increase on a level with our postal friends. In justice to the Civil Service Commission the attitude they take is quite reasonable from their standpoint, although
we do not consider it so from our standpoint.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. If the Commission takes that stand it must be as the result of some

investigation?-A. I am going to explain. The Commission take the stand that
, they cannot give preferential treatment to the Customs Service over the rest of
the service, that if we were to get $120 the rest of the service would get it. Our
classification differs from any other department, because of the peculiar nature
of the duties that the men perform.
Q. You complain on that particular score?-A. Yes.
Q. Everybody complains, I mean every shoe does not pinch at the same
place, but most shoes pinch; you complain of that particular pinch in that
classification?-A.

Yes.

Q. Somebody else complains about another particular
fication?-A.

pinch in the classi-

Yes.

Q. Is not that because the classification brought down by these people who
knew very little about elasticity of the service was made too rigid?-A.
No,
because the classification was not made rigid, the classification was subject to
amendment on appeal to the Civil Service Commission; and that is the only
reason we could accept it. If we are asked to make the choice of dropping the
classification and getting $120. we would cling to the merit system and bid the
$120 good-bye cheerfully.
Q. Do you think the classification and the merit system are synonymous0
-A. Quite.
Q. You think the classification-?-A.
Our classification-I
am only speaking for ours.
Q. Probably if you said that the Civil Service Commission principle and the
merit system are synonymous-are you prepared to say that the classification
itself is so perfect as to be synonymous to merit, that every case where the
classification works out, it was worked out according to merit?-A.
The classi-

fication is a human institution and therefore must be faulty, but generallyQ. Very well, I grant you that much; it is human, and therefore it may be
faulty, and it necessarily follows that it is susceptible of improvement?-A.
And it has been improved from time to time.
Q. But just at this moment you have struck a place where for some reason
or other you cannot secure the improvement?-A.
No, because of the fact that
the

Commission

does not

act on it.

Q. In their own honest judgment they think that they are right?-A. Yes.
Q. And you think they are wrong and that you are right?-A. Exactly;
and we have said so in no unmistakable terms, in a friendly way.
Q. The reasonfor that is that somebodystruck an average in multiples of

60; do you know how that multiple of 60 was arrived at?-A.

No.

Q. It would be interesting to you to know how that multiple of sixty was
arrived at; it was purely and simply the result of striking averages from the
lowest and the highest salaries paid outside, and therefore there was no elasti[Mr.
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city in it comparedto the requirementsof someparticular appointmentsin the
service'.'-A. I am representing in this case 1,600 men who are affected by
this $10 a month, or -S120per annum.
Q. How do you suggestthat this thing should be cleanedup, this difference
of yours of $5 a month increase?-A.

I wish I knew the answer.

I have endeav-

oured to find several solutions, and I think we are getting nearer to the solution,
but I cannot say we have reached an ultimate result as yet; we are nearer I
think than we were in the beginning, but I think we are far off yet. The answer
will

be to have the Commission

recommend

it.

Q. How would it affect the rest of the service?-A.

It is a question of cost.

Q. The Postal Department now has it?-A. Yes, it is a question of cost.
It would cost the government $120,000to give us this increase.
Q. If they gave you that
other services?-A. The Civil
recommend it for us without
run up into a million anyway,

increase would they have to give it to all the
Service Commission cannot see its way clear to
recommending it for all. The cost of it would
which makes the recommendation prohibitive.

Q. If you try to make that classification uniform to give you and all the '
others the same salary, why was it not made uniform in the first place?-A.
Because

it

would

not

be fair.

Q. If it was not fair, the Civil Service attitude is right?-A.
In what respect?
Q. If it is not fair to give to all then the stand which the Civil Service

Commission takes is right?-A.

I say the Civil Service Commission according

to it own light i- perfectly justified in the stand they take; we obtained our classification on its merits, only on the duties and responsibilities of the Customs and

Excise service, and we felt the arguments we gave for $120 should be also taken
into consideration, and the fact that it met with the approval of the committee
charged with that responsibility, the Board of Hearings and Recommendations.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. I understood you to say you represent sixteen hundred employees?-A.
There are sixteen hundred men affected by this ten dollar increase.

Q. That is of Dominion wide operation?-A. Yes, that particular class
affected by this $120.
Q. Where do you work yourself?-A.

In Ottawa.

Q. Everything you say about the Customs outside service would apply to
every part of the country?-A. And I have been in most of them. Now, in
reference to superannuation you have had a very good brief presented by our

pan
y, and we would like to say we believe superannuation is mentioned
in the document there is something the service needsvery badly and at once.
It is an incentive to the young and a protection to the old. A young man goes
into the service and gets fairly capable, he is offered a position from the outside, and the only thing that will keep him there is superannuation. It is a good
investment for the government.
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. I would like to have any recommendationsyou have to make in reference to your grievance of the discrimination of S60 and $120, if you have any

suggestionsas to how that can be overcomeso far as I am concernedI will be
very happy to have them. As I understandit now it is simply a matter of
argumentbetweenyourselvesand the Civil ServiceCommission?-A. We have
the support,of the Hon. Mr. Bureau, the Minister, and Mr. Farrow, the Com-

missioner of Customs; but we cannot make any headway unlessthe Commission
break the deadlock. I want to say we have reached a point where the Commission cannot recede from its policy, cannot make a distinction between one
service and the other, and we believe they should.
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Q. Do you think we can help you, and if so, how?-A. We thought the
matter over, and we felt that if you knew the state of affairs possibly you might
make a recommendation to the Commission, or to Parliament along these lines.

Q. That is your suggestion?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. Are your preventive officers included in the list of 1,600?-A. Perhaps
you have in mind the old time preventive service; they are not preventive officers,
they are examining officers.

Q. Are they included in this list?-A. Yes.
Q. What is the annual increase to the Immigration officers that are on the
same train?-A.

I do not

know.

Q. Is it $60 a year?-A.

I do not know; probably it is, but let me say this

too: there are certain branchesof the servicethat do not perhaps feel they are so
well treated in some respects as we are-though

we are not taking credit for

good treatment-because they have not been so successfulin making presentations to the government or department, and if they have not got ahead they
have no one to blame

but

themselves.

By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Have you considered the fact that if the Civil Service Commission granted

your $60 extra, it would be an incentive to other departments to make a request?
-A.

That

is the

attitude

the

Civil

Service

Commission

takes.

Q. Do you consider that a reasonable one?-A. No; I say every man should
stand on his own feet. If we make a good case and prove we are worthy of it
and the nature of our duties entitle us to it, it should be given to us, and if we
do not make a good case on the merits, then it should not; but at the same time

the matter is up to each department as it comes along.
As regards the revision of salaries, that too is a very important question.
You have heard through the Civil Service Federation the tables of cost and the
various values of different foodstuffs, and so on, in connection with the cost of
living; a very strong case was made, in which we fully concur. The bonus has
never been satisfactory; it is a cause of a great deal of trouble; nevertheless it
has done a good deal of good; but where you put three or four men sitting at
a table and the man in charge is getting a lower bonus than the other man
simply because he is not married, it does not create a spirit of efficiency.
Q. You mean equal pay for equal work?-A.
Yes, according to our service.

The largest proportion of our men are married, and like all poorly paid servants
they have very large families.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. How do you explain that?-A.

I cannot explain it.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:We will now hear Mr. Foley.
Mr. JAMES FOLEY, a witness, called, sworn and examined.

The WITNESS: Perhaps if you will just ask me questions; I have but
a couple of things to suggest; anything you would like to know about prevailing
rates I will be glad to tell you.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. We have had a very comprehensivestatement from the previous witnesseson that. If you feel there is anything that has not been said that should
have been said, I think we would be very glad to hear you.-A.
As regards
prevailing rates, what I am up here for is to try and adjust the salary. I would

suggestnow that you take the prevailing rate and makethat a salary, and give
us the privileges.
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Q. That is, the difference between what you say and the others is this,
that in your case you would like to take the prevailing rates as is being done
now, and make it a salary, and give you the privilege of holidays and sick leave
and other things that go with it?-A.
Exactly, that is my suggestion.
Q. You would be satisfied to take that?-A.
Exactly.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN: Any more questions to be asked Mr. Foley?
By Mr. Rinfrett
Q. You work in Ottawa, Mr. Foley?-A.
By Mr.

Ottawa, yes.

Chevrier:

Q. And you represent the same Association as Mr. Matheson and the
others?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Garland:
Q. Does your association ask to have the change made from the prevailing
rates?-A. No, sir, all we wanted here in Ottawa, the mechanics in the Queen
Street Department, was we were being put on prevailing rates. There were
two or three different crafts went to find out if there could not be some happy

medium found whereby we could get a salary, and we were told, "No," it was just
a straight prevailing rate.

We had no say about it at all, it was just prevailing

rates.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. Anything else you want to add, Mr. Foley?-A.

I might speak about our

labourers down there; the city pays 50 cents per hour, and they call that prevailing rates, but the Government only pays 45 cents an hour.
rectified here in any way?

Could that be

Q. You mean, your suggestionwould be that the Government should pay
as much as the city?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Garland:
Q. Are you paid for Saturday afternoons?-A.
hour for every hour we work.

No, sir. we are paid by the

By Mr. Einjret:
Q. Do you object to temporary employment in the same way your Presi-

dent does?-A. Personally, and I think for the majority, we do not give a hoot
how they are, as long as we get a salary, that is, to be put on a more permanent
basis than

we are now.

Q. Are they not concerned about their

lack of permanency?

These

temporary employees,are they not concernedabout their lack of permanency?
-A. Yes, they are concerned, they want to be made permanent if possible,
with no cut in the salary.

Q. What I mean to say is this; the main complaint of your members is
that there are too many people temporarily appointed.--A. We are all temporarily appointed.

Q. All of you?-A.

Yes, there is no permanency in our department; we are

paid by the hour and at an hour's notice we can be told we are no longer
required.

Q. That is the old class of employment?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. Have you made applicationto be put on the permanentbasis?-A. Not

that I knowof, to be put on a permanent
basis,only this requestwe aremaking
now.
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Q. You have not made application to your deputy minister, or to the Commission?-A. Yes, we' have made application to both the deputy minister and
the

Commission.

Q. What has been the reply?-A. Nothing doing.
Q. Nothing doing in each instance?-A. In each instance.
Q. You mentioned the prevailing rate of wages the city was paying as 50
cents

an hour

for

labourers?-A.

Yes.

Q. And you were getting 45 cents. Is the Government paying 45?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you know the prevailing rate the contractors are paying?-A. Yes,
45

cents.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. But the City of Ottawa pays 50 cents an hour for all labour?-A.
same labour

The

as the-

Q. And you would like to be put on the same basis as the corporation
employeesof the City of Ottawa?-A. Yes, that is all.
The ACTINGCHAIRMAN: Very well, gentlemen, we will adjourn until Thurs-

day morning at 10 o'clock, when we will have the representativesof the G.W.V.A.
present.

The Committee adjourned until 10 a.m. Thursday, April 19, 1923.

THURSDAY,April

19, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10 a.m.,
Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding.
The

CHAIRMAN:

We

have

Mr.

MacNeil

of

the

G.W.V.A.

as a witness

this morning. We will call upon Mr. MacNeil.
Mr.

C. G. MACNEIL

called,

sworn

and examined.

Mr. SHAW: Before Mr. MacNeil proceeds, I asked some time ago for a

copy of the report of the deputy ministers, and I would like to get that' because
they are coming here, shortly, I believe, to give evidence.
The CHAIRMAN: I think it came in a day or two ago. I have not seen
it myself.
The CLERK: There is only one copy here.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Would it not be wise to have copies made?
The CLERK: I will have copies made.
By the Chairman:
Q. You have a case to present on behalf of the veterans, Mr. MacNeil?
-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you wish to be examined, or have you a statement to read?-A.

Just some notes on some matters that I wish to bring before the Committee,
and some recommendations.

Q. Go through the recommendations,and the questioning will follow?A. First of all, I wish to say on behalf of the Dominion Veterans' Alliance,
that we appreciate this opportunity

to discuss before the Committee certain

aspectsof the Civil ServiceAct in its operation. I am instructed in this matter,
not only by the Dominion Executive Committee of the G.W.V.A., but also
by the Dominion Council and Legislative Committee of the Dominion Vet-

erans' Alliance. A meeting was specially held to discuss the matters coming;

before this Committeeof Parliament, and from that meeting I receivedmy
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instructions. The Alliance includes the G.W.Y.A., the Navy Veterans' Association, the Grand Army of United Veterans, the Imperial Veterans, the Canadian Legion and the Tubercular Veterans' Association. Other organizations.
such as the Amputation Association, and those of a more local character, work

in close co-operation with the Alliance, and are in complete accord,
we believe, with our views on the subject with which we desire
to

discuss

here.

We

have

been

astonished

at

the

recent

interest

exhibited among those organizations with regard to the subject. May I also
explain that representinga group of ex-servicemen who are deeply interested in
the problem. We necessarily approach these matters from an angle quite
different from that of other organizations representedhere. We desire to confine our representationsto the procedure by which ex-service men may secure
employment in the civil service, and the conditions which may subsequently

secure them reasonable permanency of employment. Such employment of exservice men is a most important factor in general re-establishment, and for
this reason demands special attention. At the same time, it is the endeavour
of the Alliance to advance only those suggestionswhich are co-incident with
the proper and businesslike conduct of the public business. We do not press
for the admittance of ex-service men beyond the point of saturation in the
service, or to a degree that would endanger the efficiency of departmental

administration in any way. We do not ask that the service be made the refuge
for incompetents or cripples. We have never pressed for the appointment of
men who are not fully qualified to perform the duties of the post they sought
to fill. We do feel that as far as administrative considerations will permit,
the Government in this way should assist in the rehabilitation of men whose
needs still demand consideration by Parliament, and we do feel that there is a
practical way of making these aims coincident. There are important reasons

why this should be done. In the first place, the Government is a very large
employer of labour and has the opportunity to absorb into employment a sub "
stantial percentageof these men. And, secondly, as a matter of public policy.
we feel that the Government by example should inaugurate an employment
policy among all employment interests that would lead to a more satisfactory
treatment of a problem that is now a heavy burden upon the public purse.
Our specific recommendations, sir, on this point, are as follows, that
the preference extended to ex-service men under section 39 of the Civil Service
Act, be strictly maintained in regard to all appointments in the public service.
And secondly, that to effectively maintain such preference, the classes

exemptedunder P.C. 1053 of June 29, 1922, be again placed under the jurisdiction

of the

Civil

Service

Commission.

Now we fully recognizethat these recommendationsare not justified unless

a grave situation existsthat may be partially remediedthrough Civil Service
employment,without jeopardizingthe efficiencyof the civil service. We point
out the effectthat the employmentof returnedsoldiersin the civil servicemay
have in civil re-establishment and with regard to a re-establishmentprogramme,

the employmentof returnedmen in the civil servicehas beendetailed as being
a very important re-establishmentmeasure. Some 36,000men have passed
through the civil service. At the presenttime there are employedin the civil
service 20.000ex-servicemen. 11,000of whom have been appointedthrough
the Civil ServiceCommissionsince demobilization. There are a great many
anglesto this subject,sir, but I will endeavourto briefly set forward that which

we considerto be the most importantreasonfor the maintenance
of this preference.I feel competent
to giveevidence
on this matterasI haveonlyrecently
accompaniedthe Royal Commission.During their inquiry there has beendis-

closedto us a problemof mostimposingand startlingdimensions
with regard
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to those classesof men described as "handicapped" and I wish to present some
interesting statistics just on that matter.

The total disability pensioners number 45,133.
Commuted pensioners,4,737.
I have added to that an estimate of those handicapped by reason of disabilities not recorded:-6,000.
That has been established in a way I will describe later.
three classes is 55,870.

The total of those

From the employment standpoint it is interesting to note that the disability
ratings above fifty per cent are only 7,868. Men are paid pensions only in
accordancewith the degreeof disability. Those between 25 per cent and 50 per
cent number 14,857. And those under 25 per cent, 22,408. That is a total of

45,133. The averagepercentageof disability ratings is 32-7 per cent.
The number of dependents of disability pensioners is 65,282. Of the tuberculous there are disability pensions to the number of 8,646.
The number of amputations is 4,255.
Men with ankylosed joints, that is stiff arms, legs and so on, 1,693.
Fractures, 8,624.
Neurasthenics, 3,490.
Men with heart diseases and diseases of the circulatory system, 5,105.
Then pensions as paid to-day do not provide maintenance for these men
and therefore employment is of grave importance to them. I point out that

the averageincome from pensionsto these men is as follows: A pension of fifty
per cent gives a single man $33.75 per month; and a married man $45 per month.
A pension of 25 per cent gives a single man $15 a month; and a married
man $20 a month.

A pension of 15 per cent gives a single man $7.50 per month; and a married
man $10 a month.

The average pension paid in Canada to-day is $33.21 per
of course is not sufficient to maintain either the single man or man
and makes it necessary for him to secure employment. May I
that pension to-day is paid without regard to the prohibition in

month, which
with a family,
point out also
the matter of

employment. That has also been disclosed before the Royal Commission. A
man's disability is estimated by comparing the disabled man with the normal
man of the same age. That does not take into consideration fully the man's

prohibition in the matter of employment. Many of these men with only fifteen
per cent disability, as determined under the policy of the Pension Board, may
be wholly incapacitated. The problem is increasing because of the fact that
under present policies to-day no allowance is made for what we call "postdischargeprogression." Men leaving the service with fifteen, twenty or thirty
per cent disability, have their disability fixed at that rate, and as their employment incapacity increases, by reason of advancing years, no compensatory pro-

vision is made from a pension standpoint. So I am just sketching the situation
to show how serious it becomes and how necessary it is to consider methods other

than pension and medical treatment to adequately meet the need of this very
large handicappedpopulation.
To show that these statistics do not by any means fully

cover the situa-

tion, I would amplify here the statistics with regard to the tuberculous:There are pensionspaid to tuberculous men to the number of 8,646. There
is about an equal number on the strength of the D.S.C.R. for medical treatment. There are men going in and out of hospitals or sanatoria for treatment
of tuberculosis making a total of about 16,000, some of whom of course will now

be on pension, and they will be included in the 8,000 reported by the Pensions
Board.

But a survey made by the tuberculous men themselves and confirmed
[Mr. C. G. MacNeU.J
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by the Secretaryof the PensionsBoard showsthe total number of ex-Service
men sufferingfrom tuberculosisas 17,000. The incipient casesnumber 9,000.
Advance cases7.500. The averagedisability rating of incipient cases,50
per cent permanent.

Available for employment, moderately advanced, 300.
And incipient, 3,000.

The death rate of these men is estimated at 1,000 per annum. And it is
estimated that 90 per cent of these caseswould have had a better chanceto live
ten or twelve years longer if there had not been lack of after care. In maminstances, the after care required is employment at light work. These men on
leaving the sanatorium are all urged, becauseof their low work tolerance, to
secure light employment. It is the opinion of the specialists dealing with these
men, that instead of doing two hours' heavy work a day, they should do a full
day's work at light employment.

There are also a very large number of men afflicted with non-tuberculous
pulmonary disabilities, such as bronchitis, asthma, etc. The total number is
estimated at 2,380. Of these there are now available for employment 1,400.
Their disabilities range from 25 to 75 per cent.

It may be interesting to the Committee to consider the classification given
of these handicapped men.

The first is those whom real old age has at the time of discharge, with or
without other disability, rendered unfit for employment on the open labour
market, and those who are prematurely old from causeseither arising out of or

entirely unassociatedwith service. It is needlessto say that this group will
increase as time goes on.

(b) Those handicappedby severephysical disabilities, which are the result
of deformities, amputations, or arise otherwise from injuries due to service.
u'1 Those with some chronic conditions due to service but who are not
included

in the tuberculous.

(d) Those who are suffering from some mental or nervous condition in
whole or in part due to service.
(e) The tuberculous.

(/) Those who, owing to various other causesdue at least in part to service

are unable to give any fixed occupationthe sameextent of efficiency as is
expected from a man 100 per cent fit.

Xow the reasonI have gone at such length into this matter, which may

seem foreign to your discussions in this Committee, is to define to some extent

onephaseof the problemwith which we are confrontedin Canadawith regard
to the ex-service men and handicapped men. It is a problem that will have to

be faced. It has not been faced yet. And we realize that in any adequate effort
to cope with this problem it will be necessaryto discussenormous expenditures

However,this problemwill be definedby the Royal Commissionin its report.
It will be a problem of staggeringproportions, and it will be necessaryfor Parliament to decide upon commitments not only for the present year, or the next
two or three years, but for the next twenty or thirty

years; which is a colossal

undertaking. We ourselvesare alarmed at that. Now it has to be faced and it

hasto be facedin the mostsensibleand businesslike
way, and oncethe problem is definedwe think that certainstepsoughtto be take in logicalsequence,
to

reducea?far aspossible
the burdenthat maybeplaceduponthe publictreasury
The first and most logical step to take is to definitely determinea pensionand

medicaltreatment
policy. Whenthat is determined,
that will at leastwipeoff

the slatequite a largenumberof thesemen. Somemenhavinga measurable
degreeof disability due to service,if they are paid in accordance
with the

extent
of that disability,will benolonger,
or notin anyotherrespect,
a charge
[Mr. C. G. MacNeiL]
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upon the State. The next step, perhaps,to take, in my opinion, will be re-training, where it will be advantageous to the man himself. Some men have been
partially trained, and, in a way, that will enable them to increasetheir productivity.
But the next and most important part in such a programme is proper
employment. We feel that it would not be justifiable to consider the expense of

sheltered employment, as suggested,until the employment opportunities, or the
possibilities of placing these men in satisfactory employment, have been fully
exhausted. This has not been done, and in the last year there is a clear demonstration of just how expensive it is not to adopt this businesslike method. The
Labour Department reports show that the Federal Relief Expenditure for exservice men in 1922-23 (duplicated by provinces) was $223,606.40, and the
D.S.C.R. for 1922 was $1,665,872.90.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. What year is that?-A.
1922. In the previous years there was a
very large expenditure. The relief cases for the D.S.C.R. in 1922 were: families,

15,134; single men, 7,422; widowers, 365, a total of 22,941, the total number
of dependents being 41,285. These were all handicapped men, and relief was
very sparingly doled out, and only to those men who were definitely rated as
disabled men. An interesting comparsion of peak loads in 1922 and 1923 may
be given here. In 1922 the week ending April 8 was taken, and the number
receiving relief was 7,252, at a total cost of $109,925.63. For 1923 the peak
load was for the week ending March 10, and the number receiving relief was
2,201, the total cost being $28,154.11. The last registration of the handicapped
section was 4,588. I know the present registration in the city of Toronto alone
is 1,500. We also have information, which we could supply the Committee
with, of the activities of the centralized relief committee, which, in Toronto,
has raised and distributed some $60,000 to $70,000 among these men. A very

large percentageof these handicappedmen are employable and can render 100
per cent efficiency if placed in occupations where their disabilities do not lower
the efficiency of performance. For instance, a man with one arm can run an
elevator quite as well as a man with two arms. Leg amputations can be
placed at occupations where the loss of a limb does not in any way interfere
with the allottee! task. The system of employment conducted in the Ford
works demonstrates that handicapped men can be placed in industry without

lowering labour efficiency, by selecting men with regard to their disabilities
for operations which do not emphasize disability.
Unless vigorous action is
instituted in this direction parliament will be required to consider either the
subvention of industry or of unemployment. Either of these methods are most

costly, as has been already demonstrated. For the unemployable, sheltered
employment enterprise will be necessary,but any attempt to extend the scope
of this enterprise to include the great majority
very costly indeed.

of handicapped men will prove

Our argument is this, that unless Parliament inaugurates an employment
policy that does affect these men in the civil service, and does encourage employing interests generally to employ these disability men freely, for this year
and next year, and the year after, Parliament will be confronted with a much

more costly alternative. We do argue that it is sensible and businesslike to
give the employable of these men employment that they can satisfactorily
follow. Dealing with sheltered employment will ultimately be necessary. As
the years go by, and these employment opportunities are withheld from these
men, they suffer a lost morale that is disconcerting, to say the least, and that
robs them of their initiative, and makesthem more or lessuselessto the employer.
5-38
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By the Chairman:
_

Q. Just there. You have made a statement which is amazing to me, in

saying that the employmentproblemis goingto becomegreateras years go by?
-A. On the handicapped. I have not gone beyondthat. This is the most
important consideration before us just now.

Q. In your recommendations,
you say Parliament should do something
to treat these cases more or less according to their ability for the position
offered. I? that not the duty of the Civil Service Commission today?-A. Yes.
Q. What more could we recommend to Parliament

that would improve

the considerationgivenby the Commissionto-day? That is what we are vitally
interestedin.-A. Among the positionsexemptedfrom the jurisdiction of the
Civil Service Commission.P.C. 1053,there are a wide range of occupations.Q. That is not the point you make at all. You make the point that more
special consideration of the casesshould be given, and Parliament does not do
this. We are here to make a recommendation to Parliament as to changes
in the Civil

Service Act.

You are the first witness that we have had that

brought up this point, naturally.

has

You indicate that the Civil Service Com-

mission is not giving sufficient consideration to that point, or you would not

be making a criticism. Xow. what can we recommendto Parliament that the
Civil Service Commit '<>n -hould do. It is no use theorizing, we are here to
get actual facts and information as to our recommendation. We appreciate
a lot of things you have said. We are investigating the Civil Service Commission, and the working of the Civil Service Act, and insofar as it does not
satisfy the needs of your case, how should it be corrected?-A. I introduced
this, first of all,-

Q. It is very interesting and has many very good points?-A. -because
people have said, and quite often it has been said, even by members of the
House, that it is no longer necessary to maintain this preference in the matter
of the

Civil

Service.

Q. I don't think you have heard one single suggestion like that from
Parliament?-A.
I may be astray on that.

Mr. SHAW: Mr. MacXeil started out with that proposition.
By the Chairman:
Q. But what I am trying to get at is the point that he raises there.

We

do admit it is important to supply the job to suit the disability if possible. It
is a very important point. He says, if Parliament does not do that, it is going
to be a grave crisis eventually. We are here to recommend that Parliament
make alterations of the Act.

In what way?

Mr. SHAW: The last observation of Mr. MacXeil is the suggestion that
there should be no exemption.

The CHAIRMAN:That is not the point. I am not discussingthe point of

exemption. I am discussingthe point he raisesin discussingthis Ford plant.
He saysthat this is a considerationin the Ford plant, and it is not here,and if
Parliament doesnot do it, it is goingto createa great crisis. That is the point
I want

cleared up.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. In so far as the exemptableclassesare concerned,the preference is still
given to soldiers?-A. Yes. To maintain such preference, the classes so

exemptedshouldbe placedunder the jurisdiction of the Commission.

Q. Even whenthey are undera department,
the preference
is still given

to soldiers, or ex-service men?-A.
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Q. The letters I have received in regard to postmasterships,I have always
been told that if a soldier or ex-service man applied for it, he was to get the
preference?-A. Not in practice. I have general statistics to place in and
individual

cases to cite.

Mr. SHAW: I have heard a similar complaint, so far as exemptedpositions
are concerned.

The CHAIRMAN: And we have had just as many private complaints on the
other

side.

Mr. SHAW: Let us hear what he has to say.
By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Do you know of any specific cases in the Postal Department?-A.
I
have three or four where appointments were withheld from the returned men
after qualifying through the Commission.
Q. Do you know if there were any cases where appointments have not been
carried out by the department or held up?-A. Quite a long time, some of them.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. That sometimes arises because of disagreement between the department
and the Civil Service Commission, according to what the Acting Minister told

the House the other day.-A.

I don't know that, I am only acquainted with the

results.

Q. The Acting Minister told the House that there were fifteen casesat the
presenttime in which the department is trying to impress the Commission with
its views, but if the department fails with that, the appointment of the Commission prevails.
Mr. DRUMMOND: The cases I refer to were those who had been appointed

by the Commission, and whose appointments had not been carried out by the
department.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You want the present preferenceto be maintained?-A. Yes.
Q. I have no great quarrel with that at all.

The second point is that the

classesthat have been exemptedshould revert to the control of the Civil Service
Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. Now, in the Civil Service at present, in the Soldiers' Civil Re-Establishment, returned soldiers get 100 per cent preference, nobody but a returned

soldier can be appointed in the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment. Is that right?
-A.

Yes, sir.
Q. In that department you get 100 per cent.

That is, you get 100 per cent

of the positions in the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment?-A. Quite right.
Q. No civilian need apply, and that is quite proper?-A. Unless it happens
for a special technical appointment, where qualified returned men are not
available.

Q. Then in the various associations that you have, the Vet. Crafts, and the
Soldiers' Re-establishment which look after amputated and other cases, the

special department that looks to the placing of returned men?-A. One hundred
per cent. It does not look after civilians.
Q. The Vet. Craft exists only for those men who are absolutely unemployable?-A.

Quite so.

Q. That is another section where the Government is looking after the
returned soldier to the extent of 100per cent provisions as comparedto civilians.
5-38J
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That is one kind of employment bureau?-A. Of course there are ouly some
200 odd men

in the Vet.

Craft.

Q. Now there is another departmentunder the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment that looks after the employment of soldiers, like an employment
bureau.-A. The employment section of the D.S.C.R.
Q. And there again they get 100 per cent, no civilians need apply, only
returned soldiers are being looked after by that department?-A. Are you distinguishing betweenthe staff that mans that department, and the furnishing of
jobs?
Q. Both, should be. I don't know whether it is or not. It should be
manned by returned soldiers, but at all events their efforts are concentrated on

the re-establishment and furnishing of jobs to returned soldiers only. Is that
not right?-A. Of course, the D.S.C.R. exists only for returned men in all its
ramifications.

Q. The D.S.C.R. exists for returned soldiers only?-A.

Yes.

Q. Quite properly so. I am not arguing against that. So that you now
have a vast department that is now looking as an employment bureau over the
re-establishmentof the soldiers?-A. May I say, that as an employment bureau
these functions are not very extensive, or the policy has been to co-ordinate
their employment activities with those of the employment service of Canada and
the service which is jointly maintainedQ. Under the provincial government and the federal government there are
certain employment agencies that work in conjunction with the D.S.C.R. for the

purpose of re-establishing the men?-A. Yes, and doing excellent work too. all
of them.

Q. In the Soldier Settlement Board there may be there to a lesser extent
some work going on for the re-establishment of soldiers also?-A. In the
Soldier Settlement Board the staff is almost entirely ex-service men. and their
work is entirely for ex-service men; there are some 25,000 settlers in the land.
Q. Under the Soldier Settlement Board the returned man gets 100 per
cent?-A. Quite so.
Q. That is quite proper; if you take all of these various organizations that
work for the benefit, and quite properly so for the benefit of and for the purpose

of re-establishing the returned soldier, he has the benefit of a large organization
working on his behalf?-A.

Yes.

Q. Xow then, you say that there are about 55.000of incapacitated cases?
A. Actually Pension Board, and an additional 30.000not receiving pensions.
Q. So that there are about 80,000 or 85,000 of incapacitated men throughout the country?-A.
Yes.
Q. Some of them very badly incapacitated and some to a lesser degree?A. Yes.

Q. Some of them that can practically

do very little work?-A.

Yes, quite

a lot.

Q. And others that can do practically any kind of work?-A. A large percentage of them who, if they find the right class of employment can work to
100 per cent efficiency.

Q. You will seeI am trying to place this in as impartial a manner as I can:
on the one hand to place the returned soldier with his organization and on the
other hand place the civilian, with the same duty cast upon the people of this
country to look after the civilians also; there are to-day a tremendousnumber of
people out of work in the civilian class, is that right-the unemployment of
civilians is quite a problem?-A. Yes, but 75 per cent of the unemployed are exservice

men.

Q. I am quite prepared to take your statistics, but neverthelessthere is a
large number of civilians unemployed?-A. Yes.
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Q. Romeof them exceedinglyworthy cases,someof them lessworthy, but,
all in fact worthy of attention, is that right?-A.

Yes.

Q. Having placed the questionin that way you say that you want these
exemptedclassesto be put back under the Civil ServiceCommission;will you
say this is your solereasonfor askingfor the return of theseexemptedclassesto
the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commissionsimply and purely for the
reasonof giving the preferenceto returned men, is that your sole object?-A.
To effectively maintain that preference, yes.

Q. Would it be fair to say you would not care wherethese appointment!

were,in whosehandstheseappointments
were,providedthey had the same
preferencethere as they have under the Civil Service jurisdiction?-A. I do
not quite understand.

Q. All that you are concernedabout is that they get the preference?-A.
Yes.

Q. Whether they be exempted or not, that they get the preference,that is
your stand, provided the returned men get the preferenceyou are quite satisfied?
-A.

Yes.

Q. If they are named by Tom, Dick or Harry, you do not care?-A. I
would not consider myself competent as representing an order of ex-service
men to discuss the procedure; I am discussing the effect of the procedure.

Q. Providing they get the preference you do not care who names them.
Are you familiar with the list of exemptions?-A. Yes.
Q. Let us go through the list; as I understand it there are about 150 classes
OP this

list?-A.

Yes.

Q. Can you tell me how many blacksmith's apprentices, and blacksmith's
helpers, boiler maker apprentices and boiler maker helpers the Government
employs?-A. No; the statistics are not available to me.
Q. They must be very few, the boiler makers and blacksmiths in the
employment of the Government. Supposing those were in the employ of the
Government, how many amongst your men would be available for that kind of
hard work?-A.
From many of these classes of men we could fill almost any
position.
Q. If they were available to the Government?-A. Yes.
Hon. Mr. Marcil having taken the Chair.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Take divers', assistants, do you know how many Government divers'
assistantsthere are?-A. No sir; I would take the opportunity of acquiring that
information.

Q. You do not think the Government goes in for salvage business and
carries a large number of divers?-A.

Some.

Mr. MCBRIDE:No, but where the Government is carrying out dredging work
on the Pacific coast they have a number.

WITNESS:Dealing with general principles of employment we cannot decide
on all individual

cases.

Mr. CHEVRIER:This evidenceso far as I am concernedhas got to come out
at some stage of this Committee work, and it might as well come out now.

Mr. SHAW: Probably you could ask him one question with regard to the

whole thing.
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

No.

Mr. SHAW:Cannot you ask one question,and cannot the witnesssay he

does not know how many of these 150 classesthere are returned men to fill
the positions; that would save time.
[Mr. C. G. MacNeil.]
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Mr. CHEVRIEE:
This is oneof the opportunitieswhere statementsmade at

random can have light shed upon them; I am not concernedwith where the axe
is going to fall.

The ACTING
CHAIRMAN:
The procedurein committeesis generallybasedon

the procedure
of the House. The Housesat yesterdaydiscussing
the French

tariff item by item, and I cannotundertakenow to stop a memberfrom putting
a question,if in his mind that questionis pertinentto the subjectunder inquiry.
Mr. SHAV;: I do not desireto stop the putting of questions,but I simply
madethe suggestionto Mr. Chevrierthat perhapsonequestionwould coverall
the answersthat can be given; it would save time.
Mr. CHEVRIER:If I knew one question could cover that it would not be to
my credit to a^k one hundred and fifty; so that I must be given some credit for
decency and understanding.
Mr. SIMPSON:As you take each class, if we have any question to ask m
connection with them, we had better clean them up as we go along.
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

Yes.

By Mr. Simpson:

Q. With referenceto blacksmiths' helpers and divers do you know if there
are any blacksmiths and blacksmiths' helpers and divers in even,' ship canal?
-A.

Yes.

Q. And there would be quite a number in the whole service?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chci'rkr:
Q. You say there would be quite a number. Have you any information

on

that, or is it just a suggestion?-A. I know with regard to blacksmiths' apprentices and blacksmiths' helpers that there are such occupations, a number of
appointments, but exactly the number I do not know; but I know the Government has within its gift these appointments, and I know there are qualified
returned
Mr.

men from time to time
CIUIVRIER: That
broad

available
for this work.
statement
I concur
in.-A.

I

do not

know

how I can be more definite without a very exhaustive research.
Q. Take for instance the city of Ottawa, can you say how many boiler
makers or blacksmiths' apprentices there are in the Public Works Department
at Ottawa?-A.
Is it incumbent upon me to produce evidence of that character?
Q. I am not trying to put any more onus on you than the situation warrants?-A. My statement with regard to these appointments was this, that the

preference stipulated in the order in council was not maintained under P.C.
1053. When these appointments were handled under the department we suffered.
I do not know what bearing this has on that, hut I say I have evidence to back
up that statement.

Q. You say you have evidenceto back up the statement that the preference
is not being given now- let us open the parenthesisthere; do you want 100 per
cent of these appointments to be given to the returned soldiers?-A. No sir,
I never asked that; I asked for the maintenanceof the preference. That does
not work any hardship on the man who did not serve overseas;he has not been

requiredto give up anything at all, and all that this preferencehas meant to
the ex-service man has been to compensatehim for the loss he has suffered by
reason of his absenceoverseas,and in some degree the handicap under which

he laboursto get a careerof usefulnessin the community. Every man that
is usefully employedin the communityis an asset,and every man you leave
on the bread line is a liability.

Q. And he shouldnot be left on the breadline?-A. No.
Q. How manyof thesepositionsare.availableto returnedmen?-A. That

is besidemy point; my point is when you have a position available which a
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returned man. a handicapped man can competently fill, you should give him the
first

chance.

Q. I agree with you there.
Mr. DRTJMMOND:If the witness says there are some of these, would not it
cover the point?

Mr. CHEVEIER:I am not trying to argue against it; I am trying to get some
light on it. You say at present the preference should be given to the returned
man; I am asking you now if in these positions here, the exempted positions,
you insist that 100 per cent should be given to the returned soldier?-A. I do
not say that.

Q. What percentagewould you say? If you do say that I will quit the
whole investigation, I will let this thing go?-A. On the Welland Ship Canal
you require a certain number of blacksmith's apprentices and blacksmith's
helpers; we say a returned man in that locality should have an apportunity of
competing for those positions, tests should be set, and having obtained their
qualifications and ascertained how many ex-service men there are, the preference clause of the Civil Service Act should operate.

Q. Do you mean to say that if there was an appointment for a blacksmith's
apprentice or boiler maker that some kind of a test or competition should be
held, and that if a returned man competed that he should get the preference?A. Provided he demonstrated he possessedthe minimum qualifications.
Q. If he did not, a civilian should get the position?-A.
Oh, yes. We have

agreed, when we were parties to the examination or sat as members of the
advisory board, in many, many instances we have signed our agreement to the
appointment of a man who was not overseas because we could not produce a
man that was thoroughly qualified.

Q. Can you say now that on any one of these exemptedpositions where a
test of that kind was held, a returned man came up and he was discriminated
against?-A. Yes. I have evidence of that. I have innumerable instances; I

have only brought up a certain number of type cases,but I can produce innumerable

instances.

Q. Under these exempted cases?-A. Under P. C. 1053.
Q. I understood you to say there were also cases under the operation of the
Civil

Service

Commission

where

returned

soldiers

had

been

discriminated

against?-A. I did not make that statement.
Q. You said it did not run smoothly, and you said that a number of men

had not been appointed where they should have been appointed?-A. I did not
make that statement. My statements on that were made with regard to the
position under 1053, that is exempted.

Q. I understoodyou to say that you had a certain grievance also where the
Commissionhad not appointed returned men-maybe I am wrong-if you say
you did not say it I will take it back?-A. Our grievances in that respect are
largely against the departments.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. Have you any grievance against the Commission in that respect at all?
-A. Not to any great extent, except that with regard to the operation of the
disability preference,that is they have a super-preferencefor the disabled men

in the Act to-day, and just at presentthere is somedifficulty in that respect.
The fault more or lessrests with the PensionBoard and the D.S.C.R., becausethe

Commissionacceptsthe pensionabilityof the man as being the basis,but the
rate of pensionability does not always indicate his prohibition in the matter of
employment.
[Mr. C. G. MacNeil.]
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By Mr. Garland:

Q. Have you any complaintsin regard to this list that is exemptednow
whenit wasunder the Civil ServiceCommission,that is blacksmithsand blacksmith's helpers,while they were under the Civil ServiceCommissionhad you
any trouble or complaint then?-A. Yes; from time to time we had, but there

was someopportunity of adjustment; if a man complainedthat he had not
received the benefit of the preference clause of the Civil Service Act, we went
before the Civil Service Commission, and they furnished us with a list, and
there was always an opportunity of finding an explanation; to-day we get no
explanation whatever.

Q. You could not get an explanation from the department now in the

exemptedclasses?-A. This is the sort of an explanationwe do get, letters that
come to our association, to our secretary at Winnipeg, Mr. Bowler, in reply to an

inquiry regarding some appointment:" I wish to advise you that his application was referred to the Liberal
Association at Selkirk, and I am now advised by the Secretary of this
Association that another party has been recommended for this position.
Yours truly."

Q. That is the reply you got from the department?-A. Yes.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I would like to know under this list here how many of
these positions are available; I will just go through the list, and you follow me,

and I am going to just mention the namesof certain positions and ask you if you
have any men available for these positions, granting you those that I do not

mention are such positions as can be filled by returned soldiers: millwright's
helpers or moulder's helpers, patternmaker's apprentice, patternmaker's helper,
quarrymen, rigger's helper, roofer's helper. s;<iIdler'shelper, sail maker's helper,
shipwright's helper, armature winder,-how many barbers does the Government
employ, boilermakers, coppersmiths, cupola tenders, divers, grain-hold bosses.
grain riggers, grain scoopers,-how many locomotive engineers and locomotive
firemen are under the jurisdiction of the Government to-day; milling machinists,
millwrights, moulders, oakum spinners, packmasters, patternmakers, process
welders, quarry cutters, railway signal repairmen, riggers, riveters, roofers, sail
makers-the Government is not carrying on the sail-making business.
Mr. McBmDE: Certainly it does on the Pacific Coast.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I will take Mr. McBride's word for the number of sail
makers they employ there.
The Acting CHAIRMAN: The witness is not giving any answer.
By Mr. C//< vru r:
-A.

Q. I a>k thesenames,and if Mr. MacXeil is aware that there are any?
I will state, as I have stated before, with regard to any one on this list

I havenot any accurateinformation asto the numberof men employedby the
government in those occupations.

Q. But it is said this list herecontainsa tremendousnumberof exemptions,

and on the face of it it looks formidable; now I am asking you if you know the

extentto whichthe government
is carryingon theseoccupations
in the exempted
class,and when I ask you if you know to what extent the Government is carrv-

ing on the occupationof signpainter andstableboss,if you do not answerI take
it you do not know to what extent the Governmentemploysmen in theseoccupations?-A. They employ a number of them; if you ask to what extent I
cannotgive you that becausethesestatisticsare not available;they would onlv

be availableto me after someextensive
researchwork, but for the purposeof
my[Mr.argument
and
my
evidence
the
fact
is that thereare a numberof menso
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employed, and that there are men in almost every classification amongst the
ex-servicemen available to apply for this work, and that substantiates my contention.

Q.
sorry I
Q.
tailors,

I understand your point, and I hope you understand mine?-A. I am
do not. I cannot give you the exact information.
Can you say to what extent the government employs stable bosses,
template makers, wood turners, boilermaker foremen, locksmith fore-

men, machinist foremen, mill foremen, moulder foremen, mould loft

foremen,

patternmaker foremen, rigger foremen, roofer foremen, sailmaker foremen, sawmill

foremen, railway

section foremen, coat room attendants,

house maids,

kitchen helpers, repair women, waitresses, head waitresses, housekeepers,laundresses, matrons, camp cooks, and cooks? The point I wanted to make was

that out of this list containing about one hundred and fifty classesof exemptions, there are only about seventy-five classes where returned men may be made
use of to any extent; if you leave out the cooks and the charwomen and the
coat-room attendants and housemaids and kitchen helpers and laundresses, and
those other positions, it only means after all that there are only about seventyfive classes out of this hundred and fifty that are available?-A.
I only except
the classes in which you require female labour. My argument is applicable to
all the

rest of them.

Q. In these I have named there is very much less chance of employment

than in the case of carpenters?-A. Well, there is a chanceof employment, and
we desire

it

for these

men.

Q. I know, but let us be fair and see if we cannot get a proportion in these
things; you would have a much greater chance of putting a returned man in a

position of labour foreman or labourer than you would have as a riveter or
roofer?-A.

Quite so.

Q. Then this may be divided into two classes, those that cover a large
number of appointments, and those that cover only a few appointments?-A.
Yes.

Q. And to wind this up, you are not concernedwith who makes the appointments, provided that the preference be extended to the soldiers, and quite
properly so?-A. Until it is demonstrated as it has been demonstrated by this
order in council that the procedure does not achieve the effect of giving that
preference.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. I supposeyou feel the majority of these exemptions that have not been
read to you, like carpenters and so on, they constitute the bulk of the appointments?-A.

Yes, that is obvious.

By Mr. McBride:
Q. There was a little instance happened in my constituency, I am not
criticising it, but I want information on it; a postmaster was appointed; there
was a returned soldier with a wife and family, and there was a returned soldier;
there was some disability, as far as I know they were both equal, which in that

case would you say should get the appointment?-A. The man with the disability.
Q, He had a certain amount of pension, and in the other case the man with
the wife and family had no pension, and he was out of work?-A.
That is a very

difficult question to answer; we have taken the stand that generally speaking
the disability preferenceshould be maintained, simply becauseof the desirability
of absorbing as quickly as possible these disability men; although at the time
if he has a pension, his circumstancesmay not be as distressing as the other
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man, neverthelesshe is restricted in his employmentopportunitiesto a much
greater degreethan the other able-bodiedman, and while the opportunity exists

to placehim with a moreor lesspromiseof permanencythat opportunity should
be taken; and the reason I have stressed the matter of handicapped men so

much is that in your employment policy you will have to give some consideration to this problem or ultimately adopt more costly methods.
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. I agree with you it is a difficult question, and one well worth sympathetic consideration.

You have this case that Mr. McBride speaks of-I

have

heard it time and time again where the man has a pension and the other fellow
is down and out, has not got a cent to his name, and has his family; there is in one
case a soldier with a disability and pension, set against that is the case of a

soldier without a pension; the man that has a pension surely will not starve
to-day nor to-morrow, but the other poor fellow has not got a cent to his name
and cannot get a job; then put up against that also the case of a civilian who
has no pension, but through ill luck he is out of work too. and his family is
starving; now. what will you do in a case of that kind? Will you give the
preference to the disability?
Yes, I would give it to the disability case if really
that man cannot work at any kind of work, but if he has got his pension and
the other poor devils are starving what are you going to do?-A. I will say this.
that as far as the able-bodied men are concerned as to relief we have agreed
that

the returned

men shall

take

their

chance

with

the able-bodied

workers,

but

the handicapped man is in another category, and the reason we ask for the
procedure we ask to be followed is because of the general situation.

Q. I agreewith you in the case of a handicapped returned soldier with a
pension, if that man is handicapped then surely nobody can grudge it if the
returned handicapped man gets the preference over somebody else, that is all
right, but if he has suffered internal wounds, or has suffered the cutting off of a
finger or the loss of a toe, or some disability, or has a plate in his arm, and
he is not a handicapped man-I
am not using the word in its technical sense.
the way you u-e it-but
if he can yet do something, he is not a handicapped

case, simply a disability case in the sensehe is drawing a pension, then what
are you

going to do as between

him

and the other

two

fellows?-A.

I said

before, you will remember,that we were not on very sound ground in extending
the preference to clisabilitv men simply because of the pensionability,

because

pensionability does not always indicate prohibition in the matter of employment, but if the disability

is such, whether a plate in his arm or internal ail-

ment, as to restrict him in his employment opportunities, he is handicapped
from employment.
Q. Then he becomes a handicap and he should get the preference?-A.

Yes.

Q. The law as at present, you take the man has a disablity, and he puts
that down on his application form, he gets the preference over anybody else
to the exent of his disability, both in ordinary preference and in examinations;

now he is a disability case,but he can still do someclerical work, and he gets
a pension; the other returned man or the civilian that comes up is down and
out, and has not got a cent to his name, has no disability, he comesunderneath,
does not he?-A.

Yes, that is under the present.

Q. Do you not think as between the returned men that something should
now be done to set that off or to equalize it?-A. I agree with that. That is a
matter that has to be worked out, a problem we have to face.

Q. That is the law. As a rule the preference
is givento returnedmen,

if they can do the work?-A.

Yes, or we would have made recommendations

in that matter. You speakof men doing clerical work. Someman might be
[Mr.
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able to do clerical work only, and unless he gets clerical work, he has to go into
the bread

line.

Q. Here is a man who suffers a disability;

he can do clerical work and has

a pension, while here is another returned man who has no pension, who can
only do clerical work, who was not granted a pension or had commuted his
pension, both of them can do clerical work, but only one has a pension, the
other has not; according to the law, you must give the preferenceto the one who
has the disability without a pension and not the man who has the pension?A. I did not mean to suggest that the whole thing could be acted upon by the
D.S.C.R. in dealing with these men. It is with the D.S.C.R. to define pensions
or disabilities, and the Civil Service Commission has an opportunity to consider these unfair discriminations.
The operation of that preference causes a
hardship or injustice to very few men indeed. We have to go carefully, we
realize that something should be done to correct it, and we think it should be
done by the D.S.C.R. laying down provisions for certain disabilities. Make the
machinery available for the Civil Service Commission, and these discriminations will disappear over night.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. In caseswhere preference were not given to the disabled or returned men,
you had more criticism to offer to the department than to the Civil Service Commission; did I understand you rightly there?--A. My statement was that where
complaints arose in regard to appointments made by the Civil Service Commission, in tracing them out we found that the complaints were in the departmental officials rather than the Commission; once a man is rated, he automatically goes to the head of the eligibility list for that classification.
Q. I also understood you to say that there are numerous cases in which
unfairness

has existed?-A.

Well,

there

are a number.

Q. According to the action of the department, the man you thought should

have a position did not get it-is that right?-A. There are some such cases.
Q. Do they exist to any extent?-A. Well, of course my information upon
that point, as to the number of complaints we have received, is that we have
received quite a number, although I have not the actual statistics here.
Q. Are you in a position to say whether they are justified?-A.
In a
number of them they are justified.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Have you any evidence of that?-A.
not bring it with me.
Q. I would like to have it before us.-A.

I will produce that later; I did
The type of case is perhaps where

a report is required by the inspector of the department. Perhaps the inspector
of the department reports unfavourably upon a certain applicant.
Q. The point is, does that apply here?-A. Yes,
By Mr. Martdl:

Q. The officer of the Department, at the time he is making that report, is
an official of the Civil Service Commission for that purpose; how can you
exonerate the Civil Service Commission and put the onus upon the Department? We have been told by Mr. Foran or by somebody else that they regard
that inspector as their official. We want to be fair in this thing.--A. My point
is that these positions under the jurisdiction

of the Civil Service Commission

require a basis of adjustment. If there is any basis for dissatisfaction, it is
traced out and explained.

Under P.C. 1053, everything is done in the dark.

We

can show letter after letter asking why certain things are not considered,and
there is no explanation given.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Werethere complaintsfrom the city of Ottawa,the city of Toronto,

and the city of Hamilton9-A.

Yes.

Q. To what number?-A. I was just comingto that.
Q. Have you the number of complaints you have received from, say,
Halifax, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver,or any one of
these cities?

Mr. SHAW: Or Calgary?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You will not have anything from Calgary?-A. We extend a free ser-

vice to everybody,and we havebeendoing that for three years. I cannot give
definite statistics. Men have dropped into our office, and we have always done
the best we could to help them in their difficulties.
Q. We know that to be the case, and your organization is to be lauded
for the efforts it has put forth; let us agree upon that. You understand, of
course, that all laws or human institutions are liable to make mistakes, and
that they are liable to improvement?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Any law is susceptible of improvements?-A. Yes, certainly.
Q. And any human institution is susceptible of improvement?-A.
Yes.
Q. But it i^ only susceptible to human improvement when you can show

that it does not work as well as it should work?-A.
with

I am prepared to agree

that.

Q. If you can show us that in these cases or under this system there is
such an amount of injustice as to take it out from under the ordinary rule that
it is purely and simply a human institution, let us have it; if there is something
else, I am prepared to help you out. Before we go any further, I would like
to ask you this question: these positions have been exempted-they
have
been exempted?-A. Yes.
Q. By the Civil Service Commission?-A. Yes.
Q. The Civil Service Commission has said that in the appointment of these
men they could not hold a competitive examination nor could they hold a
demonstration of skill, because it was not practicable; the Civil Service Commission has had experience in that line, and that Commission came to the
conclusion that these positions must be exempted, because it is not practicable
to hold a demonstration of skill, and that therefore they cannot make the

appointments themselves. Can you suggest, probably not now but before
you go, how these positions may be given fairly and honestly by holding
a demonstration of skill, or in any other way?-A. Yes, sir, quite clearly, in
the majority

of them.

Q. Will you give me the number of complaints approximately from these
various centres, if you have that information?-A. I cannot do that, for the
reasons I have stated. We are not equipped with a statistical branch, but

they areof sufficientvolumefor meto makethe generalstatementI am making.
I am offeringmy opinion,basedupon my experience
and observations.
Q. Have we agreeduponthis, that it is only a matter of opinion?-A. The

consensus
of opinionof the groupof menwhosejoint opinionI am voicing.

Q.Butnomatterhowgooda lawis,it is susceptible
of improvement,0and

under any law someerrorsmay creepin; you had errorsunder the Civil Service
Commission, and you have errors under the present system; which of the two
contained the least number of errors-can you show me that?
[Mr. C. G. MacNeil.]
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By Mr. Garland:

Q. Before going on with that, in answer to a question I put to you regarding departmental appointments, you read a letter from Winnipeg, but you read
it so fast that I could not get it exactly; would you mind reading that letter

again?-A. Certainly.
" I wish to advise you that his application was referred to the Liberal
Association of Selkirk. I am now advised by the Secretary of this Association that another party has been recommended for this position."

That is signed by the district engineer.
Q. That was for some position at Selkirk?-A.

Yes, sir.

ing on behalf of a returned man.
Q. Have you anything else to show where a Liberal

He was appealor a Conserative

Association was saying who should get an appointment?-A. We are not under
any delusion about P.C. 1053; the members have to deal with the patronage
committee in almost every instance to get a job.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. What position was that?-A.
Th position was that of a lockman. I
brought it in as typical of the explanations given. A man is not aware just
how his appointment is made, and how applications are made, or how they are
rated for the appointment. That is the type of explanation he gets, and it
causes a great deal of dissatisfaction.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Has the Civil Service Commission conferred with your association as to
the application of the law regarding returned men?-A. Just what do you mean?
Q. They do not consult you?-A. I am not clear on what you mean by
consultation.

Q. Have you been consulted in some way by the Civil Service Commission

asto how the law regarding returned men should be applied or put into practice?
A. Frequently, since the introduction of section 39.
Q. Did you say frequently?-A.
When a returned man seeks an appointment in the civil service, he sends him a copy of his application.
Q. My question is very plain and simple has your association been consulted by the Civil Service Commission?-A. If you want a concise answer, you
will have to define what you mean by consultation.
Q. You have or you have not been; have you been?-A. We have from time
to time appeared before the Commission and made representations in regard
to the application of this section, as we did with any other department.
Q. You have made representations to the Civil Service Commission?-A.
Yes, sir.

Q. Have they followed them?-A.

No; sir, not in every instance.

Q. But they have in certain instances?-A.

Yes.

Q. Can you tell the Committee in what way your recommendationshave
not been followed, and what they were?-A. Our representationsdeal only with
matters of regulation, and perhaps do not refer to the Act. A problem presents
itself, we go to the Civil Service Commission, and they say it can or cannot
be done.

Q. You say there are a number of complaints; my question is, have you
yourself complained to the Commission about them, and how have you been
received?-A. One such matter related to a seasonalemployment, the employ'^ ment of men on the geographical and topographical service. It was a matter
of conference with the Commission and with the officials of the department.
[Mr.
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Our representations
werenot followedentirely; it was thought to be a question
of the greatest good to the greatest number.
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. After a consultation with the departments and the officials?-A. It
would

be a three-cornered

conference.

By the Acting Chairman:

Q. With the department or with the Commission?-A. It included all
three. We were pressing for the maximum for the ex-service men. We had a
large number of men who had been injured seriously in overseasservice. The
consultations

have

By Mr.

taken

that

form.

Chevrier:

Q. You want the preferencein section 39 of the Act extended?-A. Yes.
Q. Are you aware that the order in council says that these appointments
shall be exempted and dealt with in accordance with the following procedure'.'
-A.

Yes.

Q. This is the clause: "(1) S.S. (6) That preference extended by section
39 of the Civil

Service Act as amended shall be observed."-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Has it been observed?-A. No, sir, it has not been observed; that is my
evidence, as informed by the Honourable Minister of Soldiers Civil Re-estab-

lishment; the departments have been so lax in giving it its proper application
that he found it necessaryto issue a letter saying that the Government expected
them to observeit in letter as well as in spirit.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You say it has not been observed; to what extent, 75 or 95 per cent in
breach?-A. In 1922,of the appointments made by the Commission, permanent
male appointments, there were 1,577, and temporary appointments, 3,362. Out
of that number there were appointed permanently 1,163 returned men, and
1,176 temporarily, a total of 2,739, which brings the percentage of male appoint-

ments to 55-4 per cent of ex-service men under 1,053 reported to the Civil
Service Commission, only 15-7 were given to ex-servicemen. There are the facts.
By Mr. 'Garland:

Q. Were those to small positions?-A. Somewere exceedinglydesirable for
ex-service

men.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. 54-4 per cent?-A. 54-4 per cent through the Civil Service Commission
and

15-7 under

P.C.

1053.

By the Acting Chairman:

Q. In every case where an appointment was made to these classeswere
there any applications for ex-service men?-A. They did not have the same
opportunity to make applications, because the positions were never openly
advertised.

Q. Would you want every little position,temporary or otherwise,adver-

tised?-A. I have a suggestionto make in that regard, sir.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Will you giveme five minutes,Mr. MacNeil;you saytherewerehow
manyappointments?Giveus the figuresagain.-A. For 1922?
Q. Yes, for 1922.-A. Permanent,males,1,577;temporary,males,3,362.
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Q. A total of 4,939?-A.

Yes.

Q. What else have you; how many returned men in that number?-A. Out
of the permanents 1,163, a percentage of 73-7 of permanent appointments.

Q. Out of the temporaries there were how many?-A.

1,576, which was a

percentage of 46-8.
Q. You make an average of 55?-A. I make an average of 55-4.
Q. Under P.C. 1053, what was it?-A.
The total number of appointments
reported 1,724, and ex-service men 272.
Q. Being a percentage of 15 per cent?-A. A percentage of 15 per cent.

Q. Let us take that up again, becauseyou can make statistics work both
ways. There were 1,577 permanent appointments under the jurisdiction of the
Civil Service Commission?-A.

Yes, sir.

Q. Out of those there were 1,163 permanent appointments granted to
soldiers?-A.

Yes, sir.

Q. That is for 1922, taken all over Canada; is that right?-A. Yes, sir,
Mr. MARTELL:How can you prove anything from that, unless you get at
every individual case?
Mr. CHEVRIER: Well, if I do not, I simply do not.
Mr. MARTELL: But how can you get anywhere on it?

Mr. PARENT:Let us find out; let Mr. Chevrier proceed with his examination.

Mr. CHEVRIER: If the Committee's wish is that I should close up, I will do
KO-

whatever

the Committee

rules.

Mr. BROWN: I would like to see what you can establish from Mr. MacNeil's figures.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The Civil Service Commission in 1922 was looking after the permanent
appointments?-A.
Yes.
Q. And the exemptions took place on the 29th of June, 1922?-A. Yes.
Q. A large number of exemptions had been granted by that time-is that
right-and
a certain number of exemptions had already existed?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. In 1922 they made 1,527 appointments into the service; the Civil Service
Commission looks after the clerical positions and technical positions, and a
certain portion of the labouring classes that have not yet been exempted?-A.
Yes.

^.

Q. That is its jurisdiction?-A.
Yes sir.
Q. It is a vast jurisdiction, you will have to admit; it looks after all the
civil servants in Canada?-A. Quite so.
Q. Are you aware that in 1922 the blanketing in order was still in existence,
and that hundreds of employees were blanketed in in 1922?-A. It was in
operation in H very limited degree.

Q. At all events, to a certain extent it was in operation?-A. I haven't
any statistics.

Q. Are you able to say that there were not 400 or 500 blanketed in?-A.
have not got the statistics.

I

Q. The Civil Service Commission also in 1922looked after the employment
of a large number of temporaries which were still within its jurisdiction, because
they put on 3,362?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. The Civil Service Commission has jurisdiction
over about 60.000
employees in Canada?-A. Yes, sir.

Q. In_the same length of time in 1922,or since the 29th of June, 1922,until
the presenttime, there have beenemployed under the provisions of the exempted
classes1,724men?-A. As reported, there were many more employed.
[Mr.
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By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Let us have the report?-A. The percentagewould be much lower.
Q. Can you say to what extent they have not been reported, or do you
challenge these figures?-A. No. I have the final returns actually made.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do not let us quibble over it. I am taking your figures as you have
given them to me. You gave me how many?-A. 1,724.
Q. And I do not question it, but if you do not think it is right we will use it.

-A. These are the correct figures based on the returns of the Civil Service

Commission.

Q. Do these returns made to the Civil Service Commissionshow the number
of appointments made?-A. Under the order in council, the department
required to report to the Civil Service Commission.

Q. These appointments are all minor appointments, are they not?-A.

is

Yes,

sir, in some lower grades of the service.

Q. The evidenceI asked of you a moment ago as to the number of positions
which the returned men can fill under these exempted classes,shows that the
number is very much smaller than the positions a returned man can occupy in
the clerical service; isn't that right?-A. There is very little difference. We
have all gradesof men in all occupationsin the demobilized C.E.F.
Q. Would you say that you have 55,000 handicapped men; do you know
what proportion of those are men who are not able to look after labouring jobs?

-A. The majority are men who must seek employment in the general labour
market; they are not fitted for clerical or technical work.
Q. By reason of natural disability, or wounds?-A. Both.
Q. You cannot give me the proportion of each?-A. I simply say the
majority, from our employment experience.
Q. Are the majority of those men hadicapped because of wounds?-A. That
is how I classify them; I classify them as hadicapped men, because of their
disabilities.

Q. The vast majority are incapacitated by reason of wounds, and therefore
cannot fit in, and there is a certain proportion cannot fit into the clerical staff
because of lack of education, but the majority of them you say are handicapped
by reason of wounds; how many of the exempted positions here are susceptible
of being filled by men of education; have you any idea as to that?-A.
Very
few of them

would

be men of education.

Q. The vast majority would be men who have no education, or are tradesmen?-A. The vast majority of our men are in that class.

Q. You have told me that a large majority of your people are incapacitated
or put into the incapacitated class by reason of wounds; how many of your
woundedmen could fill those positions?-A. Quite a large number, if they were
placed properly.

Q. Can you tell me the proportion; you have given me a proportion of 15
per cent of appointments of returned men; that to my mind is staggering,at first
sight. Figures-I will not say in this case that they lie, but you can make
statistics talk both ways, unless you take a fair stand. Is this not the reason
that there were so few appointments under these exemptedclauses; it was not
due to the fact that these clauses applied to labouring positions, hard jobs
most of them, but that the vast majority of the returned men unfortunately
are incapacitated by wounds, and that that prohibits them from doing all this
work?-A. Yes, sir, but that is not the whole reason.

Q. Can you tell me how many men appliedfor those 1,724positions and

were turned down for any kind of reason,whether it was due to wounds or for
[Mr.
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any other reason; in other words, those 272 that were appointed there were
appointed becausethey were qualified; it may be, Mr. MacNeil, that there were
others applied who were qualified and did not get the job, but there is no evidence
as to that?-A. Well, there are some individual cases. I have the case of a
man named W. R. Shearer, who applied here for a position; he applied here in
Ottawa for-a position; in 1922 under 1053 they were taken out of the jurisdiction
of the Civil Service Commission. Mr. Stewart, who was not a returned man
received the position, but Mr. Shearer heard nothing further regarding his application. There was another case of a man named Gallinger, a handicapped man.
Q. I happen to know something of his case.-A. He was a handicapped
man.

Q. It was urged upon Mr. Gallinger, who is a bricklayer, but he turned it
down?-A. He has been seeking employment a long time now.
Q. I know, but Mr. Gallinger turned the position down when it was offered
to him. What about the other name you mention, Mr. Shearer?-A. These are
typical of the complaints we receive.
Mr. MARTELL: You are not talking about Gallagher and Shehan are you?
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. There are always two sides. I am only concerned here in bringing the
two sides. I do not care which is the brighter or the less bright of the two. Mr.
Shearer applied for the position?-A.
I am not saying whether he should get
the position or not, but I am saying he should have a chance to enter into competition for it, if you are going to carry out the spirit of the order in

council, the only way is to have such a competition. He does not know to-day
how that appointment was made.
Q. The Civil Service Commission released these positions, because it said

a competitive examination was not possible, and it released them because it
said it was not practicable to hold a demonstration of skill?-A.

the discussion of the Spinney Bill.

That was after

I will tell you why they were released,

because they were much better--.
Q. Just a moment. The Commission said it was impossible to hold a
demonstration of skill or a competitive examination for this appointment?-A.
That was the phraseology of the order in council.

Q. Now you say that Mr. Shearerwas turned down without an opportunity
being given to make a demonstration of skill. The department, as I understand it, do not hold demonstrations of skill?-A.
They had trade tests for a

while. They have industrial reports. You can rate a man according to experience

and education

or trade

skill.

Mr.

Shearer

was a Union

man.

He

could

not belong to the Union unless he were a qualified stone mason.

Q. Do you know whether his case was investigated by the departmental
official or not?-A. It is difficult to get that sort of information.
Q. Please understand my position. You are making a statement?-A.

I

made a statement about Mr. Shearerwhich is correct, that he has heard nothing
about the position at all.
Q. It may be that the department made an investigation,

or that it did

not. If it did make an investigation and turned him down, then they have a
reasonfor turning him down. If they did not make an investigation they should
have.

I say I have got nothing to do with whether they did make an investi-

gation or not. All I want to know is why he was turned down. My experience
is that in the Public Works department, in consideringMr. Shearer's application,
no opportunity

was provided for the operation of the clause of the order in

council, which does state that preference should be given to ex-service men.
Q. You told me you did not know what had happened?-A. I wanted to
get an answer.
5-39
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Q. From whom?-A. The department. I will produce my correspondence
in evidence. I can get that at the office. I can produce a witness in the room
who personally came in contact with this department.
Q. These charges are serious, and I for one am not going to treat them
lightly?-A. I am not making charges. I am saying in general practice and
application this preference was not given.
Q. Your chargeis all the more seriouswhen you say it is general. You say
in general practice that is what happens. Your complaint is all the more
serious, in that you make it general?-A.

I make it general.

I produce my

statistic?. If the Committee desires to go extensively into evidence of this
character, I can bring you not only one case,but perhaps a hundred casesof
this character, of a character of general complaint in the city of Ottawa.
Q. I am asking how many complaints you have from Montreal, Ottawa,
and Toronto?-A.
I said as a matter of fact the complaint is general. I said
it was impossible for me to furnish actual statistics, and I furnished the reason
why it was impossible for me.
Q. I will grant you are working under difficult conditions. Your organization has very little money, and on that score it is apparent you are working
under difficult conditions, but that does not mean you can make a charge. If
you can substantiate it, all right. If you cannot, then
?-A. My original
position was, in order to maintain preference, as outlined in Section 39
.
Q. You are perfectly right. There should be a preference for returned
men?-A. We say we are now under the operation of this order in council.
From observation we say we are not getting the preference and we think other

methods should be employed to give us the preference.
By Mr. Brown:
Q. You submitted certain percentages and you base your case on the

difference between these percentages. Would your argument be that because
the appointments made by the departments show a lesser percentage than

those made by the Commission, just in the same proportion the Department is
delinquent in not carrying out the spirit and the letter of the law as regards
returned men?-A. It is not possible to estimate to what extent they have been
delinquent.
Q. I can see there are other factors to be taken into the question.A. Quite so.

Q. There is no use coming to a conclusion,then, simply on these differences
of percentages. These differencesof percentagesmay prove a case, and again
they may not.-A.
It is an indication. There is such a wide discrepancy.
Q. I want to know to what extent it is an indication. To what extent do

you base your argument on these differencesof percentages?
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. I take it you do not base your argument on the percentages alone, but

you can produce a hundred men in Ottawa?-A. Yes.
Mr.

BROWX:

Let

us have

those

cases

By Mr. Garland:

Q. Take, for instance,Mr. Shearer,who is a stone mason and a union man.
Some other man got the appointment?-A. Mr. Stewart.

Q. Was he a stonemasonand a union man?-A. Yes. I am not saying by

any meansthat Mr. Shearershouldhavethe appointment,
but he certainlywas
entitled to the right to enter into competition,to have someassurancethat his

applicationhad beenconsidered.
[Mr. C. G. MacNeil.]
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Q. You have not a copy of his application?-A. That can all be produced
from the Civil Service Commission. His rating was made by them, I understand.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Just one question before you go into the details of this, Mr. MacNeil.
As I understand you, there were some exempting orders prior to P.C. 1053?A. Yes.

Q. And I have been informed before in the course of the investigation,

P.C. 1053incorporated all the orders up to that date. Is that correct, or would
you be aware of that fact?-A. I am not sure if it incorporated all of them.
Q. Are you familiar with the terminology, the phraseology of the other
orders, of the other exempting orders?-A. No, sir.
Q. The reason I ask is this: I understand that in the other exempting

orders, prior to June 29, 1922, there was a provision suggesting that appointments were to be made regardless of, I think it was, political

or other con-

siderations. Are you aware as to whether or not there was such provision in
previous exempting orders?-A. I am not aware of that, sir.
Q. Is there any in this particular order?-A. There is a procedure laid
down, first that the selection of the employeesfor the different classesshould
be left in the hands of the department, subject to the following

conditions:

" That the person selectedshall satisfy the department as to his qualifications,
and that he shall be suitable as to age, character and habits ".

Q. There is no such provision specified in the order in council?-A. Not
specified in the order in council.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. There is nothing in the order in council so far asMr. SHAW: In the previous order in council.
Mr. CHEVRIER:No. I think something had been stated in the draft report
to the effect that these should be without political influence, and then the
order

in

council-

Mr. SHAW: That was the original draft, but that was not the one that was
finally approved of.
Mr. CHEVRIER: The one that was approved of said it had to be left in the
hands of the department.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:All that, subject to soldiers' preference.
Mr. CHEVRIER:That it be left in the hands of the department, that the
appointment being necessary,the preference be extended and that the person
selected shall satisfy the department as to his qualifications, and shall be
suitable as to age, character and habits. The department takes the responsibility that the appointment is necessary. Therefore there is no stuffing going
on; that the preference must be exercised to returned men, that the person
selectedshall satisfy the department as to his qualifications and that he is
suitable as to age, character and habits. The department takes the responsibe made subject to this and the presumption would be that it is done according
to that?
The WITNESS:

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. With regard to returned soldier preference,that has not been applied?A. No, because there is no semblance of competition. No rating has been
made, but men have been picked up and put on the job.
6-391
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Q. Can you tell me with regard to these exempted classesof appointment
in the city of Ottawa, exactly how the department fill their requirements?A. On recommendationof the patronage committee.
Q. In Ottawa?-A. Usually. Our men are so informed.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. There is another statement you made. Let us go back to the other one
first. I will leave you alone if you make specific statements.-A. The only
way I can prove it to you is to bring you up the parade that turns up at our
office with regard to these matters.
Q. What evidence would that be? Would you challenge this, say, for
instance, the appointment of Mr. Shearer? The appointment must have been

necessary,becausesomebody else was put in.-A. We go down as well to the
department officials and say, " Why is this man not considered?"
0. His appointment was necessary, because Mr. Stewart was put in?A. Yes.

Q. You say the preference in that case was not extended as provided by
section 39.

Will you say the man the department selected did not fulfil the

position as regards his qualifications?-A. He is a good stone mason.
Q. And everything in this procedureis right so far as you know, except that

the preferencewasnot givento the returnedman?-A. No opportunitywasgiven
to compete, as required by the order in council.
Q. You tell me that you are personally aware of your own knowledge that
an opportunity was sought and was not granted, then I am with you?-A. The
proof of it is that Mr. Sheareris qualified. He is qualified by reason of-.
Q. Answer my question, and if you do not want to answer it in your own
way, qualify il. Will you read the question, Mr. Reporter?
Question and answerread to the witness.
Q. Can you tell me,-you

say no opportunity was offered to Mr. Shearer to

compete for that position. If you will tell me that you are personally aware
that Mr. Shearer or somebody else on his behalf, interviewed the Public Works

department, and asked for an opportunity to compete,and was refused, I have
got to believe you, but if you say you are not personally aware, if you want me
to believe you, you get somebody who would say he was?-A. The proof of

that is that Mr. Shearer's qualifications

are determined.

Q. The preference was statutory. It was not a question of qualifications.
The preference for Mr. Shearerwas that he was able to fill the job in the first
place, and secondly that he was a returned man, but that was his highest requirements. He had beenso rated by the Civil Service Commissionas being qualified
in every respect. Do you know whether he asked for an opportunity to compete
or not?-A. Certainly he did. The man was in constant attendance at the
department.
Q. I might be standing at the door of the Prime Minister for weeks, and

not have an opportunity to go in. Did he ask for an opportunity to go in?A. Yes. He asked in two ways: by application to the Civil Service Commission,

which was passedby the Departmentof Public Works, and also by personal
application to the man who deals with that application locally.
Q. By that time they had released his appointment. The official of the

Civil ServiceCommissionmay have thrown the documentsin the waste paper
basket,or may have sent them on to the Public Works department. Then you
say he made an application. What applicationdid he make to compete?-A.
He applied in the usual way as men apply locally, to the superintendent of
Public

Works
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Q. In what way have you personal knowledge of that?-A. If you wish
evidenceof that character, I will have to bring witnesseshere. If this evidence
cannot be accepted I will produce-

Q. Of your own personal knowledge you do not know whether he asked for
an opportunity to compete?-You can say yes or no.
Mr. McBmDE: We should get this witness here.

Mr. CHKVRIER:If he says he has personal knowledgethat this man applied,
I am through with it.

The WITNESS:I came here as a representative of the organization, and I
have been usually allowed to make a statement and present evidence in this
way. If you are going to hold me down to the rules of evidence,I will certainly
present my evidencein a different form. I have a witness in the room who has
more intimate knowledge of this matter, who can be called as a witness.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN:

That

is for the Committee

to decide.

Mr. CHEVRIER:If he is here, that would be the best evidence; let us 1ear
him.

Mr. GEORGEM. Dix,

called, sworn and examined.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. What is your position?-A.

Clerk in the G.W.V.A.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Mr. Dix, do you know anything of what we have been speaking of, Mr.
Shearer?-A.

Yes.

Q. Do you know whether Mr. Shearer made any application for an
opportunity to compete for this position?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. What did he do?-A. He put in a formal application to the Civil Service
Commission.

Q. Did he make an application to the Public Works department, or an

officer in charge, for an opportunity to compete?-A. He was told by the Civil
Service Commission that all applications for that position had been turned over

to the Public Works department. He then believed, as he had a right to, that
his application was before the Public Works department.

Q. That is for the Committee to assumewhether he had that right or not.
The next thing he did was what?-A. He interviewed the Department of Public
Works

on several

occasions.

Q. Do you know that?

Were you with him?-A.

I was with him on one

occasion.

Q. Whom did he interview?-A.
A Mr. Shearer. I went over to the
Hunter building with him. I did not go up to the room.
Q. You say you do not know what took place there?-A. No. All I do
know is this: I was informed that all the applications were sent back to the
Civil Service Commission. The appointment of Mr. Stewart was made on

June 1st. The appointment came on June 29th. The applications, I under-

stand were sent back to the Civil Service Commission.

I still

contend Mr.

Shearer made application for the position, and a letter was written by our
office to the Commissionerof Public Works. He was out of town, at the time,
in the West, and I had an acknowledgment saying that this case would be
turned over to the department concerned, and that is the last letter we have

on Shearer's file. Nothing more came.
The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:Any other questions to be put to the witness?
[Mr.
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By Mr. Shaw:
Q. You are in the G.W.V.A. office here?-A.

Yes.

Q. It has beenstated by Mr. MacNeil that these exemptedpositions are disposed of by patronage. Do you know anything of that yourself? Do you

have any occasionto know what the procedureis, or what takes place?-A.

I have sought on several occasionsto find out for the benefit of the returned
men who make applications how these positions were filled.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. By the department?-A.
By the department. I have asked on several
occasions men at the head of departments and branches just how they filled

these positions, in order that I might be able to instruct the returned men how
to make applications, but I find this, that these positions are filled before the
returned men get to our office.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Be/ore the returned man what?-A.

Before they get to our office. He

would find out the position is liable to be filled, after the position is filled, and
I say this, I do not think these positions are advertised in any way.
Q. How doesthe departmental head fill the position? Where doeshe go to?
-A. That is the mystery that I have endeavouredto solve for the last six
months.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN: You had better call the head of the department.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. You do not try through any organization?-A. I have endeavoured
on occasions,in order that I might instruct returned men, to find out what
should be done, and I say I have not got any way yet.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Have you any complaint to make as to the number of men who were
appointed to temporary positions in Ottawa?-A.
The number of men who
have come to our office would make one feel that a certain percentage of these
men should have been given positions that were otherwise filled.
Q. Do you keep a complete census every day, call the roll of those who
were there the day before and are missing when the gang calls the next
morning?-A.
I do not.
Q. You only hear of those who are not placed?-A. I will admit this, that
there are a lot of returned men who have been placed in positions in Ottawa
under P.C. 1053. I have knowledge of that, and I have knowledge of dis-

ability men being placed, for which I have been duly thankful, becausethey
were men who needed positions, and the only objection I would have from my

desk, is, if I knew how those positions were advertised and how the eligible list
is prepared, I would know what advice to give to the men daily asking for this
advice.

By Mr. Parent:

Q, When a man applies to you for a position, supposinghe is a carpenter,
do you send a letter to the department informing him that such-and-such a
man has asked for a position?-A.

We did for a while.

Q. Before these men were exempted?-A. I usually call up someoneby

phonein the departmentwherethe man is seekingemployment,and I find that
the position has usually beenfilled.
Q. If it had beenfilled on that particular occasion,other occasionsmight
arise where similar positions might be created?-A. I would take that up with
[Mr.
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the department myself, keep a list of men who have applied for a certain
type of position. Now, I have no knowledge that returned men are given
any preference or put on the top of the list. All I do know is that a man is
appointed to a certain position. I do not know whether he is taken from the
top of the list or where he is taken from.

That is all I know.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. What do you mean exactly by patronage list?-A.

I cannot say where

they got that list, from what source. I have had a report that men were
instructed by certain friends to see certain gentlemen in town.

Q. That is not to your knowledge?-A. That was not my business. My
business is to see and get returned men placed in favourable positions if

possible. But you must admit if I couldsendthem up to someonewho would
be able to do something for them, I sent them there.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. Let us take it this way. In casethere is a vacancy in a certain department, does (be official in that department call you up to see if you have a man
who would be available to fill the vacancy-A.

On one occasion I was very

anxious over a man whose name came up before your Committee through the
Amputations Association, a Mr. Carriere, who has been temporarily employed,
and who had been let out and a transfer made. He was replaced by Mr.
Gariepy, and I took it it was in order that the transfer could be made. Mr.
Carriere came to me and asked about the appointment, and I found out it was

quite a regular thing that a man in a permanent position could be transferred.
He happened to be transferred to the position Mr. Gariepy was temporarily
occupying. I had no quarrel with that procedure at all. I did find that Mr.
Carriere lost an arm.

I did ask in the Public Works if it were possible to have

Mr. Carriere put on some kind of work, elevator work, for which he was
qualified, and that official of the Department of Public Works-it was rather
closeto that type of position, to have that man given a position. I consider he
should be at the top of the eligible list, by reason of his disability and the fact
that he had satisfactorily performed his duties.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you know that the elevator staff is still under the operation of the
Civil Service jurisdiction?-A.
Yes.

Q. Mr. Carriere, in order to get on to the elevator staff, should get his name
on the eligible list of the elevator men of the Civil Service Commission?-A.
Yes.

Q. If he did not do that?-A. He had no right to expect a position.
Q. If he had not done it yet, he need not expect a position?-A. A permanent position.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. In casethere is a vacancy, or men required who are on the exemptedlist,
labourers in any department, do they call up your office as the Secretary of the

G.W.V.A.and inquire if you have eligible men available,competentto fill that
position? Do they make a practice of doing that?-A. I cannot recall that has
ever been done. We have outside firms call up our office on several occasions,
but I cannot say I have been in communication with them on the subject.
Q. If they did not inquire in that -way,do you know by what method they
would apply this preference for returned soldiers?-A. I do not know, sir.
Mr. MACNEIL: Has any departmental official ever informed you that they

were governedin the matter of appointmentsby any other considerationexcept
those specified in the order in council?

[Mr.
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WITNESS:In one caseI was told by an official that he got his list from

his chief. That he did what his chief told him. But I never could get to
the chief to find out how he got his list. At least, I was never informed how
it was

done.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN: Is that
Witness

Mr.

all?

retired.

C. G. MACNEIL

recalled.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. You mentioned that there was a patronage committee, and in connection with the case you referred to in Winnipeg the letter you read would
seem to substantiate your claim that there was a patronage committee?A. Yes, sir.

Q. Have you any other evidence of the same nature to present to this
Committee?-A. My knowledge of this has been gained in Ottawa.
Q. As far as it went. It was strong testimony to the effect that such a
committee existed in that particular case,and I would like to know if you have
any other evidenceof that kind with regard to Ottawa or any other place.
Mr. SHAW: I supposeyou mean similar letters?
Mr. BROWN:Yes, similar letters. I come to a conclusion by the multitude of details that can be brought to substantiate the position that is taken
up.

I do not like to come hastily to conclusions on general questions until

I 'find it sufficiently supported by evidence.-A. I have no other letters. It is
very seldom that such business is dealt with in correspondence, but the reports

from our secretariesindicate that they are required to negotiate with a patronage agent or patronage committee.
Q. Another matter on which I would like to be able to come to a conclusion

after hearing the evidence is your general statement-whether it is a charge
or not-it

is a charge that in making those appointments from the exempted

list the departments are not governed by the letter of the law as is the Civil
Service Commission. I think that is the general statement you made?-A. A
circular was issued by the Honourable Minister of Civil Re-establishment
because he was concerned about the situation. He found it necessary to caution
the deputy heads.

Q. That, of course, is some evidence that that condition may exist, but
what I want to get in order to form my own conclusion as to the general
situation is a certain number of detailed casesof men who have actually made
application for positions that they were competent to fill, who had the soldier's
preference, but who for some unknown reason had been passed by. . I would
submit that in order to enable me to come to a conclusion on the general
situation it is necessary that you should submit a number of such cases?A. I will take some different departments. Here is the case of Henry Armstrong, a returned soldier, who was appointed by the Civil Service Commission
to the postmastership at Beaton, B.C., in May, 1922. He had invested his

gratuity and savingsin a small generalstoreand a little acreageand depended

uponhis appointment
aspostmaster
to assisthim in hisre-establishment.
This
post officewasremovedfrom the jurisdictionof the Civil ServiceCommission
by P.C.1053. In September,
1922,he receivednotificationfromthe PostOffice
Departmentto hand over the post officeto one ErnestRoberts,who had no
service in the forces, and a man whose character was not as good as the ex-

service

man.

(Mr. C. G. MacNeil.]
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Q. Do you know the facts of the case, becausethere are many facts in
connection with these cases,which on investigation might be found to be unwarranted?-A.

So far as we have been able to investigate, these facts are correct.

Q. There are many positions, such as that of a country postmaster, in

regard to which it is not so much a questionof who shall get the job as of
who will take it. A great many of these positions would come within the list
that you furnish of appointments, made by the Commission,and for that reason
I threw some doubt upon the percentagesas furnishing conclusive evidence?A. This is the caseof a man qualified in every way, who had satisfactorily filled
the position for some time.
Q. But there are many cases of country postmasterships where it is a

questionof whetherthe returned man will take the position?-A. In this case
he wanted it.

All his worldly interests were at stake.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Did the department give any reasons for the transfer in that case at
Beaton?-A. The representationsmade to me, sir, by the Local Branch of the
G.W.V.A. is that the Liberal Association requested the change to be made as
a matter of political consideration.

Q. Did the department give you any reason,or do you know of any reasons
for the transfer?-A.

Not directly, sir.

By Mr. Brown:
Q. I know of my own knowledge of a case where a returned soldier was

an applicant for a postmastership and the overwhelming feeling in the community, even among the returned soldiers themselves endorsed the appointment
of one who was not a returned soldier. That, of course, would be a position that

would appear in your list, but all the circumstancesjustified the Commission
in making the appointment they made, and yet a returned soldier was turned
down?-A. We ask for fair competition, and that these matters be given consideration. There are many such cases.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. In the constituency of Quebec West, which is practically all French,
there are at least one thousand returned soldiers. Have you heard any complaint of the treatment they have received?-A. No, sir, I have not heard any
such complaints.
By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. What about the returned men in Montreal?-A.
I think it is hardly
fair to ask me to classify our complaints according to constituencies. I am
dealing with the general practice.
Q. I may put it this way: Do you consider the situation there worse than
in other parts of the country?-A.
I would not say that, sir; I have no evidence
of that. Another case is that of C. A. Bennett, a returned soldier who had been

employed as assistant foreman at the Government grain elevator at Port Colborne, Ontario, for the past two and a half years. He was called upon to
temporarily fill the vacancy of accountant and chief clerk which had occurred on
the death

of the former

incumbent.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. What was the position?-A.
Assistant foreman at the Government grain
elevator at Port Colborne. It is under P.C. 1053. He had proven himself
to be well qualified for the position and received the recommendation of the

manager of the elevator. Notwithstanding this, however, a man named Taylor.
[Mr.
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who was not an ex-soldier,was appointedtemporarily, although it is doubtful

whether his qualifications equalled those of Bennett. Had this position been
under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission, it would have been
filled either by promotion or by open competition.
Q. You assumethat?-A. In the majority of instances.
Q. You assume that if that position had been under the Civil Service
Commission that procedure would have been carried out, but will you say that
if it had beenunder the operation of the Commissionthere might not have been
valid reasonsin the minds of the Commission for not granting it to a returned
man?-A. I am only quoting caseswhere the applicant demonstrated his qualifications.

Q. Yes, but you said-and I was three-quarters of the way with you until
you said that if this position had been under the jurisdiction

of the Commission,

the returned man would have had it. The presumption is that he would have
had it-A. It is more than presumption; it is a certainty, because under the
law they could not have done otherwise, once the man's qualifications had been
demonstrated.

Q. And the requirements as to locality and residence had been demonstrated,
and providing that there was a man suitable for the position?-A.
In this case
it was demonstrated, and the manager of the elevator wanted him.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. The witness has admitted that the Commission generally granted a
preference to returned soldiers but not always?-A. It was a matter of rating
as to qualifications. Once the rating was established and the list was established.
automatically under the law the returned man would be placed at the head of
the list. It was a matter of public record, and there was no escape from appointment.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. In such a case the Civil Service Commission would have no discretion

at all?-A.

No discretion whatever; that is why I say it is more than pre-

sumption.
By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Have you anj- particulars about the case of a returned soldier named

Coultes who applied for the postmastership at Brussels, Ontario?-A. Yes, sir,
I was going to bring that up. There is the case of Walter Jackson, a returned
soldier of Entwistle, Alberta. He had been a sub-land agent in his district since
1918. As far as is known no complaints had been made against him. About
November 1, 1922, he received notification from the Inspector at Red Deer that
he was to transfer

the land office to a Mr.

Munroe,

who was not a returned

soldier, and that the change was to take place on November 3, 1922. Mr.

Jackson protested against his dismissal to the Minister, but received a reply to
the effect that the change was being made after the department had made a
careful inquiry with regard to local requirements. No further explanation was

given. The position had been awarded before the incumbent had been notified
of his dismissal.

No attempt

had been made apparently

to advertise the

vacancy or give ex-service preference. Another case is that of James Morgan
who was appointed to the postmastership at Woodbridge, Ontario, by the Civil

ServiceCommissionin June, 1922. No action has beentaken by the department, however, to make the necessarytransfer. Morgan is a 30 per cent disability, as the result of war injuries.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: That case was brought up by the Minister in the

House of Commons a few days ago when he stated that the appointment had
[Mr.
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been made. It was one of those appointments which had been held up owing
to disagreementbetween the department and the Commission, and in which the
Commission insisted on the appointment, and they carried their point. Woodbridge was one of the cases mentioned.
WITNESS: I did not know that it had been definitely settled.

Then there

is the case of Major W. T. Morrison who was appointed to the Post Office at
Alexandria, Ontario, on January 6, 1922. He has not been allowed to take over
the position. Major Morrison is a highly qualified man. He is troubled with
a service disability which makes it necessaryfor him to engagein a sedentary
occupation.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. You do not know the reason why the department has not appointed
him?-A.

No definite reason has been given.

Q. Did you ask for any?-A. Time and again we have made representations, though not on this particular case. Another case is that of E. R.
Guenther who was notified by the secretary of the Civil Service Commission on
September 13, 1922, that a certificate had been issued appointing him to the
postmastership at Dashwood, Ontario. He has not yet been allowed to take
over the Post Office, it being conducted temporarily by a Mr. Jacob Rilberman
who was a defeated candidate for the Ontario legislature.

Then there is the

case to which reference has already been made of C. R. Coultes, a returned
soldier who was notified on July 27, 1922,by the secretary of the Civil Service
Commission that he had been selected to fill the vacancy for the postmastership
at Brussels. Ontario. A certificate was issued, but to date Coultes has not been
allowed to take over the office. He has written to the Postmaster General, but
has not received acknowledgments to his letters. Coultes is a disability case,
left arm amputation, and therefore gets special preferential treatment under
the Civil Service Commission. We can produce further evidence as to types

of cases. Now, may I return to the point which we were discussingbefore the
examination of Mr. Dix commenced. We asked that every handicapped man
should be given preference. We recognize the fact that the D.S.C.R. have done
a .crr-nt deal of good work for ex-service men, but with regard to the questions
asked by Mr. Chevrier at the outset, while we acknowledge the activities of the
D.S.C.R., nevertheless it is admitted by the D.S.C.R., and by all those concerned
in this problem that the present activities do not adequately cope with the
situation, which is that the handicapped men represent a large percentage of the
ex-service men, almost one in six. You are only reaching the handicapped men

today through pensions,medical treatment, and vocational training, and there is
still the necessityfor providing those men with employment. Unless you provide
them with employment through the Civil Service and the employing interests
throughout Canada, my argument is that you will later have to provide more
costly machinery, and it is only reasonablethat arrangements should be made
for their absorption in the civil service.

We feel that the maintenance of this

preferencewould not inflict any hardship on civilian applicants, nor will it in
any way impair the efficiency of the service.
By

Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. What have you to say about maintaining in the service returned men
who are now there and doing good work. Do you say that they should be
absorbed permanently into the service? Have you anything on that?-A. It
is a matter of very keen grievance; they are asking through us that the men
temporarily employed should be given a reasonable opportunity to secure permanency, and that they should be transferred from one department to another

so that after training menin clerical work in onedepartmentthey will not be cast
[Mr. C. G. MacNeil.]
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asidewhenthe staff is reduced,that they shouldhave permanencyand should

get the privilegesextended
in that regard"tomenon"thepermanent
staffs.

Q. How do you regard it throughoutCanada;is it goingto be sufficiently

fair to take careof thesecasesyou speakof. or shouldthere be somemore
complete means of reaching those cases?-A. You mean, from the standpoint

of employment?

Q- ~^-es.-A.We think there should be developedin the service in that
regard a co-operation of the employment service, so that labour is not controlled by these special services, and that employment may be found for
labour without any special efforts or appeals being made to employers on
the ground of patriotic sentiment.
Q. Have you any idea of the number of these disabled men who are avail-

able for clerical positions, becausewhat a man is looking for is a clerical position which is a permanent position rather than a seasonalposition like that of
an ordinary labourer; have you the number of men who are fit for clerical
work (say, within a few hundred)? You have no idea of that?-A.
The st;
tic- are difficult to get. because there are about three registrations under way
in Canada at the present time, and there are duplications in many cases. Some
of them have become weary of frequent registrations and have not proceeded
with them, so that I do not know anyone who has actual statistics along that
line. We do not urge it; we ask that a man be fitted into an occupation which
he can carry on in spite of his disadvantages.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Are you satisfied that the Government has done all it could to place men
on the land?-A. The Government has done very well.
Q. In putting handicapped men on the land?-A. Of course a settler has to
be an able-bodied

man.

to a certain

extent.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I would like to ask a question here. Perhaps you can give the Committee some information as to the efficiency of the returned soldier in the civil
service; have you any available information which would indicate to this

Committee that the returned soldiers who secure preference are rendering efficient service?-A. The reports we receive from the department by the Civil
Service Commission indicate that they are-or they would be dismissed.
Q. The number of dismissals would be some indication?-A.
Yes. sir.

Q. You say the reports you receive indicate that satisfactory service is
being rendered?-A.

Yes, sir.

By Mr. Rin fret:
Q. Can you tell us where the bulk of the handicapped men in Canada are;

can you tell us that?-A. The larger percentageis in the province of Ontario.
Q. Do they reside in the cities?-A. There is a serious congestion in the
large cities.

Q. Have you any record of what they were employed at before they joined

the forces?-A.

There is a record with

the Department

of Soldiers' Civil

Re-establishment with regard to all the men who received medical treatment.

pensions,or vocational education.
Q. Has your departmentmade any efforts to secureemploymentfor those
men, outside'the Government?-A. Yes, but we are hamperedin our activities
because the Government is not setting an example. We do make an effort
to securethe co-operation of the employing interests.

Q. In your opinionare you gettinggoodresultsfrom the private enter-

prises,in theplacingof men;is it not a fact that it is easierto placea man
[Mr. C. G. MacXeil.]
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where he belonged before the war than to place him in a new form of employment?-A. Perhaps; I am not answering directly, because I am not clear as
to the question.
Q. Is it not a fact that it is easier to secure employment for a man in
the employment in which he was engaged before the war?-A. I should think
it would

be easier.

Q. Out of the returned men you complain could not secure employment
from the Government, what proportion were employed in the Government before
the war?-A. A very low percentage.
Q. Is it not a fact also that very few of your returned men were in the
Government

before

the war?-A.

That

is a fact.

Q. One of the difficulties in securing employment for them in the Government service is due to that?-A.
No, sir; I would not admit that.

Q. They would be better fitted for private business?-A. I would not admit
that. I have never asked that a man should be ousted out of his position for
a returned

man.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. He may return to labouring again, in case of not being able to secure
other employment?-A.

Yes, certainly.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. Returning again to the Civil Service Commission, these classes were
exempted for reasons that seemedgood and sufficient; those reasons seemed
very good and sufficient apart altogether from the question of the returned
soldiers. Have you any other suggestion to make that would remedy the
situation, from your point of view, than by the return of those exempted positions?-A.

Yes.

Q. From the point of view of the returned soldier, it does not make any
difference how these positions are filled?-A.

Quite true.

Q. Have you any other alternative suggestion,that is, it might not be public
policy to return those positions to the Commission and impose burdens upon
them that they think they would be far better without; have you any other
suggestion by which they could carry out the spirit and the letter of the law?-

A. Instructions should be issued for the Commission to return to the arrangement which formerly existed in the employment service of Canada prior to
May, 1921. As early as January, 1921, we were advised by the Civil Service
Commission that arrangements were well under way between the Civil Service

Commissionand the employmentserviceof the Departmentof Labour to put
into operationa schemewherebyappointmentsto certain temporary positions
in the civil service could be expeditedby utilizing the existing machinery of the

officesof the OntarioEmploymentService. By letters I receivedin April, 1921,
the service was extendedto other Provinces, and in May, 1921, they advised us

that the schemewould be in operation in Hamilton, Brantford, London, St.
Thomas,ChathamWindsor, Sarnia, St. Catharines,Niagara Falls, Ont., and

Moncton, N.B. and in Halifax, Sydney, New Glasgow, and Amherst N.S. All
these placeswere assistingin the administration of these eligibility lists.

The Civil Service Commission,through the agency of the employment

service, which after all is a government service, tested these men as to their
merits, and employed their services almost exclusively, to determine Whether
they were available for employment. In this way the service was carried on with
very excellent results until September,1921, when for certain reasonsit was
discontinued.
[Mr. C. G. MacNeil.]
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By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. Let us know why it was discontinued in September,1921?-A. I have
here a letter signed by Mr. Foran, the Secretary of the Civil Service Commission, dated at Ottawa, September23, 1921,addressedto myself, which reads
as follows:-

" As you are aware, the Commission, for some little time past, has
been utilizing the services of the Government Employment Offices in
connection with the assignmentof temporary employeesin the Dominion
Civil Service. It is believed that this arrangement has brought about a
decided improvement in the service which the Commission has been able
to render to government departments, and I may add that many expres-

sions of appreciation have been received from departmental officers as
regards the speed with which eligibles were secured.
" The fact, however, that the staffs of the local Employment Offices
are appointed by the Provincial Governments has, especially of late,
given rise to an unfortunate misapprehension in the public mind, and
criticisms of the Government, the Employment Service and the Commission on this account have been so frequent that, in fairness to the
Employment Service as well as to the Commission, the Commissioners
have reluctantly come to the conclusion that, for the present, the arrangement between the Employment Service and the Commission should be
suspended.

" I am accordingly to ask you to convey this information to the
various branches of the G.W.V.A. with the request that they advise all
further applicants for Civil Service employment to write to the Commission at Ottawa so that their applications may be registered and their
services utilized

if possible."

Q. I do not know whether the reason for that lett-er was or was not the
passing,on the 21st of September,1921,of an Order in Council, P.C. 3518which
exempted all labourers, all assistant labour foremen, all labour foremen, and all
charwomen all over Canada except in the City of Ottawa.

That Order was

passed on the 21st of September1921?-A. I don't know anything about the
reason

for it.

Q. But all labourers all over Canada except Ottawa, all assistant labour

foremen, all labour foremen, and all charwomen, which would take in a large
number of men and women, were exempted on the 21st of September, 1921?
By Mr. Garland:

Q. Have you any complaintas to the Advisory Boards,as constitutedby
the Civil Service Commission?-A.

Xo, sir. I have no complaint to make.

We

ask. sir, that the eligibility lists go through the employment service.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. That is a restorationof the relationswhich existedpreviously?-A. Yes,
sir.

Q. Would that necessitatethe taking back under the control of the Commission particular functions, or should they be carried out by the department?-A. The Civil Service Commissionwould have to exercisea general
supervision.

Q. Do you think, working through our employmentagencies,it would
relievethe Commissionfrom a greatdeal of burdensome
work which they do not
think necessaryfor them to assume?-A. Yes. and to provide the Commission
with the best qualified men on the shortest possible notice.
Mr. SHAW: I would suggestthat the Committee sit tonight, Mr. Chairman.
[Mr. C. G. MacXei!.]
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The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:If you are not through, Mr. MacNeil, we will sittonight.
WITNESS: I am not through yet, sir.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:All right; we will adjourn now until eight o'clock
this evening.
The Committee adjourned until 8 p.m.

EVENING

SITTING

THURSDAY, April

19, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada resumed at
8 p.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding.
Mr. C. G. MACNEIL recalled and further

examined.

Mr. SHAW: Before we start, I would like to make a motion to have the

Civil Service Commissionbring down their file in connectionwith the exemption
order, contained in the Privy Council Order No. 1053. It has been asked for in
the House, and I have inquired for it several times.
The CHAIRMAN: I would be very glad to have the information asked for
from the Civil Service Commission. Do you desire to put it in the form of a
motion?

Mr. SHAW: Dr. Roche is here, and he might take a note of it.

Dr. ROCHE:I understand that there was a motion in the House to produce
those papers.

I presume the information asked for is on the file.

The CHAIRMAN:

Proceed Mr. MacNeil.

WITNESS: Just before the Committee rose, I was asked to suggest any

procedure that might be substituted for that which has been followed since
P.C. Order 1053 was put into effect, and I made this recommendation: Definite
co-operation in the matter of temporary appointments between the Civil Servico
Commission and the employment service of Canada. I advanced, and desire

to continue to advance,certain reasonswhy that schemecould be placed satisfactorily in operation again with a view to removing the difficulties that prompted
the introduction of P.C. 1053. One reason is that it worked satisfactorily
before on the statements procured from the departments, from the Civil Service
Commission and from the officials of the employment service, under 'the

Federal Department of Labour. This service is of national scope and operates
in every district in Canada. It is maintained under the Federal Government's
direction, and 50 per cent of the cost of maintenance is furnished from Federal
funds. A further point is that this service under the direction of the Govern-

ment has securedthe patronage of the employing interests generally. It is something more than an employment bureau operating throughout Canada. It is
definitely an employment service. Tbe agents of this service are instructed to
canvass the employing interests throughout Canada and to offer them their
employment service; and it is to the mutual advantage of the Government and

the employing interests that this co-operation should be established, as it prevents any serious congestion of labour at any point, checks the drift of men
across the border, and has some other very important functions. These

responsibilities cannot be properly discharged unless definite co-operation is
established with all employing interests.- The Government of Canada is one of

the largest employing interests, and as such should lead the way in patronizing
its own employment service of which it pays 55 per cent of the cost.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Brown:

Q. At what time were these operations terminated?-A. In September,
1921. It is a businesslike way. a sensible way. The employment service is
equipped better than any other agency in Canada to recruit

for the civil

service the best type of workers for any classification of employment, and to do
it satisfactorily with all due regard to local interests.

The local officers attached

to it know the local businessconditions in each province. Provincial organizations represent all the organized interests in the provinces and a Federal
Council represents the organized interests throughout Canada. They have
employment experts, and after several years' operation they have definite records
of all the workers in Canada. They can seek them out, reach employers, determine the efficiency of those men very readily, and they can meet the requirements which formerly were so difficult for the Civil Service Commission at long
range to meet, the requirements of seasonal and casual workers at points some
distance from Ottawa. One of the great advantages of this service is that it
operates in close co-operation with all the employing interests of Canada,
The efficiency of its work has been demonstrated before, and we feel sure that if
those appointments are placed under the Civil Service Commission again in
co-operation with the employment service, for which the Government is paying,
all interests will be satisfactorily served.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. On that score,Mr. MacXeil, would you be satisfied if the terms of P.C
order in council 1053 were followed under which the selection of employees for
the above classes should be left entirely in the hands of the departments, that

the appointment be necessary,that the preference as extended by Section 39
be continued, that the person selectedshall satisfy the department as to qualifications, that he shall be suitable as to age, character and habits-these

are the

regulations under which those exemptionswere made by the Civil Service Commission acting under the preAdous law.-A. No, sir, I would not be satisfied.
Q. Why?-A.
Chiefly because the department has demonstrated its inability to maintain these differences.
Q. Yet the Civil Service Commission has stated in the same order in
council that that is the only reason, that the Commission is of the opinion that
it is not practicable to prescribe a system of competitive examinations or tests,
and that the Commission was further of the opinion that it was a question for
further consideration, and that those were among others the reasons which
Parliament

had in mind;

in the face of the statement

that

the Civil

Service

Commission in its opinion has decided that it is not practicable to hold a system

of examination or tests for the filling of these positions, are you still of the
opinion that they should be thrown back into the teeth of the Commission?
By Mr. Garland:
Q. May I ask a question here? The report is signed by the whole of the
Commission, is it not?
Mr. CHEVRIER:But this is a copy of the order in council.
Mr. GARLAND: The report of the Commission was signed by the entire
Commission.

Mr. CHEVRIER:So far as I am concerned, I do not know, and it makes no
difference to me; I am dealing with the order in council.
Mr. SHAW: My recollection is that in the House the speeches show that it
was signed by two members.

The CHAIRMAN: Do you know anything about the signatures,Dr. Roche?
Mr. CHEVRIER:It was not signed by Dr. Roche, I know that; what is the
use of arguing about it?
{Mr. C. G. MacNefl.]
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Dr. ROCHE:Mr. Chevrier knows it was not signed by me. When I am giving
my evidence, I will tell all about it.

Mr. CHEVRIEU:I know you will, Dr. Roche, and I am not going to ask
anything about it now.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. The fact is, Mr. MacNeil, that the order in council was passed?-A.
Yes, because of the circumstances.

Q. Just a moment; do you say that it would be advisable, in view of the
honest opinion of the Civil Service Commission that it is not practicable to
prescribea system of competitive examinations or tests for filling these positions,
that you should neverthelessthrow those back into the teeth of the Commission
and say that they must make these appointments?-A.
That is what I urge,
sir. May I give my reason? It is because I know something of the circumstances which surround the introduction of that order in council; it is because
of the proceedings in 1921 under the Chairmanship of the Honourable Mr.
Spinney. I know that that order in council was introduced after the Civil
Service Commission were compelled to abandon their arrangements with the
civil

servants.

Q. You can, if you feel like it, give a lengthy explanation; what I want to
know is this, the Civil Service Commission having in its wisdom said they
could not satisfactorily handle these positions, you nevertheless want the Civil

Service Commission to h'andle them?-A. With the co-operation of the employment service, and because of the fact that with that co-operation things can
be worked out more equitably.

Q. You do not want the Civil Service Commission alone to handle them,
you want the co-operation of your department with the Civil Service Commission?-A.
that

We will get a better deal than we get under the present procedure,

is clear.

Q. I am not disputing that.-A. Of the two evils, we will choosethe lesser.
Q. I will agree with you if the condition you state existed, namely, two
evils; you are not satisfied to leave it entirely in the hands of the department,
subject to the conditions mentioned in the order in council?-A. No, sir
Q. And the only reasonwhy you do not want to leave it in its present state
is because the soldiers you claim are not getting the preference mentioned in
Section 39 of the Act?-A.

That

is the reason.

Q. So that if it was placed in the hands of anybody else, under any different

system or under any different conditions, provided that the preference extended
to returned soldiers, by Section 39 of the Act was given effect to, you would be
satisfied?-A. Yes. Our experienceshowshowever, the necessity of open competition, conducted by an independent body. That we would lay down as
essential-absolutely

essential.

Q. That is not quite an answer to the question; if it was a body called
Brown or Black that handled the appointments, and they handled the appointments in such a manner as to give you the 100 per cent preference mentioned
in Section 39 of the Act, would you be satisfied no matter what that body
was, provided you got the preference to which you were entitled-would you
be satisfied?-A. Certainly I would be. I am not competent to discuss the
procedure; I am discussingthe effects of it. This morning, with the statistics
I produced, I attempted to justify the maintenance of that preference.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
I am not discussingthat, becauseI agreewith you that your

preference should be maintained.
5-40
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By the Chairman:

Q. At this point Mr. MaoNeil, you maintain that section 39 of the Act

shouldbe retained,and the men given a 100 per cent preference?-A.It is
hardly a 100 per cent preference.

Q. What about the men who are not qualified?-A. We do not urge the
appointment of men who are not qualified.

Q. You do not urge that?-A. No, sir; we would not urge anything that
would impair the efficiency of the service.
Q. What is your opinion of the marking up of the returned men now on

examination?-A. It has beenvery fair indeed,and as the examinersacquire
experience, the results will be much more satisfactory.

Q. I am not asking this in the way of criticism, but you will appreciate the
fact that while this Committee want to meet all these conditions, the day will
come when all this will have to be changed?-A. I appreciate that.

Q. The American GovernmentI think are giving the returned men a straight
5 per cent preference; they have acted already in the matter.
preference, 40 per cent?

What is our

Mr. SHAW: On the qualifying examination there is a preference,but they
must qualify and then get the preference.

The CHAIRMAN:There is a 40 per cent qualifying preference,I believe.
Mr. CHEVRIER:I do not think there is any percentage.
WITNESS:It is 5 per cent in the States.
The CHAIRMAN:But in Canada a man may get bare pass marks, it may
be 40 per cent, while a citizen takes the highest possible marks; there may be
a 40 per cent preference.
By the Chairman:

Q. Mr. MacNeil, in the light of your very comprehensive study of this
question and of the men who might have been soldiers but did not have an

opportunity on account of age when coming into the service, what suggestion
has your organization to make to the Civil Service Commission in regard to
this .preference, as time goes on; it is getting about the time now when we

should have some suggestionas to how it will work out in the future, bearing
in mind that returned men are being absorbed into other walks of life and that

the number of men applying is less, much less?-A. We will be quite prepared
to forego any privileges we have under the Act when this problem of which I
spoke this morning has disappeared.
Q. Which problem are you referring to?-A. When there are no men without employment in Canada. There are without employment handicappedmen.
Q. They are a big problem, the disabled men, and they will always have to
be given the preferenceboth by private employersand by Government employers,
I was only speaking of the broad question. We have never tried to take evidence upon it, and no member of the Committee intended to report upon it,
but we have discussed in private what you gentlemen would recommend in

the future. I suppose from time to time there will be Committees in the
House which will deal with the subject, but the idea of the Committee would

be to act pretty well upon your advice in thesematters.-A. A large body of

men are suffering actually from unemployment to-day and have for the last
three winters. Their unemployment needs, comparing class with class, are

greaterbecause
of their lossof time overseas;
they lost their connection,
they
lost their seniority, they lost their experiencethey are handicapped from the

economicstandpointin many ways, and while the ex-servicemen are handi[Mr.
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cappedin that way, we contendthat the Governmentshould maintain the
preference at any rate.

Q. I rather differ with you on the ex-service handicapped men. I do not
see any unemployment among the returned soldiers. I see in the press sometimes remarks about the Toronto situation; what is it in Toronto?-A. Serious.
We were before a Commissionlast week, and gave evidenceunder oath.

Q. Can you give me an answerto that question?-A. The most distressing
feature is the handicap, and then the general economic depression.

Q. There is no economicdepression;there is nothing in Toronto to-day in
the way of a handicapfor employmentunlessit be wilful unemployment. In
Toronto the labour market is good, generally speaking; jobs are being offered

to any man who wants a job; he can get oneto-day. The automobileindustry at Windsorhasbeenabsorbinga lot of men;industriesat Oshawahave taken
a lot of men,andindustriesgenerallyare taking on men. You can alwaysjudge
that by the want columnsof the Toronto daily papers,and they have never been
so full .of advertisements for mechanics as they have been during the past

month?-A. We have a type of men for whom they cannot provide employment.

Q. You mean ex-servicemen?-A. Yes, sir, I mean ex-servicemen.

Q. What 'is your explanationof it; how much of it is wilful, how much
of it is turning down jobs?-A. Very little.
bodied

Relief is not doled out to able-

men.

Q. There is relief in Toronto now?-A. Thousands of it.
Q. By what organizations-A.
The Centralized Relief Committee and the
D.S.C.R.

Q. You are speaking of the disability

men?-A.

Yes.

The Soldiers' Aid

Commission is giving relief to a great many.
Q. Do you know how many disabled men you have in Toronto?-A. The
number is rapidly diminishing as the spring opens up.

Q. Have you any figures on that--A. I would not like to quote statistics
on

it.

The CHAIRMAN: I would like to have that, for my own information.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I might say that in the city of Calgary$5,400wasspentduring the winter
monthsfor returnedsoldiersalone,andwe havea civil organizationwhich gives
relief, not to the single men, but to married men.
The CHAIRMAN: How many would you have in Calgary, do you know?
Mr. SHAW: I have not been there for some months.

At one time I think

there were somethinglike 200 families; 200 families securingrelief from the
city, that is exclusive of the returned soldier.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. So far as the returnedmen are concerned,are they the majority of men
who wouldhavebeencompetentfor that clericalpositionand had beenabsorbed

into other businessthan the Civil Service?-A.The majority of them are
temporaries in the civil service.

Q. Those men who are competentto fill positions, are they pretty well

placed?-A.I wouldsaythe tragicpositionof the situationto-day is that profession
al men who lost their professionalconnectionover here are in a very

distressful
way. For instance,I knowa manwhocameto mea little whileago,
and he told me he lived on one meal a day.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
I know of a caseof a man who was a professorin a univer-

sity, who took a job as a plumber a few days ago.
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By Mr. Brown:

Q. Would he be equippedin any line of work?-A. Equipped as a first-

class man in statistical work.
By Mr. Chevric.r:

Q. Are there any civilians in the same category?-A. I do not deny that.
I say this operation should be maintained, becausethe ex-serviceman is handicapped by reasonof his being overseas. You seea large number of elderly men
who have enlisted in the Canadian forces,men who are over age; the plight of the
youngster taken away from school; he is wholly untrained, and the plight of the
man in industrial apprenticeship. We have thousands of lads who went overseas whose industrial apprenticeship was interfered with.
By the Chairman:

Q. What percentageof the men who went overseasseveredindustrial apprenticeship and have not been able to return to their positions?-A. He cannot
always go back, becauseif he has married in the meantime, he cannot always go
back on the scale of pay awarded to an apprentice.

Q. The scale of pay awarded to an apprentice to-day is not like the pay
of an apprentice years ago. There is not a great different in the scale between

the apprentice and a journey man to-day?-A. For instance at Winnipeg, these
men are organized. They serit their men before the Royal Commission, made
a .-trolly i\i-e, and were appealing for subvention.
Q. I found a good many industries who did the same as I did, that took a

number back. I do know that generally speaking, employers of labour through
Ontario strongly urge through their association the taking back of these men. I
was wondering how many did not go back and for what reason?-A. There was
a splendid response in that way. Every sympathy is given to the men.
Q. Why is it so many fellows are not taken back who severed apprentice-

ship. Is the cause attributable to the man himself, who would not go back to
where he started, but wanted soft money?-A.

Some of these industries are

running on short time. Many of these industries could not take them back.
They have no place for them.

Q. You do not know how many of them did not go back?-A. I have statistics- here, and 7,000 manufacturing
of men unemployed.

firms report weekly, and report a number

Q. That was the peak?-A. It was the normal. Everything is gauged on
the normal. At the present moment the payrolls of industrial business are 11
per cent below normal.
Q. Tht men enlisted in 1915, 16 and 17, when industry was very much
below 1920.

There were men enlisted later on, but 1920 was above 1915, and

to-day there are as many men employed in industry as there were in 1915, not

so many PSthere were in the peak years, any more than there are as many
bushels of wheat farmed as in those peak years, yet there are as many men

to-day as therewerewhen the heavyvolumeof enlistingwas done,and it would
be an interesting thing for you to figure how many men have severed their

apprenticeship
and werenot takenbackandwhy. Wasit the fault of the men
or the fault of the industry?-A.
census

We do not commandthe facilities to make a

of it.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Is this not true? I am askingfor information-that whilea greatmany

firms, manufacturing establishments take back their

employees, and they

deservea greatdeafof creditfor havingdoneit, yet they haveshortly after-

wards completedtheir contracts, and the result was that hundredsof those
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menwerethrownout of employment?-A.In many instances
whenwe struck
the depression.
By the Chairman:

Q. That was not generallytrue for westernOntario, becauseI was inter-

ested in the censusof that, and in many industries through western Ontario'
the men were taken back and retained in their positions There are hundreds
of casesin western Ontario where all the men have been taken back and are
still there, and I venture to say that outside of the city of Toronto there is no
unemployment among returned men. The same thing may apply in Toronto
as in Winnipeg, always does apply in big centres where men gather in, but of
the thousands of men who enlisted in Ontario towns, those who enlisted came

back and remained. They are pretty well looked after. Do you know where
these men in Toronto came from?
is that drifting always.

They are drifters who gather in?-A.

There

Q. Of the unemployed men in Toronto, are not the majority of them fellows who have drifted

in from all over creation

and are still

around

there?-

A. I would not dispute that.
Q. If they stayed in their own localities they would have been better
looked after, and probably employed.-A. Probably employed, yes.

Q. That is the point I have always maintained as to the returned men in
Toronto. " Go home to the district you come from, and your people will be
sure to look after you."-A.
We are trying to devise ways and means at the
present time, to get them back to their own locality. From every report that
comes in we have sought information, from every available source, in that
matter, because we want to know the fact ourselves, for other reasons. All the
information we can get is from the Statistical Branch of the Department of
Labour. Some say there is serious unemployment in a very large percentage
of the ex-service men. By further reports coming from our units, they all
report unemployment, and what is more conclusive than that we are obliged
to spend money in their relief. The situation is this, that our unemployed
problem has been greatly increased by an alarming migration across the border.
I know

of a town

in western

Ontario

where

600 of our men left

for Detroit

and

Cleveland. I know the British war veterans are forming posts as rapidly as
they can, with thousands of Canadian ex-service men, at Detroit,

Cleveland,

Buffalo, Boston, Washington and down at New Orleans. It all goes to show
there has been unemployment.

It was that that forced them across the border.

Q. Have you ever taken the trouble to watch the average number of men
whosenames are on the lists of the employment bureaus in Toronto, over a
period of weeksto find out how much unemployment there is? Are you aware
of the fact that right at the height of employment at Toronto, when there were
half a million men in France, girls were taking munition work, jobs were as
plentiful as could be; labour was as scarce as could be; there were always two
or three or four thousand names on the employment list, just from the drifting
fellows who were shifting jobs?-A. I would not deny that.
Q. This three or four thousand does not signify much in a population of
half a million people.

It will only show that fellows who will record their

nameson the employment list are seeking to get a new position. It shows that
50 per cent of them do not represent unemployment at all. It represents dissatisfaction with their present jobs and hopes of getting a better job?-A. Not
to the same extent to-day as then, becausethere is a more efficient system.
Q. It is true all over the United States. Employment bureaus will tell

you that they go to get a man and they find out he is working, but he is willing
to take the newjob.-A. I have no meansof proving anything by the registration. We gauge unemploymentby taking the returns from the employers
fMr.
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themselves, and when you find indications of a steadily shrinking of the payroll, we know unemployment must be on the increase. There was a steady
contraction of the payrolls from 1920 on. As a matter of fact, in Toronto it
is at its lowest ebb at the present time.
Q. That is true of Toronto, but not of Ontario generally.-A. Well, sir,
the men are moving out, men with families, moving out to Detroit.
There is
a large number of families of ex-service men going across the border.
Q. You must remember that is a situation that Parliament cannot control. You are facing an industrial boom in the States, and it is inducing the
labourer to go there, because how can you hold brick-layers or plasterers in
Canada when they are paid 82 an hour in Chicago and not paid the same in
Canada? They know that those wages are not going to be maintained, because
they move up and down and they are taking it while the taking is good. Most
of those fellows will con
..-A. Men are selling their homes and taking
out citizenship papers in the United States.
Q. How many are taking out citizenship papers in the States?-A. Too
many.

Q. Do you know how many of them are?-A. They are compelledto by the
United

States.

Q. In Detroit?-A.

Quite a number. It is astonishing.

By ]\Ir. Brown:

Q. It would not prove they are wise in doingit?-A. I am simply stating

these farts, that there is serious unemployment and distress, because ex-service
men have ftirm.-hud a larger portion of unemployment, and I say that these men

are handicappedin a greater degreethan other persons. While these problems
are with us, ana while calls will be made on the public treasury to meet these
requirement-, a- has been demonstrated, you are spending money to aid these

men in other directions. You are maintainingthis methodin the aid of public
economy.

Q. As to the men of sufficient education to occupy clerical position-I

am

quite ready to believethere are many mis-fits. Probably there were many of
those men who were out of work during the year. Can you say today"the

number of men who are competent to fill clerical positions in the civil seYvice,
or is it a large number'?-A. For every position in the civil service, there are a
tremendous number of applications all over Canada. They recently asked for

an immigrationagent,andyou would be astonishedat the numberof applicants.
By the Chairman:

Q. That does not indicate that they have not got positions?-A. A great
many of them are out of work.
Q. The number of applications does not prove unemployment at all?-A. Of
course, speaking of the man who is dissatisfied, it does not stand to reason a

man who is trained as a clerical man should want a pick and shovel job.
Q. During the period of unemployment the Amputations Society presented
the case that their men should have the preference, that disability cases should
have the preference. Whom do you say should have the preference, the man

who hasnot got a dollar and is right up againstit, or the man who has a 50 per
cent pension coming to him?-A. I would take the disability man and estimate
the prohibition under which he labours from an employment standpoint.

y. I am speakingabout the generalattitude of employers. If you were
an employerof labourand oneman applies,whowas getting875pensionthrough
the Governmentand anotherman camein who was broke, whom would you
employ?-A. If a man had a pension and if this particular job for which I

required-.
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Q. I am speakingfrom the standpointof relief, to help a soldier out. Whom
would you help out?-A. In the long run the less expensivemethod is to place
that handicappedman wherever you can place him.
Q. You are speaking from your own viewpoint. I am speaking from the

viewpoint of an employerof labour. If you were an employerof labour and
two men came to your door and you wanted one man and one man said "I have
not got a dollar in my pocket. I have no place to sleep. I am a soldier ". The
next man came in and said " I want a job.

I can pay my board.

I am not

starving, but becauseof this disability I think you should give me a job ". To
whom would you give the job?-A. The man with the disability.
Q. You would not give the poor starving man the job?-A. Becauseof my
knowledge of general conditions, I would give it to the man with a disability.
That question has been brought up time and again at the meetings of the

Royal Commission, and I say I would give it to the man with the disability.
Q You have no use for the man who has fought in France and is out of

luck, in preference to the man with a pension?-A. I do not think that is
hardly fair; I would do that because of my knowledge of general conditions
Q. I am speaking from the standpoint of he who deserves support. That
is exactly what the disabled men say, that is not what the returned men who
have no disability say.-A. The man with a disability does not get a living
and maintenance from his pension. I made that point this morning. The
average pension is only $33 a month. A man with a disability is restricted
in his employment, so it is because of my knowledge of general conditions that
I say the employer would be dealing more sympathetically with the problem
if he placed a disability when he got the chance to place him, because the
chances are few and far between. If you do not place him, you have to add to
his pension sufficient to enable him to live.
By Mr. Brown:
Q. Hypothetical cases are somewhat difficult to handle, but the degree of
permanency that would be attached to the position under consideration might
have something to do with it?-A. Yes, the circumstances might alter it, but I
hardly think it is fair-and
I wish to be clearly understood-that
it is hardly
fair to draw the inference that I am expressing lack of sympathy; on the con-

trary, I feel very much the other way, but as a matter of fact the just practice with regard to such situation, in the public interest and from the standpoint

of both men, it is to the interest of the people to place disabled men when you
get that chance.
By the Chairman:

Q. We all agree with that, that it is good business to place him when
you get the chance, but I am speaking about the unemployed soldiers in the
City of Toronto, and the feeling of the general employer of labour towards the

poor fellow who did not have any pensionand who was out of a job and up
against it. I contend that the employer was doing exactly right in giving that
fellow the job and keeping him off the street and out of the soup kitchens, and
I do not contend that the disabled man should have the preference over that
man.-A. If the Government of Canada is prepared to pay a man a pension
1 that will maintain him, I am quite prepared to agreeto that, but they will not.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Is this not the situation, that you and the Chairman are talking from

two different viewpoints. The Chairman is talking from the standpoint of
immediaterelief, and you are talking about a permanentposition, you think
it advisablein the public interest,as a generalprinciple,to appointthe disabled
[Mr. C G. MacNeil.]
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man when you get the opportunity, but as far as the matter of immediate relief
is concerned,that is a different situation altogether.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Let me put the question in this wa<y:Supposingthere is a
permanent position offered,and the man with a disability appears and he getting
a certain amount of money as a pension; there is a permanent job in sight, and
here is a poor fellow, the other returned soldier, without anything.

Mr. SHAW: Might I suggestthat it is a permanent job about which the
witness is speaking?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. We are not going to put in all the frills on this. Let me put
it in this way. Supposingthere is a permanent position in sight, and here is
a man, a pensioned soldier, fully qualified for that position, and on the other
hand, a returned soldier without a pension, fully qualified for the position. As
I understand it, as it is a permanent position, you would say, "Place in there
the man with the pension," that is right?-A. Yes, sir, but that doesnot absolve
you from your responsibility to the other man.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Probably, Mr. MacNeil, you would get rid of the other poor
devil because the city might have to bury 1 im. he might die of hunger, in the
meantime.

By the Chairman:
Q. The way I always looked at the thing was this. Here is one man
getting $50 a month, and here is an ordinary job worth $100 a month, and here
are two returned soldiers-and this case has happened as often to every employer
of labour in Toronto. He has one job to let out, probably just a messenger's
job, or some job in a store. It has been a much discussed question. If they give
it to the man who has a disability, they give that man $150 a month, or one man
receives that with his pension. He is getting $50 from the state for his disability, and he is getting $100 from the employer, and the other fellow stands
around and says, " I am starving, I have not even a meal ticket, and there is a
fellow getting $150, and I get nothing." That is the grouse that the men sometimes have.-A. The whole situation is that we have been going from expedient
to expedient. I am arguing that the whole question should be now faced, and
faced not only for the immediate situation, but that ultimate responsibility
which will be thrust upon you later. You have before you these two men, and
a position which can be filled by the disabled man, and the requirements of which
do not emphasize his disability. He may get $50 a month, but if he does he gets
more than the average; let us say he gets the average pension of $33 a month;
that only contributes towards his maintenance, and is not enough to keep him.

Whichever man you place, you will have the one or the other in the bread-line,
anyway.

Q. No, you should not have that man with $33 in the bread-line. He
can get food on that; if he has a family, he is getting more-A. What I am
looking forward to, if you place the disabled man in a position he can fill, you,
are through with him. You can carry the able-bodied man temporarily by
relief, and that must always be regarded as temporary, and he has a much

wider ranger of employment opportunities, and can find his foothold. He is
better able to endure the suffering of this temporary

expedience than the

disabled man, and just as a matter of general economy,the matter of reducing
the drain upon the public purse for all time, you have accomplisheda far better
result.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I would like to get your opinion on this. The war was over in 1918.
When did you start to re-establish the men, say 1919?-A. Yes. The reestablishment work was under way in 1917.
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Q. Since 1917 you have started the re-establishment of soldiers. Say
that you have been at it now four or five years.-A. We took it 20 years
ago, after the Civil War and the Boer War.
Q. Yes, but you have been at it now for four or five years. According
to your figures of this morning, in the year 1922 the Civil Service Commission

placed over 2,500 men in temporary and permanent employment?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Taking it at 2,000 a year-if
they had 2,700 in 1922, suppose we take
it at 2,000 men a year put into employment in the Canadian Government for
four or five years, and you would have re-established into the Service at least
10,000 men. Now, as you go along you have re-established-and
I want to
be corrected on that if I am wrong-you
have re-established all of the cases,
or the larger proportion of the cases that were the easiest to be re-established.
Is that not right?-A.
Yes, sir.
Q. You have re-established those whom it was easier to re-establish.
Those that are not re-established, as I understand your evidence this morning,
were divided into two classes; those who had not been re-established because
of lack of education, and those who had not been're-established because of what

might be called amputation cases,or handicappedcases. Is that not right?-A.
That is hardly right.
Q. The non-re-established soldiers may be, I suppose, divided

into two

classes,those that are not re-established,and who are uneducatedor not sufficiently educated to fill a clerical position, and those who are so badly disabled

as to be still on the labour market, not being able to find a position; is that
right?-A. We consideredthat classification this morning only with regard to
a certain

set of

circumstances.

Q. Let us take it now, and s£e if it is right or wrong?-A. Your
figures-in
the first instance, you will hardly absorb that many men; the
number it will be possible to absorb will gradually decrease.
Q. Let us leave that aside, if you challenge it.
By the Chairman:
Q. Your total number has been about 15,000 in three years?-A.
that

is about

Yes,

fair.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That is more in the five years than I had anticipated. Nevertheless,
is it not a fact, Mr. MacNeil, is it not an unfortunate fact that you are now,
as the years go on, dealing with men who are more and more difficult to establish. Is that not right?
The CHAIRMAN: FeWer cases, but more difficult.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Fewer casesas you go along, but more difficult to re-establish?-A. Yes,
that is right.

Q. Is that not right?-A. Oh, yes, sir.
Q. So that the problem becomesa much more difficult one as we go along,
and therefore it is harder on the industrial world or on any other employer, it is
the unfortunate fact that it is getting more and more difficult to re-establish
these men as we go along?-A. Yes, sir.

Q. And it is therefore the more difficult to find positions for them?-A. I
do not know what bearing that has on the proposition I was endeavouring to
place before you.

Q. Supposingit has no bearing on what you have said, isn't it a fact just
the same?-A. Increasingly difficult and therefore much more necessaryto be
dealt

with.
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Q. I don't disputethat at all; I think that it is all the morenecessarythat
they should be re-established,as they are the most difficult cases,I mean in
that sameproportion-but I do not want to argueover the Board with youwill you agreeto this or not, that as you go alongyou are getting fewer cases,
althoughunfortunately the numberis not decreasingas rapidly as you and I
would like to see it decrease?-A. It is increasing, sir.
Q. But it slightly decreasesevery year, and they are getting all the more
difficult to re-establish.-A. Of coursesuch a problem becomesthe more difficult
the longer it is left.
Q. If it was anybody else but you in that chair I would wrangle over it,
but you are probably the one who has had the most and the widest experience
in this line, but I think I am entitled to an answer, Yes or No, from you.-A.
Yes, it becomesmore difficult, I don't deny that; but my proposition was that
first of all the preference clause in its broad application should be maintained.
" I am not disputing that for a moment.

While able-bodied men as well as

handicapped men may be under special disability, my chief argument and my
special appeal is on behalf of handicappedmen, and I quoted you Government
statistics that you have a population of 80,000handicappedmen. Now it must
be recognizedthat society will never tolerate any evading of responsibility to
these men. In one way or another they will become a charge on the public
treasury unlesstheir need is met. Someof these are employable and some are
not. For the employable, employment opportunities as far as possible should
be provided. There is only one way to employ handicappedmen, to place them
with due regard to their handicaps.
Q. I agree to that.-A.
When you, have an opening in the Government

service or an industry where you can place a handicapped man. and you will
not lower the efficiency of the operation entrusted to him, place him there. That
is a matter of public economy. The man is happier, and the State is relieved of
that burden. Now I say this problem is increasing instead of decreasing,
because of improper methods. The Government of Canada has done a great
deal to help these men, but nevertheless there are portions of this problem that
must be faced, and faced quickly, as the recent investigation has shown, and

whether you or I or some one else does it. whether you meet it this year, or

next, or not for'someyearsto come,the problemwill haveto be faced,and that
is why I say that in the employment service of the civil sendee you maintain

this preference,becauseof the example to other employers, and becauseof the
opportunity to reducethe problem in a degree,but I am not urging that in your
employment policy you should assumethe whole burden of this problem, it is
entirely too big to be solved by absorption of the men in the civil service, and
I am not proposing anything that means impairment of the efficiency of the
-orvice. I merely say, where you have the work that a handicapped man can
do, give it to him.
The CHAIRMAN: We had some criticism

of that

from

the

amputation

society,in which the handicappedmen sometimesare refusedjobs in the service
becausethey differ, themselves, with the viewpoint of the employer as to their

handicap. You will no doubt have heardthat criticism, becauseyou have read
the evidence. They suggestedthat they should have a court of appeal or a

representative
actingfor them,betweenthemandthe Civil ServiceCommission
to deride whether or not their disability should act against them or not.

The WITNESS:I was bringing up a recommendation
to that effect, that

provision
bemadefor theappointment
to thestaffof theCivil Service
Commissionof an officerwhosespecialduty will be to supervisethe applicationsof these

men,andto actasa generalliasonofficerbetween
the menandthe Commission.
That wouldbe goodbusiness,
because
somedisabledmenwereon oneoccasion
[Mr. C. G. MacNeil.]
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sent to act as letter sorters, whose disability prevented them doing the work.
This officer should be a man who will be able to analyze disability, who will be
an industrial expert in a way, and who will have some experiencewith the work
from the D.S.C.R., and who will seethat men are not sent to positions for which
they are quite unfitted.
By the Chairman:

Q. Of course you speak for all classesof disability?-A. Yes.
Q. Our witnessesonly spoke for amputation disability.-A. We class them
together.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. In your experience,have you any casesof men appointed by the Commission to positions for which their disabilitcs entirely unfitted them?-A. Yes
we have had some instances of that when this disability preference first came
into operation. Now there is a closer co-operation with the D.S.C.R., with the
special officer on the D.S.C.R.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Does that officer operate continually with the Civil Service Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. So now are you in a position to say that no one could be appointed, no
returned man, with a disability could be appointed to a position for which he
would be unfit?-A.
There is no guarantee of that under the present procedure,
because the examiner
D.S.C.R.
file.

of the

Civil

Service

Commission

has

not

access to

the

Q. That is what I mean. You spoke of a liason officer or someone who is
looking after that, but there is not that active co-operation that you suggest
should exist between the Civil Service Commission and the representative of
the soldiers to see that this does not happen.-A. There is actual co-operation
but no definite co-ordination and no definite exchange of records.
Q. Let me put it in this way: whether it be a defect or not, and I am trying
to see if it is the fact, as it is at present; there is no one on the Civil Service
Commission staff who is in a position to say whether that disability mentioned
in the application and which the applicant says is not sufficient to disable him
from holding the position to which he aspires-there is nobody that can say
with any degree of certainty, whether that statement is true or not?-A. Well,
he has to accept the man's statement.

Q. That is what I say, there is no one there with such technical knowledge
of the disability, who could say that disability of so much precludes
from this position although he says he can hold the job.-A. No sir,
people who can make an authoritative statement, as to the man's work
or capacity would be the medical officers of the Pension Board or the

this man
the only
tolerance
D.S.C.R.

Now the question which was raised with the preference was not questioned
under P.C. 1053; and I wish to summarize the evidence which was available
with us to that effect. In the first place I produced statistics of the Civil Ser-

vice Commission, which you have as a return, showing that only 15.8 per cent
of the appointments made through

the departments

as compared with

55

from the Civil Service Commission. Upon further examination of that, sir, I
find that these appointments are P.C. 1053 exempted appointments for which
we have the greater number of men available, and that although it is impossible
that the handicapped man was in all circumstances available at the time the
appointment was made, nevertheless our records show that of ex-service men

entitled to the preference there were certainly almost continuously available

men for these trades and occupations.

[Mr. O. G. MacNea.]
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By the Chairman:

Q. What were those percentagesagain Mr. BacNeil?-A. 15.8, as compared
with 55.4 per cent of the total male appointments through the Civil Service
Commission.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. In all grades of the service?-A. All grades.
By the Chairman:
Q. 55.4 per cent were returned men?-A..
Q. In 1922?-A. Yes.

Yes.

Q. You are quite incorrect in that statement or else this letter from Mr.
Foran to-day is. Mr. Foran has just given me these figures to-day and he
puts that at 44 per cent for 1922?-A. My percentageis reckoned of the male,
sir.

Q. This is the percentage of returned soldiers including disability cases
appointed by the Civil Service Commission during the last three years: In
1920, 41 per cent; in 1921, 43 per cent; and in 1922, 44 per cent.
Mr. CHEVRIER: That must be read with all of these appointments, taking
in all of the positions over which the Civil Service Commission has jurisdiction,
that

is all
The

over

Canada.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Since 1922, they include the exempted classes?-A. No sir, that is
exclusive of the exempted classes. The exempted classes were 15.7 in 1922.
By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Foran gives that at 20.6.-A.
ditional

Act.

returns

have been made

That is on subsequent returns.

since we secured

Ad-

our statistics.

The CHAIRMAN: He says exempted from the operation of the Civil Service
It includes all in the department.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. In that 15-7 per cent would be only labouring jobs that are available;
whilst under the jurisdiction

of the Civil Service Commission, you would have

porters, packers and sorters, letter carriers, messengers,elevator men, heating
plant, watchmen and caretakers that are not exempted?-A. The majority of
our unemployed, skilled and unskilled workers, are those of the occupations
you speak of.
Q. If you had let me go through all of that list this morning, we would
not have been in the position we are now.-A. I did not stop you, sir.

Q. Becauseunder the operation of the Civil Service Act there is a much
bigger field than you might observe-you can say what your idea is-for the
placing of returned soldiers; I am only mentioning a few: caretakers,
where returned soldiers are well able to fit in; elevator men, not exemptedby
the Civil Service Commission. Watchmen and caretakers, a favourite position
for a crippled returned soldier. By favourite, I mean a suitable position. I
do not want to be tripped on that word. I do not mean it in that way. A suit-

able position for a returned man. Porters, packers,and sorters,all over the
Dominion, in all the post officesand Customsofficesstill under the operation
of the Civil Service Commission. Letter carriers all over the Dominion, and

you will admit that there are a large numberof returnedsoldiersas letter
carriers. Of these other positions, some clerical positions are being filled by the
[Mr. C. G. MacNeil.]
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Civil Service Commission with returned men. Now then under the exempted
classes, there are a certain number of classes that are suitable for returned men.

The returned men are divided into two classes: those who are too badly crippled to carry on a labouring position; and those who are not so badly crippled
as not to be able to carry on a labouring position. In the positions excepted
by the Civil Service Commission, you have a large number of those that are
most difficult positions; labourers with the pick and shovel. And you as ono
who has sat on the Pension Board or with the Pension Board, know that there
are a large number of crippled soldiers who are unable to fall into the category of labourers. You know that there are a large number of them who cannot
fit into the position of painters; they cannot work in a paint factory or shop
because of gas, suffering from gas, so that they are not like the number of
classesthat are now available for returned soldiers in these exempted classes,
and you will find that there is a very much less opportunity of placing tho
hardest cases that are now left for re-establishment. I am not grudging that
they should have the ordinary preference, far from that, but when you produce

these figures to say that now there are only 17 per cent that went into these
positions, I say that the argument is unfair, because you are now comparing
the operations of the Civil Service Commission wherein the field is great for
the placing of these men, while in this other category of 17 per cent, the field
is to a very much greater degree not as suitable for the placing of these men.
A. The facts are contrary to your statement, sir. This preference applies as
at present by statute to able-bodied men as well as handicapped men, which
of course removes your objection that men were disqualified by reason of physical handicaps for these appointments.

Q. You have admitted to me that after five years you are now facing the
most difficult cases to re-establish.-A.
The facts are, sir, and my statement
does not alter this fact, that we had during 1922 available for all these classes

of occupations a qualified returned man, which may be proven by the registrations, and as a matter of fact a larger number of men available for this particular class of work than we had for the technical positions in the civil service, and as regards these statistics we do not argue that these statistics are
conclusive. We do argue that as a matter of fact in view of the requirements
and very exacting requirements for a large number of the appointments of the
civil service, the statistics under the exemptions should be actually higher
than under the civil service; that is our firm conviction.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. I think you could really leave that point. You remember I advanced
that same argument in the form of a question, that is questioning the value of

these percentagesas proving what you set out to prove?-A. This is only based
on the returns from some six or seven departments, or from the six or seven

departments where we found greatest sympathy. The departments we have
had the greatest difficulty with have not reported to the civil service as required
under the order in council, and we expect to find when the statistics are finally
taken that the percentage is even lower than ten per cent.
Q. So far as those percentages are concerned, to my mind they do not
mean anything as proving your contention?-A.
We advance them as a reliable
indication of the situation, not as a conclusive proof, because of the wide dis-

crepancy between the percentages.
By the Chairman:
Q. Is the Income Tax department included?-A.
civil

It is exempt from the

service.
[Mr.
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Q. Is it included?-A. I couldnot say.
Q. If it is, it certainly upsetsyour figures,becausethere are 90 per cent

girls in that department.
Mr. BROWN:You would prove your casemore conclusively by a submission
of a considerable number of detailed cases than simply what seemsto me a
wrung argument based on percentages.

The CHAIRMAN: The percentagesare not reliable if they include the Income
Tax Department.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. I am not interested whether you prove your case or not. that is as
regards the departments being less sympathetic than the Civil Service Commission, but I would like to see the evidence is conclusive?-A.

I was making

a summary in support of my statement, giving all the proof which we advanced,
and I say we advanced these statistics as being a fairly reliable indication
becauseof the wide discrepancies;we had more men available for these occupations, and if the full reports are in the statistics it may be different,
BH Mr.

Chevrii r:

Q. I want to clean this up; you said there were only six or seven departments from which you had heard, and that made it 17 per cent; I think Mr.
Malcolm said the returns from the Civil Service Commission, which would be
the returns from all the departments, make it 20 per cent,
The CHAIRMAN: I was going to ask that these returns be brought down by

Mr. Foran giving the percentageof males in each case.
Mr. SHAW: The Income Tax department would not have any employees

who would be included in the exemptedlist, saddlers,harnessmakers, and so on.
The CHAIRMAN:I think if Mr. Foran would give us this information of the
male employees we would have a better idea.
WITNESS: We made our percentages on the statistics furnished us.
Mr. SIMPSON: I suggest this witness goes on and gives his figures.
WITNESS: In support of my statement that the preference does not work
out, on inquiries and negotiations with the departments, we discovered an entire
absence of advertising, no steps were taken at any time by any department in
regard to the exemptions to enumerate or list the returned men available, they
never advertised vacancies, they never published any advertisement in the
newspaper, they never took any of the steps which are commonly employed by
the Civil Service Commission to make known to any community: furthermore
we discovered an entire absence of departmental rating lists, all appointments
were arranged, and no lists were announced or established in the departments
based on examination of any sort, tests or demonstrations of skill. Furthermore there has been absolutely no reference to any employment agency, no
reference to the organization of ex-service men, to the employment bureau, to
the Civil Service Commission, -or employment bureau in which they had men

li-ted; I submit, sir, that this is conclusiveproof that it was an absolute impossibility

The CHAIRMAN:Yes, if your statement were correct, but it is not.
WITNESS: That is my information.
The CHAIRMAN: I know it is not; I have had the Great War Veterans in

my riding trying to get men; the department had asked me.
The WITNESS:I say there is no systematic and general practice.
The CHAIRMAN: I think there is, and I think the department has asked

members to see if they can get men for these positions in the country, main[Mr.
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taining the preference for the returned men, and have written to the soldiers'

organization to see whom they have; I know in my riding it has been followed.
However, go on.

The WITNESS:I am speaking of the general practice, and that is our information as to the general practice. There was certainly no reference made to
the employment agency, the employment section for instance of the D.S.C.R.;
from the officer's report there has been.no application to that. I submit under
these circumstances it would be impossible for the preference to operate under
the Act. If you desire further evidence I can wire to-night to the Central
Veterans' Committee department in all the provinces; the machinery is now
available, and I can easily request them to secure the exact facts in regard to
this matter. They have been gathering evidence.
By the Chairman:

Q. You will find this, that in nine cases out of ten, the classesof jobs in
the country which have been exemptedby the Civil Service Commission because
they are too small and too bothersome, are not suitable to the returned men,

and in nine cases out of ten they turn them down, they are little petty jobs
where you have to try to find somebody to take them at $100 or $200 a year,

and they wont be bothered with them. Do you know that in the city of Windsor
they have been looking for mail carriers and could not get the men to take the
appointment because of the remuneration?-A.
If that were done, as I sug-

gested in the employment service, through their clearance system they would
very quickly have men in Windsor that would take on this work. That is the
advantage of the employment service. I introduced some types of cases this
morning-.

Q. As I understand it the exempted positions are under $200, are they
not?-A.

No.

The CHAIRMAN: L am speaking of the country; I do not know about the
inside

cases.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Six months employment.
WITNESS: I brought one case this morning.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: $200 are postmasters, and situations of that kind.
The CHAIRMAN: Those are the only ones I hear about.
WITNESS: I brought up the case of Mr. Shearer this morning applying for a

local position as mason and stone-cutter. On further investigation I find ten
other returned soldiers all qualified, all membersof the union, made application,
and the appointment was awarded to a man who was not a returned man, and
no indication given; and it is that sort of thing that has prompted us to make
these representations.
Q. You have the cases to prove?-A. I quoted the case of W. R. Shearer,

and as further evidence of that, there were ten returned soldiers' applications
sent to the Public Works department, and I will read the names:-

S. F; N. Barbeau,
Donald Black,
G. A. Cooper,
W. J. Gallinger,
F. Kimber.

H. McFadries,
A. Morris,
F. S. Shattock,
W. B. Shearer,
H. Simpson.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Brown:

Q. For that particular position?-A. Yes, and there were nine other
returned men fully qualified who all applied for this work.
The CHAIRMAN:That was a position of bricklayer?-A. Of stone mason.
Q. And what department?-A. The Public Works department. Another

man was G. A. Plunkett, who was Inspector of Dredging in the Public Works
departmentin Cobourgfor two years. He was replaced by Mr. McCaig,
a civilian, in August or Septemberlast. The position was never advertised,
and it wasfilled without callingfor applications,after it had beenfilled for some
time satisfactorily by a returned man.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. Have you any letters to show why it was changed,from the depart-

ment or any person else?-A. Not in this particular case. The information
comes from reports of our branch secretaries.

I made the statement which was

questioned this morning as to these appointments being made under the procedure we suggested,and I bring up these points, the preferencewas maintained
in the past with reasonably good results with regard to these appointments. I
refer to the statistics of the Civil Service Commission for the years 1920 and

1921; the total employed in 1920. returned soldiers, is 5,552; 1921, 4,655; the
percentagein 1920,41 per cent; and 1921,43 per cent. The procedure of rating
applicants for all classificationswas defined and publicly announced;the resulting eligibility

lists left no alternative with the Commission but to assign the

applicants in the order so determined; and the suggestedco-operation through
the employment service fully removesthe objection raised that the system was
too cumbersomefor lower grade or seasonalapplicants. I made the statement
that positions under P.C. 1053 were frequently filled by recommendation from

the local patronage committee. I did not expect, sir, that I would be asked
to prove that assertion, for we have accepted it throughout the last year as a
general admission; as a matter of fact we issueda circular to all our units advising them for these classesof appointment they should make arrangementswith
the local patronage committee.

I was quite astonished when my statement was

challenged. From reports received from our local units as to the operation of
this patronage arrangement, our branch secretariesreport that it is sometimes
satisfactory, and many places not so satisfactory.
By the Chairman:
Q. If the appointment is in the hands of the department, the department
will naturally ask the member of his district for advice?-A. Yes.
Mr.

SHAW:

Or the defeated

The

CHAIRMAN:

Mr.

SHAW.

candidate?

Yes.

I have never

been asked.

By the Chairman:
Q. If they ask him for advice and he asks the advice of a local soldiers'

organization, do you call that patronage?-A. Of course that is patronage.
usually passing through the local committee.
Q. If the member of Parliament who has been requested by the department to find them a suitable man for a certain position which is exempted,
writes to one of your soldiers' organizations and says that " there is a government job open for such and such a position; if you have a man will you write
me a line '', that will constitute a return to patronage?-A. That is of course

patronage,as patronageis generallydefined.
The CHAIRMAN:That is a return to patronage?
[Mr.
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By Hon. Mr. Mar til:
Q. You do not object to that?-A.

I would not urge that.

By the Chairman:

Q. Do you maintain there is no use addressingyour local committee at all,
that it is patronage, and they are not to be used as a deciding factor?-A.

We

advise them to make the best of the circumstances,to do anything to get their
men placed.
Q. You think

that is patronage?-A.

I am not arguing for or against

patronage, but I made the statement this morning that frequently it is referred
to the patronage committee, and I was astonished to find that my statement

was not generally acceptedas to that condition of things existing.
Q. I do not think it exists at all, except in occasional cases. Now, these
are bothersome cases, and the Civil Service Commission do not want them at

all, and I doubt if the department wants them, I know I do not want them, and
you say it will be patronage if your organization is asked to decide. I can
show you cases where I have gone with a returned man and looked for two
days to find somebody to take a job and we could not get a man. I do not
blame tfie Civil Service Commission for not wanting it, and I do not blame the

department for putting it on in me and the returned soldier to find a man.
becausethe job is not worth it.-A. Not all the jobs go begging that way.
Q. If I ask your organization to find me a man to fill a position you say
that is patronage?-A. That of course is patronage. We do not ask for ourselvespatronage, and the better arrangementis the one I have suggested,because
our organization is not equipped as an employment agency. At the request of
the Government we have been asked to relinquish employment activities. We
do not conduct any registration; we have been asked to co-ordinate our work
with that of the employment service. You ask the average official of our
association for such information, and at best it is only haphazard, unless it is

a very small community where he is acquainted with everybody in the district;
but it would be far better to have all the unemployed in that district listed,
and their qualifications properly rated, and take from the head of that list the
men available.

Q. What

do you think

about bringing in unemployed men in districts

wherethere is unemployment?-A. I think that is a very advisable thing to do.
The theory of the employment service, with which we endeavour to co-operate,
is through the clearance system if at any point there is a demand for labour

and at another point a surplus of labour, you would transfer that surplus to the
point where the demand extists.

It means equalization

of labour resources

throughout the country. That is what I meant when I answeredyour question
in that way.
Q. Have you anything further you want to speak of?
Mr. SHAW: I want to suggest: the witness suggested he could communicate
with his various central organizations, and I think it would be desirable we

should have all the information before us if he can get it.
WITNESS
: Very good, I will wire them right away. To make this statement
clear: the information

on which I made that statement was received from our

men, that there were instructions received to report to these committees, and
my own personal contact with membersof the patronage committees in certain

largeconstituencies,
for instancesuchas Lincoln I have a personalrecollection,
and a serious

situation

arose.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. You saymembers
of the patronage
committees,
whoarethey; are they

Conservativesor Liberals?-A. I don't know anything about that.
[Mr.
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Hon. Mr. MARCIL: It dependswhat party is in power.

Mr. GARLAND:
They never apply as far as my constituencyis concerned,
to me.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Did not I understand you to say this morning that this so-called
patronage committee existed in the City of Ottawa?-A. It was so announced
in the local press, and has never been contradicted. We have their names as
announced in the press.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. They really have an office here?-A. It was announced that all these
local applications would be submitted to them and they would select whom they
consideredadvisable. That appearedin the Citizen on July 20. 1922.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Each man would be doing patriotic work?-A.

I am not quarrelling with

that, but I made the assertion expecting that everybody admitted these conditions

existed.
Mr.

BROWN:

It

was news to me.

The CHAIRMAN: 2,000 employees that have not cost the country a cent;
to appoint the others cost $285,000; that is the difference.
WITNESS: My further recommendation was with regard to the appointment
of a disability representative on the Civil Service Commission. I have already
touched upon that. Also that provision be made enabling the Civil Service
Commission to exercise discretionary power in the matter of promotional competition in order to facilitate the employment of seriously disabled men otherwise
qualified, and who may be debarred from appointments commensurate with their

abilities by reason of their disabilities. There are two very striking casesby
which I wish to illustrate this point. The first is Mr. H. P. Wilson. He made
application for the position of Junior Trade Commissioner in December last.
He was successful in obtaining a favourable rating on the examination set,
but owing to his being an amputation case the advisory board considered him

ineligible for appointment. Mr. Wilson is a university graduate, but finds it
difficult to find suitable employment owing to his war disability. No provision
is made for his entry into the civil service except in a lower grade position.
We submit that at certain times the Commission should be given authority
to exercisediscretionary power to give these men the opportunity which they
require. Mr. Wilson suffers from a hip disarticulation, and for that reason it
was consideredinadvisable to send him abroad as trade representative.
Another

case was that of Mr. Charles Manseau of Montreal.

Mr. Manseau

was an applicant for the position of Junior Trade Commissioner in December

last. He passedthe examination successfully, and being a disability case not
yet re-established he was called for oral interview. This ex-service'candidate
had suffered a high amputation during the war, and although a university graduate and otherwise qualified failed to receive the appointment owing to his

disability. The advisor}'board felt that someopportunity should be given to
this candidate to secure a position of similar standing in the civil service. All

attempts to secure such employment have failed. This man is shut out from
many positions by reason of his disability, and no provision is made for his
entrance to the service except in a very minor position.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. That first candidateyou spokeof, Wilson, you say had disability in

articulation?-A.

[Mr. C. G. MacNeU.l
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. In that casewasthis unfortunategentlemanin a positionto carry an

artificial leg?-A. That is the difference,sir, with these men. It requires a

specialtilting table arrangement,
and it takes a year of training with serious
pain and discomfortto grow accustomedto the harness.
By the Chairman:

Q. Your opinion is that the Civil Service Commission should have
appointedhim as Trade Commissioner?-A.Under the Act they would have
had to have discretionary power-not as Trade Commissioners,no; I could
not advocate that, but he has no opportunity of getting any such employment;
he is shut out because of the method of promotion and competition, but if
occasionally the Commission had discretionary power for men so well
qualifiedBy Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do I understand you to say he was disqualified not from examination?
-A. He qualified in the examination. Both these men are of outstanding
ability, but it would be risky to send them abroad with this disability.
By the Chairman:

Q. What is the point? Are you criticizing the Commission?-A. No, sir,
I am asking that in the Act they be allowed discretionary powers.
Q. Are not they allowed discretionary power now?-A. They' could not
deal with these matters under the Act to-day. The only way in which these
men can secure introduction to the service is to a junior clerkship and so on.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That is an extreme case, and if I understand your argument, you cite
these cases to show there are extreme cases where the Civil

Service Commis-

sion should have discretion to say that these unfortunate returned men should

be appointed nevertheless?-A. Yes, sir, a very small number of men on behalf
of whom I would ask that special privilege, otherwise their lot is very serious
indeed. Another recommendation is that such consideration be given to the
needs of many ex-service men employed in the lower grades of the Civil Service as will prevent any hardship in any reduction of the cost of living bonus.
We are besieged, sir, with a large number of petitions from groups of ex-service
men in the lower grades of the service, asking for living salaries. This occurs
principally in the lower grades of the postal department, and no doubt this

will be argued before you at greater length by their own representatives. We
are glad to endorsetheir aims, and we feel there is little prospect of any reduction in the cost of living, and therefore the cost of living bonus which they now
have should be incorporated in their salary. Another recommendation I am

askedto advanceon behalf of those temporarily employed,and whoserepresentativeswill also appearbeforeyou, is that all positionsoccupiedby returned
soldiers,temporary employeesfor twelve monthsor over, be classified,and the

incumbents
madepermanent,
providingafter examination
of qualificationsby
the departmentandthe Civil ServiceCommission
they are favourablyreported
on. Many of thesemen have beenemployedover twelve months, and have

givenvaluableservice,they are trainedmen,and if giventhe opportunityto

continue in the service may render valuable and efficient work indeed.
Q. You want the disabled man to be absorbed in the service?-A. If he

qualifies,and by examination.At the presentmomentthesemenha,venot any
definitestatus. They arenot givena permanentstatus. They are deprivedof
the annualstatutoryincreases,
andthey do not get promotionwith reclassifica5~"41i
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tion as other people do. They have no sick leave, or not to the extent of men
with permanent status, and they are not eligible for returned soldiers insurance. So after considering all their problems, and at their request, we are very
glad to endorsetheir views, and you will of course hear their arguments in more
detail.

That

is all.

By the Chairman:

Q. Has your organization any evidence with regard to the working of the
Civil Service Act and classification?-A. No, we would rather not discuss that;
we are not competent to deal with that; that is a matter for the civil service
organizations to deal with. We urge our men to affiliate themselves with the

civil service organization and discuss these problems; they are common to all
members of the service, whether they are returned men or not.

Q. We have a good deal of evidencehere; it is not going to be possible to
propose any equitable superannuation or any joint council idea on the present

classification, without some radical methods of simplifying the classification;
that has been shown by the evidence given-?-A.
Representing the case of
ex-service

men

I

would

rather

not

comment

on that.

We

trespassing on the ground of the civil service organization
that subject.

feel

if

we would

be

we introduced

Mr. CHEVRIER:Mr. Chairman, Major McKeand wanted to produce some
papers that were asked for.
The CHAIRMAN: Do you want to produce some papers, Major McKeand?
DAVID LIVINGSTONE

MCKEAND.

recalled

and further

examined.

By the Chairman:
Q. What papers do you produce?-A. I said, Mr. Chairman, that I would
be available at any time. There was a question raised about the evidence which
was given by the Federation, and I would like to read the minutes of the
association to show that we were authorized, also that it was confirmed. I
have here an extract from the minutes of the meetings of the executive of the
Civil Service Federation of Canada. On March, 19, the following appears:" On motion of Mr. Coats, seconded by Mr. Burns, Messrs. McKeand and Ryan were delegated to place the views of the Federation
before the Parliamentary Committee on the Civil Service Act, and Mr.
O'Connor was delegated to submit a statement with respect to the board

of hearing and recommendation."
On April 6th:" On motion of Mr. Campbell, seconded by Miss Tremblay, the
evidence of Major McKeand and Miss Inglis before the Parliamentary
Committee was approved."

There was a question raised as to whether Mr. O'Connor's evidence was
his own personal view or the view of the Federation. I want to say that it was

his personalview of matters within the operation of the recommendationof
the Board of Hearing.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Werethosemeetingsof the Executive?-A. Yes. I also want to put in
our financialstatement,showingthat we are a recognizedFederation.
Q. You are recognizedby the banks?-A. Yes. we are recognizedby the
banks. There is another question that I would like to mention, that is, the

matter of non-permanencyand permanencyin the sen-ice,which was touched

uponby the Civil ServiceAssociation
of Ottawa. The matterof importance,

however, is the case of the employeesin the Board of Pension Commissioners
[Mr.

G. C. MacNeil.]
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who were taken over by the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment
and were protected by the order in council, but who I understand are not
receiving that protection; in other words, that the permanent men, and I fancy
the women too, the permanent men and women of the Pension Board have been
let out, and I understand temporary

employees retained in positions of a

permanent character.
By the Chairman:

Q. Would the temporary employees be returned men?-A. Not in every
instance.

Q. Have you any examples of permanent men being turned out and other
men put in?-A. There is a Mr. Barber, of the Surveyor General's office, who
has all the particulars of that matter, if you care to hear him.
The CHAIRMAN: I do not think it would be doing justice to Mr. Barber to
take

him

on at this

late

hour.

(Agreed).
The CHAIRMAN: We are going to adjourn, to meet at the call of the Chair,
and when we do meet, at the suggestion of some of our members we will hold
our meetings in the evening and try and conclude at ten o'clock. Probably we
will

not moot until

the middle

of next

week.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. There are one or two questions I would like to ask, Major McKeand,
before you go. You said the reference was to the Board of Pension Com-

missioners,men in the employ of the Board of Pension Commissioners?-A.
Men

and women.

Q. Is that a Board under the jurisdiction

of the Department

of Soldiers

Civil Re-establishment?-A. It is, in so far as its functions are concerned,but
the employeeswho were taken over and were permanent in the Pension Board
were to have their permanency maintained when the transfer took place.
Q. My reason for asking that is this; I have heard the same complaint you

are making to-night, that permanent employeeshad been let out; I have also
heard it paid that in that same department the ordinary routine is not followed
with regard to people leaving the service, with regard to getting a gratuity;
have you any instances of that?-A.

I think I have a case in point here, Mr.

Chairman. I will put in a copy of Order in Council P.C. 2722. I do not suppose it is necessary to read it, Mr. Chairman.
THE CHAIRMAN: No, just file it.

WITNESS:I have here a copy of a letter from Mr. George Sleeman,dated
February 2, 1923, addressed to the Secretary of the Civil Service Association,

which sets out-I will briefly quote some of it. Mr. Sleemanwas a civil servant
appointed first in October, 1916,and was made permanent by Order in Council
on the 17th of July, 1917; he is not a returned soldier, but he was a permanent,
prior to 1918, which I understand was the first time the returned soldier was
to be given the preference. He was a permanent, at any rate, officially.
To
quote, from his letter:
" I was informed, about the first of December, that it was the intention to make the D.S.C.R. an all soldier department, and as I was not
a returned soldier, rny services would have to be dispensed with; but.

as there was a position open in another department of the Government,
an endeavour would be made to secure a transfer for me, providing, of
course, that I was willing, and I assented.

On the 15th of December my pay chequedid not come through and
on inquiring I found that I had been placed 6n the temporary list of the
D.S.C.R.

The reason given for this was that I could not be transferred
[Major

D. L. McKeand.]
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to another department unless1 was on the retired list; and to accomplish
th's, they had abolished my position and engagedme temporarily.
I did not securethe position that they wished to transfer me to, and
?m now informed that my engagementceaseson the 31st of March."
I do not know whether he got the gratuity or not.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Is it customary in the service for women leaving to get married to get
a two months' gratuity?-A.

It is.

Q. Do you know of any case in
being given?-A. No, I do not know.
Mr. CHEVRIER:What will we do
The Printing Bureau employeeshave a
this

the same department of a gratuity not
Mr. Barber will tell you about that.
about these complaints, Mr. Chairman?
complaint that they want to bring before

Committee.

The CHAIRMAN: They will be welcome.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I understand they are here. Will they be heard at a later
date?

The CHAIRMAN: Who are they?

Mr. CHEVRIER:Some employeesof the Printing Bureau. They have submitted a memorandum and appeal of the ex-employees of the Government
Printing Bureau, retired under P.C. 2164,praying to be brought under the provision of the Public Service Retirement Act.

Then the messengers of the House,

and I understand the Dominion postal clerks were to be heard, but they have
not turned up, and there were a few others. What will we do about these,shall
we hear them

next

week?

The CHAIRMAN: I think we will leave the matter at the call of the Chair;
the sub-Committee will meet in the meantime and decide upon the form of
evidence

that

is to be heard.

Mr. CHEVRIER:There are the Deputy Ministers and the Commissionersto
be heard, and I think we should get down to them as quickly as possible.
The CHAIRMAN: That is what I would like to do, Mr. Chevrier.
Brown suggest? that we sit every night, when we once start.

Mr.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Should we get rid of all these things before we start on the
major matters?
The CHAIRMAN: I do not think it is imperative that we should. Do you?

Mr. CHEVRIER:If we clean up everything like this, we will be left with only
those

other

two

to look

after.

Mr. KINFRET:Can we clear them up in a night?
Mr. CHEVRIER: I presume so.

The CHAIRMAN:Do you know who was given that stone mason's job?
Mr. SHAW: Mr. Stewart, I believe.

The CHAIRMAN:What was the position he was appointed to?
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

I think

he was an asisstant

foreman.

The CHAIRMAN:The Public Works department took him on.
Mr. CHEVRIER:And he is there now, I understand.
The CHAIRMAN:That man was a foreman on the erection of this building
for over four years, and is said to be the best stone mason in Ottawa, and in a
competition he would undoubtedly win.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Mr. MacNeil said he was a highly qualified man.
is no doubt about that.
[Major D. L. McKeand.]
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The CHAIRMAN:Well, this is all the evidencewe will hear to-night. We
will adjourn to meet again at the call of the Chair.
(.The Committee adjourned at 9.55 p.m. Thursday, April 19, 1923,to meet
at the call of the Chair.)

TUESDAY,May 1, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada, met at 8 p.m.,
Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding.
The CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, I have asked Mr. Dobbs, of the Amputations

Society,to very briefly presenta report. He is following up the previousevidencegiven by the Amputations Society of Ottawa. Mr. Dobbs will make his
statement as brief as possible, as it is our intention to hear to-night, Sir Joseph
Pope of the External Affairs and Mr. Mulvey of the Secretary of State's
Department.
Mr. W. S. DOBBS called and sworn.

By the Chairman:

Q. What is your position?-A. I am a member of the Dominion Executive
of the Amputations Association, and president of the Toronto Branch. Mr.
Chairman and gentlemen, we appreciate this opportunity given to us, the
Dominion Command of the Amputations Association, to appear before you.

I

seethat a good deal of evidencehas already been given by the Ottawa Branch
of the Association, and by Mr. MacNeil.
Mr. MacNeil has presented seven
recommendations, in which we heartily concur. I do not need to read them;
they are given in his evidence. We support those seven recommendations
as given in his evidence. I will pass on to two or three things that have
not been touched upon so far. We want, of course, to see the preference maintained, the preference for disabled men. The only difficulty-I
may say that I
have had four years' experience in employment work amongst amputation cases,

and I know the difficulties that we are up against-is in trying to place amputations in permanent employment.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Did you say whom you represent?-A.

The Dominion

Command o^

the Amputations Association. The question of employment is the all-important question, and we have two classes of employment open to us; I mean com-

petitive and non-competitive. The largest field in non-competitive employment, so to speak, is the Dominion Government.

We look to the Dominion

Governmentto help us as far as they possiblycan in permanentemploymentBy Mr. Rinfret:
Q. When you say non-competitive,

do you mean no examinations at all?

-A. No, not in that sense. By non-competitive I mean that a man gets into
a government job, and he is required to do a certain amount of work, but he
is not compelled to speedup to his top limit as he would in a factory. It is
in that sensethat I mean non-competitive. Government employment is safe,

is sure,and it providesfor the future in the superannuationscheme,and it gives
a man a chanceto make good, while a private employer would not be able to

give a man the samechance. I do not needto go into a big discussionon
employment. It is all givenin this memorandum,
which I wouldlike to present,
and I would like to touch on the fact that while there are a certain number of

amputation casesin employment,they are not, so to speak,permanent. We
[Mr.

W. S. Dobbs.]
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have three government departments which are not permanent. Those are the
Departments of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment,the Soldier Settlement Board
and the Income Tax Office,all of which employ quite a number of disabled men.
Those departments are all bound to shrink, and in the shrinkage of their work,
what is to become of the disabled men who are employed in those departments? We are su^e-ting three alternative?. Some of the men have been
employed in those departments for at least five years and none of them for
less than two years. We are asking that certain orders in council be adopted
and applied to these men, who were employed in those three departments.
We ask that orders in councils P.C. 2958 and 3895 be amended so as to let those

temporary employeesin those departments, who have been employed prior to
November 10. 1919, who suffer from a disability of forty per cent or over, as a

result of their war service overseasand who are not yet permanently re-established, be taken care of under the provisions of these orders in council, and
transferred to government departments as they become surplus in their
respective departments. That is known as a blanketing in order in council,
and we ask that that blanketing in order in council be applied to those three
departments, to the men employed prior to November 10. 1919, for those men
who have been taken off the strcivitii since then and who have qualified according to the requirements of 1
ce Commission. There are quite a
number

of them

who

'

1. We wmild

ask that

order

in council

P.C.

3172 be applied to them and that transfers be effected to permanent government departments when the occasion arises. For those who have not qualified
-and there are (]ii tc a number of them, we would ask that order in council
P.C. 2944. which is the training order in council, be applied to them, that they
be given a chance to qualify and fulfil all the requirements of the Civil Service
Act and be transferred as the occasion requires.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That is, those who are not permanent?-A. There are some of them
who have not passed any particular examination, and it is pretty hard to
plug when you are working.
Q. If they have given satisfactory

service you want them to be taken

in under 2944?-A. Yes. Then as to the question of co-operation, it seems
to me a great deal of the dissatisfaction with the Civil Service Commission
up to date, has been the lack of enthusiastic co-operation between the government departments and the Civil Service Commission in spots. We have
excellent co-operation in Toronto, and we have excellent co-operation in
the Post Office department.
They have done more than their share.
The Public Works has been doing excellent work in Toronto and I
believe the Public Works has done some pretty good work here.
The

Provincial Government has done splendid work. There are 261 amputation cases employed by the Provincial Government in Toronto alone.
We are not asking for charity. We are asking that the disabled men be
given a chance to make good, because we feel every man can do something
efficiently.

Q. You say at present there is preference given to the returned men?A. Yes.

Q. You say there is lack of co-operation?-A. Yes.
Q. Where could you improve it?-A. The improvement would come only
in this way, that direct orders or instructions or a special order in council,

if it could be arranged,--instructionsbe givento each deputy minister, so that
certain openingscan be arrangedfor and, that they will be alive to take the
chanceof placingdisabledmen in the positionsdisabledmen can fill. I referred
a few minutes ago to order in council 2944. While order in council 2944 is
[Mr.
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not a panacea for all ills, it can be made to apply very effectively in the
employment of disabled men. For instance, on the staff of the Inspector
of Weights and Measures in Toronto, they took a man into the office; he
was trained

in the work

of the

office

for

seven

months

under

P. C. 2944.

On

the completion of his training there was a special examination on his work
and he continued. I believe his percentage was something like 82. A similar
thing was done on the staff of the Inspector of Gas and Electric Meters.
The man qualified. He got 92 per cent, I believe, of the required marks.

Order in council 2944 can be applied to all the departments, with advantage,
becausethere are positions in all the departments that can be filled efficiently
by disabled men, men with severe arm and leg disabilities. I understand a
man who was wounded has certain limitations, and a man who suffers from

myalgia or neurosthenia,it may be different, but I am speaking for a position
which he can fill. In the Department of Customs, the Excise Officers, the
Customs Enforcement Officers, outside of clerical work-clerical
work applies

to all the departments. The department requires inspectors and other officials
who have to deal with the travelling public. These can be done efficiently by
arm amputations and certain phasesof the work by leg amputations. In the
Post Office department we have 42 amputation cases employed in Toronto.
All the clerical work is being done by them. We have two arm amputation cases
acting as postmen. There has been designed for them what we call a double
curved hook. It opens out wide and enables them to carry a large bunch of
letters and they can cover a full route in that way. It was demonstrated that
sortation could be done by amputations below the elbow. The man could
use the double curved hook. The only thing the double leg amputation is
particularly suitable for, is the telephone switchboard. We have four men
in the Toronto Post Office who have lost both legs, who are efficient telephone
switchboard operators and they are doing excellent work. Two of them were
men, who by mistake were told to report by the Civil Service Commission for
positions as postmen, letter-carriers. That was due to the mistake of a clerk in
the Commission, which was rectified afterwards. The Department of Marine
and Fisheries, I understand, have a factory in Prescott.

I would like to apply

P.C. 2944 in this way. I understand they make quite a lot of clock work in
connection with buoys of different sorts, and the machinery in lighthouses.
There are quite a number of men trained in watch repair work, and we cannot
get employment for them, that is all the year round employment. They have
employment for two, three or four months. It is seasonal employment. It

is hard to get them permanent employment. I would like to get the men training in this factory under P.C. 2944 for eight or ten months, and I am satisfied

they would make good. The Public Works department is concerned with
elevator operating mostly. There are quite a number of elevators operated by
the Dominion Government throughout the country, by disabled men. Those
who have no previous training could fit into these positions very nicely.

In

the Department of Agriculture, particularly in the Bureaus and fitting plants,
there are a great many openings for inspection work. Most of that could be
done by wounded men. For this work the tuberculosis cases would be abso-

lutely unfitted.

I will pass on to the next point.

tions that could be filled.

Inquiry desk jobs are posi-

Messengers jobs could be filled by our amputations.

They could get around and usually do not have to carry very heavy bundles.
Incidentally we have been trying to place a man named William Morris, who
has both arms amputated below the elbow, at an inquiry desk position in

Ottawa and we have not been able to do so, so far. We have placed a man
similarly disabled in Toronto, and he has been holding down the job for about
two and a half years, doing very well. There is one other order in council
which I would like to see the Canadian

Government

use more ihun
[Mr.
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used. P.C. 4432. It provides for compensation to employers who take into
their factories or into their industries disabled men suffering from a disability of
forty per cent or over. The compensationis paid by the Dominion Government
through the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment at the prevailing rate
for that particular province. We have one particular case in Toronto, a man
named Cleveland who was working for the Baldwin Canadian Steel Company, a
little over thirteen months ago. He got his left hand caught in a roll and the hand
had to be amputated. The man is getting compensationfrom the Ontario Workmen's Compensation Board and also a war pension, which is bringing quite a

little amount in. Now, my last point is to obtain the co-operation of the provincial, the Federal and municipal authorities. We have asked that all contractors, all firms obtaining state contracts from any Government, that they
shall be required to employ a certain percentage,five per cent if you like, of
men suffering from a disability of forty per cent or over. This obtains in Great
Britain, I believe, and has done so since 1921. The other points have been pretty

well coveredin the evidence given by our Association before, by Mr. MacNeil,
and I do not wish to occupy your time any longer.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I think Mr. Dobbs has made that very clear.
The

witness

retired.

Sir JOSEPHPOPE, called and sworn.
By the Chairman:

Q. Your position is what?-A.

Under Secretary of State for External

Affairs.

By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. Did you prepare a statement of your views on the present Civil
Service law?-A.

I did, yes, and brought it with me.

Q. Probably that will be the easiestway of getting your views, if you would
not mind reading it to us?-A. My views are out of date, but whatever you
say, whatever your committee wish, I have no objection.
Q. Personally, I would like to hear you read that memorandum, if you
have that, Sir Joseph, if it represents your views?-A. It represents my views

exactly, but as I say I do not think it representsthe views of the Committee, and
I do not think the views are popular.
Mr.

McBEiDE:

That

is the reason

we want

it.

WITNESS: Very well. Last June or July there was a meeting of the
deputy ministers called by the Cabinet and we met in the Council Chamber.
We discussed several questions relating to the Civil Service Commission, and
afterwards the Prime Minister asked us all to communicate to Mr. Cory, who
was appointed chairman, a memorandum exposing our views. I do not know

exactly who did so, but I took advantage of the occasionto put on paper what
I thought, and this is what I wrote.

I said:

"Dear Mr. CORY,

In reply to your letter of the 3rd instant, asking for my experience
of the workings of the Civil Service Commission,I desire to say that I
regard the whole system upon which the Commissionrests as fundamentally wrong, and I believe that until the responsibility

of the Govern-

ment for administration, and its control over the service is resumed,it is
hopelessto look for any satisfactory result from the operation of the present system.
[Sir Joseph Pope, K.C.V.O.,

I.S.O.]
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"Apart from this paramount consideration, the principle upon which
the Commission works is faulty in several leading respects, among which
I may mention the system under which a clerk's salary is determined ex-

clusively by the position he holds-that is, of ignoring the personal qualities of the clerk, of failing to recognize that one, let us say, typist or
translator, may be many times better than another, and should be rewarded according to the value of his services-not necessarily in direct
ratio thereto, but that his natural abilities, usefulness, aptitudes, quality

of suggestiveness,age, experience and other personal factors should be
taken into account in determining his remuneration.

Until that is done

you will never have a satisfactory service. The present inflexible, rigid,
mechanical, iron-bound system destroys initiative, kills individual effort,
is subversive of discipline and tends to the creation of a service the members of which rely more upon combination, intrigue and cabal among
themselves,to advancetheir interests, than upon honesthard work. Until
a radical changeis effectedin this and other respects,there is no use talking about a satisfactory service. I object, moreover, to the present com-

plicated classification in force, which, besides being a positive hindrance
to effective administration, requires a special education to understand.
" One reads nowadays the most appalling trash in the newspapers
about the 'evils of patronage/ as though patronage was necessarily an
evil to be shunned. I wonder if these sapient journalists ever reflect for
a moment who is best fitted to exercise the patronage of the Government

-the Ministers, for the most part men trained in public affairs, responsible
to the Crown and to Parliament for their every action, or an inexperi-

enced, unrepresentative and irresponsible body such as the Civil Service
Commission.

"The present unconstitutional, cumbrousand hugely expensivesystem
should be done away with as soon as circumstances permit. The power to
classify and promote and also to regulate salaries should be resumed by
the Government. To the Commission might be left the application of
entrance tests, and also of ascertaining the qualifications of those whom
the Government propose to promote, though as a matter of fact, I believe
the deputy heads are much better judges of such fitness than any Civil
Service

Commission.

"The Civil Service Act of 1908was far from perfect, but in view of
what we have suffered since those days, I would be glad to see the Govern-

ment go back to that Statute as furnishing the best practical solution of
the present intolerable situation.

"In conclusion, I would say that my observations are not in any
sense directed against the individual members of the Commission, but
relate only to the system under which they operate.

Personally, I have

found Messrs. Roche, LaRochelle and Jameson, together with their
secretary, Mr. Foran, courteousand as obliging as it is possible for them
to be consistently with exercisingthe powers with which they are invested
by Parliament and are called upon to administer.

"In all this I am of course only giving expression to my personal

views."

By Mr. Parent:
Q. Are you the same man who wrote the Life of Sir John Macdonald?A. I am, sir.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. How long have you been connectedwith the service?-A. Nearly 45

years; I have been a deputy minister 27 years to-day.

[Sir Joseph Pope, K.C.V.O.,

I.S.O.]
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By Mr. McBride:

Q. Do you think a defeated candidate should be one that should be referred

to in making appointments?-A. I think the responsibilityis on the Minister of
the Crown,who is responsible;he is responsibleto the Governor-General,
he is
responsible to the House of Commons. He is the man that is responsible; he
can get his information where he likes.
Mr.

PAKENT:

That

is sound

British

sentiment.

WITNESS:Because he is responsible; but to whom are the civil servants
responsible? That is fundamental, it seemsto me. The man who is responsible
to the Governor and Parliament, he is the man to be consulted, and he can get
his information

where

he likes.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I take it, Sir Joseph,your argument suggeststhat the Civil Service Commission, being unconstitutional should be entirely abolished?-A. I certainly do;
I have no hesitation in saying that.
Q. And you would go back to the conditions with regard to entrance and
promotion in the service therefore that existed prior to 1908?-A. I would.

Q. You of course were familiar, I have no doubt, with the conditions in
1896-that

was rather a spectacular year, do you remember, the Liberals-

Mr. PARENT:The time the Liberals kept so many Conservatives in positions.

Q. You remember that, do you?-A. I am not a politician myself; I never
took any part in politics.
Q. Do you remember, Sir Joseph, after that election there was quite a considerable wielding of the axe?-A. I believe there was; I read it in the newspapers.

Q. Do you remember that the next election was in 1911? i took the trouble
to count up one day and there are fifty pages of Hansard indicating dismissals
that took place in 1911 in the outside service, dealing with men dismissed from
the service?-A. I do not see how that touches the question at all.
Q. My suggestion is that what you want to go back to is that condition

prevailing at that time?-A. I have not volunteered anything of this kind; I
am only replying to questions. But may I say this, that I have been 27 years
a deputy minister, I have served fourteen years, thirteen or fourteen years
under a Liberal Government, and about the same time under the Conservative
Government or Union Government, and during all the time I have never had a
minister of the Crown on either side of politics, no minister has ever mentioned

politics to me, and I have never had any pressure put upon me as deputy
minister to promote an unworthy man, a man who I thought was unworthy.
Sometimes there are occasions, it occasionally has happened that a man would

be brought into the department that I myself would not have selected for one
reason

or other.

Q. Brought in by whom?-A. By the responsible minister who had the
right to bring him in, but once in the minister ha* never said to me. " I want
you to promote this man."
Q. You are dealing with the Department of External Affairs0-A. Yes, I am
dealing only with my own experienceand I daresay it is not always as clean a
record as that; but I do not know, I think it was a great deal better even in that

respectthan it is now. I cannot speakwith any positivenessoutsidemy own
department,but in that departmentno minister from Sir Charles Tupper to
Mr. King has on any occasionever said anything to me-well, he might have

said,"Well,I aminterested
in this youngman;I will be gladif he makesgood,"
or something like that; but no minister has ever brought any pressure.

Q. How many men have beendischargedin your departmentduring the

time you were deputy minister?-A.
[Sir Joseph Pope, K.C.V.O., I.S.O.]
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The CHAIRMAN: You mean for political reasons?
Mr.

SHAW:

Yes?

WITNESS:Nobody has ever been dischargedfor political reasons.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Anybody discharged without reasons being given?-A.

Sometimes in

mercy to the poor fellow himself, that is the only one.
Q. I understand from you that during your experience political
tions have never entered?-A. Never, never, never.

considera-

Q. Into the appointment or promotion of any individual?-A.

Never; I

can say that most positively.
Q. That has been true since the time the Commission took over the work

of appointing and promoting individuals?-A.
ever affected

Yes: I don't think politics have

it.

Q. You condemn this system and you say it is unconstitutional,

you mean

by that it is against the principle of the British system of government?-A.
Yes, as I understand the British system.

Q. You would naturally abolish the Civil Service Commission in England
likewise?-A.

Oh no, no, no sir; there is a great difference.

The Civil Service

Commission in England are appointed by Order in Council and hold office
during pleasure, and the Civil Service Commission make no promotions; the
promotions are made by the minister at the head of the department in conjunction with the Treasury.

Q. Do you suggestthat is the reason this Commission in Canada is unconstitutional, becausethey have the power to make promotions?
Mr. PARENT: He never said it was unconstitutional?

WITNESS: I did not say it was.
By Mr. Shaiv:
Q. I understood you to suggest in your initial statement that this body
was unconstitutional; you used the word unconstitutional in reference to them?
-A. I say the acts they are called upon to administer are unconstitutional; of
course they are.
Q. And you say the reason they are unconstitutional is because unlike
the British Civil Service Commission they are not appointed by Order in
Council?-A. They are appointed here by Parliament.
Q. And that is the reason you consider them unconstitutional, because

they are appointed by Parliament instead of being appointed by Order in
Council?-A.

Yes.

Q. Do you seriously suggest that because a person is appointed by Parlia-

ment instead of by the Executive Council, therefore he is unconstitutionally
appointed?-A.

I say a thing may be unconstitutional

is a distinction

there.

and not be illegal; there

Q. What is the distinction?-A. The law allows it. If a man is appointed
by Parliament and invested with this authority I supposehe has got it, and
it is legal; but it certainly is not in accordance with the British
as I understand it. Of course I am not a lawyer.

Constitution

By Mr. Parent:

Q. I think you are referring to responsible government?-A. That is what
I have

in mind.

Q. And the responsibility of the minister towards the people of Canada?
-A.

Yes.
[Sir Joseph Pope. KTV.O..
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Q. Or of any country that is under responsibleGovernment;is that what
you have in mind?-A.
By Mr.

Yes, I think so.

McBride:

Q. Do you represent any organization, Sir Joseph?-A. None whatever.
Q. You do not belong to any?-A.

None whatever.

By the Chairman:

Q. As to the Civil Service Commission, seeing that we have it, have you

any particular points that you would like to make towards the better working
out of the Act?-A. I acceptthe facts. The Governmentin Parliament have
in their wisdom decided upon this system, and I as a civil servant am bound
to accept it and do my best to carry it out, and I do so. My relations with the
Civil Service Commission are very pleasant. Personally I have nothing in the
world against them; they are very courteous and obliging, and I think they
try to work out the spirit of the Act.

Q. The duty of this Committee .is to investigate the working of the Civil
Service Act and not to pass on the continuation or abolition of it. As a deputy
minister, working under the Act, we would of course like to hear your opinions
on points that you think might be corrected in the Act. Have you any suggestions under that head?-A. No, I am afraid I have not.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Are they not embodied in that memorandum you have just read, when
you say it is ironbound and the classification too complicated?-A. But that
is the system. You cannot change its character without changing the system.
Mr. DRUMMOND: I think Sir Joseph has made a very decided suggestion,
Mr.

Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN: But I think the members of the Committee will agree
with me that that is not our function. We are not thinking of the abolition of
the Civil Service Commission, but of what may be for the betterment of the
civil

service.

By the Chairman:

Q. What is your opinion of the dissatisfaction that exists among the civil
servants as to classification and promotion, and what is your opinion of the
idea of a council composedof members of the Civil Service Commission, and
of civil servants themselves, or of members of the government departments
and civil servants themselves to deal with grievances. That has been dealt
with by former witnesses.-A. My opinion is that each department should be

administered by the minister at the head of the department, and secondly
through his deputy; and that the businessof the other officials in the department is to do their work; they should carry on; they should have no say in the
carrying on of the department. That is not their function. Their function is
to work, not to speak for other people, to do their individual duties and let
those who are charged with the administration of the department carry it on.

Q. Seeing that we have a Civil Service Commissionadministering the

service under the law of the country, and that we have civil servants who feel

that probably their casesare not receiving sufficient consideration,do you

think it would be an improvement if there was set up a body, brought within
the Civil Service Commission,to deal with complaints, so that the civil servants
themselvesmight feel that no bureaucracy could exist.-A. I do not see how-a
department is to be efficiently carried on if you introduce what I might call a

foreign body into it. The man who is at the head of the department,the

Statute says, has the duty under the minister to carry on the department. It
[Sir Joseph Pope, K.C.V.O., I.S.O.]
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is his duty to do that. If you take away that duty-it makes no difference to
me, I am an old man and approaching the end at any rate-but if you take
away all or nearly all his powers from the deputy minister, how is the department to be carried on? Very largely the civil servants nowadays do not bother
very much about the deputy. They know he cannot do anything much to them;
he cannot dismiss them; he cannot do anything; and therefore they evince for
him but a slight regard. This is subversive of discipline, and that is bad. I
am sure it is subversive of discipline.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. Then do you think the working people of this country should have no
say in their own behalf?-A.
I say with all respect that the working people
of this country have their members of Parliament to represent them. I am not
saying that they have not any right on their own behalf. They have their
rights. I am not talking about them. There is the minister at the head of
his department. He speaks; he has the authority; he comes direct from the

people and he is responsible to the people. But the members of the Civil
Service Commission are not responsible to the people. That is the very point.
By Mr. Carmichael:
Q. Do you hold the same view in regard to appointments in the outside

.services? 'Say for instance a postmaster in the Province of Saskatchewanshould that be left to the discretion of the member for the district?-A.

No,

I do not say the member; I say the minister.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. The members do not make the appointments, do they?-A.
full responsibility should be on the minister.

No, the

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do you say the minister should make the appointment or a member
of Parliament?-A.

The minister.

The minister is responsible.

By Mr. Carmichael:

Q. Then you would give the minister, say in charge of the Post Office
department, supervision of all the appointments throughout Canada?-A. I
would not give it, it is his already. He has it by statute. That is my point.
Q. Then supposing he has the decision as to any appointment, where

would he get his information?-A.

Oh well, he knows about that better than

anyone else. He has had a long experience, and there are many ways of doing

it.

The minister consults the member in the first place; naturally he would;

he must do it. If there is no member, then he consults the defeated candidate.
He picks up his information in various ways and it does not matter very much

where he picks it up as long as he is responsible. But now if a bad appointment is made, who is responsible?

It is made on the recommendation of all

kinds of people.
By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Does he not consult the defeated candidate sometimes where there is a
sitting member?-A. Who consults?
Q. Whoever makes the appointment.-A. I do not know.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. He has the privilege of consulting anybody.-A.

He has, because he

cannot share the responsibility that is on him.

Q. Did you serve under Sir John Macdonald?-A. Oh yes, for many years.
[Sir Joseph Pope, K.C.V.O.,
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Q. He handled the Governmentof the country for a long time?-A. Yes.
Q. Sir Wilfrid

Laurier also?-A.

Yes.

Q. And Canada made considerableprogressin that time?-A. It did.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. Sir Joseph, you referred to creed and religion in connection with the
civil service.-A.

Oh no, never.

Mr. PARENT:I did not hear him say anything of the kind.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. I think you will seein your notes,Sir Joseph,that you referred to creed?
-A.

I do not think I said a word upon creed.

not conscious
Mr.

I did not mention it.

I am

of it.

SHAW:

There

was some word

used and it struck

me that

was what

it

was.

Mr. PARENT: I have not heard anything of the kind.
The CHAIRMAN: I did not interpret it that way.
WITNESS: No, there was no such word.
Where is the document?
By Mr. McBride:
Q. I do not want to bring it in here but I wanted to know if the witness had
anything to say about it?-A.
I did not say anything about creed. I know

nothing about creedsin my office.

I have no record of the creedsof my clerks.

I do not know what religion any one of my clerks hold, and when I came into the
department I purposely struck out that record. There was a book called the
Administration book, which had one column for that and I struck it out. I have
never from that day to this asked what creed a man was, or what church he
went to or did not go to.
By Mr.

Garland:

Q. Could you give us any appointment, for example, made by the Civil
Service Commission, that has interfered with the working of your department?
-A.

No.

Q. Have the appointments been satisfactory that came to you from the
Civil

Service Commission?-A.

Fairly

so.

Q. How did they comparewith the onesthat got in say by patronage?-A. I
think the service is rather running downhill. I do not think the service is
as good as it was. In fact I am very sure it is not.
Q. Is the work getting any harder to do? Is it the quality of the work?-

A..I think it is the co-operative system that is more in force than it was. It is
a case of one fellow who says: "You scratch my back and I will scratch yours"
rather

than

individual

merit.

Q. Do you think there was not any back-scratchingwhen the patronage system was going on?-A. I supposethere was, I-do not know. I would have the
system right in principle, make it right constitutionally.
By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. I understandwhat you mean is, that whether it went right or wrong,
the minister was responsible,and justly so.-A. And you knew he was responsible. Now who is responsible? You do not know. Nobody knows.

Q. Under the old system,Sir Joseph,you had qualifying examinations?-

A. Yes.

I have no objection to qualifying examinations.

I think a man

shouldpasscertainteststo showthat he is qualified for certainpositions.
Q. You hadthem underthe old system?-A. Yes,in a sort of way.
[Sir Joseph Pope, K.C.V.O., I.S.O.]
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By Mr. Drurnmond:

Q. Is the minister not respons?blenow for the work done in his department?-A. The deputy is responsibleto the minister, but he has no responsibility
to Parliament.

He is responsible to his minister.

Q. And the minister is responsible to Parliament?-A. Yes. Then you
know where he is; you have got him, and he is responsible; you can censurehim,
or do anything you please with him.
Q. Is not that the case now?-A.

No, it is not the case now.

Q. Who is responsible for the working of the department?-A. I do not
know. If a bad appointment is made, the minister can very naturally say, I did
not make the appointment, I did not select the man.

Q. After the appointment is made, you do not mean to say that the Civil
Service Commission is responsible for anything that goes wrong with the
working of that department?-A. No. I am talking now of promotions.
By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. I understand you say that the trouble is no one is responsible?A. Yes, that is it, no one is responsible.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Assuming then that

it is here to stay.-A.

we have a Civil

Service Commission and that

I do not think that is a very extravagant supposition.

Q. I gather from your memorandum that the objections you have to find

with it are that in determining the salary particular attention was paid to
the position rather than to the clerk's ability?-A. Yes.
Q. That is one of the defects you find?-A.

Yes.

Q. The other defect you find in the law is, that the system is too ironbound and lacks flexibility?-A.
It is too rigid, yes.
Q. And the third defect you find is that it has a complicated classification?-A.

Q. If

Yes.

these three defects were in some manner remedied, namely the

determining of the salary, the granting of a little more flexibility in the
administration of a department by the Deputy Minister, and a reduced classification?-A.
A simplified classification.
Q. Then you think, do you not, that the system would be much more
workable?-A. Improved, oh yes, I quite agree with that.
Q. Then the system at present is susceptible of improvement?-A.
Yes,
and I go further. I say that latterly I have found that with experience the
members

of

the

Civil

Service

Commission

are

more

amenable

to

reason

and

all that sort of thing than they were originally. Of their own motion they
exercisea greater discretion I find, and a very wholesome discretion, a very
good one.

Q. Then I suppose it- would be right to assume that if everybody put
a little goodwill, the Commission and the deputy ministers, that some workable system could be arrived at.-A. Yes, but I think it ought to begin the
other way. I think the deputy ministers ought to be invested with some
power; whether by the Civil Service Commission relinquishing what they have
already got or by the Government taking some action, I am not prepared
to say.

Q. That is a little slackening up somewhereto give the deputy minister
a little more authority?-A.

Yes.

Q. Then the system would be about as near perfect as any law can be
made?-A. I don't think I could go as far as that. I think it is fundamentally

unsound, that is the trouble.
5-42
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Q. Taking that for granted?-A. But of course they are in power and I
recognizeall that, and I am here merely to answer questions. I have not come

hereon my own motion andI havenot volunteeredanything.
By the Chairman:

Q. Sir Joseph, you admit that the working out of the system is improving
as the deputy ministers and the Commissioners get better acquainted?A.

I think

so.

Q. And as they deal with the cases as the}7 come up?-A. Yes. Or we
are getting more used to it. I am not sure which, but I think the Commission
are gradually

becoming able to know

the needs of the department and as

they know them are giving the department greater satisfaction.-A.

I think so.

Q. As a new Act and as new Commissioners there was actually
difficulty at the start?-A. Yes.

some

Q. You do not wish to pass any opinion on the point that I made that
it might be in the best interests of the service to have a personnel board
similar to the old appeal board to deal with these cases of complaints?-A.

cannot bring myself to that.

the complaints that come to my own department.
Q. But your department does not deal with
outlined

in the

Civil

Service

I

I am perfectly able and willing to deal with
Act?-A.

the classification

that

is

No.

Q. And the Commissioners are supposed to administer the Act?-A. Yes.
Q. In the administration of the Act they may fairly differ with the views

held by some of the chief clerks in the department, and it has been suggested
by some of the employees, that it, might be advisable to have a council or
a personnel board to take up these cases. Do you think that would be an
improvement?-A.
As long as you have a Civil Service Commission, I think
it would be all right.
Q. You would favour something to relieve the dissatisfaction of the employee. He cannot go to the deputy minister and have his classifications

changed?-A. No.

As long as the deputy minister cannot do anything for

him, what is the use of the deputy minister talking about it.
Q. These points were brought out in evidence, and the Committee of
course is anxious to make recommendations for the improvement of the Act.

and the service, to have it work more efficiently.-A.

Have greater flexibility. Let

the Commission recognize the fact-take
two young ladies; they are typists,
shorthand writers. They are nominally on the same- scale, drawing the same

salary, but one of them is ten times as good as the other. Every employer of
labour

knows

that.

Q. How would that work out on a superannuation bill?-A.

It is not an

easy subject. It is in fixing their remuneration that you would fix their superannuation.

Q. The Committee learned and are of the opinion that it is the intention
of the Government to bring down some form of superannuation in the near
future.-A.

I do not know about that.

Q. And it is, I think, generally the belief of the Committee that a superannuation bill should be brought down.

In connection with bringing down a

superannuation
bill it hasbeensuggested
that we would have to have a simpli-

fication of classification before it could be done.-A. There is very much need
of it.

Q. You are strongly in favour of a simplification of classification?-A.
Strongly in favour of it.

Q. What is your opinion on the questionof salariesand bonuses? At the

presenttime they are workingundera salary with the additionof a bonus.
Before superannuationis brought down it would almost be necessaryto have
some correction in that line. Could you give us any advice on that point?[Sir Joseph Pope, K.C.V.O., I.S.O.]
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A. What is the prevailing view? There is no question of competing there,
exactly. My own individual idea is that the bonus system should ultimately be
done away with, and that a man or woman should be paid a salary commensurate with his or her services, and in proportion to the value of their services.

That would be my idea. I have been 45 years hi the Service and I have never
had a bonus. The McKenzie Government dropped it.
Q. Take the case of a man who had been in office, let us say, a postmaster.

and he had in his employment a chief clerk, who was very efficient in that
municipality-it
at all.-A.

would not necessarily mean what his political

leanings were

No.

Q. Do you think it should be the right of the department to promote that
man to the position of postmaster without applying to the Civil Service Commission to advertise for someone to fill that position?-A.
Certainly I do,
because I think

it would

be a much

better

selection.

Q. You think that would be more economical to appoint the man who would
be already on the job?-A. Yes.
Q. Regardless of any competition, you think that would be wise?--A. I do.

Q. Do you think that in the case of a rural or a revenue post office where
the staff is employed by the postmaster, where this office is taken over into what
is known as the city class of post office, the men trained under the rural postmaster should come into the Civil Service on their past qualifications, without
having to go through the whole routine of an examination?-A.. Yes.
Q. You think that should be done?-A. Yes. Oh, yes.
Q. There has been a good deal of criticism in the press, and I think probably
there is a difference of opinion as to whether it is fair or unfair as to the action
of the Civil Service Commission in releasing certain bothersome small positions

from the scopeof the act. Did you have any experiencewith the Civil Service
Commission, following the findings of the Spinney Bill?-A.
I never had any
conversation with them except in individual cases in which I was interested.
That is what I say, that we always recognized they are here to stay.

Q. The deputy ministers and the Commissionersare sincerely endeavouring to try to improve the service by co-operating more, as time goes by?-A. I
think

so.

Q. You think the feeling is becoming better towards the efficient co-operation of the service?-A. Of course it does not touch the question of principle.

Q. The point I am trying to make is this, that you feel that where the
Commissionersthemselves and the deputy ministers are in conference, such
as was suggested in the Spinney report, where they decided that a position is

more economically and more efficiently handled by the department direct than
by the Civil Service Commission, or where the Commission feels it is more
economically filled by themselves than by the deputy, that that viewpoint
should be regarded?-A. I think the more the Civil Service Commission relinquishes it, the better.

Q. I might explain that in the courseof a debatethe question aroseas to the
advisability of any one position being under the Civil Service or under the
department; with endless arguments and no particular definite decision
arrived

at.

I think

under

the old Committee

there

was a reference

made

that

was not carried out, that the deputy ministers and the Commissioners should
meet and discuss the point and come to a decision as to which one could more
efficiently handle it.-A.
I do not think it was done.
Q. You do not think it was done?-A. I do not think so. Of course an

election intervened probably. However, the efficiency of the service and the
economy of the service are of course of interest to this Committee?-A.
S-42J
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Q. And if the deputy ministers and the Commissionerscan and do work
better together, it is natural to supposeit will be more efficient and more
economical as time goes along?-A.

Yes.

Q. That is really all I wished to ask the witness. Has any other member
of the Committee any questions to ask?
By Mr. McBride:

Q. In giving this evidence,you do not refer to any other person'sideas than
your own?-A. None except my own, individually. I have no right to speak
for anybody. I came here in obedienceto the instructions of the Committee.
By Hon. Mr. Mardl:

Q. You are one of the oldest deputy ministers in the civil service?-A.
Yes, except Mr. Newcombe.
Q. Before having the Department of External Affairs, you had the Department of Secretary of State.-A. Yes, I was 13 years there.
Q. That gave you many opportunities to see the workings of the Service?
-A. Yes. because in those days it took the place, as it were, of the Civil
Service

Commission.

The witness
Mr.

At

least,

in a sense it was the civil

service

centre.

retired.

THOMAS

Mri.VKY,

called,

and sworn.

By the Chairman:
Q. Will you kindly give us your name?-A. Thomas Mulvey.
Q. What is your position?-A.
Under-Secretary of State.
Q. Have you a statement you wish to read?-A. Xo, I have no statement.
I had intended to prepare
3 o'clock that you wanted

have an opportunity

one, but I was not notified until this afternoon at
to hear me to-night, and for that reason I did not

to prepare anything.

I have some very definite views

regarding the Civil Service Commission, however, and I can give them to you,
not in perhaps as good a form as I should like, but as well as I can. I agree
very very largely, almost entirely, with Sir Joseph Pope. I think there are two
fundamental mistakes in the organization of the Commission as it is. I want
to say too, that I have no quarrel with the Commissioners, and that they have
in every way endeavoured to work out a -v<tem. which I think presents difficulties that can not be overcome. That is my view. On every occasion I have
had anything to do with the Commissioners I found them ready to discuss

matters and meet the situation as well as possible. There are two principles
which I think will always interfere with the working out of the Civil Service

Commission as it is constituted at the present time. The first one is that given
by Sir Joseph Pope, and it is that it interferes with responsible government.
Our forefathers fought for many years to establish responsible government, but
it seemsto be the modern notion that we can improve things by doing away
with it.

The administration

is in the hands of individual

members of the Govern-

ment, and I think when you do anything to detract from their full authority in
administration

is this: it was laid down a very long time ago as a fundamental

principle of democracy. When you set up independent commissioners, I do
not care what kind they are, that are not responsible to Parliament, to the

people,you are interfering with the fundamentalprinciplesof our government,
which as I say, we have taken many yearsto establish. Now, the next point
which I think is infringed upon in the Civil ServiceCommission,as at present
administered is this: it was laid down a very long tme ago as a fundamental

principle of conductthat a man cannotservetwo masters. I intendedgetting

the exact quotation, but you all know what it is.
[Thomas

Mulvey

K.C.,

B.A.]
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By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Where is it from?-A.
I think it is in the New Testament, but I will
not refer you to the verse and chapter. The civil servant at the present time
takes his directions from the deputy minister, but he looks for promotion and

preferment to the Civil Service Commission. Now, I believe there should be
a Civil Service Commission. Do not take my remarks as trying to do away
with it. I think there should be one, but I think the principles under which it
is at present constituted are wrong. Now/ in my own experience, I find that
a great deal of dissatisfaction is growing up in the department just for that
very reason. I think, as every business man knows, the person who must
distribute favours is the man who gets the work done, and when you get away
from that you are putting things on a wrong business principle.
The Civil
Service Commission, so far as holding examinations for admission to the service
is concerned, is, I think a most admirable system. I can say quite frankly too,
that with some exceptions, which are quite apparent, we have been very well
satisfied

with

the

clerks

the

Civil

Service

Commission

has sent

us.

I

cannot

say that is always so. In some cases we have had to return them to the Commission, but generally speaking, they have been satisfactory. Now, I have not
any doubt that if the Civil Service Commission and the deputies got closer
together they might make things work more easily. We would cure a whole lot
of the difficulties which are at present apparent, but it would not make the
system as it should be, because as I say it is the wrong principle and we will
merely break out with troubles elsewhere. In dealing with public matters the
same as any others, there is no necessity for courting trouble, and the experience of centuries I think has laid down the two principles which I have just
stated. So far as the Civil Service Commission is concerned it cannot be put
on a business basis, it is not a business matter

at all.

The civil

service was

established for service, not for profit; its service should be effective, and that
is the main point that should be looked to in my view.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. Can you supplement that
on business basis at all, the Civil
The CHAIRMAN: He is not
WITNESS: I say it is for

and qualify your statement; you say it is not
Service Commission?
speaking of the Civil Service Commission.
service and not for business. I know in the

State Department we have to keep a staff of clerks, and it often happens that
for two or three days they have nothing to do, and the fourth day they are
overworked. You must have them there or you cannot carry on the business

of the department. A business concern is in a different position. These are
amongst some of the reasonsI say they cannot be put on a business basis.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. You have no dividends to pay?-A. No, we pay a good profit; we more
than pay our way.

Q. It is different from a business concern?-A. Exactly so. Our purpose
is not to pay dividends; our purpose is to give service and to give effective
service.

Q. That is the difference with a business concern?-A. Yes. There has
been a whole lot of talk about patronage, and I don't know whether I am

called upon to give my personal views upon the subject, but since I have an
opportunity I would like to do so.
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By Mr. McBride:

Q. Let us hear them?-A. I believepatronageis the democraticway of
appointing to the Civil Service. Every member of Parliament knows that if

lie makesa nomination that is not a proper one he is going to be put in his

place for it the next time he comes before the people. It is the real democratic method of controlling these things. There may be a lot of mistakes.
You must remember that in any system you wish to put up you are going to
have mistakes; you should have the system that you can remedy the easiest,
most easily if mistakes are made, and the people have it in their hands every
four years to remedy it if they seefit.
Q. I can give you a little instance I was up against; there was an Indian
Agent to be appointed at Kamloops, and fifty-two letters were written to me
to get that job. Every one told me they voted for me, and the whole family
voted for me. Supposing 1 had the appointment-I am very pleased to say I
ilid not-?--A. You would not have the appointment under any consideration,
you can merely recommend to the minister in charge.
Q. Supposing I did recommend somebody there would be fifty-one enemies

at the next election if I run?-A.

That is the good politics of it; it put the

responsibility on you, and you have to look after yourself as well as look after
the position that is to be filled, and that is why I say it is the democratic
method of doing business.

Q. I do not want to be a Member of Parliament if I have to make appointments?-A. In the discussion that has gone on with respect to patronage
there has been another phase of the Civil Service Commission that has
been discussed also; it has been called the merit system, and the question has
been usually asked why should we have the patronage instead of the merit
>ystem? It lias some merit about it, no doubt about that; it would be a poor
thing if it did not have some; but I would not call it a merit system, not by
any means. It has merit to this extent, that promotion does not go by mereseniority, and I think that has been a very effective improvement in the service. It has some merit in admission to the service, although I must say that
the best clerks that we have had in the State Department have been trained in

the State Department, and it is the training they got there that made them
efficient. So far as merit is concerned it is putting the man who does good
service, or the woman who does good service ahead of those who do not; I

do not see it in the present system at all.

That is one of the effective elements

of the merit system; I have never been able to see it in the system we have.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. How is that, would you make that plainer?-A. In what way?
Q. You say that under the present system you have not yet been able to
find-?-A.

That is all I have to say, I have not been able to find the merit in

the system. It is called a merit system, and I say it is not a fair description
to give it

Q. I must admit I did not quite grasp that in your last statement0-A. I

say I do not considerthat it shouldbe called a merit system,becauseI do not
find

there

is merit

in it.

Q. Do you mean by merit that it doesnot recognizethe principle of merit?
-A.

Exactly.

Q. In what way, in appointmentsor promotions?-A. In promotions.
What I say is that if a man doesgive effectivework in a departmentthere is
no reasonwhy he should be singled out for promotion more than anybody else;
his merit does not promote him.

Q. Under the presentsystem?-A. No; as I say I seeno elementin the
present systemthat brings that about.
[Thomas Mulvey, K.C., B.A.]
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By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Do you mean it is too automatic?-A. I do not know, I am not trying
to give an explanation of it, I do not know the cause of it, but I say I do not
see that

in it.

Q. From experience?-A. Yes, there may be others who do and they can
give you the reason for it; I say I cannot.
By Hon. Mr. Mar til:

Q. Are the promotions in your department all made by the Commission?
-A.

Yes, they are always; they have been since 1918 at any rate.
By the Chairman:

Q. Are they not made on the recommendation of the department?-A.
Well, they may be, but the departments make many recommendations that
are never

considered.

Q. What percentage of recommendations that the departments make are

not considered?-A. I could not give you the percentage; the accountant is
the only man that can give you percentages.
Q. Have you in your mind any feeling that any injustice is done to your

recommendationsfor promotions by having them turned down?-A. I think
I can fairly say that the whole State Department has been unfairly dealt with
in the classification throughout.
Q. Not by the desire of the Commissioners?-A. No, I do not think so, I am
quite sure of that; I think it was caused by officials of the Civil Service Commission who were either incompetent to judge of the work that was being done
in the State Department or some similar reason to that. I do not attribute it

to the Commission at all; in fact, I know cases-when I say I know of them
T have been told of them-where recommendations were made and they were
simply pigeon-holed by officials there and never received any consideration by
the Commission.

As far as the classification

is concerned I think

it has never

been effective in any respect whatever; it has merely put a new tag on everyone
in the service. If there had been an organization of departments and then the

classification on that organization, I submit good progress might have been
made.

I happened to be down at the Printing Bureau when the reorganization

of that department took place; it was fairly efficient and the classification was
made after the organization, and I think that good work was done down thereI do not think as good work as might have been done by the organizers there,
but still they did good work.
By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Tell us what you mean by the organization of the department?-A.
have say a staff of half a dozen in one branch

and a staff of half

We

a dozen in

another, and a staff of a dozen in another.
Some of these may be overmanned and some of these may be undermanned.
It may be that work should
be better distributed
from one to the other of these branches than is done
at present.
We are working on a system that has been in existence for the

last fifty years; it could be improved, I have not any doubt.
Q. Are you aware of any suggestion or any report that has ever been
made for a reorganization or an organization of a different kind-?-A.
No, I do

not know of any.

There was a reorganization for instance clownin the Printing

Bureau, which as I say was not complete, but it did very effective work, and the
classification after that was done brought efficient results.
But the mere
matter of going around the different clerks in the various departments and

putting new tags on them I do not think has brought about any very great
'results

at all.
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Q. You do not know of any official that was ever asked to make a report
in regard to organization?-A.

So far as I am concerned I do not know,

no.

I have always felt that the State Department could be brought into more efficient
condition than it is at present, but it is not my duty to do it.
I recognized
that immediately. To some extent I was glad that the responsibility of reorganization was not put upon my shoulders; I say it is the Civil Service Commission that does that; that is one of the bad effects of dual control.
If I
was called upon by my minister to say " Can you reorganize your department

more efficiently" it would be up to me to do it; now I can say the Civil Service
Commission

should

do that.

By Mr. Shair:

Q. Do I understand that you cannot reorganizeyour department now if you
want to?-A. I do not see how I could. I cannot classify anybody, I mean
change anybody from one position to the other except in the same class.
Q. Do you suggest that the Civil Service Commission can go into your

department and reorganize it?-A.

They have done it in two or three depart-

ments.

Q. They cannot go into a particular department unless at the request of
that department, is not that right?-A. I do not know.
Q. Have you ever requested the Civil Service Commission to go in your
department and reorganize it?-A. Xo.
Q. Are you satisfied with the organization in your department first of all?A. Xo; I think it could be improved.
Q. I suggest you look up the statute and you will find you can call in the
Civil Service Commission, and I imagine they would be glad to come in and
fix you up?-A. I have never looked into whether it could be done or not, but

I venture to say that it is the minister who should ask for that reorganization,
not the deputy.
Q. You suggested that the Civil Service Commission did not give effect
to the recommendations with regard to promotions made from your department?
-A.

Yes.

Q. And you say in a large number of cases?-A. It could not be a very large
number of cases because the State Department is a small department.
Q. Take the last year, how many cases of promotions?-A.
I cannot tell
you.

Q. Can you give me any idea in percentage?-A. Xo; if you want that
information I can get it for you from the Accountant's branch.
Q. Would you say it would be as much as 50 per cent?-A. I could get
you the actual figures; I am not going to make any statement because I do
not carry' it in my mind, and I have nothing to indicate how many there are.

Q. You said a large number of cases?-A. I can say a large number of
cases, and four may be a large number.
Q. Four is a large number-?-A.
Surely, yes.

Q. You would suggestthat there are two great mistakes in connection with
the reorganization of this commission?-A. Yes.
Q. One, that it interferes with responsible government?-A. Yes.
Q. That argument would necessarily mean if it was given effect to that
the Commission

should be abolished?-A.

Xo, it does not;

it should

be made

responsible; that is all.

Q. Whom would you makeit responsibleto?-A. I supposethat it might be

said that it is responsible to Parliament at the present time.

Q. I think so; to whomdo you want to makeit responsible?-A. It should
be made-I

am speaking not particularly, and in my remarks we are not par-
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ticularly speaking of the Civil Service Commission alone; I said all kinds of
commissions.

Q. What you said was this, that the Commission in so far as any commis-

sion operates,is an interference with responsible government?-A. Yes.
Q. And that does not make any difference whether it is the Civil Service
Commission, the Railway Commission, the Waterways Commission, the Grain
Commission, or any other commission.
If your argument has any effect, would

you not admit that it would necessarily mean the retirement of all these commissions?-A.

No.

Q. Where is your distinction?-A. The Railway Board is partly a judicial
body which puts it on a different basis altogether, and on questions of fact
there is an appeal to the Privy Council itself.

Take the Waterways Commis-

sion, it is directly under the control of a member of the government.
Q. Which member of the government?-A. The Prime Minister;

it

is

attached to the Department of External Affairs.

Q. So that your objection to the Civil Service Commission is that they
are responsibledirectly to Parliament?-A. That is rather perverting my statement.

Q. I mean as between these various other commissions?-A. I know that
that is your argument which I do not adopt, and I am not going to have my words

changedabout through the processof argument in that way. What I said was
that it interferes with responsible government, because the minister who was

responsible to Parliament for the administration of his department has not
full

control

of

his

department.

Q. I see.-A. That is the reasonwhich I gave.
Q. The Civil Service Commission becauseit has something to do with the
men in the department constitutes to that extent such interference-?-A. Yes.
Q. A violation of the principle of responsible government?-A. Yes when
you have dual control of any kind it easily gives the opportunity of passing
the buck

as we call it.

Q. So that it is a case I suppose of between the devil and the deep sea,
patronage on the one hand and passing the buck on the other?-A. Yes.
Q. That is what it is?-A.

Yes.

Q. And of courseyou have already indicated that in your judgment patronageso called is the more democratic way?-A. I believe it is; I am only expressing my personal view upon the subject.

Q. How long have you beenin the service?-A. I will be fourteen years on
the

first

of June

next.

Q. What is the size of your department approximately?-A.

When I came

to the department 1st June, 1909,there were 32 permanent and one temporary,
total 33. On the 1st April of this year there were 74 permanent and 48 temporary, making a total of 122.
Q. So that your department has grown very considerably in the meantime?
-A.

Yes.

Q. Taken over new duties I suppose?-A. Yes.
Q. Is there any overmanning in your department?-A. No; we are letting

someof the staff out; we are letting out two or three this year.
Q. Is there any overlapping in the work of your departmentwith any

other department?-A. I cannot say that there is.
Q. Have you investigated to ascertain?-A.
know

day.

I think if there was I would

it first.

Q. Fromwhomwouldyou knowit?-A. I wouldseeit on my deskevery
Q. In what way?-A. By the correspondence
and everythingthat came

beforeme I wouldseetherewasoverlapping.
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Q. I mean overlappingof the work of your departmentwith someother
department?-A. I say if there was suchI would seeit on my desk every day.
Q. How would you see it on your desk?-A. BecauseI would see it coming

to me, mattersthat shouldproperly go to somebodyelseor work I might do or
somebody else might do.

Q. So you are satisfied for that reason, that there is no overlapping?-A.
Not

that

I know

of.

Q. Can you tell me whether or not there is any overlapping in the work
of other departments?-A. I do not know anything about other departments.
I Avouldnot undertake to expressan opinion on a question of that kind. I have
no accurate knowledge of what is done in the other departments. I know what
they do generally of course, but I do not know their methods.

It would require

more knowledge than I would have in dealing with the other departments, to
know how they carry on their business.
Q. So that every department is a sort of little world in itself, each one
responsible to its minister?-A.
You can put it that way if you like, yes.
Q. And you carry on your own duties without reference to the work of the
other departments?-A.
No, I will not say that.
Q. Except in so far as it affects you?-A. When another department is
involved, with anything that is done in the State department, I consult them.
There were two or three things that came up recently, where applications were
made for the incorporation of companies that had a relation to the Health

department. I referred to them to see if they had any objection to the companies being incorporated.
Q. That is not overlapping?-A.

Xo, but I give you that instance to show

that there is co-operation between the departments, and that they do not go on
in their own sweet way without reference to anybody else.
Q. Is there co-operation between the departments and the Civil

Service

Commission?-A. I can only give you my personal experienceon that subject.
I have endeavouredto co-operate with them on every occasion when I could.
Q. Have you heard of any lack of co-operation by any other departments?-A.

Do

not

ask me to answer

that.

Q. Why?
Is it too incriminating?-A.
No, I cannot answer for other
people.
Q. But you have been here in the Service fourteen years and I thought

perhaps you might be able to assist us.-A.

I am not going to make any state-

ment here that is based on gossip and that would be the only way I could get
information

of that

kind.

Mr. SHAWT:Mr. Chairman, I would like to have the Civil Service Com-

mission present a list of the promotions made in Mr. Mulvey's department,
and we will see to what extent his recommendations have received proper
consideration.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. Some little while ago Mr. Mulvey, you said that promotions sometimes
were pigeonholed by an official in the Civil Service Commission?-A. Yes, I
said that I was told that by one of the officers in the department. That is
how I got the information.

Q. That would be classedas gossiptoo, I suppose?-A. No, I don't think
it is gossip,becauseI askedthis official to get the information for me and that
is the information

he gave.

Q. You have not a concretecasethat you can give us?-A. I am quite
preparedto give you the incident and everythingelse,if you desireit, the one
I had in mind when that was asked. I have not the correspondencehere on

the subject but I can get it.
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By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Give us the name of the person involved, Mr. Mulvey and we can
find out about it for ourselves.-A.

I do not think you ought to ask me that.

Mr. CHEVRIER:That would not be fair. Give the whole thing or nothing
at all. Mr. Mulvey says it is not gossip.
Mr. GARLAND
: It was my intention that he should give the whole thing,
when I asked the question.

Mr. SHAW: Why not clean the whole thing up?
The WITNESS:I will give you the incident and the names, if you wish.
I made a recommendation for the promotion of one of the engrossing clerks.
The investigators who came up to the department came to the conclusion that
engrossingwas just a fad and there was no necessity for it. When it was referred
it went to them and they pigeonholed it. When the circumstancescame before
the Commissioners themselves, they immediately made the promotion.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. What do you mean by "engrossing"?-A. The commissionsof the judges,
for instance, and those of the members of the Government are all engrossedon
parchment. That work requires an expert to do it..
Q. You do not use a machine for it?-A. No, by no means. It is quite
artistic

work.

Q. That is so that they can frame the commission?-A. Yes, I believe they
do.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. Did the official who pigeonholed your recommendation get any reprimand from the Civil Service Commission?-A.

I do not know anything about

that.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. As deputy minister, have you anything to say as to who should have
the appointment of the labouring classes?-A. No, I have no labouring classes.
Q. Do you think that all appointments into the Civil Service should be by
competitive examination?-A.
No, I would not say they all should. I think

the system which prevailed before 1908 was an excellent one. I am giving
only my own personal views. If I wanted to find an expert to do business for me,
I would not choose him on an examination at all. If I wanted to get a lawyer

for instance in the State department, a young man who would develop, I would
likely go to the Dean of McGill University law school, or the Principal of
OsgoodeHall and ask him to pick me out two or three that I could interview.
An examination would not show the man that I want. And I venture to say
that in any technical branch the samething would apply.
Q. Supposingthey took the appointments to clerical as distinguished from
technical or administrative positions? The appointments under the Act of 1908
were governed by section 13, that appointments to positions in the inside service

then-and let us make it apply to the outside Service now-for clerical positions,
shall be by competitive examination, which shall be of such a nature as will
determine the qualifications of candidates for the particular positions to which
they are to be appointed, and shall be held by the Commissionfrom time to time
in accordancewith the recommendationsmade and approved by the Governor
in Council. Now were you satisfied with the appointments made under the Act
of 1908, provided they were carried out in that way?--A. My experiencewas
that they were perfectly satisfactory.

Q. For the appointmentof technical officers,what would be your suggestion?-A. I think the minister should appoint them.
[Thomas
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Q. When you cameto promotions,under the old Act, section24 said that
promotions other than from the third and second class, should be made by
merit, upon the recommendation of the head of the department, based on a

report in writing of the deputy headaccompaniedby a certificateof qualification by the Commission to be given with or without examination as is determined by the regulations of the Commission. How did that system work in

thosedays,did you find any fault with it?-A. I never had any difficulty with
it.

That is about the only answer I can give.

Q. That is, that under that system whenever it was a case of promotion
you exercised your discretion and judgment and took the responsibility?-A.
Yes, it should be done upon the responsibility of the minister and the minister
holds the deputy responsible for giving him proper advice respecting it.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Has the present system brought about a greater efficiency and economy
in the service?-A. Well, the present system, as I say, you may improve it,
you may change it, you may overcome difficulties which it at present presents,

but I say that it is a system that is based on a bad principle.
Q. As regards efficiency and economy in the service, has that been
achieved?-A. It is very diffcult, Mr. Marcil, to answer that question; very
difficult

indeed.

I may say that my experience is that it has added very

greatly to the expenseof the service. In the first place the number of regulations which have been passedand amendedhave becomesuch that no one can
keep track of them. I understand that in some of the departments it is necessary to have men who devote themselvesto keeping track of the civil service
regulations and that is their only duty. That is a bit of gossip too. I don't
know what department that applies to.
By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. You have compared, Mr. Mulvey, the number of servants in your
branch to-day with what it was when you came into the service some months
ago?-A.

Yes.

Q. Did you include in the figures of the previous year, the External
Affairs branch?-A.

No, there was no External Affairs branch.

Q. In 1909, did the figures that you gave include the External Affairs
branch?-A.

No, it did not.

Q. Was there no External Affairs branch then?-A. Yes, the Department
of External Affairs was established, and the Department of State went on as
it was. There were a few taken from the Department of State as a nucleus
from which the Department of External Affairs was made up.
Q. In what year was that done?-A. The 1st June, 1909, when I assumed
my present position.
Q. There is no outside service coming under your department?-A.
No.
By the Chairman:

Q. Mr. Mulvey, you referred to reorganization as being essential before
classification

could

be made

most

effective?-A.

Yes.

Q. In dealing with the question of superannuation, do you think reclassi-

fication is desirable?-A.I knowvery little aboutsuperannuation.I personally was not interested in it becauseit was abolished before I came into the
service, and if there is any superannuationestablishedI don't see how it would
do me any good. For that reason I never studied the subject. One remark I
would make about it is, that the present system is unfair to many civil servants

They go on for yearsandyearspayingto the fund andthe bulk of themget no
benefit
from it at all; they die off, or if they retirethey die very shortly after
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and they get no effective return from the money they put in, and I have always
thought that was unfair to them.

Q. You would be in favour of a new superannuation measure?-A. Yes.

Q. The other point I askedSir JosephPope for an expressionof opinion
on was with regard to a council of a Board of Appeal as against classification.
You have no power to change a man's classification?-A. No.
Q. You say that the Civil Service Commission is final in its decisions?-A.

It is of course subject to an order in council. I would not be positive of that
either.

Q. It is apparent from the evidence of the civil servants themselves that it

might be desirable to have something in the nature of a personal board to hear
appeals against classification and discuss matters of that kind. Do you think
that would be a relief?-A. I think that the appellate tribunal they have in
the Civil Service Commission did a great deal to get over some of the difficulties created by the classification. I think it did a lot of good.
Q. If there were some type of board co-operating with the Civil Service

Commission represented by employees of the department, to deal with and
discuss with the Civil Service Commission these matters, do you think that it
would relieve the feeling of discontent on classification and might correct a
good deal of it?-A.
On general principles I would say yes, because it brings
about conciliation for one thing, and it gives people an opportunity of advancing their contention. I think it might do good. Candidly I have not investi-

gated the position sufficiently to form a real opinion upon it, so that I would
rather not expressany views upon it.
The CHAIRMAN:Any further questions? Thank you Mr. Mulvey.
Witness

retired.

The CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, owing

to a dinner to the Prime Minister

to-morrow evening, we are calling a meeting for ten o'clock to-morrow morning. Mr. Hunter of the Public Works and Dr. Grisdale of the Department of
Agriculture, will be here. That will be all this evening.
The Committee adjourned until ten o'clock a.m., Wednesday, 2nd May,
1923.

WEDNESDAY,May

2, 1923.

The Special Committee on tho Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10 a.m.,
Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding.
Mr. J. B. HUNTER, called and sworn.
By the Chairman:
Q. What is your full name?-A. James B. Hunter.
Q. And your position?-A.
Deputy Minister of Public Works.

Q. Have you any statement that you want to make relative to the operation of the Civil Service Act, as it now exists?-A. Well, I think probably there
are a few remarks that I might make.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. How many years have you been deputy minister?-A. I am in the sixteenth year. It strikes me that the main difficulty that has been encountered
in administering the Act so far is that too much has been undertaken; that is,
the whole Service was practically

thrown on the Civil Service Commission at
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once, to operate and administer. The secondthing is the classification that was
put into force. Now, a modification of both of these, it seemsto me, would work
out satisfactorily to everybody. For instance, in the case of appointments,
there are a great many classes of employment in the Public Works department, that would, in my opinion, be much more satisfactorily arranged for
directly by the department than by the Commission. That matter has already
been taken up in the way of exemptions,and some progresshas beenmade; but
I think further progresswould give much more satisfactory results. For instance,
we asked that fourteen classesof positions be exempted. To give you an idea
of the classesof employment that I mean, take inspectors on construction work;
that is where we let a contract for a wharf, a breakwater or a public building
-the appointment of an overseer to see that the work is properly carried out.
I think that is a class of appointment that could much more satisfactorily be
left to the department through its engineers or architects. Then there are
cleaners, caretakers around public buildings; elevator attendants, heating
engineers, watchmen, bridgemen, dam-keepers. In addition to those we asked
to have exempted, and they were exempted, foremen. There is very little
difference between a foreman and an inspector, and I do not know why the one
was chosen and the other left. The foreman hires the men to carry out the work
in a case of repair or small work that is done by day labour. The inspector
supervises the work. Their qualifications are practically identical. Then there
are artisans,

labourers

and charwomen.

By the Chairman:
Q. Before you pass from that-I

am interested in that because I have had

a case in my own riding. Where there is public work of greater or lesser size
going on, the engineer,in my experience,tries to find somebody and appoints a
man. I thought he appointed the men. Does that recommendation from the
inspector go through you and then through to the Civil Service Commission?
How is it usually handled now?-A. The way it is handled now is that the
inspector on contract work has an advertisement posted-.

Q. That is on day labour work?-A. The department appoints the foreman, and the engineer's duty is to find competent men to carry on the work.
Q. In mv riding the engineer on the work asked me if I knew of a returned

man who would make a good foreman. I gave him a list of four or five
returned men who had had a little experience, but I did not know whom he

picked out until I saw the man on the job. It is a straight department appointment?-A. A straight department appointment. I do not see why inspectors
should not be handled the same way.

Q. The difference is, I suppose,that the one is a day labour job and the
other is a contract job.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. In the case of a day labour job the foreman hires the men, but where

a firm or corporation gets a contract, then it is the policy of the Department
to have an inspector to see that the contractor observes the specifications?A. Yes.

Q. That man has to be appointed by the Civil Service Commission?-A.
Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. On the recommendation of the department?-A. The department

reports on the applicants,you see,but there is no necessityfor going through
all that.

Q. What is the procedurefollowing a recommendationfrom the departmentce-A. Sometimesthe recommendationfrom the departmentis followed,
sometimesit is departed from by the Commission.
[Mr.
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Q. As a general rule they follow your recommendation?-A. As a general
rule.

Q. Your point is that there is a lot of red tape?-A.

Yes, it is unnecessary

to have so much correspondenceabout it.
By Mr. Mar tell:
Q. And it brings about delay?-A.

Necessarily because we cannot go through

all that procedure without some delay.
Q. Do you know of a case down in Inverness County, Cape Breton, where
you got a nomination from the Civil Service Commission three days after the
work was done?-A-

I do not remember

that

identical

case.

Mr. MARTELL:I will get the case,and produce it to you at the next session.
They asked for an inspector on a job, and the Civil Service Commission gave
the name of a man, and was notified of his appointment three days after the
job was completed.
By Mr. McBride:
Q. How was the work inspected?
Mr. MARTELL: It was not insjicrtrd

at all.

Mr. GARLAND:How long did the job last?-A. I could not tell you, but it
was three months from the time the application was made that the work was
completed.

Mr. BROWN:Did the inspector of the work certify that it was properly
done?

Mr. MARTELL: If you were building wharves where you have to put in

creosotedpiling, and where you cannot tell whether it is being driven into mud
or sand, it is a different

matter.

Mr. McBride

will

know that.

By Mr- Simpson:
Q. Who looks after the labour work?-A.
The foreman carries out the
work.' He is responsible for the work, but he is overseen by the engineer.
By the Chairman:

Q. Is there not an inspector on day labour work?-A.

No.

Q. Then I must have been thinking of a dredging contract. They have an
inspector on that?-A. Yes.
The

CHAIRMAN:

That

is the

case I had in mind.

WITNESS: I would think that if some progress were made in eliminating
more of those positions, the administration of Government work would be

greatly helped, so far as the Department of Public Works is concerned. To
pass on to the other point that I mentioned-that of classification; that is the
method of describing and giving a title to each individual position. For instance,
we have 327 different kinds of employeesin the Department of Public Works,
now, that is absolutely unnecessary.
By the Chairman:
Q. What caused that condition?-A.
The Commission employed a firm
named the Arthur Young Company to re-organize the Service and classify it.
That was their system, I understand.

Q. Before that, how many did you have?-A. We just had about six or
eight.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Under the 1908 Act?-A.

Yes.
[Mr.
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By the Chairman:

Q. There were only six or eight?-A. Six I guessit was. They were each
subdivided

into

two.

Q. That would be twelve?-A.

Yes.

Q. The Arthur Young Co. made a classification of 327 in your department?-A.

Three hundred and twenty-seven.

Q. That was a very unwieldy and unnecessaryclassification?-A. Yes,
absolutely.
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. That division was under sections 28, 29 and 30 of the 1908 Act?-A.
Yes.

By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Tell us what the effect was on the work of the department of the

increase to 327?-A. Just this, you can not operate your staff; there is no
elasticity. Take a person whose duties are described as so and so or such and
such; his duties must be very similar to those of some person in the next room.
But probably a sentence was added to the definition of his duties, and you cannot

transfer say a clerk stenographer and use her as an account clerk or a clerkbookkeeper. These are some of the classified titles that are given. There is
no way of utilizing your staff where they are most needed. You cannot get
the same punch to your staff. Perhaps I have not made myself very clear. For
instance you have a position in the accounts branch and a stenographer is
probably the best fitted person in the department to fill that position, a stenographer cannot be made an account clerk. I could not send her over to the
accountant's office and use her there and appoint another stenographer. That
position has to be filed according to the description of the qualifications. The
result is that there are 327 sort of water-tight compartments in the department,
and each has its own line of promotion to certain other positions, supposedly
to a similar

line.

Q. Has that had any effect in the way of overlapping or over-manning or
anything of that sort?-A. No, it has not had either effect that way, but it has
had this effect that you are not able to use your staff when and how you want to

use them, which was the case before. In those divisions you have clerks, stenographers, clerk-stenographers,junior clerk-stenographers,account clerks, clerkbookkeepers,and other classes. In fact you might say that the clerical help
for the department is divided into divisions. Before you could use an individual
anywhere, but now you can only use him to do a certain set of prescribed duties.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. A remedy for that according to your suggestionis that the organization
should be done by the department itself?-A. No, but the Commission can do
the organizing. I would, however, have the clerical staff divided into division?
so that you could use them wherever you wanted in the department and say

put a limit of salary if you like, $2,000 or $2,400 underneath that salary for
divisions just as it was in 1908; go back to the 1908 divisions for a part anyway of the staff. It is all right to describe the duties of a certain special
office., there is no trouble about that, because there is only one or a few of that

kind of office in each department; no difficulty about that, but as regards the
general run of clerks, the mere fact that we had twelve divisions in 1908 and
now have 327 is evidence I think

that it is overdone.

By Mr. Simpson:

Q. Speaking of the twelve divisions, have you reference to the inside

serviceonly?-A. No; I am speakingof the whole service;these 327 include
everybody in our department.
fMr.
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Q. Speaking of the twelve divisions you refer to-A. We had fewer outside; take the engineering staff, we simply had a district engineer, senior
engineer,assistant engineer,junior engineer and a clerk.
Q. That would be one branch?-A.

Yes; that did not follow the line except

approximately of the inside classification. This was a classification by title,
but we had just five or six different titles. Now, in the engineering staff we
must have thirty or forty. There is no necessity for subdividing and splitting
up finely the different duties of engineer. You can take an engineer and you
can put him in a grade, but now they are all split up and each fellow that has
some little peculiar qualification has a title; he is, for instance, a hydrometric
engineer.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Has that tended to efficiency and economy in any respect?-A. It has
tended to inefficiency; it has made unrest. If there is any difference, as there
is in these different classified salaries, the employees are sitting down studying

the book to see if they cannot make out that they are so and so, instead of
attending to their work. They are all the time coming to argue with me that
they should be so and so, " I am doing this; he is a hydrometric engineer, why
am I not?" I say, " Run away, I don't know why you are not; you are not,
that

is all."

Q. Has this system brought about any economy?-A. The classification has
not brought about any economy. The Civil Service Commission would have
the same control in any respect in that way as it has now.
Q. Has it increased the cost of the staff of the department?-A.
Well, we

have not increasedour staff, but very little.
Q. The subdivisions of all these positions?-A. It has thrown a lot more
work uselessly on the existing staff.
Q. No compensating advantage?-A. No compensating advantage.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Do I understand from you that if you gave directions to a stenographer,
we will say, to do some work as an account clerk, although I cannot imagine
a stenographerproperly, if qualified to do that work, but we will supposeyou
gave that instruction and the stenographersaid, " No, I won't do it, I do not
belongto that class," would you be justified in discharging that stenographer?A. That would not happen, because I would not under the present circumstances-I have not the authority and would not instruct a stenographer to
go there.

Q. Why have you not the authority?-A. BecauseI can only use people
where they are classified.

Q. The law says you have no authority to take, for instance, a junior
stenographerand ask him or her to act as a senior stenographer?-A. No.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The law does not say that in so many words, that is the effect of the
classification?-A. The classification is a part of the law.

Q. There is no explicit stipulation that it cannot be done in that way, but

that is the classification, which is the law?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaiv:

Q. I put this proposition to you: supposeyou directed a junior stenographer
to do somework that ordinarily is done by a senior stenographer; do you mean
to say or to inform the Committee that you would be acting entirely outside
the bounds of your own office?-A. Yes.
5-43
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Q. You say that is the law?-A. I say that is the way the law works out
is administered.

Q. Is it the law in fact?-A. Yes, I would say so, becausethe statute falls
upon the Commission to classify the service; they classify them under regulations which are backed by the statute, and that is what those regulations say.
Q. Have you ever tried it?-A. No, because I try to live within the
>tntute, to carry on the department as best I can within the statute.

Q. You have taken it for granted that you have no right to give such
directions as in the case I have indicated to ask a junior stenographerto do the
work of a senior stenographer, and you have taken it for granted that that
is what the law says, and therefore you have not tried to do it.
Mr.

MARTELL:

That

is in another

class.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. I understand, because I don't think it is right at all; that is the situation as you understand?-A.
Yes.
Q. When I came in you were speaking about the advisability of exempting
further classes from the operation of the Civil Service Commission. You have
heard about some complaints being made about your filling positions already
exempted, have you not?-A. They have not reached me.
Q. I think there have been some complaints in your own department about
the manner in which the exempted positions have been filled by the departmental
officers; the suggestion is that you are not maintaining the preference which
returned soldiers are entitled to. Will you please indicate with regard to the
classes already exempted the procedure in your department for filling a vacancy?-A. The procedure if a vacancy occur?Q. Take in Ottawa, so that we will have a concrete illustration of it?-A.
In Ottawa when we want to appoint anybody to the artisan staff the superintendent of buildings takes the matter up with the local members and they go
over a list of names and he selects a qualified man: that is the way it is done.
Q. There was a letter produced in evidence here-I have forgotten for the
moment whether it was from your department or not-in
connection with an
appointment in Winnipeg in which the applicant was referred to the Liberal
Association in Selkirk I think it was; would you know anything about that?
-A.

No.

Q. What I want to get at particularly is just what assurance have you got
that the law in that regard is being obeyed, or do you go into that matter
yourself personally?-A.
No, I do not.
Q. Who does in your department?-A.
The general instructions are given

to the engineers or architects as the case may be. requiring to make these
appointments, the lines they are to be made along, and they carry them out,
and where there is no complaint heard I presume they are carrying out their
instructions.

Q. I just recommendyour attention to the evidencethat has beengiven
before the Committee, because there is apparently some principle that it is not

being carried out, and my recollectionis that it is in your department?-A. I
have not any hope of administeringany system,or getting any system,that
somebodywon't complain about. There will he complaintsno matter what

you do. Thereare complaints
with the Commission;
thereare complaintswith
the department;I cannothopethat therewill not be complaints.
Q. You seethe conclusionI am liable to draw is this: if you cannotadmin-

ister the exemptedpositions efficiently in compliancewith the law, why should

we add to your burdens further by recommendingthe exemptionof further
classes?-A."If your assumptionwere well founded perhapsthere would be
some ground.
[Mr.
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Q. You cannot tell whether it is or not?-A.

I do not believe it is.

Mr. MARTELL: Argument from a single instance is a logical fallacy.
The CHAIRMAN: I don't think there were very many instances given of
non-observance of the Act. "We had more evidence with regard to the elevators,
that is as to the preference for disabled men.

Mr. SHAW: I am speaking of the evidence of Mr. MacNeil, where he
said if you want to get 100 men I will go out and get them for you, when there
was some question raised about getting instances.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Mr. MacNeil did not insist on these positions under $200;
he was not very strong on them.
Mr. SHAW: The exempting order in council said that in all these cases the

returned soldier preferencemust be maintained. Now, Mr. MacNeil comes along
and he says the department's heads are not maintaining that preference, and
therefore, under those circumstances he suggests that even the exempted positions go back to the jurisdiction of the Commission.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: The appointments being made under $200 the soldiers
were not very anxious for.

WITNESS:I put it to you this way, of course the returned soldiers would
want 100 per cent, he would want to get every appointment, and the provision that was made in the Act said the returned soldier should get it if he has
minimum qualifications.
That detracts from the service. If you load up a

service with men of minimum qualifications you are going in a few years to
have a pretty poor service.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Your recommendation to the Committee I take it would be that the preference which the returned soldier obtains under the law be removed?-A. No,
I am not recommending that at all.
Q. What is it that you recommend?-A. That it be given consideration;
I would not recommend he be given 100 per cent consideration as he wants to
be given.
Q. The exemption order states the consideration which should be given to
him?-A.

Yes.

Q. You object to that, do you?-A. No, not at all, and it is being carried
out, he is being given a preference. Supposing he was getting a preference of
say 60 per cent under the Commission and say getting 50 per cent under tho
department, he would complain, but 50 per cent might be all he would be
entitled to get.
Q. You judge as to the amount of preference he should get?-A. Yes, that
is a matter of policy, whether the Commission or the Government fixes it.
Q. So far as your department is concerned?-A. So far as our department

is concernedwe give the preference in making an appointment that we have
the making of to the returned soldier.
Q. Tell me the degree of preference you give?-A. I don't know that I can
state any exact percentage; I have never worked that out, but it would run

half and half. I can state that with a certainty, that half the appointments
are going to the returned soldiers, and I think possibly more.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Has it been your experience that a number of returned soldiers have

beenappointed under the system of preference,and have proved wholly incom-

petent?-A. Well, I don't like to make any generalstatement; of coursethere
have been a few that have proved incompetent,yes, and we replacedthem.
They were nervous, excitable, shell shockedmen.

,
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Q. I think they should be given somepreference,but it should not be so
large as to allow incompetentmen to get into the service.-A. That is the very

thing. That is my idea exactly. Of coursethat would decreasethe difnculities
a great deal in the making of appointments. We would not take a man who
could not come up to the qualification; we would not accept him in any event.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. The statementhas beenmade that appointmentshave beenmade as

they were under the old patronage system. Do you know anything about that?
-A. Only what I hear, that each electoral constituency has its own committee,
that each member has a set of advisers.

Mr. MARTELL: There is no patronage committee in it at all. Wherever an
appointment has been made, a returned soldier has got it if at all possible.
WITNESS:I think ever since I have been in Ottawa, whatever parties have
existed, they have always had their workers here.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Do you know to what extent the workings of this Committe have
affected appointments that have been made?-A. I don't know. They have
advised the members, I suppose. They do not advise the department. They
are the membci-' ('mnmittee, not the department's Committee.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. The department gets those recommendations from the members?-A.
The department goes over such names with the members.

Q. Do you do that yourself?-A. No, sir. The superintendent in charge
of the staff doesthat, wherever an appointment is being made.
By Mr. Drummond:
Q. I am afraid you did not catch my point. What I meant to say was
Hi at the inference \vas made, as I understand it, that this patronage committee
worked in conjunction with the department?-A.
No, sir.
Q. In regard to appointments?-A.
No. I do not see that there is any
use beating about the bush about the workings of these Committees. The-

thing must be run in an open-handed way.
Government

Why should it not be that t'ic

in power be expected to make appointments

from their

fol-

lowing, to vacant positions; that is only human natufe. That has always been
the case, whether there has been a Liberal, a Conservative or a Progressive
Government

in Ontario.

By Mr. Rinlret:

Q. They do not appoint their opponents?-A. No, sir; certainly not.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. Why do you confineit to Ontario?-A. I am not referring to any particular political party that may be in power.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. So with the Civil ServiceCommissionthe patronagesystemis still in
existence,to a certain extent?-A. Yes,in that way.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. For positionsnot underthe controlof the Commission?-A.Yes.
Q. The membersfor the constituencies
are consulted?-A.Yes. It is a

- time-honoured practice.
I Mr.
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By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Let us take a constituency not represented by a Liberal member; where
do you get the recommendation from?-A.
I suppose, in fact I know, that our

engineeror our architect goes to the representative of the Government in that
constituency. He may be a defeated candidate or he may not be. He goesto
whoever has the confidence of the minister, and consults with him.
Mr. MARTELL: Some of your candidates were consulted in regard to tht,
Post Office.
Mr.

SHAW:

All

the more

shame

to them.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. That has been the practice ever since Confederation?-A.

The minister

takes the responsibility, not the defeated candidate. Nobody outside is asked
to take the responsibility.
advice

That is the minister's own business, whom he asks

from.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You think that that is the proper schemeunder our system of responsible Government?-A.

I do.

Q. Why not apply it to the entire service?-A. If we could apply it to tht
entire service, I would be agreeable, as far as I am concerned.

Q. That is, not simply to go back to 1908, but prior to 1908 and adopt the
system we had prior to that time?
Mr. CHEVRIER: There were competitive examinations ever since 1873.

WITNESS: If there is to be an examination, it should be a qualifying
examination.

The CHAIRMAN: In 1878 they sat as a Committee, as we are sitting now.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Is it your experience that a minister has ever appointed an incom-

petent man?-A. No, sir. When a man was proved to be incompetent he was
let out. There might be one-tenth of one per cent of the members who would
insist upon a political appointee being appointed, if reasons were pointed out
why a man should not be employed and when he was not competent. The
majority of the members are reasonable men, and have the welfare of the
country at heart. There is only one-tenth of one per cent where they would
insist upon a man being given a job because of being a political supporter, and
perhaps plaguing the member to get a job for him.
By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Does the same thing not prevail under the Civil Service Commission?
--A. I have no complaint to make of the men who are appointed. If we get
a man who is not competent, we chuck him out, just the same as we would any
other

man.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Have you seenMr. Hickman's letter?--A. No, sir.
Q. That was in the evidence given at the time of the Spinney investigation. Mr. Hickman said a man had secureda position as a result of the patronage system?-A. I have not seenthat. If the man was not satisfactory, it was
Mr. Hickman's

own fault.

Q. Whatever the system is here, have you any complaints to make in
regard to it?-A. No, I have no complaints to make in regard to it. We are
satisfied with the men put on to fill exemptedpositions.
[Mr.
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Q. Whateverthat systemwas,did it havethe effectof over-manning
your

staff by any of theseappointments?-A. Xo. You could still stuff it up under

a Commission
as well asunderany othermethod.
Q. But underthe presentsystem,as a resultof this systemhas any larger
numberof employees
in the exempted
classes
beenforceduponyou than under
the Commission-ifthey have beenforcedupon you?-A. Absolutelyno.
Q. Have you had any complaintsfrom the returned men as to the fact

that they werenot gettingthe properpreference?-A.PersonallyI have had
no complaints made to me.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. In view of the evidence and the statements made that appointments
were made after consultation with the members and possibly with the local
Committee, did they find out if there were any returned soldiers available?A. They have informed me that they got into touch with them.
By the Chairman:

Q. You know, Mr. Hunter, that your inspectors almost invariably look for
returned soldiers?-A.

Yes; our engineers do.

By Hon. Mr. Mar oil:

Q. As a matter of fact have not a large number of inspectorsbeenappointed
who were not returned soldiers?-A. Absolutely.
Q. There are a number appointed every day?-A. Someare appointed every

day.

Q. But they are invariably given the preference if they qualify?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. I supposethose conditions you have describedregarding the outside service obtain not only in the outside service in Ottawa but anywhere in the
Dominion?-A. There is very little of it in Ottawa, except in our workshop
staff, becauseour operations are carried on mostly outside of Ottawa.
Q..But everything you have said to-day would apply to the service in the
Public Workoperates.

branch

in Montreal,

for instance?-A.

Ye*.

That

is the wav it

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Are you in favour of releasingall of theselabouring positionsthat are
not susceptibleof competitiveexaminations?-A. Yes.
Q. Those should be handled by the departmentitself?-A. I think so.
Q. In the case of clerical appointments,say from the early stage of a
clerical appointmentup to a stagewhereit ceasesto be a clerical appointment
and becomesa technical or an administrative position; how would you manage
that? A. Abolish the classified positions as they now exist, and make divisions as heretofore. We would then have four divisions, and let the Commission hold tests for those four divisions.

Q. For clericalpositionsthey would be subjectto a clericalexamination

under the supervisionof the Commission,and you would simplify the classification?-A.

Yes.

Q. For the third class,namely,thoseof technical,professional
or administrative positions,wouldyou leavethe appointment
of thoseto the decisionof
the Civil Service Commission or to the discretion of the deputy minister,

coupledwith his responsibility0-A.It couldbe handledeither way. I have
no particularpreference
eitherway, for thosehigherpositions.
[Mr.
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Q. Do you find under the present system that the deputy minister has
enough scope in the administration of his department?-A. No.
Q. What do say should he done in order to give the deputy minister
more scope?-A. I think the thing that would cure that would be for the promotions to be in the hands of the deputy ministers.
the next point.

I was coming to that as

Q. Would you be satisfied to go back to the 1908 Act, for instance, section
24, which provides that promotions from the third to the second division should

be made according to merit by the Governor in Council upon the
recommendationof the head of the department, and so forth?-A. That is my
idea, that the Commission should be a check upon all qualifications for promotion, but that the recommendation should be left with the department.
Q. In cases of sick leave and transfers, who should handle those?-A.

Transfers should be handled in the same way as promotions. They should be
able to transfer within the department. I should be able to bring a man from
Winnipeg, London or Toronto to Ottawa, or send an Ottawa man out on the
service.I am speaking of the higher classesof officials. It should be elastic enough
so that

we could

utilize

our staff

wherever

we wanted

to use them.

Q. Are you in favour of a superannuation scheme?-A.
would

be a benefit

Yes. I think that

to the service.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. What about the Whitley Councils?-A. I am not in favour of Whitley
Councils. The more councils you introduce the more unrest and dissatisfaction
you have. It becomes more of a debating society than anything else.
By the Chairman:
Q. There has been evidence of a great deal of dissatisfaction with the classi-

fication. It is possible that a simplification of the classification might improve
the service. It has been suggestedthat something like a personal appeal board
within the Civil Service Commission might have a beneficial effect, that the civil
servants themselves might feel better if there was some board to go to with

their grievances,not as it is now. without an appeal. Do you think that some
sort of Council such as we have spoken of would be worth while, not the Whitley

Council, but a personnelcouncil; do you think that that would have a goodeffect9
-A.

I think it would have a good effect.

That has been demonstrated by the

board of hearing, which was an appeal council established on the working out
of the classification.

If the civil servant is not satisfied with a deputy minister

he asks to have the power taken agray from the deputy minister and handed
to the Civil Service Commission. The truth is that between the two they will
not be satisfied whichever they get. So that if you can give a measure of free-

dom to a man to go and present his casebefore any board, call it whatever you
like, and have representativesof the department and the Commission on that
board, he gets a full hearing, argues it out, and when the final conclusion is
come to and the recommendation is made, he is satisfied.
Q. On that board there would be representatives of the employees themselves?-A.

Yes.

Q. You think a move of that kind would be for the benefit of the members

themselves?-A. Yes. They would be satisfied that they had a square deal.
Q. I am taking an illustration from your department; in case of death or
removal of an official, wherehis assistant had beenin chargeof the work at times
and was fully qualified to carry on the work, do you think it would be an
improvement if the department were allowed to promote that man to the position of a duly qualified assistant without applying to the Civil Service Commis-

sion for an examinationof the applicants?-A. Yes. That is what I was saying,
[Mr.
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that the duty of the Commissionwould be to certify that the man recommended
in sucli a casewas competent.
Mr. MAHTELL: There is a concrete case now, in the assistant chief engineer.

The engineer is dead. How can they promote that man?
By the Chairman:

Q. You think it would be an improvement to the service if assistants could
be appointed to the chief positions?-A.

I do.

By Mr. Murtell:

Q. Suppose you had a case in your own department, where your chief
engineer had died, and where Mr. Cameron has been acting as chief engineer,
have you any authority to promote Mr. Cameron to the position of chief?-A.
No.

Q. Without an examination?-A.
No.
Q. Is there any position where that could come in unfairly?-A.
Xo.
Q. I am not saying that the Civil Service Commission would do it, but
there is the possibility that it could be done'.'-A. I suppose so; I suppose anything is possible.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. There is al-<>a possibility that a man might be brought in under the
old system; that was possibleunder the old system, I suppose?-A. Yes, certainly
it was.

Q. What have you to say in regard to a man having taken the examinations
on two different occasions and having outsiders promoted over his head?
By Mr. Ch</ //< r:
Q. That was under the section of the 1908 Act.-A.
M 'ftion

and should

have

never

It was a much abused

been in the Act.

<,).If the promotions were to be left in the hands of the deputy minister, I
would unhesitatingly say that something should be done, that some statutory
provision be put. into law that this could not be done any more, and I think the
Civil Service Commission deservesthis protection; but if promotions were made
under section 24, purely and simply with the words " otherwise peculiar".
struck out of 21, then a safeguard is given.-A. Yes. I think so.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Have you any complaint to make about the promotions made by the
Civil

Service

Commission?-A.

No.

Our relations

with

the Civil

Service

Com-

mission have been very satisfactory. We have been co-operating in every way
and working under the limitations the statutes fixed.
Q. I understand the Civil Service Commission have re-organized one or two

departments. Have they ever re-organized yours?-A. No, we do that ourselves.

Q. You have never asked them to go out and help you in that?-A. No.
They have passed on reorganizations that we have made. We reorganized
our Engineering branch in 1921, and tl ey approved of it. We are now

organizing another branch, and that has goneto the Commissionnow. We
believewe canreorganizebetter than any outsider,and we submit our proposals
to the Commissioners. They quite approved the reorganization to be made in
the Engineering branch. We cut the staff down.

Q. They re-organizedthe Printing Bureau. Your departmentmay be in a
different categoryfrom someother departments?-A. We claim it is a little
better.
TMr.
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Q. I expect that. The Printing Bureau, I have no doubt, in their reorganization, would claim they were a very efficient department, too.-A. I do not
believe they have the reputation abroad that we have.
By the Chairman:
Q. There is some difficulty, I believe, with permanent appointments, with
other than the minimum rate of salary in certain localities-the
Act is not very

flexible at the present time. It has been suggested that the Act should be
revised in that regard, to give the Commission power to make permanent appointments at the prevailing rate in localities where there are difficulties. Do you
have any difficulty in that regard in your department?-A.
We have had

difficulty in getting employeesin the north and in the west. Even in the case
of caretakers, we had difficulty in getting one at Prince Rupert.
Q. I am told the Act is not very flexible?-A. Xo, I think the Commission
should have some discretion in that respect and take the responsibility of going
into the situation and seeing what is the least a capable man can be secured for
and paid.
The CHAIRMAN: I was ju-t ;i-king your opinion on it.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. I was talking to the Chief Engineer of the Hudson Bay Railway. He is
also on the Welland Canal. He tell> me that in order to get engineers, when a
man is temporary, you can only pay him the minimum. There is a man in a
temporary appointment; he gets the minimum and he goes without the increase,

with the result that it makes it difficult to get a good man, becausehe will not
take a position for a year or two if there is no permanencyin it. If you get the
proper men, I should think the Commission should have greater latitude in
providing for the salary for the man who is a temporary.--A. You will have to
provide for that in the Act, because you will have the Justice department
ruling that a temperory man may not be given an increase. There are men in
our own department who have been in it for twenty years, who are technically
literally temporary, and they are as valuable as anybody in the department,
but that is the result of the Justice department's ruling. These men are working
with permanent men, and these other men are able to get their annual increase,
while the other man, who may be the better man of the three, has to remain
at the fixed salary, and it creates discontent, through no fault of his own. The
Justice department s:iys you cannot pay this man under the statute.
the statute
sends-,

should

be amended

so that

we send, and that

the

I say

Commission

By Mr. Dmmmonrl:

Q. Can you tell us how the total number of the employeesin your department at the present time would compare with the number say of ten years ago?
-A. I think there was a return brought down about that. I would not like to

speak from memory in a thing of that kind, but I can give you some definite
figures, though, for certain years. I happen to have the figures here, because
they were asked for, in a statement I had to make up-the figures of 1914 and
1922at Ottawa. Our inside staff was 350 in 1914. In 1922,on the 1st of April,
it was 294.

Q. Would that apply to the outside staff?-A.
Take the outside service in
the Engineering Branch, it was 358 in 1914, and 332 in 1922. The Accountants

Branch-those are the paying agencies,11 in 1914; 10 in 1922. The Telegraph
Service, 959 in 1914; 1,446 in 1922.

Q. That would be due to the increased offices?-A. Increased lines and

increasedemployees. Every time we build a .line we have to put on operators
and repairers.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Where are these lines?-A. Particularly in Nova Scotia and in the
northwest. We are abandoning a lot of these now, where they parallel the
Canadian National Telegraph.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. In the branches of the outside Telegraph department, you have shown
an actual di-crcase?-A. In the Engineering, yes. In the Architectural branch
there has been an increase from 1,248in 1914to 2,474 in 1922. 900 of that are
accountedfor by the transfer from the Finance Department to the Public Works
Department

in Ottawa, what is known as the char service, men and women

who clean the buildings and the balance is due to new caretakers, firemen and
cleaners and so on.

Q. Had it not been for this transfer from some other sources, there would

have been no actual increase?-A. If there had been no new buildings there
would have been an increase, as is shown on the inside, on our other lines.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. Some time ago you said you did not receive any complaint in regard to
returned soldiers being employed in different positions. Is there anybody else
in your department who would get those complaints?-A.
Anybody can get
them.

Q. Naturally, if the appointments were made through the patronage Committee, they would be more likely to go to them?-A. They would go there, that
is a sure thing.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Let us be fair about this. Would not the complaints, if there were any
complaints about the returned soldiers not getting preference, and they were
made to your official and your official knew his duties, would he not confer with
you as his deputy minister?-A.. He naturally would.
Q. And if he did not confer with you, he would be susceptible of being reprimanded, would he not?-A. Yes, he would.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. Have you ever reprimanded any person?-A. Too many, according to
the idea of some.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In reference to the returned soldier?-A.
returned

Not with reference to the

soldier, no.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. You are not aware of any of your under-employeespigeon-holeinga lot
of those complaints?-A. No, I am not aware of that.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. You said you had nothing to do with patronage committees, as such.
If those existed, they would communicatewith the members?-A. Yes.
Q. That is the system that existed under the former Union Government
and the former Liberal Government?-A.

It has always existed.

Q. There was a patronage committee under the Liberal Government and

you had your dealingswith them?-A. The Union Government
was so badly
mixed up I think the officials did pretty much as they pleased.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Drummond:

Q. The idea has got out through the country that the civil service has done
away largely with patronage?-A. If you mean patronage to that extemVQ. That idea is prevalent throughout the country?-A. I know that idea is
prevalent, but when you get down to what patronage exactly means, what is
the matter with it? It is a representative way of doing business. The people
have the say. If they are not satisfied with the men the member recommends
to a position, they throw him out at the next election. That is purely demo-

cratic. The people are running the show. As it is now, they have nothing to
say. They file their applications and they are dealt with by people who are not
representingthem, and whom the Government has no control over.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Mulvey, who told us that patronage was the
bulwark of democracy, one of the bulwarks of democracy?-A. I am not framing any catch phrases for head-lines for newspapers or anything of that sort.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. Some time ago the employees of your department were being paid, as
they termed it, a monthly rate, and now, I understand, several of them are
being paid the prevailing rate.-A. By the changes made, when the classification was put into effect with regard to artisans and labourers, they were
changed from the monthly rate to the prevailing rate, so much an hour, and
that has been enforced since May, 1920.

Q. As far as your department is concerned,have you any preference?-A.
Yes, I think the prevailing rate is the proper method to pay an artisan on. It
puts him on the same basis as the man outside, but I do not know whether

there is any reason why a carpenter employed by the Government should be
paid any different than a carpenter outside.
Q. Is it permanent?-A. The payment of the prevailing rate does not affect
permanency.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. Have you any suggestion to make as to the bonus?-A.

I think that

lias beenthe only practical way to deal with the increasedcost of living, so far,
and it seems to me it will have to be continued until things re-adjust them-

selvesto some other state of normalcy.
Q. Would you work it on a percentage basis?-A. Yes, I think making the
percentage larger for the lower classes than the higher.
By the Chairman:
Q. Do you not think that there are altogether too great a number of grades
for the same employees? Let us take the case of one not in your department
as an illustration, so that you will be able to give a free opinion on it-lettercarriers. Do you not think a man is just as good a letter carrier after a year's
training as after two or three years, that all that there is to learn about the
distribution of mail can be learned in a year, that the class starts too low, and
that the complaint on the cost of living comes from having to put in two or

three years to get a fair living wage. After the first year, the man really knows
as much about that job as he did at the end of the second or third year.

Do you

not think these lower classesshould be moved up from the bottom and fewer
classes instituted?-A.

I think

in the case of the elevator

man-an

elevator

man

can run an elevator a week or two after he is on it, as well as he can a year or
two after he is on it. There is a range of salary for that.
Q. Can you tell us what the range is?-A. From $70 to $80, or $85. It
goesat the rate of $5 a month. That is, $60 a year.
[Mr.
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Q. In each group?-A. In each group. Now, I would pay an elevator man,
as soon as he demonstrated his ability to run it properly, I would pay him in
that case,a fixed rate. He is just as good then as he would be in two years.
Q. It would simplify

the whole matter?-A.

I think

it would.

Q. The same thing applies in a lot of branches of the service. It would
make the remuneration more satisfactory for the men who cared to enter the
service.-A. I had a case of an elevator man up with the Commission recently.
There is a case now, where that situation exists to-day, where the man cannot
get any increase.

Q. Would decreaseof salary range necessitate any change in the Act, or
would the Commission do it voluntarily, if they thought advisable?-A. The
classification made the range of salary. Whether the Commission could change
the salary or not. I do not know what position they take in that regard.
Q. There seemsto be a general opinion on complicated classification. In
view of the general acceptance of the fact, I was asking whether a change
could be made by the Commission, or whether it could be made by an amendment to the Act.-A.
I am inclined to think that classification as to the range
of salaries was made a part of the Act. Dr. Roche may not know offhand.
You

would

have to amend

the Act.

By Mr. CJn m

Q. What i« your opinion of the range of the life of the eligible list? I think
it is section 42. Section 42 deals with compensation in the classification.-A.
Section 42 brings into effect the compensation and the classification, so that
\vnuld have to be altered in the same-way it was created.
By tlie Chairman:
Q. Do you think the section should be amended to provide for the life of

eligiblelists'?-A. Yes.

Q. I know the life of these lists is sometimes burdensome to the Commission.-A.

Yes.

Q. You think the Commission should be given authority to shorten the
life of these lists?-A. I think a great deal more discretion should be given to
the Commission. A great many things could be ironed out with them.
Q. Your opinion is that the working of the Act, as far as the Commission
;s Concerned, is thoroughly satisfactory, within the limits of the Act?-A. Yes.
Q. But if the Act were modified the Commission could still do better work
in co-operating for the efficiency of the service?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Dnunmond:
Q. Coming back to the basis of salaries, if there were a basis of salary
fixed, to do away with the bonus, have you any suggestion to make as to what
percentage should be used that would be fair?-A.
Xo, I have not.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Do you know, of any case where the ordinary labouring man, through
the bonus, would receive a salary higher than his foreman?-A. I have not any
case of that sort. I do not know that I understand your question exactly.

Q. The point is this: you take an ordinary labouring man receiving the
prevailing rates of salary.-A.

Yes.

Q. Through the bonusthat he is given here,he happensto receivea higher
amount of wagesthan his own foreman.-A. Well, someof the labouring men

on prevailing rates get no bonus. It is only a man on a salary who get a bonus.

The prevailingrate man is fixed. He is supposed
to be gettinga living wage

to-day.

[Mr.
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Q. Take the case of the foreman receiving a salary and the labourer
receiving a salary, through the bonus the labourer happenedto receive a higher
wage than the foreman?-A. That situation does not exist in our organization.
The foremen are paid so many cents an hour more than the men, so that there
is no question of bonus in their case.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Where inspectors are appointed by the Commissionon Government

contracts and in other cases,where the department appoints the foremen to hire
the men to carry on the work, is it the case that there is a difference in pay

betweenan inspectoron the contract and the foremandoing the repair job?A. Yes, there is.

Q. Do you not think they are both entitled to like pay? The responsibility
in the one casewould be as great as in the other, and their qualifications would
be about the same.-A.

Yes, I would think so.

Q. Who gets the more money?-A. The inspector, I think, gets the more
money.

Q. This inspector is appointed, is he not, when the expenditure does not
exceed $5,000?-A.

There are more over 5,000 than under $5,000.

Q. Was it not a fact that two or three years ago you could not employ a
common labourer without applying to the Commission for authority to do so?
-A. They were all under the Commission.
Q. Do you not think this idea of reform was over-done to such an extent
that it had to be undone?-A. They have been exempted. The Commission
realized it was an absurd proposition for them to be appointing labourers
throughout the country and they have been exempted from their jurisdiction.
Q. In making appointments for the outside service, does not the Commission have to rely on your reports in the case of an engineer, or in the case of an
inspector?-A. I do not know as to that, as to their inside workings, how they

check up, but I know we make a recommendation on the applicants to them,
and as a rule they accept them.
Q. Otherwise they would have to have a staff to do this work?-A.

That

is the commonsensething to do.to utilize the staff who is responsiblefor carrying out the work.

Q. When the report of the engineerreachesthe department-A. A certificate has to be issued by the Commission. In the old days the department

simply authorizedthe appointment.
Q. Was it satisfactorythen?-A. Absolutely.
By the Chairman:

Q. Would you suggest the foremen should be raised to the same rate of
salary as the inspectors or the inspectors lowered to the rate of salary of the
foremen? Would you fix the remuneration according to what the men were
doing?-A. If it were an intricate repair job or a fairly large wharf, I would
take the rate prevailing in that locality and say, " the foremen's job is worts*
so-and-so." I would not fix a rate for this man. Whatever the job was wortn
in that locality the man would have it.

Q. At the present time the inspectors are getting more for their service?

than the foremen?-A. That is my recollection. You can pay the inspectorup
to $7 a day.

Q. Would you suggest where the conditions are equal that the foremen

shouldbe raised to the level of the inspectors?-A. I shouldsay the inspectors
should get the $5.

Q. You say they shouldbe on the samebasisof salary?-A. What I mean
by that is the samebasisof arriving at the salary to be paid them, as I men[Mr.

J.

B,

Htmter.]
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tioned a momentago, accordingto the responsibility and the difficulty of th^
work they are in charge of.
Q. If the responsibility were equal?-A. They would get the same salary.
Q. What would the salary be, $7 or $5?-A. It all depends on what is

paid for that classof work in the locality whereit is carried on. It might be
$4; it might be $10.

Q. There would be no prevailing rate in that locality for an inspector.
There might be for a foreman.-A. You could judge the inspector's prevailing
rate by the foreman's rate.

You know the qualifications the man had to hi,v»,

and it is what you could get a man in that locali-'y for.
living not altogether from the Government.
a few month? and picks a man up. He is
have to pay that rate. If the
rate were
"
another locality, I would say, pay the man

He is earning his

The Go\u:nment just comes in for
earning a certain rate. We would
different in one Ioca1;:- than in
the prevailing rate in the locality."

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. The rates are higher in Eastern Canada than in Western Canada?A. Yes.

Q. Where the responsibility
more?-A.

devolved on the inspector, you would pay him

Yes.

Q. Is it not possible that a foreman who is put on a job of repairing an
old broken down wharf requires to be a more competent man th:m the inspector?-A.
I would rather pay a competent foreman more than an inspector,
because it is always harder to do the work yourself than to watch somebody else
do it. I think the man who does the work is the man who should be paid.
By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Hunter, there has been a good deal of discussion about the Commission advertising outside of Ottawa to fill minor positions in Ottawa. Some
minor position that is very local to the city lias to be filled, and under the
Act the Commission is obliged to send these forms all over the Dominion of
Canada, with very little likelihood of any applicants coming to Ottawa for
these minor po-jimi-. because they do not pay enough to justify a man leaving
his home. Do you not think that the Act should be amended to allow the
Commission to advertise only locally for positions of a minor nature?-A. That
is a matter, of course, for argument. The thing should be left in the discretion
of the Commission to see how it works out. It has been the opinion of Ottawa
people that the Government existed here for their peculiar and distinct benefit.
Now, I think if a man in Windsor, Nova Scotia, wants to come here and take a
job as stenographer, he is entitled to have an opportunity to do so. He should
not have to live in Ottawa before his appointment to a Government job at the

Capital. The Capital is for the whole Dominion.
Q. It is quite evident, though, Mr. Hunter, from the practice that has been
carried on that there is a tremendous lot of work devolves upon the Commission

which costs money to this country by sending these advertisements out; they
are put up in post offices, and the crowd stands around and reads them, and in
99 cases out of 100 the man is finally

appointed in Ottawa, because he is

})ere.-A. He has the inside track, there is no doubt about that.

I imagine it

results in that way.

Q. It gives the Commissiona lot of work, under the Act, sendingthese

advertisements all over Canada?-A. Yes.
The CHAIEMAN: I think the Commission should be allowed to exercise their
discretion

in that

line.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
On that score,if they are goingto be left openfor competition, and in view of what has beensaid about the City of Ottawa, I would
[Mr. J. B. Hunter.]
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be perfectly willing to let it go at that; if it is going to be a competition, because
I am satisfied it will come to Ottawa anyway.

Mr. McBRiDE: Would you say there should be no appointments made outside of Ottawa?

The CHAIRMAN:No, I think the Commission should have broader discretion under the Act as to how far they would circulate these lists of positions
vacant. I do not think there is any desire on the part of the Commission to

ignore outside applications at all, but minor positions, that are advertised all
over Canada, in which the outside applicant has a very very remote chance, in
fact, in some cases, the man is probably appointed before the outsider can get in.
I think there should be some broader power alotted to the Commission for the
sake of efficiency and economy as to whether or not they should circularize the
whole of Canada for some minor position.
Mr. McBRiDE: It seems to me that if Ottawa is going to appoint its own
people to do the work, that other districts should have the same privilege.
Mr. CHEVRIER: On that score, may I say this, that I can understand the
idea of simplifying the system and doing away with a lot of extra expense. As
I said before, now that the matter has been brought up, I would be perfectly
well satisfied to leave it to competitive examination, and then Ottawa will get
them all, but I have in mind a position of this kind where, last January, for the
position of Museum helper, carrying a salary of $960, it was advertised from
Halifax eto Vancouver and there were about 80 or 90 applications, and the
examinations

were

held

at the

various

centres

all

over

Canada.

That

neces-

sitated a tremendous amount of expense and waste of time and energy. That
was under the present working out of the Civil Service Act, for which nobody
is to be blamed but those who made these regulations. I can see the wisdom of
Commissioners trying to simplify it, but I do not think it behooves any member
of the Committee or any body else to say that if that was clone it would be for
the purpose of limiting all these appointments to Ottawa.
Hon.

Mr.

MARCIL:

I have

noticed

in the advertisements

of the Commission

that certain appointments will bo given to the residents of certain provinces, the
preference will be given to residents of certain provinces for certain work.
The WITNESS: That is in appointments of a local nature, such as a resident
engineer for British Columbia.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. There may be special cases where an architect in British Columbia
would be very much more entitled to the position, owing to the climatic conditions of British Columbia, than a man from the other provinces. I can see that

such discretion should be given.-A. That is patronage, is it not, that is right
in the Act.

The Act says we have to limit it to the provinces.

Q. It is really that in principle?-A.

What they call patronage creeps into

everything, you cannot get away from it.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. That is provincial patronage?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. A rose by any other name smells just as sweet?-A.

Yes, the trouble is

they are giving the rose a bad smell.
Q. There is another question about promotion. You think the deputy minister should be given more dircretion in the question of promotions, and I think
you said you were satisfied with the promotions as made by the Civil Service
Commission. If that is so, where is the difference, where lies the difference, if
you are satisfied with the men they send you?-A. The difference would be this,
[Mr.
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that they hold competitions, you see, and usually a man in a branch stands
out as next in line for promotion. Now, somebody outside of that branch,
will apply if the promotion is not limited to that branch, and if there is sufficient in it to pay, we limit it to that branch. Now, somebody in another branch
applied for the position, and he is put in this other branch over the head of
this other chap who has been working up to this job, and naturally he is sore.
That is why I saw the department should have the right of promotion, provided
the Civil Service Commission finds the man is qualified, and that is the safe-

guard the employeehas, that somebodyis not put in that position over his head,
and favoritism

shown.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Just one question, Mr. Hunter. Do you operate dredges at all under
your department?-A. Yes, we have dredging plants in every province.
Q. What do you do with them?-A. We dredgeout the harbours and rivers.
Q. Can you tell me what other departments have dredging plants?-A.
The Marine and Fisheries has a dredging plant in the St. Lawrence River. The
Railways and Canals department has dredging equipment for the canals and
Port Nelson on Hudson Bay.
Q. Did your department have anything to do with Port Nelson?-A.
No, it was entirely under the Department of Railways and Canals.
Q. And did you have anything to do with the harbour at Quebec, would
you have anything to do with the dredging at all?-A. I have not had, for the
last few years; we used to do a lot of dredging in the harbour, and we built
the pier where the C.P.R. steampships land now.
Q. Is there any overlapping in these dredging operations at all?-A. To
that extent, that several departments are doing it, but in different places.
Q. I suppose you all have vour dredges, each department would have its
own dredges?-A- Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. But, Mr. Hunter, the dredge operating back of Eddy's it would not be
sent down to operate in the St. Lawrence?-A. That dredge will be operating
in the

St. Lawrence

in

about

one month.

Q. But you could not use it further down there, and the dredge that is
there now could not come up here to operate?-A. We can take a dredge anywhere. Of course, there are certain plants that we find more convenient to
to operate within a certain region, but we have taken plants from Ottawa to
Yarmouth. Xm a Scotia. You cannot take it to British Columbia, of course,
but

we take

it to the

Atlantic

Ocean.

By Mr. Martell:
Q. In certain cases, a dredge could not be operated profitably,

in some of

the small creeks and coves- You would have to have a lot of small dredges.?
-A. Yes, of course,if a dredge draws 14 feet, and you only want 7 feet, you would
have

to waste

7 feet.

By the Chairman:

Q. The Marine and Fisheries department simply look after the channel?
A. They are confined to the ship channel. We dredge along the shore of the
river, that is the main ship channel that they look after entirely. That used
to be under the Department of Public Works, until 1902.

By Mr. Martell:

Q. What was the idea of transferringit, what was gainedby taking it
away from your department?-A.Because
the Marine and Fisheriesdepart-

ment was a little moreimportant, and they just stole that on our department.
Q. That comes under Mr. Fourneret?-A. Yes.
[Mr.
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By the Chairman:

Q. There was no real object in taking dredging away from your department?
A. None whatever, except to build up the Marine and Fisheries department.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Just on that point, if the Marine and Fisheries department is to have

jurisdiction over the lights and placing of buoys, would it not be a natural
consequencethat they should also have the dredging of the channel? I know
it has made them more important, and it has taken something away from you,
but in the natural course of events would it not be under the department which

looks after the lights and buoys and channel, as well as the digging?-A. You
might as well say that the department which looks after the digging should also
look after the lights. When we dredge any place we report that to the Marine
department so they can put proper aids to navigation, in view of the improvement.

By Mr. Simpson:
Q. If the dredging were all done under one department, you could do it
for less?-A. It would all depend on the work you had to do, you might need
all the equipment if you carried on the same work under different departments,
you would need it all whether it was under one or the other.
By the Chairman:

Q. Of course,gentlemen,in that discussionwe are getting a little away from
the work that we have undertaken; we are discussing there the work of the
departments, and what we are really supposed to discuss is the working out of

the Civil Service Act.
that

classification

Mr. Hunter, just to review what you have said, you feel

is somewhat

inflexible?-A.

And

cumbersome.

Q. And you feel if the Act were amended in some respects,the Civil Service Commissionitself, with the co-operation of the deputy ministers, would get
greater efficiency?--A.

I do.

Q. You feel that the Commission and the deputy ministers are co-operating
well together to-day, and are only limited by the actual clauses in the Act?-A.
I think

so.

Q. Do you think this Committee, in which there is rather a difference of

opinion as to exemptedpositions, is in a position to judge which positions can
best be filled under the Commission, or under the departments. Do you think
we know enough about it to say which ones can and which cannot?-A. No,
I would think that only those who have had experience could tell.

The mem-

bers of the Committee have not had that experience. If the Committee were
to leave that matter to be worked out by the deputy ministers and officials
of the departments with the Commission, I am sure they could get together
and work

it out.

Q. That recommendationwas made by the former Committee. In spite of
public criticism-the public have been talking a lot about things they are not
conversant with-and in a general desire for efficiency and economy, the last
Committee reported tha the deputy ministers and Commissioners should work
out together a plan on that point. It was not done, I believe you did not have

a conferencewith the Commission.-A. Yes, it was partially done. As a result,
we took up 14 positions, and we got four exempted.
Q. You applied for 14, and the Commission decidedthat 4 out of 14 should
be exempted?-A. Yes, we got as far as 4 when the Commission stopped.
Q. Was that work of discussing this plan hampered by the fact that an
election came on?-A. I think so, that upset things, I think if it had not been

for that we would have arrived at a satisfactoryworking basis.
5-44
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Q. It would have made for greater efficiency?-A. It broke things up at

the time.

Q. It would have worked out much better if there had been no election, and

if it had been handled by the Commission itself and the deputy ministers?-A.
I think

so.

Q. You have no criticism

at all as to the desire of the Commission to

securethe most efficient service?-A. No, I am satisfied that that is the object
and intention, and it is our experiencewith the Commission that they are doing
that.

Q. There is one thing I want to bring up, and that is, there has been
brought up a question as to the position of private secretary. When a man is
taken from a department and given an appointment as a private secretary he
loses his statutory increases, and if he is thrown back on the department he has
lost that much time. What is your opinion on that, is that a fair criticism?-

A. I do not know about a private secretary losing his statutory increase,I do
not know why that should be. The private secretaries, before becoming such,
arc given a classification of secretary clerk, with a certain range of salary.
Within that, of course, he would go to the maximum, and if that same max;.
were chosenas private secretary he would be paid his special private secretary's
allowance of $600 in addition to his salary as secretary clerk, and when he is
no longer a private secretary he simply goes back to his original classification.
By Mr.

Martell:

Q. Is it not. the case that, supposing you have, say, A in your department,

and your minister takes him as private secretary; supposinghis salary is $2,500
a year, he is entitled to $600 a year in addition.
$600.-A.

He gets a special grant of

Yes.

Q. Added to his $2,500.-A.

Yes.

Q. But supposing he acts as private secretary for four or five years, and
then goesout, he loses that $600 and is back at $2,500,and has to go up again?
-A.

Yes, that is correct.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: In the meantime, he has had $600 a year instead of $100.
The CHAIRMAN: With the change of Government, I understand that makes
rather a hardship on the part of secretaries.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: They are always provided for, I understand.
The WITNESS:

The

Act was amended

to cover

that.

Mr. CHEVRIER: That question is covered by the Order in Council which
was passed on the 7th of January, 1922, where the deputy minister could select

his own secretary. That provision was put in so that the minister could bring
his own secretary here and pay him whatever he chose, and whatever he was

worth, while he is with the minister. If he choosesa man in the department
for his secretary, that man should have no complaints, becausehe has the option
of becoming a private secretary and putting in his time doing departmental
work while he is a private secretary.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Is not that compensation of $600 for the extra responsibility that is
put on him? Should he not go on getting his automatic increase?-A. I think
he does.

Dr. ROCHE:He getshis automaticincreasethe sameasany otheremployee
He keeps his job.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. While the doctor is here,I have heardsomething'aboutthat. Are there
not two classesof private secretaries,the ones who were appointed formerly
[Mr.
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and the ones appointed under the Order in Council of 7th of January, 1922?
The ones who were appointed previous to this Order in Council get a certain
salary, plus $600, and when the minister goes, they stay, but the $600 is taken
away from them. The other ones go when the minister goes, unless they fulfil
the requirements of the Act.
Dr. ROCHE: The Act was changed in 1919, I think it was, and the class
that Mr. Hunter refers to, that were classified as secretary-clerks-that
was a

special class created for private secretariesin existenceat that time, and that
class no longer exists except for those people. But now of course the minister
has the option of bringing in from the outside a private secretary and paying
him such salary as the Governor in Council will decide.
The CHAIRMAN: We will take up that point later.
Mr. Hunter on this question.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. The crews on your dredges in the Department

We should not ask

of Public Works are

appointed by whom, by the Civil Service Commission?-A. No, they are
appointed by the department.

Q. Altogether?-A. Altogether.

They always have been. His Majesty's

vessels and dredges were held to be vessels of His Majesty.

They were

exemptedfrom the jurisdiction of the Commission from the very beginning by
statute.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Is there any special reason for that?-A.
It is much more satisfactory
in the administration of dredges to man your crews. You cannot have division

of authority aboard a boat. There cannot be two captains on a ship.
Mr. CHEVEIER: The same thing applies to railways, I suppose?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. If that applies to the captain and the crew, why would it not apply to
a charman on the boat?-A.
By Mr.

It applies to every one on the boat.

Martell:

Q. Do they have any charmen on the boat?
Mr. CHKVRIER: I know that there are charwomen and charmen, and that
the char women have been exempted and that the men have not.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. That is on a boat?-A.
The witness

In buildings.

retired.

Mr. JOSEPHGRISDALE,called and sworn.
By the Chairman:

Q. What is your position?-A. Deputy Minister of Agriculture.
Q. Have you any statement you wi?h to submit to the Committee relative

to your opinion of the workings of the Civil Service Act?-A.
so.

I have

I do not think

some comments.

The CHAIRMAN: Probably it will be better for you to make the comments
and the questions will follow as a result of your comments.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. How long have you been deputy minister?-A. I have been deputy
minister
5-44 J
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Q. Prior to that you were Director of the Experimental Farms?-A. I have
been Director of the Experimental Farms for 10 years. I was made acting
deputy in 1918. I was made deputy in 1919.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Do you want to give your evidence in French?-A. I would prefer. I
might say that the Chairman has asked me to make a few remarks. I would
say that we have found our relations with the Civil Service Commission very
satisfactory.
We have not always found that the Civil Service Act has been
easy to get along under, that it has not always been easy to get the amount of
men appointed to handle the work, under this Act, as we think it might have
been. The activities under the Act might be classified under appointments,
promotions, transfers, retirements and discipline. Under appointments I might
say that the chief criticism we have, or the chief difficulty we have found, has
been the length of time it requires to make an appointment. Most of the staff
in the Department of Agriculture, the great majority of them, are technical
or of a primary or minor character, major or minor character; and very often
we require these appointees fairly quickly, and it takes quite a long time to
have these appointments made through the Commission. Sometimes we are in
position to help the thing along by asking for a man temporarily, if we have one
in view, but generally speaking it takes from six to eight weeks
to get the appointment through.
There is sometimes difficulty in hand-

ling the situation when a technical man is required immediately. In
the case of technical positions, we find that there are practically never
any eligible lists of the positions. There are certain positions where
we have eligible lists, and these eligible lists are sometimes too long lived to
suit us exactly, because they are created in very large numbers. I know some
where as many as 80 or 90 have been successful in passing the examination;
and then if the appointments are only at the rate of say eight or ten or a dozen
a year, you see how long these lists last, and a man is apt to go off colour; if
he goes into some other line, and if at the end of three or four years we ask
for an appointment of that class, the man is very often, we find, rather harder
to get into the regular routine of affairs. So these eligible lists are objectionable

if they are too long lived. This is one objection I have to make. Eligible lists
in clerical positions, we have found to be non-existent outside of Ottawa, nearly
every time we ask for an appointment of a clerical character; in cities away from
Ottawa we find we have to make some recommendation and get them in that

way. Eligible lists seem to be very hard to establish there, and whether they
could be established I am not in a position to say, but we have a great deal
of trouble in getting appointments of that character outside of Ottawa. In
classification, I think that we have somewhere around 300, something over 300
classes in the Department of Agriculture.
About 250 of them are technical,
and about 50 are clerical. Dealing with the non-technical or clerical first, I

might say that the great diversity of theseclassesseemsto be absolutely unnecessary. I am of the opinion that the old classification would be preferable, possibly, with some modifications. I think there were three or four groups, and
then that was divided into junior and senior, and promotions would be made

from one group to another, as the clerk advances in usefulness,or openings
occurred. At present there are so many different classesin existence,from which

practically no promotionis possible. Take for instancethe position of clerkstenographer. There is the junior clerk-stenographer; clerk-stenographer; senior

clerk-stenographer.Then you stop, unlessthere is someparticular clerkships
openedup, the dutiesof which are quite different from thoseof the minor positions, and it is difficult for a man to get promotion; if an employee gets into
one of those classes he is cut right off, and if the classification were different
[Mr.
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there would be much more opportunity for promotion, and I think it would be
a decided improvement. There are many other cases that might be criticised
in the same way. There is the junior clerk, clerk, the filing clerk, many, many
classes. In fact we have in our department somewhere over fifty of these
different clerical classifications, and I think they might be very well reduced
to six or eight or something like that, with the possibility of promotion right
along. It is very seldom indeed that a man who is a good stenographer would
not make a first class junior clerk and vice versa that way. At present, while
a junior stenographer might perform the duty of a senior stenographer or a
clerk-stenographer, we do not like to ask them to do it, because they do not
get the salary and there is no possibility of giving the salary without going
through the form of promotion, and it is not always possible to do that without
a position being vacant. In the technical positions, the same criticism, I think,

applies. There are too many different classes. I think we might, very legitimately, very advisedly, reduce this to maybe six or eight and put our men of a
certain status in these groups, and promotion would be possible along these

different lines. At present we have a great deal of difficulty in balancing, or
rather treating fairly the different men in the different classes. For instance,
we will have an inspector of dairy produce in one place; we will have an

inspector of potatoes in another place; we will have an inspector of fruit in
another place, and these positions were classified by the Arthur Young people,
and their classification was based to some extent on the wages or salaries to

be paid these sub-technical men. Many little discrepanciesexist as to the rate
of pay given these different classes, and we find it quite difficult to reconcile

the men to think that they are all being treated fairly. Then in the highly
technical positions, such as botanists, entomologists, field husbandmen and
so on, we have had difficulties along the same lines, but we are getting things
straightened out. We make certain recommendations as to the corrections of
the rates of remuneration

and recommend

them to the Commission,

and we

huAre found the Commission very willing indeed to co-operate with us in an
effort to smooth out the little wrinkles that are troubling us more or less. I
think that we might with justice, have much fewer number of classes, into
which men with certain experience and certain duties to perform would be put,

and then have promotion carried on evenly and uniformly. It would do away
with a lot of jealousies and a lot of trouble in the whole department. I might
say that recently an Act has been passedin the United States dealing at great
length with this matter, and I think I have a summary-possibly it was brought
to your attention before-of the way in which this is handled in the United
States by reclassification. The rates of compensation for Grade 1 in this
service ranged from $1,860 to $2,400; for Grade 2, from $2,400 to $3,000;

Grade3, $3^000
to $3,600;Grade4, $3,800to $5,000;Grade5, $5,200to $6,000;
Grade 6, $6,000to $7,500;and for Grade 7, $7,500unless a higher rate is specifically authorized by law. The grades for sub-professional service are eight in
number and provide salaries from $900 to $3,000. There are 14 grades for the
clerical, administrative and fiscal service, ranging from $1,140 to Grade 14,
which is a special executive grade, at $7,500, unless a higher rate is provided
by law.

By Hon. Mr. Mar oil:
Q. Is that only for the District of Columbia?-A. No, that is for the
United States of America. Supposing we said Grade 1 in our technical service
should have a salary range from $1,400, which is about the minimum to-day,

up to $1,800or $1,860and so on, up the scale. I do not know that it would be
necessaryto go as high as those rates indicate, although I do think it would be
[Mr.
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beneficialto Canada,and we would be able to get better men. Another point
in connection with this remuneration is that we find it very often difficult to
get a man to accept the minimum, as the law requires. Supposing a position

starts at $2,400 and goes up to $2,880, if we could give a man $2,880 or $2,520,

or $2,640,we might get him, but when he can get only $2,400 and must wait a
year before he gets an increase, he turns it down because maybe he has a posi-

tion of equal value, or maybe he seesopportunities quite as goodsomewhereelse,
whereas if you could give him even one year higher it would often turn the

scale and we would get the kind of men to apply that we want and no doubt
men who would stand highest in the examination conducted by the Commission. Another drawback in connection with these technical positions is the
impossibility of going beyond the maximum unless you create a new position
and get him promoted into that position. If we could possibly extend it for
another year, supposing a man's maximum is $2,880 and if we could manage to
give him next year $3,000 or $3,120 next year, or even $3,000, we could often
keep a man whose maximum was *2,880. The process of getting a man into a
higher classification and giving him more pay is an exceedingly difficult one. I
will not say it is impossible. Even under this Act, I might say we have had

someinstancesof it only quite recently, where we have managedto keep a man,
who is undoubtedly the best man of his class in Canada, possibly in America.

He had an opportunity of going to the United States at a much higher salary
than we could ever hope to give him, but on condition we could raise him a few
hundred dollars, he agreed to stay in Canada. We managed to get a new classi-

fication and get him promoted to that classification, and consequentlyhave been
able to retain his services, which are quite invaluable.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. All that had to be done upon recommendation and orders in counci1,
creating a new position and allowing an increased rate of pay?-A.
Q. It was a long process?--A. Yes.
By Hon. Mr. Mar til:
Q. Not often resorted to?-A.

Yes.

We resort to it once in a while.

Q. Have you lost some good officials through not being able to do that,
frequently?-A.

Yes.

Q. Where do they go?-A. To the United States. I have just read to you
the range of pay which in the United States goesup to $7,500.
Q. Reform has not brought about very good results in that line. The Civil
Service reform has not brought about good results?-A. I would not say reform

is reponsible for the range of salary.
Q. The classification of the compensation and salary?-A. I would not
say the CommissionQ. Were you here since the 1908Act was enforced?-A. I enteredthe Service
in 1909. I was a permanent officer in the Department of Agriculture and I did
not pay much attention to classification.
By the Chairman:

Q. I would like to ask your opinion of Section45 B3; this sectionprovides

for annual increasesin permanent appointments. Some people recommend that

the statute be amendedto provide that the annual increasebe granted by the
deputy headand not by the Commission.What is your opinionon that point?
-A. At presentmy experience
is that everyrecommendation
I makeis approved
by the Commission.

Q. They co-operatewith you?-A. Yes.
Q. At the sametime it has causeda lot of work?-A. Yes. It causeswork.
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Q. If you have the responsibility, as deputy head, and the Commission
is in accord with your recommendation, there is nothing much gained by all

this checkingup with the Commission?-A. There is a tremendousamount of
correspondencein various lines which I think might very easily be done away
with.

Q. In the interest of efficiency and economy both?-A. It would certainly
lead to economy.

Q. The general feeling between yourself and the Commissionersand your
department has been good?-A. Yes.
Q. And the co-operation has been excellent?-A. Yes.
Q. And there are many things in the Act, which are burdensomeboth to the
Commission and to yourself, which have to be carried out, becausethey are in
the Act, that might be simplified.-A. I imagine they must be burdensometo
the Commission and the deputy ministers would be agreeable to the changes?-

Q. In other words, you are of the same opinion as was Mr. Hunter, that to
make the duties of the Commissioners easier, to make for efficiency in the
service, the Act might reasonably be amended in many particulars, where both
the Commission and the Deputy Ministers would be agreeable to the changes?-

A. I cannot speak for the Commission. I can speak for myself. I certainly
would be agreeable to make changes that would do away with a lot of corres-

pondence,which at present seemsabsolutely unnecessary.
Q. The point I am making is that there are undoubtedly points in the
workings of the Act where the Commissioners themselves and the deputy
ministers thought that a few years co-operation might lead to agreement on the
simplification of the Act.-A.
Yes.
Q. That is my feeling, that the deputy ministers have found those things,

and if the Commissioners are agreeable to it, the Act might reasonably be
amended on their own suggestions.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Would you be prepared to submit to the Committee a number of suggestionsshowing how those changescould be brought about, if you were called
upon to do so?-A. Yes.
Q. You find there is need for certain changes?-A.

I think the work of the

Commission and the work of the department would be greatly improved and
facilitated.

The CHAIRMAN:Thatis the duty of the Committee, to find out the workings
of the Act. The Committee is anxious to assistin the better working of the Act,

as I understand

it.

By Hon. Mr. Mar oil:

Q. From your knowledge of the conditions in Ottawa, your idea would
apply to other departments as well?-A. I think so.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Do the Experimental Farms in the country come under the Civil Service

Commission?-A.Yes.Of course,the Civil ServiceCommissiondoesnot appoint
labourers. It neverhas appointedthe labourers,although,accordingto the Act,
beforeit was modifiedby the order in council,exemptingcertain classes,they
had nominally the right to appoint those employees,those labourers, but never
did.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Did they give that to you, or what?-A. They said to us, "

Take these

men and tell us who they are, and that is all."
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By the Chairman:

Q. You say, Doctor, beforethe positionswere officially exemptedby the
Commission, the Commission actually never did appoint them?-A. Not on the
Experimental Farm.

Q. So the exemption of these positions on the Experimental Farm was
really no change in practice?-A. No.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Are they exempted now?-A.

Yes. Since they were exempted we have

had a lot more bother with them. It is giving us quite a lot more work.
By the Chairman:
Q. You have not the Commission to hide behind now?-A.

No, that is not

the thing, but when the Commission told us to go ahead and hire these menand these men are just hired by the foreman as they come, or as they are
recommended by someone-we did not have to go through so many forms
before, we did not have to make so many reports, but when this order in
council was passed exempting; certain classes, it provided for the filling out of
a number of forms, quarterly reports.
By Mr. Chcvrkr:

Q. Just on that score, let us get that now. These positions were released
on certain

conditions?-A.

Yes.

Q. And you find that the conditions under which they were released are
onerous?-A. They certainly are.

Q. But the conditions under which you are working are not making for
greater efficiency? I mean in this way, that if the positions had simply been
released without

going through all this red tape, the foreman could have

employed these men with just as much efficiency, cutting out all this red tape?
-A. He did employ them in past years, and does it now, in just the same way,
only now we have to fill out all the forms.
Q. Mr. Patterson went through all these forms?-A. Well you have an idea
of it, then. They are a perfect nuisance.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Has it achieved any practical result?-A.

I have seen no result.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. At the time these men were not under the jurisdiction
Service Commission?-A.
They were nominally, not practicallv.

of the Civil

Q. And then when they officially released them, they tacked upon your
department the making out of these forms?-A. Yes.
Q. When they were nominally under the Civil Service Commission, but
practically not under the Civil Service Commission, the foreman made the
appointment, and he did not at that time make any worse appointments than
he is making now?-A. They were made by him, just the same.
Q. So the final result, then, is that things are just as they were before,

only now you have to make out theseforms?-A. Beforethis order in council
was passed,they were nominally under the Commission,but practically not.
Now, after the order in council has beenpassed,they are nominally not'under
the Commission, but practically they are. It has just reversed it.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. You are merely speaking of the labourers?-A. Yes.
Q. The officials are under the Commission?-A. Yes, every one of them
from the lowest right up.
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By Mr. Brown:

Q. Is there anything like permanency among the labourers?-A.
Just to give you an instance of the permanency, we
year about a dozen, who have been with us anywhere
Q. What class of work were these men engaged
some driving teams, some milking cows, some looking
just working at day labour, anything at all.
Q. They have been there that length of time?-A.

Yes.

are superannuating this
from 18 to 35 years.
in?-A.
Just labouring,
after poultry, and some
Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Now, Doctor, here is another situation-.A.
I w,as talking to one man
the day before yesterday who had been there 33- years.
Q. As I understand it, you have already specified the list of the appointments you would like to have released from the Civil Service Commission, that
you should be entitled to make yourself.-A.
No, I do not say that.

Q. Here is a list of classesof positions recommendedfor exemption from
the different departments, and in the Department of Agriculture, I find, " The
department to have the power to look over the field, approach likely candidates,
select the most suitable, and offer him the appointment, such appointment to
receive the approval of the Civil Service Commission." Then you ask that a
district live stock promoter, a stock yard agent, a labourer, gardener, herdsman,
farm-foreman, beekeeper, head gardener, head poultryman, head herdsman,
dairyman and poultryman be left to you for appointment?-A.
With the
approval of the Commission. Where does that appear?

Q. Let me put it this way. When the Spinney Bill was under investigation,
the Committee made a report that the deputy ministers and the Commissioners should get together, and that the deputy ministers should furnish
a list of such appointments as they thought should be left to the departments
themselves. As a result of that, I find that a return has been made, and I find
that the Department of Agriculture has asked for these releases.-A. They are

hardly releases,they are changes.
Q. To take them away from the operation of the Act, and leave them to
your department, so that your foreman or head man would be in a position to
make these selections himself?-A. Yes, some of them.
Q. Did you have anything to do with the preparation of this list?-A.
not with the preparation of it.
Q. But in the general scheme?-A. In the censoring of it.

No,

By the Chairman:

Q. Who had to do with the making up of it?-A.

Different

heads of

branches.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. After the weeding out, I suppose you were satisfied that these appointments should be left with your department, is that right?-A.
Yes, with the
approval of the Commission.
Q. Let us put that in all the time; so that when you made this recommendation, or this suggestion, at all events, it was because you were under the

impression or of the opinion that that would make for further efficiency in the
administration

of your department?-A.

Yes, I think so.

Q. And now, having got together with the Civil Service Commission, and
got these releases,and having the appointments yourself, you think that would
be a step towards efficiency in the appointment of these people?-A. I think
we could succeedin appointing men who would be more efficient, and appoint
them more quickly.
[Mr.

Joseph

Grisdale.]
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Q. That is the first class. I am just going through this quickly, then I
am through. These are the labouring classes. Now, on other positions such
as clerical positions, I think you and I agree that these should be securedby
competitive examination?-A.
Yes.
Q. Under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission. Now, we come
to the third class, that of technical appointments. You are a doctor of what?
-A. Agriculture.

Q. Do you think that appointmentsto technical positions are better handled
by the Civil Service Commissionunder the present system than they would be
handled by yourself, in making a selection for a technical appointment?-A.
No, I do not think they are.

Q. You think that you would have a better opportunity, that you would
be in a better position to make a better selection for technical appointments
than the present system employed by the Civil Service Commission?-A. I do
not say that.
Q. That is what I want to get at.-A. I would not say that, because we
find that we can get along very well with the Civil Service Commission. The
principal point is the delay in making the appointment.
Q. I wanted to find this out. You are a technical man, doctor?-A. Yes.
Q. And we all agree that you are highly qualified for that post. Now, I
am not criticizing-I
will repeat this again-I am not criticizing the Commissioners for administering the law, because it is the law. But do you not think that
if that law were changed, that when it comes to the appointment of a technical

officer, somebody with some knowledge of the work, within the department,
should have the selection? Now, perhaps I do not make myself quite clear. This
is what I want to find out.

Do you think the examiners, or the men who are

now in charge of selecting your technical men, are fully qualified to do that?
-A. Yes: becausethey are very often men of our own department.
Q. Men of your own department?-A.

Yes.

Q. What men?-A. Supposing we are going to appoint.-take a recent
position, where we appointed a bacteriologist some few months ago; that is the
most recent highly technical position that has been filled. We had, I think,
one man as representing the department, and I believe there was another man
from the department although he did not represent it; he was held as examiner
on the board. Then there was a returned G. W. V. A. man, and one other man,
I do not remember who he was, but we got the man who was best qualified,
without any trouble at all.
Q. You got him on the recommendation of whom?-A. He applied-.

Q. But I mean, whose recommendationcarried weight there in the selection
of that man?-A. His qualifications were considered by the board; his letters
of recommendation were also considered, and the board, I believe, was unanimous

in saying: "This man is the one best fitted to fill the position in question," and
he happened-and I might say this frequently happens,in fact practically always
happens-that he is a man suited to us.
Q. In the first place, there was a representative from your department who
was satisfied with this gentleman?-A. Yes, we had a representative on the
board.

Q. This is a case where the three of them were unanimous?-A. Yes.
Q. Have there been any caseswhere the decision has not been unanimous?
-A. Yes, I know of caseswherethe decisionwas not unanimous, but the majority
rules

of course.

Q. Was your representativeamongstthe majority?-A. Yes.
Q. This is what I am comingto, that the recommendation
of your official
goesa long way towardsthe selectionof that man.-A. Yes, a great way.
[Mr. Joseph Grisdale.]
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Q. So after all it is a very longroundaboutway-A. I will tell you why

the recommendationof our official goes a long way. Our objective is always to

getthe bestman,we do not play any favourites.
Q. I knowthat.-A. And we thereforechoose
the man that has the best
qualifications.

Q. And ultimately he is chosen?-A.Yes.

Q. But you wouldget the sameresultif it wereleft to your department?A. Yes,I think wewould. I haveno doubtwe would,but the questionof political patronagemight comein if the protectionor the control of the Civil
Service Commission were removed. I have no reason to say that it would, but
it might.

Q. If it wereleft in this way, left to you or the officialsof the department-?

-A. We certainly would not consider politics at all.
Q. So in that casethere would be no possibility of political patronage, and

you would get the sameman very much quicker?-A. Yes, and I believethat
in the appointmentof a man to a technicalposition, political patronagewould
have very little effect, becauseany man in the Government, or any minister,

in appointinga man to a technical position, feelsthat the performanceof that

man is going to reflect credit or discredit on him. I was appointed, I presume,

by political patronage,at least the minister camedown and picked me out of

the bunch, and appointed me to the position twenty-five years ago.
Q. And the department has been no worse for that.-A. They seemto have
approved of it.
By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. You said, Doctor, that you were getting along very well with the Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. As regards technical appointments?-A.

Yes.

Q. Supposingyou were not?-A. SupposingI were not getting along well?
Q. Yes, or, in other words, are your recommendationsalways acted upon?A. Yes, they are.
Q. But does the law force the Commissioners to do that, or would it not be
in their power to disregard your recommendation?-A.
They do not act on our
recommendation, they act on the recommendation of this board. The law
requires that they act on the recommendation of this board.
Q. My question is this, must they accept the decision of the board?-A. I
think so, I think that is the law; I have not a copy before me.

Q. Becauseotherwise, it might mean that the condition which you declare
satisfactory to-day might get worse to-morrow, if a new commission were
appointed.-A. I can well understand how a commissionThe CHAIRMAN: That is a compliment to the Commissioners.
By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. Yes, but not necessarily to the system.-A. I can understand how the

Civil ServiceCommissioncouldmakeit uncomfortablefor the department.
Q. That meansthe Commissioners
are making the best of a very dangerous
system?-A. We are getting along very satisfactorily with them.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. With regard to your technical positions,have you trouble with regard
to the classification? I mean with regard to money. For instance,you have
severalclassesin your department;is therevery muchdifferencein the rangeof

salaries?-A.No, the menof a certainclass,the headsof branches,
are not all
classifiedalike; thereis a considerable
diversityin the rangeof pay received

by theseheads,for this reason,
that somebranches
arevery extensive;
they
[Mr.
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have as many as 500 and 600 technical men under them, and others have only
two or three. So you seethere is a tremendous diversity in the responsibility of
the different heads of departments. For instance, in the Experimental Farm,
we start with a Dominion chemist, horticulturalist, .botanist, poultry-man, husbandman, and all down through the list; there are thirteen different officials
there. Of these thirteen, eleven are classified at the same rate, the two being
of minor importance, flax and bees; they are classified at a lower rate. Now,
in the Live Stock branch, there are four men classified at the same rate, and in

the Health of Animals branch there are three; in Dairying

there are three

really, although one position is vacant; in Entomology there are four, and so on
in the different branches, that covers nearly all.

In seeds there are three.

Q. The reason I asked was that I understand the position of Dominion
cerealist

is vacant.-A.

It

is filled

now.

Q. With a higher range of salary?-A. I did not quite finish. I said that
the men are all classified alike excepting that we have started a new class; I
have forgotten just what it is called but it is a little higher than the normal class
of these heads of divisions. The rate of remuneration for the old class, for the

general class, is $2,880to $3,300,and in this one it goes from $3,300to $3,660,
or something like that, and we have in the Experimental Farms two, I think;
in the Live Stock, one; in the Fruit there are none; in the Seed there was one,
but there is none now; in the Entomology there is one. In the Health of

Animals there are two men classified a good deal higher than that even, they go
to S3.S50,I think.

These two men have a very large staff under them, each has

about 400 or 500 men, half of whom are technical men, and therefore they get a
higher rate. That is on account of their combining highly technical qualifications
with good administrative ability, a difficult combination to secure.
Q. The Dominion cerealist, the new man, comes in that class?-A. Yes.
Q. But the entomologist is not in that high class?-A. That is another
branch.

Q. It is in the low class?-A.

No, that is another branch.

Q. Not the same rate of salary?-A. No. the entomologist goes up to
$4,500. We appointed an assistant entomologist the other day; that is what
gave rise to the remark that we were rescuing a man from the United States.
Q. The point I was coming at was this, that it seemedto be a new position
with a higher salary than the man doing the same kind of work for years got,
and that it would give dissatisfaction.-A. The position is not limited save by
proficiency, it is a sort of reward of diligence and scientific ability and the
achieving of results.
By the Chairman:
Q. Have you any other points you want to take up, Doctor Grisdale?-A.

No. I do not think there is anything that I want to bring up, particularly.

Q. Do any other membersof the Committeewish to ask Dr. Grisdaleanything?
By Mr. Brown:

Q. Another question,with regardto labourerson the Farm, are they hired
at prevailingrates for similar labour?-A. I do not think it is quite as high as
the prevailing rate in the city; for instance,men in the city get, I think, 50

centsan hour. Our mendo not get that high. They work nine hoursand'our
men work ten. They do not get quite that high, but there is greater permanency for good men, and while it is prevailing rates, it is not so high as in the
city, but a little higher than in the country. Out on the branch farms it is not

so high as the nearesttown, but a little higher than the farmers around,and a
little

[Mr.
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By Mr. Brown:

Q. There is nothing in the position of those men who remain with you now
that would give them any place under any superannuation?-A. Did I not
mention a minute ago that we had a dozen or more getting superannuation?
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. You say a little higher. Is it not considerably higher?-A. Not in the
West. I would not like to say just what the difference is. The one point of
difficulty

is that the farmer usually boards and houses his men.

We do not,

you see. Now, if you subtract the cost of board and room from what we pay,
I do not think

there

is much

difference.

Q. At the rate that the Income Tax department allows, $220 a year.-A.
You cannot keep a child, I will swear, for $300 a year. I have had that experience, but that is all they allow you. It costs me a good deal more than $300.
By the Chairman:
Q. Are there any further questions?
Doctor?-A.

I do not

think

Is there anything further to submit,

so.

The Committee adjourned until Friday, May 4, 1923, at 10 o'clock.

FRIDAY,May 4, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada, met at 10 a.m.,
Hon.

Mr.

Marcil

in the Chair.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN: The Chairman is not here this morning, and I am
acting in his place.
Mr. RINFRET: Before you proceed, I wish to place before the Committee
a report prepared by the sub-Committee at a meeting which took place
yesterday. We dealt with individual complaints. If you turn to the minutes of

April 12, you will see that we adopted a resolution inviting all individual complaints to be sent in in writing. It was submitted by the sub-Committee that
these complaints should be classified and filed wih the clerk of the Committee,
so as to enable any of the members of this Committee to peruse them, and that

questionscould be put to the witnessesas regardsthose cases,if judged advisable.
But

it is not the recommendation

of the

sub-Committee

that

those

individuals

be all called, to submit evidence themselves.

The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:Your report is not in writing, it is merely a verbal
report.
Mr.

RINFRET:

Yes.

Mr. E. L. NEWCOMBEcalled, sworn and. examined.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. What is your name?-A. Edmond Leslie Newcombe.

Q. What is your position?-A. Deputy Minister of Justice.
Q. Have you a statement prepared, or do you prefer to be questioned?-A.
I was not asked to prepare a statement; I was asked to come here and I will
answer any questions of course.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. When did you join the Department of Justice as Deputy Minister, Mr.
Newcombe?-A.

Eighteen ninety-three.
[Mr.

E.
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Q. And you have been deputy minister ever since in the Department of
Justice?-A.

Yes.

Q. Supposing we divided the service into three classes, calling the labouring

classesXo. 1, No. 2 the clerical positions,and No. 3 the technicalpositions;have
you any suggestionsto make as to how appointments to the labouring positions
should be made?-A. No^ I mean, they ought to be made, I should think, on the

V recommeii

officerwhoit responsible
to the service.

y. .Perhaps1"might put it this way: Section43 of the present Civil Service
law provides that all appointments to the civil service shall be by competitive
examination. Is it possible to Appoint to a labouring position, under a system
of competitive examination?-A.
I would think not.
<>. That is, if one takes the word- " competitive examination " as meaning

written examination, then no written competitive examination could determine
the capability or adaptability of an applicant to a position of that kind?-A. I
think

that

must

be

Q. If I refer to the report of the deputy ministers I think you were one
of those who signed it?-A. I was a member of the committee and attended
oral of the meeting^ and I concurred in that report. It was a compromise,

to which the members of the committee agreed in order to make a unanimous
report, and I am ;
ins; in that report.
Q. This recommendation number two. is that there are certain outside

/ service employeessuch as employeesin officesoutside of Canada,rural post
office^.

, tr

. as to which it is impracticable to apply the provisions of the Civil

Service Act reasonably and these should be removed from the operation, of the

V Act, and a list of suchservices
shouldbe suppliedby the variousdepartments?
-A.

Yes.

Q. You concurred

in that?-A.

Yes.

Q. The reason for this recommendationwould be what?-A. Each department has its own troubles with regard to that. For instance you take the
outside employees, the Department of the Interior. Trade and Commerce, and

perhaps other departments having employeesoutside the country altogether, it
was not considered practicable or convenient that those appointments should
be made by a local Civil Service Commission here in Ottawa. The same thing
I suppose was considered with regard to the country postmasters, and each
department-what
I mean is if the government considered that that principle
might be acceptable at all, that was recommended there, each department was
suppo-ed to get up a list of suggestions of the appointments which should be
withdrawn from the Civil Service Commission having regard to the convenience of each particular case and the practicability of it.

Q. Supposingwe deal with the Justice Department, and then I would like
to get your opinion on some of the other aspectsof this investigation. I notice
that there was a list of classes of positions recommended for exemption from

the operation of the Civil Service Act by the various departments; that appears
on page 84 of the evidence. For instance you say that wardens and disciplinary
officers of the penitentiaries branch should be exemptedfrom the operations of
the Civil

Service

Act-A.

Yes.

Q. What would be the reason for that?-A. Did I confine it to that?
Q. No. I am taking this one becauseit refers more to the labouring classes

just at this moment. You havereferredto the positionsof officersbelongingto

the learned professions,but I am trying to harmonize the evidence as much as
I can. We are now talking about the labouring classes,and the report from the

Justice departmentis that the wardensand disciplinary officersof the penitentiary branch should be exemptedfrom the operation of the Civil Service Act,
What would be the reason for that recommendation?-A.
[Mr.
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be made much more satisfactorily, more promptly, with less trouble and less
expense by the administration.

Q. That is the reason why you would recommend it in that way?-A. Yes.
Mind you, as far as my department is concernedit would be considerablepublic
economy if we could take over the whole thing. These recommendations are on
the principle that half a loaf is better than no bread. I think the service would
be much

more

efficient

if the

functions

of the

Civil

Service

Commission

were

confined to the employment of those of lower grades, people who are looking
for employment in lower grades, such as messengers, stenographers, people of

that sort who could come in and apply and satisfy the Commission of their
capability for the work, so that when you want help of that sort you could apply
and get some one with some sort .of assurance that they had some qualifications
for the work that was to be assigned to them.

Q. In your experience would the recommendation which you have made
with reference to wardens and disciplinary officers apply with the same reason,
for instance, to light-keepers and wharfingers and charmen and gas men-would
the same principle apply?-A.
They are not of the same class as wardens. The
warden is the chief administrative officer of the penitentiary; he has a considerable staff of officers under him, and he has in charge several hundred convicts,

dependingupon the size of the institution to which he is appointed.
Q. If all of these positions which you suggest at page 85 be exempted, would
not you be afraid of the introduction of some influence which would be

prejudicial to the efficient administration of the service so far as the appointments go?-A. No.
Q. You would not be afraid of that?-A.

No.

Q. You were a deputy minister under the workings of the Civil Service

law previousto 1908?-A.' Yes, since 1893.
Q. In your department did you have very much to complain of, of the
workings of the Civil Service law in those days?-A. Not very much, no; I
mean the disadvantages to the service and the obstacles which the legislation
put in the way of efficient service under the statutes as they existed in 1893 were
immeasurably less than those with which we have to contend at the present
time. The legislation in the way of producing efficiency in the service has been
progressively downward ever since.
Q. In 1908 the Civil Service Act was introduced, and you are familiar with
the manner of appointments under section 13, appointments to positions in the
inside service as it then existed-"provided
appointment to positions in the
inside service under that of deputy head shall be by competitive examination?"
-A.

Yes.

Q. "Which shall be of such a nature as will determine the qualifications of
candidates for the particular positions to which they are to be appointed and
shall be held by the Commission from time to time in accordance with the

regulations made by it and approved by the Governor-in-Council"-Were

you

satisfied with the operations of that section, that is under the 1908 Act?-A.

There is another provision there about positions which are professional or
technical or otherwise peculiar.

Q. I am coming to that later?-A. That was a very beneficial provision
becauseit enabled us to avail ourselves of our own judgment with respect to
important appointments.

Q. That is section 21?-A. That clausewhich you read is all right having
regard to the class of cases that can be brought under it, and that were in fact

brought under it. Of course examinersmade mistakes; there were some absurd
results but as a general thing the theory of it is not very objectionable, that
they hold examinations for positions as to which examination will afford a
reasonabletest, that is stenographers,typewriters, and people of that sort.
[Mr.

E. L.
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Q. I had divided it up into three classes,so that we could keep each class
separately?-A. Which class are you talking about?
Q. We have left for a moment labouring positions. Now, let us put it this
way, we will take up the clerical positions say from wherever a clerical position
starts to be such up until it ceasesto be, that is until it becomesa technical,
professional or administrative position?-A. Take the person who is looking
for a clerical appointment, and take that in a broad sense,it may be a stenographer,a typewriter, it may be somebodyelse who cannot do either one of those
things but is handy with figures and with his pen and can write and spell well,
and has some knowledge of accounts, and make himself generally useful about
a department, a docket keeper, people of that sort,-it is possible to hold competitive

examinations, examinations which are real examinations to ascertain

the qualifications of these people, and to produce a list classified in the degree
of capability or merit for the position.
Q. In that respect do you think that it is possible to hold a competitive
examination in the true sense of the word for the appointment of say a rural
postmaster in a distant district?-A.
I do not think so; I do not think they do

it; I don't know. I supposeyou have investigated' that.

I should doubt very

much if they do it.
Q. Now then, I think we are agreed that these clerical positions should be

by competitive examinations. Now take the technical positions. How are they
to be made? How should the appointments to technical position? be made7
Are you satisfied with the present system?-A. Not at all.
Q. What is that?-A.
I am not; certainly not, because the present system
denies me the right to go and make a selection of the best man I can find in the
country for the service which I want. It is impossible under the present system.
I venture to say that the present system will never produce a professional officer
for the Department of Justice who will be, in every respect, satisfactory, who
will be efficient in the same degree as one who was selected under the former
system.

Q. Now then, in cafes of promotion, have you any suggestions to make, or
are you satisfied with the present system?-A. No. The promotions ought to
be made by the department. Under this system he department has nothing
to say about the promotions. Until very recently promotions were made by the
Civil Service Commission upon the recommendations of the deputy minister.
Then the authority to recommend was taken away from the deputy minister,
by Parliament, so that as it stands at present, we are told that the voice of the
deputy is not to be heard in connection with promotions.

Q. Were you satisfied with promotions under Section 24 of the Act of 1908?
" 24. Promotion, other than from the third to the second division,
shall be made for merit by the Governor in Council upon the recommen-

dation of the head of the department, basedon the report in writing of the
deputy head and accompanied by a certificate of qualification by the
Commission to be given with or without examination, as is determined by
the regulations of the Commission."
A. It was found quite unsatisfactory. I do not see any advantage in going to

the Civil Service Commission about promotions. Personally I would eliminate
the Civil Service Commission altogether from that.

Q. Have you any suggestion to offer in regard to that, with the present
classification? Are you satisfied with it or not?-A. You have seen it. It is
a book as big as the Bible.

Q. Is it as easyto handleas the Bible?
Mr. MARTELL:Probably it is as hard to understand.
The WITNESS:I think that ought to be done away with altogether.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I beg pardon?-A. I think it should be done away with altogether,
and a simple classification into classes, corresponding more or less with the
classification as it stood thirty years ago, ought to be made. In fact the simpler

you make the Civil Serviceregulations-the fewer of them there are, the
better for the efficiency and economy of the service.

Q. Now then, on the question of transfers, of sick leave and discipline,
are you satisfied with the present mode?-A. No, I do not think there is any
elasticity about that, I mean about transfers. I do not think we can make a
transfer without getting the authority of the Civil Service Commission. If a
man is found more suitable for one class of work than for another, in which

he happensto be, I do not think the department has any authority to say to
this man, " Will you move across the hall and take this other job?" I do not
think you can do that. I do not think you can regulate that work at all without the Civil

Service

Commission.

Q. Have you given any thought to councils in the service?-A. It was
suggested in our Committee, and I think it is one thing which the members of
the Committee were unanimous about. The introduction of further authority
would only make the thing worse. You see there has to be somebody at the
top; there has to be somebody to administer a piece of work in the government service or anywhere else, and if you introduce too many annoyances that
would make the thing too irksome, too difficult to carry out; you will find it
impossible to get anybody of top rank. Then your service becomes demoralized.

Q. I see your report says something about superannuation. I think we
are all agreed on the necessity of a proper superannuation measure?-A. Yes.
Q. Now, there are two things I want to a?k now-.-A.
The sooner you get
it the better, I should think.
Q. There are two underlying principles which I want to find out. One is
about the present discontent in the service as to the lack of appeal from any
decisions. Have you any suggestions to make as to that, in what manner
civil servants should be allowed to appeal in cases of dissatisfaction of any
kind?-A. Appeal from the decisions of the Commission, you mean?
Q. Yes?-A. No.
Q. You have nothing to offer in that way?-A. Well, you see, my department is a small one, and I have not come in touch personally with many cases

of that kind. They come before me on referencesfor opinions, perhaps either
from the Commissionor from departments. There is a great deal of time taken
up in our department interpreting the Civil Service statute and regulations
with regard to all sorts of things, which might be very much better occupied
in discharging some of the essential duties of the department.
Q. Now, if I compare the sections of the 1908 Act with those of the 1918

Act, with reference to appointment, particularly to technical positions and the

like, andpromotions,I find, and I think it would be admittedthat the responsibility of the deputy minister is very much decreased,reducedconsiderably.
What have you to say about that? Is it a goodthing or a bad thing?
Mr. MARTELL:You mean the authority of the deputy minister, not the
responsibility?

Mr. CHEVRIER:I mean the authority of the deputy minister.
The WITNESS: With regard to selections?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Selections,appointments,promotionsandtransfersin the generaladmin-

istration of a department, has been considerably reduced?-A. Yes.
5-<5
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Q. Do you considerthat that was an improvementor not an improvement
in the service?-A. Oh, I think it is a great disadvantageof course. I think
I can make my selectionsfor the departmentand administer the department
much more economically and efficiently without any assistancefrom the Civil
Service Commission.

Q. You think that would lead to much more efficiency than at present?-A.
Yes.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. You stated you think the labour part of the service should be taken from
under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission. What experiencehave
you had in connection with labour?-A.

You mean with manual labour?^

Q. Yes?-A. In our department we do not have any service of that sort, I
suppose, except in connection with penitentiaries, and there the convicts do the
labour.

Q. If you do not have experience,why do you say it should be left out?A. We are not employers of labour for working men, if that is what you mean.
Q. You were asked the question: did you think it should be taken from
under the Civil Service Commission's jurisdiction, and you said " yes ".-A.
Yes.

Q. We want to know why you think it should be left out?-A.

My opinion

may perhaps not be of very much value upon that, but I would suppose you
could not very well apply the principle of competitive examination to the
selection of workmen, ordinary unskilled labour, people of that sort. How- are
you going to make them compete?
Q. Supposing the man in charge of this labour that we are referring to,
wished the appointment to be made under the Civil Service Commission, we
want to know why you say you think it should be taken away from the jurisdiction of the Civil Serive Commission?-A. All I mean to say is, if I were
regulating it, I would never think of regulating it the way the Civil Service
Act does. Maybe that is the best way. When you say I have not any experience, you are quite right. I have no experience in engaging or directing labour
of that kind. But you asked my opinion and I gave it to you for what it is
worth, but I do not think it is a good way to do it.

Q. Then there was another statement you made, or at least I understood
you to make, that in the clerical departments the employeeswere rather taking
a downward tendency since they came under the Civil

Service Commission.

That is quite a wide statement to make, and vr,ewould like to have someexplanation of it.-A. I did not say the clerical services. I spokeof the Civil Service
legislation generally.

Q. You stated that that had taken a downward tendency?-A. Ye?,
becauseit takes away the selection of important officers,the selection of persons
to fill important offices, from the people who are best qualified to judge of the
capacity of the candidates.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Even in your own department, Mr. Newcombe, as a lawyer of many

years deputy minister of the department. Surely you are the one who would
of them can do certain work best, such as stenography, the drafting of documents-nobody is as well qualified to judge of that as yourself?-A. That is
correct.

Q. Is that your reason for making that statement?-A. Yes.
Q. To-day you have no control over that?-A. No.
Q. I am speaking as a lawyer to a lawyer, and I know what it is. You are
a lawyer of many years standing and experience,and you have been for many

years deputy minister of the department. Surely you are the one who would
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be the best judge as to the qualificationsof each employee1,
and who is able
to do the work best?-A.

I should think

so.

Mr. MCBRIDE:I will admit that, but when he makes a statement in regard
to other branches of the service, we want to know why he makes it.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. There is one point arising out of this discussion,about which I would

like to ask a questionor two. Section^3 providesthat appointments
to the
Civil Service shall be upon a competitive examination. And if we go back to
section 38 of the same Act

under the title of Examinations, we find that

examinationsheld by the Commission shall be either written or oral, or in the
form of a demonstration of skill, or any combination of them.

I want to get

from you, if you care to give it to me, your opinion upon what should be the
determination of a competitive examination for instance, bearing in mind this,
it you had to determine upon the admission into the Civil Service of people
who would go to the labouring classesand people who would go to the clerical
staff, and you wanted to determine that some of them would have to submit
to an examination, what meaning would you place upon the words " competitive
examination? " -A. Of course it is difficult to apply that generally as it is

applied perhaps without exception there to all classes. It is difficult to apply
it.

You cannot very well imagine for instance a competitive examination of

men who

cannot

read or write.

Q. That is what I am getting at.-A.
would

be excellent

men

for

certain

But you might have such men who

services.

Q. Following out the principle of saying that appointments to the civil
service shall be upon competitive examination, would that not be a fair way
of putting it to determine the capabilities and adaptabilities of clerks to clerical
positions?-A. Yes.

Q. Going back to section 38, if one wanted to appoint to such positions as
are not susceptible to a competitive examination, one could then make use of

the words " demonstration of skill " for appointment to positions that are not
susceptible of a competitive examination, as competitive examinations are
understood; would that not be a fair way of putting it?-A. Well, you could,
but I think that any new provisions you introduce there will only make it
worse.

Q. I am trying to get at this; the whole spirit that permeates the Civil
Servicelaw is that there must be a competitive examination?-A. Yes.
Q. A competitive examination has been determined or defined as a test,
written or oral, and I am going to put this question to you, whether that is a
proper definition of a competitive examination-any test written or oral; that

is"the questionI want to cometo. Would you care to give an opinion upon
that, taking the interpretation sectionsinto consideration? It does not say,
any test written or oral. It says these examinations held by the Commission

to establishlists of personseligible for appointmentmay be written or oral.

That is section38. Section43 saysthat appointments
shall be madeupon

competitiveexaminations. Now, have I put it properly when I say that a
competitiveexaminationis any test, written or oral? The questionI am putting to you now is, following it out logically, would it not mean that a competitive examinationwould be reducedsimply to a competitiveexamination,
and not be applied to a test written or oral?-A. A competitiveexamination
may be written or oral.

Q. It saysso in the law, and the law has beenmade to define a competi-

tive examinationas a test written or oral.-A. Do you meanthat the Civil

ServiceAct says that a competitiveexaminationis any test, written or oral?
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Q. It does not say so in so many words, it says that all appointments must

be by competitive examination, and then it says that the examination is any
test, written or oral, therefore a competitive examination may be any kind of
a test, written or oral?-A.

Yes.

Q. Is that a proper definition of a competitive examination, or is it not
rather a supplementary definition, something hitched on to a competitive
examination in order to allow the taking in under the words " competitive
examinations " of positions that are «iot susceptible of a competitive examina-

tion at all?-A. That may be so, I do not know. Those clauses have to be
interpreted, and they have to be applied so as to produce something in the
nature of an examination, having regard to a competition as between the classes

of candidates. I imagine that in practice they have been pretty liberally interpreted, to enable the Commission to make its selections, not only by having a
strict written or oral examination in which the candidates would appear personally and answer questions or write answers to questions which would be
submitted, their qualifications to be determined by the board of examiners,
not only in such cases as that, but to cases where people would submit with
their applications their credentials or* certificates of qualifications and experience, education and so on. The Commissioners would then take those applications and say that that is the examination, and that they will ascertain the
qualifications having regard to the sort of experience the man has had.

Q. I want you to crystallize it, and I will try to do the same thing. To my
mind, the whole spirit that permeates the Civil Service law, and properly so,

is that a competitive examination-from my point of view I think it is wise that
there should be a competitive examination-should be the guiding principle for
appointment to positions that are properly susceptible to a competitive examination?-A.

Yes.

Q. The others should be left to the wording of the Act, a demonstration of
skill if practicable and if it is in the public interest. In the logical course of
events, and in the logical sequence of events or things, would a competitive
examination include a test written or oral? If you had to define a competitive
examination for the purposes of this law or of any law, would you define a
competitive examination as a test in writing to determine the capabilities of
applicants where a competition could be entered into?-A. A test written or
oral means that the examination may be written or oral.

Q. Let me put it in this way and I am through. Under the statute as it is
now( I may be wrong) my information is, and my deduction is, that if somebody applies for a position where it is not susceptible to a demonstration of
skill, the question may then be, " What time of day is it?" " What month of
the year is it?"
' Who is the Mayor of this City?", or any question a little
more serious than that, but in an oral test he might be asked to write his name,
to write a short dictation-that
would be any test written, but is that a com-

petitive examination?-A. Well, I supposeif they wanted an engrosserin the
State Department, if they wanted a man who could write copperplate, they
would have the applicants summonedand let them write. The examiner would
then look at their productions to see who wrote the best hand, who producedthe
best looking copy, would he not?
Q. Yes. I am not on the details just at present. I say that the spirit
which permeatesthe system is that of competitive examinations?-A. Yes.
Q. A competitive examination is defined to be any test, written or oral.
It is just a question of degree,it may be very much written or it may be very
much oral, there is nothing to limit it, It may be any kind of test, written or
oral. In the caseI have submitted to you, would that not satisfy the exigencies
of the statute, would that not be any test, Britten or oral, the examinations I
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have just submitted? Wouldn't it satisfy that part?-A.

I suppose it would,

nominally at any rate.
Q. That is what I wanted to find out.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. Do you think that in the legal branch over which you preside you can

get the best men to go into competitive examinations?-A. We cannot.
Q. Supposeyou wanted a lawyer in your department for a certain work,
a person fresh from the law school might be able to write a better examination
than a man of 15 or 20 years' experience?-A.

Yes.

Q. But he v ould not be half the man for your work, on account of his
lack of experience?-A.

That is correct.

Q. So written competitive examinations are not always the 'best?-A.
Certainly not, and you cannot get the men you want to submit to a written com-

petitive examination. The professional man who has establisheda practice and
a reputation in his community, who is doing fairly well but yet not succeeding up
to the limit of his ambition might be approached with a view to coming into the

Justice department, and we might be able to make perfectly satisfactory terms.
He might be a most excellent selection, and everything might progress favourably
up to the point where we say to him, " Now. everything is arranged between you
and me, but there is this one trouble about it, this is not going to be done on my
recommendation or on the recommendation of the minister.
I want you to
come, the minister wants you to come, the Government wants you to come,

but unfortunately we cannot arrange that.

The condition is now that in order

that this arrangement should be carried out you should put in an application
upon a printed form to the Civil Service Commission, and that the position should
be advertised' generally all over the country, and that you should submit to a

competitive examination in competition with all applicants who come forward;
then if you demonstratethe excellenceof your qualifications to the satisfaction
of the Civil Service Commission you will get the job, otherwise not."

He would

not agreeto that. He is not going to do that. He would not take the chance
of being turned down in his own community as an unsuccessfulcandidate. He
could not consistently, with the dignity and etiquette of the profession,do such
a thing.
Q. Don't you think it would be a better system in cases of that sort for
the responsible officials of the department to select a man that they thought
had all the qualifications for the position, and then the department would
satisfy the Commission that this man was properly qualified?-A.
I do not see
why the Commission should have anything to do with it. The Commission
would not profess to sit in judgment upon my selection, I am sure, of a man
for the professional service of the Justice department.
When I joined the
service it was a serious question as to whether I should join the service, because
my prospects in the profession were very good, and I made careful inquiries

at the time. It was Sir John Thompson who asked me to come at the time
when Mr. Sedgwick was appointed to the SupremeCourt Bench, and he pointed
out to me the advantages of the position, and he told me that as far as the

administration of the department was concerned, I would have the selection
of my own staff, and it is really necessaryfor the officer who occupies my position that he should have that. I have served under a good many ministers, as
you know, sir, and of different political views, but that principle of administration has been inherent in the department without exception. When this Commission was appointed I had some correspondencewith Dr. Roche. We needed
professional assistants very much at the time, becauseour services had grown.
Particularly since the war new services have emerged,the ordinary business

has increased,and we were very much pressedfor help but unlessyou get the
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proper man, unless you get a man who has the learning, the mental furniture
and personal equipment necessary,and he is agreeableto the companionswith
whom he works, it is better to do without him. Now, I asked Dr. Roche if,
as he understood the Commission-the regulations governing the Commission
-it

would be possible for me to make a selection and have it put through.

I

had no interest to serve except the efficiency of the service, and the answer
was no, that this could only be done by advancement, application, competitive
examination,

and decision of the Civil

Service Commission.

By Mr. Brown:
Q. Does that mean with the higher positions under you as well?-A. Yes.
Now, that is what I want to ask this Committee to do. I would like to appeal

to you to do something to relieve that situation, and, if you can do nothing
else, the time that you have spent here would have been served to the advantage of the community, if you would even restore that clause that was in the

Civil Service Act from the beginning. It is taken, I am sure, from the Treasury Regulations in England, enabling the Government to make its selection

upon the recommendation of the deputy minister for professional, technical,
or otherwise peculiar positions.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. On that point I am prepared to say this: I agree with you on section
21, but I am not prepared to agree with you on the words " or otherwise pecu-

liar."--A.

Those words, " otherwise peculiar," serve a very useful purpose.

Q. For the deputy minister, but probably not for the benefit of the Civil

Service?-A. I am not speaking for myself, I am speaking for the good of the
service.

Mr. MARTELL: Mr. Chevrier, the objection to these words '' otherwise
peculiar " is simply coming from the civil servants who get into the service for
a little

while.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I am in favour of the restoration of section 21 by striking out the
words " otherwise peculiar," with this palliative, that unless there be inserted
in the law something which will be to the effect that no deputy minister will

go out to make a promotion and bring someonefrom outside into the service
over the head of somebody who is in line for promotion. If the deputy minister,
on his own responsibility, would say, when he makes the appointment, that
there is nobody in line for promotion to the position, I have no quarrel,
but where I do find objection to those words, " otherwise peculiar," is that it

left the door open in some cases for the placing in the service of a man who
might be well qualified to fill the position, and who was put in over the head
of another man in the service well able to fill the position, but for some reason

or other the deputy minister did not see fit to promote him.

I want to say

that I stand for merit in the service. I might as well say it now I have said
it all the time.-A.
That does not apply to anything that has ever arisen in

my experience,but if you want to cover that, why not introduce some further
words into the certificate which the deputy is to make?

Q. I have no objection to that.-A.

That there is nobody in line for pro-

motion who would be qualified for this position.

Q. Well, leave these words there if you like, but have some stipulation
that the deputy minister certify that there is nobody in line for promotion
for that particular position. Then, if there is, the deputy minister is held

responsible,and is held to somethingthat he has written down. I would agree
to that providedthat safeguardis givento the service.-A. Of course,whenyou
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'' in line for promotion," everybody in every branch of the service is more

or less in line for promotion.

Q. Must some discretion not be used?-A. Yes, but the real point would be
whether or not there was anybody in the department eligible to fill the position
by promotion, who has the essential qualifications.

Q. Well, the deputy minister is the man to say. He can say that there is
not, or that there is. Well now, if he will give a certificate that there is not,
then, all right, he is responsible. Then he can be pinned down to that, and if
there is a civil servant who believes he was sufficiently qualified, and the civil
servant has a right to appeal against that, I am satisfied.-A.
Incorporate that
into

the

certificate

which

he will

power conferred by that clause.

make

as a condition

to the

exercise

of

the

That gets over that difficulty.

Mr. CHEVEIER:It could be done, but I do not want that section to go back
in its exact form without some protection being given. It could be easily agreed
as to what nature that protection would be, but I would fight for that protection.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. If you need a new person in your department do you not state the
qualifications of the assistant that you require to the Civil Service Commission?
-A. Yes. Every single individual in the service has his place, and the qualifications of his place are described in this big yellow book that they have published. It is not necessary to state anything except that you want a man who
answers to this particular call. His name is there, and there is a half-page you
will

find

written

about

him.

Q. And if there is a man in line for that position, he has a right to enter
into that competitive examination in your department?-A.
I think it is no
disqualification to a man, because he is in the sen-ice, to compete for another
job in the service. I think he can do that.
Q. In answer to a question a little while ago, you said it would be better
to eliminate

the civil

service

from

internal

work?-A.

Yes.

Q. How large is your department? Your department is small compared
with many others?-A. Yes, inside, here at Ottawa, perhaps somewhere about
eighty.
Q. I can easily understand that where you have a department of the deputy
minister with over eighty men, the deputy minister will be fully qualified to
oversee every branch, and understand all about it.-A.
Of course, you understand, my experience as deputy minister here is only valuable in relation to the
Department of Justice.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. How many classes have you got in those eighty employees-how

many

classifications,junior clerk, junior typist, senior stenographer,how many have
you got? Did you count them?-A. I do not know. I brought up the estimates
here. Perhaps I could tell you. I brought this up in case I would be asked
a question. There is one assistant deputy minister, four senior advisory counsel,
two advisory counsel, two junior advisory counsel, one technical adviser, one

superintendent of penitentiaries, one chief of the clemency branch, one purchasing agent, one accountant and general registrar, and two accountants.
Q. Supposing you take your clerical staff, say immediately from the chief
clerks, how many classes have you got under the chief clerks-the head clerks?

-A. They do not have anything like a chief clerk now. We had a simple classification which was much preferred to this.

Q. That was the old Act?-A.

You had the first-class, second-class,third-

class, messenger, sorter.
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Q. If you can givethem conveniently,for instance,starting from the junior
clerk typist and the clerk typist, and the junior file clerk, and the file clerk,
and the senior file clerk.-A. Will this answer? You have a stenographerbookkeeper.
Q. That is one class.-A. And you have got a registry clerk, a senior file
clerk, a file clerk, and three senior law clerk stenographers,and six law clerk
stenographers,and two senior clerk stenographers,and nine clerk stenographers,
and one junior clerk stenographer,and one clerk typist, one junior clerk typist,
three confidential messengers,and two messengerclerks, and then in the Supreme
Court-

Q. Just on that score, you have twelve classesto cover simply a stenographic class.-A. Yes.
Q. I mean, purely and simply the clerical class?-A.

Yes.

Q. What is the difference-betweena junior clerk typist and the clerk typist?
-A.

I do not know.

Q. Is not the differencethis, that one gets sixty dollars less than the other?
-A.

Yes.

Q. And the junior clerk typist and the clerk typist could do the same work?
-A. I should rather supposeso, but they go to work and make all those places,
describe them all, and they say, " We make all those places," and then the next
thing is, " Who are we gains tn nut, into them7'
Q. You have eighty odd officials in your department.

Just from a purely

clerical staff you have already named twelve classes. There may probably be
twenty-five
classification;

or thirty

classes for the eighty employees. That is the fault of the

that is the fault

of the law?-A.

There seems to be 91 here alto-

gether; I said about 80, but there seems to be 91.
B]i Mr. Lewis:
Q. Yours is a very small department.-A.
Of course, outside of that we
have the penitentiaries.
Q. I am speaking of the inside department.-A.
Yes, it is a small one.
Q. And in a small department is it quite possible for the deputy minister
to oversee every branch of the department?-A.
Yes, in a fashion.
Q. I can readily understand that in a department where there are 90 mem-

bers, but in a department where there are perhaps over 1.000, it might be
impossible for the deputy minister to overseeeverything.-A. Yes, you would
depend more, I should think, on the chiefs of the branches there.

Q. In regard to the merit system, in which I agree with my honourable
friend Mr. Chevrier, you said that it tended to demoralize the inside service.
Will you tell me what causes that demoralization?-A.
Well, what I mean is
this, the officers and employeesQ. Does it rob a man of his ambition, because he knows he has to compete
before he can get on?-A. He has to compete in the first place, in order to get
in, and as I have explained, for the higher offices you cannot get the best men

to compete. You cannot look to the same field, the same broad field for selections that you could in the absence of that system.

Then also, I think these

regulations take away the administration from the deputy head, from the
minister, from everybody in the department who is concerned with the work

of the department the authority and power to recognize and to reward good
service, and that tends to produce a system where the officer or employee,
instead of doing his utmost to advance the work and stand well with his
department, is more inclined to look at the clock and the Civil Service Commission.

Q. Once a man gets into the service is he not under the jurisdiction of the
Civil Service Commission any longer, after he gets in that particular position?
-A. He is, as far as promotion goes,which is the main thing he looks for.
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Mr. MARTELL:His work is classified by the Civil Service Commission?
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. I understand that, but after he gets into the department the jurisdiction of the Civil

Service Commission

he is under your direction?-A.

ceases as far as that

man is concerned;

Yes.

Q. The thing that demoralizesthe Civil Service is that after they once get
into the position, they remain stationary and there is no ambition for advancement, becausethey cannot be recognizedinside.-A. Yes, there is no recognition of the value, of the personal qualities of the man. You take that book,
you take the yellow book, and if you read the descriptions there, you will find
that if you were put into that place you would begin at a certain rate.
and if you make a moderate successof it, or if you are consideredpassable,you
go on step by step till you get to another place. Maybe you could never get
out of that particular description of duty, becauseas a man continues to per-

form a certain duty, he acquiresspecialadaptation,special skill, and perhaps

in a way he loses capacity to get on with something else, and there he is,
anchoredin that particular place. Now, this system deniesto him any advancement which he is to get by reason of the fact that he becomes particularly,

specially, excellently qualified for the discharge of those duties, and brings to
the discharge of those duties personal capacity, personal skill, personal usefulness,which, perhaps, very few other people would possess,but nevertheless,
although he is recognizedas having all these qualifications, as far as reward
is concerned he gets, nothing more and cannot under the system get anything
more than the man who has the minimum qualifications for the job, and who

can continue to hold his job and to rise gradually to the maximum salary.
Q. Suppose,for instance, there is an open examination for a position just
above that.
that

Will any recommendation from you as to classifications count in

examination?

Mr. CHEVRIER: It will go in as a rating.
By Mr. Lewis:
Q. Therefore, that special qualification-?-A.
If it is a matter of promotion it does not go in, because the statute says it cannot; that was a matter for
consideration, a requisite, until the last two or thre years, when that was taken
away.

Q. But the man has the right to compete for that?-A.

He can compete

for an outside position.

Q. One in the same department, higher up?-A. I think so.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. But then, in that case, if one competed for a position higher up than
his present position, if he wanted to go up two ranks, and passedthe examination successfully, then, as he would be promoted under that examination, he
would be changing class?-A. Yes.

Q. I supposeit would have to go through the sameway, by orders in
council, to ratify his promotion, would it not?-A.

No.

Q. It would go through the ordinary routine, in the usual way?-A. You
make the promotion, there is no order in council.
makes the promotion.

The Civil Service Commission

Q. The classificationwas the result of the cogitationsof the Grieffenhagen
and Arthur Young Company,and then it was forced upon the Commissionto
administer.-A. Yes. Sir JosephPope the other night said that the Commission, " is faulty in several leading respects,among which I may mention the

systemunder which a clerk's salary is determinedexclusivelyby the position
FMr.
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whichhe holds-that is, of ignoringthe personalqualitiesof the clerk". Do you

agreewith that?-A. That is involvedin my answerto Mr. Lewis.
Q. He said further-this is on page587: " Until a radical changeis effected
in this and other respects,there is no use talking about a satisfactory service.
I object, moreover,to the present complicatedclassificationin force, which,
besidesbeinga positivehindranceto administration,requiresa specialeducation
to understand." Do you agreewith that?-A. Yes, generally; I do not know
about the special education.
Q. Do you agreewith this: " The present inflexible, rigid, mechanical, ironbound system destroys initiative, kills individual effort, is subversive of discipline-"?-A.
Yes, I would think that was right.
Q. That is the fault of the present classification which was thrown upon the
Civil Service Commission for administration,

is that right?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Martell:

Q. Mr. Newcombe,have you any authority to allocate the different lawyers
of your staff to different work? For instance, supposeyou are rushed in one
particular branch of law; can you take one of your lawyers out of another kind
of work and put him into that branch?-A. Oh, yes, I am quite at large as to
that.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I understand that it does not entail a change in his classification?-A.
Strictly, no. That is, in a professional department you can understand that that
sort of thing does not arise. If a man is classified for junior work, and is asked
to do senior work, he considers it a considerable advantage to do it.
By Mr. Lewis:
Q. A moment ago you acquiesced in a quotation from the evidence of Sir
Joseph Pope, in regard to a lack of discipline. Would that be in the department, internally?-A.
I would think so. Of course, as I have said, in my

department, which is a email department, we are working together very very
harmoniously.
Q. But if there is lack of discipline, has not the deputy minister what I

might call supreme authority over- his department?-A. Yes.
Q. And if there is lack of discipline, could that man not be disciplined?-A.
Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Can you dismiss a man after he has been in your department six
exercise of the disciplinary

powers as reasonable as you can, and what I think

Sir Joseph Pope is complaining about is that you put artificial barriers and
restrictions

about which interfere with the exercise of the power which he

theoretically is supposedto have.
Q. Can you dismiss a man after he has been in your Department six
months?-A.

The Crown

dismisses him.

Q. Can you recommendthat he be dimissed?-A. Yes, at any time.
Q. Whom would you recommendthat to?-A. I think, as it stands,when

a man is sent there he comeson probation. After probation, I would recommend
it to the minister; the minister would take a report to Council to dismiss that
man.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. A few moments ago, when speaking of your department, you thought it
would be better for the deputy minister to choose certain men. Take for
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instance in a department where there are certain scientific qualifications required.
Would it be possible for the deputy minister, under all circumstances, to be
fully acquainted with these scientific qualifications that are required. For
instance, take the Minister

of Agriculture,

and there are certain scientific

positions under his department, with scientific qualifications.

Would the

deputy minister be qualified, in all cases, to say, " Here is a man to fill that
position ", the same as you can do in your department?-A.
Well, he might or
he might not, I don't know.
Q. 1 mean that your department being small and under one regime for
instance, would be classified?-A. Certainly.
I would suppose that for these
high technical positions in the department, they would make their selections
very much on the same principle that a Board of Governors of a University

would make its selection for a vacant professorship. There is the minister, and
Iherc is the deputy, and they would consider the applications coming in.
same

with

the

information

that

would come before the minister

comes

to

the

Civil

and his deputy.

Service

The

Commission.

It

I do not recognize in the

Civil Service Commission, in their general capacity for the unfortunate job
with which they are connected,that they should select a lawyer, an engineer or
a chemist for any of these special positions.
Q. They do not do it themselves, they have certain men.-A. If they do not
do it themselves, what becomes of the question of patronage? Where is the
patronage? If the officers to whom the duty of making these selections is committed by statute do not make the selections, surely it must be that they delegate
the selection to somebody else.

Q. They do delegatethe selection to somebodyelse; at the same time, those
to whom has been delegatedthat authority hold competitive examinations?-A.
Then there is no responsibility for those selections at all.
Q. The responsibility naturally comes back; the Civil Service Commission
delegate their authority to the Council?-A. Say we appoint A, B or C to
make these selections,and they make them, they have to answer for and be
responsiblefor their selections. Do you say that there is no patronage involved
in that?

Q. Not necessarily, and not practically.-A.

Practically

there would be.

Q. You say you do not go to the best man and ask him to apply, therefore
as far as this delegation to A, B or C is concerned, the position is advertised in
the first place?-A. Yes.

Q. Certain men apply for the position, and A, B and C are delegated to
examine those men. Does that not eliminate patronage, because they have to
make their choice out of those who compete for the position?-A.
Do you apprehend that

those men have the

candidates

before

them,

and hold

a written

or an

oral examination upon which their decision is founded?
Q. Not necessarily.-A. He submits his credentials, and they are judged by
the people who are more or less conversant with the particular line of business
with which the supposed position is associated.
Q. A, B and C are not delegated to go to certain men and ask them to
compete on the competitive examinations?-A.
No.
Q. That eliminates patronage, as far as outsiders are concerned, the only

thing is that they might have a favorite among the candidates that apply?-A.
Yes, that is possible.

Mr. MARTELL:Why not let the deputy minister be the judge of the capacity
of a man ior any branch; for instance, who knows Mr. Newcombe'sdepartment
a? well as himself? He has beenthere 25 or 26 years under various ministers,
a man of good reputation at the Bar; supposehe wants a man for a particular
job, he knows a man who is fit for the position; if he-thinks that there is no
[Mr.
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better man for the positionwhy shouldhe not havethe opportunity of selecting
nim?

Mr. LEWIS:I will admit that, as far as his positionis concerned.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. In your own experience,do you know whether it has happenedthat a
cechnicalposition has been advertisedand that certain professionalmen who
couldvery well havefilled that positionrefusedto compete,for instance,lawyers,
doctors and professional men of standing refused to compete with young men
just out of school?-A. I do not know it as a matter of fact, but I should anticipate that that would be the case.

Q. You simply anticipate or expect that that might be the case?-A. Wri
nave not filled a professional position under this system.
Q. This may probably be a hypothetical question; would you feel that a
man who might be eminent in the medical profession,or a chemist, a lawyer or
an engineer, would not like to come down and competewith younger men who
might be just out of school, and might have a certain way of writing on examinations, and that that would reflect upon them?-A. That is what I said some
cime ago. There would be that objection, and therefore the very men you wanted
to bid for in making these selections would be excluded.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. IFavr you read the evidenceof Sir Joseph Pope?-A. No, sir.
Q. Kvidrnce was given by Sir Joseph Pope which indicated that he went
so far as to say that he was entirely opposedto the workings of the Civil Service
Commission. Do you agree with that?-A. Well, that is a pretty broad statement you ask me to make.
Mr. CHEVRIER: It would be fair if Mr. Newcombe was asked about certain

paragraphs, one after another.
Joseph Pope's evidence.

I for one did not get that impression from Sir

WITNESS:As far as the working of the Civil Service Commission are concerned, I am not objecting to their work.

They are assigned a job which no

doubt they are as well qualified to perform as any people who could have been
selected for it.

But they have a system to enforce which I submit is a bad

system.

By Mr. Drummond:
Q. While improvements could be made in the working of the Civil Service
Commission, do you approve of the Civil Service Commission as a means to
that end, or to the desired end?-A. What I said was that I thought the Civil
Service Commission could serve a useful purpose in ascertaining qualifications

for clerical positions, so that there would be a body to whom we could refer,
who would be able to certify to employeeswho had capacity in one line or
another, according to the nature of the work required. But when you go above
that and ask them to make selections for professional, technical or special

positions,I say that that servicecouldbe performedbetter,with moreeconomy,
and producebetter efficiencywithout the assistanceof a Commission.
Q. You approve of the Civil Service Commission as a means for making

appointments,promotionsand transfers,and all that sort of thing?-A. In the
lower grades.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. You think that if a little morediscretionweregivento the Civil Service

and with a little more amity between the service and the Commission, these

questionscould be solved with satisfaction to everybody? If you have a
[Mr.
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particular person selected for a particular job, and the Commission have said
that they cannot take your recommendation,that it must go through the regular
channels, if they were given a little more discretionary power and there were
more friendly relations between the Commission and the deputies, could the

problem not be solved in that way?-A. I daresay the situation might be
improved if the Commissionwere given power to make these appointments upon
the recommendationof the deputy when advertising for applicants and holding
the competitive examinations. Then if the Commissionwere disposedto accept
the deputy minister's recommendation and be satisfied with the ground upon
which it was made, that I would say would solve that particular difficulty, but it
would be solved at the loss of time by the deputy minister going to the Commission and discussing with them and satisfying them of the propriety of his
selection, which I submit is an unnecessary waste of time.
Q. I can understand that in your department it is very desirable that you

should have a good deal of authority with regard to men for certain positions,
perhaps more in your department than in some others.

I think I can under-

stand when you say that there are certain positions where men of professional
standing will not enter into a competitive examination.

But that might not be

true of all departments?-A. I am speaking only of my own department, and
of my general knowledge of the service.
Q. The Commission might, however, function very satisfactorily in regard
to other departments, and yours as well, if they were given a little more
extraordinary power?-A. I suppose so, necessarily.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Let me quote a sentencefrom the testimony of Sir Joseph Pope:
' The present unconstitutional,
cumbrous and hugely expensive
system should be done away with as soon as circumstances permit."
Do you agree with that?-A.

Generally.

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. We have not heard the outside service mentioned yet.

put a few questions to you about that.
ment?-A.

I would like to

Penitentiaries come under your depart-

Yes

Q. The nominations for wardens and other employeesin those penitentiaries
come under the Civil

Service Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. What is the method followed; do they hold competitive examinations?A. Well, yes, of the sort described. I think they advertise. You asked me
about the wardens. I think if there was a vacancy the office would be advertised,
and the applicants would apply, with all certificates and statements of commendation as to their capacity for the particular office which they can produce.
Those are appended to the examination, sent in to the Commission, and the
Commission then considers,with the assistanceof any personsthey may call in
to assist them, which of those applicants seemsto be the most likely to succeed

in the position for which he is applying. So they make their selection,the
departmentis notified, and the particular gentlemantakes chargeof the penitentiary.

Q. Do you advisethe Commissionin any particular in suchappointments,
i meando you haveto give your own opinion?-A. No, I do not haveto give it.
Q. They do not come before you at all?-A. Sometimes on occasion I
might be asked. It does not necessarily come before me. On one occasion I
remember seeing the applications.
[Mr. E. L. Newcombe.]
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Q. I understand the recommendation of the local officer or head of the
penitentiary is some factor in determining the appointment by the Commission?
-A.

That may be so.

Q. A recommendationasto the physical fitness and character of the different
applicants?-A.

Yes.
*

By Mr. Brown:
Q. Is it not a fact that the great majority of men occupying positions in
the penitentiaries are men who have made good in the lower departments and
have been promoted?-A.
I could not say.
By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. Do they occasionally take a man from your department in Ottawa and
-end him outside?-A. No. What they would do, I think, if they could, would
be to promote the warden or some penitentiary officer of experience.
Q. I did not have in mind the warden particularly,
but the different

employees of the penitentiary. I understand the same method is followed up
oy all of them. Is it not likely that one of your employeeshere would apply
for one of those positions?-A. That is not likely.
There are 419 permanent
employees in the outside penitentiary service. There are six penitentiaries.
Q. How were the appointments made before the Civil Service Act came
in? They were made by the minister, I understand?1-A. Yes, by the minister
as to a few of the higher positions, the lower positions by the warden. Most of
them are guards or keepers. They were selected by the warden. The warden

would have his list; people would come in and want a position as a guard in a
penitentiary; he would have his list and would make his selection of the men
best qualified.
Q. That was the old way?-A. Yes.
Q. Under the new system, does the warden affix his recommendation to the
applications?-A.
I think in reporting to the Commission a warden's recommendation is generally communicated, for the selection of a guard or a keeper.
Q. That would become one of the factors before the Commission for their
final

decision?-A.

I think

so.

Q. Would you venture an opinion upon this system, as to its efficiency in

procuring good men?-A. I do not think it has operated to produce any better
men than we had formerly.
There are always mistakes made in connection
with selections, and there are some good men and some not so good. There is
considerable correspondence, a great deal of correspondence about these appointments, forms to sign, time is taken up at a very large expense; a very large
expense is involved in the administration of the Civil Service Commission. You
may have ascertained how much that is; I do not know, but I have no doubt
it is a very large expense, all of which would be eliminated if we reverted to
the former system, at least without any prejudice to the service.

Q. May I put it this way: You get no better men under the new system,
it takes a longer time and it costs more to get them?-A. I would agree with
that, generally.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do I get the gist of your evidence that in your opinion all positions
not subject to a competitive examination should be handled by the deputies?
-A. Yes, I would agree with that, as I understand it.
Q. And that all positions that can be filled by competitive examinations
should be under the jurisdiction of the Commission?-A. Well now, I qualify
that, the clerical services I mean.
[Mr.
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Q. When you come to the technical positions that are not susceptible to
competitive examinations, they should be left with the deputy ministers?A. Yes.

Q. The Deputy Ministers should have more to say with regard to promotions, sick leave, statutory increases and the like?-A. Yes.
Q. They should have more authority than at present?-A. Yes. The minimum and maximum salary is a very questionable thing. We have to start at
the minimum, which may be too much, and we have to stop at the maximum,
maybe it is not high enough.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. Is the number of men employed in outside penitentiaries on the increase?
-A.

Yes, because of the increase in the prison population.
Q. The number is on the increase?-A. Yes. The convict population has
increased enormously within the last few years, consequently we have to have
more

men to look

after

them.

Q. Can you give any reason for the increase?-A.
number

The increase in the

of convicts?

Q. Yes?-A. Well, there are two prominent things, the war and prohibition. I am saying there are two things that influence very much the social life
of the country. Whether that is the cause or not I do not say.
Q. In your opinion then prohibition has increased the number of inmates

of the penitentiaries?-A. I did not say so.
Q. What has increasedit, then?-A. I don't know. I am saying that there
are two prominent conditions you have to consider.

Q. Prohibition is one of them?-A.

I mentioned the war and prohibition.

By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Is it not a fact that there has been a great loosening of morals generally
since the war, as a result of the war, the world over?-A. Yes.
doubt about that. There has been a great deal of serious crime.

There is no

Q. This Committee has been appointed for the purpose of inquiring into
the operations of the Civil Service Act, rather than inquiring into the prin-

ciples of the Act. Would it be possibleduring the recessfor a conference

between the Commission and the heads of the departments, to secure greater
economy and efficiency in the service, by conferring together, under the Act as
it now exists, to secure greater efficiency and greater economy?-A. Well, I
do not know, I am sure. The deputy ministers had a conferencewith the Government on the subject last summer-I

was not present at it-and

they were

askedto form a Committee to consider and make recommendations. They have
a large Committee, and they use this report. If the Civil Service Commission in
consideration of that report could make any recommendations which would
assist, so much the better, but as it stands that report representsthe considered
views of the deputy ministers.
Q. You do not think that any further conferencesbetween the Commission and the heads of the departments would be of any use?-A. No, I do not
think

so.

Q. If theserecommendations
of the headsof the departmentswerefollowed,
therewould be greaterefficiencyand greatereconomy?-A. That is my opinion.
Q. Both in the inside and the outside service?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Do you know anything about the preferencegiven to the returned
soldiers on the examinations of the Civil Service Commission?-A. I know
[Mr.
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there is a provisionin the law which givesa returnedsoldierthe preference
wherehe has demonstratedhis qualificationsfor a place.
Q. Thereare caseswherea returnedsoldiermight have fifty or sixty marks

competing against a man with eighty-five or ninety marks?-A. Yes.
Q. In which the returned soldier would have the preference?-A. Yes, by
law, by statute.

Q. Do you think that is a good move for efficiency in the service?A. Well, it is not designedfor efficiency in the service. I do not seehow it can
be argued that it promotes efficiency in the service, to appoint a man who is
lessqualified than a man who is perfectly qualified. It is not designedfor that
purpose, it is designed as a recognition of his services in the capacity of a

soldier, and the country waives to that extent efficiency in the service, for the
purpose of affording him employment. That is a political matter. It is not for
the efficiency of the service that that is done, obviously.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. As a result of that preference, the service has not been rendered more
efficient?-A.

No.

By Mr. Brown:
Q. It is a matter of how much we are prepared to sacrifice in order to
carry out our obligations?-A.
Yes.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. I have heard of young men who did not take up military service being
debarred from entering the Civil Service, being too young to take part in military service, and that that has been an injustice to them. Have you heard anything about that?-A. There is a great deal to be said about that. It might
not be unreasonable

to consider

that

whatever

is to be done for the returned

soldier, it should be done by way of special provision, and that as far as the

civil service is concernedthe efficiency of that service is not to be impaired by
introducing men whose qualifications rest chiefly in the fact that they are
returned

soldiers.

By Mr. McBride:
Q. Is it not a fact that most of the returned soldiers who have been
appointed to these positions have made good?-A. I am not prepared to say.
I think, as far as I remember that we have one in my department who has
done very well. I do not know whether we have another or not.
Q. Are you aware that any of them have not made good in your department, or in any other department?-A. At the moment I only know of one who
has come in under that preference, and he has made good.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. Is he a professional man?-A. No, a clerical man.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. We have had suggestionsas to Whitley Councilsand certain appeals
given to men in the service in casesthey consider to be injustices. Have you
given any thought to the possibility of the appointment of a judge for instance
to hear such apeals; have you given any thought to that consideration?-A.
To hear appeals about qualifications?
Q. To call in a judge to hear such appeals in casesof injustice committed
towards a man in the service?-A.

In relation

to his classification?

Q. Yes.-A. No, I have not consideredthat.

At present the classification

is done on the authority of the Commission,and they considerany represen[Mr.
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tations made to them as to any injustice, and correct it if they think it to be
an injustice. You are suggestingthat there should be an independent tribunal
for that purpose?

Q. An independent tribunal presided over by a judge, to hear such appeals.
-A. I have not consideredthat, but I would not be disposed to think favourably of it. I think the less machinery we have in the service the better. There
is too much already.

Q. You would have to give further consideration to it before giving an
opinion upon this question?-A. Yes.
Witness

retired.

Mr. ALEXANDERJOHNSTON,called, sworn and examined.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. What is your name?-A. Alexander Johnson.
Q. What is your position?-A. Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries.
Q. Have you a statement prepared, or do you prefer to be questioned?A. No, I have no statement prepared.

Q. How long have you acted as deputy minister?-A. Since 1910.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. You were a member of Parliament, were you not?-A.

Yes.

Q. What I mean by that question, I might explain, is that you have experience both as a member of Parliament and as deputy minister.-A.
Yes, I have
had.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. You were a member for how many years?-A.

Two parliaments.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Which ones?-A. 1900 and 1904.

Q. Representing the constituency of-?-A.

Cape Breton.

By the Acting Chairman:

Q. You were appointed a deputy minister under the Civil Service Act of
1908?-A.

Yes.

Q. Or while that was in effect?-A. Yes.
Q. So you had opportunity to see how that Act worked in the department

and in the public service generally?-A. Yes.
Q. And you had also experience under the new Act of 1919?-A.

Yes.

Q. Generally speaking, do you consider that the Act of 1919 has brought
about improvements in the department, and in your department especially?A. It has not brought about any improvements in our department.
Q. In what respect? Will you give the Committee some information?A. In the respect that the appointments that have been made to the staff of
our department under the present Act are no better, putting it mildly, than
those that were made under the previous system.
Q. Do you have the appointments made as quickly as you desire?-A. No.
There are delays under the present system that need not necessarily have
occurred under the old system.

Q. Would you tell us briefly how appointments were made under the old
system in your department-what occurred when a vacancy presented itself?
-A.

In the inside

service?

Q. Yes. The outside service, I understand, is not under the Commission.
-A.

Well, the usual practise outlined under the Civil Service Act of 1908 was

observed.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Did that recognizethe merit system?-A. The merit system was recognized in the civil service, yes, in the matter of promotion, etc., etc. All promotions

were

considered

on the basis of merit.

Q. And under that Act of 1908,did you get more clerks than were wanted?
Did anybody force clerks upon you?-A. No, at no time since I entered the
public service was I opportuned to employ anybody in the department who
was not required.
Q. Now, you know the contents of .the report of the deputy ministers. I
think you were one of those who signed?-A. I was one of them. Unfortunately for me, I am not just as familiar with it as I would like to be, for the
reason that I was away. During that period quite*a number of meetings were
held, and I never found the time to make myself familiar with all that has

taken place at the meetingswhich ! was unable to attend, but in a generalway
I know. I was present at the concluding meetings, and was a consentingparty
to the conclusions

that were reached.

Q. I think that there was a meeting, and as a result of the investigations of
the Spinney Bill Committee, a committee was formed of the various deputy
ministers, who suggesteda list of classesof divisions recommendedfor exemption
from the operation of the Civil Service Act by the various departments.

I find

at page 88, (Marine & Fisheries) a large number of positions that are suggested
-honld lie excluded from the operation of the Civil Service Act?-A. Yes.
Q. Did you have anything to do with the making up of that list?-A.

Yes, I collaborated with the officials of my department, and gave it the best

/ considerationI couldgive to it.

Q. What would be the reason that influenced you in making the recommendations that these positions set out at page 86 should be released?-A.
Broadly >peaking, the reasons were two. First, with regard to all classes that
are mentioned here, we took the position that we are better fitted and in a better
position to make selections of the men required for the particular services than
anybody else. No. 2 is that in my judgment, at all events, there is a measure of
economy attached to the selection, that is, at this particular time, and at any
time, worth considering.
Q. Now, some of these positions were released by the Order in Council No.

^ 1053.but others were not?-A.

No.

Q. Now. can you say what the reason was,-or let me put it this way to cut
it short-do you think that-if there was another meeting between yourself and
other deputy ministers, and the Commission, that something could be done with

a view, to giving expression,to giving effect to your recommendations?-A. Well.
I am quite unable to make any definite statement about that.

That would

very largely depend on the attitude of the Civil Service Commissioners.
Q. As far as you are concerned,you believe it would be in the interest of
your department that you should have \rourself the appointment and selection
of these people?-A. Yes^^^bja^JsjBy^ijdgment-nrff well-considered judgment.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. You mentioned that that would procure greater economy?-A. I thinkso, yes.

Q. Will you explain that a little further?-A. I take it that in the selection
of all these classeshere, the Civil Service Commissionnecessarily expendsa considerable amount of money in making the selectionswhich could be saved if the

departmentwere making the selections,becausethe departmentin the last
analysis makes, or to a very considerable extent makes the selection. Our
machinery is not lessenedin the slighest by any efforts, or any work that the
Civil Service Commission performs in the selection of these men; that is, the

expenses
of our departmentare not reduced.
[Mr.
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Q. And to these expensesare added the expensesincurred by the Commission?-A.

Incident

to the work that

the Civil

Service Commission

making the selection.
Q. And they do not secure better men than you could secure?-A.

does in

No.

By Air. Chevrier:
Q. Now, for all of the other positions, except those that are mentioned ther'e
at page 86, you would be in favour of appointments being made by competitive
examination?-A.
Do you mean the ordinary clerical position?
Q. Yes.-A. Most certainly, yes.
Q. And are there any appointments here that are what might be called
technical positions?-A. Yes, there are.
Q. You have written in here the positions, whether technical or otherwi o.
that you want to discuss?-A. I have not looked over the list. I am not sure
that

we have

included

in that

list

all that

we would

desire

to have

eliminated

from the operations of the Civil Service Commission. I would want to refresh
my memory, and as I look at it, I am not sure that we did.
Q. Now, then, in reference to promotions in the service, have you any fault
to find, or any suggestions to make, as to the present law?-A. I have no very
great faults to find. If it is considered best by the service generally, and if il
considered best by Parliament, which after all is the supreme judge, I have little
or nothing to say about it.
Q. Have you any suggestion to make as to the classification? Do you find
it works out right?-A.
I am satisfied that if you ask the employees of my

department, there would be unanimity to the effect that the classification is
not satisfactory; that is, if the representations that I have been listening to for
the last four years are any indication of the feeling of the men in the department, they are not satisfied.
Q. Would you suggest anything to improve that?-A.
I am not quite sure,
and I would not like to submit that I would be any more successful in making
a classification that would be any more satisfactory to the employees of the
department.
Q. I do not want to quibble or argue, but suppose there are a large number
of employees in your department who are satisfied, and a certain number
who are not, who think there is something wrong, and having an intimate

knowledge of the department, would you not be able to suggestsome palliative
or cure somewhere?-A. If I understand the situation correctly, a very large
amount of the dissatisfaction that obtains in my department, at all events, arises
from the fact that from time to time some of the employees discover that men in
other departments, doing work which they contend is practically similar to the
work that they are performing in my department, are classified at a higher
figure than they are. This produces a measure of dissatisfaction that is very
general, and upon the matter being gone into very carefully I have rather satisfied myself that that is so. The classesthat obtain under the 1908 Act were few
in number, and they were general throughout the service. Men were included
in one class or another, and the same classification practically applied to all the
departments of the Government. If asked as to whether it is right, or as to
whether it is wrong, I am satisfied it produces a greater measure of dissatisfaction among the employees of the civil service.
Q. And if you had a recommendation to make, even without your power,

to choosebetween the present classification, and the old one, you would choose
the lesser evil?-A. I would, largely because I think it would bring about a
greater measure of satisfaction among the civil servants. I have an idea
that it would, and anything that is calculated to bring about a greater measure
5-46J
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of satisfaction on the part of the civil service would be of greater value to
the public service and to the civil servants themselves.

Q. Now, in your department, you said that there is a large number
of people dissatisfied. What do you mean-that your department was treated
worse than any other department?-A. No, I would not at all say that.
Q. On the general effect of the classification?-A.

On the contrary, I have

no reason to assumefor one moment that the department over which I preside
for the time being has been treated any worse, or any less favourably than any
other department of the Government; but I do find, and I think it can be established, here and there, a case is made by picking up information, where people
in other departments of the Government have been classified at higher figures
than is the case in some instances in our department; and as I make inquiry all
around, I find that that is not confined to my department at all.
Q. As to transfers, and other incidental exercises of the deputy minister's

control over the employees,how do you find the present system to work?A. I have no very great difficulty about it. My objection to it is that it should
be necessary to apply to the Civil Service Commission at all for any transfer

within the department. Various chiefs of the branches, together with myself
and those who immediately assistme, I am fully persuaded,are generally better
able to judge what ought to be done within the department than the Civil Service Commission can possibly be.
Q. And would that apply to the case of promotions also?-A. That should
apply to the case of promotions. It should apply.
Q. I suppose you are favourable to a proper superannuation measure?-A.
Yes, I am, for obvious reasons, but for the particular reason that I think it would

bring about a measureof satisfaction in the public service, from which the public
generally would reap an advantage.
Q. I agree with you there. Now, you have heard about these councils.
How would you favour the appointment of a council within say the Civil Service
Commission, on which the service would be represented?-A. Well, I am
unable to see that any useful purpose would be served. As far as our department is concerned, I am quite unable to see where the service or the employees
would be at an advantage in any way. If any one in our department has a
grievance, I do not think there is one single employee in my department who
does not know that my door is open to him at all hours, early and late, and if he
has a grievance, I think he would be compelled to say that he always received a
sympathetic hearing-just
as sympathetic as he would receive before any
board.

Q. Under the present system, have you the power to exercise that sym-

pathetic feeling?-A. No, but I have the power to make representations,as I
do on occasionsmake representations,to the Civil Service Commission.
Q. With what result?-A. I have no fault to find with the conduct generally
of the Civil Service Commission. In quite a number of casesthey met my views.
In some casesthey did not meet my views. That does not mean to say that
their views may not be the sounder one. In no case do I argue that they are
wrong and I am right. I am bound to say that every case that I have brought
before them they have brought to bear on these casesa sincere desire to reach
a sound conclusion.

Q. Well now, in cases where they conferred with you, did these cases
exceed the number of cases where they disagreed with you, or vice versa?-

A. No, I would not like to make any definite statement. If I were forced
without having to look up the record with some care, I think I would have to
conclude that in the majority of cases our view has been often wholly metvery substantially met.
[Mr.
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Q. Well, the only thing I am getting at is this, that in the final analysis,
your views in the majority of caseshaving prevailed if you had been allowed by
statute to do that which you had set out to do, you would have saved a lot of

time and trouble and waste of energy.-A. We have in the past few years devoted
a great deal of time, and the employees of the department generally, have devoted

a great deal of time to a consideration of their own cases.
Q. That was the result of throwing this classification on to the service?A. Yes.

By Mr. McBride:
Q. Under what system did you get your appointment?-A.

Under the old

system,which it is so fashionable to-day to call the system of political patronage.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. And they did not make a bad choice?-A. I do not know about that
Mr. RINFBET:-Parliament
lost a good man.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Deputy ministers are still appointed under the same system?-A. Yes.
Q. As regards the outised system, do you consider that the bringing in of
the outside service under the Commission was an improvement to the service,
that is, that it brought about more efficiency and economy?-A. It certainly has
not brought about economy?

Q. Has it brought about efficiency?-A. I do not know that it has, as far
as our department is concerned.

Q. Have you any suggestionsto make to the Committee as to how the
outside service-the appointment to the outside service-should be made?-A.
There are quite a number of appointments in our department to-day that I

think quite obviously can better be made by the department than by the Commission.

Q. For what reason?-A. For the simple reasonthat we have the machinery
for the making of selections. We must necessarily have it. We must have it.
Take the case of lightkeepers, scattered as they are all over the country. All
light keepers receiving compensation in excess of $200 a year, are appointed by
the Civil Service Commission. Positions, when they fall vacant, are advertised
in the usual way, and the applications are received, and they are, as a matter
of fact, referred to our people for consideration.
Q. You mean, the departmental officers?-A. Yes, and I think it will be
found that in a very large number of cases, if not indeed in all cases, the Civil
Service Commission accept the judgment of our officers as to the selections that
ought to be made.

Q. Then, what advantage is there in sending those things to the Commission?-A. I am just unable to see that there is any advantage. It may be
that the Civil Service Commission might advance reasons that would make it
advantageous.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. But as far as you are concerned,you cannot see them?-A. I cannot
see them.

By Mr. Drummond:
Q. For example,take the position of light keeper, do you make the selection

entirely yourself,or do you act on the recommendation
of someoutsideparty?
-A. Not always, but we act upon our own judgment, and on the judgment of
outside parties.
[Mr. Alex. Johnston.]
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Q. For instance,if a man is recommended
to you by a sitting memberof

Parliament,that will be considered
by you,providedthat the manis fit in other
ways?-A.

Yes, but we take our own means to determine that he is a fit and

proper person, and if he is not a fit and proper person, of coursehe will not get
the appointment.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Is the light keeper still under the jurisdiction of the Commission?
The ACTING CHAIRMAN:

Above

$200.

By Mr. McBride:

Q. I

see here " [Merchant Marine Signallers and Foremen".

examination have those men to pass?-A.

What

Mechanic?

Q. Mechanic, yes.-A. Well, he is just an ordinary day mechanic.
Q. He would have to give signals to the ship?-A. No, no.
Mr. PARENT: He would operate the machine itself.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That is, a competitive examination would not be suitable to determine
his capabilities?-A. He would have to have mechanical qualifications that
would have to be determined by a mechanical examination.
Q. In other vords, a demonstration of skill?-A.
Yes.

Q. Which could be done to the satisfaction of your representative?-A.
Yes, could only be doneto the satisfaction of his foreman, becauseit might very
well turn out that it might take a week, two weeks, three weeks or a month, to

discover whether a mechanicis really competent or not. It is one of thosethings
that cannot be revealed in a day, week, or a month.
By Mr. McBride:
Q. What is the difference between a mechanic of marine signals, and an
inspector of marine signals?-A. There is an inspector. Now, we have a chain
of signal stations extending from Cape Race to the head of the lakes practically
and we have an officer in charge of that service who evidently is called an

inspector, because I do not see anything else that covers him, but I do know
that we have an inspector and superintendent who cover the operations of
these various signal services.
By Mr. Dntmmond:

Q. Could the mechanic for the marine signals also act as inspector for
marine signals?-A. He may, but with these various classes,I am bound to
say, I am not familiar under these names.
Q. AVould not those two classesduplicate?-A. Not necessarily. You may
have the mechanic who is doing his own work, but you have to have somebody

who will have general supervision over the service.
Q. Could not the mechanic act as inspector?-A. Yes, he might very well
have the qualification to act as inspector.
Q. Well, then, could the one man attend to the two?-A. No, he could not.
Q. He would have to have an assistant?-A. We would have to have an

inspectorwho would have a certainterritory to cover. He would operatewithin
a certain territory, while a mechanic, of course,would work in his shop.
By Mr. Broicn:

Q. You would have many mechanicswhere you would only have one
inspector?-A, Yes.
[Mr.
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By Mr. McBride:
Q. Those men who look after the signals must be accustomed to navigation. They must know the signals from ships?-A. Yes.
Q. Do they take a master mariner's examination?-A.
Not necessarily.
Just to become signallers, they need not necessarily pass a master's examination.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. But would it not be better determined by test and trial to be given by
your representative, your inspector or your foreman, whether this man is capable to fill this position?-A.
It is the only way by which it can be done. For
instance, you take the signal service on the River St. Lawrence, which after all
is the most important part of our sailing service. The only people \vlu> arc
competent to determine the fitness of anyone to be placed in charge of the signal
stations are the men whose work it is to see that the work is properly done,
O'Dowcl, and the others. They are responsible for the administration, and for

the proper administration, of the signal service staff.
Q. And is it rather a responsible position?-A.
Quite.
Q. And does it need very particular technical skill?-A.
Men who will do
their work properly; it does not really require a very high grade of technical

knowledge,but it is confined to. the one branch.
Q. It is the man on the spot who knows who i< hot suited?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Drummond:
Q. You have four different classes of inspectors here?-A. Yes, all of which
cover entirely different grades of work.
Q. Then it would not be possible to have these under one inspector, and thus
reduce the staff in that direction?-A.
Quite so, it might be possible. I am
bound to say, and I have often said it and put it in writing, that I am not very
much concerned with the titles. What I am concerned with is seeing that the
work is carried out properly and economically and efficiently.
Q. The trouble seems to be that the creation of the title means an extra
man?-A. I would not say so, necessarily.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Could not a man bear two titles, inspector of gas buoys and inspector
of fog alarms at the same time?-A.

No, he could not.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Not under the present system?-A. Not under any system, becausethere
is more work than any one man can do.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. I mean this, Mr. Johnston. Supposingthat you had an inspector of gas
buoys and an inspector of fog alarms and marine signals. Supposingthe man
is doing this inspection work of gas buoys is he qualified to do the inspection of
fog alarms?-A. Not necessarilyso.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Could he not be?-A. If he had the qualifications, but even if he had
the qualifications he could not do the work, it could not be entrusted to any
one man becausethere is more work than any one man can do. Take the gas
buoy inspector; there is a certain area which must have somebody whose duty
it will be at all times to have supervision over these gas buoys to the exclusion
of everything else, and that is at least sufficient to take care of all the work

that he can do. It is similar with fog alarms. The dutiesand work are entirely
different, the qualifications are different, and the man going to serve in the
>

[Mr.
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capacity of inspecting the various fog alarms cannot be entrusted with the duty
of looking after the gas buoys, becausehe has not the time. He may quite
possibly have the qualifications, but he cannot have the time to do it.
Q. Then this does not apply to the usual operating of the classification,
where there are a lot of titles that could be put into the one. The inspector
of gas buoys, in this case,is wholly different from the inspector of fog alarms?
-A.

Quite different.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Mr. Johnston, regarding the outside service,I understood you to say that
the Commission

takes

into

consideration

the recommendation

of the local

officer?

-A.

Yes, they do.
Q. For a certain position?-A.
Yes.
Q. That would be not only as to his knowledge or competency, but also
as to his character and his conduct and his personal abilities. Would that be

the case?-A. I think the Civil Service Commission, of course,would have general regard for the position that he held and the qualifications
for holding it.

that he had

Q. I am not speaking of promotion, I mean appointment.-A. I am speaking
of the recommendation that any officer of ours may submit to the Civil Service
Commission on certain applicants for positions.
Q. I suppose under the old system the department required that recommendation

from

the

local

officer?-A.

Yes.

Q. And now under the system the Commission requires it?-A. Yes.
Q. So that would mean that the local officer-.-A.
Of course, the Com-

mission, no doubt, could do it themselves,but I think for the purpose of convenience and for the purpose of economy the Civil Service Commission ask us
to

do it.

Q. To secure it for them?-A. Yes, not becauseit is necessarythat they
should do so, they can do it independently of us.
Q. In regard to light-keepers who work in a remote place where there is
no local officer, who would be called upon to recommend him?-A. There is

no local officer, but we always have in every one of the districts an inspector
of lights.
Q. So that the inspector is called upon to recommend so many candidates

for light-keepership here and there?-A. Yes, the candidateswhose applications
are received.

Q. Is it your opinion that his recommendationhas a great deal to do with
the appointment?-A. I think so.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Is it a recommendation that he gives, or a rating?-A. My recollection
is that the various candidates whose applications are received-the applications
are submitted to the inspector of lights, say, in the district where the appointment

is to be made.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. What would be your opinion on this point? Do you not think that
the recommendation of a local officer or local inspector might be tinged with
favouritism

as well as the recommendation of a member of Parliament?-A.

I

do not think that you will ever get any guarantee that recommendations are
not tinged with favouritism.
Q. Are you of the opinion that the responsibility is more or less than that
of a member of Parliament?-A.

I do not know that-.

Q. He is only responsibleto the department,that is, the inspector,is he

not?-A.
[Mr.

He is only responsibleto the department.

Alex. Johnston.]
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Q. And in cases like this, is it not a fact that the department has no means
of finding out whether his recommendation has been tinged with favouritism
or not? You do not know all the different candidates.-A. No, we do not.
Usually, however, there is somebody around who knows a great deal about
them; the inspector of lights, for instance or the officer to whom the names are

referred. I am assuming that they make a somewhat diligent inquiry as to the
capabilities of the various candidates, and while I would not say positively
that any officer who might make a recommendation in favour of one or other
of the applicants would not be tinged with favouritism.
I think I would be safe
in saying that as a general thing it would not be.
Q. Was it your experience that a member of Parliament did recommend
for light-keeper a man who was not competent?-A. Very frequently, but there
is this to be said about that. At the moment we discover, by the examination
of the man, that he does not possess the necessary qualifications, the member
so recommending has no more to say. Always, in every case I can recollect
at the present time the member was quite satisfied.
Q. You would not appoint him?-A. No.
Q. While, in this case, the recommendation goes to the Civil Service Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. And they appoint him?-A. After doing just exactly what we would
do, satisfying themselves as to the possession of the proper qualifications.

Q. May I ask by what means?-A. I think they rely upon our judgment.
Q. And you rely upon the judgment of the local inspector?-A. Yes, we do
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. The local inspector may live 500 miles away from where the lighthouse is situated?-A.

Yes.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN: In my constituency the inspector lives in Quebec,
400 miles away.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Under the previous system, you had the recommendation both of the
member of Parliament and the local inspector?-A. Yes.

Q. In this case it is in the hands of the local inspector alone?-A. Very
largely, to the extent of making or presenting an opinion for the benefit of the
Civil Service Commission. The Civil Service Commission is under no obligation to accept his opinion.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. It might be that the Civil Service inspector would be more likely to
give promotion to some person in the Service, through the Civil Service Commission, than a member of Parliament would be to shove in some of his own
friends.

Mr. CHEVRIER:No, becausehe would have been already a qualified man.
Mr. MCBRIDE: I am referring to a promotion.
Mr. CHEVRIER: You could only promote a man in there, he must be
qualified.

Mr. MCBRIDE:No, but sometimes a man is shoved over his head by the
patronage system.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. I would like to ask you this question, Mr. JohnstonBy Mr. McBride:
Q. I would like to have the witness answer my question.-A. I am not

quite sure that I understandyour question.
[Mr. Alex. Johnston.]
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Q. Do you not think the inspectorwould be more liable to recommend
someperson in the service for promotion than a memberwould be?-A. It
might very well happen.

Q. Would not a member of Parliament be more liable to recommend some
of his friends or supporters than the inspector would be?-A. If we asked the
member to so recommend,

I have no doubt he would.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. But you would not promoteor appoint him unlesshe gavesatisfaction?
-A.

No.

Q. And in that way you still haveto go throughthe procedurethat is prescribedby the law, to sendit downto the Commissionand go through all this
expenditure of time?-A.

Yes.

Mr. DRUMMOND: Going back to the matter of this classification business,
as a matter of information,

I notice here that there is a rainfall

observer.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Just let me close this up. In your experience,did any member of Parliament ever interfere with the appointment of any of these men with you,
force them on you?-A. No, not within my recollection. Members of Parliament, of all shades of political opinion, have made recommendations and representations to me on behalf of certain people, but no member of Parliament has
ever suggested to me, since I came into the public service, that any unworthy
person should be appointed to the service. I say that with all the vigour that
I can bring to the making of the statement.
By Mr. Brown:
Q. Have you ever had it recommended to you that men performing their
duty satisfactorily should be dismissed from the service? It seems to me one
of the important things.-A.
That is a matter that isQ. I know that is a harder question, but after all it seems to me an important one.-A. The Civil Service Commission does not relieve you from that.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. These dismissals are authorized by statute, under certain procedure.
for political partisanship after investigation, and so on.-A. Yes.

Q. I want to ask this. You make the appointment now of light-keepers,
under $200?-A.

Yes.

Q. What objection is there to exempting those appointments up to $400
or $500, when the work is the same?-A. The department has already taken
this stand, and I have indicated

to the Civil

Service Commission

that

in our

view, at all events,the proper course to pursue would be to have all the lightkeepers removed from the control of the Civil Service Commission and have
the appointments made by the department.

Q. Does the Commission give you any reason for not acceding to that
request?-A.

I am not quite sure as to that; we have asked on one or two

occasions. Whether they have indicated any reasons for declining, I do not
know; I would not like to say.

Q. Is it not a fact that for the keepingof an ordinary lighthousea great

number of competent people are to be found in every locality, and that a com-

petition or test is very difficult?-A. Yes, in many localities, but there are also
localities where probably there is only one personwho will be available, because

a greatmany lights are situatedin remotelocalities,isolatedstationswhereperhaps we are reduced to the necessityof taking the only man available.
[Mr.

Alex.
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Q. Sometimesyou have to transport the lighthouse keeper to where he is
to operate?-A.

Very often.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Tell us something about this rainfall observer?-A. The rainfall observer
is an officer wiho is reasonably numerous through the country.

He has his

instruments .supplied by the meteorological service with which to measure the
rainfall and a record is kept of the rainfall in areas, localities, from year to
year, which is a very useful public service.
Q. Can there not be some other position of a somewhat similar nature

combined with that, and thereby make one classification?-A. Yes, but it very
often happens that there are rainfall observers scattered all through the country
where there is no other public officer.
Q. For instance, I see there is a climatological observer?-A. Yes.

Q. That appears to me as something almost similar?-A.

We

always

thought they were similar, we never draw any line of demarcation at all.

Q. But you have a man to fill each position at the present time?-A.
some stations are called climatological

Yes;

stations and others arc called rainfall

stations.

Q. Does the same man perform the same duties, or the duties of the two
positions?-A. No.
Q. Could they not be combined in that way?-A. Possibly they could be
combined, but there are climatological Nations and merely rainfall stations
where the observer, the rainfall observer, is the only officer, perhaps, in a very
wide area of country. This rainfall observer probably gets $50 or $60 a year.
A great many of them are voluntary observers.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: Many of those in my constituency are not paid.
WITNESS: We have a great many voluntary observers all over the country,
people who take sufficient interest in keeping a record of weather conditions. It
does not entail a very great amount of work, and the proper instruments are

supplied, and we find in a great many instances people rendering very useful
service voluntarily. Wherever we do pay them, the remuneration is small, $60
or $75.

Q. You mean, there are some people working under the Civil Service all
through the country who do not receive any remuneration?-A. We have quite
a number of those weather observers who are voluntary.
Mr.

DRUMMOND:

That

is news to me.

The CHAIRMAN: There are two in my constituency.
The WITNESS: There is quite a number. They are not appointed by the
Civil

Service

Commission.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. What I wanted to get at was the duplication of positions?-A. It might
appear from this list that there would be duplications, but really there are not
any duplications. Some of them are called climatological observers and others
rainfall observers. Under the old system we just called them weather observers.

Q. But you had just as many under the old system?-A. No, we did not
have just as many under the old system, not on this account, but by reason of
the fact that we are extending the serviceas the country is openedup and remote
regions are openedup. Demands come to us for the establishment of rainfall
stations

and for temperature

stations.

Q. What I am getting at is this. This classificationunder which you are
working now requiredmore men to do the work?-A. Unquestionablynot.
[Mr.
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By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Is this work under the control of the superintendent at Toronto?-A.
Yes.

Q. For the whole of the Dominion?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. Is everybody satisfied with the present arrangement?-A. No, I would
not say that they are.
Q. Have any cases come before the appeal board?-A. A great many.
Q. Do you yourself sit at the board?-A. No.
Q. How did you proceed when an appeal was taken? Whom did you put on

the Board, men from the various branches?-A. I really could not say.
Q. You had nothing to do with it yourself?-A. Very little, if anything.
Q. Who would nominate the representativeof the employeewho complained,
the Minister?-A. I have no recollection of just exactly what was done. The
representations that were made to me on the part of dissatisfied people in the
department were always submitted to the Commissioners.

I sent them to the

Commissioners along with such representations as I felt I ought to make to
them.

Then the various officers themselves looked fairly well after their own

cases. Occasionally they ask me if they are at liberty to do this, that or the
other, which they think best adapted to their own interests.

I say, " Yes, if

there is anything within reasonyou think you can do to securewhat you regard
as justice, proceed to do it."
Q .You are aware that certain boards have existed?-A. Yes.
Q. In the department?-A.
Yes.
Q. On that board I presume the deputy head of the department would
appoint somebody to represent the department, and the Commission would
have its own representative, and the employees would have their representatives?-A.
I am not sure whether the employees in our department have had
a member, but I am sure that the superintendent of agencies, Mr. Tremaine, has

been handling a very considerablenumber of caseson behalf of the employees.
Whether he has representedthem all or not, I would not like to say.
Q. Do you know of any casesat all where the department was allowed to
make a certain recommendation and the representative of the employees made
a certain recommendation, which would be similar to the one made by the

department,and then not be concurredin by the representativeof the Commission?-A.

I take it that there were quite a number of those.

Q. Is it within your knowledgethat the departmentobtainedthe classificationor appointmentrather than anything else?-A. I would not like to speak
with any degreeof positivenessabout that. I think there has beena measure
of fair consideration.

Q. Therewasa statementmade-I do not want to misrepresent
what was

said then that in 95 casesout of 100the recommendations
of the Department
were followedby the Commission?-A. I am bound to say that I am not in a

positionto tell you. I wouldhaveto refreshmy memoryaboutthesethings
beforecommittingmyself to any definitestatement.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. The Naval Serviceis no more underyour department?-A.No, sir.

Certain branchesof the Naval Servicewere transferredto our departmenta
vear ago last July.

Q. I do not want to openthe doorto a lectureon the matter,but areyou
not of the opinionthat the serviceshouldhaveremained
underthe Marineand
Fisheriesdepartment?-A.It is now. It wastransferredto us in July last.
[Mr. Alex. Johnston.]
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Q. And so with your Telegraph branch?-A. Yes. That was transferred
in July.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Do you think a conference between the Civil Service Commission and

the headsof the department would be susceptibleof bringing about an improvement in the operation of this Act, as regards efficiency and economy?-A. My
own view is that it might very well be.
Q. You think you would have certain suggestions to make at any such conference?-A. Yes, I have suggestions, and arguments to bring forth in support
of them. I would have arguments, but whether the Civil Service Commission
would consider them arguments, I do not know.
Q. Do you consider that you could reduce the expenditure in your department by such a conference?-A. No, I do not think I could reduce the expenditure.

Q. Could you not reduce the work of the department, unnecessary work
now entailed in regard to all these appointments for the outside service?-A.
Yes, very substantially.

Q. Do the public gain anything by all that supplementary work?-A.
not think

I do

so.

Q. Is the service improved by it?-A.

The service might be to that extent

improved.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. If all the departments did what you suggest should be done in your

department, you would reduce considerably the expenseof the clerical staff of
the Commission?-A. I do not know whether it would reducethe expensesof the
Commission. I think it would be susceptible of being reduced.
Mr. McBniDE: It is one o'clock now, Mr. Chairman. I move that we
adjourn.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN:Are there any other questions? Mr. Coolican
has been asked to be here at three o'clock.

mittee wishes to sit this afternoon.

I do not know whether

the Com-

Mr. Coolican is from the Post Office depart-

ment.

Mr. RINFRET: I move that we meet at half past three o'clock.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: If that is agreeable to the Committee, we will
adjourn until half past three o'clock this afternoon.
(The Committee adjourned).

TUESDAY,May 8, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10 a.m.,
Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding.
The CHAIRMAN:The witness this morning is Mr. Coolican of the Post
Office department.
Mr. P. T. COOLICANcalled, sworn and examined.
By the Chairman:

Q. What is your full name, Mr. Coolican?-A. Peter T. Coolican.

Q. And your position?-A. Acting General Superintendentof the Post

Office department.

[Mr.

Coolican.]
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Q. Have you any statement to make as to your opinion of the operation
of the Civil Service Act, or would you rather submit to questions?-A. It is
immaterial to me which. Generally speaking, the operation of the Civil
Service Act has been beneficial to the Post Office department.
By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. In what sense do you mean that-as

regards appointments or pro-

motions?-A. Take with regard to promotions, you can only judge a system
by its results, and the results, as regards promotions, have been that practical
men who have risen from the ranks have attained some higher position in the

service.especiallyin the outside service. Take, for instance,the postmasterships of Vancouver, Winnipeg, Hamilton, Toronto and Quebec,they are all now
occupied by practical post-office men.
By Mr. McBride:
Q. Vancouver too?-A.

Ye-, Air. Harrison rose from the ranks.

By the Chairman:
Q. You would then be in favour of modifying the Act to give the depart-

ments the right to promote an assistant postmaster to the position of postmaster
without any further examination?-A.
Under the present r-ystem. they have the
right now to compete for those positions.
Q. Supposing there was an assistant postmaster of considerable ability, in
a revenue post office, lie would be the logical postmaster, would he not?-A.
You mean in the large city offices'.'
Q. In any of the revenue offices?-A. I think that the wider those positions
are thrown open, the better for the public service, and to allow revenue post-masters to compete would be a step further than has already been taken.

Q. Where you have a competent assistant in the post office, it would be
to the benefit of the post office service generally, and the community generally,
to promote the a- istant rather than follow any other procedure?-A. Of course
there is a difference between a city post office and a revenue post office. I was
speaking of the revenue post office.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Would you explain what a revenue post office is?-A. It is a post office
where the postmaster is paid out of revenue. In the case of the city post office,

the postmaster and the whole of the staff are paid out of a parliamentary appropriation.

-A.

Q. Does a revenue postmaster give up the whole of his time to the Service?
Some of them do, and some of them do not. With regard to the revenue

post offices,it has been understoodthat only the postmaster himself comesunder
the operation of the Civil ServiceAct. The whole of his staff is paid out of the
revenue the postmaster receives. The postmaster himself employs his own help.
In a city post officethe help, of course,is appointed directly by the Civil Service
Commission.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. You have caseswhere men are receiving salary, and besides that, are
getting a certain revenue from the sale of stamps and things like that?-A. Not

in the revenuepost office. The postmasterreceivesa percentageon a sliding
scalefrom the sale of stamps,he also receivesa percentageon money orders, from

the saleof postal notes,and from savingsbank business;and then he supplies
his own equipment, namely the post office boxes, for which he charges a rental

which
[Mr.
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Q. Have you no post officeswhere the man is paid salary and besidesgets
a certain revenue from the salesyou have just mentioned?-A. Not that I know
of, I do not recall any.
By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. Do your remarks apply to the postmasters of city post offices as well as
revenue post offices?-A. You mean in regard to promotion?
Q. Yes, promotion or appointment?-A. In the revenue post offices, there
is no question of promotion of an employee.
Q. He is alone most of the time?-A.
Yes.

Q. But as regards his appointment, are you in favour of the retention of the
presentsystem?-A. There is a gooddeal of misunderstandingwith regard to the
status of revenue po.-tmasters under the Act.

In practice the department

previously never regarded him as a civil servant. The definition under the
Act of 1918is so wide that although postmaster is not specifically mentioned in
the Act, he is considered as coming under the Act.
Q. Does he not come under the Act when his revenue is over $200, that is at

present?-A. Formerly, as I say, the department never considered that those
postmasters were civil servants.

Q. I know that, but since 1918they have someunder the Act if their revenue
is over $200?-A.

Yes.

Q. Would you be in favour of modifying that somewhat?-A. Of course,
the merit sysvem is not in question in regard to the appointment of revenue

postmastersof the smaller class. When a revenue post office gets a revenue so
large, and the population of the town attains to a certain degree, then I think
they should be taken over by the department, and made city post offices. Then
there would be no question of their coming under the Act; they would automatically come under the Act. But take a post office where the salary is over
$1,000 for instance, and the revenue something like $2,000, there you get a postmaster who has to give hi? whole time to the duties of the post office, and his
salary is more or less equivalent to the initial salary of a man entering the
civil service. Lower than that, well, the only thing one has to look for is, of
course, that the postmaster has a good location, that he is reliable, and his
appointment should have due regard to the preference extended to returned
soldiers.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Are the appointments in the city under the Civil Service Commission?A. Absolutely.
Q. And the revenue offices too?-A.

Down to a revenue of $400.

Q. Where a revenue postmastership becomes vacant, the Civil Service
Commissionadvertises for applicants?-A. Yes.
Q. After they select certain applicants, have you any jurisdiction over those
applicants?-A. The moment a man becomes a postmaster, the post office
department has jurisdiction over him entirely.
Q. I mean, after the Civil Service Commission recommends,you said a
moment ago, that a returned soldier would have the preference if he had the
minimum qualifications?-A.
Yee.
Q. I have a particular post office in mind where a certain man died in 1921.
The position was advertised, and the Civil Service Commission made a recom-

mendation in 1922, in January, 1922. And yet the post office authorities have
not yet acted upon that recommendation. The man in question is a 30 per cent
disability, or nearly that, and he was appointed by the Civil Service Commission
in 1922 and yet their recommendation has not been sanctioned by the Post
Office department.

How do you account for that?-A.

That raises some board

questions. There are no doubt certain casesthat are bonct fide, causesof dis[Mr.
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pute between the Post Office department and the Civil Service Commission
with regard to certain appointments. They are few, but they are acute. The
Civil Service Commission have frequently told us that a certificate once issued
cannot be recalled. Now, if an inspector recommendsan applicant for a postmastership, out of a number, and assuming that the man has post office experience, assumingalso that he has clerical experience,one would naturally expect,
or at least the department might consider that he is the man who should be

appointed over a man who had no post office experience,and no clerical experience; consequently,the department having a bona fide cause of dispute might
consider that it was not in the interest of the public service to put the merit
clause in. I do not know whethei that applies to the case you refer to or not.
Q. In that case, the Civil Service Commission have not the supreme authority?-A.
The Civil Service Commission is the sole arbiter of the facts of the

Civil Service Act.

That causesa certain impassebecausethere is no court of

appeal.
Q. What right has the Post Office department, or any official of the Post

Office department to override the Commission in that respect?-A. They have
no right to over-ride the Commission, but they certainly have the right to give

the public service. If the Post Office department thinks that the appointee,or
the man in whose favour a certificate has been issued by the Commission is not
the right man, or will not give the public service, or has been given a preference
over a man who luis better qualifications, I think the Post Office department
has the right in the interest of the public service to take some action looking
to the revision of that appointment.
Q. If the Civil Service Commission advertises a position and sends an
inspector to examine the candidates, and they come to the conclusion that one
candidate has the minimum qualification and he is a disabled soldier, what

right under the law has the Post Office department to hold up that appointment for over a year. At the present time, in the particular post office which
I have in mind, a man named Peter Ferguson, is in the post office as an assistant, not appointed, but simply filling in time. I have reference to the post office
of Alexandria, in Ontario?-A.
Of course, as I say, the Civil Service Commission
are the sole arbiters of the facts with regard to promotion, but, as I say, where
you get a man with post office experience, and with clerical experience, who is
a bona fide applicant for the position vacant and who does not get a certificate
I think the department has the right in the interests of the public service to
take some action looking to the revision of that case.
Q. Of what good is the Civil Service Commission in a matter of that kind

then?-A.

Probably it lies in the fact that there is no court of appeal wherethere

is a bona fide cause of dispute.
Mr. LEWIS: But that is not interpreting the spirit of the Act.
whether

n Government

official,

or whether the Post Office authorities

I question
have the

right or the jurisdiction to over-ride the sanction of the Civil Service Commission, or the law.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. As I understand it, you are not over-riding the law?-A. Xo.
Q. You are withholding the putting of a man in a position, and I presume
you are conferring with the Civil Service Commission and trying to adjust
the difficulty. These are the real facts, are they not?-A. These are the real
facts of the case.

By the Chairman:
Q. I think, Mr. Lewis, you are wrong. Do the applicants for positions not

comefirst to the Post Officeinspector?-A. The procedurein appointingpost[Mr.
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masters at the present time is this:

The moment a post office becomes vacant,

the district inspector immediately advertises; applications are received, and he
sends the qualifications to the department; then the department forwards a
report to the Civil Service Commission.
Q. With a recommendation, or without?-A.
With a recommendation.

Q. Then if the Commission appoints some one else than the man selected
by the district superintendent, there is a case of dispute?-A. Yes, a case of
dispute.

Q. The district superintendent selects a man with a view to his qualifications for serving the community?-A.

Yes, and with a knowledge of the Act.

Q. And if they override the recommendation, a case of dispute
Arises between the Civil

A.-

Service Commission and the Post Office department.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Is not this the situation, that such casesare very few?-A. Very.
Q. As I understand it, when the Commission has issued a certificate to a

particular individual, they find that under the law then cannot withdraw that
certificate, although perhaps in some cases they might be willing, in the light
of further information, to do so?-A. Yes, take the case of a man in whose
favour a certificate has been issued, and he does not want the office. According
to the law, you would require to use physical force to put him into the office.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. He can resign?-A. Not under the Act; he has to occupy a position.
Mr. LEWIS: He can withdraw

from the office and the office becomes vacant.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. He cannot resign something he never had; that is the difficulty. The
situation might be clarified if the Civil Service Commission had the right upon
proper representation to withdraw

a certificate granted to a man?-A.

Or if

there was some court of appeal like the Justice department who could decide
on bona fide disputes between the two.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. In this particular casethere is no such thing as the civil service wishing to withdraw the man. They already have the evidence, they looked over
the case, and I understand there was a representative of the soldiers at the
same time, and they have appointed this man, and yet a disabled soldier who
is quite qualified as far as his qualifications are concerned to fill the office has

beendenied that position. I will admit that in the first place the man who was
in the office was the assistant to the previous one who was postmaster before
he died, and that he is giving public service as far as that is concerned?-A.
Absolutely.
Hon. Mr. MAECIL: Do you not favour promotion?

By Mr. Lewis:
Q. Under the present law there is no such thing as promotion in a revenue
post office?-A.

No.

Q. And he competed,I understand, with this returned soldier, but the verdict was given in favour of the returned man; that is the only thing I understand?-A. That case is a causeof dispute between two returned soldiers.
Q. Ferguson is not a returned soldier?-A. No, but Ferguson does not
enter into the question; he was an applicant.
Q. I understand they have decided in the case of this one with the dis-

ability, that is the commission,but it has never beensanctionedby the depart5-47
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ment?-A. The department does not think he was a bona fide resident of the
district where he applied, and he certainly is less qualified from a post office
point of view and from a clerical point of view than another returned soldier

who is competing with him; that is the department's position, and the public
service

is not

interfered

with.

Q. At the present time?-A.

No.

Q. But unless there can be some agreement made one of those two returned

soldiers will get the post office?-A. It will be held in accordancewith the Civil
Service Act when it is held.

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. I have in my hand a list of positions recommended for exemption from

the operation of the Civil Service Act by the various departments, that was
prepared, I understand, by the deputy ministers. I find under the Post Office
department postmaster grade one and postmaster grade two where revenue is
under $2,000; could you explain what a postmaster grade one is and what a

postmaster grade two is, and also state whether you are in favour of exempting
these positions yourself?-A. Postmastersgrade one are known as non-accounting post offices; postmasters grade two are the accounting post offices; in both
grades they are revenue post offices. As far as I can gather it was not the

department's intention to include under the Civil Service Act postmasters of
grade one and grade two, the reason being, I understand, that they were not
regarded as civil servants, and therefore should not come under the operation
of the Act. If they did come under the operation of the Act, then of course
they will be entitled to annual leave, entitled to sick leave in the same way as
ordinary civil servants, and when one has regard to the fact that among the
12,000 postmasters there will be 36,000 weeks of annual leave to provide for,
in which substitutes will have to be arranged for
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Are you aware that the Civil Service Federation refuses to admit these
postmasters and men of their association on the ground that they were not civil

servants?-A. No; I know the postmasters have their own association; they
are in an anomalous position.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. In the case of these men, at present they are appointed under the Civil
Service

Act?-A.

Yes.

Q. I understand that under the recommendation of the local inspector
mainly, they are not subject to any examination?-A. No, in fact you could
not very well apply an examination.
Q. The Civil Service Commission has nothing to depend on for their decision
excepting the recommendation of the local inspector?-A. The interviews of the

local inspector I presumewould have the force of examination.
Q. The local inspector practically takes upon himself to decide who is going
to be appointed?-A. No, he takes upon himself to recommend.
Q. If the Civil Service Commission has nothing to rely on except that, it
certainly ineans that the local inspector is practically deciding upon the nomination himself?-A. The local inspector is bound to gather all the facts in connection with each individual, and submit them for the consideration of the Civil

ServiceCommission;it is upon thosefacts that the CommissiondecidesI presume.

Q. Would there be anything to guide the Commissionexceptthose facts7
-A.

No.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Would you think it in the public interest that an assistant who has been
giving satisfactory serviceto the community and has the public confidenceshould
be promoted to a vacancy of postmaster if such occurred in a revenue office?

-A.

Yes, of courseI am entirely in favour of experiencedpost office men being

appointed to these positions wherever possible, but of course the preference to
returned soldiers operates against that.
Q. That is the returned soldiers' clause operates against that?-A.
Yes.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Have you been in the service yourself for many years?-A. About 17
years.

Q. What is your present occupation?-A.
Acting general superintendent.
Q. There is a vacancy now I believe as a deputy minister?-A.
So they
eay.

Q. Are not you acting as deputy minister now?-A. No.
Q. Could you tell me in what year the Department of the Post Office was
reorganized by the Arthur Young Co.?-A. The Arthur Young Co. arranged the
classification; the reorganization was conducted by Grieffenhagen. The reorganization started in 1920 or 1921.
Q. And that included the outside service?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you know of any cases where employees who were permanent in
1916 or before that and who have been put as supernumeraries since this reor-

ganization or new classification; have any casesof that kind happenedto your
knowledge?-A. I do not recall any individual cases of clerks who were, permanent or temporary in 1916?
Q. Permanent in 1916, and since that have been made supernumerary?-A.
By the reorganization?
Q. Yes?-A. Certainly there are cases of that kind.
Q. Does a supernumerary employee pass examinations every year like a

permanent employee?-A. Every permanent employee, whether supernumerary
or not, passesa post office examination every year on postal laws and regulations, or upon distribution.

Q. What do you call a permanent employee?-A. Any employee who has
been properly permanently appointed under the Civil Service Commission or
under the previous Act prior to the Civil Service Commission.
Q. Would a supernumerary employeenot have the character of permanency
as the other has?-A.

Yes; when a reorganization takes place and there are more

employeesthan necessaryto carry on the work what are you going to do? They
are not let out of the service unless they are eligible for superannuation; they
are retained on somework and kept on an eligible list to fill any vacancies that
may occur in the same class subsequentlyto the reorganization, and when you
cometo consider that the labour turnover in the post office runs about 10 per
cent per annum, it does not take very long to take care of the few supernumeraries that

do exist.

Q. If I understand you correctly, you mean this, there are for instance three

or four persons on the supernumerary list and a vacancy occurs among the
permanent employees,then the most qualified of those supernumerary employees
would fill that vacancy?-A. In that same class, yes.
By Hon. Mr. Mar til:

Q. I understood you to say the Civil Service Commission in regard to
promotion has worked beneficially in the city post offices?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you say it has had the same effect in the rural offices?-A. I think

with regard to the returned soldier preferenceit certainly has; as to whether
5-171
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a better class of postmaster has come in under the Civil Service Act than under

the previoussystem it is pretty hard.to say; industrial conditionsenter into
the questionas to the kind of employeewe get.
Q. Is it not the fact that the rural postmastersare practically under the
hands of your department,that the commissionmerely ratifies your recommendation?-A. We have had instanceswherethey did not.
Q. Except where there is a soldier in the case?-A. With regard to the
appointment of revenue postmasters of the smaller class, it is only a question
of finding a man with a good location and of a reliable character; the merit
system is not in existence at all in those cases.

Q. Then there is no advantage in placing these offices under the control
of the commission?-A. I think with regard to offices with a revenue of above
$2,000 I think there would be considerableadvantage in keeping them under
the commission for the simple reasonQ. Above $2,000?-A. Yes; I would not be in favour of any postmaster
being appointed otherwise than by the Civil Service Commission.
Q. Under $2,000?-A. Under $2,000the position is this, these postmasters
are part time employees,they use their own premises,they generally run the
post office in a store, employ their own help, and it is difficult to employ any
kind of an examination.

By Mr. Rinfrct:

Q. They are very much under contract, in a way rather than really civil
servants?-A. They are really commission agents; they are not civil servants.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Is there any advantage to the public in having them under the control

of the Commissionrather than under the control of the department as to appointments'and so on; do you see any advantage in that class of service?-A. There
is no particular post office advantage.
Q. You are speaking from the point of view of the department?-A. Altogether from a postal standpoint.
Q. Would not there be an advantage if they were under the control of the
department solely, these offices?-A. I do not know that there would be any
greater advantage.
Q. How did it work before the Act of 1919?-A. It worked exactly in the
same way as the appointments to the $400 offices are now worked.
Q. Did not the old system work satisfactorily?-A.
Yes; we had not very

much trouble with it; I don't know that it was any better than the present
system.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. The only difference between the present is it gives the returned man an
opportunity?-A. That can be protected anyway; it is protected in the case
of appointments to the $400 positions.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. In the appointmentsgiven to the departmentthe preferenceis givento
the returned

man?-A.

Yes.

Q. Is not there a very large amount of unnecessarywork entailed upon
you and uponthe Commissionin the appointmentsto thesesmall officesby the
Commission,with no advantageto the public?-A. Where you multiply points
of procedureyou are boundto haveextra work.
Q. Is there any advantagegained to the service by that?-A. No, not

particularly; but as I say, other conditionsenter into that as to whethera
better employeeis obtainedunder one systemthan another.
Q. I am referring to lower grades,rural postmastersunder $2,000?
[Mr.
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"By Mr. Lewis:
Q. There were no rural post offices that went up to $2,000? There were
very few villages that went up to $2,000?-A. Yes, there are some that go up to
$5,000.
Q. Rural post offices?-A. Rural post offices. For some of them the term
is a misnomer. The term has been applied to all offices that are not city post
offices.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. You have many village officeswhere the revenue is four or five thousand
dollars?-A. Yes. You see the anomaly.
city post office.

The office of Oshawa is not yet a

By the Chairman:
Q. In the case of a town like Oshawa, where the rural post office is placed
on a city basis, do you not think that the people on the staff of that office
should be granted civil service status by qualifying rather than competitive
examination, and without reference to the age limit?-A.
Absolutely. I think
the Civil Service Act should provide, and does not now provide, for taking
care of these employees who have been with us for years, in one instance that

I know of, over thirty years. Under present circumstancesthe post master only
can be provided for, but the rest of the staff are on the street. They have to
comply with the Civil Service laws as to age and qualifications, but they are
obviously good post office employees who have been there for years, and
arrangementshave been made with the Civil Service Commission to take care
of such changes.

Q. Do you not think that the Act could be amended'to provide for those
oases?-A.

Yes.

Q. And it is a perfectly fair thing for the Committee to recommend?-A.
Yes. The Civil Service Commission, in the meantime, have issued certificates.
Q. It is one of the points that the Civil Service Commission would like to
assist

in?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Is it the case that where there is a transfer from a rural to a city post
office, the employees in the rural post office, having no standing under the Civil
Service Commission, must qualify?
The CHAIRMAN: Yes, it is a hardship to the old employees who have been
with the post office for years.
Mr. SHAW: I think it could be easily arranged.

The CHAIRMAN:We could recommend an amendment to the Act to provide for that.

As it is now, the Commission is in favour of it, apparently, and

are operating, but still they are operating against the Act.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. I would like to ask you a few questions. I think you gave evidence
at the time of the Spinney investigation on the matter of the 3ivil service?A. Yes.

Q. There was one thing I want to question you about, Mr. Coolican,
because I understand you are a man who has given some thought to these

matters. In England the Treasury board is chargedwith the duty-specially
chargedthere with the duty-of co-ordinatingthe activities of all the departments of the Government,that is, they are an assembledco-operatingfactor,
with the view or purposeof eliminating overlapping,overmanning,and promoting gradeefficiencyin the service. Under our systemthe Treasury board is
TMr. Coolican.]
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not charged with any such duty. Do you think the Treasury board, either
directly or by the appointment of an acting minister of some character, could
advantageously promote efficiency in the service, or have you given any
thought to that?-A. 1t:ake it that the Treasury board is already the established
authority governing those active business operations that all departments
perform. Outside of the Treasury board certain other bodies have sprung up,
which have a semi-control over expenditure and personnel,the auditor general's
office on the one hand and the Civil

Service Commission on the other, but

neither of those bodies affect, or should affect the departments' initiative in
taking care of public business. The initiative must remain with the department, and I presume that they are responsible for those active operations to

the Treasury board. The Treasury board, however, has no personnelthat they
can use to co-ordinate the different activities of the different departments,that
is to say, to bring together work of a similar nature in each department, and
to apply a standardization

to them.

The organization

branch of the Civil

Service Commission, however, has some functions. I think, however,that they
can only come into operation when asked for, when requested, so that there is no
body that can automatically go into any department and co-ordinate its

different business functions, as distinct from its staff side or its accounting side.
On the accounting side the auditors usually themselves provide such a function.
On the personnel or staff side, the Civil Service Commission controls.

Q. So I take it that you suggestthat perhaps that field might be explored
with a view to co-ordinating the activities of the various departments of the
Government?-A.
The effects of standardization and organization in the Post
Office department, with the co-operation of the Civil Service Commission, have
been so good in my opinion that I should imagine the same benefits could easily

apply to the activities as between different departments.
Q. Now, just one or two other questions. I think the Civil Service Commission have arranged and have secured exemption from the operation of the

Act of post offices where the revenue does not exceed$200 per year?-A. The
salary.

The revenue is $400.

Q. Most of those post offices, I take it, included in that exemption order,
would be what we call rural post offices?-A. Yes.
Q. That is, out in the country?-A.
Yes.

Q. Certainly only in the smallest villages?-A. Yes.
Q. It is, as you say, a case where it is largely a question of the man's
location?-A.

Yes.

Q. And his honesty and integrity?-A. Yes.
Q. And in many cases,I take it, it is difficult to get an applicant?-A.
Frequently.

Q. And now, in connection with those positions that you have been discussing, those since June of last year, I understand from the evidence given

by other departmentsthat theseare filled as a result of recommendations
from
the member for the particular constituency?-A. Yes.
Mr. MCBRIDE:Not altogether. I would refuse to do it.
Mr. SHAW: Oh, we will say the member of the particular constituency,

and perhapsa committeein the particular constituency.
By the Chairman:

Q. They are really filled, are they not, on the recommendationof the
officer of the department,and whenhe has trouble, he consultsthe member?
Mr. SHAW
: I supposethat is the situation. We haveheardMr. Coolican-

you cantell mewhetherit is right or not-that onememberrecommended
for a
positionof that charactera gentleman
who had beenin jail. That is a fact,
is it not?
[Mr.
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A MEMBER:A man may be a good postmaster, and a good thief at the
same time.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. That was a fact, anyway, since June last?-A.

I do not really recollect

the case.

Hon. Mr. MAECIL: Perhaps you might give the names and all that you
know about the case-the name of the member, and the name of the post
office. Of course, that may be hearsay evidence.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Now, don't you think, agreeing for the moment that these positions ai_
properly exempted from the operation of the Civil Service Act-don't you
think that positions above that should come under the provisions of the Civil
Service Act, generally speaking?-A. I would certainly say that where a postmaster receives in salary the equivalent say of the salary of the lower grades
in the civil service, they should all be appointed by the Civil Service Commission. Below that, I have some doubt about it, on account of the grievous
trouble we have experienced.
Q. Is it not true that a man appointed by the Civil Service Commission
to any one of these positions has a security and a permanency which it is very
desirable that a civil servant should have, I mean, if you want to get efficient
work?-A.
There is the point of difference between us. I do not believe he is
a civil

servant.

Hon.

Mr.

MARCIL:

He is in the civil

service.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. I mean, a Government employee.-A.
definition

of a civil

servant

under

the Civil

That is because of the particular
Service

Act.

If a man

on the street

were to take a tip of ten cents from an officer of the Crown, would he therefore be a civil

servant?

Q. I want you to consider an appointment made by the Civil

Service

Commission,and an appointment which a man has received through the recommendation of a member, or a defeated candidate, or a committee. In the one
case, the man looks to the Civil Service Commission as the body which
appointed him. In the other case, he looks to a group of men, a member, or a
defeated candidate, as being the ones from whom he received the favour.-A.

That will introduce the political aspect. I would say that I am quite willing
to agree that an independent body possibly gives a better idea of permanency
in positions.
By the Chairman:

Q. Is it not the casethat in any rural post office, regardlessof the question
of salary-it
might not be $400, it might not be $800-it might be any of these
amounts; but if the man's possessions of qualifications suitable to the community is a factor, I think that is the type of appointment that is very difficult

to handle

under

the

Civil

Service

Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. It is a very important factor in most of these small places, to have a
man with a suitable store, and with a suitable character.-A.

It is the cause

of most of the trouble in the appointments to the smaller positions. With
regard to the city post offices, we have had no trouble at all with the Civil

ServiceCommission. On the contrary, there have beenall kinds of splendid
co-operation and good results.
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By Mr. Lewis:

Q. In regard to city post offices in Saskatchewan-take a city like Swift
Current, with a population of 5,000, it is called " a city." That does not mean
it is a city post office?-A. Those are terms we use in the department for broad
distinctions. In those officeswherethe population comesabout 10,000or 12,000,
and the revenue runs to $20,000,we consider putting them on a city basis.
Q. That is what would be termed a rural office?-A.

Yes.

Q. Should there not be some change in definition between a city like Swift
Current, that pays a revenue of something like $9,000, and a little office in a
rural part which pays probably $400?-A. There should be, and those are
temporary terms that have grown up. There is another difficulty there. In a
great many villages in Saskatchewan where the revenue would not be $1,000,
it would be very difficult to get men to devote their time to that. There are

people like the secretary of the village, who seemsto be the best personsto take
that job, because of the three or four other jobs they have. They can devote
their time in these cases and we can get better service, where a man has several
public utilities in his hands.
Mr. LEWIS: In my own village there was a returned soldier appointed. He

had charge of the telephone and other things, and by taking all those things
together, he could give more competent service.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. He got all the jobs. Is there any particular reason why those appointments should be confined to $400?-A. It is an entirely arbitrary line.
Q. So the sameprinciple applies, whether it is $800 or $1,600?-A. A purely
arbitrary

distinction.

Q. In these rural positions these men have their wives and daughters, have
they not? They are not required to do the work themselves?-A. Any assistants
they get are supposed to be sworn in.

Hon. Mr. MARCH,: So they cannot be treated as civil servants,becausethey
do not do the work themselves. I have an instance in my own constituency
where the wife and daughter do the most of the work. They must not be treated
as civil

servants.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Do you suggestwe should bring in any amendment to make them civil
servants?-A.

If you do, we might as well go out of business.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. They should be all classed together, because they are all the same classes
of offices?-A. The expenditure would increase enormously if they were taken
in the post office department.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. In the case of large cities, like Montreal and Toronto, what method is
followed for promotions?-A. Any vacancy is advertised amongst the clerks,
and applications are received for it. The superior officer examines the applicant and rates each individual,

according to certain specified forms.

By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. As laid down by the Civil ServiceCommission?-A. Yes, and he is rated
according to his value in the old position and accordingto his prospective value
in the new position, and these forms are signed by the man's immediate chief
and by another superior officer, generally the postmaster. These are transferred to the Commission and I believe that certain scientific proportions are
[Mr.
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allowed for each. When two candidatesare pretty close, the department either
recommendsa written examination, or the Civil ServiceCommissionitself recommends a written

examination.

By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. That would be in certain cases?-A. Where there is an outstanding man.
whose superior recommended him, there is no necessity for an examination. We
have attempted to get some standardization with regard to that so as to call
for written examinations, over that of a senior clerk's.
»
Q. The main factor in these cases is the recommendation of the superior
officer, the rating given by the superior officer?-A. That generally will have
the greatest weight. Apart from these ratings, there is the question of seniority.

Q. There is no special favour as regards the soldier's promotion?-A. Only
on entering the service.

Q. That is the appointment. The Commission has to rely on the recommendation of the superior officer, and where the ratings are close they order an
examination, but in most cases the superior officer practically decides who is

goingto be promoted on the recommendation?-A. In such a way that his recommendation is followed. If he cannot do it, who can?
Mr. RTISTRET: I want to get the facts.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Did you not say a few moments ago that every employee in the department receives an examination when he is beginning in a city office?-A. That
is the examination on postal laws and regulations, distribution, everything
necessary for the discharge of his duties.

Q. You have all that before you when you make the recommendation?-A.
We have a fair knowledge of every man's ability and standing.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You stated you were getting along very harmoniously with the Civil
Service

Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. With regard to these post offices,rural or otherwise,I supposethere would
be a few

cases in which

the Civil

Service

Commission

would

not

come to the

same conclusion as your department, in connection with the proper man to be
promoted?-A. Comparatively few.
Q. These few cases have been the only cases in which there have been any

differenceof opinion?-A. Yes.
Q. And these few instancesyou have mentioned are the only onesthat have
developed in how many years?-A.
hold of the appointments.
Q. That is in 1919?-A. Yes.

Since the Civil

Service Commission took

By Mr. Lewis:
Q. Coming back to the country post offices, just for a moment, where the

postmaster owns the building, supposehe dies and his wife is competent to do
the work, would she be competent as an applicant?-A. She would be up against
the competition of the returned soldiers. The preference clause still operates
in their

favour.

Q. In spite of the fact she was in the building and all that?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. What would you have to say with regard to classification in the inside

service? In a general way, would you considerit satisfactory?-A. No, in
this sense, that there are too many class titles, and the Civil Service Commission

haverealizedthat in the last two or threeyearsand havecut downthirty or
forty of them.
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Q. Would you be in favour of a conferencebetweenthe Commission and the
deputy ministers regarding reclassification

of that?-A.

We are in constant

touch all the time with regard to the elimination of these class titles.
Q. Do you think a special conference on the matter would hasten the
changes you are after?-A.

Yes.

By the Chairman:

Q. Section 45, concerning annual increases. Do you think the annual
increase should be granted by the deputy head instead of by the Commission?
-A. Yes. I do not think there is very much advantage to be obtained by
having them approved by the Civil Service Commission. The man who knows
the qualifications of the men to be increased is the superior officer of the men,
in the office where they are engaged, and I think the Civil Service Commission
should be notified, and it should be indicated to them that the man has performed his work meritoriously and thoroughly.
Q. Clause 42, dealing with the eligible lists, do you think that should be
amended to provide for limitation of the life of the eligible list?-A. I think
considerable improvement has been made in the eligible list by the Commission
itself. There are three large divisions in the postal service: postal clerks, railway mail clerks, and letter-carriers.
We take on one temporary man in one

class and let him out after six months service and take on an inexperiencedman
in another class, but that has been amendedand changed. I think there is only
one eligible list now, and I think some consideration should be given to limiting
the

life

of it.

Q. You think the Act should be amended as to that?-A.

Yes.

Q. Section 43 deals with the length of residenceand it is a debatablepoint,
often with regard to the appointment of returned soldiers in certain districts.
Do you not think that should be amendedso as to define the length of residence,

in determiningthe bonafide residenceof the candidate?-A. I think you might
have difficulty in defining what a man's domicile is. The Justice department
does not seem to be able to do it.

Q. That is a debatable point to-day?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Would you, Mr. Coolican, have any recommendationto make regarding
that?

The CHAIRMAN: I do not know whether he has or not, but it is a point
that

has been debated

and it

seems to me it would

be wise

for

us to have

a

more definite ruling.
The WITNESS: I think it is desirable that something should be clone there.
because that is one of the questions in dispute between the Post Office department

and the Civil

Service

Commission.

By the Chairman:

Q. Can you make any suggestionas to the proper definition?-A.
not like to make one off-hand.

I would like to think

I would

that over.

Q. I would like to get a suggestionfrom Mr. Coolican, if he can send it
to us subsequently,or send it to the Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN: I think that has been discussedwith previous witnesses.
It is an admitted

weakness.

By Mr. McBride:

Q. Would you think that whena personwas appointedas a postmasterin
a rural district, the appointment should be permanent, unless there is some

reasongiven for having him removed?-A. A man now is not removedexcept
for

cause.
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By the Chairman:

Q. In connection with the appointment of a rural postmaster, on this point,
Mr. Shaw and I were just speaking of-a community never likes to have a
postmaster come in who is not acquainted with the people personally, and
bearing that in mind, I think it would be very wise for you to make a suggestion

as to what is desirable in the caseof a postmaster, as to the length of residence,
and submit

it to the Committee.-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Can you give us some information in regard to the Brussels post office,
where an appointment was made by the Civil Service Commission some time
ago and it was never ratified by the department?-A. Speaking from memory,
the recommendation in connection with the Brussels post office was such that

the Post Office department took no action becausethe public did not suffer by
any delay, and becausethere was some dispute as to the respective merits of
the two returned soldiers who were the competitors for the position. That is
the whole situation. The postmaster just asked the question whether the public
service was intereferecl by the fact that the appointment was not ratified.
Q. I understand the deceased man's son is continued in the post office. I
do not think there is any lack of service, as far as that is concerned, but as I
understand it, the appointment was given to a returned soldier about a year
ago.-A. That is one of the cases in dispute.
Q. It has never been ratified by the department?-A.
That is a case in
dispute. One was recommended by the department; the other was recommended by the Commission.
Q. I am a little in doubt as to whether the trouble is between the two
returned soldiers, or between one returned soldier and the present man?-A.
I can tell you on the authority of the Postmaster General himself, who stated
that the position would be filled in strict accordance with the Civil Service Act.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. After the Civil ServiceCommission have made an appointment in favour
of one returned soldier, is it still possi^" ^- another soldier, who was an applicant to continue correspondence with the department or to delay or hold up an

appointment?-A. No, that should not be. I think it is regrettable that there
are any delays at all on account of disputes. But it points to something lacking
in the Civil Service Act that the Post Office department with a bona fide
cause of dispute with the Civil Service Commission should have no means of
settling that, except by accepting the arbitrary appointment of the Civil Service
Commission.

Q. Possibly, in this particular case, where there are two returned soldier
applicants, and one has been appointed, the one who was rejected, in your
opinion, had higher qualifications for the position than the one appointed?-A.

In one or two instances,undoubtedly yes.
By the Chairman:

Q. That is the cause of dispute?-A. That is the cause of dispute.
Q. You recommend one returned soldier, and the Civil Service Commission
appoints another?-A. Yes, we recommendthe one best qualified in our opinion.
That is a cause of dispute between us.

By Mr. Drummond:
Q. Is the reason that one is better qualified than the other?-A. That was
part of it; the other reason was that representations had been received from

the district againstthe appointmentrecommended
by the Civil ServiceCommission. Until that disputewas settled,the appointmentwas held up.
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By the Chairman:

Q. Representationswere receivedthat the men appointed by the Civil
ServiceCommissionwould not give satisfactionto the municipality?-A. Yes.
Mr. DRUMMOND:
My understandingis that the municipality endorsedthe

recommendation of the Civil Service Commission in this particular case.
The CHAIRMAN: In the particular case you refer to, I heard the very
reverse. Although I was not personally interested in the matter, I heard complaints about this appointment.

WITNESS:It is an illustration of the difficulties we get into.
Mr. DRUMMOND:The only reason for complaints was the holding up of
the appointment for so long.
By Mr. Simpson:

Q. What is your suggestionin a caseof dispute of that nature? Do you

recommend the setting up of an independent tribunal
A. Or some reference to the Justice department.

to hear such cases?-

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. What I would like to know is, has the Post Office department any right
to override the Civil Service Commission's appointment?
The CHAIRMAN: The right to secureefficiency.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. It is not over-riding

the Commission?-A.

No.

By the Chairman:

Q. They are only holding up the appointment becausethey do not think
that the public would get as good service as it is entitled to?-A.
not been fulfilled; that is all it comes to.

The law has

By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. Is it not the law that the department may try out a man appointed by
the Civil Service Commission one day and discharge him the next?-A. There
is the point.
The CHAIRMAN: They do not want to do these things.
WITNESS: If the Civil Service Commission recommends, for instance, or
issues a certificate in favour of a man who is a known thief, the department
would not want to put him in. Suppose they did put him in, they might have

no post office reason for discharging him.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. It is in the same spirit; instead of trying him for a day, he is tried
practically before he is put on the job, becauseyou know him. But it is perfectly in the spirit of the law that the department should exercisesome juris-

diction as regardsthe appointmentof a man?-A. The Post OfficeDepartment
should not be deprivedof the initiative with regard to giving the public good
servicefrom a post officepoint of view; that is what is involved.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Did you hear the evidence of Mr. Newcombe, the deputy minister of
Justice?-A.

I have not read any of it.

Q. Or the evidenceof Sir JosephPope?-A. Only the newspaperreports.
Q. You are not able to say whether the operation of the Civil Service

Act has had the effect of progressing downward in the civil service?-A. I
would say the contrary.
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Q. You do not agreewith them on that?-A. I do not agreewith them, no.
Q. Still you would like your differenceswith the Civil Service Commission
to be referred to the Justice department to be adjusted?-A. I am quite willing
to abide by Mr. Newcombe's legal decisions, but not by his opinions as to
the operation of the Act.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:
Q. You referred to rural post offices and city post offices? Can you tell

me where the dividing line is drawn between the rural and city post offices?A. The postmaster and staff of a city post office are paid from a parliamentary

appropriation; the rural post offices are revenue post offices.
Q. So far as salary is concerned the rural postmasters are paid out of
revenue,up to what point?-A. Until it becomesa city post office. It might
have a revenue of $65,000 or $70,000, and out of his salary he would have to
supply his help.

Q. Would the same apply to all rural post offices?-A. All rural post
offices.

Q. Up to $65,000 or so?-A. No, the making of revenue post offices into
city post officesis an arbitrary proceeding. When the department realizes that
the population of a certain town is large enough, or that the revenue is higher
than $20,000or $25,000,for instance, it considers the question of turning the

post officein that town into a city post office.

Q. It is entirely in the hands of the department?-A. Yes.
Q. It may be that the revenue in one case is $20,000and in another case

$50,000?-A.

Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is there any advantage in that?-A. I think that more post offices
should be made city post offices. Smith Falls, and Brockville are city post
offices whereas Renfrew is not, and Pembroke is not.
Q. Hull is a revenue post office?-A. Yes.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. The department can make the change whenever they see fit?-A. It
has certain rules. There must at least be a population of 10,000, and a
revenue of at least $20,000, before it considers the question.
Q. The department can make it a city office if the revenue is more
than $20,000 and there is a certain population?-A.
Yes.
By the Chairman:

Q. Is a city post office more efficient than a revenue post office?-A. Yes
it is, becausewhen a postmaster hires his own help the man appointed may not
give effective public service.

Q. His employeesare not under the control of the Post Office department?
-A. No, and he attempts to get cheap labour in order to put the difference in
his own pocket.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. You also referred to 'a post office that was an accounting one and one

that was not accounting;what is that?-A. The differenceis that certainpostmastersare given a certain credit supply when the office is opened-that is in

very smalloffices. Theyhaveonlyto accountfor the amountgivenwhenthey
are discharged
from office,or resign. In the caseof the accountingoffices,
they make an accountingevery weekor every day, as the casemay be,
according to the size of the office. That is the difference between them.
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Q. Up to what salary do they get 6 per cent of the revenue?-A. It is on
a sliding scale.

Q. Fifty per cent?-A. Fifty per cent of the first $1,000.
Q. That is if there is a revenue of $1,000the postmaster gets $500?-A.
Yes.

Q. And if the revenue is $2,000 he gets $1,000?-A.

Yes, it becomes less

afterwards.

Q. You spoke of postmasters who had been appointed and who were
receiving $400. They are appointed outside of the Commission?-A. Yes.

Q. Did I understand you to suggest that the same thing would apply, up
to the point of the lowest paid civil servant, that up to $900 or $1,000 or
$1,100 they would be in the same category?-A. I think that would be a fair
division.

By Mr. Drummond:
Q. In No. 3 of the Minutes and Evidence there is given a list of classes

exemptedfrom the operationof the Civil ServiceAct, and I notice that postmasters are mentioned as grade 1, and grade 2 (where revenue is under

$2.000). Do you agree with that recommendation?-A.Yes. I am giving
that opinion because I believe that that was the opinion of the department
that those postmasters should not be included.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Has that opinion changed?-A. The department's opinion has not
changed, I do not think.
Q. Where there is a revenue of $2,000 the salary remains at $900?-A.
Where there is a revenue of $2,000,the salary is approximately $800 or $900.
The

CHAIRMAN:

I

would

like

the

Committee

to

understand

that

in

speaking of $2,000Mr. Coolican is referring to revenue and that that doesnot
mean salary.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. The salary is practically 50 per cent of the revenue?-A. The salary
on $2,000 would run about $900.
By the Chairman:

Q. Which would be about the same grade as the lowest paid employeein
the service?-A.

By Mr.

Yes.

Parent:

Q. What qualifications are required for a letter-carrier in the city?-A.
The ability to read and write, and physical ability.
Q. It is not a very complicated examination that they are called upon to
pass?-A. No.

Q. Do they require any qualificationsso far as French and English are
concerned?-A. No, but in a city like Montreal the majority of applicants are
French speaking or bilingual applicants.

Q. What about the city of Ottawa?-A. The samething applies; we have

a considerableproportion of bilingual letter-carriers in Ottawa.
Q. The nomination of letter-carriers falls under the jurisdiction of the
Civil Service Commission to-day?-A.

Yes.

Q. Do you not find that there is a lot of expensein connection with the
nomination of those people?-A. No, I think that the appointment of letter-

carriers by the Civil ServiceCommissiongives a fair chanceto everybodyto
apply and be appointed.
[Mr.
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Q. But the chanceyou speak of might well obtain under a system of patronage?-A. It might.
Q. In other words, you would not have any more employeesunder a system
of patronage than you have under the Civil Service Commission?-A. We had.
By Mr. Simpson:
Q. Would there be the same publicity
think

given to vacancies?-A.

I do not

so.

By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. You say you had, but is it not a fact that the Civil Service Commission

has nothing to do with the number of letter-carriers to be appointed, that the
department demands a certain number of letter-carriers and the Civil Service
Commission merely appoints the men?-A.

That is true.

Q. How then can you say that you had more under the old system when
as regards the number of letter-carriers to be appointed the same system prevails?-A.

I was speaking generally.

It was undoubtedly the fact that when the

reorganizationof the department took place there were more employeesin the
Service than were required to perform the duties. Steps have been taken to
eliminate that, and to provide an establishment for each office that can be worked

up to and used as a standard. It is simpler with regard to the letter-carriers
than with regard to other positions in the service. A letter-carrier can perform a certain amount of work, cover a certain area, and the number of letter-

carriersemployedis governedby the number of walks established,plus a certain
number of supernumeraries to take care of annual leave and sick leave. When

theseestablishmentsare set, of course the only increase that can take place is
by an increase in the growth of the city or by an increase in the revenue post
offices with regard to other positions.

Q. That would look very good,but that has no connectionwith the appointments made by the Civil Service Commission. This system could prevail and the

appointmentscould be made in some other way?-A. They could, but a study
of certain offices that I have undertaken certainly showed that too many
employeeswere engaged for the work.-I am not referring to letter-carriers
particularly, but to other positions-so

much so that at the completion of the

reorganizationthat has taken place, and that has been approved by the Civil
ServiceCommission,that reorganization showsa saving by amalgamating certain
positions of over $160,000 a year.

Q. Throughout Canada?-A. Throughout Canada, from Victoria to Charlottetown.

Q. But taking for granted that we are working under that system now,
which could have beenworked out under any other regime, in my opinion, what
is the advantage of having these letter-carriers appointed by the Civil Service
Commission?-A. The advantage is, to me, that an independentbody can better
judge the qualifications.

Q. To come back to the same point again, do they not have to judge merely
on the recommendation

of a local man?-A.

Yes.

Q. Well, then, could not the department do exactly the same thing?-A.
Yes, they could.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. Do you admit that in a general way you find any number of labour men
who can speak both languages,for instance, in the province of Quebec,and also
write both languages?-A. My experienceis, of course, that there are ample

bilingualpeopleto take care of the work of the PosaOffice department.
Q. A good many labour men can write and read, the ordinary labour man;

areyou awareof that?-A. Yes.
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Q. If they have thosequalificationsthey could becomeletter-carriers?-A.

Certainly.

Q. In other words,a letter-carrieris practically in a positionthat could be
filled by a labour man?-A. Yes. There is a certain agelimit put on, which I
think is desirable. They don't take on letter-carriersat 55 or 60 years of age.
By the Chairman:

Q. Section 42 provides that a general examination of the lower grades and
clerical classescould be held for a definite number of positions based on the
estimate of requirement; this is done in connection with the eligible list, under
the Act of 1908,and the limitation of the number of the names of such eligible
list was provided to meet the requirements of the department, and found to be
very satisfactory. Are you in favour of limiting the number of names on the
eligible list, as operated under the 1908 Act, or do you believe in an unlimited
number of names on the eligible list?-A. No; when there is an unlimited number
of names of course we lose in speed, especially in the outside service; that is
the only difficulty.

Q. Do you think section 42 should be amended? It now provides for the
lower grade, but a general examination of classes should be held to supply
eligible lists for a definite number of positions, of course based on the requirement of the department.-A. When the Post Office department requires men
it requires them quickly, and at certain times in large numbers.

If you have

only a restricted number on the eligible list we might have difficulty in getting
the number we require.

Otherwise, yes.

Q. I understood you to say before that you were in favour of amending
section 42 to provide for a limitation of the list?-A.
limitation of the life of the eligible list.

Yes, to provide for a

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. You arc in favour of appointments in your department by an inde-

pendent body?-A. Generally speaking, yes.
Q. The responsibility to rest with them, or with the department? Somebody must assume responsibility before Parliament and the country?-A. I
do not wish to be understood as attempting to construe what the ministerial
responsibility is, but I can imagine that part of it consists in giving a fair
chance to all employees for promotion.
Q. The minister could not very well do that?-A. I think that the obligation and the offer to standardize the procedure really carries out more fully
ministerial responsibility, as far as he is concerned.
Q. So you are satisfied with the present system?-A. I am satisfied with
the present system of promotion, judged by its results; I think its results have
been very good.

Q. The present system is a very costly one?-A. I could not give you any
information

about

that.

Q. Would you be surprised to learn that the classification of this service
cost a million and a half in five years?-A. As far as the Post Office department is concerned, it does not surprise me, becauseI do not think they were
very particularly well paid prior to the advent of the Civil Service Commission.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. You havecertainemployees
to carry the mailsin the largecitiesfrom
the postofficeto the trains or to the steamers
andboats,and from thoseplaces
back to the post office?-A. Yes.
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Q. Do those men fall under the Civil Service Commission?-A. No; that
work is let by contract. They do not come under the Civil Service Commission
at all.

Q. What I mean is this: I see those drivers coming down from the post
office to trains, and they are dressed like the officers of the department; they
accompany a carter; what do you call those fellows?-A. They are the transfer
agents. They are used to exchange mails between trains arriving at stations.
Their duties are really confined to railway stations, or the mail dispatch, or
receiving parts of the city post office.
Q. What are the qualifications required from these people?-A. A slight
knowledge of distribution.
They have to know how to handle bags that are

labelled for this or that destination. Apart from that, physical ability.
Q. Those fellows fall under the Civil

Service Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. When you talk about handling bags, they take the bags from the cart
and hand them over to the mail clerk in the car on the train?-A. Yes; they
must know a little more than that, sometimes; they must know, for instance,
on the arrival of one train what to do with the bags that come from that train,
to be distributed

over two or three other trains.

Q. That requires a knowledge of reading?-A. That requires a knowledge
of mail

distribution.

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Before you retire, possibly you might give this Committee your opinion
on those proposed councils that have been mentioned during the inquiry?-A.
Whitley councils, I believe, were brought about in 1914, and they were applied,
in a modified form, to the English civil service. Subsequently they came to
this side of the Atlantic, but very little appears to have been heard of them
since. The difficulty, as I see it, is that the Whitley council applied in modified
form to the Post Office department or any other department, is liable to

becomea grievance committee. Moreover, if the decisions arrived at by any
of the councils are to be of any value they should be of some binding force. I
very much doubt whether the representatives of any of the employees would

agree to commit themselveswithout consulting the organizations they represent; and I do not think the representatives of the official side would care to

commit themselves without the concurrence of the Postmaster General, who
might possibly want to consult the Cabinet, or to have the sanction of Parliament. So that I do not think applying the Whitley councils in a modified
form to the civil service is liable to be of any great value.
By the Chairman:

Q. In view of the numerous casesof dissatisfaction spoken of by the civil
servants' organizations on the matters of classification, salary and kindred
problems, do you think it would be to the advantage of the civil service if
there were &etup, something in the nature of a personnelboard, representative
of the different services, acting in an advisory capacity?-A.
That principle
was established in the board of hearing, which did some very good work in
regard to appeals on classification. The principle of appeal is also embodied
in the Civil Service Act with regard to suspension; a man who considers that
he has been unjustly suspended can appeal to the Civil Service Commission. I

think the principle is a very good one.
Q. Don't you think that if the Civil Service Commission were given power
to set up a personnelboard, and a board were set up, that a good many of the
complaints on classification

and salary revision

that we now hear would

disappear; a goodmany complaints would never reach the board; but while there
is no board of appeal the civil servants probably magnify their grievances,
6- 4*
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andthe fact that no appealboardexistsis the causeof many complaints?-A.

Yes, I believe that is true to a certain extent.
Q. It would be preventive as well as curative?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Under the present system there is very little dissatisfactionin your
department?-A. Well, thereis alwaysdissatisfactionin our department.
Q. There is always somedissatisfaction?-A. Yes; the employeesof the
Post Office departmentare pretty well organizedinto labour organizations,
and they frequently meet to urge their grievances, and to have discussionsof

Post Officeproblems,which means,of course,a grist of complaintsfor the Post
Office department.

Q. You would not agree with Mr. Newtcombethat the system tends to
demoralization internally?-A. What system? The present system?
Q. Yes?-A. No; I have already expressed my opinion that very good
results have been obtained, generally speaking, as regards the efficiency of the
Civil Service departments. I will stay with that.
By the Chairman:

Q. A good deal of evidencehas been given in regard to superannuation; are
you of opinion that some form of superannuation should be applied to the Civil
Service?-A. Most decidedly.
Q. Then, in connection with that, what is your opinion of the application
of superannuation under the present classification?-A.
I do not quite follow
you.

Q. Do you think the present classification is not extremely complicated? 1
think you admitted that?-A.
Yes.
Q. It is quite complicated; do you think it would be easy to apply super-

annuation to the existing Civil Service under the present classification?-A. My
objection to
titles. It is
annuation.
be easier to

the classification is, of course, to the considerable number of class
the actual salary arrangements that would be affected by the superI think, of course, that if the classification were simplified it would
apply the Superannuation Act.

Q. You think before superannuation is applied that it would be advisable
for the Civil Service Commissioners and the deputy heads to do everything
possible to co-operate and simplify classification?-A. Yes, I think it would be
a very good thing.
By Mr. Parent:

Q. There is a question put to many witnesses,Mr. Chairman, and I do not
think it has been put to Mr. Coolican; I would like to have his opinion with
referenceto the preferencegiven to soldiers as to minimum qualification for getting positions; is that in the interest of your service, in your opinion?-A. That
is an obligation that the country has undertaken. From a purely Post Office
standpoint of coursewe do not get the same amount of work from them as we
would get from able-bodied men; that is natural.

Q. In your opinion,do you think that is correct?
The CHAIRMAN:I hardly think you should ask the witness to expresshis
opinion on a patriotic question.
Mr. PARENT: I do not mean on a patriotic

ground, I mean as far as the

public service is concerned.
The CHAIRMAN: He has answered as far as the Post Office department is
concerned.
[Mr.

Coolican.]
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By Mr. Drummond:

Q. In regard to grievances, I understand you to mean that the different
organizationsthat are in the civil service are the causeof the dissatisfaction?A. No, I would not say that. I think that many of them meet and discusswhat
they honestly believe to be real grievances.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I have no doubt you would prefer to have them meet and discuss their
grievancesand send them to you rather than to carry a grouch around everlastingly?-A. Most decidedly; and 1 think the more they get off their chest the
better.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. I want to ask you about the transfer men Mr. Parent referred to a

moment ago; they do largely the work of labourers?-A. Yes, largely. They
are called upon to understand the mail distribution on the station platform.

Q. Is there any test set there before the appointment is made for such
work?-A. Only an elementary test as to general education, I think.
Q. Do you think those appointments could not very well be made by the

department without having the matter referred to the Commission?-A. Of
course all these things, all the appointments, come to them.
Q. But I mean in that class, where a competitive examination is not very
necessary?-A. Of course if you are asking me my personal preference I would
say an independent body controlling them gives better results.
Q. Even where no competitive examination is feasible?-A. Yes, with regard

to entrance to the civil service generally I tliink examination is preferable.
Q. These agents are not civil servants?-A. Yes, they are, all the transfer
agents.

Q. Then in regard to the outside service, you would have the whole thing

under the control of the Civil Service Commission?-A. That isjmy opinion.
(Witness retired).

Mr. GEORGE
J. DESBAEATS,
called, sworn and examined.
By the Chairman:

Q. What is your position, Mr. Desbarats?-A. I am acting as deputy
minister of the Department of Defence.
Q. Are you prepared to make a statement with regard to the working, of
the Civil Service Act, or do you wish to be examined?-A. I have not prepared
any special statement, and I might say that recently my trouble has been more
with dismissalsthan with appointments.
Q. Those dismissals come from the department?-A. Come from the
department.

Q. In other words, your department has been reducing staff?-A. Yes.

During the war both the Naval departmentand the Militia department-which
are now combined under the Defence Department-increased

tremendously with

the very large amount of work to handle, and since that time they have been
reducing their staff both on account of the reduced work and on account of the

amalgamation of the departments.
Q. You were presentwhen the former witness was on the stand?-A. During
part of his examination, yes.

Q. A good deal of his examination does not affect your department at all,
but certain points that were brought out do affect it. May I ask the question
which we asked the former
5-484

witness towards

the close of his evidence?-What
TM> Desbarata.1
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is your opinionon the complaintsof civil servantswith regard to classification
and salary and other kindred problems? Do you think that the servicewould
be benefitedby permitting the Civil ServiceCommissionto set up personnel
boardsto act in an advisory capacity on those complaints?-A. I think the
more co-operation you can get between a branch of the civil service and the

chief administrative officersthe better, and get their grievances. It is far
better for them to be ventilatedand broughtforward and actedupon by somebody. I agreewith Mr. Coolicanin his statementthat we got very goodresults
from the appealboard; that a great many caseswere handled by that board
with goodresults; and in caseswhere the appealswere refused,the appellants
were mollified by the fact that they had been able to state their case before a

board of independentpeople,and that they had had a proper hearing.
You are, of coursein favour of superannuationof the civil service?-A.
Oh yes, I think that would be a great improvement in the administration.
Q. You heard the former questions with regard to classification being complicated ; do you feel, with Mr. Coolican, that the best results would be obtained
by the Commissioners and deputy heads of departments trying to simplify
the classification before superannuation was applied?-A. I do not quite see
the connection between the two. While I think that the simplification of the
classification would be an advantage, I do not think that that is a necessary
thing to be undertaken before superannuationcomesin.
Q. Do you think reorganization is necessary in departments?-A. Well,
I could only speak for my own departments, and they have been fairly well
reorganized.
Q. You admit, however, that, generally speaking, the departments are
subject to some reorganization?-A.
I think that that is a continuous process.
The departments are continually changing and they should not remain crystallized in any particular; they should be able to progress and change according
to the changing need.

Q. But do you not admit, Mr. Desbarats, that the classification set up by
the Arthur Young Company and the Griffenhagen Company was a very complicated classification?

Do you not agree that it was set up at a time when there

were a great many more employeesthan at normal times, and that, as a result
all has not been accomplished that could be accomplished to bring the efficiency

of the departments up to the highest possible standard for a peace-time basis;
that reorganization is essential to-day, with a view to applying superannuation,
and that it should be considered by the departments and by the Commission

to make superannuationworkable?-A. Well, the Calder Act as it stands to-day
is now a satisfactory and fair manner of superannuation, and in the reorganiz-

ation of the departmentthat Act is of greatassistance,
becauseit'allows you to
reduce your staff and eliminate certain employeeswho have becomeredundant,
and at the same time not put them out on the street. You have an employee,
and he has worked for years in the department; in the reorganization of the staff
it becomes necessary to reduce. If you have a reasonable system of super-

annuation, those old employeesare reasonably provided for, and it gives you
much greater facility-a moral facility-of reducing your staff. I agree,however, that the classification is entirely too complicated, and should be simplified.

Q. Who best could simplify it?-A. Oh, I think the Commission, with the
advice in each special case of the deputy ministers and the departments concerned.

Q. In other words, it comes down to a case of co-operation between the
Commission and the deputy heads?-A. Yes, and the more there is of it the
better.

Q. Do you claim that the Militia

department has been reorganized?-A.

Oh yes, and is beingreorganizedas we go along, step by step.
[Mr.
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Q. The Militia department, of course, is one in which there would be no
degreeof constancy. If war should occur, or rumors of war, naturally it would

haveto be increased. In peacetime it would be fairly constant,of course?-A.
In peace-time,the reorganization of a department of that kind is built on the
principle that it must be able to expand at a moment's notice. It must have the
foundation laid to permit of rapid expansion.

Q. By that you mean that the staff could be quickly increased?-A. I mean,
by that that the staff must be such that you could take on a number of comparatively untrained men to add to the staff, and that your skeleton can expand
to take

care of that

staff.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Would you tell us what effect the reorganization that you have put
in your department has had?-A. It has reduced expenses very much; you mean
the combination of the three departments?
Q. No, just the organization in your department?-A.
Well, it has had the
effect, in certain cases, of simplifying the administration, of consolidating the
services, and of reducing the personnel, and thereby reducing the expenditure.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. What is the amount of your expenditure reduced?-A.

Well, I could not

give those figures offhand. During the last year the personnel was cut down
some 125, I think.
Q. In the Militia department alone, or in the three departments?-A.
the three departments.

In

By Mr. Parent:
Q. 125 what?-A.
125 persons.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Men, or women, or both?-A. Men and women.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. You mean you have 125 less than you had?-A. Yes.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. You are in peace times now?-A. Yes, but we still have a great deal

of war administration

to handle.

Q. Has your work in the departmentdecreased
to the sameextent as you

have decreasedyour employees?-A. Not entirely; a part of the decreasewas
due to consolidation of positions. For example, we have the Air Board, the
Naval department, the Militia department; they were brought together under
one head. The three accountant branches were brought together into one
accounting administration.

That

resulted in the consolidation of a certain

number of positions, and thereby the reduction of the personnel. Where the
technical needsof the three departments are different, it is not possible to consolidate them; they must be kept separate, but there are certain lines on which

they canbebroughttogether,andon whichthe administration
canbe simplified,
and run

in a more

economical

manner.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Is it your opinion that a similar system of reorganization would be bene-

ficial in the other departments,too, speakinggenerally?-A. Well, I would not
like to speak about the other departments.

Q. You would naturallysuppose
that if it had a beneficialeffecton your
departmentit would havean equallybeneficialeffecton someother department, wouldn't you?-A. Well, if the conditions were the same.

[Mr. Desbarats.]
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Q. Either the sameor worse?-A. Well, I meanyou couldnot, for example,
take the Interior departmentand Post Officedepartmentand consolidatethem.
Q. No, I did not mean that; I meant the simpler departments; for instance,
you would have a reorganization in the Interior department itself; is it your
opinion that the particular departments could, or we might say should, be
reorganizedin a way that would give just as effective service and be more beneficial so far as expenditure was concerned?-A. Oh, well, I am not prepared
to say anything about the other departments.
By the Chairman:

Q. Let me ask the same question as Mr. Drummond in another way:
during the war a great many positions were created, the necessity for which is
gradually disappearing; in all departments where staffs were increased,due to
war conditions, is it not essential that reorganization should take place?-A.

I

should say yes, but I would qualify that by the statement that in a great many
departments their staffs were reduced owing to the war.
Q. I am only asking the question with regard to staffs that had been
increased?-A. Yes, where staffs had been increased during the war those staffs
have been decreased, and that would lead to a lessened staff.
Q. In your opinion, is the service administered as economically under the
present Act as it was under the 1908 Act?-A. Oh, I think so.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Do you not think that the present classification, as it exists now, has a
tendency to duplicate positions, duplicate work?-A.

No, I do not think so.

By the Chairman:
Q. Do you not think that the classification as it exists-which is the result
of each employee's analysis of his own job-has the effect of making the
work of the department lack in flexibility?-A.
I think so. I think the
classification is entirely too rigid, and divides the service into too many watertight compartments.
By Mr. Drummond:
Q. In one instance here, in the classification of the Naval Service department, we have helper and labourer; those are two departments that could be

combined?-A. Well, a helper and a labourer are two entirely different persons.
Q. But would it not be possible for a man to be a helper and a labourer?A. No, the qualifications are different. A helper in the yard is a technical man,

and comesunder the general classification of skilled labour. It is the difference
between the labourer and the skilled labourer. You have first your labourer,
who is an ordinary unskilled hand. Then you have your skilled labourer, who

may be a blacksmith's helper, or a carpenter's helper, or a mason's helper, or a
helper of any trade. Now, that helper has a technical qualification. It may not
be a very great one, but he has. There is the distinction.
Q. Take the position of watchman and caretaker, they are different, too,
and their qualifications are different?-A. I think they are different, but both

arepositionswhich overlapso closelythat it is extremelydifficult to distinguish
between

them.

Q. Do you think thereshouldbe a classificationof thosetwo positions-two
positionsmadewhereonewould do?-A. Well, I have not consideredthat particular

classification.

Q. In a caselike that, wherethe duties are almost identical, do you not

think that the one class should cover the two positions?-A. I think you ought

to have a gooddeal of elasticity about it, becausea watchmanwho goesaround,

sayat night,or in the day time,is not in the samepositionas a caretakerwho

has the responsibilityof looking after a building, purchasingsuppliesfor it,
[Mr.
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keeping it in order, and so on. He acts with a certain degree of responsibility,
whereas the watchman merely acts at the moment, and reports what he sees.

Q. Suppose,for instance, that he was both watchman and caretaker; would
not that do away with one classification?-A. It might.
"&"
By Hon. Mr. Marcil'

Q. Under the 1908 Act you had the service divided into certain divisions?
-A.

Yes.

Q. Did that work satisfactorily?-A. That worked well for the inside
positions, for the clerical positions.
Q. I see that it has been recommendedby the Department of External
Affairs that fifty-five classes of employees be eliminated from the operation
of the Civil Service Act?-A.

I have not gone into that.

Q. That request was not made by you?-A.

No.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. You know of the report of the deputy ministers who were appointed
in June, 1922, to consider civil service matters, and who reported in December,

1922. I notice that you were not a member of that committee?-A. No.
Q. Possibly you would be good enoughto tell us what you think of certain
of their recommendations?

I will

take them in order.

For instance, there was

a recommendationthat appointments to professional ajid technical positions be
left to the Governor

department.

in Council

on the recommendation

of the head of the

Would. you have any such positions in your department, and

would you be of that opinion?-A.

Yes, we would have a certain number.

I

have had in the past a large number of them, and I have found great advantage

in regard to those positions in having them filled by the Civil Service Commission. The element of publicity which inures to their system, where a position
is advertised, is such that you frequently get applications from men whom you

would have consideredquite out of the running. I know of caseswhere high
technical positions had to be filled; they were advertised, and applications were
received from men extremely well fitted, who in the ordinary course, if it had

been loft to the personal knowledge of the department, would not have been
approached.
Q. So you are not in favour of that recommendation?-A.

No, I am not.

Q. As regards promotions, the recommendation made was that they should
be made for merit by the Governor in Council upon a recommendation from

the headof the department,accompaniedby a certificate of qualificationsby
the Civil Service Commission?-A. That is the provision of the 1908 Act?

Q. Yes. What do you think of that in your department?-A. I had experience of that Act, and it worked pretty well. In the case of promotions, there
are many cases where the deputy minister or the chief of the branch is in the

best position to judge of the qualifications of an applicant for promotion.

At

the sametime, I think it is a great advantagefor the dissatisfiedperson,
becausein cases of promotion there is always somebody who is dissatisfied.

It is a greatsafeguardto allow an appealto an independentbody from anybody
who choosesto put it forward.

Q. Do you favour the appointmentof a council on the basis submitted by

the Civil Service Federation?-A.

You mean councils-?

Q. Of the characterof the Whitley council, or somethinglike that? A.

That is a differentthing. I think that an independent
body like the Civil

ServiceCommissionthat becomestechnicaland acquiresa great deal of information aboutthe service,wouldmake a very goodappealbody of that kind.

Q. Still another point; as regard? the outside service. I see that in the

list of classesrecommended
by the deputyministersfor exemption-I do not
[Mr.
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know whether it came from the same source, but there is a long list of classes
that they recommend should be exempted from the Civil Service Commission,
positions in the dockyards of Esquimalt and Halifax, for instance; positions
in the Royal Naval College in those same places, and so on. What have you
to say about these?-A.

That was my recommendation.

I think that those

positions can be better and more expeditiously filled locally by the local authorities.

Q. Would it apply to the barracks in Quebec?-A. Possibly you mean the

arsenal?

Q. That is what I mean?-A. That applies to all the mechanical and
labouring positions in the Quebec arsenal.
By the Chairman:

Q. What is the position to-day in the Quebecarsenal?-A. That is the way

in which they are appointed.

Q. They are appointed by the superintendent in charge, or by the officer
in charge of the arsenal?-A. Yes.
Q. They do not come under the Civil Service Commission?-A.

No.

Q. These then would not be among the positions recommended for
exemption?-A. They were. That recommendationhas been largely carried out.
Q. At the naval dockyards at Halifax-A. Halifax and Esquimalt.
Q. Those positions there are filled by whom?-A. By the local superintendent.

Q. The labouring positions?-A.

Yes.

Q. The department does not even make a recommendation,I suppose?A. They may, nominally; they are positions which are filled under the minister's responsibility. That is a matter of practice.
Q. The superintendent hires his own men?-A. Yes.
Q. Does he report to the department?-A.
The information

the pay list generally.
Q. You really just pay on his list?-A.

comes in on

Yes.

Q. There is no appointment made necessarily before the man is taken on?
-A. No, he has to get authority to appoint a certain number of men, so many
mechanics, so many this or so many that. He has to get authority for that
establishment.

Q. That establishment is treated just like an industrial
belonging to the department?-A.
Yes.

Q. They give the superintendent authority?-A.

establishment

Yes.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. By the local authority, you mean the superintendent at that particular
plac^?-A.

Yes.
By the Chairman:

Q. Do you find in regard to those particular appointments that the

superintendentis inclined to resort to political patronage?-A. It is very hard
to say; it is hard for me to say at a distance, but undoubtedly he will get
recommendation?of men, if he doesnot know them. What happensin practice

i.s,they establisha list which gets built up. Thosepositionsare more or less
of a temporary nature. The establishmentincreasesor decreasesfrom time
to time, according to the work on hand, and the number of employees is
increased

or decreased.

Q. Who sets the rate of pay?-A. The rate of pay?-these are current
rates of pay, and they are practically union rates.
Q. Union rates at the point?-A. Union rates at the point.
[Mr.

Desbarats.]
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By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Your experience with the Civil Service Commission, I take it from
what you have said, has been satisfactory?-A.
Of a satisfactory nature.
Q. You have at all times co-operated with them in the interests of the
civil service?-A. Certainly.
I have not always agreed with them.
Q. You have no complaint to make with regard to the Civil Service Com-

mission?-A. In a general way our relations have been pleasant.
Q. Taking the matter of promotions in your department, I supposethat
in practically every case, the Commission is willing to yield to your recommendation at least they discuss it with you?-A. Yes, though in matters of
promotions, I have had disagreements with them.

Q. You are satisfied that the system which has been followed, is in the
final analysis, the better one?-A.

Well, I would think so; I would be inclined

to think that the departmental recommendationsshould be given more weight
than at present.
Q. You spoke of the positions at the arsenal at Quebec that are exempted
from the operation of the Civil Service Act?-A.
Yes.
Q. Are all positions there exempted from the operation of the Act?-A.
No, not the clerical or highly technical positions.

Q. I suppose that in the arsenal at Quebec, you have a department
engaged in the business of testing explosives, have you not?-A. Yes.
Q. You have to manufacture munitions, I presume?-A. Quite.
Q. Do you know of any other department of the Government which is
carrying on the same business?-A. You mean here in Canada?
Q. Yes?-A. No.
Q. Take the explosives department; do they engage in the same business?
-A. No, they do not manufacture explosives.
Q. Do they test the power of explosives?-A. Yes. I presume so, but

not quite in the same way. We co-operate with the explosives branch to a
large extent, and we do a large amount of testing for them.
Q. The reason for that is, I suppose, that you have a much more adequate
method of testing; is that the reason?-A. We have the method, and we have
the staff, men who are doing this testing all the time.
Q. Yet you say that they have a staff engaged in that work?-A.
Yes, they

are responsiblefor the inspection of industrial establishmentsthroughout Canada.
Q. Is there any difference, so far as testing is concerned, between testing

explosivesfor military purposes,or for industrial purposes?-A. No, there is no
difference,although there may be specialties in that line.
Q. The only difference, I suppose, is that one tests the material that goes

into a cartridge or a shell, and the other people test such material as may be
used for ordinary business operations?-A.

There may be a difference between

the testing of explosivesused in mining operations, in blasting, and the testing
of built up explosives which are used as cartridges.
Q. Do you know whether or not they have any men in the Mines depart-

ment engagedin that business?-A. I do not think I know particularly.
Q. Before the explosives division came into operation, do you know whether

or not they had?-A. I was not in touch with that.
By the Chairman:

Q. You were not consulted?-A. No.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. So you would not know whether or not there was any other department
outside of the explosives branch and your own department that is engagedin

that particular line of work?-A. No, I do not know.
[Mr.
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Q. Now, Mr. Desbarats, with regard to those positions which were exempted
from the operation of the Civil ServiceAct, can you tell me whether any of them
are susceptible of competitive examination?

Let me mention some of them-

crane driver, engine driver, senior chargeman of mechanics, chargeman of
mechanics-are any of these position? susceptible of competitive examination?
-A. If you take a very wide definition of competitive examination, and make
it include certificates of experience,they would be susceptible.
Mr. SHAW: Take one of them, an enginedriver?
By the Chairman:

Q. He would work on a certificate, would he not?-A. No.
Q. If he did not have a certificate, would he be appointed?-A. Yes. This
would be a man driving a train engine,perhaps,which doesnot need a certificate.
The CHAIRMAN: I understand that in Ontario anyone who operates an
engine must have a certificate.

Mr. SHAW: That is a steam boiler. Take an engine driver, running on a
railroad, he does not need an examination.
The CHAIRMAN: They are under the locomotive engineers. I know that
we cannot employ a man in Ontario, even for a stationary engine without a certificate, and I wondered whether the same rule applied in Quebec.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Take, for instance, an engine driver on the railway; he must, of course,
not only have many years experience,but pass an examination?-A. I presume
so, I am not familiar with that.

Q. You can accept my assuranceon that point?-A.

Yes.

Q. If that is so, with regard to an engine driver on the railway, is there any

reason why a similar examination should not be applied so far as an engine
driver in your department is concerned?-A. Well, the superintendent hiring the
man has to assurehimself that he is competent; either from experience,or from
his own observation, he has to see that the man is competent. If a certificate is

required, he has to see that he has that certificate.
Q. You mean that if the provincial law requires a certificate?-A.

Yes.

Q. That would be required in the caseof a stationary engineer.
Mr. PARENT:That applies in the province of Quebectoo.
The CHAIRMAN:

The same as the Ontario

Mr. PARENT: Practically

law?

so.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I quite agreewith regard to stationary engines,but with regard to other
engines.-A. If you are talking of marine engines, they all have to have certificates.

Mr. SHAW: That is different.

The CHAIRMAN:A man operating a crane in Ontario, I think, comeswithin
the same class as the stationary engineer.

Mr. PARENT:We have the same thing in Quebec.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Take for instance,the positionof seniorchargemanof mechanics;I sup-

posethat is a man whowouldhaveto haveconsiderable
technicalknowledge?
A. He would have to have considerable knowledge of that particular mechan-

ical trade, which might be anything; he might be an electrician,a carpenter,a
fitter, a foundryman,or of any trade. He would haveto have a knowledgeof
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his own trade, and then he would have to have personal qualifications which
would enable him to take charge of men.

Q. The information I want to secure from you is that some of those positions which I have mentioned, are susceptible of competitive examination?-

A. I think you can put a competitive examination on pretty much any position.
By the Chairman:

Q. Are they really foremen?-A. You mean the chargemen?
Q. Yes?-A.

Yes, that is the naval term for a foreman.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Take positions, for instance, in the Hydrographic Tidal and Current
Survey branches-Current observer, River observer-would not some special
technical knowledge be required in each case?-A. In some of them, the technical knowledge is extremely light and is easily acquired, if a man has proper
intelligence.

It is imparted to him by an officer of the department.

Q. Is he simply a man who observesa gauge and is able to read it?-A.
In some cases; in other cases the current observer would require a higher type
of intelligence.
By Hon. Mr. Marc.il:

Q. A lot of those classes which you asked to have exempted were not
exemptedby the Commission?-A. No, they were not exempted.
Q. Was any particular reason given?-A. You mean that they are not
exempted now?
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Those are positions that were asked to be exempted, but
which were not all exempted.
The CHAIRMAN: Some very fine names are given to very ordinary jobs
in the classification.

WITNESS: Well, they sound very fine sometimes.
Mr. PARENT: And they look very important.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Under the Act of 1008 you got along fairly well in your department?

-A. Yes, we got along fairly well, but we went a good deal beyond the Act.
Under that Act, I had the experienceof organizing the Naval Service department, as a new department, and the principle on which we proceeded under the
instructions of the minister was that in every case where technical qualifica-

tions, special qualifications, were required we went to the Commission, although
we were not obliged to, and we asked the Commission to obtain the men. The
Commission had no authority to appoint him, but the Commission obtained the

man for us by advertising, and in that way we get many extremely good appointments, much better. I am sure, than the department would have got by consulting with whoever they might be in touch with. I think the publicity element
is of great advantage.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Would your remarks apply to the nomination of a lawyer?-A.
not seewhy not. I supposeyou gentlemen might not agreewith me.

I do

By the Chairman:

Q. I am not a lawyer, so I can speak freely, and Mr. Martell is not here

to-day. Do you not admit this, that wherea lawyer passeshis examination,and
engagesin practise for many years, at the end of that time he is a better man

than on the day he passedthe examination?-A. Certainly.
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Q. His experience has added something to his actual training in a law
school?-A.

Undoubtedly.

Q. Do you think that the average lawyer, after he has practised ten years,
could go back and pass his examination?-A.

No, I do not.

Q. Therefore, the man who has practised ten years, has not as good a
chance as a young man who has just passedhis examination?-A. No. The
competitive examination has to have a proper relation to the position to be filled.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. That is exactly the situation.-A. I have a position in mind now; I do not
wish to name it, but I had to fill a high technical position in the department. We
had a number of applications which were fair.

There were a number of them

particularly satisfactory, but nevertheless,of those, we would have had to choose
somebody. We went to the Commission, in the days of 1908, and asked them
if they would obtain this man for us. They advertised on a competitive basis.
Now we have a man who had been engaged in that business-it was an engineering appointment, a technical engineer. He had been engaged with a large
industrial corporation for some twenty years, I think. That man was not prepared to pass a technical examination on the elements of engineering, but he
produced certificates and recommendations which showed what his experience
and his qualifications were. Now, in the case of a lawyer, I think it is exactly
the same thing. A lawyer of ten or twenty years' standing would not be asked

to pass an examination in the elementsof law, but he would produce elements
of his ability,

of the cases he had handled, and the manner in which they

had been handled, and thus establish his qualifications for the position.
By the Chairman:

Q. Do you not think that the competitive examination keeps a lot of good
men from applying for the position becausethey do not want it known that they
are open for engagement,and they fear that not securing the position will react
against them?-A. I was of that opinion at the beginning, but my experience
has not turned out that way.

I found that not to be the case with some men.

You get applications from a large number of men, and you get a good list from
which to select. The system may bar out some exceptionally clever and well
qualified men, but it also bars out the poor man entirely.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. You are a professional man yourself?-A.
Yes.
Q. In what year were you appointed to the department, I mean, to the
civil service?-A. I hate to go back so far. I was appointed in 1879.
Q. Under the patronage system?-A. Yes.

Q. They made no mistake when you were appointed there?-A. Oh, I think
they made a good strike at that time.
Q. I want to ask you one more question, because you referred to the

Dominion arsenal in Quebec. Since you have been in the Militia department,
do you know of the conditions existing in the arsenal at Quebec?-A. In a
general way.
Q. What I would like you to explain to me is, how they work the bonus

system in that arsenal?-A. There is not any bonus being paid to the mechanics
and employees of that class. They are appointed under the current wages
system, and therefore there is no bonus payable.
Q. There are other employeesthere who do receive a bonus?-A. Yes.
Q. Who are they?-A. The clerical classes,and the technical men who are
appointed under the Civil Service Commission. They are entitled to bonuses.
The men who are appointed under the current wages system are not entitled
to any bonus.
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Q. Why should a man appointed under the current wage system not
receive a bonus, when other persons doing the same work do receive it?A. Well, they are not doing the same work. The men who are entitled to the
bonus are those who are appointed under the classification of the Civil Service
Commission.

Q. In other words, three or four hundred men were included under the
classification, and with these men, who are ordinary workers in the arsenal,
that is not the case. They were blanketed in?-A. No, these skilled workers were
not blanketed in, and they came under the wagesclassification.
Q. Certain men contend that they are doing exactly the same work as
others who receive a bonus. They are paid about the same wages as those
who receive a bonus, and these men who receive a bonus do not work on Satur-

day afternoons, while the others do work on Saturday afternoons. They have
not got that holiday, and receive the same wages, less the bonus, and do the
same work?-A.

I do not think those are the facts, as I understand them.

Q. That is the point that I have been calling the attention of the department to quite often, and also the attention of the Civil Service Commission, and
the only answer is that those men receiving prevailing rates are not entitled to
bonus?-A.

Yes.

Q. I cannot understand how this system can be fair, when you consider
that those who receive a bonus do the same work, and receive an additional

holiday, while the others are treated in the way I have just mentioned?-A. As
far

as I am aware

I do not think

those facts

are the correct

facts.

There

was

a good deal of dissatisfaction. There has been a good deal of discussionin past
years on that subject, but the conditions as they exist to-day are not those.

To-day all the labouring personnel at the arsenal is on current wages and do
not receive any bonus.

Q. Well, of course,we may differ as to that point. It may not be that they
receive current wages.

I am told that employees of the Dominion

Arsenal

receivehigher wagesthan the current?-A. I think that is quite possible. There
was an inquiry

last winter by the Labour department.

They went down and

they reviewed the wages, and they declared that the wages being paid there
were fully up to the current wages, and that therefore there should be no more

bonus given, and the bonus was discontinued.
Q. To the men receiving prevailing wages?-A. Yes.
Q. At the same time, there are those who have a certain class of permanency. I understand there are employees of that sort in the Dominion arsenal,

that there are perhaps two or three hundred men.-A. No. Would you like to
have the figures?
Q. Yes.-A. There are only 240 employeesat the Dominion arsenal.
Q. That does not include the Cove Field Cartridge Factory?-A. That is
what I am talking about.

Q. The Dominion arsenal is divided in two. There are two buildings in
Quebec. You are aware of that?-A. You are not confusing the Ordnance
Corps at the Citadel?

Q. No.-A. Well, the Dominion arsenal proper has fifteen permanent
employees,and 225 temporary. The 225 temporary are mostly the labouring
and mechanical

staff.

Q. And the 225 receive no bonus at all?-A.

No.

There may be a few

clerical onesin that temporary classwho do receivea bonus,but a very small
number.

Q. That is what createsdissatisfactionamongthe men, becausethere is a
sentimentof jealousy,becausecertain fellows would be receiving a bonus and

the otherswouldnot.-A. Whenthereare any casesof that kind, it shouldbe

remedied,but the principle upon which it is being run is that the mechanical
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staff is being paid current wages, and is not entitled to bonus. That situation

was reviewed by the Labour department that went down to investigate, and a
year ago reported that the rates of wages were fully up to the current rates,
and therefore there was no justification for a bonus.
By the Chairman:

Q. Would they also be entitled to superannuation?-A. No, they are not,
on the present basis, they are paid by the hour.

Q. That is the principle that applies all through the service with temporary employees who are paid prevailing rates. They are not allowed a
bonus, and are not eligible to superannuation.-A. They are not allowed a
bonus, but they w,ould qualify

for retiring allowance.

It is a difficult situation

to meet, but men who are practically permanent should be provided for by the
superannuation, and the test of that is their length of service.
By Mr. Parent:
Q. You have men who have been working there by the hour for fifteen
years?-A. Yes, and under the Calder Act they are entitled to retiring allowance according to length of service. There was a consulting board over three
years ago. You are referring to the bonus question?
Q. I think it is to adjust such cases as you have just mentioned. I do not
know.-A.
I do not think so, but there are people who have been retired at
the arsenal.

Q. It was a special item of about $36,000, the destination of which was
the Dominion arsenal?-A. That was a hold-over from the bonus question, and it may be that that is the cause of the dissatisfaction to which you

have referred, but that is an old question which has now passed away.
Mr. PARENT:It has not passedthe member's attention.
By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. I infer from your remarks that you are very strongly in favour of the
examination as regards appointments?-A.
Yes, in a general way.
Q. How far would you carry that? Do you think the secretary of the

Commission, for instance, should pass an examination before he is appointed?
-A.

I do not see why anybody should not.
Q. Do you think the Commissioners themselves should pass an examination before they are appointed?-A.
Oh, I am sure they have very good qualifications.

By the Chairman:
Q. The opinion is held by a good many of the deputy ministers, I am
informed, that the departments should have the right to select a technical
man, and, if he is satisfactory to the Commission, he should be appointed.
They think that by that means they can get better men. Do you think that
an examination by the Commission is preferable to the selection of a man by

the deputy minister? That seemsto be the point, as I understand it.-A.

I

think the example that I gave just now of the appointment of a technical man
would apply.

Q. You asked for a selection becauseyou did not feel you were competent
to select yourself?-A. No, I felt I was more competent, as far as the technical
appointment was concerned-I was more competent than the Commission,
because I had technical knowledge, but it was the publicity

element.

Q. But take the other man. You wanted a certain man, and you knew
just the man that would suit. Would it not be better in that case that you
should select the man and ask the Commissionersto approve of his appointment-assure them, in other words, that he was qualified?-A. Yes.
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Q. Is there not a chance that both cases may apply, where the deputy
ministers really want the Commission to conduct an examination, and where
also the deputy ministers want to select the man, and want to get the approval
of the Commission?-A. Both cases might apply, and under the present sys-

tem I think they do; that is to say, there are casescoming up where the department may say that " there is a man who is particularly suited to some position." They recommend him. Now, the Commission may take that recom-

mendation, or they may not, at the present time. In past years there was a
feeling that if the department recommendeda man, he would not be appointed.
I think that has gone away quite largely.
Q. You think that the system of co-operation on technical appointments
between deputy ministers and the Commission is very much more evident
to-day; that the deputy ministers are getting satisfactory technical men more
often to-day than when the Act originally came into force?-A.

Yes.

Q. It is only a case of more co-operation to make the Act work very well
with you all?-A. I think so. My experience has been very good in that
respect.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. The Ordnance Corps that you spoke of in Quebec City, do they take
charge of rifles and things like that?-A.
Yes, they take charge of military
stores.

Q. Is there an establishment where the old Ross Rifle factory was?-A.
I am not familiar enough with the geography to say that.
Q. Are you aware that the Ross Rifle has been discarded, as being no
good at all?-A. I do not think I want to give that opinion.
Q. As a matter of fact, is it discarded from the department?-A.
It is
not entirely discarded. It is used still for certain purposes.
Q. Because I was coming to this. If it were no good, as we have heard,there have been a good many representations made to that effect-I do not see
why you would be keeping a good many men repairing them and keeping them
in condition?-A.
The Ordnance Corps keep rifles generally in condition, not
Ross rifles necessarily. They would keep all kinds of rifles in condition.
Q. Are you aware of how many Ross Rifles we have in the City of
Quebec?-A. I do not know exactly, but I dare say there is quite a number of
them.

Q. Oh, yes, many thousands, and a good many men are employed in
keeping them in condition?-A. The Ross Rifles are issued at the present
time for certain training purposes, but they are not the standard rifle.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Are there many caseswhere the recommendationhas been made by the
department and has not been accepted by the Commission?-A. I could not
say the number, but there have been cases.

The CHAIRMAN:Are you speaking of technical appointments?
Mr.

DRUMMOND:

Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. In the public interest, you do not favour the application entirely of the
responsibility of your department in favour of the Commission?-A. There
is danger always to be looked at in the case of a departmental appointment.
The Departmental officer has the good of the service at heart. There is no
doubt about that.

He is looking for the most efficient service.

The Com-

mission is looking at it in a general way, and it is just possible that the
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Commission,from the large numberof applicationsthat they have,may have
a better appointmentin hand than the department. That is just possible.
Q. Have they the knowledgethat the departmenthas of what the department requires?-A. No, I do not think their knowledge is as much of the
special requirements of the department as the department has, and they have
to rely on the department for a statement of what the requirements are.
By the Chairman:

Q. You say that there have been some caseswhere recommendationshave
been made by the department that have not been acted upon by the Commission. Would you be prepared to say there are half a dozen, or how many?
-A.

Half

a dozen

or more?

By Mr. Parent:

Q. Or less?-A. Well, I have to deal with the individual department,
becauseI have not been with the Militia long. Not many cases-possibly half
a dozen.

Q. More or less?-A. More or less, somewherearound there.
Q. Out of how many, about?-A. Out of a large number.
Q. Over 200?-A.

Yes.

Q. Did you ever sit on any appeal board as far as classification is concerned?-A.

No.

Q. Did you delegateyour powers to any one to sit on the appeal board?
-A. No, except that there was one member of the appeal board chosenby the
deputy ministers, I think. I know they were consulted in some way as to
the nomination of one memberon the appeal board.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Did you take part in that conference of deputy ministers last year,
for the purpose of making recommendations?-A. Yes, I was written to and
asked if I had any remarks to make.

Q. You did not have any part in framing the report?-A.

No.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Has there ever been any one in your department who has been asked
to make an investigation, or make a report or recommend certain things in
rgard to reorganization or reconstruction of your department?-A. Well, in a
general way, the officers of the department have taken a very active part.
Q. What I mean is, has any one man in your department, the head clerk
or any other one, been asked by your department to make any special report
upon reorganization, or anything that would make your department more
effective?-A. I do not think so, not in that formal manner.

Q. You would be awareif sucha man existed?-A.Yes,exceptthat the

deputy minister relies on the assistant deputy for questions of organization in a
general way.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Do you find that under the 1919Act, your staff is as efficient as it was
under the 1908 Act?-A.

Oh, yes.

Q. All things considered,soldiers' preference,and so on?-A. Yes. I think
that is largely a matter of administration and of getting the efficiency of your
staff.

Q. Do you get it under the presentsystem?-A. Yes.
Q. Still you cannot do anything for your officials. The deputy minister

has no power. All the power rests with the Commission.-A. Oh, no, the
deputy minister hashis power of recommendation.
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Q. We havebeentold herethat it washard to pleasetwo masters,andwhile

the officer is willing to conform to the rules of the department, he is looking

elsewherefor promotion?-A. I think the officer feels that he has to get the
recommendationof his department for promotion.

Q. Can he get it without your department?-A. He can, but he is not
likely to.

Q. Many people have been appointed from the outside who were not
recommendedby the department?-A. Yes, many appointments have been
made.

Q. Generally speaking, were those satisfactory?-A. Yes.
Q. As to the manual staff, labour classes,are you favourable to the exemption of that class from the Civil Service Commission?-A.

Yes, I am.

By Mr. Drummond:
Q. We have been given to understand that in some of the departments
certain men have been asked by the deputy minister to make a report in
regard to the reorganization, or in some other way add to the general efficiency
of the department, and that those men have made a report to that effect, and
that that report has beenthrown out or suppressed. Do you know of anything
to that effect that has transpired in your department?-A. No.
Witness

retired.

The Committee adjourned until 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, Mav

8, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada resumed at
8 p.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding.
Mr. F. A. ACLANDcalled, sworn and examined.
The CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, the first witness to-nigrht is Mr
By the Chairman:
Q. Your full name is?-A.

Acland.

Fred Albert Acland.

Q. And your position?-A. Deputy Minister of Labour, and King's Printer.
Q. How long have you been in the service of the Canadian Government?-

A. I entered the Service on March 1, 1907, as Secretary of the department,

becamedeputy in the following year, and then I was askedto take the King's
Printership in addition in June, 1921, Of course, it was understood at that
time, not performing all the functions of King's Printer.
Q. In what year did you enter the Service?-A. 1907.
Q. Have you a statement that you wish to make, or do you wish to begin

with examination?-A. I haveno completestatement,but I thought that if you
wished,I might outline someof the duties of the two departments. It may
throw somelight on someaspects. The Departmentof Labour was established
in 1900as a branchof the Post Officedepartment,and was understoodto devote
itself chiefly to the gatheringof labour statistics, that is, statistics chiefly of
interestto labour; alsoto administerthe Fair Wagesresolutionpassedby the
Houseof Commonsin 1900,and the ConciliationAct of that time, which should
not be confusedwith the Industrial Disputes Act of later years. In 1903the
Railway DisputesAct was enactedand placedunder the chargeof the Minister
administering the department, the Postmaster General. In 1907 the Industrial

DisputesInvestigationAct was enacted,and I becamethe registrar. Perhaps
I shouldsay that the registrarshipwas identifiedwith the deputyship;and
whenI becameDeputy Minister of Labour I becameregistrar of the Board of
5~49
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Conciliation and Investigation, and the two divisions have been running together
ever since. In 1909 the Department of Labour was erected into a separate
portfolio. The statistical work as to wages and prices particularly was considerably enlarged. In 1918, the Employment Offices Co-ordination Act was
enacted and placed under the administration

of the Minister of Labour.

That

Act I dare say you will understand, entails co-operation between the Federal
and provincial governments, and we have to distribute money to the provinces
in proportion to population, and their work is done in connection with the
employment service. In 1919 the Technical Education Act was enacted. That
also is an Act which provides for co-operation between the Federal and Provincial governments, and under that the department is entitled to distribute
not more than I think at present, si,100,000, if it is earned by the provinces in
proportion again to their population, and subject to certain other conditions. In
1922 of the Annuities Aft was transferred from the Post Office department to the
care of the Minister of Labour. Incidentally, other work was done from time to
time. During the war the allowances to munition workers overseas were paid
through the department, and during the winters of 1920-21 and 1921-22 unemployment grants were distributed. The total number of employees of the
department at 31st March, 1910, was 27 permanents, 5 temporaries and 51 parttime, a total of 83. The total number of positions in the department at March
31, 1922, were 124 permanents, 41 temporaries, and 51 part-time, a total of 221.

The total positions at March 31, 1923, numbered 97 permanent, 3 temporary
and 56 part-time, a total of 156. The total expenditures, all votes, were in
1910-11, $146,527; 1921-22, $1,884.933; 1922-23, $2,215,779. It is proper to note
that the two later years include heavy disbursements on account of unemploy-

ment,namely,$500',000
for the winterof 1920-21
and$900,000
andslightlyover
for

the

winter

of 1921-22.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Now then, Mr. Acland, that covers the scope of your department.A. That is the Labour department,
Bureau

I was going to touch upon the Printing

in the same way.

Q. I would be very happy if you would give a very short synopsisof the
Printing Bureau, the number of employees in it, in the same manner, permanents, temporaries, and part-times, and that will give us an idea?-A. I do
not think there are any part-time employeesthere. I have not it quite in that
form, I have a little statement here which was prepared for other purposes. I
can run through it in the way I have it prepared, or would you prefer to cut
that

out?

Q. I am very much interested in knowing the work of the department.A. I think it might bear on the questionsyou might ask.
Q. Very well, but we want to save as much time as we can.-A. Yes.
Perhaps you would like to go on with the Department of Labour. I do not
know that I need touch upon the Bureau.
By the Chairman:

Q. Could you more briefly outline the work of the Bureau?-A. I do not
intend reading all this report, this was prepared for other purposes,and I thought
I could take the total staff of the Bureau, all branches,which ranges from 675
to 735.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. What is that, please?-A. It ranges,it has rangedduring the past two
or three years from 675 to 735. This is over 400 less than the number four

yearsago'. The WagesBill, includingthe salariesvotedin the Civil Government, for the month of March 1923 was $97,540.90,for 705 employees.I
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have no object in reading anything more, unless you wish it.

I have jotted

down a few remarks as to the views regarding any alleged or apparent weaknesses in connection with the Service. If you like, I will go on with this.
By the Chairman:
Q. We are investigating the Act, and we would be glad to have you express

your opinion first, and then there will be some questions.-A. With regard to
the question of weaknessesin the present Civil Service Act or legislation, it
will be understood that any remarks offered are not intended to be in the
nature

of criticisms

of the

Civil

Service

Commission.

The

relations

of

the

department with the Civil Service Commission are good and I have had no
reason at any time to doubt the desire on the part of the Commissioners and
as a rule the

officers

of the

Commission

to administer

the Civil

Service

Act

in

a reasonable spirit and, so far as possible in the public interest, any difficulty
appearing as inherent in the nature of the statute.
The principal difficulty undoubtedly lies in the highly intensive system of
classification, which is regarded without, I think, exception on the part of the
deputy ministers and at least many of the higher officers as being cumbersome
and tedious, lacking in any feature of elasticity and opposed generally to the

principles of expedition, efficiency and economy. A return to a simpler system
would be desirable; whether this should be done by legislation or if the existing
statute might not be so interpreted as greatly to reduce the number of classifications is a point on which I hesitate to speak positively.
Section 42,

paragraph 2, would seem to give large authority to the Commissionerswith
respect to the type of classification that shall be imposed 'on the service.
There would seem to be no reason why under this section an army of officers

now distributed over perhaps hundreds of classifications might not be included
under a general classification of clerks, first, second and third -class, with
perhaps sub-divisions or possibly some of the titles of the existing classes such
as head clerk, chief clerk, principal clerk, senior clerk and junior clerk,
being retained but covering far larger numbers of officers than those now
embraced within these titles. These classes might be graded. If subtitles are

deemedby the department concernedto be desirable these might be arranged
by the department itself. Technical officers might be separated from other
classes, but equally arranged in grades or divisions.
PROMOTIONS

Under the present system or practice where a vacancy arises the Civil
Service Commission asks if any officer is recommended for promotion, and there

is little to complain of in this system. In so far as my experiencegoes, the
departmental recommendation is accepted by the Commission. A simplification of classification would tend to facilitate promotion. Officers of approximately equal standing might be more freely than is possible under the
existing intensified classification, employed at different kinds of work and
placed at new work within the limits of a branch, or might be moved from one
branch to another within the same department even if the branches are not in

the same city. Greater elasticity than now obtains in these matters would, by

permittingthe promotionof officers,frequentlyavertthe necessityof bringing
in outsiders.

The duties attaching to the position which the promoted officer

had vacated might frequently be combined with those of another position.
Work in different departments changes necessarily from time to time, and an
elasticity of the kind suggestedwould tend at once to convenience,efficiency and
economy. There should be, too, some means of advancing a clerk beyond the
maximum of a low grade for faithful and highly efficient work without calling
him or her from the duties they are efficiently performing.
[Mr.
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APPOINTMENTS

Regarding appointments to new positions, there is much to be said from

the point of view of convenience,expedition, economy and efficiency, for the
view that all technical officersand all officers with salaries of say $2,400or over
should be appointed by the minister, subject to a certificate from the Civil
Service Commission as to competency. There is of coursethe alleged objection
that ministerial authority in such matters represent political patronage, and
since this view has been rightly or wrongly somewhat firmly inbedded in the
public mind, it cannot be overlooked. References have been made before the
Committee to the accepted principles of responsible government, and it would

seem in fact as if those principles alone regarded would justify, if not require,
liiat ministers responsibleto Parliament and to the people for the doing of the
Government and its employees should have the right of selecting Government

officers. But no principle can safely be pressedtoo far.

Government is con-

ducted by compromise, not by logic. It is necessary to find therefore a course
in this matter which will to a reasonable degree meet the principle on the one

hand of responsible government and on the other hand will avoid the evils of
political patronage. The administration of the day under existing conditions
has exclusive authority

with

respect to

the

appointment

of

lieutenant

governors, senators, judges, high commissioners and civil service and other
commissioners, and deputy ministers, and is responsible to Parliament for the
same. There is no clear evidence that the public is dissatisfied with the results
of this system, but it is objected that direct appointments in the Government

service below the rank of deputy minister would be a reversion to political
patronage and must not be allowed, even though there is much ground for
bplieving it would bring increased efficiency. It is extremely doubtful, however, if any administration would desire to take the responsibility of a
reversion to the system of direct appointment for the considerable number of

positions in the public service of the classes indicated, and it is not here
suggested that the present system be in this respect amended, otherwise than in

that the authority with respect to these classes of civil service appointments
should be shared by the department and the Civil

Service Commission, the

department, if it so desires, naming the person for appointment, and the
Commission, if approving, certifying as to competency, any refusal of certificate
to be reported to Council; Council to have power to appoint without a
certificate.

That is all I have prepared. If there are any questions I would be glad
to answer

them

if I am able to.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You say that in the caseof promotions, that the recommendationof the
Department of Labour is practically always accepted. Would it not be very
much simpler if, in all cases of promotion, the deputy minister dealt with them
himself?-A.
It would be more convenient, undoubtedly.

Q. It would save a considerable amount of time- and red tape?-A. It
would

save time.

Q. Now, your department covers a certain number of positions in the
class of part time and temporaries. What have you to say with reference,for
instance, to the exemption of these labouring forces from the operation of the
Act? Do you believe that the system, that the merit system can be applied?
-A. As far as the Department of Labour is concerned,there are no labour

positions. We havepart-time employees,
and I may say evenbeforethey were

formally exempted,they are minor positions covering salaries only of $150 to
$250, and the Commission really allowed us to appoint them. We reported
the appointments and they never troubled us.
[Mr.
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Q. You make them yourself?-A. We simply madethe appointmentsourselves.

Q. And that would be in one year 51, and in another year 51, and this

year 56?-A. No, we do not make appointments
every year. Someof these
menholding thesepositionshave beenin them since 1900. There may be four
or five changesin the courseof a year.

Q. Take, for instance,the positionssuch as a lighthouse-keeper
and wharfingersand charwomen,foremenand the like, do you think that the merit system
asappliedby the Civil ServiceCommission,or asunderstoodunderthe operation
of the Civil Service Commission, is applicable for the appointment of these

people?-A. I am sorry, but it is so far out of the touch of my departmentthat

I should not desire to express a view on this. As far as our own part-time
employeesand others are concerned,I find it a very n;reatadvantage, and we
take care that there can be no objection to the appointments that we make.
Q. Since you have had the appointment of these part-time employees,have
you found that the number has increased, the number of appointments?-A.
We have made no change in the manner of appointment, really, and there has
been no increase

in number.

Q. Do you think that a competitive examination can be resorted to for the

appointmentof the labouring classessuch as I mentioneda momentago?-A.
Not with any advantage, I think.

Q. Do you think that a demonstration of skill could be asked for in the
appointment of a boiler maker, a plumber, a steam-fitter, or lighthouse-keeper?
-A. I think the person charged with the appointment should have some means
of satisfying himself that the person appointed had the requisite skill.
Q. You mean the party who would have the appointment, the officer in

chargeof that particular department?-A. If he were in charge, with authority
to make appointments, he should make, and no doubt would make, the necessary
enquiries.
Q. And the only way to make these appointments would be for the person
in charge to make a personal investigation, and to find out if the people recommended to him possessedthe proper requirements?-A, I should judge that would

be the proper course. We have not had positions precisely of that type, but
we have had other positions and we have done our utmost always to assureourselvesthat the persons appointed had all the qualifications which we needed.
Q. As to appointments to clerical positions, these undoubtedly must be by
competitive

examination?-A.

All the lower classes.

Q. I mean clerical positions. You have stated that once you get to the
administrative or technical positions, these should be amongthose that you leave
to the responsibility of the deputy minister. Now, in casesof statutory increases
and sick leave and the other incidentals of departmental administration do

you think that the deptuy minister has sufficientscopeand sufficientauthority
to exercisehis responsibility?-A. As to statutory increases,I do not find any

difficulty. Thereis a little formula to go through,but I do not think in a small

department,
at least,it is very serious.As to sick leaveand so forth, it is a
very difficult questionindeed,and personallyI am rather glad to have part of

the responsibilityin that directionplacedon the Civil ServiceCommission,
sothat certainregulations
maybedrawnup, moreor lessapplicable
to the wholeservice.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. As regards the Printing Bureau, You employ men of the unions?-A.
Undoubtedly. They may be members of a union.
Q. Then there must be a difference in the appointment there with the rest

of the service. Does that comein as an additional qualification, or is there a
differencein the appointment?-A. No, they are under the Civil Service Commission, and have been for seven vears.
[Mr.
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Q. But they must have that qualification, they must be membersof the
Labour Union?-A. I have neverheardso. As I say, all appointmentsnow are
in the hands of the Civil Service Commission.

I have never heard that the

Commissionmade that exactionor requirement;I feel quite confidentthey did
not.

Q. You mean they do not demand that?-A. I feel quite confident no such
question is raised. I would not be aware, personally.
Q. I will accept your reply, but it comes as a surprise to me.?-A. It is
a surprise to me to hear that anyone supposed that membership in a union is
a necessary qualification.

Q. I do not mind stating that I have beentold often that no man need apply
there unless he is a member of the Union.-A.
They must apply to the Commission, not to the Bureau. I may say that I am not very closely in touch with
that aspect of Printing Bureau matters. These matters are handled by the
director who is on the ground.
Q. There is something else I would like to ask you, Mr. Aclancl. You are
aware of a list of classes,positions which have been recommended by the departments for exemption from the operation of the Civil Service Act?-A. Yes.
Q. I note that under the Department of Labour, you have there mentioned
positions relating to the adjustment of labour disputes, wage investigator, junior
wage investigator, and correspondent to the Labour Gazette. In a general v>ay,
what

would

be the reason

for

that

recommendation?-A.

This

was some three

years ago, of course, that we endeavoured, under the Spinney Bill, to have tic.:
officers who were known as fair wage officers included within the classes who

should be appointed without regard-or rather, who should be free of the Commission. The Commission did not agree with us, and we were unable to get that
liberty.
Q. You were agreeing to this proposal?-A. We were endeavouring to have
these classes excluded from the Civil Service Commission, by agreement with
the Commissioners, but they did not agree with us.
Q. That would mean that in your opinion a certain class of employees
should be exempted from the jurisdiction of the Civil Senrice Commission?-A.
As far as the Department of Labour was concerned, we asked particularly for
these higher officers: then AVCasked also for the lower officers, because really I
do not

think

the

Commission

wanted

to bother

with

them.

We

did not

want

to be entangled with the Commission over the appointment of a correspondent
of only $150 or $200 a year, and they never bothered about that. As to the
others, they refused. We thought there that the minister and the department
wiere the only ones who could be sure that the person appointed was going to he
a man fit for the work, and we could secure a man with infinitely less trouble
and expense and be far surer the man secured was the man adapted for the
work. We did not carry our point. That was about three years ago, between
two and three years ago.
By the Chairman:

O. These men are investigators?-A. Yes, these men comeinto contact with
employers and workers and recmire to be men of particular tact and ability,
men able to addressa large gathering if need be, men who have to show discretion, and to haA'e fairly broad vision generally.

We do not want to have

a position of that kind advertised,there are many objectionsto it.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. What weresomeof the objectionsthat you had to the advertising?-A.
The chief objection would be that we would get flooded, perhaps, with applications, or the Commission would, from people who would resent the fact that
[Mr.
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they were not selected, and it would tend largely, we thought,-the minister
thought and I agreedwith him-that it would help to injure his work at a later
period.

Q. It is too great publicity?-A.

Yes, we thought that a very important

point.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. And you were quite satisfiedthat you would get competentmen without going through that routine?-A. I feel confident now that we ourselves
could do better in securing an appointment of that kind. The Commission
might send us a good man, but if we had not the privilege of recommending.
and being pretty sure of getting that man, I think we would be likely to get
one inferior to the one we had picked out.
By Mr. Chevricr:

Q. These men are practically in the position of technical men?-A. Yes.
Q. And therefore you feel, and I agree with you, that you are better
judges of their qualifications and better able to select them than having them
selectedthrough the Civil Service Commission?-A. I think so.
By the Chairman:

Q. They are really more difficult men to select than technical men?-A.
Yes, more difficult than many technical positions. A certain technical knowledge is required for a technical officer, but more than that is required for an
officer

of that

kind.

The CHAIRMAN: It is a very unusual position, of course.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Are you connectedwith the Printing Bureau also?-A. I was asked in
June, 1921, to become King's Printer.
It was understood that I should not
perform-could not, of course-all the functions of a King's Printer, and it was
thought that the arrangement might be temporary.
Q. In that connection, I meant to say this. Are you in a position to say
whether the appointment of pressmen and press feeders and linotype operators,
all those

men

who must

have

a certificate

of fitness

in their

own

trade

before

they can be employed as such, do you think that the appointment of these men
should be left to the Civil Service Commission or should they be left to the
deputy minister or the one in charge of the Bureau?-A.
If you limit only

the classesI suggested,you could not exempt classesas low as that, they would
not fall within the class of technical positions.
Q. You mentioned yourself, of your own volition, that the technical men

should be exempted?-A. Yes.
Q. I then asked you what you thought of exempting such positions as
were not susceptible to competitive examination, and I am asking you now if
you think that pressmen, press feeders, linotype operators, monotype operators, and the like of these positions are susceptible to competitive examination,
and should
tion?

for that

reason

be left

to the

Civil

Service

Commission

for

By the Chairman:
Q. What is the procedure now, in selecting these mechanics?-A.

selec-

I am not

able to inform you closely on that point. The appointments are in the hands
of the Civil Service Commission, and they take their own means. They have,

I understand,eligible lists as a rule, and I am quite sure it is not necessary

for them to go through the form of competition and so forth, but most of the
men are fairly well known, I think, around town here, who becomefitted for
these positions.
[Mr. Acland.J
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That is, they are very well known, or they are rather well known to,
say, Mr. Draper, but they would be practically unknown to the officer of the
Commission-the Assignment branch of the Commission?-A. That, of course.
I am unable to say.

Q. And if these men all possessedcertificates of fitness before they could
becomefull-fledged operators, would it not be an economy in time and in other
ways to let Mr. Draper make his own selections?-A. No doubt it would be
an economyof time and it would be a convenience. There may be some other
features to be placed against that, and we must make certain sacrifices in the
way of convenience,perhaps, even of time. You have to weigh these advantages and disadvantages,I suppose,and make the best of it.
Q. Let us follow that further. You see some reasonsfor saying there must
be some advantage, but one must make some sacrifices. What sacrifice do
you mean?-A. Sacrifice of convenience.
Q. You would sacrifice convenience-.-A.
It would, no doubt, be convenient to appoint a man yourself, as in the case of the Fair AVage officers in
the Department of Labour. That is a convenience.
Q. You would be sacrificing convenience for what? What would be the
reason of that sacrifice?-A. I suppose you have a certain satisfaction in having
the Commission take the responsibility for these officers. If things go wrong,
it is not ;>H(>Lrother
your fault.
0. Whose fault, when you say "yours"?-A.
It would not be the fault of
the officers of the Bureau, for instance, if some of the persons sent them by the

Civil Sen-ice Commission were not up to the mark.
Q. But then, it would be incumbent upon them not to keep them?-A.
Yes.

Q. And with all the good will and the honesty of purpose that the Commission might exercise,a man not entirely fitted for the position could be sent,
and then would have to be returned?-A. No doubt. That applies equally in
the clerical staffs of the different departments. We have had that happen.
Q. And if a man is allowed to select his own appointees, would it not be
an improvement?-A. I am unable to say.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Your department is organized for the purpose of promoting the interests of labour throughout Canada. That is a fact, is it not?-A. I do not know,

but that would be included at any rate in the objects.
Q. And I supposethat as far as your department possibly can, you co-operate with labour forces and try to reflect the considered and best opinion of

labour in Canada?-A. We are undoubtedlyin constanttouch with the representatives of labour, but we are also in constant touch with the representatives
of the employers.

Q. Then, is your function simply that of peace maker, or is it the larger
function that I suggestedat the outset?-A. We are not simply peacemakers,
because,as I mentioned at the beginning, we do a large amount of work other
than having to do with industrial disputes. We have many functions. The relation to industrial disputes is one of them, and I supposein common with the
Government at large, perhaps a little larger share is placed on the Department
of Labour for promoting the interests of the working classes.

Q.
mately
Q.
Q.

Could you give us an idea of about how many people in Canada approxiare classified within the forces of so-called labour?-A. About 250,000.
People in Canada?-A. About 250,000members of organized labour.
But I am not speaking about organized labour. How many people in

Canada altogether,I mean,with their families, would be the total labouring
[Mr.
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population of Canada? Can you give me an idea?-A. I supposeyou can generally count one out of five of the population in Canada. Where we have a
larger proportion of men it would be larger than that.
Q. It would be about two million people?-A. Yes, but that would have to
include the farming population.
Q. Now, you have mentioned that the Printing Bureau comes under your
jurisdiction?-A. In a measureonly.
Q. I understand that the Civil Service Commission conducted an investigation into the working of the Printing Bureau some few years ago?-A. Yes.
Q. And reorganized and simplified the work of that department eliminating

much unnecessarypersonnel?-A. They cut away several hundred employees.
I had nothing to do with the Bureau at that time.
Q. Have you had occasion to call in the services of the Civil Service Commission in order to assist you in the work of reorganization of your particular

department?-A. You mean, the Printing Bureau?
Q. No, your own department?-A. We are in constant touch with them.
Q. I mean for reorganization purposes?-A. No.
Q. Now, I want to ask you at the outset about another matter.

Does your

department favour an application to any extent of the Whitley principle in the
Civil Service?-A.

Of course, I have only to do with the Department of Labour,

and, as I have said, the Printing Bureau. I have heard nothing in the Department of Labour requesting the Whitley council, nor have I heard any repreeentations of any kind from the Printing Bureau.

Q. Do I understand you correctly to say that as far as you are personally
concerned,you would not be favourable to the introduction of that principle?
-A. I have not said that. I have said that with regard to the two departments
of which I have real knowledge, we have no demand for it.

Q. I am speaking of your department and no other?-A. As to the other
departments, I am not able to speak for them. I can mention that perhaps
some two or three years ago the matter was up in connection with the Post
Office department.

Q. I only want your view with regard to your own department. You
understandme-without referenceto any other department?-A. Well, it would
seem to me to be unreasonable for the Government to force a Whitley council
on a department. It has not been requested.
Q. You see no necessity for it at the present time?-A. It has not been
suggestedin the Department of Labour.

Q. Do you think that in another form it could be of service in your department?-A. Well, I know of no difficulties in the department. If there were
difficulties, of course there might be, but I know of no difficulties.

Q. So if it were formed now, it would simply be for reorganization purposes. It is unnecessarynow?-A. I know of no necessity for it.
Q. And as far as the future is concerned, you are prepared to let that take
care of itself?-A.
I cannot say what will happen in the future.
Q. Do I take i*- that for the present at least you are not favourable to the
introduction of the Whitley principle in the Labour department?-A.
I am

neither favourablenor unfavourable. As far as the departmentis concerned,
the question has never been raised.

Mr. SHAW: But I am raising the question now.
By the Chairman:

0. Let me point out. Mr. Acland, that you complained at the outset of your

remarks about classification?-A.

Yes.

Q. That difficulty that you complain of must also exist in the minds of the
civil servants in your department?-A. It may.
[Mr.
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Q. Now, Mr. Shaw's question is relative to the Whitley council, or some
other form of council. You say that you know of no difficulties, and yet your
first complaint was one of classification?-A.

The difficulties as to classification

are difficulties under the Civil Service Act, and officials of the department dealing with the Civil Service Commission, that is to say, an internal difficulty
among the officers of the department, and one that would be the occasion of
disputation betweenofficers of the department of one rank and those of another
rank. I do not seehow a Whitley council would help in removing any defects
in the classification, but, if it would, why, certainly I would have a Whitley
council or anything else.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Then, as far as you are concerned,I would be putting it fairly by saying
that you see no necessity for the introduction of any Whitley council at the
present time?-A. In the Department of Labour, no.
Q. Now, if I understand you correctly, Mr. Acland, you do not seriously
object to the Civil Service Commission making the promotions in your department, and making the appointments to all positions, including the positions
involving technical skill. Is that your attitude?-A.
I see no objection to the
Commission making promotions, provided they accept the recommendations, a?
they have done so far as I know. I presume that if we were to make an
unreasonable recommendation they would reject it. As to the higher positions,
I think the department should have more to say regarding the filling of those.
Q. Well, with regard to the technical positions, your department has something to say, has it not?-A.
I know of nothing.
Q. I mean, in the event that an advisory council is called for the purpose
of ascertaining the man best fitted for the position?-A.
I do not know that
we would be necessarily consulted.
Q. Would any representative of your department be consulted?-A.
Where it is filled by promotion, of course they ask us, but where it is an outsider, I do not remember that I have been consulted.
Q. Now, have you any complaint, Mr. Acland, with regard to any promotions made in your department, or with regard to the filling of any technical
positions in your department?-A.
No complaint whatever with regard to promotions that have been made. As to technical positions, of course we have
very few of them.
Q. So that you would not have any complaint in connection with that?A. No.

Q. Now, just one other matter, Mr. Acland.

Last year a large number ol

positions-so-called labour positions-were exempted from the operation of
the Civil Service Act.

Are you in favour of that exemption?-A.

I think it is

an advantage.

Q. Do you concur in the recommendation as far as all the positions were
concerned,that were exempted?-A. I have not studied them very closely, but
I have a very general knowledge of the nature of the positions in question, and
I think it was reasonable that they should all be included.
Q. Are any of these positions susceptible of competitive examination, to

your knowledge?-A. WTell,I supposethey would be, but it would be a ven
laborious, a somewhat expensive, and I think unnecessary process. You could

have a competitive examination say as to a plumber, or a boilermaker, or a
carpenter, but it would hardly be reasonable.
Q. You would therefore leave those in the hands of the man in charge of
the work-the superintendent or some officer of the department?-A. As has
been done.
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Q. Yes, and you realize of course, I suppose, that the practice is, as I
understand it, that the superintendent, or the officer of the department, secures:
his recommendations from either the sitting member, or the defeated candidate,
or some local committee?--A. I have read that, but we have none in the Department of Labour. You know, it was a general practice. I may say that we have
clone so, sometimes in the case of a distant riding, a distant part of the country,
even with regard to a minor position, such as correspondent of the Labour
Gazette.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In the West, or in the East?-A.

Either way.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. There is a difference between appointments by the Civil Service Com-

missionto the position such as you suggest,and the appointment by the department, under the circumstances. We have suggested that in the case of the Commission there is publicity, and everybody has an opportunity for the job,
whereas in the case of the departmental officer he must consult members of
Parliament, or defeated candidates, or somebody of that kind, and that necessarily there would only be a limited number that would meet with the approval
of any one of these men or organizations.-A.
He would no doubt have discretion and would exercise discretion in the appointment, and would not appoint
a man who was not fitted for the job.
Q. In other words, in the latter case which I have mentioned, might not
political considerations enter into it, whereas in the case of the Civil Service
Commission they would not enter into it?-A. In the case of the Civil Service
Commission

I do not know

that

that

would

enter

into

it at all.

In

the case of

the appointments by the department it might happen that the man appointed
might be of the same politics as the Government

Q. That would not hurt him, but the point I want to bring out is this, that
in the one case the opportunity is extended to everybody, and in the latter case
it is only extendedto a limited number. That is the fact.-A. That is a question
of high policy, of course.

Q. I just want to ask you, do you know, Mr. Acland, what is the attitude of
labour organizations,we will say the Trades and Labour Council of Canada, with
rcgarcl to the exemption of the labouring classesof Canada from the operation
of the Civil ServiceAct?-A. To my knowledge,they have made no representation to the Minister of Labour on the subject.

Q. Well then, would you say this, that these humble positions, if we may
call them such, should be the ones that should be protected from any political

considerationsentering into the appointment?-A. That would not be a matter
in which an official
of the Government
matter for Parliament
to decide.

after

all

should

deal

Q. Well, I am asking you your view with regard to this.

with.

That

is a

We are here to

investigate the operation of the Act?-A. We should get the best men we could
/or the position if it was left to us, and take the best recommendationsthat
\ve

can.

Q. Do you think that as far as these exemptedlabouring positions are concerned,that that is the class of position w*hichshould receive the greatest protection? I mean, rather I should say, needthe protection most against any fault
there may be in political patronage?-A. Of course,we get representationson a
great many subjects from labour organizations, and I think, if they felt they
were being injured by this system, we would have heard from them.

I have

heardof no word suggestingthat they were being injured.
[Mr.
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Q. You have receivedno complaintsin the department?-A. Not one.
Q. I think you havealreadystatedthat you havevery few that comeunder
the exemptedclasses?-A. We have nonein the Departmentof Labour. There
are a few in the Printing Bureau, but still I think our department is one of the
first to receive complaints of that kind.
Q. Have you heard any complaint that in the exemptedclasseswhere preference allowedby law to returned soldiers has not beenregarded?-A. We have not

had any word from the Trades and Labour organizations.
Q. From any organization?-A. I have seenreferenceto it. We may have

had an occasionalcommunication,but not many. They would not cometo us.
They would be likely to go to the S.C.R. department, but I have seen correspondencein newspapers,etc., that did not come to us as a rule.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You signed the deputy minister's report made on the 30th of June, 1922?
-A.

I did.

Q. Up to the present time, have you bad occasion to change your mind, or
do you still concur in every one of the recommendations?-A. I signed it, and
I would sign it again.
Q. Now then, you talked about the reorganization of the Printing Bureau,
and that a large number of clerks had been dismissed.-A. Not clerks.
Q. 1 meac employees?-A. Employees.
Q. Had been dismissed by reason of the reclassification, and the argument is
that that has meant a considerable saving of money. Can you say the amount
that was necessitated for the payment of gratuities to these men who were
retired?--A.

I think

I have

it.

Q. And can you also give a statement of the capitalized annuities that that
represents?-A. I cannot give you all that information, but I have a little of it
here, I think. There was a reduction of staff. The actual number of employees
retired was 355, whose annual salaries at the time of retirement totalled $490,000
odd. The cost of gratuities and other allowances for retiring officials amounted
for the same year to $81,000. Also the reorganization entailed considerable
expenditure by way of new equipment, estimated at about $166,000. The amount

appearing in the Auditor General'sreport as paid to the Arthur Young Company
on account of the reorganization was approximately $14,500. Of course there
is the annual depreciation. I do not know how much is put in for that.

Q. That is, for gratuities, $81,000. Then there were a large number retired
under the Calder Act?-A.
Not a very large number .
Q. A considerable number?-A. Yes, during the last couple of years.
Q. As a result of this reorganization, a certain number were retired under

the Calder Act.

Have you any idea of the amount which these capitalized

annuities would represent?-A.

I have not really got the calculation.

Q. Are you awarethat out of the 355 men who went out then, that a certain
proportion, a certain number, have already been taken back again?-A. I have
heard that

some were back.

Q. So that it is not quite a fair statement to make, to say that because 355

employeeswent out, the Government has benefited to the extent of a saving of
$490,000?-A. I did not make the statement. That figure was their salaries at
that time. I shall not say a word in favour, or otherwise,in connection with the
reorganization. I had nothing to do with it.
Q. But the statement is that as a result of this reclassification in the
Printing Bureau, a large annual saving in money has been achieved, and the
figures used are that the salaries have been reduced $500,000.-A. I have seen
large figures given.
[Mr.
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Q. But nevertheless, there are a large number of employees that have
returned to work since these dismissals took place?-A. The number remains
substantially between four and five hundred less,of course,than in 1918 or 1919.
Q. But in 1918 that was the peak year. That was the time the Printing
Bureau did a tremendous amount of printing, an abnormal amount of printing,
for instance, for all the Militia formulse, and the certificates used for the soldiers,
and all the military forms.-A. I am aware of that, generally speaking, although
I had nothing to do with it, that they had reached a large figure, and had an
enormous amount of special work.

Q. But there was not a very great difference in the personnelof the Printing Bureau compared with the present time?-A. In 1910 and 1911 I think it
was a little higher than it is now. I have the figures somewhere. I think that
on March 31, 1911, there were 850.

Q. But the classification took place when the Printing Bureau was loaded
to its peak, due to war operations?-A. Presumably, but of courseI was not in
the Bureau. I knew nothing about the Bureau at that time, so I cannot speak
with any authority.

Q. But you know that that is the fact. Now, then, this classification and
reorganization in the Printing Bureau that was so ably conducted by Griffenhagen & Young, is that complete?-A. They went away long ago.
Q. That does not mean that they completed the work?-A. Of course,
again, I had nothing to do with them. They could have stayed longer. In a
great institution of that kind, you can keep on organizing and improving.
Q. Are you aware that at present the department is being circularized to
find out, as required by the statute and the regulations that go with it, of th<>.

Civil Service Commission-that the Printing Bureau is being circularized to
determine and find out the names of those who went overseas, and the names

of those who did not go, and the reasonswhy they did not go?-A. I have not
heard of it.

Q. If that were so, if that was going on now, would not that be a requirement precedent to the determining of the permanent positions in the Printing
Bureau, to make permanent in the Printing Bureau, such employees as are
now temporary?-A.
Well, there is of course a proposition which looks to the

making permanent of those who are not permanent at the present time, who
are in somewhatinvidious and difficult positions, and my officers of the Bureau
had a conferencesomeweeks ago with the Commission to try and get over that
difficulty.
Q. Is not the difficulty due to the fact that the classification was not com-

pleted,in that this censuswas not taken at the time to enablethe proper
order in council to be passed, which would now enable the Commission to be

able to at once make permanentan employeethat is now temporary? In
other words, does not that show that the reorganization and classification in

the Printing Bureau was not completed?-A. I think the reorganizersshould
haveleft that questiondetermined,but then perhapsthey were interrupted in
their work.

I do not know.

Q. I think they wereinterrupted,and quite properlyso,by beingpushed
back over the frontier.-A. I do not suggestthat they shouldhave been
retained longer than they were retained.

Q. But this masterpieceof classificationand reorganization,due to these
experts,is not the masterpiecethat somepeoplewanted us to believe,is it?

-A. Thereare employees
of the Bureauthat do not knowwherethey are with

regard to permanency.
By the Chairman:

Q. Section45 providesthat annualincreases
may be grantedby the deputy

heads,approvedby the Commission. A list is recommendedwhich entails
[Mr. Acland.]
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a good deal of clerical work, checking, etc. This accomplishesvery little good,
because the list is usually followed. Do you think that the annual increases
should be granted by the deputy head without submissionof a list to the Civil
Service Commission?-A. In the old days the Deputy Minister submitted the
list to the minister. It had to be approved by the minister. Of course, it
would save some clerical trouble. I do not know that any real result would
follow. If the deputy were left in charge it would save a little time and
trouble.

Q. What is your opinion as to the length of life of eligible lists? Do you
think there should be a limitation of the life of eligible lists?-A. Well, it
would depend, I suppose, upon the nature of the positions, etc. I should be
inclined to leave that in the hands of the Civil Service Commission so long as
they ;uv in substantial

charge of the service.

Q. You have no opinion that the eligible lists remain in force too long?-A.

No, we found no difficulty there-no difficulty attributable to that cause.
Q. In the outset of your remarks about the classification, you said that
the classification was conflicting, that it lacked flexibility.
What suggestion

have you for improving that classification?-A. My suggestionis that we should
greatly simplify it.
Q. Who should simplify it?-A.

Well, of course I think I read in a memor-

;mdum a suggestion to the effect that we should have the service divided
few

into a

cla-

o. Who would do the dividing?-A.
That wrould be done, I suppose, under
an Act of Parliament in the first place, as was the case with the old Act of 1908.
Q. You mean that the departmental heads, under the Civil Service Commission, could not simplify that classification, if they were agreed on the new
classification?-A.
I think that under Section 42 very much might be done by
abandoning a mass of classifications, and I think the Commission might have
the power.
Q. Have you offered to co-operate with the Commission for the change
under Section 42?-A.
I have no objection to make, but the classification,
accepted at the outset, was very difficult and intricate, and since then it has
been much

increased.

Q. Have you recommended a reorganization of your department that would
simplify the classification to the Commission?-A. Well, no, because we have
to conform

to the classification

that

exists.

Q. In other words, you have made no real endeavour to change the classification at all?-A. We could not change the classification of one department,
I think. We would have to submit to the general classification.
Q. If the Civil Service Commissioners were agreed on a simpler form of
classification, might it not be done under Section 42?-A. My impression is that

we could eliminate rather more than half the classifications in that way.
Q. Provided both were agreed to it?-A. Yes, I think so. I speak with
reserve.

We have an army of clerks who are being classed as clerks, and at the

present time they are scattered over I think several hundred different classifications.

Q. Mr. Shaw brought up a point with regard to the Whitley council.

You

admitted there was dissatisfaction with the classification, at the outset of your
evidence.

Does that

dissatisfaction

exist among the civil

servants?-A.

I

think the higher officerscan seethe difficulties of the classification. I would agree
with the deputy ministers in desiring a simpler classification.
Q. I will have to ask my question again. You stated there was dissatisfaction with the classification. Does that dissatisfaction exist among the civil
servants?-A.

I have expressed my own view, that

efficiency and economy. That is my own view.
[Mr.
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Q. I do not know how to ask the question. The dissatisfaction you speak
of is your own?-A. Yes.
Q. Does the same dissatisfaction with classification exist in the minds of
the civil servants of your department?-A.
I cannot say that they have, gen-

erally speaking, made any particular representation regarding that.
Q. Do you know that there are a good many civil servants in Ottawa who
are dissatisfied with the classification?-A.
I read of it a good deal, but there
are so many thousands here it would be difficult to say hew many there would be.
Q. If a civil servant is dissatisfied with his or her classification to-day,

what position are they in to having it modified or corrected?-A. That would
go to their officer and to the deputy minister, and be taken up with the Commission.

Q. If a board of appeal existed?-A. If a board of appeal existed they
could appeal from that classification.
Q. They have no appeal to-day?-A.

None that I am aware of.

Q. If the Act were amendedto permit the setting up of a personnelboard
to hear the complaints of civil servants, to give them an opportunity of presenting their case, do you not think it would be fair to the civil servants?-A. I
thing it would be an advantage to have a !>o;ml of hearing so long as thiextensive

classification

exists.

There

would

be less need

for

it

if

it

were

a

simpler classification, but there would be an advantage in having a Board
of appeal.
Q. On such a board you would have to have representatives of the civil

service. Do you think such a personnel Board would not be advisable?A. There may be some advantagesin it. I would seeno objection to an establishment of such a thing.
Q. It does not seem to me it is a case of seeing advantages or disadvantages. You admit dissafisfaction exists. You admit they should have a court
of appeal. The civil servant is not able to go to the appeal board, because
there is none. I am asking if it is desirable to pet up some sort of a board.A. I would not say there was any general dissatisfaction. I understood it was
unsatisfactory to the Government, for instance, that is the system, and perhaps
to Parliament.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you mean that the civil servants themselves are not satisfied to a

large extent with the present classification?-A. I take it for granted many of
them

are not.

By the Chairman:
Q. You have not been following the evidence before the Committee?-A.
have read a good deal of it.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Outside of that, living in Ottawa, did it not get to your ears?-A.

I

I am

aware many of the civil servants are dissatisfied with the system of classification.

By the Chairman:
Q. This Committee is trying

to arrive at a conclusion on certain vital

points. Mr. Shaw tried to get an opinion out of you on the point. I am asking
the questions in another way. Some sort of board on which the service had
representation is suggested. Is that, in your opinion, a wise move or not?-

A. Mr. Shaw spoke of the Whitley council, which, I think, had some sort of
different bearing, but as far as labour was concerned,I saw no reason for a
Whitley council in the Department of Labour, becauseit had not been asked

for, but a board of hearingfor the serviceat large would be an advantage.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You arc making a distinction between a Whitley council and a board
of appeal, to which the civil servants would have resort generally. The two
are distinct in your mind. You are not prepared to give an opinion on the
Whitley council, you are saying that the board of appeal would be a good
thing for the civil servants, in order to reduce their grievancesand obtain certain measures of justice?-A.

I was asked if I thought they required a board

of hearing in the Labour department, and a board of hearing for the service.
I can see an advantage in the board of hearing for the service at large. As to
a Whitley council for the department, it is a small department, and I have not
heard any word suggestingthe needof it.
By the Chairman:

Q. One other point I wish to ask. It is almost needless,I fancy. If you
have read the evidence, you have read a good many remarks of witnesses on the
question of superannuation. You believe a Superannuation Act would be in

the interest of the Service generally?-A. I think there should be a Superannuation Bill. I think it is a misfortune there has not beenone long ago.
Q. Do you see difficulties in the enforcement of a Superannuation Act
in connection with the existing Act?-A. The Calder Act?
Q. No. The Civil Service Act?-A.
I do not know how the one would be

in any way antagonistic to the other. I do not see any antagonismto that.
Q. You think superannuation could be brought down with the existing
classification, as it is?-A. Well, I do not see any reason why not, myself.
There may be things I am not aware of, but the classification is a distinct
matter, it seems to me.

Q. Do you think there should be salary revision before superannuation is
brought down?-A. I think it would be a good thing* to get rid of the bonus
system, tc have the salaries placed on a permanent basis.
Q. You are in the Department of Labour. Criticism has been made of the
number of grades in the case of some classes of civil servants, that it is the

lower grades who are in need of a bonus probably more than the higher
grades?-A. Presumably.
Q. Is it your opinion that a man is a better, letter-carrier after a year or
two years?-A. Well, I should think it would not need a great deal of training,
but

still

a man

.

Q. Thereis no reasonwhy a man shouldbe threeor four yearslearning

to be a letter-carrier?-A.

I think

not.

Q. That is, after going through a courseof training he would be as good a

letter-carrier

as he ever would be?-A.

I think six months would fit him.

Q. You would be in favour of the elimination of a great many grades,in
order to make fewer difficulties with the lower grades?-A.

I think that is one

disadvantage in the clerical line, but I think I said earlier that we ought to have
some means in the clerical lines, particularly, of advancing a person who is
doing particularly effective and faithful work, without putting him into a new

position. We quite frequently have to meet that condition,where a clerk has
reachedthe maximum, say, and he is qualified for advancementin another grade,
but the work is clasified in the lower grade, and you do not want to stand in the

way of his advancement,so they are doing twice as much work perhaps asbefore:
and are of twice the value in another department, but you cannot advance them
at all. In the end they go away and you begin with a new clerk.

Q. How would you overcome that difficulty?-A. Well, I think if we had
the simpler classification, which I suggested,instead of having this particular
form, we could keep them in the department more easily and have them promoted more easily.
[Mr.
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Q. Then in your opinion, in the Civil Service Act, as it now exists, the great

difficulty is the complicated classification?-A. The very great difficulty.

The

chief objection to it.
Q. You are not prepared to say whether the classification could be worked
out by the deputy ministers and the Commissioners?-A. We have not tried.
I think, but I would not object to an effort. I think much might be done in that
way.

Q. Under Section 42?-A.

Under Section 42. Very much I think it might

be done.

The CHAIRMAN: I have no other questions.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. I just want to ask you one question. It was in your department, was it
not, that a Mr. Hooper was engaged?-A. Mr. Hooper was an officer of the
department.
Q. I understand he was a very efficient and capable officer?-A. He was
quite a capable officer.
Q. I am informed; if my recollection is right, that he served in your department for some seventeen years?-A. No.
Q. He served in the civil service altogether for seventeen years?-A. In
the civil service. He was with us seven or eight years.
Q. Within the last few months or so he has been discharged on account of
some re-organization or something, and under the Calder Act he gets five months
salary?-A. Yes.
Q. Well, knowing that he was an efficient officer, a capable officer, did you
make any effort to see if there was any vacancy in the service which he could
properly fill?-A.
We did our utmost.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. How old was he when he retired?-A. I think something like 40.
Mr. SHAW: 38, I was told.
Mr. CHEVRIER:But seventeen years in the department?
Mr. SHAW: Yes. How long was he editor of the Gazette?
The WITNESS: Seven or eight years. In the beginning we did our utmost.
I am not sure if an opportunity offered he might not come back. I believe he
has taken a position at a considerably better salary.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. In the same line of work?-A.
Better salary, as an editor.
Q. So that the salaries now paid to civil servants are not so good as those
paid outside to corresponding positions?-A. That one was not. Another man
left us at a considerable advance in salary. Of course there are exceptional

cases. I think the salaries generally here are not, in the civil service, so high
as you usually find outside.
Q. That is a well-known fact, is it not?-A.

I think it is pretty well estab-

lished.

By the Chairman:

Q. That particularly applies to really efficient men?-A. I think so.
Q. That is why you make your remark that when a man is very valuable
you have no way to reward him?-A. Yes, those things happen sometimes in

the lower grades. Sometimesthe civil servants do work overtime during sessions and on other occasions and you cannot give them any extra pay.

They

are criticized sometimesperhaps for laxity. Occasionally perhaps we find it,
but then on the other hand I have never found them unwilling to put in an extra
5-SO
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hour, but you have no means, as in most other cases,of rewarding them. It
has been suggestedthere should be overtime paid, but I believe after inquiry
it has proved very difficult to work it out.
the public service.
The

witness

That is one of the difficulties of

retired.

Mr. JOHN C. SAUNDERS,
called and examined.
By the Chairman:
Q. What is your position?-A.
Deputy Minister of Finance.
Q. Have you a statement which you wish to make, Mr. Saunders?-A.
Yes, I have a statement here, if I might make it.
1. That part of the work of the department, which involves great responsibility in the custody and handling of gold, silver, notes and securities and which
is not common to any other department of the service, has been carried on
under greater difficulties than should be necessary by the application of the
regulations of the Civil Service Commission, in so far as securing an efficient
and competent staff is concerned.
2. The administrative officials of the department were seriously handicapped

in the conversion and redemption work attaching to the 1922Victory Loan.
3. When it was noticed that civil service matters would have special atten-

tion at this parliamentary sessionthe officials prepared memoranda which they
asked me to submit to the minister with the hope that some measureof relief
might be given in the handling of future loan work. I submitted the memoranda in question to the minister.

4. I have here a synopsisof these memoranda and my covering submission
to the minister

which with

consent of the Committee

I would like to read:-

April

3, 1923

Memorandum for Hon. Mr. Fielding:
The attached memoranda from heads of various branches of the Department of Finance have boon handed to me for submission to you, as our minister,
with the hope that you may see some way whereby the department may be
relieved from what is considered a handicap under which we are now labouring
owing to enforcement of certain rigid rules and regulations of the Civil Service
Commission.

During the war period the staff of the department was called upon to work
almost steadily with both day and night service, Sunday included, to cope with
the tremendous task of flotation of war and victory loans.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Was extra pay given for that?-A.
Q. No extra pay for that time?-A.

No, sir.

No, sir.

The strain, especially upon the senior officers, who, being few in number
were obliged to be on duty every night till eleven or twelve o'clock, was well
nigh intolerable but such service was cheerfully given, being considered as a
patriotic service for war purposes.
To continue under the same strain that existed during the conversion and

redemption of 1st December last Victory loan, for the next fourteen years in
meeting maturing obligations and new flotations, likely necessary,will be something the staff cannot stand, however willing they might be.
To show the work ahead in connectionwith the loans maturing in Canada,
please note the following:[Mr.

Saunders.]
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November, 1923-Victory
Loan, 1918
November, 1924-Victory
Loan, 1919
May, 1925-War Loan, 1915-25
November, 1927-Renewal Loan, 1922

1st December,
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1st
1st
1st
1st

SERVICE

1927-Victory

Loan, 1917..

April, 1931-War Loan, 1916-31
November, 1932-Renewal Loan, 1922
November, 1933-Victory
Loan, 1918
November, 1934-Victory
Loan, 1919
March, 1937-War Loan, 1917-37
December, 1937-Victory
Loan, 1917

Amount
$ 172,459,650
107,955,650
42,014,500
29,058,000
33,437,250

52,931,600
85,391,250
446,663,800
511,910,650
90,166,900
236,298,850
$1,838,288,100

Appointments: The principle laid down by the Act, as to the making of
appointmentson the merit system, is sound. Difficulty arises when an attempt
is made to apply the provision that the person whose name stands highest on
the list shall be appointed. The regulations made by the Commission are so
rigid that the difficulties in the way of securing properly qualified staff are
enhanced.

The work of the department entails on officials great responsibility in
custody and handling of gold, silver, notes and securities. This applies not only
in the Currency and Loan branches at Ottawa but in the offices of the Assistant Receivers General throughout the country. It is of the utmost importance

that the proper type of officers should be employed not only in the branches
mentioned but in all other branches of the department for the reason that it

is desirablethat in filling positions entailing contact with securities, etc., officials should be taken from other branches of the department, where there has
been an oportunity of learning their efficiency and trustworthiness.
Through the nature of the work, principally in connection with War Loan
bonds, it periodically becomes necessary to build up a staff for a particular
purpose. This applies, for instance, in the case of the issue of a new loan, or,

as happenedlast fall, the handling of a conversion and redemption of a maturing loan. It may be said that such occasions should be foreseen long enough
ahead to enable the necessary staff to be secured through the usual routine.
The answer to such a statement would be that, as above explained, the department requires a particular type of official and even if the personnel of the new
staff could be collected in advance, there would be no opportunity of judging

their capabilities, etc., until the occasion for their employment arrived.

As

the peak of the load of such work arrives almost immediately the work commences, it is obviously impossible, having regard to the rush nature of the
work, to spend the necessary time in trying out the various officials, weeding
out those who are not efficient and replacing them with others who would in

turn have to be submitted to probation. In such casesthe department should
know in advance to the utmost possible degree the type of officials who are
being appointed and there should be sufficient freedom of selection to ensure
that appointments are made of persons whose previous experience at least
would show that they possessthe necessary qualifications for the particular
work on which they are to be engaged. This applies also to individual appointments required to be made from time to time where it is necessarythat an
efficient officer should be secured immediately and where there should be

eliminationof the dangerof takingon a personwho,on probation,wouldprove
unsuitable.
5-S°J
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The Finance department has experienceddifficulty in getting the type of
officials it needs,by reason of the fact that we are obliged to take in the first
instance whomever the Commission may send. The Commission establishesa.
list of personseligible for appointment in the Service. This list is established
on a competitive basis and a clerk is assignedfrom the list in the order in which
his name appears thereon without regard to his special qualifications for the
work

he is to do.

It is true that the department has the privilege of returning to the Commission an official who is found to be unsuitable after a period of probation.

The existing system has created difficulty in securing an adequate and
efficient staff for the carrying on of the work of the Finance department. It
has broken down in several instances so far as the needs of the Finance department

are concerned.

Where appointments have been needed in A. R. G. Offices, the department
has had time and again to consider the names of numerous candidates from the
eligible lists and has not been able to obtain a suitable clerk.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. On that score that would mean the official of the department would

have the right to selectthosepeoplewho he thinks are capableof filling these
positions?-A.

We would like to and we try-we

went to the Commission and

took their lists and we would seesomebodydown at the bottom of the list, someone who had some training in clerical work, who would suit us, and we had to
take someoneelse and try him out, and keep throwing him back until we reached
the right man.
By

the Chairman:

Q. You would like to pick the list rather than take it in the order in which
it was arranged?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. That is the fault of the law as it is?-A. Yes.
Q. It is no particular person's fault, but the fault of the law as it is?-A.

It is just the rules of the Commission. They just apply the rules to us and our
work was of a particular nature.
department.

It is work that is not common to any other

By the Chairman:
Q. All you want to do is to select from the civil service list?-A. Yes.
This failure ha? arisen through various causes-either the candidate was
already employed, frequently in the Government service at a higher salary
than offered, or his address was not properly given by the Commission, or the
candidate

was unsuitable

for the position

in question.

In one of such cases

thirty-five names were submitted in succession all of whom were unavailable or
unsuitable. After such unsuccessful attempts to obtain a clerk from the eligible
list tl1'"1Commission has authorized the department to engage a clerk irrespec-

tive of the lists, but in such casesthe appointment could only be of a temporary
nature. After such a temporary employeehas beentrained to be a useful assistant it has been found on occasions to be necessary ultimately to release him in
order to make room for a candidate who has later been put on the eligible list
as a result of subsequent examinations.

A troublesome episode causedby the rigid rule of appointment according
to the order of names on the eligible list arose in connection with the recent
Conversion loan.

The details are fully

set out in a memorandum attached.

For the work in questionthe departmentrequired officials of a certain type
TMr.
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and so advised the Commission. It was necessary that the staff be built up
auickly for the particular work. A further consideration was that probably
the best of the officials engaged in the conversion would be retained and made
the nucleus of a staff for similar work in the future, and for a general

strengthening of the staff engaged in handling securities. The Commission
assigned names by taking them in order from their lists without

reference to

particular qualifications. Thus the department was offered men without the
proper qualifications. Among those assigned were men without clerical
experience,whose chief previous occupations had been shingle mill operator,
grocery assistant, travelling salesman,railroad conductor, electric railway conductor, clerk with junk dealer, etc. It was, therefore, impossible to build up
the necessary staff through assignments from the Commission. The upshot was
that a staff had to be scrambled together by taking officials away from their
tvork in other branches. This created an unsatisfactory organization and in

addition placed a strain on the other branches of the department. There was
hardship not only on the officials concerned but on the whole department,
entailing much night work. It is fair to add that some of the officials
assignedby the Commission proved to be good appointments. This applies
particularly to some clerks, and clerk stenographersand to one or two men
assigned by the Commission.

Before February 1918 the -department had freedom of action in choosing
temporary help. In that period there was a tremendous increase in the business
of the department arising from War Loan issues and other work connected
with the war. No difficulty was then experienced in getting the necessary
number of clerks possessing the proper qualifications. It is further to be
noted that during the period in question, on accovmt of enlistments for overseas service and the great demand for assistance in munitions work and other
lines in Canada, the field from which clerks could be drawn was much
restricted as compared with the present time when there is no scarcity of well

qualified applicants for clerical positions. Furthermore our present requirements are much less than they were before 1918. Notwithstanding all this
the department has encountered the difficulties above related.

Of the numbers

of clerks so chosenbefore 1918 those who have been retained by the department form the majority of the loan staff organization and are well trained,
capable and efficient. No harm has thereby been done to the public service.
In the light of the experiences above related, it would appear that the

rules governing appointments should be made more elastic so as to permit the
department to secure clerks suited for the work or capable of being trained,
while having due regard to the merit or competitive system. The governing
principle in such matters should be the securing of an efficient staff rather than
a strict adherence to rules and regulations of an inelastic nature.

No harm could result to the public service by a change in the regulations
which would enable the department, in the event of the Commission's list not
containing the name of a person or a sufficient number of persons with the
necessary qualifications, to submit to them the name or names of candidates

whom the department knows to possesssuch qualifications. The Commission
would then, upon the request of the department, test the qualifications of the
persons proposed, having regard to the particular work for which they are
desired.

The conditions surrounding the work last fall in connection with the conversion loan were well nigh intolerable. The staff were subjected to a strain
similar to that imposed on the department during the period of the war.
During the period of four months from the middle of August to the middle of

December the senior officerswere obliged to be on duty every night till eleven
[Mr.
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or twelve o'clock. The junior membersof the staff were required to be on duty
on alternate nights. As a compensationfor overtime work the junior officials
of the regular staff were allowed extra leave, as a measure of fair dealing and
to give rest after the strain.

This meant a continuation of the strain on those

branches which loaned their personnelto the Loan branch.
The conditions indicated were cheerfully borne by all during the war period
but it does not seem reasonable

that

heads of branches and staffs

should be

compelled by conditions, which ought to be subject to control, to continue
under such a strain. The prospect of a yearly recurrence of these conditions

prompts an urgent appeal by the Finance department for a change in the
regulations and, if necessary, in the Act.

The department should have a wider discretion in the making of appointments to executive or higher administrative positions, having in mind what is
stated above with reference to the nature of the work of the Finance department. As responsibility for the proper performanc of the work falls ultimately
on the headsof the department, they should have the power of making appointments in the class of positions mentioned. An official might comply with the
requirements of the present regulations and not be suitable for the office. If

the choice lay with the department the heads would only be interested in
seeing that the desired type of man with all the necessaryqualifications was
chosen.

If it is not thought feasible to so change the rules and regulations
generally, or the Act, as to remove the difficulties regarding appointments
referred to above, it is suggestedthat a list of elegibles be established,by or
with the approval of the Commission, with particular referenceto the special
requirements of the Finance department.
PROMOTIONS

The rules laid down by the Commission create difficulty in the making of
promotions.
A broadening of the rules might be made to give a deputy minister more

power in the making of promotions, saving to the Commissionthe right of stepping in to prevent any possibility of a claim being made that there was unfairness to members of the staff. But the rigid principle of competition in promotions

if insisted upon could prove very embarrassingto a deputy head.
OFFICE

HOURS

The nature of the work of the department, particularly of the Loan branch
and Currency branch, is such that the scale of the office hours prescribed for the

service generally is not suitable to the depariment. It usually happens that in
the summer months there is a rush of work in connection

with War Loan bonds

and this requires the attendance of the staff beyond the usual hour of closing

Dissatisfactionis apt to arisethroughrequiring a staff to stay after the closing
hour laid clownfor the service generally. This appearsespecially in the summer
months. The regulation of office hours in the Finance department should therefore be left to the discretion of the deputy head. He should also have a dis-

cretionasto soarrangingofficehoursthat an officialwhoworksovertimemay be
compensated
by receivingconsiderationin the way of extra leave.
ALLOTMENT

OF WORK

In a recentcaseit was decidedto acquirea motor vehiclefor greatersafety

in conveying,
bondsandothervaluables
to and fromthe postoffice,etc. I may

saythat afterthehold-upat theDenvermint,wheretheydroveupin a carto
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the door of the mint and took $250,000out of the mint, we tightened up a bit

and got a propervan. We werecarryingabout$500,000
of gold betweenthe

mint andour departmenta week,andwe weretaking morechancesthan we were
awareof. We got this vehicle. To savethe expenseof a chauffeur,oneof the
messengers
was given, in addition to his usual work, the duty of acting as
chauffeur.'1 It would be once a week to go into the post office once or twice a
or twice a day with bonds and valuable securities. It was desired to give him
some extra remuneration

for the added work, but the Commission said this

could not be done, as it was contrary to the law. The messengerin question
has resigned. He would not do the double work for $720 a year.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You could not blame him?-A. I should say not. A compliance with
the present regulations would probably require the department to employ a new
messenger and also a chauffeur, to meet the requirements for staff.

They would

have to pay a chauffeur $110 a month under their classification, where for $300
a year we could get the dual service. Thus there was interference with the
efficient and economical conduct of the affairs of the department. There should
be enough elasticity in the regulations to permit the making of arrangements,
such as the one indicated above, which would be in the interests of efficiency
and would work no hardship to any of the staff. In other words, the rules
should be subject to the requirements of efficiency, whereas in many respects
the converse

is the

case.
MAKING

THE

REGULATIONS

It would make for the smoother operation of the Civil Service Act if greater
power in the making of regulations was assigned to the Governor in Council,
or better, to the Treasury board. As it is, no regulation can be made except on
the recommendation of the Commission. If Council was disinclined to approve

the regulations submitted by the Commission,and the Commissionwas unwilling
to make any modification, a deadlock would occur. It is suggestedthat if the
powerof making regulations was given to the Treasury board, with the provision
that they should ask the Commission to submit their suggestions,there is no
doubt that something would result more workable than the present scheme. The
Treasury board would appear to be a better body to act on such matters than
Council, for the reason that it could more readily obtain the services of staff

to adviseon details. Such an arrangementwould of courselessenthe powers of
the Commission,but it would not lessenthe importance and scope of: the Commission'swork. The controlling by the Treasury board of Civil Service regulations would give the board a somewhat similar, but not as extensive a check

over the Commissionas that exercisedby the British Treasury over their Commission.

In the case of the Civil Service Commission of Great Britain, their functions
are practically confined to holding the necessary examinations for entrance to

different grades in the civil service satisfying themselves as to the candidates,
age, character, and health and (after consulting with the Treasury) assigning
the successfulcandidatesto the departments which have vacancies. The British
Commissionersderive their powers under orders in council and are subject in
practically all their functions to the.approval of the Treasury. Promotions are in
the initiative of the head of a department."
If the Committee will allow me I was rather curious to know what the
conditions were under which the Civil Service Commission of Great Britain

operated. I haveheard,andI shouldthink that we have all heardof the great
merit of that system. Last summer,when our minister went overseas,we got
the Commissioner
of Taxationwho accompanied
him to make enquiries,and we
haveherea full explanationfrom Mr. E. Bridges,who is attachedto the Trea[Mr.
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sury in the Staff branch of the Treasury department there, which has complete charge over the civil service and staff regulations. I have that here. It
is very interesting to read, and it also gives an explanation of the Whitley
council as it is in effect with the staff regulations of the British civil service.

I brought it with me, thinking perhaps you would like to read it.
The CHAIRMAN:We can have it printed in the report. (See AppendixExhibit " K ".)
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Is this report to which you refer by the Commissioner of Tariff?-A.
No, it is the English report.
Q. We can get that in the statute books?-A. No, this goesinto the conditions

of the British

civil

service.

Q. How do we know it is right?-A. This official who has chargeof it-his
name is E. Bridges-if you turn up the British list you will find that he is in
charge of the Staff branch of the Treasury department. There is no doubt
about it that it is right. Our men went into the Treasury department.
Mr. CHEVRIEE: I move that that memorandum be printed in the evidence.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. If there is anybody here who knows about it, I would like to have them
produced for examination?-You can call upon Mr. Russell, and Mr. Veits,
our Solicitor, who were in personal touch with the man in his own office.
Mr. SHAW: I have no objection, so long as it is perfectly clear that it is a
statement by somebody over there.
By the Chairman:

Q. Mr. Russell and Mr. Viets gave this some study when they were over?
-A.

Yes

sir.

Here

is the

letter.

"DEAR MR. RUSSELL,"I am exceedingly sorry that you found it necessary to telegraph for
the memorandum which I promised you. As you probably know we have
just been going through our busiest time of the year, and I am afraid that
owing to heavy pressure of work it has been overlooked.
" I hope that the memorandum will make clear the points on which

you are anxious for information. I have tried to explain how the system
works in rough outline. I could have given you more details, but I think
that might have made the matter less easy to understand.
" If you want further information on any other points I sincerely hope
that you will write and ask me, and that you will not be deterred by the
unfortunate delays which you have experienced on this occasion. I am

much interested myself in the study of other governmental systems, and
it would be a very great pleasure to me to do anything in my power to
help you to understand our system.

"Hoping that I have not causedyou seriousinconvienceby my delay.
Yours sincerely,
(Sgd.)

EDWARD

E. BRIDGES."

Would that not vouch for it?

Mr. SHAW: I am not questioning it; the only thing is that I wanted to know
whether it is a statement by your officer here, or by an officer in England.
Mr. CHEVRIER:It is by an officer in England.
WITNESS:Yes, it is by an officer in England.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Shaw:

Q. The next questionis whetheror not any of your officershere in Canada
who went over to investigatethe system over there, as you stated, could give
us any expertinformation in connectionwith the British system?-A. No, they
could not give any more information than Mr. Bridges gives here.
Q. It is a statement from Mr. Bridges?-A. Yes. He goesinto the question
of Whitley councils, and I thought it would be interesting to the Committee.
Mr. SHAW: I would second the resolution to have it printed in the record.

Motion agreed to.

(See Appendix-Exhibit

" K ".)

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. There is no recommendationin that report concerning our own service,
it is more a statement as to what takes place in England?-A. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN: I notice that they have fewer grades than we have.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I notice that there is a document or a list of positions recommendedfor
exemption from the operation of the Civil Service Act by various departments,
and I notice that the Finance department submitted a certain list?-A.
Yes.
Q. It appears on page 84 of the evidence, are you aware of it?-A. Yes,
sir. (See Appendix-Exhibits
" A " and " C.")
Q. And you are still of the opinion therein expressed?-A. Most undoubtedly.
Q. For the reasons you have explained?-A. For stronger reasons. In our
Currency Branch, before this present system was adopted, we had a system of
trying out our young men in the main department and getting acquainted with
them before we passed them on to the Currency branch. We recruited from the
main department to the Currency branch.
Q. Have you anything to say as to salary revision compared with the
present classification?-A.
You mean the desire for revision upwards?
Q. Oh, yes, always upwards?-A. Well, yes.
I think there are some
positions that are well paid compared with the outside, and others are not so
well paid; but I should say that if you put any revisers in, we do not want that
outfit

from

New

York.

Q. I think you are safe in that; I think their days are numbered, so far

as Ottawa is concerned?-A. There is where the danger is. If you make up
your minds to do a thing like that, get the proper men to do it, and not have
a mess all over again.
Q. You suggest that proper officials be selected to revise the salaries?-A.
.

I would strongly suggestit.
Q. After that, a proper superannuation measure could be introduced?-A.

Yes, but Mr. Chevrier, if you do that, have the revisers go to the departmental
executive and administrative officers. Our department was revised, and we
never saw a man. It was revised, but whoever gave us our classification did not
come into our department.
Q. Let us get that right, because that statement has been made time and

again. You say that whoever classified your department was not in close con-

tact with the departmentat all?-A. We never saw them. I must say, in justice to them, that it was said-I have no personalknowledgeof it-that my

predecessor
wasnot very affable,so they stoodoff and classifiedus.

Q. Let us put it this way: Were those classifiersfrom Griffenhagenand

the Arthur YoungCompany?-A.From the Arthur Young Company.

Q. And they classifiedyour departmentwithout coming into close contact with it?-A. Yes. They classifiedour AssistantReceivers'Generalfrom
PrinceEdward Island to Victoria, and they did not know them.
[Mr.
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The Receivers' Gen-

eral were all the same. A small officein Charlottetownwas classifiedas high

as our office in Winnipeg, or the office in Toronto, which do a tremendous

business.

Q. Has that been changed?-A. As soon as we pointed that out, they saw
it and graded them.

Q. When a salary revision takes place, you think it should be done in
co-ope-ration with the deputy ministers?-A. Who knows more about my
department in which I have been 36 years? Who can go into that department
and have a better judgment of the conditions?

Q. I have been fighting for that all along, that the deputy minister is the
only man who knows?-A.

If he does not, he should not be there.

Q. I agree that if somebody else knows as much about the department as
the deputy minister, the deputy minister should be taken out and the other
party put in his place.-A. Yes, that is it.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. Yes, but supposing you do not want anybody in there in connection
with this position at all; supposing you would not want anybody to come into
your department?-A.
I could not suppose that, because I welcomed them when
they did come, and after I became deputy I sat beside a $2,000 man, and had
him tell me he was not just sure that I knew whether it was the best thing or
not. I say, with all due respect to the Commission, that it has been said that
my predecessor was not very genial with the Arthur Young Company, and so

they shot at him at long range.
Q. That was the reason they had to go into the classifications at a distance.-A. I think that probably was the reason. We got it, anyway.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. There was no way in which your predecessorcould have precludedthe
entrance into his department of these people? They still had the authority to
come in if they wanted to.-A. Why, yes. That is the trouble, the Civil Service
Commission has authority to-day that will put us out of business if they exercise
it. That is what I am objecting to, that so much authority should be given to

an outside party, outside the department itself. What businesshouse-would the
C.P.R. or Bank of Montreal

or any of these big banks when they want to do

anything, would they allow an outside house or department to come in and tell
them what they could do and what they could not do? It is not business.
Q. To come back to Mr. McB ride's objection that in the case of salary
revision, if you had all the power a deputy minister should have, Mr. McBride

suggeststhat there might be this objection, that a deputy minister might say,
"I will not let you come in to do this revision". Is that probable?-A. No, I do
not think that. I think a deputy minister should do everything the law calls for.
Q. If he tried to do that he would be removed?-A. I should think so.
By Mr. McBride:
Q. But it has been done before?-A.

Refusing to allow them in?

Q. Yes, in your department.-A. I did not say that. I said that I knew
they did not come in. I understood that the feeling of my predecessorin office
was not favourable to having them come in, and they did not come,but he had
no power to stop them.
Q. The deputy minister has no power whatever to stop them?-A. No.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q, Probably they saw they werehaving to deal with somebodywho knew
his business,and they saidthey did not know it andmight as well get out. Now,
you are in favour, I suppose,of superannuation?-A.Oh, yes,and it comesfrom
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me stronger than usual, perhaps, because I belong to the old superannuation
fund.

The salaries paid in the service will not attract the best men and if

you have a superannuation schemethat is something to add to the attraction
of the salaries you pay.

Q. You say that there are certain salaries being paid that are fixed, for
certain positions, that detract good men from coming into the Service. I mean,
the salaries in some instances are so low that good men will not take these

positions?-A. There is no doubt about that. You take the salaries in the
higher gradesof the service, they are not commensuratewith the salaries paid
for similar

work

outside.

Q. In your experienceof thirty odd years, has that come to your knowledge
on a number of occasions?-A.

Has it come to my knowledge?

Q. Yes.-A. Why, yes. We not only do not get them, but we lose them.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Mr. Saunders,you stated in the initial part of your evidencethat you
wanted to get a particular type of official. In what respect would the type of
official required in your department be different?-A. I will give you a sample.
Q. I want a generalstatement,not a sample; I do not want one individual.A. I will give it to you. Supposingwe take the conversionloan of last summer.
The Minister cannot make up his mind just what he is going to do until just
the last moment.

Q. You do not mean Mr. Fielding, do you?-A. I will interpret my own
suggestion. He cannot make up his mind too far ahead as to the rate at which
he will put a loan on the market, on account of the market going backwards
and forwards, and if he puts it on too early he may put on too high a rate. Before Mr. Fielding went away he gave us the word to go,-in August, just before
he went away; he gave us the word to go on the 5-Vper cent rate. We had to
get right off, and wanted men at once to build up this staff. The person with
some clerical experience in some other department, or in some outside business
firm, more than the ordinary routine work, was the type of man we wanted.
In the Militia department they were letting off hundreds of war clerks who

had been with them five, six and seven years. We could have recruited from
these officials who had been let off, very nicely, but they had never passed
through the Commission, and they were what they called on the temporary
list, and the Commission could not allow us to have them ahead of others who
were perhaps inferior, who had not the experience, who were on their lists. So

that cut that out. In our case, we should have been allowed a little special
latitude.

Q. Then, as I understand you, the particular type of official that you require
is the official who has been through the Militia department?-A. I did not say

that, I said that is somethinglike it.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Thosewho were releasedfrom the Militia departmentwere thosewho
knew somethingabout accountingand the like of that?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Shaiv:

Q. What I want is, that whenyou speakabout a particular type of official
for your department,what you meanis that you want officials who are experiencedin clerical work. Is that what you mean?-A. Yes.
Q. And you use the words " a particular

type " in the sense of having

experience?-A. Yes, a certain amount of experience,anyway.
By the Chairman:

Q. You also want somebodythat is trustworthy?-A. Yes. I supposethe
Commissionwould alsoseeto that. If they give us an official whomwe do not
[Mr.
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know anythingabout,they shouldknow enoughabouthim to knowwhether
he is trustworthy.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. We all agreeuponthat, but thosewhohad beenin the Militia depart-

ment and knew somethingabout book-keepingand accountingand the like of

that, those were the clerks you wanted.-A. Yes, who could handle securitiesand
cheques and so on.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I suppose
theseclerksyou requiredfor the Conversion
loan purposes

would be in excess of your usual establishment?-A.

Yes.

Q. And, of course, last year was the first year in which the Conversion

loan wa> undertaken,was it not?-A. It was the first Conversionloan, but

we handled the eighteen and nineteen flotation loans, which is almost the same
work.

Q. But since 1919 there have been no loans, nor yet any conversions,have
there?-A.

No.

Q. And I presumein the interim your staff disappearedthat was used for
that purpose?-A. No. As a result of those and other loans we have eight million
coupons coming in every year, in our department, which have to be adjusted:
we have also 1,200,000 cheques to pay through our department to those who ark-

holding fully registered bonds. Then we have registration; we have to keep
up a large branch, with people changing coupon bonds to registered bonds, or
vice versa, so it required the best of the staff to carry on, and the less valuable
we let

out.

Q. So what you required last summer, for a special period of three or four
months, was a staff to meet that particular situation?-A.

Yes.

Q. Now, when did you make your requirements known to the Civil Service
Commission in connection with that?-A. Just as soon as Mr. Fielding made
up his mind that he was going to have a Conversion loan.
Q. When was that, do you know?-A. In August.
Q. And you required the staff immediately?-A. Yes, the sooner tho
better.

Q. They started work some time-the public announcementswere about
the 15th of September?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Now, I supposeyou know, or is it known now, the policy with regard to
the loan maturing next year?-A. No, sir.

Q. But in any event the loan is either going to be paid off or converted?

A. I do not know; that will be something the minister will take up with me.

Q. It must be onething or the other?-A. Yes. If we have not the money
to meet the loan we will require a conversion or a new flotation.

Q. The departmenthas only one of two alternatives,either to pay off the

loan or convert it?-A.

Yes, and paying it off would require floating a new loan

either here or in New York.

Q. Yes, but as far as your departmentis concerned,is it not true that it,

makes no difference whether it is a conversion or a loan, it makes no difference
as far as the staff is concernedwhether it is a Conversion loan or a paying-off

loan,because
you requirethe samesurplusstaff in any event?
Mr. PAREXT: How do you make that out?
Mr. SHAW: BecauseI assumethat if the loan is to be paid off, then there

must be a largestaff to makearrangements
with regardto the pendingloan,
the loanby whichthe moneyis to be secured,
andalsoto pay off the holdersof
these particular bonds.
[Mr.
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Mr. PARENT:Perhaps a financial house could tell us that.
Mr. SHAW: Perhaps Mr. Saunders could tell us that.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. My point is this, Mr. Saunders: With regard to the loan maturing this
year, that as far as your department is concerned,you are going to require a
full staff, whether the loan be paid off or whether it be converted?-A.

Yes.

Q. That is quite true. I would think that goes without saying?-A. Yes.
Q. So that you can notify the Commission now?-A. No, I cannot, because
the minister may go to New York, and say: " We will pay it off." Then it would
not bother us at all. We would do it through our agents.
Q. And there is no way by which the minister can tell in advance?-A.

No, if he decided the rate too far in advance of the time the loan becamedue,
he might find that he had given a half cent too much.

Q. The Civil Service Commission knows that these loans are going to be
maturing for thirteen or fourteen years. Could not the Commission prepare a
list that would, if available, have special service in your department when
called upon?-A. It would be very nice if they could, but there is this about it:
if they got up a list of that kind, and waited for us, the man who would be suitable for us would not wait that long. He would go and get work somewhere
else.

Q. But you do not want to hire a man now, no matter how suitable he is?
-A. No, but the Commissioncould not start and work up a list for this coming
loan, and even if they did, those people could not wait until the time we needed
them.

The CHAIRMAN:All you want is the privilege of sorting out the list?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Picking out on the list.-A.

I am looking at it from a Finance Depart-

ment standpoint. If you will leave it to the Finance department, we will get
the men we want in ten or twelve days.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. What opportunities are open to your department, that are not available
to the Civil

Service

Commission?

Mr. CHEVRIER:Probably the working out of the law as it is worked to-day.
WITNESS: Because we could not get it through the Commission. We are in

close touch with all the financial institutions of the country. If we asked for
their assistancewe can get all the suitable clerks we want.
By Mr. Shaio:
Q. Don't you think that the Civil Service Commission can just as effect-

ively secure competent clerks as the Finance department?-A. No. They put
out an advertisement for a month, but
British

it

takes five days longer to reach

Columbia.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Then everybody knows what you are going to do, and it is
not in the public interest that they ought to know in advance.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Your suggestion,as far as your departmentis concerned,practically

amounts to this, that the Civil Service Commission should be eliminated from

your department.-A. No, I do not say that.

This hard feeling would not

have beenwith us if I had beenallowedto pick men from the list, or from the
Militia department,or from the other departments,but they would not dream
of it, andwould not allow it, andthen we got, as I say, men who beforethe war
FMr. Saunders.]
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were in mechanics, or something like that, and who had received a little vocational training.

Q. What you are referring to is that the men that you cited as conductors,
and so on, that was their former occupation, I suppose9-A. Yes.
Q. And they had vocational training from the department of the Soldiers'
Civil Re-establishment to fit them for a clerical appointment?-A. Not for our
department.
Q. And by reason of the fact that they were returned soldiers, the Civil
Service Commission was called upon to give them preference?-A. I do not
blame the Commission. It is the working of the law.
Q. As far as you are concerned, these returned soldiers who have been
trained for clerical positions, presumably were considered efficient by the
department of the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, but were unsatisfactory,
and you wanted the privilege of selecting your men?-A. Yes.
Q. So that when you mentioned these men who had been employed as conductors, and so on, you did not mean to suggest that they had no clerical training, or that they were absolutely unfitted?-A.
No, but the training was not

equal to the work that we required them to do. If everything had been equal,
I favoured

the returned

soldier.

Q. But he would not do in your department?-A. No. He must have some
clerical training.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. That is the same way in all other departments. He gets the preference,
provided he is not a misfit for the position?-A.
That is right.
Q. There is no discrimination in your department?-A. No, a great many
of our boys went over in 1914, 1915, and 1916, and we were very proud of them,
and there is nothing too good for them.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Now, let me ask you this question: With regard to the personnel of
your service, the usual personnel of the service, of the regular personnel of the

service-not the staff that you must employ for a special purpose,have you any
complaint to make with regard to the choosingof those officials by the Civil
Service Commission?-A. I have in this way. You will find that we have about
504 employees at Ottawa, and outside, of which about 91 are men. We have
too many ladies, and we have got them becausewe could not get the men.
Q. So, are you satisfied with the service that the women give?-A. I find
that we have in our department some girls that will hold their own with the
average man in intelligence.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You do not want to get in wrong with the ladies?-A.

No.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Just what is your complaint? Is it that the Civil Service Commission
have given you too many ladies or not?-A. I am not making any complaint.
You are trying to make me.Q. I want to find out the facts. What I want to find out, disregarding for

the moment, Mr. Saunders,the special additional help which you must employ
during a particular season of the year for your Conversion loan purposesputting those to one side-with regard to the ordinary personnelof your department, have you any complaint to offer against the Civil Service Commission

with regardto the selectionof thosespecialofficials?-A. No.
Q. I mean, are they satisfactory?-A.

No, becausewe kept the good ones

and any that were not goodthat they sent us, we let them go again.
fMr.
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Q. That is your business? That is your duty?-A. Yes.
Q. You have just been simply fulfilling your duties?-A. Yes.
Q. But as far as the regular personnelof your department is concerned,that
is satisfactory?-A. Yes, at present.
Q. Now, with regard to the promotions made in that regular personnel
of your service, have you any complaint to offer against the Civil Service Commission?-A. No, because I will tell you. It is this way with promotions.
If a higher position is vacant, and we want to fill it, the heads of the department know who is a better man, the best one to fill that position, without having

to apply to the Commission, and they will put up a notice in the department
applying for applicants for that higher position, and we will have a number
of employees applying for the position.
The Committee adjourned until Wednesday, the 9th of May, at 3 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, May

9, 1923

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 3 p.m.,
Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman presiding.
Mr.

J. C. SAUNDERS recalled

and further

examined.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Mr. Saunders, I just wish to ask one or two questions. In the discus-

sion last night, I think you indicated that by reason of the inability of tne
Civil Service Commission to meet the situation, your service during the Con-

version loan period was embarrassed?-A. Yes, that is right.
Q. In your opinion, I take it, that was the fault of the Civil Service Commission in not providing you with proper help at the time you required it?A. Yes.

Q. Are you sure it was the fault of the Civil Service Commission?-A.
Well, it was their fault partly; I will give you the history of that if you like.
I have always told the administrative officials of the department to get in
personal touch with the Commission if they can when there is any question
up, and that was done with the chairman of the Commission. They went
down and saw him, and he agreed to do it, and afterward they would not do it.
Q. I understand from you that you could have got this staff from the

Militia department, the staff that was being let out then would have served
your purpose largely?-A.
I just instanced that as an avenue that might have
been allowed to us to go into.

Q. Did you not have the right to go into that avenue without reference
to the

Civil

Service

Commission?-A.

No.

Q. I want to call your attention to a vote which passed the House of
Commonslast year. I note that it provided for "Clerical assistancein connection with transfer and registration of bonds, etc., and with flotation of loans,
appointments for the purposesmay be made without reference to and notwithstanding anything to the contrary

in the Civil

Service Act."

The sum cf

$180,000was voted for that purpose?-A. Part of it; there is a lot there for
carrying on registration.

But would you like an explanation of that?

Q. Under that vote, did you not have the right to go out yourselves and
get those people from the Militia department?-A. If you will allow me, 1
would like to explain that in my own way.
Q. Go ahead,I have no objection.-A. Go back to 1918. On 30th June 1918,
we wrote a letter to the Commission.

Previous to that our then minister called
[Mr.

Saunders.]
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mepersonally
into his office-ourdeputywasill at thetimeandI wasacting

in his place-and he said "Saunders,I will not have the administrativeofficials

of this departmentworkingon the 1918loan in the way they did on the 1917
loan; it is killing. I want you to askthe Commission
to supplyus with a man
even up to $3,000,who will comein and take chargeof this loan and allow
the officials of the departmentto attend to their own work, and get four or

five assistants, or as many as you like, to help him out, and have him come
at once so that he can organize the loan that is being put out under different
circumstances than the previous loan."
the letters

here-and

We wrote to the Commission-I

told them that we wanted

a man at once.

have

That was on

the 30th July. We wanted him at once becausehe had to come in and organize
the system to handle this loan.

The first we heard of it after that was that

the Commission had advertised in the papers throughout Canada for a man
to fill this position.
a week

later

for

The list was to be closed on the 15th of September, with

British

Columbia.

That

meant

that

the

loan

would

be on us

before the man could get into the department at all. As soon as we saw that
advertisement, I went to the minister, and told him that we were right up
against it, that the list of applicants would not close until the 15th September.
with some time allowed for British Columbia, and the minister got very hotQ. You are speaking of what year?-A. 1918, for the 1918 loan. The
minister said " You and Rourke go to Montreal and Toronto to the Victory
Loan organization, and tell them that we want them to supply us with men
to

come

here

and

handle

this

loan."

I

told

the

minister-I

said

"We

will

bring a man in from the outside office to take charge of the Currency department and release Mr. Rourke " to be the supreme head in place of tho man
we could not get, and that is what we did. We got Mr. Rourke released, and

brought a man in to take his place from the Assistant Receiver General's
branch, and four other men; these were all we could get from the Victory Bond

('ommittee. We got those men for the 1918and 1919loans, and they went off.
They came more to help in the public interest. When this Conversion loan
came along, I went to our present minister, and I told him the situation.
I said " Mr. Rourke is dead"-unfortunately
it was a very sad case-" I have

not a staff to carry on the loan work this year", and I told him about the
situation in 1918. I said, " Mr. Fielding, let me put something in the estimates,

so that we can do it legally.'' In 1918, the Commission gave us a certificate
after giving vis the mischief for doing it, to cover it. The minister demurred
quite a bit. He said, " My opinion is that we should follow the law, and if
it is a bad law, we should change it." Anyway, I was right up against it;
I could not rely on the Commission, and I got that vote put through in that
way. The minister left us in August to go overseas, and he gave me express
instructions that that vote was not to be used unless it was absolutely necessary.
He did not wish us to do anything, even on the authority of Parliament.

outside of the routine law, the regular Civil Service law, and we kept it down
to that, and I told the chairman that myself. We only appointed sevenpeople
out of that appropriation.

0. Out of how many?-A. We brought all our other branchesin.
Q. The point I want to get at is that you only used a portion of this
$180,000that was voted for that purpose?-A. Yes. We would like to have
used more, but under instructions from the minister, I could not.
Q. There is no doubt there was authority from Parliament, without the
intervention of the Civil Service Commission, to select the employees?-A.

Yes.

Q. But on the instructions of your minister you only used it to a limited
extent?-A. Yes. Parliament can give authority but the minister must bring
it

into

effect.

Q. Quite right.
("Mr.

Saunders.1

Anyway that is the situation with regard to it?-A.

Yes.
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Q. Did the Servicesuffer,would you say?-A. The Servicedid not suffer.
We brought in our trained help and let the other ones go.
Mr. CHEVRIER: The chickens are coming home to roost.
Mr. SHAW: The chickens are coming home to roost in a way that may

surprise you. You are not placing the blame on the Commission.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I am placing it where it belongs.
WITNESS: You are not blaming me.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You got instructions from the Minister?-A. I think a great deal of
our department, and I hated to seethis blocked, I should not say unnecessarily,
because the Act was there, but it is irritating

to us.

Q. Was not the fact this, that it was not the fault of the Commissioners
themselves,but it was purely and simply the fault of the law?-A. You cannot get better men than the Commissioners, in my opinion. The chairman
is one of our outstanding men, and I have the greatest respect for them, but
it is the law under which they work, and to enlarge on that, the law is so

peculiar,the Civil ServiceAct gives certain men the power to make recommendations; which if approved by Council will become an Act. If that law
did slip through they cannot undo it. It is only Parliament that can undo it.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Last night you indicated that your particular complaint as to the
Civil Service Commission was owing to inefficiency in providing

a list with

the requisite number of employeesto handle your conversion loan.-A.

I em-

phasized that fact.
The CHAIRMAN: I do not think last night you left any impression with me
regarding last year or any other year, so much as you left the impression
with me that you would like the privilege of selecting from the list men who
were suitable. You were not complaining of the list so much as you were

complaining of having to take the applicants in order from the top.
The WITNESS: That was a little unnecessary irritation to us, because the
chairman of the Commission had agreed and gave instructions that we were
to get our choice of the list and when it came up we found other authorities
countermanded that, and would not allow it.

Q. In other words, your complaint against the Act briefly put into these
few remarks, is that if the list could be selectedfrom, without regard to order
the Act would be fairly satisfactory.-A. No, it would not be fairly satisfactory.

We could have worked under those special conditions.

Q. If you were allowed to select from lists as they existed in any emergency, such as the refunding loan, it would be an improvement to the Act.A. Yes.

Q. If the Commissioners could allow you to select from their lists men
suitable to your departments?-A.

Yes.

Mr. SHAW: That is the view I had.

By Mr. Shaw:

O. The point I wantedto get at, and I think you indicated it clearly last
night, with regard to the Civil ServiceAct, as regardsyour regular staff, is you

had no particular objection to offer, no special objection?-A. If I were asked
my opinion, I would have to declare it.

It is the law.

By the Chairman:

Q. Bearing in mind the fact that this Committeeis dealing not with the
Civil Service Commissioners,
but dealing with the Act as it stands,we are
5-51
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anxious
to hearhowtheAct canbeimproved
in makingthe appointments?-

A. I was very much interestedin that memorandum
on the British way
of handlingthe civil service. I do not seewhy we shouldnot have such conditions here as they have in Great Britain.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Is there any differencein the servicebetweenours and England's?-A.
Well now, do I catch the question; what do you mean by the Civil Service?
Methods, do you mean?
Q. Are there any conditions here different from those in the civil service in England?-A.
Well, Mr. Shaw, I do not know. I have not studied conditions in England.
<>. I just want to ask another question, and I am through. You are

familiar, are you. with the plan generally called the Whitley plan, where the
employees get some voice in the management of the affairs.-A.
Shaw,

Well, Mr.

I am not.

<>. Are you in favour of that?-A.
The most I know of that, I got from
that part of the British paper submitted last evening. If the Whitley plan is
the only means, I pee no objection to it, because it is under perfect control, just
the same as the Commission is under control of the Treasury at all times.
The

Commissioners

there

cannot

make

laws.

(I You mean the Whitley council under the British civil service acts in
an advisory rapacity only?-A.
If you read it, I think you will take that meaning which I took from it.
o. You have no objection to that scheme?-A. As I read it, I do not see
why it should not be a good scheme for Canada. I believe in the personnel of

the service having some say, if they think they have beenunjustly used. They
should have some authority to go to.
By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Do I understand you to say you are in favour of the British Civil Service law in its entirety?-A.
I do not say that exactly. I said I was very
much interested in it, and it strikes me it would be very much better than our
civil service. It might have to be modified somewhat for conditions in Canada, on account of conditions in Canada. As I take it, there seems to be more

confidence in the public men of Great Britain than there is in the public men
of Canada.

Q. To what reason do you attribute that?-A.
Because under their civil
service conditions over there, they leave the final say to the Treasury or to
those who are in power, the party in power.
By Mr. Lewis:
Q. The difficulty that you experience is largely in regard to emergency

help?-A.

That is what I emphasized. We have daily difficulties with that,

but there is no use bringing those up.

Q. Is this emergency help likely to be required year after year?-A. It
will practically

occur every year until 1937.

By the Chairman:
Q. In connection with the maturing loans?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. How long do you employ that help?-A. For the conversion of the
Redemption loan we have at present allowed the weaker members of the staff
to go. .Now we are keeping the others on.
Q. In regard to emergency help, are they not required permanently?-A.
No. We allow them to go as soon as conditions will permit.
[Mr.
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Q. This vote of $180,000,passedby Parliament,was to meet that situa-

tion?-A.

Only that I was not allowed to use it.

Q. It was passedfor that purposeby Parliament?-A. Yes.
Q. The reasonit was not used was becauseof the discretion of the minister
in charge?-A. Yes. If the minister had been home, I think he would have
allowed us to use it.

Q. If the minister had been at home, would this emergency necessarily
have come under the Civil

Service Commission or could you have employed

the emergencyemployees?-A. We would have had to apply to the Civil Service Commissioners for permission, first.

It was only in case they could not

supply the necessaryhelp.
Q. In regard to these men, you seem to have a little difficulty about, are
they put down in regard to their civil service rating, first?-A. Heaven knows,
I do not.

Q. You have the list which you can draw from?-A.

No, they have the

list.

Q. Those on the lists are qualified, according to the Civil Service Act?-A.
I think so, or they would not have been put on.
Q. In my judgment these men are specially qualified to meet the emergency
situation?-A.
But not our situation. They may have been for some.
Mr. LEWIS: You say the classification is at fault, not the Commission.
By the Chairman:

Q. If you heard the evidencelast night, it resolved itself into this, that Mr.
Saunders claimed the Finance department needed men, with a little

higher

training in financial matters. Is it not a fact that you would like to seethe Act
amended to allow the Commission power to select them from the list in an emergency?-A. Yes, I would like to see it amended so that there would be some
umpire between them and ourselves, but there is no umpire.
Q. You could operate harmoniously with the Commission if you had the
power to select from the list, could you not?
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. If you had the undoubted right to select from the list, would not that be
satisfactory?-A.
If we had the men qualified on the list, that would be satisfactory for that one case for that one emergency.
Q. With the power that if you did not find any one on the list that was
to your satisfaction, you should have the right to go out and pick up that
person?-A. Yes, or to have them go out.
By the Chairman:
Q. Create a larger list?-A.

Yes.

Mr. CHEVRIER:If you had the right to select him, he would be fully fit.
provided the Commission gave him a certificate of fitness, as in the old days.
Mr. LEWIS: It resolvesitself to this: the qualification under the classification is not high enoughto meet the situation.
Mr. CHEVRIER:
That has nothing to do with classification, so what my friend
says about the classification is not right either. The classification has nothing
to do with the drawing up of the eligible lists. The eligible lists are simply made
up from the different people who apply, on a form. Some of them may go
through an examination, when an examination is necessary,and their names will
go on the eligible list for the purpose for which the examination was called.
Others will go on an eligible list without going through any examination at all,
simply by the examiners rating the examination sheets. The men Mr. Saunders

got were not taken from any previous category I have mentioned, but were taken
from the list of eligibles made up from these application forms.
5-514
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Dr. ROCHE:No, that is wrong, Mr. Chevrier.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Well, I stand corrected. That is the trouble we had last
year.

The CHAIRMAN:
I do not think the Committeeshouldobjectto Dr. Roche's

explaining this point.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
Let us find out howthe eligiblelist wasmadeup.
Dr. ROCHE:The list was made up of those who passeda clerical examination, and before they were allowed to take the examination, they had to have
one year's experience. Then we had the eligible list madeup of those who qualified by examination. Some of the men on the list were men who.had received
vocational

training

through the Soldiers' Civil

Re-establishment, as well as

taking the examination, and we sent them, and a great many were rejected
without any probationary period. They were not put on trial at all. I happen
to remember this particular case, because of the fact that this man, who was a

shingle-maker, came back to report to us. It appearsthat this gentlemanhad a
year's experience in the Air Board in a clerical capacity.
maker

before

enlistment.

He

came

back

from

overseas

He was a shingleand

took

a clerical

examination, but he had a year's experience and had a recommendation from the
Air Board.
Still he was asked what his occupation was before he went over-

seas. He was ashamedto make the statement, and that was enough. "Go away
back

and sit down."

The WITNESS:Every one you sent up to us was asked a number of
questions-they are on file in our department-and he was not asked whether
he was a shingle-maker.

We did not ask him that .

Dr. ROCHE: You asked his occupation.
The WITNESS: We saw at once that that

man would not be fit to do the

work we wanted him to do. We had no time to try him out. We could tell
at once he would not be satisfactory.
By Mr. Shaiv:

Q. How could you tell? By his looks?-A. By his answers. He had no
experience.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You had no personal interest in the rejection of these people at all, no
personal spite?-A. No, personally I did not see them.
Q. Let us put it this way: your official had no personal spite against these
men?-A.

No.

Q. Previous to that, you had receivedmen from the Commission,who
had been satisfactory

to you?-A.

Yes, and we have them yet.

Q. On this particular occasion,for this reason,your officials found these
men would not be satisfactory?-A.

No.

Q. You had not time to give them a probationaryperiod,and you rejected
them?-A.

Yes.

Q. Doyou knowwhatlengthof time thismanhadbeenin vocationaltraining, after havingcomeback from the war and havingbeena shingle-maker?
-A.

I did not see him at all.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Probably Dr. Roche could explain the extent of this vocational training?

The CHAIRMAN: Dr. Roche said a year's vocational training under the
D.S.C.R.

Mr. CHEVMER: Was he making shingles there9
[Mr.

Saunders.]
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The CHAIRMAN: I do not think the point is debatable at all.

I do not

think one, two, or three years' experiencein an office necessarily gives a
man sufficientexperienceto go into the Victory Loan departmentand handle
Redemptionloans. I think the wholething resolvesitself into a simple amendment, to give the departmentand the Commissionauthority in a caseof that
kind

to select

men

from

the

lists.

Mr. CHEVRIER: With such a hostile sentiment, in the case of these men,

we are all agreedon this, it was no more the fault of Dr. Roche, Mr. Jameson
or Mr. LaRochelle than it was the fault of Mr. Saunders. It was simply because the Act did not fit, and the Act did not give Mr. Saunders power to
select the man

he wanted.

Mr. SHAW:

Mr. Saunders was the man who was responsible for inter-

jecting the controversy. He camehere and claimed the Civil Service Commission
had sent him up sail-makers and people of this character, and led us to believe
that these men had no qualifications at all, when as a matter of fact, they
happened to be returned soldiers, and had qualified under the vocational
training provisions.
The CHAIRMAN: I think, Mr. Shaw, the evidence that we have heard
shows they had not been trained for this particular work.
The WITNESS: That is not fair, Mr. Shaw. I am not here, or I should
not be here, to be twisted or turned, whatever I say here should be taken
in the way I mean it.

You are far more clever than I am.

Mr. SHAW: No, do not make that suggestion, Mr. Saunders.
The WITNESS: It is not fair to try to misrepresent. We have a great
regard for the returned soldier, and I will tell you this, that if a position is
vacant and a returned

man can fill

it, he is the man we want.

Mr. SHAW: Do not make any suggestion of that kind at all. I trust you
did not take any suggestion of that kind from what I said.
The WITNESS: It was bordering on it.
Mr. SHAW: I did not say anything intended to suggest or that would

lead anyone to suppose that your department discriminated against returned
soldiers. I do not know that they do or do not.
The WITNESS:

Oh no.

Mr. SHAW: But what I do suggest is that you endeavoured to put the
blame on the Civil

Service Commission.

The WITNESS: I did not mean to put the blame on the Civil

Service

Commission. I put it on the system. I told you it was the system, the law.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Let us be fair about it. Mr. Shaw says you tried to put
the blame on the Civil Service Commission. So far as I am concerned, I
think you did, and I think you were right.
The WITNESS:Well I put it on the system.
Mr. CHEVRIER:In this way, that you said you could not get the men be-

causethe Civil Service Commissionwould not let you pick your men but just as
much as=a policemanon the street will not let you cross in front of a parade and
he is obeying the law, the Civil Service Commission were obeying the law, and
you and I are not blaming them for having obeyed a law that was not manageable.

The WITNESS:I am not blaming them.
Mr. CHEVRIER:But you said it was the fault of the Civil Service law.
The WITNESS: That is what I said. The Civil Service Commission is better
than

I am.
[Mr.
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Mr. RINFRET:
I think if wehavethe facts,it is not very materialto know

what the witnesseshave in mind and what the membersof the Committeehave
in mind. We have the facts and we shouldstop there.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Did you not say that if you had an opportunityto get menfrom the list,

that there were not men on the list that would suit your wants?-A. No, we
could

not

see them.

By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. That would not be the fault of the Commission.-A. No, that would be
the fault of the rules and regulations.
Q. If the proper men did not apply to the Civil Service Commission for
these jobs, you necessarily could not find them on that list, and that did not
mean that

the Commissioners

themselves

struck

them off or did not let them

competefor these positions.-A. No.
The CHAIRMAN:
Witness

All right, Mr.

Saunders, I think

that

is all.

retired.

Mr. RINFRET: Mr. Chairman, before we hear another witness, I would like
to make a suimi'-I inn: \ve have heard a score of deputy ministers and I think
it would complete the evidence if we had printed as an appendix the report of
that Committee of deputy ministers, appointed in June, 1922, to consider matters affecting the Civil Service. That report is dated the 4th December, 1922;
we have alreadv had a typewritten copy of it but I believe it would be very
handy if we had it printed with the evidence. I will make a motion to that
effect.

(See Appendix-Exhibit

" L.")

Mr. CHEVRIER:Mr. Lewis suggested about the adjournment; that when we
adjourn it shall be until Tuesday.
The CHAIRMAN: Yes. Gentlemen, it has been the policy of the Committee
not to hear any private witnesses, on account of the number of them, but the sub-

Committee decided last night to give Mr. George Bull a few minutes, to point
out a few casesof over-manning in the service, and to give Mr. Saral a moment
to make a statement on behalf of the temporary employees. We had not an
opportunity to submit these names to the Committee. I will now call Mr.
George Bull.
Mr. GEORGEBULL, called, sworn and examined.
By the Chairman:

Q. What is your full name, Mr. Bull?-A. George Bull.
Q. How are you engagedat the present time?-A. I am engagedat the
present time in working on the Municipal year book, and a patent book for
Public Library accounts.

Q. I understand you have some knowledge of over-manning in the departments on which you wish to submit evidence?-A.

Yes. Before I submit the

evidencemay I say that I did not get your messageuntil two o'clock and I have
not all the papers with me, but I think I have enough to cover part of the
subject. I would like to take in the first place-this is the only paper I have

here-the effect of the 12,000war employeeson the service and the seven or
eight thousand that are being eliminated from the service. I might add that
I have an intimate knowledge of this matter, as I was instrumental in having

a good many of those engagedthat were engagedduring the war. I would like
[Mr.

Saunders.]
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to file these two documents in support of the statement I am going to make.
(Two documents filed.)

Q. You were in the Accounting branch of the Militia and Defence department?-A. Yes. Transferred to Ottawa for those special duties, for investigation into the various branches.
Q. Proceed with your evidence on over-manning.-A. I would like to go
back to 1917; it is a long way but it is necessary to go that far back.

In those

clays the present Commission was not in existence, and I would like to give
you, as well as the over-maning question, a resume of the responsibilities that
were placed during 1917, 1918 and 1919 in the hiring of these men, and the
bad effect they had on the service. In 1917 I was sent to the Sepaiation Allowance branch, an office of 600, to take over control from a Mr. Raymond, a
political nominee of the then member for Ottawa. It was necessary for me to

proceedto various night schools and Civil Service schools,to engagebetween
two and three hundred

men, without

reference to the then Civil

Service Com-

mission, under the instructions of J. W. Borden, the Paymaster-General.
These
men were rushed in on the night staff. This gentleman, Raymond, was ultimately with other men discovered to have embezzled money and destroyed
ledger sheets and other serious matters. This 900 staff that was then engaged

on the Separation Allowance work, was reduced ultimately to 500, and that
endsmy evidenceas regardsthe Separation Allowance branch.

Q.'This staff was reducedto 500?-A. Yes.

Q. In what way?-A. By the simplification of the work.
Q. Pleasebear this in mind, that you are not trying now to establish your
own ability; we are not interested in that. We are interested in having you
show that there is over-manning existing in the service?-A.

I am sorry;

I

will cut the first part out if that is not evidence.
Q. There is not time for it.-A. We will make the story very short. At
the end of 1920, or 1919 and 1920, there was round about 4,000 of these men

left in the service.

There had been eliminated round about seven or eight

thousand. There were 4,000still left in the service in various departments; not
only in the Militia department; some are in the Interior; some in the Pensions
Board; someare in the Soldier Settlement Board. I think that is about the four
departmentsthese men are in. Now those men are spread over the service and
are war workers who have been blanketed

in with one, two, three and as a limit

four hours' work per day. Now I have not got my papers and I am talking
a little under difficulty under the short notice you gave me. You have 4,000
men there in the service that could be eliminated, or where the Commission are

now letting men out, they could be transferred to other departments.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Did you go through the service to find that out, Mr. Bull?-A. As a
matter of fact I went through all the departments and had quite an unpleasant
time. I was with the Civil Service Commission, Mr. Chevrier.
Q. Are you prepared now to make the statement that in these three or
four departmentsthere are over 4,000 people too many?-A. I am; in the de-

partments.1 have mentioned,there are between3,000 and 4,000 people too
many.

By .MY. Rinfret:

Q. If I maybepermitted
to interject,
thereis quitea marginbetween
3,000

and 4,000.-A. Well, I havenot my paperswith me, Mr. Rinfret. If I had

hadanearliernoticeI couldhavemadethismuchmoreplain.
Q. Do you meanto sayyou havebroughtit downto a precisenumber?
-A. Roundabout,into the hundreds.I have a chart. I did not intend to
[Mr.
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appearto-day,owingto the shortnotice,but I thoughthavingcomeup from
the country I had better appear.

Q. Youdonotremember
whether
it was3,000
or 4,000?-\. Ohyes,I do

Iments.
thinkit wasaround
3,600.I havethechartandthenumbers
andthedepartBy Mr. Chevrier:

Q. How do you get at that by a chart?-A. It givesthe variousbranches
that they are in, the departmentsthey are in, and how they were eliminated.
PerhapsI had better give you an instanceand then you will see. Take the
Soldier Settlement Board. I have an intimate knowledgeof the Soldier
Settlement Board. Two young gentlemen, sons of GeorgeEdwards, the chartered accountant, who installed the system from Halifax to Vancouver, were
brought to me when I was investigating the Casualty Pay office. These men
we're paid §25 to $35 a day to instal a system from Halifax to Vancouver for the

Soldier Settlement Board. Now I am speaking from memory Mr. Rinfret, I
have not the papers and I could not get back in time to get them, but I think
there are round about three hundred men that I have a personalknowledgeof in
the

Soldier

Settlement

Board.

Q. In what branch?-A.
Settlement Board. Now that
and figures here, but I think
have not got my papers with
another half hour on Friday
exact

data

on this

Not in one branch; in the whole of the Soldier
is a pretty bold statement to make without facts
you should be a little lenient with me because I
me, but those are the facts and if you give me
or at some convenient time, I can give you the

matter.

By Mr. Lewis:
Q. Has not the Soldier Settlement Board been reduced one-third in the

last year?-A. Yes.
Q. And during the last four years more than two-thirds?-A. Yes, that
is so.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. And is not that reduction due to post-war conditions?-A. They are all
due to post-war conditions, all these men, the whole 12,000,I have the exact
number, the whole 12,000 of these war employeeswere all released through
post-war conditions, but I maintain and I believe as a matter of fact I can

producethe-evidencethat there are 4,000 still in the serviceat the present
moment that could be eliminated.

Q. What I want you to have in mind is this; this extra number then in
your opinion would be made up merely of employeeswho worked during the war
and have not yet been released?-A.

Well, I will give you a sample.

You

heard Mr. Desbarats yesterday on the Militia department. Mr. Desbarats is

deputy and should know. I worked under Mr. J. W. Borden in 1915-16.17
and 18 when the full pressure of war work was on. Mr. Borden carried the

dual office of Paymaster-Generaland Chief Accountant,and he was paid

£3,800.To-daywith practicallythe sameexpenditure
thereare sevenmen
from §4,500to' $3,000in that particularbranchof whichMr. Bordenwasin
charge, and Mr. Bordcn's position-By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. When were they put in?-A. Two I believe were put in under the
amalgamation of Naval and Air.

Q. What year was that?-A. And I believeCaptain Talbot and Mr.
Bousevillewereput in underthe reorganization.You havethe presentChief
"T-
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Accountant,R. P. Brown, you have his assistant,Mr. Allen, you have a Mr.
Fuller, and Mr. Windell, you have a Mr. Garrison and also you have a Mr.
Cox.

Q. What year werethey put in?-A. Thesemen with the exceptionof Mr.
Brown and Mr. Fuller were put in during the war; now the war work has dis-

appearedand there is not 5 per cent of the war work in the department.

Q. Are those positions classified?-A. Yes, and O.K.'d under the present

organizationand amalgamationof the departmentby the Civil ServiceCommission.

Q. Are these men doing a full day's work?-A. I spent a considerable
time in the Militia department, in all the departments-perhaps that is a bad
admissionto make, but I had to for purposesof my own, and I spent considerable time in the department-

Q. Are you prepared to say these gentlemen are not earning their day's
pay?-A. I certainly do not think they are earning their day's pay; I have
no fish to fry, as we say.
By the Chairman:

Q. What knowledge have you of the men's work that permits you to make
that statement; have you been watching thorn day by day in the department?
-A.

I have a knowledge of the work; I was in the department four years.
Q. Are you in the department now?-A. I am not.
Q. Are you coming in close touch with their daily work?-A.
Yes, sir.
Q. In what way are you coming m close touch?-A. I have a more particular knowledge of the auditing, because of some private investigations on
which I had been retained and which took me into the offices, and have taken
m©-

By Mr. McBride:
Q. Were you overseas?-A. No. It was not my wish that I was transferred to Ottawa. I enlisted in the Second Mounted Rifles in Hamilton, and I
was telegraphed for by the deputy minister of Militia and Defence and brought

up for this special work in the department and that is how on this particular
war work on the surplus numbers I happen to have a particular knowledge and
interest.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. You say in regard to the Soldier Settlement Board, that there are at
the present time 300 too many-when did you make this investigation, because
I was speaking to Major Barnett this morning, and I understood from him that
at least one-third of the staff had been reduced less than a year ago?-A. Yes,
that

is so.

Q. When was your investigation made?-A. I was in Canada on mortgage

investigations, when I first came to Canada.

I came to Canada on farm mort-

gage investigations for big English holders, and I have often now a certain
amount of investigational work to do which brings me in touch with these various-

Mr. CHEVRIFR:
You havenot answeredMr. Lewis' question.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. When was your investigation made in regard to the Soldier Settlement
Board?-A. About November last year.
Q. I understand that during the last four years at least two-thirds of the

staff have beeneliminated,and that at the presenttime, consideringthe field
work that has to be done, the staff is not overmanned?-A. Of course, Mr.
IMr.
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Chairman,thereis alwaysa difference
of opinion. Pleasedo not think that

I ampraisingmyselfor makingouthowcleverI am;I spenttenyearsonfarm

mortgage investigation-

The CHAIRMAN:
I wouldvery muchappreciate
if you wouldbe brief in
your

answers.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. The fact that a staff has beenreducedone-third within the spaceof

two years shows that there is a cutting processgoing on, and if that same cut-

ting processgoeson-I

understandthere were nearly 600 eliminated during

the last two years, so that it won't take very long before those 300 are eliminated?-A.

That

is so.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. How many are in that department?-A. I cannot say now. I am talking
from memory; I have not the figures with me.
By the Chairman:
Q. In other words you suggest the Soldier Settlement Board is overmanned, but you admit the process of reducing the staff is going on, and in a
short

time

it will

be down

to an efficient

basis?-A.

Yes.

Q. Any other department?-A.
The Interior.
Q. What is your suggestion as to the Interior department's overmanning?
-A. My suggestion of the Interior overmanning-Dr.
Roche is here, and he
should

know.

(I. Dr. Roche is not the witness?-A. As regards the Interior I had an
investigation away back in January and February of this year.
Q. Investigated in January, 1923?-A. Yes, I investigated the department
this year in a privateQ. How did you come to be investigating the Interior department in 1923°
-A. I happened to be going through and had work to do.

Q. How long were you working on this investigation?-A. Around about
three weeks. Mr. Chairman, I have not papers, I am speaking under difficulty,
I am speaking at length, and I am taking considerablechancesin giving you
this information

from memory.

Q. You investigated the Interior department in 1923-A. Yes.
Q. Under whose auspices was that investigated?--A. That was for a
private individual.

Q. You investigated the Interior department for a private individual?A. On an investigation concerningsome land which took me in there.
Q. You happened to be in the Interor department looking after something else and in your passing through you investigated the staff?-A. I in-

vestigatedthe staff, investigatedthe work.
Q. Did your investigation with regard to some land in the Interior department take you into all the branches of the Interior department?-A. It took
me into quite a number.

Q. Did it take you into half of them?-A. No.

Q. So that your report would not be 50 per cent valuable?-A. I think
it would be more than 50 per cent valuable. If I give you a concrete case-

Q. I cannot admit evidenceof that kind. You were not admitted as an
investigatorin the Interior department,you were only in the Interior department investigating someother things and you had no time in three weeksto
thoroughly study the department?-A. I am sorry Mr. Chairman, becauseI
have not'these papersbeforeme. and I shouldnot have cometo attempt to
give this evidence.
[Mr.
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Q. It is very important.-A. I will give you a little more information as
regardsthe Interior department.
Mr. LEWIS: I would suggest that if he has papers it would be far better
for him to bring them and not give hearsay evidence.
The CHAIRMAN:

Far better submit it.

The WITNESS: I am rather glad of that because you will-

By the Chairman:
Q. You have nothing definite to submit regarding the overmanning in the
department that you can vouch for accurately to-day, but you can submit
a statement to this committee showing cases where you consider there is
overmanning in the department?-A.
If that is the way you consider it.
Q. Is that the way you consider it?-A.
No; I have the exact data, but not
with

me.

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Were you appointed by any person, or had you any mandate to make
an investigation of any department?-A.
No.
Q. You merely made it upon your own private business?-A.
own private business.

Yes, on my

By Mr. Garland:
Q. In connection with some mortgage company you went into that department?-A.

Yes.

Q. I supposeyou go in there during office hours?- A. Yes, that is so.
Q. Did you ever think that you were doing something to keep employees

from their work as well as anybody else?-A. No, this is more or less official;
I did not go to employeesthat are not supposedto give the informationQ. You do not get my point; supposing you are working for some mortgage
company, and you have payments coming due, to get those payments you go
to an employee of the civil service in working hours to do business, is that the

point?-A. No; these investigations are in the form of valuing certain land
holdings,and it takes me into the department.
By the Chairman:
Q. So far as your investigation of the Interior department is concerned
you are giving evidence of a casual observer having business with the department, taking you into the department on your casual visits?-A.
Not at all;

I have evidenceand facts and figures that have been accumulated from even
the Civil Service Commissiond propos of this thing.
Mr. LEWIS: I move that the witness retire until he can bring the data
down.

The CHAIRMAN:

I think

it

would

be better

if

the

witness

did

submit

his data.

The WITNESS:I am sorry I did not get your notice.
Witness

retired.

The CHAIRMAN

: The

sub-Committee

on evidence

decided

to hear Mr.

Saral

present a statement for the temporary employees.
Mr. C. W. SARAL,called, sworn and examined.
By the Chairman:

Q. Your position in the civil service is what?-A.

the Records

branch.

Special investigator in
fMr.
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Q. I understand
you havea caseto submit,or a reportto readto the

committee
dealingwith the positionof the temporaryemployees,
is that correct?
-A.
Yes sir.
Q. Will you proceedplease?-A.The thing I am goingto bring up is

somewhatnew and I will make it as short as possible.

In appearingbeforeyour honourable
CommitteeI wouldlike to preface

my remarksby informing you that when the Act was originally in Committee,

I appeared
on behalfof the temporaryservants,
wasbackedup by Mr. Steacy
and Mr. Mowatt, and my remarks receiveda favourablehearing. The min-

ister in charge, however, said it was rather late to introduce amendmentswhich

might delay the Bill, as he said that the thing was to get it passedand the
principle endorsed. He remarkedthat of coursethe Act was not perfect and
amendments could be introduced .afterwards, as necessity and experience
dictated.

I was afterwards received very sympathetically by the Chairman of the
Civil Service Commission, who appeared to acknowledge the justice of my
contention, but considered the difficulties in carrying it into effect required
time

and tact.

The Government when it calls for temporary help needs it either for
special work-which requires persons of special qualifications-or becausethe
volume of the work necessitates an increase of staff. In any case, temporary
servants are employed for the Government's benefit and not for their own,
though they are generally treated like tools to be thrown aside when no longer
required, or it is suggested that they should be deeply grateful to a kindly
Government for allowing them to earn small pay.
If the persons required are those who possess special knowledge or aptitude, they are able-if
good business men-to make their own terms, though
as a matter of fact, people with special knowledge are seldom good bargainers.
If, on the other hand, they are required for the purpose of catching up the
arrears of work, they have to take what they can get and live in a state of
thankful humility and unfulfilled hope, with the constant fear of dismissal over
them.

According to the Civil Service Act of 1918, no essential difference was
made between temporary and permanent employees, but in the Amending Act
of 1919, temporary employees were only allowed to be remunerated at the minimum rate of their class and were taken on for periods of six months, and sub-

sequent orders in council so far restricted the conditions under which they were
employed, that temporary employeesare simply tolerated and have no rights.
(a) A permanent servant is not necessarily obliged to commenceat the
minimum salary of his class and is able to rise till

he reaches the

maximum. A temporary must receive the minimum salary and can
never

receive

an increase.

(b) A permanent, seeing a chance of advancement in another department may arrange-to be transferred. A temporary may not be transferred, even should his services be required.
In the Act of 1906, section 50, they were allowed to be transferred to
other departments.

(c) A permanent, so long as he behaves himself is practically assured
of continuous employment and his salary enlargesby fluxion of time.

A temporary has always the shadowof dismissalhanging over his

head and is naturally looking for another job and his utmost endeavours
will

receive no appreciation.

(d) The terms under which permanentservantsare employedare governed
by Acts of Parliament. The temporariesare subjectto the needsand
fMr.
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whims of their department, or the Civil

Service Commissioners, and

regulations under which they serve change from time to time and
there appearsto be no definite policy.
(e) The permanentshave a definite arrangement as to sick leave and holidays. The temporaries, as various illnesses overtake them, lose their
pay and often their job.
(/) The permanents have several privileges under the Act, such as cheap
insurance, etc., none of which the temporary can take advantage of.
At one time temporary civil servants were dismissed summarily, and at
another time were given a fortnight's pay and their unexpired leave; at another
time a week's pay for each year of service. The latest dismissed were given two
months' pay.
There are casesof temporary employees who have passed their Civil Service
examinations successfully, but because they have been taken on as temporary employees, remain as such, with all the disabilities, and cannot be taken
on permanently, on the grounds that they are temporary employees. Probably
if they took their courage in both hands and resigned as temporary servants
they could force their way into a permanent position, but on the other hand,
they would lose their two months' gratuity and might be for a long time out of

a position, which risk they would not care to take if they have families depending upon them. There are cases which seem to be almost a cruelty, in which
temporary servants who have given good service are retained long enough to
instruct some new permanent who is to get their job.
It may be said if the temporary servants have such a hand-to-mouth and
unsatisfactory existence, why do they not bring their case before the Commissioners? The reason is obvious in the nature of things. A temporary servant
does not belong to the organized body and has, therefore, no articulate voice.

If anyone, smarting under the heel of injustice, does attempt to raise his voice,
his friends advise him not to be so foolish as to endanger his own and their

positions by bringing down on their unprotected heads the departmental chiefs,
the Civil Service Commission and possibly the Civil Service Associations,
which are organizations of the permanent servants, and unfortunately the
press of Ottawa has no sympathy with the under dog and will not take up
its

cause.

On behalf of the temporary servants, it is requested:
(1) That the evident intention of the Act of 1918 be adhered to in

respect to temporary employees,and that there should be no discrimination between permanent and temporary servants.
(2) That equal pay should be granted for equal services and equal
opportunity for increasing of pay, advancement, transfer and other
privileges.

(3)

That clerks, unless engagedunder special contract, temporary

servants whose services have been in requisition for more than one yeartins is what I was told to say, not exactly what I approve of in this section:
I think one year is too short a time-

and have been found satisfactory should automatically become permanent

without

examination.

(4) That a Clerical History sheet should be maintained for all em-

ployees, setting forth the date of commencementof services, nature of
work, amount of pay, showing from time to time increases of responsibility, pay, or transfer, and yearly recommendationsas to their efficiency
fMr.
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or reverse,
whichshouldbeinitialledby the servantandbe passed
on
as and when necessary in case of transfer.

(5) That classifications
shouldbe accordingto the natureof the

work and re-classificationshould take place from time to time wheu
necessary.

(6) That departmentalpromotionbe open to temporary as well
as permanents,on equal terms. That a Civil Service appointment,
whether permanent or temporary should be qualified as an appointment
of the Civil Service of Canada, not merely as to a department.
(7i That if taken on the permanent strength of the Civil Service,
employees should be entitled to the privileges, such as holidays, sick
leave, insurance, superannuation, or any other benefits that may accrue
from the date of their first appointment.

(8) That no additional examinations be held until all qualified
temporary
tended

that

and permanent servants have been absorbed, as it is conthere

can

be no

better

certificate

of

merit

and

character

than that shown on the Clerical History sheet above referred to.
(9) Should the above recommendations meet with the approval of
Parliament, that they be retrospective within reasonable limits.
It is hoped that your Committee, being aware of the disabilities under
which temporary servants are placed, will give it your best consideration and
that these will be remedied on your recommendation.
I can bear witness in so far as I am concerned, that I have found the

Departmental heads and the Commission most sympathetic but somewhat
powerlessto remedy the grievances,and expressingthese views on behalf of those
lor whom I appear I do so with the utmost confidence, feeling that beneficial
action is sure to follow. That is all, as far as I have instructions to bring:
before you. You will find appended to this, on the last page what I am alluding
to. I have noticed in the papers there has been a lot of talk about merit, but
I want to state that the record is a certificate of merit or demerit, as the case
might be. The system has been followed out in the army. If a man stands
well, he stands in line for promotion, and the credit goes down in the clerical

history sheet. That is what has happenedin the army.
CLERICAL

HISTORY

SHEET

The Clerical History sheet above referred to is put forward as the only
scheme by which genuine merit can be accurately ascertained.

It is not an

original idea, thoughit has never bee^appliedto the Civil Serviceas a whole.
It is, in fact, an adaptation of the Casualty form of the army, which has been in
use since the Crimean War, and the successof which has never been questioned.
It is applied to the German Civil Service, and I have tried it out with the
greatest satisfaction of my various staffs in the Record office. A somewhat

similar but more detailed form has beenin use by the SeparationAllowance and
Assigned Pay branch which, however, is confidential, whereas the Clerical
History sheet is initialled by the person referred to thereon. With the S.A. »fc
A.P. Mr. Cox tells me, he has found the production of these reports has helped

many of his dismissedclerks to obtain excellent positions elsewhere,and it is a
sreat aid in case of transfer, or even in the section in determining the value and

best use a clerk can be put to, and aboveall it promotes satisfaction and allays
suspicion. Should the person for whom the sheet is created, consider that he
ha? not been fully credited or his short-comings are too severely enumerated.
he can refuse to initial, and the clerical history sheet would be passed on to the
arbitrator
[Mr.
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WHITLEY

COUNCIL

Much has been said and written

as to Whitley

councils, but the result of

their trial in Great Britain has shown that the expenseis out of all proportion
to results obtained.

Furthermore, the grievances of the civil servants, are not

on a par with industrial disputes, which are usually questions relating to the
adjustment of relations between labour and capital and between two organized
bodies. The grounds for discontent or suspicion in the civil service, are seldom,
if ever, collective, but are individual. A servant realizes he has no chance for
advancement in his office, owing to the dislike or indifference of his chief. He
thinks the nature of his work should entitle him to better pay. He has no

outlook for his ability. His reasonsmay be fanciful or real, but in any case
they spoil his enthusiasm for work and are detrimental to both the department
and himself.
ARBITRATOR

This could be met by appointing an adjudicator, arbitrator or intervenera man in whom everyone has confidence for his rectitude, sympathy, knowledge
of humanity and business acumen. He should have his office free from either

the departments or the Commission. Any servant should have free accesst-i
him and he could then decide whether the grievance was fanciful, in which case
he should render his decision in writing, or real, in which case he should be able
to intervene in the complainant's behalf, without putting a shy or diffident
servant to the anxiety and annoyance of fighting for what he is in justice
entitled to. This would be cheaper and more efficacious than Whitley councils
and better being only within the knowledge of the persons concerned.
PAY

BY

MERIT

The present system of pay increase does not make for the utilization of
ability or ambition. A clerk who is not obviously a waster, gets an annual
increase till the maximum of hig class be obtained, simply by effluxion of time.
Some,however, have increased their value by a great deal more than five dollars
in a month, but the only reward they have is the satisfaction of work well
done. Would it not be better to grade raises of salary:(A) Responsibility.
(B) Reliability and Industry.
(C) Punctuality and Attendance.
and if at the end of say three years a clerk had not won an increase for either
of the above three reasons, that his services be dispensed with and if on the

other hand he shows markedly increased value, he should be recompensed^s
and when he earns it.
FALLACY

OF

EXAMINATIONS

Certain people have developed qualities which benefit them for special
functions, and these cannot be definitely ascertained by a set of questions and
answers. Real investigation should be made into the qualities and suitability
of personsfor the positions to be filled. Examinations are useful for the purpose
of excluding, but are not absolute evidence of fitness; a view evidently held in
somedegreeby the Commission,or it would not think it necessaryto set catch
questions.

This is what I have to say on the subject, and I can give you any detail?
you want as to my reasons for coming to these conclusions.
IMr.
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TheCHAIRMAN:
I wishto thankyouonbehalfof theCommittee
forgiving

your reportin that formto the members
of the Committee.Are thereany

members
of the Committeewhowish to ask anv questions
on this report ad
submitted?
Mr. CHEVRIKR:I would like to study it.

The CHAIRMAN:
The Committeewill study the report.
The WITNESS:
I seethat Mr. Jamesonsaidthat he wasvery anxiousto
seethe AppealBoardin operation,and that the personwhoappealsshouldbe

able to put in an appearance. Unfortunately they are unable to do so because
there are so many appeals that they could not get through them in time. In
the case of our particular office, the man who representedthem-naturally he
did receive ;my sympathy on behalf of the changeof classification to be made;
so there are many things in my suggestion that I think will overcome that.

The

Act of 1906 allowed sections 42 and 50, practically what we are asking for.
The

witness

retired.

The Committee adjourned until Monday, May 14th, 1923,at 8 o'clock, p.m.

MONDAY,May 14, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 8 p.m.,
Hon.

Mr.

Marcil

in the Chair.

Mr. W. W. CORY,called, sworn and examined.
Mr. RINFRET: Before we hear Mr. Cory, I would like to read a letter which

has been received by the Clerk of the Committee regarding some evidencegiven
during the last meeting of the Committee by Mr. Bull. I supposeI may read
the letter-I am going to move that it be printed, but that, of course,is subject
to the approval of the Committee.- (reads).
"Dear

Mr.

Howe:-

"I observe in Thursday's daily papers that one, Mr. George Bull,
a witness before the Committee on Wednesday afternoon, stated:-'In
the

Soldier

Settlement

Board

there

are about three

hundred

men we

have knowledge of that are surplus to the department's needs.' From

the other evidence given and from the fact that Mr. Bull's alleged
investigation was made at Ottawa, it would seemthat he was referring to
our staff in this city.
"That his statement is utterly

without

foundation may be proved

by the mere numbers on our staff. At Head Office in Ottawa, we employ
only ninety-seven men. In the whole of Canada, and including the
local staffs, for our eleven provincial offices, travelling auditors, and
such like, the total number of men employed, including the ninety-seven

referred to above, is 371. The only men in our service not included
in this number are our agricultural field advisers,who are giving not only
agricultural advice for soldier settlers but also for incoming agricultural
immigrants.

"In June, 1920, the Board's total staff over the whole of Canada,
including stenographersand every other class of employee, was 1,587;
to-day our total staff in all offices is 664. As a department we have
been very proud of our low administrative cost.
[Mr.
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"We have a public investmentof nearly $90,000,000.00,
which has

to be administered. Our ledgers alone contain approximately 23,000
individual accounts. A separate ledger sheet has to be kept covering

every classof loan made to any settler, and it, therefore,frequently

happensthat we are compelledto maintainfive or six separateledger
accounts for an individual settler.

"By reasonof the terms of the Soldier SettlementAct and the fact

that our securities cover not only 23,000 farms, but also 50,000 horses,
90,000 cattle, and thousands of sheep, swine, and farm implements of
all kinds, our work is infinitely more complicated than that of a loan

companywhich operateson a straight land basis with a large land
margin of security.
"The ordinary large loan company in Canada spendson administration cost from one to one and one-third per cent on its capital investment.

Leaving out the special temporary agricultural supervision service, our
accounting, collection, and general administrative cost, including salaries,
travelling expenses, printing,

stationery, etc., is only four-fifths

of one

per cent, and is, therefore, less than the cost percentage of an ordinary
loan company.
"Our male employees are practically all (some 98 per cent) returned
soldiers, of whom 30 per cent are, or were, pension cases. In fairness
to them we feel that the true facts should be brought before the Com-

mittee, rather than the absurd statement made by Mr. Bull.

I would

appreciate it, therefore, if you would bring this letter to the attention
of the Chairman

and the Committee.

Yours faithfully,
(Sgd.)
JOHNBARNETT,
Chairman."

I would move that we print this letter in the evidence.

(Motion agreed to).
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. What is your full name, Mr. Cory?-A. William Wallace Cory.
Q. Your position in the Service?-A. Deputy minister of the Interior.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Have you a statement prepared, Mr. Cory?-A. No.
Q. How long have you been deputy minister of the Interior?-A. Since
the first of January, 1905.
Q. In order to come right down to business,I note that you are one of the
deputy ministers who signed the deputy ministers' report.-A. Yes.
Q. It is dated 4th December,1922.-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you, at this date, still concur in the statementsmade in that report?
-A.

I do.

Q. Now, on page 84 of the printed evidence of this Committee, there is a
list of classesof positions recommendedfor exemption from the operation of
the Civil Service Act by the various departments, and on page 85 the Department of the Interior has a number of recommendations. Are you aware of
these?-A. Yes, I remember them.

Q. Did you have anything to do with the making up of this list?-A.

It

was made up under my supervision.

Q. Let us take it up in this way. I note there are labouring positions and

what I might call probably technical,professional,or administrativepositions.
Let us take up the labouringpositionsfirst. What wereyour reasonsin recommendingthat theselabouring positionsbe exemptedfrom the operationof the
5-52
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Act?--A. Well,thegreatdifficultywasin getting
them.Forinstance,
labouring
positions
arepositions
that youpicka manup to-day,andheprobably
leaves
you nextweek. Wehadto applyto the Civil ServiceCommission,
formerly,for
their ratification;wehadthe right of puttingthemon,but beforewecouldpay
themwehad to havethe certificateof the Civil ServiceCommission.In many

cases,men wereout of our employand we had taken otherson in their places,
teamsters and that sort of thing.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. On certain work?-A. Yes, ordinary labour such as teamsters.
Q. Most of these people are out on surveys?-A. Yes, and out in our Parks
branch, driving teams and building roads.
Q. There are others such as administrative, professional, technical, or
positions altogether of a special nature. Why would you recommendthat these
be taken away from the operation of the Act?-A. Becausewe were under the
impression that we could get better men and get them quicker ourselves than
through the Civil Service Commission.
Q. As I gather, you would be in favour of exempting all positions of a
labouring kind?-A.
I think most of them have already been exempted.

Q. Would it be fair to put it this way, that you would be in favour of
exempting, or how would you agree with this principle, exempt all positions
that are not susceptible of a competitive examination?-A. Yes.
Q. In the labouring classes. I mean, I want it put this way; all positions
that are not susceptible of a competitive examination, would you exempt them
from the operation of the Act whether the labouring positions or technical

positions, when they are not susceptibleof competitive examination, if such can
be?-A. I do not quite get it how any position could not be susceptibleto an
examination

of some kind.

Q. The word was, "competitive" examination.-A. I do not think all the
appointments now are made by competitive examination.

Q. What I mean is this, the Act says that all positions must be filled by
competitive examination.-A.

Yes.

Q. Then it was hard to define what an examination was. Any test written
or oral was a competitive examination; that is what they say; but I do not
agree with that, and I want to see if you agree with me in this way, that all
appointments to the service should be by competitive examination, meaning
by "competitive examination", competitive examination?-A. Either written
or oral?

Q. Xo, a proper written examination;do not let us jugglewith the meaning
of an examination.-A.

No.

Q. That would take away from the operation of the Act such positions as
charwoman, which under the Act are susceptible of competitive examination,
cither

written

or oral?-A.

Yes.

Q. Asking her, for instance,what kind of water sheshoulduse,and what
kind of soap would be best; that would be a competitiveexaminationunder
that term?-A. Yes, I supposeso, but I would not count very much on ac
examination of a charwoman, I would rather look at the size of her arms.
By Mr. Rinfrct:

Q. That is as to physicalfitness?-A.Yes; it is very muchthe samewith
a labourer.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Thesepositionshere,you wouldexemptthe labouringpositions?-A,
Yes.
[Mr. Cory.]
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Q. Then the technical positions, or administrative positions, why would

you exemptthese?-A. Technicalpositions-there are different technical men.
Take an engineer, for instance. I fancy that an engineer who "u. head of a

technical branch-all

of these men are members of the Engineering Associations,

and he would probably know the kind of man he wanted for his particular
work. He is responsible for that work, and we have always found that when
we leave it to the men to make their own selections, we were able to get com-

petent men, men who suited the man employingthem, and possibly for less
money than we have to pay to-day.
Q. You would exempt the labouring positions, you would exempt the
technical or administrative positions; what about the clerical positions?-A.
I think they are proper for the Civil Service Commission to handle.
Q. What would you do in the case of promotions?-A. What I would
do, I think promotions should remain in the hands of the department. I do
not think there is anyone outside the department who knows the qualifications

for promotion like the man who is in charge of the work which the man who
is to be promoted is doing.

Q. Under the present system, have you anything to do with promotions?A. No. We have a rating sheet which is sent down, which is supposed to have

a value of 50 per cent. No man gets full marks on a rating sheet. I never had
any use for it, becauseI think it is only camouflage. The Civil Service Commission-where

they get their information

I do not know-they

also fill in a

rating sheet which also has a value of 50 per cent. The man that is rated
highest by the department does not necessarily get the position. The}'' can
rate on their own sheet; they can rate our man down, and a man who is underrated by us can be rated up and get the promotion.
Q. Has that happened?-A. I think it has. Anyway, if it has not happened
it is quite possible for it to happen.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Before leaving the appointments, I note that amongst the classes of
positions that you recommend for exemption, there are positions which you say
require extended experience. That is a rather broad statement. Would that
mean in the inside as well as the outside service?-A. Yes, in both.

Q. That would mean that practically outside of the mere clerical positions
you would recommendthe exemption of all positions of a special character?A. I think I fixed it by a salary range, that all who were appointed to the
servicewith $2,400or more should be exempted.
Q. I am afraid there is a mistake in the printing there; that line under
it is supposedto explain the line on which I based my question.-A. Yes.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Who would you say should appoint the technical positions? You
simply said that an engineer,for instance, should choosehis own man, but who
would appoint the man in the first place?-A. I should say, who would appoint
him in the last place.
Q. The engineer you were speaking of.-A. He should be appointed by
order

in council.

Q. I do not meanthe.deputyhead; you spokeabout the headof a department, like an engineer.-A. The engineerwould simply make his report to me,
and I would pass that on to the minister, and upon that an order in council
would be passed appointing the man.

Q. Who would appoint the engineerat the head of the department,under

you?-A. He may havegot his positionby promotion. He is not necessarily
appointed at the head of the branch.
5-52^
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Q.Thentheheads
of theparticular
departments
should
havetheauthority

over the technical positions under them?-A. I think so. How can it be
otherwise?

.Q.At the presenttime, I understand
peopleoutsideof the Civil Service
Commission
are the examiners?-A.Yes,but I took your statementto refer
to a man afterhe had beenappointed.Theheadof the branchhasjurisdiction
over everybody in his branch.

Q. Supposehe has very few technical positions under him?-A. In a

technical branch, most of the officials are technical. Take the branch of the

surveyor general,he has his branch all broken up into certain divisions, and
he has a man at the head of each division.

Q. He is not appointed there in the first place?-A. No.
Q. You say he should be?-A. No, I do not. When a vacancy occurs,he
might select a man he thinks suitable, but he could not appoint him.
Q. But he is the man who should select him?-A.
select

He is the man who should

him.

Q. And under the Civil Service Commission?-A. I am not finding fault;
we were talking about a principle, and a method of appointment. In my opinion that is the way we would get the best result.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. Mr.

Cory, in getting these appointments of labourers, and technical

men, do you apply to a patronage committee for them?-A. No, I never applied
to a patronage committee in my life.
Q. In other words, the deputy is running the whole department?-A. He
ought to, but he is not now.
Q. You would prefer that he should?-A. I do not know how you are
going to do it otherwise.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. In regard to your department, you have been in it since 1905?-A. I
have

been in it since

1901.

Q. Since 1905 as deputy head?-A. Yes.
Q. Has the service grown since that time to its present dimensions?-A.
Yes.

Q. I understand that from the years 1910to 1914there were a great many
homesteadsand pre-emptions and sales of work took place?-A. Yes.
Q. At the present time there is very little of that?-A. Yes
Q. A statement was made here some days ago that your department was
overmanned?-A.

Yes.

I understand

such a statement

was made.

Q. In view of the fact that there are very few homesteads,
and practically
no pre-emptions,and no salesof work goingon. is that statementsubstantially
correct?-A. No, that is not the only thing the Department of the Interior
handles, by a long way.

Q. It usedto constitutea very importantpart of its work?-A. Yes,andit
doesyet. The homesteads
and the pre-emptions
werenot by any.mannerof
meansthe largeproportion-theywerea largeproportion,but not the majority
of the

activities.

Q. It wasa largeproportionof the outsidevrork?-A. Yes,of the outside

service. Still we had our grazing,or national parks,we had our forestsand our
timber and all the rest of it, the coal and other minerals.

Q. Is it not a fact that as far asthe salaryquestion
is concerned,
it

almostdoubleto-daywhat it was,say,nineyearsago?-A. Yes,I wouldsayit
is almost double what it was, less than that.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That is, the pay-roll, not the individual salaries?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. That is what I mean. Does that mean that you have almost doubled
the staff?-A.

No.

Q. It means increasesin wages,to a large extent?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. I wanted to put a few questionsabout dismissals. They are not pertinent

to your departmentespecially,but I believeyou can give me the information.
What is the present status of a deputy minister as regards dismissals? I
understand that when the Civil Service Commission sends you a man, you have

the right to dismiss him right away?-A. We have the right of rejection within
six months.

Q. Any day within six months?-A. Any day within six months.
Q. What takes place after that period?-A. Then, if it is desired,it can be
extended for a further period of six months.
Q. Would you apply to the Commission?-A. No, we report to the Commission that the man is not satisfactory.
Q. That means after six months you have to apply to the Commission for
his dismissal?-A.

We can dismiss

him

for

cause.

Q. What would be the causes? That must be foreseenin the law?-A. Yes;
we can dismiss a man by order in council.
By Mr. Lewis:
Q. For inefficiency?-A.
any

I suppose we can for inefficiency, we can for almost

cause.

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Is it stipulated in the law that certain cases will come under you for
dismissal, and other casesunder the Commission?-A. I do not think so.
Q. Then who is to judge as to the dismissals?-A. Are you asking in a
general way, or about these people who have been appointed who may be rejected
within

six months?

Q. I understand that within six months you have the right, the clear right
to dismiss any employee?-A. We have the rightQ. In that period of six months?-A. WTehave not the absolute right of
dismissal; we report to the Civil Service Commission that the man or woman is

not satisfactory for the position to which they have been appointed. In one
casewhich I have in mind, it went over a year or almost two years before the
person was finally let out. The question arose then, "We want you to specify
your reasons as to why this person is not satisfactory."

Q. That is exactly what puzzles me. The process seemsto be the same
within a period-of six months or after.-A. No, I do not think it is just the
same afterwards.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Within six months you can dismiss him without giving reasons?-A. No,
the Civil Service Commission doesnot need to take my word for it.
Q. You simply turn him back?-A. I simply turn him back to the Commission, or attempt to do so. The Commissionmay say to me, " We want your
reasons." A person who may not be satisfactory in one department, the
Commissionhas the right to assignhim to someduty which he can fill.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Within six months?-A.

Yes.
[Mr.
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Q.But afterthatperiodyoumusthavedifferent
reasons?-A
No,wecan

dismiss them for the same reasonif we want to.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. But in a differentway?-A. By orderin council.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Within the six months,you merelyreportto the Commission,
andthey

have to accept your report?-A.
day.

No.

Q. What is the difference,
then? I havebeenlookingfor that day after
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Is this not the difference,
the man is on probationfor six months,and
he may be rejectedby the deputyhead. After the six months,he can only

be dischargedfor causeby order in council?-A. Becausehe is a permanent
official

then.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Would not the only difference lie in the fact that after that period you
reject by order in council, while before that you do it on your own authority?
-A.

Yes.

Q. But in both casesit must be reported to the Commission?-A. Yes.
Q. And they may ask for your reasons. Does that apply to the outsidf
service also?-A. It applies to all services.
Q. Inside and outside?-A. There is no outside service now.

Q. It comes to this, that practically you cannot dismiss a man without
reporting it to the Civil Service Commission?-A. All changesin our personnel
must be reported to the Civil Service Commission.

Q. What would happen if the Civil Service Commission were not satisfied
that

the

man

should

be dismissed?-A.

I do not know.

Q. Would they send him back?-A. They cannot, they have no power to
send him back once we have dismissed him.
mission arises during the six-months' period.

The controversy with the Com-

Q. I am sorry I have to insist, but I would like to make this clear, and
I think it is the first time it has been cleared up. After the probation period,

if you dismiss a man, you have to do it by order in council?-A. Yes.
Q. And then the Civil Service Commission may not accept that?-A.

I

think they have to accept it.

Q. Then is it in your power to dismiss him at any time?-A. After he is
appointed it is.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Supposingwe put it in this way, Mr. Cory: subsection 1 provides that
subject to the provisions of section 3 of this Act nothing herein contained shall
impair the power of the Governor in Council to remove or dismiss any deputy
head, officer, clerk or employee, but no such deputy head, officer, clerk or em-

ployee, etc.,whoseappointment is of a permanent nature shall be removedexcept
by authority of an order in council. Now before that six months expires you
can report to the Civil Service Commission that the man they have sent you
does not suit you, and they then can put him on a list of eligibles for your, or
some other department?-A.

Yes.

Q. Can they also ask you the reasonwhy you don't want him?-A. Yes.

Q. And under section13 of the sameAct the deputyheadmay at any time
before the expiration of six months,reject any personassignedto a position
under his control, and the causeof rejection shall be reported by the deputy
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headto the Commission.Thenunder subsection2, it is providedthat wherea

person
is rejected
withinthesix monthstheCommission
shallthereupon
select
anotherpersonto take the placeof the onerejected. That meansthat during
the periodof six months,if you reject a man,the Commission
shall not hand

him back to you, they have got to selectanotherpersonto take the placeof the
oneyou haverejected?-A. Well I had a long controversywith the Commission
over that very point.

Q. That is the law as it stands,but it may be subjectto various interpre-

tations.-A. Yes, that is the law as it stands.

Q. You say that on this point after you have rejected a man?-A. Well,
it was a woman.

Q. The Commission I suppose said they still had the right to refuse to
take the clerk away from you?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. What happenedthen?-A. After about a year and a half, her time had
expiredand she droppedby effluxion of time. We had that one case,and
wherethere is one there is always a probability of another.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. One is not much in a great department like yours?-A. There was no
necessityof having one. The casewas perfectly clear on the evidence.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Then you continued this argument. That was in the probationary
period?-A. Yes.
Q. After the extended six months' period has elapsed that person becomes a
permanent employee?-A. Yes.
Q. Then subsection 1 of section 28 came into effect. After the expiration

of the six months or the extendedsix months' period and the employeehas become
permanent, if you want to reject, you may report to the Civil Service Commission about it, but at all events the party can only be dismissed by the
authority of the Governor in Council. Now then in this second class, or this

secondcategory, has it occurredthat when you had recommendedfor dismissal
and reported to the Commission, the Commission refused to dismiss this
employeeand that the same controversy has occurred as you mention?-A. No,
I don't recollect any case of that kind.

Q. What have you to say about the present authority of the deputy
minister with refernce to promotions, dismissals, transfers, sick leave and
statutory increases?-A. As far as statutory increases are concerned, I don't
think there is very much difficulty about that as it is now although I don't see
any necessity for having it pass through the hands of the Commission; that is a

simple matter. But the matter of promotions I think is very essential; I think
that is one of the most important questions on which there is a controversy,
becauseif the headof a branch or department cannot reward merit and efficiency,
then I don't know how you are going to carry on our business.
Q. Now taking up the various Acts, the Act of 1918 as comparedwith the

Act of 1908,you will correct me if I am wrong, but to my mind one of the
characteristics of the present Act is that it has taken away a considerable
amount of the authority of the deputy minister. For instance that scope of
the authority that was coveredin the Act of 1908 by sections 15 to 21-do you

think that was an improvement?-A. No, not in my opinion.
Q. Why not?-A. For the reasonsI have already stated. I consider that
if the deputy minister has no concern over the promotion or transfer or leave
of absenceof an official, then the official has not very much to be responsible
for to the deputy minister.
[Mr.
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Q. Underthis present
system,
in whichyousaythat theauthorityof the

deputy minister has beencurtailed,has it improvedthe serviceor has it had a

contraryeffect?-A. I don't know; in certaincasesin our department,
I think
it has been a hurt; it has been harmful to the service.

Q. We are here to investigateinto the working of the Civil ServiceCommission. Have you any suggestions
to offer whetherthereare any defectsto be
cured or any recommendationsthat you would like to make?-A. I have not

changedmy opinion from the time I appearedbeforethe last Commission,and
that is that I think the Civil ServiceCommissionhavehad too many dutiesand
too much responsibility thrust upon them with respct to the civil service of
Canada. The civil service of England is consideredto be a fairly good one.
It has been in operation since the 21st May, 1855, and all the Civil Service

<iommissionin England deals with is all doneunder order in council; they have
never been establi-liccl by Act of Parliament. They deal with the appointments
to the

second

and third

divisions

of the civil

service.

At

the time

I saw their

regulations, the maximum salary that was placed in competition was £175 and
that is not a very munificent salary. All appointments over and above that
were made by the Treasury or by the minister whose dpartment was affectd.
Even in those that were appointed they had the professional, technical, and
those whose qualifications were otherwise peculiar, excepted; those were also
appointd by the minister; then when it came to the matter of promotions, the
promotions were made and all the Civil Service Commission did was to certify
that the person named for promotion was qualified to take the promotion that he
wa-

slated

for.

Q. If you consider that there are defects in the present law, have you any
recommendations

to make to cure those defects?-A.

The recommendations

I

stand behind are in the report of the deputy ministers.
By Mr. Slum*:
Q. That report is published?-A.
Yes.
Mr. RIXFRET: It is in Number 19 proceedings.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. In regard to the statutory increasesthey take place automatically?-A.
Yes.

Q. There is nothing in regard to efficiency in that?-A. No, exceptingthat
they pass through the hands of the Civil Service Commission,for what reason
I do not know, becauseI assumethat when a name is sent in as being entitled
to his annual increase,it is not going to be reversedby the Commission.
Q. Do you know anything ?bout the effect upon any other department?A. No, I concernmyself only with the Department of the Interior. I have not
discussed the matter with any deputy minister.

Q. There was one casein particular as to which you had difficulty and you
say it was quite clear as far as you were concerned?-A. Yes.
Q. Was that casewell known to the Commission?-A. I have not any doubt
that it was. It ought to be well known to the Commission.

Q. Correspondence
took place in regard to it?1-A. A very considerable
amount of correspondence, yes.

Q. The Commission would have no difficulty in recognizing the case?-A.
None whatever. I understand the person appointed had already been in the
service of the Civil Service Commission before being assigned to us, so they

ought to know fairly well the sort of physical conditionthe womanwas in.
Q. Therewould be no necessityfor the namethen at the presenttime?-A.
If you want the name I will give it to you.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Shaw:

Q. As long as Dr. Roche knows the case?-A. I am sure Dr. Roche knows
the

case.

By Mr. Lewis:
Q. I cannot identify the person.-A. Sarah Payne.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. A few questions,Mr. Cory. Are you in favour of the merit principle?A. What is the merit principle?

Q. I want to ask you what you think it is?-A. I am in favour of merit, yes.
Q. And I supposeyou mean by that as long as the deputy minister has
the right to say or to determine the merit of the particular individual, generally
speaking, except with regard to these limited clerical cases you speak of?A. Yes, I think probably the deputy minister has as good an opinion on the
merit of a person as any one else. He ought to have at least.
Q. How many employes are there in your own department?-A. You mean
inside and outside, and seasonal?

Q. There is no inside and outside service now is there?-A.

I mean at

Ottawa and outside of Ottawa. 3,220 men.
Q. How many of those would be in Ottawa?
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Yours is one of the largest departments, Mr. Cory?-A. Yes, I think so.
At Ottawa there are 1,241. Outside of Ottawa 694. That is permanent. The
temporaries at Ottawa are 83, outside of Ottawa 138, or 231 temporary, the
seasonal, parks, forests, topographical and geodetic surveys and so on, 1,063.
A total of 3,219.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Can you tell me how many there were in 1911?--A. Yes. For the fiscal
year 1910-11 there were 1,163. There were no seasonal employees then. We did

not keep track of them becausethey were simply on and off.
Q. Have you included in the figures you gave first for 1922-23, the number
of seasonal employees?-A. Yes, there are 1,063 seasonal. You take that off
the other and there are 2,156.

Q. Now tell me about the employeesin 1911. Can you distribute them in
and out of Ottawa?-A.

They were not in the same way.

Government, those were permanent, 637, all at Ottawa.

There were, Civil

Temporary war

appropriation-

Q. There would not be any war appropriation in 1911?-A. No. These
were the figures for 1917. Civil Government, 27; temporaries, Dominion lands
outside service 349; those are outside of Ottawa; protection of timber, 38 at
Ottawa; Reindeer herders, 12 outside of Ottawa; National parks 25 at Ottawa;
Water powers investigation there were at Ottawa 3; Printers in Ottawa, 11;
Ordnancelands, at Ottawa 5, and outside schoollands 3; Dominion Observatory
26 and Dominion Observatory Yukon Territory, 27. That totals up to 1,163
Q. How many branchesare there in your department to-day?--A. We have
beenamalgamating now. We had 21. They have been amalgamated and now
we have 15.

Q. When did the amalgamation take place?-A.

Within the last two

years.

Q. How many branches did you have in 1911?-A. I have not that figure.

Q. Can you tell me the namesof your various branchesto-day Mr. Cory?
-A. Thereis the Topographicalservice,the Forestry,National Parks,Dominion
[Mr.
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Lands,
School
lands,Waterpowers,
Dominion
Observatory,
Geodetic
Survey,
Northwest
Territories,
Ordnance
lands.It is ratherhardto just remember

Internationalboundaries
Mining,Mininglands,Timberandgrazing,Yukon,
them all, without referring to the list.

Q. Canyoutell mewhether
or not,Mr. Cory,thereis anyoverlapping
in

the branchesof your department?-A.Therehasbeen. We havebeentrying
to eliminate that as much as possible.
Q. Is there any now?-A. I have no doubt there may be a little, but very
little.

Q. There was not any at the time you gave your evidencein 1921?-A. I
don't think I was asked that question.
Q. You were not asked that question at that time?-A.

No.

Q. I supposeif there is any overlappingthereis probablyover-manningas
well?-A.

Not necessarily.

Q. You might have one without the other, but in any event you do not
recall being asked that particular question as to whether there was any overlapping in 1921?-A. I don't recall it. I would not be quite positive that it was
not asked, but I don't think it was.
Q. Take your Dominion Lands branch; are there any subdivisions of that
department? For instance, you have a Lands Patents branch, School Lands
and Mining lands; are they separate departments?-A.
They are separate
branches in the department, but not separate departments.
Q. Then you have British Columbia Lands?-A. Yes.
Q. Then timber and grazing lands?-A. Yes.
Q. And you have Ordnance lands?-A. Yes.
o. Railway lands?-A. No, there was a branch in charge of railway lands,
but it has practically gone out of business. There are a few townsites and lots
left, and that is about all the railway lands.
Q. Then there is a peculiar branch, Admiralty lands?-A. That is Ordnance
and Admiralty lands; they are the same.

Q, How many different branchesin your department have you dealing with
lands?-A.

You have named them I think.

Then we have the topographical;

they don't deal in lands, but they deal with lands.
Q. That is a survey?-A.

Yes.

Q. Then let us take the survey branches. You have mentioned a geodetic
survey?-A.

Yes.

Q. Then you have also a topographical survey?-A. Yes.
Q. What was the other oneyou mentioned?-A. The International boundary.
Q. Are these all separatebranches?-A. They were, but they are under one
head now.

Q. Have you any other survey forces except these particular ones?-A.
Not survey forces, we have engineeringforces.
Q. Do you include under the topographical survey these gentlemen who

go up and measuremountain peaks and take photographs?-A. Yes, that is
topographical surveying I understand.

Q. Do you know of any other departmentin which surveyingof this

character is carried on?-A. Yes, there is topographical surveying carried on

by the Mines department,the Geological,and I think the department of
Defence, it usedto be the Militia department.

Q. So your department is earning on a topographicalsurvey and the
Militia department also?-A. Yes.

Q. And you saythe Mines?-A. Yes,the Minesdepartment.
Q. What would be the distinctionin the dutiesof thesevariousdepart-

ments? A. I don't know anything about what the jurisdictions of the other

departments
are. I do not knowwhatthey do or why they do it.
[Mr.
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Q. I would imagine that probably you could assist me. Would it not be
so that a topographical survey carried on for the purposes of your department
would be perhaps entirely sufficient for militia purposes?--A. I have been of
that opinion, but I have not been able to bring it about.
Q. Have you tried?-A. I have.
Q. What is the reason you have not succeededin that?-A. I find that
the Militia

man wants to do work in his own way.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Is not that the proper way to do?-A. I think it should be done just
as well by one department.

Q. You mean that the man in your department who would do the topographical survey to get the layout of the land would be the proper man to
estimate the location of the various strategical points that the Militia

man

might indicate?-A. Yes, he has the same ability as the other man.
Q. But I have seen the militia maps?-A. They are more minute than
ours of course; we are not attempting to do that kind of survey, but we could
do it if we had to do it. The suggestion was simply an amalgamation and
let this military man come into the one organization and do the work in his
own way, if he wanted to do it; it would be some economy.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. For your purpose it would be quite satisfactory if the work was undertaken by the Militia
would

have

their

man?-A.

Yes, any special feature they wanted to do they

own man to do it.

Q. Were you prepared to allow your own part of this work to be given to
the Militia department?-A.
No, because we do not want the tail to wag the
dog. We have a very large topographical branch; we had as many as sixtyfive and seventy field parties out when we had more money.
Q. I heard it suggested in the House the other night that by the time this
topographical survey gets completed it probably won't be very much use to anybody, because the whole countryside would have changed?-A. That would not
affect our survey, because ours is simply subdivisional.

Q. Are there any other branches in your department which in any sense
can be said to overlap with any other branches of any other department to
your knowledge?-A. There is the Water powers branch whose services are carried on by the Marine department. That possibly might be carried on under one
organization. I am not sure about that, because I have never given that any
study.

Q. There may be some possibility there of overlapping; is there any other
branch of your department at all which would overlap with some other department that you know of?-A. I cannot just at the moment think of any.
Q. Is the explosives division under your department?-A. No, that is the
Mines department.

Q. You are not the deputy minister of Mines?-A. No.
Q. Can you give me an idea as to whether or not you have got along satisfactorily with the Civil Service Commission during the time it has been in
operation generally speaking?-A. We always try to get along.
Q. You have made every endeavourto co-operate with them?-A. I fancy
I have. I have not taken everything that has been put up to me by the Civil
Service

Commission.

Q. Have you made an effort to co-operate with them?-A.

I don't think

the Civil ServiceCommissionhas any complaintsagainst us in the matter of
co-operation.

[Mr.

Cory.]
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Q. Havetherebeenverymanycases
in whichtherehavebeenanydispute

either with regard to appointmentsor promotions?-A. There have been a
numberof cases;I don't know just how many.

Q. Howmanywouldyousayin thelast'threeyears,wewill saysincethe

Spinney investigation?-A. I could not give you that becauseI do not deal with
those things; they come to Mr. Gibson. If you want information of that kind
Mr. Gibson can give you that.
Q. You hear about them?-A. I hear about some of them, but I do not
carry them, I do not mark them down, I do not keep any record of them.
Q. Would there be a dozen altogether?-A. I would not make any statement

of that.

Q. How many promotions and appointments would there be in your
department in a year?-A. Appointments and promotions?
Q. Yes, give me an idea how many each year?-A. For the last three
years ending the 31st March, 1923, the separations have been:
Deaths

Resignations
Transfers
Dismissals
Retired

Services dispensed with
Total separations

37

486
18
10
55

152
758

That is equal to about 11-6 of our staff. Total number of appointments made
(exclusive of seasonal employees) during three years ending March 31st, 1923,
is 902.

Q. I gather from the report which you as one of the deputy ministers made,
that you are not in favour of the introduction of the Whitley council scheme?A. I was not

at first.

Q. Have you changed your mind about it?-A.
It depends on the kind of
a council. First of all I thought it would probably create the same disturbance
in the department as the introduction of the Civil Service reclassification, that
is every man then got busy to see how he was going to get a fairly good classification. The result is for two or three years, or three or four years, we were
not getting very much satisfaction.
Q. The Whitley council, as generally understood, is an advisory body

representing the staff and representing the employees?-A. I would not be
adverse in connection with promotions. On appointments I am not prepared
to take the advice of the Council, because the employees who are in the service

are not particularly interested in the man who is coming in; but so far as a
council in the department which would meet say once a month or when occasion
required for the purpose of discussingpromotions in the department I cannot
see any objection to that.

Q. It has been suggestedhere that a council with advisory powers only
might be appointed; one of their duties would be to look over the rating and
let their submissionsgo to the Civil Service Commission along with the recommen'dation of the deputy minister?-A. The Whitley council would be formed
how-a

council in each department or how?

Q. I don't think anybody has worked it out exactly but there would
necessarily be one in the Interior department; by the way-we will assume
for the sake of discussion there would be?-A.

In an advisory capacity, I

cannot see any harm that a council of that kind would do in the department,

supposingit was not opento everyonein the departmentto run to it any time
over any little complaint they might have.
[Mr.
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Q. Would it be helpful?-A. It might be helpful.
Q. Are you doubtful about that?-A. I am not positive becauseI have never
seenone tried; I am quite willing to try it.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Does this system of a Whitley council exist in the British Civil Service?
-A. I don't know, I am not sure.
Mr. SHAW: Yes, there is no question about that.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You do not know about the operation of the Whitley Council in the
British

Civil

Service?-A.

No.

Q. You have endeavoured to compare the English Civil Service with the
Civil Service in Canada?-A. So far as appointments are concerned, yes.
Q. Are you familiar with the service there?--A. No.
Q. I presume you are not familiar with the conditions which exist there?A. No. I do not suppose there can be a great deal of difference in a clerical
position in the English Civil Service and a clerical position in Ottawa in the
service.

Q. There may be a difference, may there not, in the number of appointments

made; in the English Civil Service it is not as changing a service as this here?
-A. That may be true.
Q. It is more stabilized?-A.

Yes.

Q. Is it not true also that they have got back of them fifty years of
experience?-A.

Yes.

Q. Whereas we have not got it?-A. Have we not got fifty years of
experienceback of our civil service in Canada?

Q. Not that I know of-I mean as a Civil ServiceCommission?-A. Oh
well, yes; I am not talking of the Civil ServiceCommission,but of the civil
service.

Q. You probably are aware that in England all the services which are
not under the expressjurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission are nevertheless and notwithstanding that fact not subject to patronage?-A.
know what you mean by patronage.

I don't

Q. You"are not acquainted
with patronageat all, you have not any idea

what is meant by the term?-A.

I do, because it is being exercised all the

time.

Q. You are not aware what the situation is in regard to that?-A. No.
Q. I want to ask you this question, how do you get around the Civil
Service Act?-A.

I do not try.

Q. You are quite sure about that?-A. Quite.
Q. If you appoint a man to your department must you give notice to the
Civil Service Commission?-A.

We ask for an appointment.

Q. Supposing you want a temporary employee?-A. There are certain
regulations in the department under which we can put a temporary employee
on away from Ottawa for thirty days; outside of Canada, for ninety days.
Q. Are you called upon to notify the Civil Service Commission of the
appointment of such a man for a temporary purpose for thirty days?-A. At the
end of thirty days we report.

Q. Do you report in every case?-A. I do not keep track of that end
of the situation.

Q. Who in your department can tell us?-A. Mr. Gibson can tell you.
Mr. SHAW: BecauseI know a casein which it is perfectly clear to my mind
that it has not been reported.

Mr. CHEVRIEE:Will Mr. Shaw give the name?
[Mr.
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Mr. SHAW:
I will givethe nameto Mr. Corysothat he caninvestigate
WITNESS:If you give me the nameI will look into it.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. As a matter of fact he has beenemployedfrom the monthof May

to the month of Novemberlast?-A. In what capacity?

Q. In the Grazings branch?-A. You refer to Mr. Albert Helmer?
Q. Yes. I may say for your information that I wrote a letter to the Civil

ServiceCommission
aboutthe matter,and they haveno reportof it?-A. It
may be quite true.

Q. What is the explanationof it?-A. I don't know the explanationat the
moment, but all I know is Mr. Albert Helmer was doing certain work for the

Grazingsbranchof the department,and I think he was a very capableman,
Q. I think so too. All I am interested in is as to how they got around
the Civil Service Act, providing his appointment has not been reported to the
Civil Service Commission?-A. I think as a matter of fact we were considering
his re-employment, and the matter is before the Civil Service Commission now.

Q. Surely, if my suggestion is right, that the man was employed for a
period of over thirty

days how can you explain the fact that no notice had

been given to the Civil Service Commission-however, you can look it up some
time?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Is not the probationary period six to twelve months?-A. That is a
temporary appointment, or an appointment by the Commission; it may be six
months. But this gentleman was not appointed by the Commission; this was
a temporary appointment. I supposehe was probably put on for thirty days
and he did not get through or there was another thing aroseand he was probably
appointed for another thirty days.
Q. Cannot he be put on for ninety days?-A. In Canada only thirty
days.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. How long has he been in the department?-A. He was in the department for quite a number of years prior to 1911, and then he left the service.
He was in the same business and had an extended experience over the foot
hills of the Rocky Mountains where we subsequently formed a forest reserve,
and

the

farmers-there

is a certain

conflict

between

the

farmers

and the

ranchers as to their right to graze in the forest reserve, and it was considered on

representationsmade by the people, both by the ranchers and others that Mr.
Helmer was a particularly suitable person to try and adjust the difficulties.
We have put him out there for probably thirty days, thinking he could do it
in thirty

days, and he was not able to complete it.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do you know of anybody available on the Civil Service list that could
have filled the position?-A. I don't think there is anybody in Alberta that
could have filled

it as well as Albert

Helmer,

and that

was the reason for his

Q. Are there any other similar cases to that?-A.

If there is I do not

appointment.
By Mr. Shaw:
know anything about it.

Q. I notice that a gentleman here named Mr. Deville gave evidence in
1921 apparently the Surveyor-General-is that under your department?-A.
Yes, he is still there.
[Mr.
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Q. You are probably aware that he thought technical men should be
appointed by the Commission?-A. Yes, he probably expressed that opinion,
although I have heard him express contrary opinions.

Q. It is possibly the mood he was in?-A.
stands.

I know

he shed bitter

tears when he found

Possibly; if he said that, it
the Civil

Service

Commission

were going to throw open all the appointments of the Dominon Land Surveyors,
some of whom had been in his service for twenty years, and put in new men
possibly untried.

Q. Did they put in new men?-A. No, they did not because they did
what we did not want done; they brought in the whole service into the permanent

service.

Q. The Civil Service Commission did that?-A.

They would not issue them

a certificate and allow them to go out in the field, and we had to bring them in.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In order to save your men you had to get around it in that way?-A.

We had to let the Commission bring them into the Civil Service.
-A.

Q. What would have been the effect if you had not been able to do that?
His advice to me was he could not carry on.

Q. That was the result of the law, purely and simply?-A. Yes.
Q. And if that law had been changed it would have been no reflection
upon the Commissionersin any way, but it would have been an improvement
in the working out of that law?-A. The Civil Service Commission I have no
doubt did exactly what they thought they were compelled to do by the
law.

Q. It was imperative at that time that it should have been changed in

order to save the service?-A.

That was the Surveyor-General's

advice.

Q. Did that entail any cost in the administration?-A. Very considerable
cost. We had to bring men to Ottawa who had established homes in the west
for ten years, some in Calgary, some in Edmonton; we had to pay their
removal expensesdown here, and they are the only class of people so far as
I know in the permanent service who are on daily

pay.

These chiefs of

the party were brought in at $9 a day, and are paid that to-day, for 360 days
in the year, where we need them only about half that time; the assistants
are drawing $7 a day.

Q. That is purely and simply the working out of the law?-A. Yes; I do
not blame the Civil Service Commission for it, but that is the result of it;
I do not blame the Civil Service Commission for anything; the Civil Service
Commissionare operating under a law that I think makes it almost impossible
for them to succeed-

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You have a great deal of the labouring classesso called employed in
your department?-A. Yes, just during the summer season.
Q. It is not possible to have any of these people fill any other positions?

-A. No, you cannothavea man who is shovellinggravel do anything else.
Q. He could not be called a labourer?-A. You could not make a carpenter out of him.

Q. And fill a clerical position?-A No, not if he is a labourer.

Q. He might be classifiedas such and fill someother position?-A. That

may be, I don't know.

Q. I was wanting to get just in what way, if any, your departmentseek

to get around the Act.
of the Civil

They find difficulties in working out the provisions

Service Act?-A.

Yes.

Q.Whatschemes,
if any,areusedfor the purposeof gettingaroundit?
[Mr.
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Mr. CHEVRIER:
I do not think it is fair to suggest
that thereare schemes

to get around it.

The WITNESS:
I do not know anythingaboutthat. If you hadthat informa-

tion, you had it.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I want to know if there are any schemes?-A.Have you askedthat of

anybody else?

Mr. SHAW: I am asking everybody.
Mr.

CHEVKIER: I do not know that you have used the word "scheme"

yet.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. I will ask Mr. Cory, anyway.-A.

I think I told you.

Q. That you do not know of any?-A. Yes. I have told you that. You
brought up Mr. Helmer's case; I gave you an explanation which I think is all
right. If there are any labourers, if you will tell me who they are and where
they are I will try to find out about them.
By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. The Immigration Branch is no more under you?-A. No.
Q. You were deputy minister of Immigration for a certain while?-A.

For

a good many years I was deputy minister of the Interior, while it was part
of our branch, and I acted for four years after it was made a separatedepartment.

Q. Do you know the conditions that now obtain in the Immigration Department?-A.

No.

Q. You would not want to give evidence on that?-A.
anything about it.

Xo, I do not know

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Have your recommendationsto the Civil Service Commission always
been followed

out?-A.

I would

not

think

so.

Q. Do you know so?-A. No, I do not think they have. For instance, in
the case of promotions, I have recommended the man best qualified in the
opinion of the man who wanted the promotion, as being the one entitled to it.
I know' that man has not always got it.
Q. Why was that?-A. Because the Civil Service Commission decided that
somebody else was better qualified.
Q. On whose recommendation did they decide that?-A. On their examination.

Q. Was it a competitive examination?-A.
I do not know what kind of an
examination they held. They decided as to whom should be promoted.
By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. Have there been caseswhere they have overruled your recommendation
by an examination?-A. I do not know how they do it, but they have simply
notified us that a person has been promoted.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Have your recommendationsfor reclassification been followed out?-A.
Oh, no.

Q. They were not followed out. What was the reason?-A. The Civil

Service Commissiondoes not have to give any reasons. It doesnot give us any
reasons.

Q. Do you think still that you were right in making the recommendations
that you did make?-A. I think so, or I would not have made them.
TMr. Cory.]
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Q. Do you know what means they took to find out whether you were right
or whether you were wrong?-A. No, I have no knowledge of that at all.
Q. Do you rememberthe number of recommendationsthat you made?-A.
No, I cannot tell you. I made a great many, I do not know, the reclassification
has been running since 1918.

Q. And you do not know
the number of times that your opinion was
"

concurred in?

When I say

your opinion," is that your own opinion, or the

opinion of your officials?-A. Sometimesmy own, sometimesboth. All I know
is that out of 692 cases in which I have personally appeared before the Commission on reclassification, there were 20 allowed, one stepped up, six were re-

duced,so after three or four weeks of every afternoon down in the Civil Service
Commission, of 692 cases,there was a net change of 14.
Q. You mean you personally went into the cases of 692 people?-A.
quit then, I thought that was enough.

Yes, I

Q. And you were personally acquainted with these 692 cases?-A. I was.
Q. And you thought they were fit for reclassification?-A.
were entitled

to better

I thought they

classification.

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. By that you mean that the classification was all wrong?-A.
think the classification is right.

I do not

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Were these recommendations made by some of your officials or were
they your own?-A. The chief in each case appeared with me.
Q. Did you take these cases up before the Commissioners?-A. I took them

up with Dr. Roche and one of the experts then classifying the service, Mr.
Nelson, I think his name was.
Q. WThat do you think of the classification, is it working satisfactorily in
your department?-A. I think there are too many divisions. It is classified so
fine now that a man is practically in a little stall by himself. We had eight
division in the service before the classification; now we have some 300 odd.
Q. Over 300?-A. Yes, 313.
Q. Howi do you find that, is that an improvement or an impairment of the
efficiency of your service?-A. I think it is a great impairment.
Q. In what way?-A. Because a man gets into a little division and you

cannot promote him unless you change his duties altogether, and then he steps
into another little box and then he has difficulty in getting out of it.
Q. Sort of pigeon holes and dove-cotes?-A. Yes.
Q. Have you any suggestions to make as to improvement?-A.
I think
we made them in our report, we made the suggestions.
Q. That is the recommendation you would like to see carried out?-A. I
think that would be much more workable, much easier, and much better suited
to the nature

of the

service.

Q. How are the statutory increasescarried on now?-A. They are carried
on-they

are practically

automatic.

A man in a certain

classification

gets

either $5, $10 or $15 of an increaseeachyear. If he is recommendedfor that, he
gets it automatically.

Q. Have you to take that up with the Commission?-A. It goes through
the Commission.

Q. Do you make any reports to them?-A. We simply sendour report to the
Treasury board through the Commission.
out a separate sheet for every increase.

I understand that we have to make

Q. How many employeeshave you who are entitled to a statutory increase?
-A. They come in at different times of the year. This permanent staff here
at Ottawa and outside-they
5-53

are all entitled to an annual increase.
[Mr. Cory.]
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Q. Do you have about three thousandentitled to an increase?-A. About

two thousand.

Q. What is the procedure?-A. A separatesheetis made out. We have

to sendit in duplicate,we havea pad that thick of recommendations,
where
we used to put it all through in one sheet.

Q. That is called for under the regulationsat the presenttime?-A. Yes.
Q. Is that an improvement over the old system?-A. I do not think so.

Q. Does it give any more efficiencyor accuracy?-A. No, and it gives a

great deal more work.

Q. And brings about the same result?-A. And brings about the name

result.

Q. How long does it take you to get that list in shape?-A. Six or seven
weeks.

Q. To prepare the recommendationsfor statutory increases?-A. Yes.
Q. What kind of staff do you employ for that?-A. Two young ladies.
Q. Who work from six to sevenweeksin preparing this?-A. Yes.
Q. How was it done in the old days?-A. In about a week.
Q. Do you exchange any correspondence with the Civil Service Commission?
-A.

Yes. we have had considerable.

I have a little

statement

here somewhere.

T happened to go down one holiday, and I found 56 letters there, and I found
33 from the Civil Service Commission in that mail that morning. I called in
one of my staff the next morning and I asked if that was about the way the

mail was running, and he said, "Yes", so we kept track of it for about eight or
ten months, both of the incoming and outgoing mail. Here is the result. The
first month, there were 217 letters from the Civil Service Commission, and 242
from the rest of the world. The next month, 389 from the Civil Service Commission, as against 272; the next month, 440 from the Civil Service Commission

a? against 282; the next month, 271 against 221; the next month, 214 against
196: the next month, 199 against 213: the next month, 172 against 176: the

next month, 292 against 201: the next month, 265 against 284: the next month,
252 against 311, or during that time from the Civil Service Commission, 2,711,

as against 2,398 from the rest of the world. The outgoing mail, to the Civil
Service Commission, 269 against 540 for the first month; 286 against 543; 330
against 548; 244 against 451; 209 against 368; 179 against 333; 229 against
358; 351 against 316; 303 against 399; 252 against 386; or altogether 2,652
communications going to the Civil Service Commission,to which were attached
in many cases two certificates, a certificate in duplicate or a certificate in
triplicate, sometimesmore than that, making 2,652 as against 4,242, and that
is the ratio that is carried on with the Commission. That is practically 50 per
cent of the time of the deputy minister's staff, as far as correspondenceis
concerned,is taken up with the Civil Service Commission.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. For what period?-A. Ten months.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That is purely and simply the result of the regulations?-A. That is
our mail to them and their mail to us.

Q. Could that not be done away with?-A.

I think so. I cannot see very

much use in a great deal of it.

Q. If that is the outgrowthof the law, is thereany way in which that can

be cured?-A.

All I know is that under the old civil service we probably did

not havetwenty-five letters in a year, either goingor coming.
[Mr. Coiy.]
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Q. Let us look at the result. With this amount of correspondence,are
the results better for the service than they were with the less amount of corre-

spondence,
underthe old system?-A. I cannotseeany possibleeffectthat that

can have on the efficiency of the service.
Q. And you think that could be done away with without hurting the
efficiency?-A. Not under the law as it is to-day, I do not think so.
Q. But you think if you could have that amended in order to do away
with that, it would not impair the service at all?-A. I do not think so.
Q. Does that necessitatethe employment of more clerks?-A. We have o,
great many more than we had before.
Q. Due to this increased correspondence?-A. Increased work in general;
this is only a part of our work. At least about 50 per cent of the time of our
stenographers,as far as correspondenceis concerned,is taken up with Civil
Service

matters.

Q. That is only because of the law?-A.
Service Commission is writing

Yes; I do not think the Civil

a letter they should not write, and we are not

writing a letter that we feel we do not have to.
Q. Have you anything to say about superannuation?-A. Yes, I think if
there were a fair SuperannuationAct in force it would cure a great many difficulties of the civil service to-day.

Q. That is imperative?-A. That is imperative and has been, ever since the
last bill was repealed.

Q. Have you anything to say about salary revision?-A. In what way?
Q. Would the present salary ranges be adaptable to a superannuation law,
an adequate superannuation measure?-A. I think so, I think you can make
any salary range adaptable to a superannuation law.
Q. I suppose in the meantime you think the bonus should be continued

until the proper time for salary revision?-A. I think so.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. There has been a suggestion made on several occasions that a conference might take place between the deputy ministers and the Commissioners as
regards amending this law. Would you be in favour of that?-A.
I would be

in favour of anything that is going to help us, that is going to help the service
out.

By Mr. McBride:

Q. Do you not think, Mr. Cory, that the B.C. lines and grazing and timber
departments could be amalgamated?-A. I do not see that that would effect
any economy as far as B.C. is concerned, nor insofar as the land administration
in general is concerned.

Q. It has always seemedto me that if they had one man at the head of
the whole thing it could be put in one.-A. It might be, but you must understand that our service is spread over the three provinces.
Q. I am only referring to British Columbia.-A. Yes, I know that. We

havebeentrying to do somethingin that way, but we have not got to it yet.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. Mr. Cory, one or two other witnesseswere in favour of establishing
what you could call a utility departmentto look after the work and your peak
loads at certain times. For instancethere are certain times, certain seasons
when you are busier than others.-A. It doesnot affect us so very much, we

dealwith so many differentthingsthat the seasons
do not affectus to any

particular extent.

Q. I notice you say it takes two ladies about seven weeks to look after
the promotions-A. No, the annual increases.
6-53*
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Q. In otherwords,that leavesthesetwo ladiesmakingout 300a week,or

50 a day betweenthe two.-A.

They are just on that at the time. These annual

increases
comealongat certaintimesof the year. Thosewho are appointed
at certain times, their year is up then, andthey simply deal with that, get those
thin;:- ready so that when the time comesthey are ready,but when they are
not doing that there is other work in the particular branchwhichthey do.
Q. That is, 25 of these do not constitute a day's work for these steno-

iphers? In figuring it out as you gave it, that is the way it appears?-A.

Yes, but there is another block comesalong afterwards.

(I I see you kept track of the letters which went to the Civil Service Com-

mission, which amounted to 2,711 in one ten-months' period, and 2,652 in
another ten month??-A. It is the same time, going in and coming out.
Q. It would take a couple of girls looking after that too.-A. It is done
in our general work.

Mr. CHEVEIER:Do you mean for the tabulating of the correspondence?
By Mr. Garland:

Q. Yes, it took two girls seven weeks to look after 2,000, and I should
judge it would take two girls to look after 2,652.-A. You see,it is not the same
class of work at all; one is stenography, the other is simply preparing lists of
people eligible for annual increases. One is merely clerical work, the other is
stenography.
Q. It struck me that that did not seem to be very much speeding up, it
was a small day's work, to make up 25 of these, but now, of course, I understand that these girls do other work, and do this work in along with it.-Yes,
they are not employed for that one purpose.
By Mr. Lewis:
Q. You have said that from 1911 to 1922, approximately, there has been
an increase in the staff of nearly 200 per cent?-A. Yes.
Q. How do you account for the increase to that extent, is it an increase in
the work?-A.
Yes, and the increase in the service. We have established the

Northwest Territories branch, where we had not any employeesat all in 1911.
We have now 30, 40 or 50 in that department.

Q. Is it the fact that I.Ianitoba, Saskatchewanand Alberta, as far as the
surveying is concerned,are practically completed?-A. Not at all.
Q. All the land has been taken up?-A. Yes, but we have to survey land
before it is taken up.

Q. Yes, but they have all been surveyed now?-A. Where?
Q. Well, where the people have occupied the land?-A. Yes, I know,
but you have to keep ahead of settlement. We are not doing so much subdivision

work

now.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Were those departments installed with the consent of the Civil Service
Commission?-A.

At least their

men are now in that

service.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. In 1911 the Immigration department was under the same service,
was it not?-A.

Yes.

Q. And would be included in those 1,162staff?-A. Yes.
Q. Then the increase would be larger when you take into account that
the immigration was outside?-A. Yes, but it was not a very large service.
It was not a department then. It is a department now.

Q. In 1905to 1911was the greatestinflux of settlements?-A. Exactly,
and I say we handledit quite satisfactorily as a branchof the Interior depart[TJr.

Ccry.l
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ment, with a reasonablysmall staff. If you look at the Immigration service
you will find a larger increasein that from 1911 to the present time than
you will find in the rest of the Departmentof the Interior.
Q. Has the staff increasedduring the last two or three years and is it
still on the increase or decrease?-A. Which, in the Interior?

Q yes. A. A very slightincrease,
evenat the presenttime.
Q. Will therenot comea time whenthis peak load will decrease
in the

settlerscomingin and taking up the land?-A. If that was all we had to do,
it would have decreased long ago.

Q. Is not that an important part of the work?-A. It is an important part
of the work, but it is not the majority of the work in the department by a great
deal.

Q. I understandthat years ago for instance,a great many transactions
were taking place. For instance some of the Land Title officeshave been closed
in Saskatchewan?-A. We have nothing to do with the Land Title offices. We
simply deal with the Dominion land agents.

Q. But someof the Dominion land agencieshave been closed.-A. Quite

true.

Q. And in the larger centres where practically homesteading and preemption have ceased,has the staff been decreased?-A. There is not anybody
there at all. As you say the offices have been closed, but the men have been
moved

to other

districts.

Q. In that respect then there has been a decreasein the staff?-A.

Not

at all, because we had to increase it where we transferred our offices to; the
work has to be done, people are going in and taking up the land, and we have
the offices convenient to the people.
Q. But I understand very few homesteads are being taken at this time?
-A. Quite so, but there is the grazing and the mining and petroleum, and
that has to go through the land offices.
Q. For instance, has not the department as far as the Matador ranch
in Saskatchewan is concerned, been placed under the Provincial Government?
-A. The Matador has been turned over to them because they want to turn
it into a community grazing proposition, which we don't touch. As far as I

know they have not done anything with it.

We did not employ a single

solitary soul to look after the Matador ranch.
Q. You had to employ certain men to look after the grazing.

There was

certain work in connection with the lease?-A. Certainly there was, but that
one lease does not make

that

much

difference.

Q. The Matador ranch was not a matter of one lease; there were lots
of people took up pieces of it or leased lands around the ranch; I understood
there are thousands of acres in that district.-A.

Q. North of Swift Current for instance.-A.

Which

district?

For what?

Q. There are thousands of acres that have been placed in the hands of
the Provincial Government.-A. The Matador ranch, whatever amount of
acreswas in that was placed in the hands of the Provincial Government, that
is all. There was no other land placed there.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Did you ever have a staff on that ranch?-A.

Never.

We had three ranch

inspectors
and I think thereweretwo for Sasketchewan
and one for Alberta,
and one for Manitoba.

They looked after all the ranches in their Provinces.

Q. Any work in connectionwith Matador ranch was looked after by

officials here?-A.

Absolutely.

Q. Whether that was taken over by someoneelse did not affect you at

all?-A.

Not

at all.

[Mr.

Cory.]
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Q. Becauseyou had nothingto do with it?-A. We had the administration
of it.

We leased it and collected the rental.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. The development
of this countrythenhasnecessitated
a largeincrease
of staff in your department?-A.Yes, in certainbranchesit has,but not in
the Lands branch.
Q. To the extent of 200 per cent of the staff in 1911?-A. I don't know
that.

Q. 1162 to 2029?-A. 100 per cent possibly.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Suppose, Mr. Cory, that in the Lands branch the work materially
decreasedand there is very little doing, such as you suggestat the presenttime,
as compared we will say with 1910 or 1911; what arrangementsdo you make
to decrease the staff

simply transfer.

in accordance

with

the amount

of work

done?-A.

We

If we have a slack time in one branch and another branch

is busy we would simply transfer from one to the other. We used to do that
readily.
Bif

Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. How do you do that under the present law?-A. We cannot do it
except by reporting to the Civil Service Commission, and if they object to the
transfer

we cannot

do it.

Mr. SHAW: But I supposethey do not object.
By Mr. Lewis:
Q. You say you transfer them from one office to another?-A. Yes.
Q. From any particular office in the West at the present time?-A. I did
not say anything about the West. I was not transferring them from one office
in the West, except when circumstances call for it when an office has been closed
out. I am talking of the head office.

Q. You mean to say that when one office is transferred, all the staff is
placed there?-A.

Some of them are and some are let go.

By Mr. McBride:

Q. Do you conduct the homesteadingon the same principle in the other
Provinces as in British Columbia, that is allow them to be taken up on lease?A. No, we did that for a time in the western provinces and then we discon-

tinued. That is when we introduced our grazing regulations, we gave the
lessor certain proprietary rights in his lease,subject to a year's cancellation.
Q. Closed leases?-A. A closed lease subject to two years' cancellation
notice. Some of the old leaseswere closed absolutely. Under the 1914regulations the leases are also closed but are only for ten years.

Q. They are still taking up homesteads
under leasein the other provinces?
-A. That is one of the things we were discussingand that we madea report
on, that we were goingto give them the samekind of leasein the railway belt
that we give outside. I thought that had beendone,and I have not heardany

complaintaboutit recently. That wasoneof the questions,
you will remember,
that we discussed last spring.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Mr. Cory, immigrationwasunderyou before1911?-A.From 1905it

was under the Interior?-A.
TMr. Con'.]

From earlier than that, 1897 I think.
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Q. And you have immigration agents in the different ports during the
inspection season,in Montreal or Quebec-these were temporary employees?A. They were, yes, but they are not now.
Q. Are they permanent employees?-A. Excepting those put on seasonally.

Q. Those are the ones I mean.-A. The seasonal employees are, still.
Q. This last class of temporary employees are appointed by the Civil
Service Commission?-A.

Yes, all appointed by the Civil Service Commission.

Q. After examination do you know?-A. I don't know. I am speaking as
I knew it.

I have not had anything to do with it since.

Q. Is it your experience that under the old system, when they were
appointedby order in council, you had good agents, and they were satisfactory?
-A. Yes. We did not appoint these temporary ones by order in council.

We

simply appointed them on the authority of the minister by a letter and they
were considered temporary.

Q. Would you think from your knowledge of the characteristics of these
positions, that the old system should still prevail?-A. I think so. Of course
there is this difference between the system prior to 1911 and now, that there

are a great many returned soldiers who are particularly capable of acting as
guards and that sort of thing on the Immigration service; we have got these
men who have been trained in that way; but before, we always got suitable

competentmen and we never had very much difficulty about our guards; if a
man did not stand up we simply let him go and got another.
Q. There would be no difficulty in following the old system and at the

sametime giving some preferenceto the soldiers? A. Oh no, none whatever.
By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. Did I understand you to say, Mr. Cory, that the Immigration staff
had been considerably increased?-A.

Yes, I am quite sure it has.

Q. How was that brought about?-A. I don't know. Since September,1921,
I have not had anything to do with immigration.
Q. Any change in that staff or in the personnel would be worked out
under the operations of the Civil Service law?-A. Yes, I think so.
Q. It would have to be with the concurrence of the Commission?-A.
I

think so, undoubtedly.
Q. That would not be one scheme to avoid the Civil Service Commission?
-A.

Not

that

I know

of.

By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Mr. Cory, you have knowledge of the operation of the Act of 1908?A. Yes.

Q. And that of 1918?-A.

Yes.

Q. From your experience
hasthe public servicegainedanything in efficiency

bythechange
in theAct?-A. Not in my opinion.Certainlynotin economy.
Q. Nor in efficiency?-A. Nor in efficiency.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Mr. Cory, the servicehas been under three different systemsin these
last years. You had the old regimebefore 1908?-A. Yes.
Q. Then you had the Act of 1908?-A.

Yes.

Q. Concerningthe insideservice. And now you havethe new regimeunder

the Act of 1918.-A.

Yes.

Q. Which of the three was the best in your opinion?-A. Well, I did not

havevery muchfault to find with the 1908Act. I had no difficulty before

1908undertheold system.I neverhadany difficulty. We alwaysgot good

peopleand goodservice. We got goodofficialsunderthe 1908,and we are
[Mr.

Cory.]
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getting goodofficialsnow, but the systemof gettingthem is too cumbersome.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Mr. Cory, I understandthat negotiationshavebeenon the way for some
time for the return of the natural resourcesof the three westernprovinces.
Would that decreaseyour staff or would you still have jurisdiction?-A.
would have no jurisdiction

We

over the lands and administration.

Q. I understand you were speaking about British Columbia. That would
have reference only to the 30 miles on each side of the railway.--A. The
20 miles

on each side.

That

is all we administered.

Q. And the Peace River?-A.
million

The belt, that is a block of three and a half

acres.

Q. In regard to the resourcesof the other provinces do you do the survey
work in those?-A.

In Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan.

Q. Not in Quebec and Ontario?-A.

No, we have nothing to do with

surveying there.

Q. Largely that is all done in the provinces that own the natural
resources?-A. Yes. There is a demand for us to take on the topographical
work in the other provinces, that is in Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime
Provinces.

Q. For instance in the Militia

department they would have the right

to d(i that work?-A.
They do in any province. But I fancy most of their
work is done in Ontario and Quebec.
Q. But you confine your work to the three western provinces?-A. The
three western provinces and those portions of British Columbia.
Q. And the Northwest Territory.-A.
Yes.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: Has anyone anything else, gentlemen? Then we
thank you very much for your attendance, Mr. Cory. Does the Committee
wish to hear any other evidence to-night?
Witness

retired.

Mr. RINFRET: I move that we adjourn, Mr. Chairman.
number of Committees sitting to-morrow during the daytime.

I think there is a

Mr. SHAW I would suggestto-morrow evening, at eight o'clock.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: Then the Committee is adjourned until to-morrow
evening, at eight o'clock.
The Committee adjourned until 8 o'clock p.m., Tuesday, 15th May, 1923.

TUESDAY,May 15, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 8
p.m.. Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding.
Mr. X. F. PARKINSON, called, sworn and examined.

By the Chairman:

Q. What is your full name, Mr. Parkinson?-A. Norman Frederick Parkinson.

Q. And your occupation?-A. Deputy Minister of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment department.

Q. Mr. Parkinson, you adminster a departmentas deputy minister that
is not under the jurisdiction of the Civil ServiceCommission?-A. That is so,
sir.
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Q. Therefore, in the working of your department you do not come in

touch with

the Civil

Service Commission?-A.

No. we have not since the

departmentalstaff was taken out of the control of the Commissionin 1919.

Q. Therefore, as deputy of a department not under the Civil Service
Commissionyou naturally have not a great deal of knowledge of the working
of the Act as it applies to your department?-A. No. we have of course, a
few permanent civil servants in the employ of the department, but they are
such a small number in proportion

to the total staff, that there have been

very few official dealings with the Civil Service Commission in connection with

their cases. I think that we have at present some 250 civil servants out of a
total staff of 3,800 or 3,700.

Q. Your total staff is 3,700?-A. Yes.
Q. Are the appointments to the staff made by the department?-A. No,
not all the appointments to the staff. Some have been made by the Civil
Service Commission in the earlier days, some by the Board of Pension Commissioners, and the remainder by the department direct. In other words,
in 1921 and 1922, the department absorbed the administration staff of the
Board

of Pension

Commissioners

in the units

of the head office.

Q. How were they appointed?-A. Partly through the Civil Service Commission and partly by the Board of Pension Commissionersdirect. Mostly by
the Board of Pension Commissioners, who were exempt as w(> were at that time.

Q. What percentage of the staff that you have now would be appointed
by the Civil Service Commission?-A.

It is pretty hard to answer that ques-

tion, becauseour staff at the end cf 1920 numbered approximately 9,000. Of
that number I would say that about 15 or 20 per cent out of the total were

appointed through the Civil Service Commission. Since that time we have
reduced the staff to about 3,700 or 3,600, and it is hard to say what proportion
of those were appointed by the Civil Service Commission and by the department

direct.

Q. Could you tell us what your method is of making appointments?A. Our method of making appointments is based on responsibility for work;
that is to say, in any branch of the department or in any office of the department the man who is responsible for the administration of that branch, has
direct responsibility concerning his work to his superiors in the head office.

For that reason,in order to give him every opportunity of conducting the work
as he thinks it should be conducted-because after all, he has to answer for
it eventually-we
require that he not only recommend the appointments to
his own staff but that he certify that the requirements have been met and tlvit
he is satisfied. If you wish, I can read a few lines from a statement I have

here indicating the certificate he has to sign when recommending an appointment to the staff, if that is of interest to you.
Q. I think so; we would be glad to hear it.-A.

(reads) -

:' (4) In making appointments, the department has rigidly inhered
to the policy of placing responsibility for the selection of staff upon
the officer in charge of the administration of the Branch, Unit, Office
or Institution

concerned.

' (5) It has been the experienceof the department that the most
satisfactory results are obtained only when the officer who is in charge
of any particular activity is made entirely responsible for the selection
of his staff. The officer stands or falls according to the manner in which
the work under his direction

is carried on.

If he does not select efficient

staff, the result is immediately apparent, and as the retention of his own

position dependsupon the efficient and economicalcarrying on of the
work under his jurisdiction, it has beenfound that great care has been
exercisedby officersin recommending
appointments.
[Mr.
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"(6) Every officerrecommending
an appointment
is requiredto

sign the appended certificate:

"(a) That due enquiry has been made and that I am satisfied

that the applicantpossesses
the requisiteknowledge
andabilityto perform
the dutiesof thq»positionin question,and is duly qualifiedas to age,
character and habits;

"(b) That this recommendation
is madewithoutreference
to persona"

or political considerations,
but strictly on the merit principle as between
persons applying or available for appointment;

"(c) That no returned soldier is known to be qualified for the
position or available for the appointment thereto;
"(d) That the applicant has been informed that his/her employment by the department confers no right to permanent appointment to
the civil service of Canada unless he/she qualifies therefor under the
Civil

Service Act and the regulations thereunder, and that his/her em-

ployment by the department is of a temporary character and may be
terminated by the department on one month's notice or by tre payment
of one month's salary in lieu thereof."
By Hon. Mr. Copp:
Q. What is that third clause?-A. Clause (c) "that no returned soldier
is known to be qualified for the position or available for the appointment
thereto."

That

is struck

out

whenever

an ex-member

of the

forces

is selected.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Who is responsible for making those regulations?-A. If I am correct,
those provisions and this certificate were originally recommended by Commissioner

Jameson

of the Civil

Service

Commission

in 1918.

By the Chairman:
Q. In following that, Major Parkinson, you give a preference to returned
men in your department?--A. As you see in the third proviso.

Q. As the result of that proviso, what proportion are returned men, and
what proportion are civilians?-A. Of the male staff of the department-1
have not the exact figure-but I understand that at the present time it runs
about 97 per cent of the total staff who are returned soldiers. In 1921,the
number of ex-members of the forces in proportion to the total staff was 66-8
per cent. That has been largely increasedwithin the last two years particularly,
becausewe have been able to train men for clerical positions that were held
previously by females.

Q. Your department I presume is decreasingin size?-A. Yes, quite
materially.

Q. Will it continue to decrease?-A. Not so much for the next five

or ten years anyway. We are down now to pretty nearly a permanentbasis,
with the number of patients we will have for the next ten years.

Q. How many have you?-A. About 3,600 at the present time. That
number will decrease to a certain extent, but not much.

Q. Are they all located in Ottawa?-A. No, sir; they are located all
over Canada. We have about 758 in Ottawa; the rest are outside of Ottawa.

Q. What does your staff consist of?-A. It is quite varied, in the type
of person employed. As you will understand,the Department of Soldiers'
Civil

Re-establishment) conducts several activities

on behalf

of ex-service

men. We handle treatment cases,vocational training, the manufacture and

supplyof artificial limbsand appliances,
the provisionof employment
for dis-

abled men and pensioners,the handling of unemploymentrelief for pensioners
[Mr.

N.

F. Parkinson.]
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and disabled men during the winter months, the administration of pensions,
not the granting of pensions,and so on. So that our staff is varied in accordance
with the work we have to carry on. We have doctors, dental officers, nurses,
orderlies

and so forth

in medical

institutions.

Q. You have seenthe questionnaire prepared by Mr. Jameson,of the Civil
Service Commission?-A.

That is a certificate that is signed at our office.

Q. That certificate has been adhered to in the making of appointments?A. Yes, sir.
Q. You are administering a department, following the advice of the Civil
Service Commission in the making of appointments?-A.
Well, not so much
that as the matter

was discussed with

the Civil

Service Commission.

Q. In other words, yours is a department that, while it is under the term
"patronage" according to the interpretation of some people, you have followed
the advice of the Civil Service Commission. Let me put this question. When
this Government came into power, were there wholesale dismissals?-A. No
dismissals.

Q. Was anyone thrown out of employment in your department by the
new Government?-A.

Not

one.

Q. So far as that is concerned,there has been no patronage displayed in
the way of dismissals?-A.

No patronage whatever.

Q. Do you think your department is as efficiently administered as it
would

be under

the

Civil

Service

Commission?-A.

That

is

rather

an

embarrassingquestion. I think it is more efficiently administered.
Q. Would you prefer to be under the Civil Service Commission or to administer the department as it is, on the advice of the Civil Service Commission?-A. I would prefer to administer the department as it is. Staff
matters

are much

more

elastic

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Can you tell us why you prefer that you should administer your
department as it is?-A.

One can get much more direct responsibility

from

those who are in charge of the department, certainly by having staff matters
entirely in the control of the department. I am speaking of after the staff
is in the department.

I intimated

in my previous discussion in the matter

that we liked to hold a man responsible for his job in connection with the
staff that is under him. My personal feeling is that we can only get that by
having the direct responsibility of the person himself.
Q. Do the promotions rest with you?-A. With the department.
Q. Entirely?-A. Entirely.
Q. Do you find that is an advantage?-A. I find that that is a great
advantage.

Q. Is it an encouragementto the staff?-A. It encouragesthe staff; it also
tends to my mind to greater efficiency in the handling of the department.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You handle all the promotions yourself?-A. We handle all the promotions within th,e department, except the small proportion of civil servants that
is involved. There it is rather difficult for the Civil Service Commission,

because
somany of our staff are on a temporarybasisand havenot beenclassified in accordancewith the requirements. It must be very difficult for them

to express an opinion.

Q. You have not got the benefits-if they are benefits-of the Civil Service

classification?-A.
We havepracticallyall of the benefitswithout any of the
drawbacks.
[Mr.

N. F. Parkinson.]
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Q. That is important.-A We have providedby order in council for
our ownstaff all the provisionsexceptthe onewherethey are entitledto have
5 per centof their salariesheld back,andsoon, for our ownstaff; our retire-

ment arrangements are practically the same as in the civil service.

Q. Is your staff divided into as many categoriesas underthe Civil Service

Act?--A. Not until last year. At that time,two yearsago,an orderin council

was passed,providing that such of our staff as were eligible might comeunder
the blanketing-inorder that you know of, and becomepermanentcivil servants.
I proceededat that time to have the staff classifiedas I thought it shouldbe
clarified,

so that when the Civil Service Commission came in to do the same

work we would have something to talk to them on. So that they are classified
according to our ideas of classification.

The Civil Service Commission has not

gone over it. I do not know that they would agreewith it in all cases.
Q. Your classification works harmoniously?-A. Yes, becauseit is according to our own ideas of the classification.

Q. It is made up according to the exigenciesof your own department?A. Exactly.

Q. If you had the iron rule or the inflexibility of the present classification,
as it has been said, it might not work for your department as well as your own
classification

works out?-A.

Reading over the classification from time to

time, it has not struck me that there is so much iron rule or inflexibility about
it as the fact that it must be difficult for anybody not actually in touch with
the work of the department to apply that work to the department. While
certain positions are common to all departments, there is a great deal of difference in the work being conducted by the different departments. There are few
of the departments that handle medical services; some have one or two, while we
have

hundreds

of doctors.

(I Do you have bookkeepersand stenographers?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. What is the reason why your department should not have been placed
under

the

Civil

Service

Commission?-A.

We were under

the Civil

Service

Commission at one time in the early days, but our work as you know, is the

handling of the returned soldier as he has come back, making certain provisions
for him. You will appreciate that at demobilization our work increasedfrom
nothing to an immensething. We had at one time 26,000men on the strength
for vocational training, and we had to make provision for artificial limbs, and
those limbs had to be supplied quickly. There was a great necessityfor speed
and urgency in all our work. So that bringing the staff from 1,000or 1,500up
to 9,000 inside of 18 months was an immense task. I think the Civil Service
Commission got as sick of it as we did.
Q. And it was thought that you could do it with more speed?-A. Yes.
Q. More accurately and at less cost?-A. We had to make appointments
all over Canada.

The Civil Service Commission at that time was a fairly new

body, under the new Act, and I am quite surethey did not have the facilities
for handling them in the first place. I talked with Mr. Foran, and they were
quite glad to get rid of it, as far as I could see.

Q. That work was donevery satisfactorily underyour jurisdiction, in your

opinion?-A. I believemoresatisfactorilythan it couldhavebeendoneunder
tiny outside body.

Q. What was there special about your department?-A. There were two

special
thingswhichweremostimportant.First of all, asI say,thenecessity
for speed,
the urgencyof buildingup our staffto takeup a sudden
volume
of work. In the secondplace,we were handling a work that had never been
[Mr.
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handled before, a work that
tingencies which arose at that
Q. Does that apply to
department were handling a

was changing in its nature to meet the contime.
the civil service as a whole?-A. We as a
work that had never been attempted before.

We never had a war like this great war, we never had to supply vocational

training or change our policy from time to time as quickly as we had under
the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment. It would have been
impossible to apply any classification to the department, and certainly it
would have been impossible to handle it by the Civil Service Commission
at that

time.

Q. Would you be inclined to think that the same conditions would apply
to some other departments?-A. There was one other feature about the work
I should mention, that is, we were building up from a staff of 1,500 in 1917
to a staff of 8,000 or 9,000 at the end of 1920. On the other hand it has gone
down again nearly as quickly.
The Government I am sure would not want
to appoint a permanent civil service during that time, because it would
mean a civil service list of 10,000, having them all on the list afterwards,
when it was only having them there on temporary work. We have gotten
down from 9,000 in 1920, to 3.600, and 'are now down to pretty nearly a
permanent basis for the future, for ten years anyway.
By Mr. Copp:
Q. When was the department created?-A. The Military Hospitals division was created in 1915. We just carried on from one to the other.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. How did you securethese people, the staff you have now, by advertise-

ments?-A. In all ways. As far as our ex-servicemen were concerned,
it

was a simple matter. They came into our offices, and when we got hold of a
man we wanted, we appointed him for the job. We did not have to do very
much advertising.
Q. To-day, when a vacancy occurs in your department, how do you
proceed to fill it?-A.
We have in all our offices a list of men who have
applied for various positions. Nearly all our work has been cut off. Practically

all our appointments to-day are appointments for maids, orderlies in hospitals,
dish-washers and so on, and work of the lower classes.
By the Chairman:

Q. Who engagesthese?-A. The superintendentsin the medical hospitals.
Q. Without regard to patronage?-A.

Certainly.

Q. Are they ever askedwhat their politics are?-A. No, sir.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. They have never been accused of patronage?-A. No, sir.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Is there any outside branch of that service under your department?

-A. Yes. We only have 787 of our total employeesin Ottawa; all the rest of
our service

is outside.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. How great, roughly speaking, was the total number of appointments?

-A. We had roughly about 9,000 of a staff at one time.

Q. Did the great majority of those appointmentsprove satisfactory?A. We had troubles similar to what you will find in any industrial or commercial concern. We had to dischargepeopleat times.
[Mr.
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Q. No more so than if the departmenthad beenunder the control of the

Commission?-A. No; I am quite sure of that.
By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. What doesthe outsideserviceconsistof?-A. We havehospitalsall

over Canada;we manufactureartificial limbs, we have a factory in Toronto.
Q. Under your department?-A. Under our department. We have a
fitting depot in each unit, we have our administrationstaff for the payment
of claim allowances,for the examination of pensioners,and for the examination
of men applying for vocational training.

Q. Are all the appointmentsmade from Ottawa?-A. No. The appoint-

ments in the units are made in the units, that is to say, if we appoint a man
in Montreal he is taken from Montreal and appointed.
Q. That is not what I mean.

I mean that the head of the Montreal

branch would not have the authority to appoint anyone?-A. No, he selects

the man and recommendshim to the head officer,and it is approvedat the
head

office.

Q. That recommendation comes to the deputy minister in Ottawa?-A.
That comesto the deputy minister. I do not seemyself only a certain percentage
of the cases recommended. They are consideredby the head office.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You employ a certain number of technical officers?-A. A large number
of doctors.

Q. What others would be in the same category as doctors?-A. Doctors
and dentists, that is about all. We do employ a few mechanics,workmen of
various

kinds.

By the Chairman:
Q. Nurses also?-A.

Nurses also.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. In the line of technical employees,you would have those dental surgeonsand nurses; what about the superintendentsover the artificial limb business?-A. We class them as mechanicsor specialists,limb fitters.
Q. Who selectsthose doctors, those technical men?-A. Take any unit, say

Montreal, we have there a unit medicaldirector in chargeof the medicalservice. In " A" Unit, Montreal, he has certain activities at Ste. Anne's Hospital, at Ste. Anne de Bellevue Hospital, in the City of Quebec,and when
there is a vacancyfor a doctor be will consultthe medicalsuperintendent,
and
they \vill selecta manwho will be satisfactoryfor that work, taking into account

his'training and otherqualifications.They will makethe recommendation
to
Ottawa on the form I read a short time ago.

Q. Have you any officerssuch as chemistsin Ste. Anne de Bellevue?A. No, we have no chemists there in the hospitals of that kind. We have our

own diagnosisfor X-ray purposes. The doctorsdo their own minor analyses
and laboratory work.

Q. Thoseare selectedin the sameway?-A. They are selectedin the same

way. In otherwords,if anythinggoeswrongin a hospitalwe holdthe medical
superintendent responsible.

Q. Have you had any trouble?-A. Very little.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Are theyselected
by themedicalmenfromphysicians
whohavebeen

overseas?-A. Yes. We have that requirement in all cases. Every appointee
[Mr. N. F. Parkinson.]
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must be a returned

soldier, unless there is no one available

for the work.

have about 97 per cent of our total staff ex-soldiers.
Q. Most of them have had special experience along that line?-A.

We

Yes.

Q. And would be fully qualified for the work?-A. They are fully qualified
for the work.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Did you sign this deputy minister's report of the 30th of June, 1922?A. I do riot, remember signing it, but I was on that Committee; I was a member
of the Committee, and I approved of the report as submitted.
Q. You approved of it?-A. Yes.
Q. You do not remember whether you signed it or not?-A. No. I think
I was away at the time it was submitted for signature.
Q. At the moment do you still concur in that report?-A.
Yes, I concur
in that report.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. If your department is not under the Civil

Service, why did you sign

this?-A. I was appointed to the deputy ministers considering this matter. We
have some of our staff who are permanent civil servants, and it was proposed

at that time that there should tie a classificationby the Civil ServiceCommission in view of a permanency.

Q. You say that 90 per cent of your staff are returned men?-A. 97 per cent
of our male staff is made up of returned soldiers.
Q. Would you not think it would be much easier to select employees from

the returned men than to get them from the generalpublic as a whole?-A. Well,
as far as our facilities are concerned, as long as the applicants realize that
they have to apply to the Civil Service Commission, it would not be any easier
to get them that way than through the Civil Service Commission. I feel it
is better for me to take that responsibility myself if I am to have a say in
appointments to my staff. That applies all down the department, through its
various

activities.

Q. The men you employ have all seen overseas service?--A.
all

seen overseas

They have

service.

Q. They would be in a position to fill a job you might have to put them at
better than they would be if they had had no special training?--A. We have
a man's overseas history available, and his other qualifications can be determined to an extent by anybody.

Q. You go by that to a very great extent, by overseasservice?--A. We want
his history as to his overseas service.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Owing to the peculiar circumstancesin your department, the routine
work of the civil service would be too long?-A. It would be too long.
to pull away from the civil service. We have no emergency to-day.

We had
We are

in the same position as any other department, except that we are letting out
a'few more. We are down to a permanent basis now, or just about. Our pulling
away from the civil service was mutually concurred in bfy the Civil Service
Commission

and ourselves

at the time.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. There are certain things that cannot be demonstrated by the civil service; for instance, here was one thing in which the law, notwithstanding the
willingness of the Commissioners,would not have been adapted to this particular work?-A. In my own opinion it was not adapted to meet our situation.
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Idifficulties
maysiy themselves.
that theCivil Service
Commission
at that timewereworkingunder
(>. That was one aspect of a situation where the Civil Service Act could
not have heen efficiently applied to this case?-A. It could not have been at
' i imc,
hai:

1 am sure.

Q. But it might be in other cases?-A. Yes. Emergencycasesare hard to
o. Your departmenthas gotten awa,yfrom emergencies.You think that

your department is at present as efficiently administered, or would be as
efficiently administered hereafter if it remained in its present state than if it
went under the Civil Service Commission?-A. Quite.
(.]. You think there is no emergency?-A. There is no emergency at the
present time.

<>"Is it free from patronage?-A. It is free from patronage.
By Mr. Mdiriilr:
Q. Has any member ever recommended any person to you to be appointed?
-A. Yes. I have had recommendations from members for appointment to the

department, but I have never had a club held over my head and told to
appoint a man who was not competent for the job. I have had no hesitation
in saving that lie was not fit, or that I did not have a job to put him at. In
other words, I have never been forced, or attempted to be forced by a member
to mala' a job for a man.

By Hon. Mr. M arc/I:
Q. Nor by a minister either?-A. I think the ministers in general are
abouf as anxious as I am that things are done properly.

o. I mean generally speaking?-A. Yes. A minister is just as keen in
keeping up an efficient organization as a deputy minister is. His reputation
-tands or falls by the administration

of his department.

He cannot afford,

if he wants to stay in the Government or in politics, to make a mess of any
department.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Your situation is an extraordinary one?-A. It is an extraordinary
one.

Q. It is not likely to occur again, unless there is another war?-A. A
similar thing might occur.

Q. But only under another war?-A.

Only after another war.

By the CJiairman:

Q. Major Parkinson, your departmentis peculiar becauseof a natural
desire on your part to employ all returned men?-A. Yes.
Q. Being a soldier's department, you would prefer to have returned men

fill every position'?-A. I think that shouldapply in all departments,especially
as far as disabled

men are concerned.

Q. In your limb factory, in Montreal, you have a great many disabled

men?-A. Yes, we have. Our limb factory is in Toronto, but we have a limb
fitting depot in Montreal.

Q. You find thesemen do very goodwork?-A. Yes, we havetrainedthem
in the work.

Q. I understandtheir work is very good?-A. It is so goodthat we have
had applications from civilians and others to supply our limbs. We were
forced finally to supply our limbs to all Workmen'sCompensationBoards in
Canada.
[Mr.
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Q. In the great majority of these appointments, you know nothing personally about it?-A. Especially the outside part, except the executive officers. I
know nothing of the junior officers.
Q. The greatest number of your men were employed by the head at the
depot?-A.

Yes.

Q. Were many selected on recommendation of members of Parliament
or anybody else?-A. I would say the percentage of cases in which we have
even had recommendations from members is almost negligible.

Q. Your department has been run very free from any political influence
at all?-A. I can quite honestly say that my experiencein the Government has
beenalmost a surprise. I used to hear a lot about patronage before I came into
the service, and I looked on it as a very terrible and dangerous thing.

I have

been very greatly surprised, especially in a department where we have had
practically no connection with the Civil Service Commission.
By Mr. Shair:

Q. The fact is, Major Parkinson, that you practically got a free hand
to chooseyour staff, on account of the necessity, the urgent necessity at the
time?-A. Yes. We, the department's officers, had an entirely free hand.
Q. And since that time, instead of appointing men, you have been letting
them go?-A.

Yes, that is so.

Q. I take it you have had no reasonto have any experiencewith the Civil
Service Commission?-A.

No, that

is quite true.

I cannot speak of any

experienceof handling appointments, except under conditions which were
urgent and necessitated urgency.

Q. With regard to .promotions, have you had any considerable experience
with the Civil Service Commission? I suppose not.-A.
we have not been connected

with

the Civil

Service

Very little.

You see,

Commission.

Q. As far as the Civil Service Commission is concerned, you cannot tell

from actual experienceanything, or very little, about their operation?-A. Very
little.

Q. So when you jo:ned in the deputy minister's report, I suppose it was
more a matter of necessity?-A. No, it was not that, it was a matter of judgment, basedon experiencein handling our own department.
Q. Why did you not recommend that the Civil Service Commission be
abolished, as far as your department is concerned, if it is such a good thing
not to be bothered by them?-A.

I do not know that that was considered by me

as a necessaryrecommendationin order to carry on the work.
Q. I mean by that in order to get rid of it; you were not particularly
interested in it, as a matter of fact?-A.

No but you know that was a report

from a committee, not from individuals, and if I had felt very keenly I would
have probably put in a minority report, but I did not consider it important
enough. As a matter of fact, I would have no objections to handling the department under the arrangement proposed in that report of the deputy ministers, because that would eradicate the objectionable features of the Civil
ServiceAct as it is at present.
By Mr. Chcvrier:

Q. In other words, if you had to do away with the present system,you

would rather administer your department under the scheme as laid down in

the deputy minister's report than under the present Civil Service law?-A.

Yes,exactly,andmindyou,thereis an orderin councilthat hasbeenpassed
that

providesfor the placingof a greatmajority of our staff in permanentpositions
in tl'e service. It has never beenacted upon, but it is there, and of course
with that in view I naturally took part in any recommendationof that kind.
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Q. And if you canobviatethat fact andobtaina law whichwouldbe

more
in accordance
withthese
suggestions
of thedeputy
minister's,
youwould
prefer it?-A. Yes, much.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q.In fact,I takeit thatyouwouldhavenoobjection
to goingunderthe

Uivil ServiceCommissionnow, providedthis report was adheredto?-A. None
at all.

Q. I just want to ask one or two questions. Just what is the relation of
your department to the Board of Pension Commissioners?-A. As far as the

Boardis concerned,
thereis no relationwhatever-I meanasfar asresponsibility
is concerned, between ourselves and the Board. The Board of Pension Com-

missioners
is a judicial bodyat the presenttime whichawardspensions
to dis-

abledmen and to the dependents
in accordance
with reportsasto physicalcon-

dition, from the department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment.

Q. As a matter of fact, a man who wants a pension applies to you and
ultimately he goes to the Pensions Board?-A. Yes, through us.
Q. There is considerable conflict, I believe, between your department, and
the Pensions Board, is there not?-A. No, there is no conflict between our Department and the Pensions Board; the Pensions Board recommend, I believe,

that they take over tie department, but apart from that there is nothing.
Q. I un<ler-t:md representations have been made by the Board of Pension
Commissioners?-A.

Yes.

Q. That they should be relieved from any association with your depart-

ment?-A.

It was not necessarily that; they recommendedthat they take over

the administration of the department.
Q. I take it that your relations there have not been perhaps as harmonious
as they might have been?-A. There have not been, as far as myself and the

Commissionersare concerned,any acrimoniousdiscussionsor trouble of any kind;
it is just a question of differenceof opinion.
Q. Apparently they did not take you into their confidencein making this
recommendation?-A.

No, that is from the Board of Pension Commissioners.

Q. You said something about the employment of officers. Do you know of
any case where three doctors in the Toronto Unit were dismissed within, I
think, the last six or eight months?-A. Yes, I think we have dismissedmore
than three;

we have dismissed some six or seven.

Q. And do you know wlether or not these men were subsequently reinstated, any of them?-A. I believe one part-time man was re-instated, yes.
Q. Do you recall any case in which three doctors-.-A. There were twu.
Doctor Banting was one, and Doctor James was the other. One was taken
back within two days.

One was never terminated.

Q. I want to suggestjust one or two things that have beenbrought to my
sugiit'-tioii. Have there been any complaints in your department that you
have arbitrarily-I
will not say that-but you have reduced a clerk from a

post of senior clerk to that of junior clerk?-A. Yes, we have had complaints
of that kind; we have done a lot of it recently.

Q. And many of thesepeoplehave refusedto acceptit, and have quit?
-A. Yes, some of them have.
Q. Then, I have heard it suggested-.-A.

Before you leave that, I think in

order to keep this straight I might just explain it. As I pointedout to youQ. Is that a reduction in staff?-A. No, a reorganization due to a big reduction in the volume of work.

Let me point out one feature.

As I pointed out

a while ago,we had26,000menin training at onetime; to-day wehave approximately 163. That is within three years.
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Q. That is vocational training?-A. Yes. To handle that work, we had
a big staff, as you can understand. We would probably have a man in an
executive position handling all work in a certain branch. As the volume of
work decreased, the responsibility of the executive positions changed. For
instance, we had a man in Ontario as Vocational Officer for Ontario at $5,000
a year. When that went out of existence,we could not carry that man, and
he was let out and a cheaperman put in, becausehe would not accept a lower
salary.

Q. That would be the explanation?-A. You change your organization to
meet

conditions.

Q. I understand that in the case of permanent appointments-in the case

of a resignationfrom a personoccupyinga personalposition,it is usual to giye

him two months' gratuity?-A. No, under our regulations those resigning from
the department are not entitled to gratuities.
Q. Did you have any difficulty with a man by the name of Watt, who
subsequentlyaccepteda position in Peterborough?-A. I do not remember the
name. Our regulations cover that matter.
Q. He resigned and was not granted a gratuity, and then some difficulty
arose and he was subsequently discharged?-A.

I do not remember the case.

Q. He raised a considerablefuss about the matter, and then you ultimately
paid him one month's salary out of the disablement fund, paid his transportation and furniture expenses to Peterborough.-A.

That sounds like a far-fetched

story to me, sir, but I do not know the circumstancesat the present time. I
will be very glad to give you that information.
Q. You say that these complaints such as they are arise entirely from the
fact that you are decreasingyour establishment?-A. I do not think the complaints do, but the changesin organization arise from that. The complaints
arise from the fact that the man is changed in classification or is not retained
at the same salary, or is dismissed.
Q. Has there been any complaint in your department with regard to sick
leave as it is administered?-A.
I do not know of any complaint particularly;
I have had employees come to see me, and-.
Q. Take this case, where permanent employees have been treated only as
temporaries, and given only that leave?-A. There is a point that must be
changed. Any question of leave is not a matter to which an employee is entitled
except on recommendation from the department. In other words, the Civil
Service Commission does not authorize leave except with a recommendation
from the department. We have, as I say, a very different situation from any
other department of the Government. We have probably 250 permanent
employees and some 3,600 total employees. All those employees, permanent

and temporary, have had approximately the same amount of Government
service. In other words, the permanent employeesare largely made up of those
appointed under the old regime, appointed by the Board,

who were later

blanketed in and who were probably employed on the same date or later than
many of the temporary employees, so when we made departmental regulations

we tried to make them cover all the employees,becausethey are all largely on
the same basis. They have all had overseasservice, they may all be permanent some day, and why discriminate between a man who has had probably
longer service than the so-called permanent employee simply because he has
not been blanketed in? A great majority of them did not even pass examinations.

Q. I will simply give you a memorandumabout them and you can tell me

the reasons.Another matter I want to bring to your attention is this: I notice
that in the years1920,1921and1922,the percentageof the moneyspaid to your
5-54i
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departmentas compared
with the total expenditure
increased
in this connection
47 per cent to 38-66per cent.-A. 1920and 1921?

Q. I haveworkedthat out for the threeyears.The 1920percentage
of

salarieswas 20-47; 1921was 29-43; 1922was S8-66.
The CHAIRMAN:Of the total moneyvoted?
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Yes,andthe payments
to soldiers,
whichincludes
pay andallowance,

vocationalloans,and unemployment
relief and so on, thesepaymentsin 1920

totalled 56 28 of the total appropriation;in 1921,45-55per cent, and in 1922
39-10 per cent.-A.

Yes.

» Q. Now, what I want to get at is, what is the reasonthat the salaries bear

suchan increasingrelationshipto the total moneyspaid, whereasthe payments
which you actually make are so rapidly decreasing?-A.Thereare severalreasons for that. First, of all, I do not know what figures you have taken.

Q. These are upon the Auditor General'sreport.-A. Including supplementary estimates as well?

Q. Yes, I think so. I would not be sure about that.-A. In 1921, of
course, the Board of Pension Commissionerswas taken over, and in 1922 we
took over the rest of the head office, and we are administering now all pensions.
They are all investigated by the Board of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment.

The

total staff is only about twenty-five people at the outside.
Mr. CHEVRIER:I do not want to stop any evidence, but I do not know
what this is leading us to.

The CHAIRMANSI think Major Parkinson has explained that very
nicely.
Mr. CHEVRIER: If it is administered now better than it has been, it will
have to go a long way.
Mr. SHAW: I know nothing about the department. Now, you lave been

quite generousin suggesting to Mr. Chevrier that your department is more
efficiently fidministered than it could possibly be administered under the Civil
Service Commission?-A.

I think Mr. Chevrier was talking particularly

about

the time of the appointments under the Civil Service Commission.
Q. You are quite satisfied that your department is functioning 100 per
cent to-day?-A. Yes, a good deal better to-day than it was.
Q. You see no method of improvement?-A. Yes, from time to time we
make changes. There may be places now where we could make someimprovements.

Q. When you say you are more efficient than under the Civil ServiceCommission, you are telling the Committee something of which you have no
actual experienceyourself, or very little?-A. We have a pretty good idea of
certain records under the Civil Service Act, and the features that I object to

are features relating to delays in handling staff matters, and taking the re-

sponsibility for thosestaff matters out of the handsof thosewho are responsible.

Q. Are you in favour of the application of the Whitley council idea for
your department?-A. I am not familiar with the Whitley council idea. I
am in favour of dealing with employeesindividually or collectively,in so far
as staff matters are concerned, and discussing things with them and taking
advice from them. I am not in favour of taking the responsibility out of the

hands of those responsiblefor the department,but I am in favour of having

a setpracticeto administerindividualcasesandstaff mattersin general.
'Mr.
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Q. So you would have been favourable to the application of Whitley
council principle in your department?-A. If that is a feature of it, I have no
objection.

Q. How doesit come that you concurred in the report which seemsto take
the other

view?

Mr. CHEVRIER: He said he did not think

it would work.

That

is what he

said in his report, but he might have got Mr. Shaw's idea that it worked one
way.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. In the report of the deputy ministers, in which you say you concurred,
apparently they did not think this Whitley council schemewas a feasible one
at the present time.-A. I could not say.
Q. Did you agree with them?-A. I agreed with that report as a whole,
yes. My own personal opinion is that if the Whitley council arrangement is
as we are discussingit now, it is satisfactory. I do not know that it will improve
matters very much, becauseafter all, any administrative official is going to
discuss staff matters with his staff, either individually or as a whole. I have
discussed matters of that kind with representatives of our staff organization, and
I have always made it quite plain that I would be perfectly willing to discuss
uny features in connection with staff matters at any time. They have brought
me individual cases at times, and they have discussed or advised in connection
with

staff

control

with

me.

Q. Referring to the question that we were discussing a moment ago, is there
considerable difficulty with the Board of Pension Commissioners, not only in
Ottawa but outside of Ottawa?-A. What do you mean by difficulties?
Q. Considerable friction?-A.
I do not think so. We have heard a good
deal of discussion, of course, but I think that is pretty well outlined in the
Report of the Royal Commission recently tabled.
Q. I was speaking about the relations of your department and the Board of
Pension Commisioners. Has there not been considerable friction, not only in
Ottawa, but outside of Ottawa?-A. That is natural in any reorganization. If

you wipe out one branch and put in another branch, we have friction.
Q. As I understand it the Board of Pension Commisioners is judicially
appointed, and as far as their decisions are concerned, you have no control over
them at all.-A.

None whatsoever.

Q. And the result is that they are not under you.-A. They are not under me
at all.

Q. Are you under them?-A.

No.

They simply tell me their decisions as

far as the pension is concerned. They tell me " This man is entitled

to $20 a

month," and I just pay it.

Q. Do you suggestthat the man who is looking for a pension must go
through your department before he can get it?-A. He may apply direct.
Q. But that is not the procedure.-A. In some cases they might write
direct to the Board of Pension Commissioners, and he will apply to the local
office

for examination.

Q. The local office of what?-A.

The department of Soldiers' Civil Re-

establishment.

Q. In the working out of this businessbetweenyou and the Board of Pension Commissioners,each of you is independent of the other?-A. Yes.
Q. Have there not been instances of considerable friction, not only in
Ottawa but outside of Ottawa?-A. I do not think so. I might say that so
far as the relations between myself and the Board of Pension Commissionersis

concerned,
we work in rather closeharmony. They have a different opinionto
mine sometimesprobably, but that does not causeany friction in our work.
[Mr. N. F. Parkinson.]
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Q.Andyettheywalked
upto theRalston
Commission
andsuggested
that

they shouldbegivencharge?-A.Yes,because
in theiropinionQ. In that opinionyou did not agree?-A.No,I did not agree.First of
all, they arenot responsible
to anyministerof theGovernment,
andtheyare
handlingtoomuchmoneyto dosowithoutdirectresponsibility
to theGovernment, to my mind, but that opinion doesnot causeany friction betweenthe
Commissioners and myself.

Q. I heardreferences
to it outsideof Ottawa.-A. A lot of peopletry to
makemountains
out of molehills,andlargelyto their ownadvantage
at timespeoplewhowant to get betterjobstake exception
to certainthings. As I say,
there was a difference, I won't say between the Board of Pension Commissioners ;md myself, but between certain Commissionersand myself.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:

n. Do I understandthat applicants cometo your department?-A. Yes,
and we examinea man and tell tre PensionBoard what his conditionis, and
they award the pension.
Hon. Mr. COPP:And you get a report that he has been awarded so much
pension, and you pay it.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. But you have nothing to do with their decisions?-A. No.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Would not your medical officers have anything to do with the decision?
-A. No, becausethey are on the Board of Pension Commissioners'staff.
Q. Take for instance a man who applies for a pension out in Calgary. He
cannot

come to Ottawa?-A.

No.

Q. So he applies to the medical man there?-A.

Exactly.

Q. And the medical man sends his report to you, and then it goesto the
Board of Pension Commissioners?-A.
on that.

His record overseas will

Yes, but he is not awarded his pension

be taken

into consideration.

There would

be no use of the medical man saying that the man had a certain disability
which he contracted on service, if he did not have his record overseas.

Q. Your officials, the officials of your department, have the say as to the
man's disability

at the present time?-A.

Yes.

By the Chairman:

Q. Your officers state the present condition?-A. Yes.

Q. And the Board of PensionCommissioners'
physiciansanalyzethe case?
-A.

Yes.

Q. And they take the opinion of your doctors?-A. Yes, and his record
overseas.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. And they increaseor reducethe award?-A. Yes. I want to explaina
point in connectionwith applicationsto the department,that that examination
is linked up with the necessityof the man applyingfor the treatment. If a man
comes to us for treatment as to his disability, there is no person who knows
his condition better than the doctor who treated him; and if we had two systems

you wouldhaveduplicationof services.A manmight go to anothertown for
pension examination.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. Supposing
that an applicationcomesfrom a man in Calgaryfor a

pension,
andheapplies
to yourBoardthere,andtheyturn it down,canhedo
[Mr. N. F. Parkinson.]
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anything?-A. Yes. They can turn it down, if they think it is quite obvious
that he is not entitled

to it.

Q. Or he can send it to your department and you can turn it down?-A.

No, we have information as to his record to transfer to the advisers of the
Pension

Board.

Q. Can your department prevent him from going before the Board?-A.
We could, but if the man was satisfied that he had any claim, he would not rest

at that. He can communicatewith the Board at any time, and then again, he
may apply to the Board of Appeal.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. When a man applies for a pension, and the doctors examine him, is he
entitled to a copy of their report to you?-A. He is not entitled to a copy, but
he can see it.

Q. He has a right to see it?-A. Oh, yes, he has to sign it.
Q. I might say that there was one casewhere the man was refused, that I
was interested in?-A.

He was refused to be shown the report?

Q. Yes, I went up there and he was refused.-A. You might be refused
unlessyou had a written authorization from the man to see it.
Q. The man was there, too.-A. He was?
Q. Yes.-A. That is a peculiar circumstance, because any man is entitled
to see his report as to his condition.

Q. And he would not be allowed to take a copy of it?-A.

No, he would

not be allowed to take a copy.

Q. Don't you think it would be fair-of course, I am breaking the rules,
but do you not think it is but right that he should have a copy of that?-A. I
cannot see any advantage in it, and I can see a great deal of harm. These
reports and examinations of course contain not only personal but confidential

information as far as the man is concerned. There is no object in having these
things spread around in the country. We have applications by the dozen from
insurance companies, asking as to a man's condition and record.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. It is in the interest of the man that he should not receive it?-A. Yes.
We will not let anybody examinethe file unlesshe has the written authorization
of that man. We did allow examination during the Royal Commission, but that
is a different arrangement, but the man can see his reports at any time. We
would not let a man seehis whole file, but we would let him see any information

respectinghimself on that file as to medical reports, and so on.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Did I understand that Mr. Shaw wanted to put in a certain
list of cases that he wanted to have explained?

Mr. SHAW: I was going to give witness a memorandum, and he was going
to send the information

By Mr.

to me.

Chevrier:

Q. I will just give you the name of one man, and you might explain
that later on-George H. Sleeman.-A. I have it here. I will leave it here,
if you wish. I think it was presented by Major McKeand in his evidence.
It deals with that subject in general. It was a case of a man who was a permanent civil servant who was retired from the department. There was some
other stuff put in by Mr. Hodgson, of the Amputation Association. I have
someevidencehere in that connection. I will leave that with you if you wish.
He was discussing certain training features with other departments of the

Governmentfor training men in their employ.
[Mr.

N. F. Parkinson.]
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Mr. SHAW:Therewasa gentleman
hereonenightwhowantedto give

evidence
on behalfof someemployees
of differentdepartments.I think it was
a Mr. Barber. He wasspeakingon behalfof a numberof people.
The CHAIRMAN: One of the representativesof the Civil Service?

Mr. SHAW: I think he was. Therewasnot any correspondence
as far as

I know.

By the Chairman:

Q. What was the evidence given by Mr. Hodgson?-A. I have it here.
(page 423 of the evidence).

Mr. CHEVRIER: I supposeit should be pointed out that there is a mistake
in the paging of the evidence-100 pages repeated twice.
The WITNESS:The mistake comes after page 423. If you wish I will
table those two documents.

If I may make a short statement in connection

with some evidence that has already been presented before you dealing with
preference proposed and now given to disabled ex-soldiers in the service. In
reading over some of the evidence presented by Mr. MacNeil, I felt there were
one or two points that should be mentioned that had not been dealt with suffi-

ciently. The disabled ex-soldier who returns to Canada is entitled to pension
from the Government to the extent of his disability that he contracted overseas.

If it is a severe disability he is limited in the type of occupation that he may
follow. There are very few disabilities up to SOper cent, where a man cannot
obtain employment of some sort in ordinary industrial life, provided the

employer or the government is willing to provide a certain amount of training,
and the employer is willing to go to some effort to rearrange things if necessary
in order to give him particular employment. In connection with our vocational

training work, we surveyed very carefully many occupations among industries,
with a view to determining the nature of the occupation, the nature of the

work, and the nature of the disabilities that a man can and cannot have in
order to carry on that occupation.

The results were rather astonishing. There

were very few occupations that could not be carried on by a man with some
form of disability.

It is just a question of selection and placement.

Speak-

ing of examination, and the advisability of giving the ex-soldier, and particularly the disabled ex-soldier, a certain amount of preference in written examinations-

By Mr.

Chevrier:

Q. Have you been able to strike at any average or any point where the
disability to a returned man would be such as to preclude him from doing
labouring work, for instance, the ordinary labourer's job?-A. The ordinary
labourer, that is to say, the man who is doing pick and shovel work, is much
more handicapped. That occupation is much more limited as far as disability
is concerned than probably jobs involving just as heavy work but requiring

only the use of certain functions or certain portions of the body.

Q. I know that is probably one of the hardest jobs, but say a carpenter.
Of course, this is purely theoretical.-A. There are many types of carpenters.
There is the rough carpenter who does building construction work on the outside. You will have difficulty in placing a disability on that job. On the other
hand, you have carpenters who are specializing in shop work, and so on. You
can place disabilities on those jobs. The ordinary labouring job that I class
as a rough job, and the man is a labourer from the engineeringpoint of view,
is a rough carpenter, or a cement mixer-your ordinary labourer on construction work-your man who digs in your excavations,and so on. All these are
classed
fMr.

as labourers.
IJ
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Q. What about lighthouse-keepers, stonemasons, and plumbers?-A. All
these jobs, of course, to a varying extent may be filled by men with certain disabilities.

Q. It may be purely theoretical, but I would like to get some idea as to
where the line might be drawn with regard to the disabled men?-A. You cannot do it by percentage disability; you have to consider only the nature of the
disability.
You might put a man with 80 or 90 per cent disability on a certain
job, and he might fill it up to 100 per cent. But he would be limited to one

or two particular jobs. If he goesout he has only the chance of finding a few
jobs for which he would be suitable. Another man might be on the same job
with only 10 per cent disability, and he might be useless.

Q. Supposeyou had a man who suffered from a 60 per cent disability, is
there any limitation?-A. Sixty per cent disability might be anything, it might
be due to a lung condition, or to the amputation of an arm, or to the amputation of the leg at a certain point.
Q. I have gathered from the evidence that it was graded according to the
loss of an arm or a leg?-A. No, the loss of a leg at a certain point always
means a certain amount of pension, but there are other disabilities that bring the
same amount of pension. I was going to give you a statement in connection
with written examinations. Any man who has been away from close study-

take for instance a professionalman who has been away from study that would
prepare him for examination; the man may be, for instance, a particularly
expert lawyer; he has been practicing for many years, and he is put up against

a certain type of legal examination. He would not have the same chance as a
boy who has graduated from the college for a certain type of examination.

The same thing applies to others. Take the man who has been overseas,for
three, four or five years-take him away from close application to the work he
has been doing and subject him to a written examination, and he is under a
certain handicap by reason of that fact, and also by reason of the fact that it
i? very difficult for a man who has been engaged in outdoor work, such as the

men were up against overseasto immediately apply himself to concentrated
study.

I do not say that we should continue to excuse the ex-soldier in not

wanting to do work, becauseeventually they will have to get down to it, and
we are following that idea very closely in our department; but certainly you
have to admit that a man has difficulty in concentrating on detailed study in
order to prepare himself for an examination after returning from overseas service. In the third place, the men who have suffered disability are at all times

goingto be a responsibilityto the Government,and to the peopleof Canada,
to a certain extent. The man with an amputation, for instance, as he gets on
in years, if he suffered that amputation overseashe gets a certain pension, but
if he becomeshelplessand is out of employment, there is going to be a demand
that he be taken care of. It is questionable whether the Government will be
able to sit back and say,

" You havegot your pension,and we havenothing

moreto do with you." I mentionedthe otherpoints which I wishedto speakof

first becauseI wanted to point out that the great majority of those men who

were pensionedfor disability can be employedin some occupation,provided
that careful selection is made of the occupation. To my mind, there is no other
employment which more readily offers itself to disabled soldiers than the
Government service. It is the type of employment most suited to disabilities.

It offers clerical employmenton a scale that is available in very few other
concernsin Canada. Many clerical appointments in the outside Government
service are now filled by females, and while I do not say that the ladies

shouldnot be employed,
I feelthat it is a goodthing to be self-supporting
and

to be engagedin remunerative occupation; nevertheless,I feel that the Govern[Mr. N. P. Parkinson.]
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ment owesa first responsibilityto the disabledex-soldier,and in the second

place,if the Governmentand otheremployersdo not take careof him now, they
are going to be faced with a demandto employhim later on. He can only
be placedin certain specializedoccupations,andthe soonerwe get him placed,
and working, the better for himself, for the Government, and the people of
Canada.

By Mr. Parent:

Q. How many Ministers have beenat the headof your departmentduring

the last four or five years?-A. Two.
Q. "\Yho are they?-A. Sir James Lougheed, Dr. Manion and now Dr.
Bcland.

Q. Was Mr. Guthrie not one of the ministers?-A. No, he was Minister
of the Militia

department, sir.

Q. I understand that Mr. Guthrie stated that his department had disappeared?-A. I believe he did. He is of the samemind as the Board of Pension
Commissioners.

Mr. SHAW: Do you mean tie Militia

department, Mr. Parent, or the

D.S.C.R.?

Mr. PARENT: The Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment department.

The CHAIRMAN-:Are there any further questions?
By Mr. Parent:

Q. Do you think that Mr. Guthrie was right in advising that his department had disappeared?-A. No, I do not think so, for the reasonthat I think
it would be difficult.

His recommendation was different in this respect, that

he recommendedthat it be amalgamated with the Militia department, This
meant that it would come within the army regulations. The men are in civilian
hospitals, and are under civilian control, and there would be objection to them
going under military
Witness

control again.

retired.

The CHAIRMAN: I do not think that we should hear Dr. Roche to-night.
We will adjourn.

The Committee adjourned until Wednesday,May 16, at 8 o'clock p.m.

WEDNESDAY,
May 16, 1923.

The SpecialCommitteeon the Civil ServiceAct of Canadamet at 8 p.m.,
Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding.

The CHAIRMAN:The witness for this evening is Dr. Roche, Chairman of
the Civil

Service Commission.

Hon. W. J. ROCHE,M.D., called, sworn and examined.
By Mr. Chevrier.

Q. You are Chairman of the Civil Service Commission?-A.Yes, Mr.
Chevrier.

Q. When wereyou appointedChairmanof the Civil ServiceCommission'/
-A.

In October,

1917.

Q. Who appointed you, Doctor?-A.
Q. By Order in Council?-A. Yes.
[Mr.

N. F. Parkinson]
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Q. Since then you have exercisedthe functions of the Chairman of the

Civil Service Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. Previous to taking that post, what was your occupation, Doctor?-A.
Previous

to that?

Q. yes.-A.
of State.

For six years I was Minister of the Interior, and Secretary

Prior to that, I was a practicing physician and member of Parlia-

ment, for twenty-one

years.

Q. So you were appointed in 1917, and the Act of 1918, of course,was not
then

in force?-A.

No.

Q. Previous to 1917 then, you administered for six years under the 1908
Act?-A. Yes, commencing in 1911.
Q. Up to 1917?-A. Yes.
Q. How did you find that Act to work out?-A. Well, I think the Act upon
the whole was a great improvement in many respects upon the methods in

vogue prior to that Act.

It was a step in the right direction. Of course, it

only applied to the inside service at Ottawa.
Q. How did you find that Act to work out with reference to appointments
to the service?-A. Well, in connection with the inside service, competitive

examinationsupon the whole gave very fair satisfation. There was a number cf
appointments made, to be sure, that did not come from the Civil Service Commission, and that were paid out of the outside vote, even though they were
resident

at Ottawa.

Q. Did you have very much to complain about as regards section 13, about
the appointments which were to be made by competitive examination to be
held by the Commission? Did you have any trouble with that section?-A.
Of course, personally, I did not have any trouble, no.
Q. You did not have any trouble?-A.
No.
Q. How did you find section 18, of the 1908 Act to work out, that is from
the list that had been made out, " The Commission on the application of the
deputy head, with the approval of the head of any department shall supply

the required clerks, whether for permanent or temporary duty?"-A. I use to
hear considerable complaint about that section on the part of disappointed
candidates. They did not like the idea of having to go up again-for

instance,

if 50 only were requisitioned for, and they took sufficiently high marks to pass
the qualifying examination, but did not come within the 50 required, sometimes

they would have to go up a secondor third time before they got within range of
the successful candidates.

They rather objected to that, that having taken a

sufficient percentageto pass,they should not be called upon to pass an examination the next time.

Q. Was that the only difficulty that you experienced with reference to that
section?-A. I would consider that that was the principal difficulty.
Q. How did you find that section 24 to work out, for the promotions, that
they shall be made by merit by the Governor-in-Council upon the recommendation of the head of the department, based on the report in writing of the
deputy head, and accompanied by a certificate of qualification by the Commission to be given with or without examination, as is determined by the
regulations gf the Commission. How did you find that to work out?-A.
The
promotions made under that section, I would say a good deal of fault was found

with them, which was voiced at the time the 1918 Act was up for discussion in
the House of Commons Committee, and in the Senate Committee.

The civil

servants themselves,a great many of them-in fact the change was made in
the instance of the civil service. Mr. Maclean who was father of the Act, you
might say, had interviews with the Commission, the deputy ministers, and Civil

Serviceorganizations,and that was one of the provisions which they complained about, and[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Q.Whatwasthecomplaint,
Doctor?Youhavesaidtheycomplained
but

L do not know yet what it was?-A. They said that under that sectionit was

open to favouritism.

Q. Under section24 it was opento favouritism?-A.Yes, sir.
Q. From1911to 1917,did you haveanyknowledge
of any complaintbeing

madein your departmentof promotionshaving beenmadeby favouritism? A.

Of course,I heardcomplaintsbeingmadeaboutthosewhowereselected,
yes.
I experienced that in my own department.

Q. Did you not havethe right to remedyit?-A. I had the right to go into
one branch, or at least the deputy minister had nominally the right to make the
promotions, to recommendthe promotions with the Governorin Council approving
of the recommendation.

Of course, it was not considered that the Governor in

Council should be bothered with such things as promotions at all; the Governor
in Council knew nothing whatever about these people and it was done on the
recommendationof the department, but the deputy minister or the proper official
nominally had the right to make the recommendationto his chief. Frequently
he did n<>{do it, though, and frequently he was not allowed to do it.
Q. By reason of what?-A.
By reason of the fact that the minister was the
IK ;ul in i he department, and a deputy is supposed to voice the expressions of
his chief, and naturally the minister was subject to all sorts of pressure from
-not the candidate particularly-but
the candidate's friends, personal and

political. .Miniundoubtedly it had an effect upon him, no matter who was there
in the capacity of minister.

Q. If that was the case,then the law was not being followed out, because
it says that promotions, other than from the third to the seconddivision, shall
be made for merit.-A.

Yes.

Q. Then the Act was all right, but somebody in certain instances,might
have broken the law?-A.

Yes.

Q. But the law itself was all right when it said that it should be made for
merit?-A. The question was how to determine that merit.
Q. Had you no means of determining who was meritorious?-A. No practice, he complaint made by the employeeswas to the effect that the deputy
would go, say, into a branch where there was a vacancy, and he would select a
man for promotion-probably a good man, but not necessarily the best man.
The others would not have, as they said, a look-in; there would be no method;

there was no competitive examination to declare as to which of them was better
entitled to the promotion.

Q. Now, just on that point; promotions to-day are not made by competitive
examination, are they?-A. Yes.
Q. By competitive examinations?-A. Yes.
Q. All promotions are made by competitive examinations?-A. Yes.
Q. None are made simply on ratings?-A. You are discriminating as
between competitive ratings and competitive examinations. I do not mean that
in every instance promotions are made by written competitive examination,
not at all. All the employees-when a vacancy occurs in a branch, it is advertised within the branch, inviting eligibles who are supposedto compete. Now,

they are all given comparativeratings by their chiefs,by the deputyministers,
which are sent to the Commission, and therefore each one has the opportunity

afforded him of having his merits compared with the merits of his competitors.
Q. But, up to the present point, that is always under the supervisionof the

deputy minister or the departmentalofficer,just as it was in the old days, up
to this point. The rating is given by the deputy minister or the officer in charge?
-A.

Yes.

Q. At the present time?-A.
[Hon.

W.
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Q. In the old days it was purely and simply one stroke of the pen by the
deputy minister. Up to this point, there is not very much difference. Now,
probably as you go along we may find if there is a difference?-A. The difference consisted in a comparative rating of the various eligibles before one man
was selected alone. He may have been the best man; in other instances I am
satisfied he was not the best man, and that man was recommended to the
Governor in Council by the head of the department and promoted.

Q. But on that score,there was always the sanction and the authority for a
deputy minister and a minister, if an improper promotion was made due to
favouritism or otherwise; there was somebody who was responsible?-A. Yes,
somebody is always responsible.

Q. But now, to follow out the difference between the two systems of promotions; under the old system the deputy minister made the recommendation.

Under this present system, the deputy minister or the chief or the head of the
department makes the recommendation in the form of a rating. Is that the
end of it?-A. Occasionally, sometimes quite often.
Q. Quite often that is the end of it?-A. Quite often that is the end of it.
Q. And it goes to the Commission and the Commission acts upon that
recommendation?-A.

Yes.

Q. So unless you can show me, Doctor, the difference between the old
system and the present system, except that under the present system the deputy
minister sets out five or six or ten names with a comparative rating, I have not
seen yet the difference.-A. Do you not mean-.
Q. Just on that point.-A.
That is a very essential difference. It is really

more acceptable to the employeeswhen they know that they have had their
merits considered in competition with their fellows.
were not given any consideration at all.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Before that, they said they

Q. Do you always promote the man with the highest rating?-A.

Some-

times, where there are some other considerations, we do not. For instance,
wbere the rating the head man has got is a higher rating because of seniority,
say, the second man might have a higher rating on efficiency or fitness for the
new position.

Q. But both ratings would be given by the deputy minister?-A.

The

seniority is given by ourselves.
Q. The only difference between the two systems, then, is that you do not

always follow the highest rating, becauseif you do follow it you are practically
doing what the deputy minister was doing before 1918?-A. No, the deputy
minister did not act that way prior to 1918.
Q. I fancy he might as well rate a man high as promote him himself?-A.

Sometimesa deputy only nominally did that, his minister actually controlled
the situation.

Q. He might do that now?-A. I wish to give that credit to the ministers,
they have not been doing it.

Q. I do not see the difference, if you follow the highest rating, but if you
tell us you do not, there is a difference.-A. Mr. Rinfret, sometimeswe do not,
:n this respect,as I was telling you, if the higher rating is higher by respect of
seniority; but the secondman, say, has a higher rating on efficiency and fitness
for the new position, then we supplement that rating by a written competitive
examination, and then we take the rating of the department in conjunction with
the result of that

written

examination.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. This is not given just immediatelybeforethe vacancyoccurs;you give

the ratingall the waythrough,everyyear?-A. Of course,you knowthis rating
is when there is a promotion taking place.

[Hon.

W.
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,®'^S a^an n,otratedandgivencertaincreditat all times,thesameas

in the PostOfficedepartment,
for instance?-A.
I amsorrythat everydepartmenthasnot as gooda systemasthe PostOfficedepartment,
They have

efficiencyratingsin their department,
whichreallyshouldbe in all departments.
Q. I understandfrom Mr. Coolicanthat they havean examination
every
year?-A.
taken

Yes.

Q. And then whena promotiontakesplacethis examination
or rating is
into

consideration?-A.

Yes.

Q. But in other departments it is not necessarily so?-A. Yes.
Q. So the rating is given just at the time of the vacancy?-A. Yes.
Q. Which would also bear out the fact that the deputy might increasethe
rating if he had a favourite?-A. Yes, only he has to go on record, and each
competitor is allowed to see his own rating.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. So the only difference, Doctor, is that under the old Act an employee,
a civil servant did not know whether he had been rated at all or not, and under
the present system the deputy minister has to go on record, by giving ratings?
-A.

Yes.

Q. You have had experienceas minister under the former regime-by that
I mean the former Act. What do you say about the minister's and deputy minister's authority? Was it greater than it is under the present system?-A.
Undoubtedly.
Q. And was it a pernicious adjunct to his position?-A. You mean the
additional authority he had'?
Q. The additional authority he had then?-A. Apparently Parliament must

have thought so or they would not have changedthe Act.
Q. Maybe Parliament did or did not, but you have had that experience
of being a minister under that regime, and you are now a Commissioner under

this regime. I would be grateful to know what you have to say, your own
opinion?-A.

On that point of promotions, I think

the present system is a

superior and fairer system to the employeesgenerally, and they feel that, too,
than

under

the Act

of 1908.

Q. And that is simply becausethe deputy minister has to go on record?A. He has to give them all a comparative rating; which they did not have before.
Q. But it does not obviate the fact that if the minister to-day wants to
give a man a rating of 90 per cent when he is only entitled to 75 per cent, he
can do that?-A. All systems have their weaknesses. This is not perfect, but
I think it is an improvement on the old one.

Q. In the old days, he gave him no rating at all?-A.

Xo.

Q. To-day, if he wantsto favour a friend he can give a rating muchhigher
to that one than to the other?-A.

That is very true.

Q. And unlessthere be somethingvery very specialto raise any suspicion,
his recommendation is followed by the officials of the Commission?-A. Unless
there should be something apparent to the Commissionof a suspiciousnature;
then we would ask to supplement that by a written examination.

Q. But that somethingspecialthat would raise a suspicionwould be in

the nature of what?-A.

For instance, if you found a deputy minister giving

100per centon efficiencyand 100per centon fitnessto an employee
that the
Commissioners
knew perfectlywell was not a 100per cent man,that would
create suspicion.

Q. Yes, but on the other hand, I supposeit is very seldomthat thesetwo
ratings are given?-A. We have experiencedit.

Q. But in view of that, if a deputyministerweredishonestandhad had
the past experience,
he wouldnot givea rating of 10 per cent; he would give
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a rating of 95 per cent or 90 per cent, and what meanswould you have to

doubt the veracity of the statements, in order to determine that an investigation should take place? You say that the Commissionerswould know?-A.
Yes, and then besides-

Q. You say the Commissionerswould know that. You do not mean to say
that you would have personal knowledge of the fitness and qualifications of
every civil servant?-A. No.
Q. Who would know that?-A. I had a particular case in mind when I
answeredyou as I did, and I did happen to know the employee; he was a good
faithful, industrious employee, but far from being a 100 per cent man.

Q. Supposingin the post office in Montreal, or the post office in Halifax,
or in the post office at Vancouver, the postmaster or the deputy postmaster, or
whoever was in charge there, would give a rating, what would appear to be an
ordinary rating of 90 per cent, and another one of 85 per cent. There would
be nothing there to raise your suspicion?-A. No, there would not.
Q. And yet it might be a dishonest rating.-A.
It is possible.
By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. Is there any appeal from these ratings?-A. Sometimes. Sometimes
the disappointed candidate appeals to the Commission.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Under the Civil Service system, a rating is much more satisfactory?A. Yes.

Q. They feel there is an independent commission looking after the ratings?
-A. That is the representation that we get from the employeesthemselves.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. They are particularly satisfied, then, with the rating; is that your argument?-A. You heard the evidence given here by the two head men of the
organization of the Customs Branch, and they would not go back to the old
system.

Q. That may be, but I am not concernedvery much now with their evidence; I am concernedwith your evidence. Do you say the employeesthemselvesare satisfied and delight in this system of ratings; that that is more satisfactory than under the old system?-A Undoubtedly.
Q. What is your reason for saying that? Have you had a censustaken,
or is it an expressionof opinion, or what?-A. We have had representations
made to us on many occasions by representatives of Civil Service organizations.

Q. I will just put it this way-if the deputy minister under this present
system can give a rating to his own place, I would be very candid in admitting
that I cannot see where the check is. Then, to pass away to another aspect of
the situation, when you were minister did you have to do with the employment
of any people in the outside service?-A. Oh, yes.
Q. Were they subject to any competitive examination?-A. No, except
perhaps in a few cases.

Q. How were they selected?-A. They were selected, many of them,
through the minister.

Q. You were Minister of the Department of the Interior?-A. Yes.
Q. One of the largest departments?-A. Yes.
Q. And all the land agents, and sub-land agents, and other officers, who

lived in the westernportions of Canadarepresenteda considerableportion of

your employees?-A. Yes.
Q. And that was called the " Outside Service "?-A.

Yes.
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Q. So that thosepositions
werenot filled by competitive
examination?-

A. No.

Q. But were left to the minister?-A. Yes.

Q. Underthat system
did youfind that moreclerkswerebeingemployed
thanshouldhavebeenemployed?-A.
Well,I havenodoubtin my ownmind
that moreemployees
got into the serviceunderthat system
than underthe
present system.

Q. Your reason for saying that is what?-A. The reasonis becauseof the

pressure
that wasbroughtto bearon variousministersto find employment
" for
this poor devil that was out of a job."

Q. You wereministerfrom 1911to 1917. Do you recallany,of theseposi-

tions having beenfilled due to pressurebrought to bear upon you?-A. I will
have to frankly confessthat I appointedemployees,
morethan I think the service demanded, and that was under the old system.
Q. And those officers were absolutely supernumeraries? They were not

at all requiredfor the generaladministrationof the department?-A. The ser
vice could have got along without them.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Are they still in the service?-A. Some of them, I think, are in the
grave at this moment.

Q. But you still say they were needed?-A. I would not attempt to say
what is needednow. I have not been a minister of the department since 1917.
Q. Well, I understand that you appoint a man, or the Commission chooses
a man, when the demand is made from the department.-A.
Yes.
Q. Well, then, there could be an extra man, as there existed in your time?
-A.

Yes.

Q. You could not check that at all?-A.

Well, it is apt to happen still, but

not to the same extent.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Now, let us take the Deputy Ministers' Report.
copy of it there?-A. Yes.

I suppose you have a

Q. The Deputy Ministers' Report (page 2, section 43, of the Civil Service
Act) relating to appointments reads as follows:"Appointments to the Civil Service shall be upon competitive examination. Whenever a vacancy in any position in the Civil Serviceis to be
filled the Deputy Minister shall request the Commissionto make the appointment. The Commissionshall thereuponappoint the personwhosename
stands highest upon the eligible list for the class in which the position is
found and who is willing to accept the appointment; in case there is no
eligible list for the class,the Commissionshall forthwith hold an examination, and, if necessary,to prevent any seriousinterference with the public
business, but not otherwise, may fill the position at once by making a
temporary appointment as described herein."
And then they recommend on page 3:-

" That appointments to professional and technical positions, or to
those of assistant deputy ministers, headsof branches,and all officials in

the higher grades,say those appointedto positionsfor which the minimum compensationis $2,400per annum, or over, be made by the Governor
General in Council on the recommendation of the head of the depart-

ment based on a report in writing from the deputy head."

Have you any criticismto find with reference
to that recommendation?-A.
Well, of courseI havenot changed
my mindanyin regardto howthoseappoint[Hon.
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ments should be made from the attitude I assumed when the Spinney Bill was

up; I took stronggroundsagainstany changeupon that occasion.
Q. What was the reason for that?-A.

The reason, as set forth in my

evidence before the Committee of Investigation at that time, was much to the
same effect as in connection with the promotion examinations, namely, that you
will have a much better chance to get a better official in open competition

than you will through individual selection. That was the attitude I assumed
on that

occasion.

Q. And you think that a minister who is desirous of promoting the very
best interests of his department, and carrying the responsibility

that goes with

it, will let his deputy minister select a man who is not at all fit for the position?
-A.

I would not say that, because many excellent men have been selected

under the old system, but that is not a defenceof the system if you can get a
better maii through competition.

Q. Did the service to your knowledge suffer from the method of appointment to technical and professional positions under the 1908 Act?-A.
21 was passed.

Section

Q. Did you agreeon that?-A. That was the technical position?
Q. Yes, I think we agree that the words " or otherwise peculiar" are
absolutely obnoxious, and that they should be absolutely struck out. Let us
take section 21, leaving out the words " or otherwise peculiar ". After those
words have been struck out of that Act, how would that section have operated?
-A. It would be less injurious.
Q. Where was the injurious operation of the Act, if you took that out?-A.
Individual selection as opposed to open competition.
Q, Now then, the basis of that statement is simply theory?-A.
Oh, no,
actual practice.

Q. Have you any evidencethat under that section appointments were made
where it was wholly or in part professional or technical, not using the words " or
otherwise peculiar "-that
appointments made under that section were bad
appointments?-A. Of course, there, I have not taken any census of those that
were appointed under that section, but I do know that that section was utilized
for bringing men into the service who should not have been brought in.
Q. I agree with you. Any Civil Service system as it was carried out then,
I would oppose, but can you say that all those who were appointed, not under
the words " or otherwise peculiar," but under the other words, were not competent men for the position for which they were selected?-A. That is a pretty

broad question. I would not wish to take the responsibility. They might have
.beenand I know nothing about it.
Q. When you say that the present,system obviates to a degreesection 21,
then it simply obviates the injurious effects of these three words?-A. Oh, no,
I am satisfied in my own mind, and I am sure I am voicing the sentiments of
the Commission,that we can get a better class of men through throwing it into
open competition than we can by allowing a deputy, nominally in some cases,
and in reality in others, to go out and select a man.
Q. In your mind, have you any caseswhere the deputy minister did appoint
in that way technical men who turned out to be unfit for the position?-A. I
would

not

like

to individualize.

Q. Do not namethem. I will take your word. Have you in your mind any

caseswhere there were misfits appointed under this section?-A. Yes. I cannot
say that they are very numerous because I have not taken the census of them.

Q. There were a few mistakes made under that section, with all due

deferenceto the presentsystem;it doesnot approachthat degreeof perfection
5-55
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to
whicheverybody
would
liketo seeit reached,
soit is susceptible
of making
some mistakes?-A.
Yes.
Q.Underthe present
system,
wouldtherebe thepossibility
of making

as few mistakesasweremadeunderthat section21,or is "it absolutely
waterproof
in everyrespect?
-A. Oh,no,thissection
canbeabused,
butI think
the evidence
that wasadduced
beforethis Committee
by themenwhoarein

the best positionto judge, namely,the men connected
with the Professionaland

Technical
Institute,is the evidence
againstgoingbackto theold system
and
they areagainstgoingbackto theoldsystem,
andarein favourof thepresent
system.

Q. You disagree with the deputy ministers, who in their own minds think

that thoseappointmentsshouldbe left to them. You disagreewith them?-A.
Undoubtedly.

Q^ And your opinion is not simply due to the fact that you are admin-

i>tering this law, is it?-A.

Not at all.

Q. Now then, they proceed to recommend:
" That there are certain outside services,such as employeesin offices
outside of Canada, rural postmasters,etc., as to which it is impracticable
to apply the provisions of the Civil Service Act reasonably, and these
>hould be removedfrom the application of the Act, a list of such services
to be .-upplinl by the various department-."
What have you to say about that?-A. We have acted in part upon that
already. As you know, out of 11,500men say, approximately, we have exempted
some 7,159 men. I think that was the number.
Q. You said that out of 11,000 what?-A. Postmasters.

Q. You have excluded about 7,000?-A. About.
Q. As to these exemptions, I suppose this is an accurate statement. This
is Sessional Papers Xo. 102 of Friday, the 7th of April, 1922, entitled " Report

for the year 1921 of Positions Excluded under the Provisions of Section 38B,
from the operation of the Civil Service Act, 1918, as amendedby Chapter 22,
11-12 Geo. A'."

Now, I find there the provisions that were exempted. There

is the manager of the Parliamentary restaurant on the 5th of February, 1921,
and the Chaplain on the llth of July, 1921, but then I find that Commercial
Intelligence service, Department of Trade and Commerce,and a few employees
outside of the Dominion of Canada, with the exception of trade commissioners
and assistant trade commissioners; clerks, Commercial Intelligence service;

senior clerk bookkeeper; senior clerk stenographer; clerk stenographer; clerk
typist; clerk; junior clerk stenographer; junior clerk typist; junior clerk; translator or interpreter;

junior

translator;

messenger clerk; office boy; and com-

mercial agent, were exempted by Order in Council of the 19th of September,
1921. I gather that the reason given there is, " It was agreed that the Commission could not fill the positions proposed for exemption by any other means
than departmental representation, that the salaries depend entirely upon prevailing rates of compensation in respective countries, and that the whole
management of the employeesof trade commissioners'offices can be carried on
much more expeditiously and without duplication of work, by the department".
-A. Well, we could, of course. It is not absolutely impossible. It is easier
from a departmental standpoint or an administrative standpoint.
Q. That is, that it would be practicable and more practical to remove from
the operation of the Act these various positions?-A. Yes. Representations

were made by the departmentthat outsideof Canadait was causingso much
delay.
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Q. Then, on the 21st of September, 1921, all labourers, assistant labourers,
foremen, labour foremen, and charwomen outside of the city of Ottawa were
exempted?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you know the number of positions, the number of employees,that
this meant?-A.

Under that order in council?

Q. Yes?-A. Well, no, I do not.
Q. Have you any idea how many labourers, assistant labourers, foremen,
labour foremen, and charwomen that would mean over Canada?-A.
not like to say.

I would

Q. Can you give me a rough guess?-A. I could tell you I think about
approximately the number that were exempted under that order-in-council of
,'une.

Q. Oh, no, I am not interested in June, 1922. I am interested in September,
1921. Could you give it to me within 500?-A. I would not attempt to.
Q. Can you find out?-A. I could find out from the departments concerned.
Q. Will you find out the number of employees?-A. Yes.
Q. Now, the reason for exemption was, "It has been the practice of the

Civil ServiceCommissionto allow the departmentslocal selectionin these
classes, owing to the difficulty
inations

or tests."

That

in administering a satisfactory system of exam-

was the reason?-A.

Yes.

Q. And you made certain recommendations as to that being done?-A.

Yes.

Q, Then, on the 14th of August, 1919, "all positions carrying an annual
salary of not more than $200 per annum" were released. Now, going back to

this order-in-council of the 21st of September, 1921, how did the Commission
come to release these positions?-A.

After the Spinney Bill

investigation

in

June, I think in June of last year, the preceding session-it was agreed that it
would be advisable for the deputy ministers and Commissioners to get in conference, consultation, as to what particular positions should be exempted, positions for which it would be found impracticable in the public interests to have
competitive examinations.
That was suggested by the Committee.
Instead
of the recommendation of the Committee to take away by Parliament, they
were to leave it to the Commission itself after conference with the deputy
ministers.

Q. That was the reason for the excellence of these results?-A. Yes.
Q. Order-in-Council No. 1053 dated June 29, 1922, released a certain
number of positions?-A. Yes.
Q. Can you say what the effect of that was on the number of employees

release.d? How many employeeswould Order-in-Council 1053 of the 29th of
June release?-A. I think in the neighbourhoodof 3,000 or more.
Q. It released 3,000 or more employees?-A. I think so.
Q. So that when the statement was made that what followed that order

in council was taht 11,000positions were released,that would be hardly accurate?-A. That would have to include those that were previously released.
Q. If that statement is right, that there were about 3,000 released under
this order in council, and the statment was made that altogether 11,000 were
released, it would mean that 8,000 were released under the other one?-A.

There

was an order in council previous to that of the 29th of June, 1922.
Q. But that releasedaltogether about 3,000?-A. More than that, I think.
Q. I mean the order in council itself of June, 1922, with the additional

classesthat it releasedat that time by its own virtue only amountedto about
3.000?-A. I think that is approximatelythe number.
Q. But the effectof this order in council beingretroactive,it releasedaltogether about 11,000?-A. Yes.

Q. Sothat whenthat statementwas madeon the floor of the Houseby me,
I wascorrect?-A. I think you werebelowthe mark. I think it was 13,000in all.
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Q. I tookthefiguregivento meof 11,000,
sothat if this orderin council
owneffecthadtheeffectof releasing
about3,000positions,
andif there

were 11,000 releasedpreviously-

The CHAIRMAN:Altogether.
By Mr. Chcrricr:

Q. 11.000,that left about 8,000or 10,000positionsthat were released
previousto the passingof this orderin council?-A.Therewereover 10,000
l>n>iti<ms
prior to the passing of this order in council.
By Mr. Phijn-t:

Q. Do you mean releasedfrom time to time, or that had not beencovered
by the Act?-A. There were a number of individual positions releasedfrom
time to time; grades that were included in the order in council of August, 1919,
I think

it was.

Q. Does that number include only the positions releasedfrom time to time,
or generally, all the outside service positions that were not under your jurisdiction?

The CHAIRMAN:That would not cover the departments under the Commission.

By Mr. Rhifrrf :
Q. There has been no time in the history of the Act when there was a
Civil Service Commission that covered all positions in the service?-A. No.
Q. That would be only the positions you released from time to time?A. Yes, by order in council.
Q. You were awrare that the deputy ministers recommended a list of
positions to be exempted previous to the order in council that has just been
alluded

to?-A.

Yes.

Q. The Commissiontook a certain number of positions from that list, and
refused to exempt others?-A. That is true.
Q. Can you suggest any reason why they differentiated between that class

of positions and the others?-A. There was of course a certain number of positions we did not have any doubt about at all that should be released, and we

recommendedthose. There were other positions we thought we could handle
better, that were capable of some competitive test or examination, and which
we are handling very satisfactorily. We have not therefore met the wishesof
the deputy ministers in all respects. In fact, I think they will admit that they
handed in a larger order than they expected would be filled.
Q. The main question wraswhether a position could be submitted to a competitive test or not?-A. Largely.

Q. Well, in a large number of outside positions, is it not a fact that the
only competitive test is the recommendation of the local inspector?-A. There
has to be some kind

of a test before that

recommendation

is sent in to the

Commission. The onus and the responsibility is placed in many instancesupon
the departmental representativewho gives the test, whatever it may be.
Q. Take the case of postmasters; how do you happen to differentiate
between the $200 postmaster and the others?-A. For the same reason that

Mr. Graham,the PostmasterGeneral,explainedto the House,howthey treated
those who had contracts for rural mail delivery, namely, that any personwith

a contractup to $200couldhaveit renewedwithout competition,but abovethat
they threw it opento competition.

Q. Why; is there any reasonfor the $200?-A. Yes. Under $200there
would be practically little or no competition. We had to have an arbitrary line
drawn
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Q. But there is no reasonfor it, it is arbitrary?-A. Yes.
Q. It might as well be $500?-A. Only that we find there is very much
more competition where the salary is over $200 than where it is under. Therefore we are liable to get a larger number of applicants, and better men among
the applicants.

Q. That is the only reason?-A. At many of these small post offices the
difficulty is to get anybody at all-in a .$60post office.
Q. You leave it to the member, when it is hard to find a postmaster, but
when it becomes easier it comes under the Commission?-A.

I did not say we

left it to the members.

Q. Who would make the appointment, under the $200?-A. The department.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Wherea man is employedonly half the time, wherea man keepsa store

and doesother things, when a vacancy occurs do you find any difficulty in get-

ting applicantsfor that position?-A. It is very very seldomthat a post office
goesbeggingfor the want of someone applicant and, as you say, in the little
corner store in the country it is very frequently a merchant who has the post

office as well.

There would not be any competition in his case.

Q. In a competitive examination up to $500 for a post office would the
soldiers' clauseapply there just the same?-A. Yes.
Q. But there would not be sufficient there to keep a man?-A. Not alone.
Q. Do you think it would be advisable to have those positions not under the
Civil Service Commission, say up to $500?-A.

I do not see the necessity for it.

If I thought there was going to be an improvement in the system, I would not
object, but inasmuch as we are giving and getting the very best satisfaction-I

think I quoted in the investigation in 1921 that up to that time out of 3.800
postmastersappointed under the Commissionthere were complaints in less than
oneper cent. A systemthat works out so satisfactorily is not a very bad system,
and my opinion has not changed since that time.
By the Chairman:
Q. Do you not think, however, that with the increase in the rural mail
delivery there are many small communities in which the number of storekeepers
is decreasing, and as a result of that, in the few places that want post-

officesit is getting more and more difficult as time goes by to find a suitable
store to use as a post-office? Do you not think that the difficulty is increasing,
of getting postmasters with suitable post-offices?-A. I do not know about the
older settled parts of the eastern provinces, but I must say that we have not.

had any representationsto that effect from the Post Office department itself.
Mr. LEWIS: There would be nothing like that in the world, that I know of.
The CHAIRMAN:

No.

Mr. LEWIS: $200is rather a small sum for a village.
The

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

Mr. LEWIS:Unlesshe was a storekeeper,
you would not have many appli-

cants for the position?

The CHAIRMAN: No.
Mr. LEWIS: It is a little

on the low side.

WITNESS:
Well, asI saidbefore,I do not seeany reasonwhy, whenwe have
a systemthat is workingout so satisfactorily,if you will pardon the expression,
if you bite off a little here this sessionand take another bite another session,the

first thing we know we will be back to the old system. It doesnot matter what
the individual opinionmay be of the Commission,we have to sacrificeit if it
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doesnot harmonizewith the viewsof Parliament. Inasmuchas Parliamenthas

placeda statuteon the books,havingas its objectthe abolitionof patronage,
we haveto followthat and be guidedby the results. I mustsaythat the Post
Office department has beenco-operatingwith the Commissionalmost better than

any other department,with the result that we aregettinggoodresults.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Is it not due to the fact that the recommendationof the department is
often given effect to, in about 95 per cent of the cases?-A. I think so. You are
correct in the percentage,but we have to impress upon the applicants the fact
that they must make it free from political influence.
Q. But it is left to the department?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. There is an examination provided for?-A.

Not a written examination,

it is given by the Post Office inspector of the district.

Q. The Soldiers' preference comes in?-A. Yes.
Q. Have you found many caseswhere the recommendationshad not been
followed?-A.
In some cases they have not followed out a recommendation.
Q. But not extensively?-A.
Not extensively.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. On the question of the $200,it is purely and simply a matter of degree?
-A.

Of degree-how?
Q. Under the $200 mark, somebody outside the Civil Service Commission

makes

the recommendation?-A.

Yes.

Q. Do they get good men?-A. I presumethey do.
Q. You have heard no complaints?-A.

No, except on this score, the com-

plaints voiced by Mr. MacNeil the other day.
Q. Giving the preferenceto the returned soldier and keeping that in mind
all the time, would the same men, if they chosea postmaster to fill a position
under $300, exercise the same judgment and discretion as they would select up
to $200; the inference is that they would?-A. Yes. You are getting on delicate

ground now. I know you are rather sensitive about anybody using the word
patronage.

You see what is at the back of this?

Q. I do not. I do not seewhy you put it down at $200. If they are giving
you good service in their selectionsup to $200I fail to see why they should not
be as honest in making a selection up to $300 or $500. I agreethat up to a
certain hmit it must he stopped, wherever you can get a proper, not a distorted
competitive examination, and with all due deferenceto the Act I do not believe
that any competitive examination is good written or oral: it is to my mind

purely and simply a questionof degree. You get a goodselectionat $200,and
your official would be just as honest at "s300.just as honest at $600,and just as

honestat $1,000. I agreewith you that theremust be a limit somewhere.
Mr. MCBRIDE: Wipe it out altogether.

Mr. CHEVRIER: No, do not wipe it out altogether, if my friend will pardon
me for a moment.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. The moment you can put in a fair, honest,decentcompetitiveexamination, start with it there; if you will start in with a competitiveexamination
for a postmastership at $200. why not do so?-A. Mr. Chevrier, up to a com-

paratively recentdate the United Stateshad written competitiveexaminations for all postmasters
over$180. Recentlythey haveamended
that, to have
it apply to over $500.
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Q. Would you undertake to hold a competitive examination for the
appointment of a postmaster in Northern Quebecor Northern Ontario, or in the
northern portion of the Northwest? I do not agreewith the comparisonthat i?
made in certain respects of the Civil Service law in the United States and ours,
because of the difference in population and means of communication. If our
country was as thickly populated as theirs, there might be some reason for it.

-A. In those isolated places you refer to, those would be the exemptedpositions.

Q. Quite. In those rural centres,where communicationsare not as modern
as we would like them to be, and where you have difficulties, you leave it at

$200. Up to the present time I have never understood why it was put at $200.
-A. Pardon me for asking a question. Can you understand why rural mail
contracts were not renewed at $300 or $500, just the same as those at $200?
Q. That might be because it was fixed arbitrarily.--A.
So is ours.
Mr. CHEVRIER:But that does not excuse it. You and I will agree if we can

get a principle, but if you put out an arbitrary measureI have the right to put
one out too, and we will never agree. If we agreeupon a principle, we are safe.
Mr. LEWIS: Is this not the principle?

Take the $200, it is almost impos-

sible to get men to competefor that. It is generally for the convenienceof the
public that a man takes the position, and they are glad to get anyone up to $200.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Is this not true, that at $201 they have competition?
By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. Can you give us the reason in the United States for raising the minimum up to $500?-A.

They make a rule of having a written examination over

$500, but all under $500 are appointed exactly as we appoint them here in
Canada, through the Post Office inspectors, without a written examination.
By the Chairman:
Q. Tell us how the United States administration arrived at the $500
amount; was it arbitrary in that case?-A. Yes.
Q. So that it is just a question of judgment?-A.
As to the likelihood of
competition.
Q. Is it reasonable to consider that there is much likelihood of competi-

tion at an amount less than an honest day's pay?-A. Up to $500 a man would
have to have some other allied business as well, and there would not be competition up to that unless he had another line of business.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. In the renewal of the mail contracts, rural or otherwise, the arbitrary
rule is that up to $200,they have to be let by public tender?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Can they not be renewedwithout public tender?-A. Only up to $200.
Q. Have you inquired into that?-A.

No.

I read that in Hansard.

Hon. Mr. COPP: I was wondering whether you knew it personally or not.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. If we are through with the postmasters-I was taken away from my
argument for the moment-these

positions that

are mentioned in P.C. 1053

were releasedas a result of what?-A. As a result of a request from the departments in connectionwith that class of labour, that class of position. They felt
that they could more easily and better handle them than through the Commission.

Q. I want to proceed as quickly as I can. They were released at the
request of the Departments?-A.
Yes.
Q. The positions enumerated in P.C. 1053?-A.

Yes.
THon.
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Q. They werereleasedat the requestof th departments?-A.
Yes.

Q. You get your authority for that purposewhere?-A. From the Civil

Service Act.

Q. That is section 38?-A. Yes.
Q. The amended section No. 38?-A.

Yes.

Q. I havenot got it here,but we canagreeuponit from time to time. The
reasongivenin that sectionis that it was because
the positionswerenot susceptible of an examination, or it was not practicable to hold a demonstration of

skill for the filling of those positions?-A. I will tell you Mr. Chevrier,that
while that was the wording of the order in council,becausethey followedthe
wording of the Act, I will frankly state that there are very many positions
that are not practicable for somekind of competitive test. What influencedme
in recommendingthe release of those particular positions was more particularly
that I thought it was the wish of Parliament as expressedby members from
every side of the House, and especially as it was shown during the investigation of 1921that that was the class of positions they thought should be released
under

that

section.

Q. If that is so, the law remains just the same, it does not affect section
38 at all; these 150 classes, or those that are mentioned in the order in council,
contain a large number of classes wherein I suppose in the days that they were
under your jurisdiction you did not appoint very often?-A. Not very often.
Q. You probably made one or two appointments in a year, and in others
considerably more?-A. Yes.
Q. I notice for instance that you have released the electrician foreman,
and you have not released the elevator man?-A. Yes.
Q. Now, I am not going through the whole list, but I would like to know

the reason why?-A.

I think I explained that once before to you to this effect

that we believe we made a mistake in releasing the electrician.
Q. That mistake was what?-A.
I think we should have had a competitive test for that particular class of position.
Q. Supposing so, that is for your discretion; but you have not released the
charman though you have released the charwoman?-A. Well, I see no reason
myself why the chairman should not be released if he is getting the same amount

of pay. I think that if you will look at this class,you will find that we released
almost universally, if not universally, those in that list that were- on prevailing
fates. That was an important factor in recommending their release.

Q. What would be the idea of releasing only those on prevailing rates?A. The prevailing rates differ in different parts of the countryQ. You have not releasedthe elevator man and he is on prevailing rates?
-A.

I do not think that the elevator man is on prevailing rates.

Q. Is he not?-A.

No, I think there is a salary schedule for him.

Q. You know that?-A.

I am quite sure of it.

Q. You have not releasedthe watchman or the caretaker?-A. No.
Q. Why?-A. Out of consideration for yourself, Mr. Chevrier.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Well now I am preparedto take any responsibility that goes
wltli the job or with the office if it be necessaryor incidental to it. I am not

arguingthat at the moment,but I shirk no responsibility.If peopleplacetheir
confidencein me, I have to take every thing that goeswith the office. If you are

thinking of me,I will take all the responsibilitythat goeswith the office.
Mr. McBRiDE: But others may not want it.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
It is immaterial to me what others may want or do; I
shall do what I think is my duty.

[Hon.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Wereyou goingto givethe reasonswhy you havenot releasedthe watchmen and caretakers?-A.

Personally, I am not opposed to releasing the watch-

men, the night watchmen for instance, where practically all the requirements
are integrity, honesty and good physical condition.
Q. You say you have no objection to releasing them?-A. No.
Q. You have not releasedthe lighthouse keeper?-A. No.
Q. What would be the reason for that?-A. Well, I think upon the whole,
that our system has been working out very well. There may have been some
delays in some cases,in remote places, but as a rule we have quite a little bit
of competition for those lighthouse-keeperspositions.
Q. In what way?-A. When positions are advertised we have quite a few
applicants.

Q. Yes, in that way, but you cannot have a competition or a demonstration of skill?-A.

That is where we utilize the departmental officer of the dis-

trict, who gives an oral interview to all the applicants.
Q. If you leave that to the departmental officer, why not leave them all?
-A. At the present time, as you realize, we are the guardians of the principle
underlying the Civil Service Act.
Q. What you have you hold, and what you do not have you want?-A.
No, we are not so anxious to fill positions, because the more we have the more
kicks we generally get; but I must say of the lighthouse-keepers generally, that
except in remote districts they have got satisfaction from the men selected, and
there have not been to my knowledge in connection with any recommendation
made by a departmental representative any charges of partisanship on his
part.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I am glad to hear that, but I am not concerned with charges
of that kind at present; I am only concerned with purely the merits; that is all
my

concern.

Mr. McBRiDE: As one who knows something about lighthouse-keepers,
and steamboat work, I think it is very important that a lighthouse-keeper
should stand a pretty stiff examination, because it is a very important position.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I have nothing to say against that, but I do not think that
the system at present gives him a very strenuous examination. Let us see how
it is done. A representative of the department goes down and makes a selection-

WITNESS:

He

advertises

first.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Yes, and then he goes down and makes a selection?-A. From the list
of applicants. Knowing the requirements for the position, the qualifications

of the applicants and the necessaryqualifications that should be taken into
consideration, he finds out which of the applicants more nearly measures up to
the standard as set out in the qualifications.
Q. Supposing that position was released and it was left in his hands; sup-

posing you turned it back to the department, and you said to the Department
of Marine and Fisheries, or whatever department it was," " Go and get a lighthouse-keeper,"and that same departmental officer did as he is doing to-day?
-A.

Supposing he did that?

Q. Supposinghe did that, if he is honest to-day, you have no reason to
doubt that he would be dishonestto-morrow?-A. I would not say that it was

a caseof dishonesty,we would be quite at liberty if the lighthouse-keeper
were
released from the Civil Service Commission to seek his recommendations else-

where, and would be more likely to be influenced in his recommendation.
[Hon.
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Q. Supposing
youhadoneof thoseinspectors,
a departmental
officer,
making
the selection
to-day,and a member
of Parliament
usedpressure
uponhim,
wouldhe not be just as liable to givea ratingwhichwouldput in a friendof
his own or of the member of Parliament, as he would be otherwise? What

sanctity is there to this systemwhich preventshim from beingdishonest,if he
wants to be dishonest?-A. I do not think you have as high an opinion of the
averagememberof Parliament as I have. Surely no memberof Parliament,
in face of the law to-day, would do that.

Q. That is so, but it does not obviate the fact that if he wanted to do it he
could

do it?-A.

He

could.

Q. Well, where is the safeguard?-A. The safeguard is that the members
of Parliament having been the law-makers are not going to be the law-breakers.
/>'// tin' Chairman:

Q. But they are not the same law-makers?-A. Parliament goeson forever.
Mr. LEWIS: But they obey the law surely.
Mr. RINFRET: So this law was framed to insure our sanctity?
Mr.

LEWIS:

There

is this

difference,

that

if there were no Civil

Service

Commission there would not be any examinationsat all, and they would simply
appoint one of their friends.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I am not prepared to agree with that.
I am taking the
lighthouse-keepers' case at random, but under the present system there is no
competitive examination, there is no demonstration of skill, and the Act says
that when that is not practicable, or in the public interest, it is up to the Civil
Service Commission to recommend that these appointments be returned to the
department.
WITNESS: The difference, Mr. Chevrier, is that you are giving a narrow,
technical, legal interpretation of that word " examinations," whereas the Commission make it a broad interpretation.

Q. Then if you put it up to me in that way, I will put it up to you in this
way: You have given to the words " competitive examination " a meaning which
no dictionary on earth has given to it, because you have given as your definition
any test written or oral. That is section 9 of the order in council. If you will

strike a happy medium I will meet you. You claim that when a position
is advertised like that of a lighthouse keeper, or some similar position-say
there are eight or ten applicants, and the departmental officer gives an oral
interview to each one of those applicants to see who measuresup, and selects
a man, you do not admit that that is an oral examination?-A.

I do.

Q. You would not do it if that was not in the Act. You would not call
that an examination if the Act did not define it that way. I do not blame you
for following the provisions of the Act-.-A.
That is what we are there for.
Mr. CHEVRIER:But I think that is following a definition which is not in
accordance with the spirit of the Act.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Do you say that in many casesthe only examination is an oral interview?-A. The departmental representative gives an oral interview.

Q. And that is the only test that you canrely upon to decidewho is going
to be appointed?-A. He knowsthe requirementsand ascertainsthe qualifications of the man to fill the position, the particular position.

Q. In the old days you followedthe samecourse. I am trying to interpret

your mind. Whenyou saythat this officermay be influenced
by a memberof

Parliament. Could'he not be influenced by some other person?-A. It is pos-

sible. As I say, in all thoseregulations,it is impossibleto find a loophole.
[Hon.
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Q. There is no checkupon him?-A. There is the checkthat the officer is

warned that he must make his recommendation free from any political or personal influence, and we take him to be an honest man until he is proved to be
otherwise.

While he may be open to suggestion from others, unless we hear

complaints, we are justified in thinking that the man is doing his duty conscientiously.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:

Q. Why do you not have the same confidence in a member of Parliament
as you have in the departmental officers if he were asked for an opinion?
-A. Apparently, Parliament itself did not think it was right.
Q. I am not asking you about what Parliament thought, I am asking you
as a member of Parliament for years, as a Minister of the Crown for a number

of years and as the present Chairman of the Civil Service Commission why
you would not have the same confidence in a member of Parliament's recommendation as you have in that of a departmental officer?-A. We are enforcing
the Act.

Q. Never mind that; say what you think?-A.

As I said, it does not matter

what opinions we may have, we have to subordinate our opinion to the opinion
of

Parliament.

Q. I am not asking you what your opinion is-.-A.
Well, I will tell you
frankly; I have been a member of Parliament for twenty-one years; fifteen in

Opposition,six as a minister, and I have been for five years Chairman of the
Civil Service Commission, and if to-morrow I were to go back to Parliament,
I would hold up both hands to have those appointments taken away from me.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The only excuse for that would be that you would not want this kind
of responsibility or work on your shoulders?-A. That is not the only reason.
By Hon. Mr. Copp:
Q. I would like the Doctor to answer my question; he has not yet answered

it?-A.

Do you wish me to give an opinion as to why I would not ask a mem-

ber of Parliament?

Q. Why you would not have the same confidence in a member of Parliament if you said to him, " I would like to have a recommendation from your

constituency," having regard, of course,to the returned soldier preference. Why
would you not have as much confidence in his recommendation as you have in

that of someonewho perhaps has been appointed to the position he holds on the
recommendationof a memberof Parliament?-A. The reason Mr. Copp is this:
A member of Parliament in many instances does not know the man at all, and
would be guided by his own political friends.

Q. Would he not know the men in his constituency better than a departmental officer?-A. I representeda constituency about 150 miles long, and if a
vacancy occurred at the other end of the constituency I would not know one
man in twenty, and I would have to dependupon my political friends. I would
probably write to my political committee and ask for a nomination. They
might know some poor chap down at heel and say, " Here is a poor chap; give
him the position." Sometimeshe would be a good man, sometimes otherwise.

The memberof Parliamentwould act in goodfaith, but he might have imposed
uponhim someonewhowould not measureup to the requirements.
Q. Suppose that you said to the member, " I want to find a suitable
person,"-A.

That is where he would have to find him.

Q. No, he would have to find out for himself?-A. No.
[Hon.
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Q. Supposeyou wanted a man in my town, wouldnot I know a man and

wouldI not enquireof somebody?-A.Perhaps
youwouldnot havea lighthouse
in your town?

Q. Thereis onevery closeto it, and I know the namesof twenty per cent of
the lighthousekeepersin my constituency,and seventy-fiveper cent of the constituents in my riding?-A. It is not what I think at all.
Hon. Mr. COPP:I just want your opinion.
Mr. CHEVRIER:Let us strike them out altogether.
By the Chairman:

Q. Will you tell me what the qualifications for a lighthousekeeperwere previous to the Civil Service Act?-A. I do not know the regulations at that time.
Q. You know that at that time there were not a few requirementsthat the

candidatehad to meetbeforehe couldbe appointed?-A.I presume
so,yes

Q. As the result of the regulations at that time, I agreewith Mr. McBride
that we got an exceptionally good set of lighthouse keepers in the old days.
My opinion is that we got a better class than we are getting to-day, because
the regulations as to qualifications were more definitely followed, than they are
to-day by an inspector of the department. The inspector has to respect the
returned soldier preference clause and is compelled to give the appointment to
a returned soldier when often a good sailor is available, but cannot qualify under
the preference clause. That, of course, is not the fault of the department; it is
due to the preference, but the fart remains that in the old days there was a list
of qualifications that an applicant had to meet before he could be appointed.
Do you know anything of the qualifications that are required to-day?-A. They
are set out in our classification as given to us by the department itself.

Q. Is the man supposedto be able to handle a boat?-A. I have not got
the book here to read the qualification?, but I doubt if that is one.

Q. That was one of the very essential qualifications in the old days. Is he
supposedto know anything about the ordinary laws of navigation, the lighting
of ships at night, for instance?-A. If he is supposedto, the officer in the
district representingthe department ought to be the best judge as to the necessities. He has in his own hand? the power to reject anyone who does not
measure up to the qualifications.

Q. My opinion is that there might be more competitive examination for
lighthouse keepers than there is?-A.

That might be so.

Q. I have not felt that the class of lighthouse keepers that have been

appointedare what they ought to be. Like Mr. McBride, I think they ought

to have a considerableknowledge of navigation to be efficient lighthousekeepers.
Mr. MCBRIDE:I would say that a lighthouse keeper ought to have the
qualifications of a mate of a ship.
Mr. SIMPSON: You would have to increase the salary.
Mr.

MCBRIDE:

Even

so.

The CHAIRMAN: Do the members wish to ask Doctor Roche any further

questions?
Mr. LEWIS: Not in regard to lighthouse keepers.

The CHAIRMAN:Do you wish to proceedfurther, Mr. Chevrier?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. The deputy ministershave recommended,
as appearsin Exhibit " A "

of the Appendixthe handingbackto the departments
of the positionsmentioned
there?-A.

Yes.

Q. Someof them have beenreleased,but the large majority have not yet
been released. You put your judgment against the judgment of the deputy
[Hon.
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ministers when they recommended the exemption of those positions for the

greater efficiency of their departments?-A. Well, of course, the deputy ministers frankly and openly avowed here their espousal of the principle which
Parliament has rejected.

Q. All right. Let us argue it from that point of view. At all events, the
deputy ministers say that they would like to have those positions released?A. Yes.

Q. And the only reason why you do not want to release them is that in
your opinion, under the law, you think you have not the right to releasethem?A. That is very true. There may be other positions which in the course of
time we may think it advisable to release,but I will tell you this, that I think
we ought to be guided by our experienceof how the departments are carrying
out the wishes of Parliament in connection with the positions that we have
already released, before we should be asked to release other positions.

Q. Let us put it in this way: I am not saying it, but you think that the
Civil Service Commission is the custodian of everything in the administration
of the affairs

of Parliament?-A.

We are the custodian

of the Civil

Service

Act

and its underlying principles.
By Mr.

Rinfret:

Q. May I interject a question? You say the Civil Service Commission, in
releasing further positions, may be guided by the wishes of Parliament?A. Should be guided by the wisdom with which the departments carry out the
wishes of Parliament in filling these positions.
Q. Then if Parliament relies on the experience of the Civil Service Commission in late years, we will never get through. You rely on our wishes, and
our wishes would be based on your experience?-A. Yes.

Q. How are we going to decide on anything that way?-A. You heard the
evidenceof Mr. MacNeil; he says that in these exemptedpositions the returned
soldiers are not getting their desserts.
Q. That is a special case. Let us go1back to the general principle which

is laid down?-A. That is one of the principles.
Q. You say the Civil Service Commission should rely on the wishes of
Parliament.

Now, we have in Parliament opinions that we should not recom-

mend anything except what is based on your experience?-A. Yes.
Q. How are we going to get through if we play the gamethat way?
Mr. CHEVRIER: We are in a vicious

circle.

The WITNESS: I think we are quite willing

to carry out the expressed

wishesof Parliament, unless we misinterpret the wishes of Parliament.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Would you admit, then, that Parliament might express wishes that
might not necessarily be based on recommendations from the Civil Service
Commission?-A.

Whatever Parliament decides, we will have to carry it out.

Q. But before Parliament arrives at a decision, they must discuss matters,
they must view them from a certain angle. I say there is a prevailing sentiment already in certain parts of Parliament at least, that the experienceof the
past, the experience of the Civil Service Commission should be final, and should

guide us. If we are to be guided by your experience,in your opinion, and if

you are to be guidedby our wishesalso, in your opinion, how are we going
to arrive at anything?-A. I suppose,if Parliament decides to change a law

only upon recommendation
of the Commission,we will be guidedby the experi-

encethat we havehad, as far as theseexempted
positionsare concerned,
in
the manner in which these positions are being dealt with.

[Hon.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Now, just on that point; you will be guidedby the mannerin which the
departmentshave acted in the releasedor exemptedpositions. Someof them
have been exempted for some time?-A.

Yes.

Q. Have you any complaintsto make?-A. Well, I am not goingto vouch
for the validity of the complaints,but I have receivedpersonallymany complaints from those who had formerly occupiedthe exemptedpositions,having
been fired from their positions without cause,as they said, or without investigation, and blaming us for it, blaming the Commission.

Q. You have had a large number of these?-A. We have had quite a few
complaints of that.

Q. Did you investigate them?-A. No, I do not think it was our place.
Q. So you cannot, as you admit, say whether they are true or not?-A. No.
Q. Who have been put in their places? Have others been placed there?A. Yes, that is what they are complaining about.

Q. You are quite sure of that?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. How do you know? They were not placed by you?-A. No, but Mr.
McNeil-.

Q. Leave out Mr. MacNeil. I have all respect for his evidence,but I am
only dealing with your evidence now. I am asking you if you know personally
that these positions have been refilled. To my mind it does not make any
difference, but let us find out?-A. Except in the correspondencethat I have
had from those who were dismissed,and they said they were replacedby others.
By Mr. Lewis:
Q. That is the evidence that you had, then?-A. Yes.
Q. As far as your correspondence is concerned, these places have been
filled?-A.
Yes, that is the only evidence I can produce.
Mr.

LEWIS:

That

is the

evidence

we want.

Mr. CHEVRIER: That is no evidence at all, because it is purely and simply
hearsay, and the Doctor knows it.
The WITNESS: I am willing to take Mr. MacNeil's word.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Let me go back to my former argument. These positions have been
recommended by the deputy ministers?-A.
Yes.
Q. And you say that the reason why they have not been exempted is purely
and simply because the law does not allow you to do it; from your point of
view the law does not allow you to give effect to the recommendation of the
deputy ministers?-A.
Not if we conscientiously follow out the Act.
Q. It may very well be so. On the other hand, it may be that the deputy

ministers are moved by no other sentiment than that of increasingefficiency in
their own department, from their own point of view, when they move for an
exemption of these positions. Will you challenge that, that they are moved by
any other motive but efficiency in their department in asking for the releaseof
these positions?-A. I do not wish to reflect upon any deputy minister or his
motives at all, but when the deputy ministers come up here on oathQ. I am not talking about that; I say the positions here mentioned in the
book, on page 86 and other pages.-A. These gentlemenare the headsof departments where the most of these positions exist, and they came here and said,
"What is the matter with patronage?"

Q. No, only one of them said that. That is not answering my question
though; I do not want to argue over the board, I want to conduct this in an
[Hon.
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ordinary manner. I am asking you this: these men have stated that these
positions should be exempted, and you say, as far as you are concerned,in an
honest interpretation of the law, you cannot see your way clear to exempt these
positions, becausethe law will not allow it?-A. Yes.
Q. Will you challenge this, that these deputy ministers made this recommendation, solely and simply for the purpose of increasing the efficiency in their

department?
Mr. MCBRIDE: I do not think that question is a proper one to be answered
here. How does he know other people's minds?
Mr. CHEVRIEE: Let him say so.
Mr. LEWIS: In the line of his parliamentary experience.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Will you say whether you can or cannot answer that?-A. I will say
that some of the deputy ministers have admitted that they asked for more than
they expected to get.
Q. But it does not mean to say, when they ask for more than they expect
to get, that they do not think if they get all that they would not be getting what
they were entitled to?-A. Unfortunately, we do not wish to-

Mr. CHEVRIER:I do not want to quibble and split hairs with you.
Mr. MCBRIDE: You are trying to do it.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I am trying to get a straight answer.-A. I am not going to reflect upon
any deputy minister.
Q. Do you mean to say your answer would be a reflection on some of the
deputy ministers?-A. I do not wish to attribute any motives to the deputy
ministers

whatever.

Q. Then the effect of
declaration?-A. I take it
in refusing it.
Mr. CHEVRIER: That
You could have given me

your answer is that they were honest in making that
for granted that they were honest, and we are honest
is all right, and we have argued for nothing at all.
that answer right off the bat.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. But in the light of your experienceyou do not think it is advisable?
Mr. CHEVRIER:No, the Doctor did not say that, he said it was the law.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. I am asking this question; in the light of your experienceas a parliamentarian and as a minister and occupying the position you hold now, you do

not think it is advisableto let these positions go, which the deputy ministers ask
for?-A. There are some of these positions I would not consentto let go at all.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Let us get it this way, then, becauseI want an answer to this, and I
will stay here till it is untwisted; I think I am entitled to a straight answer.A. I will give you a straight answer, perhaps straighter than you care for.
Q. Very well, that is what I want. You say there may be some positions
that you honestly think are such positions as are susceptible of competitive
examination, and therefore should not be exempted?-A. Yes.
Q. Very well, I agree with you that there are some positions that are susceptible of competitive examination and therefore should not be exempted. I

will quite agreeto that extent, but the rest of these positions, not susceptible
to a competitive examination, you say that you are not exempting them simply
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because
in finhonest
endeavour
to administer
thelawthatyouarecharged
to

administer,
you saythat the only answeris that you cannotin the faceof that
law
exempt
thesepositions?-A.Becausethey are susceptible
to competitive
examination.
Q. Accordingto the interpretation of the law?-A. Yes.

<,».But on the otherhand,it may very well be that if thesepositionswere
mpted,it mightbe advisablein the mindsof the deputyministerswhohave
recommended
their exemption,for the greaterefficiencyin their departments.
I think that is fair.-A. If the deputy ministersthink that, they are entitled to

their opinions.

Q. That is the answeryou couldhavegivenme half an hour ago. Very

well. Now, you do not agree, then, with the recommendationsin connection
with promotions, that the deputy ministers make?-A. No.
Q. Do you agree with the recommendation that the complicated classification should be repealed and that the civil service should be divided into a

number of classeswith more or less similarity to those created by the Civil
Service Act of 1908 or the Act of 1918?-A. About that classification, I have
this to say. I am a strong believer in the underlying principle of the present
classification, namely that it is based on the classifying of the positions in
accordance with their responsibilities and the importance of their duties. Under
the old

classification-.

Q. That is, you use the word ''their";
that might refer to two things.
You mean that was ba-ed on the nature of the position itself and the exigencies
of the position itself?-A.
Yes, whereas under the old 1908 classification it wns
not a classification at all; it was a grading according to their salaries, the
salaries of the employees of the department. They were just fitted into their
certain divisions, according to the then existing salaries, and as our investigators were going through the department they found that in some instances there
were men in the third division actually doing first division work, and vice versa.
Q. That might very well be. Xow, you say the classes under the 1908
Act were too wide, were too great. Xow. i? it not so, Doctor, that the classification of to-day, the divisions of to-day are too small?-A. There is more oppor-

tunity for advancement, for promotion, in connection with our present classification

than

there

was under

the

1908 Act.

Q. You think the facilities for promotion are better under this system?-A.
Considerably better.

Q. What have you to say, for instance, about the number of appealsagaii.st
the classification?--A. The appeals were not sent in becauseof the fact that
they were not susceptible to promotion; that was not the ground. They were
founded upon the fact that they wanted a higher salary.

Q. In the caseof promotions,if a man occupiesa positionwhich is class;.--'.!
by these multiples of 60, if he is in the $960 classor someother class,and
wantsto get to anotherdivision,the systemnow is by examinationand ratings?
-A.

Yes.

Q. Is that right?-A.

Yes.

Q. Under the old system it was very much easier for promotion,was it

not?-A. It was much easier for promotion for the person being promoted,
becausethey did not have any test at all to tndergo.

Q. Xow, you havea test for the gettingout of everypigeonhole; if you
get out of this oneinto that, you haveto undergoa test?-A. Yes.
Q. For a positionthat entailsprobably860difference
in a year0-A. There
arevery fewlike that. Takea junior clerk;that is morethanS60. Youhaveto
look at the maximum.

Q. So you say this classification
worksto the advantage
of the service.

-A. I will admit that with goodeffect there might be a reduction of classes.
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As a matter of fact, we have recently abolished about one hundred classes. We
must take this into consideration as well, that this classification book was

printed before all these appealswere heard; it was printed away back in 1918.
Q. I do not want to make this too long; the deputy ministers, however,
recommend that this classification be simplified?-A.
Yes.
Q. You say, in your judgment, in your opinion, it is better for the service
that the classification be not interfered with?-A.
Yes. When I say " should
not be interfered with," I mean should not be interfered with to the extent of

going back to the 1908 form of classification.
Q. But you are in favour of certain reductions in the classes?-A. Yes.
Q. And when the deputy ministers say that it lacks elasticity and flexibility, that would be some confirmation of your statement. If you reduced
some of the classes, and gave it a little more flexibility, it would be an improvement? Am I fair in assuming that that is your impression of it?-A.
That is
a popular word, " non-elastic." I cannot see it myself. I think there is a good
deal of elasticity in it.

Q. They complain about the inflexibility in this way, that if they want to
transfer a clerk from this branch into another branch where he is probably

doing the samework, they cannot do it unlessit is with the sanction of the Commission.-A. If it is permanent.
Q. Yes, of course. They say that it takes a considerable amount of time;
sometimes it is done quickly, other times it takes time, and that they have not

the facility of changing around their staff in the way in which they want it,
and that therefore it interferes with the efficiency of the administration.-A.

A deputy can transfer his officials within his own department without coming
to the Commission at all, as long as they are transferred to a similar class.
Q. But you see the multiplicity of classes. In the other Act, probably the
divisions were too large, but in this Act the multiplicity of divisions with very

little range of salary from one to another makes it sometimesthat a clerk who
is at the head of his class and who is to be transferred

to another

class which

is just $60 more, the deputy minister cannot transfer him becausehe goes into
another class where the work is probably very much similar?-A.

It involves

a promotion, when the salary is higher.
Q. Yes, although the work is very much hindered. For instance, they say
book-keepers and clerk-stenographers and a stenographer, they cannot take one
stenographer and make her a book-keeper-stenographer, or something like that,
where the variation in the work is of very little importance. I mean, there is
very little variation. Would you think that if some of these classes were eliminated it would give the deputy minister more latitude in the interchange of
his staff?-A. In many of these positions now, we are holding examinations for
a combination

class.

Q. At all events, you admit that the classification could be modified?A. Yes.

Q. Are you in favour of leaving the transfers to the deputy ministers and
the leave of absence?-A. The leave of absenceis something that I think, in
order to have uniformity,

it would be better to leave with the Commission.

Q. Now, then, I supposeyou agree that there must be a superannuation
measure?-A.

Yes.

Q. That would be for the advancement of the service?*-A. Just on that
point, I think a question has been asked here once or twice of some of the

witnesses," Do you think you could have a superannuation act with the present

classification?" Undoubtedlyyou can. The present classificationneed not
interferewith the introduction of a superannuationact at all. I do not see
any obstaclein the way at all becauseof the classification. Superannuation
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is usuallyfoundeduponthe salaryfor thelast threeyears,andit doesnot

matterhowthe classification
is, you cantell their salary.
Now, therehas beensomething
said aboutthe councils. Are you in
favourof the introductionof Whitley councils?A. Therehavebeenso many
definitionsof councilsgivenby variouswitnesses
herethat I havenot clearly

in my mind what is contemplatedfor Canada. I must say this, that my reading of the Whitley councilsin the Old Country has been'somewhatcontradictory. I have beenreadingthe Labour Monthly of London,England,and they

claim it has boona huge failure in connectionwith the Civil Service of England.
Q. This is what I am coming to. I understand that one of the troubles
"I' the civil servants is that they have no board where they can"carry their
mvn grievances, like a board of appeal. The suggestionhas been made that
there should be a board to work along with the Civil Service Commission.
Seine have suu:ge~ted;i civil service judge.

Are you in favour of a board of

appeal thai would work in conjunction with the deputy ministers where the
civil servant- could bring in their urievances,either after the deputy minister
has made a ruling, or after the Commission has made a ruling.- A. Well, Mr.
Chevrier. the Civil Service Commission of Canada. I will admit, has beengiven
more jurisdiction over the service than is usual with the ordinary Civil Service
Conntii"ioii< in other countries and I do not see the same necessity for a board
of appeal from the decisions of the Civil Service Commission in Canada, as
in Canada the CommisHou is practically an appointed body.
(,}. WouM you tell u- where and how an appeal would come in?- A. Of
course, the authority we have is that the Civil Service of England do not take
up any of the grievances of the civil servants, but the Civil Service of Canada
does, and they have been coming to us right along.

Q. Supposing you make a ruling, and one is dissatisfied with your ruling
in the case of promotion or appointment- to whom can that party go?- A.
They have the right to have their marks re-read by the Commission.

Q. It is very seldom- if the Commission passesupon it, it is very seldom
that the Commission would give a contrary decision to the first one- would
reverseits own decision.- A. Is it in your mind that there should be someboard
that would review the decision of the Civil
appointment-'.'

Service Commission in regard to

Mr. CHEVRIER:In regard to promotions,transfers, and other administrative

matters. The suggestionhas beenmadethat there shouldbe a boardof appeal
to review

decisions of the Civil

Service Commission.

By the Chairman:

I think not as to appointments. The suggestion
was madeas to classifica-

tion andsahuy.andkindredproblems.
- A. Well,I wouldsuggest
that the Civil

ServiceCommissioneis,
w.th all due modesty,have studiedthe Act and adnnnit for seven years.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. They shouldbe raisedto the bench?-A. They wouldbe in a bettor
position to judge than a judge outside the service.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. In regardto appointments
to technicalpositions,what coursedo you

follow? - A. We have what is known as advisory boards.

Q. What systemdo you have for appointingtheseexaminers?-A. The

Commission itself makes its selection. Sometimeswe ask the Technical Institute

to nominate
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Q. The suggestion
was madethat patronagemight get in. Have you found
any patronageunder the systemwhereby you appoint examiners?-A. In our
method of appointing examinerswe get outstanding men in their respective lines
of work-men

whom I feel will fearlessly and conscientiously discharge their

duty, and they have given good satisfaction. The best evidence of that is to
be found in the fact that none of the deputy ministers who came here to give
evidence have found fault with our appointees.

Q. Now, in regard to examination for technical and scientific positions, it
is well known that a university graduate, just out from the university, is in a
much better position to take a technical examination than a man who took it
ten years ago, and who has an accumulation of ten years' experience. How are
these examiners able to judge between the two men?-A. Frequently there is no
written examination at all. Experience is a very important factor.
Q. It is not altogether based upon the written examination, for a technical position?-A. Not at all.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. You stated a moment ago that although you had a rather good opinion
of the classification as it now exists, yet you believed in making certain changes
or a reduction of the number of classes. How would you advocate that that
should be done?-A. Well, the way we have been doing it in the past.
Q. You would leave that to the Commission altogether?-A. Oh, certainly,
it is our function. Parliament has imposed upon us that duty.

Q. Would you be in favour of conferring with the deputy ministers on that
point?-A.

We do, frequently.

Q. Do you changethe classification from time to time?-A. You mean, the
classification-the salary range of certain positions or classesof positions?
Q. The general method of classification?-A.

Yes, we frequently

call

deputy ministers into conferencewith regard to that point.
Q. It was said here by the deputy minister, Mr. Newcombe, that he would
have a better knowledge of appointing a lawyer in his department that he knew.
I understand that a lawyer was appointed to that position. How did you
appoint the examiners for that position?-A.
We selected for instance Mr. E.

R. Cameron,of the SupremeCourt staff as one. We took a prominent lawyer
in this city here, Mr. Chrysler, on several occasions. We asked Dr. Morse of
the Exchequer Court.
Q. Your examiners are lawyers, fully qualified?-A.
Yes. There is this

feature too. Supposingwe were going to employ a man for the Justice department, a lawyer, we always ask the deputy minister when a writing is being
given to the various applicants, and Mr. Everett has been with us.

I do not

think we have appointed any lawyer recently to the Justice department, but
they have beensitting in connectionwith other positions than lawyers.
Q. You heard the evidence that was given by the Deputy Minister of
Finance sometime ago. He found fault with the men that you sent there with
regard to their qualifications-in regard to the classification under which these
men were named. These men were classedunder that particular classification
when you sent them to him?-A.

Yes.

Q. Apparently that classification was not high enough to meet the demand

of the Minister of Financeat that time?-A. I do not think he complainedabout
the classification. He felt that the applicantswho had passedthe examination
did not meet the requirementsfor the particular work, althoughI think there
hasbeena little too muchemphasisplacedupon it.
Q. The standard of classificationwas not high enough?-A. No, not for
this particular work.
6-5(!*
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Q. But you have not foundthat generallythroughoutthe wholeservice?

It is only in isolatedinstances?-A. It is only in isolatedcases. In fact, the

difficulty with the Departmentof Financewas-andthat is a point-on which

the departmentcould assistus very materially if they would estimatea sufficient length of time in advanceto giveus reasonable
time to meettheir requirements,but unfortunately somehave not donethat in the past. They havetelephoned us to-day to send them fifteen clerks for to-morrow.

Q. In the eligible list that you have alwaysin hand,havethesemen always
passedan examination for the position?-A. They did, sometime ago, in 1921
or

1922.

Q. How long werethesemen held on that list beforethey werecalledupon
to pass a new examination?-A. We generallyexhaustthat "list. We havenot
had a time limit to our eligible list in the past, except in a few instances.
Q. So that a man who has been on that list for three years, can he come
first for the appointment without any new examination?-A.
I do not think
we have had any for three years.
Q. There is no re-examination, no matter how long a man has been on the

list?-A. We have cancelled some lists of clerical positions where they passed
back in 1918, and where the examinations have changedsince then, except as
referring to returned soldiers.
Q. Is it the custom for the Civil Service Commission, whenever you hold
an examination for a particular case, to form an eligible list from the applicants?-A.

Yes.

Q. If there is an applicant in Vancouver, you do not hold a special examination there?-A. No, we take those on the list.
By the Chairman:
Q. Section 45B provides that the increases be granted by the Commission?
-A.

Yes.

Q. What is your opinion of that?
amend that

section?-A.

That

Do you think it would be advisable to

is, the annual

increase?

Q. To allow the annual increases to be granted by the heads of departments?-A. Well, I do not think the Commission is very particular about that
section. When that section was incorporated in the Act, it was associated with
another factor that has not as yet materialized, namely, we were supposed to
establish what we call efficiency ratings in all the departments; in other words,
a system of efficiency ratings, and we wanted that associated with the annual
increases so that we would have a record of each employee.

Q. It necessitatesconsiderable work for you, does it?-A.

Yes, consider-

able.

Q. There would be some saving in expenseif it were left out?-A. Yes.
Q. Section 42 (4) (8-9 Geo. V, chap. 10), as to the life of the eligible lists.
" The Commission shall designate the classesfor which having regard to the
number and frequency of appointments, eligible lists shall be maintained. For
other classes,examinations shall be held only when vacancies occur, and no
eligible list exists." Do you think that section should be amended so as to
provide for the life of eligible lists, if desirable?-A. I think it would be desirable to limit the life of eligible lists.

Q. Another suggestionwas made,"Upon the requestof the headof the depart-

ment to investigateand report upon any matter relative to the department,its
officers, clerks, and other employees,"be changedto read. " And upon the request

of the headof a department,of officers,clerks,and otheremployees,to investi-

gateand reportuponany matterrelativeto the department,
its officers,clerks,
and other employees,and that a copy of every such report be forthwith sup-

plied to the party makingthe request." It is askedthat a copybe sentto the
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civil servant making the request?-A. That is something that has been suggested.

Q. Does there seemto be any objection to that?-A. No.
Q. Now, there has been suggestedan amendment to section 42 (4). It has
beensuggestedto amendthat section so as to provide that a general examination
for lower gradesin clerical classesshall be held to complete eligible lists for a
definite number of positions based on the requirements. What would be your

opinion?-A. The Commissionershave discussedthat point, and I can seeQ. It has beenunder consideration before?-A. It has, and I can seecertain
difficulties in it.

It was all right as applied in the inside service when there

were only a few thousand employeesin Ottawa, but it is going to be extremely
difficult to estimate for employees from the Atlantic to the Pacific. I would
not think it is essential in view of the fact that you are going to limit eligible
lists.

Q. Now, as to section 43, clause 3, do you think that this section should
be amended so as to define the length of residence before a candidate can be

regarded as a bona fide resident of a locality?-A.

That is very essential. It

is encouraged in the United States Civil Service-a residence of six months in
Washington and one year in the United States.
Q. You would take care of an amendment of that kind, and define it in
your discretion?-A.
Yes.
Q. The question arose during the evidence submitted as to the advisability
of Dominion-wide publicity being given to all competitions. Do you think
that section 43, clause 3, should be amended so that it shall not be necessary to
give Dominion-wide publicity to competitions of a minor nature? It has been
complained that there is expense added, and when the position is a minor position, it is almost sure to be filled by someone in Ottawa.-A.
Yes. I remember
that case. I think probably it would be advisable to draft an amendment and
say "upon approval of the department and the Commission if deemed advisable."

Q. But at the discretion of the department?-A.
I may say that we have
had the opinion of the Justice department upon this subject.
Q. What was their opinion?-A. Their opinion given verbally was to this
effect, that this section is mandatory only so far as appointments away from
Ottawa

are concerned.

Q. You would have the authority to advertise locally?-A.
I think it would
be better, Mr. Chairman.
Q. Now take section 45B, Compensation. A question was brought up in

the evidenceas to the difficulty in securing employees,owing to the minimum
salary not being sufficient in certain localities; would it be advisable to amend
section 45B to enable permanent appointments at other rates of salary in places
where the prevailing rate does not exceed the maximum rate of the class in which
the position is classified? Is that essential?-A. Yes, it is in now in connection

with some temporary appointments.
Q. You cannot make them permanent at anything but minimum rates?A. No. If it was not taken advantageof, it would be all right, just like the other
suggestion, namely, where with the consent of the department and the Commis-

sion in some remote districts, or something like that, but not to throw it wide
open, becauseit would be taken advantage of. I find that in the Government
service precedents count.

Q. But the greatestdifficulty in making temporary appointments and granting increasesis that in a number of temporary appointments you have to leave
them as temporaries under the Act?-A.

Yes.

Q. Section 49, with regard to the remuneration of private secretarieswho
are permanent secretaries. Do you find any difficulty there?-A. There has
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been
onecase
brought
to ourattention,
a manalready
in theservice
appointed
" plusthe $600for privatesecretaries,
whichdoesnot bringhim up

to a parity with the other secretariesbrought in with the ministersand who

itirewiththeministers.It wouldbedoinghimaninjustice,
moreparticularly

it' his positionis iilled while he is a privatesecretary.
Q. You think that is justifiable?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Rinfrct:

Q. In the caseof a private secretarybeingappointedby the Governor-inGouncil becausehe is not already in the service, would he remain in the service
: e minister

leaves?-A.

No.

n. lie disappears also?-A. Yes.
(). If he wants te get into the service he must follow the same course as
."in ordinary man?-A. The usual course.
By the Chairman:

Q. Section 28. subsection (3) of the Act, do you think that section, dealing
with the laying off and re-listing for further employment, utilizing instead the
provisions of section 9, subsection (4), which provides for supernumerariesbeing
absorbed into positions in the other services-do you think that should be
repealed?-A. I know the civil servants are in favour of a repeal, naturally.
There arc two sides to the question. If you abolish a position above an ordinary
lower clerical position, the man on the lay-off list has not a very good opportunity to get re-placed, because he has to go into a position for which he is on
the lay-off list. We seldom are asked for a senior clerk's position except through

promotion, therefore those that are under the lay-offs are few and far between.
Supj>oseyou are going to reorganize a department and you find that there are
thirty

in one room and there is only a necessity for twenty, you are going to

keep them on the supernumerary list if you acquiescein this amendment,that
is to say, you are not going to effect any economy, you have to keep them on
the supernumerary list until you can place them in similar positions. I can
see where they are going to be quite a while on the supernumerary list.

Q. Quite so. It has been suggestedhere that in the caseof a rural postmaster who may have a very able assistant it is advisable to add an amendment

to enable the promotion of the a-si-tant to the position of postmaster?-A. I
think the Commissionersare a unit on that. We think a hardship is imposed
upon a man who has been say for over twenty years acting as' assistant postmaster, as we know, and when the postmaster vacates the position, just because
the assistant is not a civil servant under the definition of the term, he cannot

be promoted. There is just one objection that will be offered by one class of
applicants, namely, the returned soldier, who wants all these positions thrown
open. Inasmuch as I think the soldiers are getting fairly well placed, in justice
to those who have had postoffice experiencein the capacity of assistant posty really ought to have the privilege of being promoted.

Q. There is a difficulty existing to-day with rural post offices which are

beingor will be placedupon a city basis;do you not think it wouldbe advisable
to add an amendment to provide for rural postofficesgoing on a city basis so
that the staffs of such officesmay be granted civil service status on qualifying
rather than on competitive examinations?-A. Yes. The Coon has dis-

cussedthat as well, and they cameto a decisionthat that amendmentshouldbe
introduced.

Q. You feel favourable to an amendmentof that kind?-A. Yes.
O. Mr. Chevrier has brought up the question of the PersonnelBoards. It

is hardly necessaryto ask your opinionupon that. The objectionof the civil
servants, from the evidence we have had from the representatives of the various
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organizations was that your body being able to make a final decision or a final
judgment they then had no court of appeal to whom they might go and a* a
result councils of various kinds were discussed. You have probably read the

evidenceappertaining to that. Some ol' tiie membersof the Committee thought
it might be advisable that the Civil Service Commission should have power to
set up a Personnel Board with representativesol the civil service, to deal with
these questions of classification. Do you realize that it might not be advisable
to set up such a board, and ii it is advisable do you think it would be wise to
give you power t odos o?-A. That is, for the Commission to set up the board?
Q. Yes.-A. I would doubt that the civil servants would be agreeable to
the Civil Service Commission selecting such boards.
Q. Well, I do not know that the actual selection would only come from the
Civil Service Commission; my viewpoint would be that the Civil Service Commission would control the operations of the board, but the membership of the
board would possibly be composed of the Civil Service Commission, and in an
advisory capacity there wrould be appointees of the different civil servants'
organizations?-A. Yes.
Q. To review a case?-A. I think that is the principle the civil servants are
in favour

of.

Q. But the board would nut necessarily be composed entirely of representatives

of the civil

service?-A.

No.

Q. There is a possiblity, it seems to us--Mr. Shaw is not here, he has spoken
of this at times-there is some possibility of allaying dissatisfaction among the

membersthemselvesby having a board of this kind to whom they might appeal.
It will be reviewed by the Committee when we are making up our report.--A.
There has been a great change in the boards appointed in England recently,
or within the last year. They have appointed members of Parliament on the
official side, and those councilsBy Mr. Simpson:
Q. Boards were appointed for hearing appeals against the classification?-

A. Two wTereappointed as nominee^of the deputy, ministers, two as nominees
of the Civil Servants' Federation, and the Chairman, my colleague, Mr. Jameson,
was appointed by his colleagues.
By the Chairman:
Q. The appeal board was a board upon which there was representation of

the Civil Service Departments and the Commission?-A. Yes.
Q. I think that was the view the Committee had, if any such recommenda-

tion was put forward. Mr. Chevrier brought up the question of superannuation, and he dealt with the question of separate classification. On the classification question we feel that in co-operation with the deputy ministers, when
they present a scheme of re-organizing in their departments and have practical

suggestionson reducing or adjusting the classification, you are always willing
to co-operate to that extent?-A. We are always pleased indeed, and have
always had the best results from the departments that have co-operated with
us in the past.
Q. There was one point I wanted to talk to you about, one on which a false

impressionhas beenbrought about in regard to positions. You have seenfit in
your wisdom to release, both in 1921 and 1922-you have been quite conscientious I believe, as have the deputy ministers in their recommendation, in

believing that it was for the general efficiency and economy of the service that
thesesmall positions be taken from under the jurisdiction of the Commission and
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left with the departments-.-A. We agreedthat probablytherewouldbe more
delay and more expensein connection with it.

Q. Have you any idea of what saving in the staff to yourselvesand in

moneyto the countryhasbeeneffectedby releasing
those10,000
or 11,000
positions?-A. It would be almost impossibleto get at that, becausethe staff is
working anyway. It imposeda little more work upon them, but as for the
expense it would be almost impossible to differentiate between them.

(J,.You must have had some saving, becausethese were positions such as

small postmastersunder $200 or $300?-A. That did not give us very much

trouble. The work was almost all done by the post office inspectors.
Q. But you will admit that there was a saving?-A. Yes.
Q. With regard to the advisory boards; you appoint men on the advisory
board to select a technical man, and leave it to their judgment of his practical
experienceand educational qualifications, and that board has quite the fullest
power in recommending a certain man. You follow the board's recommendation closely. Do you not think it possible for advisory boards to be tainted

with friendship or patronage?-A.Weil, I would not say it is absolutely impossible, but the possibilities are reduced to a minimum by the character of the
men we appoint to those boards.
Q. I do not know that the character of a man has anything to do with the
fact that if he had to select and had two equally qualified men, one of whom was
out of his own law office for instance, I do not know that there would be any

thing wrong with his character if he recommendedsuch a man for a position?A. We have not experienced that so far.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Suppose he was from the same college?-A. I happen to know that in
one instance a man was reported against by his college professor for that
reason.

Q. Perhaps he knew him too well?-A.

He did not want to leave himself

open to that charge.

Q. Would he not be the very best man for the position?-A. I must speak
on behalf of those gentlemen who have given their services largely gratuitously.

The work has had a very educative effect throughout Canada. Very few people
knew anything about it. Prominent businessmen, men in collegesall through
Canada are taking much more interest in our service.

They seethat the system

is working out to the advantage of the service.
Q. The only objection I have to the advisory boards is that they were
selected from outside people. If they were selectedfrom the inner service, I
would have no objection to them at all, becausethey would be responsibleto the
minister and the deputy minister.-A. In many cases we get them from the
inner

service.

Q. In that caseI have no objection,but any time you selectoutsiders,I

can see possibilitiesof great dissatisfaction.-A'.
I seemany advantages
in
having outsiders.

By the Chairman:

Q. Section18, subsection2, which providesthat selectionsshall be, so far
as practicable,in the order of the nameson the list, but the Commissionmay
select any personwho in his examinationshowsspecialqualificationsfor any

particularsubject. Do you think it wouldimprovethe workingof that portion
of the Act if section 43 were amendedby adding the word " appointments"

A. I can seethe benefit of amendingthe Act so as to allow more leeway,but

there are many departments
that want to run down and selecta particular
friend becausethe tenth man on the list is to someextent personagrata. "We
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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have discretionary powers at the present time. If there are special qualifications
required we take them into consideration and do not force the first man on the
list on a department if the second man on the list more nearly meets the
requirements.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You said that every law is susceptibleof improvements. As to the Civil
Service Act, outside of these suggestionsyou have concurred in, are there any
other suggestionsyou can make?-A. Any other amendments?
Q. Yes.-A. I do not know that there are. There is another point that it
is just as well to mention.

I was asked by a member of the Committee a while

ago if there was any difficulty in making a selection of a postmaster where the
office was not transferred

to him.

I do not think

it would

be a bad idea if there

was something in the Act which would in fact compel the department to
transfer the office to a man on probation, and if he is not satisfactory let them
reject him. We have received many letters from disappointed applicants who
were appointed by the Commission and to whom the office was not transferred.
They asked: " What is the use of the Commission if they cannot enforce their
decisions?" I think it would be well if there was something in the Act which

would compel the department to transfer the office to the successfulapplicant;
he ought to have the privilege of entering upon his duties, and if not satisfactory
let him be rejected by the department afterwards.
By Mr. McBride:
Q. Would you not think that all these positions which were withdrawn from

the appointments of the Civil Service should be made permanent, wherever it
is possibleto do so?-A. I do not know that I grasp your meaning, Mr. McBride.
Q. Those positions which were withdrawn from Civil Service appointments,
do you think those positions should be made permanent?-A. They are permanen positions, many of them. It is just as to whether the department wants

to fill them permanently or temporarily. They have the option of doing it one
way or the other. They have the option of doing it temporarily as well as permanently.
Q. But there are some positions not permanent. I am not referring to
any party now, but a man who serves ten or fifteen years in a position, if there

is a change of Government I think he should understand that his position is
permanent.-A. Of course they passed that blanketing arrangement to cover
such things as that, and anybody in a position prior to November 10, 1919,
who was recommendedby the deputy head and was approved by the Commission is made permanent by order in council.
Mr. MCBRIDE: But I am referring to positions outside the Commission.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. A large number of those exempted positions do become permanent?A. Yes.

By the Chairman:

Q. Where they are of a permanent nature?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. If they are permanentin their nature and they are exemptedfrom the
operationof the Act they continueto be permanentpositions?-A. Certainly.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. There is anotherpoint in connectionwith the appointment of steno-

graphers
andclerksandthelike of that, don'tyou think a personin chargeof an
[Hon.
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I'iiice oughtto havethe choiceof selectinghis ownstenographers
or at least
havethe choiceof selectingwe will say from half a dozen,andhe shouldnot
haveto bakethe first oneon the list?-A. If examinations
areworth anything,

and they are supposedto be-it is not a perfectsystem,but it is the best that
has beendevisedup to the present,the system of competitiveexaminations
coupled with a probationary period,-I think it would be a dangerouspractice
'<>open the " i<- -o that you could give the department a choiceof half a dozen.
Mr. McBniDE: It may be against the principles of the Commission,but I
think a person running an office or the like of that should have the choice of

three-of four anyway. I do know from some experiencehere, there are certain
nographers through no fault of theirs, but -oinehow or other they did not suit
me.

\Vn " : You have the privilege of rejecting them.
Mr. M<'P>uim-::If I were running an office I think I would claim the right
to choose the one
d my idea-; of doing my work the best.
Mr. CHEVKIER: They were nervous; they are all proficient here in the
House of Common ; you probably frightened them.
WITNESS: Are vou reierring to the House of Commons stenographers?
Mr.

McRit'nr:

Yes.

AYi
V.
ave not any jurisdiction over those; those are sessional
temporary emplo\.
Mr. MO-BRIDE:I am only citing that as an example.
By Mr. Cl

Q. Supposingthere were two clerks, one passedwith 89 and the other with
88, and one had a little more experiencethan the other, probably then-personally I do not secthe differencebetweenone with 89 and one with 88, but it might
be, as Mr. McBride

suggests, that the official in charge should then have the

right to take account of the experienceof geniality of the clerk.
The CHAIRMAN: There might be some special qualification
the employer.

that suited

By Mr. McB,-

Q. I am not referring to stenographersin particular, I am saying clerks
in general?-A. In the House here there ought to be no difficulty of that kind
about stenographers,becauseyou can reject them and sendthem downstairs,and
call for another.

By the Chairman:

Q. Have you any suggestionsto offer in reply to Mr. McBride's remarks?A. AATell,no, I have not.
The Committee adjourned at 10.45 p.m. to 3.30 p.m. Thursday, May 17,
1923.

THURSDAY,May

17, 1923.

The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 3.30

p.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman,presiding.
Mr. MICHEL G. LAROCHELLE,Civil Service Commissioner, called and sworn.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You are one of the Commissioners,
Colonel LaRochelle,of the Civil
Service Commission?-A.
[Hon.
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Q. You are yet?-A. Yes; I am a member of the original Commission
created

in 1908.

Q. And immediately previous to your being appointed to the position of
Commissioner,what was your occupation?-A. Lawyer.
Q. Practising where?-A. For 15 or 16 years, practising in Montreal.
Q. Immediately previous to your appointment to that post, you were

actively engagedin your profession in Montreal?-A. Absolutely.
Q. You were one of the original Commissionersunder the 1908 Act?-A.
Yes.

Q. Let us take up that Act. Section 10 of the Act says:
" The

duties

of the Commission

shall

be-

(a) to test and pass upon the qualifications of candidates for
admission to the service, and for promotion in the service, and to issue
certificates with respect thereto where required under this Act or regulations

made

thereunder."

How did you find section 10 to work out under that regime?-A.

Would

you be good enough,Mr. Chevrier, before going any further to ask this honourable Committee to permit me to make a brief statement, in reply to each of
these statements made by the deputy ministers, and to be separately examined
on each point raised by them. I am under the impression that such a course
would facilitate your examination.
Mr. CHEVRIER:This is what I intended to do; I was going through the Act

of 1908,and then take up the deputy ministers' report and see what you had
to say about it.
Mr. SHAW: Let us take the statement first, if you do not mind.
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

That

is what

I intended

to do.

The WITNESS: It might be shorter in this way, if I make this statement.
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

You

can make

that

statement

later.

By the Chairman:
Q. It is in order for you to make the statement first, if you wish. Make
your statement now, and we will take up the questioning afterwards.-A.
I will
proceed, with your kind permission, in the order followed by the deputy
ministers themselves; appointments, promotions, classifications, re-organization, salary ranges, and cost of living bonus.

Appointments to Higher Positions.
Some of the deputy ministers recommend the exclusion of all appointments
to the higher administrative, professional and technical positions from the
operation of the Act of 1918. In spite of all my respect for their opinion, I
wish to state that in my humble judgment, this would not be in the interest of
the administration.

In the first place, such an amputation might reduce the civil service to

the condition of a blind alley. It would be liable to bar the way to promotions for merit, through the unnecessaryappointment of outsiders to the higher
positions, the effect of which would be to discourage meritorious officers, to
demoralize

the service and to make of it an undesirable

career.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You mean to say that releasing the technical positions would have this
effect?-A.

Surely.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
Leaving the selectionof those positions-I am quite prepared to let you read it through.
[Mr.

M.
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Mr. SHAW:I think we should.I understand
the Colonel
perfectlywell.

I agree with him thoroughly.

The WITNESS:Under such circumstances,
no seriousyoungman wouldcare

to enter the civil service.

In the secondplace, the ministers would so be deprivedof the right to
secure professionaland technical officers through competitive examinations,
which might, and probably would, be detrimental to the public interest. In

effect,it is not always easyto recruit technicalofficerswith the presentsalary
ranges and the actual cost of living. In other words, the deputy ministers
even go further than section 21 of the Act of 1908,which at least provided the
ministers with the privilege of securing their technical officers with or without
competition.

I may here be permitted to state that even under the operation of Section
21 of the Act of 1908, which practically left all appointments of a professional
and technical character in the hands of the ministers, over 60 per cent of such
appointments were, at their own special request, made through the Civil Service
Commission. The ministers might otherwise have found themselves in the
impossibility of securing the technical officer* they were in need of. Yet, some

deputy ministers recommendthat the ministers be deprived of the help of the
Commission.

In the third place, there can be no better proof of the applicability of the
competitive system to appointments of a professional and technical character
than the fact that since the spring of 1918, during the last five years, the departments have so been provided with all the professional and technical officers that
were required. And it is also a fact that such officers were, almost without
exception, quite satisfactory, since they were not rejected, but accepted and
retained

in office.

Such a result would seem to be only natural, since the examining boards of
the Commission are so constituted as to include the chiefs of the different professional and technical services, with a view to meet all the requirements of the
department. Wherever written tests are desirable, they are held and supplemented with oral examinations. And if written tests are not advisable, the
relative qualifications of the candidates are rated in the light of their technical
education, training and experience, which is again supplemented with an oral
examination. And it may be stated that the selections of the Commission have
practically ever met with the approval of the chiefs of the professional and
technical

services.

It may lurther be stated that through competitive examinations, the departments are not only supplied with qualified technical officers, but with the best

available for the compensationoffered. And, it may here be rememberedthat
without competitions, any one possessinga minimum of qualifications could be
appointed to the professionaland technical positions of the administration, which
would not seemto be in the public interest. Mediocrities could so creepinto the
public service, which is not possible under the competitive system. I know by

experiencethat such candidatesas were strongly recommended
by public men,
often failed to securethe required minimum of marks in competitions.

Somemay claim that there are in the serviceprofessionalpositionsof such
an exceptionalcharacterthat the officeseeksthe man and that they cannotbe
filled through competitions. If there are such abnormalcases,they shouldbe
treated as particular exceptions;but they are so rare that they would not

justify the discardingof a safegeneralrule. Onthe otherhand,Section38 of

the Act authorizes the Commission to dispense with competitions in such
extraordinary
[Mr.
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If the merit system is a desirable thing, as it is recognized in Great Britain
and in the United States in particular, it seems to me that it should first be

applied to the higher positions of a professional and technical character, as they
are the most responsiblein the administration. Were it only to be applied to
clerical or secondary positions, no serious improvement could be expected in the

efficiency of the public service. Merit is still more necessary in the higher
positions than in the lesser ones.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Is that the whole of the statement?-A. In regard to appointments.
Q. Have you other statementsprepared on other points?-A. Yes.
Q. We had better deal with appointments?-A. That is exactly what I
suggested.
Mr. SHAW: Mr. LaRochelle might give his statements and then may be at
some time, if he could come back we could consider them in detail.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: He wants to make a statement under separate headings.
This is under the heading of appointments.

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. That would be appointments to the inside service, or generally?-A. To
the whole of the service.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That is a reply to the deputy minister's referenceupon that point, and
I understand the Colonel is going to go through the whole of the points with

six or sevenor eight memoranda.-A. The one connectedwith promotions has
four pages,but the other onesare brief.
Mr. CHEVRIER:The only objection I have to this is that the Colonel makes
this statement, which covers four pages, and no member of this Committee can
either admit in his own mind the veracity of it or challenge it. I have never
heard of an inquiry being conducted in that way. A witness would never be
allowed to come into Court and read his statement. No man can keep in his
mind every one of the allegations contained in the four pages.
Mr. SHAW: That is my reason for suggesting if we could have Colonel
LaRochelle make his entire series of statements, they could be printed and they
would

be available

for

his examination

tomorrow.

The CHAIRMAN: They would not be available for two or three days.
Mr. SHAW: I am not objecting.
The CHAIRMAN: We are really aiming to close up this week and have next
week for consideration of our report.

Mr. CHEVRIER:That is all very well to say that the memorandumis a good
one. It is couched in very fine language as we know the Colonel can use in

expressinghis views but we know every one of these sentencesis an allegation.
The CHAIRMAN: I think

we will

let the Colonel

read all his statements

at

once, and he will submit to questioning the same as Dr. Roche did last night.
Mr. SHAW: I suggest each member take notes of what Mr. LaRochelle
reads.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
We would have to take it down verbatim. Everyone of

thesesentences
is an allegation.Everyoneof thesestatements
may be true,
but I haveno meansof examiningthe Colonelon them.

The WITNESS:
The reasonwhy I preparedthesestatementswas that I

foundthe groundhadnot beenverywell covered
up to now.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Clx writ r:

I-5ywhom?-A. Well, severalpointswereoverlooked.
(>.In the interestof whom?-A. Of the questionunderconsideration.
Mr. RINFRET:According to your views about it.

The CIIAMJMAX:
You mustbearin mind the fact the we areinvestigating
the workingof the Act, andwhileyour statement
maybe in linewith this,there
are otherquestions
that havearisenduringthe courseof the investigation,
and
no doubt membersof the Committeewould like to have you bring out these
points asthey havebeenbroughtout by the otherwitnesses.It seemsto mewe
are going to co-ordinateformer evidencewith your evidenceby discussingthe

points you make in your statement.PersonallyI wouldvery muchrather,
a? Mr. Shawsuggests,seethesethings consideredlater, if it were not for the
fact

of time.

Mr. RIXFRET:This soundsmore like a judgmentpassedon somethingthat

has been passed on before.

The CHAIRMAN:It is not the order of referenceat all. We are inquiring

into the working of the Act.
The WITNESS: I am at your disposal.
Mr. RIXFRET: If we cmi-idcr these are stiitements that should not be heard,
I would

rather

think

this

statement

should

be withdrawn

from

the evidence.

The CIIAIKMAN: We will proceed with questions based on the first report.
It will

take

a long time.

The WITNESS: I am willing
these

to answer any questions without reference to

statements.

The CHAIRMAN: We will proceed on the first report.

The WITNESS:My only object was to throw as much light on the subject as
possible.
By Mr. Chcvrier:

Q. Here is a memorandum which you submit, in reply to the statement
contained in page 3 of the deputy minister's report with referenceto appointments of technical and professional natures. Can you say by what motive the
deputy ministers were moved when they suggestedthis amendment?Would
you deny they were moved by a sentiment of procuring efficiency in their department?-A.

Well, I suppose that was their view.

Q. Are you prepared to say that the putting into effect of the recommendations of the deputy ministers, contained in the first clause, would have a

prejudicial effecton the civil service?-A. As I said in my statement,I believe
so.

Q. You believe it would?-A. Yes.
Q. Therefore you are prepared to put up your knowledge, acquired as a
Commis-i<nu->r.
against the individual knowledge and collective knowledgeoi at
least ten deputy ministers.
Mr. RINFRET: That does not include other ministers who did not sign, but
who said before this Committee they approved of the report.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. At least ten who have signedthe report?-.4. I am just stating what
I think.

Q. But you will not dispute that those deputy ministerswere movedby

sentiments which were for the efficiency of their departments?-A. I surely do

not questiontheir sincerity, becauseI believein the honourof everybody.
[Mr.
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Q. Your statement contains allegations other than those; the statement
that such an amputation might reduce the Civil Service to the condition of a
"blind alley." Will you explain that?-A. If all the higher administrative
professional and technical positions or a proportion of them were to be chosen
by outsiders, I believe that the service would becomea blind alley.
Q. That does not say that, that appointments to professional and technical
positions or to positions of assistant deputy ministers, heads of branches, or

the higher grades,say thosefor which the compensationis $2,400,be madeby

the Governor in Council on the recommendationof the head of the department?

-A. If you take away the higher positionsthrough the fear of promotion,is
it not clear that the civil service would become a blind alley?

Q. It does not say that Colonel. I do not see that it takes away at all.
It says that the Governor in Council on the recommendationof the head of the
department basedon the report in writing of the deputy head may appoint to a
clerical or technical or professionalor administrative position-he may appoint;
it doesnot necessarilymean he must go outside of his department to do that?
-A. No, but he is free to do so, and it is exactly what the present Act wants
to prevent.

Q. You want to prevent liberty?-A. Oh, well, liberty in that sense.
Q. Why is liberty in that sense a bad thing?-A. Liberty may become
license according to circumstances.

Q. Have you anything in your mind to make you say if you give liberty
to a deputy minister who is at present honest that he would becomedishonest?
-A. No; I believe in the sincerity of the deputy ministers, but I claim that their
systemis opento abuses,and the experienceof the past is there to prove it too.
Q. If you say that the experienceof the past is there to prove it, what experience is there in the past to prove it?-A. You only have to read the evidence
brought before the different Royal Commissions that were appointed by the
Government, and you will see there that positions in the higher grades were
often filled in the way in which the present Act wishes to prevent.

Q. I supposeyou refer to section 21 of the Act of 1908 all through; if you
take out of the section of the Act of 1908 those three words "or otherwise pecu-

liar " what improvement is this Act of to-day on that?-A. I had an experience
of 14 years with that section 21, and it may be that under the word " peculiar "
certain things have been done which should not, but I may say that it was not
very important.
Q. It worked out all right then?-A. Section 21 worked out all right.
Q. There were not very many complaints under section 21?-A. What do
you mean by complaints?
Q. Complaints against the proper administration of the service-against
section 21-no one ocmplained about section 21?-A. Under section 21 of the

Act of 1908,60 per cent of the appointments were made by competitions at the
request of the ministers

themselves.

Q. Under the old system?-A. Under the Act of 1908.
Q. Even under the Act of 1908 the Civil Service Commission was called

into power?-A. Don't you notice the deputy ministers want to get rid of such
a provision?

Q. They do not say that?-A. Yes, they say it.
Q. " On the recommendationof the head of the department based on report
in writing from the deputy head " -I admit this of course,that your Commission

would not give any morecertificatesof fitness but I am not discussingthat?-

A. Here is what they say: " That appointments to professional and technical

positionsor to thoseof assistantdeputy ministers,headsof branches,and all
officersin the highergradessavethoseappointedto positionsfor which the minimum compensation
is $2,400per annumor over, be made by the Governorin
FMr.
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Councilontherecommendation
of theheadof thedepartment
based
ona report

in writing from the deputyhead" -I do not seeany traceof competition
there,
of optionalcompetitions
in favourof the ministers.Section21 wasproviding
that technicalpositionscouldbe filled with or withoutcompetitions.
Hon. Mr. Marcil

took the Chair.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. At all events you put your own view against that of the deputy ministers,
and you think the present system is an improvement over the old system?A. Well, the view I take is the view taken by Parliament.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I am not concernedjust with that, if you allow me to put it
in that way.

Mr. McBRiDE: This Committee is ...

Is that a correct question or is he to

put his opinion against that of the deputy ministers at all?

Mr. CHEVRIER: Very well, I will ask the question subject to the Chairman's ruling.
Mr. LEWIS:

I object to the comparison.

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. If I may be allowed to interject:

We know what Parliament decided

some years ago. ;md \vc are here to find out whether Parliament was right or
not, so we are asking your opinion. Colonel, not what Parliament decided,we
know that; we want your opinion from your own experience, that is the case if
I am not

mistaken?-A.

Yes.

Q. If you say that is what Parliament decided you are not giving testimony at all, you are referring to something we are trying to improve?-A. No,
no; my view is clearly put in the statement.
Q. But what I say is this, you cannot screen yourself as a witness behind

Parliament; we are investigating the Act that Parliament passed;we want your
opinion as to your own experiencewith the Act. I believe that is what Mr.
Chevrier is wanting, and I think that is perfectly correct.
Mr. GARLAND: He has given that quite clearly in his statement.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I am going to ask it again, and if anybody objects let the
Chairman

rule.

Q. I want to know whether according to your own views, according to

your own experience,you are prepared to say that the present system is an
improvement over the previous system, and that the recommendation of the

deputy ministers would not be for the promotion of efficiency in the civil service; will you put your view against the opinion of the deputy ministers?
Mr. LEWIS: Is that necessary to put it that way?
Mr. CHEVRIER: It is my own question.

Mr. LEWIS: I am asking the Chair, is that a proper question to ask, as to
putting his view against that of the deputy minister?
The ACTINGCHAIRMAN:The witness is a legal gentleman, and I think he
can answer the question.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. The witnesshas had sixteenyears practiceof law, and I think he can
answer my question.-A. Mr. Chevrier, I will simply repeat the first paragraph of my written statement.

Q. I have your statementhere; I don't want to argueover this thing; you

are only makingit disagreeable;
you knowthat I am entitledto a straight
answer'toa straightquestion;you are a legallytrainedman and I am not
\Mr.

M.
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taking an undue advantage of you as a witness; I am asking you now, if you
believe according to your own code of ethics in the law that that is an improper
question entirely I will not ask it?-A. My answer is this, I consider the
present system is better than the old one, and I am sorry to differ with the
deputy ministers.

Q. The samequestion was asked last night and it took us half an hour to get
it, and finally the answer was given; the same objection was raised. Then you
say that this system here would be liable to bar the way to promotions for
merit through the unnecessaryappointments of outsiders, supposing that this
recommendation of the deputy ministers was put into effect, would it neces-

sarily follow that only outsiders would be appointed?-A. Oh, no, but it would
be liable to bring such results.

Q. If that is so why would not you say in your memorandum " through
the probable unnecessaryappointment of outsiders to the higher positions "
why make it such a sweeping categorical statement?-A.
the word " might."

I believe I am using

Q. It would be liable to bar the way to promotion for merit through-?
-A.

Yes, it would be " liable."

Q. Through the unnecessaryappointments of outsiders; you qualify that;
you make that clear by stating that it would not necessarily follow that all
outsiders would be appointed?-A.
Oh, no, surely.

By Mr. Garland:
Q. They could be all outsiders?-A.

It would be possible.

By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. May I interject this: under this Act can you yourself appoint outsiders? Has not the Commission the power to do exactly the same thing,
namely, to appoint outsiders to the high positions?-A. I may say this, if a
position cannot be filled through the promotion of a well-qualified officer in
line of promotion, then it must be filled through open competition andQ. By outsiders?-A. And thenQ. What you complain of in this statement can very well happen under
your system as well, if the deputy ministers were to appoint?-A.
But the position would be filled through competition.
Q. It would be filled by the " unnecessary appointments of outsiders " to

that high position?-A. Under the present system if a vacancy takes place it
is first filled by promotion, and it is only when the Commission is satisfied that

it is impossibleto fill it through promotion of a qualified officer that it is open
to competition. .
Q. Do you infer that the deputy ministers would not do that?-A.
I do
not like to give names, but I know very well that very important positions

becamevacant and the departments wanted to fill them through competition
and without promoting the officer in line of promotion, the CommissionBy Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Under what regime was that?-A. In the course of last year.
Q. Since the Act of 1918?-A. Yes, but the Commission in such cases
requires the department to officially state that there is nobody qualified in line
of promotion, and as a rule the departments decline to make such statements.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. They haveto giveyou authority to do otherwise,you are not forcedto?
-A. The Act providesthat any vacantpositionshouldfirst be filled by promotion, and if no qualified officeris in line of promotion[Mr.
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Q. You areto decidewhether
thereareanyor not,sothat it liesin your

authority to do otherwise?-A.No, the Commission
requeststhe department
to state whetherthereis any qualifiedofficerin line of promotion;the commissiongetsasmuchinformationaspossiblefrom the department.
The Chairman

resumed the Chair.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Thenyou say the Commissionasksthe departmentto say whetherthere
is somebodyin line for promotion,if the deputy minister saysthere is nobody
in line for promotion,what do you do?-A. We opena competition.
(>. But there might very well be somebody in line for promotion?-A.
Nothing else can be done if there is nobody in line for promotion.

By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. Yes, but it shows simply this, that the deputy minister himself can

very well inform you that there is nobody in line for promotion, even if there
are any?-A. Yes, but the Commission has its eyes open, and it knows.
Q. But their eyes do not go all around their heads?-A. It knows the story
of the officerswho may be in line for promotion, and the departmentis not very
much inclined to deceive the Commission in regard to that.
By Mr. Lewis:
Q. Suppose for instance a deputy minister tells you there is no one in

line for promotion, that doesnot stop an individual within that departmentfrom
going into the open competition with other men?-A. Surely not.
Q. Therefore they have the opportunity of trying to gain promotion through

the competition?-A. Absolutely.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. But you will only call a competition if the deputy minister says there

is no one in line for promotion?-A. Yes, but the Commissionhas some control
over that; the Commission is not blind.
Q. Oh, no, I suppose it is not. I will give them credit for that.

But if the

deputy minister reports there is no one in line for promotion, do you take
that for granted, or do you investigate every time he reports in that way?-A.
I did not quite catch your question.
Q. If the deputy minister reports that there is no one in line for promotion,

do you take that for granted every time, or do you every time investigate
whether he is right or wrong?-A. If the Commission is of opinion that there
are qualified officers in line for promotion, the department must give an
explanation.

Q. You say, if the Commissionthinks? What makes the Commissionthink
there is someonein line for promotion? You cannot think that there is someone

in line for promotionunlesssomeonehas disturbedyour mind in that direction?
-A. Do not forget, Mr. Chevrier, that we are dealing with concretefacts. We
have a branch here composedof a chief, sub-chief, and several officers. If

a vacancytakes place the Commissionknowsthat there is a group of officers
below.

Q. Whom do you meanby the Commission?
Whenyou say the Commission
knows that somethingshouldbe done,whom do you meanby that, yourselves
as Commissioners?-A. I mean the Civil Service Commissioners and their
officers.

Q. Thenlet metakeit this way; it is goingto be long,but it is goingto be

drawn out. The deputy minister reports to the Commissionthat there is no
[Mr.
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one in line for promotion. He makes that report. Who does it get to in the
first place?-A. It comesto the Commission.
Q. It comesto the secretary who opensthe letter?-A. Yes.
Q. What does he do with it?-A. We ascertain the facts.
Q. Who does?-A. The Commission, through its organs.

Q. A letter comesto the secretaryand the secretaryreads that letter and
passesit to whomfor action? This report that there is no onein line for pro-

motion, it is addressedto the secretary?-A. It is addressedto the secretary
which means to the Commission, and then that letter is registered and filed
and it finally comesbefore the Commission.
Q. Before the three Commissionerstogether, or one Commissionerwho has
chargeof that department?--A. The three Commissioners. One Commissioner
may study the casein the first instance, but it goesafter to the other two commissioners.

Q. Then let us understand this. Mr. Desbarats for instance, makes a

report that thereis no one in line for promotionin his department;that letter
comesinto the office of the Civil Service Commission, goes through the registration, filing and all the other processes,and finally lands in the hands of a
Commissioner. Do you mean to say that all of those reports finally come into
the hands of a Commissioner for investigation to see if the report of the
deputy minister is exact in saying there is no one in line for promotion?-A.
First of all, Mr. Chevrier, the Civil
deputy ministers are honest men.

Service Commission

assumes that the

Q. Quite right; let us start from that. You assumethat they 'are honest?A. Absolutely.

Q. Then every certificate that comesin will not be challengedunless there
is somethingon the face of that certificate to raise suspicion?-A. The deputy
minister may be mistaken.

He may commit an error.

Q. Where, when and how do you find out that he has committed an error?
What check have you got on it and who checks it?-A. We have the establishment of the departments. We know the constitution of a branch.
Q. Who knows that? Either you do not understand my question or I do
not understand you?-A. I understand it well, but I think you are very fond of
splitting hairs.

Q. This is not a hair to split. It would be easierto split any hair than to get
anywhereon this thing. Here is a deputy minister who sends in a report that
there is no one in line for promotion. The letter comesinto the Civil Service
office,and some of the clerks open the letter and assign this letter to so-and-so

for registration,andmakea file for it and then it goesto someof the responsible
officersfor action?-A. The letter goesto the secretary,and then after proper
filing it comes to the Commission.

Q. Very well. Say it comes to one of the three Commissioners?-A. To
the three Commissioners.
-A.

Q. First say it comesto the threeCommissioners,
or the oneCommissioner?
To one then.

Q. Very well; that report simply says,I, so-and-so,certify that there is no

onein line for promotionto sucha positionin my department.Do you take
that for grantedor doyou investigate?-A.Well,wemay investigate.
Q. I know you may, but you may not?-A. Surely.

Q. Do you or do you not? I am trying to be fair with you. You would

investigate
thisreportif youthinkthereis something
wrongwith it, if you
thinkthe deputyministeris tryingto put oneoveryou. Is that right?-

A. Oh,no,weneverstart ourworkonthe assumption
that the deputyminister may try to deceive us.
5-571
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Q. Then what makesyou start your work?-A. The deputy minister
makesa statement;he saysthat thereis no onein line for promotion.It is the
duty of the Commission to ascertain the. exactnessof that statement.

Q. Then, in every casedoesthe Commissionthrough the three Commis-

sioners or through one or two, ascertain and verify the facts in that state-

ment?-A. Well the ascertainingof the fact may be made by trusted officers
of the Commission.

O. No doubt about that. But do you do it in every casethrough the trusted
officer
the Civil Service Commission?-A.
it fit and proper.

Whenever the Commission thinks

Q. What makes you think it fit and proper to do it?-A. Circumstances.
Q. What circumstances; what raises. Colonel, the suspicionin your mind?

You either investigateall of the casesor you investigateonly a few; if you
investigate all of the cases,very well, I am through with it. If you investigate
only a few of the cases,what makes you investigate only those few, and makes

you let the othersgo through? Is it becausesomeonehas raisedthe suspicion
in your mind that in this case there is somethingwrong? Is it the smell about
it? Or what is it?-A. If the deputy minister declaresthat there is nobody in
line for promotion, we are first inclined to believe that his statement is true,
but it is at the same time the duty of the Commission to look into the matter.

Q. Very well then, do you always look?-A. Well surely.
By the Chairman:

Q. Colonel, we are wasting a lot of time here. It seemsto me that you
understand the question.

Mr. Chevrier makes the question simple. You say it

is the duty of the Commission to investigate the statement of the deputy minister. You either say you do not do it in all casesor you do. He asks you, if
you do not do it in all caseswhat causesyou to do it in some? There must be
an answer to that question?-A.
ascertain

Well, I may reply that the Commission does

in all cases.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Does what?-A. Ascertain the facts in all cases.
Q. Ascertains the veracity in all cases?-A. Ascertains the facts.
Mr. LEWIS: You use your own discretion whether it is necessary.
Mr. RINFRET:

It is either one or the other.

The CHAIRMAN: If they do it in all cases the question is answered, but
the colonel had said they do not.

Mr. RINFRET: If they use their discretion then we want to know why, and
how it is done. That is very plain.

Mr. LEWIS: A moment ago your question assumedthat he did not do it
in all

cases.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Then I askedthe question,whenhe useshis discretion?-A.I stated

that the Commission when receiving a declaration from the deputy minister
that there was nobody in line for promotion, ascertainedthe facts.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. "iou wouldnot havemanycaseslike that wouldyou?-A. Oh,no,they
are much simpler.
BIJ Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Colonel,you are forcingme to go throughthis. If you will tell me
that in all caseswhereyou get sucha report,you investigateeverytime,then
[Mr.
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I am through with the question. If you are going to tell me that there are
some cases where you do not investigate, then I will follow up that branch of
it.-A. We ascertain the facts in every case.

Q. In every case that the deputy minister makes a report to you that
there is no one in line for promotion, you ascertain the veracity of those statements?-A. Surely.

Q. Well, if I had had that answer half an hour ago-you say you ascertain the veracity of the statements contained in the certificate?-A. I do not
like the word veracity. We ascertain the facts.
ministers are honest, you see.

We assume that the deputy

Q. Well, you ascertain that the facts as contained in that statement are
correct?-A.

Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. In other words, you control these facts?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. When you have ascertained or controlled those facts have you ever
found them to be not true?-A. Oh, well, there may be errors sometimes.
Q. But bona fide errors?-A. Surely.
Q. Of great consequence?-A. What do you mean by great consequence?
Q. But it might be said it was a bona fide error; would it be such an error
as would affect a man's promotion?-A.
It might be serious, of course. If
somebody was in line of promotion, a declaration that there was nobody in
line for promotion might involve serious consequences.

Q. When you have decided to make these promotions, if there is somebody
in line for promotion, leaving that branch of it alone, supposea deputy minister says there are clerks in line for promotion, how do you proceed?-A.
answer you, Mr. Chevrier. I will use exactly the proper words.

I will

Q. You can use them without reading lengthy pages?-A. The grounds of
competition are, first, fitness for future functions; second, efficiency in past
duties, and third, seniority. It may be displeasing to you, but I wish to give
a correct

answer.

Q. I am not going to object to you reading a report.-A.

This is my verbal

answer.

Q. You appreciate the answer, becauseyou have given a different one to
what you gaveme a moment ago.?-A. I am replying to your questions. Surely
I have the right to take my notes, in order to reply to your questions. You
want to know how the Commission proceeds in case of a promotion. I wish to
tell you. The grounds of competition are, first, fitness for future functions;
second, efficiency in past duties, and third, seniority. As a rule, fitness for

future functions is established through a written test on practical questions.
We give three marks for that.

The ratings of the heads of the divisions or

branchesare checkedup by the deputy minister. We give two marks for that.
Efficiency in past duties is exclusively determined by the ratings of the heads
of the divisions or branches,again checkedby the deputy minister. We allow
them three marks for that. Seniority is necessarily based upon length of service.

We allow two marks for that.

That

makes ten marks

in all.

That

is

where a written examination may be used. Wherever a written test is not
practicable or advisable, as in the caseof the higher administrative or technical

grades,the result of the competitionis entirely basedupon the ratings of the

headsof the technicaldivisionsor branches,
suchratingsto be checked
by the
deputyminister;in otherwordsthe departments
herehaveeverythingto say.
TMr. M
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By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Underthe presentsystem,
if thedeputyministermakesan error,and

thereis no onein the line for promotion,and if you in your discretionshould
makesomeerror, it doesnot debara man in the servicewhothinks he hasbeen

wronglyoverlookedfrom becominga competitorin the examination;
he can
still apply?-A.

Absolutely.

Q. But under the system they advocate,you would have no competition

at all?-A.

No.

Mr. RINFRET:What do you mean by "they advocate"?
Mr. LEWIS: The deputy ministers.
WITNESS:I wish to deal with promotions after appointments.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. If I gather rightly from what you have read, when it is necessary
to

make a promotion, there are two things, it may be by written examination or
it may be by ratings; is that right?-A. It is a competition.
Q. Are there caseswhere it is only by ratings and caseswhere it is only
by competitive examination, or is it always a combination of both?-A. Well, as
a generalrule it is a combination of a written examination and of ratings. There
may be cases where it is only a matter of ratings.

Q. Very well. Take a casewhore it is purely and simply a matter of rating,
the deputy minister gives the rating, or the clerk in charge or a superior clerk
gives the rating, and it is checked by the deputy minister?-A. The chiefs of
the divisions or branches give the ratings, which are checked up by the deputy
ministers.

Q.The deputy ministers check the ratings?-A. Yes.
Q. What is done then with the recommendationand the ratings?-A. Well,
we have

divided

it into

two.

Q. You say that there are cases that depend simply and purely upon
ratings?-A.

Yes.

Q. And in somecasesthere is a combination of both?-A. Yes.
Q. Let us assumethat this is a casethat dependsupon ratings only, and we
will then take up both?-A. In such a case it is entirely in the hands of the
department.

Q. When a deputy minister has checkedthe ratings, they go to the Civil
Service Commission?-A.

Yes.

Q. And the Civil Service Commission acts upon those ratings?-A. Yes.
Q. What action does it take?-A,. The ratings are accepted.
Q. How often are the ratings accepted?-A. I believe they are generally,
perhaps not always accepted,but no written examination.
Q. Take a case where there is a written examination and a rating, the
deputy minister makes the ratings?-A. And checks the ratings.
Q. Who sets the examination?-A. Tho written examination?
Q. Yes?-A.

The Commission.

Q. How many points do you allow on the written examination, and how

many points do you allow on the ratings when an examinationis required?

Mr. LEWIS: Is that a proper question, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN: I think it is. I think it is very important. I think it

is a division of the marking, and therefore is very important.

WITNESS:As I said before, the first ground of competition is fitness for
future

functions.

The CHAIRMAN: Ten points?-A.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. We are not now concernedwith those that are purely and simply questions of fitness, but cases of competitive

examinations coupled with ratings.

Do you give 100 per cent on a written examination and then calculate the
ratings at ten, or fifty for the ratings and fifty for the written examination?- A.
I will tell you, Mr. Chevrier. The first ground of the competitive examination is,
fitness for future functions. Five marks are granted for fitness for future
functions, three marks for the written examination, and two marks for the

ratings of the heads of divisions or branches, then there are three marks for
efficiency in past duties, and two marks for seniority.
By Mr.

Lewis:

Q. Who gives the marks for efficiency?- A. The heads of the divisions or
branches in which are the officers in line for promotion.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I did not get an answer to my question. There are two possibilities;
one is ratings only, and one a combination of ratings and an examination.
When you strike a case of ratings only, that has ten marks, in the ratings you

suggesteda moment ago?- A. I said ten. We might as well say one hundred
marks; that makes no difference.

Q. I do not get it any better. You say you give five for fitness for future
functions, three for the written examination and two for ratings? - A. Ten
marks in all; five for fitness, three for efficiency and two for seniority.

Q. If I can get you to grasp my question, your answerwill be very simple.
You have a case where a promotion dependsupon ratings only?- A. Yes.
Q. And you have a case where it depends upon ratings and a competitive
examination?

-

A. A written

examination.

Q. A combination of the two?- A. Yes.
Q. When it is purely and simply on ratings, is the rating there different
from the rating you will give when it is a combination of both?- A. No; I
believe the same relative importance is given to each.

Q. SupposingI was up for an examination which necessitated a combination of the two, I would be rated by my deputy minister, and I would try the
examination?

-

A. Yes.

Q. How many marks would you allow, what would be the number of marks
the Commission would allow me on that written examination? - A. Out of five,
three.

Q. Three on the written examination? - A. Yes.

Q. And two on the ratings?- A. Two on the ratings, with regard to fitness
for

future

functions.

Q. All right. SupposeI come up, and I pass the examination with flying
colours and get three points; it is then up to the deputy minister to rate me,
is it?-

A. Yes.

Q. That would mean that I would get say 60 on the written examination,
and I would be susceptibleof getting 40 on the ratings, that would mean 100,
or it would mean 5?- A. If you passeda perfect written examination you would
secure three marks out of five on fitness.
O. That would be 3 out of 5 or 60 out of 100?- A. Yes.

Q. The deputy minister would have to rate me; is that right? - A. Yes.

Q. It is a combinationof both?- A. Yes,alwaysin connectionwith fitness.

Efficiencyis the importantthing. Fitnessis for future functions,andefficiency
is for past duties, past work.
By the Chairman:
-

Q. You have*said
What is the basisof points;pleaselet ussee
rn 15 marks.
i
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Q. The rating countsfor 7 marks?-A. Yes,exactly.

The CHAIRMAN:
That is Mr. Chevrier's
question.On your rating for

efficiency,the Colonelclaimsyou get threemarks,on senioritytwo marks,on
the written examination two marks.
ment.

WITNESS:In other words, out of ten marks sevenbelongto the departBy the Chairman:
Q. And three belong to the Commission?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Out of the ten, sevengo to the department and three to the Commission?
-A.

Yes.

The CHAIRMAN: That is the point.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I am not as happy in my argument as the Chairman is. SupposingI
passed my examination with flying colours. I would get three, then I would
have to go back and at the same time the department will rate me. Let me

put it in this way: Supposethere were two of us coming up for promotion, I
get by with flying colours and get three marks, the other employeegoesinto
the same examination and gets three marks, we are equal, I go up for rating
before the department, and the department rates me 6 and rates him 5, do you

take that as final; we are equal in marks, although I am one mark ahead of
him?-A.
There are only two marks there.
Q. We are equal on the written examination?-A.
Yes.
Q. But on the ratings I am one mark ahead of him. Do you give me the
job there and then or do you investigate it further?-A.
No. It is the decision
of the Commission, based upon the ratings as to fitness and efficiency.

Q. So that in the final analysis, in a case such as that, where you would
be equal before the Commission,the department might rate a man higher than
another, and the departments rating would carry; is that right?-A.

Of course

the ratings of the department might exceedthe number of marks obtained in
the written

examination.

Q. Supposingit did, what would be the effect?-A. Well, the ratings would
decide, would be the deciding factor.

Q. Tn the last analysis, it would depend upon the departmental rating?A. Surely.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Before you go on, do you get the rating before the examinationis
written or afterwards;do you receivethe rating first, beforethe examinationis
written?-A. I am under the impressionthat the written examinationtakes
place first.
By the Chairman:

Q. Arc you sure?-A. Well, of coursethe details of the proceeding?
arc
better known to the officersof the Commission,but I would say that the written

examinationtakes placefirst, becausesomemay entirely fail in the written
examination,
andit wouldbeuseless
to askthe department
to decidetheratings.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. If a candidateon the written examinations
falls belowa certainstandard, is he discarded altogether?-A. Yes.

Q. He must obtain a certainnumberof points?-A. Absolutely. I think

it is 60 per cent, Mr. Rinfret.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you ever check up the ratings as they are given, or do you take them

as given?-A. We must accept them.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. There might even be a casewhere one candidate is less successfulthan
another in an examination, but he wins the promotion on the difference in the

ratings? I might have three on an examination and Mr. Chevrier might have
two, i>ut he is rated 6 and I am rated only 4. You understand what I mean?A. Yes. The figures-

Q. You always amalgamate the figures?-A. Yes. It is a combination of
the marks obtained in the written examination and also in the ratings.
By Mr. Leivis:
Q. Do you send to the deputy ministers the number of marks that each
candidate has obtained in the examinations?-A.
In the written examinations,
oh, no.

Q. You get the examination first before they know anything about the
marks?-A. We get the examinations first and the department provide us with
ratings of the chiefs of divisions or branches.

Q. So as far as that is concerned,they are ignorant of the total marks which
the candidate

has received

in the

examination?-A.

Yes.

Q. That would remove any suspicion that the marks had been given to
overcomeany deficiency in the examination, by keeping them ignorant of the
marks so that they could over-rate an individual?-A.
By Mr. Garland:

Yes.

Q. According to your figure, the departments control seven-tenths of the
appointmentsin comparison with three-tenths by the Commission?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Is that exactly true? Does the deputy minister control the physical
fitness?

I do not think

so.

The CHAIRMAN: I think so, so far as rating is concerned. That comesfrom
the department.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. You say physical fitness is under the first five marks?-A. I really have
no printed forms here. You see,it is under the heading of fitness for future
functioning. Of courseit should imply physical fitness too, becauseif a person
is sick, he is surely not so efficient as another one, who is not.
Q. In the caseof disability, that might not be a physical effect. If a man
functioning in that department has a physical defect under the disability clause
-as far as the soldier is concerned,he might not have a defect so far as functioning efficiently is concerned,in that department?-A. No.
Q. That would not work against him?-A. Xo.
By the Chairman:

Q. In the rating of fitnesssuppliedby the department,is physical fitness a

factor?-A.

I believe

so.

Q. You are not sure that it is?-A. I have not a printed form.
Q. The deputy minister makes the recommendation of fitness for the posi-

tion?-A.

Yes.

Q. He would not recommend against a man so long as he was physically
fitted for the position?-A. I was under the impression that Mr. Foran and Mr.

Bland had furnished the Committee with all these details.
TV.P PTJAT^.-KT. w~
--i-=
- confirmation.
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By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. I notice in your first statement you say " such an amputation "-mean-

ing if we wouldexemptsomepositionsfrom your jurisdiction,we wouldmake
the Civil Servicean undesirable
careerand no seriousyoungmanwould care
to enter the service. What you mean by that is that there were no seriousmen

in the

Commission

at all?-A.

No.

Q. Are you awarethat the Prime Minister of this countrywas a civil ser-

vant for a while, and was appointed under the regime you condemn? I was a
civil servant myself and I protest against this allegation.
Mr.

CHEVEIER:

So was I.

By Mr. Einfrct:

Q. The reasonI am putting this questionis not to makea point or a joke,

but I want to show you that that is altogether too sweepingon the face of it. It

seems as if you came here for the purpose of making a demonstration. What
we want are facts.-A.
I believe very probably you would never have entered
the service if you had known your promotions would have been blocked halfway, because you had more ambition than that.
By Mr. Lewis:
Q. When a man enters the Civil Service through the Commission, the man

would be handicapped and not be in a position to obtain these high positions
that come by appointment ?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I fully agree with Mr. Rinfret. The reason I object to introducing that
statement in that way was that it was a fearfully sweeping statement and it is
hardly fair to ask anybody to go through this with you sentence by sentence.
You have made a number of allegations, such as the one Mr. Rinfret points out,
and it leaves to the members

of the Committee-I

do not know

about

the others

-but to myself, it leaves me no opportunity to dissect it unless I take tremendous time to go into it fully. That is the objection I have to it.-A. I have
no objection whatever to put aside the statements. You may be sure that I do

not give more importance to them than they deserve. I might tell you I would
be very pleased to throw them into the wastepaper basket.
Q. I would be offended if you thought I meant it in that way, but you

know, as a legally trained man, that anything that goes down in evidence,
remains as a fact. It is taking an undue advantage in putting in four pagesof
typewriting, and not knowing beforehandwhat is going to be put on the record.
Mr. GARLAND:Did not all the other witnessesgive it in the sameway?
The CHAIRMAN: Not in the same way.

I think the investigation has pro-

ceededto a point now where the members of the Committee know fairly well
the vital points that are to be inquired of from the Commissioners,and I think
the evidence we had last night was very valuable, in that Dr. Roche cleared
up the points that were in the minds of the membersof the Committee. We

have preparedmany questionsbasedon the former evidence.I have a list of
questionsI asked Dr. Rochelast night, I would like to have Colonel LaRochelle'e
acceptance or refusal of these points. They are very vital.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. For instance, we read one, " technical appointments."

that you want to have them to remain as they are.-A. Yes.

You disagree

Q. On promotions-wewandered
awayfrom the point. Hereis what the

deputy minister recommends:[Mr.
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" That the present civil service provisions with regard to promotions be
repealed and that there be substituted therefor a provision to the effect that
promotions shall be made for merit by the Governor General in Council upon
the recommendationof the head of the department basedon a report in writing
from the deputy head and accompaniedby a certificate of qualification from the
Civil

Service

Commission."

Have you any objection to that form of promotions?-A.
This is a revision
of section 24 of the Act of 1908, because the terms are exactly the same.

Q. Do you remember the operation of that section under the 1908 Act?
Do you find any trouble with that, with section 24 of the 1908Act?-A. Here
is what I might say in reply to your question, Mr. Chevrier, under section 24
of the Act of 1908, the officers in line for promotions were not allowed to com-

pete for the vacant positions. One man was selected by the deputy minister,
and the Commission was simply requested to state whether he was qualified
or not. The question was not of promoting the best qualified officer, but of
promoting one possessing the minimum of qualifications.
The CHAIRMAN: That is not right.
Mr. CHEVRIER:You see what you get by reading this.
The CHAIRMAN: He might have a maximum qualification. That is a mistake in the facts on the face of it. This is a case of promoting one who has
the minimum qualifications. That is not a correct statement of fact.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. And more especially in the caseswe alluded to a few moments ago. The
witness admitted himself that in most cases seven out of ten marks were givim
according to the ratings of these men, that you say now will promote the less
qualified party.-A.
If I might be permitted, I might reply thus: provided an
officer possessed the minimum qualification, the Commission had no right to
refuse

the issue of a certificate.

By the Chairman:
"
Q. If the word " may
were in there, it would settle it.
may have the minimum marks.
Mr. LEWIS: Is that evidence as a whole being put in?
The

CHAIRMAN:

The candidate

Yes.

The WITNESS: I might say under section 24 of the Act of 1908 the function-

ing of the Commission was practically reduced to the automatic issuing of
certificates. Provided an officer possessedthe minimum qualifications, the Commission

had to issue the certificate.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Did it always happen that the Commission granted a certificate to the
employee who had been recommended with the minimum qualifications?-A.

We had no way of ascertaining that.
Q. Your statement comesdown to this, that it was possible that the man
recommended by the department had the minimum qualifications.

It was not

necessarilyso, but it was so. That was the danger. It was possible that the
man recommendedhad the minimum departmental qualifications?-A. Was not
best qualified.

Q. It was possible?-A. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN:That is the danger.
Mr. CHEVRIER:True, that was the danger. Do you know how often it

happenedthat a man with the minimum qualificationswas promotedby the
deputy minister to the detriment of somebodyelse?
Tin;

WITNESS:

T dn nnf I-""
[Mr. M. G. LaRochelle.]
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/>// Mr. Chevrii r:

Q. Do you know if it has happened?-A.I begyour pardon.
Q. Do you know how often it has happenedif it has happenedto your

knowledge?-A.

I might tell you this, that on two occasions Dr. Shortt and

myself refused to issue certificatesunless older officersin line of promotion,

who had beenneglected and set aside, were properly considered.
Q. That was fine. That is alright. You were there to do that and you

did it.-A.

I am under the impression that at that time the Commission went

out of its way, becauseaccording to that, I believe Dr. Short and myself had the
right to say "we will not deal with the recommendation unless these two men who
are senior and in line for promotion are considered."

Q. Very well, I think you are right under the interpretation of the law, but
were such men possessingsuch qualifications, outside of their agein the department, were they such men with such qualifications that if they had been older
you would have been obliged to give them their certificate of fitness.-A. We
were of the opinion that those two men were the best qualified and the most
meritorious, and it was the reason why we did not care to go on without paying
some

attention

to those

senior

officers.

Q. Look here, you have not answered my question at all; I said you said

that you refused to grant certificates becauseyou knew that these peoplewere
too young-?-A.

It is not a question of youth;

these two men had been

recommendedfor promotion, and the Commissionersdiscoveredthat the senior
ones also in line of promotion had been ignored and they called the attention of
the department to the fact.
Q. The only reason why you brought it to the attention was that these,two
men were seniors, but the other two men that had been recommended by the
department you thought they deserved a certificate of fitness as far as the Com-

mission was concerned,so far as their capability of filling the position was concerned?-A.

The certificates were finally

issued in favour of the two men

recommended; they had the minimum qualifications, but the other two had in
that way the advantage of being promoted too.
By Mr. Lewis:

<,>.Does not this very caseprove that there was the possibility of favouritism
under the old system, the very fact that two men were neglectedproves that
favouritism might creep in under the old system?-A.

It is my-

The CHAIRMAN: The Colonel's viewpoint is; under the old system a man
might be promoted with the minimum qualification, and under this system he
wants to show it cannot be done; that is the point.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. All right, we will leave that.

Now, let us take another aspect of it,

at page 3: "Your Committeedesiresto offer the following recommendations
also, that there are certain outside services,such as employeesin officesoutside

of Canada,rural postmasters,etc., to which it is impracticableto apply the
provisionsof the Civil ServiceAct reasonably,andtheseshouldbe removedfrom
the applicationof the Act, and a list of suchservicesbe suppliedby the department " -Let us take up the postmasters,they have beenexemptedas I under-

standit, up to $200,is'that right?-A. Yes.
Q. What was the reasonfor exemptingthoseup to $200?-A.Oh, well,
$200 was the limit adopted by the Commission.

Q. And mayI be favouredwith the reason
why it wasplacedat $200?

-A. Oh, well, let us say that it was purely arbitrary.
fMr.
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By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. And it might as well be $500 or $1,000?-A. Well, the Commission
thought it was wiser not to go further.
Q. There must be some place to stop?-A. In view of the spirit of the Act,
the Commission thought it would not be wise to go further.
Mr. RINFRET: I may say in fairness to the witness that Dr. Roche also said

last night it was purely arbitrary, and it is also my opinion.
By Mr. Leivis:

Q. Is that correct? He said in regard to the rural mail carriers that when
it came up to $200-under $200 they did not have to re-competeMr.

RINFRET:

That

is so.

Mr. LEWIS: It is the same with the Income Tax, you have to change it at

some particular figure.
Mr. RINFRET: We wish to have certain facts.

The CHAIRMAN: Dr. Roche admitted it was arbitrary,

and he also stated

it was arbitrary under the rural mail contract renewals.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Under certain orders in council passedin September,1921,you exempted
a large number of labouring positions from the operation of the Act?-A. Wa?
it

not

in

1922?

Q. You passed an order in council in September, 1921?-A. Yes, in connection with the $200 positions, I suppose.
Q. You passed some on the 5th February, 1921, on the llth
the 19th September, 1921, and on the 21st September, 1921-when
these position covered by these various orders in council what
mining factor, what guided you in doing that-why
were they

July, 1921, on
you exempted
was the deterexempted?-A.

The positions to which a,salary not higher than $200Q. Let me say again; when you exempted the manager of the Parliament

Restaurant you gave the reasonsthere; you exempteda chaplain, you exempted
the clerks for commercial intelligence service, and all that-?-A.
My simple
reply to that is because the Commission was of the opinion that those positions
could not properly be filled through competitive examinations, that the competitive system was not applicable to such positions.
Q. Then when you pass on to the order in council of the 22nd June, 1922.
were you moved by the same spirit?-A.
Surely.

Q. With no pressureof anybody at all ?-A. Oh, no; we were of the opinion
that the competitive system could not apply to such positions.
Q. Are there other positions to which the merit or the competitive-what
did you say, competitive or merit system?
The CHAIRMAN: Competitive.

The WITNESS:Oh well, I used that expression;it looks perhaps a little less
pretentious.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Which one?-A. Competition.
Q. The other word got into my mind and I did not know which word you
had used. Are there any other positions which are in the same categories as
those which were previously exempted?-A. Well, there may be a few, not
many, becausethey were practically all exempted,but I believe it may be that
if every man, a lockman and lower grades of light-keepers and care-takers, it
may be that those might be exemptedon the sameground, becauseI do not seeto
what examination a lockman who is a mere labourer could be submitted.
[Mr.

M.
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regard to a care-taker I really do not seeto what examinationhe could be

submitted;providedheis honest,strong,reliable,andpossesses
an elementary
education;he would be qualified for such a position.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Is not there an elementof permanencyin the appointmentsyou have

just spoken of, that it is desirable it should be under the Civil Service Com-

missionto guaranteetheir permanency?-A. In reply to your questionI may say
that the secretary-general of the Light-keepers' Association is very much in
favour of keeping the light-keepers under the present system.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. They hold office at the present time?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In answer to that I want to put it this way, that the fact that a position

-take a position of hazard, any position, an elevator man, a lighthousekeeper?
-A. Lighthousekeepersare of the lower grades,three and four, becausethe other
ones are rather important you see.
Q. Take a charwoman's job, the position of charwoman is no more permanent
by the fact that the Civil Service Commission makes the appointment than if
the department itself made the appointment, is it, in fact there are a number of
charwomen now who have been in the employ of the government since 1894?A. I am not sure, but I am under the impression that the Department of Justice
decided long ago that charwomen who were regularly workingQ. Came regularly to work were to be permanent?-A. Yes.

Q. But it is not the fact that a position is under the jurisdiction of the
Civil Service Commission that makes it permanent or not?-A. No.
Mr. LEWIS: It would be in the lighthouse keepers-I am not speaking about
charwomen.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Supposingyou have a light housekeeperof the lower grade?-A. It is the
present law that creates the present situation.

Q. A lighthouse keeper is not necessarily a permanent position becausehe
has been appointed by the Civil Service Commission?-A. No, it is as a result
of the Act.

Q. So that the appointment by the Civil Service Commission generally
speaking in these labouring positions does not make it a permanent position?
-A.

Oh yes.

Q. No, no, if you appoint a lighthouse keeper under your system that does
not make him a permanent employee?-A. Oh yes, it is just as if he were
appointed by order-in-council.
Q. The higher ones?-A. All lighthouse keepers,Mr. Chevrier.
Q. All light keepers,all elevator men, all charwomen,all labour foremen,all
labourers appointed by the Civil Service Commission?-A.

I believe.

Q. Why is it that someof them have beenreleased; if the fact that they are
appointed by the Civil Service Commissionmakes them permanentI should say
the fact that they are released by the Civil Service Commission takes their
permanency away from them?-A. Oh no. What I say is if an employeeis
appointed under the certificate from the Civil Service Commission he becomes
permanent that is the law.

Q. If he stays there more than six months?-A. Yes.

Q. If a man goesinto the servicein one of theseexemptedpositionsand
stays in there for morethan six months,the samething applies. Here is what
[Mr.
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I want to get at: when you exemptedthesepositionsby order-in-council1053

you madecertainconditions
that the appointment
be necessaity,
that the preference extended by section 39 of the Act be observed,that the person selected
shall satisfy the department as to his qualifications and he shall be suitable as

to age, character and habits-when you make out those recommendations
I
supposeyou havein view the efficiencyof the serviceandthe securingof proper
people?-A. Would you let- me see that?

Q. I say whenyou madethoserecommendations
you still had in mind that
the peoplewho should be appointedshould be efficientpeopleto carry on the
service,I meanyou madetheserecommendations
with somethingin mind?-A.
Well those positions were exemptedbecausethe Commissionwas of the opinion
that they could not be filled by competitive examination.

Q. Yes, Colonel, I agree with that, but you did not want to let them go
without making a bargain apparently, and you said that the selection of candidates for the above classes should be left entirely in the hands of the depart-

ments subject to the following conditions?-A. Yes, well, according to the Act
the Commission had to provide for that.

Q. When you made out these conditions you were satisfied that the carrying out of these conditions would ensure, so far as practicable, after they had
left your hands, the filling of positions by proper men?-A. Evidently.
Q. And you put in there all of the qualifications and requirements which
you thought were necessaryand essential for the securing of proper men to fill
the position?-A.

I believe so.

Q. And you put in there all of the conditions that you thought should be
put in there?-A.

Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. About the outside services, Colonel? Your staff does not enable you
to cover the whole Dominion when a vacancy occurs a long distance from Ottawa.
You have to rely on the report of the local officer? Take the case of a light-

housein Quebec,Nova Scotia or New Brunswick?-A.

Absolutely, Mr. Marcil,

we have to rely upon the officers of the department.
Q. And when the reports are received from the post office inspector, or the

lighthouseinspector and so on, they are generally acceptedby the Commission
if they are not contrary to law?-A.

Yes, as a rule. Those reports are controlled

by the Commission,but they are so to say usually accepted.
Q. You have the power of refusing them, but you generally accept them?A. Yes.

Q. Now the reason for exempting the $200 post office is that you thought
that the department did not renew contracts over $200 without calling for
tenders, and that that was a fair limit

to fix for the postmasters, $200?-

A. Yes.

Q. Do you find it easy to securecompetitive examinations in the case of a
postmasterwho receivesthree or four hundred dollars salary? Is it possible for

you to hold a competitiveexaminationin sucha case,say $500?-A. No. Well,
hereis the procedureof the Commission.The procedureis the sameas in other
cases.The district post officesuperintendent,
after the vacant positionhas been
advertised,is requestedto make an investigation,to interview all the candi-

dates,andinquireaboutall the circumstances,
to soundthe feelingof the community with regardto the differentcandidates. And the superintendenthasalso

to ascertainor to seethat the candidate
to be selected
eitherownsor possesses

centralpremises
for theconvenience
of thepublic,andthenhemakeshisreport,
very carefullyreferringto eachcandidate,showingthe goodand weakpoints

in eachcase,andthat reportcomes
to theCommission
throughthePostOffice

department,
andtheCommission
finallyrenders
its decision
uponthatreport.
[Mr.
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Q. That procedureis universalwith all countrypost officesno matter what

the revenueis, whether$1,000or $1,500or $2,000or $200,the procedure
is the
same,you have to rely on the report of the post officeinspector?-A. Yes, but
in the moreimportant casesthe educationof the candidates
is controlledby the

examination branch. With regard to the very small post office, the education
of the candidates is checked by the district post office superintendent,and the
examination branch again goesthrough the applications and ascertainsby itself
the education

of the

candidate.

Q. What would you call a large office? Would you call a $500 office an
office worth giving yourself that trouble?-$500 salary based upon revenue?A. Oh, well, it is hard to say what one might call a large office.

Q. There is another point regarding the appointment of lighthousekeepers.
In an ordinary lighthouse, where the duties consist in keeping the structure in
order and lighting the lamp at night and putting it out in the morning, where
practically every man in the district is competent for the work, how can you
establish a competitive examination for such a position?-A. I gave the reason
for it a little while ago. I said it was very hard to hold competitive examinations in connection with such positions.

Q. You did not exceed the, $200 limit, becauseyou thought it would be
contrary to the spirit of the law?-A. That question might be taken into consideration again.

Q. In the caseof appointing a wharfingerwherethe duty consistsmerely

in collecting a small sum of money, do you think a competitive examinationis

necessaryin a caselike that, for these ordinary country wharveswherethey
collectperhaps$25or $50a year?-A. Well, if a fairly goodeducationis required
I believe it should remain on the competitive system.
Q. As far as you know the releasing of these positions has not affected the

Civil Service of Canada, you have no reason to regret what you have done so
far, as far as you have been able to ascertain?-A. Not that I know of.
By Mr. Garland:

Q. Colonel LaRochelle, at the time of this list of exemptions,did you have

any correspondence
with the Government,did you make out a list of exemp-

tions or did the Civil Service Commission make this list out?-A. It is done,
sir, according to the conferenceof the deputy ministers and the Commission.
We came to a conclusion in regard to such positions as should be exempted.
The Commission first requested the deputy ministers to be good enough to
furnish us with a list of the positions which in their judgment should be
exempted; the Commission received from all the departments such lists, and
after having gone through these lists it came to the conclusion that the requests

were going too far in many cases. For instance, certain departments were
asking that practically all of the technical positions, all the professional and
technical positions, be exemptedso that the Commission finally establishedthe
list in question and sent it to Council for approval.
Q. The list you sent to Council was approved as you sent it?-A. I believe
so.

Q. There was no change in it?-A.

I don't think so.

Q. Did all the Commissioners
sign that list or that report to Council?A. I may tell you this, sir, the three Civil ServiceCommissioners
cameto the
conclusion that all those positions should be exempted, that the competitive

systemcouldhardlybe appliedto them. ThethreeCommissioners
wereunani-

mous in that conclusion. The only difference was in regard to the conditions

under which they shouldbe filled by the departments. Dr. Rochethoughtthat

the requirements
shouldbe moresevere;and my colleague
Mr. Jameson
andI
thought that as they are they weresevereenough.
[Mr.
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Q. In other words, Dr. Roche did not sign that then did he?-A. Well, Dr.
Roche agreedto the exemption of all those positions and simply disagreedas to
the conditions under which they were to be filled by the departments. But
so far as the principle of exemption is concerned, Dr. Roche was agreeable
to it.

By the Chairman:

Q. What was the clause that you differed oh?-A. Dr. Roche differed with
his two colleagues in connection with the procedure to be followed by the
departments in the filling of such positions. If it is the pleasure of the
Committee, I may read the different articles of that procedure:" First, that the appointment is necessary for the efficient carrying on
of the work of the department.

B. That the preference extended by Section 39 of the Civil Service
Act, 1918, as amended, shall be observed."
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. That is the returned soldiers, is it?-A. Yes. (Reads)" C. That the person selected shall satisfy the department as to
his qualifications.
D. That he shall be suitable as to age, character and habits."

That the compensationshall not exceedthe salary provided in the
classification schedules, and that where prevailing rates are provided
as the compensation for a class, or where no class schedule exists, that
the rates of pay shall be such as are recommended by the department
and approved by the Governor in Council, and that the compensation in
these cases shall carry no bonus."

There are two provisos after that. Would you like me to read them?
Mr. GARLAND:I would like you to read the clause that you disagreed on.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: In the matter of appointments they disagreed.
By the Chairman:
Q. Did Dr. Roche sign this?-A. No, he did not agree to the conditions, he
agreed to the exemptions.
Q. These are the conditions that you signed?-A. Yes.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Dr. Roche, I understand, wanted to go further than that; he wanted
to put still more stringent conditions?-A. Yes.
Q. Will you tell us the nature of those conditions?-A. I think Dr. Roche
would be the best man to explain his objections.
The CHAIRMAN: We asked Dr. Roche the question last night.
Mr. CHEVRIER:There was a slight disagreement, but he fully agreed to the
exemptions.
By the Chairman:

Q. Did Dr. Roche eventually sign the recommendations to the Government?-A.

I beg pardon.

Q. Did Dr. Roche eventually sign the recommendations to the Government?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I think we have come to something we can agreeupon. Do you think
a superannuationmeasureis necessary?-A. I believe so.
5-58
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Q.You
thinkthatwouldbeforthebetterinterests
of theservice?-AI
so.

believe

Q.Haveyouanysuggestions
to makeasto theimprovement
of thelaw-

there is any improvement
to be made?-A.I believethe Commission
will

recommendcertain minor changes.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. The Commission
will recommend
minor changes
to Parliament,or to

the Government?-A. I beg your pardon.
Q. I understoodyou to say that the Commissionwill recommendsome
amendments.Is that what you say?-A. I believeit will be transmittedto
your Committee.
Mr. RINFRET: That is what I wanted to know.
By the C}niirni<ni:

Q. I have some questions to ask as a result of this evidence. Take section
45n, clause ;5. as to increases -that is chapter 12-do you think that section

should be amendedso as to provide for annualincreasesbeinggrantedby the

deputy heads instead of by the Commission?-A. I believe the Commission
does not object to that.
(I

Do you think

it

would

be advisable?-A.

I think

it would make no

great difference, because the Commission almost invariably approves of the
recommendationsof the departments in connection with salary increases.
<,>.It would relieve the Commission of a lot of troublesome and expensive
checking work rendered necessary by such recommendations?-A. Yes.
Q. Xow take section 42, clause 4, as to the eligible list. It has been
suggested that this Motion should be amended so as to provide for the life of the
eligible list, if desirable.-A. I believe that would be a good thing, because
with the present system after a certain time the youth of the country is

practicallyexcluded"
from the service.

Q. In the same section and in the same clause, do you think that that
section should be amended so as to provide that a general examination for the

lower gradesin clerical classesshould be held, to supply eligible lists for a certain
number of positions based upon the recommendationsof the departments?-A.
That

seems to be correct.

Q. Now take section 43, clause 3. We have some recommendations from

ihe Post Office department on this question, that the Committee will take up
later on.

It has been suggested that this section should be amended to provide

the length of time before a resident can be decidedupon as being a bona fide
resident of a locality. There has been some difficulty in regard to that. Do
you think that that should be amendedand a definition given as to the length
of time a residi nt should live in a certain locality before becoming eligible?-A.
That would assist, I think.

Q. It would assist the work of the Commission?-A. Yes, I think it would
assist the work of the Commission.

Q. Dr. Roche stated last night that the Commission had authority under

the Act, and that they wereexercisingthat authority as to the necessityof giving Dominion-widepublicity for minor positions at Ottawa,so that it would
not be necessaryto amendthe section,provided you had the authority. He
said you had the authority?-A.
Q. And acted upon it?-A.

Yes.
Yes.

Q. Take 45B,to enablepermanentappointmentsat other rates of salary

in placeswherethe prevailingrate doesnot exceed
the maximumrate of the
classin which the position is classified. Are you in favour of amendingthat
sectionto give you that power?-A. I believeso,Mr. Chairman.
r. M.
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Section 49, to provide suitable remuneration for private secretaries who

werepermanentmembersof the civil service?-A. I believethat that should
be decided too.

Q. It has been suggestedthat we repeal section 28, subsection 3, dealing
with the laying off of employeesand their re-listing of future employment, and
utilizing instead the provisions of section 9, subsection 4, which provides for
supernumerariesin the service?-A. I believe in that.
Q. Dr. Roche questionedthe advisability of it. He said he thought it had
a beneficial effect in some cases,but not in all. I have that clausemarked. It
has been suggested that the difficulty arises in the Post Office department,
wherethey have competent assistants. Do you think the Act might be amended
by giving the Civil Service Commission the power to promote to a rural postmaster an assistant postmaster who had had long service in that office?-A. I
think that that would be right.

Q. There is another point with regard to the Post Office department. It
has beensuggestedthat an amendment should be made to provide that in cases
whererural post officeswere placed upon a city basis such staffs should be given
civil service status upon qualifications without a competitive examination?-A.
Yes. I would even go so far as to say that they would not be obliged to pass
examinations.

Q. That was a recommendationDr. Roche made last night.-A.
cedents are to that

All pre-

effect.

Q. Section 4 (b) of Chapter 12 reads in part:
" and, upon the request of the head of a department, to investigate
and report upon any matter relative to the department, its officers, clerks
and other employees;"

It has been suggestedthat that be changed to read: " and, upon the request
of the head of a department, to investigate and report upon any matter relative

to the department, its officers, clerks and other employees,and that a copy of
such report be forthwith supplied to the party making the request." The
changethere would be that a copy of the report would be supplied to the party
making the request. Have you any objection to that copy being supplied?A. I understand that it would be only at the request of the head of the department

Q. Yes, that he should be supplied with a copy of the report.-A. Yes,
I think

so.

Q. Under the Act he is not entitled to a copy of the report?-A.

No.

Q. We have had a lot of discussion before the Committee about personnel

boards,and there has been a feeling evident among th civil servants themselves
that they have no appeal from the findings of the Commission. It is therefore
evident that in an organization, or the organization of the work of a department those in charge of a department must of necessity know most about it.
Do you think the establishment by the Commission of personnel boards would
removethe dissatisfaction that exists among the employeesin connection with

classificationand other kindred matters affecting their welfare?-A. It might.
Q. The civil service is divided into 'a number of groups, such as technical,

engineering,
postofficeand otherservices. If thosedifferent serviceswere representedby personnelboardswhich would meet regularly and discusssuch matters
as promotions, leave-of-absence,classifications, and so forth, and discuss them

with the Commissionfrom time to time, do you not think it would reassurethe
civil servantsthat their interestswere being safeguardedin this service?-A.

Yes,I think it wouldbe a goodthing.
[Mr.
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Q. Wouldit not bea decided
advantage
to theCivil Service
Commission

their viewsuponthesematters?-A.
It wouldbe a goodsource
of
Q. These
boards
wouldboadvisory,
andwouldassist
theCommission
very

information.

materially in regard to the variousproblemswhichcomebeforeit. We are not

very particular what you call them,whetheryou call thempersonnel
boards
or Witley councils-my preferenceis personnelboards-it would seemto be

the logicalthing to do,so that the voiceof the employees
shouldbe heard,

and that thereshouldbe someway of gettingtheir viewsbeforethe Commission?
-A. I believe such a plan would be practicable.

Q. You are probablyawarethat therewasa reportof the Congressional
Joint Commission
on Re-classification
of Salariesat Washington
recently,and
for the benefit of the Committee I would rather like to read an extract from
the report of that Committee.

' Your Commissionrecommendsthe establishmentof an advisory
council to the Civil Service Commissioncomposedof 12 members,6
appointedby the Presidentof the United Statesand 6 electedby the

employees. The council would have the right to make recommendations
to the Civil Service Commission in relation to any matter within the
jurisdiction of the Commissionwhich affects the employeesof the Government, and the Commission would be directed to refer to the council for

its advice all proposed changes in rules and regulations affecting the
employees.
The Council would also be authorized to appoint personnel committees in the various departments and other governmental establishments.

The setting up of this council is in line with the attempt to give
the Government of the United States a modern employment policy. In

the industrial world the more progressive employers have long since
recognized the justice of permitting

employees to have an opportunity

to adequately present matters affecting the conditions of their employment.

The

Government

of the

United

States cannot

afford to be a

laggard in this particular.

Your Commission recommendsthat employeesbe given the right of

appealto the Civil ServiceCommissionin the matter of grievances,
disputes, or controversiesconcerningsubjectsover which the commission
is
given jurisdiction. In that connection the suggestionis made that the
commission may find it advisable to avail itself of the servicesof the
personnel committees appointed by the advisory council, and authority
to do so is specifically granted in the bill submitted."

That is the wish as expressedby the Congressional
Commission.It has
recommended
the very clauseswe have beenconsideringhere. As a Commissioner,do you favour somethingof that kind, for the sakeof the civil service?
-A. I would have no objection to those councils.
By Mr. Rinfrct:

Q. Before you conclude,there is a caseI would like to bring to your atten-

tion, it is a caseregardingthe preferencegivento the returnedmen. I understand
that when your Commissionhas to appoint a rural postmaster,that this has
happened in two or three instances, and there may be more. There is a recom-

mendationby a local inspector,andI believesometimes
you alsohavea request
in. favour of a local man for the postmastership
who has lived a long time in the
locality.

At the last moment a returned man who has not lived there for many

vears, but who happensto have been born there, or to have somerelatives
R.comesalong, settles in the locality, stays there a coupleof monthsand
W-
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makes application for the same post of rural postmaster. I have an instance in
mind where a returned man happened to live in a certain locality. He was
employed in a factory but had no other connection except the fact that he
had beenliving for a few weeks in that locality. There was a vacancy in the
postmastership; a man who had been there in 1911 applied for the position
which was vacant.

He had the support of the locality, from the population, but

on account of the preference given to returned men that returned soldier, who
was only there a couple of months, maybe a couple of weeks, or a month, also
applied for the same position. In another instance I was given to understand
what happened; one man was recommendedby everyone in the locality, a
returned man born in the place came back after a number of years' absence,
rented a house and applied for the position of postmaster, hoping that he would
secure it on the main ground of the preference given to those men. Is that

preferencein the case of the outside service supreme?-A. Well the rule is this,
Mr. Rinfret, a returned soldier who possesses the required qualifications has
the preference, of course, but he must be a resident.
Mr. RINFRET:For how manv months or years? That is not denned, I understand, and I think I see the point now, even before you reply. There may be a
lack in the finding of the situation, the locality. As to the present dispositions of
the Act, I understand the Chairman has put before the Committee, or rather put
a question to you only a few moments ago in that respect.
The CHAIRMAN: I did not put it with regard to returned soldiers at all.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. Is it a fact that at the present time if a returned man has settled in a
locality for a month he is qualified.
Have you discretion to define that?
The rule is that he must be a bona fide resident of that place.-A. If a soldier
had been for only two months in a locality, employed in a factory, as I say,
I do not see how he could be appointed.
Q. Would you not have to decide on that bona fide proviso, or is there a

preciseregulation in that respect?-A. No. The regulation is based upon the
law which stipulates that the candidate must be a resident of the locality. Now,
as you know, Mr. Rinfret-you
are a lawyer-you should know that these questions of domiciles-

Q. I regret to say I am not a lawyer. I am sorry I am not a lawyer.-A.
But these questions of domicile and residence are sometimes-as you know, the
domicile is determined by the intention.
Mr. RINFRET: You are the judge in that case.
The CHAIRMAN: There has been difficulty with regard to length of residence, and when we sit to consider all the evidence taken, we will have to decide
on that point. At least, we have had the admission of the Commissioners, and

a definite ruling will be given on the point and we as a committee will settle that.
Mr. RINFRET:This is one of the points we can agree on.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. If I understand the Civil Service Act of 1908 and 1918,both are based
on the cardinal principle that admission to the civil service is by competition?
-A. Absolutely.
Q. You found in a number of casesthat competition was not possible?-A.
In the casesalready mentioned.
Q. You have ascertained that in some cases?-A.

Yes.

Q. Have you finally closedthe door on all further exemptionsto the Act,
or are you still opento be convincedthat in certain casescompetitionis not
possible. I mean satisfactorycompetition?-A. Well, it is a matter that can

be taken into consideration,Mr. Marcil.

[Mr.
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Q. Haveyoueverconsidered
whether
it wouldbewiseonthepartof your

Commission
to eliminateany of the classes
on whichyou couldnot absolutely
controlthe situationin a satisfactorymanner?-A.I saythat sucha questionhas
not beenofficially discussedby the Commissioners.
OneCommissioner
may have
expressedan opinion in.the courseof a conversationprivately, but the matter
was never discussedofficially since those positions already mentionedwere
exempted?

(.>.The Post Office department have recommendedthat in the case of
revenue officers where the man does not give the whole of his time to the ser-

vice, thpsp positions may very well be exempted,positions having a revenueof
$2,000a year, or $900a year, which is a low salary in the Civil Servicegenerally.
Have you consideredthat wise?-A. Not in an official manner. I might say in
connection with that question that in the United States all such positions are
filled by the Commission. There are four categories,first, second,third and
fourth. In all the post offices from the City of New York down to the post
offices in small towns, the positions are filled by the Commission.

For the two

first categorieswhere no examination is held, the salary is basedupon the general education of the candidates, their business training and social standing,
which is ascertainedthrough a very exhaustive investigation by an officerof the
Commission, who takes the confidential evidence of the most prominent citizens
of the community concerned. Now with regard to the third and fourth category,

competition is basedupon two grounds.

There is, first, the written examination.

I saw all the details of that,-a written examination and then the other element,
the man's business experience and standing.
By Mr. Chevricr:
Q. The reason for that is that in the United States the population being so
thick and the means of communication being so easy, it is very easy for the
Commission?-A.
There is no question that the application of the competitive
system must be easier in the United States than in Canada.

Q. This is my view of the Civil Service Commission,as it ought to be, and
tell me in just a few words what your idea is. All positions that are susceptible

of competitive examination should be retained by the Commission; everything
that is susceptible of a competitive examination. Anything that is not susceptible of a direct competitive examination controlled by the Civil Service Commission should be handed back to the department to which it belongs. So

far as technical positions are concerned,which are susceptibleof a competitive
examination by the Commissionthey ought to be filled in that way and if there
are positions not susceptibleof a competitive examination, they ought to be filled
by the deputy minister making the selection, subject to a certificate of fitness
given by the Civil Service Commission?-A. My answer is to be found in the
statement

that

was filed.

By Hon. Mr. Mar oil:

Q. I understandyou make a distinction betweenthe technical and the
purely outsideservicein the lower grades,becausein the outsidewe havevery
few so-called technical positions?-A. Yes.
Q. In a rural district you have an engineer, a collector of customs,some-

thing like that, or a wharfinger, a lighthouse-keeper,
and a foremanfor day
labour and so on. These positions cannot be filled by competitive examina-

tions.-A. These positions are not of a technical character. Technicalpositions as a rule are positionsof a pretty high character!
Q. I understand in these non-competitive cases where a competitive
examination as such cannot be held, you would not object to these positions

being returnedto the Hftpart.mfmt.-A.The law is there. The positionsto
[Mr.
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which the competitive system cannot be applied, can be filled otherwise than by
competition.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: We have that competition in the clause in the Act.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. By a demonstrationof skill? Would you mind reading that clause?
-A.

(Reads).

"The provisions of this Act shall not apply to positions in connection
with the Government railways or any railway owned or controlled by His

Majesty, or to any position on any ship of His Majesty until Parliament
otherwise enacts; and in any case where the Commission decides that it

is not practicable to apply this Act to any position or positions, the
Commission,with the approval of the Governor in Council, may make
such regulations as are deemed advisable, prescribing how such position
or positions are to be dealt with, and nothing in this Act shall affect
the powers of the Governor in Council with respect to the app'ointment
of any commissioneror other member of any royal or other commission
or board, or any deputy head."
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. It was on this occasionthat you acted when you exemptedthese classes?
It would be on this occasion that you would act in the future, and if you so

decidedyou have still the power to do so?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Where you have a compet.itive examination carried out; where thp Commission cannot control that; where you can have a demonstration of skill;

whereit is practicable to hold a demonstration of skill under the control of the
Commission?--A. I understand a demonstration of skill applies to skilled workmen. Skilled workmen were exempted.

Q. Becauseit was not practicable to hold an examination for a demonstration

of skill?-A.

Yes.

Q. You are making an honest endeavour to follow out the law; my own
personal opinion is that the law does not give you the latitude you should have
to administer it. As you have the law now, it says that appointments must

be by competitive examinations,demonstration of skill.

Are there not positions

yet within your jurisdiction that are not susceptible of a competitive examination, that are not susceptible of a demonstration of skill, controlled by yourself, because it is not practicable to hold it?-A. Have you in mind the lower

kinds of positions or the higher grades of positions?
Q. I agree with you that on technical positions that might be in a different
class. I have some hesitation about that, but I will be frank with you on the
lower ones. On the lower positions I think if you wanted to administer-

I am not criticising, I am just saying what my opinion is-would you follow out
the law in its strict interpretation that there must be a number of positions
where a demonstration of skill or a competitive examination is not possible.
For instance, you have yet watchmen; you have yet caretakers; you have
elevator men; you have men employed on the heating plants, and a number of
others,if I cared to go through the list, where in my opinion neither a demonstra-

tion of skill nor a competitiveexaminationis possible.-A. &uchwould be only
worthy of considerationif the department were to ask the Commission to take

such matters into consideration. The Commissionwould surely be glad to
do it.

Q. I meanall I am concernedabout is that you have a law in the statute

book,andI believeyou knowthe law,and it oughtto be honoured
morein the
observance
than in the breach^J_jmjQt_saying
you are breakingit. Do not
[Mr. M. G. LaRocheUe.]
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mistakemy meaning.If youhavethelaw in that way,whynot fulfil all the
conditions in the law. I will be perfectly frank. The moment the Commis-

sion doesaway with the administration
of theseminorpositionsoverwhichit
hasno directcontrol,the Commission
wouldbenefitgreatlyby that. TheCommission would look after the administration of the Civil Service and not look

after the administrationof purelyemployment
officesor filling positions,
andI

think the Commissionitself would be heightenedin making it a commission
for the handlingof positionsthat are susceptibleof examinationand promoting
efficiencyin the civil service?-A. The questionof the exemptionof suchclasses
as these may very well be considered by the Commission. That is for the
Commisson to say.

Mr. CHEVRIER:But that is the view of the Commission,that it should look
after the civil service and not be an employment agency.
Witness

retired.

The Commit (<'>"n.'>uini'd at 8 p.m., Hon. Mr. Marcil in the Chair.

Evening Sitting

Thursday, May 17, 8 p.m.
The Committee resumed at 8 p.m., Hon. Mr. Marcil in the Chair.
Mr. CLARENCEJAMESON,Civil Service Commissioner, called and sworn.
The WITNESS: Mr. Chairman, and Gentlemen of the Committee, with your
permission I would like to deal with a matter which I think I can dispose of
in a very few minutes and which I think in fairness to the Committee, to the
Civil Service Commission and to those who are interested in investigating the
operation of the Civil Service Act, should be dealt with. In reading the
evidence given by some of the witnesses who came here, I have observed a
number of mis-statements and inaccuracies which reflect upon the administration of the Civil Service Act by the Civil Service Commission. Now it may

be that these mis-statements were made owing to lack of information, and while
of course it would be impossible for me or any other personto take the time
of the Committee in covering the whole ground, I would like to refer to just
two or three of them as illustrations. First, I will deal with a couple of
inaccuracies in the evidence given by Mr. Cory, the Deputy Minister of the
Interior, a day or two ago. I wish to say in this connectionthat I have great
sympathy with deputy ministers in the difficulties which have attended
the administration of their respective departments since the year 1914. As a
result of the outbreak of war their staffs were seriously depleted, the cost of

living went up; there were few increasesgiven in the servicebetween1914
and 1918and then on top of that camethe reclassificationof the servicewith
the attendant difficulty which was inevitable from the transfer of the public
serviceof the country from the old to the new system. Someof the deputy
ministers who have comehere have expressedthemselvesas being displeased
with the operation of the Act, displeasedwith some of its features. They
have had very great provocationduring thosenine years. The Civil Service

Commission
itself cfuringthe past five yearshasnot beenwithoutits troubles
and while we are desirousof securingand do secure,in most cases,the hearty

co-operation
of the departments,
in the early daysthe administration
of the
Act wasan extremelydifficult thing. I thoughtthat in fairnessto the deputy
ministers I should make that observation, because if some of them appeared

to be a little downon the workingof the Act, I canassureyou they havehad
their troubles in the past few yea
[Mr.
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In the evidence of Mr. Cory, given a few days ago, he makes this statement as reported in his evidence. He was being examined by Mr. Chevrier;
Mr. Chevrier asked his opinion with regard to classification and appeal.
(Reads) -

" Q. And do you not know the
number of times that your opinion
'

was concurred in.

When I say

your opinion'

is that your opinion or

the opinion of your officials?-A. Sometimesmy own. Sometimes both.
All I know is that out of 692 cases in which I personally appeared
before the Commission on reclassification, there were 20 allowed, one

step up, 6 were reduced, so after three or four weeks of every afternoon
down in the Civil Service Commission, of the 692 cases, there was a net
change of 14.

" Q. You mean you personally went into the casesof 692 people?A. Yes.

I quit then.

I thought that was enough.

"Q. And you were personally acquainted with those 692 cases?A. I was."

Now, any person reading that evidence of Mr. Cory's would reach the con-

clusion, I imagine, that of all those appeals, in only 14 instances were his
recommendations carried out as to reclassification or adjustment of classification. I asked the secretary of the board of hearing, Captain Adams, if
he would be good enough to look up the record of the Department of the Interior
in the Civil Service Commission with respect to appeals, and he has furnished
me with

this

statement:-

" Department of Interior,
Number of personal appeals received.
Total number of appeals received
496
Total number of appeals raised
285
Total number of appeals not raised
211
NOTE.-Mr. Cory stated in his evidence that 692 appeals had been
forwarded to the Commission. The Commission's records show that only
496 appeals were received. To account for the difference between these

totals, it is thought that Mr. Cory's figures include " class appeals,"
i.e., appeals against the compensation of the class.

"A number of appeals were sent in as personal appeals, but which
upon examination, were found to be class appeals, appeals concerning
bonus

were also received.

"The

Commission's total

includes only genuine personal appeals,

i.e., appeals by employeesagainst their present classification."
Now from the report which Mr. Adams gave me, I learned further with
regardto tb,epersonalappeals,of those received from employeesin what is known
as the inside service there were raised by the Civil Service Commission, 157;

raised by the board of hearing, 55; a total of 230. In the outside service there
were raised by the Civil Service Commission, 36; by the board of hearing, 19;

a total of 55, or a grand total of 285. The record of class appeals dealt with by
the board of hearing up to August, 1921,in the Department of the Interior were
as follows:-

Number of class appeals received
Number of class appeals raised
Number of class appeals not raised

96
69
27

Very few classapealswere heard after the above date, the time being almost

wholly occupiedwith hearingpersonalappeals."
[Mr.
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When Mr. Cory madethe statementin his evidenceI am sure he had no
intention of misleadingthe Committee,but I thoughtthe Committeewouldlike to
know what our records show.

By Mr. Chcvrier:

Q. You mean at no time did you receive 692. I understand there were
some class appeals and personal appeals. Is it possible Mr. Cory added the

two up? It is just apparently a questionof figures,but I can agreewith you,
evenif it be a bona fide mistake in the figures,it would be misleading,but in

fairness to Mr. Cory is it possible he summed them up?-A. I have no doubt
he summed up all the appeals that came from his department, and some of
them were appeals for bonus, for instance.
Q. Would that In1 within the jurisdiction

to deal with?-A.

of the Civil Service Commission

No, a matter like that is not dealt with by the Board of

Hearing or by the Civil Service Commission in connection with classification.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. In the class appeals, did Mr. Cory appear in person?-A. PerhapsI
might outline the procedure very briefly.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. In the part you read, you said "out of 692 cases, in which I have personally appeared before the Commission." He quit then saying "I thought it was
enough." Your figures show 592. Apparently his addition must have been in
error, or something.-A. This was the procedure, after the preliminary position
lists were sent out and posted the employees knew how they were classified;

they sent in their appeal through the deputy minister. The deputy minister
then came down and sat in with two members of the Commission and day after

day they went over those appeals and Dr. Roche and Colonel LaRochelle and
some of our officers who classified the various employees. Mr. Cory, sometimes
had the branch head, and they discussed matters. Sometimes they reached an

agreement-I do not know as to numbers. I was not there,-but in somecases
they reached an agreement and in other casesthey did not. Where they did
not reach on agreement,the personal appeal boards which were set up, composed
in part of representativesnamed by the employeesof the department or by the
deputy minister, as the case might be, and representativesof the Civil Service
Commission investigated the appeals and where they agreed the classification
was considered closed. If they disagreed it went on to the board of hearing.
By Mr. Chcvrier:

Q. 496 plus 96 is 592. That would be made up of individual appealsand
class appeals. Supposing Mr. Cory from memory had said 592, that would
have been correct, would it?-A. That 692 may be a typographical error.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I agree with you.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. 692. It is not a typographical error here.-A. He may have said 592.
I do not think he intended to misrepresent matters.
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

He said 692.

The WITNESS:All I wanted to explain was that as a result of the proceed-

ings which the Commissioninstituted to adjust those appeals,as a matter of
fact it wasnot only 14 casesasstatedby Mr. Cory in which redresswas granted
but it was a much larger number, as I have shown.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. How many out of the 592were granted?-A. I havethat here,285.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Lewis:
Q. And 69 in the other case?-A. Those were the class appeals. If we can
separate the personal appeals for the moment from the others, becausesome
were class appealsand some were personal appeals; of the personal appeals285
were granted and of the class appeals 69 were granted.
Mr. SHAW: That makes a total of 354.

Mr. CHEVRIER:It is beyond me how Mr. Cory could have made that
mistake.

Mr. RINFRET: In what sense is it material, because after all what he wanted

to infer was there were a large number of cases?-A. Yes, there were a large
number.

Q. Whetherit is 592 or 692 is not material?-A. That is not the point I

want to make; the point I want to make is we granted relief in the case of
those who enteredpersonalappeals to the number of 285, and those who entered

classappealsto the number of 69, whereasall we were getting credit for in
Mr. Cory's evidencewas 14.
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Have you any further statement to make?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. According to your evidence 60 per cent of the appeals were granted?
-A. I did not work out the percentage; the memorandumwas handed to me by
Capt. Adams.
Mr. CHEVRIER:There is something wrong somewhere.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: Mr. Cory will read this, and if he has any
explanation he will give it.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Possibly it has reference to the changes of the cases when he was
sitting beside you; you may have granted reconsideration when he was absent?
-A. I do not know how many changes were made when he was sitting in with

my colleaguesbecauseI was not there; I was on the other Board of Hearing.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Supposingwe let it go there subject to Mr. Cory correcting it?-A. I am
not suggestingfor the moment that Mr. Cory intended to misrepresent the
matter, but I thought the Committee would like to have our figures as well as
the figures of the department.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I think Mr. Cory should give an explanation, becauseI went away with
a clear idea that there was no hope as far as the Commissionwas concernedof
getting thesethings straightenedout?-A. On another pageof Mr. Cory's evidence
examinedby Mr. Chevrier, the question was asked:

"Q. Under the presentsystem,have you anything to do with promotions?-A. No. We have a rating sheetwhich is sent down, which
is supposedto have a value of 50 per cent. No man gets full marks on

a rating sheet. I never had any use for it, becauseI think it is only
camouflage.
The Civil ServiceCommission-wherethey get their information I do not know-they also fill in a rating sheet which also has a value

of 50 per cent. The man that is rated highest by the departmentdoes

not necessarily
get the position. They canrate on their ownsheet,they
can rate our man down,and a man who is underratedby us can be
rated up and get the promotion."

[Mr.
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I thoughtthe Committeewouldlike to knowjust what our procedure
in
that regardis, and I havebroughtheretwo of thesesheets
to whichMr. Cory
refers. They are calledPromotionalRatingBlankA, andPromotional
Rating
Blank B. I may say the examinationon promotionmay be either confinedto a
mererating, which caseboth rating blank A andrating blank B areused,or it-

may be divided and be part rating and part in the way of written examination
on duties

in office.

By Mr. Chevrlt r:
Q. That is what Colonel LaRocbelle explained this afternoon, is that right?A. I did not quite gather that he conveyed the idea which I had in my mind with
respect to this.

Q. The impression I have yet is that on promotions there may be two kinds,
one where promotion is made purely on rating because of the exigencies of the
position, and the other where it may be a combination of a rating and a written
examination-A.

True.

Q. Is that the proper understanding?-A.
Yes. Now, in the case of it
being a promotion on ratings only, these two rating sheets have a value each of
fifty.

Q. Is that used by the Commission only?-A. They are the Commission's
blanks, but they are filled out by the department and the efficiency in the
present position and seniority are valued at fifty, and the fitness for promotion
is valued at fifty.
Now, where there is a written examination-

Mr. LKWIS: In the former casethe whole examination practically, the whole
lating there is due to ihe department and not to the Commission at all.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Is it given by the deputy minister?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. And any promotion that comesunder rating is altogether entirely due
to the deputy minister?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Is the purport of your evidence this, that the statement made by Mr.
Cory that the Civil Service Commission fill in a rating sheet upon which a

value of 50 per cent is placed is not correct?-A. It is not correct,no; and of
courseI want to say this in that connection,becauseMr. Cory is a man whom
I would not for one momentchargewith making a statementwhich he knew
was incorrect, he has a tremendouslylarge department;his departmenthas a
largenumberof branches,and I think he hasto leaveof courseto the headsof
the branches the filling out of these rating sheets, and I don't think he was

sufficientlyfamiliar with the systemto speakwith accuracyin regardto it.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. He spoke with no uncertain sound?-A. Now, in the caseBy Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That is interesting,because
it is the first time we havehad an actual

demonstrationof how it goeson. In casesof ratings only, the departmentis
called upon to fill those two forms?-A. Yes.

Q. And you go then by thoseratings?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you ever questionthem?-A. We have never doneso.

Q. In caseswhereit is an examinationand rating, do you usethe same
formula of ratings?-A.
[Mr.
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Q. The department only fills up the one?- A. Yes, to that 50 per cent value is
attached, and to the written examination 50 per cent value is attached, and the
same numerical values are attached to these latings in every competition in

every department in the service, so that we do not mark down, or we do not
mark up; we value the marks of the deputies exactly as they place them there,
and I might say I have here a list of the promotions to higher positions in the
service made in the year 1922 on the basis of ratings supplied by the department

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. In all the departments? - A. Yes; these are the higher positions only,
and they show that out of a large number - well covering four sheets- there
were only written examinations called for in five cases.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Would that show then that even in the large number of cases where the
department was called upon to give a rating, upon which rating would be
based the decision of the Civil Service Commission, that the rating was not
challenged?- A. The rating was not challenged in these other cases.
Q. And as a result of the rating given by the department the Commission
made the promotion? - A. Yes.
Q. On the recommendation of the department as it stood?- A. Yes, on
the ratings of the department as they stood; and let me say this, that where
we hold a written examination it is for this purpose; supposing in following
the rating given by the department two or more candidates come very very
close together, we think it is well to have a stabilizing factor in the way of a
paper on duties of office, and then there can be no feeling that any person has
not been properly rated. If it is a point one -way or the other, a mere matter
of rating that way, it may be the best man does not actually get the position,
so that the written examination is put in as a stabilizing factor. Again there may
be special reasons for a written examination.
By Mr.
Q. I understood this afternoon this was not given until the examination
was over?- A. Mr. Lewis, in the latter case, that takes place contemporane-

ously; the rating sheets are sent to the department, the examination paper is
prepared, and the examination is being held, and while the examination is being
held, and the men are writing the examination, the department is rating their

sheets,so that the two are brought together practically simultaneously.
Q, I understood you to say a moment ago that where two men have the

samerating or so closetogether that it is hard to say which is the best or which
should have the promotion, you hold an examination? - A. Yes, that is true.
Q. So that in your own case you get the rating first? - A. Yes, in some
cases we do, but to avoid undue delay, it is practically a continuous proceeding.
Q. But there is a difference, because in one place, you get the rating first,
and you find the two are so close together you demand an examination; on the

other evidencewe heard you get the examination and then you get the rating
afterwards?- A. It may be in one case one procedure is followed, and another
the reverse; but we try to carry them along as nearly simultaneously as we can
to save delays.

Q. Supposingyou are taking an examination which includes people from
the outside, how do you consider rating in connection with the people outside
who have no rating?- A. A promotion examination within the department does
not permit outsidersto compete,so that the question of rating would not arise.
[Mr.

C.
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In lookingovermy evidence
asreported,I observe
that I wasnot sufficiently
explicitin replyingto a questionof Mr. Lewisrespecting
departmental
ratings
and written examinations on promotion in the public service. I therefore wrote
Mr. Lewis, stating as follows:' The Civil Service Commissionmay prescribe a written examination
where, in its opinion, such is desirable. For example:
" First: Where the position to which promotion is to be made is
of a highly important
stances

which

character, or where there are special circum-

lead the Commission

to believe

that

a written

exami-

nation is essential. In such case the departmental ratings and the
written examination usually proceeds concurrently;
Secondly: Where the departmental ratings on two or more candidates are close and a written examination is in consequence held,
the latter necessarily follows the departmental ratings and is a
continuous proceeding "
By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. This is another matter that cameup this morning, we were led to understand that to the higher positions an outside man could come in competition
with men in the department, that would be only when you hold examinations?
-A. That is only when the position is open to all the world, so to speak.
Q. In that caseif a man from the department did competethere would be
no ratings involved?-A.

No, these ratings could not take place on that examin-

ation.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. These men from the outside are called in when there is no one in the
department in line for promotion, is that the idea?-A. Yes, sir. It might be
of interest to the Committee to know that in February, 1922, the Commission certified 37 promotions; in March of that year, 47; in July of that year, 78. In
February, 1923, 59; and in March, 89. That really goes to show the number
of promotions certified. The same percentage runs through the different months.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you know how many of these were not on examination, simply on

ratings?-A. No, I cannot say, except so far as this list indicates, the percentage
here is quite small, of examinations.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Practically speaking, the deputy minister makes the promotions or the
heads of the departments, according to your evidence.-A. The departments
practically

make the promotions in the great majority

of cases.

Q. So evidently this evidencewhich is quoted is quite misleading?-A. Well,
I don't think that Mr. Cory was as familiar with that subject as some members
of his department are who have been dealing more intimately with it. There
was another matter to which, Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, I would like to
allude. That was with regard to the evidence of Miss F. M. Burt on page 560

(487 in revised edition).

The witness was being examinedby Mr. Chevrier. He

asked this question:

"If the Commissionerswere aware of any casesthat, on disagreement, did not come before the board of hearing, I think the Commissioners in duty bound and honour bound, would say that these cases,
through somemistake, someerror or misuseof the channelsdid not come

up, and they ought to be brought up.-A. Therewerethosewho claimed
they got notice from the board stating that the board of hearing had
decided so-and-so in regard to their cases, and they knew that their
caseshad never gone before the board of hearing."
[Mr.
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Now, Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen,I was Chairman of the Board of
Hearing during the most of the time that these appeals in question were being
dealt with. I had associated with me Mr. William

Kearns, the acting Auditor

General of Canada; the late Mr. Arthur St. Laurent, formerly chief engineer
of the Public Works Department; Major D. L. McKeand and Mr. J. C.
O'Connor, whom you have seen here as a witness, and also from time to time
Capt. Simpson, who substituted for Major McKeand when the Major was
absent. When this evidence came to my attention I communicated with each
of these gentlemen-all except one; I regret to say that it was our melancholy
duty a few weeks ago to follow to his last resting place the remains of Mr.
St. Laurent, who was the technical and bi-lingual member of that Board, and
it is chiefly because of his memory that I am making any observation with
regard to this. They each replied that they knew of no such case,and that no
such case ever came to their hearing. I have their letters here and I can put
them in if you like.
Mr. RINFRET: No, we will take your word for it.
The WITNESS: And I also communicated with Capt. Adams, who was
secretary of the Board--a very gallant officer, who served with distinction
overseas-and he wrote me stating unequivocally-and
I think I should put his
statement on record, if you will permit me-that
nothing of the sort had
occurred.

"May 9th, 1923. A Memorandum to Commissioner Jameson. Re
Miss F. M. Burt's evidence before the Special Parliamentary Committee
inquiring into the operation of the Civil Service Act.
On page 560 (487 in revised edition) of Report No. 12, the following
evidence is quoted as being given by Miss F. M. Burt:-'There
were
those who claimed they got notice from the board stating that the board
of hearing had decided so-and-so in regard to their cases, and they knew
that their cases had never gone before the board of hearing.'

All personal appeals of employeesin the Civil Service which were
submitted to the board of hearing and recommendation were considered by the board while I was secretary of the board. I prepared

all notices sent to employeeswhose personal appeals were dealt with by
the board notifying them of the board's recommendations, and of the
decision of the Commission. I state unequivocally that I neither sent
out nor was instructed to send out any notices of recommendation by
the board of hearing in any case where the board did not consider the
case and make a formal

recommendation

to the Civil

Service Commis-

sion."

Signed H. M. V. ADAMS,
C.S.C.

If, gentlemen, you would like to hear the letters from these gentlemen to
whom I have referred, I will be very glad to read them or hand them into the
record.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I am prepared, Mr. Jameson,to accept that statement, but living here
in Ottawa I have heard the same thing, not on very numerous occasions,but
on a number of occasions,that caseshad been decided that were supposedto
have gone to the board of hearing, and I have been told by civil servants
that their caseshad never been decided by the board of hearing. I am not
in any way challenging the statementsyou make there; I am prepared to take

them; but there is somethingin the air, there is an atmospheresurrounding
this that I would like to have dispelled. I do not know whether it was a
pure misapprehensionon the part of the civil servants, that their case had not
[Mr.
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beendecidedby tin- hoardof hearingwhenthey had beentold it had been

but . am quite frank to say that at leastbetween
forty and fifty haveat
varioustimestold me that that wasthe case.-A.Well,Mr. Chevrier,
if it
would not be abusingtheir confidence,and you can furnish me with a list of

either all or any of them, I will be very glad to have their dockets drawn and

we will go into them carefully. I am not awarethat suchoccurred;no member

of the boardwasawareof it, CaptainAdamsassured
me that nothingof the
kind occurred,
and I shouldlike asmuchas you to havemattersclearedup if
any such case occurred.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Do the cases come personally before the board?-A. The individuals
do not appear before the board of hearing on their appeals. They are
informed by a letter. Some it seems say they have reason to believe that
that letter conveyed misinformation.

Q. That is simply a judgment on their part?-A.
arrive

at that

I don't know how they

conclusion.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. In any event, Miss Burt said she had no personal knowledge.-A. I
will be very glad to produce the dockets of any people who claim their appeals
were

not

dealt

with.

Mr. RINFRET: That is not my recollection. Did Miss Burt say that was
her own

case?

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you know whether Miss Burt's case came before the Board of
Hearing?-A. I cannot say from memory, there are so many hundreds of them,
but my recollection after glancing over the evidence, was that she had been

unsuccessful in her application for an increased classification.
Q. I think she appealed to the board?-A.

Possibly she did.

Q. Will you find out whether it actually went before the Board of Hearing?-A. I shall be very glad to do so.
Mr. SHAW: My recollection is that she relied upon some statementssupposed to have been made by Major McKeand.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
No, she said the Major had statedthat all caseshad been
heard by the board of appeal, but Miss Burt came back with a reply.
Mr. SHAW: Xo, at page 560 (487 in revised edition), she says:" Yes, but Major McKeand made the statement that they had not
come before the board of hearing, that is why I brought it up."

Sosheis relying on a statementmadeby Major McKeand. Soif you havehis
statement

that

would

settle

hers.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Not in that way, Mr. Shaw.

Mr. SHAW:Why not? We calledMajor McKeand; he was calledsubsequently but I do not know whether he was asked about it or not.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
Here is what is said at page567 (494in revisededition):"I would like to call attention to a statement by Major McKeand,

in regardto the boardof hearing.In his statement
he saidthat all

the casesof appeal had not comeup before the boardof hearing.
Xow, at the time the board of hearing was sitting, we hear complaints

from time to time from peoplewho claimedthat their caseshad not
comeup beforethe board of hearing,but that is the first time I have

ever heard of a sworn statement being made to that effect, that it was
actually the case."
Mr.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:
" Q. In other words, you have heard a number of people complain
that their cases had not been disposed of before the board of hearing

although somebodysaid it had actually come before the board?-A. Yes.
Q. Now, you actually get the confirmation of that rumour that
caseswere decided by somebody or in some place, and did not come before
the board of hearing at all?-A. Yes, Major McKeand made the state-

ment that they were determined by the Civil Service Commission, and
the department, and did not really come before the board of hearing
at all.

Q. So that a large number of cases were practically decided by
somebody without going to the board of hearing at all?-A.
cases never came up."

Their

A. I asked Major McKeand with regard to that. I said: " Did you make
any such statement as Miss Burt gave in her evidence before the Committee."
He said, " No, I did not." Of course it should be explained I think, perhaps it
has been already explained to the Committee, that these cases of personal
appealsdid not come immediately to the board of hearing, they went first to
what is called the trial board, composedof representatives of the department
or the employees, and representatives of the Civil Service Commission, and
whereagreementwas reached by them of course they never came to the board
of hearing. That was the arrangement made with the service.
Q. In that case,they would not have received a notice to say their case
had been heard by the board of hearing?-A. No.
Q. So that in order to settle it, it would be wise then to find out from the
civil servant who complains whether he or she has received a notice from the
board of hearing that his or her case had been heard, by the board?-A.
I
think that would be very wise.
Q. If they did not receive any notice of the sort, then the presumption
is that the appeal never did come before the board of hearing?-A. Yes, I
think

so.

Q. And if they have received this notice and they challenge that it had

not comebefore the board of hearing, then is it a proper case for investigation?
-A.

It certainly is and I will be very glad to co-operate in that regard.
Mr. LEWIS: Would it be wise to put in Major McKeand's evidence in
that letter you have?
Mr. CHEVRIER:

We will

take his statement;

I do not want to burden the

record, although I have no objection to it being read.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN: He may read it; it is short.

The WITNESS:It is dated Ottawa, 8th May, 1923,and addressedto myself.
"Your letter of the 5th instant having reference to the evidence of
Miss Burt taken before the Parliamentary Committee respecting the civil

service, has just been received. I have not the pleasure of Miss Burt's
acquaintance, nor was I present when she gave evidence before the

parliamentary committee. Just what she meant by her evidence quoted
by you, is not clearly understood.

"I do not know of any casesin which notices were sent out, stating
that the cases had been before the board of hearing, where such had
not occurred, nor had I any intimation that such was the case until I read

Miss Burt's evidence. She might be asked to submit proofs in support of
her charge.
Yours faithfully,
D.
5-59

L.

McKEAND."
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Would there be a mistake there in thinking it had goneto the trial
board and had never reachedthe board of hearing?-A. It is quite possible,Mr.
Chevrier,that having regardto the fact that thesecases,thesepersonalappeals
were virtually beforethree boards; first the deputy minister and my colleague,
then the trial boards and then the board of hearing, that there may be some
confusion in the minds of some of the hundreds of people who appealed,with
regard to the procedure.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I spoke a moment ago about the attitude of some
of the deputy ministers when they came here. I am perfectly frank in saying
th:it it was not surprising to me that they were not overly enthusiastic over

this classification, as they have had much worry from 1914down to the present
time, and especially during the transition period between 1918 and 1923.
Furthermore I might mention this-I
do not think the Committee has
ever heard of it, and I do not think many people have ever heard of it-that
the advice of the deputy ministers was asked as to the extension of the jurisdiction

of the Civil

Service

Commission.

Q. When was that asked?-A. That was asked in the fall of 1917, in
October, 1917, before my colleague Dr. Roche came to the Commission. The Prime
Minister, Sir Robert Borden at that time, asked for an early report on the
extension of the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission to the wl ole of
the service. Colonel La Rochelle and I discussed the matter, and we thought

as it was a very vital matter it would be well to get the views of the deputy
ministers with regard thereto. The secretary of the Commission sent out a
letter asking them to meet with us. The meeting took place at the Victoria
Museum. A large number of the deputies were present, and expressed their
views.

Q. That is, as to the advisability of taking the outside service und^c the
Civil Service Commission?-A. I would not go so far as to say the advisability,
but it was proposed and the Commission decided to consult the deputy ministers
and say that that was the policy of the Government. I should not say that the
Commission was instructed to see the deputy ministers; we decided ourselves
to meet the deputies and state that this policy was going to be crystallized
into legislation, and to find out what they thought as to procedure.
Q. To what extent had the policy been crystallized?-A.
There was- nothing more than that we were informed the government was going to extend the
jurisdiction of the Commission to the whole civil service.
Q. If I had been a deputy minister I would have s#id it was a good thing

to take the outside service in, provided it was restricted to positions susceptible
to competitive examinations.-A. As I said before, they gave us their views
and opinions, and as a result of that conferencethere were three things which
emerged clear and sharp: (1) That the jurisdiction of the Commissionshould
not be extended to officers and crews of ships of His Majesty.

Q. What was the reason for that?-A. The reasonfor that was that it was
not thought feasible to have the testing of officers of ships under a body such as
the Civil Service Commission, so far away from the sea ports. That sailors
deserted at times and had to be replaced at short notice, that a ship might be
in Great Britain and the master or mate might die, and it would be necessary
to employ by cable or otherwise, and we thought it would not be advisableto
do that.

By Mr. McBride:

Q. The officersof a shiphaveto passa very strict examination,the captain
and the mate at least,andthe engineers,
all thesehaveto havetheir certificates?
-A. Yes. But supposea ship were in Great Britain, and the masterdied or
[Mr.
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left the service, we would not be in a position tc replace him, becausewe would
have no opportunity

of examining over there.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. You mean government ships?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. If you had no means of examining applicants, why restrict it to the
fact that they are on board a steamer or on a train? Let us get at the prin-

ciple?-A. If you will allow me, I am going to deal with that matter later on.
I have given it somethought, and I will be glad to deal with it later on.
Br.

Mr.

Lewis:

Q. Before you pass on, is it not a fact ihat any person appointed as a
master or mate has to pass an examination before some authority?-A.
Certainly.
Q. Not at the time, he has already passed an examination?-A.
Certainly.
You are quite right.
Q. He has passed an examination qualifying himself for the position?-A.
Yes. But there might be twenty men available, and if we stamped them approved as to character, age or habits, we might get wrong men, and would have
no opportunity of checking over their qualifications.
The second point was, in regard to the operating staffs of what composed at
that time the Canadian Government Railways, that they should not be brought
under the jurisdiction of the Commission. The reason given by the Deputy
Minister of Railways at that time was that those staffs had organizations of
their own, that they had Unions, with their own methods of promotion, that

thjfc^ereworkingharmoniously,
andthat it wouldnot beadvisable
to extend
the jurisdiction

of the Commission to them.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Upon that point, a boiler inspector, a steam-fitter, a plumber, all have
their certificates of fitness from their various Unions, still they are under the
operation of the Act.-A.
They do not belong to any such huge organization as
the operating staffs of the Canadian Government Railways.
Q. The reason given there was that they had the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers?-A. Yes. We felt that any attempt to interfere with them
might occasion trouble on the railways.
By Mr. Lewis:
Q. Then there would be the question of seniority on the railways?-A.
am not

sure about

I

that.

The third point which stood out strong and clear was thisBy Mr. Chevrier:
Q. A lighthouse keeper, for instance?-A. We will come to the lighthouse
keeper later on too. I have him in mind. (3) The jurisdiction of the Com-

mission should not be extended to the different services at one sweep of the
pen, but it should be extended gradually, either department by department or
by taking all departments, beginning at the higher positions and working
down, or at certain of the lower positions and gradually working up. The
reason for that conclusion was that the Civil

Service Commission

did not have

much staff. It had a staff of twelve, who were familiar with the operation of
the service at the seat of government, but who knew nothing whatever with
respect to the service throughout Canada.
5-59|
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sary to build up a staff, well trained and able to copewith the situation,if

thoseduties were to be imposedupon the Commission.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. How were those results arrived at? Perhapsyou will tell us that. I
understood you to say that the deputy ministers assembledat the Museum had

.expressed
very valuable views, and that the result in your memoryor your

mindrestsuponthesethreepoints. Wasthereanydiscussion,
or werethey

unanimous upon it?-A. Opinions were given by the different permanent heads
of the departments there, and these results stand out in my mind as being the
essentials.

There was another point too, and that was that we should apply the Civil
Service Act of 1908, with some amendments,to the service, and by adding
somewhat to the salaries of the highest grades and by subdividing the grades we
would be able to fit the employees into these different classes, because there
was no general classification throughout the outside service.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Was there any reason why the spirit of the Act of 1908 could not have

been applied to the new state of affairs, and take in the outside and inside
services?-A.

I am just coming to that now.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Before you leavethat point, you say this was in October of 1917?-A. It
was in October, 1917.

Q. The question of civil service reform becameone of the most important
matters before the public, in the election of that year?-A. Yes. I think it was
a plank in the platform.

Mr. RINFRET: It played no part at all.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. In October, 1917?-A. In October, 1917.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. What I was interestedin was this, that the peopleof Canadaplayeda

part in it too?-A.

Yes, no doubt.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Were minutes kept of the meetings?-A. Yes, minutes were kept of the
meetings, but on account of the fact that the Commission had moved from its
former quarters, perhaps,I had not beenable to get the completefile. We made
a report to the Prime Minister-I never heard anything more about it.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You did not think the classification in its present form would be the
outcome?-A.

No, that developed later.

Q. When the deputy ministers agreed upon that scheme,they did not know
it either?-A.

No, not at all.

By the Acting Chairman:

Q. Dr. Rochewas not on tbe Commissionthen?-A. I think he had been
appointed, but was in the West on business.
At that time the staff of the Civil Service Commission consistedof twelve

persons,and on the 3rd of February,1918, the entire public servicewas

handed over to us en bloc. It was a tremendous piece of work, to endeavour

to administerit. History tells us that about 5,000yearsagoPharaohof Egypt
badethe chosenpeoplethat they wereto make bricks without straw.If it may
[Mr.
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not be considered irreligious, I tiink the task entrusted to them was little
more difficult than thac which was imposed upon the Commission in the hand-

ling of the public service of Canada, with an untrained staff of twelve. I think
the only comparablething would be the administering of patronage by a Union
Government.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. They accomplishedone thing, anyway?-A.

Yes, they did. They went

all the way.

It is not reasonable to judge the merit system or the Civil Service Commission, I submit, by what occurred during the months that followed, because
we were unprepared to cope wit!; the situation.

After the passing of the Civil ServiceAct of 1918,the civil service organizations urged an immediate classification of the service. Some of the departments to whom we wrote asking for information with respect to the various

employeesthroughout Canada did not have completeinformation as to the
duties performed by all their employees.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The Act came into force on the 24th of May, 1918. Section 9, subsection (1), reads as follows:
" The Commission, as soon as may be practicable after the passing
of this Act, shall, after consulting with the several deputy heads, the
heads of branches and other chief officers, prepare plans for the organization of the inside service and the outside service of each department
and of each branch or portion of the civil service, such organization as

far as possible to follow the same general principles in all branches of
the civil

service."

Then it goes on to say in subsection (3):

" As soon as any plan or organization is confirmed by the Governor
in Council, the deputy head shall, subject to the approval of the Commission, forthwith cause the officers, clerks and employees affected
thereby to be reclassified for the purpose of placing each officer, clerk
and employeein a proper place under such plan of organization."
I would be happy if you would give me an explanation of why in the face
of the law, as it stood, the Commission proceeded with the classification before
the reorganization. The reason I ask that is that a number of witnesses have

said that had reorganization proceededfirst it would have been easier to adopt
a reclassification

afterwards?-A.

The

reason

for

that

was

twofold.

In

the

first place, the first thing we thought essential was to ascertain the names of all
employeesin the public service, the salaries paid, the dates of the last increases,
the duties and so forth, in order to endeavour to classify them and get a
satisfactory

record of each.

The departments could furnish us with

some

information, but they did not all have details with regard to the duties.
The service was tremendously agitated by reason of the fact that there had

beenbut few increasesin salaries since 1914. The civil service organizations
were tremendously strong. I have a statement from one who has been associated

with the civil service organization for years. It shows the growth of the civil
service organization, and the strength it had at that time. These organizations

besieged
the Commission;they said employeeswere not getting a living wage,
that they werenot getting a living salary, and that they must have a readjustment of salaries forthwith.

The Commission

had so small a staff that we could

not cope with this task ourselves. We looked about the country, but could not
find in Canada anybody who had experiencein this work. You must remember
that about 500,000men of Canada were overseasat that time. We learned of

the firm of Arthur Young& r.nm""r

»f "MowYork, a Scotchfirm with a high
[Mr.
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reputation. That firm had had considerable
experience
in classifyingsomeof

the public employeesin the different Statesand cities of the AmericanUnion.
They were recommended
to us by a Mr. Catherwood,who was associatedwith
the United StatesCivil ServiceReform Association. We askedthem to come
to Ottawa and discussmatters with us, and a representativeof their firm came
to Ottawa and discussedthe subject and we engagedthem. Our instructions

to themwereto get informationasto the dutiesof all employees
throughout
Canadafor the purposeof classification.I wantto saythat I take full responsibility for everything that the Arthur Young Companydid, the Civil Service
Commissionmust take full responsibilityfor their mistakesas well as for their

goodwork. But I wishto dissociate
myselfentirelyfromMessrs.Griffenhagen
and Associates. We never employedthem or recommended
their employment
by the governmentalthoughthat impressionwent abroad.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. How did they comein?-A. Mr. Griffenhagenwas oneof the employees

of the Arthur Young people, who, when he found that the Civil Service Commission work was drawing to a conclusion,went to membersof the government
and interested them, I think, in a proposed reorganization of some of the

departments. Then the Arthur Young Companyagreedwith the Griffenhagen
concern, that the latter should take over the Canadian business. That is the

way I understood it, although I had no intimate knowledge of the matter.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Just on that matter, before we proceed. Do you think that the deputy
ministers, in conjunction with the Civil Service Commission, could not have
been able to proceed with the organization of the departments?-A. I do not
think that at that time, Mr. Chevrier, it would have been feasible to organize
the departments on a satisfactory basis, for this reason, that any organization
of a department must necessarily take the form, shall we say, of a rack with a
large number of pigeon holes. You have to place into these pigeon holes so to
speak, the different classes of employees. We had not been able to define, due
to lack of information in some of the departments, what the duties of some of

the employeeswere, and we thought it would be necessaryto get that information
first.

Q. Could it not be secured-I do not want to enter into a long discussion
about this, but would it not be possible, to secure all this information by

co-operation between the Civil Service Commission and the deputy ministers?
Were the deputy ministers consulted about that reorganization or the reclassification?-A.
Yes, they were.

Q. Did they say they were unable to copewith the situation at that time?A. They were tremendously understaffed at the time, due to the fact that
enlistments had reduced their staffs, and they did not have the number of
people necessaryto carry on their work in some departments.

Q. Do you say that the deputyministersadmittedfor somereasonor other,

that they wereunwilling,or couldnot, in co-operation
with you, do this work

rather than go outsideto have it done?-A. We did not have any specializing
in that work up to that time. I must confessit was a big task.

Q. I knowthat your staff wassmall.-A. The Commission
felt that we
did not havepeopleamongstus whocouldhandleit, for it requiredpeoplewho
were specially trained in that work.

Q. Then,we finishedwith that point. My ownimpression
hasalwaysbeen
that if it had beenleft to the deputyministers,unlesstherewassomespecial

reasonfor doingotherwise,
that it mighthaveworkedout betterbecause
of
the intimateknowledge
they had of their departments.-A.
The organized
Civil Servicewas tremendously
strong,and it raisedthe slogan,"Equal pay

for equalwork,"theywanted,
classi^~*;- " +hoKqg'g
nf Hlltifisnndnuahfi[Mr.

C. Jameson "
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cations, and they did urge the Commission. Perhaps we yielded where we
should not have yielded, but it was a troublesome time. There were strikes

threatened. It was a trying time for the departments and the Commission.
I might say that I had no original intention of such a classification. I thought
it would not be necessary, but finally the service prevailed upon the Commission to give them classification based on duties and qualifications, claiming
that it was the only way that they could get equal pay for equal work, and
we said, " Can we do this through the departments?" I remember that I did
discuss that with a group of gentlemen who saw me representing one of the
services. They said, " We have been in the department for a number of years,
and there are these inequalities which have grown up; we want to get away
from

them."

Q. It was taken up on some occasion, at least on this occasion it was
taken up with some department?-A.
I was not speaking of the department,
I was speaking with representatives of the Civil Service organization, who

professedto speak for the whole organized service at that time.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Did you consider that those outside people would give greater service
than our own people?-A. I will not say that, but we thought they were
peoplewho had experiencein accumulating information of that character, and
preparing classifications, and that would facilitate the work very materially.
Q. Do you think that the service inside would have been satisfied with
their own officers making the classification?-A.
Well, they had a great many

grievances,real or imaginary, and I do not think the departments as a matter
of fact, were very anxious to lend themselves to it.

Q. An outside service would give better satisfaction?-A. We thought we
were making the only practical move that we could.
which we have in this classification

Now, these schedules

book-

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Was it becauseof the pressure that was brought about that you proceeded with the classification and the reorganization?-A.
It was both due to
the pressure and due to the fact that the Commission felt that it would not be
practical to reorganize, and then classify, although the Act really did suggest
reorganization and classification.
Q. The other statements made then, that a lot of the chaos that results
to-day by reason of this classification, is due to the fact that the classification

took place before the reorganization. Do you say it is wrong?-A. In my judgment that is not correct. Now, these schedules which have been criticized by
some members of the service, and there is no reason why they should not
express themselves perfectly freely with regard to them, were really prepared
under the observation of the departmental officers of the various branches
concerned, and personnel committees from the service. While I agree with

you that there is a huge number of them, yet, when that book was printed in
June, 1919, and laid before the department, I think it contained some 1,700

odd classes. There was a tremendous clamour on the part of some of the
civil servants to have additional classes created; they saw they were not
provided for; so when the revision of the book took place during the summer
of 1919, and when it was reprinted in September of that year, I think there

were about 200 additional classes,which was the result of the presenceof
membersof the servicewho claimedthat there had beenno provisionmade for
employees performing their duties.

Q. The first book was destroyed-was burnt up. I do not think there is
an available CODV
of it.?-A. T havp « copy.
[Mr.
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Q. You savedit from the wreck,but I think it is to the advantage
of

thosewho preparedit, that the edition shouldbe exhausted.But was not the

reason_whythe book was destroyedbecausethe civil servantsthemselves
complainedthat they had not beenproperly treated by that classification,or

was it becausethe Arthur Young Company-let me use the wore1*-mademore

pr less of a messof the classification,and it was not acceptable?-A.It was
due to two things. I never heard before that the book was destroyed. I know
it was circulated among members of Parliament, and large numbers were
circulated through the departments.
Q. You cannot get one now?-A. They were very greedily grasped at the
time.

There were two elements which entered into that, and the first one was

that the classification had been prepared so hurriedly between August 1918,
and June, 1919. Professor Jones, of Washington, told us a day or two ago, how

long it took them to preparetheirs in the United States. He said threeyears,
and they were sixty leading up to it. The second was this, that the service
was much disappointed in the matter of compensation. They thought they
were not getting money enough.

They went to the House in large numbers,

and they prevailed on tbe members of the House to suspendjudgment on that
book

until

the

matter

could

be

reviewed.

The

Civil

Service

Commission

of course, acted upon the direction of Parliament, and a board of hearing was
set up which reviewed the classifications.

Q. Do I follow you? When you spoke about the first book, as to these
classifications, I do not remember whether you used the word "initialled" or
"O.K." by the heads of all the departments-whether
every class had been

sanctioned or approved of by the officers.-A. No, I will not go as far as to
say that, becauseI was not sufficiently in close touch with the work of the
Arthur Young Company. The Commissionerswere working all day as commissioners, and half the night as clerks.

Q. Had every one of these classifications been approved by deputy ministers, or by heads of departments?-A.
We had meetings with them, and when
the board of hearing sat, there were certain changes made then at their
request.

Q. Those which did not come before the board of hearing, but which are

contained in that book, were they approved of by heads of departmentsor by
deputy ministers?-A. I am disposed to think in the majority of casesthey
were. If not actually approved by the deputy minister, they were concurredin
by the branch head.
Q. If I am not going to too great length in this, it is very important for
me to know this, in view of the fact that there was so much dissatisfaction

amongst the civil servants. Is it a fact that the headsof departments concurred
in the description or classesthat are contained in that book now?-A. I would
not say that they did at the time it was being prepared.
Q. But subsequentlythey did?-A. Subsequentlythey did.
Q. To my mind it would be before.-A. I could not answer that question.
It is a matter which I would have to look up. I think probably we have some
records.

Mr. SHAW: I would suggestthat we leave these wiecks of the past and get
to the present.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. Is it not true that you are making new classesevennow?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Knox:

Q. How many classificatonshaveyou now?-A. Thereare over 2,000.

Mr. MCBRIDE:I think this is the most interesting meeting we have had

yet. We had not lookedat it from that light. I had no idea it was an
organization like this.
[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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Mr. CHEVRIER:
For onceI have to agreewith you, Mr. McBride.
By Mr. Knox:

Q. If you have a typist in one department,and anothertypist in another
department doing the same class of work, that is only one class?-A. Yes.
Q. You have over 2,000different classes?-A. Yes.
Q. And you were adding to it all the time?-A. Yes, as the departments
requisition us for some official whose qualifications and duties are not disclosed
by any of these classifications.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Is there somebody for every class?--A. I could not say as to that.
think they are almost all filled.

I

There may be some vacancies.

By Mr. Knox:

Q. Do you think it could be simplified at all?-A.

I was just coming to

that.

By Mr. Garland:
Q. I understand you to say now that the departments were asking for new
classes?-A. The departments requisition the Commission on a form used for
the purpose, asking for an official of such and such qualifications, and if there
be no such class existing, then the Commission's officers of the organization
branch, go into conference with the officers of the department in question,
and they determine the qualifications and the duties, and the Commission fixes
the compensation.

Q. It seemsstrange to me that we had some deputies here who said that
new classes-A. Well, I think, Mr. Garland, I can explain that in this wayBy Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Is this the section, (42-2) "that the Commission shall hereafter

as it may from time to time deem necessary,establish additional classes
and grades,and classify therein new businesscreated,or positions included
or not included in any class or grade established under the said classification, and may divide, combine, or alter or abolish existing classes and
grades."
-A.

That

is the section.

Q. So that men may come and men may go, but the Commission goes on
forever?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. You make these new classifications at the request of the deputy ministers?-A.

Yes.

Mr. CHEVRIER: It does not say so in the Act.
Mr. GARLAND: I understood the Deputy Minister

of Agriculture

to say

that they made a new class with regard to the position of Dominion Cerealist,
they placed him a class higher than men of the same calibre in other classes.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Do you think the classification could be reduced, that is, where there
is a small margin in regard to promotion?-A. Yes, I am free to say that my
experienceon the board of hearing where we combined a large number of
classes in the Postal and Customs services-would

lead me to believe that there

may be some others. But, this is a question to be considered. Supposing you
have ten classeswhich call for practically the same qualifications, but there
[1 lr.
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are differentsalary ranges;we will say the maximumof the first is $1,260,
and the maximumof the tenth oneis $1,560;if you combinetheseyou are
almost compelled to put the higher salary range to the new class. Because

while thosebeloware not unwillingto take an increased
salary-that perhaps

is really their object in asking for the combinationof theseclasses-yet the
higher paid men are not goingto consentto the reductionof the compensation
of their class; so it means an additional public expense,to combine such
classes.

Q. By continuing in the service, they would ultimately reachthe maximum?
-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. The majority of the new classes are classeswith a high salary?-A.
Yes, in the main they are; they are generally technical or special positions.
By Mr. Lewis:
Q. There is no reason why a servant in the service should reach a maximum
in live years; you might as well put it at 15 years?-A. We tried that in some

cases,and the civil servants objected; they said it was frightfully discouraging
to look at all those steps ahead of them.
Q. Would it not be very discouraging to know that you would come to the

end in five years?-A. The experiencehas beenthat as soon as they cometo the
maximum of their class, they try to get into another.
Q. They have to compete to get into it?-A. Yes.

Q. Do they get the preference?-A. No, there is no preferencegiven to
those at the maximum

of their

class.

Mr. LEWIS: In the way I suggest,they would get that anyway?
By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Before you leave these classes, I see that a large number of classes

have been cancelled?-A. Yes; they have been cancelled by combination of
some classes, and1 also by the department deciding that some of them are not
necessary.

Q. Have you any idea of the number that have been cancelled?-A.
have the figures somewhere.

I

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Will you tell me what is usually the maximum number of years before
you reach the maximum salary. That is, when you advertise a position, what
is usually the maximum number of years before you reach the maximum salary?
-A. The length of the salary ranges differs. In some cases-here on page 516,
I have one class which has three ranges only.

On the next page, I have one

that has six ranges; I turn over a page and get one with four ranges,and so on;
another

one has seven.

Q. I mean take other professions, for instance in the developmentof a
bank, or in the teaching profession, very often it runs much longer than three

or four years, sometimesas high as ten yearsbeforethe maximumis reached.
-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
f
Q. That was the way under the old Act of 1908; it took longer to get to
the maximum.-A. Mr. Chairman, I think the Committee is entitled to know

the variousstepswhich were followedin preparingthe classification
of the
Federal Civil Service,placing the employeestherein, and hearing appeals.

may say,to cut it short,that therewere16 individualstepsnecessary
in the
caseof eachemployee,
and as ther
"-" *nnnn"Pi««ifipHvnu
[Mr.
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can see that made about 800,000separate actions. It is not necessaryfor me
to read that, I can pass it in to the reporter.
Q. Put it in the record, and we can read it?-A.

Yes.

" Steps Followed in Preparing Classification of the Federal Civil Service.
1. Duties cards were obtained from all employees, filled out by the

employee,and vised by branch and departmental heads.
2. Checking lists were obtained from departments showing the
namesof all employees,old grade, salary paid, and date of last increase.
3. Rough charts were prepared showing organization of departments and numbers and kinds of employees.
4. The duties cards were scanned and a tentative class title placed
on each

card.

5. The cards were assembled in occupational and service groups
and tentative class definitions covering qualifications and duties prepared. Personnel committees representing the various services were,
with the approval of the department and the Civil Service Commission
consulted in order to get their views and suggestions.
6. Titles from duties cards were transferred to checking lists.
7. Checking lists and duties cards were taken to departments and
reviewed with the deputy minister or such officer as he named.
8. At these conferences changes in classification were made as
agreed to by the department and Civil Service Commission representatives.

9. In disputed cases of classification, the department, usually represented by the deputy minister, and the Civil Service Commission, represented by the Chairman and Commissioner LaRochelle, met and
endeavoured to reach an agreement.
10. Following these conferences official lists were issued.
11. The board of hearing was meantime dealing with class appeals.
12. Personal appeals from classification shown on official lists were
received and considered by the Commission's officers.

13. Genuine personal appeals were dealt with by a trial board composed of a member of the Civil Service Commission's staff and an
employees' representative, at which a representative of the department
was present.

14. Where they agreed, the case was considered settled; where they
disagreed, the case was sent to the board of hearing for review.
15. The

Civil

Service

Commission

considered

the

recommendation

of the board of hearing and rendered decision.
16. An

amendment

to the official

list

was issued.

There has been some agitation for the abolition

of this classification, and

going on to some other system. In this connection, I just want to say this:
after all that action has been taken, after the service has been in turmoil for
five years, after this transfer of the service from the old Act to the new system
has just been completed, the hearing of appeals has been concluded-(except
a few remaining that require special investigation and to which the Commission

is giving attention). If I may give my opinion-it is this, that the systemi=
entitled to a fair and reasonable trial. The alternative, of course, is something different; additional hubbub in the service for whatever length of time

it takesto apply the new system,anotherperiod of transition, additional public
expenses,and after all I doubt very much whether we will be any nearer the
millennium than we are f^-day.
[Mr.

C. Janeson.]
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Q. By reason
of your closecontactwiththeservice,
whatis youropinion;

is the servicesatisfiedwith the presentstate of affairs?-A. I believethat the
service is better satisfied to-day than it was in 1914. I believe that if we

could take a vote of the employeesof the public servicefrom the Atlantic to
th Pacific,includingthosein Ottawa,wewouldfind muchgreatercontentment.
Q. Why do you say, " including those in Ottawa"?-A. I say that, because those in Ottawa are much nearer to us. You know, it is

only from the dissatisfied persons that we hear, and those in Ottawa
have special opportunities of reaching the Commission and reaching those like
yourself, who have made a special study of Civil Service matters, and of course
they have greater opportunities than their rural brethren of making their representations to the Commission, and so we hear from them, more frequently
than

from

the

others.

Q. There is just this, Mr. Jameson. This is all very interesting, what you
are giving; this is very interesting evidence, but in view of the fact that the
deputy ministers themselves have said that this should be modified, and in view

of the fact that some of the associations have said that-I

am prepared to

attach considerable weight to your opinion, but I just do not know where to
draw the dividing line.-A.
Mr. Chevrier, as I said before, the Civil Service

Commission and a large number of the employeesin the various departments,
and the deputy ministers have devoted a great deal of time and attention and
thought to the adjustment of this new classification.

With all its imperfections,

it is now actually applied, and I really think it would be in the public interest
that it should be given a try out of two or three years to see if it is not a
,fairly reasonable and satisfactory classification.

Q. That is, provided that you keep on as you have been doing, improving
it as you go along?-A. Yes; it is not perfect yet, I think, but it is better than
it was when first applied, and we have been going, of course,through the period
of hearing appeals and complaints, and that has made it seem much more
unsatisfactory than it otherwise would. But I remember in the old days when

I sat in the House of Commons,that sessionafter session,day after day would
be occupiedin the airing of complaints and grievances-many of them legitimate
-of members of the civil service throughout the country, so it is no new thing
to have these grievances in the service. They existed under the Act of 1908; I

rememberthere were many grievancesaired as a result of the classificationunder
that Act, and as to its operation, so it is not a new thing. Now the question
is sometimes asked-and I think it is a perfectly reasonable question, too'' Why is the Civil Service Commission so generally blamed if it be not blame-

able?" I think the answeris this, that to-day if I may speak in the vernacular,
everyone is " passing it the buck". In the old days, the responsibility was distributed over a number of ministers of the Crown ,a number of deputy heads;
hundreds of heads of branches, members of Parliament, and of the Senate. They

acted, so to speak, as shock absorbers. To-day-I

hope I have not used an in-

appropriate expression-

Mr. CHEVRIER:We will put our own interpretation on that.
Mr. RINFRET:I supposewe are the bumps on the road.

The WITNESS:
No, but in the old dayswe were,and we got the bumpstoo!
But to-day all those have been eliminated and the pr3ssureis directly on the
Commission; hence the Commission is blamed for everything.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Did you not bring it uponyourselves?-A.Not at all. I wasperfectly-.
Q. Who else can you blame?-A. I was perfectly happy before the change

came, beforethe delugecame. This cameabout as the result of the definite1
policy of the Governmentof the day, and the considered
policy of Parliament.
TMr.

C.
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The Government of the day appointed one of its ministers, I think, or a man

who was very high in the councils of the Government at that time, to assist in
the drafting of this bill, and he with another gentleman prepared the bill.
I made some recommendations which, I am sorry to say, were not adopted. I
do not know that they would have been improvements, but at least the superior

counselof the others prevailed and the bill went through Parliament in the form
in which we now find it.

Q. Could we, at some time, before this Committee makes its report, be
favoured with the suggestions that you made at the time, to see if it is our

opinion that they should be embodied as an improvement?-A. As a matter of
fact, I think perhaps that some of them would not apply now, one was with
regard to postponing certain matters. I did not think it was feasible to fix
salary schedulesduring such an unsettled period as we were then living in. I
thought it was better to adhere to existing salary schedules, and make up whatever difference was required by way of a bonus, which was flexible and could be
changed from year to year to meet the situation.
There was no reliable
standard of service value anywhere in the world at that time, and I felt that

any rangeof compensationwhich we then would set might have either beenfound
later on to be too high, in which case it would bear unduly on the tax payer, or too

low, in which casethe civil servant would find that he was not getting reasonable
compensation. But they felt it was better to fix the salary ranges and attempt
to adjust the balance by means of a bonus.

With regard to the recommendation of the deputy ministers, a copy of
which I have here, I think, Mr. Chevrier, you said you wanted to ask me some
questions on that.

Q. Are you through with your own notes, Mr. Jameson?-A. I think I am
practically through.
The Chairman, Mr. Malcolm, resumed the Chair.
The CHAIRMAN: You might begin with appointments.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You administered the service under the 1908 Act?-A.
brief period.
Q. The deputy ministers have recommended that

For a very very

appointments to tech-

nical and professionalpositions and the like, be exempt. Have you any objections
to that?-A.

Well, in my opinion that would be a serious mistake.

Q. Then the secondchange is, that there are certain outside servants, such
as employees in offices outside of Canada, and rural postmasters, to whom it is

impracticable to apply the provisions of the Civil Service Act reasonably, and
these would be removed from under the Act. Have you any objection to
that?-A.

I have something here on the subject of exclusion from the Civil

ServiceAct of positions generally. It does not only relate to rural postmasters.
I can deal with it now, if you like.

Q. Let us take them all up now, because they all fall under the same

heading.-A. In order that there might be no mistake as to my views on this,
andoneas to which a personmust be'rather accurate,I haveprepareda statement (reads) :-

"Exclusionsfrom the Civil ServiceAct generally

"The principlewhich I believeshouldbe observedin respectto

procedureunder section 38B of the Civil ServiceAct, which author-

izes the exclusionfrom the operationof the Act of any position or
positionswhich the Commissiondecidesit is not practicablenor in the
public interestto retain undertheir jurisdiction is this.

"I am of the opinionthat no invasionof the merit principleas

baseduponcompetition
shouldbe permittedand the Commission
should
[Mr.
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retain under its jurisdiction all positionsto which the competitivesystem,
in selectionfor and appointmentto the public service,can bonafide be
supplied. Conversely, in my opinion, all positions the appointments to
which the Civil Service Commissioncannot bona fide control, by a regular
and orderly procedure, calculated to determine the best qualified applicants, should be excluded from its jurisdiction.
"It should not be forgotten that the Canadian Civil

Service Act

went further in its inclusion of positions in the public service than any
other similar legislation. To that extent is was necessarilyexperimental
and adjustments should, I think, properly be made in the light of
experience.

"It was surely not the intention of Parliament when it passedthe
Civil Service Act to render the Civil Service Commissionresponsiblefor
appointments to positions which they could not control. It would certainly not be good public policy to do so. It would be calculated ta
bring the Commission under public censure from time to time for errors
or contravention of the Civil Service Act which they have no means

of preventing and of which they might unwittingly approve."
Some person might, say, "this means a return to patronage". Supposing
it were a caseof an appointment of a blueksmitl 's helper, or a charwoman,I do
not think, and I never did think, that a blacksmith's helper or a charwoman
should be classified

as a civil servant.

this country embraces such.

I do not think

the term civil service in

I think the civil service is a body that is

separate.
By the Chairman:
Q. The Civil Service Federation have refused to admit to their ranks certain

classes?-A. I believe so. To my mind, the seriously minded people of this
country are not concernedabout the appointment of a blacksmith's helper or a
charwoman.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q.Are thereany otherpositionsin whichthe appointmentsto thosepositions
arecompetitivein character?I meanevento manuallabourpositionsor what you
call manual positions?-A.

I know of none.

Q. In the United States,do they not appoint so-calledlabouring classes

,by a system of competition without reference to patronage?-A. I know of
po such system.
By the Chairman:

Q. Is the Act of 1908 not largely based on the English Act?-A. Yes, I
understand so. Of course, the English ActrQ. The inspiration was drawn from Great Britain rather than the United
States?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Shaw:
,

Q. Is there any reason why the so-called labouring classes should be any

;more subject to patronage than the so-called technical classes?-A. Well, I
think that is slightly outside the domain of the Civil ServiceCommission. That
,is not a question involved within our jurisdiction.
Q. As a matter of fact you had within your jurisdiction until some time

ago,until you releasedthem, the appointmentof all the labouringclassesunder
Privy Council order 1053. What is the date of that order, please?-A. That
is last June.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Last night, did not Dr. Roche say that Order 1053 had the effect of releas-

ing about 3,000 positions?
Mr.

SHAW:

Yes.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
That the other orders in council passedprevious to this one,
all passedin 1921,had the effect of releasing from about eight to ten thousand
positions.
Mr. SHAW: I was aware of that. What I want to know is this: Privy
Council Order 1053 exempted from the operation of the Civil Service Act a

large number of classesof people.
The

WITNESS:

It did.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Doctors, labouring men, mechanics and what-not?-A.
Yes.
Q. Is there any reason why people of that character should be any more
subject to the evils of patronage than those in the technical branches?
Mr. CHEVRIER: There is no evidence of any of these being subjected to
the evils of patronage.
The WITNESS: I would like to answer your question as it should be
answered, but it does not seem to me that that enters into the jurisdiction of
the Civil Service Commission, as far as the position is concerned. If we
release the position, we have nothing more to do with the filling of it.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. I am asking whether some of these people-we sometimes call them
the lower class of life-are not entitled to the protection of the Civil Service

Act just as much as those who are in the highest class of the service.-A. I
must return again to the opinion which I have already expressed,that no
positions,the appointment to which the Civil Service Commission can bona fide
control, should be taken from their jurisdiction, or should be exempt from the
operation of the Act, but appointments to such positions as it is not possible
for us to bona fide control, I do think should not be left under our jurisdiction,
becauseit is a great embarrassment. I have had much experiencewith this
,and this is what I draw from it.

Supposing we were making a lower grade

appointment, we have to depend on a departmental officer, who makes a report
to us. We act on his report. W"e cannot apply any regular test. We have to
take his selection. We do not know to what influences he may be subject, but
I do know this, that if we approve the appointment on his report, and he has
been unfaithful to us in any way, we have no way of disciplining him. We
cannot discipline him.

Q. The department can?-A. We cannot discipline him. We cannot dismiss him; we cannot suspend him or even censure him.
Q. That cannot be done with even a technical man in the service?-A.
We can do it with respect to any officer of the Civil Service Commission's staff.
Mr. SHAW: Suppose you make an appointment to the Interior department,
of a clerk. You have no right to suspend him.
Mr. RINFRET: It is not the same case at all. In the last instance you men-

tioned, it is the man appointed who goesunder the department. In the case
Mr. Jameson alludes to, it is the man on whom the Commission relies for the
Deport, and he may report on hundreds of cases.

Mr. SHAW: That doesnot get to the point Mr. Jameson and I are discussing. My point is this, that whether the Commission appoints a man to the
position of, we will say, a locomotive engineer[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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Mr. CHEVRIEE:They cannot do it.

Mr. SHAW:Beforethis exemptingordertook effect,that man was in

exactlythe samepositionas a clerkappointed
to the InteriorDepartment
by

your Commission.You can neitherdischarge
nor suspend
him. You haveno
Control over him at all.

WITNESS:No, we haveno controlover him. We cannotdischarge
him.

I said, supposingwe weregoingto appoint someemployeBy Mr. Chevrier:

Q. A lighthouse-keeper?-A.Well, a low grade lighthouse-keeper
who has

a lighthouse; he is applying for a position in a lighthouse, where there is no

machinery to operate. All you require of him is to go in and cleanthe lamp,

to put oil in the lamp, light it and see that it is kept burning; it is necessary

that he has physical fitness and reliability. We send to the departmentand
ask them if they will have their inspector or an officer of their department.

perhaps2,000 miles away from here,seethe applicantsfor that position. He
interviews these applicants and makes a report which comes to us, and' on
this report, as a result of this report, we select one man and make the appointment. Suppose it later transpires that the officer who has interviewed those
applicants, has not kept faith with the Civil Service Commission, that some
local influence has been brought to bear, and the personwho should really have
got the position, if there can be a selection in a case of that sort, has not been

recommended
by him.' Now,weapproveof hisreportandmakethe appointment
on his report, but if he plays false with us, we have no way of disciplining him.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Let me put that against the other situation, that is, if the deputy

minister in filling out the rating sheets,doesnot play fair with the Commission;
if he is not trustworthy, he will mislead the Commission.-A. I think there is
some difference between the sense of responsibility of a permanent head of a

great department, located at the seat of Government, and an officer of the
department 2,000 miles away from the centre of control. I would say the
deputy minister would be much more apt to give you a fair rating in all cases
than

those hundreds

of officers.

Q. I quite agreewith you, but so far as principle is concerned,is there any
difference?-A.

In my judgment there is a great difference.

B\i Mr,

Lewis:

Q. Do you do the same thing all the time with regard to the postal people
outside the service?-A.

We have to adopt a policy.

Q. In the post office department?-A. Yes.
Q. That is the one that is giving the greatest satisfaction in the service,
we understand?-A. In regard to that, I am not going to raise any question at
all, but I would say that the Civil Service Commission I do not think was
ever intended by Parliament to make itself responsible for appointments to
positions where it could not control the appointment.
Mr. SHAW: Mr. Chevrier agrees thoroughly with you, and I think he
would have to go further in regard to a lot of other positions.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I have stated my stand and I repeat it, that any position,

I do not care what kind, that is susceptibleof a competitiveexaminationin a

bonafide manner,by the Civil ServiceCommission
officialsthemselves
should

beretainedby the Civil ServiceCommission;
any position,whethertechnical
or a labouringpositionor anythingthat is not susceptible
of controlunderthe
Civil Service^Commission,
by its own officers,shouldbe excluded.
[Mr.

C. Jameson.!
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By Mr. Lewis:

Q. What do you think about technical and scientific positions in that
respect, becauseyou simply appoint men to examine them, you do not do it
yourselves?-A. The Commissionersthemselvesnever hold those examinations.
Q. Would it apply to them too?-A. No, I think those classes are susceptible of a real educational test or test of experienceof education and qualification

and skill.

Q. The principle is the same, you have to trust to some other person to
make the examination?-A.
I don't think so; I cannot see it at all.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I think Mr. Jameson has placed it in very good language
when he says he wants to retain-every word that Mr. Jameson has read there
means something to everybody, and it means this, that when he uses the word
"' control " he uses the only word that can be used properly in that sense; any
time the Commission cannot control the appointments-they
can control an

appointment to a varying degree in the technical positions, and I can see some
strength,although I do not agreecompletely with Mr. Jamesonwhenhe saysthere
is a difference in controlling the technical positions, but when he uses the word
"control" that is the proper word to use as a determining factor in the appointment to these positions.
By Hon. Mr. Mar til:
Q. May I not ask if under clause 38 I think it is, the intention of the Act
was that the Commission was authorized to release positions where competitive
examinations

could

not

be held?-A.

38B I think

it is.

Q. The intention of the Act from its inception was that the Commission
was authorized to release positions where competitive examinations could not
be held to their

satisfaction-

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. That permeates the whole Act?-A.
Section 38s as amended in 1921,
that in any case where the Commission decides that it is not practicable nor in
the public interest to apply this Act to any position or positions, the Commission may with the approval of the Governor in Council exclude such position or
positions in whole or in part from the operation of the Act and make such regulations as are deemed advisable, describing how such position or positions are
to be dealt

with.

By the Chairman:

Q. So that you have acted under the law, you have followed that in your
actions in exempting these classes?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. You delegate these positions to the changing forms of government as
they come in?
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: No, the law.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. During the time that the Commission was appointing these exempted
classes,was the Commission deluged with protests on account of the appointments made?-A. No, but the Commission was deluged with work, and the
appointmentswere of such a trifling character, and we were practically rubberstamping the acts of people over whom we had no control, and we reached the

conclusionthat in orderto havetime to apply ourselvesto the really important
businessof the Commission,appointmentsto the professional,technical, ad5-60

[Mr. C. Jnrreson.]
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ministrativeand clericalservices,
wewouldhaveto dispense
with theseclasses
of positionsoverwhichwe couldnot properlyexercise
any control,or to which
we could not apply any regular test.

Q. Wasthereany generalcomplaintwith regardto the appointments
made
by the Commissionto these classesnow exempted?A. Well sir,
this was the great complaint, the great complaint was the delay that
occurred. You see a department,we will say the Public Works department as an illustration, would decide to expend twenty-five or thirty different
votes for the repairs of twenty-five or thirty different breakwatersin the Maritime Provinces, on the lakes or on the Pacific Coast, or wherever it might be,
they would need to employ foremen and labourers and that sort of thing; there
was one of two things to do, either to ask the Commission to advertise these

positions or to say to the Commission, " Give us authority to have our men go
and securethese necessarylabourers and foremen." If we said we are going to
stand on our rights, we are going to advertise these positions, we are going to
hold a competitive test, or we will apply a test of skill in our selection,it would
involve great delay, and the seasonsare short.
Q. What did you do?-A. We gave that local selection.
Q. As a result of that did you hear that political patronage was being
exercised in connection with the appointment

for these positions?-A.

I will

tell you this, if a Conservative were appointed to a position you may be sure
sonic pcrxiii would say lie had a pull, and if a Liberal were appointed to a
position conversely, somebody would say he would have the pull, and if a Progressive were appointed, they would say he had a pull; all appointments made
in that way would be subject to that criticism.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Pretty hard to prevent people from talking?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. But were any complaints received?-A. The complaints which we received

were-

Q. The complaints received, first of all as to whether or not any political
considerations were given effect to in these appointments, and secondly as to
whether or not the returned soldier preferencewas being ignored?-A. Of course
I cannot say how many complaints were received; I was receiving complaints of
different

characters

from

members

of Parliament

and from

the departments;

the departments chiefly, that there was undue delay where we insisted on any

regular form; where we had to certify these people, we had to issue certificates
for these men; perhaps a man would be employed and he would be on only
a short time and he would leave; somebody else would have to be employed
in his place; it was a continuous change,and the tremendousvolume of correspondence,of certification, of investigation, and of documentsin connectionwith
the matter really occupiedthe time of the Commissionand the staff of the Commission to such an extent that it was contracting the time which we should
devote to the more important

work.

By Air. Leivis:

Q. Doesnot the Act providethey canemploya man for thirty dayswithout
notifying the Commissionat all?-A. The departmentcan appoint for thirty
days; if, for instance,a man went on for a few days over he wouldnevertheless
have to have a certificate; they might employhim, but they have to report to
us notwithstanding the fact that they have the right of employment.

Q. Not until they had employedhim for longerthan thirty days; they can
employ a man for thirty days without notifying the Commissionat all?A. Yes, outside of Ottawa.
[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Those who passedthis last Act, the legislators had some idea in mind
when they passed this legislation; all that you are concerned with is to administer this law as you find it on the Statute book?-A. That is right.

Q. If, in administering this law, you find that there are things in the law
that you cannot control, that there are certain positions, as in this case,that you
cannot control, and if the law gives you an opportunity,

the same law passed

by the same legislators, of releasing from under your control, under your jurisdiction those positions that you cannot properly attend to, are you not doing

just what the law asks you to do when you are administering the Act that way?
-A. Yes, I think if we retain positions under our jurisdiction over which we
are not able to exercise a reasonable control we are not keeping faith with the

spirit of the Act nor the intention of Parliament.
Q. You are administering the law, and if by releasing these positions they
are placed in some position of misfortune or something you cannot be charged
with that, you administer purely and simply the law, whatever the consequences
may be to the people who do not come within your jurisdiction, is that right?
-A.

I don't think 1 follow you.

Q. When you administer this law and you releasethese positions because
the Act allows you to lelease them because you bona fide believe you cannot

honestly administer them, you releasethem?-A. Yes.
Q. If they happen to be subject to some influence outside that is not your
responsibility?--A.

Oh, no.

Q. It is not your duty to devise means to cure some evils over which
you have no jurisdiction?-A.

Oh, no.

Q. Is not that the simple statement of the lawBy Mr. Lewis:

Q. That is then to relinquish all these people, the common people of the
earth that do the hard work, you rob them of all protection and leave them
to the whim of some man who happens to be a member of ParliamentMr. CHEvruER: No, do not make such a statement.
Mr. RINFRET: That would apply to everything we do.
WITNESS: I do not quite understand that, sir, because after all any

personwho may be under the jurisdiction is subject to dismissal in precisely the
same way as the person who is released.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. He has a certain permanency?-A. No sir, the permanency is exactly
the same. The Crown reserves in this Bill the right to dismiss. There were
those in Parliament at the tims the Act was passed who said the Commission

ought to have the right to "hire and fire," as the expressionwas, but the majority
of Parliament said no. the Crown should preserve its prerogative of the right
of dismissal. Whether these people are under the jurisdiction of the Commission or not does not affect the right of the Crown to dismiss.

Q. There is not the same permanency under the one as under the other?
-A. I cannot seethat at all; it is an Act by the Governor in Council on the
recommendation

of the minister in either case.

By Mr. McBride:

Q. Can no person employed be dismissed unless through an order in
council?-A. Any person who has what is known as a permanent status in the
service, appointed by certificate of the Civil

Service Commission and who

I1as beenemployedin a permanentposition, becomespermanentin the service
after the periodof six months,and.canonly be removedby an order in council.
[Mr.

C. Janeson.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q.Noneof theselabourers,
noneof these
charwomen,
noneof these
lightkeepers
in
inferior
positions
were
appointed
by
certificate
in
that
way-?
A.
We have to issue certificates.
Q. The fact that they areappointed
by you doesnot makethemper-

manent; you take the window cleanersyou used to appoint here in Ottawa

becausethey were appointedand selectedby the Civil ServiceCommission
did not makethempermanent?-A.Of coursethat is a questionof law which
I would not like to passupon?
Q. Mr. Lewis seemsto be under the impressionthat the momenta clerk

is employedby the Civil ServiceCommission
that createshim a permanent
employee?

Mr. LKWIS: No, I have not said so.

Mr. CITLVRIER:
That is what you have beensaying that you want them
to remainunder the Commissionso that it will insure permanency.
Mr. LEWIS:After he had passedthe probationaryperiod.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. There seemsto be a difference of opinion between you and your colleagues as to whether these exempted classes should be retained under the
jurisdiction

of the Commission, because I note the order in council is not

signed by Dr. Roche?-A. I will be very glad indeed to explain that to the
Committee; it may take a little time but I can make that perfectly clear.
Q. All I want to know, is there a disagreementas to whether or not they
are susceptible?-A.
be exempted.

There is no disagreement as to the classes which should

The CHAIRMAN: If you had been here this afternoon you would have
heard what the Colonel said with regard to that; there was no difference of

opinion as to theBy Mr. Shcnv:
Q. What was the difference?-A. The difference was with regard to the
regulations, and since Mr. Meighen referred to that in the House of Commons
perhaps I may be permitted to presentQ. You are referring to the clausethat was put in the final order in council,
is that what you mean, with regard to selection being made without reference

to persona!or political consideration,is that the point?-A. Yes. I am referring to the situation just as it is now.
Mr. CHEVRIER:We will hear you Mr. Jameson; it is most interesting.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL. It is an important point and should be cleared up.

The WITNESS:This situation, which has led to a certain amount of misunderstanding with regard to the exemption of this large group of employees,
is one which I think in fairness to the Commission as a whole, both Dr. Roche

and my colleague CommissionerLa Rochelle and myself, should be explained,
and it is worthy of a few minutes' time of the Committee, and with the permi°sion of the Committee I will be very glad to do what I can to clear it up.
I may say that this problem originated back as far as 1919, at which time
I made recommendation to my colleaguesthat certain minor positions in the

public service,carryinga compensation
of $100per annumor less,shouldbe

filled departmentally. Thesepositionswere chiefly such as rainfall observers,
correspondents
to the Labour Gazette, small rural post offices,and aids to

navigation,
suchaspolelights,andotherpositions
of little importance
and
carrv low compensations.The reasonfor making such recommendation
was
that considerabletime, correspondence,
clerical work, was occupiedin the over[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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sight of the filling of these positions, although in the end they were in effect
being filled by the field officers of the department, and the Civil Service Commission had no machinery with which to gauge the qualifications or suitability
of the personsemployed.
To the proposal that these positions should be excluded, my colleagues agreed.
"When the recommendation was forwarded to Council, the regulations included
were those I had prepared in my report of 23rd March, 1918, recommending
in view of special circumstances that certain administrative,
professional.
technical, and clerical appointments in the Department of Soldiers' Civil Reestablishment should be made by the department's officers, in order to facilitate
the securing of staff which they then urgently required.
The submission recommending the exclusion of positions carrying a salary
of $100 and under went to Council and was returned, according to my recollection, with the suggestion that the limit of salary should be raised from $100
to $200 per annum. The Civil Service Commission subsequently approved of
this, and an order in council was duly passed: P.C. 1694, 14th August, 1919.
The Post Office department never acted under this authority in making
appointments to minor offices, claiming that Regulation (b) rendered it useless.
Regulation (b) read as follows:
" That the selection has been made without reference to personal or
political consideration and strictly on the merit principle as between
persons applying or available for the position."
Another department also objected to it as being impracticable and inconvenient.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Which one was that, do you remember?-A. Yes, that was the Department of Public Works, and I think there was another department but I will

not speak definitely as to that. This occurred some time ago.
As it transpired, few of the departments had positions carrying such
minor salaries. Subsequently when on September 14th, 1921, the Civil Service
Commission lecommended to Council the exclusion of certain other classes,

namely, labourer, assistant labour foreman, labour foreman, charwomen, outside of the City of Ottawa, regulation (b) was omitted as being impracticable.
All three Commissioners signified approval by attaching their initials to the
draft recommendation. P.C. 3518 to the same effect, dated 21st September,

1921,was passedexcluding these classes. Now that regulation (b) as I say
was omitted from that. I have a copy of the recommendationto Council here.
In May, 1922, the Civil Service Commission, of its own motion, after
careful consideration, decided to recommend to the Governor in Council that
certain positions which in the judgment of the Commissioners do not lend
themselvesto competition of skill or education, should be excluded from the
operation of the Civil Service Act under section 38-b thereof.

As to the classes

to be so recommendedfor exclusion,there was no difference of opinion amongst
the Commissioners.

On the 8th May, 1922,the submissionor recommendation for the exclusion
of these classes was forwarded to Council.

Through what was, I believe, an

inadvertenceon the part of the official who prepared the submission,the regulations from the submission covering the exemption of technical, administrative,
and clerical classesin the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, to
which I have already alluded, with somewhat trifling variations, were inserted

in the recommendationto Council, instead of the revised and amendedregulations from P.C. 3518dated last September,1921.
On the 13th May this submission was returned to the Commission with

the comment noted on the margin:[Mr.

C.
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:' Proceduresuggestedon page4 regardedas unnecessary
and cum-

bersomeand making last step worse than the first."
13th May. 1922.

(Signed) Rodolphe Boudreau."
Subsequently I heard through one of the officers of the Commission

that regulations such as those in P.C. 3518, dated September21, 1921, were
deemed more suitable. The Commissionersdiscussedthe matter at a meeting
and two of them thought the request reasonable. The Chairman felt otherwise. The majority

of the Commissioners then authorized the modified set of

regulations more comprehensive
than those in P.C. 3518 of 21st September,
1921,and yet which would not, in their opinion, result in a deadlock and a possible tie-up of the public business. The preference given by the Civil Service
Act to returned soldiers, was carefully

preserved in these regulations and an

order in council was subsequentlypassed in this form. That is the history of
the procedure.
I may say regulations much less exacting were inserted, from the recommendation to Council under date September 14, 1921, in which all the Com-

missioners concurred, so that I did not think we would be justified in imposing
on the departments the regulations which they deemed to be unworkable.
By Mr. Garland:
Q. T think your colleague in his evidence this afternoon said that was
signed by the three Commissioners?-A. I think he said that under a misapprehension. I don't think he apprehended the question. At all events I can
assure you that it was not signed by the Chairman, although he did not dissent from

the exclusion

of these classes.

By Mr. Kin fret:
Q. There was a remark made some minutes ago about these positions that
you recommend to be exempted. The remark was to the effect that you were
thereby denying protection to a certain class of labourers. Isn't it the fact that
the only recommendation is to the effect that they cannot exercise the proper
control and therefore cannot grant them the protection that is talked of?-A. I
think there may be just a little confusion as to what the meaning of the word
" protection " is, to be attached to it.
Q. I am not trying to bring the tariff in, I must say.-A. We cannot pro-

tect anybody. All we can do is to appoint them, classify them, fix their salaries, and as they go along in the department, to regulate their advancementby
promotion; but the protection must come from the Crown; if the Crown wants
to dispensewith any of its employees,it has the right to do so.
Q. I don't think they meant protection after they were appointed, but

protectionextendedover theseclassesof labourersin the sensethat everybody

from those classeshad the chanceto be appointed. But your experiencewith
that class of labourers is that you cannot control the appointmentsproperly?A. That is my experienceas a result of almost five years of the operation of
this new system.

Q. And you are not concernedwith what other systemwill be adopted;
your statementis to the effectthat you cannotdo it?-A. It is our duty, when
we proposeto releasethese classes,to recommendto Council the regulations

by whichthe positionsshouldbe filled. Thenthe department
itself is charged
with the responsibility of filling them.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I understood
you to say that thereweretwo categories
of theseposi-

tions. Are we through with these positions,becauseI understandyou say
[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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the postmastersmay be in a different situation, and if we are, we will take up

the 'postmasters.-A. My observationsas regards the underlying principle
which I think should attach to the filling of these positions is that we should
be able to control the appointment. Now it does not seem to me to make
any difference whether it is the position of a rural postmaster or of a day
labourer, if we cannot control the appointment by some orderly and properly
regulated method, by which we know when we put our hand to the certificate
we are doing something for which we are prepared to take the responsibilitybecause we have the evidence to prove the justice of our act-I think where we
cannot do that, we should not retain the positions under our control. Now
whether they are small postmasterships or whether they are labourers, does not
seem to me to make any difference.
By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Jameson, you went pretty carefully over these matters before you
recommended the exemption of certain positions and refused others. You

thought the deputies' list had more positions than you could justify the release
of, is that so?-A.

Yes, that is so.

Q. I think it was Dr. Roche who said the other night that in your experience you said you found you could administer a good many positions that the
deputy minister asked to have released?-A. Yes, wherever we can control
the appointment.
Q. Dr. Roche said to the Committee that good co-operation between the
Commission and the departments is the only practical way in which it could be
handled, and that no one should say which position was practical to release but

in the light of further experienceyou might find that some of these positions
that you had released might be taken in and others might be let out, but that

nothing but the working out of the measureswould give you the evidence on
what you could and what you could not handle?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Do we understand from you, Mr. Jameson, that perhaps *his
exempting order 3518 dees not reach the limit of possible exemptions?
The CHAIRMAN: They may have gone too far.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. From your experienceare there any classeswhich you think should be
exempted further?-A.
sidered

I think there are some classes which should be con-

further.

Q. Have you made any recommendations in connection with them?-A.

No, I have not.
Mr. SHAW: If the Civil Service Commission is going to exempt further we

may as well realize now what classeshe proposesto exempt. I want to know
that.

The CHAIRMAN:Dr. Roche does not put it that way. They thought the
deputy ministers were not fair in asking for so many releases,but he would not
say in the light of further experienceit might not be found that some of them
might some day be released.
Mr. SHAW: I understand Mr. Jameson to say that there are some classes
now that he thinks should be exempted.
Mr. LEWIS: What about the post office.
Mr. CHEVRIER:We will take up the post office later on. I thought we

had closedwith this. We will seewhat Mr. Jamesonhas to say on that, and

then we will take up the post office later on.

Mr. LEWIS:Would you like to adjourn until to-morrow night?
[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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We can hear this evidence now.

WITNESS:You know, gentlemen,a man is called hereas a witness;he is

I presume expectedto expresshis honest convictions and his individual ideas.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Quite so.
WITNESS:If by chancehis opinions are not those of some of the members

of the Commission,or evenof his colleagues,
I do not think that shouldprevent
him from expressing his honest convictions.
Mr. SHAW: That is what I want to hear, becauseI am interestedin it.
WITNESS: I proposeto endeavourto place the Committee in control of the
views I entertain as to why certain positions, the appointments to which we
cannot control, should be eliminated from the jurisdiction

of the Commission.

By Mr. Lewis:
Q. Do you control the rural post offices?-A. We really do not control the
appointments to certain of the small rural post offices.

Q. You say you do not control the rural post offices?-A. We cannot control
them, where we cannot apply any tests.

Q. That is one of those you would exempt, according to the principle you
enunciated a moment ago?-A. Yes, where we cannot control them. The
expression " rural post offices " as explained by Mr. Coolican, who was here a

few days ago, is misleading. All post officeswhich are not city post officesare
called rural post offices.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Take the City of Hull; is that a rural post office within the meaning
of a revenue post office?-A.

It was when we built the post office.

Q. There is a post officethe appointments in which you cannot control?-A.
Yes.

Q. So that you first start with post officesyou cannot control, and as you
go up the ladder you ultimately reach post offices the appointments to which
you can control?-A. Yes.
Q. Your argument is that up to the point where you cannot exercisecontrol
you do not feel like having jurisdiction over them?-A. Yes.
Q. The moment you can exercisecontrol, you want jurisdiction over them?
-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Will you give us a list of those you think should be exempt, and then
we can adjourn?-A. I have not prepared a list. I have only laid down what
I regard as a sound principle upon which to proceed. I would be very glad to
further deal with the matter of post offices,if the Committee wishes me to do
so.

Mr. MCBRIDE: I move we adjourn.

Mr. SHAW: Before we adjourn I would like to get a list of what Mr.
Jameson thinks should be exempted, becauseI want an opportunity of crossexamining him upon it when we meet again.
Mr. CHEVRIER: We might as well sit here until we get through.
By the Chairman:

Q. You haveneverreally thoughtof goingoverthe employees
in the Civil
Serviceto figureout any furtherexemptions,
haveyou?-A. No; I havenot had
an opportunity of doing so.
[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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Q. You would not be able, without a great deal of work and study, to
figure out each one that you think should be exempted?-A. No; I have only
reached a general conclusion.

Q. In your opinion there are some which, according to that principle,
you would be justified in releasing?-A. Yes.
Q. But you could not answer Captain Shaw's request and give him a list
now?-A.

No, I could not.

Mr. SHAW: I would like to suggest that we adjourn until next week.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Until the law is amended, the powers- of the Commission
go on.

Mr. SHAW: That is right. I think this Committee is entitled to know,
not only what is in the mind of Mr. Jameson but what is in the minds of the
other Commissioners in regard to possible exemptions. Before this Committee
rises we should know the limit, as far as positions are concerned, because it

might apply to a thousand positions.
Mr. CHEVRIER: If it applies to a thousand positions, I will be one that
will fight for it, because it is a sane and sound principle that where a man has

no controlover something,he has no businessto administerit. I think everybody will agree with that.

Mr. SHAW: Personally, I am not prepared to come to any conclusion upon
this matter until we have had ample opportunity to allow all of the Commissioners to come here and indicate the principle that should govern in the

application of that exempting provision of the statute and the classeswhich in
their judgments are susceptible of exemption.
Tie CHAIRMAN: They have all been here, Mr. Shaw.
Mr. SHAW: The Chairman was here, but did he give the classes?
The CHAIRMAN

: No.

Mr. SHAW: Then I want them. Was any evidence given indicating the
classesthat could be exempted under that section?
Mr. CHEVRIER: It might very well be that after having enunciated that
principleMr. SHAW: I am not going to let this slide and then find after the Committee has dissolved that that principle has not been settled.

Mr. CHEVRIER: It may be that that principle may not be acted upon in
six months or six years. They are not going to exempt or not exempt. Something might occur which would necessitatethe exemption of a certain position.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL:As long as section 38 is not repealed, it is in their power
still.

Mr. RINFRET: Did the Commissionersnot state that they were finding
from day to day cases where they had suggested dismissals for cause? How

can we expect Mr. Jameson to state with any finality that so many classes
should be exempted, and stop there?

Mr. SHAW: Mr. Jamesonsays that there are a certain number of classes
he thinks should be exempt. He knows that to-day, or he can get it in a short
time. We should know his opinion upon it to-day, and that of the other Commissioners

as well.

Mr. CHEVRIER: So long as section 38 remains and so long as it is in the
Act, no one can blame the Commissionersfor acting in that way.
Mr. SHAW: It may be desirable for this Committee to recommend that it
should be repealedand not taken advantageof any further.
[Mr.
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The CHAIRMAN: And put in a still more inflexible Act?
Mr. SHAW: We can try, and seewhat we can do.
The CHAIRMAN: You may try.
Mr. SHAW: There is a motion to adjourn, Mr. Chairman.
By Mr. Rinjret:

Q. Is there any finality in your mind?
The CHAIRMAN:There is a motion to adjourn. Is it carried?
(Motion declared carried).

The CHAIRMAN:When shall we adjourn to?

Mr. CHEVRIER:This is a poor way of conductingbusiness,to apply the

closure

here.

Mr. RINFRET: I move we meet to-morrow morning at ten o'clock.
The CHAIRMAN:Is it agreedto?
(Motion
Witness

agreed to).
retired.

(The Committee adjourned until Friday, May 18, 1923, at 10 a.m.).

FRIDAY,May 18, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 10
o'clock a.m., Mr. Malcolm, Chairman, presiding.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Before we proceed with Mr. Jameson's evidence I wish to
refer to the report in the Morning Journal, and call attention to two statements. On the first page it says:

"Col. LaRochelle had prepared replies to the several points on which
the Deputies wished radical changes, but the Committee declined to
hear the statements, preferring to cross-examine the witness.

The result

was that only the memorandum on appointments was submitted."
So far as I am concerned, I never did decline to hear the statements, and I
am not declining yet. The only reason for the stand I took was that the statement of Col. LaRochelle offered no facility for cross-examination. The other
statement in the Journal, on page 4, is:
"Members of the Committee, Messrs. Chevrier, Rinfret
colm, objected to the presentation of such a statement."

and Mal-

So far as I am concerned-I do not know what the other gentlemen feelI did not object to the presentation of such a statement. It goes on to say:
"Mr. Chevrier said it was altogether too sweeping."

Well, that would be a matter for opinion, and that might be the Colonel's

opinionthat he would give in that statement,and I would haveto respectit as
such. I did not say it was too sweeping. Then it says:

"Col. LaRochelle replied that he had merely sought to cover points

not already covered. The Committeeshowedno inclination to hear the

remainingstatements
of the Commissioner,
andthesewerenot given."
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So far as I am concerned,as one of the membersof this Committee, I did not
show any inclination not to hear the remaining statements, and I am prepared
to hear them now, provided always that the facilities are given for the proper
re-examination of the Colonel on the statementsthat he may make.
Mr. SHAW: I suggestedyesterday that we should have heard those statements, or should have had them published. I move now that the statements
of Mr. LaRochelle be published in the proceedings.

Mr. MARTELL:I object to them going in unless they go in as sworn evidence.
Mr.

SHAW:

Let

him

be recalled.

The CHAIRMAN:It will be the best thing to recall Mr. LaRochelle.
Mr. CHEVRIER:I have no objection to the statements going in, provided the
Colonel furnishesus with copiesbeforehand; then when he puts in his statements
we will be able to say, "Colonel, I agree."
Mr. SHAW: It may be that if Colonel LaRochelle would submit copies to
the Committee, we may not want to ask him questions at all; they might go in
without any questions.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: I think it would be more satisfactory to recall him.
Motion to recall Colonel LaRochelle agreed to.
Mr. CLARENCEJAMESON,recalled and further examined.
By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Jameson, if you have some further evidence to submit, you may
do so?-A. When the Committee rose last evening I was about to proceed to
some reference to the cost of the public service of Canada. I am conscious of
the fact that the capital of any country is rather a poor pulpit from which to
preach economy. In Ottawa, there are, including the families of employees,
some 30,000 individuals directly interested in the moneys which are paid for Civil
Service, and there are a large number of others engaged in various businesses

who are indirectly interested. Now, before I give you the figures of the cost
of the public service which I nave nere, would you permit me to state three sets
of figures which appear to me to be rather significant. The first is that the
Federal income tax received during the last two fiscal years averaged per year,

according to the official reports which I have seen, $62,533,000in round numbers. The deficit on the Canadian National Railways during the last year of

operavivn amounted, according to Hansard, to $51,241,000. The salaries, including bonus,paid to the membersof the Civil Service of Canada as of December 1921-I

have no later figures than these-amounted

to $58,512,000 odd.

Now, if we take the years 1913-14, and on until 1920-21, we find that in
the former year there were employed in the public service of Canada when the
war broke out, 29,135 persons, and the total salaries paid to them amounted
to $24,341,188. I will not give the figures of the intervening years, but I will
come to 1920-21. In that year the total number of employees in the public

servicewas 41,641,and the amount of salaries paid, exclusive of bonus,was $53,266,627. In addition to that, the bonus was, roundly, $5,000,000, which made
the total amount over $58,000,000.
By Hon Mr.

Mar til:

Q. Can you give the increase, in round numbers, during those years?A. Yes, I have that here, reducedto a percentageper capita.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. In ordinary years we are paying more for the Civil Service of Canada,
that is, for administrative purposesall over Canada, than the total revenue of
[Mr.
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Canada was in 1896?-A. Yes; the total revenue in that year was around $36,000,000.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That cannot be helped?-A. No, that is a condition which is due to
the age in which we live, and not to the fault of any Government, so far as I
can see. Now, I have had the percentagesworked out. I have not checked

them over myself, becausethis was done generallywithin the last few hours,
and I find that the averagesalary per capita in 1914,according to these figures,
was $835.46,while the average salary per capita in 1921was $1,279.17;that is
exclusive

of bonus.

By the Chairman:

Q. What did the bonusin that year amount to?-A. The bonuswas prac-

tically 10 per cent of the total payroll. The percentageof the increase,therefor, was 53-10. Now, in that connection, it may be interesting to note what
the purchasing power of the dollar, indicated by the family budget, which
includes food, fuel, rent, clothing and sundries,was as follows, during the year?
which I have mentioned. Assuming that the purchasing power of the dollar
in the year 1900was 100 per cent, relatively in 1908it was 81 per cent, in 1913
,it had fallen to 70 per cent, and in the early months of the present year, 1923,
it had dropped to 47 per cent. The difference between the purchasing power
pf the dollar in 1913 and the early months of 1923 was roundly 33 per cent.
,Now, those figures,-which I have not prepared myself, but which came from
the Department of Labour,-are,
I believe, authentic, I think they contain
information which might be of interest to those who desire to inquire into the
basic merits of the classification salaries, and if it is the pleasure of the Committee

I can hand

the statement

in.

Mr. SHAW: As the result of all that, it shows that the salaries now are not
adequate?
B\i the Chairman:

Q. It shows that the increases in salaries have not been proportionate to the
increase in living?-A.
The figures speak for themselves.
By Mr. Martell:
Q. Can you tell me what the average salary for the civil servant outside

of Ottawa is?-A. No, I cannot. These figures cover the service at large, but
J will be very glad to get those.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Before you leave that, it would appear that the minimum salary there
is about $800-I mean, the averagesalary?-A. It was in 1913,but the average
is now over $1,200.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. When we bring that average down to the small country postmaster and

lighthousekeeperit doesnot show that the peopleat Ottawa are not getting
enoughmoney?-A. I might say that the rural postmastershave beenexcluded
from this, becausethey were not included in the civil service.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Do you include the railway man and the merchantmarine?-A. No,
those in the list are just the regular departmentsof Governmentwhich make

up the civil service. Now, ProfessorJones,of Washington,spokeat the

ChateauLaurier the other day on the matter of salariespaid to the professional
and technical and administrative and other officersof the AmericanGovern[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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He referred to the new classification

which had been worked out in the

United States as the result of several years of thought and a great many years
of agitation, and he instanced the fact that, due to the inadequacy

of the

salaries which had been previously paid in their technical and professional
services, their annual turn-over or wastage ran sometimes as high as 40 per
cent and even 60 per cent, because the commercial field attracted men of high

standing, and they were able to securehigher rates of payment therein.
By the Chairman:
Q. You mean, by that, that they only held about half of their men?-A.
That is what I gathered from the statement.
Q. They only retained about half of the men that went into the service;
the balance went out for two reasons: if a man was a really efficient man he
was taken away from them by somebody who paid him more money, and if he

was a really inefficient man they might let him go for inefficiency?-A. I had
asked the officers of the organization branch, who are familiar with these
matters, to prepare for the Committee a memorandum showing, so far as

possible, what the annual wastage had been in Canadian technical services.
I regret that I do not have it at hand, but I will endeavourto furnish it later.
I will leave, for your record, the statement of the numerical strength and
salary payments of the civil service for the years 1913 to 1921 inclusive, from

which I gave you the comparative figures for 1913-14 and 1920-21. It is as
follows:-

(See Appendix-Exhibit

" M.")

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I think I would so far as I am concerned,I would like to see that,

that is the number of those who have left the service because of the inadequate

payments in the technical branches,so that what Dr. Swaine said at page 323
there in answer to Mr. Simpson:

"Q. Is it not alsotrue that much more tempting offershave beenmade

by the industrial firms in Canadato men to leave the civil service?A. Quite true."

Q. So that is what, you mean, is it?-A.

During the years immediately

following the close of the Great War, the Canadian service lost a great many high

technical officers,mostly geologists,becauseof the fact that there was a shortage
of them in other countries, and they were paid very high rates of compensation,
but my information is that the commercial field is not to-day what is was then.

and I have even heard from someof these gentlemenand from their friends that
in someinstancesthey would be willing to return to the Canadian public service
at the salaries which when they left seemedto be unattractive to them.
By Hon. Mr. Mar oil:

Q. Is it not a fact that you have no difficulty at all in filling any position
in the Civil Service; you always have applications more numerous than you
can avail yourselves of?-A.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Yes.

Q. Not in the highly technical positions?-A. It is very seldom we are unable to fill a position with a competent man as a result of a first advertisement.
If we fail to do so on the occasion of the first advertisement

then we advertise

again, and if we cannot get one with the necessaryqualifications under those
circumstances,it is a fair thing to conclude that the compensation is not
sufficiently attractive. Then we make representations to the Governor in
Council

and ask for an increase.
[Mr.
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Q. I have here the compensationscheduleof the new reclassificationlaw of

the United States,section 13, professionaland scientificservice,it goesup to
$7,500. In the Canadian service are there any technical men who get $7,500?
-A. No, not usually.
Q. As I understand it the smallest salary paid in the United States is
$1,080,and the smallest salary in Canada is $600?-A. That is right.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. You simply make that as a usual thing; there are two or three men like

Mr. McLaughlin, of the HudsonBay Railway, who gets someeight thousand
dollars, and Mr. Bowden, the Chief Engineer, gets about eight thousand dollars
-there are one or two exceptions?-A. Yes, there are exceptions; and in the
case of Major Bell, who is the Deputy Minister of Railways, and a Director
there was an exception made, but I meant to speak of the general service.
By Hon. Mr. Mttrcil:

Q. Was there an exception made for the Deputy Minister of Justice?-A.
Yes, many years ago.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. And the Deputy Minister of Finance?-A. Yes, recently the Deputy

Minister

of Finance.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. That is not of the class known as technical and scientific?-A. No,
those are high administrative positions.
Q. In the technical and scientific service as understood in the Canadian
service, the highest salary is lower than $7,500?-A. It is $5,700, I think,
speaking generally, that is as far as the classification prepared by the Civil
Service

Commission

is concerned.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Have you any figures as to the cost of living in the United States as
compared with Canada?-A. No.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: If the cost of living were higher in the United States
that might explain it.
By Mr. Shaiv:

Q. In the minimum salary you have not included anything for the bonus?
-A. No, that is extra, and that varies from time to time.
By Mr. Martell:

Q. The higher paid technicalmen do not get a bonus?-A. No, the bonus
is discontinuedafter the salary of a singleemployeereaches$1,200and a head
of household $2,400By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. Does the outside man get a bonus?-A. Yes.

Q. Someof themdo, not all?-A. All of thosewhoareregarded
andclassi-

fied as full-time

civil

servants

do.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Seasonalemployees
got no bonus?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Any onethat falls within the classification
getsa bonus,is not that the
test?-A. Yes,full time that is the test whichhas beenapplied;of coursethe
[Mr.
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regulations govern-I

am sorry I have not them under my hand, but they can

be filed here and form part of your record.

Now, Mr. Chairman, there is a matter to which I wish to allude, and that I
think heretofore has not been perhaps given the consideration which a good
many people in this country think it should receive, and that is the granting of
rewards for distinguished service. Some time ago the question of Dr. Saunders'
retirement from the Department of Agriculture, was discussed,and noted in
the press, and one of the city newspapersasked me my opinion with respect to
someprovision being made for a man who had rendered such signal service to
Canada as it was believed that that gentleman had done in his discovery of the
Marquis wheat. Following that I asked the Secretary of the Civil Service
Commission

to communicate

with

a number

of the

heads

of

the

Canadian

universities, to enclose an editorial from the Ottawa Journal referring to the
matter, and ask them what their opinion would be. Perhaps I might be permitted

to read the letter.

"Ottawa, April 13th, 1922.
"Dear

Sir:

"By direction of the Civil Service Commission I am herewith enclosing a clipping from the editorial column of the Ottawa Journal of the

llth instant, respecting rewards for special merit in the public service.
"The Commission would be much interested to have your opinion as
to whether a Board composedof suitable membersof the professoriate of
Canadian Universities would be an appropriate body to pass upon claims
of technical members of the public service for special recognition' of
original research work in the field of Science. The Advisory Council
for Scientific Research might also have representation on such a Board;
the principal object would be a reward for merit and prevent the glorification of humbugs.

"Any expressionof opinion which you care to offer on the subject
generally will be greatly appreciated.
"Yours faithfully,
"(sgd.) W. Foran,
Secretary."

They were forwarded to Sir Robert Falconer of the University of Toronto,
Henry Marshall Tory, of the University of Alberta, A. Stanley Mackenzie,
Dalhousie University, Dean Adams of McGill

University, who was at one time

a distinguished member of the Geological Survey, Department of Mines of
Canada; Brigadier General Mitchell, Toronto University, Professor Watson
Bain of the University of Toronto, F. C. Harrison of Macdonald College, St.
Anne de Bellevue, and each of them replied that they thought the idea admirable,
and while there was some difference as to the manner in which they would
suggest determining the merit of the individual, at the same time there wa-

a general feeling that it was a proper thing, and that it would promote research
work. I think that perhaps I might just read this which I have prepared with
respect to this feature:

"The principle of giving national recognition to those who render some
signal service to humanity through scientific research and discovery, which
unhappily seems to be more honoured in the breach than in the observance,
should I think be quickened and extended to those in the public service. The
case of Dr. Saunders of Marquis Wheat fame may be cited as an illustration.

The Civil ServiceAct might very properly make provision for such distinguished
public employeesand some substantial financial reward by way of annuity for
life would, I believe, in such circumstancesmeet the hearty approval of the
people of Canada.
[Mr.
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"The dangerof coursewould be that if the door were openedto suitable
recognitionof the deservingperson,the charlatan and wire-puller would also
appear upon the scene. To guard aganst abuse of the system therefore, some

ampleand effectivecheckwould doubtlessbe essential. Therewould probably
require to be some open method above taint or suspicion of favouritism for
determining what personsshould from time to time be so recognized.
An honorary council composed of representativesof the professoriateof our

Canadianuniversitiesto first passupon andapprovethe meritsof anysuchcause
before Parliament was asked to take action theron, might render a useful
purpose in this respect. However, this would be a detail which could safely
be left until after the principle of suitable recognition was established." As we

know, Mr. Chairman,there are a large numberof problemswhich are awaiting
a solution by the scientists of to-day, and while I do not mean to say that
action of this sort would in any way stimulate them in the work, at the same
time a man who devotes his life to the solving of these problems, devoteshis
capital as well sometimes, unfortunately in his old age finds that he has not
what he might have possessedhad he followed so to speak a more commercial
line of action.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. What is the amount of Dr. Saunders' superannuation?-A.
I could not
tell you exactly, speaking from memory, but it is small.
Q. That is a mere pittance?-A.
Would you like to have the clippings and
letters?

The CHAIRMAN: Yes.-A.

These are they:

(See Appendix-Exhibit

" N.")

By the Chairman:
Q. There are some questions I would like to put before you; you have a
copy of the Act?-A. Yes.

Q. Section 4oB, clause (3), do you consider that should be amended? It is
regarding annual increases:

" The rate of compensationof an employee, who has not reached
the maximum rate of compensationof the class in which he was serving,
may be increasedupon the recommendationof the deputy head approved
by the Commission, but no such recommendation shall be approved
unless it is accompaniedby a statement of the deputy head supported
by such evidence and records as the Commission may require, that the
employee has rendered meritorious service and has increasedhis usefulnessin the service. Such increaseshall be to the next higher rate for the
class. The new rate shall become effective at the next quarterly date

after its approval by the Commission, that is to say, either the first day
of January, April, July, or October. Provided, however, that no
employee whose rate of compensation exceedssix hundred dollars per
annum shall receive an increaseunder the provisions of this section more
than once in each year."

It was suggestedand approvedby the other two Commissioners
that this
section as it stands at presentprovidesthat annual increasesmay be granted

permanentemployees
uponthe recommendation
of the deputyheadapproved
by the Commission.It is however,
considered
that the amountof checking
and
clerical work necessitatedby the subiaissionof such recommendations
to the
Commissionis exorbitant,and it is accordinglyrecommended
that an amend-

ment be madeso as to providethat annualincreases
may be grantedby the
[Mr.
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deputy head instead of by the Commission?-A. I think that would be a very
satisfactory procedure; it would save a great deal of correspondenceand
clerical work.

Q. Section 42, clause (4), relative to the length of life of eligible lists; it has
been suggested to provide for the limitation of the life of eligible lists when
desirable. Section 42, cause (4), reads:-

" The Commission shall designate the classes for which, having
regard to the number and frequency of appointments, eligible lists shall
always be maintained. For other classes examinations shall be held only
when vacancies occur and no eligible list exists."
It was suggested to amend section 42 so as to provide for the limitation
of the life of eligible lists when desirable. Are you in favour of that?-A.
I
am, but I think I should say to the Committee that this consideration should
not be lost sight of; if you hold an examination and create an eligible list you

.gettwo sets of people on that list; you get first the man who has had overseas
service, and who is entitled to first consideration; you get secondly, the civilian,
.some of whom may have taken higher marks than the returned man, but who

must take a lower place on the list.

Now, by terminating the life of these

eligible lists as stated to times it might possibly be, you would cancel them

,beforeall the returned men had been assigned. Then when you have create^
.anothereligible list it will be again composedfirst of returned men, so that trie
civilian element would possibly rarely receive any assignment to the public
service.

Q. You think the amendment is very favourable to returned men?-A.
Yes, I think so; and I have every desire to protect the returned men; the Commission has done so up to the limit of its authority.

Q. Our suggestionin the amendment is that it was only dealing with the
limitation

where

desirable?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. How would it be more favourable to the returned man than it is now?
I do not understand?-A. You see, supposing we had an eligible list of clerks
or stenographers, and the first twenty-five or thirty-five or forty on that list
were composed of overseas men-

Q. But why would the shortening of the life of the eligible list make any
difference?-A.

You

would

never

reach

a civilian.

Q. You wont reach them now in any event?-A. We do when the life of
the list is prolonged.
The CHAIRMAN: They eventually reach the civilian.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. How long is the list good for now?-A. It is good until the Commission
exhausts it, or cancels it; we have had some of them in existence since 1920.
By the Chairman:

Q. The objection is that a great many of the applicants have moved away?
-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. You have the power to cancel them now when you like?-A.

We have

no statutory power; we have done that because we thought it was desirable

to wipe out these lists; the old lists are a great embarrassmentto the Commission, and extremely cumbersome.
5-61
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By the Chairman:

Q. Section 42, clause (4), amendthat so as to provide that the general
examinationsfor lower gradeand clerical classesshall be heldto supply eligibles
for a definite number of positions, based,upon the estimatesof the departments
as to their requirements?-A. That might be possible so far as the service at

the seat of governmentis concerned,but when you take the serviceat large
throughout the whole Dominion of Canada I am disposedto think you could
not estimate

in advance.

Q. Section 43, clause (3), amendthat so as to define the length of residence
required before a candidate can be regarded as a bona fide resident of the
locality?-A.

I think that is desirable.

That is a legal question, and we are

frequently involved in questions of dispute as to whether a personis what might
be termed by the law a bona fide resident.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. What do you suggest?-A. I had in mind myself one year's residence,
but I am not putting it forward as a suggestion.
The CHAIRMAN: Dr. Roche said it was a question that would require some
consideration he was in favour of having something settled on the point.
Mr. RINFRET: Did not Col. La Rochelle say a year?
The CHAIRMAN: I think so; I am not sure.
Q. Section 43, clause (3)-Dr.
Roche made the statement that he thought

you had power to not give Dominion wide publicity where you think it advisable, an'd it has been suggested that that section be amended so that it shall

not be necessaryto give Dominion wide publicity to competitions for appointments of a minor nature at Ottawa.

Dr. Roche says he thought you had power

already?-A. Yes, upon agreement between the department and the Commission; I think there should be an agreement as to that.
Q. Do you think it would be advisable to amend the section and to give

you the power?-A. I think it would be better to do it. Of coursein addition
to that I might say that when we advertise positions sometimeswith salaries
of $1,500or $1,800,positions at the seat of government,we receive applications
from people from Vancouver to Halifax, and we have to hold examinationsat
fifteen or twenty centres. It takes a long time, and involves some cost, and I
have been sometimes disposed to think that if we could, in filling these positions,
which are not of very great importance, so to say, sweep the country so that

for one position we would advertise we will say in the western provinces, for
the next in the Province of Ontario and again for another in the Province of

Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, we would save a large number of people
interesting themselvesin the examination, and entailing the expenseand delay
that is inevitable in holding examinations in such a large country as Canada. "
At the same time I think perhaps that the system would work out satisfactorily.

Q. Then section 45s, clause (2), it has been suggestedthat that be amended
so as to enable permanent appointments at other than the minimum rate of
salary in localities where the Commission finds the prevailing rate will not
permit of appointments at the minimum?-A. Yes; I think that should be
confined to isolated or remote points.

Q. I do not know that you could call points like Calgary, Edmonton and
Vancouver remote points?-A. No, I do not.
Q. You run into a higher rate oftener in some of the western cities than in
some of the eastern cities?-A. We had prior to classification a situation in this
country which had developed in certain departments as to the matter of com-

pensation. It createda very great deal of dissatisfactionin the service. The
(Mr.
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postal officials, for instance,west of the lakes were I think allowed $100 or

$200 higher classification than those in the east, and it was a constant source
of irritation to their eastern brethren. I was a little afraid that this step would
lead to some such condition. The slogan of the service is now equal pay for

equal work, and we have been making an effort to give them that. If we begin
to discriminate in favour or against certain localities we would probably have
a certain amount of dissatisfaction.

Q. You are not in favour of amendingthat section?-A. I am disposedto do
that for the unorganized territories.
otherwise

I think it would be very reasonable, but

dubious.

Q. The amendment was only to give the Commission discretion, and if the
amendment is only for that you then can follow out your own wishes on
uniformity so far as possible. Then there is suggested an amendment to section
49 to provide suitable remuneration for private secretaries who are permanent
members of the Civil Service?-A. Yes, I think the compensation of those who
are in the service and taken by a minister as private secretary should be placed
on a parity with those who are brought in by a minister.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Suppose the minister selects somebody as a private secretary who is
already in the service; what do you want to do? Do you want to give him the
same salary as one brought in?--A. Yes, I think that is fair.
Q. How do you mean by one brought in?-A. Under the old Civil Service
Act the minister had a right to take any person in the public service and

appoint him his private secretary, and he received a certain rate of compensation. When the minister went out that man was left there in the department
carrying that rate of compensation, and it became more or less an embarrass-

ment. When this Act was passed Parliament said "We are not going to
allow any more of these private secretaries to be brought into the service and
to retain this high rate of compensation; if a minister wants to bring a man
in from outside who has the necessary qualifications, he can be appointed and
we will fix the salary that has been fixed, but when the minister retires that
man must retire

from

the service too, so that

the service would not be filled

up by a large number of ex-private secretaries carrying high salaries."
By Mr. Martell:

Q. There was also the possibility that a man might bring in a private
secretary and keep him for a year and drop him on the service and bring another one in?-A. Yes, it is possible; in fact it occurred.
By the Chairman:
Q. As I understand it, this section is to cover the case of a private secretary who by being in the service of the minister for several years has lost

all his statutory increases,and when he goes back in the service he would go
back at the same salary when he went out?-A. Yes.
Q. And this amendment is to permit the Commission to provide suitable
remuneration to protect him from that loss; that is the way I understood it

from Dr. Roche's explanation?-A. There are the two types of individuals;
one may be getting $2,400 in his department, he is a suitable man, and the
minister makes him his private secretary. He gets in addition to that $600
and that makes him $3,000. The minister next door can go out of the service

and get a man possessing
the necessaryqualifications,and he gets $3,300.
Thereis a discrepancyat once,the man who is in the departmentand has had

departmental training is being paid less than the man from outside.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. When the minister takes his private secretary in the service he creates

a vacancyin the service. Who fills that vacancywhile that man is acting as

private secretary?-A. There is generally a promotion.

Q. What I mean to say is this, whether you promoteor in the way you
classii'ythat, you have to appoint a newman to take the placeof the man who
has becomeprivate secretary?-A. That is filled by promotionnow.
Q. You have put a new man in the position?-A. Yes.
Q. And when the minister retires that private secretary goesback in the
service?-A. He can then be transferred to any branch in the service to any
position for which he has the necessaryqualifications.
Q. You have to make an adjustment there some way?-A. Yes; he is
sometimes

in the

air

for

a little

while.

Mr. LEWIS: Would it be at the same salary, $3,000,when he is transferred to another department?-A. Not now, that would be the effect perhaps
of some amendment.

Q. He goes back at his old rate of salary where he left off?-A.

Yes.

Q. And during that term he has been in office he has lost the statutory

increases?-A.

Yes.

I think

his situation

should be redressed.

Mr. RINFRET: He loses £600 when he goes back in the service.
The

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. RINFRET:

Yes.

He should have his statutory

increases.

The CHAIRMAN:Dr. Roche and Col. La Rochelle both supported this
amendment.

By Mr. Leiris:

Q. When a man is taken completely from the outside he gets $300more, is
that according to the law?-A. Yes, he may.
Mr. MARTELL: I do not think $3,300 is a very big salary for a minister's

private secretary, because he is often as important a man as the minister in
looking after appointments, and interviewing people. He has a lot of work to
do; he has no hours practically.
By the Chairman:

Q. Section 28, clause(3)-there seemsto be a difference of opinion on this.
Section 28 (3) provides that an employee holding a permanent position that is
to be abolished or which is no longer required, shall be laid off and his salary
discontinued, but his name shall be placed in the order provided by the regulations of the Commission on the eligible list for the class of position from which
he was laid off or for any other position for which he may have qualified. Strenu-

ous objection has beentaken to this clauseon the ground that it invalidates the
permanency of status which has long been regarded as one of the features of
a Civil Service appointment. Another result is that the eligible lists of the
Commission are being burdened with the names of many officers of the service
well advanced in years who are being laid off, and who, under the provisions
of the law as it now stands, can enter the service only in a junior capacity at
salaries materially

below those which they were receiving.

Section 9 (4) pro-

vides for the retention of supernumerariesin their positions or in similar positions until they are placed in any vacanciesthat may occur, or until they are
transferred to another portion of the civil service, or until they leave such
service, and this is regarded as a preferable method of handling such cases.
It has been suggestedto repeal section 28 (3) dealing with the lay off of
[Mr.
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employeesandtheir re-listing for further employment,utilizing insteadthe pro-

visions of section 9 (4), which provides for the establishment of supernumeraries
to be absorbed into other positions in the service.--A. Well, Mr. Chairman, I

have given someconsideratonto that and I have a memorandumhere, it is
not very lengthy and it covers four points which I think are important.
deals with that very matter too, if I may be permitted to read it.

It

By the Chairman:

Q. We would like to hear that, becausethe point is not clear in my mind.
-A. In my opinion, efficiency, economy, and reasonable contentment in the

public servicemay be facilitated and brought about by four things.
The first is: a contributory

superannuation act.

The secondis the reorganization of all the departmentsof the public service.
Third, the right of appeal to a judicial court against under-classifkation.
And fourth

is the disfranchisement

of full

time

civil

servants.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. You suggestan appeal against under-classification. Do you suggestan
appeal against over-classification?-A. Well of course the department always
has that right.

Q. For instance it might be a very important question if an employee
thinks that someoneelse has been improperly over-classified, surely you would
give an appeal against over-classification too, would you not?-A. Well, I had
not thought of doing that.
By the Chairman:
Q. You do not hear those complaints very much. My information is that
the complaints are largely due to under-classification.-A.
I can quite see that
such a case might occur.
Now if I may elaborate on my first point a little I would say that a contributory superannuation Act is desirable. The details of this measure would
of course have to be worked out by actuaries, it being a highly technical subject.
The measure, however, should not in my opinion extend to other than full
time employees in the civil service, and the sooner it becomes law the better.
Second: the reorganization of all the departments of the public service

by the Civil Service Commission, without the intervention of foreign assistants,
with a view to setting up an establishment suited to the requirements of each
department. In order to make such action effective, the co-operation of the
departments would be an absolute necessity.

It would have to be understood

at the outset, that the members of the service would be treated fairly, and not
thrown ruthlessly out on the street. The employeeswould fall into three categories:

1. Those who were efficient, and whose time was fully occupied with their
duties;

2. Those who were efficient, and yet who were supernumerary to the
requirements of the departments.

Lists of these would be prepared under subsection 4 of section 9 of the

Civil ServiceAct of 1918,as amended,and when vacancieswere required to
be filled in other departments,instead of appointing people from outside the
service,the positionswould be filled by the appointmentof the most efficient
of those on the supernumerary list.

3. Thosewho wereready for retirementunder the SuperannuationAct.

I may say that there are many who believethat the serviceto-day is

considerably
over-manned
in certaindepartments,
andthat a properreorganization woulddisclosea largenumberof supernumeraries.
To attemptsuchre-

organization,
however,
without a Superannuation
Act, and ampleassurance
fMr.

C.

Jameson
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that the employeeswho were found supernumerarywould not be hurt, would
in my opinion end in absolute failure. Not unnaturally the various chiefs of

branchesand headsof divisionswould do their utmost to protect peoplewho
had rendered faithful service in the past and nothing short of absolute cooperation between the Civil Service Commission and the department could
attain the object in view to effect a substantial saving of public money. It
should be said in this connection that there is an annual wastage of about

five per cent in most departmentsof the public serviceand eight per cent in
the Post Office department. By following the courseoutlined it can be seen
that over-manning the departments would in four or five years becomea thing
of the past. Incidentally I am of the opinion that many millions of dollars
would be thereby saved yearly and the efficiency of the service increased.
Now at that point might I say that after three years of the operation
of the Public Service Retirement Act, there are still in the service 900 persons
who are over 65 years of age, and about 900 who are between 60 and 65 years,
and many of whom are really ready for retirement. If it is possible, I think
it would be extremely desirable that the Public Service Retirement Act should
be extended for another year so that the service may gradually be cleared. I

have herea short memorandumon the cost of the superannuation
schemeunder
the Public ServiceRetirementAct, which I neednot read, but will hand into
the record.

The CHAIRMAN:We will take that up later.
By Mr. McBride:

Q. Would you be of the opinion that a person when he reachesthe age
of 65 should retire from the public service?-A. No, I have not said so, sir,
but I think that 60 is the age limit in the British service. These I have given
are merely statistical figures.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. If you retire this number you speak of, 900, that would take away

largely the over-manningthat you suggest,would it not?-A. It would reduce
the over-manning to some extent, yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Would you not have to replacesomeof those900?-A. I don't think
you would have to replacethem all. I think somewould be replacedby a
processof promotionin the service,and at the bottom you would take in a
junior.

Q. I quite understandthat you would not probably replacetheseat the
salary they are goingout, becauseyou would probablyhave to promoteothers
in their places.-A.

Quite so, in some cases.

Q. But that would not be a fair test of the statementthat at presentthere
are 900 in the Servicethat constituteover-manning?-A. I do not say that all

thosepositions,if they werevacatedby theseemployees
wouldbe abolished.
Some of them would be.

Q. The previousstatementwould lead oneto believethat the 900there

would constituteover-manning,becausethey had reachedthe point wherethey
should be retired becausethe law had said 65?-A. It was not my intention
to convey any such idea.

Q. I did"not gatherthat that would be your impression.-A.No.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Is that 900spread
overthewholeDominion?-A.ThewholeDominion.

There are 1,800 ovor the age of 60.
[Mr.

C.
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The CHAIRMAN: We want to proceed with these suggested amendments.

You have given your answerto section 28, clause (3), dealing with the lay-off.
It has been suggested that we add an amendment to enable the promotion to a
rural postmastership of the assistant postmaster, even though the latter has

been employed and paid by the previous postmaster and not by the Government, provided he has been assistant postmaster for a reasonable length of
time.

Mr. LEWIS: What length of time would you suggest? There should be
some qualification, should there not?
The CHAIRMAN: I think if we get the idea of the Commissioner on the
principle of the thing, these points could be taken up when we are making our
report.

The WITNESS: Yes, I approve of that last suggestion very distinctly.
By the Chairman:
Q. It has been suggested that an amendment be added to provide for cases
where rural post offices are placed on a city basis, so that the staffs of such
offices may be granted civil service status on qualifying rather than competitive
examinations, and without reference to the age limit?-A.
I think that would
be very desirable as well.
Q. Then as to supplying a copy of the report made under section 4e,
chapter 12 of 8-9 Geo. V, which now reads as follows:-

"Upon the request of the head of a department to investigate and
report upon any matter relative to the department, its officers, clerks, and
other employees"-that this be changedto read:-"And upon the request
of the head of a department, or its officers, clerks and other employees,
to investigate and report upon any matter relative to the department,

its officers, clerks and other employees, and that a copy of every such
report be forthwith supplied to the party making the request."
That is simply asking for a copy of the report?-A. Yes.
Q. Now, Mr. Jameson,we have had a good deal of time spent in consideration of the matter which forms the subject of my next question-but

every time

1 cometo this question I am sorry to say that Mr. Shaw has beenaway, although
I think

it would

interest

him.

Mr. SHAW: I had intended to go to another Committee, but I will remain.
By the Chairman:
Q. Do you think the establishment by the Commission of personnel boards
would tend to remove some of the dissatisfaction that now exists among the
employees with regard to classification and kindred matters affecting their
welfare?-A.

I would not go so far as to say it would quite eliminate

dissatis-

faction, because my experience on the board of hearing was that sometimes
when decisions were adverse to those who appealed, they were not satisfactory
to them; but I would say this, that I think service councils, that is to say
people elected by the different services, who would be able to represent to the
Commission the views of those services with regard to the various matters
affecting them, would be extremely useful and very helpful both to the civil
servants

and the Commission

as well.

Q. Did you not have the co-operation of a board from the engineeringstaff
when you were making up engineeringclassifications?-A. Yes.
Q. You found that board was very helpful?-A. It was useful.
Q. For example, in looking over the classification, I find that the public
service is divided into a number of groups; the scientific and engineering service, the nrnfpssirmoi ooi-iMr.Q
+u^ ,j~~:~~i service, the customs and post office.
fMr.
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services. If these different services were represented by personnel boards
which would

meet regularly

and consider such matters

as classification,

compensation, leave of absence, and kindred topics, and consult with
the Commission from time to time, do you not think it would have the
effect of reassuring the civil srvants that their interests were being safeguarded in this new form of administration of the public service.-A. Yes, I
think the various services are entitled to have some direct contact by a representative body with the Civil Service Commission. These organizations which
include different groups of civil servants, perhaps have not been altogether
-ntist'actory, even to the service. If you have representatives appointed by
the services themselves, they will understand their subject fully and be more
satisfactory.

Q. And the board would represent a branch?-A. It would depend, I
think, in some measure upon whether the branch was a distinct service, would
it

not9

Q. The engineering service gave you assistance,and you found it highly
satisfactory?-A.
Yes.
Q. In consultation on the question of their classification, and I believe you
have a very good classification as a result of that?-A.
Yes.
Q. Would it not be of a decided advantage to the Commission to have
the views of the different services in such matters? I think you have answered
that?-A.

Yes, I think

it would.

Q. These boards would be purely advisory.

I think those are the only

points that I wanted to check up with you, that I have taken up previously
with

the

other

Commissioners.-A.

The

third

action

which

I think

would

teud

to promote efficiency and reasonable contentment in the public service, would

be the designation of a court, such as the Exchequer Court, as a Court of
Appeal against under-classification. It is suggestedthat that should be changed
to "Re-classification."
I think it is immaterial.
Should a person who was
classified as a principal clerk claim that he was entitled to a classification
as head clerk; or one who was classified as a junior engineer, claim that he
was entitled to be classified as an assistant engineer, and so on and
the

Civil

Service

Commission

did

not

agree

with

was deserving, the right of appeal would lie to this court.

such

classification,

In order, however.

to prevent such a court from being swampedwith appeals of a purely frivolous
or vexatious character, I think that the costs of the appeal should abide the

event. Any person conscientiously believing that he had a legitimate grievance
in the matter of classification

would therefore have recourse to a judicial

tribunal; while an employee nursing a mere imaginary grievance would be
deterred from appealing if he knew the outcome would only mean payment of
the costs of his appeal. The appeals against classification have already been
reviewed by trial boards composed of fifty per cent representatives from the
service itself and where a disagreement occurred they have again been reviewed

by the board of hearing composedof eighty per cent representativesfrom the
service it-elf. and further investigation is being held by the Commission into
some cases of a peculiar or complex character which it is believed will lead to
their satisfactory adjustment. It is my opinion that when these caseshave been

disposed of very few will remain in which any court would decide that the
classification should be raised, for it has been the practice of the Civil Service
Commission wherever there has been doubt as to an employee being entitled to

a higher classifiication, to give the benefit of the doubt and the increasedclassification to the employee. An appeal might also be had to the judge of the
county court in any case of proposed dismissal from the public service, for
alleged cause. The public servant I think should receive a notice stating the
ground upon which his dismissal is to proceed,and then before the Crown acts
[Mr.
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he should have an opportunity of having his case investigated, if he likes, the
merits of the caseagainst him, heard and decided upon by a competent tribunal,
and the county court judges I think would be very suitable in that regard.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. That would mean the repeal of the present law by which Commissioners
would be appointed to investigate such cases.-A. As a matter of fact, sir, the
Commission has not had time, nor do I think it will ever have time to investi-

gate casesof that character which might arise, for the reasonthat in a country
as large and widespread as Canada, if there were any large number of dismissals, and the Commission were required to investigate them, they would be
away from their offices a very great portion of the time.
Q. That is not what I meant. Under the statute a Commissioner may be

appointed to investigate chargesof any kind?-A.
the late

Yes, I rememberthat under

Government.

Q. That statute was passedin 1917 or 1918 and is still in force?-A. Yes,
I remember under the late Government a certain gentleman, I think at Windsor, Ontario,-either
he or his solicitor-wrote
down to the Civil Service Com-

mission asking that his case should be investigated by the Commission, and
my colleagues asked me if I would go up and hold the investigation. I said
I would be very glad to do so if an order in council were passed investing me
with the necessary authority, because I did not think that under the statute as
it stood we had the necessary authority to go ahead. But no order in council
was ever passed and the result was that I never investigated.

Q. I did not quite explain myself before; you know there is a law in force
now by which if a charge is made against an official, the Governor in Council
may appoint, a Commissionerto investigate the charge. That law would have
to be repealed if your suggestionwas carried out?-A. Yes, possibly.
Mr. CHEVRIEE: I can seeMr. Jameson'spoint, and I think I can see Mr.
Marcil's as well; but I think the two are separate. I understand the case to
which Mr. Jameson refers would be a case of dismissal by the Commission, and
then the individual would have the right of appeal to the County Court Judge
or some judge of the Crown; but in the case Mr. Marcil refers to, it is the
appointment of a Commissioner to investigate charges of partisanship which

employeesmay have rendered themselvesliable to or may have been guilty of,
so that the one would not fall under the other's jurisdiction.
I would not think
that would necessitate the repeal of the statute which allows the Government
to appoint a Commissioner to investigate charges of partisanship.
Mr. RINFRET: I understood the Commission could not dismiss anyone.
The WITNESS: The right of dismissal resides in the Crown.
Mr. CHEVRIER: We used the word "dismissal" or any other grievance;
that is what is meant by grievance. Any dissatisfaction that arises in the
service after the Civil Service Commission has passed judgment, and if the

civil servant is not satisfied with the judgment of the Civil Service Commission,
that there ought to be some place where he could appeal. I think that is a wise
move.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Appeal to the County Court?
Mr. CHEVRIER:Yes. In certain cases. Not in every case,becausethere
might be floods.

The WITNESS:
They would not appealoften, unlessthey had a soundcase,
becausethe costswould abidethe event,and that would be a restrainingfactor.

If a manknewhe wasreally guilty of somemisdemeanour,
he wouldnot place
himselfin the positionof having a bill of coststo pay.

[Mr.
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Mr. CHEVRIER:
I would not go that far, of having a civil servantmulcted

with

the costs if he lost.

Mr. McBsiDE: I certainly would.
The WITNESS:I do not see how you are going to protect the Court without
that.

Mr. SHAW: You will never do that by assessingcosts.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Would you suggest that for every dismissal, everyone should have the
opportunity

to go before a Court?-A.

I think where a man is dismissed from

the public service,if he has legitimategroundto believethat he has beenpre-

judiced and unjustly treated, that before he is dismissed-because after the
Crown has acted he has no right-he should have the right of an investigation
by an independent tribunal.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Supposethe investigation is made by a Commissioner
appointed by the Governor in Council, he would not know until the decision

is rendered, and then he would have no recourse?-A. That is the difficulty
under the present system. That is why I suggest this appeal to the County
Court.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. That is, if he is dismissedfor cause,not cut out by reorganization?-A.
Yes; if a man's position is abolished he has not the same grievance. If he is
dismissed from the service for alleged improper conduct, or neglect of duty or
^disobedience.

Mr. CHEVRIER: How would this strike you: there was some evidence given
about these Whitley councils and other councils. Supposing there was a
council composed of representatives of the civil service, and representatives
of the Government and in conjunction with the Civil Service Commission, and

then for instance in the case of a promotion, one who thought he should have
been promoted, was dissatisfied with the promotion that was made, and that
the matter

was referred to this council,

and

if

the

members

of the

council

that represented the employee decided that the Commission was wise in making
that selection, then the employee should have no appeal, because his own repre^entatives have decided against him; if they decided that he had a proper

grievance, whether it was for promotion or any grievance,then if they decided
that he was right, he should have the right of appeal. To whom? Supposing
you had a County Court judge or a Civil Service judge, it makes no difference
to

me-

The WITNESS:I think the Exchequer Court judge. That is a movable
«ourt.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
Well, providedthat the civil servicehad the right of appeal
to somebody outside of the Civil Service Commission or outside of the deputy

minister'sjurisdiction, to my mind that would act as a sort of a safetyvalve and
relieve a considerable amount of grievance that now exists in the civil service.
I think

there are the two factors.

The WITNESS:The fourth suggestionwhich I have is the disfranchisement

of all full time civil servants. If Ottawa were created a federal district, the
civil servant at the seat of Government and all other residents would thereby

automaticallybe disfranchised.There may be obstaclesin the way of the

creation of a federal district where portions of two provinceswould require

to be includedinvolve suchproblemsas differences
in schoollaws,regulation
of the saleof spirits, and others,whichwouldbe difficultto harmonize.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. How do you explain that? You say portions of two provinces would
T^eincluded; do you mean that you would include Hull in the federal district?

-A. My understanding, sir, has been that those who have had in mind the laying out of a federal district here at Ottawa, have included in their plans the
lands upon both sides of the Ottawa river.
Mr.

PARENT:

There

are some benefits

to be derived

Mr. RINFRET: I do not see why Hull
Avas interested

in the formation

of a federal

therefrom.

should be included, but anyway I
district.

The WITNESS: Well, as I have said there are differences in the laws of the
two provinces which would be difficult to harmonize and the creation of a
federal district therefore is likely to be postponed for some time. However,
the number of civil servants outside Ottawa greatly exceeds those at the seat
of Government, so the creation of a federal district would leave the question
only partly solved. All judges are disfranchised automatically upon their being
appointed to the various Courts of Justice throughout Canada, and the civil
service could not be regarded as occupying a higher plane than the judiciary;

therefore I do not think there would be any reasonable ground for complaint.
Hon.

Mr.

MARCIL:

You

think

that

is in the

interest

of the

civil

service

then?-A. I certainly do sir, yes.
By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. I would like to make two remarks about that. The first is this: If
you create a federal district you do not only disfranchise the civil servants

but all the population inside that district.

You agree to that?-A.

Yes, on

the Washington plan.
Q. The other remark is that if you create a federal district I do not see

at all why you should go acrossthe river.-A.

It might possibly be that Parlia-

ment in its wisdom would decide to create a federal district located entirely in
the province of Ontario.

Q. My reason for stating that is that in your project you point out objections that are not really objections to the principle of the project itself, but only
in caseyou include the other side of the river?-A. Only, sir, the principle of
the project as it has hitherto been planned. I have not given any great study
to it, but my information is that the plans which have been prepared show,
lying on both sides of the Ottawa river.

Q. What is the reasonof that? Becauseso many civil servants would live
on the other

side

of the river?-A.

I do not

know

what

the

reason

was.

Mr. CHEVRIER: No, it was because of the facilities of communication
and laying out the landscape and taking in the improvement of the hills on
the other

side.

Mr. PARENT: And the fact that there are many civil servants living in
Hull.

Mr. RINFRET: Yes, and others living in Ottawa and spending part of
their

life

in Hull.

Mr. PARENT: I understand this project has been studied a good many
years ago when prohibition did not come into the question at all. I think
at that time Ottawa was just as wet as the other side of the river, and still
the question was being discussed,so that the liquor question does not come
very much into the discussion.
By Hon. Mr. Mar oil:

Q. Are you familiar with the conditions in Washington as to disfranchisement?-A. I understandthat in the Federal District of Columbia no personresid[Mr.
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ing therehas the right of franchise.A Judgeof the Supreme
Court,or any
Court of the United States,who in any other part of the United Stateswould

havethe right of franchise,unlike our judges,whenhe is in Washington,
does
not have that right; everyone there is disfranchised.

Q. Even people who are not in the civil service?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Lewis:
By Hon. Mr. Mar til:

Q. I understandthat a civil servant in Washington,who has the right
to vote in any other State, can go and vote.-A. Yes, it only relates to his
franchise

in the federal

district.

The CHAIRMAN: Length of residenceis consideredby the American Act
as six months in Washington and one year at other places.
By Mr. Rinfret:

Q. You could arrive at that in another way, by merely disfranchising the
Civil Service?-A. Oh, yes.
Q. I suppose if you made the federal district too narrow, you may have
this condition, that the civil servants who will want to vote will go and live

just outside and cometo Ottawa to work?-A.

Yes, they might do that. I think

this feature should be borne in mind; the civil service is the organized force

of the Crown for the 'Conductof the public business. Parliament legislates
and Ministers of the Crown lay down the policies of their various departments, but the application of those policies to the public affairs of the country

is carried out by the civil service; Parliament may prorogue or be dissolved;
the Government may resign the seals of office, and precipitate a general election, but the public affairs of the country are still carried on by that body of
trained men and women who composethe civil service. Now, to my mind it
is unseemly that a great body of people who are in the public service should
project their tremendous influence into political contests.
By Mr. Chcvricr:

Q. On the other hand, supposingthey did. they are British subjects, they
have the right to not only look to themselvesbut look to the greater national
problems,and to my mind it would be a very seriousmistake if the right to vote
was taken away from them. It is not purely and simply an individual question,
but it is a matter that affects the whole national life.

You take away probably

60.000 votes. I do not agree with that.-A. I am only speaking of full time
public employees. I think it would tend to eliminate partisanship from the
public service, and would prevent employeesfrom being accusedof partisanship.
and safeguard them in that way.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Would not your scheme also disfranchise the citizen of Ottawa?A. There are two suggestions. The first one was advancedsomeyears ago, that
a federal district should be erected at Ottawa, and every person residing therein

whether a public servant or a private citizen would, if the Washington plan?
were adopted, be automatically
Q. That is unthinkable.-A.

disfranchised.
I don't think it will occur for some time.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. And I think it is too great a price to pay for whatever advantages may
result in a federal district

to sacrifice the franchise.

By Mr. Garland:

Q. Would that citizen ceaseto pay taxes?-A. No, that has not been the

experience
in Washington.If I miphf sav iust one word in conclusion
it is
TMr- C. Jameson.1
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this, that I think the successof the administration of the civil service law which
Parliament in its wisdom has placed on the statute, which Parliament

in its

wisdom may vary or change or alter in some degree,dependsupon tho wholehearted co-operation between the Civil Service Commission and the various

departments;that is the keynote of success. So far as the Civil ServiceCom-

mission is concerned, it is extremely anxious to co-operate in every way with
the departments, from the deputy ministers down through the ranking officers,
and with all with whom we come in contact. I think with co-operation, and
given a little time it will be found that this Act and the classification which has
been developed as the result of it will not prove unsatisfactory to the service
as a whole.

Q. In holding examinations for the civil service you charge a certain
amount for trying these examinations?-A.
Q. Returned soldiers are exempt?-A.

$2.
Yes.

Q. Does the Civil Service Commission ever hold examinations knowing
there are no positions to fill?-A. We do for the creation of eligible lists, that
is to say, we anticipate that through the course of a few weeks or months the
public service will require the appointment of certain classesof people, so we
hold in advance examinations in order that they may qualify and be ready to

be assigned. In the old clays before we got our machinery properly working
it was a reproach on the part of the department that we were unable to supply
their requirements promptly enough, but we are beginning to get away from
that now by holding these examinations in advance and carrying a register of
those who qualify.

Q. Have you any idea how many tried last year?-A. I have not the
figures here, but I will be very glad to get them for the information of the
Committee.

Q. You might get those and get the number of assigned positions you gave
last year?-A. Do you mean those who applied for, say, special positions?

Q. No, everyone you got $2 from, that is to find the 'amount of money
you collected on that examination?-A.

Yes.

Q. Then I understand too, Mr. Jameson, for instance we will say in the
Post Office department you may have, say five or six employees there on adding
machines or something like that in a temporary position, they may be working
three or four years; at the end of that time one of these positions becomes
vacant, and it is advertised or filled by promotion through the service; the man
who is on that machine, for instance, being temporary, has not got a chance
to apply, in other words, someone else may come along and want that machine

after he has done good work for three or four years; is that right?-A. It has
been a principle adhered to that when promotions are to be made they should
be open only to those who have permanency in the public service, because
temporary employees under the Act as the Commission and departments were

enabled to supply them according to the provisions of the Act were put on
for what is known as temporary or passing stress of business,a peak so to
speak, but that provision has been somewhat abused; a department instead of
saying, Now, this is a permanent position, one of indeterminate duration, and
saying we want some person appointed who has the necessary qualifications,

will say, we want a temporary employeein this position; then the persongoes
there expecting perhapsto be there three months or six months, a yearQ. In some casesthree or four years?-A. He or she may be carried on
for three or four years. If during that time they could take an examination and

qualify of coursethey wouldbe ableto entera competition,but I regretto say
that a large numberof peoplewho securetemporaryemploymentforget or

neglectto availthemselves
of the opportunityof qualifyingby examination;
so the situation to-day you have alluded to doos arise.

[Mr. C. Jameson.]
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Q. And still that employee might be doing excellent work?-A.
3 very efficient employee.

Might be

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I take it that you are whole-hearted in favour of the merit principle
applied to appointments and promotions in the civil service?-A. Yes, I am.
Q. Do you favour in addition to that the organization of an independent
body to apply that merit system?-A. I am afraid I do not quite follow you.
Q. Do you favour the organization of a body such as the Civil Service Commission for the purpose of applying that merit system to the service?-A. There
is such a body in existence now.

Q. You are in favour of that principle, are you?-A. I am disposedto think
that

that is necessary.

Q. Are you doubtful about it at all?-A. No, I have no doubt that somebody must administer the Civil Service Act.
Q. You say it may be administered by an independentbody, or it may be
administered by a body that is not independent?-A.
body?

You mean an independent

Q. Yes?-A. I certainly do, the body administering the Civil Service Act
should be absolutely independent.
Q. And responsible to Parliament?-A.
Yes. Might I just say here that
Sir Joseph Pope, a gentleman for whom I have the highest esteem, in his evidence
said that the Civil Service Commission was an irresponsible body; I differ with
Sir Joseph, although I do not wish to do it harshly, but I differ from him absolutely. We are in exactly the same position as the Auditor-General who is not
responsible to any Minister, but is responsible, as we are responsible, to the
high court of Parliament, and we are here to-day because we are responsible
to Parliament.

Q. Would you agree with me that in order to work out an efficient Civil

Service you must not only have an application of the merit principle, but in
addition thereto you must have an independentbody to administer that principle?
-A.

I agree with you entirely.
Q. One without the other is useless?-A.

Absolutely.

Q. And a combination of both is absolutely useless?-A. Quite so.
-A.

Q. How long did you say you had been on the Civil Service Commission?
I was appointed in the autumn of 1917.

Q. During your work as a member of that Commission have you had any
occasion to notice whether or not there is any overmanning in the service, in
any branch of the service?-A. Of course the members of the Commission themselves do not enter the departments, but my information from our officers is to
the effect that on a reorganization there could be a reduction in staff. As

I pointed out before that could only be brought about by co-operationbetween
the departmental branch heads and the Commission.

Q. Do you know whether or not there is any overlapping not only within
the departments, but by one department over the work of another department?
-A. I think it has beensaid here by somewitness; I think somegentlemanwho
representedan engineeringservice,or sometechnical service,said that there was
overlapping.
Q. Mr. Cory thought there was?-A. Yes.
Q. And there are some other instances of it?-A.

Yes.

Q. And it would not be an untrue statement to say that there is some
evidence of overlapping in any event?-A. I believe that is generally conceded.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. To a very large extent?-A.

I do not know to what extent it exist?,

becausewe up to the present time have not had the time or opportunity to studythat question; we have just got through with the classification.
[Mr.
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By Mr. Shaw:

Q. It is not part of your duty under the Act now?-A. Not unlesswe would
be asked to undertake

it.

Q. That is the point I am coming to; any department is at liberty now to
ask the Civil Service Commission to come in and assist them in the reorgani-

zation of the department, is that right to go into a department for that purpose
unless you are first invited by the officers in charge of that department?-A.
Yes, we feel we would not get co-operation unless we were invited.
Q. Have you ever been invited?-A.
Yos. wo have in some departments.
Q. I think in one or two departments?-A.
Yes.

Q. The Printing Bureau and the Militia department?-A. Yes.
Q. And I think from the report you read you were able to effect substantial economics and make the system in those departments somewhat more
efficient?-A. Yes. I have some figures with regard to the Department of
Public Printing and Stationery.
Q. I think we have already had them. Don't you think it would be
desirable that the Commission should have the right, being an independent body,
to go into a department and examine into it and make recommendations for its
reorganization to prevent the overlapping and the overmanning of which you
speak?-A. Well, as I said before, you will excuse me if I qualify my answer
a little, as I said before no attempt to reorganize a department would in my
judgment be successful unless you have the co-operation of the officers from
the deputy minister down; I don't know whether we could secure that co-operation if we said we are going in willy-nilly whether you ask us or not, whether
you want us or not, to reorganize your department. But I think if these
suggestionswhich I advanced a few minutes ago were put into effect, the Superanuation Act, the fact that when reorganization took place nobody is going
to be thrown on the street, that the service is going to be recruited in the
future from the supernumeraries before we go outside, I think the department
would be willing.
Q. As a matter of fact your Act has been in operation now for five years?
-A.

Yes.

Q. And you have only gone into two departments, the Militia department
and the Printing Bureau?-A.

Yes; but I must point out this in fairness to the

Commission,that we have beentremendously busy in effecting classifications, in
applying classifications and in transferring the service from the old to the new

classification, and in hearing appeals; and we have just got through with those.
Q. But no department other than the ones you have mentioned have indi-

cated to you their desire that you should step in and assist them in reorganization?-A.

I have no recollection of any of them.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. If they had, would you have been in a position to comply with their
request?-A. We would have been able to detach a part of our staff, but we

could not have gone at it as thoroughly as from now on.
Q. You would not have been able to give your attention to it as you would

have desiredto give to it?-A. We have beentremendously busy.
Q. If someof these departmentsdid not ask you to go in and to reorganize,
is it not due to the fact that if they had asked you, with the greatest willingness
on your part you could not have complied with their desires because you were

busy with the reclassification, and it was uselessto ask you for something which
at that moment you could not do?-A. We could have used a part of our staff,
but we could not have doneit as completely and as carefully as we can from now
on.

[Mr. C. Jameson.]
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The CHAIRMAN:
I haveto objecthere,I haveallowedyou to askquestions

while sitting, but Mr. Shaw really still has floor.
Mr.

SHAW: I will

stand.

Mr. CHEVRIEB:
If Mr. Shaw remainsseatedI will not ask any questions
until he sayshe has finished. Mr. Shawcould say whenhe is through.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. The situation is, if any department-of

course I can understand Mr.

Jameson,if all the departmentsat onceaskedfor a reorganizationyou probably
would not have been able to meet with that demand, but wherever they have
asked you have always, been able to give satisfactory service?-A. Yes.
Q. And could have given satisfactory service at any time if one or more
departments had asked, that is not more than one at a time, had asked for
the reorganization?-A.
Yes; if they had asked one at a time we would have
been able to carry it out.

Q. As a matter of fact there has not been the best co-operation possible
between the Civil Service Commission and the departments, I mean every
department?-A. Mr. Shaw, I may say this, that the deputy ministers have
been tremeidously busy since 1918 over classification, and if at times they
,did feel a little irritated I sympathize with them fully, but I think the majority
are willing to co-operate with the Commission. And I may say this, that if
Parliament leavesthat Act on the statute books, I believe from now on you will
find there will be co-operation.

There has been a sort of nebulous idea in the

.minds of some that some day this matter is going to be investigated, as it is
being investigated now, and Parliament is going to say this Act was all a
mistake.

Q. I want to be more definite than you are, not merely a mere pious wish
or hope, but I want to make it absolutely certain there is going to be co-operation, and we are here for the purpose of compelling it if it can be compelled;
what I want to know from you is, supposewe give your Commissionthe right
to go into any department to reorganize it at any time the Commissionthinks
it desirable, don't you think that would be an advantageousthing and would
.securethe co-operation of the department, becausethey would realize you had
the power to do it?-A. Of courseit would enable us to go in, but I don't know
whether it would secure the co-operation of the department. Co-operation in
the sensewhich I said a while ago is essential in my judgment to making a
satisfactory reorganization.
Q. The deputy minister has the power to go into any branch of his department?-A.

Yes.

Q. And he does not ask anybody to co-operate with him; he insists on

co-operation,doeshe not? If he doesnot, he should?-A. Of courseI have
never been a deputy minister, and I don't know how they administer the

department,but I imaginethey are the supremeauthority under the minister.
Q. If Parliament were to invest the Civil Service Commission with the
definite authority to go into any department and reorganizeit either when called

upon or when the Commissionthinks desirable,then we can be sure that the
Commission would give its best services looking towards reorganization to

preventthe overlappingandthe overmanning
of whichyou havespoken?-A.
Yes.

Q. Would you do your duty in that regard?-A. We would be very glad
indeedto proceedalongthat line, and we are just now in a positionwherewe
will have time to do it, whereour staff will be able to undertakework of that
character.

Q. Just a questionaboutoneothermatter,we spokeyesterdayaboutthis
exemption,can you furnish u? to-daywith the further exemptions
whichyou
[Mr. C. Jameson.]
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proposeor suggestshouldbe granted?-A. No, I am sorry I couldnot; it would
take some time and thought; when I spoke of exemptions I was merely trying
to lay down what I regarded as a sound principle to get certain bench marks.
Q. Your bench mark is the control by the Commissionof the appointments?
-A.

Yes.

Q. I want to ask you if you can control any appointment in the senseyou
refer to outside of Ottawa?-A.

We can, where we hold written examinations.

Q. Applicable to the technical services?-A. Yes, I think we can.
Q. You do not hold a written examination always so lar as they are concerned?-A. We have applications of the persons duly documented as to their
education, their experience, their training, their qualifications, and all that sort
of thing; there is really the basis for the determining of qualifications.
Q. You don't think you can apply that same principle and secure a basis
for even the most humble position, whatever it may be?-A. In those cases, in
my judgment as a result of my experience, an oral examination or an interview
is absolutely necessary, because a person might make representations that he
was an able bodied man if he were applying for a labourer's job or some
kindred position, and if you did not see him he might happen to be not physically fit.
Q. Let me suggest this: the Government has a labour service throughout
the country with offices at various central points?-A. Yes.
Q. That is a fact?-A.
Yes.
Q. Suppose your Commission delegated to the chief officer or one of the
officers of that organization at each of these places the authority of the Commission to select employees for certain purposes, and that official was sworn
to faithfully perform the duties, don't you think that you could sufficiently
perform that service, as for instance, a patronage committee or a defeated
candidate, or a member of Parliament, or anybody else, and in that event
there would be no question of political consideration entering into it?-A.
Possibly that might be so, but on the other hand you see the Commission would
be taking the responsibility of these appointments without in my judgment
having adequate control, because I do not think positions of that character
lend themselves to any examination or test adequate to determine the qualifications.

By the Chairman:
Q. May I interject a question;

do you think

the application

of Mr.

Shaw's suggestionwould not tend to discriminate in favour of union men as
against the ordinary citizen who is not a union man?-A.

Well sir, I do not

know to what extent the Department of Labour is associated with organized
labour.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: I want to understand the Chairman's ruling. Do I
understand until Mr. Shaw has exhausted entirely his questions that we will
not be allowed to ask any questions?
The CHAIRMAN: You may ask permission of Mr. Shaw who has the floor.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: I do not want to sit here without being permitted to

ask questions. I wanted to ask Mr. Jameson why he transfers to the Labour
department duties that are now being performed by officials of the Government

in the selection of lighthouse keepers, and so on? Why would not the lighthouseinspector of the district be as competent to act as representative of the
Labour department; what is the difference? Would not the lighthouse inspector
of the district be as competent as the representative of the Labour department?-A. That of course was Mr. Shaw's idea, and he was asking that
question.
5-62
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Q. You said it would be an advantage;wheredoesthe advantagecomein?
I think I must have been misunderstood if I said that.

Q. I understood you said there was an advantage?-A. What I said was
I thought there was no adequatetest which could apply to certain classeswhich
have been exempted from the operation.
Q. In the case of a lighthouse keeper the lighthouse inspector for the district ought to be the most competent man, he is a responsible individual, and
knows the service thoroughly, and he should be able to inform the Commission
better than any Labour department.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I was speaking to Mr. Jameson about the so-called labouring positions. With regard to a lighthouse keeper, the chief lighthouse man would be the
man I would have appointed as the representative of the Commission in that
locality.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: In that locality there are no labour representatives.
My constituency is 300 miles from Quebec, and they would have to go to
Quebec to get a labour representative. The lighthouse inspector goes all
over the work, and goes over the whole district several times a year.
Mr. SHAW: I have no objection to the lighthouse inspector; I was putting
up a hypothetical case of where we were appointing to the so-called labour
positions, not lighthouse keepers and things of that kind; if it were a question
of a lighthouse keeper the very man the Civil Service Commission should

employ would be the chief lighthouse man.
The CHAIRMAN: That is the man you do employHon. Mr. MARCIL: Where do you find a better man than the resident

engineer who is in charge and responsible for the work to the department?
Mr. SHAW: I want him so far as appointments are concerned,to be
responsible to the Civil Service Commission; I am not particular who the
official is so long as he is responsible to the Commission so far as appointments
are concerned.
Hon.

Mr.

MARCIL:

I

understand

Mr.

Jameson's

view

is the

Commission

has no control over these appointments now, becausethey have to accept the
reports of these officials; there is no competition possible.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Just one question in connection with that;

do you say there is no

competition possible in connection with these various positions th&t have been
exempted?-A. I don't think that any member of the Commission felt that it
was possibleto apply any proper system of test as a result of the competition.
Q. I mean the merit principle cannot be applied in any way to them?A. That was our opinion.

Q. Although I notice that a number of the positions exemptedare physicians
and special classes?-A. I grant you that, and those positions causedus very
great concern,but when it came down to a question of determining how, out of
five or ten physicians resident in a certain locality, a man was to be selected
as the physician for the Indian reserve,how he should be chosen,how his qualifications should be decided, it was extremely difficult. The qualifications of
most physicians you see,following graduation, perhaps a few years' practice, is

pretty muchthe same,and it is pretty difficult for us to work out any scheme
or plan; it is a questionof location,that is what we felt.
Mr. LEWIS: That is, the position has been abolished for physicians on an

Indian reserve?
Mr. SHAW: Yes.
[Mr.
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Mr. LEWIS: I received the other day letters advertising a position?-AThese

are certain

ones in certain

localities.

Mr. SHAW: Oh, port physicians.

WITNESS:I might say in addition to that, the great majority of these
people have been acting as part time employeesfor several years.
By Mr. Shaio:

Q. Do you know whether or not these so-called officials you speak about
who have been acting part time employees, physicians, promptly lost their
positions as soon as your order in council became effective?-A.
heard

I have only

of one.

Q. But the question I want to come at is this: you say, I think you said
yesterday that there is no method of selecting for the ordinary so-called labour
position on merit which has been employed, either here or elsewhere, which
can be employed either here or elsewhere?-A. I would not like to say it could
not be employed here or elsewhere; I only said in my judgment and in tho

opinion of my colleaguesit was not competent for us to devise any method
which would be a guarantee that we were getting the best men of those who
might apply for the position.
Q. Although you I think said yesterday that the appointments made by
you prior to the exempting order in council so far as you are aware were satisfactory, although there was some delay occasioned?-A. I think some person
asked me that question, and I said that one of the principal objections we met
with was the tremendous delay that occurred; but of course if people are
appointed to those positions, there is a certain amount of local gossip as to
their having a pull and all that sort of thing which does not amount to anything.
There always is a certain amount of local dissatisfaction when certain people
are chosen. A Government cheque appears to be so much more satisfactory to
some people than an ordinary cheque.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Why is it that you say you could not examine a plumber? If the city
wanted one, they have a competent examination in regard to plumbers, and a

plumber cannot do certain work in certain cities without having passed a
necessary examination, and they can be put on the staff the same as an elec-

trician or an electrician foreman. Surely there could be some means by which
these men could be judged and examined?-A.

They might; if we could have a

portion of a building partially completed, with certain plumbing work to be
carried out, it might be feasible to get a plumber in there and allow him to
make a demonstration

of skill.

Q. Not necessarily a demonstration of skill at all; in regard to sanitary
engineeringand plumbing it is quite necessaryto have even a written examination?-A.

I don't know that you could determine his skill as a craftsman as

the result of a written examination. You might be able to obtain a good idea
of his grasp of the theory but as to his ability as a craftsman I think you would
have to have a demonstration of skill in soldering joints and laying pipe.
Q. In an examination with regard to a sanitary engineer,who is a plumber,
he not only has to wipe joints, but to write a technical examination in regard
to sanitary matters.

Mr. CHEVRIEK:That is a sanitary engineer,not an ordinary plumber.
Mr. LEWIS: It could apply to an ordinary plumber. It is just as competent for a plumber to be examined as for an ordinary stenographer.
The WITNESS:No, I do not think that would be the same thing.
Mr. CHEVRIER:I would not place the plumber in the stenographer'sclass.

Mr. LEWIS:One takes about six months'work and the other sevenyears.

*" ""
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By Mr. Shaw:
not

Q. Did you put in Orderin CouncilNo. 3518Mr. Jameson?-A. No, I have

sir.

Q. I wonder if we could have that?-A. I will see if I have it. I do not find
it here but I have the report, which to council reads as follows:'To
from

His Excellency the Governor General in Council:

' The undersignedhas the honour to submit the following report
the Civil

Service

Commission:

-

" As provided in section 38B of the Civil Service Act, 1918, as
amended, the Civil Service Commission submits for the approval of His
Excellency the Governor General in Council the following recommendation regarding the exemption of certain classesof employeesfrom the
operation of the Civil Service Act together with the procedure under
which such classes are to be dealt with.
" It is recommended
that the classes:

" J.,Ybourer-outside

the City

of Ottawa;

" Assistant labour foreman-outside the City of Ottawa;
:' Labour foreman-outside the City of Ottawa;
" Charwoman-outside
the City of Ottawa;
" Be exempted from the operation of the Civil Service Act.
' That the selection of the employees for the above classes be left
entirely in the hands of the department.
" That the compensation be prevailing rates of pay as recommended
by the department and approved by the Governor General in Council;
" And that the compensation carry no bonus.
" It has been the practice of the Commission in the interests of
efficiency, to allow the departments local selection in the above classes
owing to the difficulty of administering a satisfactory system of examinations or tests, and taking these facts into consideration, as well as the

apparent feeling of Parliament that the above classesmight be exempted
from the operation of the Civil Service Act, it is the opinion of the Commissioners that the above changes might well be made in the public
interest.

Respectfully

submitted,
Secretary

of State."

OTTAWA,Ontario,
September 14, 1921.
That is initialled

by:

" W. J. R."

" C. J."

and " M. G. L."

It is also

statedto be: "Enteredin minutes^
15/9/21.']

Mr. SHAW: I supposeyou will file a list of the proposedexempt classes,

but I do not want to stop the Committee from getting that.

By the Chairman:
Q. I do not know that Mr. Jamesonhas his mind made up?-A. I have not
got down to the matter of selecting classes; I was trying to reach the principle

beyondwhich there couldnot be a questionof encroachment
on the principleof
the Act,

Mr. SHAW: My suggestionin answerto that is that the principle if applied
would eliminate everybody else outside of Ottawa from the civil service, and

many of those inside of Ottawa. Better abolish the civil service altogether.
Mr. RINFRET: If that is so then you have your list.

Mr. SHAW: No, I want to know the interpretation of his own words.
[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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The WITNESS:Well, sir, I really cannot consentto your proposition, or the
proposal you make.
Mr. SHAW: It is not my proposal. It is what I suggest as your proposal.
The WITNESS: Then I say that it is your deduction that you have enunciated,
not my proposal nor the principle which I lay down, which later would not
involve separation from the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission of all
outside of the City of Ottawa.
By the Chairman:
Q. Is it not so that you carried out the same principle when you refused to
allow all the requests of the deputy ministers?-A.
Yes.

Q. In your mind, you could apply competitive examination to the positions
you refused, is that not so?-A.

That is so, yes.

Q. Therefore the classesthat you did exempt were the clashesat thnt time
applied for, that you thought competitive examination could not be applied tor?
-A.

Yes.

What

was the date

of that

order

in council?

Q. 21st September? You spoke of it.-A.
All I have is the copy of the
recommendation to Council of September 14, initialled by the thru Commissioners,

which

I have

filed.

By Mr. Shaw:
Q. Did the order in council as passed simply embody those recommendations?-A.

Yes.

Q. Well, that is satisfactory.
Have you got the other one of May 9th,
1922.?-A. Is it June, 1922?
Mr. SHAW: No, May 9th, 1922. Your order in council 1053 cancelled
order 3518 of 21st February, 1921. Probably that is only the first recommenda-

tion,the oneof May 9th, 1922.

Mr. CHEVRIER:There was an Order of May 9th, 1922.
Mr. SHAW: Is that a recommendation or is that the one on which the

Privy Council refused to act?
Mr. CHEVRIER: This note is misleading because surely they did not cancel
the order

in council?

The WITNESS: Yes.

You see this order in council of June, 1921, absorbed

so to speak, the positions that were covered by the other orders in council.
It was thought that it would be convenient to have them all under one order
in council. That notation that you see on the side of the document you
handed to me relates to those classes of positions which were included in the
orders in council of 21st September, 1921, and May 9th, 1922.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. That is what I want?-A.

I will endeavourto get that.

Have you the

number of that Order of May 9th, 1921?
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

P.C.

23-1018.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. There is just one other thing I want to say.
law reads in this way:

Section 9 of the present

"The Commission, as soon as may be practicable after the passing
of this Act, shall, after consulting with the several deputy heads, the
heads of branches and other chief officers, prepare plans for the organization of the inside and outside service in each department."

In view of the stipulation containedin this section,and in view of the law laid
downthere,hasthe Commissionnot got the authority to go into any department
an(j outside
[Mr.

services
C.
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Jameson.]
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out waiting for the department to ask them to do it?-A. Well, the phraseology
of that section is such that I am disposed to think we might be extremely

unwelcome guests.

Q. That may very well be?-A. It might be that we would have the

authority and that we coulddo it, althoughthat is a legalquestionandI suppose
only could be determined after we had beenejected.
Q. Did you get an interpretation from the Department of Justice on that
section?-A.

No, I think not.

Q. Let me put the situation in this way: if I gathered the intent of Mr.
Shaw's argument it was that the departments should ask you to go in and to
organize their departments. All I am concernedwith is to get a clear expression
of the law. So far as I can gather from this, the onus is on the Commission,as
soon as shall be practicable after the passing of this Act; probably the time is
not yet, in your estimation, when it has becomepracticable to do this, but when

in the opinion of the Commissioners,
the time arrives that it is practicableto do
it, then has not the Commissiongot authority under this sectionto proceedwith
the organization?-A. Well, as I say there is a question involved there. I
believe that Capt. Shaw is a barrister, and you yourself are a barrister, but I

am disposed to think you differ about it.
Q. I have read the section carefully and I have given it considerable attention, and I am of the opinion that the Commission has the undoubted power,
although it may be an unwelcome guest to go in and do that work, and that the
onus is not on the department to ask the Commission, but the onus is on the
Commission when it feels that the practicable time has arrived to do that
work.

"

Hon. Mr. MARCIL:The clause means something or nothing. What is the
intention

of it?

The CHAIRMAN:I think it means exactly what Capt. Shaw is asking for.
Mr. SHAW: Mr. Foran is here and my impression from his evidenceis that
they had received an interpretation of that from the Department of Justice,
but I may be wrong about it.
The CHAIRMAN: I have no objection to ask Mr. Foran. Mr. Foran, have
you received an interpretation from the Department of Justice on section 9.
Mr. FORAN: No, I do not think so.
Mr.

SHAW:

Then

I am mistaken.

The CHAIRMAN: I do not see how you can frame it in any other words to

give the Commissionthe authority. In fact it is an instruction; the Commission
shall prepare plans for the organization of the inside and outside services.
Mr. CHEVRIER: When it finds that it is practicable.
Mr. SHAW: Then with Mr. Jameson's realization of the law as it stands,

I presumewe may expectthat the departmentswill be invadedimmediately?
Mr. CHEVRIER:No, as soonaspracticable after the passingof this Act.
The WITNESS: Wlien we have time, sir, and if we get the co-operation of

the department,that would facilitate very muchthe work of reorganization.
Mr. SHAW: My suggestion is, do not wait for it.

The CHAIRMAN:The point is that you can go and do it, and if
you do not get the co-operationof the department,you can blamethe department. Any other questions,or any other evidenceto submit? Thank you,
then, Mr. Jameson. Shall we hear Col. LaRochelleto-night?
Mr. SHAW: At eight o'clock?

The CHAIRMAN: Yes, eight o'clock.

Mr. SHAW: I would like to have Dr. Roche comeback, and perhapsthe
secretary,Mr. Foran, couldtell him.
TTVTr r?
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intend to find out from Mr. LaRochelle, whether or not the limit has been
reached in their opinion so far as exemptions are concerned. I think that is a
matter

of first

importance.

The CHAIRMAN: I wonder if the evidence of Dr. Roche on that point ij
available.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: It would be a risky thing to state what the conditions
will be in six months or a year from now.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I do not think any man can.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Perhaps you had better have that clause struck out.
Mr. SHAW: I am quite willing to strike it out and say the limit has been
reached

now.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Then you will have no power.
Mr. SHAW: All right.
The CHAIRMAN: We had better refer to the Commission, if we are going
to take their power away from them.
Mr. CHEVRIER: What is the reason? I have the greatest confidence that the
Commission, when and as they feel that a position is beyond their control will
release it, and I think it would be the greatest injustice to tie their hands when
we know they are trying to do the best they can to carry out this Act. There
has not been a tittle of evidence here to show that these men are not doing the

very best they can under this cumbersomelaw.
Mr. SHAW: These gentlemen will not always be with us.
Mr. CHEVRIER: When they do change it will be time enough to complain.

Mr..SHAW: I do not propose,as far as I am concerned,to allow any body
of men to imperil the merit system.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Then the conclusion I deduce from that is that you say
the Civil Service Commission in an honest endeavour to carry out the law has
imperilled the merit system?
Mr. SHAW: I do not say they have, but I say they may, if the exemptions

are carried further. In my judgment the exemptions have been carried to the
furthest limit that is consistent with the safety of the merit system.
Mr. CHEVRIER: The only judges of that are the Commissioners themselves.
Mr. SHAW: Well I have ventured my humble opinion.
Mr. CHEVRIER: I would not put myself against them on that score.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: Eight o'clock to-night?
The CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

I will

endeavour

to find Dr. Roche's

evidence on

this point.
The Committee adjourned until 8 p.m.
Evening Sitting
FRIDAY, May 18, 8 p.m.

The Committee resumedat 8 p.m., Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding.
The CHAIRMAN: Colonel La Rochelle was to be here to-night. Do you
happen to know, Doctor Roche, whether he will be here?

Dr. ROCHE: Mr. Foran called me up at 7 o'clock to say that the Colonel is
not very well, and he said that unless it was absolutely necessary, and the
Committee wished to ask him somemore questions,Colonel La Rochelle did not
care about appearing again. That is, I suppose,+hat of his own volition he would
prefer not to appeal1 again unless the Committee desired him to do so. Mr.
[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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Foran said he would call him up. Colonel La Rochellewas indisposedthis
afternoon; I do not think he was at the Commission offices at all.

The CHAIRMAN:I think the clerk had better call him up and say that we

would like him to appear again if he can. We will recall Doctor Roche.
Hon.

W.

J. ROCHE recalled

and further

examined.

The CHAIRMAN: I have a letter gentlemen, which I think probably had
better be incorporated in the evidence. It is from Colonel Parkinson, Deputy
Minister of the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, relative to
evidence on page 512 (439 in revised edition).
Letter

is as follow-:

"OTTAWA, May 17th, 1923.
" DEAR SIR,-I would refer you to page 512 (439 in revised edition)
of the evidence submitted to your Committee, with particular reference
to employment of amputation cases as operators of certain machines
used in the department, and in this connection would quote from a
memorandum submitted to me by the supervisor of this department as
follows:

-

' Regarding the inquiry made on page 512 (439 in revised
edition) of the Report of the Special Committee of the Civil Service
of Canada, I may state that it is not feasible or practical to employ
amputation cases us operators for these machines.

'In the first place Hollerith cards are fed into the machines in
lots of three to four hundred which must be so carefully squared in

the Hopper that every card is even. This necessitatescareful handling.
'Secondly, there are twelve separate bins, in which the sorted may

fall, and the operator must check each group to see that the particular field of the cards being sorted is correct.
evening up of the cards and accurate handling.

This also requires

'Thirdly, the operator has to stand at the sorting machine, on a
foot stool thirteen inches high, and continually get up and down
while the machine is running, in order to keep up the supply of cards,
and to see that the bins are kept clear as the sorting goes through.
'It is, therefore, unreasonable to expect an amputation case to
handle this work, which requires both speed and delicacy in handling,
and is a considerable strain on the physique of the individual.'
''I indicated in my evidence before your Committee, that the department at all times not only gave preference but demanded the employment of ex-soldiers in the various branches. This is borne out by the staff
figures of the department, and while I gave approximate figures in submitting my evidence, I am now able to advise you officially as follows:' Male Staff of the department on December 31st, 1922. numbered 2,756.
'31 of this number were exempt or rejected for service.

'128 of this number were over-age or under-age, being mostly
messenger boys.

'2,571 saw service in the Canadian or Allied Expeditionary
Forces.

'The total of these three classes is 2,730 or 99.3 per cent.
" In other words, there is only .7 per cent of eligible civilians or 26

all told employed in the department out of a total staff of 2,756.
Yours sincerely,
(Sgd.)

N. F. PARKINSON,
Dpnutv

[Dr.

W.

J.

Roche.]
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The CHAIRMAN: Doctor Roche, some members of the Committee wanted

yourself and Colonel La Rochelle recalled to take up with you some points that
have arisen

from

Mr.

Jameson's

evidence.

By Mr. Shaiv:

Q. I only want to ask one or two questions with regard to exemptions.
Doctor Roche,what is your idea as to the desirability of further exemptions from
the operation of the Civil Service Act?-A. Well Mr. Shaw, of course I think
that possibly from time to time our experience might lead us to the conclusion
that there are some of those positions which, entail a certain amount of delay
and perhaps expense and are not easily susceptible of competitive examination,

that might be found necessaryto exempt. Personally, I feel at the present time,
that we have fairly well exhausted the list; at the same time I would not say
that

there

will

not

arise

from

time

to time-

Q. Are you aware Doctor, of any positions which in your judgment should
be exemptedfrom the operation of the Act?-A. I had just one brought to my
recollectionby Mr. Chevrier the other night when he askedme why we exempted

the electricians'helpersand would not exempta watchman. I said that personally I thought the watchmanwas just as much entitled to go in that long list
as many other positions, that is a night watchman's position. That is really the

only one I have in mind at the present time that I feel-

Q. I gathered from what Mr Jamesonsaid-I
bers of the Committee if I am wrong-that

shall be corrected by mem-

in his judgment some classes of

rural postmasters not now exempted should be exempted?-A. Well, I am surprised to hear that, becausewe had discussedat our formal Board meetings the
exemptionof other classes,and neither my colleaguesnor myself ever expressed
an inclination to exempt any more postmasters.
Mr. CHEVRIER: To be fair to Mr. Jameson, supposing the question wu3
put in this way: "Suppose that Mr. Jameson had said." I cannot recollect
that he said it in that way.
Mr. SHAW: I would not like to say that he said it in that way, but he
made it perfectly clear to Mr. Lewis and myself that that is what he intended.
The CHAIRMAN: I did not hear that portion of the evidence.
Mr. LEWIS: After he had laid down a certain principle he said that any
position you could not control should not be under the Civil Service Commission. I asked him in regard to the exemption of rural postmasters, and he said
that that came under the same principle. A man was sent out to examine the

credentials of the applicants, and all you had to do was to examine the credentials as they came into the department, and you made your decision accordingly. Therefore, under that consideration, the principle which he enunciated
applied.
The CHAIRMAN: I do not think you are taking the right deduction from
that, Mr. Lewis. I would like to get that evidence.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Supposing we just say, " Supposing Mr Jameson said that," would you
agree in that opinion?-A. No.
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. What occurred to me was this, Doctor Roche. Supposing the Act was
amended so that hereafter it would lie with Parliament to carry out the rectinmendations of the Civil Service Commission in connection with further exemptions, any further possible exemptions; would that not be a satisfactory method

and also furnish security that the merit principle will not be invaded, even
[Dr.
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by the Civil ServiceCommissioners?-A.
That is, insteadof asit is at present
having the Governorin Council approve,you would let Parliamentapprove?
Q. Yes?-A.

Of course,it would be a great protection to the Civil Service

Commission.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Simply displacing the onus?-A. Where should it more properly be than
on the representatives of the people?'
Q. If that is so, why not give it to them now?-A. Because Parliament has
not up to the present said so. You think Parliament would not wish to assume
that?

Q. I do not say that, but you say why not place it on those who are responsible.-A. Personally, I have no objection to assuming the responsibility of
recommending, where I think it is necessary, to the Governor in Council, but

at the same time I think probably as far as public opinion is concerned,they
would feel more secure by having Parliament deal with it than by havingBy the Chairman:

Q. Who do you mean by "they"?-A.

The public generally, becausev,e

are under suspicion now by portions of the public.

Q. Do you think the public are very much interested in a $200post office?
-A. Possibly only that portion of the public who is desirous of getting it.
Q. Do you think the public are interested, or is it a few people who write

newspaper articles calling themselves" The Civil Service Reform League"?A. If you were in my place and getting all the correspondencewe do, you would
find that we are blamed for things for which we are not blameable, and I would
like as much protection as possible, though, as I say, I am not at all averse to

exercising the discretion that Parliament now imposesupon us.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Do you think it is right that the Civil Service Commission should have
the authority or right to say who should be in the Service and who should be
out

of it?
The

CHAIRMAN:

Who

should

be under

it

and who

should

not?

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. Yes?-A. At the present time it is absolutely essential.
Q. Yes, but it seemsto me it is giving too much discretion to the Civil
Service

Commission.

The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Lewis, is it not a question of judgment, not of discretion?

The Act

as it

now reads is, that

where the position

is to be

exempted, a deputy minister may appeal for exemption, but it is in the judgment of the Civil

Service Commission whether or not they can administer it;

so you are really deciding on the judgment of both the departments and i/he
Commission themselves. If the departmental heads do not know about it, the
members of Parliament do not know about it. If Doctor Roche and the deputy
head of the department cannot decide that, we cannot.
Mr. SHAW: It will be our own fault; we should at least have the opportunity.

The CHAIRMAN: I do not seewhy you should have the opportunity; I do not
want it and I say if this Commission administering the civil service and the
departments cannot decide on such minor positions, I do not think we can.
[Dr.
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Supposing you decide to exempt certain positions and then refer that
to the Government, and the Government concurred in it; that would not advance
the situation one step, only that it would ratify your decision. Supposing
you recommendedthat certain positions be exempted, and supposing the
Government said they did not consider it wise that it should be done, then
who wins? There you are again. You have all the power, or you have not got
it.-A. That is most improbable, I do not think you will see any Government
reject any recommendation for exemption from the Civil Service Commission.
Q. Then it is all unnecessary procedure if it is just a question of ratifying

what you do?-A. You think, then, the present method is preferable?
Q. It is up to you now, is it not?-A. I am not shirking it.
Mr. CHEVRIER: Neither do I shirk any responsibility that goes with my

office, but where is the security in saying to the Government, " We, the Civil
Service Commission to whom you have delegated all of your authority, in our
wisdom decide this; we come now and ask you to ratify something which you

have taken away from your own jurisdiction; you have given it to us, and now
we come and ask you to ratify

it."

Parliament

had exhausted its authority

when it gave you the opportunity to do that.
Mr. SHAW: Let me make another suggestion. I have made one which I
think is a good one, but I will make another. Supposethat no exemption order,
no Privy Council order should be passedon the recommendation of the Commissioners, allowing further exemptions unless the recommendation of the Commissioners was unanimous; would that not be an additional safeguard?
Mr. CHEVRIER: Have they not all been unanimous?

Mr. SHAW: No, the last one here was not unanimous.
The CHAIRMAN:Yes, it was absolutely unanimous. I think the Doctor
will tell you they all decided on the exemptions.

Mr. SHAW: I am talking about the recommendation,the recommendation
was not unanimous.

The CHAIRMAN: I think the difference was in the method by which they

should be exempted.
The

WITNESS:

Yes.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Then my suggestionis that the recommendationsto the Privy Council
should be unanimous.

Would that not be a simple method of getting an

additional safeguard?-A. It would, and perhaps now I may be quite frank with
the Committee. I do not know whether I have misinterpreted the Civil Service
Act or not, or the intention of Parliament. If, Mr. Shaw, it will be necessary
in the future to have the three Commissioners sign the memo, to Council,
and before the Privy Council shall favourably pass upon it, I wish to state
right here and now that I wish to be convinced that I took the wrong action on
1053, otherwise I will have to take the same action in future cases. Now under
that 1053, there were somewhere in the neighbourhood of 144 classes sent out for

exemption on May 8th. It contained a provision in the regulations which
stated that these positions shall be filled with regard-I am not quoting the
exact words in referenceto personal or political favouritism. That was in several
previous orders in council under the old Government; under the present Government, all were accepted, no rejections were made in any instance. Now,
when this went up to Council on May 8, it was returned-this is no secret,

becauseit has beenmoved for in the House,the papershave been brought
down and you have had them yourself, Mr. Shaw. On the margin of that
[Dr.

W.
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order in council which I have here, the original, there is written on it by the
Clerk of the Privy Council, " Referred back to the Commission. The procedure
on page 4 " -that

is the page the regulations were on-"

considered too cum-

bersome and unnecessary, and the last step would be worse than the first.''
Now, that being interpreted, meant that they did not care about that regulation. That was brought to our notice. When it came up in the formal board
meeting, my colleagues-I give them credit for their own honest opinionsdiffered with me. I felt that we had put that in all previous regulations, and
I did not see why we should suddenly find out by a sudden conversion that
this is not workable, and therefore I refused to sign a memo, without that
being in, and I did it becau>r of this fact. If I am wrong I would ask this
Committee to amend the Act by dropping out a few words, and then the meaning would be unmistakable.

This

is in Section 38 (B):

' In any case where the Commission decides that it is not practicable
nor in the public interest to apply this Act to any position or positions,

the Commission may. with the approval of the Governor in Council,
exclude such position or positions in whole or in part from the operation
of the

Act."

the next is the part I mean,
" and make such regulations as are deemed advisable describing how
such position or positions are to be dealt with."
Why did Parliament put those words in if they were not intended to protect

the underlying principle of the Act, namely, to stop going back to patronage.
That is the way I looked at it. and if I am wrong in that, this section should be
amended by simply saying:
" They shall recommend for the approval of the Governor in Council
that such position or positions, in whole or in part should be exempted
from the operations of the Act,"

and stop there. I interpret the following words,
" and make such regulations,"

to impose upon the Commission a duty of exempting positions which were not
capable of being filled, or not in the public interest. But at the same time we
were to safeguard the principle underlying the Act, to see that these positions
were not filled through patronage.
monizes with

that

I do not know whether my opinion har-

of the members of this Committee

or not.

By Mr. Brown:

Q. That is, in the one breath they took the power of appointment away
from you, and in the next breath continued it by implication?-A. Yes.
Mr. CHEVRIER: The Commission gave it to them.

Mr. SHAW: The exemption was to be subject to the regulations imposed
by the Commission.

Mr. BROWX: Yes, and that really places it back under the control of the
Commission.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. You are giving something,and putting strings to it. You are releasing

somethingon conditions,but in the way you want to releasethem someone
may say that you keepjust asmuchhold on them after havingreleased
them
asbeforeyou did releasethem.-A. No, wedo not keepjust asmuchhold,we
simplyaskthe departmentto observethe conditions
of the Act.
[Dr.
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Mr. CHEVRIER: If I give you a property and say you can have it in this

way, and no other way, you cannot deal with it, you cannot mortgage it, and
you have not very much freedom with it; all you have to do is live under its
roof.

By the Chairman:

Q. May I not put it to you this way? You are handing these positions
back, because you find them difficult to fill and not subject to competitive
examination?-A.

Yes.

Q. That is why you wanted to be released from them, and in your opinion
the departments could fill them better and more economically and in the
interests of the public service and with less red tape. You know the manner
in which the department would fill the position. The only method they have
is to write to a member like Mr. McBride and ask him to find them a postmaster.

Mr. MCBRIDE: They would not get it.
The CHAIRMAN: The only method they have is to use their own machinery,
which is their elected members, to suggest a name. Can the department fill

any minor position without resorting to personal or political favouritism, if
you like to call it that?
Mr. CHEVRIER: I say, Mr. Chairman, that you can fill positions without
reference

to that.

The CHAIRMAN: But you cannot take an oath that there is not personal
favouritism.

Mr. CHEVRIER: I think Dr. Grisdale gave splendid evidence, and he said

that for years and years the farm hands or some other section of his department had never been under the operation of the Civil Service law, and that he
had never noticed that there was any political influence or patronage or favour-

itism of any kind in the selection of these farm hands or other employees. He
has said that.

The WITNESS: It may have been true, in the Agricultural

department.

By the Chairman:
Q. Where there is a foreman on the farm to hire the men?-A.
Mr.

CHEVRIEK:

I

will

not

subscribe

to

the

idea

that

at

Yes.

no time

can

a

position be filled otherwise than by undue influence, be it favouritism or friendship or political or religious or any other kind of influence. I believe that at
the same time and very

often these positions can be filled

without

these

influences.

Mr. LEWIS: In the restrictions which were imposed on 1,053, say, was the
soldiers'

class one of them?

The CHAIRMAN:Yes, and it was accepted. There was just the one word
that the Council was not prepared to accept, that there would be neither
personal nor political favouritism. All the other restrictions were acceptable
to the Council?
The

WITNESS:

The

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.
I look

at that

as I have

indicated.

Mr.

Chevrier's

case

may be quite correct, and there may be hundreds of cases where a foreman is

there to hire the men without thought of any patronage. But if the department
wanted a rural postmaster for a small place where the remuneration was only
$50 or $100or $150, it is a difficult situation, becausesomebody has to secure a
man. The difficulty is not the returned soldiers' preference; they would observe
[Dr.'W.'J.

Roche.]
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that preference,but I do not care whether it is Mr. Garland or Mr. Marcil that

was askedto do it, they would haveto do someaskingto find a man, andthey

would have to find somebodywho was consideredall right.

Mr. MCBRIDE:If that were done in the constituencywhich I represent,I

would just refer it to the Post Office inspector.
The CHAIRMAN: Quite so. Supposing they do ask a member?
Mr. MCBRIDE: He has the privilege of refusing, has he not?
The

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

The WITNESS:The postmasters you are speaking of were not included
originally in this order in council 1053; they were included in the order in
council of August 19, 1919.
By the Chairman:
Q. And they were accepted?-A. Yes.
Q. And this provision was included?-A.

Yes.

Mr. SHAW: I think, as far as I am concerned,it would be an added protection and a very simple matter if any case of recommendation for exemption
had to be a unanimous recommendation by the Commissioners.
The CHAIRMAN:

That

is a matter

to be considered

when we are con-

sidering the report.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: You might as well insist on unanimity in Parliament or

anywhere else. It is the majority that rules. One member of the Commission
might hold up the work of the whole Commission. The exemptionsmay be in
the public interest, and provided for in the Act of 1918.
Mr. SHAW: Parliament can, at any time, in the public interest-.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Dr. Roche, you are a strong upholder of the Commission,but still you
have consented to these exemptions in the public interest?-A. Yes.
Q. Of course, the Governor in Council was free to accept your conditions
or reject them?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. When you exempted these of the 21st of September, 1921, you said there,

or did you say that they were not to be subject to political, personal, and other
influences,in those in 1921? Did you put that in?-A. In that order in council
about

labourers

and so on?

Q. Yes.-A. That was the only order in council that I know of where any
class was exempted, that did not have that provision.
Q. So when you exempted the labourers, assistant labour foremen, labour
foremen, and charwomen, did that order in council contain the recommendation
that the selection be made without reference to political or personal favouritism?
-A.

No.

Q. Well, that is one more that did not contain it. It is not only the order
in council of 1922 that does not contain that clause, but the order in council of
1921 did not contain

it?-A.

The order in council of 1921 did not contain any

of the regulations. It was an oversight. I made an inquiry into that about a
month ago. I did not understand it. I did not know why any of those regulations

had been omitted

from the order

in council.

It

must have been an

oversight. I cannot explain it in any other way.
Q. Between the 1st of September,1921, and the 6th of December, 1921,a
large number of these positions were filled by'the department, these exempted
positions?-A. I supposeso.
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Q. Are you aware that they were filled simply and solely with referenceto

political influence?-A. I couldnot say how any of them werefilled.

Q. The other orders in council that contained that clause exempted,as you
said the other night, probably 10,000positions altogether?-A. Yes.
Q. That contained that injunction?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you know whether or not that injunction has been broken?-A. Well,
I do not know. At least the Commissionprotected itself by including the regulation.

Q. That is what I wanted you to say, and that is as far as you can go,
that by that regulation the Commission protected itself?-A. And we did our
best to protect the underlying principle in the Act.
Q. You therefore left it in the hands of those to whom it went to be honest
in filling the positions?-A.

Certainly.

Q. In any regulations you might make, once you releasepositions from your
control, you are no more responsiblefor the manner in which they are filled?-A.
We are no more responsible then.

Q. No matter what injunctions you might place upon them, they may be
broken?-A.

They may be, we cannot tell.

Q. The more regulations you make the greater the chancethere is of their
being broken?-A. If you can convince your colleaguesto that effect, you will
follow out my suggestion and have the Act amended, taking away from us the
task.

Q. The only thing I am concerned with is that the recommendations you
make should

be recommendations

that

will

b^ followed

out?-A.

Yes.

By Mr. Lewis:

Q. If what Mr. Chevrier says is true, I do not think it is wise to exempt any
more positions?-A. We must rely upon the departments living up to them.
If they do not, they are responsible to Parliament.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. And let the regulations go on?-A. Yes.
Q. You do not mean to say that because the Civil Service Commission has

said that they must observe it, that it will be observed by everybody?-A.
Quite so.

Mr. SHAW: The law does not stop stealing. According to your argument,
it would seem that you think there should be no Criminal Code.
Mr. CHEVRIER:That might be, considering the number of occasions on which
it is broken.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. One moment. My idea of the Civil Service law is that this Act was

framed-the 1908 Act-for the purpose of at all events making sure that all
those who enteredthe service would enter by competitive examinations in order
to ensure an efficient civil service. That was the underlying principle of the
Civil

Service

Act?-A.

Yes.

Q. Subsequentlegislation was brought in after the outside service had been

taken over,with a multitude of positionswhich never had beenthought of, but
forming part of the civil service later, such as these labouring classesthis
subsequent
legislationallowedyou to make theseexemptionswheneveryou saw
fit,
_ Is not the whole idea of the Act simply this, that it is the spirit of com-

petitive examinations?-A.
It is the spirit of competition,
yes.

Q. The other important factor that goeswith it is that the Civil Service

Commission
mustadminister
everypositionoverwhichit canby its ownofficers
effectcontrol?-A.That is, we canutilize any of the officersin any other
departments to act as our officers.

[Dr. W. J. Roche.]
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Q. That disposition in the Act is simply an artificial manner of employing
somebodywho does not belong to you and making him one of your officersfor a
particular purpose?-A. Yes.
Q. You can take an inspector of some department, and for that particular
purpose make him your officer?-A. Yes.
Q. But there is no sanction attaching to his conduct; you rely upon his
recommendation,and if he makes a dishonestrecommendationyou cannot punish
him, you cannot dismiss him; is that right?-A. We can recommendwhatever
penalty we think wise, or we can bring his conduct to the attention of his own
department for such treatment as is necessary.
Q. But you have no control over him?-A. We have this control; I am
inclined to think that many of the post office inspectors would favour the Civil
Service Commission before their own department. Some have so expressed
themselves. They were circularized, with the consent of the department, and told

that they should make their recommendationsfree from any personalor political
influence, and they were aware of the fact that their own positions were jeopardized if they did otherwise.

Q. In the positions you have already released, some of the officers of the
department you had taken in under the law and made your officers made recommendations, and you followed the recommendations of those officers. Take for
instance the Public Works department, some of the officers that you had made
your officers by virtue of this Act made recommendations for appointments to
certain positions; the positions to which they made appointments have been
release I, and the same officials now are making recommendations for similar
positions. You released the former ones because you thought you did not have
sufficient control over them?-A. Not that entirely.
Q. Because it was impracticable to hold a demonstration of skill through
those officers?-A. Not wholly that.
Q. WThat was it?-A.
I gave my consent to the exemption of such positions,
not because I felt that those positions were absolutely impracticable of any test
or examination, because in many instances I admit you may be under a certain

handicap, it would entail a certain amount of delay.
Q. But the same officers are working under the same handicap in other
positions; probably the time has not yet come; it has not yet matured wherein

you are exercising your judgment and discretion where these positions may be
released; maybe the time will never arrive when they should be released. But

those officers who exercisedtheir control and jurisdiction in the former positions
are still working on those positions that are not exempt?-A. Yes.
Q. If they had no control in the other ones, how have they in these?-A. So
far as exemptions in some departments are concerned, Mr. Chevrier, we have
exempted more than the deputies have asked for.
Q. Let us clear that point up for the moment, then. Am I right in stating
that the Civil Service Commission-and this is my view-should look after
every position where a competitive examination is possible; where you can have
a competitive examination under the control of the Commission, by all means
retain that position?-A.
Do you mean unless we can control by our own
officials

in Ottawa

that

we should

release

them?

Q. I think you can through a bona fide officer of your Commission control

those positions; if you can, then my stand is that you should keep control of
them. When you cannot under your own control supervise these positions by
competitive examinations, to'justify any test, written or oral, where you cannot
hold a bona fide competitive examination or exercise a direct control under
your own hands, they should be released and sent back to the department, and
let them work out their own salvation with the department?-A. That would
release
[Dr.
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Mr. SHAW: Everybody outside of Ottawa.
WITNESS: You could drive a coach and four through it, as I said at the
time of the Spinney Bill.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Suppose you wanted to appoint a head clerk?-A. That would be easy.
Q. You would hold a competitive examination?-A.
Yes.
Q. A written examination?-A.
Yes.

Q. In a case where you could have written examination, would that take
in one-half of the service?-A. Those are clerical positions.
Q. Clerical positions starting from the moment a position becomes a clerical

position?-A. I have always differed with you in your definition of a competitive examination.

Q. You would not have to differ with me if that had not beenimposed upon
you by the Act, where it says that it shall be any test, written or oral. I have
never been able to understand how people distort it into making it any test,
written or oral, for the purpose of entering into the Canadian service?-A. The
wording of the Act might be improved, but the Commission has given a wide
interpretation, and have looked upon it as a question of open competition as
against individual selection, and open competition has been selected by the
members of th. Commission every time they possibly could do so.
By the Chairman:
Q. Let me ask a question at this point.

Supposing a representative of a

Department, who was acting as your representative, wanted to select a man for
a position, and telephoned the member for the district, who was not a supporter
of the Government, to know whether he bad a good man in the riding who would

be acceptablefor the position. The Member said " Yes, I know a man who will
suit the position ", and the inspector came down and interviewed the man and
he was appointed. Would you consider that that was free from personal or
political influence?-A. No, I would not consider that it was free from personal
or political influence in a case of that nature.
Q. What means would you have of finding out that that inspector was not
free from personal or political influence?-A. You are now speaking about
exempted positions?

Q. No, positions filled in the regular way by the Commission,but where you
rely upon a departmental selection of a candidate suitable for the job with
no written examination?-A.
In the non-exempted positions, they are all advertised locally, and the representative of the department gives them an oral
interview and advises them that he will be there to certify it.
Q. He calls up a candidate who is not a supporter of the Government and
asks him to give his opinion?-A. That is beyond his bounds.
Q. Are you aware now that inspectors in some departments have been
accused by their departments of wilfully using patronage against the Government, in appointments of that kind?-A.
No, I am not personally aware of that,
but I am aware of the reverse, where in one instance a post office inspector complained of being intimidated by a member of Parliament.
Q. You are aware of that case?-A. Yes.

Q. You admit there is a very serious doubt as to whether you get, even
under a supposedcompetitive examination, impartiality in recommendations?A. It is quite possible of being abused. We have to rely upon the integrity of
s~63
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the officer. It could not go on for any length of time certainly without the
people getting on to it.
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. What would the Commission do in such a case being brought to their
attention; you would not employ the official any longer?-A. If he was allowing

himselfto beusedasa tool by the politicians,wewouldhaveto take somesteps.
By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You could not fire him?-A. No, but I have every confidence in the
heads of the departments not allowing things like that to go on.
By the Chairman:
Q. Have you had occasion to bring it to their attention?-A.

I must pay

tribute to the post office employeesthroughout the Dominion, to their untiring
efforts to improve the service, and the best evidenceof that is the almost entire
absence of complaints.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do not limit it to postmasters; you should include the Public Works
employees and others. Do you have complaints from those?-A. We have
complaints on behalf of disappointed office seekers.
Q. But in those casesdid you find that they had been guilty of partisanship?-A. No. I do not recollect anything like that.
Q. So that it does not apply only to the Post Office department?-A. No,
it would apply equally to all.
By Mr. Lewis:

Q. He not only sends in one name, be sendsin the ratings of all the applicants?-A. Yes, he sendsin the ratings of the various applicants.
By the Chairman:

Q. And the recommendationsare usually followed?-A. Yes.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. The inspector practically makes the appointment?-A. No, I would not
say that at all. We utilize the inspector's services,just as we would a member
of our staff in the Hunter building. He makes the recommendation,but we have
the final say.

Q. He says that a certain man is the best man for the position?-A. He has
to say why and in what respect.

Q. He may make his rating very favourable, and it is hard for the Commission to tell?-A.
mation

before

In some instances we have referred

it back for further

infor-

we were satisfied.

Q. There is a risk in every case?-A. There is a risk in every case to a
certain

extent.

Q. Did you explain why you stoppedat $200?-A. Yes, I explainedthat
the other evening.

By Mr. Lewis:
Q. It was an arbitrary amount?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. At $200there is no competition,but at $201there is competition?-A.
We havemorecompetitionthe higherthe salariesare. That is natural.
[Dr.
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By Mr. Lewis:
Q. You have used your discretion where a person has recommended a
civilian with high marks and when a returned soldier has been an applicant;
even if he had the minimum, you have given the position to the returned soldier

accordingly?-A. Yes.
Q. Using your discretion?-A. Yes, and in other cases where they have
overlooked the disability section of the Act.
By the Chairman:

Q. Bear with me a moment while we consider the word "personal." Do
you not think post office inspectors who visit localities regularly and become
acquainted with the people of the localities more or less are very liable to be
influenced by their personal feelings with regard to the men they appoint?-A.

That is pretty hard to say. I have casesin mind, one in particular, where the
personal opinion of the inspector in my view was right. It was my personal
opinion, and it was the personal opinion of a good many people in the town.
There was no justification for the returned man who was appointed any more
than several other returned men. There was a personal feeling with regard
to the matter, and the inspector I know used his personal feeling. It happened

to be my personal feeling too, although it was not during this Government. I
think he made a good appointment. The returned man was a good officer, but
I am satisfied it was made on personal grounds, although it was a good appointment. It was the opposite political party; a Conservative Government was in
power, while the returned soldier was of a Liberal family.
Q. But it was made on personal grounds?-A. You cannot have 100 per
cent perfection in any of these cases. But I think such instances would be the
minimum.

Q. I do not think so. I think there is the personal equation. You always
find that on your advisory boards.

The word " political"

is something you

are anxious to correct. The word " personal" seemsto me to be a very hard
word to get over; there is that restriction.-A.

If you did not include the word

" personal" and made it " through political influence" you would say the other
was just as injurious, and you could bring just as much injury to the service.
Mr. SHAW: I suppose there is this too, that the word "personal"
is
designed to cover the question of personal relationship, and things of that kind,
By Mr. Shaw:

Q. I want to make a suggestion to you; I think I have made it before.
Supposethe parties whom you nominate as your officers in the various districts
were given a simple oath to properly and efficiently, without fear, favour or
affection, perform their duties, do you not think that that would be advisable
and that it would provide an additional safeguard?-A. It would.

Q. And it would be a good thing here?-A. Yes.
By Hon. Mr. Mar oil:

Q. They are not sworn at present?-A. They are not sworn now, except
that they take the general oath when they comeinto the service, to perform their
duties well and faithfully, or whatever the language is.

Q. Have you everconsideredthe advisability of holdingcompetitiveexaminations for lighthouse keepersin positions of $500 and $800?-A. We have dis-

cussedit at times". We do not careto introducethe United Statesprinciple of
having written examinationsas they have them now for all postmastersover
$500. They all have written examinationsto-day. They used to have a
written examinationfor all over $180. Our minimum is $60. They fill all
their postmastershius
up to $1,000by competitiveexaminationsof somekind,
5-63i
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andunder$500theydojust thesameaswedo,andpostofficeinspectors
over
$500 by means of a written examination.

Q. Does not the location of the applicant remain with the department?A. That is oneof the conditionsof the application.
Q. He cannot take it with him beyonda certain point?-A. No; he must
have a locationsuitableto the communityas well as to the Post Officedepartment.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. In other words,in the United Statesthe departmentmakesall appointments up to $500?-A. No, they are made the same way as we make them here.
Q. All over $500, they are written examinations?-A. Yes.
Q. It is easy to hold them in the States of Maine, Massachusetts,New
York and Columbia, and these other states, and practically 99 per cent of the
States of the Union, but would it be possible to hold a competitive examination
for an office carrying $200 in Northern Ontario or in the Prairie Provinces?A. You

mean

written?

Q. Yes?-A. No. That is the reason we do not adopt it.
Q. Why do you not follow out the spirit of the law and say that all postmasters will be appointed by the Civil Service Commission where a competitive
examination, a written competitive examination is practicable. Then you are
arguing on principle. Otherwise you are applying an arbitrary rule. On
arbitrary rules you cannot get anywhere. I could agree with you if you said
you would appoint all postmasters that can be appointed by written competitive
examination, that they should be under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service
Commission. If they are not, let the department make the selection.-A. That
would mean if we insisted on an examination for the postmaster, how could we
deny it to all other positions?
By the Chairman:

Q. I do not see why you should.-A. You would be in favour of written
competitive examinations for a lighthouse keeper?
The CHAIRMAN: I would. I believe with Mr. McBride that a lighthouse-

keeper should have a certain knowledge of navigation. Mr. McBride puts it
that he should have at least a first-mate's papers. It is not a very difficult
tlnng to use the facilities of the high school where four or five men could go to
the high schools and take these written examinations for an hour.

I believe

honestly then3 are many classesof positions that would be improved by a competitive examination «uch as that.
Mr. MrBRiDE: I remember a case many years ago out on the west coast

where there was a ship in distress. It was firing rockets, and after sometime,
when the examination was held, the lighthouse-keeperthought they were celebrating a ChineseXew Year, when they were throwing out rockets in distress.
BJI Hon. Mr. M'nrcil:

Q. In all these small post offices, the postmaster does not give all of his
time

to the duties?-A.

No.

Q. The wife and daughter is always appointed as assistant?-A. Not
appointed.

Q. She is sworn in as assistant?-A. Yes.

Q. In my constituencythe womendo the work and the men draw the pay.

I do not seethe differencebetweenthe two getting S400,S500or 8600. They are

all the sameclass,only one happensto be a little larger office,and he has a
larger revenue,but the principle is the same.-A. I think the principle should

guideus,that underS200therewouldbe very little competition,
but overthat,
we have no dearth of applicants.
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Q. What other competitionis applied?-A. Of coursethe inspectormakes
his visits. He receivesthe application on a regular form.
Q. These applicants are not sworn?-A. They fill out a sworn statement.
By Mr. Brown:

Q. In the higher paid post office, is there any attempt at having a written
examination?-A. We have not any written examination except in the city
offices, where they are civil servants.

Q. Take the smaller towns out in the Prairie Provinces?-A. There is no
written

examination.

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Supposingin Mr. Marcil's constituency, the post office carried $500 or
$700; when the Post Office Department inspector goes down there, the Act says
that the appointment must be made by examination and the Act defines
examination, any test, written or oral. The inspector goes down and goesaround
the community and finds four or five people who have applied. He looks them
over; he takes their sheets and gives them a rating, or takes their application.
Then he makes a recommendation, and then that comes to the Commission to
act or what? You make the appointment? That is the procedure that is
followed,

is it not?-A.

Yes.

Q. Where is the test?
You

know

that

if a member

Where is the competition or the examination?-A.
of Parliament

is solicited-

Q. I am not blaming you for following out the Act. There are numbers of
definitions in the laws that are interpreted and followed out, and I know I have
to practice according to the law; you have to administer the law as you find
it on the statute book. But the law says the appointment must be made by
examination. Then you go ahead and the law defines the examination, any test,
written or oral. Where, then when you come back to the section that says " all
appointments must be made by examination " -where in the case that I have
cited is the examination?-A.
The post office inspector may give them the written
examination contemplated by the Act.

Q. Any applicants who are not located-the place is fixed by the department-it would be no use for a man in an adjoining village to apply?-A. No.
By the Chairman:
Q. If the inspector goes to a small village, is it not a fact that he must find

a man with a store. You do not give the office to someonewho cannot supply
premises?-A. It resolves itself around the facility for acting as postmaster,
and the inspector uses his best judgment as to the store that will best suit the
community, bearing in mind the type of man who keeps the store and the recommendation,

one of the two or three.

Q. There must be a storekeeper.-A. There is a gooddeal of rivalry between
the storekeepers.

Q. The inspector has the selection from one, two or three store-keepers?A. There are not infrequently caseswherethe community object to the post office
being in any store.

They want it in some private residence.

By Mr. Shaw:

Q. Supposing he has a report set by the inspector, he must set out the
qualifications of these men for the position on a printed form?-A. Yes.
Mr. SHAW: Then he adds his recommendation as to which one he thinks
best suited. I must say I cannot agreewith Mr. Chevrier that there is no com-

petition in theseclasses.It is selectionby way of competition.
[Dr. W. J. Roche.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Where is the competition, when he goes down and selects those
people and asks them probably what party is in power to-day, and asks
them what time of the day it is and what week it is and what is his age. He
does not put him through his paces or make a serious examination. I have
asked the examiners and it is in evidence here?-A.

Have you seen the forms

that the post office inspector has to send in?
By Mr. Shaio:
Q. Have you got some handy?-A.
with

I do not know whether I have them

me or not.

Mr. CHEVRIER:I have put the same question to some of the examinersand
I have the same answeryou have given me, and the examiners have not shown
me that these inspectors tried this man in arithmetic or history or grammar or
spelling or anything else. There has been no competition except competition

betweenthree or four applicants to get the job.
Mr. BR6wN: Each one of these applicants will have different qualifications.
Mr. CHEVRIER: That is what the Act means. That is the only competition
1 can see.

The WITNESS: I have a copy of the special positions which they fill in, as

a result of the poster being put up, but I do not think I have a copy of the oral
interview made by the inspector.

Mr. CHEVRIER:
If they askedhim who was the Governor-Generalof Canada
or something of that kind, that might be some test.
Dr. ROCHE: Gentlemen, so far as the post office is concerned,-as

I have

told you I think the proof of the pudding is in the eating; we judge things by
results and I do not know what possible method of appointment, you can get
that would give more satisfaction than the methods we have adopted, when we
have less than one per cent of complaints Now, there may be more of these
complaints that we do not hear of, of a political nature, but I mean of the
non-qualifications of the candidate appointed, and we have appointed about
5,000 postmasters.
Mr. CHEVRIER: That may be true, but I have never in my life in my line
of conduct stood by arbitrary measures. When you get your feet down on
principle you are on solid rock, otherwise arbitrary measures will lead you
nowhere

but

into

trouble.

By Mr. Garland:
Q. When the inspector from the post office goes through a locality

for a

postmaster, does he not get a recommendation from others outside the applicant?-A. Yes. If it is any community at all, he interviews businesspeople.
Mr.

CHEVRIER:

That

is not

an examination.

The CHAIRMAN: He tries to make a popular appointment.
Mr. MCBRIDE: There have been 25 or 30 appointments made in the Kam-

loops constituency recently, and I have not heard one complaint about the
appointments made during that time.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL: They do not complain to you. They complain to the
Commission. The official of the Post Office department is sent down to make
selections. Up to $200 his minister is competent to make the appointment, but

if that appointment is ever $200,they have to come to this Commission.
[Dr.
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The CHAIRMAN:Has any member of the Committee anything further to
ask Dr. Roche; if not, there is a motion to adjourn.
The Committee adjourned to meet at the call of the Chair.

FRIDAY, June 15, 1923.
The Special Committee on the Civil Service Act of Canada met at 11 a.m.,
Mr. Malcolm, the Chairman, presiding.
The CHAIRMAN: Before the Committee sits in camera, Mr. Jameson, Civil

Service Commissioner, has some statements to present containing information
which members of the Committee asked him to produce.
Mr. JAMESON: When I was giving evidence before this Committee some

days ago certain members of the Committee requested information upon different points, which I promised to supply later. I now have the information
required.
Mr. Martel enquired as to the average salary of civil servants in Ottawa
and outside of Ottawa. The average annual salary of Federal civil servants

computed on the basis of the pay roll for the month of December, 1921, was
a? follows:In

Ottawa

With Bonus
Without Bonus
Outside

With

$1,488
1,332

,

of Ottawa

Bonus

Without

$1,368

Bonus

1,188

This computation is based on the latest figures which the Civil Service
Commission has regarding the salaries paid in all departments of the public
service.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The difference in salaries between the civil servants in Ottawa and
those outside is not due to any discrimination between those outside of Ottawa
and those in Ottawa; it is simply due to the fact, I suppose, that in Ottawa there

are large numbers of positions of an administrative character, like that of
deputy minister and other highly paid officials, which would increase the
average?-A. Yes, it is due to that. I have also a schedule showing the salaries
and average salaries paid by the different departments as of December, 1921.

This supplementsthe particulars asked for by Mr. Martell. It gives the salaries
and bonusin each departmentof permanent and temporary employeesseparately.
(See Appendix-Exhibits

" 0 " and " 01."

By Mr. Drummond:

Q. Can you give us the total amount paid in
the whole of Canada?-A. I gave the Committee
ago as at December 31, 1921. It was roughly
bonus, making $58.000,000in round numbers, per

salaries to Civil Servants for
that information a few days
$53,000,000,and $5,000,000
annum.
[Mr. C. Jameson.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. In connection with that, you have not been able to get the information as to the two succeeding years?-A. No, the Commission has made an
endeavour to secure that information from the departments, but has not
secured it as yet. May I, just at this juncture, make this observation:
I think Section 44 of the Civil Service Act should be amended by the
addition of a clause to the following effect: (3) "The deputy minister of each
department shall, before the 1st day of March in each year transmit to the
Civil Service Commission, a statement showing, (a) The number of permanent

employeesin the service of the department, as of 31st Decemberprevious, (b)
The total amount of salaries paid for December previous,

(c) The total amount

of bonus (if any) paid for the same month, (d) The number of temporary
employees in the service of the department as of 31st December previous.
(e) The total amount of salaries paid for December. (/) The total amount
of bonus (if any) paid for the same month, (g) The average salary (and bonus,
if any), paid to; (a) permanent employees; (6) temporary employees, for
the month of December previous, (h) The deputy ministers, in preparing such
statements, shall distinguish between employees at the seat of Government,
and those holding positions elsewhere.
The

Civil

Service

Commission

shall

include

such

statement

in its

annual

report to Parliament.
The deputy minister shall also furnish to the Commission such information
as may from time to time be required in the public interest."
Parliament could then see by the annual report what the shrinkage or
increase was in personnel and cost.

Q. That will give the information which will bring this up to date?-A.
Yes, every year.
The Chairman of the Committee, Mr. Malcolm, asked for a statement
showing the percentage of technical officers who had resigned from the service
during the past few years.
Professor Jones of Washington, stated in an address delivered here recently,
that from 40 to 50 per cent of the technical employees of the Civil Service of
the United States of America, had annually, during the last few years, resigned

to take employment with commercial firms, because of the higher rate of
compensation which the latter paid.
In the Canadian service, the Department of 'Mines and the Survey
Division of the Department of the Interior, I am informed, lost most heavily

of late years, and the particulars which I now furnish are based upon the
resignations of technical officers from the services named.
Exhibit

(See Appendix-

" 02."

By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Is there any reasonthat you know of, Mr. Jameson,why in 1921it was
16 per cent-A. In 1920.
Q. In one Branch it was 16 per cent and then there was a sudden drop
during the two or three succeedingyears?-A. The exact figures as I have
read them are year; 1920, 21 resignations from the Department of Mines, and
10 from the Topographical and Geodetic Surveys branches, Department of
the Interior, which figure out at 16 per cent in the former, and 4 per cent
in the latter. My information is that there was a great demand during the
year 1920 all over the British Empire and in the United States of America
for technical men of that character.

For instance, there was a shortage of

geologists, and a shortage of other experts and that caused a severe drain,
comparatively speaking, upon the Canadian service. After that, there was
[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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Great industrial concerns which had been very active during

and after the war began to demobilize their staffs, and these highly specialized

men were not required to the same extent. The average resignations in both
these repartments for years 1920, 1921, 1922, was only 4-6 per cent.
Mr. Chevrier asked for a copy of the bonus regulations for the year 1923.

These are in effect the regulations of 1922 as continued in force by P.O. 672,
dated 19th April, 1923. They embody three orders in council, and cover seven

typewritten pages. I am passingthem into the record. (SeeAppendix-Exhibits " 03," " 04," " 05.")
Mr. JAMESON:Mr. Shaw requested a copy of P.C. 23-1018, dated 9th May,
1922, excluding from the operation of the Civil Service Act, the following classes
of positions within the City of Ottawa, namely, labourer, assistant labour foreman, labour foreman, charwoman.
A copy of this order in council I now have for the records of the Committee. (See Appendix-Exhibit
"06").
Mr. JAMESON: I have here also a copy of the submission to Council signed
by two of the Civil Service Commissioners, Colonel LaRochelle and myself,
covering those classes of positions which were excluded from the operation of
the Civil Service Act by P.C. 1053. It has not been previously put in the
record, and I think it should go in. (See Appendix-Exhibit
" 07.").
Mr.

JAMESON:

I have also a memorandum

which

at that

time

was attached

to the file giving my reasons for signing that recommendation, and this, I think,
should be before the Committee. The file came to me on the 10th June, 1922,
with a memorandum from the Secretary which read as follows:
"Commissioner

Jameson:

For Signature, please.

The Chairman declines to sign this sub-

mission.

(Sgd.) WM. FORAN,
Secretary."
Then I put on the file the following memorandum:
"Honourable Dr. Roche, Chairman:
Re the attached

statement:

"I understood your objection was as to its form rather than to
the principle involved of the classes proposed to be excluded from the
operation of the Civil Service Act.
"Would you, at your convenience, indicate your view in a memorandum which may be placed on the file.
(Sgd.) C. J.
Commissioner."

Ottawa, 10th June, 1922.
It came back with the following memorandum attached:
"I object to the omission of (b) of the former regulations which
provide 'that the selection has been made without reference to personal
or political considerations and strictly on the merit principle as between

personsapplying or available for the position.'
(Sgd.) W. J. R."
[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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ThereuponI placedupon the file the following memorandum.
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

Memorandum
in re exemption
of certainclasses
fromthe operationof
the Civil

Service

Act.

Subsection38s (1) of the Civil ServiceAmendmentAct, (Chapter

22 Acts of 1921) reads as follows:-

"In any casewherethe Commissiondecidesthat it is not practicable nor in the public interest to apply this Act to any position
or positions, the Commissionmay, with the approval of the Governor

in Council, excludesuch position or positions in whole or in part

from the operation of the Act, and make such regulations as are
deemed advisable prescribing how such position or positions are to
be dealt

The Civil

with."

Service Commission

has had before

it

a list

of classes

proposed to be excluded from the operation of the Act, under the above
section, as well as certain regulations prescribing how such positions are
to be dealt with, and a difference of opinion as to such regulations has
arisen.

The undersigned was of the opinion at the time of the framing of
the Civil Service Act 1918, and then so recommended, that the Act should

not contemplate the filling by the Commission of minor positions in the
public service, such a.sthose in the attached schedule; but other counsels
prevailed.
Experience in the operation of the Act, however, convinced all the

members of the Commission that it is not practicable nor in the public
interest to apply the Act to certain minor classes of positions;
1. Because it is not practicable to hold tests of a suitable nature
to determine the persons most eligible for positions of such a character;

II. Because of tedious delays which are involved by such
methods of filling such classes of positions;
III. Because the staff of the Commission would more profitably

be occupied in dealing with the major appointments to the public
service;
IV. Because of the expense involved in the application of the
Civil Service Act to such classes of positions.
The members of the Commission are agreed as to the following

regulations to be submitted to the Governor General in Council respecting the filling of the classesor positions excluded from the operation of
the Civil Service Act, namely:

(1) That the selection of employees for the different classesbe
left entirely in the hands of the departments, subject to the
following

conditions:

(a) That the appointment is necessaryfor the efficient carrying on
of the work of the department.

(b) That the preferenceextendedby the Civil Service Act for
military

service be observed.

(c) That the person selected satisfy the department as to his
qualifications.

(d) That he is suitableas to age,characterand habits.

(2) That the compensation
be as providedin the classification
schedules, and that where " prevailing rates " are provided as

the compensation
for the class,or whereno classschedule
exists,rates of pay be such as are recommended
by the depart-

mentsand approvedby the GovernorGeneralin Council,and
that the compensationin thesecases,carry no bonus.
[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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The Chairman of the Commission is of the opinion that the following regulation should be added:
(3) " That the selection be made without reference to personal or
political considerations and strictly on the merit principle as
persons applying or available for the position."
A provision in precisely similar terms to clause (3) was embodied
in the regulations authorized by P.C. 1694 (dated August 14th, 1919)
which excluded from the operation of the Civil Service Act, positions,
the annual compensation of which did not exceed $200. The regulation, however, has been declared by certain of the departments to be

quite unsuited to the requirements of the public service, for the reason
that it entails a test of the qualifications

and fitness of all "persoi/*

applying or available for the position" before an appointment can bo
made.

In the proposed submission to Council, the Civil Service Commission
expressly declares that it is not practicable to prescribe a system of
competitive examinations or tests for making appointments to such
positions as those set out in the schedule.
For the Commission to require of the departments that they should
apply the competitive system in making such appointments and at the
same

time

declare

that

the

Commission

itself

has

found

such

to

be

impracticable, would seem to be unreasonable.
It would moreover
involve the setting up in each department of a miniature Civil Service
Commission, resulting in additional expense and duplication of activities.
If to exempt any positions from the operation of the Civil Service
Act involves such proceeding, then in the opinion of the undersigned, no

such exemption should be made. But I do not think that the Act contemplates that the competitive system of appointment should, in such
cases, be transferred from the Commission to the departments, nor
that it should be aplied at all in appointment to classes of positions
exempted on the ground that such is impracticable.
I cannot reach
the conclusion that the Commission could properly prescribe any regulation to be observed by the departments, the application of which to

the classesof positions concernedhas already been found to be impracticable by the Commission, itself, after an experience of almost four
years.

(Sgd.)

C. Jameson,
Commissioner.

Ottawa, June 12th, 1922.

Mr. JAMESON:Since the passing of P.C. 1053,it has been amendedby the
addition of certain other positions, and I find that in every instance, except
one, the additional positions were excluded with the concurrence of the Chairman, whose signature appears on the submission to Council. I have a lit

of these additional exempted positions here, showing the dates of the recommendation to Council, the signature of the Commissioners in each case attached

thereto, and the position proposed for exclusion. This has been prepared by
ar officer of the Statistical and Correspondencebranch of the Civil Service
Commission.

[Mr. C Jameson.]
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" AMENDMENTS AND PROPOSEDAMENDMENTS TO THE ORDERIN COUNCIL OF THE

29TH JUNE, 1922, P. C. 1053

(Showing by which Commissionersapproved).
Amendments

Signatures

Order in

on File

W. J. Roche
C. J.
(56-1-H)

Position

Council

Physicians, performing the duties of Port
Physicians at the following points in
Nova Scotia; Cheticamp, Louisburg.
Lunenburg, Sydney and MiddletonDepartment of Health.

27-10-22
P. C. 2241

Fireman.

C. Jameson

Fireman's Helper.

22-12-22

M.

Fireman

P. C. 2633

G. LaRochelle

Labourer.

(PW-AR3-873)
Proposed Amendments

(Reports submitted to Council).
Report to
Council
W.

J. Roche

C. Jameson
(56-1-H)

Physician, performing the duties of Port
Physician at Freeport, N.S.-Department

W. J. R.
C. J.

26-4-23

of Health.

In addition to the above, the Department
of Health has requested that the Civil

(56-1-H)

Service Commission take the necessary
steps to have Order in Council P. C. 1053
amended by adding to it Port Physicians
at the following points:
Margaree, N.S.
Port Alfred, P.Q.
Ladysmith, B.C.
Chemainus, B.C.
(Letter 11-5-23).
(Sgd.) R. P.

C. S. C.

Stationery and Correspondence,
23-5-23."

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Are these port physicianspaid salaries or fees?-A. They are paid
salaries.

By the Chairman:

Q. Probablyin most of thoseplacestherewould be only onephysician

in the town?-A. In someplaces; but there are usually other physiciansnear
at hand. I think that in most placesthere would be more than one.
[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Are not some of these physicians paid fees?-A. Not those; they are
paid salaries.

Q. In my constituency they are all paid fees; they are not paid salaries.A. The Department of Health-I am speaking now from memory as I have
not seen the files for some time-the Department of Health I believe pays
salaries in most cases. The doctors used to be paid fees under I think, some

provision of the Department of Marine with respect to the care of sick seamen;
even then some at one time received fees, others salary.
By the Chairman:
Q. As to firemen, let me ask a question. To get a job as fireman, a man
has to have the necessary qualifications, has he not? In Ontario, we have a

regulation regarding engineers,and I was wondering if there was corresponding
regulations with regard to those in charge of steam boilers and engines in that
part of the country?-A.
Q. Yes, have they

You mean in Nova Scotia?
provincial regulations?-A.
I cannot say definitely,

but I imagine they have; that is so with regard to engineers.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. Those appointments would be subject to provincial regulations?-A.
Yes.

Hon. Mr. MARCIL: You cannot appoint a fireman_if he has a provincial
certificate? He has to have it anyway.
Mr.

JAMESON:

It

will

be observed

that

while

the

Chairman

of the

Com-

mission dissented from the regulations contained in P.C. 1053, at the time
it was submitted to Council, June 1922, because of the omission of old regulation " B ", he has since approved of these additions to the positions exempted
under that order in council, without raising any question as to the lack of
regulation "B".
By Mr. Shaw:
Q. What is the object of this evidence, Mr. Jameson?-A. Well, Captain

Shaw, unfortunately I think there has been a slight amount of misapprehension with regard to the reasonQ. Your evidence is designed with the view of showing that while Dr.
Roche dissented, he subsequently ratified it?-A. That is it.
Q. What advantage would it be to the Committee to know that?-A.
It

would perhaps be of no advantage to the Committee, but I think it is only
fair to the Commissioners who signed that submission to Council that they
should not be unfairly criticized as having done something that was not in the
public interest.
Q. Whether one signed or all signed, if it is an action deserving of criticism,
then they are all deserving of criticism?-A.
Quite so.
Q. Do I understand that the Commission have come to the conclusion

that they cannot determine the qualifications of a port physician?-A. We
thought it better to exclude them.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. They are not full time employees?-A. No, part time.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q. The port physician must be a medical man?-A. Oh, yes.
Q. In the Indian department they accept a certificate of the university
when the man has a medical certificate; he is appointed on that certificate, and

no other examinationis required. Does the samething not apply to a port
physician? Do you examinehim asto whetherhe is qualified as a doctor?
[Mr.

C. Jameson.]
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Mr. SHAW: The point is to ascertain as between a group of individuals

who is best qualified for the position. They all have a minimum qualification.
Hon. Mr. MARCIL:They are all qualified to practice medicine.
Mr. SHAW: They would be necessarily.
Mr. JAMESOX: Mr.

Garland

asked for a statement

of the number

of can-

didates writing at regular examinations during the last year, the fees paid by
them, and the number of successfulcandidates appointed. As the Committee
is aware, no examination fees are paid by those condidateswho have had military service overseasin the late war. I have the statement here. (See Appendix-Exhibits
"P," "PI.").
Mr. JAMESUX: That, I think, is all the information

I was asked to fur-

nish.

By the Chairman:

Q. May I ask your opinion upon a complaint which I received the other
day. Some men in Ottawa complain that certain civil servants in Ottawa
take their holidays during the annual race meet at Connaught Park and accept
positions at the race track getting special pay in addition to their statutory pay.
Do you know to what extent that practice exists?-A. Xo, sir, I did not know
it existed at all until I saw some letters in the newspapers a few days ago.
The CHAIRMAN: I had a letter of complaint sent to me through the Minister

of Labour.

By Hon. Mr. Marcil:
Q. Is there anything in your regulations to prevent civil servants from
doing something else while on holiday??-A.
I have not the regulations before

me.

By the Chairman:
Q. You do not know anything about the extent of that practice?-A.

Xo.

sir.

By Mr. Cherrier:
Q. There is nothing in the regulations to prevent civil servants, during

holidays, engaging in any work that they feel inclined to do?-A. Xot that I
am aware of. I have not the regulations here.
The CHAIKMAX: The Clerk informs me that the same complaint has been

made in regard to the annual exhibition in Ottawa.
By Mr. Shair:

Q. Should there be any regulation to prevent men from working during
their vacation?-A. I really think it would be a hardship to impose such
a restriction. Some people in the public service get small salaries, and if
they are active enough and energetic enough to seek and get employment during their holidays, and are qualified to perform it, I think it would be a hardship, to prevent them.

Mr. CHEVRIER:Where they are not interfering with their civil service
duties, 1 think that any man can engagein any kind of work he chooses.
By Hon. Mr. Marcil:

Q Can they pick up any employmentoutsideof the vacations?-A. That

questionwas just askedme/ Speakingfrom memory,thereis nothingin the
regulations or in the Act which prevents it.
[Mr.

C. Jameson.J
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Mr. LEWIS: Would that not defeat the object of giving them a holiday?
They are given a holiday to keep them fit, and there is no value to their holiday
if they do other work.

Mr. SHAW: I think there are enough regulations without imposing this
unnecessary

one.

Mr. JAMESON:I think it would be a pretty severe restriction; sometimes
a change of occupation is healthful.
Mr.

JAMESON retired.

The

Committee

then

went

into

executive

session.

[Mr.

C. Jameson.}
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A.

A

RECOMMENDED

FOR

OF THE
CIVIL
SERVICE
VARIOUS
DEPARTMENTS

(Submitted by Mr. William
DEPARTMENT.
Air Board
Auditor
General's

Agriculture

1923

ACT

EXEMPTION
BY

FROM

THE

Forari)

CLASSES.
Office

Nil.
Nil.

Technical Positions: " The Department to have the
power to look over the field, approach likely candidates, select the most suitable and offer him the

appointment,

such appointment

approval of the Civil
District

Livestock

to

receive the

Service Commission."
Promoter.

Stockyard Agent.
Labourer.
Gardener.

Herdsman.
Farm

Foreman.

Beekeeper.
Head

Gardener.

Head Poultryman.
Head

Herdsman.

Customs

Dairyman.
Poultryman.
No recommendation

External Affairs

All

positions in

received.

The High

Commissioner's Office,

London, England.
The Paris Agency Office.
The Washington Office.
Archives

Nil.

Finance

All appointments to Currency Branch and Assistant
Receiver Generals' Offices.
in following classes:-

This

includes positions

Departmental Accountant, Grade 5.
Departmental Accountant, Grade 2.
Senior
Senior
Clerk.

Account
Clerk.

Clerk.

Clerk-bookkeeper.
File

Clerk.

Clerk-Stenographer.
Junior Clerk-Stenographer.
Junior

Clerk.

Junior Clerk Typist.
Office Boy.
Junior Currency Clerk.
Messenger Clerk.
Assistant

Receiver

General.

Principal Currency Teller.
Senior Currency Teller.
Currency Teller.

Health

Medif.il

Officer, Grades 1, 2 and 3.

Port Physicians.

Higher Technical and scientific positions including:Chief Analyst, and
Chief, Division of Research.
Interpreter.
All positions at isolated stations, this includes:Public Building Engineer Caretaker.

Stationary Engineer Heating, Grades 1 and 2.
Plumber.

Carpenter.
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Governor General's Office
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CLASSES

Orderly.
Dispenser.
Indian Farming
petition) .
Graduate
Assistant

Nurse.
Graduate

Teacher, Indian
Field

Instructor

Matron

(to be exempt from com-

Nurse.

School.

and Assistant

Field

Matron.

Seasonal positions of Doctors and Clerks for Treaty
Payments.
Head Stockman.
Stockman.

All positions on Indian Reserves when filled by Indiana.
This includes positions in the following classes:Interpreter.
Constable.
Assistant Stockman.
Assistant
Farmer.
Labourer.
Teamster.

Mail

Carrier.

Hospital

Orderly.

Laundress.
Cook.
Housemaid.
Assistant
Matron.
Assistant
Nurse.
Seamstress.

Immigration and Colonization..

..Customs Officers acting as Immigration Inspectors.
Packer and Helper.
Immigration Guard.
Hospital Guard.
Housemaid.
Cook.

Interior

All positions of an administrative, professional, technical or altogether special nature. Those administrative
positions at Ottawa having a minimum salary of
$3,000 and those outside Ottawa having a minimum
of $2,000.
Positions of an altogether special nature, including:Homestead Appraiser.
Ranch Appraiser.
And any positions where extended experience is required.

Those at Ottawa having a minimum salary of $2,400and
those

outside

Ottawa

$1,200.

All seasonal positions.
Labourer.
Labour
Foreman.

All

positions outside Canada.

Positions in the North West Territories organization.

Justice

Positions of officers belonging to the learned professions or professing a knowledge of some depart-

ment of learning, art or science, when selected for
the discharge of duties which require the practice of

their profession or the application or exercise of
their professional, technical or scientific knowledge.
Heads of recognized departmental branches.
Wardens and disciplinary officers of the Penitentiaries

Branch.

Two positions of Confidential Messenger in the
Minister's

Office.

Houseof Commons

No recommendation
received.

Insurance

Nil.
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DEPARTMENT

CLASSES

Labour.

Library
Militia

975

. Positions relating to the adjustment of labour disputes and involving the relations between employers
and workers. These positions are classified.
Wage Investigator
and Mediator.
Junior Wage Investigator and Mediator.
Correspondent to the Labour Gazette.
.Nil.

of Parliament.,
and Defence..

,

.Artisans and Labourers.
Positions in the Dominion
istrative
This

Arsenals, except the admin-

staffs.

includes:Gatemen.

Messengers.
Watchmen.

Operatives

(male and female).

Overlookers.

Skilled

Labourers

including,--

Blacksmith.

Carpenter.
Fireman.
Tinsmith.
Toolmaker.

Packer

1

Soldcrer }"Branch of the Inspector of AmmuExaminerJ nition.
Fire Ranger.
Cleaner and Helper.
Marine

and

Fisheries.

. Labourer.
Labour
Gasman.

Foreman.

Buoy Foreman.
Mechanic (Marine Signals).
Foreman Mechanic (Marine
Inspector of Gas Buoys.
Inspector of Fog Alarms.
Inspector (Marine Signals).
Inspector of Lights.
Wharfinger Clerk.
Lightkeeper.
Receiver

of

Wrecks.

Meteorological
Rainfall

Signals).

Observer.

Observer.

Climatological Observer.
Storm Signal Agent.
Signal Agent.
Harbour

Master.

All persons temporarily employed on outside work or
temporary employees of any kind required for a
limited period to cope with emergencies.
Coxswain and crews of Life Saving Stations.
Temporary, part time, and seasonal employees in the
Fisheries

Branch.

All employees who are required to possess technical
qualifications for the particular positions to which
they are appointed.
Wharf

Patrolman.

Hatchery
Hatchery
Hatchery

Spawntaker.
Egg-Picker.
Watchman.

Gas Engineman.

Camp Cook.
Hatchery Helper.
Hatchery Cook.
Hatchery Engineer.
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CLASSES

Geologicaland Topographical
Field Assistants.

Employeeson Field Parties including,Camp Cooks.
Canoemen.
Packers.
Packmaster.
Teamster.

Indian

Interpreter.

Guide.
Axeman.

Informant.

Naval Service

Positions at H. M. C. Dockyards,Halifax and Esquimalt,Chargeman

or Sub-Foreman.

Coxswain.

Shipwright.
Mechanic.

Helper.
Labourer.

Apprentice.
Watchman.
Janitor.
Charwoman.

Senior Chargeman of Mechanics.
Chargeman of Mechanics.
Artisans
Skilled

and Tradesmen.
Labour.

General

Labour.

Engine

Driver.

Crane

Driver.

Motorboat
Driver.
Motorboat
Coxswain.
Yard Watchman
Watchman.

Postal Messenger.
Caretaker.

Positions at Royal Naval College, Esquimalt and Training Establishment, as follows:Porter.

Caretaker.
Cook.
Domestic.
Charwoman.

Skilled

Labour.

Watchman.
Caretaker.
Janitor.

Hall Porter.
Gardener.

Positions

in Radiotelegraph

Foreman

Mechanic.

Apprentice Helper.
Handyman.
Labourer.

Housekeeper.
Kitchen Helper.
Caretaker.

Cook.
Construction

Foreman.

Carpenter Foreman.
Carpenter.

Rigger.
Cleaner.

Machinist.

Electrician

Apprentice.

Branch, -is follower-
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DEPARTMENT

Naval Service-Con

CLASSES

Positions in Hydrographic Tidal and Current Survey
Branches
as follows:Current
Observer
River Observer.
Mechanic.
Labourer.
Cook.

Porter.

Purchasing Commission
Post Office
Public Printing and Stationery
Patents and Copyrights

Public Works

Executive Officers.
Technical Experts or Specialists.
Postmaster, Grade 1.
Postmaster, Grade 2 (where revenue is under $2,000).
.. ..No recommendation received.
Nil.

Inspector on Construction Work.
Foreman.
Artisan.

Labourer.
Charman.
Charwoman.
Cleaner.
Elevator
Attendant.
Caretaker.

Heating Engineer.
Fireman.
Watchman.
Chauffeur.

Cleaner and Helper.
Foreman

Charman.

Carter.

Part

Board of Railway

time

Janitor

and

Janitress.

Commissioners.. Assistant Secretary and Registrar.
Assistant Secretary (French).
Librarian

and

Executive

Officer.

Chief Engineer.
Assistant Chief Engineer.
Electrical Engineer.
Divisional Engineer.
District Engineer.
Chief

Traffic

Assistant

Officer.

Chief

Traffic

Officer.

Chief Operating Officer.
Assistant Chief Operating Officer.
Mechanical Expert.
Inspector, Operating Department.
Chief Fire Inspector.
Fire Inspector.

Railways and Canals

All staffs employed on new construction work.

This

includes all positions on the Welland Ship Canal and
Trent

All

Canal

Construction.

staffs employed temporarily on engineering, financial and other special investigations.
This includes

all positions on the St. Lawrence River Improvements.

The Canals maintenance, and operating staffs except
the

administrative

staffs.

Hoist Engineer.
Engineer Concrete Mixer.
Assistant

Machinist

Foreman.

Railway Section Foreman.
Mason

Sub-foreman.

Railway Brakeman.
Carpenter Sub-foreman.
Driller.
Powderman.
Electric
Groundman.
Construction
Foreman.
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DEPARTMENT
CLASSES
Royal Canadian Mounted Police... .Nil.
Secretary of State
No recommendation received.
Senate
Editor of Debates.
Debates Reporter.
Translator.

Soldier Settlement

Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod.
No recommendation received.

Board

Trade and Commerce

All employedin the CommercialIntelligence Service,
outside of Canada, beneath the rank of Junior Trade

Commissioner. This includes positions in the following classes:Translator or Interpreter.
Clerk.

Clerk-Stenographer.
Office Boy.
Clerk, Commercial Intelligence
Senior Clerk-Bookkeeper.
Senior Clerk-Stenographer.
Clerk-Typist.
Junior Clerk-Stenographer.
Junior Clerk-Typist.
Junior

Clerk.

Junior

Translator.

Service.

Messenger Clerk.
Commercial Agent.

Temporary Employees of the Dominion Grain
Research Laboratory,

EXHIBIT
STATEMENT

OF

1920 (P.O.
(P.C.

OPERATIONS

2938),

AS

UNDER

AMENDED

3895), UP TO THE

THE

BY

31sx DECEMBER,

B

ORDER

ORDER

IN

IN

COUNCIL

COUNCIL

OF

OF

THE

THE

Men

1,668
308
1,301
1,045
256
32

Females

1,448
155
1,203
1,145
58
39

Civilians

3,578
1,182
1,497
981
516
239
84

of Lack

of Overseas Active

Total

6,694
1,645
4,001
3,171
830
310

Overseas

Service

on Account

1921

Foran)

Ex-Service

Recommended for permanency by Departments
Subsequently withdrawn by Department
Recommended to Council by Commission
Approved by Council
Now before Council
In course of investigation
by Commission
Awaiting
Evidence of Right to Exemption
from
Ineligible

16TH DECEMBER,

22ND OCTOBER,

1922.

(Submitted by Mr. William

Active

Winnipeg.

Service..

Otherwise not eligible
Since separated from Service by death or otherwise

84

37

20
7

44
7

516
23

580
37

21-3-23.

RECAPITULATION

OF OPERATIONS

UNDER

THE

ORDER

IN

COUNCIL

OF THE

16rn DEC-

EMBER, 1920(P.C. 2958), AS AMENDED BY ORDER IN COUNCIL OF THE 22ro>OCTOBER,
1921 (P.C. 3895), UP TO THE 31si DECEMBER,
Recommended

by Deputy

1922.

Ministers

Subsequently withdrawn..

1,645
5,049

Endorsed by Civil Service Commission and reported to Council
Approved by Council
Still

before

Council

4,001
3,171
830
4,001

Ineligible-not

endorsed

817

Died or resigned

In course of investigation

394
1,048
5,049

21-8-2*.
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3895.
AT

THE

GOVERNMENT

HOUSE

AT

OTTAWA

SATURDAY,
the 22nd day of October, 1921.
PRESENT

HIS

EXCELLENCY

THE

GOVERNOR

:

GENERAL

IN

COUNCIL

WHEREAS the Civil Service Commission reports that in the application
of the Order in Council of the 16th December, 1920, (P.C. 2958), a condition
has developed which operates to the disadvantage of certain employees;
AND WHEREAS in the said Order in Council it is provided that the Civil
Service Commission shall submit to the Governor in Council lists showing the
temporary employees who are recommended for permanent appointment by the
Deputy Minister of the Department in which they are employed, who are not
occupying positions regarded by the Civil Service Commission and by the

Department concerned, as of a permanent nature, whose services are certified
as satisfactory by the Department and approved as such by the Commission,
and who were assigned to the said positions prior to November 10th, 1918;
AND WHEREAS it has transpired that in certain cases officers have been

Continuously employed in permanent positions since prior to November 10th,
1919,but not in the same position as for example,where the good work of the
employee has merited advancement to higher and more responsible duties;
AND WHEREAS the Department of Justice has ruled that this change of

position precludes the officers affected from qualifying under the regulation
above quoted;
AND WHEREAS the Civil Service Commission is of the opinion that it
was not the intention of the Government that an officer should be thus penalized
for faithful and efficient service, and therefore recommends that Regulation I
of the said Order in Council should be amended to include the above cases;
THEREFORE His Excellency the Governor General in Council, on the
recommendation of the Secretary of State, is pleased to order that Regulation
1 of the said Order in Council of the 16th December, 1920, shall be and the same
is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. "Such employees shall have occupied positions of a permanent character

but not necessarily the same position continuously from November 10th, 1919,
being the date the Civil Service Commission's Amendment Act, 1919, became
law."

(Sgd.)

RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy

Council.
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B2

(By Mr. William Foran)
P.O. 2958.

AT THE

GOVERNMENT

HOUSE

AT

OTTAWA

THURSDAY,
the sixteenth day of December,1920.
PRESENT

HIS EXCELLENCY

:

THE DEPUTY
IN

GOVERNOR GENERAL

COUNCIL

WHEREAS the Civil ServiceCommissionreports that by section11 (2)
of the Civil ServiceAmendmentAct, 1919,it is providedthat " No temporary
employee shall be given a permanent position as a result of classification
except upon examination under the provisions of this Act, or without examina-

tion under the regulationsmade by the Commissionand approvedby the Governor in Council ";

THEREFORE His Excellencythe Deputy Governor Generalin Council,
on the recommendationof the Secretaryof State, is pleasedto instruct and
doth hereby instruct and direct the Civil Service Commission to submit to His

Excellency in Council lists showingthe temporary employeeswho are now
occupying positions regardedby the Civil ServiceCommissionand by the Department concernedas of a permanent nature, whose services are certified as satisfactory by the department and approved as such by the Commissionand who
conform to the following regulations:

1. Such employeesshall have been assignedto the said positions prior to
November 10, 1919, being the date on which the Civil Service AmendmentAct,
1919, became law.

2. Such lists shall not include for the present, any temporary employeeof
the Soldier Settlement Board, the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment
or the Income Tax Office, inasmuch as these departments are operating under
exemption from the Civil Service Act in so far as their temporary employees are
concerned.

3. Such lists shall not include any temporary employee whose age or
physical condition is such as to merit his retirement from the Service.
4. Such lists shall not include any male temporary employee who was of

military age during the recent war and who is not a returned soldier or sailor,
as defined by the Civil

Service Act. 1918, unless such employee can furnish

reasons satisfactory to the department and to the Commission of his failure
to enlist

for such service

HIS EXCELLENCY

in the war.

IN COUNCIL is further pleased to order that such

of the aboveemployeesas may be grantedpermanentstatus by the Governor
in Council shall have their rates of pay determined as follows:

Group I.-The rate of pay for employeesreceivingrates of compensation

less than the minimum of the classes in which their respective positions are

placed shall be advancedto the minimum rate of the classeffectiveApril 1,
1919,or if the employeeenteredthe Servicesincethat date, the date of such
entry.
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Group II.-The rate of pay for employeesreceivingrates of compensation
which

are either

at the minimum

or maximum

or intermediate

between these

rates for the classesin which their respective positions are placed shall be at
the rate which the employee is then receiving, or if such be not an established

classification rate, then the next higher classification rate shall be paid, effective
April 1, 1919, or, if the employee has entered the Service since that date, the
date of such entry.

If an employee in this group has received an increase since

April 1, 1919, the corresponding classification rate shall be effective only from
the date

of such increase.

Group HI.-The
rate of pay for employees receiving rates of
more than the maximum of the classes in which their respective
placed shall be the maximum of the said class effective from the
manent classification of the position has been confirmed by the
Commission under these regulations.
(Sgd.)

RODOLPHE

EXHIBIT

(By Mr. William
LIST OF DOCUMENTS

compensation
positions are
date the perCivil Service

BOUDREAU,
Clerk oj the Privy Council.

C

Forari)

ASKED FOR BY THE SPECIAL
THE CIVIL SERVICE
ACT

COMMITTEE

ON

t

(1) List of positions excluded, in whole or in part, under the provisions of
Section 38B from the operation of the Civil

Service Act, 1918, as

amendedby Chapter 22, 11-12 Geo. V.
(2) List showing the distribution of Departments among the three Civil Service
Commissioners.

(3) Copy of the resolution of the Civil Service Commission approving the
present procedure in connection with the appointment of rural Postmasters.

(4) Chart showing the present procedure in connection with the appointment
of rural

Postmasters.

(5) Copy or Order in Council dated February 28, 1918, defining the extent of

the jurisdiction of Order in Council, P.C. 358, of the 13th February,
1918.

(6) Statement showing the approximate number of positions in the Department
of Marine and Fisheries with salaries at less than $200 per annum.
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whole

POSITIONS
EXCLUDED
UNDERTHE PROVISIONS
OFSECTION
38e, FROMTHE OPERATION OF THE CIVIL SERVICEACT, 1918, AS AMENDEDBY CHAP 22 11-12
GEO. V.

Position

Manager, Parliamentary

Order

Restaurant.

in Council

5th Feb., 1921, P.C. 279.

Chaplain.

llth July, 1921; P.C. 2436; and
31st Jan., 1922,P.C. 5/200.

Office staff of the Commercial Intelligence 19thSept.,1921,P.C. 34899;3rd
Service, Department of Trade and Commerce, outside the Dominion of Canada

Jan., 1922, P.C. 4724; and
10th Feb., 1922,P.C. 318.

(with the exception of Trade Commissioners

and

Assistant

Trade

Commis-

sioners) .
Labourer,

21st Sept., 1921, P.C. 3518. Can-

Assistant Labour Foreman,
Labour Foreman,
Charwoman.

[Outside the
fCity of
j Ottawa.

Labourer, in connection with the construction
of a retaining wall along the Rideau
Canal, Ottawa, during the winter of 192122,-Department
of
Railways
and

celled 29th June, 1922,P.C.
1053.
25th Nov., 1921, P.C. 4475.

Canals.

One Secretary to Executive,
One Senior Clerk-Stenographer,
One Clerk-Stenographer,
One Confidential Messenger for the office of
a Minister of the Crown in charge of a
Department.
Orderlies in the office of the Governor General's Secretary.

7th Jan., 1922, P.C. 24; and
10th Feb., 1922, P.C. 323.

31st Jan., 1922, P.C. 6/200. Cancelled 29th June, 1922, P.C.
1053.

Clerical and lower grade positions in Dominion

Government

Offices

outside

31st Jan., 1922, P.C. 8/200.

the

Dominion of Canada, not, however, including supervisory or administrative positions.

[ndian Interpreter,-Department
Affairs.

of Indian

31st Jan., 1922, P.C. 32/200.
Cancelled 29th June, 1922,
P C

labourer,
AssistantLabour Foreman,
Labour Foreman,
Charwoman.

1053

]
9th May, 1922, P.C. 23/1018.
[Within the
Cancelled29th June, 1922,
fCity of
J Ottawa.

P.C. 1053.

Mechanical,labouringand certainother posi- 29th June, 1922,P.C. 1053.
tions.

(See Appendix " A ".)

Physicians,performing the duties of Port

27th Oct., 1922, P.C. 2241,

Nova Scotia:
Cheticamp, Louisburg, Lunenburg, Sydney and Middleton,-Department
of

29th June, 1922,P.C. 1053.

Physiciansat the followingpoints in

Health.

amendingOrder-in-Council
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[mmigrationInspector (with speciallanguage 10thNov., 1922,P.O.4/2365.
qualifications), St. John, N.B.-Department of Immigration

and Colonization.

GraduateNurse, Indian Reserve,Nurse, Indian Reserve-Department

16th Dec., 1922, P.O. 24/2588.

of Indian Af-

fairs.

Fireman,
Fireman's Helper,
Fireman Labourer.

22nd Dec., 1922, P.O. 2633,
amending Order-in-Couneil
29th June, 1922, P.O. 1053.
PART

II-In

Part

All positions carrying an annual salary of
not more than $200.

14th Aug., 1919,P.C. 1694.Subsequently excluded in whole
by Order-in-Council
29th
June, 1922, P.C. 1053.

Graduate Nurses in the Northwest Territories for the Indian
Fort

Resolution

boarding schools at

and

Fort

31st Jan., 1922,P.C. 29/200.

Providence-

Department of Indian Affairs.

Nurses on the staff of the hospital on the

31st Jan., 1922,P.C. 30/200.

Blood Reserve Agency, Alta.-Department

of Indian

Affairs.

Construction Foreman (part time) on the Six

31st Jan., 1922,P.C. 31/200.

Physician (part time) for the Indians in the
vicinity of Fort McMurray, Alta.-De-

31st Jan., 1922,P.C. 33/200.

Nations Indian
Ont.-Department

Reserve at Brantford,
of Indian Affairs.

partment of Indian Affairs.

Physician (part time) for the Indians in the
vicinity of Fort Vermilion, Alta.-Department of Indian Affairs.
Three Steamfitters, Maintenance and Repair
Staff,

Parliament

ment

of Public

31st Jan., 1922,P.C. 34/200.
9th May, 1922, P.C. 197/1018.

Buildings,-Depart-

Works.

Indian Farming Instructor,-Department

of

9th June, 1922, P.C. 50/1219.

Museum Assistant, National Gallery of
Canada,-Department of Public Works.
Head Gardener for the Rideau Hall Staff,-

5th Aug., 1922, P.C. 38/1660.

Indian

Affairs.

21st Aug., 1922, P.C. 36/1702.

Department of Public Works.

Two Assistant Power Development Engineers, Montreal, P.Q.,-Department

25th Sept., 1922, P.C. 32/2000.

of the

Interior.

Medical Officers,-Department of Health, as

20th Oct., 1922, P.C. 1797.

follows:-

Grade 1, Halifax. N.S, position No.
H-Q-210.

Grade 2, Quebec, P.Q., position No.
H-Q-213.

Grade 1. Quebec, P.Q.. position No.
H-Q-203.

Grade 1, St. John, N.B., position No.
H-Q-8.

Physician (part time), Manitou Rapids Reserve, Fort Francis Agency,-Depart-

ment

of Indian

Affairs.

20th Oct., 192° P.C. 27/2214.
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Park Superintendent(to have supervision 20th Oct., 1922,P.O. 36/2214.
of the Reindeer Herd) at Lobster Bay,
P.Q.,-Department of the Interior.

Physician (part time), WoodstockReserve, 10th Nov., 1922,P.O. 30/2365.
Carleton Co., N.B.,-Department

of In-

dian Affairs.

Weather Observer,Grade 2, Dawson City,
Yukon Territory,-Department
rine

of Ma-

10th Nov., 1922,P.C. 53/2365.

and Fisheries.

SeniorCurrencyTeller, Regina,Sask.,Senior 16th Dec., 1922, P.C. 6/2588.
Currency Teller, Calgary, Alta,, Currency Teller, Winnipeg, Man., Offices of
the Assistant Receiver General,-Department of Finance.
ments.)

(Present appoint-

Senior Hospital Guard, GrosseIsle Quaran- 16th Dec., 1922,P.C. 12/2588.
tine Station, P.Q.,-Department
Health. (Present appointment.)

of

Movable EquipmentEngineer,Fort Simpson 16th Dec., 1922,P.C. 23/2588.
Indian Agency, with headquarters at
Fort Simpson, MacKenzie District,-Department of Indian Affairs.

Editor, Grade 2. Editorial Division,-Department of Mines. (Present appointment.^
Park Caretakers, capable of acting as Golf
Instructors, one for Rocky Mountains
Park,

Banff,

Alta.,

and

the

other

Jasper Park. Alta.,-Department

16th Dec., 1922, P.C. 59/2588.
30th Dec., 1922, P.C. 25/2687.

for

of the

Interior.

Appendix "A"

CERTIFIED
copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council approved
by His Excellency the Governor General on the 29th June. 1922.
P.C. 1053'
The Committee of the Privy Council have had under consideration the
following report from the Civil Service Commission, dated 14th June. 1922,
submitted by the Secretary of State;
Section 38e of the Civil Service Act, 1918, as amended, prescribes:

"In any casewhere the Commission decidesthat it is not practicable
nor in the public interest to apply this Act to any position or positions,
the Commission may, with the approval of the Governor in Council,
exclude such position or positions in whole or in part from the operation
of the Act, and make such regulations as are deemedadvisableprescribing
how such position or positions are to be dealt with".
The Civil Service Commissionersare of opinion that the following classes

of positionsshouldbe exemptfrom the operationof the Civil ServiceAct under
the above section, namely:

1. All positionswhere the salary doesnot exceedS200per annum. (The

Order in Council P.C. 1694of the 19th August, 1919,is hereby cancelled.)

2. All positionsfor whichthe compensation
providedis feesof officeand
positionsof an honorarycharacterto whichno compensation
is attached.
3. Positions of Orderly in the Office of the Governor General's Secretary.

(The Orderin CouncilP.C. 6/200 of the 31st January,1922,is herebycancelled.)
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4. Positions of Indian

of Indian Affairs.

(The

Order in Council P.C. 32/200 of the 31st January, 1922, is hereby cancelled.)
5. Positions of Physician performing the duties of Port Physicians under
the Department of Health at the following points:
Province of Nova Scotia
Advocate Harbour
Annapolis Royal
Arichat
Barrington

Hantsport
Margaretsville
North Sydney
Parsboro

Barton

Pictou

Bear River
Bridgewater

Port Hawkesbury
Port Greville

Canso
Clark's

Port
Port

Harbour

La Tour
Morien

Digby

Pubnico

Westport

Sandy Cove

Glace Bay
Liverpool
Lock Port
Mahone Bay

Shelbourne
St. Peters
Weymouth
Yarmouth

Baddeck

East

Bridgetown

Meteghan

Cheticamp
Clementsport

Port Midway
Windsor

La Have

Province of New Brunswick
Alma
Albert

Dalhousie
Hillsboro

Bathurst

Moncton

Campbellton
Cape Tormentine
Caraquet
Back Bay

Richibucto
Shediac
Shippigan
St. George

Grand Harbour

St. Stephens

St. Andrews

St. Martin's

North

Head

Province of Prince Edward Island

Murray Harbour

Souris

Summerside

Alberton

Crapaud
Georgetown

Rustico
Tignish
Province of Quebec

Gaspe
Paspebiac

Magdalen Islands
Perce

St. Johns

Rimouski

Three

Sorel

Rivers

Province of British Columbia
Nanaimo

Alberin

Prince Rupert
Union Bay

Ocean Falls
Powell River
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6. Positions in the following classes of skilled and unskilled labour and
domestic service, viz:
Blacksmith Apprentice
Blacksmith's Helper
Boilermaker Apprentice
Boilermaker's Helper
Carpenter's Helper
Cooper's Helper

Coppersmith's Helper
Diver's

Assistant

Electrician's Apprentice
Electrician's Helper
Garage Man
Machinist Apprentice
Machinist's Helper
Mason's Helper
Millwright's Helper
Moulder's Helper
Pattern-Maker Apprentice
Pattern-Maker's Helper
Plumber's and Pipe-Fitter's
Machinist's Boy
Quarryman
Rigger's Helper
Roofer's Helper
Saddler's Helper
Sail Maker's Helper
Shipwright's Helper
Teamster
Armature

Helper

Winder

Assistant Carpenter Foreman
Barber
Blacksmith
Boilermaker
Boom Master
Cabinet
Maker

Carpenter

Carpenter (Ship Construction)
Caulker

Cooper
Coppersmith
Cupola Tender
Derrickman
Diver

Dynamo Tender
Electrician
Electric
Lineman

Electric Power Plant Operator
Electric

Wireman

Elevator Repairman
Fitter (Machinist)
Gas Engineman
Grain

Hold

Boss

Grain Rigger
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Grain Scooper
Lineman
Locksmith

Locomotive Engineer
Locomotive
Machinist
Mason

Foreman

Milling Machinist
Millwright
Moulder

Oakum Spinner
Packmaster
Painter

Painter and Paper-Hanger
Pattern-Maker
Plasterer

Plumber and Pipe-Fitter
Process

Welder

Quarry Cutter
Railway Signal Repair-Man
Rigger
Riveter
Roofer

Sail-Maker

Sawyer
Sheet-Metal

Worker

Shipwright
Sign-Painter
Slide Master
Stable Boss
Stone-Cutter
Tailor

Template Maker
Tile

and Cement

Worker

Tile Layer
Toolmaker

Upholsterer
Wood Turner
Assistant
Electrician
Foreman
Assistant
Mason Foreman
Assistant
Painter
Foreman

Assistant Plumber and Pipe Fitter Foreman
Blacksmith
Boilermaker

Foreman
Foreman

Carpenter Construction Foreman
Carpenter Foreman
Carpenter Foreman (Ship Construction)
Caulker
Foreman
Electrician
Foreman
Electrician
Lineman

Foreman

Foreman of Dredge Repairs
Gas Engine Foreman
Head Chauffeur
Locksmith
Foreman
Machinist
Foreman
Mason Foreman
5-35
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Mill
Foreman
Moulder
Foreman
Mould Loft Foreman
Painter Foreman
Pattern-Maker
Foreman

Plumber and Pipe-Fitter
Rigger Foreman

Foreman

Roofer Foreman
Sail-Maker
Foreman
Saw-Mill
Foreman
Farm Hand
Fruit
Canner
Charwoman

Labourer
Assistant Labour Foreman
Labour

Orders

in

Council

P.C.

3518

of

21st

September, 1921 and P.C. 23/1018 of
May 9th, 1922 are hereby cancelled.

Foreman

Railway Section Foreman
Coat Room Attendant (Female)
House

Maid

Kitchen Helper
Repairwoman
Waiter
Waitress

Shipwright Foreman
Head

Waitress

Housekeeper
Immigration Hall Attendant
Laundress
Matron

Camp Cook
Cook
Official Car Porter
Automobile
Mechanic
Chauffeur
Train Conductor
Culler.

The Civil

Service Commission is of opinion that it is not practicable to

prescribe a system of competitive examinations or tests as required by the
Civil

Service Act, 1918, for making appointments to positions of this nature.

The Commission is further of opinion that there s good ground for believing
that the above classes were among those which Parliament had in mind for
exemption in amendingthe Civil ServiceAct during the Sessionof 1921,and the
Civil

Service Commission therefore, has the honour to report that it is not

practicable to apply the Civil Service Act to the classesmentioned above and
to recommend that they be excluded from the operation of the Act and dealt
with in accordance with the following procedure:

1. That the selectionof employeesfor the above classesshall be left entirely
in the hands of the Department, subject to the following conditions:

(a) That the appointmentis necessaryfor the efficientcarrying on of the
work of the Department.

(6) That the preferenceextendedby Section39, of the Civil ServiceAct,
1918, as amended, shall be observed.

(c) That the personselected
shallsatisfythe Department
asto his qualifications.

(d) That he shall be suitableasto age,characterand habits.
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2. That the compensationshall not exceedthe salaries provided in the classification schedules,and that where "Prevailing Rates" are provided as
the compensationfor a class, or where no class schedule exists, the
rates of pay shall be such as are recommendedby the Department and
approved by the Governor General in Council, and that the compensation in these cases shall carry no bonus.
Provided that, where any position which is exempted under the provisions

of Section 38B, of the Civil Service Act, 1918, as amended,with the exception
of those in Groups 1 and 2) is to be continued for more than six months, the

Department shall report the duties thereof to the Commission in order that the
position may be classified and that no further payment of salary in connection
with the same shall be authorized until the position shall be so classified.
Provided further that a report shall be made by every Department to the
Civil Service Commission in the months of January, April, July and October in
eachyear, setting out the name, duties, salary, place of residence and place of
employment of each person appointed under the authority of these Regulations
during the preceding three months, with the date of commencingduty and the
probable duration of employment. In each case where the employee has been
on military

service overseas, the letters "O.A.S." should be added after the

name.
\

The Committee submit the foregoing for approval.
(Sgd.)

RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council.
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Memorandum to the Secretary:

FILE No. 5-53-PO.
COPY

DEPT.:

Post

Office.

SUBJECT:APPOINTMENT

OF RURAL POSTMASTERS

With reference to the attached letter from the Honourable the Postmaster

General regarding the appointment of rural

Postmasters, the Examination

Branch has given careful considerationto the changesin proceduresuggested.

A number of minor amendments have been considered and discussed with officials

of the Post Office Department, and the Examination Branch now recommends
that the procedureset forth in the attached memorandum"A", dated January 18,
be adopted in connectionwith the selectionand appointment of rural Postmasters.
It will be noted that two main changes from the present procedure are
recommended; the first being that vacant Postmasterships shall be publicly
advertised by the District Superintendentas soon as the vacanciesoccur, instead
of having the matter pass from the District Superintendent to the Department,
from the Department to the Commission, and from the Commission back again
to the District Superintendent before a poster is issued and applications invited,
as at present; and the second providing that the reports of the District Superintendent shall pass through the hands of the Department, instead of coming to
the Commission direct, as at present. The change in the method of advertising

will undoubtedly avoid considerable delay, which has been one of the chief
faults charged against the Commission,and as the Commission'sposters,application forms, etc., will be used, and the Commission's procedure for publicity be
followed, it would seem that the change would be in the public interest.
January

23, 1923.

(Sig.) C. H. B.

Asst. Secretary and Chief Examiner
Recommendedfor approval

Approved
(Sig.) C. J.,
"

(Sig.) W. F.

M.

G. L.

Commissioners

Secretary

ProposedProcedurein Regard to the Appointmentof Rural Postmasters.
1. Postmasterresignsand notifies District Superintendent.
2. District Superintendent
acceptsresignation,notifiesPostmasterof acceptance, and advisesDepartment.

2a. Departmentreceivesfrom District Superintendentadviceof resignation

andacceptance
andnotifiesCommission
thereofin all caseswherethe salaryis
above

S200.00.

2b. Commission receives notification of vacancy.

3. District Superintendentpreparesnoticeinviting applicationsfor position,
issuessuchnotices,advisesDepartmentof issuanceof noticesand sendscopies
(in duplicate) to Department.
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3a. Department receives from District Superintendent copies of notices
issued and forwards one copy to Commission.

3b. Commission receives and files copy of notification.
required when salary of office is $200 or less).

(No notification

4. When the time limit expires,District Superintendentinterviews candidates
where necessary, and prepares report as to the relative qualifications and suita-

bility of the various candidates. Forwards applications received with covering
report in duplicate to Department.
5. Department receivesDistrict Superintendent'sreport and forms filled in
by applicants.
6. P. O.'s with salary under $200.

Department

issues certificate for the

appointment of most suitable applicant.
7. P.O.'s with salary over $200. Department forwards to Commission the
applications received, a copy of District Superintendent's report and Department's comments thereon, if any.

8. Commission receives applications and report from Department, makes
a selection and issues certificate for the appointment of the successful candidate.

If further information is required before a selection can be made, Commission
requests Department to secure it from District Superintendent.
9. Department

forwards to District

Superintendent

certificate

for

the

appointmentof the successfulcandidate, the installation to be made immediately.
10. District

Superintendent receives certificate and advises successful can-

didate of appointment, transferring the office personally where necessary.
11. Office is transferred to successful applicant.
12. District Superintendent advises Department that office has been transferred to successful applicant.

13. Department advises Commission of installation of successfulapplicant
in casesof officers with a salary of over $200.
14. Commission receives notice from Department of installation

ful applicant and files it with their records.
January 18, 1923.
Approved
(SGD.) W. J. R.
"
"

M. G. L.
C. J.

of success-
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EXHIBIT

C3

(By Mr. William

Foran)

PRIVYCOUNCIL,CANADA
P.C. 491
AT

THE

GOVERNMENT

HOUSE

AT

OTTAWA

THURSDAY,the 28th day of February, 1918.
PRESENT:

HIS

EXCELLENCY

WHEREAS doubt

THE
has arisen

GOVERNOR

GENERAL

as to whether

the Order

IN

COUNCIL

in Council

of the

13th

day of February, 1918, (P.C. No. 358) respecting appointments to, promotions
in, and other matters relating to the Civil Service, applies to officers, clerks and
employees other than those employed in the several departments, and it being
desirable to remove any such doubts;
THEREFORE
His Excellency the Governor General in Council, on the recommendation of the President of the Privy Council, is pleased to declare and it is
hereby declared that the provisions of the said Order in Council do extend to all
officers, clerks and employees in the public service, whether employed in any
department or under or in connection with any commission or board appointed
or created by or the members of which are appointed by or in pursuance of any
Order in Council, and any power heretofore given to any such commission or
Board or the members thereof or any of them to appoint or promote any officer,
clerk or employee is hereby rescinded, except in so far as such power may be
exercised subject to and in conformity with the provisions of the said Order in
Council of the 13th day of February, 1918.
RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

EXHIBIT

C 4

(By Mr. William Foran)
The

Civil

Service

Commission.

Positions in service paid at $200 or under per annum.
Department of Marine and FisheriesMarine

Branch

Lightkeepers, 26
Signal Agents (Part time)
Climatological Observers

328
28
78

Rainfall
Weather

145
60

Observers
Observers

Storm Signal Agents
Volunteer Coxswains (L.S.S.)

105
19

L.S.S.
River

150
25

Boatmen
Observers

R/T. Inspectors

11
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Fees of Office

Harbour Masters

]

Port
Wardens }"
ShippingMasters,etc.J

363

Wharfingers

564

Measuring Surveyors of Shipping

62
1938

Fisheries

Branch

Caretakers (Fish Hatcheries) Yearly
Seasonal

Statistical Reporters, Yearly
Seasonal.
Total

4
3

2
10
1957

1923

EXHIBIT

D

(Submitted by Major McKeand)
BUDGET

OF YEARLY

EXPENDITURE

SHOWING THE COST IN 1913,1918,1919TO 1923,OF TH

BE PURCHASED BY AN AVERAGE CIVIL SERVICE FAMILY IN 1908-1909
LIVING ON AN

FoodMeat

and Fish

Dairy Produce, etc
Cereals, Bread, etc
Vegetables
Fruit

.

...

1908-

Dec.,

Dec.,

Dec.,

July,

Dec.,

1910

1913

1918

1919

1920

1920

$

$

$

$

$

$

85-52
170-47
50-70
23-72
21-65

109-10
178-19
49-33
22-99
22-26

190-30
278-26
96-18
43-49
48-11

183-33
340-29
106-08
61-94
57-39

193-39
297-90
115-08
79-52
63-39

183-30
325-83
101-97
37-75
64-80

Sugar, etc .

18-95

20-00

33-85

49-20

73-87

44-65

Tea, etc

16-56

15-84

22-01

28-94

29-25

26-65

Condiments,

etc

2-00

All

389-57

Clothing
Man
Woman
Girl
Child

.

All

Fuel and Light

(a)

Kent (b)
Miscellaneous Expenditure Furnishings
.
Household
Sundries
Car fare etc
Doctor
Dentist
etc
Insurance
etc

Charity
Church
Newspapers, etc
Sundry.
.
All
Grand

Total.

. ....

etc
.

.
.

Percentage above 1909
Percentage above 1913

7-08

420-32

719-28

7-06

5-65

834-43

859 " 46

790 " 6

117-48

135-12

121-9

76-58
79-36
58-17

65-84
64-44
47-35

55-88
58-52

104-28

28-07

30-97

56-03

29-18

31-95

57-90

20-89

23-78

39-77

66-59
69-01
50-58

185-17

201-10

357-12

435-91

501-26

451-87

93-08

97-76

161-72

164-68

189-28

216-11

144-00

195-84

231-84

265-92

306-24

317-76

31-33
11-59
25-00
35-00
40-00

35-29
13-10
25-00
40-00
40-00

67-39
24-27
30-00
65-00
40-00

77-64
28-82
33-00
75-00
40-00

88-25
32-75
35-00
80-00
40-00

97-08
29-47
37-00
80-00
40-00

20-00

20-00

30-00

40-00

40-00

40-00

10-00
15-26
188-18
1,000-00

10-00
17-09

99-34

7-26

52-85
54-18

Boy...

2-61

20-00
25-47

200-48

302-13

1,115-50

132-25

25-00
29-00
348-46

1,772-09

2,049-40

12
70

105
84

182-03

152-2

25-00
33-00
374-00
2,230-24

25-00
30-00

378-55
2,154-91

123
100

(a) Average prices in 60 cities, coal, wood and coal oil, as published in Labour Gazette.
(b) Average rentals for six roomed houseswith sanitary conveniences,as published in Labour Gazette.
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1923

E

(Submitted by Major McKeand)
SALARY

Statement

(APPENDIX "D")

SCHEDULES

showing changes in Salary rates for the Clerical

1908

Service from 1908 to 1922.

Increase
in

1922

Maximum

Messenger
Clerk-SB
Clerk-3A
Clerk-2B
Clerk-2A
Clerk-IB

....

Clerk-lA..

$ 500- 800MessengerClerk
500- 800Junior Clerk
900-1,200Clerk
800-1,600Senior Clerk
1,600-2,100Principal Clerk
2,100-2,800Head Clerk

$ 600- 900
600- 900
960-1,260
1,320-1,680
1,800-2,280
2,400-2,880

2,800-4,000 Chief Clerk

3,000-3,600

12-5%
12-5%
5%
5%
8-57%
2-86%

^o decrease

(APPENDIX "C")
UNITED

STATES

Comparison of some representative positions in the Canadian Civil Service with similar positions
in the Classification proposed for the Civil Service of the United States.

"Canada

Jr. Statistical
Statistician

United

Clerk

S 600900 Under Statistical
2,400 3,120 Statistician..

States

Clerk.

81,260-1,380
4,140-5,040

CLERICAL

nger Clerk
Junior

S 600- 900 Under Clerk.

Clerk

600-

900 Junior

Clerk.

.81,080-1,260
. 1,320-1,440

STENOGRAPHY

Junior Clerk Stenographer

S 600-

900 Junior Stenographer Clerk

81,440-1,560

ACCOUNTING

Junior Account
Account Clerk
Senior Account

Clerk
Clerk

Principal Account Clerk
Chief Accountant
NOTE.-Canadian

,

600900 Under Accounting Clerk
960-1, 260 Junior Accounting
Clerk
1,320-1,680
Senior Accounting
Clerk....

.81,320-1,440

1,800-2,280Principal Accounting Clerk.
4,140-4,500Chief Accountant..

. 2,160-2,520
. 4,680-5,040

S

salaries are in some cases supplemented by a Bonus.

. 1,560-1,680
. 1,860-2,040
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EXHIBIT

El

(By Major McKeand)
(APPENDIX "A")

BONUS
1922-1923

STATEMENTshowing bonus attached

Junior

Salary

to each salary rate in Clerical

Clerks

*H. H. Bonus

$600
660
720
780
840

S315
315
315
315
315

900

315

Head

tN.H.H.

Bonus

$94
94
92
94
94

50
50
50
50
50

Salary

Clerks

*H. H. Bonus

$2,400
2,520
2,640
2,760
2,880

$60 00
0
0
0
0

tN.H.H.

Bonus
0
0
0
0
0

94 50

Clerks

$

Service.

Chief

$3,000

Clerks

960

$315

$83 25

0

0

1,020

315

83 25

3,120

0

0

1,080
1,140
1,200
1,260

315
315
297
297

72 00
72 00
60 00
0

3,240
3,360
3,480
3,600

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Senior Clerks

Principal

11,320
1,380
1,440
1,500

S279
279
261
261

0
0
0
0

$1,800
1,920
2,040
2,160

1,560
1,620
1,680

202
162
150

0
0
0

2,280

* House-holder.

t Non house-holder.

Clerks

$119
63
60
60

0
0
0
0

60

0
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OF CANADA

(Submitted by Major McKeand)

The organizedCivil Serviceof Canada has reasonto congratulate
itself on the official recognition which it has recently received in two
important instances. The Civil Service Commission has requested the
Federation to be represented on the proposed Board of Hearing and
Recommendation

to be established

in connection

with

the classification

of the Service, and the Hon. Gideon Robertson, Minister of Labour, has
asked the Federation to send three delegates to the National Industrial
Conference which will sit in Ottawa, September 11.

REPRESENTATION

ON
AND

CIVIL
SERVICE
RECOMMENDATION

BOARD

OF

HEARING

The announcement in regard to the proposed Board of Hearing and
Recommendation was made by Commissioner Clarence Jameson at a
conference held at the Victoria Museum, July 29, between the Civil Service Commission, Deputy Ministers and Departmental Officers, (1) To
decide upon the method and means of applying the classification to the

personnel of the Service, and the departmental assistanceto that end;
and (2) to obtain the nomination of two departmental representatives
to a proposed Board of Hearing and Recommendation on classification
schedules.

The following departmental representativeswere present:
Labour: F. A. Acland, Deputy Minister, and Francis Giddens, Acting Secretary; Railways and Canals: Major G. A. Bell, Deputy Minis-

ter, and F. M. Maclennan, Chief Auditor; Senate: J. C. Young, Deputy
Clerk, and H. Gross, Accountant;

Finance: J. C. Saunders, Assistant

Deputy Minister; House of Commons: Col. H. W. Bowie, Sergeant-atArms, and R. P. King, Chief Clerk of Journals; Board of Pension Commissioners: W. L. Germaine, Assistant Chief Clerk; Immigration and
Colonization: W. W. Cory, Deputy Minister, Percy Reid, Chief Inspector of Immigration for Canada; Interior: W. W. Cory, Deputy Minister,
and R, A. Gibson, Chief Clerk; Library of Parliament: A. H. Todd,

Chief Clerk; Naval Service: J. A. Wilson, Acting Deputy Minister; Public Archives:

Arthur

G. Doughty, Dominion

Archivist,

and Gustave

Lanctot, Dept. Representative; Customs: R. R. Farrow, Acting Commissioner; Insurance: Geo. D. Finlayson and A. D. Watson, actuary;
Militia

and Defence: Major-General

Sir Eugene Fiset, Deputy Minister;

Agriculture: J. H. Grisdale, Deputy Minister, and Chas. W. Bate, Secretary to Minister; Public Works: J. B. Hunter, Deputy Minister, and S.
E. O'Brien, Clerk in charge of Estimates; Marine: A. Johnston, Deputy

Minister, and A. D. B. Tremaine, Superintendent of Agencies; Soldiers'
Settlement Board: E. J. Ashton, Commissioner; Royal Northwest
Mounted Police: A. A. Maclean, Controller, and Geo. Hann, Dept.

Representative; Mines: R. G. McConnell, Deputy Minister, Wm.
Mclnnis, Directing Geologist, and John McLeish, Chief of Division of
Mineral

Resources and Statistics;

Secretary of State: G. R. Shibley,

Clerk of English Correspondence; Justice: P. M. Roy, Accountant;
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Trade and Commerce: F. C. T. O'Hara, Deputy Minister, Geo. F.
O'Halloran, Commissioner of Patents, T. J. Code, Accountant, P. A.
Lewis, Assistant Accountant; External Affairs: F. M. Baker, Chief
Accountant; Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment: C. Stewart, Assistant Secretary; Indian Affairs: Duncan C. Scott, Deputy Minister, and L. H.
LaMothe, Clerk; Governor-General's Secretary: Arthur French Sladen,
Deputy, and F. C. L. Pereira, Officer in Charge of Records; Auditor-General: Wm. Kearns, Acting Auditor-General, and A. S. T. Brown, Clerk;
Public Printing and Stationery: J. de L. Tache, King's Printer; Inland
Revenue: J. A. Lemay and T. M. Lane; Commission of Conservation:
Oliver Master, Assistant Secretary.
The Civil Service Commission was represented by Commissioner
Clarence Jameson, whose colleagues recently requested him to take direct
charge of classification matters, and Messrs. Griffenhagen, Myers and
Grove, of the Organization Branch; Mr. Jameson acted as Chairman.
METHODS

OF

CLASSIFICATION

DISCUSSED

The fitting of the classification to the personnel of the Service was
discussed at considerable length. The Organization officers explained
their proposed method, and their need for the services of departmental
officers with administrative experience, to aid in the work. The view
expressed by some of the Deputy Ministers was that time might be saved
by the Departments furnishing their proposed classification and the Civil
Service Commission taking up cases which seemed to need adjustment,
it being felt that officers of the respective departments should be in
immediate touch with the classification thereof. Finally, a committee
to settle the plan of procedure was named, as follows: Mr. J. B. Hunter, Deputy Minister of Public Works; Mr. W. W. Cory, Deputy Minister of the Interior; Mr. A. Johnston, Deputy Minister of Marine, and
Mr. D. Scott, Deputy Minister of Indian Affairs.
COMPOSITION

OF

BOARD

OF

HEARING

AND

RECOMMENDATION

The Chairman stated that some of the appeals against the classification schedules involved important questions of policy, and would
require careful investigation before a decision could be reached. He
proposed the organization of a Board of Hearing and Recommendation,
to be composed of one member of the Civil Service Commission, two
departmental representatives nominated by Deputy Ministers, one of
such to be a technical officer, and one with a knowledge of both official
languages, and two members of the Civil Service to be nominated by
the Civil Service Federation, one of whom should have had military service overseas.
COMMITTEE

ESTABLISHED

RE

BOARD

OF

HEARING

AND

RECOMMENDATION

After some discussion of the plan the meeting adjourned until eleven
o'clock the following day. At the adjourned meeting held in Mr. Cory's

office, CommissionerJameson presiding, after considerablediscussion, on
motion of Mr. Cory, seconded by Mr. Bell, it was resolved, that each

Deputy Minister should assign suitable departmental officers to assist
the Organization Branch of the Civil Service Commission in preparing
the tentative supporting schedulesapplying the classification to the personnel of the Service. It was further resolved, on motion of Mr. Bell
and Mr. Scott, that General Sir Eugene Fiset, Mr. W. W. Cory and Mr.
J. B. Hunter, should be a committee to confer with the Civil Service
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Commissionregardingthe proposedBoard of Hearing and Recommenda-

tion on classification,
definingthe dutiesof the Boardand the scopeof

its operationsand nominating two departmentalrepresentatives
thereto.
Subsequentlythe Committeeof Deputy Ministers approvedof the
plan and announcedthat Mr. A. St. Laurent, Assistant Deputy Minis-

ter of Public Works, and Mr. William Kearns, Assistant Auditor General, would be the departmental representativesof the Board.
INVITATION

TO CIVIL

SERVICE

FEDERATION

TO NAME

REPRESENTATIVES

On July 31, CommissionerJamesonsent the following letter to Mr.
J. C. O'Connor, Acting President of the Civil Service Federation.
Civil

Service

Commission

of Canada

Ottawa, 31st July, 1919.
Dear Sir,As I stated to you this afternoon, the revision and adjustment of the

classification schedulesof the Public Service is now proceeding.
Some schedulescan be rectified by the Civil Service Commission,in
the light of recent information; some by the Civil Service Commission,
in conference with the Deputy Heads of Departments, while others will

call for further investigation. As to the latter class additional representations may be invited by the Civil Service Commission, or may be
tendered

on behalf

of the

classes

of officials

affected.

To deal with such cases,it is proposed to constitute a Board of
Hearing and Recommendation, composed of one member of the Civil
Service Commission, two departmental representatives and two representatives

of the

Civil

Service.

The Deputy Ministers have undertaken to nominate the Departments' representatives, and the Civil Service Commision will name one
of its members; the method of choosing the representatives from the
Service yet remains to be determined.

Did time permit the machinery might be devised to securefrom the
Service at large elected representatives, but that course would occupy
some weeks, while the need is immediate.

The Civil Service Federation, representingas I understand, most oi
the organized service, affords the one direct channel known to me,
through which to obtain the necessaryexpression. May I, therefore, ask
the executive of the Civil

Service Federation, to take the matter under

advisement, and if they will do so, to appoint representativesto the
Board as early as possible; one of these should preferably have had
military

service overseas.

Let me add that it is desired to establish confidenceon the part of
members of the Service in the endeavour of the Civil Service Commission

to make the classification as accurate as possible; to obtain the benefit

of the opinions and suggestionsof men in the servicewho have devoted
much time and study to the problemsinvolved in the work of classifica-

tion; to put to practicaltest a fair degreeof co-operation
betweenthe
employerand the employed,in adjustingquestionsof mutual concern,
which inevitably arise from time to time in such a relationship,and
whichto-dayit is believedin somequarterscannotasformerlybe finally
disposedof by but one of the partiesinterested;by mutualendeavour
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to complete the classification of the Public Service and secure if possible its adoption at the autumn session of Parliament.
Yours faithfully,
CLARENCE JAMESON.

J. C. O'CONNOR,ESQ.,
Acting President, Civil Service
Federation of Canada, Ottawa.
EXHIBIT

G

(By Resolution of the Committee)
AN ACT

RESPECTING

SUPERANNUATION

ALLOWANCE

short
Title.

OF CIVIL

AND

RETIRING

SERVANTS.

1- This Act may be cited as The Dominion of CanadaPublic

Service Superannuation Act.

Interpretation.

2. In this Act:

"Board".

(a) " Board " shall mean board, appointed under the authority
of this Act to administer

the same ;

"Employee".
(fc>)" Employee " shall mean and -include every person employed
in the Service of the Crown as representing the Dominion of Canada
who receives a stated annual salary with or without perquisites or
emoluments in addition thereto, but shall not include any person

appointed for a temporary purpose or for a stated period or employed
temporarily in any work or service for the Government of Canada.
"Fund".

(c) " Fund " shall mean Dominion of Canada Public Service

SuperannuationFund No. 5.
"Government"

(d) " Government " shall mean the Governor in Council acting

upon the advice of the Privy Council.
"Regulations". (e) " Regulations " shall mean regulations made under the
authority of this Act.
Establishment 3. There shall be established a fund to be known as the Dominion
of super- of Canada Public Service Superannuation Fund No. 5 and an account
shall be opened in the books of the Finance Department of Canada
to be known as the Public Service Superannuation Fund No. 5
Account.
Fund- how

4. The Fund

shall

be formed

of contributions

from

the salaries

of

constituted.^e employeesand payments and credits to be made thereto on behalf
of the Government as hereinafter provided.
whoshallbe
5. Subject to the provisions of this Act and to the regulations
entitledto there shall be granted a yearly superannuation allowance to;
(a) Every employee who having attained the age of sixty-five
years, and having served at least ten years continuously in the public
service

retires

therefrom.

(b) Every employee who, having served at least ten years continuously in the public service, is retired therefrom for any cause other
than misconduct or improper behaviour on his part, and who is

declared by the Governor in Council upon the report of the Board to
be entitled to superannuation.

6. Where an employee who would have been entitled upon his
retirement to the superannuation allowance, dies after having served
for at least ten years continuously in the public service there shall bs
granted to his personalrepresentativesor to a member of his family,

a lump sumequalto oneyears'salary at the rate of the averageyearly
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salary of suchemployeeduring the last threeyearsof his service,or a
lump sum not exceedingthe contributions made by him under this
Act during his lifetime with interest at five per cent per annum compoundedyearly which ever may be the greater.
Death
ofem(a) Or, in case such employee dies leaving a widow or infant
ployee;
when
children
under the age of eighteen years, one-half of the superannuallowance
ation
allowance
to which such employee would have been entitled
payable to
widow
and had he beensuperannuatedat the date of his death shall be paid to the
children.

widow for her life or during her widowhood, but if the wife of such

employeedies before him, or where having survived him, she dies or
marries again leaving infant children by him, such half superannuation

allowance shall be paid to those children of such employee if any,
who shall not have attained the age of eighteenyears, and until the}7
do attain such age.
Deathbefore
7. Where an employee dies while in the public service before
having
servedhaving served for ten years, there shall be granted to his personal

tenyears.

representatives,or to a member of his family, a lump sum equal to the
total of the contributions made by such employeeunder this Act with

interest at five per cent.
Retirement
8. Where an employee retires voluntarily from the service, or his
before being
office
is abolished before the time when a superannuation allowance
entitled
in
annual
allow- could be granted to him, the sums which have been deducted from
ance.
his salary under this Act shall be forthwith returned to him with
interest at the rate of five per cent.
Valuing
per9. Where in addition to a cash salary an employee enjoys emoluquisiti
ments,
perquisites or privileges incidental to his office, the Board
for purposes
of Act.
shall fix the value of such emoluments, perquisites or privileges and
the same shall be added to, and for the purpose of this Act shall be
deemed to form part of his salary, and the deductions required by this
Act shall be made upon that basis from the cash salary received by
him.

Deductions
trom salaries
for fund.

10. (1). Commencing with the month of application of this Act
and thereafter, there shall be deducted from the salary of every
employee coming under this Act, monthly an amount equal to the

percentageof his salary according to the scale set out in subsection
2 of this section, and the amount so deducted shall be placed to the
credit of the fund in the Dominion of Canada Public Service Superannuation

Rate
of
percentage

of

Fund

No. 5 Account.

(3) The percentage to be deducted from the salary of an

deduction. employee shall be as follows:-

(a) If the employee is in the public service at the time of the
commencement of this Act and is less than twenty-one years of age,
or enters the service after the commencement of this Act when he is

less than twenty-one years of age-two and one-half per cent.

(6) If the employeeis in the public serviceat the time of the
commencement
of this Act and is not lessthan twenty-oneyears_of
age nor more than twenty-six years of age-or enters the service
after the commencement of this Act when he is not less than twenty-

one years of age nor more than twenty-six years of age-two and
three-quarters per cent.

(c) If the employeeis in the public serviceat the time of the
commencement
of this Act and is not lessthan twenty-six years_of

agenor morethan twenty-nineyearsof age-or entersthe service

after the commencementof this Act when he is not less than twentysix \0ar«. of age nor more than twenty-nine years-three per cent.
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(d) If the employee is in the public service at the time of the
commencement of this Act and is not less than twenty-nine years of

age nor more than thirty-two years of age-or enters the public service after

the commencement

of this Act when he is not less than

twenty-nine years of age nor more than thirty-two years of age-three and one-quarter per cent.
(e] If the employee is in the public service at the time of the
commencement of this Act and is not less than thirty-two years of

age and not more than thirty-five years of age-or enters the service
after the commencement of this Act when he is not less than thirtytwo years of age and not more than thirty-five years of age-three
and one-half per cent.
(/) If the employee is in the public service at the time of the
commencement of this Act and is not less than thirty-five years of
age and not more than thirty-seven years of age-or enters the service

after

the

commencement

of this

Act

when

he is not

less than

thirty-five years of age nor more than thirty-seven years of agethree and three-quarters per cent.
(g) If the employee is in the public service at the time of the
commencement of this Act and is not less than thirty-seven years of
age nor more than thirty-nine years of age-or enters the service after
the commencement of this Act when he is not less than thirty-seven
years of age and not more than thirty-nine years of age-four per
cent.

(h) If the employee is in the public service at the time of the
commencement of this Act and is not less than thirty-nine years of
age and not more than forty-one years of age-or enters the service
after the commencement of this Act when he is not less than thirtynine years of age nor more than forty-one years of age-four and
one-quarter per cent.
(i) If the employee is in the public service at the time of the
commencement of this Act and is not less than forty-one years of
age nor more than forty-three years of age-or enters the service
after the commencement of this Act when he is less than forty-one
years of age and not more than forty-three years of age-four and
one-half per cent.
(;') If the employee is in the public service at the time of the
commencement of this Act and is not less than forty-three years
of age and not more than forty-five years of age-or enters the service

after

the

commencement

of this

Act

when

he is not

less than

forty-three years of age and not more than forty-five years of agefour and three-quarters per cent.
(k) If the employee is in the public service at the time of the
commencement of this Act and is not more than forty-five years of
age-or enters the service after the commencement of this Act when
he is not more than forty-years of age-five per cent.
Government's 11. Whenever any amount is credited to the fund by way of
equivalent
deductions from the salaries of the employees an equivalent amount
contribution.
shall
ment

Interest

fund.

on

be credited
thereto.

to

the

fund

as the

contribution

of

the

Govern-

12. There shall be credited to the fund by the Government

interest at the rate of five per cent per annum compounded annually, and such interest shall be made up as of the close of each fiscal
year upon any balance at the credit of the fund as the contribution

5-66
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of employees or of the Government at the commencement of the

year and all sums contributed by the employeesand by the
Government during the year.
Deficiencies

13. Until the contributions

by the employees and the Govern-

ment are sufficient to equal the benefits provided for and payable
to employees under this Act and thereafter whenever the amount
at the credit of the fund is insufficient to meet the payments required
on account of benefits to employees provided by this Act, the
deficiency shall be made up out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund
and the Government of Canadu ^-hall guarantee the solvency of the
fund.

Costof
14. The costs of the administration of this Act shall be borne by
administration,
the Dominion of Canada and shall be payable out of such moneys
as may be appropriated from time to time by the Government of
Canada for that purpose.
HOW super15. The superannuation allowance payable to any employee

animation shall be calculated upon the average yearly salary of the employee
tobocaicuT-during the last three years of his service and shall equal one-fiftieth
ated.

,,isory

part of such annual salary multiplied
continuous service, including service
Order in Council where such service
more than thirty-five years of service

by the total number of years
previous to appointment by
has been continuous, but not
shall be reckoned.

16. (1) Except as provided in subsection three of this section
and subject to the provisions of sections 25 and 26, and notwith-

yrarsoYfge6
standing
anythingcontained
in anyAct relatingto anydepartment,

Optional

branch, or office in the public service or in any other Act of this Dominion, every employee, no matter by what tenure, he holds office, shall
retire from service of the Government upon attaining the age of sixtyfive years.
(2) An employee who has served for thirty years or more in the

retirement service of the Government or has attained the age of sixty years or

otherwise"1
after servingten years his health is provedto be so impairedthat it
is impossible for him to continue in the service may be retired at his
option or at the option of the Government and shall be entitled to
the superannuation allowance hereinbefore provided.
Power

to make

^

Where

the

Governor

in

Council

decides

that

it

is in

the

exceptions
as public interest to retain the services of an employee who has attained
to compulsory
the age of sixty-five years before or after the commencement of this
Act, the Governor in Council may. with the consent of such employee.
direct that he be continued in the service for a further period upon
such termS as to remuneration during service, and as to superannua-

tion or retiring allowance upon retirement as the Governor in Council
may deem expedient.
Deathof
17. Where an employee who is granted a superannuation allowsuperannuated
ance under this Act dies before having received in all an amount equal

receivh^ne^to
oneyear'ssalaryat therateof his annualsalaryduringthelast
year's
salary three years of his service, there shall be paid to the personal repre-

widowor8 sentativesof suchperson,or to a memberof his family, as the Board
children. may direct, a sum equal to the remainder of such amount, or where
such employee dies leaving a widow, or child under the age of
eighteen years, one-half of the superannuation allowance to which
the deceased was entitled

shall

be continued

to the widow

of such

employee for her life or during her widowhood, but if such employee
is a widower or if his wife, having survived him, remarries, such one-
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half superannuated allowance shall be paid to the children of such
employee, if any, who have not attained the age of eighteen years
and until they have attained that age.
Widow
under
(a) Nothing in this section shall apply to a widow, under fifty
fifty

marrying

employee
overyears of age,of an employeeto whom she was married after he
sixty.

reached the age of sixty years.

Employee
over

18. An employeewho is in the service of the Government at the

age
retiring commencement of this Act and who retires on account of having
before reachreached the age of retirement before he has been ten years in the
ing ten years'
ice.
service shall be paid out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund an
amount equal to one-tenth of his last annual salary multiplied by the
number of years he has been in the service.
F.iunloyees
19. An employee who is in the service of the Government at
ovir ag
the
time
of the.commencement of this Act and who is retired at any
t inn' nf coim
meritof time after the passing of this Act on account of having reached the
Actafterttn age of retirement after having been at least ten years in the service,

ytars'
service.
shall receiveannuallyas a superannuation
allowanceat least oneManner
of

half of the salary which he was receiving immediately preceding his
superannuation.
20. The superannuation allowance payable to any employee under

payment. this Act or to his widow or infant children shall be paid in monthly
Interest
of

employee not

instalments in the manner hereinafter provided.
21. The interest of any employee in the fund under this Act or in

liable
totax- any retiring allowanceor pensionpayable out of the fund shall be
ation,attach-exempt from Dominion and municipal taxes and shall not be subject
ment,
etc. to garnishment or attachment or seizure or any legal process and shall
be unassignable.
Board,
how22. This Act shall be administered by a Board to be known
composed.
as the Dominion of Canada Public Superannuation Board which shall
consist

of:-

A Chairman appointed by the Government.

A Vice-Chairman appointed by the Employees.
Two representatives appointed by the Government.
Two representatives appointed by the Employees.

Board
to

23. No employee shall be entitled to receive any payment on

report
on
account . of superannuation
allowance
until
the rj_i-*
Board has reported
superannuation.,,
,-fi
i .1
T.I
""
that he is entitled

thereto under the provisions

of this Act.

Regulations
24. The Board, subject to the approval of the Governor in Counof Board. cil, may make regulations,-

(a) Providing for the proofs to be furnished before granting any
allowance under this Act;
(6) Generally for the better carrying out of the provisions of this
Act.

Superannuation 25. Superannuation shall, be compulsory for every employee eli-

:omPuisory.
gible^iereforandtu whomit is offered
by theBoardandsuchoffer

shall in no manner be considered as a censure upon an employee.
Regulations
26. Where a question arises as to the application of this Act to any
by Govern-

ment.

officer, clerk or servant in the employment of the Government or as to
any class of employees, the same shall be determined by the Board.

Payments
and
e

27. (1) The payments and credits required to be made by the

Government by way of contributions to the fund and for interest and

Revi Fund,
the benefits payable under this Act to employeesor their representatives, and the costs and expenses incurred in the administration of
this Act shall be payable out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund.
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ThePaymentof anYbenefitto anemployee
or hisrepresenta-

tives under this Act, and the payment of the expensesincurred in
the administration of the fund shall be made upon a requisition in

writing signed by the chairman and vice-chairman of the Board and
directing the issue of the cheque of the Finance Minister for the
amount named in the requisition, and such direction shall be final

and conclusive,and the chequeof the Finance Minister shall be issued
for the amount stated in the requisition and the Auditor shall countersign the same, anything in the Audit Act to the contrary notwithAnnual
state-

standing.
28. There shall be laid before the Dominion Parliament within

mentto Par-oneweek after the commencementof each Sessiona return showing:-

(a) The names of all civil servants who have retired from the

public service,or who have died during the last precedingfiscal year;
(6) The offices held by them or the nature of their employment
respectively;

(c) The amount of salary paid to each at the time of retirement

or death;
(d) The age of each at retirement;

(e) The causeof retirement in the caseof any one retiring before
attaining the age of sixty-five;

(/) The amount of superannuation or other allowance granted
in each case;
(g) All regulations made under this Act.

Employees

Any employeeto whomthis Act applies,and from whosesalary

under
other deductions have been made under previous superannuation acts or

under the Retirement Fund Act, shall have the total amount of such
deductions

refunded

with

accrued

EXHIBIT

(Submitted by Mr.
THE

INSTITUTE

interest.

H

Geo. A. Mountain)
BULLETIN

Issued by The Professional Institute of the Civil Service of Canada
OTTAWA,CANADA,March 5th, 1922.

NOTE.-The subject matter of this Bulletin, concerningthe reclassification
of the Canadian Civil Service, representsthe viewpoint of the large majority of
the Institute members. It should be noted, however,that there is a minority of

the membershipholding views which are opposedto certain featuresof the
recommendations of the Committee on Reorganization as quoted in this issue.Editor.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE PROFESSIONALSERVICE

The present classificationof the Professionaland TechnicalServicedoes
not always grant equal compensationfor positionshaving equal qualification

requirements
andentailingsimilardutiesandresponsibilities.Theeffortswhich
the Civil Service Commission has made to correct the mistakes in the original

classificationare deeply appreciatedby the ProfessionalService,but evenyet
there is felt to be someinjustice not only in the grading of someindividual

positionsbut in somecasesin the relativetreatmentof wholegroupsof positions.
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The uneven grading of the lower and middle ranks of the Technical Civil
Servicewould appear to be an anomaly and one which has produced in the past,
and will continue to produce as long as it is maintained, injury to the service.
When trained scientific men, with the same qualifications and similar duties and
responsibilities, receive different rates of pay, there is naturally a feeling of
injustice and discontent no matter what the actual amount of the salary may be.
There is an equal need for highly trained research in many branches of

technical work. All researchrequires the best ability and training that can be
brought to bear upon it; the requirements for research and technical work and
the administration of them exist generally no matter in what department of
science the work may be located.

For the lower and middle ranks equivalent

positions often require similar training and entail similar responsibilities. As
a rule they should receive equal compensation.
DISCRIMINATION

IN

SALARY

Oneof the unfortunate features of the presentsituation is that somebranches
of our technical service appear to have been discriminated against in the matter

of salary, both in the past and under the present classification. It must be
emphasized that these sections of the service may need the highly trained
research fully as much as others, and many of the men now employed therein,
although well trained and of long practical experience, must content themselves
with the lower salary scale or leave the service. The system proposed appears
to provide a basis upon which a fair and even development of the service can be
secured.

It should be pointed out here that some sections of the technical service
will require a smaller proportion of the higher positions than others. The
proposal only calls for equal rank and pay when the qualifications and duties
are of equal value.

It is recognizedthat among the higher positions some involve particularly
heavy responsibilities

and require exceptional training

and ability.

These

positions should in justice have higher salaries attached to them. The justice
of applying a differential to particular positions in the highest ranks is recognized. It should not be overlooked that research positions, calling for training

and ability in investigation of a particularly high character, may require special
consideration even though unaccompanied by much responsibility

of adminis-

tration.

Those in favour of this classification proposal believe that the adoption and
application of its underlying principle-a
fair relative treatment of all scientific
professional work would provide a satisfactory basis for the classification of
professional and technical positions.
It may be objected that under this system some men now in the service
would receive more than they are entitled to by their qualifications. This will

be true to a limited extent. It must obtain in some measurein the application
of any system of classification based upon positions alone. It is in any case
a matter of little moment, since it would affect very few, and, looking to the
future of the service, we could obtain by this system an even and properly
graded development of the whole technical service.

The proposal was submitted to the Executive of the Institute in the form of
a memorandum in the report of last year's Committee on Reorganization. This
report was debated at length in the annual meeting of the Council in November
last, and finally adopted by the delegates on vote of 28 to 8.

An abridged copy of the committee's report, showing its essential features,

is printed in this bulletin.
The scheme proposed that the Civil Service Commission and the Govern-

ment Departmentsin consultationorenarean organizationplan for eachdepart-
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mcnt, showingthe relative standingof the classifiedprofessionaland technical
positions and the application of the personnel;that eachpositionbe placedin
one of the six selectedgradesto which definite qualificationrequirementshave
been set, the positions in each grade being given a uniform title in so far as is
feasible; that the salary range be the same for all positions for which the maximum salary has been left unstated. The salary rangesrecommendedare shown
in table on page 7.
The groups favouring the proposal were each asked to submit to the Secre-

tary a classification plan, showing the application of their positions to the six"
gradesof the scheme. About half of the groups have prepared these plans, and,
while not all of them are complete, they will serve to indicate the feasibility of
the general proposal.

In accordancewith the direction of the Advisory Council the Reorganization Committee prepared a memorandum for submission to the Civil

Service

Commission, asking for the application of the proposed classification schemeto
the groups which are in favour of it.

This memorandum came before the meet-

ing of the Advisory Council on March 7th, and was approved for transmission
to the Civil

Service

Commission.

RECOMMENDATIONS

OF COMMITTEE

ON REORGANIZATION

The present classification, about which there has been so much discussion,
does not make demarcation between Departmental Organization and the Classi-

fication of Personnel. It also provides widely differing rates of pay for those
who have had exactly similar preliminary training in school, college,university
and field.

Members of the Institute have carefully studied the subject of Civil Service
Classification, and have reached certain very definite conclusions in regard to

the questions of organizations and classification as they affect professionalmen.
On the basis of these conclusions they desire to submit the following three
definite recommendations. They are satisfied that the acceptance of these
recommendations, followed by immediate and direct action in accordance therewith, will eliminate almost entirely the present dissatisfaction and unrest which

persists throughout the entire scientific professional service. Such action will
immediately result in increased efficiency, largely for psychological reasons.
In respect to Organization for Administrative Service the uniform application
of the following terms is recommended:RECOMMENDATION

I.

(a) Department-To denote a Principal Division of the Government
Service (present usage).

(b) Bureau-To denotea Master Subdivisionof the larger Departments,
where several major subdivisions (Branches) are grouped under one
administrative

head.

(c) Branch-To denotethe Principal Major Subdivisionsof all the Government Departments (present usage).

(d) Division-To denotethe Minor Subdivisions
of the variousBranches
of the Government Service (present usage).

(e) PositionDesignation-TodenoteSpecialPositionswithin the Division

in accordancewith the professionalrequirementsof each position
(BureauChief, Director. Division Chief, etc.). This designationmay
be further modifiedby a term to indicatethe professionalclassification

rank of the individual incumbent (e.g., Assistant Chemist, Associate

Engineer,Civil, Hydraulic,or Mining Engineer).It is to be noted
further that the organizationof somedivisions may require several
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professional men of equal attainments. One of these would normally
be designated Chief of Division for organization purposes,while the
others would retain their professionaltitles only. The salary schedules
of these men would

be on the

same basis.

Under

some circumstances

cases might arise where the services of a high-grade technical man of

a professional standing higher than that of the administration official
were required. In such cases these specialists would naturally
graded professionally in accordance with their attainments.
RECOMMENDATION

be

II.

In respect to the Classification of the Scientific Professional Service:
The various duties of a professional nature required by the several departments of the Government service are all performed by individuals who have

proceededthrough more or less well defined parallel courses of training, and
who eventually

have become proficient

in their several lines of endeavour.

The primary training is the same for all.
also the same for all.

Differentiation

Much of the intermediate training is

may begin near the end of the college

training but the real divergences and differences must begin after the completion of the college course. It will be noted that no account is taken of the
characteristics of the individual

which, in the higher professional ranks, are

frequently of the utmost importance in determining the efficiency of the
individual

and the value

of his services.

Because of the unformity of training accorded all professional men at the
beginning of their careers, and because specialization and real differentiation

begin only with actual experienceacquired subsequentto the basic training, the
Professional Institute makes the following recommendations in respect to the
Classification of the Professional Service for organization purposes. It is to be

noted, further, that where titular sub-classesare designated by adjectives,
exactly the same division of the class can be obtained if a numbered grade is
used. The Institute attaches no significanceto the nomenclature employed, but
desiresto stress the necessity for uniformity of grading. The educational qualifications required for the lowest grade would correspond to the degree of
Bachelor in Scienceor in Arts from a recognizedUniversity; these requirements
with seven years practical

experience after graduation shall be the minimum

requirements for the central position; the degree of Doctor in Science or in
Philosophy will be consideredthe equivalent of four years practical experience.
The relative standing of the grades proposed by the Professional Institute
shown in Table on page 5.

(a)

is

It is recommendedthat all Scientific Professionalpositions be included

in one class designation.

(b) It is recommendedthat the various stages in the training of the
individual and in the responsibilities of office be indicated by a selectedseriesof

gradesor sub-classes.Thesesub-classes
may receivetitular designationsor may
be numbered grades. If titular sub-classesare desired the following principal
designations are recommended-Junior, Assistant, Associate, Key Position

(Central), and Senior. In addition to theseterms, Studentand Director might

be employed where required by departmental organization.
(c) It is recommendedthat the salary ranges be the same for all the
professionalsub-classesor grades, including and below the central position.
(d) It is recommendedthat the salary range for professional positions
above the central position be based on the requirements of the departmental
organization and on the personal qualifications of the specific individual to
whom the duties of the position are assigned.
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The acceptanceof the above recommendationswith respectto classifications
and their application to the Scientific Professional service will accomplish at
least four desirable ends almost immediately:(e) The situation will be clarified by the separation of Departmental
organization from the classification of personal service.
(2) Only one class, with five sub-classes or grades is required to effect the

classification, for grading purposes,of all positions in the Scientific Professional
service.

Minute differences and several hundred classes, as now established,

will be eliminated and it will be unnecessaryto establish new classes,greatly
to the satisfaction

of all concerned.

(3) The classification will be brought into complete accord with parallel
classifications which are in use in nearly every country of the world and which
have stood the test of time and experience.
(4) The adoption of a uniform classification and salary schedule for all
professional men will eliminate most of the present dissatisfaction and unrest
in the scientific professional service.
RECOMMENDATION

III

The recommendation of the Professional Institute in respect to salary
rangesis given in the table on page 7. Other salary rangesfor parallel positions
including certain ranges already adopted by the Civil Service Commission,are
shown for comparison. The higher sub-classesare provided chiefly for professional specialists and technical administrative heads. The special requirements of the positions are features of departmental organization which primarily
have no bearing on the actual classification of professional men.
Departmental organizations naturally may require the maintenance of
branches of unequal responsibility. Provision should be made for the selection
of administrative heads of divisions and branches from any one of the three

higher sub-classesor grades,in accordancewith the requirements of the departmental organization in specific cases. This can be done without in any way
departing from the principle of these recommendations since the titles here
used apply to the classification of personnel,and not to departmental organization. Organizations require a seriesof separate and distinct titles more or less
indicative of the responsibilities of the office involved. There seems little reason
for the establishment of wide differences in pay between th non-administrative

central and senior sub-classesand administrative positions requiring officials of
the same professionsand sub-classes.
ILLUSTRATIVE

Departmental Organization
(Showing approved titles)
Bureau Chief
Head of Branch

SCHEDULE

Classification o] Professional Personnel
(Showing Grades or Sub-Classes)
Grade

Director

VI

Grade V or VI

Superintendent . .
Associate head of Branch
Assistant

Director.

Grade

V

Assistant Superintendent
Chief of Division

Central professional office
!" Grade IV or V
Senior professional office
I
Other sub-classesas required each office indicated by sub-")

class
titleprefixed
toprofessional
designation,
orby^ Grade
III toI
grade and profession only,
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In the United StatesFederal Serviceprogressis apparently being made in the
securingof legislation to overcomethe discrepanciesin classification and discrimination in salaries being paid in the Professional and Scientific Service. The
Lehlbach Bill, representing the report of the Committee of Congress on Classifica-

tion, was passedby the House on December 15 last, by a vote of 244 to 65. The
bill was thereupon sent to the Senate, which referred it to its own Committee
on Classification

in the Civil

Service.

On February 6 last the Senate Committee, through its Chairman, Senator
Sterling, reported the Sterling Reclassification Bill. This Bill, while closely
following the provisions of the Lehlbach Bill, reverts largely to the higher schedule
of salaries as suggested by the Civil Service Commission. The Sterling Bill also
extends to a number of additional positions the status of professional service.
The provisions of the Lehlbach Bill, as they affect the Professional Service,
are quoted in full herewith:
THE

LEHLBACH

PROFESSIONAL

BILL

SERVICE

The Professional Service shall include all classes of positions, the duties of
which are to perform apprentice, routine, advisory, administrative or research
work which is based upon the established principles of, and which require training in, a recognized profession. Positions in the following callings, when requiring
professional training equivalent to that represented by graduation from a college
or a university of recognized standing, shall be regarded as in the Professional
Service: Accountancy, agricultural economics and marketing, architecture,
astronomy, bacteriology, biology, chaplaincy, chemistry, child hygiene, civilservice examining, dentistry, dietetics, education, engineering, forestry, geology,
history, law, library science, mathematics, medicine, metallurgy, meteorology
patent examining, pathology, pharmacy, physics, political science, social
economics, statistics, therapeutics, translating and veterinary science. The
specific mention of these callings however, shall not be construed to exclude
other callings which are to an equal degree professional.
Grade one, which may be referred to as the junior professional grade, shall
include all classes of positions in this service, the duties of which are to perform
under immediate supervision the simplest kinds of work requiring professional
training. The annual rates of compensation for classes of positions in this grade
shall be $1,620; $1,740; $1,860 and $1,980.
Grade two, which may be referred to as the assistant professional grade,
shall include all classes of positions in this service the duties of which are to

perform under general direction assignedprofessionalwork requiring professional
training and previous experiencebut not the exerciseof independent judgment.
The annual rates of compensationfor classesof positions in this grade shall be
$2,100; $2,280; $2,460 and $2,640.

Grade three, which may be referred to as the associateprofessional grade,
shall include all classes of positions in this service the duties of which are to

perform independently or with a small number of subordinatesin the junior or
assistant professional grade, or with other subordinates, responsible professional

work requiring extendedtraining and considerablesuccessfulprevious experience.
The annual rates of compensation for classes of positions in this grade shall be
$2,820; $3,060; $3,300 and $3,540.

Grade four, which may be referred to as the full professional grade, shall
include all classesof positions in this service the duties of which are to perform
independent and highly expert professional work, or to be responsible for the
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administrationof a minor division of a large organization,or a major division
of a small organizationdoing such work. The annual rates of compensation
for classesof positionsin this gradeshall be S3,720;$4,020;$4,320and $4,620.
Grade five, which may be referred to as the senior professional grade, shall
include all classesof positions in this service, the duties of which are to act as
usH-tant head of a large professional organization, or as administrative head of
a major division of such an organization, or as a head of a small professional

organization, or to serve as a consulting specialist, or to carry on the most
advanced professional research. The annual rates of compensation for classes
of pn>itii ns in this grade shall be $4.860: $5.150 and $5,460 unless a higher rate
i- -pecifieally authorized by law.
Grade six. which may be referred to as the chief professional grade, shall
include all classes of positions in this service the duties of which are to act as
technical and administrative head of a major professional or scientific bureau.
The annual rates of compensation for positions in this grade shall be $5,400;
v(>.600,unless a higher rate is specifically authorized by law.
THE
Under

the

above

bill

the

STERLING BILL

Professional

and Scientific

Service

includes

also.

editing, illustrating and nursing. The qualifications and duties are otherwise
idrii'irdl with those of the Lehlbach Bill. The Salary schedule is as follows:
Grade 1. Junior Professional Grade: $1.800, $1,920, $2,040, $2,160.
le '2. A-istant
Professional Grade: $2.340, $2,520, $2,700, $2,800.
('.rade 3. Associate Professional Grade: $3.120, $3,360, $3,600, $3.840.
(;-ade 4 Full Professional Grade: $4,140. $4,440, $4,740, $5.040.

Grade 5.

Senior Professional Grade; $5,400. $5,700, $6,000. unless a higher

rate is specifically authorized by law.
Grade

6.

Chief

Professional

Grade:

$6,000. $6,600, and $7,200. unless a

higher rate is specifically authorized by law.
The table on page7 showsin condensedform the grading of the Professional
Service recommendedby the Professional Institute, the salary schedules,annual
increasesand time required to reach the maximum. For comparative purposes

the proposedsalaryschedules
for the samesubdivisionsof the professionalservice
in the United States are printed, as also the salary schedulesof other profesional
servi

It will be noted that the range of salaries suggested by the Professional

Institute is well within that which is placed upon the value of the sen-icesof the

professional
menin the United Statesby the highestgoverningbody in our
neighbouring country.
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AN EDITORIAL GROUP

With the purpose in view of forming an Editorial Group of the Institute a
meeting of the leading representatives of the editorial service was called.

Dr.

Swaine, President of the Institute, addressedthe meeting, explaining the aims
and objects of the organization, and suggesting ways in which such a group
could be of service to the Institute.

He stated one of the chief needs was the

issuing of a bulletin, whereby the members could be kept informed on the activities of the Institute.

The suggestionwas favorably received, and at a later meeting a group was
duly inaugurated. Mr. Albert Horton, of the Senate, was elected President of
the group, with Mr. John Dixon, of the Natural Resources Intelligence Branch
of the Department of the Interior, Secretary-Treasurer.
The Groilp has undertaken the responsibility of editing and publishing the
Bulletin of the Institute. Under this arrangement efforts will be made to place
information regarding the Institute before the members more regularly.
THE

INSTITUTE'S

FINANCIAL

POSITION

The new financial year began on November 1st last with a credit balance of
$919.29 from which, however, the expenses of the annual meeting and part of
the travelling expenses of the regional delegates had to be met. The net cost
to the Institute of the annual meeting was $326.55, and of bringing regional
delegates $463; the latter would have been increased to $650 had the Alberta
Group been able to send a representative.
The expenses for the current year to date, exclusive of the items above
referred to, amount to about $210, principally for printing, stationery and secretarial expenses, the balance in the bank is $682, so that the institute is in a
satisfactory financial position.
Fees. To date 47 fees which were outstanding for 1921 have been collected; a number of the remaining arrears are accounted for by members who
left the Service shortly after election to the Institute, thus reducing the number
of actual delinquents to 25.
It is hoped that the Group Secretary-Treasurers, having each received from
the Hon. Secretary a list of the members of his Group, will proceed with the
collection of fees without further request from the Hon. Treasurer. Some of

the Group Secretary-Treasurers have already taken such action and 94 fees
for the current year have been received to date.
EXHIBIT

(By Mr.
THE

HI

Geo. A. Mountain)

INSTITUTE

BULLETIN

"

Issued by The Professional Institute of the Civil Service of Canada
OTTAWA,CANADA,MARCH 25, 1922.
SUPERANNUATION

This issue of the Institute Bulletin is devoted to the work of the Committee

on Legislation,whosespecialattentionhas beendirectedto the consideration
andpreparationof a plan for a systemof Superannuation
adaptable
to the Civil
Serviceof Canada. Following the annual meetingthe Committee,consisting

of Messrs.Mountain,Lynch,Way,Cameron,
Watson,Dodge,StewartandCud-
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more, organized,with Mr. Mountain, who is a vice-president of the Institute, as
chairman.

The Committee have gone very carefully

into all the features of

superannuation, having before them several superannuation plans in use on
railways and in banks, industrial concerns,etc. While the Committee passed
on a great many points of detail, the fundamental points in the memorial were
the ones submitted

for the consideration

of the Government.

The Committee

of the Institute have reported at every meeting to the Executive and also to the
Advisory Council and have reached the point where the memorial has been
submitted to the Government and an acknowledgment received.

The Com-

mittee on Legislation are now carefully considering all details in connection with
superannuation, so as to be ready, if called upon, to give advice or assist in
formulating the Act.

The matter was brought to the attention of the Government in the following
letter:

Memorial of the Professional Institute
of the Civil Service of Canada
To the Honourable WILLIAM LYON MACKENZIE KING, C.M.G., M.A., L.L.B.,
Prime

Minister

of Canada.

Sir,-The
members of the Professional Institute of the Civil Service of
Canada, approximately eight hundred in number, an Institute formed for the
purpose of promoting the welfare of its members, to maintain high professional
standards, and to enhance the usefulness of the service to the public beg leave

to bring to your attention the matter of Superannuation, which intimately
concerns,their welfare and efficiency as public servants
In directing the attention of the Government to the important matter of
Superannuation it might not be amiss to review certain features in connection

with it. For instance, every important bank in Canada has its pension fund;
also, the vast majority of Governments, all principal Railways and nearly all
our larger industrial corporations have declared for the principle by establishing Superannuation Funds of their own.

It is an unanswerable inference from

these facts, that the corporations in question must consider it good businessto
maintain Superannuation Funds, realizing that thus only can efficiency of their
staffs

be maintained.

All the reasonsthat prompt private corporations to establish Superannuation
Funds apply with even greater force in the case of such a body as the Civil
Service To establish superannuationis not alone to confer a boon upon Civil
Servants; it will confer a much greater boon upon the Government, by maintaining efficiency in the largest administrative and executive body in Canada.
It is upon these broad grounds that the members of the Institute solicit from
the Government the fullest consideration of this most important

matter; and

in doing so not only can we point to foreign Governments,banks, railways and
industrial corporations, but still nearer home do we find the principle of Superannuation well recognized.

The fundamental questions of Superannuation,which we beg leave bring to
your attention are. in our opinion as follows:-

(1)

A measureof superannuationproviding for contributions.

(2)

That provisions should be made in any Superannuation Act for payment
of pensions to widows and children.

(3)
(4)

That there should be no complete confiscation of contributions.
That the age of retirement should be definitely fixed.
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(5) That the ProfessionalInstitute of Civil Servantsof Canada should be

givenan opportunityof discussing
in detailanymeasure
of Superannuation,
beforeits introduction,the Institutehavingin its possession
a largeamount
of detail on the question of Superannuation.

On behalf of the ProfessionalInstitute of the Civil Serviceof Canada,We

have the honour to remain, Sir,

Your obedient servants,
Signed by the President and Secretary of the Institute and the Chairman of the
Committee on Legislation.

OTTAWA,February 27th, 1922.
In the present instance it is unnecessaryto make out ;s rise for superannuation for public employees: it is now admitted on all hands that, apart from the
actual and direct day-to-day remuneration for service rendered and the general
conditions of employment, there is no factor of greater importance in the interests
of efficiency and economy than a well-devised superannuation scheme. Em-

ployees do become incapacitated through ill-health or old age and experience
has proved the impracticability of removing them from the pay list unless
some reasonable provision is made for them.
While a scheme of superannuation is important, it is also of importance
that whatever is done in that regard may be done with an intelligent appreciation
of the needs and requirements of the Public Service. No narrow or shortsighted view can usefully be taken. The Government of Canada will be in
business for a long time, and no temporary gain or transitory improvement,
viewed either from the standpoint of the Civil Servant or the Administration ir
of any real practical importance. The needs of the future Public Service, no
less than the pressing necessities of the present, must be kept in mind.
Whatever is done shoiild be done with a deft hand and in a generous spirit.
Before the maximum in the way of a contented and efficient Public Service can
be realized, something must be done to mobilize the good-will and enthusiasm
of

Civil

Servants.

Conditions

must

be established

so as to enable

those

with

gifts for service and a passion for service to give the best that in them is to their

country. By dealing with the superannuation problem in a proper manner
much may be done toward accomplishing these ends. Anything in the nature
of a downward thrust to the moral enthusiasm of employees is to be studiously
avoided.
SUPERANNUATION

IS

PRACTICAL

There are many good schemes of superannuation, and perhaps no scheme
can be said to be the best to the exclusion of all others. Superannuation is a

practical problem, or perhaps it would be better to say that it is part of a larger
practical problem, namely, the efficient and satisfactory management of the
Public Service,-of

the country's business. Being thus a practical matter it is

unnecessary,and inadvisable to go unduly into the fanciful or the theoretical,
either as to the justification of any such feature in the Public Service administrative machinery or in determining what the details of any such scheme
should be. Practical considerations are of first importance, but practical ends
can best be attained by adherence to sound principles.

Broadly stated, the main problem of superannuation is quite simple and
plain: it is merely a question of making reasonable provision for those who,
in early life, fall into permanent ill-health or who, on account of age, should
be removed from the Service.

The first thing then is to devise a system of

benefits payable in the various contingencieswhich may make it desirableth.iithe individual

should be removed from the Service, and then some proper me.MiB
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must be found for financing these benefits. Stated in this way, the problem
seemsquite simple, but in practice it is impracticable to devise benefits which
will reasonably well meet the needs of every case without counting difficulties

and dangers which might go far to defeat the schemeof its primary usefulness.
The problem is to find the proper balance betweenwhat is theoretically desirable
and what is wise, prudent and expedient in practice.
TO

PROVIDE

FOR

THOSE

AT

PRESENT

IN

SERVICE

It may be said that the orthodox method of procedure is to devise a scheme
for the future entrants and then, as nearly as may be in harmony with the
fundamental scheme, devise ways and means of making the scheme applicable
to present employees. It is a comparatively simple matter to devise good
schemeswhich would well meet the needs of the future entrants. Moreover, they

are as yet inaudible, and, even if the schememight not be the best possible,
nothing will be heard from them. By the time they arrive in sufficient numbers
to be heard, they will have taken account of, and will have become adjusted to,
the scheme of superannuation as well as to all other conditions of employment.
Therefore, so far as the future entrants are concerned, it will be sufficient
°nd satisfactory if the problem is solved by the introduction of any really good
measure. The main difficulty always encountered in devising any measure of
superannuation arises when one begins to consider what should be done in
respect of the present employees, and in the case of the Public Service of
Canada the problem is far more difficult than that usually encountered. The
present employees, from, a superannuation point of view, belong to several
distinct and well defined classes. There are employees under each of the two
old Superannuation Funds, the second of which was closed to new entrants in
1897; there are the contributors to the Retirement Fund, many of whom have
temporary service to their credit, in some cases many years; and then the matter
has, in some respects, been further complicated by what is known as the Calder
Act. The difficulties in respect of the present Service being what they are it
is well to consider whether the problem cannot best be solved by departing
somewhat from the orthodox procedure by giving, in devising the fundamental
scheme, reasonable consideration to existing conditions, provided always that
the scheme finally devised will well meet the needs of the future entrants.
The Committee of the Institute on Superannuation, (in co-operation with
the Committee of the Civil Service Association,) have devoted some considerable
attention to the subject and have come to some conclusions, necessarily tenative,

and subject to modification and amendmentshould further study and investigation make amendment or modification seem necessary; but, with this clearly
understood, it is thought well to present these tentative conclusions to members
of the Institute.
BENEFITS

TO

DEPENDENTS

In the first instance the Committee gave 'consideration to a scheme so
designed that each individual future entrant would pay for, as nearly as may
be, one-half the benefits he and his dependents would enjoy under the scheme.
So far as future entrants are concerned, the scheme leaves little to be desired.

In its application to the present Service it was found that several arbitrary
modifications would be necessary, especially in view of the very large increases
in salaries necessitated in recent years by the increased cost of living. The
effect of the modifications would be to make the scheme as applied to each of
the various classes of the present Service differ, especially from an administrative point of view, somewhat widely from the fundamental scheme. It was

felt this was undesirable, especially as it might give rise to dissensionsin the
Service, It was thought better to proceed in a simpler manner, having more
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regard for existing conditions, and the lines along which Civil Servantsand others
are accustomed to think in regard to such matters.

It is an undoubted advan-

tage if anything of this sort can'readily be understoodin its practical effectby

So far as future entrants are concerned,the schemeleaves little to be desired.
regard for existing conditions, and the lines along which Civil Servantsand others

thoseto whom it is to apply. It is important that any measurewhich may be
introduced should go into effect as automatically as possible,without causingany
material dislocation in work or thought. Clearly, dissension, disorganization,
dissatisfaction

and strife are to be avoided.

The Committeehave been much impressedwith the great simplicity in

inception and in administration, of what is known as the free pension scheme.
Practically all that is necessaryto be done is to decide upon reasonably satisfactory benefits and the problem is solved. Present employeeswould not need
to exerciseany option in the matter as no right or privilege they now have would
be taken from them: the schemewould go into effect automatically and with
perfect simplicity. At the sametime it was recognizedthat the modern tendency
is away from free pension schemes; that such schemes do not usually give
sufficiently thorough-going benefits; that on the whole it would probably be
unwise to endeavour to get so-called free pensions. But it has been thought

well to endeavour to retain as far as possible the simplicity and automaticity
which obtains in the inception of free pension schemes.
SUGGESTED

BASIS

OF

CONTRIBUTIONS

The Committee have also been impressed with the simplicity of the uniformpercentage-of-salary-contribution;
and as practically all employees now without superannuation benefits are paying 5 per cent to the Retirement Fund, and
as the administrative machinery and the individuals concerned have become
adjusted thereto, this rate of contribution naturally suggests itself as the most
appropriate to adopt, provided an additional 5 per cent, approximately, from
the Government will provide reasonably satisfactory benefits, assuming of course
that the Government will be prepared to make approximately the same contribution as employees. Calculations have not yet been made, but from certain

rough estimates available it would seem 5 per cent by employeesand about
5 per cent by the Government would provide fairly good benefits, but not higher
in every respect than may be found in all other schemes.
Finally, the Committee have been impressed with the advantages of giving;
weight to the salary over a period of years prior to retirement in determining
benefits, rather than the average salary throughout the whole period of service,

which was the basis in the scheme first considered, provided this period is
sufficiently long practically to eliminate the practice of arranging increases
in salary in anticipation of retirement so as to increase the superannuation
allowance. It is thought the average salary over a period of ten years would
serve every good purpose. By adopting some such basis less difficultv will be
experiencedin applying the scheme-to the present Service than would be ex-

periencedwerethe averagesalarythroughoutthe wholeperiodof Serviceadopted.
With this preliminary, it may be said that considerationwas givento two
schemes,
eachadheringto the aboveprinciples,but as the Committeefavour the
simpler of the two it is thought sufficientto here outline that one alone. As
abovestatedthe conclusionsaretentative, andthe benefitssuggested
are largely
illustrative; for, until calculationsare made,or until it is known what the Gov-

ernmentis prepared
to contribute,nothingof a definitecharacter
canbesetforth.
It will, however,help to make more clear what the Committeehave in mind if
concrete, though tentative, proposals, are set forth.
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As Respects Future Male Entrants to the Service-Contributions to be
5 per cent of salary. In event of ill-health or old age, an annual allowance of
say, for the sake of illustration, l-50th of the average salary for the preceding
ten years of service multiplied by the number of years of service,with, say, half,
or perhapsless,continued to the widow and allowancesto children. In the event
of voluntary retirement it is suggestedthat the employee should have the option
of (1) taking his contributions without interest, or (2) having conserved to him
the right to the allowance, in event of subsequent ill-health or on attaining the
retirement age to which his period or services up to time of voluntary retirement
would

entitle

him.

As Respects Present Male Contributors to the Retirement Fund:-It
is
suggested that the scheme might be made applicable to them in the following
ways: First, any employee who, at the inception of the scheme, should assign to
the New Superannuation Fund the accumulated amount to his credit in the Retirement Fund and also his future 5 per cent contributions would, as from that
time on, benefit under the new scheme as though he had been under it from the
time he came under the Retirement Fund; second, any employee who should
prefer not so assign his contributions, or who might neglect to do so, would have
the right on retirement, or his widow on his death in the Service would have the
right to one-half the benefits determined as above for the period during which
he was under the Retirement Fund, provided the accumulated amount in the
Retirement Fund to the credit of the individual is then applied on a net cost basis
to purchase additional benefits for himself or dependents.
It is thus seen no one would be deprived of his Retirement Fund rights and
privileges unless he should so'elect at the inception of the scheme; while if he
should so elect he would not, as a consequence, be wholly deprived of benefits

under the SuperannuationScheme,as he might, at time of retirement, purchase
benefits on a net cost basis with any amount to his credit in the Retirement
Fund, and, on so doing he would in addition become entitled to one-half the
regular benefits under the scheme. The idea is to supplement, rather than to
destroy, the Retirement Fund provision. By proceeding as above little new

machinery would be necessary,and practically no dislocation in work or thought.
The scheme would automatically apply to all Retirement Fund contributions
unless at time of retirement they should positively prefer to take the accumulated
cash to their credit in the Retirement Fund and forego the half portion of benefits provided for them under the scheme.

As RespectsTemporary Service:-Clearly, if the Government is prepared to
support a superannuationschemeto the extent of, say one-half, then temporary
service should count as at least one-half without contribution;

and it would seem

not unreasonablethat it should count for rather more than one-half, for during
temporary service employeeshad no opportunity of contributing to any fund. It
would simplify matters immensely if in the case of those contributing to the Retirement Fund the whole of any previous period of temporary service were
counted in full without contribution. Much of course depends on the Government's

views

on the matter.

As Respects Contributors to the Old Superannuation Funds:-The main
reasonwhy they might wish to comeunder the new schemeis on account of the
benefits to widows and children. In this regard there would be an advantage in
having slightly lower benefits to the employee himself under the new scheme than
under the old funds, for the larger benefits given up on transfer might be regarded
as a contribution

for the widow's

benefits

under

the new scheme.

After

transfer

their contribution would be 5 per cent instead of 3 or 3-j per cent as at present

The reduction in benefit and additional contribution might be regarded as a quid
5-67
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pro quo for the widow's benefit under the new scheme. If substantially the same
benefit should be given under the new schemeas under the old funds, it would
likely be necessaryto charge a higher contribution than 5 per cent after transfer.
The above gives the broad outlines of the manner in which the Committee

think the problem of superannuation could well be handled. It may be added,
they have given favourable consideration to increasing the normal benefits, determined as above,dependingon the number of children under, say, age18, which
a retired employee or a widow may have to support.

Where there are children

it seemsreasonable that somewhat larger benefits should be given, even if it
should mean some reduction in the primary benefit suggested. In the case of
retired employees it would be necessary to keep benefits added on account of

children within safe limits, so as not to offer too much inducement to improper
retirements.

The same objection does not arise in the case of widows.

It would seem more satisfactory administration could be achieved by a
board consisting of certain permanent officials presided over by a Minister, all of
whom would serve ex-officio. It would also be a great advantage if the contributions of employees and the Government were funded and invested, the benefits

being paid from the fund instead of from the consolidatedrevenue as at present.
The scheme would then be practically free from danger arising out of administrative exigencies at any particular time. Should the Government wish to borrow
any part of the money in the Fund at any time, it could be loaned for definite
periods the same as money is borrowed from the public by the sale of bonds. The
real situation would thus be kept much clearer.
AGE

OF

RETIREMENT

The Committe have devoted much thought and discussion to the question of

age at retirement, and their tentative conclusionsin this regard may be stated as
follows: It seems well that there should be a definite age beyond which no one
would continue in the Service. As the same age may not be equally suitable for all
classes of employees it is thought something should be done in the way of determining the most appropriate age for certain broad classes of occupation or groups

of occupation. Also, it is thought some concessionsshould be made in respectof
those now in the Service at middle and advanced ages, so that the otherwise rigid

requirements of the measuremay not strike them with too great suddeness. In
general, it would seemage 65 is a sufficiently advancedage for retirement, with
provision for continuance in special circumstancesto, say, age 70. In the case
of those now in the Service aged55 and over it is thought they should have the
right to continue in the normal coursefor ten years but not beyond 70. Anyone
whoseten-year period should terminate before age 70 might be continued to age
70 in special circumstancesas above.
To meet the requirements of special classesof occupationsit is suggestedthat
the Board or other administrative authority should have power, after the measure

becomeseffective, to make inquiry with a view to determining lower and more

appropriateagesthan age65. In this way a neededflexibility would be intro-

duced and the requirements of the Public Service better met.
The above will sufficiently indicate to membersthe progressso far made by
the Committee on Superannuation.
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EXHIBIT

J

(Submitted by Mr. F. W. Patterson)
ASSOCIATED

FEDERAL

DRAFT

EMPLOYEES

CONSTITUTIONS

FOR JOINT

OF

CANADA

COUNCILS

Joint Councils have proved successful in private industry.
Joint Councils have proved successful in other public services.

Joint Councils are now past the experimental stage.
The Civil Service Commission has failed in its attempts to solve civil service
problems.
Deputy Ministers and Branch Heads are entitled to a voice in matters affecting
their

staffs.

DRAFT

CONSTITUTION

FOR INTERDEPARTMENTAL

GENERAL

JOINT

COUNCILS

OBJECTS

1. The general objects of the Interdepartmental

Council shall be to secure

the greatest measureof co-operation between the Administration in its capacity
as employer and the general body of the staff in matters affecting the whole or
a considerable part of the Service, with a view to increased efficiency combined

with the well-being of those employed, and further, to bring together the experience of different points of view respecting conditions of service.
FUNCTIONS

2. The scope of the Council shall comprise the Interdepartmental aspects
of all matters which effect the conditions of service of the staff; and its functions
shall include the following:-

(i) Provision of the best means for utilizing the ideas and experienceof the
staff.

(ii) Means for securing to the staff a greater share in and responsibility
for the determination
are carried

and observance of the conditions

under which their duties

out.

(iii) Determination of conditions to govern the Service, e.g., recruitment,
hours, tenure remuneration, organization, and principles of classification, promotion, discipline, appeal and superannuation.

(iv) To carry out reclassification and Interdepartmental reorganization
when such shall be deemed necessary, and to call in practical advice from outside the Government Sendee, as required, for this purpose.

(v) The formation of plans for the further education of the staff, and their
training in higher administration and organization.

(vi) The consideration of proposedor existing legislation having a bearing
upon the welfare of the staff.

(vii) To refer problems to Departmental Councils for report on their
Departmental aspects,and to co-operatewith such Councils where necessary.
(viii) The consideration of recommendations submitted by Departmental
Councils on questions having an Interdepartmental bearing.

(ix) To prescribe Rules of Order for all Joint Councils and Divisional,
Dictrict
5-67J

and Branch

Committees

in the Federal

Service.
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(x) To amend the constitution of Departmental Councils as hereinafter

provided.

3. In the event of a dispute between a Departmental Council and the

Interdepartmental
Councilwith respectto the right to dealwith any question,
the
Cabinet
shall
decide
the questionof jurisdictionas betweenthe disputant
Councils.
MEMBERSHIP

4. The Interdepartmental
Councilshall consistof not more than fifty
members,
one-halfto be appointedby the Government
(the OfficialSide)and
one-half to be electedby Civil Service organizations (the Staff Side).

5. In all casesrepresentationon the Official Sideand the Staff Siderespec-

tively, shall be equal.
6. Eligibility.(a) Members of the Council on the Staff Side must be
Civil

Servants.

(b) Deputy Ministers, Assistant Deputy Ministers, and heads of major
Branches shall not be eligible for election to the Staff Side.
7. The electorate

for the Staff Side shall

consist of all members of civil

service organizations, provided that no employee shall be permitted to vote as
a member of more than one organization.

8. It shall be open to the authorities appointing the respectivesides of the
Council to vary their representativesat any time. Where a representativecannot attend a meeting of the Council, an accredited substitute may be appointed
for sui'h meeting by the authority concerned; otherwise, it may be arranged to
pair off with a representative of the opposite side.
9. Xew representatives shall present credentials from the authorities appointing them, before being seated at a meeting of the Council. The Chairman
and Vice-Chairman shall constitute a standing Credentials Committee.
OFFICERS

10. Chairman and Vice-Chairman.-For
the first year the Chairman shall
be chosen by the Official Side from their own number, and the Vice-Chairman

by the Staff Side in a similar way. After the first year the Chairmanship
and Vice-Chairmanship shall alternate between the Staff Side and the Official
Side. The Chairman shall preside at meetings of the Council, and in his
absence, the Vice-Chairman shall preside.
11. >'<i'/-/ farics.-Each
side of the Council shall appoint a Secretary, who

may or may not be a member of the Council.
COMMITTEES

12. The Chairman and Vice-Chairman may appoint jointly such standing
Committees, Occupational Group Committees, and Special Committees as may

be required,and may delegatespecialpowersto any Committeeso appointed.
13. Standing Committeesshall be composedof membersof the Council.

GroupCommittees
shallnot necessarily
be composed
of members
of the Council,
but shall consist of official representatives and representativesof the group or

classconcerned. SpecialCommitteesmay or may not be composed
of members
of the Council.
MEETINGS

14. RegularMeetings.-Regularmeetingsshall be held everymonth. An

agenda
shallbe circulated
to all mem
hersnot lessthansevendaysbeforethe
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meetings of the Council. Business not on the agenda shall be taken only by
permissionof both the Chairman and Vice-Chairman.
15. Special Meetings.-A special meeting may be called by the Chairman
on his own initiative

or at the request of the Vice-Chairman.

The business

to be discussedshall be limited to matters stated upon the notice summoning
the meeting.

16. Time of Meeting.-Meetings shall be held during regular civil service
hours unless both sides of the Council

shall consent to sit at some other time.

17. Quorum.-The quorum on each side shall be thirteen. A quorum on
both sides shall be necessary.

18. Agenda.-Staff organizationsshall notify the Staff Secretaryof all
matters which they wish placed on the agenda,and of the relative importance
of suchmatters in the eventthat someof them may haveto be postponed. The
Cabinet and the Civil Service Commission shall similarly notify the Official
Secretary of any matters to be placed .on the agenda. The Secretariesshall
constitute an Agenda Committee and shall draw up and circulate the agenda
for regular meetings.

19. Rides of Order.- fa) The Interdepartmental Council shall draw up
such standing orders and rules for the conduct of its businessas it may deem
necessary.

(b) Copies of such orders and rules shall be furnished to all Departmental
Councils for the conduct of their business and that of their subsidiary Divisional,
District

and Branch

Committees.

20. Minutes.-It
shall be the duty of both the Official Secretary and the
Staff Secretary to keep minutes of the preceedings of the Council. Minutes shall
be read by only one of the Secretaries at each meeting, unless the minutes are
challenged, when the minutes of the other side may be demanded, in corroboration
or the reverse of the minutes challenged. At successive meetings the Secretaries shall alternate in reading the minutes.
21. Publication of Proceedings.-Only such statements as are issued under

authority of the Council shall be published. A statement shall be authoriezd
at the close of every meeting and shall be as full and informative

as po«eible.

Copies of this statement shall be furnished to both sidesof every Departmental
Council.
DECISIONS

AND

POWERS

22. No motion shall be considered to have carried unless it has been assented

to by a majority of the Official Side and a majority of the Staff Side. Every
member of the Council shall be entitled to vote.

The Chairman may vote on

all questions,but shall not have a casting vote.
23. Decisions shall be reported to the Cabinet by the Chairman and Official

Secretary, and to the staff organizations by the Vice-Chairman and Staff
Secretary.
24. Decisions shall be reported to the proper authorities on either side within

ten days after the meeting at which they are reached.
25. Decisions of the Councils, unless incompatible with existing Civil Service legislation, shall be confirmed by Order in Council where necessary. They

shall take effect as from a date thirty days after reported to the Official Authority
unless it is otherwise provided in the Order in Council confirming them.

26. Where a decisionis not compatible with existing Civil Service legislation,
the question shall be submitted to the next regular sessionof Parliament following.
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27. Decisionsof the Council shall be without prejudiceto:

(a) The overridingauthorityof Parliamentand the responsibilityof the

Cabinet.

(b) The responsibility of the staff side to its constituent bodies.

28. When a decisionof the Council is vetoed by Parliament or by staff

organizations,the Council shall be formally notified of such veto.
29. When the two sides of a Council are unable to agree on any question
it may either be referred to a special committee for informal discussion,or to
the Cabinet and the staff organizations for modifications of viewpoint, or both
methods of reaching a solution may be adopted. Whatever procedureis adopted,
those to whom the question is referred shall report back to the Council which
shall then take up the question again, and reach some agreement.
GENERAL

30. Finances.- (a) Each side of every Council shall be responsiblefor its

own expensesexcept that Civil Servants who are members of the Staff Side of the

Council or of its Committeesshall be givenspecialleavewith pay andtransportation when attending meetings of the Council or of its Committees.
(b) All expensescommonto both sides of the Council, shall be defrayed by
the Government.

31. The Council shall have power to summonany employeeor official to give
information regarding any matter under consideration, or to present a case in
person.

32. Amendment of Constitution.- (a) This Constitution shall be amended
when thirteen votes on each side of the Council favour a proposed amendment.

Notice of motion to amendthe constitution must be given at a previous meeting,
and the proposed amendment in full must be included in the agenda circulated
before the meeting at which the vote is to be taken.
(b) The Interdepartmental Council shall have power to amend the Consti-

tution of Departmental Councils by a similar procedure. Upon a recommendation beins received from a Departmental

Council

for an amendment

to the De-

partmental Council Constitution, the interdepartmental Council shall take steps
to ascertain from all other Departmental Councils whether they favour the proposed amendment; and the Interdepartmental Council shall be guided by the
results of this inquiry.
DRAFT CONSTITUTIONFOR DEPARTMENTALJOINT COUNCILS
GENERAL

OBJECTS

1. The generalobjects of a DepartmentalCouncil shall be to securethe
greatestmeasureof co-operationbetweenthe Administration in its capacity
as employer,and the generalbody of the staff in matters affectingthe Department,"with a view to increasedefficiencyin the Departmentcombinedwith the
well-beingof thoseemployed;to providemachineryfor dealingwith grievances,
and generallyto bring togetherthe experience
of differentpointsof view respecting conditionsof servicewithin the Department.
FUNCTIONS

2. The scope of Departmental Councils shall comprise the Departmental
aspectsof all matters which affect the conditions of serviceof the staff and their
functions shall include the following:-
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(i) Provision of the best meansfor utilizing the ideas and experienceof the
staff.

(ii) Means for securing to the staff a greater share in and responsibility
for the determination
are carried

and observance of the conditions

under which their duties

out.

(iii) Determination of conditions to govern the Service; e.g., recruitment,
hours, tenure, and remuneration in as far as these matters apply to membersof
the staff of the Department.
(iv) The encouragement of the further

education of the staff, and their

training in higher administration and organization.
(v) Improvement of office machinery and Departmental organization; and
the provision of opportunities for the full consideration of suggestionsby the
staff on this subject.

(vi) The consideration of proposed or existing legislation so far as it has
a bearing upon the position of membersof the staff in relation to their employment in the Department.
(vii) The discussion of the general principles governing superannuation;
and their application to the members of the staff in the Department.
iviii) The adjustment of grievances arising out of classification or otherwise.

(ix) To report to the Interdepartmental Council on any matters which the
latter Council may refer to Departmental Councils for report; as for example,
in carrying out an Interdepartmental reorganization.
(x) The discussion of general principles of promotion, and of any case in
regard to which it is represented by either side that such principles of appointment or promotion as have been put into effect, have been violated by the Civil
Service Commission or in any way.
(xi) The discussion of general principles of discipline, and of any case in

which disciplinary action has been taken, if it is representedby the staff side
that such action has been in any way unjust or in contravention of any rules

regarding discipline which may have beenput into effect.
(xii) The appointment of Trial Boards to hear individual cases.
3. In the event of a dispute between a Departmental Council and the Interdepartmental Council, with respect to the right to deal with any question, the

Cabinet shall decide the question of jurisdiction, as between the disputant
Councils.
MEMBERSHIP

4. Each Departmental Council shall consist of not more than 14 members,
of whom seven shall be appoited by the Minister or Head of the Department
(the Official Side) and an equal number shall be elected by the organized employees of the Department (the Staff Side).

5. The Official Side.-The Deputy Head of the Department shall always be
a member of the Official Side, and a majority of the members of the Official Side
shall be permanent officers of the Department.

6. The Staff Side.-Members of the Staff Side must be Civil Servants, provided that a majority of the members of the Staff Side shall be employees of
the Department.
Where a large proportion of the employees of a Department

are employed at other points than Ottawa, provision shall be made that both
the headquarters and outside staff shall be represented.
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Assistant Deputy Ministers and heads of major branches shall not be

eligible for election to the Staff Side.
7. The Electorate for the Staff Side shall consist of all members of civil

service organizations employed by the Department, and such organizations shall
provide the machinery necessaryto elect their representatives. Provided that
no employeeshall be permited to vote as a member of more than one organization.

8. It shall be open to the authorities appointing the respective sides of the
Council to vary their representativesat any time. Where a representativecannot attend a meeting of the Council, an accredited substitute may be appointed

for such meeting by the authority concerned; otherwise, it may be arranged
to pair off with a representative of the opposite side.
9. New representatives shall present credentials from the authorities appointing them, before being seated at a meeting of the Council.
The Chairman
and Vice-Chairman shall constitute a standing Credentials Committee.
OFFICERS

10. Chairman and Vice-Chairman.-For
the first year the Chairman shall
be chosen by the Official Side from their own number, and the Vice-Chairman

by the Staff Side in a similar way. After the first year the Chairmanship and
Vice-Chairmanship shall alternate between the Staff Side and the Official Side.
The Chairman shall preside at meetings of the Council, and in his absence, the
Vice-Chairman shall preside.
11. Secretaries.-Each side of the Council shall appoint a Secretary, who

may or may not be a memberof the Council.
COMMITTEES

12. The Chairman and Vice-Chairman

may appoint jointly

such Standing

Committees, Group Committees, and Special Committees as may be required,
and may delegate special powers to any Committee so appointed.
13. Standing Committees shall be composed of members of the Council.
Group Committees shall not necessarily be composed of members of the Coun-

cil, but shall consist of official representatives and representativesof the group
or class concerned. Special Committees may or may not be composed of members of the Council.

14. Departmental Councils shall have power to create Divisional, District,
and Branch Committees, and to decide upon the nature and extent of their
functions in accordance with and not to supersede the objects and functions
enumerated in this Constitution.
Provided, however, that the Departmental
Council shall have no power to appoint any person to such committees.
15. Members of the Official Side of Divisional, District and Branch Com-

mittees shall be appointed by the Minister in the same way as membersof the
1tepartmental Council; and members of the Staff Side shall be elected by the
organized employees in the Division, District, or Branch concerned.
MEETINGS

16. Regular Meetings.-Regular meetings shall be held every month. An

agendashall be circulatedto all membersnot less than sevendays beforethe
meetingsof the Council. Businessnot on the agendashall be taken only by
permissionof both the Chairman and Vice-Chairman.
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17. Special Meetings.-A special meeting may be called by the Chairman
on his own initiative or at the request of the Vice-Chairman.
The business to
be discussed shall be limited to matters stated upon the notice summoning the
meeting.
18. Time of Meeting.-Meetings
shall be held during regular civil service
working hours unices both sides of the Council shall consent to sit at some
other

time.

19. Quorum.-The quorum on each side shall be four. A quorum on both
sides shall be necessary.
20. Agenda.-Staff
organizations shall notify the Staff Secretary of all
matters which they wished placed on the agenda, and of the relative importance
of such matters in the event that some of them may have to be postponed. The
Minister shall similarly notify the Official Secretary of matters to be placed
on the Agenda. The Secretaries shall constitute an Agenda Committee, and
shall draw up and circulate the agenda for regular meetings.
21. Rules of Order.-Departmental
Councils shall follow such standing
orders and rules for the conduct of business, as may be prescribed by the Inter

departmental Council as a uniform procedure for all Joint Councils and Divisional, District and Branch Committees in the Federal Service.
22. Minutes.-It
shall be the duty of both the Official Secretary and the
Staff Secretary to keep minutes of the proceedings of the Council. Minutes
shall be read by only one of the Secretaries at each meeting, unless the minutes
are challenged; when the minutes of the other side may be demanded, in corroboration or the reverse of the minutes challenged. At successive meetings
the Secretaries shall alternate in reading the minutes.

23. Publication of Proceedings.-Only such statements as are issued under
authority of the Council shall be published.

A statement shall be authorized

at the close of every meeting and shall be as full and informative as possible.
Copies of this statement shall be furnished to the two sides of the Interdepartmental

Council.
DECISIONS

24. No motion

shall

be considered

AND

POWERS

to have

carried

unless

it has been assent-

ed to by a majority of the Official Side and a majority of the Staff Side. Every
member of the Council shall be entitled to vote.

The Chairman may vote on

all questions,but shall not have a casting or deciding vote.
25. Departmental Councils shall not have the power of deciding on any
question of general principles having an Interdepartmental bearing. They may,
however, pass recommendations on such questions; and any recommendations
so passed, shall be submitted to the Interdepartmental Council for consideration
and decision.

26. Decisions of the Council on Departmental questions shall be reported
to the Minister by the Chairman, and Official Secretary and to the Executive
bodies of Staff Organizations by the Vice-Chairman and Staff Secretary. In
the absence of the Minister, the Chairman and Official Secretary shall make
their report to the Acting Minister or the Cabinet.
27. Decisions shall be reported to the proper authorities on either side
within ten days after the meeting at which they are reached.

28. Decisions of the Councils, unless incompatible with existing Civil Service legislation, shall be confirmed by Order in Council where necessary. They
shall take effect as from a date thirty days after reported to the Official Author-

ity unlessit is otherwiseprovided in the Order in Council confirmingthem.
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29. Where a decisionis not compatiblewith existing Civil Servicelegislation, the questionshall be submittedto the next regular sessionof Parliament
following.

30. Decisions of a Council shall be without prejudice to:(a) The overriding authority of Parliament, and the responsibility of the
Minister of the Department as such;
(b) The responsibility of the Staff Side to its constituent bodies.
31. When a decision of a Council is vetoed by Parliament or by staff
organizations, the Council shall be formally notified of such veto.
32. When the two sides of a Council are unable to agree on any question

it may either be referred to a special committee for informal discussion, or to
the Minister and the staff organizations for modifications of viewpoint, or both
methods of reaching a solution may be adopted. Whatever procedure is adopted.
those to whom the question is referred shall report back to the Council which
shall then take up the question again, and reach some agreement.
GENERAL

33. Finances.- (a) Each side of every Council shall be responsible for its
own expenses except that Civil

Servants who are members of the Staff Side

of the Council or of its Committees shall be given special leave with pay and
transportation

when attending meetings of the Council or of its Committees.

(b) All expensescommon to both sides of the Council, shall be defrayed
by the Government.
34. The Council shall have power to summon any emplojree or official ol

the Department to give information regarding any matter under consideration,
or to present a case in person.
35. Amendment of the Constitution.-Amendments
to this Constitution
can only be made by the Interdepartmental Council after notice of motion

has been duly given, as provided in the Constitution of the Interdepartmental
Council.
PLATFORM

1. Joint

OF

PRINCIPLES

Councils.

2. Classification.-Under the Joint Council plan, to devise a fair, simple and
workable classification of positions in the public service; and (2) to provide
a scale of salaries and wages commensurate with services rendered, with a

minimum wage basedupon actual living costs, not upon theory.
3. Reorganization of the Canadian Public Service, under the Joint Council plan,
with a view of avoiding unnecessary labour turnover, while eliminating
(a) duplication of work (b) overmanning (c) inefficient methods.
4. Adequate Superannuation, to be administered under the Joint Council Plan.
5. Trial Boards under the Joint Council plan; and a Civil Service Judgeto hear
final appeals.

6. Adequate representation in Parliament.
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EXHIBIT

J 1

(Submitted by Mr. F. W. Patterson)
SUPPLEMENTARY

STATEMENT

ON JOINT

COUNCILS

AND

OFFICE

MANAGEMENT

It is not, of course, suggestedthat the Joint Council of any department
should undertake to carry out the actual supervisory work of the various offices.
That must be the work of the officials in charge of those offices. But we think
it will not be denied that there is much more room for improvement in system
through better organization, through better location of desks and of offices
and with a view to eliminating waste motion and bringing into proximity those
whose work makes frequent conference or frequent exchange of papers, etc.,
necessarythrough improved methods and especially clearly defined standard
practice instructions, through constructive handling of latenessand similar abuses
and last but not least through stimulation of zeal and initiative

in the clerical

forces.

Under the Joint Council plan, the Associated Federal Employees believe that
we should have a bona fide Merit System, and that the Civil Service would be
free both from the baneful effects of purely political interference and from the

merit stifling rigidity of the present cumbrous administrative machinery. Personnel problems would have the human treatment they ought to have, and the
red tape evil would take its place besidethe patronage evil in the limbo of discardedthings. In the endeavourto slay the old-time dragon whose motto was
" spoils to the victor," we have gone too far, and we have found conditions as
bad, if not worse, from the standpoint of efficiency and economy, in trying to
turn out all civil servants like iron castings by a fixed process. There must be

elasticity in the organization of departments that will permit of salary range
extensionand of promotion, so as to provide incentive to initiative and to special
effort. The square peg must be taken out of the round hole and fitted into the
square hole where he may be an exceptionally good peg. There must be latitude

for treating each employee on his or her merits; it must be realized that the
public business of Canada is not carried on for the Civil Service, but the Civil
Service exists to carry on the public business. That being so it follows that the
bureau through which that Service is recruited, ought to be the servant of the
departments, not their master, in personal questions. The bureau itself may
not be wholly to blame; it has been given functions which it ought never to
have had.

As illustrating someof the problems of office managementwhich, we think,
Joint Councils could solve in a way that neither the Civil Service Commission

nor the Deputy Ministers unaided could achieve,may we offer a few quotations
from Carl C. Parson's work, "Office

Organization and Management":-

" Factory employees have been trained to carry on their work with
the least waste of effort; operations have been minimized; the work has
been so planned that it follows in a logical manner; and as a result shop
management has reached a high state of development.
" A like scientific adoption of efficiency methods in offices has not as
yet become the universal practice. We are just at the beginning of pro-

ductive efforts in the campaign to revolutionize the work of the office,
to infuse into it the definite purpose, to select employees carefully, to
train them properly for their positions, and to equip them with the same
high-grade machinery that is provided in the factory."
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" The well conducted office operates through certain principles of
efficiency, which may or may not be consciously applied. If success be
lacking, analysis will show a failure to apply at least some of those factors.
" Harrington Emerson has set forth a dozen efficiency principles, ably
epitomized:
" Clearly defined ideals.
Common

sense.

Competent counsel.
Discipline.
The

fair

deal.

Reliable, immediate and adequate records.
Dispatching.
Standards
and schedules.
Standardized
conditions.

Standardized operations.
Written standard practice instructions.
Efficiency rewards."
" A consideration of the management of an office is not the first step
toward securing efficiency. Far in advance there must have been the
problematized consideration of its organization."
" Before a corps of employees can be loyal to an institution, before
employees can do acceptably the work that is required of them, they
should know what the institution stands for, what it proposes to accom-

plish, what it wants done, and what it will do. In no other way can
the employee carry to the public an adequate interpretation of what
the company is endeavouring to achieve and of the place it hopes to
occupy in the community."
Mr. Harington Emerson, in advocating line and staff organization for
office management, summarizes the work of the staff as follows:" To lay down the plan on which the business shall be developed,

then to determine the department which shall carry out each part of the
plan.

" To determine to what particular men shall be assignedeach particular work, and to prepare standardized instructions by which it shall
be done most efficiently, that is, at the greatest saving of expense, worry,
and

effort.

" To arrange a correct system of compensation, to reward the most
efficient, and to penalize the inefficient.

" To surround the workers with the mental, moral and physical conditions to expediate work.
' To prepare a code of principles which shall embody the policy of
the house towards

outsiders

and insiders.

" To prepare a system of promotions, so that employees may know
what advance awaits them in case they make good.
'' To show by charts and explanations of the organization at large
just what part each employee takes in the general scheme.
" To lay down rules for the conduct of the entire organization.

" To make every personin the organization understandthat there is a
certain person to whom he may go for help or for information in regard
to any part of the company's business,no matter how large or small.
" To organize and supervise the welfare work.
" To make the work of the employeeinteresting and to get the same

spirit into the businessthat the employeeswould put into his sport and
games."
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The following quotations are from Mr. F. C. Henderschott,of the New York
Edison Co., and Mr. F. E. Weakly, General Office Manager of Halsey, Stuart
& Co.:-

" Whenever possible promotions to the better jobs and positions of
responsibility should be made from within the organization. To aid in
the furthering of this plan, many companies have introduced various
educational and welfare features for the express purpose of developing
the individual and retaining him for the organization by keeping him
interested.

" In interviewing an applicant, an employer asks, ' Why did you
leave your last job?' His answer is usually given in two words, ' No
advancement/ If you could know his day dreams and could find the idea
back of them you would discover three causes; that he has imagined
the comforts and pleasures he could buy with a slightly greater income,
that he has pictured for himself a boss's job, or that he has coveted the

position of a trusted employee. In other words, he has an incoherent
desire for personal comfort, the bearing of responsibility and the exercise
of authority.
' These

three

elemental

desires

are

so

fundamental

in

each

individual's character that his successin life depends upon their gratification."

' The employee's personal record should be compiled and kept. It
is obvious that favoritism will completely nullify the value of the record."
(Joint Councils would, we think, take care of this danger). "A corporation which has had this system in force for a period of about six
years affirms that the record when conscientiously compiled, will reflect
a fair picture of the individual employee's characteristics and general
worth."
(Details of the system follow). "In this same company,
managers are not permitted to discharge unsatisfactory employees, but
may return such employees to what is known as the training department, where the head of that department ascertains the cause of the
unsatisfactory service. Here further effort is made to determine the
inherent characteristics of the individual, and to place the employee in

a position where he can best use his natural abilities."
also given of an annual survey of employees.)

(Details are

These suggestjust a few of the many ways in which Joint Councils could
prove of inestimable benefit in the public service of Canada, apart from dealing
with grievances,which may indeed be regarded as the least important of their
functions. We think that the increase in efficiency, and economy in all Departments and in the Service as a whole will repay the cost of many time over, and

that besides,every employee will personally benefit from the introduction of
more

business-like

methods.

EXHIBIT

K

(Submitted by Mr. J. C. Saunders)
MEMORANDUM

OVER

BY

STAFF

MR.

EDWARD

EXERCISED

E.

BRIDGES

BY THE

BRITISH

ON

THE

CONTROL

TREASURY

In most countries, control over Government staffs is exercisedby a "Public
ServicesCommission" which is distinct from the Treasury. In order to explain
the manner in which the British Treasury exercise control over the staff of
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Government
Departmentsit is necessary
to explainin outlinethe systemby

which control is exercisedover the expenditure of the public service as a whole.
1. Civil

Service Commission.

There is one possible source of misunderstanding which can be explained
in passing. There is in this country a Civil Service Commissionwhich is often
wrongly

assumed to correspond to the Public Service Commission of other

countries.

But

the

functions

of the

Civil

Service

Commission

are confined

to examining the fitness of candidates for entry to the service. In the first half

of the nineteenth century, admission to the Civil Service was by "nomination"
and appointments were made on personal grounds or from political

motives.

In 1855 the Civil Service Commission was set up for the purpose of "testing
according to fixed rules the qualifications

of the young men who might from

time to time be proposedto be appointed to the junior situations in any of His
Majesty's Civil Establishments." Its functions were not confined to testing
the literary

qualifications, but extended to the age, health and character of the

candidate. These tests were at first mostly in the nature of "limited competition" but by about 1870 Open Competition becamethe rule for entrance into
the

Civil

practically

Service.

The

functions

of the

Civil

Service

Commissioners*

are

confined to holding the necessary examinations for entrance to

different grades in the Civil Service satisfying themselvesas to the candidates,
age, character, and health and (after consulting with the Treasury) assigning
the successful candidates to the Departments which have vacancies. -In the

very exceptional casesin which men are admitted to the permanent Civil Service without passing a competitive examination, on account of the possession of

"special qualifications not ordinarily acquired in the service" the Civil Service
Commissioners have to be satisfied as to the candidate's age, health, character,

and general ability and education.
2. Treasury Control.

Treasury control has developed gradually, and it is not easy to set down
concisely the manner in which it is exercised.
(a) Approval of New Services.
The main principle is that " Treasury sanction is required for any increase
in establishment, of salary, or of the cost of a service or for any additional
works or new services which have not been specially provided for in the grants
of Parliament."
The Controller and Auditor General, an official responsible

to Parliament only, would report any unauthorized expenditure of this description.

The Treasury is therefore in the position to criticize, before any action is
taken, any schemewhich involves a Department breaking fresh ground. It is
not sufficient for a Department to plead that the money for the aditional buildings or staff can be provided by retrenching on existing services.
All " new
"
new
item " or
services," that is to say any expenditure which is either a
involves some fresh principle, must receive specific Treasury approval.
(b) Scrutiny of Estimates.
The Estimate for each Department for the ensuing financial year before it
is " laid before Parliament " (i.e., before Parliament is asked to vote the money
in the Estimate) must first be scrutinized and passedby the Treasury. If a,
Department's Estimate contains provision for " new services," such " new services " must be submitted for separateapproval. But the scrutiny of the Esti-

mates gives the Treasury an opportunity of examiningthe expenditureof a
*The Civil Service Commission are therefore a body specially set up to secure that there is absolute impartiality in dealing with all admissions to the Civil Service.
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Department as a whole. It may be held that the total expenditure proposed is
too great, and that the total is to be reduced. Or it may be that attention is
directed to some service sanctioned perhaps a year or two before on which the

Treasury think that expenditure might now be reduced. The scrutiny of estimates thus provides an opportunity
(c) " Virement "-"

for a general overhaul.

Excesses and Savings."

The Estimate voted by Parliament for each Department is divided up into
a number of " subheads" coresponding to a Department's activities.
In a
small Department there may be only two or three subheads, a " salary " subhead and subhead for Travelling and " Incidental Expenses." In the big

spending Departments there are forty or fifty, in the fighting service Departments hundreds of subheads. No Department can use a saving on one subhead
to meet an excess on another subhead without Treasury approval.
Again it often happens that a Department wishes to make some slight
variation in its expenditure from the items detailed in the Estimate submitted

to Parliament. This again requires Treasury approval. Thus a Department
will frequently come to the Treasury saying " We provided in our Estimate for
10 clerks to clear up certain war accounts. We have savings on our typing

staff. May we take on three extra clerks for three months so as to get this
work finished by the end of the year?"
3. Control over Staff.
An instance may be taken to show how this system works in practice.
Every Department has a " normal Establishment" of say X Administrative
officers, Y clerks, higher grade and lower grade, a fewi special posts, Z typists
and messengers. In normal times vacancies in these grades can be filled without reference to the Treasury. If a Department has to take over new work, say
the Colonial Office is given responsibility for the Middle East, then the Colonial
Office has to ask the Treasury for additional staff. The Treasury might say
" This work is a permanent addition to the work of your Department. We sanction the addition to your establishment of X administrative officers, Y clerks,
Z typists, etc." It would be more likely that the Treasury would say " Yes,
at the moment this work will need X officers, etc. But things may settle down
and the work fall off. We are prepared to sanction X officers, etc., but the
additional staff will be subject to review in say 2 years." If the Department had
happened to be one which there was reason to suspect was not over burdened
with work, the Treasury might have said. ' Yes, this newi work has come to
you. But we think you ought to be able to reduce staff elsewhere to meet the
pressure." In this way the request for additional staff could have been used
as a handle for reviewing the staff organization of the office as a whole.
It may be thought that it is a weakness of the system that Treasury control
has in the past chiefly been directed to examining demands for new staff. But it

has always been recognizedthat it was open to the Treasury to demand that
establishments should be "reviewed from time to time."
later

this

weakness

has now

As is pointed out

been remedied.

4. Internal Organization of the Treasury.

The Treasury was divided in September,1919,into three branches of which
one is solely concerned with staff questions.

The Controller of Finance and his staff deal primarily with high finance,
external and internal loans, general estimates and Budget revenue, reparations,
currency, banking and similar matters.

The Controller of Establishments and his staff deal with the pay and conditions of service of public employeesin all departments.
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The Controller of Suppliesand his staff deal with the remaining expenditure,
particularly Army, Xavy and Air Force, grants for education, public health and
so

on.

The creation of a separate Department of the Treasury to deal exclusively
with staff matter, grading and conditions of service had long been recognized
as an overdue reform, and had been recommendedby more than one important
Committee.

5. Work of the Establishnents Department of the Treasury.
In the preceding paragraphs an instance has been given of the manner in
which the Treasury controls numbers. Something must now be said as to
Kates of pay and conditions of service.

In the Civil Servicethere are three main classes. The clerical, the executive,
the administrative. These clashesare divided into several grades,and the rates
of pay are shown in an appendix.

These rates of pay which are common to employees in all Government
Departments were laid down at a "revision of grading in 1920,but prior to that
rate there were other rates of pay common to the service." though the revision
of 1920 has resulted in a greater
previously.

degree of

standardization

than existed

In applying these revised scales to Government Departments, the Establi-hments Department of the Treasury has been vitally interested to see that
the same standard of work was required of as for instance e.g. Higher Executive
Officer in all Departments; and officers of the Establishment Department have
personally inspected the work of all Government Departments during the last
three years to decide what numbers of officers of each of the revised grades
and classes were required in each Department. Re-organized Establishments
have now been drawn up for all Departments on a uniform basis. These reorganized establishments have been made subject to review in 3 years.
In addition to the three main grades referred to. there are a great variety
of specialist, technical and Departmental grades, of which the rates of pay
require to be assessed. There are also many questions as to the revision of
rates of pay in accordance with the cost of living. The salaries of all permanent and some temporary civil servants are on a sliding scale, but there are

many temporary officials whoseremuneration requires adjustment from time to
time to meet variations in the cost of living. Conditions of service, leave,
hours of work (at present a burning question owing to a suggested increase
from 7 to 8) subsistence allowances, etc., are all settled in this Department,
and give rise to a good deal of day to clay work.

In September 1921, in order to bring pressure on Departments to reduce
staff the Treasury issued a circular forbidding Departments to fill any
vacancies or to make any promotions in their authorized establishmentswithout referenceto the Treasury. (In the caseof the larger Departments, such as
the Post Office, some devolution of authority has been necessary). But this

is, it is to be hoped, only an emergencymeasuredue to the necessityof
avoiding any redundancyin the Civil Serviceas a whole,at a time when considerable reductions are being effected.
6. Promotion.

It has beenshown that the selectionof individuals on first admissionto

the Serviceis regulatedby the Civil ServiceCommission,
the Treasurybeing

interestedas to the number of admissionsand the generalpolicy of recruitment, etc.
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In general, promotion in the Civil Service is Departmental. In each
Department there are Higher Clerical posts to which Clerks can aspire, Higher
Executive posts for Executive Officers, and Higher Administrative posts for
Junior

Administrative

Officers.

At the moment, Departmental promotions are subject to Treasury approval
even where such promotions are in the normal course.* Care has been taken in
drawing up the re-organized establishmentsto ensurethat so far as possible the
number of posts of junior

executive officers and junior

administrative

officers

is in such a proportion to the number of higher posts as to afford reasonable
prospectsof promotion..
But it would be a mistake to assume that promotion is entirely departmental. One of the objects of standardizing rates of pay in 1919 was to
facilitate the transfer of officers from one Department to another as occasion
required, especially officers of the Administrative grade.
In the period of reconstruction after the war, when several new Departments were organized, and others expanded rapidly, promotion to important
posts in the new or expanded Departments was given to officers in the older
Departments, and a "Pool" of officers eligible for promotion to different
grades was set up. With the present tendency to curtail activities promotion
has becomevery slow, and the tendency is for promotion to be Departmental
only. The position can be summed up by saying that while it is felt to be
very undesirable to fetter the discretion of a Head of a Department to make
his own promotions, and while in many cases Departmental experience may
be necessary, it is generally recognized throughout the Service that if a Department expands rapidly it is unfair that the plums should all fall to officers

of that Department. Again if a Head of a Department has a vacancy which
he is doubtful as to filling satisfactorily from within the Department ho
will consult the Treasury as to likely candidates from other Departments.
Promotion to the Junior Administrative
grade, from the executive or
clerical grade (as opposed to direct recruitment from outside by competitive

examination) is in future to be (not as hitherto primarily a Departmental matter,
subject to the approval of the Treasury and of the Civil Service Commission)
but is to be determined by a Board to be set up to deal with all such cases
in the whole service. Owing to there being practically no vacancies in the

Junior Administrative Grades at present this Board has not yet been set up.
The appointment of the permanent heads of all State Departments (i.e.
the Head Civil Servant, in the Department, as opposed to the Political Chief)
is now subject to the approval of the Prime Minister. The Prime Minister is
First Lord of the Treasury, and titular head of the Department, and the
Permanent Secretary to the Treasury is Permanent Head of the Civil Service
and advises the First Lord in regard to Civil Service appointments. Several
recently appointed Permanent Heads of Departments have been transferred
from other Departments.
7. Whitley Councils.

The workings of "Whitley Councils" in the Civil Service may at first
sight seem to be in direct contradiction with the principle of Treasury control
of staff.

The principle of a Whitley Council is to provide for consultation between

employers and employed. There is a "National Whitley Council for the Civil

Service" of which the "Official side" consistsof civil servantsmainly Heads
of Departments and a few Members of Parliament, chosenby the Government
* Promotion"in the normalcourse"meanspromotionwithin a classe.g. from clerk to HigherClerical.
or from Executiveto HigherExecutive.The Treasuryhas alwaysbeenconcerned
in regulatingpromotion*
from a lower class to a higher class normally recruited from outside the Service.
5-68
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of the day, and the "Staff Side" representing the different Associations or
group of Associations into which Civil Servants have organized themselves.
The Council discussesquestions of grading, pay. conditions of service, etc.,
applying to the Service generally, but with a limitation to post carrying
under £500 a year plus bonus. There are also Departmental Whitley Councils
in each Department which discuss matters of interest to the Department.
The Controller of Establishments is Chairman of the National Whitley
Council, the Official Secretary is also a Treasury official and in this way
Treasury views are expressedon the official side, which consults before meetings
of the whole Council as to the line to be adopted by the Official side as a
whole. The official side is of course unable to agree to a proposition without
the assent of its Chairman, who consults with his Ministers when necessary.
If the official and staff sides reach agreement on a subject, that agreement
is operative. But in cases of disagreement, it is open to the Treasury to take
such action as may be decided upon by the Government.

Treasury control over the operations of Departmental Council is secured
in one of the following four ways:-either
1. The official side consults the Treasury beforehand and concerts
a line of action with the Treasury, or
2. The official side agrees to approach the Treasury on a certain
subject, or
3. The official side comes to an agreement with the Staff side
subject to the assent of the Treasury, or
4. In exceptional cases a Treasury representative attends meetings
of the Departmental Council.

The existenceof Whitley Councils does not therefore in any way derogate
from the authority
Treasury.

and responsibility

of His Majesty's

Government and the

APPENDIX

Rates of pay of the main grades in the Civil Service.
I. CLERICAL CLASS
CLERKS

n- £fio a year on entry, rising to £80 a year at the age of 19; thence

by annual incrementsof £5 to £100a year (at the age of 22) and thenceby

sr.nual increments of £10 to £120 (age 24) and by £15 to £150 (age 26) and

thenceby £10 a year to a maximumsalary of £250a year (attainableat the
age of 361.

}\~omcn- £60 a year on entry, rising to £80 a year at the age of 18, thence

by annualincrements
of £5 to £120a year (at the ageof 26); and thenceby
annual increments of £7.10s. to a maximum salary of £180 a year (attainable
at the age of 34).
CLERKS HIGHER GRADE
Men £300-15-400.
Women £230-10-300.
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II.

EXECUTIVE
TRAINING

CLASS

GRADE

Men £100-10-£130-15-£400.
Women £100-10-£300.
HIGHER

EXECUTIVE

Men £400-15-£500.
Women £300-15-£400.

Higher posts in this class are usually on the followings scales:(a) Men £550-£20-£700.
Women

£450-£20-£550.

(6) Men £750-25-850.
Women

£600-20-700.

(c) Men £850-25-1,000.
III.

ADMINISTRATIVE

ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS
Men £200-20-240-25-£500.
Women £200-20-400.
PRINCIPALS
Men £700-25-900.
Women
£600-25-700.
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES

Men £1,000-50-£1,200.
Women £850-50-£l,000.
The Permanent Heads of the large Departments receive salaries of £3,000
(inclusive of bonus).
These salaries are subject to a deduction of 10 per cent in the Provinces,
and of 5 per cent in Edinburgh and Belfast.

Except as stated above, these salaries are assessedupon a pre-war basis
and are supplemented by "cost of living bonus" varying with the index
figure of the cost of living.

The following table shows the present rates of bonus.
Bonus

on £80 is £64.

Bonus

on £100 is £76.

Bonus

on £200 is £113.

Bonus

on £400 is £168.

Bonus

on £500 is £196.

Bonus

on £700 is £213.

Bonus on £1,200 is £234.
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(By Resolution oj the Committee)
REPORT OF COMMITTEE OF DEPUTY MINISTERS

Appointed on the 30th June, 1922to considermatters affecting The Civil
Service of Canada

W. W. Cory, Esq., C.M.G., Chairman, Interior.
E. L. Newcombe, Esq., C.M.G., K.C., Justice.
R. M. Coulter, Esq., C.M.G., Post Office.
Major G. A. Bell, C.M.G., Railways & Canals.
Lt. Col. N. F. Parkinson, Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment.
J. H. Grisdale, Esq., D. S. A., Agriculture.
J. B. Hunter, Esq., Public Works.
F. C. T. O'Hara, Esq., Trade & Commerce.
A. Johnston, Esq., Marine & Fisheries.
F. A. Acland, Esq., Labour.

The Committee of Deputy Ministers appointed at a meeting held on the 30th
June, 1922, at the instance of the Government to consider matters affecting the
Civil Service of Canada, begs respectfully to report that the various Departments
have been consulted in this connection, that the material gathered has been
carefully analysed and that the following is a precis of the recommendations

which have been adopted. The scope of the activities of the Committee embraced the following subjects, namely:
(a) Appointments
(6) Promotions

(c) Classification of positions
(d) Transfers
(e] Leave of absence

(/)
(g)
(h)
'(i)

.

Cost of living bonus
Whitley Councils
Superannuation
Reduction of staff
((a) APPOINTMENTS

Section 43 of the Civil Service Act relating to appointments reads as
follows:-

43. (1) Appointments to the Civil Service shall be upon competitive examination. Whenever a vacancy in any position in the civil service is to be filled,
the deputy head shall request the Commission to make an appointment.

The

Commission shall thereupon appoint the personwhosename stands highest upon
the eligible list for the class in which the position is found and who is willing to
accept the appointment; in case there is no eligible list for the class, the Commission

shall

forthwith

hold an examination

and, if necessary to prevent

any

serious interference with the public business,but not otherwise, may fill the
position at once by making a temporary appointment as prescribed herein.
(2) The list of eligibles for each class of position in the Civil Service shall

be madeup first of namesof personswho have previouslyheld permanentpositions in such class and who were laid nff in good standing under the provisions of
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this Act, and then of names of persons who have been examined by the Commission and found qualified.
'3) Except as to appointments to positions in the headquarters of the several

departments and other portions of the civil service at Ottawa, the appointments
to any local positions in any province shall, so far as practicable, be made from
bona fide residents of such locality.
The effect under this Section is to place all appointments of whatever
nature they may be under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission and

your Committee is of the opinion that its provisions should be amendedin the
following direction:i

''That appointments to professional and technical positions, or to
those of Assistant Deputy Ministers, heads of branches and all officials in
the higher grades, say those appointed to positions for which the minimum

compensationis $2,400.00per annum or over, be made by the Governor
General in Council on the recommendation of the Head of the Depart-

ment basedon a report in writing from the Deputy Head."
Your
namely:-

Committee

also desires to offer the1 following

recommendation,

"That there are certain outside services,such as employeesin offices'
outside of Canada, rural postmasters,etc. as to which it is impracticable
to apply the provisions of the Civil Service Act reasonably, and these
should be removed from the application of the Act, a list of such services

to be supplied by the various Departments."
(b) PROMOTIONS

Section 45 of the Civil Service Act provides that promotions shall be
made for merit by the Civil Service Commission and reads as follows:"45 (1) Promotion is a change from one class to another class with

a higher maximum compensation,and vacancies shall be filled, as far as
is consistent with the best interests of the civil service, by promotion.
(2) Promotion shall be made for merit by the Commission upon
such examination as the Commission may by regulation prescribe. The

Commission may by such regulation restrict the competition at such
examinations to employeesor to employeesof a certain class or classes
of a specified seniority, and may prescribe what marks may be obtained
by such employees for efficiency and seniority. Such marks shall not
however, exceedone half of the total marks that can be obtained at the
examination."
4

Your Committee considersthat the best interest of the service requires that
promotion should be departmentally regulated, and recommend therefore,"That the present Civil Service provisions with regard to promotions
be repealed and that there be substituted therefor a provision to the effect
that promotions shall be made for merit by the Governor General in

Council upon the recommendation of the head of the Department based
on a report in writing from the deputy head and accompaniedby a certificate of qualification by the Civil Service Commission."
(c)

CLASSIFICATION OF POSITIONS

The Civil Service Commission has provided a complicated classification

which, besidesbeing a positive hindranceto effective administration, requires
.specialstudy properly to understand. This is more especially illustrated in the
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caseof clerical assistance
which is subdividedinto scoresof specialclasses,

the qualificationsfor many of which arepractically the same,i.e.,the incumbent
of any of thesemight readily performthe dutiesof the other clericalpositions.
Your committee considers,'That this complicated classification should- be repealed and that

the Civil Service be divided into a number of classes on lines similar to
those established by the Civil Service Act of 1908 or 1918.
(d) TRANSFERS
Section 45A of the Civil

Service Act reads as follows:-

"45A. The Commission shall by regulation provide for the transfer
of employeeswithin any Department or any portion of the Civil Service.
No employee shall be transferred from a position in one department or
portion of the Civil Serviceto a position in another department or portion
of the Civil Service, except upon the request of the respective deputy
heads."

An order-in-Council was passedon the 22nd December, 1920, P.C., 3172,
formulating the rules under which transfers in the service should be effected and

its provisions should be amendedso as to leave the matter entirely in the hands
of the Deputy Ministers of the various Departments.
(e) LEAVEOF ABSENCE

The Civil Service Commission should make workable regulations with
regard to leave of absence, but the administration

of the same should be left

entirely in the hands of the Deputy Ministers who are in a better position than
the Commission to pass judgment on the applications submitted to them.
(j)

COSTOF LIVING BONUS

The question of abolishing the bonus and making instead a readjustment
of salaries was considered and the recommendation of the Committee may be
summarized

as follows:-

"Upon the assumption that the salaries are properly regulated as
they ought to be, it would be inexpedient to attempt at present to re-

adjust the salaries so as to compensatefor the increased cost of living
due to present conditions, which we regard as temporary,
and it seems reasonable therefore that for the present compensation can

only be provided by payment of annual bonus computed upon just
principles.
"Moreover, in the view of the Committee, the bonus should bo
figured as a percentageupon salary irrespective of the domesticsituation

or expenditureto which the employeeis subject outsideof his official

duties,andbonusshouldbe payableto everyofficerin the employof
the Service irrespective of the amount of his salary."
(g) WHITLEY COUNCILS

The questionof the advisabilityof the institutionof what is knownas a
Whitley Councilin connectionwith the Civil Serviceof Canadawas among

the matters referred for the consideration of the Deputy Ministers. Your Com-

mittee has had this matter under careful and sympatheticconsiderationand
hasreachedthe conclusionthat the additionof a Whitley Councilto the author!-
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ties by which the Civil Service is at present regulated and controlled could have
no other result than to increase, rather than to diminish, and difficulties under
which the Civil Service is labouring at the present time. Whether or not under

a revised Civil Service statute there would be an advantage in the development
of such a body as a Whitley Council is a point on which the Committee is not
in a position to express an opinion.
(h) SUPERANNUATION
The auestion of superannuation was not specifically named in the matters
which the Deputy Ministers were requested to consider and report upon, but
the subject is of so great importance to the Civil Service at large.and has been
so long and so widely discussed that the Committee feels that any report framed
with a view to the improvement of existing conditions in the Service would fail
in its object if it ignored the outstanding fact that the lack of a well devised superannuation system is a cause of permanent unrest and discouragement in all
branches of the Government Service. The Committee ventures, therefore, to recommend

that this matter

receive

earnest

consideration

with

a view

to the enact-

ment of a suitable measure as soon as the business of the Government will permit,
and that the superannuation scheme known generally as the "Power" Bill, having
been introduced into the Senate by Senator Power in the session of 1919, be
adopted as a basis for legislation.
(i)

REDUCTION OF STAFF

The Committee has given careful thought to the question of reduced expenditure. This is a matter which lies in a measure within the authority of
the Deputy Ministers with relation to existing governmental services; new legislation, however, frequently entails new servicesand the most rigid economymay
not prevent increased expenditures. It has been sometimessuggestedthat the
Government Service is at the present time functioning on an abnormal basis,

the outcomeof an unnatural developmentof the great war, and that every effort
should be made to return to a normal or pre-war basis. The Committee has
learned that reports on these matters have been in the case of many Departments forwarded by the departmental heads directly to the Prime Minister;

also that the views expressedby the Prime Minister in his remarks to the Deputy
Ministers with regard to the desirability of bringing about a substantial reduction

in the public expenditurehave received careful attention and that much has been
already accomplishedalong the lines indicated. It must not be, however, overlooked that many years havepassedsince1914,the date usually acceptedas indicating normal conditions,and during theseyears the growth of the business connected with the permanent and essential services of the Government has been con-

siderable; and moreover new departments or branches of the service, growing
directly out of the war itself, have been established,as for instance, in the case
of the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, Soldiers' Settlement
Board, Pensions Board, etc., and also many new statutes have been enacted
which ha.ve to be administered, requiring addition to the staff. Precise com-

parisons with previous periods therefore become difficult.
The Committee,
however, realizes the intent of the Prime Minister's remark with regard to these
matters and is able to state with some confidencethat the Departments generally are doing what is possible to securethe largest possible degree of economy
in the public administration.
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It is obvious that the adoption of the recommendationsof the report would
eliminate expensiveservices which are wholly concernedin the making and enforcement of artificial requirements regulating appointments, promotions, transfers and the equipment generally of the staff requisite for the dischargeof the
essential duties of Government, and in the view of the Committee this very
considerable saving may be effected without any wise impairing the standard
and efficiency of the service, while at the same time avoiding the delays and
inconveniences incident to the references to the Civil Service Commission, which
the present regulations require.

All of which is respectfully submitted,
Chairman.

OTTAWA,4th December, 1922.

EXHIBIT
STATEMENT

OF THE

NUMERICAL

STRENGTH

1913-14

AND

TOTAL

1914-15

M
SALARY

(Submitted by Mr. C. James
PAYMENTS

1915-16

OF THE CIVIL

1916-17

SERVICE

1917-18

Department
No. of
Staff

Total
Salaries

No. of
Staff

Total
Salaries

S

791

Air Board

75
Civil
Service
Commissioa
Commission
of Conserva-

967,034

No. of
Staff

$

General's

Labour. . .
Library
of Parliament.. .
Marine
and Defence

Office

Printing and Stationery.
Council

Public

Works

. .

Railways and Canals. . .
Railway Commission.. . .
R.C.M. Police.
Secretary

88,407

$

1,054 1,315,334

91,613

%

69,998

75 "'82^836
92

122,665

114

137,132

136

150,056

182

172,802

14

24,986

16

26,669

16

27,517

14

26,667

23

30,818

37
63,566
3,806 3,388,875
933 969,192
49
53,810
327 228,830

No
St

1,106 1,444,698

118,051

37
64,790
3,729 3,386,947
920 943,689
32
48,491
229 193,051

91

Total
Salaries

89 103,586

35
68,527
3,915 3,686,523
892 1,022,656
80
63,583
1,063 422,002

3

11

27,300

12

26,792

12

27,725

11

27,500

12

29,225

493 325,006 462 286^755'"376 313,145'"334

267,136'"422 340^429"4

668

664,200

683,207

104
26

58,956
35,126

4,529 2,525,168
558
412,906

724

709,146

880
512,406
20
28,999
1,798 2,027.269
519
554,101

110
23

712,328

908
515,223
20
31,472
1,907 2,214,316
547
587,105

65,227
34,003

5,067 2,569,644

765

112
21

62,968
32,160

4,889 2,509,658

783

932
537,107
24
33,762
1,858 2,148,813
538
602,695

112
18

64,483
33,609

4,978 2,439,619

684

699,564

907
535,001
22
35,814
1,982 2,365,549
2,667 1,312,139

128
21

84,191
35,740

4,308 2,333,011

1

4

1,231
962,487
2,099 1,779,490
2,977 2,771,469
3,783 3,854,653
5
251
300,145
274
343,117
301
383,778
378
418,348
355
425,56
856
515,000
963
591,630
1,291
828,082
1,322
917,085
1,844 1,155,018
1

Mines.
..
Naval Service
Privy

82

No. of
Staff

92

854
491,762
19
30,937
1,626 1,659,359
486
509,071

Interior
Justice

*Post

953 1,269,226

Total
Salaries

Sec-

Health
..
House of Commons
Immigration
and Colon-

Militia

No. of
Staff

S

903 1,141,123

32
53,605
36
59,150
3,721 3,220,586 3,725 3,414,789
739 830,485
877 873,675
20
36,744
24
44,163
145 166,115
160 178,194
Governor

Total
Salaries

of State

7,777
6,425,178
8,504
7,407,581
9,002
8,087,204
9,416
8,498,852
9,984
9,226,9
1

1,050 875,700 1,182 985,951 1,231 1,019,957 1,280 1,057,700 1,287 1,233,269 1

28
42,179
2,264 2,051,130
1,465 1, £02. 601
96
S2.494
1J
6,695
68,380
55
71,767

30
45,520
2,308 2,325,706
1,292 1,351,708
94
130,363
10
18,374
57
71,702
55
74,635

27
45,700
2,366 2,331,655
1,255 1,307,511
93
132,095
10
17,158
72
86,313
53
69,221

30
47,345
2,196 2,226,428
1,211 1,248,403
96
133,746
8
13,716
75
94,850
55
71,782

Soldier Settlement
Board
Soldiers'
Civi" E.>

Trade and Commerce. .
Patents and Copyrights. . .
...

150

222,330

155

239,491

156

223,300

207
245

77

81,187

'0

85,061

76

88,971

80

58,336
240,494
88,923

41
50,020
2,105 2,217,769
1,196 1,323,067
92
138,801
9
14,644
82
95,907
53
80,111
13
1,720

4,146 2,070,725
523
321,357
243
305,782
84

2
1

3
1

103,494

29,135
24,341,188
31,748
27,390,932
33,721
29,565,780
35,611
30,994,344
44,378
37,404,72
*3
NOTE.-Bonus

not included in above.

'Exclusive

of rural postmasters.

tNine months only.
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(By Mr. C. Jameson)
Special Merit in the Civil Service

The editorial in Monday's Journal, respecting the retirement of
Doctor Saunders,of the Department of Agriculture, after 28 years of
service, and the inelasticity

of the Civil Service classification which ties

the hands of the head of a department in granting proper recognition fu
extraordinary

merit, seems to have created much interest in the service.

Commenting thereon to the Journal, Mr. Clarence Jameson, Civil
Service Commissioner and Chairman of the Board of Hearing, stated
that classification salaries were not designed to compensate for actual
original research; there could be no standard measurefor adequaterecognition of such work. Mr. Jameson approved, however, and had advocated the granting of special rewards to those technical officers in the
public service who make valuable contributions to the cause of science.

"It would not," in his opinion, "be practicable to make what he termed
'special recognition allowances' part of the standard classification, the
great difficulty being to regulate such and prevent abuse. An advisory
board composedin part at least of leading representatives of the Canadian universities, would perhaps be an appropriate body to pass upon

the

merits

of such cases and recommend

Commission.

action

to the

Civil

Service

If the principle of recognizing valuable contributions to the

causeof scienceby personsemployed in the public service were approved
by Parliament, a special vote could be made in each instance. There
would not be so many cases," added Mr. Jameson, "that Parliament
would be embarrassed, and the vote of the reward direct to the individual

would add honour to its monetary value."
Mr. Jameson further said that when the representatives of the Professional Institute of the Civil Service of Canada appeared before the
Commission a few days ago requesting higher rates of compensation for
members of the tecnnical services, he pointed out the difficulties, as ho
saw them, of providing in the classification rewards for special merit and
service, and mentioned specifically the case of Doctor Saunders, whose
most valuable discovery of Marquis Wheat he had always considered
should be recognized by the State in some substantial and appropriate
public manner.
Mr. Jameson's contribution to the discussion is interesting and valuable, and it is to be hoped that Parliament will seriously take up the
matter.

"April
"WILLIAM

18th, 1922.

FORAN, Esq.,

Secretary Civil

Service Commission,
Ottawa.

"Dear Mr. Foran,-I
Civil Service'.

have read the clipping on 'Special Merit in the

It docs seem a pity that it should not be recognized. ID

England the House of Commonsrecognizesspecialmerit evenin literature by direct grants. I do not seewhy the same should not be done hi
Canada as least for scientists such as Dr. Saunders.

"Instead of appointing a standing board from the Universities I
think

it would be easier to have the names submitted to the Science
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staffs through the Presidents of the several Universities so that in that
way the Government would be able to get a widespread and unbiased
report.

" Yours sincerely,
(Sgd.)

R. A. FALCONER,
President."

EDMONTON,ALBERTA,April
"WILLIAM FORAN,Esq.,
Secretary, Civil Service Commission,
Ottawa, Out.
" Dear Mr. Foran,-I

19th, 1922.

have your letter of April 12th with enclosure.

In reply, I beg to say that I, personally, have felt for a long time that
some plan for special recognition of men doing scientific work should be

devised in Canada and I think it should be made comprehensive of
research men, generally. A group selected from the Canadian Univerr
isties would probably form a most suitable nucleus of a committee whose
duty it would be to make the award. I quite agree with you that safeguards should be thrown around any plan so that humbugging applicants

would be prevented from qualifying. I am not at all sure but that a
schemesomething like the French Academy would be a good thing, viz.
that a certain group of men who had been selected as fit to receive
recognition be ultimately made the judges of others who were to join
their ranks. I do not know whether the Anglo Saxon temperament would
permit of such a scheme but certainly 'A-has worked well in France.
"Sincerely yours,
H. M. TORY,
President."

HALIFAX, N.S., April
W. FORAN, Esq.,
Secretary, Civil Service Commission,
Ottawa, Ont.
"Dear Sir,-I

28th, 1922.

wish to acknowledge the receipt a short time ago of

your letter of the 12th, respecting rewards for special merit in the public
service. The matter of retaining in the Government scientific departments men of really first rank is a very important one for Canada to-day,

and anything which the Civil Service Commission can do to encourage
such men to go into the Service should be given the most serious attention. If I remember aright, the Honourary Council for Scientific and
Industrial

Research, of which I am a member, made representations to

the Government, urging upon them that certain positions requiring
scientific knowledge of the highest character and outstanding ability in
research should be given salaries at least commensurate with the highest

given in the large Universities. I think we suggestedthat the salaries of
such men might be determined by a committee of scientists who were
familiar with the salaries such men can command in other positions.

"Of course,no Government, just as no University, can afford to pay
technical experts such salaries as they can command in commercial
enterprises,but there is certainly an in-between stage, wherein they can
be rewarded by a salary better than the mere stock departmental upper
official

should

command.

"The suggestionmade in your letter of a Board composedof University men to pass upon claims of members of the scientific and technical
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public service is along lines that would appealto me. Your further
suggestionthat the Research Council might have representation on such
a Board suggeststo me that perhaps a still better way would be, since it

was one of the purposesfor which the Advisory Council was instituted,
that that Council be requested as occasion arose to select a Board from
among University and qualified technical men and even other properly
qualified technical men with special knowledge of the department of

sciencein which the man in questionis working. I think the Advisory
Council

could make this selection with

more freedom from outside influ-

ences than could any other body. The Council has had considerable
experience in making up ju.st such Boards, and has the necessary
machinery for it.
"I feel sure that the Civil Service Commission is on the right track
in trying to find a solution of the problem of upholding the standards of
the technical scientific Government services. I am very glad to learn
that some action is contemplated.
"Faithfully

yours,
(Sgd.)

A. STANLEYMACKENZIE,
President."

"MONTREAL,19th April, 1922.
"W. FORAX,Esq.,

Secretary, Civil Service Commission,
Ottawa,

Ont.

''Dear Sir,-I have received your letter of April 12, enclosing a
clipping from the 'Ottawa Journal' of the llth inst., with the request
that I would state my opinion as to whether a board composedof suitable
membersof the professoriate of Canadian universities would be a proper
body to pass upon the claims of technical members of the public service
for special recognition of original researchin the field of Science.
"In reply, I may say that I think it would be possible to select from
the universities of Canada a board quite capable of dealing with this

question. I feel, however, that the whole matter is one which presents
many difficulties. Some three or four years ago a deputation from a
society in England approachedMr. Balfour with the suggestionthat some
such system of rewards should be arranged in connection with the British
Civil Service. Mr. Balfour pointed out some of the difficulties which
would emerge, and these, I understand, on examination proved to be so
serious that no action was taken by the British Government. A full
statement with reference to this would be found in the files of the Times,
the question having been raised some three or four years ago.
"The case of Mr. Saunders, one might say, stands out by itself. He

has done an immensely valuable piece of researchwhich has brought a
direct return of many millions of dollars annually to the farmers of
Canada, in fact, the whole wheat growing industry of the "West is in a

great measure conditioned by his discovery. I understand that Mr.
Saunders is now retiring on a very small pension, and his case should

certainly be made the occasionfor the Governmentto award him a bonus
for his services to the country.

"When, however, one looks around and asks to what other persons
should such awards be made, it is evident that it would be very difficult
to decide between claimants who might present themselves.

Further-

more, the appearanceof such a claimant might lead to a gooddeal of
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personal influence being used for the establishment of the claim, which
should be based solely on actual scientific achievement.

"The whole problem is one which is well worthy of very careful
consideration, and I feel sure that something should be done for Mr.

Saundersat once. I am certain the Research Council will be glad to
discuss the matter, if you consider it advisable to bring this question
before

them.

"I remain,
"Your very sincerely,
(Sgd.) FRANK D.
"MACDONALD

ADAMS."

COLLEGE

"STE. ANNE DEBELLEVUE,
QUE.,April 18, 1922.
"WM. FORAN, Esq.,
Secretary, Civil Service Commission, Canada,
Ottawa, Ont.
"Dear Sir,--I beg to acknowledge yours of the 12th, enclosing a
clipping from the editorial column of the Ottawa Journal, respecting
rewards for special merit in the civil service.
"The idea of the Commission, that a board composed of suitable
members of the professoriate of Canadian Universities would be an appropriate body to pass upon claims of technical members of the public
service for special recognition of original research work in the field of
Science, seems to me a good one. It would, of course, be almost necessary
to have a separate Board for each individual case. Science has become
so specialized that it would be necessary to have on such a Board men
who

were

conversant

with

the

research

work

of the individual

who

was

up for special recognition. At the same time, one or two members of
this Board should be composed of men who are generally familiar with

the problems of original research work, and a representative from the
Advisory Council of Scientific Researchwould be a good idea.
" The recognition of the work of Dr. Chas. Saunders would be very
timely. Through his ' Marquis Wheat' and possibly also with ' Prelude,'
millions of dollars have been added to the wealth of the country, and a
monetary recognition, either in the form of a grant or in the form of a
pension, would, I think, appeal not only to the professional staffs of our

Agricultural Colleges, but also to every farmer who has benefited by
growing his creations.
" Faithfully

yours,
(Sgd.)

F. C. HARRISON,

Principal."
" TORONTO,15th May, 1922.
"W. FORAN,Esq.,
Secretary, The Civil Service Commission,
Ottawa, Ontario.

" Dear Sir,-I regret that I have been so long in answering your
inquiry of the 12th ult. with regard to the advisability of having a
Board composedof members of the professoriat of Canadian Universities to assist the Commission in connection with the promotion of mem-

bers of the Service and special recognition of their technical work. I
have been discussingthis with several members of this faculty and this
together with the volume of work entailed in connection with examinations just completed, has taken up some time.
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;<I am inclined to view the proposal with some favour. If the com' position of the Board were well balanced and its personnel chosenwith
a view of combining the practical with the theoretical, I think that its

study and recommendations upon different technical casesmight be of
considerable use to the Commission. There is, of course, the general
objection to the multiplication of machinery for doing this kind of thing
and the Commission, I should think, would be wise in going slowly until
it is entirely certain that such a Board could be of genuinepractical use
either in assisting in the classification of applicants' experienceand qualifications or in lifting some of the burden and perhaps some of the
responsibility

from itself.

" Such a Board should bring to the assistanceof the Commission
much special knowledge not only of subjects and branches of knowledge
but an acquaintance with the affairs of the country in so far as their
technical development is concerned and this latter should apply to the
business and financial side of the country's activities as well as to the
technical.

" I firmly believe, as I think I also said two years ago when the
Commission was good enough to ask my advice, that there ought to be
some special means whereby merit, application and initiative in the
technical services should be rewarded independently of the period of service, seniority or influence and in this respect I should think that the
formation of such a Board as proposed might have a very useful result.
" I presume the Commission in considering this question will have
in mind the difficulties of a practical nature in the functioning of a Board
of this kind which would be composed of members in different parts of
the country. The business would have to be done either by correspondence or by regular meetings held probably at Ottawa, which would
involve some expense for travel, etc. Doing this business by correspondence would of course be most difficult, in fact almost impossible I

should think.

Meetings at Ottawa or at some central point might be

feasible if not too frequent but it is hardly to be expected that members
of Universities could make frequent trips to Ottawa throughout the year;

possibly not more than two meetingsmight be necessarybut in any case
some considerable expense would be involved, even without
ment

for the time

of the services

any pay-

of the members.

" On the whole I should think the organization of such a Board,

assuming that it carries out its work diligently and fearlessly, would
have a very good effect on the technical side of the Civil Service in
raising its efficiency and increasing initiative,

etc.

" Its whole success,would, however, depend upon the type of its
personnel and upon the diligence and care with which it carried out its
work.

" I hope the foregoing observations will be of some practical use to
the Commission in studying this question.
" Yours faithfully,
(Sgd.)

C. H. MITCHELL,
Dean."
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" TORONTO, June 6, 1922.

" Wm. FORAN,Esq.,

Secretary, Civil Service Commission,
Ottawa, Ontario.

" Dear Sir,-Your letter of April 12th reached my office during the
period when I was absent, and I regret to say that it was coveredup by
some other correspondence and escaped my notice.

" It appears to me that the proposal to consult a Board consisting
of suitable membersof the staff of Canadian Universities upon the claims
of technical members of the public service for special recognition is an
excellent one. I feel personally, and I know that many of my colleagues
also feel, that some most excellent work is done by the staff in the Civil
Service without any special recognition. The result is that the most
able and energetic members of the Civil Service frequently suffer from
acute disappointment and turn their attention to merely routine work. In
many cases these individuals are not specially desirous of financial
recognition, but desire only that the merit of their work should be suitably recognized by other-scientific men, and such a scheme as you mention in your letter would appear to meet this need admirably. I cannot
help feeling that such an action as a special vote by Parliament would
be the greatest stimulus towards efficiency and industry in the Civil Service which could possibly be devised, and with the safeguard that the

recognition should be made by outside scientific men, the objection would
appear to be almost completely removed.
" Yours faithfully,
(Sgd.) J. WATSON BAIN."

EXHIBIT

0

(By Mr. C. Jameson)
STATEMENT

OF

CIVIL

SERVICE

EMPLOYEES

IN

Per-

No.

Department

5

Agriculture
Air Board
Auditor
General
Archives
Civil
Service Commission

6

Customs

and Excise.

7

External
Finance

Affairs

8
9

10
11
12
13

House
Health

Salary

.

International
.Justice

Commission
.

Labour

....

Marine

...

Mines

. .

22

Fisheries

23

Navul
Purch.

2?

Joint

and

Defence

Service
. ..
Com.
of Canada

Patents and Copyrights
Post

Privy

Office

Council.

.

. .

t

porary

Salary

S

S

43,981
4,575
18,880
6,103

4,929
274
2,128
547

40
77
53
7

2,370
7,865
2,128
82

122

14,452

1,447

101

6,371

521

65,435

8,655

35

3,173

37

5,199

520

24

1,91

320

26,871

4,976

100

4,51

129
65
133

23,998
9,834
18,238

1,705
852
1,856

55
15
31

4,634
1,30
2,890

72

10,963

1,096

6

45

1,209
2
90
95
138
186

168,940
252
16,301
12,249
21,829
33,511

18,339
24
1,470
1,326
2,208
2,601

124

10,552

37
15
74

2,667
2,133
8,170

364

43,302

5,885

703

52,783

52

6,550

725

14

1,003

167

21,107

2,443

45

3,081

2
90

550
12,446

30
1,497

25
24

2,935
1 29

138,642

20,748

232

31

..
.

Militia

26

..

Immigration
and Colonization
Indian Affairs

Bonus

333
27
152
38

14

of Commons

21
24
25

.

Gov. Gen. Secy's Office

14 Insurance
Interior

15
16
17
18
19
20

..

AS

Tem-

manent

$
1
2
3
4

OTTAWA

1,143
20

2,969

4,913

3,214

228

516

283

1

5

13 36

28

P. P. and S

30

Public Works
Railway
Commission
Railways
and Canals
R. C. M. P

33

Secretary of State

35

S.C.R. and B.P.C
S. S. Board
Trade and Commerce

29
31
32

:;4
36

246

Total
Grand

761

66

10,786

1,027

3,058
307

341

29,440

278
7,588

80
11

Total

7,588
4,530
Ottawa.

9,787

40,746
3,666

fCasual labour excepted.
JCasual labour and prevailing rate employees excepted.

Total,

96,256

230
23
.

Permanent.
Temporary.

31,264

12,118

484

1,108

3

62,579

48,10

13

40
7

3,601
503

5,517

735

72,48

30,762

4,018

102

5,979

990,318

112,434

4,530

9,438
2,656

1,259
153

57

156

5,52

20, 687

356,79

EXHIBIT
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(By Mr. C. Jameson)
STATEMENT

No.

OF

Department

CIVIL

SERVICE

EMPLOYEES

Permanent

Salary

$

103,501
5,370

12,197

Agriculture

2

Air Board
Auditor
General

33
20

2,081

6

Archives
Civil Service Commission
Customs and Excise

* 3,075

356,226

7
8

External
Finance

9

Governor General Secretary's

10

House of Commons
Health
Immigration
and Colonization
Indian Affairs
Insurance
Interior
International
Joint Commission

3

4
5

11
12

13
14

15
16
17

Affairs
*

Office

9
31

2,012
5,216

OTTAWA

Temporary

Salary
$

235

23,278

471

102

12,23

332

10

85

62,290

271

22,770

111
472

28
30

3,50
2,27

10,43

*
*
*

70
406
193

1,089

147

48,174

9,178

7,598

142

9,193

25,181

3,301

257

14,15

674

84,096

13,095

127

9,52

63

2,230

144

Justice.

18

Labour

19

Marine

*

20
21
22
23

t

24

Mines .
Militia
and Defence
Fisheries
Naval Service
Purch. Com. of Canada

25

Patents and Copyrights

26

Post Office
Privy Council..

27

745

Bonus

$
1

f

OUTSIDE

.

*

4
85
219
190

655
12,805
23,149
20,219

55
1,735
4,333
2,998

* 7,403

867,834

160,594

*

5
3,585

43

189,750

10
416
779
622

1,49
33,72
35,79
49,33

1,784

110,7

I

28
29

P.P.&Works
S
Public

**

30 Railway Commission
31 Railways and Canals
32

R.C.M.P

33

Secretary of State

34

S.C.R.

35

S.S.

36

Trade

**

and B.P.C

Board

*

2,530

1,774

174,832

1
1,882

8
129,38

4

22

2,695

297

3,708

1

125

6

629

80,812

441

52,26

61,032

13,456 1,624,309

7,027
278,273

425,163

16,989 1,392,315

Total

* Some part time employees.
t Casual labour excepted.

Rural postmasters not included.

j**Casual
labour
and
prevailing
rate
employees
except
ed.
Ac the present time this Department is not in a position to differentiate
Permanent

Temporary.

128

20

203

and Commerce
Total
Grand

12

..

.

Total outsideOttawa

between pc:rmanent and tempor

13.456

Ottaw a

16,989

Outsic e Ottawa

30,445

1,503

. 3.462

84,96

(or roiindly $58,500,000
an
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(By Mr. C. Jameson)
CALCULATION

OF PERCENTAGE OF RESIGNATIONS OF SCIENTIFIC

AND TECHNICAL

EMPLOYEES
DURINGTHE YEARS1920, 1921 AND 1922.

Note.-For purposes of this calculation the following Units were taken:a. Such employeesin the entire Department of Mines.
6. Such employeesin the Topographical and Geodetic Survey Branches of
the Department of the Interior.

Calculations are basedupon (1) resignationsreported on separation reports
submitted by Departments, and (2) the number of scientific and technical
employees appearing in the official lists of classification titles for the Units above
stated.

Department

of Mint-*-

Number of Scientific and Technical employees ....

132

Number of Resignations 1920-21, percentage.. ..
Number of Resignations 1921, 5; percentage .. ..
Number of Resignations 1922,5; percentage

16%
3.8%
3.8%

Topographical and Geodetic Surveys Branches, Dept. oj the InteriorNumber of Scientific and Technical employees . . .. 235

Number of Resignations 1920, 10; percentage ..
Number of Resignations 1921, 8; percentage
Number of Resignations 1922, 3; percentage
Average Percentage1920
1921
1922
Average over 3 years

..

4%
3%
1%
8.5%
3.5%
2 %
4.6%

EXHIBIT
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(By Mr. C. Jameson)

CERTIFIED
copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council approved by
His Excellency the Governor General on the 19th April, 1923.
P.C.

672

The Committee of the Privy Council, on the recommendation of the Minis-

ter of Finance, advise that a provisional bonus allowance for employeesin the
Civil Service of Canada be paid in the fiscal year 1923-24from the appropriation made by Parliament for the purpose.
The Committee on the same recommendation further advise that the regu-

lations and scalesof payment prescribed by Order in Council of 10th July, 1922,
(P.C. 1472) for bonus payments in the year 1922-23be effective for the administration and payment of the bonus allowance in the year 1923-4,section seven
of the said regulations being amendedto provide for the payment of the bonus
allowance on the basis of the salary which an employee is receiving or on any

changein suchsalary during the fiscal year 1923-4,providedthat nothingin the
regulationsshall be construedto meanthat the total salary andbonusfor 1923-4
shall necessarily be equal to the total salary and bonus for 1922-3.

(Sgd.) RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council
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EXHIBIT

0 4

(By Mr. C. Jameson)
P.O.

1472

AT THE

GOVERNMENT

HOUSE

AT OTTAWA

Monday, the 10th day of July, 1922
PRESENT

His

EXCELLENCY

THE DEPUTY GOVERNORGENERAL IN COUNCIL

His Excellency the Deputy Governor General in Council, on the recommendation of the Minister of Finance, is pleased to sanction and doth hereby
sanction the following regulations for the administration of the Provisional
Bonus Allowance for employeesin the Civil Service of Canada for the fiscal

year 1922-1923,payments under the said Regulationsto be made from the
Appropriation made by Parliament for the purpose.
Provisional
Section

Bonus

Allowance

1.

In addition to all salaries now received by the employeesin the Civil ^Service, a special provisional bonus allowance for the fiscal year commencing-.April
1st, 1922,shall be paid to all personsemployed in the Civil Service in Canada.
in groups named below, subject to the provisions and exceptionsenumerated.
Bonus Groups

Section 2.-Group I.- (a) Any person irrespective of age supporting one or
more dependentsas defined in Section 3, receiving less than $1,200per year for
full time service and not otherwise excluded by the provisions of these regula^
tions, shall receive a bonus for the fiscal year of $315 payable in monthly instalments of $26.25 each.

The Civil Service Commission shall have power to make regulations to beapproved by the Governor in Council classifying as heads of householdsother
persons,the sole support of dependents,who, in the opinion of the Commission,
are subject to responsibilities equivalent to those of the head of a family, and
on the basis of such regulations shall have power to make rulings as to the
receipt of bonus by personscoming under such regulations.
(b) Any person irrespective of age, supporting one or more dependentsas
defined in Section 3, receiving $1,200or more for full time service, and not otheiv

wise excludedby the provisionsof theseregulations,shall receivefor the fiscal
year, the bonusindicated for suchperson'ssalary.
Table

Receiving an
Income of
.11.200
1.250
1.260
1,300
1,320
1.350
1,380
1,400

A

Bonus for
Fiscal Year
$297
297
297
297
279
279
279
279

In Monthly
Payments of
$24.75
24.75
24.75
24.75
23.25
23.25
23.25
23.25
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1,440
1,450

261
261

21.75
21.75

261

21.75

1,550 .............
1,560 ..............

212
202

17.66
16.83

1,000
1,620
1.650
1.080

162
162
162
150

13.50
13.50
13.50
12.50

150
150
150
119
69
63

12.50
12.50
12.50
9.91
5.75
5.25

1,700
1.740
1,750
1 ,800
1,850
1,920
2,040

..............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
and less than $1,920
and less than $2.040
to $2,400

Where a person is receiving a total salary (as defined for bonus purposes
in section 16) at any rate not specified in the above schedule,the bonus payable shall be the amount provided above for the salary nearest to the amount
of his income, provided that adjustments be made so that in no case shall the
total of salary and bonus exceed the total of salary and bonus provided for
the next higher salary.

Group II.-

(a) Any person 21 years of age or over not the head of a

household, receiving less than $960 per year for full time services, and not otherwise excluded by the provisions of these regulations, shall receive a bonus for

the fiscal year of $94.50payable in monthly instalments of $7.87each.
(fc>)Any other person 21 years of age or over not the head of a household,
receiving $900 or over and up to $1,200per year for full time service and not
otherwise excluded by the provisions of these regulations, shall receive for the
fiscal year the bonus below indicated for such person's salary group.
Table

Receiving an

and less

income of
$ 960

than
$1,080

1,080
1,200

Group III.-Any

1,200

B

Bonus for

In Monthly

Fiscal Year
$83.25

payments of
$6.93

72.00

6.00

60.00

5.00

person less than 21 years of age and eighteen years or

over, not the head of a household, receiving less than $1,200 for full time service,
and not otherwise excluded by the provisions of these regulations, shall receive

a bonus for the fiscal year of $56.25payable in monthly instalments of $4.68
each.

Section 3.-Dependents as used in section 2 shall be interpreted to include only wife who derives her support from husband; children and adopted
children of less than 18 years of age; moth.er, aunt, grandmother, or female

cousin over fifty years of age; father, uncle, grandfather, or male cousin
over 65 years of age; children, father, mother, brother or sisters or
other relatives incapacitated and unable to support themselves;but in no
caseto include any personreceiving an income,or support equivalentto an
income from any source other than the employee of $300 or more per
annum.

No employe.eis entitled to participate under DependencyClause of the
BonusRegulations,if dependentis residentoutsideof the Dominionof Canada.
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Section.-4. Where an employee's dependency responsibility ceas;esor

changeshe shall be requiredunder penalty as providedin section13 to notify
his Department immediately which in turn will notify the Civil Service

Commission.

Section 5.-Employees on leave of absence for whatsoever purpose will

be entitled to Bonus for the whole period they are away at the following
rates:

L.eavewith full pay-full bonus
Leave with half pay-half bonus
Leave without pay-no
Section 6--Persons

bonus.

whose duties do not require their full time or whose

public functions are incidental to their occupation, or who are permitted while
in the service to accept employment or engage in commerce or industry, shall
not be entitled to participate in the bonus; provided that persons receiving
other than prevailing rates giving their full time to the Service for periods of a

month or more, shall receive bonus pro rata for the period worked, in accordance with the provisions of these regulations.
Section 7.--The Provisional Bonus Allowance is to be paid on the basis
of the salary which an employee is receiving or on any change in such salaiy
during the fiscal year 1922-23, provided that nothing in these regulations shall
be construed to mean that the total salary and bonus for 1922-23 shall necessarily be equal to the total salary and bonus for 1921-22.
Section 8.-Employees in the Canadian Civil Service outside of Canada

who are paid according to the scalesof pay for correspondinggradesor classes
of work in Canada shall, if otherwise eligible, under these regulations, to receive the bonus, and if their rates of pay are less than the rates of pay pre-

vailing for similar work in the region which they are employed, be entitled to
bonus in accordance with these regulations.

Section 9.-Employees whose positions are classified in classes for which
prevailing rates are prescribed, or other personsin positions not classified who
are receiving compensation considered by the Commission as equivalent to
prevailing rates shall not participate in the bonus; provided that temporary
employees who are engaged under the provisions of Sub-section 5 of Section
45B of the Civil Service Act, 1918, as amended by Section 4 of the Civil
Service Amendment Act, 1920, may be paid such bonus in addition to the maxi-

mum salary provided by classification for the position in question as will
bring their total salary including bonus up to the prevailing rate therein specified, such total salary not to exceed the maximum rate prescribed by classification for the position in question plus the bonus added to such maximum
rate.

Section 10.-Rural
postmasters classified as Postmaster (Grade 1 Office)
or Postmaster (Grade 2 Office) and their employees shall not participate in
the bonus.

Section 11.-For
the purpose of securing departmental uniformity
in
administration, the Civil Service Commission shall make such application or
interpretation of these regulations as may be necessary, subject of approval by
the Governor

in Council.

Section 12.-The payment of salary and bonus shall be by separate cheque
except where combined paylist procedure makes the payment of both on a
single cheque advisable. In such case the fact that the bonus is included in

the cheque shall be plainly indicated thereon. The salary and bonus for
each month shall be shown separately on the monthly paylist.
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Section 13.-Proof of wilful mis-statement or concealing
'- of facts such as to
lead employee to obtain a higher bonus than such employee is entitled to will
be cause for instant

dismissal

from the service.

Section 14.-Each department shall prepare its bonus paylist for the first
payment of bonus on the form supplied by and in accordancewith regulations
furnished by the Civil Service Commission which it shall thereupon submit
for approval. Following such approval it will not be necessaryfor a department to submit further pay-lists for the Commissions approval, except such
supplementary pay-lists as may be necessary to report new appointments,
changesin status which will affect the bonus group, including marriages, changes
in age, increasesin compensation,etc.
Section 15.-The Bonus payment to any household,householdbeing understood to mean a number of persons dwelling under the same roof and composing a family, shall not be more than $409.50,being the amount equal to
one maximum head of householdbonus and one maximum single person bonus.
Section 16.-In determining the income received by an employee all salary,
wages, piecework earnings, and special allowance for' all purposes except payment for overtime received by the employee from the Dominion Government

shall be included. The definition of "income" established by this section is
also deemedto include a special allowance made to a Minister's Private Secretary.
(Signed) RODOLPHEBoiiDREAr,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

EXHIBIT

0 5

(By Mr. C. Jameson)

P.C. 2449.
AT

THE

GOVERNMENT

HOUSE

AT

OTTAWA

FRIDAY, the 24th day of November, 1922.
PRESENT

His

EXCELLENCY

THE

GOVERNOR GENERAL

IN

COUNCIL

Whereas the Secretary of State reports that it is provided in section 11
of the Bonus Regulations for the year 1922-23 (P.C. 1472) that the Civil
Service Commission shall make such application or interpretation of the
aforesaid regulations as may be necessary, subject to the approval of the
Governor General in Council;
And

whereas the Civil

Service Commission

submits

that

section 4 of the

Bonus Regulations of 1922-23 reads as follows:
"Where an employee's dependency responsibility ceasesor changes
he shall be required, under penalty as provided in section 13, to notify
the Department immediately, which in turn will notify the Civil Service

Commission."

and it has come to the attention of the Commissioners that in certain instances

an employee'sdependencyresponsibilty has ceasedor changeddue to the
decease of dependents;
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Therefore His Excellency the Governor General in Council is pleased
to amend and doth hereby amend Section 4 of the aforesaid regulations by
adding thereto the following clause:
"And that an employeewho is being paid full bonus shall be paid the
full bonus for the month in which his dependent dies, but after that
only single bonus shall be paid, if the employeeis entitled to same under
the regulations."

(Sgd). RODOLPHE
BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council.
EXHIBIT

0 6

(By Mr. C. Jameson)
P.S. 23/1018.

CERTIFIED
EXTRACTfrom the Minutes of a Meeting of the Treasury Board,
held on the 6th May, 1922; approved by His Excellency the Governor
General in Council on the 9th May, 1922.
CIVIL

The

Board

had

under

SERVICE

consideration

COMMISSION

a memorandum

from

the

Honourable

the Secretary of State submitting the following report from the Civil Service
Commission.

By an Order in Council, P.C. 3518 of the 21st September,1921,the following classes of employees were exempted from the operation of the Civil
Service Act, namely:
Labourer
Assistant
Labour
Labour
Foreman
Charwoman

(Outside the City of Ottawa)
Foreman
"

The Commissioners are now of opinion that these classes should be
exemptedwithin the City of Ottawa itself and dealt with in accordancewith
the following procedure:

1. That the selection of employees for the above classes be left
entirely in the hands of the Departments, subject to the following conditions

:

(a) That the appointment is necessaryfor the efficient carrying on
of the work of the Department.
(b) That the selection is made without

reference to personal or

political considerations and strictly on the merit principle as between
persons applying or available for the position.

(c) That the preference extended by law to veterans of the Great
War, to personsin receipt of pensions by reason of their services in the
Great War, and to widows of personswho have died as a result of such
service, has been faithfully exercised in the selection.
(d) That such persons satisfy the Deputy Minister of the Department or such other officer of the Department as may be designated by
him, as to their qualifications.

(e) That they are suitable as to age, character and habits.
2. That the compensation be prevailing rates of pay as recommended by the Department and approved by the Governor General in
Council and that the compensationcarry no bonus.
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Provided that, where any position which is exempted under the
provisions of Section 38B of the Civil Service Act, 1918,as amended,is
to be continued for more than six months, the Department shall report
the duties thereof to the Commission and apply for a certificate of
classification and that no further payment of salary in connectionwith
the sameshall be authorized, exceptunder such certificate of classification.
Provided

further

that

a quarterly

report shall be made to the

Commission by each department making appointments under the provisions of this exemption, in January, April, July and October of each
year, showing the name, duties and location of each person so appointed

during the preceding three months, with the date of commencingduty
and the probable duration of employment.
The Civil Service Commission is of opinion that it is not practicable

to prescribe a system of competitive examination or tests as required by
the Civil Service Act, 1919, for making appointments in accordance
with the Civil Service Act to positions of this nature as there is good
ground for believing that the above classes were among those which
Parliament had in mind for exemption in amending the Civil Service Act
during the Session of 1921, the Civil Service Commission has the honour
to report that it is not practicable to apply the Civil Service Act to
the following classes:

Labourer
Assistant
Labour
Labour
Foreman
Charwoman

(Within the City of Ottawa)
Foreman

and to recommend that they be excluded from the operation of the
Act and dealt with in accordance with the procedure above outlined.
name for

The Board
concour
in the
favourable
consideration.

above

recommendation

and

submit

the

(Sgd) RODOLPHEBOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council.
EXHIBIT

0 7

(By Mr. C. Jameson)
14th June, 1922.
To

His

EXCELLENCY
THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL:

The undersigned has the honour to submit the following report from the
Civil

Service

Commission.

Section 38B of the Civil Service Act 1918, as amended, prescribes:

"In any casewhere the Commission decidesthat it is not practicable
nor in the public interest to apply this Act to any position or positions,
the Commission may, with the approval of the Governor in Council,
exclude such position or positions in whole or in part from the operation

of the Act, and makesuch regulationsas are deemedadvisableprescribing how suchposition or positionsare to be dealt with."
The Civil Service Commissionersare of opinion that the following classes

of positionsshouldbe exemptfrom the operationof the Civil ServiceAct
under the above section, namely;
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1. All positions where the salary does not exceed$200 per annum. (The
Order in Council P.O. 1694 of the 19th August, 1919, is hereby cancelled.)

2. All positions for which the compensationprovided is fees of office and
positions of an honorary character to which no compensationis attached.
3. Positions of Orderly in the office of the Governor General's Secretary.

(The Order in Council P.C. 6/200 of the 31st January, 1922, is hereby cancelled.)

4. Positions of Indian Interpreter, Department of Indian Affairs.

(The

Order in Council P.C. 32/200 of the 31st January, 1922, is hereby cancelled.)
5. Positions of Physician performing the duties of Port Physicians under
the Department of Health at the following points:
Province of Nova Scotia
Advocate Harbour.
Annapolis Royal.
Arichat.

Hantsport.
Margaretsville.
North Sydney.

Harrington.

Parsboro.

Barton.

Pictou.

Bear River.

Port Hawkesbury.

Bridgewater.

Port Greville.

Canso.
Clark's

Port
Port

Harbour.

La Tour.
Morien.

Digby.

Pubnico.

Westport.

Sandy Cove.

Glace Bay.

Shelbourne.

Liverpool.

St. Peters.

Lock Port.

Weymouth.

Mahone Bay.

Yarmouth.

Baddeck.

East

Bridgetown.
Cheticamp.
Clementsport.

Meteghan.
Port Midway.
Windsor.

La Have.

Province of New Brunswick
Alma.
Albert.
Bathurst.

Dalhousie.
Hillsboro.
Moncton.

Campbellton.
Cape Tormentine.

Richibucto.
Shediac.

Caraquet.
Back Bay.
Grand Harbour.

Shippigan.
St. George.
St. Stephens.

St. Andrews.

St. Martin's.

North

Head.

Province of Prince Edward Island
Murray

Harbour.

Souris.

Summerside.

Alberton.

Crapaud.
Georgetown.

Rustico.
Tignish.
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Province of Quebec
Gaspe.

Magdalen Islands.

Paspebiac.

Perce.

St. Johns.
Three Rivers.

Rimouski.
Sorel.

Province of British Columbia
Nanaimo.

Alberin.

Prince Rupert.

Ocean Falls.

Union Bay.

Powell River.

6. Positions in the following classes of skilled and unskilled labour and
domestic service, viz:Blacksmith Apprentice.
Blacksmith's Helper.
Boilermaker Apprentice.
Boilermaker's Helper.
Carpenter's Helper.
Cooper's Helper.

Coppersmith's Helper.
Diver's

Assistant.

Electrician's Apprentice.
Electrician's Helper.
Garage Man.
Machinist Apprentice.
Machinist's Helper.
Mason's Helper.
Millwright's Helper.
Moulder's Helper.
Pattern-Maker Apprentice.
Pattern-Maker's Helper.

Plumber's and Pipe-Fitter's Helper.
Machinist's Boy.
Quarryman.
Rigger's Helper.
Roofer's Helper.
Saddler's Helper.
Sail-Maker's Helper.
Shipwright's Helper.
Teamster.
Armature

Winder.

Assistant Carpenter Foreman.
Barber.
Blacksmith.
Boilermaker.
Boom Master.
Cabinet-Maker.

Carpenter.

Carpenter (Ship construction).
Caulker.

Cooper.

Coppersmith.
Cupola Tender.
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Derrickman.
Diver.

Dynamo Tender.
Electrician.
Electric
Lineman.

Electric Power Plant Operator.
Electric

Wireman.

Elevator Repairman.
Fitter (Machinist).
Gas Engineman.
Grain

Hold

Boss.

Grain Rigger.
Grain Scooper.
Lineman.
Locksmith.

Locomotive Engineer.
Locomotive
Machinist.
Mason.

Foreman.

Milling Machinist.
Millwright.
Moulder.

Oakum Spinner.
Packmaster.
Painter.

Painter and Paperhanger.
Pattern-Maker.
Plasterer.

Plumber and Pipe-Fitter.
Process

Welder.

Quarry Cutter.
Railway Signal Repair-Man.
Rigger.
Riveter.
Roofer.
Sail-Maker.

Sawyer.
Sheet-Metal

Worker.

Shipwright.
Sign-Painter.
Slide Master.
Stable Boss.
Stone-Cutter.
Tailor.

Template Maker.
Tile

and

Cement

Worker.

Tile Layer.
Toolmaker.

Upholsterer.
Wood Turner.
Assistant
Electrician
Foreman.
Assistant
Mason Foreman.
Assistant
Painter
Foreman.

Assistant Plumber and PipeFitter

Foreman.

OF CANADA
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Foreman.
Foreman.

Carpenter Construction Foreman.
Carpenter Foreman.
Carpenter Foreman (Ship construction).
Caulker
Foreman.
Electrician
Foreman.
Electric
Lineman
Foreman.

Foreman of Dredge Repairs.
Gas Engine Foreman.
Head Chauffeur.
Locksmith
Foreman.
Machinist
Foreman.
Mason Foreman.
Mill
Foreman.
Moulder
Foreman.
Mould Loft Foreman.
Painter
Foreman.
Pattern-Maker
Foreman.

Plumber and Pipe-Fitter
Rigger Foreman.

Foreman.

Roofer Foreman.
Sail-Maker
Foreman.
Saw-mill
Foreman.
Farm Hand.
Fruit
Canner.
Charwoman.
, Orders

Labourer.

AssistantLabour Foreman.
Labour Foreman.

in Council P.C. 3518 of 21st Sep-

tember, 1921,and P.C. 23/1018 of
May 9th, 1922,are herebycancelled.

Railway Section Foreman.
Coat Room Attendant (Female).
House

Maid.

Kitchen Helper.
Repair Woman.
Waiter.

Waitress.

Shipwright Foreman.
Head

Waitress.

Housekeeper.

Immigration Hall Attendant.
Laundress.
Matron.

Camp Cook.
Cook.
Official Car Porter.
Automobile
Mechanic.
Chauffeur.
Train
Conductor.
Culler.

The Civil Service Commission is of opinion that it is not practicable

to prescribe
a systemof competitive
examinations
or testsas requiredby the

Civil ServiceAct, 1918,for makingappointments
to positionsof this nature.
The Commissionis further of opinion that there is good ground for believing
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that the above classes were among those which Parliament

had in mind for

exemption in amending the Civil Service Act during the Sessionof 1921, and
the Civil Service Commissiontherefore, has the honour to report that it is not
practicable to apply the Civil Service Act to the classesmentioned above and
to recommendthat they be excluded from the operation of the Act and dealt
with in accordancewith the following procedure:1. That the selection of employees for the above classes shall be

left entirely in the hands of the Departments, subject to the following
conditions:

(a) That the appointment is necessaryfor the efficient carrying on of the
work of the Department.

(b) That the preference extendedby Section 39 of the Civil Service Act,
1918, as amended, shall be observed.

(c) That the person selected shall satisfy the Department as to his
qualifications.
(d) That he shall be suitable as to age, character and habits.

2. That the compensationshall not exceedthe salaries provided in
the classification schedules, and that where " Prevailing Rates " are provided as the compensation for a class, or where no class schedule exists,

the rates of pay shall be such as are recommendedby the Department
and approved by the Governor General in Council, and that the compensation in these cases shall carry no bonus.
Provided that, where any position which is exempted under the provisions
of Section 38B of the Civil Service Act, 1918, as amended, (with the exception of
those in Groups 1 and 2) is to be continued for more than six months, the
Department shall report the duties thereof to the Commission in order that the
position may be classified and that no further payment of salary in connection
with the same shall be authorized until the position shall be so classified.

Providedfurther that a report shall be made by every Departmentto the
Civil Service Commission in the months of January, April, July and October

in each year, setting out the name, duties, salary, place of residenceand place
of employment of each person appointed under the authority of these Regulations during the preceding three months, with the date of commencingduty and
the probable duration of employment. In each case where the employee has
been on military service overseas,the letters " O.A.S." should be added after
the name.

Respectfully

submitted,
SECRETARY

(SD)
"

OF

STATE.

M. G. LAROCHELLE,
C. JAMESON.
Commissioners.
EXHIBIT

P

(By Mr. C. Jameson)
INFORMATIONASKED FOR BY MR. GARLAND,MEMBER OF PARLIAMENTARY
COMMITTEE INQUIRING INTO OPERATIONOF CIVIL SERVICEACT.
Fees are collected from candidates who did not serve overseas during the

late war whenpresentingthemselvesfor clerical and stenographicexaminations
also for Poultry and Egg Inspectors. If for any other examinations it is found
desirable to charge a fee, the approval of the Commissionersis obtained.
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The attachedlist showthe nature and datesof examinationsheld during

1922-23 for which a fee was collected also the number of successful candidate*

who have since been appointed as a result of same.
June 2, 1923.

EXHIBIT

P 1

(By Mr. C. Jameson)
The Statistics shown below relate only to Examinations for which a Fee

was collected and have no Reference to the many other Competitions held and
Appointments made during the fiscal Year 1922-23.
Examination

Number
of

Place

Date

Number

Stenographer
Customs

Examiner

...

Truckman

.

Examiner
Stenographer

May

1922

July,
"
"

1922
1922
1922....

Aug. 1922 . .

....

tt
it

"
"

Typist
Jr.

"
Oct.,

Trade

General
it

"

Comm

1922....
1922 .

Stenographer

1923....
1923 .
1923....
1923 .

"
Jan.,
Feb.,
Mar.,

Postal
Clerk

Exam

Stenographer

Amount

1923 .
19°3 ....
)9?3. . ..
1923. .. .

1
1

0

o

Prince Albert...
Kitchener

4
1

1
1

1
1

2
340

1
293

1
121

7

0

0

4

o

1

Toronto

3

St. Hyacinthe

4
1

0
2
1

o
1
1

4

o

1

0
6
1
o

1
3
1
1

1
1
1
1

.

..

Winnipeg..
.1 v
Vancouver
General

....

Halifax

Canso
Toronto
General
Prince Albert.
General

of fees collected for above examinations
ADDITIONAL EXAMINATIONS

.

2

1

1

2
842
1
7

0
562
1
3

0
See note
1
2

, .. J

3,336 00

FOR WHICH A FEE WAS COLLECTED
104 00
33 00
260 00

Naval Cadets, 26 at S4.00 each

Appeal against results of examinations, 11at 83.00.
Grain Inspectors, 26 at S10.00
Total

0
0
0

Montreal

Mar., 1923 . Montreal
""

90

8
1
0

Sherbrooke

1922....
1923 .
1923 .
1923 ....

266

3

1922 . Calgary
1922 . . General

Feb., 1923 .
"
"
"
"

417
11

apptd.

Winnipeg

Jan., 1923 . . . Halifax
"
"
"

Number

succ.

candidates

fees collected

3,733

00

XOTE.-The eligible lists for the Postal Examinations have beenforwarded recently to the Post Office

Departmentwhere assignments
are made in order of merit and it is impossible,therefore,at presentto
state the number of appointments made as a result of this test.
The Naval Cadets Examination was held for entrance to the Royal Naval College.

The Grain InspectorsExaminationwas held to establish eligible lists for employmentunder the

Board of Grain Commissioners

at Fort William

and Winnipeg.
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ACLAND, F. A., Deputy Minister of Labour and King's Printer:-Organization
of the
Department of Labour, its personnel, number of employees in different categories,
expenditures, and the Acts it administers relating to the labour world-Staff of Printing
Bureau, all branches, Wages Bill, 731-733-Relations of the Department of Labour
with the Civil Service Commission are good-Principal difficulty lies in the intensive
system of classification; a return to a simpler system would be desirable; present system
regarded as being cumbersome, tedious and lacking in elasticity-Points
out
what the Commission had power to do under section 42 of the 1919 Act, and how
hundreds of classes of positions came into being-Suggests three main divisions with
perhaps a few subdivisions; sub-titles deemed necessary might be arranged by the
department, 733-Promotions:
Experience of witness is that departmental recommendation is accepted by the Commission-A
simplification of classification would tend
to facilitate promotion'-Officers
might be moved from one branch to another-Duties
attached to one position might be linked to those of another when an officer is promoted
Work in different departments changes and more elasticity would tend at once to

convenience,efficiency and economy-Suggests some means of advancing a clerk beyond
the maximum of a low grade without calling him or her from the duties they are
efficiently

performing,

733-Appointments:

-Technical

officers and all

<

s:il.'triosof !S'_MUO
or over might be appointed by the Mimster_8tlbiECtEo a certificati
from tEe Commission as to "competency-'-Avoid-the
Responsibility

734-Exemption

to Parliament

still

evilS of" political

patronage-

obtains in regard to several of the higher positions,

of labouring forces from the operation of the Act and appointments

thereof relating, how made in respect to various occupations-Competitive
examinations-Statutory
increases, sick leave and other incidentals of departmental administration; no difficulty as to statutory increases; sick leave presents some difficulties,
734-735-Printing
Bureau: Employees can be Union men; are under the Commission
and have been for seven years-Have
made up an exempted list; endeavouring to have

three classes of positions excluded-Objections

to advertising some of the positions,

735-736-Procedure
in appointments
of mechanics such as pressmen, press-feeders,
linotype operators, monotype operators, 737-738-Purposes for which the department
was established-Forces
of organized labour-Investigation
conducted in the Printing
Bureau-Whitley
councils, no demand for such in the department; knows of no neces-

sity for such; question has never been raised-Does not see how Whitley
would

remove defects in classification-No

complaint

very few technical positions-Representations

whatever

councils

re promotions-Have

on a great many subjects have been

received from Labour organizations-No
complaint received from Trades and Labour
organizations re preference extended to returned soldiers, 738-742-Reduction
of staff;

employees retired were 355 whose salaries totalled $490,000odd; cost of gratuities same
year, $81,000,742-743-Annual increases-Length of life of Eligible lists-The Classification under section 42 further

discussed-Personnel

annuation Bill, in favour of-Bonus

Boards-Boards

of Appeal-Super-

System: Would be a good thing to get rid of it

and have salaries placed on a permanent basis, 744-747-Case of Mr. Hooper inquired
into-Cannot
give extra pay to men working overtime-Salaries
in the Civil Service,

generally, not so high as will be found outside, 747-748.
BARIL, J. R. A., Chief of French Examiners anrl Translators, Civil Service Commission,
Examination
Branch:-Evidence
to be given before the Committee not discussed with

any Official-To

his knowledge, Papers of Candidates not taken away by Members or

Official of the Commission

to be marked or rated, 103.

BLAND, CHARLES H-, Assistant Secretary and Chief Examiner. Civil Service Commission:-Names
of Examiners and qualifications-Promotion
senior examiner inquired into-Written
examinations not

of Mr. A. C. Kemmis as
always the only test when

promotion is considered-Other evidence of qualification in possession of the Commission sometimes considered sufficient to warrant a promotion-Recommendation
of
the Deputy Head always considered as one of the factors regarding promotions-Cases
when a pass in written examinations is overruled by certain factors-Examination
papers

bear the number given the candidate by the Examining Branch but does not carry
5-701
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In- name-How examination papers are safeguarded in handling by men sworn to
crecy-No case known where a member of the Commission could take away an
examination paper and mark or rule it, 82-86-Mr. Thivierge's promotion, how it was
i iTerted, 86-88-Procedure

described when papers are set for General Entrance Examina-

tions, Special or Technical Positions, and Promotion Examinations-Eligible

lists-

Special Examim rs, names of whom are given-Advisory
Examining Boards describedType of men entering the Service under the Competitive system-Physical
examinations-Procedure
followed in appointments of Legal Advisers, Physicians, and Examining Boards therefor-Departmental
representatives on Special Examining Boards for
special, and for promotion positions-The
candidate rated by a departmental repre.-eiitative to be the best man, in a large majority, receives the position-Case
of Dairy
Produce Graders' examination, and how Examining Board was made up therefor, 88-97How Eligible lists are made up after an Examination-Law
requires that first man at
top of the list In' appointed-Period
of time eligible lists are kept-Examination
fees\\iiilen
examinations for the higher positions are infrequent-Practice
followed when
papers arc set for office duties. 98-102-Specifies a Senior Clerkship position in the
Interior Department where man at to], of the list did not get the position, reason
therefor-Commission
lias authority io sei the type of examination although regulation in respect to the old second division type of examination is abrogated, 102-103.
BLUE, CHARLES S., Chief Reporter, Committee Branch, House of Commons:-Given
time to prepare his evidence, 261-Reads statement re the unfairness of present classification as applying to Committee
reporters-Difficulties
and delays encountered in
endeavouring to obtain redress-Reviewing
the stall's organization and work since 1906,
493-496-Letter
of A. C. Campbell to Chairman of the Commission re classification
and salaries; reporting evidence-Recommendation
re increase of salary-Appeal
and

representations in 1921re inadequate remuneration-Commission's reply, 496-497-Reads
Minute of Board of Internal Economy Comini.->ion also resolution of Board re change
of classification, May 1922-No further communication, hence present evidence covering
the situation, 498-499-Investigation
by Official of Commission-Standard
for Parliamentary
reporters fixed by Commission-Duties
of the two staffs inquired into,

500-501-Caseappealedon behalf of the Committee reporters-Board of Hearing hears
appeal-Hours

of work of Committee reporters compared with

Hansard

staff 502-503.

BOUCHARD,

J. L., Junior

Examiner,

Civil

Service

Commission,

working hours of

Examination

Branch:-"

Sets entrance papers for Post Office service, postal clerks, sorters, porters and railway
mail clerks when written examinations are required except for promotions-His
experi-

ence before and during service-Overseas service-Never interfered with in any way in
respect to papers being examined, nor approached by officials regarding the evidence
to be given-Departmental
examinations twice a year-His
recommendation sent Chief
Examiner-Higher
positions filled by promotions-His
recommendation not turned down
to his recollections, 125-128-Procedure re examinations for outside postal service, 129Physical fitness-Candidates
medically examined-Districts
in centres like Montreal where
both languages are required-Examinations
for letter carriers-Standard
of examinations
-Subjects
etc.-Witness'
educational experience, 129-131.
BOURBONNAIS,
J. W., Senior Examiner,
Civil
Branch:-Sets
examination papers and eives them
examination papers from local centres in sealed
himself were taken away and examined by other

Service Commission,
Examination
to the civil service printer-Receives
envelopes-No
papers examined by
Officials, 115-Did not converse with

anyone as to nature of the evidence witness was to give before the Committee, 116Sets papers for examination in mathematics for the Topographical Surveys Branch,
Arithmetic, Engrosser's work, French Shorthand and Typing, Poultry Inspectors, 116118-Examination
work divided between two or more examiners when a large number

of candidates write upon a subject-How a uniform standard of points is arrived at in
connection with any paper-All examiners are sworn-A right to appeal is granted if
test is not passed-Papers are verified by the senior examiner in caseswhere the services of a junior examiner have been used, 119-122-Other methods than these followed
by the Commission in examining and marking papers, considered-Suggests an improved
method

where need of employees is not urgent, 123-125.

BULL, GEORGE, Ex-Clerk in Accountant's Branch, Militia Department:-Refers

to con-

ditions in 1917when a large number of men were taken in the service,of whom 4,000
were still in the service at the end of 1920; many of these have since been "blanketed

in" and spreadin three or four departments-Statesthere is overmanningin the service,
768-769-Private investigations made by witness; found surplus of men in Soldier
Settlement Board, 770-772-Investigated conditions in Interior Department for n

private individual; overmanning,
772-773-Witness
askedto submitdata,773.
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BURMESTER, H. L., Secretary-Treasurer, Amputation

Association, Ottawa Branch:-

Is employeein the Imperial PensionsBoard-His experiencein Vancouverwhen offered
a position in 1920 as assistant gauger-Reinstatement obtained-Came East; was given
position in Montreal customs-(Yrtam positions in the Daly building held by women
which couJd be filled by amputation cases-Cannot say who are permanent and who are
temporary in Imperial Prn>ions Un.ird; not under the jurisdiction of the Commission-

Occupations which could be filled by amputation cases, typists-Appointments
without

examinations

having been passed-Case

433-441-Permanency of work; penii.iiinirv

made

of I'ost mastership at Cobden, Ontario.

of pension considered-Salary and pen-ioi>

of witness. $128.75 a month; wife's pension $16.25; cost of l:\nm bonus. $26.25, 441Many grievances would be removed were an amputation case on the Commission. 442Documents relating to appointment of position jn Vancouver for which witnr\\

physically fit, ordered produced. 443.
BURNS, THOMAS HUGH, Secretary-Treasurer,
Dominion
Customs and Excise Officers
Association:-Is
Senior Examining Officer of Customs and Kxcise at Ottawa-Competitive examinations not necessary for promotions because of the method which the
Commission has instituted in having the efficiency of men rated-Gives
example of
procedure re a Computing el'Tk when appointed, 543-Rating
for a collectorship, procedure-It is only when candidates are on an equal plane in ratings that an examination
becomes necessary-Present
system of promotion an incentive to a man to work to
improve himself-Candidates
have right to appeal if dissatisfied-Recommend;
the
establishment of sub-Councils confining their function to the principle of an ententt
cordinh- between the employee and the employer- Would be a sort of Court of appe:1.!
but of an advisory character-I'M la ves no civil servant >hould be in a position to
dictate the policy of the (lovernment which employs him, 544-545-Would
not ta e
upon himself the duties of an investigator-Believes
the function assigned to tie
Investigation Branch of the Commission regarding certain requirements is practical and
of great as-i-tance, although Mr. Gilchrist's opinion did not always pre\ail-Have
fought
Mr. Gilchrist at Board of Hearing-Our
men were dissatisfied with amount of annual
increase which has been $60.00, 546-547-It takes seven years to go from the minimum
to the maximum salary in our part of the Sen ice-1,600 nu ;i are affected by this StO
a month; the solution lies with the Commission. .".17-148-The Service needs superannuation measure very badly and at once; it is an incentive to the young and a
protection to the old-Revision
of salaries, an important question; the bonus has nev T
been sati.-factoi v; majority of our men are married, 54S-549-We have the support of
the Minister and the Commissioner of Customs in reference to grievance of the difference
between the S6 and the $120 annual increase and we thought that possibly this Committee

BURT,

might

Miss

make

F. M.,

a recommendation

Member

of

to the Commission

Committee

or to Parliament,

on Legislation,

The

Halcyon

548-549.

Club:-Is

employee in Laboratory Branch, Customs Department, suirir testing and other work,
467-Upon the question of Superannuation women want to pay same rate as men so
as to reap the same benefits-Did
not approve in principle of the proposals of the
Technical Institute re superannuation, 467-468, 471-The Commission has functioned
very well regarding appointments-Departmental
advisory boards should function regarding promotions-There
should be some Board of appeal-A
book of information rework in all branches of the department would enable clerks to familiarize themselves
with the routine of all such work, 468-Some Branches are overmanned-"Hogging"
the
work-Favouritism-Classification
gave soim- people the major work and other clerks
sot the minor work only-This
condition was V<T\- much in vogue while the Arthur
Young people were classifying-The
Arthur Young book of 2024 (now 1700) classes oppositions criticized, 469-Advocates
a book on " Duties of Office " that would explain
the work of the departments-Protested
asrainst her own classification, 470 " Testing "

in our department, 471-Technical positions. 472-473-Promotions within the department
should not be subject to examination, for the most part-Advisory
Boards-Transfer?
a mutual arrangements between two deputy ministers-Salary
revision and bonus-First
of all there should be a revision of classification-Chemists'
competency on Advisorv
boards re promotions to technical positions-Much
more in government work than in
academic qualifications-Reasons
a.s to non-approval of written examinations for promotions in the department. 473-475-The selection of competent men to join the Service
and the knowledge of human nature a factor; instances of such given and no written

examinations taking place, 476-477-The pigeon-hole, mechanical system as we have ir
now, where so much specializing is required, is certainly detrimental; could be done awny
with altogether if classification were simplified, 477, 478-Co-operation
as between the
Commission and the Departments in securing efficiency in the service. 479-481-There

is a certain amount of overlapping-Overlapping

of equipment in the chemical service,

482-4P4-Refers to statement of Maior McKeand re Board of Hearing when sitting to
adjust grievances. 484, 487. 48S-4S9-Present regulations in respect to signing the attendance book: certain classes evpmntprl-StnndnrH
of examination, 490-493.
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CAMPBELL, A. C., President, Civil ServiceAssociationof Ottawa:-Association organized
in 1907; Membership la<t year, 1700; Membership fee, $1.00 a year-Is governed according to a constitution agreed in; Issues Annual reports including Treasurer's statement,
1S9-Association advocates a Superannuation system which would stabilize and unifr
the public service-A suilicicnt system would be an incentive for good men to remain
in th
" until render d inel'icient l>y age-Would promote efficiency-Maintain the
ilow of promotion-Facilitate the constant changesin every office and generally improve
the morale of the service. 189-190-The principle of Permanency of office in the service
is weakeiiiil

!>y the legislation

of 1919 in the enactment of subsction

1919 re abolishing permanent positions-Association
manency principle,
"I

(3) section 28 in

desires reinstatement of the per-

190-19-1-The Calder Act passed in 1920 provided for the retirement
ind to be in force for one year, and re-enacted each year, does not

maintain the principle of permanency. 194-Salary revision. 195-Civil
included in their scope, 196-197-Defines the term "civil
tion of, given by the Chairman of the Commission, 199-200.

Service Councils

servants"-Defini-

COLVIN, ROBERT, President, Dominion
Customs and Excise Officers Association:I- Customs collector at Hamilton-Membership
of Association-Annual
convention held

in Ottawa-Reads

i

memorandum representing the views of the Association re Staff

problems, Merit system, Classification, Revision of salaries. Superannuation-Merit
system a great improvement over the patronage system in the Out-ide service, 535-538ii \vith the <
rvice Commission-Accepted
the principle of
tion, but not the detail of it at time of Re-<-la--:tieat ion-Went
to Board of
II iring and were successful in our
ons in the Outside Customs
-.ice-Technical
positions in our service -uch "
rs and A;>;>r-users- Svstem of
ippr tisers, etc. Pro
tion of the witness in the service- in the filling of .
" and administrative positions from wit hour
- vicein '-'I of i!'(!v <"«"otherwise peculiar" brought into the service until the Act of
I'.HX pran jrally all positions of the higher grade; thus men in the service were robbed
of the idea nf promotion; had no desire to acquaint them>elve- with the business, 539"1! 1'reivdure followed in the ca^e of appointing a Customs collector-Witness'
experiin
minations previou- to his appointment to the collectorship-There
ar
persons on the staff in Hamilton and its outports-How
efficiency of the men is indi" d in Annual report. 541-542-All vacancies in our Branch have been filled by promotion .-:nce [OlS-Deputv
Mmi-ter is notified if the service i- to be increased, and man
"ied from the Eligible list to tempi
for six months, when collector is
a-ked to report, and ('<>mmi<sion confirms man'- position, 543.

COOLICAN, P. T., Acting General Superintendent
erally speaking, the operation

of the Civil

of the Post Office Department:-

Service Ac; 1,

Post Office department judging by results, fir
men have risen from
sid'
compete with others for .""

beneficial to the

ds promotions where practical

o higher positions in the service, especially in the Out-. 6P5-C96-Assistant postmasters can
-hip under the \-v<
'em, speaking of a revenue

1 office-De'i'.

in the form

d out of the revenue the po
receives and postmaster finds his own staff;
i" in the latter is pnid out of a parliamentary
appropriation, the help therein is
ointcd by the Civil Service Commission-System
of vavment of staff in a revenue
! office. 696-697-No question of promotion of employees in a revenue post officeFormerly, pi
po-t offices were not considered as civil servants,-but
e 1918 they are, if tb>'ir revenue i* over S-00-Post offices yielding a large revenue

in a well-populated town witness thinks should be made city post offices; then such
would automatically come under the Act-Preference extended to returned soldiers in
the appointment of
are some bona fide causes of dispute between
the department and the Commission re certain appointments, 697-700-Grade 1 post
office- are known as nou-aceounting; Grade 2 are accounting post offices; both grades are

"nue post offices; postmastersin such post offices are not regarded as civil
servants; if >uch po
under the Act. there being 12,000there would

be 36.000 weeks of annual leave to provide for-Local

inspector recommends but

does not decide a? to appointment to be made; he gathers the fact? of the
ution and reports, 700-Reorganization and classification; the Grieffcnhagen

peopleconductedthe former for the Post Officedepartmentand the Arthur Young
Companyarranged
the classification-Every
permanent
employee
passes
an examination
on postallaws,regulationsor distributioneveryyear--Supernumeraries,
their standing
in the service Rural postmasters,
procedure
followedin matterof appointments
further
reviewed701-702-Treasury
Boardin Canadahasno personnel
theycanuseto co-ordinate the different activities in the various departments-Effects of standardizationand

organization
in the PostOfficedepartment-Positions
that arefilled as a resultof

recommendationsfrom memberof a constituency,sinceJune 1922-Exemptedpositions,
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703-705-Post Offices put on a city basis-Saskatchewan post offices, 706-Method
followed for promotions in cities like Montreal and Toronto-Soldiers preference clause
applies even in rural districts where postmasters own building; in the event of death of
postmaster his wife would be up against the competition of returned soldiers, 706-707Too many class titles and the Commission have realized that-Annual

increases: advan-

tage gained by having such approved by the Commission-Eligible lists-Residence,
length of; man's domicile difficult to define-Man now is not removed except for cause,
707-709-Disputes re appointments, 709-711-Dividing line between rural and city post
offices, 711-712-Letter-carriers, qualifications therefor, appointments; age limit-Appointments by an independent body, in favour of, generally speaking-Satisfied with present
system of promotions-Drivers carrying mails from post offices to trains and steamers,
qualifications of, 713-715-Proposed Whitley Councils applied to the Post Office department are liable to become grievance committees-Grievances adjusted by the Board of
Hearing-Principle of appeal is embodied in Civil Service Act re suspensions,715-716Superannuation, decidedly in favour of such measure-Reference to minimum qualification of soldiers-Transfer labourers, qualifications for such positions, 716-717.
CORY, C.M.G., W. W., Deputy Minister of the Interior:-Concur
in the statements set
forth in Report of Deputy Ministers dated 4th December, 1922-Recommendation,
that
labouring positions be exempted from the operation of the Civil Service Act-Tests
of

applicants by competitive examinations, Oral or Written, inquired into, 779-780Technical, or administrative positions: engineers are members of Engineering Associations, and Head Engineer of Branch would be best able to select competent menClerical positions are proper for the Civil Service Commission to handle-Promotions
should remain in the hands of the department-At
present Rating sheets are supposed
to carry 50 per cent of value; witness never had an3' use for it; the man that is rated
highest by the department does not necessarily get the position. 781-Never applied to
a patronage Committee-Homesteads
and Pre-emptions division; grazing lands, national
parks, forests and timber, coal and minerals; staff of outside service therefor almost

doubled, 782-Dismissals: Have the right of rejection of a man within six months for
inefficiency-After the six months man can only be discharged for cause by Order in
Council if he is a permanent official, 783-784-Sections of the Act re dismissals discussed,
784-785-Statutory increasespresent no difficulty-Promotions, a very essential matter;
how can the business be carried on if head of a branch or department cannot regard merit

and efficiency; employee might feel he has not very much to be responsible for to his
Deputy Minister, 785--Witness refers to the Civil Service in England, 786-The Sarah
Payne case, 786-787-Merit principle, witness in favour of-Employees of the Department, inside and outside Ottawa, 3,220; categories given; services in main divisions and
extent of same-787-789-List of separations for last three years ending March 31, 1923,
totalling 758; total number of appointments. 902-Whitley Councils: Was not in favour
of the scheme of councils at first, 790-791-Procedure

re appointments

to department-

Explains the Albert Helmer case; matter before the Commissionwith a view to his
re-employment, 791-792-Situation in the Surveyor-General'sdepartment, 792-793Labouring classesare employed just during the summer season,793-794-Recommendations for classification, not all followed out-Reclassification has been running on since
191S-Personally appeared before the Commission on reclassificaition on 692 cases-Had 8 divisions in the service before the classification;

now have 313, 795-Increases

of

salary: have to make out a separatesheetfor every increase-About 2,000are entitled
to an increase-A
increase-Witne- "

great deal more work entailed in preparing the sheets for
statement re number of communications with the Civil

ServiceCommission,795-797-Superannuation,
salary revision and bonus,797-Amalgamation of branches of the service-Utility

division of clerks-Increase of staff-Immi-

gration department; Land titles branch, 798-799-The Matador Ranch, 799-Negotiations

re Natural

Resources,

802.

DESBARATS,C.M.G., GEORGE J., Acting Deputy Minister of Defence:- Departments
of Naval Service and Militia

amalgamated-Staff

much reduced-Grievances sub-

sequent to- classification,very good results obtained from Board of Hearing-Supannuation would be a great improvement in the administration-Witness' departments have been fairly well reorganized-Classificationis entirely too complicated
and should be simplified-The more co-operation there is between the Commission
and the Deputy Heads,the better, 717-718-Effectsof reorganizationof witness'departments: simplified the administration; consol:datedthe services; reducedthe personnel
and the expenditure-Personnelcut down by 125-Air Board, Naval department and
the Miltia department were brought together under one head-Not prepared to say
anything about the other departments. 719-720-Thinks the classification is too rigid
and divides the service into too many water-tight compartments-Distinction of positions and occupations taken into account in the classification-Not a member of the
Deputy Ministers' Committee-Have found great advantage in having professional
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and technicalpositionsfilled by the Civil ServiceCommission-Promotions:
many
caseswherethe Deputy Minister or Chief of a Branchcan judge best of the qualifications of the applicant; in caseof dissatisfactionan appeal to an independentbody
is a great safeguard-Thinks

an independent body like the Commission would make

a very good Appeal Board, 720-721-Positionsrecommendedin the Deputy Ministers'
Report for exemption pertaining to the Defencedepartment: thinks that such positions can be better and more expeditiously filled locally by the local authorities-

Positions in the QuebecArsenal; naval dockyardsat Halifax and Esquimalt are filled
by the local superintendentunder the Minister's responsibility-Rates of pay are practically Union rates, 721-723-Positionsbelieved to be susceptibleof competitive examination; certificates of qualification held by men operating marine engines, cranes, etc.

724-Went to the Commission to obtain the men in every case where special or
technical qualifications were required; instancegiven of such position in 1908-Bonus
not granted to mechanics and employees in minor grades in Quebec Arsenal-Not

allowed a bonusbut they would qualify for retiring allowance-Men who are practically
permanentshould be provided for by Miperannuation,the test for which is length of
service,725-728-Knowledgeof the requirementsof a department as betweenthe Commission and the departmentalheads-Recommendationsmade by the department have
not alwaysbeen acceptedby the Commission-Responsibility-Commissionrelies on the
department for a statement of what the requirementsare-Deputy Minister has his
power to recommend-Many appointments have been made from the outside who were
not recommended by the department, 729-731.

DIX, GEORGEM., Clerk in the Great War VeteransAssociation:-Application for position
in the Service of W. R. Shearer inquired into. 575-Instruct
tion for pos;tions in the Service-Will

admit

men how to make applica-

that a lot of returned

men have been

placed in positions in Ottawa under P.C. 1053-Advertising of positions, 576-Case of Mr.

Carriere who had !<>-tan arm in the war and who had been temporarily employed
considered, 577.

DOBBS, W. S., President, Toronto Branch, Amputations
Association:-Is
also member
of Dominion
Executive-Supports
seven recommendation? given in Mr. C. Grant
MacNeil's evidence-Want
the preference re disabled men maintained-Placing
amputation cases in permanent positions a great difficulty-Competitive
and non-competitive
employment-How
the Dominion Government could assist in securing employment for
amputation cases-Desires that Orders in Council P.C. 2958 and 3895 re temporary
employees in three departments be amended; also that P.C. 3172 be applied to same

re transfers to permanent government departments; also that P.C. 2944 re training for
qualifications be applied to them, 609-610-Excellent co-operation in Toronto where 261
amputation cases are employed by the Provincial Government-Order
in Council P.C.

2944 can be made to apply very effectively in the employment of disabled men with
severe arm and leg disabilities-Occupations

suggested. 611-612.

ELRICK,
J. A., General Secretary, Amalgamated Civil Servants of Western Canada:Is Letter Carrier in city of Winnipeg since 1906-Reads letters addressed to Premier re

return to patronage to be regretted; Merit system a basis for efficiency; the Establishing
of (1) A National Council, (2) Departmental Councils, and (3) District and Office or
Works Committees when deemed necessary. 404-405-Councils,
how composed; their

scope of work-Matters in which witness differs from proposals of the Associated Federal
Employees-Reads from a Report of the British Whitley Councils schemethat part in which
witness' organization agree-Regarding
promotions and Discipline, 403-408-Would have
Commission continue in the:r function and scope of operations as now; Cases of dis-

pute could be submitted to the Councils-At

present, a Postmaster in filling out Forms

sent him by the Commission, could favour any particular individual-Appointments
made since 1918-One case in nrnd-Several
cases of appeals made to the Board; deci-

sions given were considered unfair by our organization-Expresses satisfaction with
present mode of appointments-Absolute need of some Central body that could give
information concerning any question affecting the serv-ce. 408-410-How waste of time
could be obviated in matters of appointment;

Cases when four or five first names on

F.ligible list have secured positions, 410-411-Recommendat;on from the Deputy Head to
the Commission

in the matter

of transfers should carry weight-Would

recommend a

reduction of the number of classesof positions in the Re-classification-Generally speaking we are satisfied with present classification, 412-Membership of our OrganizationBelieves the Civil Service Act has the proper principles and can be administered pro-

perly by the Commission,412-413-Our concept;onof a Department council would be
an Advisory body and not one which would usurp or override the authority of the

Minister,4i3-Generally thereis no overmanning;
thereare busy andslackseasons_
in
a post-office-Advisory councils would create more confidence,and assist in keeping
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things running smoothly, 414-A Superannuation measure should be enacted on a contributory basis-Not satisfied with present salary range; desire bonus to continue until
revision-Present 'Salary and cost of living in Winnipeg-Bonus, 415-422. Mr. Elrick
recalled and further

examined (422)-Submits

to Committee

a Letter addressed to the

Premier, dated March 2, 1923 re discrimination against single men employees under
the provisions of the Cost of Living

Bonus, 422-423.

FOLEY, JAMES, Member of Dominion

Public Works

Federation:-Is

a Mechanic in the

Queen Street department of public works, Ottawa-The labourers are paid 45 cents an
hour; the City pays them 50 cents an hour, and Contractors pay 45 cents an hourOur men are all on the Temporary list-No permanency in our department-Would like
the prevailing rates of pay with appointments made on a permanent basis and with the
privileges which the Act confers regarding sick leave, holidays, etc.-Have made application to the Deputy Minister and the Commission; nothing doing-Would
like to be
put on the same basis as the corporation employees of the City of Ottawa, 549-551.
FORAN, WILLIAM,
Secretary, Civil Service Commission:-Evidence
of, re Operations
and Work of the Commission, 1-32, 33-45, 45-56, 60, 78-82, 103, 111-112. 177-187. Explains
in the course of other Witnesses' examination certain points arising, 67, 71, 73, 77, 98-100.
104, 110-111, 121, 147, 152, 165, 168, 175-176. Personnel and Staff of the Commission in
1908, 1918, 1923-Number
of civil servants when Act of 1908 was administered; Number
brought in under order in council of February 1918-Order in council extending the
principle of the Act of 1908 to cover the outside service did not include staff of the
Income Tax Branch and certain other departmental employees-Procedure
adopted in
appointments of postmasters, lighthouse-keepers-Circularizing
Post Office inspectors
and others in matter of appointments-Competitive
examinations-Merit
and Ratings
forming basis for promotions in addition to qualification-Exemption
of certain positions
from operation of the Act following Report of the Spinney Bill Committee-Disabled
soldiers' preference-Reports
on qualifications of applicants for positions in Marine and
Fisheries outside service and other service, how effected-Competitive
examinations not
always possible, 1-32. Mr. Foran recalled and further examined (33)-Produces
documents re list of positions excluded from operation of the Act, and others enumerated,
33-Procedure
followed re appointments to Canal service, Forestry and Fisheries.
Meteorological service, Railways, Public Works, and Marine service whereto positions
do not lend themselves to written examinations-Reports
received by Commission, how
inspected and dealt with by Examination Branch-Statement,
re larger groups of employees in the various services, and method of filling positions-Pamphlet
submitted
showing subjects of examination-Eligible
lists-Examinations,
how conducted-Necessity of Special Boards to examine applicants for professional and technical positions,
33-45. Mr. Foran recalled and further examined (45)-Suggests that Mr. Bland could

explain more minutely the details of the Commission's examination work, 45-46Figures given showing number of rural postmasters, different

classes and salaries, 46-

Specific case explained as to why highest rated applicant was not accepted, 47-Data re
employment of temporary help, 47-50-Statistical
and Correspondence of the Commission-Duties
of Mr. Patching when attending in the House of Commons-Mr.
House's
letter read, 50-56. Mr. Foran recalled and further examined (60)-Suggests that Mr.
Putman of the Organization Branch be now examined for evidence as he could give
details of such line of work more accurately, 60. Explains, in the course of Mr. Putman's examination, a point relating to the classification and advertising of a position to
be filled, 67, 70-Suggests that Mr. Putman be asked to describe the procedure re the
creation of new positions whom the investigators consult, etc., 71, 72-No
right to
investigate the work of a man after he is appointed, 73-Explains
as to transfers of an

employee from one department to another, 74-77. Mr. Foran recalled and further examined (78)-Circulars sent to Departments re further positions to be exempted from the
operation of the Act, in 1921-No conference held as to character of evidence to be
given before the Committee-Statement

of operations under the Order in Council

of

December, 1920-Approximate number of positions exempted by Order in Council of
June 1922-Data requested re vacancies filled since 1918 without reference to the Commission, 78-82. Explains

in the course of Mr.

Eland's

examination

the Commission's

authority re lists of eligibles that are received from the Examination Branch, 98-The
Commission looks favourably upon the suggestion of amending the Act pertaining to
lists of eligibles being kept and their shorter period of existence. 99-100. Mr. Foran
recalled and further examined (103)-Suggests that Mr. Baril, the head French examiner
and Mr. Eland's assistants be examined for evidence, 103. Asks the Chairman's per-

mission to have Mr. Thivierge explain how he obtained his promotion, 110-Never
consulted with any member of the Commission's staff with regard to the nature of the
evidence

which

was to be eciven before

further examined (111)-Data

the Committee,

110-111.

Mr.

Foran

recalled

and

produced re number of employees and salaries paid in
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Soldier Settlement Board, Soldiers'Re-t-tahlishment,PensionsBoard, and Income Tax
Branch, 111-113.States in the courseof Mr. Bourbonnais'examinationthat the Form
of oath relating to the examiners will be brought down; not sure that it has been submitted, 121. Suggests in the course of Mr. Morgan's examination, that some member

of the Committee ask the question as to whether any Commissionor higher official ever
got an examination

paper and marked it, 152. States in the course of Mr.

Nelson's

examination, that Annual reports of the Commission contain list of all examiners, 165Re examination of candidates by Mr. Nelson-Memorandum re case of A. B. Muddiman, 168-Re-classification problems and methods of the Commission, offering to give
evidence in relation

thereto, 175-176. Mr. Foran recalled and further

examined (177)-

Further information re employees of the Soldier Settlement Board, Income Tax Branch,
Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, Board of Pension Commissioners-A working arrangement agreed to-How certain departmental employees were made permanent-Decision
of Law officers of the Crown in respect to certain appointments-Positions in Census
staff and Income Tax Branch declared exempted from provis;ons of the Act, 177-183Order in Council exempting all positions under salary of $200, 184-186-Exemption of
emplo3^eesof railways, ISO-Position of Mr. A. C. Kemmis explained, 187.
GARRETT,

CHARLES,

Branch:-Xo

Senior

Examiner,

Civil

Service

Commission,

Examination

knowledge of Papers,under examination in our Branch, having been

taken away by officials of the Commission-Witness
attends Advisory Boards meetings
representing the Commission and giving Advisory Boards all the information required
in respect to provisions of the Civil Service Act such as the provisions in respect to
residential preference, overseas service preference and disability preference-Advisory
Boards rate the educational attainments of candidates, 141-142-The Commission pays
travelling expenses of members of Advisory Boards; allows no fees; services of same
are gratis-Experience
of witness before, and after entering the Commission's service<>iiall Hod in a competitive examination, 143-145-Advisory
Boards prepare questions for
the oral parr of examinations re higher positions and cross-examine candidates to get an
idea of their personal qualifications and physical fitno=s apart from their technical
knowledge-Reason
invon as to why the Commission secures the aid of Advisory Boards
-The provision of the Civil Service Act in respect of residence is an important factorGives an instance of what happened in this respect--Advisory
Boards report their findings to the Commission, 146-147.
GRISDALE, JOSEPH, Deputy Minister of Agriculture:-Relations
with the Commission
very satisfactory-Not
always easy under the Civil Service Act to get men appointed

to handle the work-Appointments and length of time it takes to make them-Require
"ointments for technical positions fairly quickly-Difficulty
in handling the situation
when a technical man is required immediately-Eligible
lists too long-lived to suit us
exactly-Eligible
lists for clerical positions outside of Ottawa found to be non-existant
-Number
of technical positions-Non-technical
or
clerical
positions
absolutely
unnecessary to have such great diversity of classes-Rates of compensation, 653-656Process of getting a man into a higher position a difficult one-Instance
given of a
man's position being reclassified at a higher salary which enabled department to keep
him, 656-Every
recommendation made has been approved by the Commission for our

department-Tremendous amount of correspondence in various lines which might be
done aw iy with-Co-operation has been excellent-How the work of the Commission
and the work of the department

could be greatly improved

and facilitated,

656-657-

Labour positions exempted from the Act, 657-658--Permanency of employment among
labourers: superannuating about a dozen this year who have had from 18 to 35 years'
service, 659-Present procedure in appointments to technical positions and examinations
vefor, 660-The Commission acts on the recommendation of the Board of Examiners
-Some of such examiners are men of the department. 661-662-The classified positions

at the Experimental Farm and salaries-Hours of work and wagesof labourersat the
Experimental

Farm. 662-663.

GUTHRIE, MISS MORA, Examiner, Civil ServiceCommission, Examination Branch:Sets papers on stenography,typewriting, also sets clerical papersfor junior positionsimines the papers which she sets-Such papers are not seenby anyonebut herself
and the civil serviceprinter-Was never approachednor askedto seethe paperswhich
she examined-A

Graduate in Arts (Queen's)-Experience-Salary.

114-115.

HODGSON,RALPH, President, Amputation Society, Ottawa Branch:-Membership
in Dominion. 2,300; in Ottawa, 65, of whom 90 per cent are employedin Government

-Amputationcasesare 100per centdisabilityin the labourmarket-Request
that

Committee'srecommendationsof last year be strictly enforced,in that disability cases

be givenpreference
in the Departments-Very
fewat present
arepermanent-Occupations chieflv are caretakers,elevatorwork, mechanical,
and clerical-Statesprincipal
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grievance of elevator men of whom only four are permanent, 423-425-Specific cases
inquired into-Believes the Commission's records of disabled men are not sufficiently
" kept-Examinations-Temporary

amputation

cases let off the elevator service at various

times, 424-427-The Carrier and Gasparrie cases inquired into-Amputation
case a
handicap because man cannot oil or repair his own car. it is contended by Officer in
charge-Large number of amputation casesin Toronto-Would suggestthat amputation
casesbe given a chance to prove their fitness before claiming they are unfit-Would
be satisfied if a medical officer examined into the qualifications of an amputated case,
426-429-Limb factory in Toronto; no accident happened to amputated men there,
430-Have very little trouble with the permanent men-Amputation cases in clerical

positions-Witness himself is a Clerk in the Militia department-Case of Mr. Ruddy

inquired into, 431-433-Would request that provision of P.C. 2944re vocationally trained
men to be made permanent without an examination, be carried out. and that arrangements be worked out between the Commission, the D.S.C.R. and the Departments
to this end, 433-434-Situation
in Toronto further inquired into-Resolution
of Vancouver Amputation Association re having a representative on the Civil Service Commission, 434-438.

HOUSE, HARRY C., President, The Associated Federal Employees of Canada:-Is

Principal Statistical Clerk, Department of Labour-Statement
re Letter of March 8,
1923, addressed to members of the House, criticizing the Commission in respect to certain
newspaper propaganda, 285-287-Reads part of Mr. Foran's evidence re Mr. Patching's
attendance in the House, 287. Mr. House recalled and further examined (367)-Suggestions to correct defects in the working of the Civil Service Act by instituting
Joint
Councils compiisrd of employees and repres
<>i'departments; basic principle,
democracy in employment, 368-370-Roads "News-Letters"
of March 14, 1921, re spirit
of co-operation infused in industries by Joint Councils, 370-371-Joint Councils in two
of the Western Provinces-Functions
of Councils in certain industrial establishments,
371-373-Other beneficial aspects of Joint Councils, 374-378-Thinks legislation would be
necessary to bring the system of Councils into being in Departments of the Government-Statutory
rights of the Commission might be encroached upon. 379-How Dep'u-imental, and Interdepartmental
Joint Councils are formed-Mode
of operation or function-Would
help to promote a better service-Purpose
of scheme is to simplify the
Civil Service Act though added burdens to present duties would follow, 379-382-Councils
meeting once a month would probably be all that is required-Would
meet during working hours unless otherwise agreed to-The
Commission would not be eliminated altogether-Three
distinct functions explained by Witness, 383-Jurisdiction
of Joint Covvnoils, 383-384-Functions
of Interdepartmental
Councils would decide principles affectins;
organization, classification and improvement, and would hear appeals, 384-Witness reads
additional function? including appointments, promotions, transfers, salaries and wages,
hours, leave of absence, dismissal, discipline, retirement and superannuation, 385-Details
of functions further considered taking hypothetical cases to complete statement, 386394-Competitive
examinations and type of civil servants appointed through examination-;-Thirl,
-lisrht danger rr position? handed back to departments, namolv,
tho=e ?ot forth on recent exempted lists-Explains,
395-A dismissed employee should
have right to appeal-Expresses satisfaction with the work of the Commission re appointments to clerical position?-Regarding
administrative
and technical position? thinks
appointments could be effected to a greater degree of efficiency by the deputy head in
consultation with a Council-Case
of appointment of lighthouse-keepers discu^ed, 396397-" Flyinsr squadron" or Temporary clerks to be sent to whatever department they
would be needed-Witness
rends his n<>t>'<r<> -ruivrstions as to "Flying
squadron "Services of "Flying
squadron" to be limited to Ottawa, 398-399:-Special mention of
three functions of the Civil Service Commission, so far touched upon briefly, and
iming that the system of Councils is to be instituted, namely: Recruiting for the

service; Rerrisfry T.ureau of Information;

Attend meetings of Joint Councils as advisers

and recording the proceedings-Would
advocate a Joint Superannuation Board to
administer and supervise the Superannuation Act. 400-401-Overmanning
and overlapping-Statistical
work might well be centralized-Overtime
work during the sessions
of Parliament, 402-403.
HUNTER, JAMES
chief difficulties

B., Deputy Minister,
Public Works Department:-Points
out two
in administering the Civil Service: the whole service thrown on the

Commission at once; secondly, the classification put into force-A modification of these
would work out satisfactorily to everybody-Appointments in Public Works department recently taken up in the way of exemptions; progress has been made-Classes of
employment that have been exempted-Procedure
in the matter of appointments inquired
into, 631-633-Classification
of the Arthur Young Company gives 327 kinds of employees,

each given a title; absolutely unnecessary-Procedure when vacancies occur of filling
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1'o-itjons,634-63f>-Preference
which the returnedsoldier now obtains re minimum qu.ilficaitions under the Act-States
service men. pn-il>ly

with certainty that half the appointments go to ex-

more, 637-638-Patronage

committees, 638-639-What

is done with

incompetent men-Satisfied with the men put on to fill exempted position--In

favour

of releasnm from the Act all labouring positions which are not susceptible of competitive examinations-Abolish
the classified positions as they now exist and make divi-

sions as heretofore, 640-The Commission could be a check upon qualifications for
promotions

but

the recommendation

should be' left

with

the department-A

Super-

annuation measure would be a benefit to the Service-Not in favour of Whit ley councils-A Personnel council would have a good effect, 641-642-Reorganization in our
Hranche< (lone by om>el\es and the Commission passes on what we do, 642-Some
difficulty experienced in securing permanent appointees-Figures
showing number of
<iat'f in Inside and Outside service, 643-644-Artisans
and labourers changed from the
monthly rates of pay to " prevailinu rates" of pay, 645-647-Inspectors'
pay and dutiesAd\ ertisiim outside of Ottawa to fill minor positions, 647-649-Promotions
within th.
Branch, 649-650-Dredging
plants and dredges-Dredging
done by the Marine and Fisheric-; department, 650-651-A
review of what the witness has said re classification;
positions exempted, 6.11-652-Private secretaryship, 652-653-Crews on dredges of department, are appointed by the department-Cannot
have division of authority
on ;
boat,

INGLIS,

653.

MISS EDNA

Looks

alter

L., Vice-President,

.-idministrat

ion

of the

The

Calder

Civil

Act

Service

for the

Federation

Civil

Service

of

Canada:-

Commission,

and

has acted on Superannuation Committees-In
the Service since 1904; came in undi ""
the old qualil'vintr examination-'1 lirec di\ 1-1011-of civil servants to be considered in
connection

with

a Superannuation

measure-'I

he Calder

Act

takes

care

to

a reason-

able extent of the older employees who have not contributed to a Superannuation Fund,
250-Reorgaiiixation
of the dcp.-irtmenis by the Commission commenced in 1918 wi'ii
the Arthur Young Company as advisers brought into existence the Retirement Allowance (Calder) Act in 1920 which has since effected economy to a surprising d<"because of a larire number of aged employees who were under no Retirement Fund but
have participated in the Allowance thus authorized-Old
Superannuation Act 'Funds
Nos. 1 and 2) was carried on until 1898-The Civil Service Superannuation Reiiivmeir

Act (Fund No. 3) came into force in 1898 to which Employees contributed 5 per cent
of their salaries, namely: new employees appointed since Act of 1898 anil those permanent employee* in the service prior to the Act of 1898 who elected to come under
Part 2 of said Act which is presently in force, 251-Civil
Servants would favour a con-

tributory scheme on a fifty-fifty ba>is. perhaps with the exception of young men in the
We.-t who de-ire the use of their money in the Retirement Fund-Complaints
re
employees of the (Quebec Dominion Arsenal, 252-Whitley
Councils in England function
in an advisory capacity only, 253-Status of women in the service and salaries thereto

paid-Stand four-square for the merit system; not afraid of competing with men; equal
pay for equal work; has to break down ages-old prejudice airainst women, 253-254Ii'i.nU .-ection of the Columbia Service Act CT.S.i ri grading the salaries and positions;
rates of compensation, $1,140 to SI,500 compared for same grade in Canada's service rt
from $600 to $960-Of the 5,000 women employees there are 102 married practically all
of such do not receive liu-band's support. 254-255-No additional pay for extra work
except during the War in the Finance department-Cannot
have an efficient civil
service until we have a comprehensive measure of Superannuation-Should
provide also
for the widow and children-The
Power Bill. 256-257-Further
suggestions re superannuation, 257-258-Number
of civil servants out of Ottawa-Women
in technical po<iticns, 258-260-Procedure in the case of women's promotions, 260-261.
JAMESON,

CLARENCE,

he has observed

Commissioner,

a number

Civil

of mis-statements

Service Commission:-Mr.
and inaccuracies

in the

Jameson states
evidence

he has

read and desires to refer to two or three of them which reflect upon the administration
of the Civil Service Act: Inaccuracies in Mr. Cory's evidence, pointing out, re Classifi-

cation and appeals, 882-885-Re promotions. 885-888-Mis-statement pointed out in
Miss Hurt's evidence re nj ] enls to the Board of Hearing, 8SS.-892. Classification:

Deputy Ministers not enthusiasticespeciallyduring transition period, 1918to 1923,892.
Outside Service: Advice of Deputy Ministers sought re extension of jurisdiction of the
Civil

Service Commission to the whole service, but not to include officers and crews of

shipsof His Majesty nor operatingstaffsof governmentrailways,but extensionof jurisdiction over departmentsto be gradual,892-894.Civil Servicereform: An important
matter before the public, 894. Staff of Commissionin 1917: Number of employeesCivil Service Act of 1918,sections 9 (1) and 9 (3) consideredre plans to be prepared for

the organizationand re-classificationof both the inside, and outside services,895-896-

The Arthur YoungCompanysecured-Messrs
Griffenhagen
andAssociates
not employed
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nor recommended for employment by the Commission, 895-896-Department understaffed at that time-Commission did not have staff to handle reorganization and classification-The
Act really did suggest reorganization
and classification-Schedules
of
classification were really prepared under the observation of the departmental officers and

personnel committees from the service-Classification Book printed in June 1919showing
1,700 classes;reprinted in September with 200 classes added thereto, 897-899-Commission's officers of the organization branch with officers of the departments determine the
qualifications, and the Commission fixes the compensation-New
Classes added are

generally of the technical or special positions-Number of classescancelled by combination of classes-Number of years before maximum salary is reached vary, 899-900Sixteen individual steps necessary in preparing the classification of the Federal service,
50,000 persons classified involved 800,000 separate actions, 900-List
of the 16 steps followed in preparing classification of Federal service, 901-Believes
the service is better
satisfied to-day than in 1914-Salary ramp's, 902-903. Recommendations contained in

Report of Deputy Ministers discussed, /"<."Appointments: Postmasters and others, the
positions of whom are excluded from the Act-Positions

that should not be classified as

civil servants-Order in Council P.C. 1053 of June, 1922,effect of, releasing about 3,000
positions of various characters: Reason given for such release of positions from the
Act-Positions
over which the Commission have no control after appointment, 904-990
-Dismissals:
The Crown reserves the right to dismiss-Permanency
in the service after
the six months' probationary period and certificates-Order
sent to Council by Commis-

sion re exemption of certain classes and not signed by the Chairman, explained by
Witness, 909-913-Proposals of 1'nrthiT evmpiioiis.
1)13-915. Mr. Jameson recalled and
further examined (917)-Cost of Public service in Canada given by witness and totalling
more than revenue of Canada in 1896-Average salary per capita in 1914, $835.46; in
1921, $1,279.17 exclusive of bonus in latter case; percentage of increase of salary was
53.10; bonus was 10 per cent of pay-roll-Other
figures re purchasing value of dollar,
etc. 917-918-Statement
of Professor Jones of Washington re classification and salaries

of the professional, technical and other officers of the United States government, 918919-Situation
in Canada re special officers' positions lost in the service-Seldom
unable to fill a position with a competent man, 919-920-Granting
of Rewards for distinguished service with allusion to Dr. Saunders' retirement, 912-922-Section 45B (3)
of 1919 re increases of compensation: amendment thereto di~cu~x,.,[. 922-Section
42
(4) of 1919 re eligible lists and amendment thereto di>cus~ed. 923-924-Section 43 (3)
of 1919 re residence qualifications in locality where appointments to local positions are
to be made, suggestion as to length of, 924r-Dominion-wide
publicity in cases of minor
positions to be filled, and proposing that Section 43 (3) re amended in relation thereto,
discussed 924-Section 45B (2) re appointments to be at minimum rate of pay: amendments thereto suggested, 924-925-Section 49 of 1918 re Private secretaries appointment
and salaries: amendment thereto favourably considered, 925,926-Subsection (3) added
by section 5 of 1919 to Section 28 of 1918 re abolition of a permanent position suggesting
repeal thereof and utilizing provisions of Section 9 (4) instead: Witness submits a
memorandum dealing with the situation, and incidentally refers to the Public Service
Retirement Act (Calder Act) ; proposed amendment suggested, 926-929-Placing
of
rural post offices on a city basis and staff thereof to be given civil service status, witness
in favour of such proposal-Personnel
Boards, Service councils would be very helpful
both to civil servants and the Commission; such organizations to include different
groups of civil servants-Would
tend to promote efficiency and reasonable contentment
if a Court of appeal were instituted to hear appeals against under-classification-Cases now

appealed to the Commission and investigated under the statute-Dismissals: The right
of dismissal resides in the Crown-Appeal cases and assessmentof costs therefor, 929932-Disfranchisement

of all full

time

civil

servants-Obstacles

in the way

of creating

a Federal District with Ottawa and Hull, 932-934-Examination
fees; soldiers exempted
therefrom-Examinations
held for the creation of Eligible lists, 935-Merit
principle-

Differs with statement of Sir Joseph Pope re that the Commission was an irresponsible
body-Overmanning and overlapping, 936-Departments are at liberty to ask Commission to assist in reorganization of department-Printing Bureau and Militia department
reorganization, 937-938-Commission can control appointment for which examinations
are held-Organized labour-Selection of lighthouse-keepers. 939-940-Procedure re
appointment of physicians for Indian reserves, 940-941-Positions exempted owing to
delay occasioned and impossibility of tests, 941-Order in Council P.C. 3518, September.
1921re exemption of certain classesof employees and compensation at "prevailing rates"
recommended, 942-Section 9 (1) of 1918 re the organization of the inside, and outside
service in each department and authority to apply same, discussed, 943-945. Mr.
Jameson recalled and further

examined (961)-Information

on various points requested

by the Committee submitted: re Average salary with, and without the bonus, of civil
servants in Ottawa and outside Ottawa, and total

amount paid for all Canada. 961-

Amendment proposed to Section 44 by the addition of clause to convey further informa-
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tion^to Commission
by departments;
suchinformationto formpart of the Commission'sreport to Parliament, 962-Re statement showingpercentageof technical officers
who resigned from the service-Bonus regulations as set forth in Orders in CouncilClasses of positions excluded from the Act, Ottawa-Copy of recommendation sent to
Council signed by two Commissioners 're positions to be .exempted-Memorandum of
witness to Chairman of Commission, 963-965-Amendments and proposed amendments
to P.C. 1053 of June 1922, 966-Port physicians and salaries therefor, 966-968-Statement submitted re number of candidates writing at regular examinations, fees paid by
them, etc., 968-Complaint re civil servants accepting positions outside the service while
on holidays: hardship if restrictions were imposed; nothing in the regulations or in the
Act which prevents such; sometimes change of occupation is healthful, 968-969.
JOHNSTON, ALEXANDER, Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries:-Legislation
in
1919amending the Civil Service Act of 1918has not brought about any improvement in
the Department of Marine and Fisheries re appointments-Merit system was recognized
under the Act of 1908 in the matter of promotions etc.-Not opportune to employ
anybody who was not required, 683-684-Deputy Ministers' Report; witness was a
consenting party to the conclusions reached-List of exempted positions in the department: witness collaborated with the officials of the department in making up said list;
reasons given therefor: the department was better fitted to make the selection;
secondly, there is a measure of economy which follows in the selections thus made-

Explains how a greater measure of economy would be procured, 684-685-Would favour
competitive

examinations

the service-Classification

for

clerical

positions-Technical

not satisfactory-Men

positions-Promotions

in

in the department find out that

employees in other departments doing similar work are classified at a higher figure thus
producing dissatisfaction, 685-686-Present
system re transfers and promotions ought
to be done within the department-In
favour of a superannuation measure because of

the service and the public thereby reaping an advantage-Councils in the department:
unable to see where the service or the employees would be at an advantage in any
way; witness' door is opened to any employee in the department who has a grievanceNow have the power to make representations to the Commission. 686-687-Appointments in the Outside service; lighthouse-keepers, etc., and procedure followed as to
appointments, 688-691-No interference when appointments are. made or about to be
made-Dismissals-Peculiar
circumstances arise when having to appoint lighthousekeepers in remote stations, 692-693-Rainfall
observers and climatological
observers.
formerly classified as weather observers, what their duties are; positions not duplicated.
693-694-Grievance
cases have come before the Appeal board; other persons having
grievances came to witness and were referred to the Commission for adjustmentBranches of the Naval service transferred to Marine and Fisheries in July, 1921Conference suggested as between the Commission and heads of departments to bring

about an improvement in the operation of the Act re efficiency and economy, 694-695.
KEMMIS, A. C., Senior Examiner and Barrister, Civil Service Commission, Examination
Branch:-Examination
papers not interfered with by any member of the Commission

or superior official, 131-Witness' promotion from junior to senior clerkship-Passed on
the written part of the examination but failed on the oral, 132-134-Sets papers for
Immigration,
Commercial Intelligence and Penitentiary service, excepting papers on
Social Service work when the. assistance of Advisory Boards is required-Questions
are

suggested by representatives of the Immigration Department in some instances. 134-135
-Papers on Commercial Intelligence, 136-Papers on Penitentiary service, 137-Procedure, 135-139-Papers on service as Junior Trade Commissioners-Oral examinations
conducted by Advisory Boards, 140-Names of persons comprising the last Advisory
Board-Training required in Canada before Trade Commissioners are sent out on their
mission-Knowledge of languages-Interpreters required in some cases, 140-141.

LAROCHELLE, MICHEL G., Commissioner,Civil ServiceCommission.--Professionaland
Technical positions,appointmentsthereto: Would not be in the interest of the administration to exclude such from the operation of the Act; states what the effects would

be, 852-853-Even under section 21 of 1908over 60 per cent of appointmentsto such
positions were made through the Commission-Section38 of 1918authorizesthe Commission to dispensewith competitions in extraordinary cases,854-Merit should be
applied in the higher positions, 855-Discussionfollows re merits of section21 of 1908
and recommendationof Report of Deputy Ministers re exclusionof technical positions

from operationof the Act, 855-859-Under
presentsystemwhena vacancyoccurs,it is
filledby promotion,but if impossible
to do so,then positionis filled throughopencompetition; beforelatter stepis proceeded
with the Commission
requiresdepartmentto

state there is no one in department in line for promotion to such vacancy-It is the

duty of Commission
to ascertain
the exactness
of department's
statement,
860-862-
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Facts are ascertained in every case, 863-Procedure instituted by the Commission when
about to fill vacant position in higher grades-Elements of qualification necessary and
markings given for each element-Ratings of department taken into account in case
of promotion

within the department, 863-867-Under

section 24 of 1908 the Commission

issued a certificate provided the officer to be promoted possessedthe minimum qualification, 869-Instance

given under Act of 1908 when refusal to issue certificate

took

place, 870-Outside services where it is impracticable to apply provisions of Civil Service Act: reason given for the exempting of positions the remuneration of which was
up to $200-Amount of $200 arrived at was purely an arbitrary decision; competitive
examinations not applicable, 871-Lockmen, caretakers, lower grades of lighthousekeepers: element of permanency in position of light-keepers-An employee appointed
under the certificate from the Commission becomes permanent, that is the law, 871-872
-Procedure of Commission in appointments of postmasters, 873-874-Certain list re
positions to be exempted from the Act sent to Council not signed by Chairman of the
Commission, explained, 874-875-Superannuation-Annual
or statutory
increasesEligible lists and proposed amendments relating thereto, 875-876-Qualification re local
residence-Dominion-wide publicity of minor positions-Permanent appointments and
rates of pay in places where "prevailing

rates" does not exceed maximum

of class to

which position is to be filled, 876-Remuneration to Private secretaries-Laying off of
employees and relisting of same-Supernumeraries-Rural post offices placed on basis
of city post offices and non-examination of staff-Section 4(b) of 1918 and proposed
amendment thereto-Personnel Boards-Report of Commission at Washington re
Advisory councils, 877-878-Preference to returned soldiers and clause requiring domicile
and length of residence discussed, 878-879-Positions
where competitive examinations
are not possible and provision or proposed provisions therefor, discussed, 879-880Positions in Railway service and Ships of His Majesty, exemption of, 881-882.
MACNEIL, C. GRANT, Dominion
Secretary-Treasurer,
Great War Veterans Association,
and Chairman,
Dominion
Veterans'
Alliance:-The
various organizations which
witness represents-Procedure
by which ex-Service men may secure employment in the
Civil Service-Conditions
which may subsequently secure ex-Service men permanency
of employment; an important factor in re-establishment-Do
not ask that the Service
be made a refuge for incompetents or cripples-Do
not press for the appointment of
men who are not fully qualified to perform duties of position they seek to fill; nor to
a degree to endanger the efficiency of deparmental administration in any way-Specific
recommendation
under section 39 of the Act to be strictly
maintained-Classes
exempted under P.C. 1053 of June, 1922, be again placed under the jurisdiction of the
Commission, 551-552-Number
of ex-Service men at present employed in the Public
Service and number appointed by the Commission-Statistics
re number of soldier
pensioners; amount of pension; average of pension paid per month in Canada, 553-554
-Classification
of disability pensioners and number of, available for light employment

-Federal relief expenditure to soldiers' families, etc.-Large percentage of handicapped
men are employable; suggestsoccupations for such, 554-555-Some complaints re postmastership appointments, 557-Want the present preference provision to be maintained
and that

exempted

classes should

revert

to the control

of the Commission,

557-

Employment of ex-service men in Institutions set up by the Government, Vet-Craft
shops, 558-559-Maintenance of the preference and P.C. 1053 of June 1922 further
discussed, 560-568-Appointments made in 1922; proportion of appointments of
ex-Service men given, 568-571-Shearer

and Gallinger

cases re applications

for positions

inquired into, 571-575. Mr. MacNeil recalled and further examined (578)-Knowledge
sained in Ottawa as to the existence of a Patronage Committee-Cautioning

heads-Postmastership

the deputy

of Beaton, B.C., where Henry Armstrong a returned man

received notification in 1922 to hand over the post office to one Ernest Roberts, 578579-Case of C. A. Bennett at Port Colborne. 579-580-Case of Coultes, Walter Jackson,

James Morgan and others considered, 580-581-Handicapped men, 582-Effort made to
secure the co-operation of employing interests, 582-583-Suggests that the Commission
return

to the arrangement

which existed in the employment

service of Canada prior

to May, 1921-Utilizing the Ontario Employment service-Employment service of
Department of Labour extended to other provinces-Service discontinued in September 1921, 583-584-Letter of Secretary of Commission to witness re suspension of
arrangement giving reasons, 584. Mr. MacNeil recalled and further examined (585)Suggests co-operation, as to temporary appointments, between the Commission and the
Employment Service of Canada-Its advantages-Order in Council P. C. 3518 of
September 1921 again discussed, 585-587-Preference extended to ex-service men by
section 39 in Canada as compared with the 5 per cent in the LTnited States-Quite
prepared to forego any privileges when problem of unemployment will have disappeared
-A large body of men are suffering actually from unemployment-Relief still given
to thousands, 588-589-Apprenticeship of men upset by reason of overseas service-
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Could not be taken back when they returned, 590-Devising ways and means to get the
men in their own locality-How

unemployment

is gauged-Families

of ex-service men

are going across the Border, 591-592-As between disability and want suffered by
ex-serv:ce men which of the two should get the preference for employment-Re-estab-

lishment work was under way in 1917-Number of men placed in temporary and
permanent positions in 1922; totals, 593-595-Witness specially appeals for handicapped
men. 596-597-Figures showing percentage of appointments of ex-service men made by
the Commission in 1920, 1921, 1922, including disability cases,598-Advantages of the
Employment service-Instance specified when ten returned men applied for position
as mason or stone-cutter,

598-601-G.

A. Plunkett's

case, 602-Patronage,

602-604-

ggests disability representativeon the Civil Service^Commission-Casesof H. P.

Wilson

and Charles Manseau, applicants

for position

of Junior

Trade Commissioner-

ship. 604-605-Salaries of ex-service men in the lower grades and cost of living bonus
-Ask< that temporary employees for twelve months or over be classified and given
permanent status provided they are favourably reported on after examination of
qualification,

605-606.

MATHESON, T. G., President, Dominion Public Works Federation:-Organization, membership and tin- various occupations of members in public works, 504-505-Points out
inconsistencies in Classification

Book

as to definitions

of positions and definitions

of

qualifications-Engineers'positions and qualifications and classificationof same-Overseers-Definition

of witness' position and work he does not in the Classification

Book

-Rates of pay not in accordance with the position as da.-s'fied-Union, and non-Union
rate- of pay 'Want to obtain privileges of the Act such as sick leave, holidays, etc.,
509-510-Decision of Hoard of H-iviim rt cases appealed. 510-511-Chief aim of organi-

zation /T .-alary as <et forth in the classification, the basis of which is "prevailing rates."
511-513-Want our members to be kept under the jurisdiction of the Commission rather
than have' them put en a temporary staff, 513-514-Want a staterl salary and permanency

of employment same as other civil servants, 514-515-Official patronage, a vicious system;
specific instances '.riven, 515-517-Temporary appointments too numerous-Conditions
in Montreal and Toronto re, lower grades of work such as elevator operators, firemen.
can
of public buildings, and men of the mechanical staff-Men
in service for

many years are now being entered on Temporary list staff-Emphasizes his objections
to proposal of takine away lower positions from the jurisdiction of the CommissionWant- these men restored to obtain the privileges of the Act, also the privileges of the
Cakler Act. 518-520-Mr. Matheson recalled to put in statement (532)-Requests recommendation re indemnifying witnesses for expenses in corning to Ottawa to give evidence, 532-Plea for consideration in the case of four returned men appointed to staff
in Toronto
who worked some months but received no bonus:
tion thereto between witness and the Commission,
532-535.

McGARRY,

SIMON, President,

Montreal

Branch,

Dominion

Communications

Public Works

in rela-

Federation:-

Definitions in Classification Book conflicting as to positions and duties of positions
relative to certificates of qualification held by incumbent-States
that duties of Firemen cleaners, Firemen helpers and Firemen labourers are the same; differences of
salary pointed out in relation thereto-Montreal
positions and duties of men are similar

to all such in other parts of Canada-Ottawa exceedsin number of employeesin public
works-Only five or six men have been added to Montreal staff within last three years
'hat are of the exempted class-About a dozen men have been appointed who come
under the jurisdiction of the Commission-Alludes
to some rule now in effect by which
a man after six months' service has to be re-engaged, 520-521-System of advertising
and filling vacancies for Montreal public works; Officials make the recommendation
whether for the permanent or the temporary positions. 521-523-No examination known

to have been held, 523-Men employed for five or six years still paid the minimum
salary which is a pernicious system for the men-Three men are paid $5 per month
less than the minimum salary-Twelve or fifteen men were employed for nearly six
months, then were laid off for a few days and re-engaged; this was to break continuity
of service; belonged to the exempted class, 524-Ratings-Appointments
made under

section 38B of the Act where examinations are not susceptible, therefore exempted
from the operation of the Act-Would
rather go back to the old system and enjoy
the privileges conferred by the Act-Civil
service investigation in Montreal a messSuperintendents-List
of appeals-Board
of Hearing and its decisions, 525-527-Boiler
men, plumbers, firemen, engineers must have certificates of qualification and do not

undergo further examination-Men

of long service in Montreal have enjoyed the pro-

tection of permanency, but present system can terminate such permanency by a stroke
of the pen. which system we absolutely condemn, 527-Majority
of our men were

opposed to "prevailing rates" of pay being instituted, but a few did ask for such rates,
528-'Married men in the service are living on S60 a month plus Bonus of $26-Men
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want permanency
of appointmentand privilegesof Civil ServiceAct-Paid lessthan

schedule of rates of pay, 528-529-Men offered to accept an increase of 5 cents an
hour-Winnipeg men are pa;d $1.25 an hour, Ottawa, 90 cents an hour, and Montreal
85 cents for similar

work, 530-Would

be willing

to scrap the Classification

clause to

obtain the old salary plus the privileges which the Act now confers-Suggests that
recommendation be made for allowance of half day's pay together with travelling
expensesfor the 6 witnesses including Mr. Elrick who are attending the Committee,
531-532.

McKEAND, MAJOR D. L., President, The Civil Service Federation of Canada:-Various
Associations which the Federation represents-Purpose
of the Federation at time of its
organization was to evolve a uniform Superannuation system which was introduced

before Parliament someyears ago-Certain Associationswhich do not form part of the
Federation-Written
statement now presented and about to be read was prepared by
the Executive of the Federation, 213-215-Federation
desires efficient and economic
administration consistent with fair and reasonable treatment of the Service, 215-216Salary revision and Bonus-Inadequacy
of present Canadian civil service SalarySmallest Salary paid in the United States service, $1,080; in the Canadian service,
$600-Proposed United States classification shows a slight increase over the present
classification-Amount

of

Bonus

in

Canada

added

to

salaries

of

$600

is .1315 for

house-

holders and married men; for non-householders it is $94.50-Number
of employees in
the service receiving a salary of $600 and number, receiving less than $1,000 a yearGrant of Bonus delayed last year a cause of difficulty-Superannuation
and its advantages; Contributions
thereto-Amount
of Retirement
Fund at present-Question
whether

beneficiaries

of

Retirement

Fund

would

consent

to

transfer

of

share

into

Superannuation Fund Account-Cases
where they might not consent to such transfer,
216-222-Board of Hearing and the continuation of its principle-How
Board of Hearing was constituted following the Arthur Young Company classification; its fitness and

service-The

process of revising classification is a ceaseless flux-Plans

elaborate system of Civil

Civil

Service councils. 222-224-Promotions

for a more

could be handled by

Service councils instead of by the Civil Service Commission, 225-The

Civil

Service itself advocated re-classification-The
Arthur Young Company secured by the
Commission as its advisers, and work started in 1918-Publication
of a book containing
the re-classification;
Grievances followed;
a Board of Hearing was instituted
to
revise the re-classification and redress the classification-Classes
of appeals-Number
of

class of appeals decided between the Commission and the Departments-Professional
and Technical men's appeals heard by the Board, 226-229-Stand all-four for the Merit
system, 229-230-Board of Hearing now discontinued-What the functions were of the
Board of Hearing;

what it could do if re-constituted-Not

satisfied with present system

of promotions-Departmental council re promotions would be infinitely superior, 230-232
-Sick leave-Competitive
examinations-What the Federation would agree to re
protection of the civil servant when promotions are considered-Proposed procedure
if the Deputy Minister made a promotion and those in line for promotion were not
satisfied, 233-234-Experience
of Witness before and after entering the Service-Classification of staff of Board of Pension Commissioners based on the Civil Service Act
of 1908; Right of Appeal to Pension Commissioners who made final decision-Case of

a disabled soldier given the preference over a physically fit ex-service man to a position which cost him his life, 234-238-A Board of competent Examiners; Advisory
Boards and present system perused as compared with proposed method outlined in the
course of Witness' examination re examinations for higher positions, 239-240-Major
McKeand recalled and further examined (240)-Corrects
a statement given at previous
hearing re membership of the Civil Service Federation of Canada, 240-Representations made to the Committee and statement read at last meeting voice the judgment

of the Executive of our Organization-Merit system approved; Patronage disapproved
-Exemption of the Labour forces from the operations of the Civil Service Act, 241-242
-Promotions up to a certain grade should be made through competitive examinations-Joint Councils would be of assistance in determining who was the proper person
for the position-When speaking of a Civil Service judge reference is made to the
Commission. 242-243-Technical positions-Positions which command a salary exceeding $2,400.how appointments thereto should be made, 244-247-How the Merit system
could be assured within a department in the matter of promotions, 247-248-Would
like the Board of Hearing extended; how to be constituted, 249. Major McKeand
recalled anad further examined (606)-Reads Minutes of proceedings of meeting of the

Executive of his Organizationshowing approval of witness'evidencealso that of Miss
Injrlis, given before the Committee-Mr.

O'Connor's evidence was his own personal

v'ew of matters within the operationof the recommendationof the Board of HearingSubmitsFinancial statement of Federation, recognizedby the banks, 606-Question of
5-71
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in tlio service-Submits

V, A.

Order in Council

1923

P.C. 2722

re gratuity to people leaving the service-Eeads letter of Mr. George Sleeman addressed

to the Civil ServiceA-n,Cation re permanentposition abolishedand no other position
in the service obtained, 607-608.

McNAUGHTON, H. R., Junior Examiner, Civil Service Commission, Examination
Branch:-A
Graduate of Stratford Normal possessinga permanent Teacher's Certificate
for Ontario-Sets and examines the papers for the Departments of Finance, Insurance,
National Defence, and Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, chiefly in Bookkeeping-Confers
with Departmental Officials in respect to specific duties in which Witni -- seta papers is
Grade 1 Accountant carrying a salary of from $1500to $2100-Other classesof positions
for which he sets Papers, 169-170-Procedure followed in promotional competitive examinations-Cases

when

a man

is rated

the

highest

is turned

down

on the

examination

part-Witness' case when examined, 171-172-Further details of procedure given, 172-173
-Procedure in Appeal cases,173-174-Was not called upon within the last year to set
Papers for the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment. 174-175-New permanent appointments are put through by the Commission; Temporary appointments are
handled by the Departments,
MORGAN,

RODERICK,

Branch:-Witness

175.

Senior

Examiner,

Civil

Service

Commission,

is one of the Eleven Examiners-Sets

Examination

Papers in Office Practice,

Organization, Arithmetic,
Filing, Indexing:
also Papers relating to examinations for
positions as store clerks, supplies, and ordinary clerks-In
charge of all recommendations

for appointments in the Department of Marine and Fisheries; in charge also of seasonal
appointments on Canals-Relates
his own experience before, and after entering the
Commission's service, 148-151-C<".i!'T> with I >e|>;.'")mental officials on Papers relating
to Duties of Office-Witness
and \< ;-vc-<utatives of Departments jointly correct and
mark 1'aiiers for which questions wen' suggested by a Department-Checks
all answers
to see if they have received relative marks, 152-Received no instruction as to what
evidence witness was to give befo;e the Committee-No
examination Papers to his
knowledge were improperly secured by officials of the Commisison for marking, 153.
MOUNTAIN,
GEORGE A., President, Professional
Institute of the Civil Service:-Is
Chief Engineer of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada-Branches
of
Professional

work

which

the

Institute

embrace-Witness

read-;

a Statement-Members

of Executive of the Institute for 1923, 262-263-Views of the Institute re. AppointmentsAppreciation expressed re Board of Hearing and hope that in some efficient form it may
be continued as a permanent part of the C.S.C.-Do
away with patronage-Advisory
Boards, 263-267-Promotions,
and how they should be effected, considered. 266-268Appointments and modes of appointinc: considered-Deputy
Ministers who are technical

men and competency to recommend appointments a matter of knowledge-Represents
only 918 members of the service-Definitely
against the principle of patronage-With
the merit principle there must be an independent body to apply the merit principleAny system is bad that leaves it to one man in the matter of appointments and promotions, 269-276-Names
of Assistant Engineers and where stationed, given who were
appointed by Order in Council upon the request of the Board of Railway Commissioners
and recommended by Witness. 277-278-Qualifications
of Witness, 278-Suggestions re
Superannuation-Efficiency
affected in the absence of a superannuation system for the
service-Age limit, the Institute has no suggestions in relation thereto, 279-280.
MULVEY,

K.C., THOMAS,

Under

Secretary

of State and Deputy

Registrar

General-

Two principles which he thinks will always interfere with the working out of the Civil
Service Commission

as it is now constituted:

it interferes with responsible Government

as pointed out by Sir Joseph Pope; secondly, the civil servant takes his directions from
the Deputy Minister, but he looks for promotion and preferment to the Civil Service
Commission-The Civil Service Commission an admirable system for holding examinations for entrance in the Service-Cannot be put on a business basis-Civil Service
established for service, not for profit-Very well satisfied with the clerks sent us by the
Commission with some exceptions. 622-623-Believes patronage is the democratic way

of appointing to the Civil service-Effective elementsof a merit system.624-States
that the whole State Department has been unfairly dealt with in the classification

throughout-Classification
should have followed organizationof the departmentsWork of reorganization
and classification
at PrintingBureauwasfairly efficient-Organizationexplained,
625-626-TheMinisterhasnot full controlof his department-Number
of staffin Statedepartmentin 1909and 1923;letting out two or threeof the staff
year-No overlapping;Instancegivenshowingco-operation
betweenthe departments,
627-628-Promotions
in the State department;instancegiven of a recommendation
whichdid not go through,628-629-Appointments,
professional
and clerical,the system
whichprevailedbefore1908and appointments
underthe Act of 1908;witnessviews
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and suggestionsrelating thereto, 629-630-Promotions under section 24 of the 190SAct-

Efficiency and economyin the Service-No Outside sen-icein the State department-

Superannuation; present system unfair to many civil servants, 630-631-Personnel
Boards, 631.

NELSON, STANLEY

G., Junior

Examiner,

Civil

Service Commission, Examination

Branch:-Knows of no casewhile a competitive examinationwas being proceededwith

when an official would come and ask if Mr. So-and-so were a candidate or rake the paper?
"mil examinethem-Did not rehearse the evidence about to be given with anybody before
coming here-Examiner for competitive examinations for Public Works department and
the Seed Branch of the Department of Agricultui.
n some matters pertainii
X;iv:il Service, l.X -Procedure followed in ihr caseoi' ;m rvniiination for an analyst ii
SeedBranch-Thr Department has set,(ho technical inrt of the Papers in the past, but not
at the present time except if it be felt that the examination branch lacks the qualification-Witness does not pretend to be able to set technical Papers, 159-160-Qualifications and experience of the witness-His
duties in connection with Public Works local
competitive examinations such as Caretakers, Elevator operators, engineers-The
selec-

tion for positions such as civil ,and mechanical engineering is made by the Advisory
Board-A concrete case re Seed and Feed Inspectors' examination inquired into as to
procedure-Canada
divided into six districts regarding Seed and Feed Experts; in "
of such districts is a supervisor who acts as the Commission's representative and Chair-

man of the Examining Board, 161-165-How Examining Boards are constituted, 165How ratings are arrived al. 166-Period of time for the closing of applications after a
position is advertised, 167-The Examiner decides whether an investigation into ratings
should be had-The
Chief Examiner could demand an investigation into the ratingsWitness took his degre in Biology with honors, 167-Witness advertises vacant positions
in Post Offices, Employment Offices-All
positions in Ottawa and the more important
positions outside are advertised in the Canada Gazette, 169.

NEWCOMBE, C.M.G., E. L., Deputy Minister of Justice:-Labourers positions in the
service, does not think appointments should be made through written competitive
examinations-Deputy Ministers' Report re Civli Service Commission and Civil Service
Act, was a member of the Committee; attended several meetings, and concurred in the
report-Members agreed to compromise to make report unanimous, 663-664-Outside
Service employees, rural postmasters and exclusion of same from the operations of
the Act, concurred in-List
of positions in Justice department recommended for
exemption,

such as wardens and officers of discipline

in penitentiaries;

reasons given

for such exemptions, 664-665-Legislation to produce efficiency in the service has
been progressively downward since 1893-Provisions under section 13 of 1908 Act re
appointments by competitive examination, and section 21 of 1908 Act re professional
and specially qualified officers appointments inquired into, 665-Clerical positions: it
is possible to hold competitive examinations for such and to produce a list classified in
degree of ability or merit-Not satisfied re present mode of making appointments to
technical positions-Does
not see any advantage in going to the Commission about
promotions-Classification
Book ought to be done away with altogether, 668-Classificaas it stood 30 years ago ought to obtain; fewer and simpler regulations would make
for efficiency and economy in the service-Transfers,
sick leave and discipline: not
enough elasticity in the matter of transfers-Councils
in the service: this is one
thing which the Committee of Deputy Ministers were unanimous about-All
agreed
on the necessity of a proper Superannuation measure-In
Justice department a great
deal of time is taken up at interpreting the Civil Service statute and regulations, 667Civil Service legislation has of late taken away the selection of important officers positions from the people who are best qualified to judge of the capacity of the candidates.
668-669-Section 38 of 1918 Act re appointments to be by competitive examination, and

section 43 of 1919 Act re appointments upon competitive examination, reviewed and
discussed regarding interpretation and scope, 669-671-Mode of selection for professional
service and the confirming of such selections: what is the best procedure, 671-672-

Promotions, 672-673-Classes of employees in Justice department, 673-674-No recognition

of the value, of the personal qualities

of the man-Ratings,

675-Discipline

and

dismissals, 676-Examinations, 677-Advertising of vacancies for technical positions, 678
-Not objecting to the work of the Civil Service Commission; are assigned a job they
are well qualified to perform, but they have a system to enforce which it is submitted
is a bad system, 678-679-Outside service re penitentiaries' wardens and employees:
methods of appointment thereto, 679-681-Efficiency not designed by the section of the
Act which gives preference to ex-service men, 681-682-Whitley Councils, have not

consideredsame-Would not be disposedto think favourably of an independenttribunal
presidedover by a judge to hear appeals; the less machinery there is in the service
the better; there is too much alreadv, 682-683.
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J. C., Member of Executive,

The Civil

Service Federation
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of Canada:-The

better features of the 1908 Act have been preserved in the present Act-Some

provi-

sions in the ]>n sent Art are superior to those of the 1908 Act. for instance the idea of
classification is superior also the bringing in of the outside service-Present
system is
that the service shall be recruited with those who are best fitted to perform the duties
they are called upon, and that promotion shall be given to those who merit promotion.
443-445-Section 13 of 1908 Act re competitive examinations, section 18 re selections to
fill vacancies, section 21 re specially qualified officers and section 24 re promotion by
merit inquired into, 445-446-Xo
general complaint as to transfers-Discipline,
dismissals and selections by Deputy Ministers-Clerical,
and technical appointments should
be made by the Commission differing in this opinion from a previous witness who is
a member of the Federation, 446-448, Sick leave-Over-manning
and over-lapping in
the service-Reorganization
is needed and when the service is reorganized over-lapping
will be corrected, 449-Believes no man alone could manage the whole civil serviceUtility Branch or flying squadron who could be sent from one department to another
when peak loads of work occurred-Does
not think that Councils could take over the
whole function of the Service; have such Councils act as advisers would be witness
idea - Hat ings should come under two heads; efficiency and fitness for the position,
450-451-Objectionable
features of present system of ratings and promotions, 452-457-

Suggests that legislative sanction be given to set up Councils-Central

council to be

composed of not more than 15 members-The
Outside Service-Some
results of the
1918 legislation-Occupations
in the Service, the incumbents of which are not really

civil servants, such as licht house-keepers,etc., 458-461-Superannuation, the sooner the
better;

only adds difficulties

by putting

it off; should be as generous at least as what

the Calder Act provides for at present. 461.
PARKINSON,
taken

total

out

N. F., Deputy
of

of staff

the

control

Minister,
of

of 3,700 have

the

Soldiers'

Commission

Civil
in

had to do with

the

Re-establishment:-Department

1919-About

250

civil

Commission-Staff

servants

at the

was
out

end of

of

a

1920

numbered approximately 9.000; of this number about 15 or 20 per cent had been
appointed through the Commission-Procedure
re appointments
at present: Reads
statement in this connection, 802-804-Preference given to returned men-Divisions
of
the work of department, 804-805-Efficiency
of administration
discussed, 805-Promotions are attended to within the department-Many
of staff are on a temporary basisRelations
of department
with the Civil
Service Commission-Classification-787
employees are in Ottawa; all the rest of our service are outside, 806-807-What
the
Outside service consists of, 808-Every
appointee must be a returned soldier, unless
there is no one available for the work; about 97 per cent of staff are ex-service men,
fully qualified to do the work-Service
is free from patronage, 809-811-Complaint
re
change of classification from senior to junior clerkship, 812-Those resigning are not
entitled to gratuities, 813-Our
permanent employees are largely made up of those
who were appointed by the Hospitals Commission and Pensions Board-Out
of 3,600
employees probably 250 are permanent. 814-Whitley
Councils:
Not familiar with
Whit ley council idea-In
favour of dealing with employees individually
or collectively
insofar as staff matters are concerned and taking advice from them. 814-815-Board of
Pension Commissioners inquired into; award of pensions-Board
of Appeal-The
George
H. Sleeman case-Evidence of Mr. Hodgson referred to-Witness
takes up some points
in connection

with

evidence

of

Mr.

PATCHING,
RICHARD,
Head Clerk,
Correspondence
Branch:-Prepares

C.

G. MacXeil,

815-820.

Civil Service Commission, Statistical and Special
the Statistics for the Appendices to the Annual

Report of the Commission re number of Applicants examined for Services, etc.Receives the Correspondence addressed to the Commission by M.P.'s-Obtains
the
information requested and prepares replies relative thereto-Informs
M.P.'s of Vacancies in their

Constituencies-Letters,

1,000 sent to M.P.'s

last Session, 56-57-Permanency

granted Temporary Employees, Returned men, by Order in Council of December 1920

(P.C. 295a)-Blanketing iii approved by Deputy Head, 400 blanketed in, in Militia

Department-List
of 6,672 recommended for blanketing in; 1,600 names withdrawn;
3,171 Temporaries made permanent up to December 31st 1920, 57-60-Ex-service men,
women and others continuously employed in positions of a permanent character prior
to November 10 1919 could be blanketed in as permanent clerks according to terms
of Order in Council of December 1920-Other qualifications of appointee required.
58-60-Endorsation by Commission of the Applicant recommended by Deputy Head,
sometimes refused-Retirements

from

Service under the Calder

Act-Retirements

on

account of reorganization-Gratuities paid to employees retired, two to eight months'
salary-Calder Act applicable to both the Inside and Outside Services, 59-Permanent
age of retirement not fixed by law or regulations, 60.

PATTERSON, F. W., Member of Executive of The AssociatedFederal Employees of
Canada:-Is Assistant Director of Experimental Farms. Department of Agriculture-
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Readsprepared
statementexpressing
the viewsof the Organization
whichhe represent.-,
covering points of objection to the present operations of the Civil Service Act and

indicating Steps required to promote greater efficiency in the Service, 288-Departmental control does not mean political control, but rather the application of the merit
system in all matters affecting the service, 288-289-Simplification of Classification, 289Reorganization of the Service, 290-Salary Revision, 291-Salary revision and Superannuation-Superannuation,
Remedy and Method-Joint

292-Appointments,
Promotions,
Dismissals,
293-The
Councils, 293-294. Mr. Patterson recalled and further

examined (296)-.Not unmindful in our recommendations of proper safeguards against
any possible undue influence, either political or otherwise, 296-297-Explains necessity
oi' simplifying

present classification which has been found unworkable-Enumerates

mam-

classesof positions in the different ranges of salary which could be simplified-Classicaiion proceeded with before re-organization
gave much trouble. 298-301-Clerical
employees absolutely competent in English and French, keenly in demand and more
rarely found, no extra salary payment provided therefor, 301-Head Clerk and Chief
Clerk, salary ranges therefor-Situation
in the lower grades further considered, 302-304Editorial service-Statistician
service-Inspectors-Libraries
service-Technical
service.
305-30S-Mr. Patterson recalled and further examined (308)-Irregularities
in salary

ranges for positions of similar duties and responsibilities, 297-308-Though the classification first made by the Arthur Young Company has been revised by the Board of
Hearing, the Commission assisting, there still remain complexities and irregularitiesPlan proposed by our organization, llrst is reornaiii/al ion of the work, then simplify and

re-classify the positions in each I'.ranch; then harmonize the various departmental classifications by an Inter-departmental Council, 308-311-Note on exemptions-Suggestions re
unskilled occupations, 311-314-SugnesN plan liy which large numbers of dismissals dinto receding work (Militia department dismissals in 1!)22) thereby causing hardship, could
be avoided to some extent, 315-310-Other cases of hard-hip as a result of classification

having preceded reorganization (reads Mi<s Schumann's letter and reply thereto), 316320-Thinks

that the KligiMe list could be done away with, 320-Suggests

the grades have two Maxima-Recommend
examination

is possible be left

that most of

that positions where a resiular competitiv"<

as at present-Present

system r," technical

positions

seems to be absurd, 321-325-Functioning of Advisory Boards (alluding to Mrs. Lyon'?
case and correspondence read relating to the case), 326-329-Examination
papers, stating
that Part 2 was very simple as compared with Part I, 329-337. Mr. Patterson recalled and

further examined, 338. Functioning of Advisory Board, consideration of, continuedVery direct and full responsibility assumed by the Commission for the proper
functioning
last June
control of
farms-What

of outside advisory boards, 338-340-Classes of employees exempted
from
the jurisdiction
of the Commission
and placed under the
the Departments-Procedure
adopted in hiring for the experimental
follows-Forms
used in connection with farm labourers, 341-346-Manner

of handling statutory increasesand Form therefor-Suggestions. 346-349-Present system
of handling Promotions-Recommendation re system of handling promotions-Compla.ints under the present system, 349-352-Some form of Appeal Board a great necessity-Functions
of the Board of Hearing was to hear classes of appeals but did not hear
appeals in respect to dismissals, 352-Retirement
under the Calder Act-Certain
classes

of "employeesnot eligible to be retired under the Calder Act, hence P.C. 2224 of 27/7/21
embodying also letter of Chairman of Commission to the Premier-Case
of a Civil
servant with salary ranging, in 1911, from $2,800 to $4,000, the position of whom after
10 years' service was re-classified at from $3,300 to $3,680 to which his successor would
be entitled; witness states of correspondence which followed, but ceased subsequently
owing to a Poster Notice-Witness
reads Poster Notice based on P.C. 1761 of 7/9/22,
re method of communication between Departments and the Commission respecting Status
of Employees, 353-354-Committee
Member quoting from Report of Deputy Minister
of 1922 obtains views of witness in respect to recommendations therein contained which

are concurred in mostly by witness who adds explanation, 354-356-Men engaged on
the Farm do not get the Bonus because they get prevailing rates of pay, 356-Approves
present method of appointment of Manual Labourers-Resolution
of Associated Federal
Employees and to Trades and Labour Council re classes of employees removed from the
jurisdiction of the Commission, quoted and given consideration. 357-359-Attitude
of our
Organization in 1921 re Technical positions in the Service-Merit
principle should
obtain-An
Independent body to administer or enforce the merit principle-Applicants
for clerical positions should undergo an examination-Eligible
lists should no longer be
used-That
Departments should estimate their personnel requirements at the beginning
of the year-Regarding
Promotions, thinks there is an opportunity to improve the administration as between the Commission, the Deputy Head and the concurrence of a Depart-

mental council, 359-363-Overlapping of same kind of work-Co-ordination
Departments-Considers

between the

that the Service under present conditions is operating

with a

fair degree of efficiency, but that the suggestions now submitted would increase per-

centage of efficiency, 364-366-Membership
367.

list-Formation

of organization

in July 1920,
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POPE, K.C.V.O., I.S.O., SIR JOSEPH, Under Secretaryof Stale for External Affairs:Meeting of Deputy Ministers last June or July called by the Cabinet,to discussques.'ions relating to the Civil Service Commission-Readsmemorandumthen prepared
ive of his views, and sent to Mr. Cory, Chairman of the Deputy Ministers'

mmittee-Regards t!io system upon which the Commissionrests as fundamentally

wrong, 612-The principle upon winch the Commission works, is faulty; mentions the
in by which a clerk's salary is determined; states present system destroys initiative
."UK! kill- individual effort-Objects to present complicated classification-Present
ennibi'ou- and hugely expensive system should be done away with as soon as circurnstances |" rmi't-Power

to

classify and promote

and also regulate

salaries should be

resumed by the Government-To the Commission might be left entrance tests; ascertaining qualifications of those whom it is proposed to promote-Have always found
the (iommissioners :md (he Secretary courteous and obliging, 613-Questions and Answers
follow ri tlic re.-pmi.siblehead of the department; absence of politics in appointments
and promotions; cla , ion; things that are subversive of discipline--Members of
Parliament have tiieir rights-The Minister of a department is the responsible headMI mbrrs of the Commission are not responsible to the people-The Deputy Minister is
i"(Mionsiblc to his Minister:

lie might be given a little

more authority-Quite

able and

willing to deal with the complaint.- tint come to his department, 614-620-Strongly in
our of simplification of classification-Question of salaries and bonuses inquired
into-The

Bonus should be done away with. 620-621.

PUTMAN, CLARENCE V., Chief Clerk, Civil Service Commission, Organization Branch:
Profession standing and Service-Duties of Branch to maintain classification of positions
."iinl compensation -cheduh > therefor-Number
of Investigators, names of, salaries and
dutjes, 61-65-In
<rience-Allotment
of Departments to each-Procedure
followed when classifying a position and determining -alary therefor, 62-64-Procedure
followed when classifying technical positions. 66, 67, 68-Mr.
Medland a Bilingualist-

.\Ie--rs. Sinunin-'. Kinl'- and (lilcln ist's knowledge of French-Survey re Personal Appeals
in .Qi'eli'-r investigated by Mr. Medland. 66-Classes of positions in the Service, 1729
originally

and 2201 at present, 68-Describes

procedure when new positions are created,

71-72^-Appointee's
work not inspectedby Commissionexceptin certain caseswhen such
appointee's promotion is considered, 73.
REID,

MISS JEAN,

Examiner,

Civil

Service Commission,

Examination

Branch:-Sets

papers for Library positions and Italian, and assists the senior examiner in connection
with

his work-Never

REYNOLDS,

was interfered

MISS GRACE,

President,

with,

114.

The Halcyon

Club:-Is

senior audit clerk in the

Auditor-General's department-Membership of Club, 300-Classification not satisfactory
to the women in the Service; too many classes; might have more than the six or eight
divisions under the 1908 Act but rather less than the 1,700 under the present classifica-

tion, 462-Does not think the Deputy Ministers should have complete authority in the
matter

of promotions-Commission

other body-The

can handle appointments

perhaps better than any

bonus has been the only form of salary revision we have had-Super-

annuation is necessary for the efficiency of the Service-Board

of Hearing has done much

good, 463-Views now presented are those of our organization, members of which meet
from time to time and discuss matters, such as superannuation-Not

particularly

ested in the question of exemptions from the operation of the Act-Have

inter-

no statistics

re permanencyof ladies in the service,464-46,5-Numberof ladies employedin the

service at Ottawa, between 3,000 and 4,000-Is of opinion that promotions could be
handled best by departmental heads with the assistance of a Council or the Commission, 463-466.

ROCHE, M.D., HON. W. J., Chairman, Civil Service Commission:-Appointed Chairman
of Commission, October, 1917,by order in council, 820-The 1908 Act an improvement

over previous methodsbut applied to Inside Serviceonly-Appointment under section
13 of 1908,no trouble given-Section 18 of 1908,principal difficulty re qualifying examination owing to candidateshaving sometimesto go up a secondor third time-Section
24 of 1908re promotions: fault found with said section voiced in Parliament when
Act of 1918 was being considered,821-822-Merit, Ratings and competitive examinations, 822-826-Section43 of 1919re appointmentsand Deputy Ministers' recommendation as set forth in their Report relating thereto: witnessattitude not changedfrom that

whenSpinneyBill wasbeingconsidered-Better
officialsobtainablein opencompetition
than through individual selection-Section21 of 1908re professional,
technicalor
otherwisepeculiarpositions,discussed:witnessnot agreeingwith report of Deputy
Ministers,that suchclassof appointments
be madeby the department,
826-88-Positions alreadyexemptedandthosewhichareproposed
to be exempted:
figuresgivenas

to exempted
positionsout of total-Difficultyin administering
a satisfactory
systemof
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examinations or tests-Total number of positions exempted by orders in council of
September, 1921, and June, 1922; discussion thereon as to classes of occupations etc,
828-834-Lighthouse-keepers' positions not exempted, reason given, 835-838-Classification as at present offers more opportunity for advancement, for promotion than under
the 1908 Act-Classification Book was printed before the appeals were heard-Is in
favour of certain reductions in the classes, 839-843-Transfers: A deputy head can
transfer his officials within

his own department

if transferred to a similar

class-Trans-

fers to a class of a higher salary involves a promotion-Thinks leave of absence in
order to have uniformity had better be left with the Commission, 843-Superannuation:
the present classification need not interfere with the introduction of a superannuation
measure, 843-844-Whitley council.-: .M;my definitions of councils have been given\Vitnc.--s >t,'itrs that according to his reeling it has been a huge failure in connection with

the civil service of England-Hoard of appeal: does not see the necessity; candidates
have the right to have ilu'ir parks re-read by the Commission-Advisory Boards: the
Commission itself makes the selection of examiners for technical positions: a man is
sometimes nominated

by the Technical

Institute

at request of the Commission,

844-

845-Classification in respect to requirements of Deputy Minister of Finance not high
enough for his particular

work-Commission

would be assisted if reasonable time were

given by the department in advance thereby enabling the Commission to meet requirements, 845-846-Eligible

lists and duration

of same, 846-847-Residence

qualifications,

an amendment to the Act in this regard is suggested-Competitive examinations for
positions of a minor character and publicity therefor throughout Canada: witness suggests
an amendment-Section
45B re Compensation, amendment suggested-Section
49 re
Private secretaries and remuneration thereof: witness refers to a case brought to the
attention of the Commission where the salary with the $600 added was still below the
amount paid to other secretaries, 847-848-Section 28 (3) of 1919 re abolition of position and relisting for further employment, and section 9 (4) of 1918 re supernumeraries,
considered as to repeal of-Commission
seldom asked for appointment to senior clerk's

position except through promotion-Amendment

suggested to enable promotion of the

assistant to position of postmaster; a hardship is now imposed thereby; objection thereto is possible on the part of returned soldiers; Commission discussed situation and
decided on introduction
of an amendment, 848-Personal
Boards: Doubts that civil
servants would be agreeable to selection of such Boards by the Commission; membership of Personnel Boards, 849-Best results are shown in departments which co-operate
with the Commission-Advisory
Boards: membership of; advantage pointed out in
having outsiders on such boards-Further
amendments suggested, 849-851-Have
no
jurisdiction over sessional temporaries in the Commons, 852. Hon. Dr. Roche recalled
for evidence relative to certain points noted in Mr. Jameson's evidence (946-960)Positions exempted from the Act: Possibility of further exemptions-Amendment
sug-

gested that further exemptions be subject to approval of Parliament with merit principle properly safe-guarded, 947-948-Second suggestion re exemptions: That no exemption order be passed by Privy Council unless recommendation of Commissioners is
unanimous-Witness
refers to P.C. 1053 exempting in the neighbourhood of 144 classes
-Witness
suggests amendment of section 38B of 1921 re positions, how excluded from

operation of the Act-Underlying

principles of the Act is competitive examinations and

merit, 948-955-Definition
of " competitive examination "-Non-exempted
positions are
all advertised locally-Untiring
efforts of post office employees throughout the Dominion
to improve the service-Utilizing
inspectors services who makes the recommendation
but the Commission has the final say, 955-957-Advisability
of holding competitive
examinations for lighthouse-keepers in positions of S500 and ?SOO-Post offices and post-

masters: the guiding principle i« that under $200 there would be very little competition, 957-960. Informs the Committee on certain points which arose in the course of
other Witnesses' examination: Mr. Campbell's evidence page 193 re abolishing of positions.

Major

McKeand's

evidence

pages 236-239 re subject

of

lighthouse-keepers

appointments. Mr. Patterson's evidence page 345 re exempted positions and number of
employees and salaries. Mr. Burmester's evidence pase 439 re Imperial pensions. Miss
Burt's evidence pages 484-487re casessubmitted to Board of Hearing and membership
of Board. Mr. Blue's evidence pages 500-502re classification and salary of witness. Mr.
Hunter's evidence page 652-653re Private secretaries. Mr. Saunder's evidence page 766
re making up of eligible list.

RYAN, JAMES H., Vice-President, Civil Service Association of
schedule of salaries for 1908 as a basis and comparing it with the
percentage of increase would be about 5 per cent on an average in
and a decrease of 10 per cent in 1-A division, 200-201-Relative
of living

Ottawa:-Takes the
present schedule, the
seven salary divisions
to the increased cost

since 1914, the increase of salaries would necessarily have had to be 60 per

cent on nn avenge-How a salnry revision could be applied to the present classificationBonus an uncertainty; reduced over 50 per cent in the last five years-Efficiency-
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hours demanded of the House of Commons

servants' income limited by departmental regulations

fo!bidding them to engage in profitable occupations-Overmanning and reduction of
f-Re-classification of Arthur Young Company revised and changes made-Boards
of Hearing and Civil Service councils reviewed over a thousand cases of complaints
since re-classification-Civil Service councils could eliminate causes of grievances and
make practical suggestionsto ensure efficiency and economy, 202-207-Maintain that the
institution of a superannuation measure would be effecting economy-Ask for one
National council and said council be given power to appoint others-Would like further
opportunity to present Association's views re Committee's suggestions regarding the
institution of Civil Service councils, 207-208-Superannuation scheme further discussed
as to initial

cost, etc.. 209-211-It

is not intended that Civil Service councils should inter-

fere with the administrative functions of a department; co-operation of such would
evolve efficiency in a department and that is primarily the idea-Whit ley scheme again
considered and Witness to again appear before the Committee, 2.11-213.
SARAL, C. W., Special Investigator in Records Branch, Militia Department, representing
Temporary
Employees before Committee:-Refers
to representations made when
Civil Service Act of 1919 was in Committee, which representations were then appreciated by Mr. Steacy, Mr. Mowatt and the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission,
on behalf of the Temporary servants-No
essential difference between permanent, and
temporary employees according to Act of 1918-Amending
Act of 1919 remunerated
temporary employees at the minimum rate of their class and periods of employment

wnv lixcil at six months-Refers to advantage of permanent servants conferred by the
Act re salary, transfers, continuity
of employment, sick leave, holidays, and cheap
insurance-Temporary
servants request that intention of 1918 Act be adhered toSuggestions re Clerical History Sheet, classification, promotion, examinations, 773-776

-Whitley

Councils: Experience in Great Britain shows that expense of its existence

is out of all proportion to results obtained-Arbitrator:
Should be free of the departments or the Commission; would be cheaper than Whitley councils-Pay
by Merit:
Suggests that increases be graded and based on responsibility,
reliability,
industry,
punctuality
and attendance; present system does not make for utilization
of ability

or ambition-Fallacy

of Examinations:

Examinations are useful for the purpose of

excluding but are not evidence of fitness; investigation to be made into the qualities
and suitability of person for the position to be filled, 777-778.
SAUNDERS, JOHN C., Deputy Minister of Finance and Secretary of Treasury
Reads Memorandum which had been prepared for Mr. Fielding, dated April

Board:3, 1923 re

department's handicap in obtaining immediate and proper help at such times when
department has to cope with the tremendous task of floating loans-List of loans
maturing in Canada given, 748-749-Appointments-Merit
system is sound-Work
of
the department entails on officials great responsibility in custody and handling of gold.
etc.-Necessity
of building up staff quickly in connection with War Loan bondsDifficulty experienced in getting the tj'pe of officials the department needs-Existing
system of appointing has broken down in several instances-Appointments
needed in
Assistant Receiver General's Offices; numerous candidates from the Eligible list
considered and not able to obtain suitable clerks, 749-752-Promotions-Office
hoursAllotment
of work, 753-Making
the Regulations, 753-754-Whitley
Council in the
British Civil Service; letter of Edward E. Bridges in relation thereto, 754-755 (see
also Exhibit K)-List
of proposed exemptions prepared by the Finance department.

755-Not satisfied with classificationof the Arthur Young Company-Incidents given
of the classification done in the Receiver General's Offices, 755-756-Superannuation
in
favour of-Salaries,
757-Clerks
required for Conversion Loan period, 758-759-Was
not allowed to select the men witnesses wanted from the eligible list or from the

Militia

department where many of the dismissed had had clerical experience-Did not

blame the Commission;

it is the fault of the law, 759-760-Promotions,

no complaint

against the Commission relating thereto, 761. Mr. Saunders recalled (761)-Relates
difficulty experienced in 1918 with the Commission re special officer and a few assistants
wanted

to organize staff for loan period,

761-763-Daily

difficulties

when emergency

help is wanted-Would like the Act to be amended.764-765-If a positionis vacant and
a returned

man can fill it, he is the man we want, 767.

SWAINE, Dr. JAMES M., Member of Professional Institute of the Civil Service:-Is
Associate Dominion Entomologist in Department of Agriculture-Reads summary of a
Memorandum already submitted to the Prime Minister dealing with Classification of

Technical positions in the Service-Positions with same requirementsof training and
experienceand involving similar duties and responsibilitiesshould receive the same

compensaton-Three
objectsin viewin preparingthe proposed
classification
of technical
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positions which is now before the Government-Ranged in six Grades-Qualifications
set forth for each grade-Certain facts put before the Committee regarding SalariesCanadiansalariescomparedwith United States servicesalariesfor each Grade, 280-283
-Well-trained

research men will carry an investigation to its final solution-Natural

resourcesof Canada to be developedmust have an efficient technical service; would
save the country millions of dollars-Cost of living an item-Tempting offers made by
industrial firms to men to leave the service, 284-285.

THIVIERGE, ARTHUR, Senior CJerk and Head of Assignment Branch, Civil Service
Commission:-Receives the eligible Lists which contain, in order of merit, the names

of successfulcandidatesat examinationsalso certain other namesof personsreleased
from their permanent duties in the Service-Assignment of positions is made from the

list in the order set forth in such list-Procedure in casesof specially qualified persons
required

by

a Department-Routine

and other

work

described before selection

of

applicant is finally made-Procedure explained taking the hypothetical case of a steno-

grapher required in the Department of Justice-Occasionswhen a list of names,in
order of merit, is submitted to the Commissioners-Examiners receive from the Assignment Branch a list of the specially qualified when a situation to be filled demands
special qualifications-Statements which set out qualifications of applicants are swornInstance given when the name or names at the top of a list may be skipped, 105-110Replying to certain criticisms previously reported, witness explains his own case of
promotion, 110-Examination results as shown on an applicant's file form the basis of
a statement which is prepared in the Assignment Branch recommending the applicant;
this

in turn

is submitted

to Mr.

Foran

or Mr.

Bland

and the recommendation

is next

forwarded to the Commissioners for final approval-What is meant by "taking a chance
to please the Department," 105-106-Classified positions required by a department to
be filled

take little

eligible lists-More
qualifications,

time if names are taken in the order which they appear on the

time is required to fill a position if the Department requires special

107-108.

WALKER, MISS RUTH M., Examiner, Civil Service Commission, Examination
Branch:
Has assisted in the preparation for tests in the clerical department-Examines
the
papers which she sets-The
only instance when a paper may be handled by a second
examiner is when such examiner desires to consult in respect to marking such paperWas never approached by any person of the Commission who would ask to examine
any particular paper, 113.

WATSON, WILLIAM S., Junior Examiner, Civil Service Examiner, Examination Branch:
No casesknown by him as Examiner when an Official sought information or took away
Papers to examine them-Did not rehearse evidence to be given before the Committee
-Sets Papers for candidates applying for positions in Department of Customs and
Excise-Promotional

Examinations-Procedure

described in respect to positions

adver-

tised; replies received and ratings, 153-154-Each candidate has two promotional sheets;
a sheet showing his present standing and a second sheet dealing with his fitness for a
new position-How such sheets are rated by the Collector and the Inspector, then
forwarded to Ottawa with application form, 154-155-Witness sets Papers for local

appointmentswhere salariesrange up to $1,500-His educationalexperience-Nature of
questionson examination papers-Montreal appointment taken for exampleas to procedure of examination, 155-156-How vacancies are filled in rural

parts-Posters

announcing an examination to be held are displayed in both languages-Further
details given re examinationsto fill local needs,157-158-A knowledgeof both languagesfor positions in the Province of Quebecis required of the candidateswriting
at an examination if the Department asks for such qualifications, 158.
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INDEX
TO

SUBJECTSOF INQUIRY, DEPARTMENTS, ORGANIZATIONS, ETC.

ABOLITION

OF PERMANENT

POSITIONS:-

Procedurere reappointmentof occupantwhosepermanentpositionhas been abolishedMr. Foran, 44.

Section28 (3) of 1919affectingpermanency
of officein the Service,-Mr.Campbell191

Seealso Dr. Roche,848; Mr. LaRochelle,877; Mr. Jameson,928.
ADVERTISING

POSITIONS

TO

BE

FILLED:-

Advertising outside Ottawa for positions of a minor nature,-Mr. Hunter, 648-649.
Publicity element is of great advantage,-Mr. Desbamts. 72,">-6.
Positions that should not be advertised-Chief objection pointed out,-Mr.
736-737.

Acland,

Seealso Dr. Roche, 817; Mr. Jameson, 924.
ADVISERS,

LEGAL:-

Procedure in the appointment of,-Mr.
ADVISORY

BOARDS

AND

SPECIAL

Bland, 93-97.

EXAMINERS:-

See Evidence of; Mr. Bland, 92-93, 99-101-Mr. Kemmis, 140-141-Mr. Garrett, 142
146, 147-Major

McKeand,

239.

Remuneration of: Commission pays travelling expenses; no fees allowed, 143.
Functioning

of advisory boards, considered,-Mr.

Patterson, 338-340.

A departmental advisory board should function with regard to promotions,-Miss
Burt, 468.

Many advantages in having outsiders-In
obtained from the Inner Service,-Dr.
AMPUTATIONS

many cases men for Advisory Boards are
Roche. S50.

ASSOCIATION:-

See Evidence of Burmester, H. L., 438-Dobbs,
See also Mr. Parkinson, 817-820, 946.

W. S., 609-Hodgson,

Ralph, 423.

APPEALS:-

Classes of appeals-Professional
and Technical
ing, Major McKeand, 226-229.

men's appeals heard by Board of Hear-

A dismissed employee should have right to appeal,-Mr. House, 396.
Some form of Appeal Board a great necessity,-Mr. Patterson, 352.
Statement that appeal casesto the Board of Hearing had not been considered, inquired
into,-Miss Burt, 484-Explanation thereto relating,-Dr. Roche, 484-487.

Were successfulwith appeal casesbefore the Board of Hearing,-Mr. Colvin, 537.

Representations on the part of dissatisfied persons in the department were always submitted

to the Commissioners,-Mr.

Johnston, 694.

Casesof re-classification sent to Appeal Board,-Mr. Cory, 795; Mr. Jameson, 882-885Cases adjusted by Trial Board-Personal appeals were virtually before three boards,
-Mr. Jameson, 891, 892, 893-Appeals against under-clas?ification, 927.
APPOINTMENTS:-

Case when Minister

can reject person appointed,-Mr.

Foran, 12-Lighthouse-keepers

and Canal employees, method of appointment, 17, 26-29-Temporary positions made
permanent, 21-Local positions, appointments thereto and preference to soldiers,
24-No permanent can be made except through the Commission, excepting the
exempted classes, 31-Rule governing appointments in Customs, Marine and
Fisheries, Public Works, Railways and Canals, 34-Rural postmasters, 35-Some
peculiarities in the matter of appointments and dismissals following the enactment
of the Act of 1918, 177-184-View of law officers re appointments to ships and
government

railways,

183.
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Views of the ProfessionalInstitute re appointments,-Mr. Mountain, 263-267.
Procedurere appointment of computing clerk in the Customs,-Mr. Burns, 543.
Procedure followed in Department of Public Works,-Mr.
the appointments,

possibly

Hunter,-631-633-Half

of

more, go to ox-service men, 637-638.

Length of time it requires to make appointments,-Mr. Grisdale, 654.
Present situation as to appointments of labourers' positions at the Experimental Farm,Mr. Grisdale, 657-659.
Appointments re labourers' positions ought to be made on the recommendation
officer who is responsible to the service,-Mr.
Xewcombe, 664-Selections

of the
which

could be made much more satisfactorily, more promptly, with less trouble and
less expense by the administration,-Mr.
Newcombe, 664-665.
Views given re present system of appointments,-Mr. Acland, 734-Printing Bureau
appointments, 732, 735.
Regulations re appointments

rigid,-Mr.

Saunders. 748-749

Number of, in Interior Department,-Mr.
Number of, in Soldiers' Civil
Parkinson, 803, 813-814.

Cory, 790.

Re-establishment

including

Board

of

Pensions,-Mr.

APPOINTMENTS
REQUIRING
SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS:Consideration given to soldiers' preference also to residence,-Mr.
Foran, 42-43-Major
McKeand, 243-Positions
which command a salary exceeding $2,400, how appointments

thereto

should

be made,

244-247.

Greater efficiency would inure if appointments to technical and administrative positions
were made by Deputy Head in consultation with with a Council,-Mr.
House, 396.
Thinks technical positions should be appointed by the Commission,-Mr.
O'Connor,448.

There is sometimes difficulty in handling the situation when a technical man is
required immediately,-Mr.
Grisdale, 654.
Present procedure, and examinations therefor, 660.
Impossible under the present system to produce a professional officer who will be
efficient in the same degree as one who was selected under the former system,Mr. Newcombe, 666.
The department should have more to say regarding the filling of such positions,-Mr.
Acland,

740.

Procedure followed by the Commission,-Dr.
Roche, 844-845.
Releasing of, from jurisdiction of the Civil Service Act would not be in the interest of
the administration,-Mr.
LaRochelle, 853-858.
Recommendation of Deputy Ministers re positions of $2.400 per annum, or over, be
made by Governor General in Council, etc.,-Dr.
Roche, 826-828.
APPOINTMENTS,
TEMPORARY:Certificates are for 3 months; may be extended to
ments can take on temporary help for 30 days
sion, 40-41, 48-50-Persons
holding temporary
Number of "blanketed-in",
60.
Temporary appointments handled by departments,
Suggestions re "Flying squadron", 398-399.

Utility

6 months Mr. Foran,-41-Departwithout reference to the Commisemployment " blanketed-in ", 50175.

Branch or flying squadron would be of great assistance in reducing the force

in the service,-Mr.

O'Connor,

450.

Suggestion, that temporary employees of twelve months' service or over be classified
and given permanent status if favourably reported on after examination,-Mr. MacNeil, 605-606.
Section 9 (4) of 1918 which provides for supernumeraries being absorbed into positions
in the Service, and consideration thereof.-Dr.
Roche, 848; Mr. LaRochelle, 877;
Mr. Jameson, 926-927.
ARTHUR

YOUNG

COMPANY:-

Salaries fixed by, Mr. Putman, 63-Number

of classes of positions fixed by, 68. See

also Major "McKeand, 223,226.

Classification of, gives 327 kinds of employees' positions, each given a title,-Mr.
Hunter, 634-636.

Did not see the men who classified the Department,-Mr. Saunders,755.
How Commission induced the Company to come to Ottawa,-Mr. Jameson. 895-896.
ASSIGNMENT

BRANCH,

C. S. C.:-

Assignmen for positions;take nameson Eligible lists in their order of merit,-Mr.
Thivierge,104-Preparelists for specialpositionsafter qualificationrecordsfrom
examiners, 106. See also evidence of Mr. Thivierge, 104.
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ASSOCIATED

FEDERAL

EMPLOYEES

OF

CANADA:-

Letter of President of (Mr. House), 54-Explanation

as to Mr. Patching's attendance in

the House re charges made in letter, 51-54, 55-57.
BARNETT,

MAJOR

JOHN,

Chairman,

Soldier

Settlement

Board:-

Letter to Committee, pointing inaccuracy as to certain figures in Mr. Bull's evidence,
778.

BI-LINGUAL

CLERICAL

EMPLOYEES:-

No classof clerical employeesmore keenly in demandand more rarely found than a
clerk efficient in both languages-No provision made for extra salary payment for
anyone in clerical service having command of both languages-A very important
point that should be adjusted-Seems
entirely,-Mr.
Patterson, 301.
BLANKETING-IN

OF TEMPORARIES

to have been overlooked in the classification

IN

1920:-

Number of, recommendedfor permanency,57-60-Number of, made permanent,60.
Permanentemployeesin Soldiers'Civil Re-establishmentlargely made up of thosewho
were appointed under the old regime by the PensionsBoard and later were blanketed
in, under Order in Council P.C. 295a, of December, 1920,-Mr. Parkinson, 813.

BOARD

OF HEARING:-

See Evidence of Major McKeand, 222-231.
Call attention of the Committee to a statement made by Major

McKeand

Hearing and casesof appeal heard by,-Miss Burt, 484.
Matter brought up by Miss Burt explained by Dr. Roche, 484-487.

re Board of

Good results obtained,-Mr.
Desbarats, 718.
Would be an advantage,-Mr.
Acland, 745.
Matter of Miss Burt explained,-Mr.
Jameson, 888-890.
BOARD

OF

PENSION

COMMISSIONERS--

Number of employees and salaries, 112.

Employees' non-permanency of position in,-Major
See also Mr.
BONUS

Parkinson,

GRANTED

RE

McKeand, 606-607.

812-814, 815, 816.
HIGH

COST

OF

LIVING:-

Bonus reduced by 50 per cent in the last five years,-Mr.
of necessities,-Major

McKeand,

Ryan, 203-Does not meet cost

216, 217, 219-220.

Points out discrimination as between bonus to single and married men,-Mr.

Elrick, 418,

422.

Would urge that the temporary and objectionablebonus be abolishedwhen upward
revision

of salaries

is effected,-Mr.

Colvin,

537.

Believes the bonus system should ultimately be done away with.-Sir Joseph Pope, 621Mr.

F. A. Acland,

744-747.

Men entitled to bonus at Quebec Arsenal,-Mr. Desbarats, 726-727.
Amount of bonus payments,-Mr. Jameson, 917.

At what salary payment of bonusis discontinued,-Mr. Jameson,920.
Average salary with, and without bonus,-Mr.
CALDER

Jameson, 961.

ACT:-

See Civil

Service Retirement

CENSUS STAFF,

Act 1920.

1920-1921:-

Not appointedby the Commission,182-Figuresshowingthe differentcategoriesof
appointments,
CIVIL

SERVANTS

182.

ASSOCIATIONS:

AmalgamatedCivil Servantsof WesternCanada,-SeeEvidenceof Elrick, J. A., 404;
recalled,

422.

AssociatedFederal Employees of Canada.-See Evidence of House, Harry C., 285;
recalled, 367-Patterson, F. W., 288; recalled, 308, 338.

Civil Service Association, Ottawa Branch.-See Evidence of Blue, Charles b., re
Classificationand salary of Committeereporters,261; recalled,493-Campbell, A. C.,
189-Ryan,

James H., 200.

Civil Service Federation of Canada.-See Evidence of Inghs, Miss Edna L., 2oO-Mc-

Keand, Major D. L., 213; recalled,240, 606-O'Connor, J. C., 443.
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Dominion Customsand Excise Officers Association.-See Evidenceof Burns Thomas
Hugh, 543-Colvin,

Robert, 535.

Dominion Public Works Federation-See Evidence of Foley, James,519-551-Matheson, T. G., 504-McGarry, Simon, 520.
Halcyon Club (Women's Civil Service Organization).-See

Evidence of Eurt, Miss

F. M, 467-Reynolds,
Miss Grace, 300.
Professional
Institute of the Civil Service of Canada.-See
Evidence of Mountain,
George A., 262-Swaine, Dr. James M., 280-285.
Temporary Employees Association.-See
Evidence of Saral, C. W., 773.
CIVIL
SERVICE
ACT:
Provisions
of the Act

referred

to in the course of ihe

evidence:-

Section 39 of 1918 re Lists of persons eligible for appointment, 29;
Section 4 (3) re duties of deputy head-* and others to ihe Commission to facilitate information, 30;
Section 38A of 1918 repealed in 1921 re further exemptions, 78-80;
Section 28 (3) of 1919 re abolition of position, witness contending this section affects
permanency of service,-Mr.
Campbell. 191;

Section 21 of 1908re "otherwise peculiar" positions,-Major McKeand, 233-Mr. Colvin,
540, Mr. Newcombe, 665, 671-672; Dr. Roche. 827-8; Mr. LaRochelle,
Section 13 of 1908 re appointments to positions in the Inside service,445, Mr. Newcombe, (>G:>,
Mr. Cory. 784-5; Dr. Roche. 821.

Mr. O'Connor,

Section IS of 1908 re Commission on the ;ii>p!iratioD of the Deputy Head approved by
the Minister, to supply required clerks \\heiher for permanent or temporary service,Mr. O'Connor, 445-Complainis
heard re section,-Dr.
Roche, 821.
Section 24 of 1908 re promotion, other than from the third to the second division
be fur merit,- Mr. O'Connor, 446; See also Dr. Roche, 821-S:.1:;.

shall

Section 39 of 1918 re preference extended to ex-service men,-Mr. MacNeil, 552.
Section 43 of the present Civil Service law re. appointments by competitive examination,
-Mr.
Newcombe. 664, 669-671; Dr. Roche, 826-827.
Section 24 of 1908,-Does not see any advantage in going to the Commission about
promotions,-Mr.
Newcombe, 666: Mr. LaRochelle. 869-870.
Section 42 of 1919,-views of witness as to suggested amendments,-Mr.
Coolican, 714,
Mr. Acland, 744.
Section 45B of 1919 re increases,-Mr.
Acland. 743-744; Dr. Roche. 847.
Section 50 of 1906 n transfers-Mr.
Saral, 774.
Section 28 (1) of 1918 and section 13 of 1918 re d^nn^als. etc.-Mr.
Cory, 7S4-785.

Section 28 (3) of 1919,utilizing 9 (4) of 1918in lieu of, re supernumeraries,-Dr. Roche,
848; Mr.

LaRochelle, S77; Mr. Jameson, 926-927.

Section 49 of 1918 re Private -ecvetarics,-Dr. Roche; 847-8; Mr. LaRochelle, 877; Mr.
Jameson, 925-926.
Section 43 (3) of 1919 re Length of residence. HC..-847, 876, 9.M.
Section 42 (4) of 1919 re Eligible lists.-846-7. 876. 923-924.
Section 45B (3) of 1919 re maximum rate of salary not reached, etc.,-846,

877, 922-923.

Section 4 (b) of 1918re certain duties of the Commission upon the request of the head
of a department, to investigate
Section

45 of 1919 (section

-846,877,929

3 of 1921) re Promotions.-SIS.

877. 929.

Section 38B of 1921 re Exempted positions from the Act.-Dr.

Roche. 82S-Positions

practicable to retain, exclusion of, from operation of the Act,-Mr.

Section lOa of 1908 r« tests for admission, promotion,

etc.-Mr.

not

Jameson,903-907.

LaRochelle,-853.

Section 38 of 1918 as amended by Chapter 10 of 1919 re dii-peiisiny; with competitive
examinations

in extraordinary

cases,-Mr.

LaRochelle, 854.

Section3SAof 1919as amendedby Chapter 22 of 1921re positionsin connectionwith
the Government Railways, and positions on any ship of His Majesty, etc..-Mr.
LaRochelle,

881;

Mr.

Jameson.

892-894.

Section 45 (2) of 1919 as amended by Chapter 22 of ]921 to enable certain vacancy to
be filled by assistant, for instance, vacancy of rural postmastership,-848, 877,929.
CIVIL SERVICE ACTS OF 1908, 1918, AND AMENDING ACTS, 1919, 1920, 1921:-

Legislation in 1908enactedthat the civil servicebe administeredby a Commission-

Legislationin 1918extendedthe Act of 1908to comprisethe outsideservice-Staff
employed and work of the Commission, Mr. Foran. 1-6.

Order in Council P.C. 358 of February, 1918giving rise to legislationof May, 1918to
cover outside service, etc., 13-15.

Exclusion of certain departmentsor branchesfrom the operationof the Act ot 191S,Mr.

Foran,

177-182.

Drawsa distinctionasto the meritsof the Actsof 1908and 1918-Mr. 0 Connor,444
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Legislation in the way of producing efficiency has been progressivelydownwardsever
since 1893,-Mr.

Newcombe, 665.

Stateshow legislationof 1919hasnot broughtabout any improvements
in Department
of Marine and Fisheries,-Mr.

Johnston, 683-085.

Civil ServiceAct, generally speakinglias been beneficial in its operation to the Post
Office Department,-Mr.

Coolican, 696.

Someof the difficulties met with under the Act,-Mr. Acland,733-734.
CIVIL SERVICE ACT, AMENDMENTS OF, SUGGESTED:-

Explains first steps taken in 1917which lead to-the extensionof the provisions of the
Civil ServiceAct of 1908to rover the Oui-ide Sen ice and pacing of the Act of
1918-Viewsof tin- Deputy Ministers obtained-Meeting of the Commissionersand
Deputy

Ministers at Victoria

Mii-enm, etc.,-Mr.

Jameson. 892.

Section 39 (4) of 1918 n selections, together with <c

; 43 of 1919 to allow more lee-

way in the matter of appointments; aN<>provision which would compelthe department to transfer the office to the succes-ful applicant,-Dr.

Roche, 850-851.

Section44 of 1919,amendmentsugge-tedby the addition of a clauseto provide that the
Deputy Minister of each department shall, before the 1st day of March in each year
transmit to the Civil Service Commission, a statement showing, etc.,-Mr. Jameson,
962.

See also for other amendments suiru'ested,846-848,876-877,922-929,-Also, Final Report
of the Committee to (he House Part One. page vi and Part Two, page xii setting
forth recommendation
CIVIL

SERVICE

of Committee

as to proposed amendments.

COMMISSION:

Commissioners.-See
Evidence of Jameson, Clarence. 888; recalled, 917-LaRochelle,
Michel G., 852-Roche, M.D., Hon. W. J., 820; recalled. 946-Information
given at
request of Committee in the course of other witnesses' examinations, 193, 236, 345,
439, 484, 500, 652, 766.

Secretary's Branch.-See
Evidence of Bland, Charles H., 82-Foran,
William,
1-56;
recalled, 60, 78-82, 103, 111-112, 177-187-Information
given in the course of Other
witnesses' examinations, 67, 71, 73-77, 98-100, 104, 110-112, 121, 147, 152, 165, 168,
175-176.

Correspondence and Statistical Branch.-See Evidence of Patching, Richard, 56.
Assignment Branch.-See Evidence of Thivierge, Arthur, 105.
Examiners

Branch.-See

Evidence of Baril, J. R. A., 103-Bouchard,

J. L., 125-Bour-

bonnais, J. W., 115-Garret, Charles, 141-Guthrie, Miss Mora, 114-Kemmis, A. C.,
131_McNaughton, H. R., 169-Morgan. Roderick, 148-Nelson. Stanley G., 158Reid, Miss Jean, 114-Walker, Miss Ruth M., 113-Watson William S., 153.
Organization Branch.-Putman, Clarence V., 62.
CIVIL

SERVICE

COMMISSION,

GENERAL:-

A review of the operation'and work of the Commission under the Acts of 1908 and
1918 and amending Acts of 1919, 1920, and 1921-Mr. Foran, 1-56.

Amputations Associationdesire representationon the Commission,--Mr.Hodgson,435.
States grievanceswould be removedwere representationgiven to Amputations on the
Commission.-Mr.

Burmester,

442.

Has functioned very well regarding appointments to clerical positions,-Miss Burt, 468.

Perfectly sat;sfiedwith the way the Commissionhas administeredthe Outside Customs
service,-Mr.

Colvin,

539.

Number of ex-service men appointed in the service by the Commission,-Mr.

MacNeil,

552.

Percentage of total male appointments, returned men, made by the Commission, 598.
Memorandum re administration
and system of the Commission,-Sir
Joseph Pope, 612
-To the Commission might be left the application of entrance tests, also of ascer-

taining qualifications of those whom it is proposed to promote, 613-As now constituted it interferes with responsible Government,-Mr. Mulvey, 662-An admirable system for holding examinations for entrance in the service, 623.
Relations w'th the Commission very satisfactory,-Mr.
Grisdale. 654.
Has no fault to find with the conduct generally of the Commission when representations
affecting the service of the department were made,-Mr.
Johnston, 686.
Relations as between the Finance department and the Commission re clerical assistance
required,-Mr.
Saunders, 748, 750-751-Objections
to certain authority given to the

Commission, 756-757-Conversion Loan periods embarrassing; suggestions, 759, 761,
765-768.
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ETC.:-

See Evidence of Mr. Campbell. 196-Would eliminate causesof grievances,-Mr. Ryan,
206-209.

211-213.

Whitley Councils in Emrland function in an advisory capacity only.-Miss Inglis, 253.
Joint Councils and beneficial aspects thereof,-Mr. House, 370-384.
Views of the Associated Federal Employees of Canada in respect to, as expressed in
written

statement,-Mr.

Patterson,

Views of the Amalgamated Civil

293.

Servants of Western Canada as expressed in evi-

dence of Mr. Elrick, 404-408.
Councils of some sort or other should be introduced
451-Furrhrr

discussion

as to merits

of councils,

into the service,-Mr.

O'Connor,

453-459.

Councils could be a sort of court of appeal of an advisory character-No civil servant
should be in a position to dictate the policy of the Government,-Mr. Burns, 545.
Does not see how a department is to be efficiently carried on if a foreign body is introduced into it,-Sir Joseph Pope, 616.
Thinks the appellate tribunal did a great deal to get over some of the difficulties
created by the classification,-Mr. Mulvey, 631.
A Personnel council would have a good effect-Not in favour of Whitley councils,Mr. Hunter,

641-642.

Introduction of further authority would only make the thing worse-Would find it
impossible to get anybody of top rank; then service becomes demoralized,-Mr.
Newcombe, 667. 682-683.

Unable to see that any useful purpose-would be served,-Mr. Johnston, 686-687.
Proposed Whitley councils are liable to become grievance committees.-Mr. Coolican,
715-716.

The more co-operation tho better.-Mr.
Desbuntts, 718.
Sees no necessity for Whitley Council,-Mr.
Acland. 740.

Seesno harm, if in an advisory capacity, re promotions,-Mr. Cory, 790.
Not in favour of taking tho responsibility out of the hands of those who are responsible
for the department-Does not know that Whitley Councils will improve matters very
much.-Mr.

Parkinson.

814-815.

See also Dr. Roche, 844?848-849; Mr. LaRochelle,
CIVIL

SERVICE

Membership

FEDERATION
etc.,-Major

877-878; Mr. Jameson, 929-932.

OF CANADA:

McKeand,

213, 240.

CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT
ACT (CALDER),
1920:Length of service a factor-Not
only applies to inside service,-Mr.
Patching, 59-Provisions of; suggestions,-Mr.
Campbell, 194-Classes of employees not eligible for
retirement under the Calder Act: recommendation
to Council,-Mr.
Patterson.
352-353.

Not sufficient in scopeto cover a great many cases,-Mr. O'Connor.461.

Has since 1920 effected economy to a surprising degree because of a large number of
aged employees who were under no Retirement Fund, but have participated in the
allowance authorized by the Act,-Miss
Inglis, 251.
Is of great assistance when reorganizing the department,-Mr.
Desbarats. 718.
Retirement of Mr. Hooper from Labour department.-Mr.
Acland. 7-17.

Thinks that it would be extremely desirable that the Act be extended for another year
so that the service may gradually
CIVIL

SERVICE

l»i cleared,-Mr.

Jameson, 928.

STATISTICS:-

Figures given showing total salariesand number of personsin the Servicein years
1913-14, 1920-21.-Mr.
CLASSIFICATION

IN THE

Jameson. 917-918. 919-Sei- also Exhibit

M, page 1043.

SERVICE:

Propos

and qualifications therefor,-Dr.

Swaine. 280-283.

Simplificationof, as expressed
in written statement,-'Mr.Patterson,289.

Classificationis fairly satisfactorybut the salary rangeshouldbe increased.-Mr. Elrick,
415.

Present classification is superior,-Mr.

O'Connor, 444.

Cl.'-itication not satisfactory to the women; too many classes,-MissReynolds.462.
Suggestsa revision of classification.-Miss Burt. 468-469.
The da.- tic-.tion Book and definitions therein re position* of mechanicsin Public
Works-Mr.

Matheson, 505-506.
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A numberof anomaliesstill remainwith the classificationof the OutsideCustoms
service,-Mr. Colvin, 537.

The powerto classifyandpromoteshouldbe resumedby the Government,-SirJoseph
Pope,613-Strongly in favour of simplification of classification,620.

Reference to classification and reorganization of Printing Bureau,-Mr. Mulvey, 625.
Is of the opinion the old classification with some modifications would be preferableSomewhere around 300 classesof positions in the Department of Agriculture,-Mr.
Grisdale, 654-Other points bearing on classification inquired into, 661-662.

ClassificationBook ought to be done away uiih alio.m'iln>r,-Mr. Newcombe,666-667.
Present classification not satisfactory,-Mr. Johnston, 685-686.
There are too many class titles,-Mr. Coolican, 707.
Entirely

too complicated,-Mr.

D<

718.

Does not make for efficiency and economy,-Mr. Acland, 744.
Classification in Interior depart im-nt. Appeals, etc.,-Mr. Cory, 794-795.
How complaints arise,-Mr. Parkinson, 813.
Explanation given as to why the Co.
it proceeded \\iih i-l.-issifica.tionbefore reorganization-Classification Book,-Mr. Jameson, 895-899.
Steps followed in preparing classification of the Federal Service,-Mr. Jameson, 901.
CLERICAL

HISTORY

SHEET:-

A clerical history sheet should be maintained for all employees-The only way by which
genuine merit can be accurately
^Mr. Sarul, 775-776.
COMMITTEE

REPORTERS

STAFF:-

Situation of, re classification not fair,-Mr.
-and responsibility

as comiui.,1

1'iur. 11)3-495-Relative importance, work

with ll.-m-.-ml sut'f, 495, 498-Communications

with

the Commission relating thereto, 496-497-Suggestions, 498.
COMPLAINTS:-

Mr. George Sleemans' case, 607. See also, 817.
Employees

of Printing

memorandum

Bureau,

House messengers and Dominion

Postal clerks and

of, 608.

Complaints of different kinds received by the Commission,-Mr.

Jameson, 908.

CORRESPONDENCE
AND STATISTICAL
BRANCH, C.S.C.:See Evidence of Mr. Foran, 50-53-Mr.
Patching, 56-57.
Statistical work might well be centralized,-402-403.
COST

OF LIVING:-

See Evidence of Major
DEPUTY

MINISTERS

McKeand,

AND

216-217-See also evidence of Mr. Elrick, 416.

DEPARTMENTAL

OFFICIALS:-

See Evidence of Acland, F. A., 731-Coolican, P. T, 695-Cory, C.M.G., W. W., 779Desbarats, C.M.G., George J., 717-Grisdale, Joseph, 653-Hunter, J. B., 631Johnston, Alexander, 683-Mulvey, Thomas, 622-Newcombe, C.M.G., E. L., 663Parkinson, N. F., 802-Pope, Sir Joseph, 612-Saunders, John C., 748; recalled, 761.
Deputy Ministers' recommendations considered as one of the factors regarding promotions-Mr.
DEPUTY

Bland, 84.

MINISTERS

AND

THE

CIVIL

SERVICE

COMMISSION:-

Advice of the Deputy Ministers sought in 1917by the Commission re extension of jurisdiction of the Commission to take in whole Service-Meeting

in Victoria

Museum-

Points discussed-Exemptions of Officers and crews on government railways and His
Majesty's
DEPUTY

ships,-Mr.

MINISTERS'

Jameson, 892-894.

REPORT:-

For reportin full, seeAppendix,page1038,Exhibit " L "-Memorandumsentto Chairman of Deputy Ministers'Committeeexpressive
of his viewsrelatingto various
matters of the Civil

Service-Sir

Joseph Pope, 612-613.

Reportwasa compromise
to whichthe members
of the Committeeagreedto makesuch
unanimous,-Mr.

Newcombe, 664.

Recommendationscontained in Report referred to,-Mr.
786-787-Mr. Parkinson, 809-Mr.

Jameson, 903.

Desbarats,721-Mr. Cory,

DISFRANCHISEMENT:-

Disfranchisement of full-time civil servants-Suggestion,-Mr.
5-72

Jameson, 932.
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DISMISSALS, REMOVALS:-

Removalsfrom the serviceare madeby the Governorin Council,-Mr. Foran,42.
Employees
mustbe protectedagainstarbitraryor unjust dismissals,-Mr.Patterson,293.
Dismissalscasesnot heardby Board of Hearing,-Mr. Patterson,352.

A man is not removed except for cause,-Mr. Coolican, 708.
Right of rejection-Mr.
Cory, 783-785.

The Crown preservesits prerogativeto dismisswhatever may be the jurisdiction of the
Commission,-Mr.
EFFICIENCY,

ECONOMY

Jameson, 909.
AND

REASONABLE

CONTENTMENT:-

Four points suggestedand discussedwhich would bring about efficiency,economyand
reasonable contentment in the Public Service,-Mr.

ELIGIBLE

Jameson, 927.

LISTS:

Section39 of 1918authorizesCommissionto establishli*ts of personseligible for appointment to service,-Mr. Foran, 29-Required to maintain eligible lists for large groups
of the service, 36-37-Length

of life of lists, 38-Lists

received by the Commissioners

for approval-Length of existence, 98-99-What is done with lists in Assignment
Branch,-Mr. Thivierge, 104-Names not skipped on the list when selecting men for
positions, 109.

How lists are made up after examinations; What law requires; Period of time lists
are used,-Mr.
Patterson, 362.
Should no longer be used,-Mr.
Patterson, 362.

It is found there are practically never any eligible lists in the case of technical positions,-Mr.
Grisdale, 654.
Eligible lists too long-lived-Eligible
lists for positions outside Ottawa are found to
be non-c
-Mr. Grisdale, 654.
Not suitable to Finance dep;mmeiit requirements,-Mr.
Saunders, 750-752.

Have not had a time limit to our eligible list in the past, except in a few instances,Dr.

Roche,

846.

Anticipating that in the course of a few weeks or months the public service will require
the appointment of cerium classes of people, examinations are held for the creation
of eligible lists,-Mr.
Jameson, 935.
See also consideration of Section 42 (4) of 1919-846-847, 876, 923-924.
EVIDENCE:

Never consulted with any member of the Commission or staff re nature of evidence that
was to be given before this Committee,-Mr.
Foran, 111-Mr.
Bouchard, 125.
EXAMINING

BOARDS:-

How constituted,

and ratings arrived at, 163-166.

EXAMINERS
BRANCH, C.S.C.:Names of the examiners, their qualifications and experience; duties of, and procedure,Mr. Bland, 82-103-Extent
to which special examiners and advisory boards are made

use of, 92--Examiners, French Section,-See Baril, J. R. A., 103-Two classes of
examiners, 121.
EXAMINATION

PAPERS:-

No particular paper examinedby anyone except by the examinersassignedto the
reading of examination papers,-Miss Walker, 113-Miss Read, 114-Papers seen

only by the printer and the witness,-Miss Guthrie, 114-Papersreceivedin sealed
envelopes-Not examinedby officials,-Mr. Bourbonnais,115-Not interfered with
when examining papers,-Mr. Bouchard, 125-Mr. Kemmis, 131-Mr. Garrett, 141Mr. Morgan, 152-Mr. Watson, 153-Mr. Nelson, 15S.
EXAMINATIONS:-

Impracticablein someservicesto havewritten examinations,-Mr.Foran,16-17-Uniformity of, for all placesin Canada, 16-Ratings, 21-Law regarding competitive
examinationsand meaning of, 29-30-Examinationsre postmasters,postal clerks,
mail clerks, etc., 36-40-Successfulcandidatesarrangedin order of merit, 39-In

higherpositionswritten positionsare very infrequent-Mr. Bland,101-Oralexaminationsheld by advisoryboards-Mr. Kemmis,140Clericalexaminations,
procedure-Uniformgradingof marks,howarrivedat,-Mr. Bourbonnais,
118-120,
123Completeexaminationis divided in three parts,-Mr. Watson,156.
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Written examinations not approved for promotion in the department,-Miss

Burt, 475.

Feels that the standard of examinations should be raised-Is
opposed to recommendation of Mr. Griffenhagen and his associates who, it is said, recommended a lower
standard for the service,-Miss
Burt, 492.

Thinks a man should pass certain tests to show that he is qualified for certain positions
-Sir

Joseph Pope, 618.

Examination tests for entrance to the Service are preferable,-Mr.
Examination

fees charged,-Mr.

EXAMINATIONS,

Coolican, 717.

Jameson, 935.

COMPETITIVE:-

See Major McKeand, 233-234.
Not necessary to test a man's efficiency,-Mr. Burns, 543. Only when two or more candidates are on equal plane as to efficiency and qualifications that such examination
is necessary,-Mr.
Burns, 544.
Beneficial aspects of,-Mr.
Desbarats, 726.

Rigid principle of competition in promotions, if insisted upon, could prove embarrassing,
-Mr.

Saunders, 752.

Would have better chance to get better officials in open competition than by individual
selection,-Dr.

Roche, 827.-Meaning

of "competitive

examination",

836.

Positions for which competitive examinations are not possible-Positions susceptible to
competitive

examinations,-Mr.

LaRochelle,

880.

EXEMPTIONS:-

Positions exempted from the operation of the Civil Service Act-Postmasters the salary
of whom does not exceed $200, 11, 16-The $200 regulation applies to all departments, 29-Additional exemptions, 20, 33-Further exemptions; list submitted, discussed, and Section 38A of 1918 amended in 1921 to authorize further exemptions
when " in the public interest " to do so; number of positions exempted thereby,Mr. Foran, 78-81-Reason given as to why positions carrying not more than $200
salary are exempted,-Mr. Foran, 184-185-Employees of Government railways and
ships in his Majesty's ships, 186-Ask that the classesexempted under P.O. 1053,June,
1922be again placed under the jurisdiction of the Commission,-Mr. MacNeil, 552.
Classes of employment
that have been exempted,-Mr.
Hunter, 631-633-Crews
dredges and vessels are exempted from the Civil Service Act,-Mr.
Hunter, 653.

of

Labourers' positions never appointed by the Commission-Since the passing of Order in
Council exempting labourers' positions a number of forms and quarterly reports
have to be filled out,-Mr.

Grisdale, 658.

Positions in Justice department recommended for exemption and reasons therefor,-Mr.
Newcombe, 664.
Took the position that the department was better fitted to make selections of men
required for particular services,-Mr.
Johnston, 684, 687.
Post Offices included in the exemption order,-Mr.
Coolican, 703-705.
Positions, local, which can be filled more expediously,-Mr.
Desbarats, 722, 724-725.
Advantages of,-Mr.
Acland, 740.
Positions recommended for for exemption,-Mr.
Cory, 779-782.
Positions excluded under Section 38B of 1921,-Dr. Roche, 828.
Attitude of the Commission re exempted positions.-839-842, 879, 911-912.

By the releasing of certain minor positions from the jurisdiction of the Act a saving has
been effected-Permanency of office in certain exempted positions,-Dr. Roche,
850-851.

Rural postamsters, labouring positions, lighthouse-keepers,-Mr.
Mr.

Jameson,

LaRochelle, 870-875;

911-912.

Positions aboard ships and railways the jurisdiction over which the Act could not be
extended,

Mr.

Jameson,

893-894.

Principle and procedure under Section 38B of 1921.-Mr. Jameson, 903-906.
Further
FINANCE

exemptions

considered,-Dr.

Roche, 947-960.

DEPARTMENT:-

Relations of, with the Civil Service Commission,-Mr.
GREAT

WAR

VETERANS

ASSOCIATION:-

See Evidence of Dix, George M., 575-MacNeil,
GRIFFENHAGEN

Saunders,748-751.

AND ASSOCIATES,

C. Grant, 551; recalled, 578, 585.

MESSRS.:-

Wishes to dissociate himself entirely from Messrs. Griffenhagen and Associates. Never
employed them or recommended their employment by the Government although

that impressionwent abroad,-Mr. Jameson,896.
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BRANCH:-

Appointmentof employees
thereto,exemptedfrom P.C. 358of February,1918,-Mr.
Foran, 16, 32-Number of employeesin, in March, 1922 and salaries paid,-Mr.
Foran, 112-Officials and staff of, not under the control of the Commission,182.

INSIDE

AND

OUTSIDE

SERVICE:-

There is no inside and outside service; il is the Public Service of Canada-Written
examinations
INTERIOR

therefor are the same everywhere,-Mr.

Foran, 16-17.

DEPARTMENT:-

Relations of, with the Civil Service Commission,-Mr.
INVESTIGATION,

Cory, 794-796.

SPECIAL:-

See Evidence of Bull, George,-Ex-Clerk
re Overmanning in civil

INVESTIGATORS

IN

in Accountant's Branch, Militia

service of some departments,

ORGANIZATION

Department,

768-773.

BRANCH:

Names of, .vihnes, and duties-Qualifications and experience,-Mr. Putman, 61-62. 64-66
-No right to investigate work of .in appointee alter appointment is made, 73.
LABOUR

DEPARTMENT:-

The various Acts under which different affairs of
731-733-Functions
LEAVE

OF

ABSENCE

ire administered,-Mr.

Acland,

of, 738.

:-

Thinks leave of absence in order to have uniformity
Dr. Roche, 843.

-houJd be left to the Commission,-

LETTER-CARRIERS:

See Elrick,

J. A., 403-423.

Qualifications for letter-carriers; appointments of; age limit,-Mr.
LIGHTHOUSE-KEEPERS

Method

AND

of appointment

CANAL

Coolican, 712-713.

EMPLOYEES:-

of-Lighthouse-keepers

and life-saving,-Mr.

Foran, 17, 22-26,

29-30.

Appointments of lighthouse-keepers discussed, 397.
In a very large number of cases the Commission accepts the judgment
of the department as to the selections that ought to be made,-Mr.

of the officers
Johnston, 687,

688, 690-691.

As a rule there is quite a little bit of competition for lighthouse-keepers' positions,-Dr
Roche, 835-Procedure

as to appointments

MEMBERS
OF PARLIAMENT:Incorrect
to believe that members

of Parliament

of,-Mr.

are not

Jameson, 906, 939.

allowed

to make

tions re appointments to Public Service, Mr. Foran, 18.
Members of all shades of political opinion have made representations

recommenda

on behalf oi

certain people; no member has ever suggested that any unworthy person should
be appointed to the service,-Mr. Johnston, 692.
MERIT

PRINCIPLE:-

Merit system approved; patronage disapproved,-Major
merit

McKeand, 241-242-How the

system could be assured, 247-248.

To apply the merit principle there must be an independent body-Definitely against
the system of patronage,-Mr. Mountain, 267-276.
Merit system must obtain-Most implicitly believe in the principle,-Mr. Patterson,
360.

Effect of the merit system and a reasonable rate of compensation removed the cause of
most of the troubles the Outside Customs service had,-Mr.

Colvin,

536.

Under the Act of 1908all promotionswere consideredon the basisof merit,-Mr. Johnston, 684.

Principle of, is sound,-Mr.
MILITIA

Saunders, 749.

DEPARTMENT:-

Reorganizationof, and its effects,-Mr. Desbarats,719-720.
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HOURS:-

Not suitable as at present to Department

of Finance-

Regulation of, should be left to discretion of the deputy head,-Mr.
ORDERS

IN

Saunders, 752.

COUNCIL:-

Recommendations sent to Council and Orders relating to the civil service, referred to
in the evidence:-

P.C. 358, February,

1918 re extension of the Act of 1908 to cover the outside service

positions-Preference to soldiers-Abolition of patronage lists-Temporary employment-Promotions on merit, 13-15-Subsequent Order in Council to cover certain
positions

that were in doubt, 16.

Order in Council, P.C. 295a, December, 1920 re the " Blanketing-in of many temporary
men, 57-">S.

P.C. 1761,September, 1922,re method of communication between the Departments and
the Commission as to status of employees, 353, 488.
P.C. 2224, July, 1921, re permanent employees who do not come under the provisions
of the Retirement Act of 1920,352.
P.C. 2944 re vocationall trained disabled men to be made permanent in the service,
433-434,

610.

P.C. 1053,June, 1922 re exemptions,-ask that such be again placed under the jurisdiction

of the Commission,-Mr.

P.C. 2164, re retirement
P.C. 2958, 608.
P.C. 3895, 608.

MacNeil,

552.

of employees, Mr. Dobbs, 608.

P.C. 3172, 608.

P.C. 4432, re compensation to employees, etc., 612.
P.C. 3518, September 21st, 1921, re exemptions,-Dr.
Roche, 828-829; Mr. Jameson, 911.
P.C. 1694, August 14, 1919, re positions which carried a salary not exceeding $200,-Dr.
Roche, 830; Mr. Jameson, 911-912.
ORGANIZATION
BRANCH, C.S.C.:Duties of. to maintain classification-Investigate

qualifications,

rates of compensation,

report on departmental organization-Names of Investigators; their qualifications
and experience.-Mr. Putman, 60-73-Investigators conversant in the French language-Mr.
OVERLAPPING

Medland a Bilingunlist,
AND

66.

OVERMANNING:-

There may be overlapping of equipment biit does not think there is overmanning in
the service,-Miss

Burt, 482-483.

Overmanning in the Service, investigation.--Mr. Bull, 769-773.
How overmanning would in four or five years become a thing of the past,-Mr. Jameson,
927-928.

PAPERS, ORDERS

IN

COUNCIL,

STATEMENTS,

List of, set forth, page XXXVI-See

ETC., ORDERED

PRINTED:-

also Appendix, pages 971-1066.

PAPERS, STATEMENTS, STATISTICS, ETC., READ INTO THE RECORD:List of, set forth, pages XXXV.
PATRONAGE:-

Believespatronageis the democraticway of appointing to the civil service; merits and
defects,-Mr.
Mulvey, 623-625.
Patronage Committees,-Mr.
Hunter,

638-639.

Has beenvery greatly surprised;usedto hear a lot about patronage,-Mr. Parkinson,811.
PERMANENCY

IN

THE

SERVICE:-

Ask for permanency of Amputation casesin the service,-Mr. Hodgson, 423-Elevator
operators and situation of, in Ottawa, 423-428-Request that vocationally trained
disabled soldiers be made permanent in the service, and that P.C. 2944 in relation
thereto

be enforced,

See also abolition
PERMANENCY

OF

433.

of permanent positions.
OFFICE

IN

THE

STATE:-

Affected by section 28 (3) of 1919,re abolition of permanent position,-Mr.
191, 194.

Campbell,
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PERSONNEL

BOARDS:-

See Civil ServiceCouncils,Whitley, etc.
POSTMASTERS:-

Procedureunder the regulationsre appointment of; assistanceby post office inspectors,
etc., Mr. Foran, 5-11-Rural postmasters, procedure re appointments, 35-Number of,
in different classes, 46.

Procedure followed re appointments of, in Revenue post offices,City post offices,-

Mr. Coolican, 696-701,702.
Number of, exempted from the Act,-Dr. Roche, 828.
Re exemptions of positions carrying up to a salary of S200,had to have an arbitrary line
drawn somewhere, 830-833.

Department not now compelled to transfer office to successfulapplicant; Amendment to
Act suggested, 851.
POSTMASTERS

AND

POST

OFFICES:-

Rural postmasterships with salary up to $200, non-competitive for positions-Examinations not practicable-Exempted

from operation

of the Act,-Mr.

Foran, 10-11, 18,

19-Rule governing establishment of city post offices, 34.
Situation re Revenue offices and City offices inquired into,-Mr. Coolican, 696-699.
Dividing line between rural and city post offices,-Mr. Coolican, 711-712.
PRINTING

BUREAU:-

Appeal of ex-employees retired under P.C. 2164, 608.
Reorganization and classification of,-Mr.
Mulvey, 625.
Number of men employed at the Bureau,-Mr.
Acland, 732.
How appointments at the Bureau are made, 735-738.
PRIVATE

SECRETARIES,

SALARY

OF:-

Special allowance of $600 in addition to his regular salary-Goes back to his original
classification

when private

secretaryship

ceases,-Mr.

Hunter,

652-653.

Can be paid such salary as the Governor in Council will decide-Minister has the option
of bringing in from the outside a private secretary,-Dr. Roche, 653.
See also pages 847-848,877, 925-926re Amendment suggestedto Section 49 of 1918.
PROMOTIONS

AND

RATINGS:-

Promotions within the department r- case of an engineering clerk's position,-Mr.

Foran

21-22.

Vacancies how filled, 40.
How clerks pass from one class to another, 69.
Commission must approve promotions, 70-71.
Certain factors which rules in cases of promotions,
Case of Mr.

Kemmis.

Case in Interior

84.

83-84.

Department,

102.

Department's ratings in many casesfavour the man holding the position temporarily, 21.
A case where highest rating was not accepted. 47.
To what extent departmental ratings are recognized, 97.
Two promotional rating sheets, 154.
Promotions could be handled by civil service councils, 225.
Procedure in the case of women's promotions, 260-261.

Departmental recommendations for promotion should be the controlling factor, 293.

Suggestions
re ratings; presentobjectionablefeaturespointed out,-Mr. O'Connor,451-453.
Does not approve of written examinations for promotions within the department,Miss Burt, 475.

Promotions should be more in the hands of the department than they are now,-Mis;
Burt, 477.

Present procedurere promotions has worked out satisfactorily,-Mr. Colvin, 537-Efficiency rating a determining factor for promotions,-Mr. Colvin, 541.
Procedure re promotion to position of collectorship in the Customs,-Mr. Burns, 544.
Promotions in the Secretary of State department-Views of Deputy Minister re present

promotion and merit systems.-Mr. Mulvey, 624-625-Instancegiven of a recommendation for promotion, 628-629.

Suggestionswhich would improve the chancesfor promotion.-Mr. Grisdale,654-655.
Method followed in cities like Montreal and Toronto,-Mr. Coolican,706-707-Satisfied
with present system, 715.
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Under the present system or practice where a vacancy arises the Civil Service Commis-

sion asksif any officeris recommendedfor promotion, and there is little to complain
of in this system-In so far as his experience goes, the departmental recommendation

is accepted by the Commission-What would tend to facilitate promotion.-Mr.
Acland, 733.

Thinks the matter of promotionsis very essential-One of the most important questions
on which there is a controversy,-Mr. Cory, 785.
Handle all the promotions within the department except a small proportion,-Mr.
Parkinson, 805.

Procedure re promotions and ratings explained,-Dr. Roche, 822-825.
The Commission requests the department to state whether there is any qualified officer
in line of promotion-If
the Deputy Minister stutes (here is nobody in line for
promotion,

a competition

is opened,-Mr.

LaRochelle,

860.

Promotions and ratings, procedure of the Commission thereto applying, further discussed,-Mr.

Jameson, 885-888.

See also provisions of Section 45 of 1919 referred to in the course of evidence given,
848, 877, 929.
QUEBEC ARSENAL:-

Mechanical and Labouring positions, how filled-Rates of pay-Positions not exemptedMen at Arsenal who are entitled to the Bonus-Wages
of the men revised by a
Board last winter-Men
are not entitled to superannuation on present basis,-Mr.
Desbarats, 722-723, 726-728.
RATES OF PAY, PREVAILING:-

The difference existing between the classification of men carrying certain rates of pay
and the definitions

set forth in the Classification

Book as to qualifications,

which

it is claimed are at variance, account for the complaints of the members of the
Dominion

of Canada Public Works Federation-Suggestions

of redress by restoring

the positions on a permanent basis and thus obtaining the privileges of the ActMr. Matheson, 504-520-Mr.

McGarry,

520-531-Mr.

Foley, 549-551.

Thinks the prevailing rate is the proper method in paying artisans-The payment of
prevailing rates does not affect permanency,-Mr. Hunter, 645.
Figures given showing rates of compensation in Canada and United States, for higher
positions in the Service,-Mr. Grisdale, 655-656-Wages and hours of work at the
Experimental

Farm, 662-663.

No extra pay for work every night-Service was cheerfully given, being considered as a
patriotic

service for war purposes.-Mr.

Saunders, 748.

See also consideration given to Section 45B of 1919and amendment thereto suggestedre
prevailing rates of pay, etc.,-Dr. Roche, 847; Mr. LaRochelle. S76; Mr. Jameson,924.
RE-ORGANIZATION

OF THE

SERVICE:

Views of the Associated Federal Employees of Canada as expressed in written
ment,-Mr.
Patterson, 290.
Will overcome overlapping.-Mr.
O'Connor, 449.
Beneficial

effects

of-Mr.

Desbarats.

state-

718-720.

Suggests a re-organization of all the departments of the Public Service by the Commission
without the intervention of foreign assistants, etc..-Mr.
Jameson, 927.
RESIGNATIONS,
SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNICAL
OFFICERS:The Canadian Service lost a great many technical officers, mostly geologists, immediately

following -the close of the Great War, owing to high rates of compensation paid in
other countries,-Mr.
Jameson, 919.
See also Exhibit 0 (2) for Statement of percentage of resignations, page 1054.
RETIREMENTS

FROM

THE

SERVICE:-

T\yo categories:those retired under the Calder Act; those retired on account of
re-organization,

59.

Number of, at Printing Bureau-Gratuities,-Mr.

Acland, 742.

SALARY REVISION,
INCREASES:Salary revision,-Mr.
Campbell, 195.

Salary increases.-Figuresgiven showingcomparisonbetweensituationsof 1908and 1923,
Mr. Ryan, 200-203-Major McKeand, 216, 218.
Comparison between the United States and Canada re rates of compensation,-Miss
Inglis, 254-255.

Certain facts regarding salaries-Canadian salaries for technical positions compared with
United States,-Dr. Swaine, 280-283.
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Views of, expressedin written statement,-Mr. Patterson, 291.
Salaries of letter-carriers in \Vinnipejr,-Mr. Elrick, 415.
Letter

to the Prime Minister

re salary revision.-Mr.

Elrick,

422.

I'rgea that an upward revision be effected and that the objectionable bonus be abolished,-Mr.

Colvin, 537.

Salary increase per annum in the Customs department is $60; this is one point of
dissatisfaction,-Mr. Burns, 546.
Regulation of salaries should be resumed by the Government,-Sir Joseph Pope, 613.
Not much advantage to be obtained by having them approved by the Commission,-

Mr. Coolican, 70S.
Thinks there are some positions that are well paid compared with the outside, and others
are not so well paid-Should
say that if you put in any revisers, get the proper men

to do it, and not have a mr-s all over again,-Mr.

SAUNDERS,

Saunders.755.

DR.:-

Dr. Saunders' retirement-Signal

service rendered-Marquis

wheat-Recommendation,-

Mr. Jameson, 921.
SOLDIERS

CIVIL

RE-ESTABLISHMENT:-

Number of employee? and salaries, 112.
Practically no connection with the Civil Service Commission-Relations of, with Board
of Pension Commissioners,-Mr.
SOLDIERS,

Parkinson,

SI 1-812.

DISABLED:-

Physical fitness re positions applied for: three things must be established, Mr. Foran,
23-Major

McKeand,

236, 238.

Amputation casesare 100 per cent disability in the labour market.-Mr.

Hodgson. 423.

Number of total disability pensioners. 45, 133,-Air. MacNeil, 553-Number
of handicapped men by reason of disabilities, not recorded. 6,(!00. Mr. MacNeil, 553.

Suggests that government employment be eiven to the amputated cases of returned

disabled men,-Mr.
Dobbs, 609-612.
See also evidence of Mr. Parkinson re statement of Mr. Hodgson, 817-818.

Extent of attention given the disabled returned soldier by the Department,-Mr.

Parkin-

son, 818-819.

SOLDIERS, EMPLOYMENT
OF RETURNED:-.
Two specific recommendations by which returned men would benefit in the matter of
employment,-Mr.
MacNeil, 552-States that Parliament will be confronted with a

more costly alternative unless it inaugurates an employment service, etc.,-Mr.
MacNeil,

555-Argument

and suggestions follow,-Mr.

MacNeil.

555-570.

Specific casesreferred to as to employment, 571, 574, 575. 577, 578, 579, 580, 581, 604-605.
Suggestion that the Commission return to a former arrangement and use the services of
Employment Offices,-Mr.
MacNeill, 583, 586-596, 603.
SOLDIERS, FEDERAL RELIEF EXPENDITURES
FOR RETURNED:What reports of the Labour department show in the matter of relief expenditure
1922-23-Mr.
MacNeil, 555.
SOLDIERS

in

ORGANIZATIONS:-

See Amputations Association-See Great War Veterans Association.
SOLDIERS,

RETURNED

AND

PREFERENCE:-

Preference positions in the service extended to soldiers in P.C. 358 of February, 1918,
13, 15, 17, 23-28.

Ask that the preference extended to ex-service men under section 39 of 1918be strictly
maintained,-Mr.

MacNeil,

552.

If the Service is loaded up with men of minimum qualifications you are going, in a few
years, to have a pretty poor service,-Mr. Hunter, 637.

Due regard given to the preferenceextended by the Act to returned soldiers,-Mr.
Coolican, 697, 707, 708, 709.

Methodof givingpreference
to returnedmenexplained,
andprovisosetforth in procedure of appointments
underwhichpreference
is givento returnedmenfor all available positionsin the department,-Mr. Parkinson,804,809.

How far preferenceis extendedin appointments
to rural postmasterships-Residence
qualifications,-Mr. LaRochelle,878-879.

SOLDIER

SETTLEMENT

BOARD:-

Number of employeesand salaries,112,177-178.
Seealso letter of Major John Barnett, Chairmn.nof. 778.
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STENOGRAPHERS

:-

Choice of selectionby person in charge of office .su.w^ii'd-Best systemdevisedup to
the presentis that of competitive examinationscoupledwith a probationaryperiodHave privilege of rejecting those who are not suited,-Dr.
SUPERANNUATION

Roche, 852.

SYSTEM:-

Argumentsadvancedin favour of re-enactinga -uprr.mimation measure-Mr Campbell
189-Mr.

Ryan, 209-210-Major

McKeand,

220-222.

Comprehensive measure of superannuation will inure to an efficient civil service-Miss
Inglis, 256-257.

Suggestions
re superannuation-Efficiencyaffected in the absenceof for the serviceMr. Mountain,

279-280.

Would
advocatea Joint Superannuation
Boardto administerand supervise
the Superannuation Act,-Mr.
House, 401.
Viewsof the AssociatedFederal Employeesof Canada,as expressedin written statement
-Mr.

Patterson, 292.

In favour of a SuperannuationBill on a contributory basis,-Mr. Elrick, 415.
The systemshould be brought in, the soonerthe better-Terms of should be as generous
at least as the Calder Act,-Mr.

O'Connor, 461.

Statesit_is necessaryfor the efficiencyof the service,-Miss Reynolds,463.
Womenin the servicedesireto pay as much as the men; reap the samebenefit; may
have an aged mother,-Miss

Burt, 467.

Essential to an efficient service-Recommends (hat it be contributory; that an age limit
be established; that dependents be protected al'trr decease of superannuated
employee,-Mr.

Colvin,

537.

Is an incentive to the young and a protection to the old,-Mr.

Burns, 548.

There is very much need of it,-Sir
Joseph Pope, 620.
Present system is unfair to many civil sen-ants,-Mr.
Mulvey, 630.
Would be a benefit to the service,- Mr. Hunter, 641.
Deputy Ministers all agreed on the necessity of,-Mr.
Newcombe, 667.
Decidedly in favour of such measure,-Mr.
Coolican, 716.
Would be a great improvement in the administration,-Mr.
Desbarats, 718.
Thinks it is a misfortune there has not been a Superannuation Act,-Mr.
Acland, 746.
Present classification need not interfere with the introduction of a Superannuation Act
at all,-Dr.
Roche, 843.

Contributory system is desirable-Measure, however, should not extend to other than
full-time employees in the civil service, and the sooner it becomes law the better,Mr. Jameson, 927.
TRANSFERS:-

The Commission cannot effect a transfer from one class to another or from one department to another except on the request of two deputy heads of two departmentsSuggestion, that the Act be amended in this respect-Transfers cannot carry an
increase of salary,-Mr.
Foran, 74-76.
Does not think there has been any general complaint,-Mr.
O'Connor, 446.
Transfers should be handled in the same way as promotions,-Mr.
Hunter, 641.
Should not be necessary at all to apply to the Commission for any transfer within
department,-Mr.
Johnston, 686.

the

A Deputy can transfer his official to a similar class within the department without
coming to the Commission,-Dr. Roche, 843.

See also statement of Mr. Saral in the course of his evidence, 774.
TREASURY

BOARD:-

Operations of Civil Service Act would be smoother if making of Regulationswere
assignedto the Governor in Council, or better, to the Treasury Board-Power of
British Treasury Board described,-Mr. Saunders,753-755.
VACANCIES

IN DEPARTMENTAL

SERVICE:-

Commission must receive requisition to fill vacancies, who decides,-Mr. Foran, 40.

If vacancyis in a higher position, it is filled by promotional competition,45.
Members of Parliament informed of vacancies in their constituencies, 56.
How vacancies are filled in rural sections,-Mr.
Watson, 157.

Vacant positions advertisedin Post Offices,Employment offices,etc., 157,169.
Procedure of filling positions when vacancies occur,-Mr.
See also Promotions
VICTORY

LOAN

Hunter, 634-636.

and Ratings.

OF 1922:-

How Department of Finance was handicapped because of difficulties in securing an
efficient and competent staff,-Mr. Saunders, 748-753-See also Dr. Roche, 845-846.

